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Foreword

With the assistance of this Help Manual, you will learn what Filopto is, how to
install the software, and how to use this powerful tool we call:
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1 Filopto10 Help Manual

Filopto 10 Help Manual

FilOpto is a modern Windows base single-user / multi-user /
single and multi-office optical management system for eye
care specialists.
 
Filopto works with Windows 11, 10 as well as Windows Server 2022, 2019 and 2016.

Filopto helps you market and manage your business better

FilOpto pronounces "File Opto" can make your business more efficient and help you provide
advance customer care services to your patients while managing all aspects of you office patient
care requirements.

Filopto Help System

Our online help system is constantly updated to reflect the questions and clarifications requested
by clients on the use of Filopto.  We recommend that you first search this online help manual for
possible solutions or answers to your questions.

As a secondary service, a version of the Filopto help manual is also available in Adobe Acrobat
PDF format from which you can create a print copy.  To download your PDF copy, click on the
following link:
 
Filopto 10 Help File : Filopto10HelpManual.pdf  (over 270 MB - over 1900 pages, Be patient, it
can take some time to download) 

PDF was last updated August 2021.
 
 
Adobe Acrobat PDF
 
To view and print the Filopto 10 User Manual, use the latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader.  You
can download the Free Adobe Acrobat Reader from the web site http://www.adobe.com/

IMPORTANT:

http://update.filopto.com/brochure/filopto10helpmanual.pdf
http://www.adobe.com/
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Filopto 10 Help Manual
The PDF file version may not reflect the latest changes made to the online help system since the
date it was last generated.. 
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2 Trademark & Copyrights

 

 
All materials, interfaces and software are copyrighted to ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC.
© 1994 - 2021 ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC. All Rights Reserved.
 
 

Copyright
 
The materials, interfaces and software contained herein as well as all associated software and other
are copyrighted and protected by worldwide copyright laws and treaty provisions.  Except as
otherwise provided in this paragraph, no portion of this material may be distributed or reproduced by
any means, or in any form, without ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC.'s prior written permission. 
ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC. asserts its "Moral Right" to be identified as the author of this work,
in all jurisdictions that recognize the "Moral Right".

COPYRIGHT NOTICE:
 
Except where otherwise specified, the contents of this material, interfaces and software are
Copyright © 1994 - 2021 ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC.
P.O. Box 23062,
Moncton, NB
E1A 6S8
Canada.
All rights reserved.

 

Use of Software
 
The interfaces, software and accompanying documentation are the copyrighted work of ACCRA MED
SOFTWARE INC. and or third parties. Use of the software is governed by the terms of the end-user
license agreement which accompanies such software. If no license agreement accompanies the
software or downloaded software, the terms of the license agreement which accompanied the original
product being updated will govern. Such software is made available solely for use by end-users
according to such end-user license agreement. You will not be able or permitted to use, download or
install any software unless you agree to the terms of such end-user license agreement.
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Use of Materials and Information
 
Except as otherwise indicated, you may view, print, copy, and distribute documents (but not
software) subject to the following terms and conditions:
 
(a)  the documents may be used solely for informational, personal, non-commercial purposes;
(b)  any copy of the documents or portion thereof must include all copyright and proprietary notices

in the same form and manner as on the original;
(c)  the documents may not be modified in any way; and
(d)  ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC. reserves the right to revoke such authorization at any time, and

any such use shall be discontinued immediately upon notice from ACCRA MED SOFTWARE
INC.

 Disclaimer:  Although all documentation is written and compiled with care, Accra Med Software

Inc.is not responsible for direct actions or consequences derived  from using this documentation,

including unclear instructions or missing  information not contained in these documents.

 
Third-party Products and Services
 
This material mentions third-party products and services for informational purposes. ACCRA
MED SOFTWARE INC. makes no recommendations or endorsements about any third-party
products and services. References to third-party services and products are provided by
ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC. "as is", without warranty of any kind, either express or
implied.
 
 

TRADEMARKS
 
Filopto, Picture Me!, Eye on Your Business, PaperFree are trademarks of ACCRA Med Software,
Inc.  Accra Backup Service is a trademark of Accra Solutions Inc.,  Firebird® is a registered
trademark of Firebird Foundation Incorporated. Microsoft, Windows, Word, are registered trademarks
of Microsoft Corporation. QuickBooks, and QuickBooks Pro are registered trademarks of Intuit, Inc.,
FastReport, and FastScript are registered trademarks of Fast Reports Inc.  LOINC® is a registered
United States trademark of Regenstrief Institute, Inc.  Medicine Plus, Rxnorm,  Rxterm  and RxNAV
are information databases, programs and services that are maintained  by, and which have
trademarks and copyrights that belong to the  U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM).  All other
trademarks, service marks and trade names appearing in this document or related software are the
property of their respective owners.
 

Notice
 
UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED BY WRITTEN AGREEMENT WITH ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC., THIS
PUBLICATION, THE SOFTWARE SOLD WITH THIS PUBLICATION, AND ALL DATABASES MADE
AVAILABLE TO YOU ARE PROVIDED "AS IS"  WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR
PERFORMANCE OF THIS PUBLICATION , SOFTWARE, AND ALL DATABASES REMAINS WITH YOU. IN NO
EVENT WILL ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC., OR ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS AND INFORMATION
PROVIDERS, BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS, DIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT
DAMAGES OR OTHER ECONOMIC OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF ACCRA MED SOFTWARE
INC., OR ITS SUPPLIERS AND INFORMATION SUPPLIERS, HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC. RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY THIS
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DOCUMENT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT OBLIGATION TO NOTIFY ANYONE. IN NO EVENT SHALL ACCRA
MED SOFTWARE INC.'S OR ITS SUPPLIERS' OR INFORMATION PROVIDERS' LIABILITY UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT EXCEED THE SUM OF ANY AMOUNTS PAID HEREUNDER BY THE CUSTOMER TO ACCRA
MED SOFTWARE INC. OR ITS SUPPLIERS' AND INFORMATION PROVIDERS'.

The U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)-  US Government information at NLM Web sites is in
the public domain.   The U.S. Government does not warrant or assume any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product,
or process disclosed.   NLM does not endorse or recommend any commercial products, processes,
or services. The views and opinions of authors expressed on NLM Web sites do not necessarily
state or reflect those of the U.S. Government, or  Accra Med Software Inc and they may not be used
for advertising or product endorsement purposes. It is not the intention of NLM or  Accra Med
Software Inc to provide specific medical advice, but rather to provide users with information to better
understand their health and their diagnosed disorders.  Medicine Plus, Rxnorm, Rxterm  and RxNAV
are programs and services that are maintained  by, and which have trademarks and copyrights that
belong to the  U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM).  Accra Med Software Inc. makes available
the information and services of the The U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) per the 2011 License
agreement..  Accra Med Software Inc. makes no representation whatsoever on the accuracy or
suitability of the information provided by NLM.

The LOINC(r) codes, LOINC(r) table (regardless of format), LOINC(r) Release Notes, LOINC(r)
Changes File, and LOINC(r) Users' Guide are copyright (c) 1995-2013, Regenstrief Institute, Inc. and
the Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) Committee. All rights reserved. This
product includes all or a portion of the LOINC® table, LOINC panels and forms file, LOINC document
ontology file, and/or LOINC hierarchies file, or is derived from one or more of the foregoing, subject to
a license from Regenstrief Institute, Inc. Your use of the LOINC table, LOINC codes, LOINC panels
and forms file, LOINC document ontology file, and LOINC hierarchies file also is subject to this
license, a copy of which is available at http://loinc.org/terms-of-use. The current complete LOINC
table, LOINC Users' Guide, LOINC panels and forms file, LOINC document ontology file, and LOINC
hierarchies file are available for download at http://loinc.org. The LOINC table and LOINC codes are
copyright © 1995-2014, Regenstrief Institute, Inc. and the Logical Observation Identifiers Names and
Codes (LOINC) Committee. The LOINC panels and forms file, LOINC document ontology file, and
LOINC hierarchies file are copyright © 1995-2014, Regenstrief Institute, Inc. All rights reserved. THE
LOINC TABLE (IN ALL FORMATS), LOINC PANELS AND FORMS FILE, LOINC DOCUMENT
ONTOLOGY FILE, AND LOINC HIERARCHIES ARE PROVIDED "AS IS." ANY EXPRESS OR
IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARE DISCLAIMED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. LOINC®
is a registered United States trademark of Regenstrief Institute, Inc. 

 

2.1 About Screen

The Filopto About screen located in the Filopto Main menu under the Help option list the version number
of the software, copyright notice, the license version, Accra Med Software Inc. coordinates, The Comodo
Security keys, and the users device TCP/IP address.  

http://loinc.org
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3 Software License

 

END USER LICENSE

AGREEMENT (EULA) 

 

Thank you for choosing Accra Med Software Inc!

The Accra Med Software Inc. Software License Terms defines the legal conditions under which you can
use your software and associated materials. Filopto's software license is a Legal instrument
governing the usage and redistribution of this copyright protected software.   Carefully read the license
software usage agreement before any use.

By downloading, accessing, installing, copying, or otherwise using the SOFTWARE, you agree to be
bound by the terms of this LICENSE. If you do not agree to the terms of this LICENSE, do not
download, access, install or use in any manner the SOFTWARE.

 

 

3.1 End User Licence Agreement

End User License Agreement (EULA)
Software Terms and Usage Agreement
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Last modified:  March 2020

 

This is a license agreement between you and Accra Med Software Inc. (hereinafter
referred to as the "Licensor"), the manufacturer of the Filopto Practice Management
System.  Please read it carefully before installing, copying or otherwise using the
software product.

The Software Product for which a license is granted to you under this agreement
includes the computer software, information databases, Internet services, the
associated media, any printed materials and any "online" or electronic documentation
or services.

By installing, copying or otherwise using the software product, you are
agreeing to be legally bound by the terms of this agreement.  If you do not
agree with the terms of this agreement, then the Licensor is unwilling to
license the software product to you.  In such event, you may not copy or
use the software product, and you must promptly contact the Licensor for
instructions on the return of the unused product(s).

1.       Interpretation.  For the purposes of this Agreement, unless the context
otherwise requires, the following terms shall have the respective meanings set out
below:                                                 

1.1    “Software Product” means the computer software called Filopto, including the
associated modules, programs, media, publications, information databases, Internet
services, any printed materials, and any “online” or electronic documentation
associated with the computer software Filopto, but excludes the patient and user data
created by the Licensee;

1.2     "Computer" means the one computer on which you are authorized to install
the Software Product;

2.       Grant of License.  Subject to the terms and conditions contained hereunder and
in consideration for the payment of the license fees set forth herein, the Licensor
grants you a personal, non-transferable and non-exclusive right to use the Software
Product, solely in object code format, solely for your own business or personal
purposes and solely on the Computer at any one time, subject to the terms and
conditions contained hereunder.  
 
3.       Licensee's rights and obligations.  You may:

3.1     Install the Software Product on the Computer. the Software Product cannot be
moved, transferred or displaced without the Licensor's express authorization;        
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3.2     Use and execute the Software Product exclusively for your own business or
personal purposes, in accordance with the user's instructions provided with the
Software Product; 

3.3     Use within Geographic Restriction.  The Software Product is marked and license
for use in a specific geographic region, you are only permitted to activate and make
use of the Software Product in the geographic region indicated on the software and by
the license.  The Software Product cannot be used outside of the geographic area for
which it is licensed.

3.4    Use a backup utility to make one copy of the Software Product in machine-readable,
object code form, for non-productive backup or archival purposes only. You can make as
many copies of the patient and user data as required. As the Licensee, you retain ownership
of the user and patient data.

         
3.5     Add users to the Software Product by first obtaining the Licensor's express
authorization and by paying the additional fees for each user added, or for each
software feature used in accordance with the prices and terms then required by the
Licensor; any additional users must be employed by you;

3.6     Distribute and use the Software Product on your other computers over a
network, so long as you first obtain the Licensor's express authorization and pay the
additional fees required by the Licensor;  It is the users responsibility to make certain
that appropriate licenses are acquired for all users and software features in
accordance with the prices and terms then required by the Licensor;

3.7     Use Multiplexing – The use of hardware or software you use to 
· pool connections, 
· reroute information, or 
· reduce the number of devices or users that directly access or use the

software (sometimes referred to as “multiplexing” or “pooling”), does not
reduce the number of licenses you need;

3.8     Use with Virtualization Technologies.  Instead of using the software directly on
the licensed device, you may install and use the software within only one virtual (or
otherwise emulated) hardware system on the licensed device, so long as you first
obtain any required licenses from the Licensor;

3.9     Use via Remote Access. Any licensed user of the licensed device, with remote
access permission, may access and use the software installed on the licensed device
remotely from any other device. You may allow others to access the software to
provide you with support services. You do not need additional licenses for this support
access. No other person may use the software under the same license at the same
time for any other purpose;
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4.       Subscription Software. If you licensed the software on a subscription basis, your
rights to use the software are limited to the subscription period. You may have the option
to extend your subscription or convert it to a perpetual license. If you extend your
subscription, you may continue using the software until the end of your extended
subscription period.  After the expiration of your subscription, most features of the
software will stop running. At that time you can continue to open, view and print any
information you created with the software;

5.       You are responsible for selecting an operator who is qualified to operate the
Software Product on your own equipment.  The Licensor reserves the right to refuse
assistance or to charge additional fees if you or one of your operators seeks assistance
with respect to basic background information or any other matters not directly relating to
the operation of the Software Product.

 6.       Except as otherwise agreed in writing, you assume responsibility for obtaining or
providing any peripheral equipment and/or accessories that may be necessary to use or
access the Software Product.  You are also responsible for ensuring a proper environment
and proper utilities for the Computer on which the Software Product will operate, including
an uninterrupted power supply.  You are responsible to regularly backup the software and
associated data. You are responsible for ensuring that all operating systems and third-
party software including the Software Product, are up to date and using the most current
versions available.  Accra Med Software Inc.  offers important updates, which include
security and other critical updates, to help protect the Software Product against defects
and other security threats that can spread over the Internet or a network. Other updates
contain enhancements, such as upgrades and tools that can help your Software Product
run more smoothly. You must insure that all updates are installed as they become
available. Software update, support and availability is subject to the Licensor Product End
of Life Policy (EOL).

Except as agreed otherwise in writing, you assume responsibility for converting your data
files for use with the Software Product.

7.         Licensor's rights and obligations.  Upon entering into this agreement, the Licensor
will provide a copy of the Software Product for installation on the Computer.  The Licensor
is authorized to enter your premises in order to inspect the Software Product in any
reasonable manner during regular business hours and to verify your compliance with the
terms of this agreement.   

7.1       Authorization to Send Emails  When you request, accept, or use our products, you
authorize us to send you information by email, regarding the renewal, revocation, or
update of products purchased, and information regarding other products and services
provided by us, our partners or associates. 

8.         Mandatory Activation. Activation associates the use of the software with a
specific device. You agree that during activation, the software may send information
about the software and the device to the Licensor. This information includes the version,
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the license version, language, country, and product keys of the software, the Internet
protocol address of the device, network card and CPU information and information derived
from the hardware and software configuration of the devices. 

9.         Internet-based Services. The Licensor provides Internet-based services with the
software product. It may change or cancel them at any time.

10.       Misuse of Internet-based Services.  The software product makes use of Internet-
based services. You may not use these services in any way that could harm them or impair
anyone else’s use of them. You may not use the services to try to gain unauthorized
access to any service, data, account or network by any means.

11.       Computer Information.  The Software Product and following features use
Internet protocols, which send to the appropriate systems, computer information, such as
your Internet protocol address, the type of operating system, browser and name and
version of the software you are using, license keys, performance measurement and
software product utilization information, and the language code of the device where you
installed the software.    BY USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU CONSENT TO THE
TRANSMISSION OF THIS INFORMATION.

11.1     Web Content Features. Features in the software can retrieve related content from
the Licensor or from its providers and provide it to you.  

11.2     Digital Certificates. The software uses digital certificates. These digital
certificates confirm the identity of Internet users sending X.509 standard encrypted
information. They also can be used to digitally sign files and macros to verify the integrity
and origin of the file contents. The software retrieves certificates and updates certificate
revocation lists using the Internet, when available.

11.3     Automatic Updates. The Software Product contains technology which periodically
checks with the Licensor for updates and supplements to the software. If it finds any,
these updates and supplements may be automatically downloaded and installed on your
licensed device(s). They may cause the Windows Operating System on your device(s) to
be automatically updated before or during the process. Licensee accounts must be in
good standing to obtain the updates. By accepting this agreement, you agree to receive
these automatic updates with no additional notice.

11.4     Updates and Error Reports:  During the Software Product update process and
during the sending of an error report, you agree that the software may send information
about the software and the devices making use of the software product.  This information
includes the version, registered licensee name, address and contact information, the
license version, language, country,  and product keys of the software, User account
number, the Internet protocol address of the device, network card and CPU information
and information derived from the hardware and software configuration of the devices.   In
addition non-user identifiable performance measurements, error reports, codes and
utilization information of the Software Product will be transmitted.
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11.5     Live Support:  The Live Support feature use Internet protocols, which send to the
appropriate systems, computer information, such as your Internet protocol address, the
type of operating system, browser and name and version of the software you are using
and the user identification information entered to initiate the connection including the
location (country) where you are located. 

11.6     Use of Information. The Licensor and its providers uses the information to make
the Internet-based services available to you.  The Licensor may use the device
information, error reports, and performance measurements and utilization information to
improve the software product and services. 

12.      Fees and Payments.  The license fee for the Software Product is determined by the
Licensor at the time of purchase or subscription service enrollment.  You must pay this
amount directly to the Licensor in advance at the beginning of the license term, or upon
invoice, whichever is the earliest.

 You are solely responsible for payment of any taxes (including sales or use taxes,
intangible taxes, and property taxes) resulting from your acceptance of the license
granted herein and for your possession and use of the Software Product, exclusive of
taxes based on the Licensor's income. The Licensor reserves the right to have you pay any
such taxes as they fall due to the Licensor for remittance to the appropriate authority. You
hereby agree to hold harmless the Licensor from all claims and liability arising from his
failure to report or pay such taxes.        
                                                                 
13.      Technical Support. You may communicate with the Licensor to obtain technical
support with respect to the use of the Software Product at the then applicable rates.

 However, the Licensor offers support only for the most current version of the Software
Product issued by Licensor from time to time; consequently, you must ensure to obtain
and substitute or incorporate all new releases or fixes issued by the Licensor pursuant to
its warranty and support programs.

13.1     Disclaimer: By initiating a technical support request, you accept responsibility for any

changes made to the desktop content or system settings. 

The Licensor does not assume and is not responsible for any liability for the linking and viewing of any
desktop content. As such, the Licensor recommend you remain at your desktop and observe the
entirety of the remote session. You will retain control for the duration of the remote session and can
terminate the remote session at anytime. 

Please close any personal or confidential information on your screen, as the technician will be viewing
your desktop. 

The client understands that some problems may not be able to be rectified via the support session. It
is the Licensee responsibility to backup all applications and data prior to the support session.
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14.       Limited warranty and limitation of liability.  The Licensor warrants, for your
benefit alone, that the Software Product is free of defects in material and workmanship
for a period of sixty (60) days from the original date of purchase. This warranty is
expressly conditioned on your observance of the operating, security, and data-control
procedures set forth in the Software Product and in the online help file included in the
software.

 You have sixty (60) days from the date of purchase of the Software Product to notify the
Licensor of any defects in the Software Product.  In the case of such a notification, the
Licensor shall attempt through reasonable effort to correct or cure any reproducible defect
by replacing or correcting any defective material.  In the event the Licensor does not
correct or cure such nonconformity or defect after it has had a reasonable opportunity to
do so, then the Licensor shall provide you with a new copy of the Software Product
without defects, free of charge.

 The Licensor shall not be obligated to correct, cure, or otherwise remedy any non-
conformity or defect in the Software Product if you have made any changes whatsoever to
the Software Product, if the Software Product has been misused or damaged in any
respect, or if you have not reported to Licensor the existence and nature of such non-
conformity or defect in the above noted period of sixty (60) days from the date of
purchase.

 In no event shall the Licensor be liable for any loss of profits; any incidental, special,
exemplary, or consequential damages; or any claims or demands brought against you,
even if the Licensor has been advised of the possibility of such claims or demands. This
limitation upon damages and claims is intended to apply without regard to whether other
provisions of this Agreement have been breached or have proven ineffective.

 The Licensor does not warrant that the Software Product will meet your requirements or
that its operation will be error free.

 The Licensor is not responsible for problems that may occur as a result of any
incompatibility between the Software Product and any other software or hardware. You
assume responsibility for the selection of the Software Product to achieve your intended
purposes, for making backups of your data regularly, and for choosing, maintaining and
matching your hardware, operating system software and other applications software.  We
cannot guarantee you uninterrupted service or the correction of any errors.

Except as expressly set forth in this agreement, the licensor disclaims any and all
promises, representations, and warranties with respect to the Software Product,
including its condition, its conformity to any representation or description, the
existence of any latent or patent defects, any negligence, and its merchantability
or fitness for a particular use.

UNLESS OTHERWISE PROVIDED BY WRITTEN AGREEMENT WITH ACCRA MED
SOFTWARE INC., THIS PUBLICATION, THE SOFTWARE SOLD WITH THIS PUBLICATION,
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AND ALL DATABASES MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU ARE PROVIDED "AS IS"  WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS
PUBLICATION , SOFTWARE, AND ALL DATABASES REMAINS WITH YOU. IN NO EVENT
WILL ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC., OR ANY OF ITS SUPPLIERS AND INFORMATION
PROVIDERS, BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS, DIRECT, INCIDENTAL
OR INDIRECT DAMAGES OR OTHER ECONOMIC OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, EVEN
IF ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC., OR ITS PROVIDERS AND INFORMATION SUPPLIERS,
HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. ACCRA MED SOFTWARE
INC. RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MODIFY THIS DOCUMENT AT ANY TIME WITHOUT
OBLIGATION TO NOTIFY ANYONE. IN NO EVENT SHALL ACCRA MED SOFTWARE INC.'S
OR ITS SUPPLIERS' OR INFORMATION PROVIDERS' LIABILITY UNDER THIS AGREEMENT
EXCEED THE SUM OF ANY AMOUNTS PAID HEREUNDER BY THE CUSTOMER TO ACCRA
MED SOFTWARE INC. OR ITS SUPPLIERS AND INFORMATION PROVIDERS.

15.       Proprietary Protection and Restrictions.  The Licensor shall have sole and
exclusive ownership of all rights, title, and interest in and to the Software Product and all
modifications and enhancements thereof (including ownership of all trade secrets,
intellectual property rights, and copyrights pertaining thereto), subject only to the rights
and privileges expressly granted to you herein by the Licensor. This Agreement does not
provide you with title or ownership of the Software Product, but only a right of limited use.

You must keep the Software Product free and clear of all claims, liens, and encumbrances.

You may not copy, transfer, lease, loan, assign, distribute, commercially host or
sublicense the Software Product in any way or in any circumstances, except as authorized
by the Licensor in writing.

You may not work around any technical restrictions or limitations in the software.

When using Internet-based features or services you may not use those features or
services in any way that could interfere with anyone else's use of the, or to try to gain
access to or use any service, data,account, or network, in an unauthorized manner.

You must not modify, adapt, decompile, reverse engineer or disassemble the Software
Product or attempt to do so, or merge any portion of the Software Product in any way or in
any circumstances, except as authorized by the Licensor in writing.
         
No service bureau work, multiple-user license, or time-sharing arrangement is permitted,
except as expressly authorized by the Licensor.

You may not install the Software Product in any other computer system or use it at any
other location without the Licensor's express authorization obtained in advance (which
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will not be unreasonably withheld); provided that you may transfer the Software Product
to another computer temporarily if the Computer is inoperable.

The Software Product is protected by copyright laws and international copyright treaties,
as well as other intellectual property laws and treaties.

16.        Term of Agreement.

 16.1     Term of Agreement for Subscription Option: The license of the Software
Product granted herein shall become effective upon your installing, copying or otherwise
using the Software Product on the Computer and shall continue for a period of one (1)
year, unless sooner terminated as provided herein.  The Software Product will become
partially disabled at the end of the one (1) year period unless a Renewal Agreement is
concluded between the parties before the term of this Agreement has elapsed.

16.2     Term of Agreement for Purchase Option:  The license of the Software Product
granted herein shall become effective upon your installing, copying or otherwise using the
Software Product on the Computer. 
                 
17.       Termination of Agreement.       The Licensor may terminate this agreement and
the license granted herein at any time, without notice to you, upon breach of the
provisions contained in sections 12 and 15 of this agreement.

The Licensor may terminate this agreement and the license granted herein at any time,
upon written notice of thirty (30) days to the Licensee, upon breach of any other
provisions contained in this agreement and upon failure on your part to correct this breach
within a period of thirty (30) days from the time of breach.

Moreover, this Agreement may be terminated by the Licensor in accordance with Section
16, without written notice to you.

Upon termination of this Agreement, all rights granted to you will terminate and revert to
the Licensor. Promptly upon termination of this Agreement, for any reason or upon
discontinuance or abandonment of your possession or use of the Software Product, you
must return or destroy, as requested by Licensor, all copies of the Software Product in
your possession (whether modified or unmodified), and all other materials pertaining to
the Software Product (including all copies thereof).

18.        Concluding Provisions
                         
18.1       Licensor's Remedies - You acknowledge that, in the event of breach on your part
of any of the provisions contained herein, the Licensor will not have an adequate remedy
in money or damages.  The Licensor shall therefore be entitled to obtain an injunction
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against such breach from any court of competent jurisdiction immediately upon request. 
The Licensor's right to obtain injunctive relief shall not limit its right to seek further
remedies.

18.2       Modification - No modification of this Agreement shall be binding unless it is in
writing and is signed by an authorized representative of the party against whom
enforcement of the modification is sought.

18.3       Entire Agreement - This agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of
the Licensor's obligations and responsibilities to you.  This agreement supersedes and
replaces all former agreements or undertakings, oral or written, between the parties
hereto.

18.4       Severability - In the event that any of the terms of this Agreement are or become
or are declared to be invalid or void by any court or tribunal of competent jurisdiction,
such term or terms shall be null and void and shall be deemed severed from this
agreement and all the remaining terms of this agreement shall remain in full force and
effect.

18.5       Governing Law - This Agreement shall be governed by, construed and enforced in
accordance with the laws of the province of New Brunswick, Canada.  You also hereby
specifically submit to the jurisdiction of the Courts of New Brunswick, Canada.

3.2 Accra Backup Service License
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ACCRA BACKUP SERVICE 

Last modified February 2020

If you subscribed to the Accra Backup Service (the “Service”) the following applies.  

Accra Med Software does not provide Backup Service. This service is provided by a third
party “Accra Solutions Inc.” (the “Provider”). This is a legal agreement between you and
the Provider and resellers, and governs the terms and conditions of using the Service and
any updates that may be provided. This Agreement, with any written documentation
expressly incorporated herein by reference and published from time to time by the Provider
on his web site (http://backuphelp.accra.ca/) and the resellers (collectively, the
"Agreement"), constitute the entire agreement between the Provider, the resellers and
you regarding the Service. 

You may access the Service only through the interfaces and protocols provided or
authorized by the Provider. You agree that you will not access the Service through
unauthorized means. The Provider and the resellers may offer products and services that
limit the time, type of files, storage space, or other features. You agree not to attempt to
circumvent these limitations in any way. 

Provider

You are contracting with Accra Solutions Inc., P.O. Box 23062 Moncton New
Brunswick, E1A 6S8 Canada.

User Account s and Passwords

You are responsible for keeping your password secure. You are solely responsible and
liable for any activity that occurs under your user name. If you lose your password
or the encryption key for your account, you may not access your Data. You must
notify the Provider immediately of any unauthorized use of your accounts or any other
security breach related to the Service. If the Provider determines that a security
breach has occurred or is likely to occur, the Provider may suspend your accounts and
require you to change your user names, passwords and encryption keys.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS & ACCEPTABLE USE

You are solely responsible for your conduct related to the Service and any data you
store or share on the Service. You agree that you will not use any products or
services made available by the Provider and the resellers to:

· violate any laws or regulations;

· infringe the intellectual property or other rights of third parties;

· circumvent any restrictions on access to or availability of the Service;

· circumvent or bypass any technological protection measures in or relating to
the software or Service; 

· disassemble, decompile, decrypt, hack, emulate, exploit, or reverse engineer
any software or other aspect of the Service that is included in or accessible

http://backuphelp.accra.ca/
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through the Service, except and only to the extent that the applicable
copyright law expressly permits doing so;

· transmit any material that is obscene or objectionable including stalking,
posting terrorist content, communicating hate speech, or advocating
violence against others or that contains malware, ransomware, viruses or
other harmful computer code or files such as Trojan horses, worms or time
bombs 

· engage in activity that is false or misleading (e.g., asking for money under
false pretenses, impersonating someone else, manipulating the Service to
increase play count, or affect rankings, ratings, or comments) or libelous or
defamatory.

· engage in activity that violates the privacy or data protection rights of
others.

· publish, copy, rent, lease, sell, export, import, distribute, or lend the
software or the Service;

· help others break these rules.

The Provider, at his sole discretion, may delete, remove or destroy any files or data
that does not meet or is contrary to the intent of the above items. The Provider and
the resellers may also share with various law enforcement personnel, agencies, as well
as authorized officials of governments, agencies, malware security firms, both
domestic and foreign, the files or content of such activities, files or data.

Backup Soft ware

You may be required to download a Client software (Client). The Client is licensed to
You for the sole purpose of accessing the Service. You agree that the Service may
automatically update the Client installed on Your computer, tablet, smartphone or any
other electronic device (each, a "Device") when a new version is available. 

THE SERVICE

While you have a valid and active Account, the Provider grants You a revocable,
limited, non-transferable, non-exclusive license to access the backup website, backup
service and use the Client and Service for Your personal or internal business purposes
only. 

You may use the Service only in accordance with the then-current
documentation,license terms and customer support available
at www.accra.ca, backuphelp.accra.ca and as specified in other documentation
provided or made available by the Provider and the resellers. 

The Service may contain, or the Provider and the resellers may provide to You, third-
party hardware, products, software or programming, or You may obtain third-party
hardware, products, software or programming from third parties directly (the "Third-
Party Components"), and You acknowledge that license terms accompanying such
Third-Party Components will govern their use. 
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Except for the limited license granted herein, You acknowledge that the Provider or
third parties own all rights, title and interest in and to the Service, all copies thereof
and all proprietary rights therein, including copyrights, patents, trademarks, logos,
domain names or other brand features of the Provider or third parties.

You may provide feedback to the Provider and the resellers with respect to the
Service and the Provider and the resellers may use the feedback for any purpose
without obligation of any kind. To the extent a license is required under Your
intellectual property rights to make use of the feedback, You hereby grant the
Provider and the resellers an irrevocable, non-exclusive, perpetual, royalty-free license
to use the feedback in connection with the Provider’s and the reseller’s business,
including enhancement of the Service.

The Provider or the resellers may discontinue, suspend or modify the Service, any
feature included in the Service, or the availability of the Service on any particular
Device at any time and without notice to You. 

Authorization to Send Emails :  When you request, accept, or use our products, you
authorize us to send you information by email, regarding the renewal, revocation, or
update of products purchased, and information regarding other products and services
provided by us, our partners or associates. 

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES; LIMITATION OF
LIABILITY

Your installation, use and access of the Service is at your sole discretion and
risk and you are solely responsible for any damages to your device, software
and the loss of your user data that results from the use thereof. 

Depending on the features of the Service you choose to utilize, your user data
may not be available or restorable if:  

(1) the Provider has not completed copying or syncing your user data; 

(2) the files, folders or disk drives are not included in the user data the
Service will automatically backup or sync pursuant to the Provider
documentation; 

(3) you do not manually select user data or files for backup or syncing,
or you unselect certain user data or files for backup or syncing; 

(4) you delete certain user data or files from your device and do not
restore them within the specified calendar days available in your version
settings after deletion, or you delete a device from your Provider account; 

(5) you move user data or files to a location on your device that is not
automatically scanned to select user data or files for backup or syncing, or you
upgrade your operating system resulting in changes to your file mapping; 

(6) your device is unable to access the internet or network service; 
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(7) your device or operating systems malfunctions and corrupts the data
backup file(s);

(8) the Provider’s servers or network service is unable to make a
connection with your device;  

(9) you fail to follow the Provider’s and resellers’ technical requirements
and documentation for utilizing the Service, including upgrading the version of
the Service as required and periodically testing your backups and restores; or 

(10) you send to the Provider's server an infected file (containing
virus/malware/ransomware or other malicious "payload" or suspicious
content) which is automatically detected and deleted by the Providers internal
security and anti-virus/malware protection systems.

(11) you send to the Provider's server an illegal file (a file subject to
Digital piracy laws, illegal images such as child pornography or materials, etc.)
which is automatically  deleted by the Providers internal reviews or by the
security and protection systems.

(12) you terminate your license or fail to renew your subscription to the
Service.

INTERNET USE
The Service makes use of the internet. You agree that the Provider and the
resellers do not operate or control the internet and that the Service may be
used to access and transfer information over the internet. You acknowledge
and agree that: 

(1) malware, viruses, worms, Trojan horses and other undesirable data
or software, or 

(2) unauthorized users (e.g., hackers), 

may attempt to obtain access to and damage your user data, websites,
devices and networks. The Provider and the resellers are not responsible for
such activities. 

You are solely responsible for the security and integrity of your account, your
network, your user data and your devices. You acknowledge and agree that the
Provider and the resellers will have no liability associated with or arising from
your failure to maintain accurate contact or other information, including, but
not limited to, your failure to receive critical information about the Service. 

The Service and third-party components are provided "as is," "where is," "as
available," "with all faults" and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, without
warranty of any kind. The Provider and the resellers disclaim all warranties with
respect to the Service and third-party components, including, but not limited
to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose,
non-infringement and title, and any warranties regarding quiet enjoyment,
reliability, timeliness and performance of the Service. 

The Provider and the resellers do not warrant that the Service will meet your
requirements, or that the operation of the Service will be uninterrupted or
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error-free, or that defects in the Service will be corrected, or that encryption
algorithms, associated keys and other security measures will be secure or
effective. You understand and agree that no oral or written information or
advice given by the Provider and the resellers will create any additional
warranties or in any way increase the scope of the Provider’s and the resellers’
obligations hereunder. 

To the maximum extent permitted by law, in no event will the Provider and the 
resellers be liable to you or any third-party for any cost to procure substitute
services or user data, or any direct, indirect, consequential, incidental,
punitive, exemplary or any other damages, including damages for personal
injury, lost profits, loss of data, loss of user data or business interruption,
arising out of your use or inability to use the Service, even if the Provider and
the  resellers have been advised about the possibility of such damages
(whether such damages arise in contract, tort (including negligence) or
otherwise). In any case and without limiting the foregoing, the entire combined
liability of the Provider and the resellers for all damages of every kind and type
(whether such damages arise in contract, tort (including negligence) or
otherwise) shall be limited to the subscription fees paid by you to the Provider
and the resellers in the 12 calendar months immediately prior to the damages
arising. 

If the Service is provided to you without charge, then the Provider and the
resellers will have no liability to you whatsoever. 

The foregoing terms set a limit on the amount of damages payable and are not
intended to establish liquidated damages. You expressly recognize and
acknowledge that such limitation of liability is an essential part of these terms
and the Provider's and the resellers’ agreement to provide you the Service, and
is an essential factor in establishing the price of the Service. Some jurisdictions
do not allow the exclusion of incidental or consequential damages, or the
limitation on how long an implied warranty lasts, so some of the foregoing
terms may not apply to you.

GENERAL

These Terms and the relationship between you and the Provider will be governed by
the laws of the Province of New Brunswick, CANADA. You agree to submit to the
personal and exclusive jurisdiction of the courts located in Moncton, New Brunswick
Canada to resolve any dispute or claim arising from these Terms.

3.3 Technical Support Disclaimer

Disclaimer :

Accra Live Help Remote Assistance Disclaimer

By initiating a service request for Technical Support, you accept responsibility for any changes made
to the desktop content or system settings. 
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Accra does not assume and is not responsible for any liability for the linking and viewing of any
desktop content. As such, Accra recommend you remain at your desktop and observe the entirety of
the remote session. You will retain control for the duration of the remote session and can terminate the
remote session at anytime. The connection employ an end-to-end 4096 bit RSA 256-bit AES TLS
encryption that secures all data transmission for every session.

Please close any personal or confidential information on your screen, as the technician will be viewing
your desktop. 

The client understands that some problems may not be able to be rectified via the remote session. It is
your responsibility to backup all applications and data prior to the remote session.
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4 Product End of Life Policy (EOL)

Given the accelerating pace of innovation and change, it’s important to know you can rely on your most
trusted vendor to be there as you manage the systems that run your business.  Products reach the end
of their Product Life Cycle for a number of reasons. These reasons may be due to market demands,
technology innovation and development driving changes in the product, or the products simply mature
over time and are replaced by functionally richer technology. While this is an established part of the
overall product life cycle, Accra Med Software Inc. recognizes that end-of-life milestones often prompt
companies to review the way in which such end-of-life milestones impact the Filopto products in their
networks. With that in mind, we have set out below Filopto's end-of-life policy to help customers better
manage their end-of-life transition.

1) the End-of-Life Date for a major release (version 7, version 8, version 9, version 10, version 11) is
reached when Accra Med Software makes commercially available the next major release of the
product on the Accra Med Software Inc. Filopto website.

2) Regular (weekly,monthly, bi-monthly, quarterly) updates to the current major release are made
available to users having a maintenance agreement or using the subscription service for the Filopto
product. Users can verify if they are at the latest version by using the "Check for Update" option in
the Filopto Help menu.  Registered users having a valid and current maintenance agreement can
download the update using the "Check for update"  option or by login in the client portal on the
Filopto web site. (http://www.filopto.com).  

3) Users having a valid and current maintenance agreement or who are on a valid subscription
service, or on our cloud service are eligible to receive all update, upgrades and new major versions of
Filopto.

4) All major release of the Filopto product is announced prior to its release via client notification, and
or email to registered clients, and/or newsletter, and or via the Filopto web site, and or Twitter, and
or Facebook, and or Linkedin, and or other communication medium.

5) The product is no longer supported on any operating system no longer supported by it's
manufacturer (mainstream support). Microsoft end of life support for server software is typically 5
years after its initial release (mainstream support) . See Microsoft web site for more information.

Microsoft has an End Of Life cycle for the Windows Operating System.  The table below shows the
estimated EOL at the time of the writing of this page for the Windows OS versions. Visit Microsoft

http://www.filopto.com
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web site for the latest changes and announcement related to the EOL (Product Life Cycle) for their
products. 
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5 Whats New In Filopto 10

Filopto is an intelligently engineered and reliable platform for managing your
business and storing your patient/customers data. Intuitive, yet completely private
and secure collaboration suite. 

Filopto 10 bring a modern computing experience to your business.  Filopto 10 introduces new
manageability, mobility, security, user experience, and networking capabilities–with the goal of offering
our customers a Practice Management system designed for today’s modern businesses. 

Re-written from the core up to take advantage of the latest operating systems enhancements and
devices(Client/Server and Cloud) , Filopto 10 is faster, smarter and more flexible than any previous
Filopto versions. 

Below is a partial list of some of the new and updated features in Filopto 10.

 New Communication/Marketing Services

Engage your patients with interactive phone, text, email, and mobile app messaging.
Fully integrated into Filopto our NEW TalkSoft multi-service solutions permits you to become more
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effective while maintaining the communication link with your patients and clients. Divided into 8
services levels you can pick and choose the service that best suited to your needs and create your
unique package.

RemindMe RemindMe the automated appointment reminder system, is proven to
reduce no-shows and engage your patients. 

Broadcast Broadcast allows you to quickly and easily contact individuals with
important on-demand messages via phone, text, and/or email blast.

Recall Bring patients back when it's time to schedule an appointment

BillReminder Communicate via phone, text, email, and mobile app that a balance is due.

Outreach ONC Certified Meaningful Use -patient reminder for automatically
contacting patients in different disease states with pertinent information or
that their lab order is ready

Survey+ Receive patient feedback and use this information to benchmark and
improve your practice with Survey+.

LabPhone Contact patients with lab results 

Branded
Mobile App

 Your own custom mobile app for your practice. Further your brand
presence with an app made to your specifications, including logo, color
scheme, layout, and button options

 New Secure Enterprise Class Cloud Service

Filopto 10 is now available on the Cloud. Enterprises are looking for a secure cloud base solution they
can trust.  Filopto delivers with a Secure Enterprise Grade Private Cloud solution. Instead of going with
a public cloud solution which expose our clients to a greater risk of security breaches, Accra Med
Software has opted for a secure enterprise grade, private cloud solution which offers more functionality
than public cloud solutions and provides a higher degree of security for clients wanting a fully managed
cloud solution. With guaranteed 24/7 service with an up-times of 99.95% and standard 256 bit
TLS/SSL encryption, anti-DDoS Pro protection, firewall and anti-malware protection, our cloud service
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is more secure with more features than our competitors public cloud Practice Management and EMR
solutions.

Our secure cloud service removes the server administration, backup and update task letting you focus
on your practice and not the technology. Starting as low as $6/day + the Filopto module licenses you
select.

 New QuickBooks Pro & OnLine Connector

The New 2017 Filopto QuickBooks connector supports all versions of QuickBooks including Canadian,
US, Pro and Online (WEB) versions. Keeping the simple easy to use interface makes connecting
Filopto to automatically update QuickBooks even easier.  Simply identify the QuickBooks version you
are using and Filopto permits you to configure the connector to your specific needs.

 New Ease of Use Changes

One of Filopto's core beliefs is that an advanced practice management system should be
easy to use. That’s why Filopto 10 introduces new ease of use  features to help users
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navigate, manage patient files, and change settings to customize Filopto to their needs.  
An "At Your Finger Tips"  approach has been implemented in most screens and grids to
give the user direct easy to use access to key information and tasks.

A multitude of ease of use enhancement has been incorporated in Filopto 10.  For example:

§ Easier to use work flow, easier to use screens, enhanced and extensive context
sensitive help directly available from everywhere is the base of Filopto 10.

§ The Filopto Ribbon Bar has been modernized and redesigned to regroup functions
together to permit better security and SPEEDIER access to common functions
used by the users.

§ Filopto sports NEW tabs, isolating key functions and providing additional user

security options.  The Administrator can display or not (hide) the appropriate tabs for
each user.

§ All core screens have been modernized to make the office work flow simpler. For
example, the Patient Manager now support several additional search capability to
find a patient including the ability to further refine a search from the listed patient
being displayed. All display grids have been updated displaying additional information
and permitting more flexible use and search capabilities.

§ NEW Data Grid Enhancement for easier Filtering of Data. Find what you are
looking for faster.
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§ NEW Invoice AI Adjustment Wizards have been incorporated to simplify

complex accounting adjustments; rendering invoice adjustment easy to do and
eliminating possible accounting errors. Accounting ledgers have been enhanced to
permit users to void, cancel or easily reverse transactions.

§ NEW EMR Image Annotation tool, easy to use annotation tool which permit

the adding of text and drawings on the image.

§ Enhanced Graphs and Statistics have been incorporated to enhance the Eye
on Your Business module and give a clearer and quick access to key business

indicators.  

§ Enhance Graph and displays in the Patient file gives instant access to key

patient information
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§ Enhance Reporting and Form management makes getting the details and

information you want easy.

§ NEW Live Support service.  The NEW Live Support button allows secure,

encrypted access to any Filopto client or server and support Windows, Remote
Desktop, MAC and Linux devices.

 

§ New Generic Insurance Connector , for external insurance companies. 

Allows you to easily track manual claims.

Modularization 

Filopto 10 delivers a leaner system architecture by modularizing a greater number of key
modules. Separating more modules from Filopto core brings numerous benefits, such as
maximized reliability,  reduction in system updates files, flexible development of individual
modules, reduced patch size, lighter system burden, and much more.

New Automated Licensing, Licensing is also now updated automatically without user

intervention. By keeping the licensing up-to-date you benefit from the automatic updates
and new features being added.

Modularization permits us to introduces the NEW Automated Continuous Updates
module that make updating Filopto transparent and effortless.  Set it and forget it.
Continuous updates accelerate the introductions of new features and makes updating
simple. The new module automatically download updates to the Filopto server, as they
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become available and install them automatically on your server and then push out the
updates to every device using Filopto.  Every time a user starts Filopto their version is
verified with the server and updated to insure that they are always using the latest version.
This module reduce the administration time spent updating Filopto. For the administrator
wanting more hands on,  the manual update system remains an option.

 New Performance Improvements

All of Filopto internal code has been modernized, and streamlined to maximize reliability and
performance.  The new enhanced code improves on the overall responsiveness of the software
compared to previous Filopto versions. Improvements speed in the 30-300% have been measured in
various task and sections of Filopto and in the database execution times.

 New Backup /Secure File Sharing Services

With version 4.2 of the Accra Backup Service, you now not only
have the enhanced and fully automated secure backup service, but
also a fully secure and encrypted file sharing service that meets
the HIPAA and PHI security requirements. SyncBox email like
interface allows you to easily send or share patient file and
information in a secure and encrypted fashion.  

 Enhanced Integrated Data Protection 

1) Enterprises need an efficient data protection strategy to eliminate the risk of data loss.  The built-in
Accra Backup Service option provides you with a reliable tool for protecting your precious data.  The
Accra Backup Service is now integrated within Filopto for easy access. Backup your server and
workstation easily to our remote and secure backup servers via our cloud base encrypted backup
solution. (Accra backup Services meets or exceeds all government and legislative backup
requirements).
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2) Filopto 10 itself continues the tradition of Filopto 9 with full secured code signing applied to all
programs insuring that compromised programs will be easily detected by Windows. The code signing

is certified by Comodo Group, Inc. 

 NEW Security Features and USER Role-based access

Filopto is constantly fine-tuning how modules
and users are accessing data or critical system
features. Using the industry BEST PRACTICE,
 Filopto 10 meets or exceeds all government and
legislation recommendations for  keeping your
Patient data safe when used in conjunction with
standard industry security practices.  Filopto 10
provides new and more advanced control over the
application framework, Filopto benefit from an
extra layer of protection against uncontrolled
access situation. Furthermore the internal
security mechanism to administer users has
been re-written to be in line with today's security
practices and ease of use. These changes make
it almost impossible for any data leak or data
access by non-authorized individuals when
properly implemented

A NEW Configuration tab contains all key system settings. in addition the Employee Manager and

Security Manager module have been enhanced and redesigned for easier configuration of users, roles
and security groups rights.  Administrators can easily create their own security groups, access
policies and enforce corporate wide security access policies.
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6 Basic Installation

6.1 System Requirements

IMPORTANT: 

The system requirements listed below are subject to change due to
technological changes affecting the operation of the Filopto system. 
These changes may be due to advances in hardware and or software
such as the release of a new operating system and its system
requirements.  Accra Med Software Inc will update the system
requirements for Filopto as required.

Filopto makes use of the Windows Desktop Experience features
(media and video) in all versions of Windows (desktop and server).  If
you are using a server or a remote desktop server insure that you
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have installed the Microsoft Desktop Experience feature or Filopto will
not function properly.

Filopto System requirements are defined on the Filopto web site.  You can download the system
requirements from the web site.

Download the: Filopto System Requirements 

Please contact us with your questions and it will be our pleasure to provide some FREE guidance on

appropriate equipment for your environment.

To run Filopto on Tablets, IOS, Apple, or Android requires additional software and licenses (see the
system requirements documentation above for more information).

Workstation Dedicated
Server 

Software

Operating System*

§ Windows 11,
10, 8.1
Windows
Business,
Pro,
Premium or
higher
editions
only*

§ Mac OS using
Parallel
emulator or
Remote
Desktop

§ IOS, Android
using
Remote
Desktop

§ Open
Document or

§ Windows
2022,2019
2016
Server
(essentia
l,
standard,
datacent
er
editions)
** 

§ Open
Documen
t or
Microsoft
Word
(used by
communi
cation &

http://update.filopto.com/Brochure/FiloptoSystemRequirements.pdf
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Workstation Dedicated
Server 

Microsoft
Word (used
by
communicati
on & EMR
module)

§ .Net 4.8+

EMR
module)

§ .Net 4.8+

Processor rating
 (See Item CPU section
in the System
requirement
document)

Due to the vast array

of CPU/APU options

available in the

marketplace, the

Passmark CPU rating

is used as guidance.

The Passmark CPU

rating provides a

comparative rating

of the performance

between CPU’s. A

higher rating

number means the

CPU has more

processing capacity.

Multi-core

processors will

provide better

performance since

they can process

more than 1 task at a

time.

www.cpubenchmark

.net

Slow – below
7,000 – Not
Recomme
nded

Better
Performan
ce — 
8,000-
88,673

CPU rating
of
8,000+ -
88,673

Video Resolution
(See Video Section in
the System

§ Minimum
DirectX 10-
class

§ Minimum
(1024 X
768)

https://www.cpubenchmark.net/
https://www.cpubenchmark.net/
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Workstation Dedicated
Server 

Requirements
document)

Standalone video

cards with 1 GB+ of

video ram will

provide the best

performance, APU

(integrated graphics

cards) if properly

implemented (with

enough CPU RAM

memory) will

provide adequate

performance. Users

seeking the highest

video performance

should choose

computers with

dedicated graphics

cards. Graphics

processors are

powerful parallel

processors.  This

ability is being

harnessed and used

in Windows for

various other

computing tasks in

addition to graphics

processing.  A good

graphics processor

will improve your

overall computer

performance.

graphics
processor

§ EMR module
requires HD
1080p
resolution
which is 1980
X 1080

DirectX
10-class
graphics
processor
 

RAM Memory See
recommendatio
ns in PDF

Hard drive § Slow - Sata 3 – 5400 RPM
– max. speed 80MBps
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Workstation Dedicated
Server 

(See Hard drive
section in the
System
requirement
document)

§ Average Sata 3 -7200
RPM – max. speed
122MBps

§ Above Average – SCSI
15,000 RPM - max.
speed 320MBps

§ Fast SDD Hard drives -
max. speed 550MBps

§ Fastest M.2 NVMe
drives - max. speed
3,200MBps

50+ GB free
available hard
disk space

Network Card § 1Gbps network card with
TCP/IP networking
protocol/Firewall

Internet Internet access

Optional § Modem for
analog
telephone-
auto dial
function,
VOIP use
TAPI
software

§ Anti-
virus/anti-
malware

§ Uninterr
uptible
Power
Supply
(UPS)

§ RAID 5 or
6 Hard
Drive
Configura
tion

§ Encrypte
d backup
system/a
nti-
virus/anti
-malware

See Filopto System Requirements for latest requirements and improvement suggestion.

http://update.filopto.com/Brochure/FiloptoSystemRequirements.pdf
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6.2 Required Software Licenses

 For Filopto to provide access to the various features and modules, your organization must have the
appropriate licenses in sufficient quantities to meet your needs.

Filopto licenses are sold using 4 different ways depending on the module being sold.   For
example, 

1. Workstation/Remote Desktops licenses are sold per Workstations/Remote Desktop*
connections, 

2. PaperFree for example is sold on a per office basis, 
3. while the QuickBooks connector license is sold on a per company basis, and 
4. modules like the “Provider EMR Module License and Assistant EMR Module license are

sold on a per defined user (user name) basis .

Make certain that you have the appropriate kind and quantity of license you require for your
organization.  

If you have questions Please do not hesitate to contact our sales department at 1-888-321-0441
option #1.

* Remote Desktop (RDS) Connections requires you to also have the appropriate software licenses
from Microsoft or Citrix depending on the Operating System and RDS you are using.  

6.3 Network Port Requirements

  

NETWORK PORT REQUIREMENTS
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The Filopto Server requires specific ports on the firewall (local and Internet) to
be open to permit workstation clients to connect and server to function
properly.  

Several services utilized by Filopto are designed to listen for incoming network traffic on specified TCP
network ports: ( for more information see Firewall and Proxy settings  in this help file). 

Summary
Local Filopto Client to Local

Filopto Server
 Local TCP/IP Port : 80, 3050, 3051, 5220  

Internet Port : 80

Remote Desktop Server Local TCP/IP Port : 80, 3050, 3051, 5220  
RDP Internet Port 80, 3389 or the remote desktop TCP/IP port you

configured 
(see RDP help file  for more information)

Filopto Server Local Port : 80, 3050, 3051, 5220
Internet Port 80

Optional depending on User configuration 
Email Module: Port: 25, 26, 110, 2500, 587, 465, 993, 995 (user

configurable - review your e-mail vendor requirements)

Accra Backup Service Internet Port 8085, 80, 443, 5800 (outgoing)

Filopto Live Support Internet Port 80, 443 (outgoing)

WEB Sites not to block WEB sites not to block:  do not block any web site from the domains

filopto.com or accra.ca since they are used to update Filopto,

registration, licensing, web appointments, support and backup services
as well as provide various other services.  ( i.e. remotesupport.accra.ca)

Filopto Main Program (Filopto.exe and Filoptocore.exe) : The core programs for Filopto are the
client connectors to the Filopto Server service and to the Firebird Database.  They communicate
using Local TCP port 3050, 3051 and 5220 located on the Filopto Server.
 
Firebird Database Server (fbserver.exe) : The Firebird server - located on the server, 
communicates with Filopto's clients and server software using Local TCP port 3050 and port 3051.

Filopto Server service (FiloptoServer.exe) :  Uses ports 80 (local and Internet), 3050 (Local) ,
3051 (Local) and 5220 (Local) to activate, transmit, validate and receive your licensing and user
security information.  (The application resides only on the server.  The service communicates via
port 80 (Internet) to send and retrieve license, Latest News, Tips and Tricks, update/patches
and upgrades information, you must permit this application to be able to use port 80 and
the Internet.)  See Filopto Services Server  for more information.

1647
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Filopto Bug tracker (submitbugreport.exe) : Uses ports 80 (local and Internet) ( bug-tracker
Internet outgoing only), If you are unable to send BugReports, Filopto hangs when trying to
send a bugreport The Bug report program can be blocked by anti-malware and firewalls
not permitting the transmission of the bug report to your network/Internet  (the application
name that is being blocked is “submitbugreport.exe” located in the Filopto program folder
of every PC).

Filopto Cloud Base version use the secure Internet port 443 to communicate to the server. The
secure protocol used is TLS encrypted.

Update Filopto Manager and Live Support:  Uses ports 80, 443 outgoing (Internet). Port 80 is
used to receive the HTML file listing the updates to the Filopto program.  It connects to various
servers in the filopto.com and accra.com domains.
 
E-Mail Manager :  The e-mail Manager default is to send e-mails using port 25 and receive e-mail
delivery confirmation on port 110. (the Internet ports are user configurable)
  
The Remote Support software (FiloptoSupport.exe) : uses Port 80 ( Internet) to communicate
with Accra Med Software Inc. technicians. Port 80 is used for sending a request to our Technicians. 
Once a connection is made a secure tunnel is created between the PC and our Technician. The
application has to be initiated by the user for these ports to be active. (The application resides on all
workstations and server.)  This application can be removed on workstations if necessary.
 
The ACCRA Backup Service uses the outgoing Internet port 433 and 8085 to create the secure
tunnels to the backup servers. The transmission are encrypted before leaving the backup application.
 It also uses the securebackup.accra.ca, secure.accra.ca and accrabackup.accra.ca domain if you
are using a proxy.
 

6.4 AntiVirus / Firewalls

WARNING:

Most anti-virus / anti-malware products can have a negative effect on Filopto.  If you
use a anti-virus \ anti-malware product make certain you have activated the following
guidelines.

Windows Server 2019/2022 and Windows 10/11 provide a FREE built-in anti-virus / anti-
malware program which when properly configured does not interfere with Filopto operations
and provide protections against virus / malware. 

Clients have reported various issues with some third party Anti-virus / Anti-malware and Firewalls which
may affect the proper functioning of Filopto. Following are some of the issues our clients have
encountered:

1. Deletion of the Filopto.fdb database file (all of your company/patient records)
2. Windows Smart Screen security feature ( Filopto Public Security Certificate Validation - validates

that Filopto programs have not been compromised),
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3. blocking of License and application updates (port 5220 on workstation, port 80 for license
updates)

4. blocking of Live Support on port 80/443 and 
5. blocking Filopto Bug Reporter function which uses port 80/443
6. blocking of the Auto-Backup program which uses outgoing port 8085/80/443/5800 (Accra backup

service)

Windows 10/11 and Windows Server 2016 / 2019 / 2022 includes a built-in firewall and Antivirus /
Malware / Ransomware program (Windows Defender / Windows Security).  For the majority of users
these built-in tools when properly configured will suffice to provide protections against virus / malware and
hackers.  

If additional protection is required you can consider add-on solutions such as Malwarebytes
(www.malwarebytes.com) which typically does not conflict when properly configured with the operations
of Windows or Filopto.

Error
types:  

· Patient files are deleted (the Filopto database (filopto.fdb) is deleted by the anti-virus /
anti-malware program)

· Unable to send BugReports, Filopto hangs when trying to send a bug report The Bug
report program can be blocked by anti-malware and firewalls not permitting the
transmission of the bug report to your network/Internet  (the application name that is
being blocked is “submitbugreport.exe” located in the Filopto program folder of every PC,
you must permit this program to run in your firewall settings).

· Unable to connect to Filopto Live Support, the support program never connects or does
not start.  The firewall does not allow the application to start.

· On Filopto startup,  Windows gives a SmartScreen error, unable to validate security
certificate. When this error occurs, Filopto programs are being verified that they have not
been tampered or corrupted and Filopto must verify the program certificate signature
using the Windows SmartScreen security feature.  You must permit the Windows
SmartScreen feature to run in your firewall settings.

· Auto-Backup failure Connection Time Out.  Your anti malware may interfere with
receiving proper confirmation that the backup completed properly.  You may need to
exclude the auto-backup application. 

· Licenses and Filopto server/workstations are not updated

IMPORTANT

FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE OF FILOPTO,  EXCLUDE THE FOLLOWING FOLDERS AND
FILES FROM BEING SCANNED BY YOUR ANTI-MALWARE SOLUTION:

C:|ProgramData\Filopto10\Data\Filopto.fdb
( the "filopto.fdb" database is not susceptible to malware infections, having it scan every time your
users update it, will negatively affect your performance)  this Folder applies to the Filopto Server only.

http://www.malwarebytes.com
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C:\Program Files\AccraBackupClient\BMService.exe  (Uses out going port 8085, 443, 80, and
5800).
This application is the backup service for the database

C:|ProgramData\Filopto10\Update 
This folder contains the update files used for doing a Filopto update, if your anti-malware blocks the
use of the files, your update will not be able to be run. The folder applies to both Server and Client
PCs.  The Filopto update service uses the outgoing port 443 and 80 to retrieve the Filopto update file.

WEB sites not to block:  Do not block any web site from the domains filopto.com or accra.ca
since they are used to update Filopto, registration, licensing, web appointments, support and backup
services as well as provide various other services.  ( i.e. remotesupport.accra.ca)

We do not recommend that you run your anti-malware solution in prompt or manual mode
since it may interfere with the automatic updates of Filopto.  If a manual response is
required, it will cause your update to stop and wait for you to approve the scanning of files
and delay the update from proceeding until you authorize the update to continue.  

Windows Server 2019/2022 and Windows 10/11 provide a FREE built-in anti-virus / anti-
malware program which when properly configured does not interfere with Filopto operations
and provide protections against virus / malware. 

6.5 Folder Structure

FOLDER STRUCTURE

Following is the Folder locations and structure used by Filopto. Filopto is a Client Server application
and as such, certain elements of Filopto may be located on different PC's or on the same PC
depending if you have a network or standalone environment.   Also depending which operating
system you are using some folders may be located under the user private Application Data folder,
the ProgramData folder or the default users Application data folder.
 
The Filopto system is divided into four primary folders;
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1) THE APPLICATION FOLDER, Filopto10 contains the Filopto application, files, sub-folders
and associated programs required by Filopto
2) The Filopto10WSInstall FOLDER , contains the programs and files required to install and
update Filopto clients in a PC or workstation environment.
3) The Server FOLDER, contains the programs, files and folders needed for the Filopto Server
4) The Workstation FOLDER contains the programs, files and folders required by the Filopto
client Workstations.

 
 

Under the "C:\ProgramData" folder (Hidden by default) the following files
and folders can be found: This folder should be backed up regularly.
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Admin

 
The C:\ProgramData\Filopto10 folder is a hidden windows folder to which your users must have
read/write access for Filopto to properly function.  This folder contains some key files required for the
proper functioning of Filopto.  You should backup this folder on a regular basis since it contains
in the Data sub-folder our database that contains all of your data.
 
 
Data : The sub-directory "Data" is only located on the server. This is the data repository (database
file(s)) for the application.  The data directory can be moved to another location which permits
Read/Write access to the database files by the users. Your Windows user accounts must  have
read/write permissions to the folder and Filopto data file.  If you move the location of the
Data folder make certain to make the appropriate change in the Filoptio.INI (Filopto
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Configuration) file located in the C:\ProgramData\FiloptoData folder.  See Filopto
Database  help section for more Information.

6.6 Filopto 10 Release Notes

Release Notes
The lates t  release of Fi lopto,  vers ion 10,  contains  new features  and program
enhancements .  This  new Filopto vers ion wil l  require the Filopto sys tem adminis t rator to
verify  and create certain Filopto set t ings to opt imally  configure Filopto for your spec ific
organizat ion requirements .

Review the Release Notes and all of the  re la ted information prior to

insta l l ing Fi lopto 10 or upgrading from Fi lopto 9.  I f you need assistance  please
contact Accra  Med Softw are  Support team a t 1-888-321-0441 option 2 to schedule
insta l la tion assistance .

Download the Release Notes click here

6.7 Install Filopto 10 Server

STEP 1:

   Read the following installation instructions and related sub-sections before
proceeding.

· Make certain that your server meets the minimum requirements to run Filopto see
System Requirements ,  Network Port Requirements   and Folder Structure  for more
information

· Assemble the basic information you will require to install Filopto. Review the Filopto 10
Release Notes  for more information.

· Review the items in the Configuration Tab section and determine how you wish to
configure them.

·          Review and define the user security structure you wish to implement  ( see Security
Manager )

1668
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   IMPORTANT:

    Accra Med Software Inc. provides a FREE remote installation service. 
Contact us for more information.

    You will require the following information to successfully complete the
installation of Filopto on your Server:

1)  Your Filopto Server must have a STATIC TCP/IP address to work properly.  You will be
asked for the Static IP address of your Filopto server during the install process.  Open a Command
Prompt or a Windows PowerShell session on your server and type "Ipconfig", press enter and the
IPv 4 Address will be displayed.  The IP address will look something like: 192.168.1.10 for example.
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2) The Name of each PC that is going to use Filopto.  You can locate the names of a Windows 10 PC
by selecting the Start button (1) and then the Configuration tool (2)  then selecting the System (3)
option and then the About (4) option. The name of the PC is located beside the PC name (5) label. 
Once Filopto is installed on the server, you will need to enter the name of each PC that is allowed to
access Filopto.
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3) Make certain that your Filopto Server firewalls have been properly configured to permit Filopto to
work.  The Filopto installation process will attempt to configure your Firewall automatically but due to
the vast number of available firewalls and their endless possible configurations, you may be required to
manually configure your firewall before Filopto is able to function properly.  (See Firewall and Proxy
settings  in this help file for additional information.)

4) Some Anti-virus/Malware programs are know to incorrectly identify software as containing virus and
will block their installation or operations.  We recommend that you turn off any third party anti-virus
software before proceeding with the installation of Filopto.  

Filopto programs, libraries and executable adheres to the Microsoft Authenticode security
standard.  Filopto uses the International Comodo Code Signing certificate to secure and
deliver virus free Filopto setup and update programs. Microsoft Operating System will
automatically validate the signed files before install and use by the users. If they have

1647
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been compromised Windows will display a message identifying that the security
certificate has been tampered with and is no longer secure.

      If running an anti-virus software on the server make certain to exclude the
Filopto.fdb database or severe performance issue will arise.

STEP 2:

Download the Filopto 10 installation file from your users account on the Filopto WEB Site.  You will
require your Username and Password to access the client side of the web site.

Once the setup program is downloaded to your Filopto server.  Run the setup program and follow the
installation wizard instructions.  

The Filopto programs and setup are code sign using Microsoft Code signing procedures.  This insures
that only validated programs run on your PC.  However, depending on the security settings on your PC
and network,  Windows may pop up a Windows Defender SmartScreen warning indicating that you are
about to Install or run the Filopto program for the first time.  By selecting the show details option you can
add (Run anyway button) Filopto to your trusted applications.

STEP 3:
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Install and activate the Filopto licenses. See Register / Activate Filopto  under the Configuration
Manager Tab for more information.

STEP 4:

Review the First Things To Do  help section and make certain you have completed each item.   Run
the Filopto Easy Setup Wizard  to configure the base information required to activate your database. 
The Easy Setup Wizard  is located in the Configuration Tab.

6.8 Install Filopto 10 Workstation

 Once your Filopto server is installed you can install a Filopto Client on a PC by following these steps:

1) Open a web browser and enter in the address bar:

http:\\Your ServerTCP/IP address:5220/download-ini

and

http:\\Your ServerTCP/IP address:5220/download-setup  

(note you may also use the server name instead of the TCP/IP address if your network
supports it)

2) Once both files have been downloaded to your PC,  RUN/Execute the download-setup
application to install the Filopto client application.  

3) Make certain that you have a valid license for the new workstation.

4) When you start Filopto, if you have a valid license available on the server for the workstation the
workstation will automatically register using this available license.  If no license is available Filopto
will not run.  You may need to manually enter the license for the workstation . see Register /
Activate  for more information.

6.9 Filopto Easy Setup Tool

REVIEW THIS SECTION AND ALL ASSOCIATED SECTIONS
PRIOR TO PROCEEDING WITH THE SETUP OF YOUR FILOPTO. 
THIS WIZARD REQUIRES YOU TO HAVE KEY INFORMATION

1813
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AVAILABLE TO PROPERLY CREATE A WORKING FILOPTO
ENVIRONMENT. 

The Wizard may be started / paused and re-started by you while
you find or create the elements you require to complete a task,
however changes to some entries may not be possible once
they have been activated and used.  You can stop and re-start
the wizard as often as you wish, the items entered and saved will
not be deleted.

 
Filopto makes available an easy to use Setup Wizard that guides you into completing the setup
parameters and files required.  Located in the Configuration Manager tab of Filopto,  this wizard will
guide you into completing the minimum items you need to get going.  Further customizations of how
Filopto works can then be completed as required by using the System Settings and Pick List button
located in the Configuration Manager tab.  Review the Configuration Manager Tab  help file
section for more information.

IMPORTANT
 

Before using the Easy Setup Wizard you must register and activate your
Filopto licenses.

Users will not be able to use Filopto until you have registered and
activated your Filopto License and create users profiles on the Filopto
server.  

If your system has been installed by Accra Med Software Inc, the
registration process was completed for you.  You must still create your
users and register and assign the licenses to the appropriate
offices/users.

See Register / Activate Filopto

See Security Access Rights

before proceeding
 

1615
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The items listed on the left hand side of the Wizard illustrates the major elements that need to be
created for a fully functional Filopto environment.

IMPORTANT:  All items highlighted in Yellow are mandatory fields that must be completed

for Filopto to function properly.
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IMPORTANT:
 

The size of the logo you enter into Filopto will be used "as is" in reports and forms.  Therefore you
should use a logo having approximately a size of 1.5" X .75 " .   A larger image will result in the
reports and forms displaying the actual size of the logo, which if large,  may hide the data being
displayed on the reports or forms.

 

Review the Security Manager  settings ( Security Groups) help section on how to create user groups
and assign security profiles to your users. (Security Manager ).  Security groups have to exist prior
to creating your employees.

1619
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IMPORTANT:

The configuration of Filopto can be manually done without using the Filopto Setup Wizard.  Also the
Wizard does not expose every item that can be modified or configured by the users.   For details of
all settings available review the Configuration Manager Tab  help section.

6.10 Installing Filopto on a Mac

1615
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The Filopto workstation client software can be installed and run from an Apple MAC.  The Filopto server
must be hosted on a Windows Server.

IMPORTANT:

A major difference between Apple and Windows is that Windows makes use of a two button mouse
and Touch Screen.  Filopto makes use of the two button mouse to present options in pop up menus
and makes available the touch screen feature for users having this capability with their devices.
Although not absolutely required, these features can significantly enhance the use of Filopto..  

There are a lot of possible ways to run Windows-specific software such as Filopto on your Mac. Here are
some of the preferred methods.

Installing Windows OS on a MAC

Virtual Machines

A virtual machine is one of the most common ways to run multiple operating systems on a single device.
Assuming that your machine possesses the required hardware capabilities, virtual machines allow you to
run Windows on a single machine.

Moreover, using these virtual machines will allow you to run Windows software on your Mac directly
without rebooting the system. However, these applications will be running in the background inside the
virtual machine.

To use this service, make sure you have a valid Windows license to install it on a virtual machine. Some
of the most popular paid virtual machines for Mac include Parallels and VMware fusion. You can also
use free and open-source virtual machines such as VirtualBox and QEMU.

Please note that some virtual machine software may present limitations on the use of Windows (slow,
limited or no printing capability,clunky interface). Review each option before choosing a suitable option.
Parallels Desktop for Mac is at the time of the writing of this help file is considered by some as the best
and more comprehensive solution available
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Boot Camp

Apple’s Boot Camp is one of the safest and most efficient ways to boot multiple OS on a Mac machine
simultaneously. Every MacBook comes pre-installed with Boot Camp, allowing its users to boot both OS
X and Windows.

Unlike a virtual machine, Boot Camp doesn’t emulate Windows OS; instead, it sets up a partition on the
hard drive so that you can install other operating systems of your choice. And since the installed
operating system will be running directly off the hard drive, running Windows or any other OS using Boot
Camp provides a far better and more fluid experience than any virtual machine can offer.

While Boot Camp offers lag-free performance, it requires a restart every time you wish to switch between
the OS. Moreover, as it requires disk partitioning, the hard disk on your system will be split and will
restrict your storage limit. And even in the case of Boot Camp, you’ll need a Windows license key to
install Windows on a Mac.

Without installing Windows OS
Remote Desktops

If you don’t want the hassle of partitioning your hard drive or installing software to emulate Windows, then
accessing Windows software via a remote desktop might just be your call. Remote desktops will allow
you to run any Windows application using a remote connection.  Microsoft offers a free version of remote
desktop (RDP) for Mac.  Note that depending on the capabilities of your MAC you may not have access
to the full features of the RDP session to the Windows Server.  Also you will need to buy Windows RDP
licenses for the server to permit the remote connection to occur.  
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In case you want to use it outside your organization, you’ll need to set a VPN connection or you can use
third-party software such as TeamViewer. or the Chrome browser on your Mac and add Chrome Remote
Desktop extension to it. Once this extension is added, you will be able to connect to a Windows PC
running Chrome browser from your Mac.  (some limitations exist with these Third-party solutions). 

So, which to choose?
If you want to run Windows applications alongside your Mac applications, a virtual machine should be
your pick. On the other hand, if you wish to use Windows to its full potential without the risk of bugs and
issues, Boot Camp will be an ideal choice for many. Remote Desktop can be a solution for users using
an Apple device that has limited capabilities.

IMPORTANT - 2021

Apple has moved away from Intel base CPU and is now using an Apple ARM CPU in new products
such as the M1 Mac. Parallel has announced support for Windows on the new Apple ARM CPU. 
Note that the Windows version that is supported in the Parallel ARM product is the Windows version
for ARM which may be different than the Intel X86 version of Windows. Preliminary reviews (Parallels
Desktop 17 - August 25, 2021) indicate issues with installing the Windows ARM image in Parallel. 
We presume that Parallel will address these difficulties with time which may make this option easier
to setup and administer when using new Apple products.
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6.11 Multi-Office Installations

When installing and using the Filopto Duo (DU) or Enterprise (EE) edition of Filopto (Multi-office
editions) the default configuration can be changed for reports/forms to automatically use the
Office/Branch information versus the corporate information created in Filopto.

1. After setting up your Corporate information (Company Settings) in the Configuration Manager
tab/ Filopto System Setting /Pick List button.  Chose the Office Settings button (1) to setup
each office.  You can add offices by selecting the Add an Office button (2). and entering the
Office Name (3) and related information (4) contained in the various tabs associated with the
office.  Entering a logo in the logo tab(5) will permit the "reports/forms by office/branch" to use
the entered information related to the office.  The Office Hours tab also controls what will be
displayed in the patient scheduler for the selected office.

2. When setting your default forms and reports for Filopto to use, select the forms/reports that are
designed for use for Office or Branches (3) settings.  By selecting these types of reports/forms the
reports/forms will automatically use the office information/logo for the office in which the user is log
into. In the example below we are using from the Form Manager(1) the RX-Opthalmic Lens (2)
Branch form (3) and have set this form as the system default (4) for users.  many different
branch/Office reports/forms exist.  You can also copy and convert your own reports/forms to use
the Branch/Office settings below.
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How to Setup a Form/Report to use Branch/Office information

1. In your Report/Form add the following query component:

Create a Query component (1) in the Data folder of the Report/Form editor. Call the component
"OfficeInfo" with the following query entry for the query component.

Select * 
from OfficesMaster

2. In your Report/Form change or add the Branch link to the data you want to display.  For text,
select the Officeinfo fields (1) available from the Officeinfo query component. To link your office
Logo select the Image component (2) and select the Logo field for the DataField setting and the
Officeinfo DataSet for the DataSet setting (3)
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6.12 Installing Filopto on a RDS server

Remote Desktop Services (RDS) is a Microsoft Windows Virtualization platform for providing end users
with secure remote desktop access, to published applications and remote desktops. RDS is an
enhanced private cloud service that supports both WEB and RDS clients.  Remote Virtualization
can be session-based, meaning Windows Server host will provide resources or desktop-based, meaning
connecting a Windows client will handle the load.

Remote desktop protocol (RDP) is a secure network communications protocol from Microsoft. RDP is
designed for remote management, remote access to virtual desktops, applications and an RDP terminal
server. RDP allows network administrators to remotely diagnose and resolve problems that individual
users encounter.

By installing Remote Desktop Services 2019, you will opt-in for a significant improvement compared to
older versions. Remote Desktop Services now supports the latest generation of virtual machines and
deployment of personal session desktops, which enable each user to get an assigned Remote Desktop
Session Host. Also, the Windows Multipoint* Services is now part of Remote Desktop Services 2019,
and is no longer a separate product.

With RDS, only software user interfaces are transferred to the client system (thin client) . All input from
the client system is transmitted to the server, where software execution takes place.  

RDS is a very economical private cloud implementation that can provide access from anywhere and to
various different device types which may not be well suited to host a Filopto Client installation.

Filopto works on both the Microsoft and Citrix, Remote Desktop Service.   We recommend that you
review the various system/network requirements and installation literature available on Microsoft Remote
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Desktop or the Citrix offering before proceeding. RDS when properly configured can provide secure,
encrypted work environments.

You must install the Filopto Workstation-RDS client software in the server(instance) that is going to be
your RDS server.  

IMPORTANT:

Review the available documentation from Microsoft to properly configure the RDS service. 
Many Online resources / documentation can also assist you in establishing the best practices
for Remote Desktop Services.

If you will be combining your Filopto Database Server and RDS server in one single (instance)server
(not recommended unless you have sufficient RAM memory). Do not install the Filopto
Workstation Client-RDS install program in the Filopto Database server.  RDS will use the Server copy
of Filopto. 

For optimal performance the Filopto Database Server should be separate from the RDS Filopto server.
 You may host them in separate instance (hyper-V environments) on the same physical server as long
as the server is properly configured.  Each Filopto user using an RDP session must have their own
unique user/password for the RDP session as not to overwrite the work of another user.  If you use the
same RDP user to connect, you will corrupt the Filopto data when a second user using the same
credential logon.

Note:  Filopto makes extensive use of the Microsoft Desktop Experience feature. Depending on the
version of RDS/Terminal Service (pre-2019) you are using you may need to activate additional features
for the Desktop Experience to function properly.  Review the installation requirements of your selected
vendor version of RDS (Microsoft or Citrix).

* MultiPoint Services role in Windows Server 2016 and 2019 that allows multiple users, each with their
own independent and familiar Windows experience, to simultaneously share one computer.

Hints on Installation, Configuration and Security

1. If you are using a low RAM server, always separate the RDS server from the Filopto Database Server
environment (such as using the virtual server option) since both will make use of all the RAM memory
available. Servers with 32GB or more will reduce the interference each application can have on the
other. Providing sufficient RAM memory and CPU power (multi-core) will negate the need to separate
both applications in their own environment. See Microsoft recommendation and requirements on
installing the RDS service.

2. When installing the Windows RDS server, by default Windows will use the port 3389 to connect to
RDS users.  Some users will port forward this port from their Internet router for ease of use.  A better
alternative is to use a different port to forward the RDS traffic to your server.  The RDP port is well
known by hackers and will be constantly attacked by hackers.  If you wish to increase your security
open and forward a different port than the 3389 port from your Internet router (example only do not
use this port it is for example purposes only- port 10451) forward the port 10451 to your RDS server
default port 3389.  ( example on the internet to access your RDS server you would enter the RDS
internet address followed with a colon and the designated Internet port you opened.  ( Example:  RDS
address: myoffice.mycompany.com:10451) This port traffic would then be port forwarded to the
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Internal RDS server port 3389. This doesn’t necessarily secure your server, but it
obscures it and makes it harder to find. Just remember that anyone determined
to hack you will eventually find the port your RDS server is listening on, so further
measures must be taken.

3. Windows RDS supports SSL certificates with their Remote Gateway service to create its own VPN
type connection. We strongly recommend that you install and use a SSL certificate in the RDP
server. This will encrypt your RDP communication. Make sure you do not allow open RDS
connections on the Internet: To establish an open network connection on the internet is full of risks.
You should not take this chance. For your security, set up a VPN (Virtual Private Network). You can
use the Windows RDP  Remote desktop gateway to build a secure VPN tunnel for the respective
local network or you can create your own VPN using some other software or hardware solution.

4. Consider using the Windows RDP Remote App capabilities of the RDP server. This option permits
users to click on a desktop icon located on their desktop and have Filopto automatically start in RDP
mode without the user having to do any additional RDP connection task.  It also limits access to the
Remote Desktop Service reducing the possibility of users negatively affecting your RDP server. The
user credential and password further secures the connection.

5. Do not forget to consider enabling NLA (Network Level Authentication): What does NLA do? It
simply ensures an authenticated connection after you enter the correct username and password.
Additionally, NLA is by default present in Windows 10/11 or Windows Server 2019/2022. 

6. Set complicated passwords: It’s extremely important to set complex passwords in general, but
especially for your remote desktop/Remote App connections. It gives an extra layer of safety.
Currently password with more than 16 alpha numeric characters is considered as a minimum.

7. Limit the number of password attempts (Brute Force Attacks) : To limit the number of attempts
to insert a password simply implies protection against any kind of destruction from a denial of service
attack.  The Windows RDS Group Policies can enforce the restrictions you establish. You may
also want to consider terminating RDS sessions after a pre-determined time of inactivity ( see
Windows Group Policies). If you do not want to activate/manage the Free Group Policy protection
built in Windows, the anti-malware software MalwareBytes (www.malwarebytes.com) provides a
RDP Brute Force protection in their product which protects against suspicious connections via
remote desktop.

8. S et the RDP for maximum encryption: RDP always tries to attain the maximum level of
encryption. You yourself can set the RDP encryption level. Follow these steps:
§ First, open the group policy editor,
§ Then navigate to this path - Computer configuration, Administrative template, Windows

Components, Remote Desktop Services, Remote Desktop Session Host, Security,
§ Set client connection encryption level, Enabled, and in the end, High Level. 

9. Some users have found that certain Hi-DPI mouses (gaming mouse for example) can cause the RDP
server/App to slow down ( in older RDP servers) due to the high data traffic they constantly generate.  If
you are using an older RDP server and encounter such issues try switching the mouse to a more
standard mouse since most users find that this fixes the slowness they encountered.

 IMPORTANT:
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Microsoft requires RDP end user licenses to be purchased and installed before you can use the RDS
feature.  Two types of RDP user licenses are currently offered by Microsoft; Device based and User
based.  We recommend that the RDP End User Licenses (CALs) be acquired since they offer greater
flexibility than the Device (CALs) licenses.

Once you have activated the Microsoft end user RDP license in your RDS server you must link these
RDP licenses to the Filopto Remote Workstation License for the users to be able to access Filopto. 
See License & Services Manager  / Register / Activate Filopto

6.13 Laptop,Tablet and other Wireless Devices Warnings

IMPORTANT:  

Tablets, Laptops and other mobile device typically come with various operating modes turned on to
save battery life.  Typically called Shutoff, Hibernate and Sleep mode, these settings are designed to
make the batteries of the device last longer. 

However, when these modes are activated they shut off all programs instantly ( including network
cards) causing them to no longer communicate with the server or network.  This action is seen by
Filopto and other programs as an immediate disconnect or lost of signal which instantly terminates
your secure session.  If this action happens before you have saved your work your data will not be
saved.

We strongly recommend that if you are going to use these devices that the sleep, hibernate
and other such mode be turned off or you may accidentally get disconnected and lose data.  

Note:

1) Laptops can also cause this to occur when closing the laptop cover.  Verify how your device is
configured, how it works and work appropriately to insure the integrity of your data.

2) Some jurisdiction require by LAW that your local or  wireless network be fully protected, even
stipulating the security level you must have at a minimum. Verify your jurisdictions requirements before
making use of and electronic devices such as PC's, laptop, tablets, and others.

1812 1813
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6.14 Cloud Environment

 

The Cloud computing concept  has been around since the early 1950's
when it was known as mainframe computing or outsourcing.  The
concept name and the equipment used may have changed but it is
essentially the same service.
The benefit of Cloud computing is that Cloud computing is an à la
carte menu. There are a huge number of services available in the
cloud and you can define your cloud, your way, with security or
without, with power or without with storage or not.  Each part is priced
independently and as resources are consumed a different price range
is offered. Most companies pre-package their cloud solution into a
simple price category or service which is simple to understand.

Filopto can be installed in a 
1. Private / Hybrid Windows based cloud environment located on the

user premise 
2. In the Accra Med Software Inc private enterprise cloud

environments, or
3. in a Public cloud environment

When choosing a cloud environment you should consider the various
factors and the various services available such as a Public Cloud, 
Private Cloud, Managed Service or if you should use your own
computer infrastructure to create your own Cloud.  Each has its
strengths and weakness. 

So how do you know which cloud is best for you?

1) The Public Cloud: Low Cost, with a pre-set software offering

In a public cloud, you share the business application software, hardware, data center, and operating
system with all of the other users. As a result, it is a very low-cost option. You take advantage of the
provider's infrastructure and best-of-breed processes, which lowers your capital spend and alleviates the
pressure on your IT department. Amazon, Google, Microsoft and others have used the public cloud
concept to give smaller companies a competitive advantage with direct, affordable access to leading
software and services that might otherwise be unobtainable. 

Many public cloud services cannot support Filopto due to their limited platform and security
limitations.
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2) The External Private Cloud: Greater Performance, Security, and Flexibility

The public cloud model has many business benefits, but one downside is potential security and
performance risks. In a private cloud, the only shared component is the provider's infrastructure. A
company's business applications and database are stored on its own virtual layer, essentially creating a
protective bubble around your data. The virtual layer is software that allows the application to use shared
hardware and still remain protected.

When an application goes down in a public cloud, typically all customers using that cloud experience a
service outage too. In a private cloud, if one customer's application goes down it doesn't affect other
users. In addition, in a private cloud, each customer can have its own unique security model, allowing
stricter access to more sensitive data and applications.

This is why the private cloud market is exploding. Although third party private clouds cost more,
increasing numbers of businesses are selecting them to host and manage their critical workloads and
sensitive information such as financial's, regulated data, and intellectual property that would wreak havoc
if breached. Organizations also like the ability to customize and integrate software, making the private
cloud model attractive to companies that need flexibility.

The Filopto Cloud Service uses the Enterprise grade version of this model. The enterprise
version provides a more robust, stable, and secure platform.

For larger organization Microsoft Azure 365 Cloud offers a Windows Remote desktop service similar to
the one one available out of the box when using a local Windows server.  (Note unless you have a large
organization, the current price point makes it uneconomical for small and medium size organizations (as
of August 2021).

3) Managed Service:  Cost Sensitive and a Good Compromise for Some

Managed services are the practice of outsourcing day-to-day management responsibilities and functions
of your computer system as a strategic method for improving operations and cutting expenses. This can
include outsourcing the management of the computers, hosting the computers, getting IT support and
getting life cycle build/maintenance activities for the IT infrastructure.  Managed Service agreements can
typically be tailored to meet specific needs of the organization and meet a specific cost target.  It is
another variant of Cloud Computing previously known as outsourcing of computer services.  This service
can also provide a Hybrid Cloud service where the user has a mix of in-house and external computing
service.

For some of our customers this solution is a preferred solution for hosting Filopto.

4)  In-House Private Cloud - Economical, Potentially Greater Performance,
Reliability, High Security, Lower Risk and Maximum Flexibility with potentially
lower cost.

Creating your own in-house Private Cloud service provides the maximum flexibility, reliability and
potentially lowest risk/cost solution when taking reliability and security issues into considerations. 
Operating System providers like Microsoft have been offering for years private cloud service in their
operating systems. Microsoft cloud service was Initially known as Remote Computing and currently
known as Direct Access.  This built-in service available in the Windows Server products allows
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organizations to create their own Private or Hybrid cloud (mix of private and public cloud) environments. 
The major advantage is by using a Hybrid Cloud environment organizations can keep secure the sensitive
data within their organizations and use the public cloud for items, thus not putting them at risk.  

Used by a large number of our client base.  Security and control over the platform are the top
consideration of clients using this option.

Create your Own Private Cloud using Windows Server

The Windows Server 2022 or 2019 or 2016 Standard version can support a large amount of remote
(cloud) users by acquiring either the Remote Desktop or Direct Access licenses required.   By
configuring and activating the Direct Access or Remote Desktop service option users can access the
company's server in a secure and private manner from any device and location.  The Direct Access and
Remote Desktop service creates a private cloud service which can provide access for remote users to
run software such as Filopto.  All of the services you would typically find in a Cloud solution is available
in the Windows Direct Access or Remote Desktop service. 

6.14.1 Cloud Security

Cloud - Only as Secure as the Weakest Password

IMPORTANT

The example of passwords used in the following text are for example only!  Do not use them, since
they are known passwords that are regularly use as examples in many explanations on how
to use good passwords and are known by hackers.  Create your own password 

In a business, multiple people will share the same cloud environment. The person with
the weakest password becomes the highest security risk, the weakest link. 

If a person with ill intent, a hacker, manages to guess the password of a fellow staff
member, they can use it to access all the information that staff member has access too.
This is most likely to be done by a computer on the internet somewhere that keeps
guessing day and night till it finds a weak enough password and gets into your cloud.
This is otherwise known as a brute force attack or hack. Once the hacker gains access
they can disrupt your cloud services in some way or steal customer data or worse, bank
details and credit card information. 

What about other aspects of cloud security such as data isolation, firewalls, SSL
certificates, account lock out after x login attemps and such?  These are all the basic
safe guards that your cloud will typically provide.  But the real threat is your password,  it
is the weakest point since hackers know people want to use short cuts when creating
their passwords. They will use easy to guest password or worst some very common
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ones.  Many web sites list the top 1 Million password used making them easy to use
when attacking your cloud.

So, if your password is the weakest link, how can you ensure that the one you're using is
secure enough? Does it need to be one of these passwords the IT guys give me that's
nothing but a jumble of letters and numbers that nobody can remember? Does that
make it secure?  The simple answer is *No.*

Let's illustrate how you can keep your cloud secure but still have a password that's easy
for a human to remember. 

Most banks require that your online banking password be a minimum of 7 characters
and include UPPER case, lower case, a number and a special character like an
exclamation. Here's an example:

PASSWORD 1 EXAMPLE: BuXG7L~

Let's compare this with a longer password that is not considered secure by some:

PASSWORD 2 EXAMPLE: whitemencantjump

Just for fun,  run these passwords through the online howsecureismypassword.net
password checker. See the following images for the results:

PASSWORD 1 EXAMPLE: BuXG7L~

and

PASSWORD 2 EXAMPLE: whitemencantjump

74
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Now just for fun, let's make the "whitemencantjump" password compliant by adding an
UPPER case "W" at the beginning and a number "1" and "!" at the end and see what
happens  :

Modified PASSWORD 2 EXAMPLE: Whitemencantjump1!

How's that! 10 minutes for a computer to crack the 7 character bank-grade password
but 35,000 years to crack the non-compliant, so called non-secure password to 7
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Quadrillion years for a compliant password that is longer (18 characters but easy to
remember)

Now skeptics will say that a dictionary attack would guess the long password.  That is "
True", there's some merit in what they say, however, this fact remains – the longer your
password the stronger it is, and it doesn't have to be impossible to remember.  And the
longer the password the longer it will take for a dictionary attack to find the right
combination.  Also if you are using the other security options available to protect your
cloud,  the chance of a brute force attack being successful can be significantly
diminished.  For example, one security option that you can activate in Filopto is the
account lock out feature which will lock an account after X number of attempts  in
guessing the user password.

So what's the bottom line? Make your passwords longer, use memorable easy to type
word. Jumbles the words by inserting spaces, caps and characters. And most important
remember the longer the password the more secure it is.  

6.15 Accra Cloud Service

Accra Med Software Inc. offers two Cloud services:

1)  Filopto as a Cloud Service 

2)  Accra Cloud Backup & File Sharing Service

Filopto as a cloud service 

Filopto cloud service is hosted on a Secure/Encrypted Private Enterprise grade cloud platform with
strong end user protection.  Our cloud service has no lock-in, meaning your Filopto can be moved
from Cloud to Local server at any time.  Your data will always be yours, it is not mixed in with other
clients data or not available if you decide to leave.   The Accra Cloud removes the requirements and
management duties associated with a local in-house server.  The Cloud service is accessible by:

· Any operating system and/or device with an HTML5-compliant web browser. 
· Any modern web browser (HTML5-compliant) such as IE10/11, Chrome, Safari, Firefox,

Opera, etc.
· All communication are secured via an encrypted private internet tunnel with military grade

256 Bit AES TLS/SSL security.
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For larger organization Microsoft Azure 365 Cloud offers a Windows Remote desktop service similar
to the one one available out of the box when using a local Windows server.  (Note unless you have a
large organization, the current price point makes it uneconomical for small and medium size
organizations (as of August 2021).

It offers the same capabilities as a local network based Filopto system excluding any feature
requiring direct local device connectivity. For a comparison of features see (Cloud vs Local Filopto
comparison chart).

Accra Backup and File Sharing Service 

The Accra Backup Service is a PHI / HIPAA compliant secure/encrypted Backup Service for backing
up your Filopto data as well as any other data on secure servers off-site.  Our Cloud base Backup
service meets or exceeds all government requirements.  For more information see Accra Remote
Backup Service

The Secure File Sharing service allows you to provide files, reports, or other documents in a secure
manner to your patients. Once the Patient retrieves the document or file you are advised via a
download confirmation email. Files or document shares can be further protected by placing a time
expiry date causing the file not be available after the specified date as well as secure the download
with an additional password which can be provided to the patient/client by phone or other secure
manner.
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7 Quick Start Guide

Welcome to Filopto Quick Start Guide

This guide provides a series of quick start sections to assist you on how to use Filopto.  

The Quick Start Guide should be reviewed in addition to the following help manual sections before
starting

· System Requirements
· Network Port Requirements
· First Things To Do
· How to Update Filopto
· The Basics - Common Tools/Feature  section highlighting the various features and tools you

will use throughout Filopto
· How to - Quick Answers
· The Filopto Easy Setup Wizard

7.1 Introducing Filopto

 

WELCOME to Filopto EHR / EMR and Electronic Practice

Management System
 

41
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Filopto is a feature-rich, Microsoft Windows, SQL based Electronic Practice Management System
(EPMS) which incorporates an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) and Electronic Health records
(EHR) designed for the eye care industry.  Filopto uses Microsoft Windows operating system and is
designed to assist eye care professionals in managing the daily functions and requirements of their
organization.  Filopto delivers greater functionality, flexibility, and value to a variety of customers,
from small offices to large enterprise organizations with multiple locations.

Filopto    stand for FILE and OPTO 
 
This help manual is designed to assist you in using Filopto. It is divided into chapters representing
each Tab/Module (section) of the system.  We strongly recommend that you review the help manual
to learn the features and how you can use Filopto.
  
For assistance on using Windows, please refer to the Windows Help system.
 

7.1.1 Filopto Overview

 
 

OVERVIEW
 

Filopto  is a single-user / multi-user / multi-location practice management system for

eye care specialists. From the ground up, we have designed, an Eye Care Office Management
System that organizes your business and makes it simple for novice PC users to have all the
information and tools at their fingertips in order to properly do their job.
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Filopto helps you market and manage your business better. It frees you from the administrative
requirements so you can focus on your primary business : Caring for your Patients. Using leading
technology, Filopto helps you stay organized and allows you the time to focus on your patients'
needs and expand your services to your patients.  With easy to use tools, Filopto helps you manage
your business and grow your practice.
 
This Help system is here to assist you in the use of Filopto and to permit you to help us improve it. It
is divided into several sections which reflects each major module of the program. Please take the
time to go through this Help file to get a better understanding of what the software has to offer and
how to benefit from it.
 
The Filopto development team wishes to thank you for your confidence in our product and to assure
you that we want to make it the best software you ever had.

 
 

 

IMPORTANT
 

Users will not be able to use Filopto until you have registered and loaded
your Filopto License on the server.

 

7.1.2 Filopto Editions

Base Product
 
Filopto is available in several Editions - Canadian and USA.
 
Both versions are available in:
 

1) Filopto LE - LAN Edition, single office support
2) Filopto DE - DUO Edition, two office support
3) Filopto EE - Enterprise Edition designed for unlimited multi-location installation
4) Filopto CE - Cloud based version of Filopto

 
All editions provide the same base modules which include:

· Patient File,
· Appointment Scheduler,
· Invoicing,
· Claim Manager,
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· Payment Manager,
· e-payment support (credit cards and e-checks - USA only),
· Inventory Manager,
· Lab Orders Manager,
· Recall Manager,
· Rolodex,
· Patient Accounts Receivable,
· Insurance Accounts Receivable,
· Insurance Manager,
· Vendor Manager,
· Purchase Orders Manager,
· Inventory Manager,
· Promo Pricing Manager,
· Employee Manager (Basic Version),
· User Security Manager,
· Communication/Marketing Manager,
· Forms and Educational Info Manager,
· Report Manager,
· Filopto Service Manager and
· Eye on Your Business Manager
 

Filopto LE (LAN Edition) is designed for a single office installation. Filopto LE can be configured from
one
user to an unlimited number of users on one Local Area Network (LAN).

Filopto DE (DUO Edition) is designed for two office installation. Filopto DE can be configured from one
user to an unlimited number of users on one Local Area Network (LAN) and one Remote desktop WAN
connection.
 
Filopto EE (Enterprise Edition) can support large multi-location installations. With the appropriate
hardware and network
configuration, it is scalable to any size and can support an unlimited number of users.  Filopto EE
requires
the Terminal Server Manager and Terminal Server Admin license which are installed on a separate
server
that has either the Microsoft Terminal Server or Citrix Terminal Server software installed. The Terminal
Server
software permits remote users to access Filopto. Each remote user requires an additional Terminal
Server
Workstation license to be able to connect to Filopto.

Filopto CE (Cloud Edition) is designed to remove the administration function for the Filopto base server
system.  
 

Optional Modules include:
 
For a complete list of modules , please visit and download the Filopto Catalog at: 
http://www.filopto.com
 

http://www.filopto.com
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7.1.3 Filopto Annual Subscription and Maintenance

In today's competitive era, Quality and Service are prime factors for success. Technology is
constantly changing and without regular maintenance of your Microsoft Windows and Filopto you will
quickly fall behind.   

Filopto's annual subscription and maintenance is designed to permit your organization to remain up
to date with Filopto's latest releases.  We are constantly adding new features and providing key
services to our clients via the annual subscription and maintenance plan. The continued maintenance
ensure that the software generates data that meets the latest legal, PHI Acts, ePHI Acts, HIPAA,
ONC and  PIPEDA requirements. As you know, changes occur constantly in the industry and new
regulations and requirements need to be met on an ongoing basis. Renewing your annual
maintenance is part of keeping yourself and your organization up to date. Filopto's annual
maintenance service subscription provides you with a tool to keep your software up to date,
the Filopto support you expect.
 
Filopto's goal is to provide you with ample time to plan and respond to the changing legal
requirements of your profession, thus avoiding any interruption in your software maintenance term,
which would impact access to Filopto updates, technical support and other benefits that are part of
your annual maintenance subscription.
 
Accra Med Software strives to provide you and your organization with correct and timely information
about your Filopto software maintenance. The maintenance alert process not only seeks to identify
any discrepancies regarding your Filopto software licenses, but it is also meant to alert you that your
current software maintenance term is about to expire.
 
Maintenance and Subscription Expiry Date:
 
This date is displayed on the server in the Filopto Services Manager
(FiloptoServicesManager.exe) registration tab. If Accra Med Software Inc. has not received a
payment by this date, you will receive a notification at each Filopto software start up stating that your
maintenance term has expired. You will no longer be eligible to receive any technical support or
software updates that are released after your maintenance term has expired. Any other benefits that
are contingent upon a current maintenance subscription will also be rescinded and your maintenance
subscription is considered to have expired.
 
30 days before Maintenance and Subscription Expiry Date:
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A notice informing you that your subscription and maintenance service will be expiring is displayed at
each Filopto software start up. This dialogue box serves to remind you of the impending expiration of
the current software maintenance term. Please renew your maintenance subscription before it
lapses. Please be aware that once your maintenance subscription lapses, this will affect your ability
to receive technical support as well as your eligibility to receive any software updates that are
released thereafter.

 

7.2 First Thing To Do

IMPORTANT
 

Before using Filopto you must register and activate your Filopto licenses.

Users will not be able to use Filopto until you have registered and activated
your Filopto License for the Filopto server and create user accounts in

Filopto.

 See below for the instruction on how to activate your Filopto Server.

 

Once your system is installed, you will need to open the Configuration Manager (1) tab and create a
user with system administrator rights that is capable of creating and administering your system, as well
as creating other Filopto users.( see How to Logon )  See below for the steps required to activate and
use Filopto.

The system administrator will typically create the business and security rules for the system. The default
system administrator profile provided to you should be replaced as soon as possible with a secured user
profile you administer.

258
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Step 1 -   Register and Activate your Filopto Licenses (2) ( see Register / Activate

Filopto ) located in the Configuration Manager (1) tab

Step 2 -  Create a System Administrator   Located in the Configuration Manager (1) Tab /

Employee Manager (3)

Step 3 -  Change Default Administrator Password  and create your security profiles for your

users.  Located in the Configuration Manager (1) / Security Manager (4).  Review the Security
Manager  settings.
  

Step 4 - Run Filopto Easy Setup  (5) - The wizard creates the basic database information,

users and office information needed for Filopto to run.

The Filopto Easy Setup Wizard (5) can be found in the Configuration Manager
tab (1) the Wizard will assist you in initializing your version of Filopto. 

Step 5 - Implement your Filopto Update  settings and your backup system for the Filopto

Server. (see Remote Backup Service  (6))

Step 6 - Schedule some training for you and your staff - call 1-888-321-0441 ext 200 to

schedule your training.

1813
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7.3 Managing My Practice

 

School prepared us to be competent practitioners, but seldom prepared us to run a business.  If you
have no business experience or training we recommend that you enroll yourself in a business
management course that can give you the fundamentals of what you need to know on how to run a
business.  Another good source of knowledge is your association which also offers Practice
Management course and seminars.  We strongly recommend that you get all the knowledge you can
on how to run your practice since it will only make you more successful.   Applying the knowledge
you will learn will not only make you a great doctor or optician but a successful business owner.
 
When in doubt make use of the service of a professional such as an accountant and of a professional
legal adviser to properly setup and guide your practice for success.   There are many complex rules
(taxation, accounting, insurance, HIPAA, PIPEDA) that you must follow and having sound advise
from competent professionals will go a long way to making your business successful.
 
In addition to your business knowledge and those of your advisors,  you must remember that you are
doing business in a market place with increased competition and complex business and insurance
rules.  The industry is constantly changing, you need a tool that is always up-to-date and can help
you manage your practice efficiently. Filopto is such a tool!  So keep it up-to-date, remember to
do your updates on a regular basis to insure that you always have the latest industry
changes.
 
To run a successful business you must be able to :
 
 1) Attract Customers/Patients
 
 2) Retain Customers/Patients
 
 3) and Manage Efficiently and Effectively.
 
 
Success in a business is a result of many varied things that you do well.  Filopto provides tools that
can help you market your practice, stay in contact and retain your customer, manage staff and help
you organize your practice so that your patients come back and you become successful.  Following
is a brief summary of some of the things you should consider when setting up your practice and how
Filopto can help you manage and grow your practice into a successful practice.
 
 
Establish your Business Objectives:
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If you do not know where you want to go, How will you know if you arrived?   Although simple to
understand establishing and communicating your Vision and Practice values to your Patients and
Employees is not as simple as you might think.  Clearly define what you want your Practice to
represent and the services standards you want to offer.  Continually communicate clearly and verify
that your communication is clearly understood.  It may be clear to you,  but can be easily be
misunderstood by everyone else.  make certain that everyone understands!
 
A good starting point is to create an Office Manual which clearly states how things are to be done. 
This Office Manual is a binder that contains the Mission Statement, Doctors Profile, Personnel
Policies and Guidelines, Condition of Employment, Benefits, Job Descriptions, Office Procedures,
Forms, Directive, Office standards and Task to the completed.  It should communicate to your
employees such things as;
 
1)  How you will operate your business, (hours of service, Providers expertise, Practice expertise,
why patients want to do business with you, your standards for customer service and office efficiency)
 
2) What you expect from your Employees ( personnel policies and guidelines, Condition of
employment,  benefits, job descriptions, office procedures and policies, HIPAA and PHI Acts
requirements, the legal and professional conduct requirements, the practice work environment,
employee review procedures, etc.. )
 
3) Who are your Patients ( Who are you targeting as customers?, What information you need from
them?, What forms do they need to complete?, How to communicate with them?, Define the
Customer Service level you want to provide to your patients).
 
4)  What insurance companies/policies you will accept, (What each plan will pay (plan coverage), 
Eligibility requirements/guarantees, Why you refuse certain plans, How to complete a claim,  Do you
do it manually or do you use the automated Claim feature in Filopto? )
 
5)  What is the price list for your services and products, (how to explain the fees to the patients, do
you have a different price depending on the serving office, Do you manually price items or do you use
Filopto 's automated pricing feature, how to handle disagreements, how to manage your inventory
items, how to show and display products, what is your marketing strategy?)
 
6)  Direction and scripts to the receptionist (Identify how she is to greet the patient, how to schedule
appointments, What information is required from the patient, how to handle objections or
disagreements, when to recall a patient)
 
7) Script for the Optician, (what services are provided, what information to provide the patient, How to
handle disagreements)
 
8) Script for Patient Recalls ( how and when to recall a patient, what to say if calling,  what should
our recall reminder look like, when to schedule a recall).
 
9) Monitoring Payments, (see Stay Involved ) ( How to record payments, How to run the daily
balancing reports (see Daily Accounting Procedures ), What to do if reports do not balance, How
to make a bank deposit, How to check for late payments, How to make a collection call, How to
create a claim, How to follow-up on claim status, How to resubmit a claim, How to track overdue
payments and claims)
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10) How Staff is to be trained ( What does your staff need to be trained on, How to use Pre-test
equipment, What training is required on Filopto?  Answer all the questions the staff needs to do their
job effectively and efficiently)
 
Filopto comes with many forms and reports that you can customized to better reflect the philosophy
and environment of your practice. They are in Filopto as a starting point for monitoring your practice
achievements and getting your practice organize.  Start by reviewing the available forms and reports.
Print a list of them using the Report Manager ( see in the Report Manager the reports called "Forms
Report List, and Report List).  Decide which form or report best suites your practice, customize them
to your needs and make them a part of the daily procedures and task of your Practice.
 
We also recommend that you review the Eye on your Business  section, since this tool can help
you monitor the progress and issues in your Practice.
 
Filopto user interface suggest the normal work flow of a practice and can help you complete the
various task your practice demands. Understand all the elements that your practice need to do and
keep track of them to be successful.  Seek advice from expert in your industry via seminars or other
opportunities available to you.  keep up to date and knowledgeable of the changes that can affect
your practice. Be pro-active!
 
 
Attracting Patients
The best referral a business can receive is one from a satisfied client.  But before you can get a
satisfied customer you must let them know you are open for business.  Filopto offers marketing and
patient tracking tools to help you define an effective marketing campaign.  The Marketing and
Communication tool permits you to create flyers, e-mails, newsletters etc..   The various tracking
reports available will help you determine how your new patients are finding you, who they are
(demographics) and help you decide where to put your marketing energies to attract more patients. 
Define your marketing strategy and then use Filopto to see which one is effective.
 
 
Retaining Patients
 
Good Customer Service is one of the keys to success.  If your patient are happy about their
interaction with your practice they will return.  If they are unsatisfied they will not come back.  It is
important that you define with your staff what is the policies and guidelines for delivering good
customer service (see Your Office Manual ).  Then you must measure how effective you are in
delivering what you believe is good customer service.  Filopto can help you create Patient Surveys to
find out what you are doing right and what you can improve.  Filopto also has a comprehensive
Recall Manager whose message you can tailor.  The numerous reports available can also help you
track the various key pieces of your Customer Service strategy.  Good service will keep them
coming!
 
 
Managing Efficiently and Effectively
 
Filopto provides numerous tools to help you manage efficiently and effectively.  Please review the
users manual and customize Filopto to your needs.   You will want to establish the office procedures
and guidelines (Office Manual ) that your staff are to follow in completing their various tasks.  To
Manage Efficiently and Effectively you and your staff will need to know information, procedures and
guidelines which will range from:
 
1. What information will you need from the employee?
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2. What documents does the employee need to sign (HIPAA)?
3. What is the job description of the employee?
4. What training to the employee must be provided?
5. What is the office hours of service?
6. What is the provider appointment schedule?
7. What information must be provided by the Patient?
8. What documents must be signed by the Patient (HIPAA)?
9. What insurance policies will you accept?
10. What insurance policies will you not accept?
11. What insurance and patient information needs to be entered into Filopto?
12. What is your pricing policy?
13. What needs to be entered in Filopto to track effectively the Inventory,  Insurance policies and

Invoices?
14. What is the Payment policy for Patients ?
15. What are the returns, credit memos, adjustment policies?
16. What is the Claims processing policy (send electronically every day ?)
17. What report will we use to track payments due, how often is this list generated?
18. What is the collection of account policy?
19. What action and when is it taken to collect over due accounts?
20. What is our Inventory Policy?
21. What is our Purchase Order Policy?
22. What items are verified on a daily basis? (Daily Reports run and verified)
23.  What security, backup and other procedures are required to protect patients and the business?
 
 
Filopto can help you manage all of these items and much more but you must establish your office
procedures and task and communicate them to all employees.  Filopto can help you track these
items once you have identified the ones important to your practice.
 
Once you have communicated your objectives and vision to your staff, you must constantly review if
the office staff is successfully following and completing the identified procedures and tasks.  As the
owner or manager of the practice, it is your responsibility to review the operation and identify issues
and make sure they are properly addressed.  Filopto provides many reports that can help you in
managing and identifying issues.  We recommend that you identify the key reports you need to be
successful and that these are reviewed on a regular basis.
 
Following are some reports that should be considered as indispensable:
 
· Production report: Gives a summary of the daily activity of the practice - Should be reviewed on a

daily basis, items not meeting your standards should be immediately investigated (See Stay
Involved  in Eye on your Business for more details).

 
· Bank Deposit  for a Day report:  To be used to reconcile the Daily Bank Deposit  - Should be

reviewed on a daily basis, all discrepancies should be immediately investigated (see Daily
Accounting Procedure  for more details).

 
· Patient and Insurance Accounts Receivable: The goal is for all payments due to be collected

immediately.  The norm is that any payment not received over 30 days has a higher risk of not
being able to be collected.  Therefore, somebody should be on a daily basis, calling for payments
of all over due accounts starting with the oldest first.  This has to be constantly tracked with
positive results being generated on a daily basis.
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· Various Invoice and claims Reports: To verify that all Patients have been invoiced, and where
applicable, that claims have been generated and sent in a timely fashion.  Verify all write offs,
adjustments, returns and credit memos for compliance with your office policies.

 
· Various Purchase Order Reports: Verify that Lab Orders and Inventory orders are approved and

sent.  Verify that Lab Orders and Inventory P.O. have been received, delivered and invoiced to
Patient where applicable.

 
· Various Operational Reports to verify that office policies and procedures are properly followed.

(Example: Are the patient recalls being sent in a timely fashion? Are Patient customer service
policies being followed?  What are the errors being done on submitted claims and do we need to
do training sessions to reduce errors and improve payment times?  Are Tasks assigned being
completed?)

 
 

7.3.1 Your Office Manual

 

Fairness is one of the most important characteristics employees look for in an employer. Part of the
challenge in managing a staff is simply knowing the policies that have been set up in the past. Having
office policies in writing is a big advantage because there is no doubt about what the rules are and 90%
of the fairness test is met if the employee knows a policy in advance.

There are two different kinds of office manuals. There is a Policy manual, discussed here and there is
a Procedure manual, which covers how to perform actual tasks in the office ( see Daily Accounting
Procedures  for an example). Both are very important and beneficial.

A policy manual would describe how an employee requests a vacation while the procedure manual
would describe how an employee performs keratometry on a patient.

 
Can it have too much detail?
 
While it's important to give details about the rules of the office, too much detail can cause problems.
You will generally have to follow the rules of the manual. That may seem fine, since that's the point in
the first place, but remember that one set of rules does not always fit every situation. You may not
think of something when you devise a policy and if it's very specific you may lose any flexibility. For
example, if you list the steps that are supposed to occur if an employee is disciplined or discharged,
you may be bound to follow those steps. If you give a job description that is very detailed, it may be
difficult to ask and employee to do something not listed. An office manual could be treated as an
employment contract by a court of law or by a state department of employment.
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To help you get started here are topics you may wish to consider in your Office Policy manual.

Topics to include
1. General Philosophy of the Office
2. Vision Statement
3. Our Practice Motto
4. History of the Practice
5. Practice Ownership
6. Employee Benefits
7. Health Insurance
8. Uniforms and Personal Appearance
9. Continuing Education and Travel
10. Eye Care Benefits
11. Financial incentives from suppliers
12. Work Schedule
13. Paychecks
14. Vacation Days
15. Personal Days (Sick Days)
16. Personal Time Off
17. Overtime
18. Complaints by Patients
19. Employee Parking
20. Confidential Patient Information
21. Confidential Proprietary information
22. Alcohol and Drug Use
23. Personal Telephone Calls and Internet use
24. Chewing Gum
25. Smoking
26. Maternity Leave
27. Jury Duty
28. Lunch Period
29. Probationary Period
30. Employment at will
31. Resignation or discharge

7.3.2 EyeCare Knowledge
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Filopto provides you with the tools needed to manage your eye care business.  As partners, we
encourage you to keep up to date with the business requirements and eye care requirements of the
industry.  We encourage you to actively participate in local and national associations and regularly
attend professional and business development courses.  The more you know of the requirements you
need to meet to run a successfully business, the better Filopto can serve you.
 
We recommend that you keep informed on local and national regulations such as HIPAA, PIPEDA
and others, as well as understand your responsibility with the contractual agreements you have with
the various insurance providers you deal with, since these can greatly affect your business.
 
When in doubt always consult a professional in the field, to get the right answer.  Your eye care
association, legal and accounting professional can help you avoid costly mistakes.  Do not hesitate
to get the right information from the right source.
 
Following are some web sites which you may find helpful;
 
HIPAA Information :        http://www.hipaa.org/
                                    http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa/
                 http://www.cms.hhs.gov/HIPAAGenInfo/
 
PIPEDA Information:       http://www.pipedainfo.com
                 
http://www.privcom.gc.ca/legislation/02_06_01_01_e.asp
                 http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/P-8.6
 
Eye Care Associations:
 
 American Academy of Ophthalmology        http://www.aao.org/
 American Optometric Association        http://www.aoa.org/
 
 Canadian Ophthalmological Society        http://www.eyesite.ca/
 Canadian Association of Optometrist        http://www.opto.ca/
 
 
 

7.3.3 Business Disaster Planning

 

Business Disaster Planning
 

http://www.hipaa.org/
http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/hipaa/
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/HIPAAGenInfo/
http://www.pipedainfo.com
http://www.privcom.gc.ca/legislation/02_06_01_01_e.asp
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/P-8.6
http://www.myhomepage.com/index.html
http://www.aoa.org/
http://www.eyesite.ca/
http://www.opto.ca/
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Most businesses will never experience a disaster like a fire, a flood, a tornado or a computer
malfunction.  However, we have all heard of somebody which has experienced first hand a disaster.  
The only cure to a disaster is a good "DISASTER PLAN" and taking the steps to be able to survive a
disaster.  Many books and experts are available to help organizations plan properly and survive a
disaster.  Take the time to prepare and implement your own disaster preparedness plan for your
business.
 
Filopto is extremely resilient and if you do everyday some basic procedures such as an off-site
backups you will be able to survive a disaster to your business. Without the Filopto data there is
very little that can be done to put you back in business quickly.  Therefore we strongly urge you to
treat your Filopto data just like any other important document of your business and that you routinely
back up the critical Filopto files and safeguard them off site with your other important documents.
 
Please carefully read and implement a sound backup policy for your business and test it regularly to
insure that it is still working.  

IMPORTANT:  

The US HIPAA Regulations as well as certain Canadian PHI Acts require Physicians to
have a documented Computer Infrastructure and recovery plan, which is followed by the
organization and regularly reviewed per the HIPAA or PHI Act regulations,  and it must be
available for review during an audit.  

HIPAA Penalties (All penalties are current as of December 2009)

Individuals who do not adhere to HIPAA policies and procedures can be fined regardless of
whether or not they knowingly violated the act. The minimum penalty for a HIPAA violation
where the individual did not know he violated HIPAA is $100 per violation. The annual
maximum for the minimum penalty amount is $25,000 for repeat violations. Individuals who
violate HIPAA can be fined up to $50,000 per violation with an annual maximum of $1.5
million if the violation was severe, regardless of how or why the violation occurred. The
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services is not permitted to impose civil
penalties on individuals who violate HIPAA but correct the violation within 30 days, unless the
violation occurred due to willful neglect.

Some HIPAA violations occur due to a reasonable cause. If the individual is not found to have
been willfully neglectful, but the violation occurred knowingly, the minimum civil penalty is
$1,000 per violation with an annual maximum of $100,000 for additional violations. An
example of a violation due to a reasonable cause would be a medical professional accessing a
patient's medical information without the patient's consent to release that information.

Corrected HIPAA violations that occur due to willful neglect will cost medical personnel a
minimum of $10,000 per violation. The annual maximum for such offenses is $250,000. The
maximum penalties of up to $50,000 per violation with an annual maximum of $1.5 million still
apply. Examples of violations due to willful neglect are breaches in medical records due to a
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medical facility having an unsecured server room where electronic medical records are stored
or employees having passwords written in plain sight. 

Individuals who knowingly disclose health information and patient records may be charged
criminally and imprisoned for up to one year with a fine of up to $50,000. If the violation was
committed under false pretenses, individuals can face up to five years in prison and a fine of up
to $100,000. If a HIPAA offense is committed with the intent to sell or use the patient's health
information maliciously or for personal or financial gain, the individual can face 10 years'
imprisonment and fines of up to $250,000.

 
 

 
 

7.3.4 Use the Internet Safely

 
 

If your business doesn't have a policy on internet usage, it should. Though the web can be an incredibly
useful workplace tool, it can also cause significant workplace havoc that can result in lost productivity.
Setting some rules protects your business … and your employees.
 

Why Your Business is at Risk
Web pages contain programs that are usually innocent and sometimes helpful - for instance, animations
and pop-up menus. But there are questionable, even malicious websites that have their own agenda, and
it's not always in your best interest. When you're surfing the web, site operators can identify your
computer on the internet, tell which page you came from, use cookies to profile you and install spyware
on your computer - all without your knowledge. Destructive worms can also enter your system through
your web browser.
 
Beyond malicious activities instigated by outsiders, businesses can be put in a vulnerable position by
employees who engage in illegal and/or undesirable web activity during work hours and on company-
owned computers.
 

What Your Internet Policy Should Include
When creating a company-wide internet use policy, address the following issues:
 
· Whether employees are allowed to browse the web for personal use as well as business purposes
· When employees can use the web for personal use (lunch hours, after-hours, etc.)
· If and how the company monitors web use and what level of privacy employees can expect
· Web activity that is not allowed. Spell out unacceptable behavior in detail. In many companies this

includes:
 
· Downloading offensive content
· Threatening or violent behavior
· Illegal activities
· Commercial solicitations (non-business related)
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Provide two copies of the policy to employees - one for them to keep and another for them to sign and
return to you.
 

Tips for Safe Browsing
In addition to having a policy, the following recommendations can also help promote safe web browsing:
· Go to trusted sites only
· Don't use work computers for idle browsing
· Never browse web sites from a server. Always use a client PC or laptop
· Use a firewall/router/Proxies. It allows you to filter web addresses and block internet traffic to and

from dangerous sites
· Consider web-filtering software. Companies such as Websense and Secure Computing offer

products that filter internet use based on a variety of criteria
 

7.4 Regulatory Security Guide

Data security is the means of ensuring that data is kept safe from corruption and that access to it is
suitably controlled. Thus data security helps to ensure privacy. It also helps in protecting personal data.
Data security is part of the larger practice of Information security.  Filopto contains significant data on
Patients and on your practice, It is your responsibility to ensure that you have a backup / disaster plan
as well that you have the appropriate procedures to ensure that proper security measures are in place.

Many jurisdictions and associations stipulates the minimum security users must enforce when dealing
with Patients medical records.   

In the USA, HIPAA  requires all Patient Identifiable Data (PID) to be secured based on the rules
set out by the varying government levels.  

In CANADA the PIPEDA rules in conjunction with various provincial PHI Acts also stipulated
your business basic privacy requirements.

Accra Med Software Inc provides a Secure Remote Backup service for clients
wanting to have an automated secure backup system that meet PHI regulations.
 

It is recommended that you review the Advanced System Security & Maintenance section of this help
file.
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EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE PENALTIES

Nova Scotia PHI ACT

Individuals can make a complaint to a physician which is the custodian of their personal health
information if they feel the physician has not complied with PHIA.  Individuals may also request a
review of physician's response to their complaint by the Nova Scotia Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Review Officer.  The Review officer has authority to investigate the way a
physician has handled a complaint, make recommendations and make the report public.  An Individual
who is not satisfied with the outcome of a review can appeal to the courts, who can levy penalties for
individuals or corporations found guilty of an offense under PHIA.

United State HIPAA Penalties (All penalties are current as of December 2009)

Individuals who do not adhere to HIPAA policies and procedures can be fined regardless of
whether or not they knowingly violated the act. The minimum penalty for a HIPAA violation where
the individual did not know he violated HIPAA is $100 per violation. The annual maximum for the
minimum penalty amount is $25,000 for repeat violations. Individuals who violate HIPAA can be
fined up to $50,000 per violation with an annual maximum of $1.5 million if the violation was
severe, regardless of how or why the violation occurred. The Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services is not permitted to impose civil penalties on individuals who violate
HIPAA but correct the violation within 30 days, unless the violation occurred due to willful neglect.

Some HIPAA violations occur due to a reasonable cause. If the individual is not found to have
been willfully neglectful, but the violation occurred knowingly, the minimum civil penalty is $1,000
per violation with an annual maximum of $100,000 for additional violations. An example of a
violation due to a reasonable cause would be a medical professional accessing a patient's medical
information without the patient's consent to release that information.

Corrected HIPAA violations that occur due to willful neglect will cost medical personnel a
minimum of $10,000 per violation. The annual maximum for such offenses is $250,000. The
maximum penalties of up to $50,000 per violation with an annual maximum of $1.5 million still
apply. Examples of violations due to willful neglect are breaches in medical records due to a
medical facility having an unsecured server room where electronic medical records are stored or
employees having passwords written in plain sight. 

Individuals who knowingly disclose health information and patient records may be charged
criminally and imprisoned for up to one year with a fine of up to $50,000. If the violation was
committed under false pretenses, individuals can face up to five years in prison and a fine of up to
$100,000. If a HIPAA offense is committed with the intent to sell or use the patient's health
information maliciously or for personal or financial gain, the individual can face 10 years'
imprisonment and fines of up to $250,000.
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7.4.1 PHI / PHIPA Regulations

Various Patient Health Information Acts (PHI) and  Personal Health Information Protection Act (PHIPA)
are in affect throughout North America.  It is your responsibility to insure that you meet the regulations
applicable to your jurisdiction.  

In the USA the major PHI act is known as the HIPAA Act which is linked to several other acts(CMS
acts) that supplement the base act. 

In Canada the PIPEDA Act is the equivalent Federal act with several provinces having enacted specific
PHI / PHIPA acts to supplement the Federal Act.  

Filopto is designed to meet and exceed the requirement of these acts when properly implemented.  It is
your responsibility to review these acts and properly implement their regulations in your procedures and
in the use of Filopto to meet their requirements.
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8 Change Log

·

The change log is a log or record of changes made to Filopto, addressing security vulnerabilities, bug
fixes, providing new features and improvements. It is recommended that you maintain Filopto to the
latest version to benefit from the constant improvements and new features made to the software.
Regular updates also helps you maintain the legal requirements from regulations such as ePHI,
PHI, HIPAA and PIPEDA.

WHAT's NEW
Listing of Recent Changes to Filopto

Version 10.0.21215.3127 – August 2021

New Feature
· [5148] - Have the ability to set an office as Active or Non-Active  

Improvement
· [5143] - LOINC version 2.70 release
· [5144] - Rx-Term June 2021 Update
· [5153] - Web Appointment: Add the patient's e-mail as a required field

· [5154] - Web Appointment: Change the confirmation text to be clearer
· [5184] - Rx-Term: July 2021 Update
· [5241] - Accra Backup Service Updated to version 5.2.1074
· [5242] - Live Support Updated to version 5.2.17

Bug
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· [5073] - Terminology Input Manager: An error can occur if pressing the backspace too many
times.

· [5077] - EMR: Documents: An error can occur under certain circumstances, when
attempting to add a document.

· [5101] - Statement Manager: Under certain circumstances, an error can occur while
attempting to write in the patient's journal.

· [5155] - Report: EMR with Cover Letter: Some sections are printed, even if not selected.

· [5170] - Employee Profile: An error can occur, under certain circumstances, when
attempting to delete a Work History record.

· [5183] - EMR: An error can occur when trying to click on "My Schedule", if the EMR hasn't
finished loading.

· [5228] - Invoice: Stock Availability: An error occurs when trying to lookup the stock
availability of an inventory item, from the invoice screen.

Version 10.0.21104.3107 – April 2021

Improvement
· [FIL-6820] - Accra Backup Service Updated to version 5.1.1058
· [FIL-6834] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP: Changes to response codes 53 and 54 no longer being

shown as errors (temporary change made by OHIP due to pandemic)
· [FIL-6835] - Rx-Term April 2021 Update

Bug
· [FIL-6804] - Rolodex: An error can occur when the user attempts to change which list they want to

view, but the initial loading of the data hasn't completed.
· [FIL-6813] - Report Manager: An error can occur, if a user attempts to create a report, before the

list of reports is retrieved.
· [FIL-6833] - EMR: An error can occur when cancelling changes in the diagnosis assessments or

treatments.

Version 10.0.21061.3101 – March 2021

New Feature
· [FIL-6714] - EyeconX Service Connector
· [FIL-6741] - BCMSP - New Service Location Update for April 1 2021              - 

Improvement
· [FIL-6723] - Employee Profile - List all 3 types of forms(Employee Information, Tasks and HIPAA)

related to the employee profile, not just the Employee Information forms.
· [FIL-6737] - Rx-Term March 2021 Update

Bug
· [FIL-6725] - Patient Medical prescription - Status does not show full text
· [FIL-6727] - Insurance payment - Calculations are not performed as the Payment Amount is

entered in the header of the screen.
· [FIL-6728] - Reports Manager: Report Editor Help button not displaying the help
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· [FIL-6734] - Web Appointment: Do not merge overlapping time blocks when using the time blocks
indicating when the provider is in the office.

· [FIL-6738] - Patient File: Improved code stability when the patient banner is closing.
· [FIL-6739] - Forms Manager: Report Editor Help button not displaying the help
· [FIL-6740] - Communications Manager: Report Editor Help button not displaying the help

Version 10.0.21048.3094 – February 2021

New Feature
· [FIL-6652] - EMR: Copy button for Assessments and Treatment Plans -Create copies of old A/T for

today's encounter

Improvement
· [FIL-6704] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP: Do not add a space on the display screen between the

health card number and the version code when validating the health card number. (space is
confusing users, was added for readability purposes, had no effect on claim)

· [FIL-6705] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP: Automatically select the top record in the Claims Error
Reports list.

· [FIL-6707] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP: Make it easier to navigate and view the claims errors reports

· [FIL-6711] - Web Appointment: When having a license for the Advanced Employee Scheduler, give

the option to use the time blocks when the provider is in the office or out of the office.
· [FIL-6712] - Updated RXterm to February 2021 version

Bug
· [FIL-6635] - Message Manager: Should not be able to attempt to edit a message that was

received.
· [FIL-6659] - Improved code stability when a plugin notifies another that updated data is available.
· [FIL-6706] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP: When adding a service to a claim, the service is no longer

displayed when clicking on the checkmark to save it, until reopening the claim screen again.
· [FIL-6708] - Scheduler: An invalid field type error occurs when attempting to schedule a web

appointment request
· [FIL-6709] - Web Appointment: Not all the available times are transferred from the Filopto Server to

the web server.
· [FIL-6710] - Web Appointment: Incorrectly using the Basic Employee scheduler, when the

Advanced Employee scheduler is active.

Version 10.0.21029.3083 – January 2021

New Feature
· [FIL-6617] - NEW Redesigned Web/Mobile Appointment service with Drag and Drop feature - see

WEB Appointment
· [FIL-6682] - EMR: E&M coding update for 2021 - New updated medical decision making section in

EMR updated to 2021 rules

Improvement
· [FIL-6645] - Rx-Term November 2020 Update
· [FIL-6657] - Live Remote Help updated to version 5.2.13
· [FIL-6685] - Rx-Term January 2021 Update

573
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· [FIL-6687] - LOINC version 2.69 - December 2020 release
· [FIL-6693] - Updated Live Remote Help to version 5.2.14

Bug
· [FIL-6650] - Invoice: The Miscellaneous Lab Order list is not showing the lab orders when opened

on the second occasion.

Version 10.0.20327.3069 – November 2020

Improvement
· [FIL-6625] - OHIP: Health Card Validation screen: Display Patient Name, Gender and DOB

Bug
· [FIL-6622] - QuickBooks Connector: Prevent the user from clicking again on the Transfer Data

button or the Close button, after a user starts a data transfer
· [FIL-6627] - TIM: Under certain circumstances, an error may occur when closing the screen.
· [FIL-6628] - Miscellaneous Lab Order Manager: Under certain circumstances, an error can occur

while attempting to update the list when a lab order was edited elsewhere in Filopto

Version 10.0.20310.3056 – November 2020

Bug
· [FIL-6567] - Glasses Lab Order Manager: Under certain circumstances, an error can occur while

attempting to update the list when a lab order was edited elsewhere in Filopto
· [FIL-6574] - Scheduler: Under certain circumstances, an error may occur if a user tries to interact

with the scheduler before it is fully loaded on the screen
· [FIL-6575] - TIM: Under certain circumstances, an error may occur when attempting to delete

characters by holding down the Backspace key.
· [FIL-6577] - Invoice: Under certain circumstances, an error may occur if multiple clicks are

recorded by Windows when clicking on the Close button 
· [FIL-6583] - Glasses Lab Order: Under certain circumstances, an error may occur when closing

the lab order if multiple clicks are recorded by Windows when clicking on the Close button 
· [FIL-6596] - OHIP: Can't validate a batch of health cards numbers, if one or more health numbers

do not have exactly 10 digits and/or contains letters (other than the version code) (Invalid card
format)

· [FIL-6611] - EMR: The EMR section statuses are not saved when clicking on the Close button 

Version 10.0.20307.3054 – November 2020

New Feature
· [FIL-6550] - ICD-10: 2021 release

Bug
· [FIL-6539] - Ophthalmic Lenses Prescriptions: Unable to print the selected prescription from the

list of prescriptions using grid button
· [FIL-6540] - Soft Contact Lenses Prescriptions: Unable to print the selected prescription from the

list of prescriptions using grid button
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· [FIL-6541] - Hard/Rigid Contact Lenses Prescriptions: Unable to print the selected prescription
from the list of prescriptions using grid button

· [FIL-6542] - Medical Prescriptions: Unable to print the selected prescription using grid button

Version 10.0.20304.3052 – October 2020

New Feature
· [FIL-56] - Patient Discount Rules: Add the possibility to define a single rule that applies to ALL

item types, instead of having to define multiple rules to accomplish the same goal.
· [FIL-6283] - (U.S. Edition) Apex EDI Connector: Insurance: Ability to add an insurance company

from the list or payers provided by Apex EDI
· [FIL-6289] - (U.S. Edition) Apex EDI: Screen to enter/edit the connection credentials
· [FIL-6293] - (U.S. Edition) Apex EDI Connector: One Touch Login support
· [FIL-6307] - (U.S. Edition) Apex EDI Connector: Able to update the insurance information related

to Apex EDI
· [FIL-6411] - EMR: Add the ability to view previous Gonioscopy results.
· [FIL-6442] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP - Health Card Validation: Add the connection credentials in

the Insurance Company Information
· [FIL-6444] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP: Ability to validate a patient's health card number
· [FIL-6445] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP: Ability to retrieve from OHIP the patient's name, gender and

date of birth when validating a patient's health card number
· [FIL-6446] - Promotional/Sales Discount Rules: Add the possibility to define a single rule that

applies to ALL item types, instead of having to define multiple rules to accomplish the same goal.
· [FIL-6482] - Live Remote Help updated to version 5.2.12
· [FIL-6496] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP: Ability to validate today's scheduled patients health cards

(multiple cards in one step)
· [FIL-6497] - (Canadian Edition) OHIP Health Card Validation Conformance  - Completed and

Received OHIP 2020 Certification 

Improvement
· [FIL-6215] - Glasses Lab Order: Improved performance and stability when opening the screen
· [FIL-6408] - EMR: Improve code performance when closing the EMR
· [FIL-6417] - Patient File: Improve performance and stability when closing the insurance policy

screen
· [FIL-6419] - Rx-Terms Update: August 2020 Release
· [FIL-6427] - Ophthalmic Lenses Prescription: Improved performance and stability when printing a

prescription
· [FIL-6432] - Scheduler: Improved performance and stability when closing the scheduler screen
· [FIL-6441] - Rx-Terms Update: September 2020 Release
· [FIL-6448] - Glasses Lab Order: Improved performance and stability
· [FIL-6457] - Invoice: Track which discount and promotional rules were used on each line item
· [FIL-6480] - Medical Prescription: Improved performance and stability when printing
· [FIL-6481] - Employee Profile: Improved performance and stability when closing the screen
· [FIL-6489] - Updated Backup Service to Version 1040
· [FIL-6490] - Updated selection display for active employees only- Report - Revenue Analysis Detail

by Salesperson
· [FIL-6492] - Rx-Terms Update: October 2020 Release

Bug
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· [FIL-6226] - Appointment: Under certain circumstances, an error occurs when the patient
information is updated elsewhere in Filopto, and is attempting to update the information in the
appointment screen at the same time.

· [FIL-6394] - TIM: In certain circumstances an error occurs when pasting text in the editor
· [FIL-6412] - EMR: Prevent the user from doing other actions in the EMR after clicking on the Close

button
· [FIL-6413] - Appointment: Under certain circumstances, an error occurs when the related invoice is

updated, and is attempting to update the information in the appointment screen at the same time
· [FIL-6414] - EMR: When an invalid value was entered in the refraction, an error was generated and

causes Filopto to crash.
· [FIL-6421] - Inventory List: Ensure that if the user clicks on the Open or Select button on an

inventory item, that the user cannot close the inventory list screen, before the selection process
has been completed.

· [FIL-6424] - EMR: Billing: An error can occur if the user clicks on the Remove button and that
there is no procedures to be removed.

· [FIL-6428] - Patient File: An error can occur when the user's session times out and that the
patient's insurance policy screen is open

· [FIL-6429] - EMR: Under certain circumstances, the closing progress can cause an error
· [FIL-6447] - EMR: Billing: An error can occur when attempting to "Add Multiple Procedures" or

adding a group of procedures at once
· [FIL-6449] - Claims Manager: Under certain circumstances, an error can occur when the list of

claims is updated on the screen, because a claim was edited elsewhere in Filopto.
· [FIL-6453] - Under certain circumstances, an error may occur if the user cancels a logon.
· [FIL-6454] - Promotional Rules: Unable to manually enter a "Promotional Name"
· [FIL-6459] - EMR: The EMR screen freezes, if attempting to open the Ocular Motility section of a

locked EMR (when no Ocular Motility was previously entered.)
· [FIL-6462] - Promotional Pricing Rules: Unable to group the list of rules.
· [FIL-6472] - Message Manager: Under certain specific circumstances, an error can occur when

working with received messages
· [FIL-6473] - Appointment: An error can occur when clicking multiple times on the "Save & Close"

button without giving the time to Windows to complete the action
· [FIL-6483] - EMR: Under certain circumstances, an error can occur when selecting a dil drop
· [FIL-6488] - Under certain circumstances, an error can occur when a user's session times out
· [FIL-6502] - Rolodex: An error can occur when the data is being refreshed while the user is

attempting to close the Rolodex
· [FIL-6506] - Glasses Lab Order Manager: Under certain circumstances, an error can occur while

attempting to update the list when a lab 0rder was edited elsewhere in Filopto

Version 10.0.20219.3023 – August 2020

Improvement
· [FIL-6406] - Submit Bug Report: Add the previous BugReport.txt file to the submitted bug report.

Bug
· [FIL-5435] - EMRs are not locking automatically as configured by user
· [FIL-6400] - Printing: Improved the code stability when the progress dialog closes
· [FIL-6404] - Appointment: Improved code stability when closing the appointment screen.
· [FIL-6405] - EMR: Billing: When entering more than one procedure, not all the entered diagnostic

codes are saved on the first attempt.
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Version 10.0.20203.3018 – July 2020

Bug
· Fixed EMR TIM Spell Checker conflict between Windows and spell checker DLL.
· Fixed potential overzealous unloading of DLL's by Windows 

Version 10.0.20202.3017 – July 2020

Improvement
· [FIL-6219] - When the user's session times out, display in the login screen a message to show

the user why the automatic logout occurred.
· [FIL-6281] - Improved stability by unloading from memory the plug ins that are no longer in use.
· [FIL-6291] - Invoice: Improved the performance when adding an item to an invoice
· [FIL-6329] - Rx-Terms Update: July 2020 Release
· [FIL-6330] - (U.S. Edition) CMS-1500 form: Item 14: Ability to remove the qualifier

Bug
· [FIL-6290] - Invoice: Improved code stability when adding an item to an invoice
· [FIL-6305] - Inventory Manager: Improve the code stability when closing the Inventory Manager
· [FIL-6306] - Miscellaneous Lab Order: Improved code security when closing the screen.

Version 10.0.20191.3011 – July 2020

New Feature
· [FIL-6185] - Inventory - Add the ability to recalculate all the inventory item prices using the pricing

rules
· [FIL-6275] - New - Inventory Pricing Rule Update List report - list all items updated using Calculate

the items Pricing using Pricing Rules button in Inventory Manager

Improvement
· [FIL-6266] - Update EMR MedicalCoder logon link

Bug
· [FIL-6250] - EMR: Improved code stability when closing the screen.
· [FIL-6255] - Employee Profile: Improved code stability when closing the screen
· [FIL-6256] - T.I.M.: Improved code stability when scrolling in the text
· [FIL-6261] - CMS-1500: Improved code stability when closing the screen
· [FIL-6262] - Receive Patient Payment: Improved code security when closing the payment screen
· [FIL-6268] - Inventory: Improved code stability when closing the inventory screen.
· [FIL-6274] - Inventory: Improved code stability when closing the inventory item screen

Version 10.0.20182.3004 – June 2020

   Improvement
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· [FIL-6242] -Improved bug reporting, by submitting the last 50 steps(button clicks) performed in
Filopto

Bug
· [FIL-6222] - Inventory: Improved code stability when closing the inventory
· [FIL-6228] - Insurance: Receive Insurance Payment - Correcting the claim payments entry screen

to not allow more than 2 decimals
· [FIL-6239] - Improve code stability when releasing plug ins
· [FIL-6240] - Improve code stability when canceling the printing of a report
· [FIL-6241] - Insurance Payment Entry: When entering the payment amount directly on the claim

item, the totals are not always calculated.
· [FIL-6243] - Patient Banner: Improve code stability when releasing the patient information banner

from memory

Version 10.0.20177.3001 – June 2020

Bug
· [FIL-6228] - US Insurance Claim Payments - In certain very specific circumstances the claim

payments entry screen allow more than 2 decimals for a payment causing the payment not to be
accepted.  Fixed to not allow more than 2 decimals for an insurance payment amount.

Version 10.0.20175.3000 – June 2020

New Feature
· [FIL-1543] - Create a report that shows any appointment that has no invoice associated with it.
· [FIL-6001] - NEW Inventory Pricing Module - Ability to define pricing rules to help with

calculating an item retail price based on the purchase price or the MSRP . See the help file for

more details: Pricing Manager
  

Improvement
· [FIL-5658] - Add as a required field the Provider on Record. Add the ability to force users to assign

the Provider on record as a required field when creating a New patient file.  Add the field in the
system settings for patient defaults.

· [FIL-6081] - Display to the user a meaningful error message, when attempting to copy/paste an
image of an unsupported format.

· [FIL-6085] - Report Manager: Add the ability to modify the report user access rights, for the
system reports

· [FIL-6086] - Report Manager: Allow the user to view the system report information screen, to be
able to more easily change where the report is displayed

· [FIL-6088] - Form Manager: Allow the user to view the system form information screen, to be able
to more easily change where the form is displayed

· [FIL-6125] - Rx-Term April 2020 Release
· [FIL-6129] - Live Remote Help updated to version 5.2.9
· [FIL-6142] - Live Remote Help updated to version 5.2.10
· [FIL-6155] - Live Remote Help updated to version 5.2.11
· [FIL-6163] - Rx-Terms Update: May 2020 Release
· [FIL-6203] - Rx-Terms Update: June 2020 Release
· [FIL-6205] - LOINC version 2.68 - June 2020 release

http://help10.filopto.com/pricing-manager.html
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· [FiL-6192] - Improved Bug Reporter to send bugs via the Filopto server service since some clients
PC anti-virus are blocking the direct sending of bug reports

Bug
· [FIL-5579] - EMR: Improved code security when opening sections and trying to do an action before

the screen is fully displayed
· [FIL-6044] - Inventory Improved Code stability when navigating in the inventory 
· [FIL-6063] - Ophthalmic Lenses Prescription: Improved code stability when attempting to

select/access data, before the prescription data is retrieved/displayed
· [FIL-6113] - Rolodex: Improved code security when refreshing the data
· [FIL-6115] - Scheduler: Improve stability when changing to the month view.
· [FIL-6136] - Ophthalmic Lenses Prescription: Improved code stability when entering invalid data
· [FIL-6159] - Invoice: Packages: in certain circumstances, Not all amounts are added/displayed

when using Package Item Pricing.
· [FIL-6164] - Invoice: Improved code stability when focusing on a screen that may be hiding
· [FIL-6168] - Invoice: Improved code stability when opening the invoice screen and trying to do an

action before the screen is fully displayed
· [FIL-6170] - ICD-10 Search: An error occurs when trying to search for a diagnosis containing an

apostrophe (i.e.: Graves' Disease)
· [FIL-6175] - Eye On Your Business: Improved code stability when closing a screen and trying to

do an action before the screen is closed
· [FIL-6180] - Miscellaneous Lab Order: Improved code stability when closing the lab order screen -

and trying to do an action before the screen is closed
· [FIL-6187] - News, Tips and tricks - Not connecting to secure TLS server - forcing user PC to use

latest Windows security setting when connecting
· [FIL-6189] - Miscellaneous Lab Order: Improved code stability when closing TObjecFree in the lab

order screen
· [FIL-6190] - Invoice: Improved code stability when closing the invoice and trying to do an action

before the screen is closed
· [FIL-6197] - Inventory - fixed cannot use the manufacturer name "L'Amy" due to the apostrophe
· [FIL-6199] - System Settings: EMR Other Settings: Cannot select to disallow the creation of an

EMR without an appointment being previously created

 

Version 10.0.20066.2953 – April 2020

New Feature
· [FIL-6042] - updated Live Remote Help to version 5.2.6
· [FIL-6052] - EMR: Ability to mark an EMR as cancelled

Improvement
· [FIL-5681] - Inventory: Ability to specify which packages that will not print the package items on

the invoice
· [FIL-6046] - Live Remote Help updated to version 5.2.7
· [FIL-6062] - (Canadian Edition) Alberta Health: March 2020 Schedule of Medical Benefits

Bug
· [FIL-6060] - EMR: Layout not always saved when locking an EMR
· [FIL-6067] - Insurance Payment: Under certain circumstances, a user is unable to apply a

payment on only one item of a claim, if the claim has more than one item
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Version 10.0.20066.2947 – March 2020

New Feature
· [FIL-5685] - Insurance Payment: Add a button to automatically enter an adjustment to write-off the

balance of the claim item.
· [FIL-5945] - (Canadian Edition) Alberta Health: User able to pre-define a pay to ULI number for a

provider
· [FIL-5997] - Insurance Payment: Add a button to view open invoices with no claims
· [FIL-5999] - Insurance Payment: Have the ability to enter the payment of the whole claim and

write-off the balance of the claim.
· [FIL-6029] - Insurance Payment: Add a button to add newly created claims to the list.
· [FIL-6038] - Invoice: Ability to remove an insurance plan from an invoice, if there are no claims

Improvement
· [FIL-5648] - Invoice: Improved code security when closing the item screen after editing an item
· [FIL-5650] - Invoice: Improved code security when closing the item screen after adding an item
· [FIL-5851] - Live Remote Help updated to version 5.2.3
· [FIL-5855] - Contact Lenses Prescriptions: Improved code security for data entry
· [FIL-5880] - Invoice: Improved code security
· [FIL-5882] - Patient File: Paper Free: Improved code security when scanning a document
· [FIL-5886] - Live Support Updated to version 5.2.5
· [FIL-5926] - Invoice: Improved code security when closing the invoice screen.
· [FIL-5961] - (Canadian Edition) Alberta Health: Diagnostic Codes: Show preferred list vs all
· [FIL-5963] - Invoice: Prevent a user from attaching the same insurance plan more than once to an

invoice
· [FIL-5970] - Reports Manager: Improved the code security when closing the screen
· [FIL-5982] - Updated the memory manager
· [FIL-5989] - Glasses Lab Order: Improved code security when closing the screen
· [FIL-6014] - Rx-Terms: February 2020 release
· [FIL-6025] - Invoice: Improved code security when printing/previewing an invoice
· [FIL-6033] - Rx-Term March 2020 Update

Bug
· [FIL-5962] - (Canadian Edition) Invoice: Alberta Health - label shows incorrect info in Invoice

Version 10.0.20044.2927 – February 2020
        

New Feature

· [FIL-5636] - Add Dill Drop default value to EMR Templates
· [FIL-5688] - Add New Field for Tracking HIPPA consent forms
· [FIL-5835] - System Settings: Ability to manage the list of Dil Drops used for dilation

Improvement

· [FIL-5812] - Update to Filopto Live Support - version 5.2.1
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· [FIL-5839] - EMR: Special Tests: If the user clicks on the Cancel button or the X(in the upper right
corner), prompt the confirmation to cancel the changes.

Bug
· [FIL-5515] - Patient File: An error occurs when trying to delete a new alert, while being in the

creation stage and there are no other alerts.
· [FIL-5520] - Employee Time Sheets: Improved the code security when displaying a report.
· [FIL-5540] - Improved code security when closing a screen
· [FIL-5543] - Improved code security when closing screens
· [FIL-5544] - Improved code security when unloading a plugin
· [FIL-5545] - Improved code security when releasing memory
· [FIL-5570] - Contact Lenses Prescription: Improved code security
· [FIL-5576] - Improved code security when closing a drop-down screen
· [FIL-5590] - Ophthalmic Lens Prescription: An invalid value in the Sphere, can cause Filopto to

crash.
· [FIL-5597] - EMR: Billing: Improved code security
· [FIL-5602] - Improved code security when releasing memory
· [FIL-5615] - Contact Lenses Prescriptions: An error occurs when entering a non-numeric value in

the refill quantity, because only numeric values are accepted.
· [FIL-5617] - Appointment: Improved code security
· [FIL-5645] - Invoice: Improved code security when closing the screen
· [FIL-5664] - Improved code security when releasing memory
· [FIL-5668] - Insurance Company: Improved code security
· [FIL-5672] - Scheduler: An error can occur under certain circumstances, when changing the

status(i.e.: Arrived, etc...) of an appointment
· [FIL-5701] - Patient File: PaperFree: Under certain circumstances an error occurs when the user

cancels adding a document.
· [FIL-5709] - Insurance Company Payment: Ensured to only retrieve the payment methods that

have a defined description
· [FIL-5711] - Patient File: Improved code stability when dealing with a patient's age that is above

2,147,483,648, by displaying -1 instead
· [FIL-5749] - EMR Manager: When creating a new EMR, an error occurs when selecting a patient

by clicking on the "Select" button on the new EMR screen.
· [FIL-5774] - Patient Information: Improved code security
· [FIL-5775] - Contact Lenses Lab Order: Improved code security when closing the screen
· [FIL-5776] - Improved code security when closing a screen
· [FIL-5802] - Image Capture: Improved code security when closing the screen
· [FIL-5808] - Patient Payment: Improve code security when closing the screen
· [FIL-5830] - Invoice: Improved code security when closing the item screen
· [FIL-5836] - Invoice: When there is no defined primary insurance plan in the patient's file, the

selected insurance plan on the invoice is not always kept

 Version 10.0.20031.2909 - January 2020

New Feature
· [FIL-3704] - Marco Connect: Add support for the ARK-1S, ARK-1, ARK-1A and ARK-1E

Autorefractor and Keratometer
· [FIL-3708] - Marco Connect: Add support for the ARK-700A Autorefractor and Keratometer
· [FIL-3709] - Marco Connect: Add support for the ARK-710A and ARK-730A Autorefractor and

Keratometer
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· [FIL-3711] - Marco Connect: Add support for the ARK-9000 and ARK-10000 Autorefractor and
Keratometer

· [FIL-3712] - Marco Connect: Add support for the HandyRef-K Portable ARK Autorefractor and
Keratometer

· [FIL-3713] - Marco Connect: Add support for the ARK-30, ARK-600 and ARK-900 Autorefractor
and Keratometer

· [FIL-3715] - Marco Connect: Add support for the RT-900/RT-1200/COS-1000/COS-1200 Refractor
Auto Photopter

· [FIL-3716] - Marco Connect: Add support for the RT-2100/EPIC-2100 Refractor
· [FIL-3717] - Marco Connect: Add support for the RT-5100/EPIC-5100/TRS-5100 Refractor
· [FIL-3718] - Marco Connect: Add support for the RT-3100/TRS-3100 Refractor
· [FIL-5547] - Patient File: Insurance Policy: Ability to enter notes related to a patient's insurance

policy
· [FIL-5713] - New Form- Patient Basic Information Header- with Insurance List
· [FIL-5714] - New Report - Appointment & Exam analysis with Invoice Breakdown for services and

Materials by Provider
· [FIL-5715] - New Report - EMR Procedures Not Billed - Given Period
· [FIL-5716] - Report Update- EMR Unbilled items
· [FIL-5717] - Report Update - Patient EMR Contact Lens Report
· [FIL-5718] - Report Updated - Patient EMR Report and Optional Cover Letter Task
· [FIL-5730] - Update Accra Backup Service program to version 1019
· [FIL-5753] - New Patient handouts - Glaucoma Handout
· [FIL-5754] - New Patient handouts - Ptosis Handout
· [FIL-5755] - New Patient handouts - Presbyopia Handout
· [FIL-5756] - New Patient handouts - Ocular Migraines Handout
· [FIL-5757] - New Patient handouts - Pingueculae & Pterygia Handout
· [FIL-5758] - New Patient handouts - CMV Retinitis Handout
· [FIL-5759] - New Patient handouts - Corneal Transplant Handout
· [FIL-5760] - New Patient handouts - Eye Allergies Handout
· [FIL-5761] - New Patient handouts - Low Vision Handout
· [FIL-5762] - New Patient handouts - Near Sighted (Myopia) Handout
· [FIL-5763] - New Patient handouts - Photophobia Handout

Improvement
· [FIL-5521] - Updated Diagnostic reports to use the Patient Primary diagnostic code on record
· [FIL-5536] - Rx Term November 2019 Update
· [FIL-5637] - Change copyright notices for 2020
· [FIL-5559] - Upgrade to use 7-zip to compress and decompress files. 7-Zip provides a

compression ratio that is 2-10 % better than the standard ZIP format.  *** IMPORTANT*** This
update will update all saved Images / documents / video / sound files saved in Filopto to
the new 7-ZIP standard.  The upgrade process will run in the background and can take 24
hours to complete on large databases or slow servers.  It will update the most current
documents first. During the update process, files not yet updated will not be available for
viewing. 

· [FIL-5588] - LOINC version 2.67 - December 2019 release for use in 2020
· [FIL-5719] - RxTerm January 2020 Update
· [FIL-5722] - Update Filopto Auto-Update system to version 2.0
· [FIL-5723] - Alert to inform user that a new Filopto update has been installed with a button to open

the list of new features, improvements and bug fixes

Bug
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· [FIL-5463] - Appointment: Improved security when closing the appointment screen.
· [FIL-5500] - EMR: Improved the security when saving the EMR data.
· [FIL-5506] - Invoice: Improved the security when closing the invoice item screen.
· [FIL-5523] - Improved code security when closing a screen
· [FIL-5524] - Glasses Lab Order: Improved code security when closing the form
· [FIL-5535] - Patient Manager: Improved code security when closing a form
· [FIL-5552] - Invoice: Improved the security when closing the invoice screen
· [FIL-5593] - System Settings: NPI / Locations and Places of Service: Unable to add or edit
· [FIL-5607] - System Settings: Insurance: NPI/POS Locations: Unable to add/edit information
· [FIL-5670] - Improved code security when refreshing the scheduler
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9 How to Update Filopto

IMPORTANT NOTICES: 

1. ALWAYS UPDATE YOUR WINDOWS OPERATING SYSTEM BEFORE PROCEEDING.  IF YOUR
WINDOWS IS NOT UP TO DATE YOU MAY ENCOUNTER ISSUES.  (SEE WINDOWS HELP, ON
HOW TO UPDATE WINDOWS).  

2. NO USER CAN BE IN OR RUNNING FILOPTO (FILOPTO CANNOT BE OPEN OR RUNNING)
WHEN YOU UPDATE THE FILOPTO SERVER. IF A USER IS IN FILOPTO, YOUR UPDATE
WILL CRASH OR HANG AND YOU RUN THE CHANCE OF CORRUPTING YOUR DATA!  

3. YOU REQUIRE WINDOWS ADMINISTRATOR RIGHTS TO UPDATE OR INSTALL FILOPTO.
You typically cannot update Filopto via a Remote Desktop session.  The Remote session
will typically not have the required security and will cause Filopto not to work.  You must
have Windows Administrator Rights to update or install Filopto.  If you have a dedicated
Remote Desktop server you must update it using the workstation update program (see
below).  

4. The manual update program can take a few minutes to prepare before it displays a start
screen on your PC.  During the update, Windows does not display any progress screen.  A
Server update takes between 30 minutes to a few hours depending on the speed of your
Internet,  size of your database, speed of your hard drives and speed of your CPU.  A
Client update can take between 2-8 minutes or longer depending on the speed of your
network, hard drive, CPU and anti-malware on your device.

5. Your anti-malware protection software may cause the update process to pause while it is
scanning the update files.  The scanning process may take several minutes. 

6.  NEVER RUN THE WORKSTATION UPDATE ON THE FILOPTO SERVER.

Automatic Updates

If you wish to have Filopto automatically update your server and workstations see.  Update-Settings
in the Configuration Manager / System Settings and Pick List section.  Also review the Auto-update
help section.

1709
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Manually Downloading your Filopto UPDATE

To verify if your version of Filopto is up to date you can go to the Filopto Help menu and select Check
for Updates (1).  If an update is available you will be given the opportunity to manually download and
install the update.  The download process will take several minutes based on the speed of your Internet
connection. The update must first be installed on the server before you can update the workstations.  If
you are running an anti-malware, the update process may pause while your anti-malware
scans the various files, be patient and let your PC complete the scanning and install process.

Please permit enough time for the complete update process to complete before doing an update.  Once
the update process is started it cannot be interrupted.

Once a manual update is selected it may take a few minutes before the update program can display the
update start screen.

The Manual update program will do the following tasks

1. Verify if an update is available
2. Download the server update to the Filopto server ( requires a working Internet connection)
3. Turn off all users and Filopto session and services that are running on the server
4. Start the Server update file process
5. Do a backup of the Filopto database
6. Run the Check Database procedure and make any required adjustment and optimizations

( this step is the longest and can take 20 minutes to a few hours to complete)
7. Run the Report update process
8. Restart the Filopto server and services
9. Create the Filopto Client update setup file
10. The client will verify if a Client update file is available
11. The client will download to the client device the Filopto Workstation update setup file
12. Turn off all Filopto services and sessions on the Client device
13. Run the Filopto Client file update setup file
14. Start the Filopto workstation service on the client

If an update is available it will show in the Task bar.  You may click on the Update Available button to
download.  
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The Configuration Manager Tab also displays an option button for downloading and Installing updates
when an update is available..

The Manual Update program will display allowing the user to start the update process

Location of Manual Update Files

If you want to manually install the Update files the location of each setup file are:
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The update file for the Server is located in the server folder:  C:\ProgramData\filopto10\Update

The update file for the Client is located in the client device folder:  C:\ProgramData\filopto10\Update 
(requires both the Filopto.ini and Filopto10WorkstationSetup.exe files to be present)

 
Filopto will automatically download the Server update file.  The Client Update file is only created once the
Server has been updated.  Once the server is updated you must update the workstation by downloading
from the server the workstation update setup files to each workstation.

 1) You may download the required files by accessing your server via the network and opening up the
Filopto10WSInstall folder.  You can access your server by entering in the Windows File Explorer
screen the TCP/IP address or name of your server (if your network supports this) using 

\\YourserverIP or name  ( server IP will resemble 192.168.1.10 or 10.10.10.10 format)

2) open the file folder and download both files contained in the folder to a temp folder on your
workstation. 

3) You can also directly download from your Filopto server the workstation files you require by entering in
a web browser the following addresses:

http:\\Your ServerTCP/IP address:5220/download-ini

and

http:\\Your ServerTCP/IP address:5220/download-setup  (note you may also use the server
name instead of the TCP/IP address if your network supports it)

Once both files are downloaded to your PC,  RUN/Execute the download-setup application to install
the update.
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UPDATE / UPGRADE NOTICE:

Once a device has been updated users will be presented with a dialog screen informing them of the
update and a link to view the changes made by the update.
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10 Improve Filopto - Got a Suggestion ?

 

WE WANT YOUR SUGGESTIONS !
 

Filopto is the result of feedback from numerous professionals and users such as yourself. Your
input is important to us. Any suggestions or feature request you can make to help us improve this
software are welcomed. You can send us your comments by doing the following:
 
1. Select the Make a Suggestion menu option in Filopto and submit your suggestion;
2. Visit our Suggestion WEB page located at http://www.filopto.com/suggestion.htm ; or
3. E-mail your ideas to support@filopto.com
4. Telephone us with your suggestion at (506) 858-0441
 

 
LEGAL NOTICE:

 
You agree that ACCRA Med Software Inc. shall be free to use any ideas, concepts or
techniques contained in your response for any purpose whatsoever including manufacturing and
marketing products incorporating such ideas, concepts or techniques in its software.

 
ACCRA Med Software Inc. does not pay for any ideas, concepts or techniques submitted. All
users of Filopto benefit from the ideas, concepts and techniques submitted when they are
incorporated in the product.

 
                         

 

http://www.filopto.com/suggestion.htm
mailto:support@filopto.com
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11 Getting Help?

 

If you are looking at this section, it is either that you are just curious, which is good, since it means
in the future you will know where to find assistance or that you are stuck and need some help or
assistance.
 
Step 1: Check this Help Manual
 
Filopto offers many different ways to get help. The fastest is to review the various sections of this
Help file. You would be surprised at how many people call and are referred to a section of this Help
file for their solution.

Most Filopto screen display the help icon which brings the user to the context sensitive help for the
specific item they are working with.  For example the image below shows three (3) levels of help
available for this form.  Level (1) is specific to the Insurance Company Information screen, while level
(2) is specific to the Insurance policy tab and Level 3 is specific to the Billing Rules tab.

 
Step 2: Need More Help ?
 
If this manual does not answer your question or you need further assistance, the following steps
should be followed:
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IMPORTANT
Please note it is almost impossible to fix a problem that cannot be repeated.  
Unfortunately, computers are not perfect and no software is perfect, so it could be that the
problem is due to the equipment or other element of your system or network.   In some
circumstances, we may need to know what type of equipment and what is installed on your
PC to address a problem.

 
1) If the problem can be repeated, please write down the steps you followed to get the error
message. We will need this error message to locate the problem. If an error message is displayed,
please write it down. (see Bug Reporting  below for more options)
 
2) If the problem is not of an urgent nature, please e-mail us a description of the problem or use the
WEB Support Center to enter the information from step 1 above and we will respond as soon as
possible. Please note that we may need further information from you so please include your e-mail
address, telephone number and your name so we can contact you. To e-mail us a message send to:
 support@filopto.com
 
3) If the problem is of an Urgent nature, we offer several support options. If you are registered with
one of these options, please call us at (506) 858-0441 . If all our lines are busy, please leave us a
message with your name, a small description of your problem and your telephone number so we may
contact you as soon as possible.
 
4) You have found what you believe is a bug? One of those nasty critters that make your life and ours
miserable? We want to eliminate them as much as you do, so please send us the Bug Report by e-
mail so we can exterminate it. 
 

 

11.1 Help Manual

The fastest method to get help is to review the various sections of this Help manual. You would be
surprised at how many people call and are referred to a section of this Help manual for their solution.
Filopto extensive and context specific help can save you time and quickly answer your questions.

Most Filopto screen display the help icon which brings the user to the context sensitive help for the
specific item they are working with.  For example the image below shows three (3) levels of help
available for this screen.  Level (1) is specific to the Insurance Company Information screen, while
level (2) is specific to the Insurance policy tab and Level (3) is specific to the Billing Rules tab.

By selecting which Help icon to click the user can get immediate help on the selected topic. 

142
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This user manual is also available in Adobe Acrobat .PDF format from which you can create a print
copy. To download your PDF copy, click on the following link:

Filopto Help File Documentation : Filopto 10 Help Manual - Updated August 2016  This is a large
file which may take several minutes to download (over 190MB)

Adobe Acrobat PDF

To view and print the Filopto 9 User Manual, use the latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader. You
can download the Free Adobe Acrobat Reader from the web site http://www.adobe.com/

11.2 Basic Information Required  - Before Anybody Can Help

You must have internet connectivity, without internet connectivity we cannot
connect to you.

123

http://www.filopto.com/helpmanual/filoptohelp.pdf
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Before any technician can help you, you will need to have at your disposal some basic information about
your PC, Network and Filopto configuration.  Following are some of the basic information that will be
required by any IT technician or Filopto support technician. 

The Filopto Service Technicians may need to have access to the following information:

·  Name of your Company

·  What is the username and password for the Filopto System Administrator for the Filopto
software.  

·  What is the username and password for the Master account for Filopto

·  What is the IP and Computer Name of the Filopto Server

·  What is the Windows Username and Password for the Filopto Server 

·  What is the IP of the Filopto Remote Desktop Server - if applicable

·  What is the Windows Username and Password for the Remote Desktop Server - if applicable

·  What is the IP and Computer Name of the PC having the issue.

· What is the Administrator username and password for the PC with the issue

Network Information

· What is the IP of the Local Network

· What is the Workgroup name or Domain Name of the Network

  

11.3 Live Support - Technical Assistance

 

Filopto has an online help file which can help answer your questions.  In addition to these options
Filopto also offers Live Support assistance.  The Live Support feature allows our technicians to see
your screen and help guide you or resolve an issue you might encounter (requires an active
maintenance contract).
 
In addition to the Live Support button, the Filopto Ribbon bar contains a help menu from which you
can select the "Live Support" option
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You can also access Live Support via the Windows Filopto Jump List

 
This support feature requires an Internet connection.  The connection is secure and encrypted.

 
The "Live Support" option will permit one of our technicians to see and remotely control your PC. 
Assistance, training and other task can be accomplished using this Filopto built-in Internet remote
access tool.
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To activate the connection please call the Help line at 1-506-858-0441 and the technician will assist
you. 

To start a session select one of the Live Support links or button illustrated above.  By default the
latest version of the remote Support program will be downloaded, installed and run on your device.

You may also manually download the remote support program by going to the web site:
http://remotehelp.accra.ca

The web site that will permit you to download the Support program required. By default the web site
will select the appropriate Remote Support program for your device.  Click the Download Remote
Support button to download the program.

You may also manually choose the download by selecting the All Downloads option which will
display the available remote Support program by Operating System and 32 or 64 Bit versions.

Once the program is downloaded (depending on your browser) select the run option to install the
support program.

The remote support program will install. Depending on your security settings you may need to allow
the program to be installed on your device.

IMPORTANT

If you do not have the authority to install software you will require your system administrator to
permit the installation of the remote software.

Note:  The Support software will be updated with each connection initiated.
 

http://remotehelp.accra.ca
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If you are connecting manually you must accept the Disclaimer before proceeding.

Disclaimer :

Accra Live Help Remote Assistance Disclaimer

By accepting a service request from an Accra representative to give Remote Assistance, you accept
responsibility for any changes made to the desktop content or system settings. Accra does not
assume and is not responsible for any liability for the linking and viewing of any desktop content. As
such, Accra recommend you remain at your desktop and observe the entirety of the remote session.
You will retain control for the duration of the remote session and can terminate the remote session
at anytime.

Please close any personal or confidential information on your screen, as the technician will be
viewing your desktop. The client understands that some problems may not be able to be rectified via
the remote session. It is your responsibility to backup all applications and data prior to the remote
session.
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When using a manual connection you will be requested to enter your Name and your company name.

Once connected to our servers you will be placed in a service queue from which a Technician will
initiate a connection to your device. Once the technician is connected you will be presented with the
support dialogue.
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Key Elements of the Support

Screen

1) Displays Support Connection 
Information

2) Chat Area permits you to chat
with the technician

3) End Session button closes the
session and disconnects the
technician.

4) Minimizes the Remote Session
dialogue and places it in the
bottom right of the screen.

5) Allows the user to save a copy
of the chat transcript.

11.4 Download Remote Support Software

The Filopto Support program is installed by default with Filopto., however when needing help on a new
PC you may need to install the Remote Support software to allow a technician to assist you.  You can
download the remote software by going to the Filopto web site and downloading it from the support
menu.  Once downloaded to the PC, run the program to install the Filopto Remote Support software.
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11.5 WEB Support Center - HelpDesk

In order to streamline support requests and better serve you, we utilize a support ticket system.
Every support request is assigned a unique ticket number which you can use to track the progress
and responses online. For your reference we provide complete archives and history of all your
support requests. A valid email address is required to submit a ticket.

 You may request help at any time by going to the Accra WEB Support web site at :

http://support.accra.ca  
  or going to the Filopto Help menu and clicking the Filopto WEB Help Desk option.

http://support.accra.ca
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11.5.1 How to Open A Ticket

Users can submit at any time Help request by opening a help ticket using the web Support web site
(https://support.accra.ca)

Step 1

Choose Continue as Guest

http://support.accra.ca
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Step 2 

Create a Ticket by entering as much information and description/message as possible on the issue.  The
clearer and more detailed you can describe an issue the faster we can respond.  If we cannot reproduce
the error it is very difficult to fix.  Please give us the steps to reproduce the issue.

IMPORTANT:

We require a valid email address to contact you.  if you provide an incorrect email address you will not
get any feedback or resolution to your ticket.
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12 Support Information

When you require support or technical assistance you can reach

us using these contacts point:

Accra Med Software Inc. 

· 1-888-321-0441 option 2
· support@accra.ca
· support@filopto.com
· https://support.accra.ca  - WEB Support

· 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. AST Monday–Friday

RevSpring Appointment Reminders Support Desk

· 1-866-966-4700 option 3
· TS-support@revspringinc.com
· 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST Monday–Friday

mailto:support@accra.ca
mailto:support@filopto.com
http://support.accra.ca/
http://support.accra.ca/
http://support.accra.ca/
mailto:TS-support@revspringinc.com
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TransNational Credit Card Processor

Merchant Account — Support:

· Telephone: 1 - 847-655-1300
· support@gotnp.com
· 1- 888-998-6224

mailto:support@gotnp.com
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13 FAQ

Enter topic text here.

13.1 How to calculate the Age of a Patient

To have the computer calculate the age of a patient and be able to display it in a report you
have to edit the report or form query, Open the report editor for the form or report in
question 1) Go to the Data Tab 2) Select the Patient Query ( or query that contains the
Patient information 3) Select the edit button to edit the query The Query editor will open and
you should see a list of Patient fields that is selected for the report. In the list of fields insert
a line and enter :
F_AgeinYearsToday(Patients.Birthdate) as Age,

This line will convert the birthdate to an age. Save the query by clicking on the OK button and
then click on the Field Alias button ( item 4 above) . This will open the Edit Aliases screen.
Click on the Update button and if you see a list, like above, you have not made any typos in
the Query Editor. If the list is blank you have a typo. Go and fix the query. If everything is OK
( you see a list of fields after pressing the update button) you can get out of this screen and
you should see in the list of field at the right of the Report screen a new field called "Age".
Select and drag it to where you want it on the report of form.

13.2 How to use the P_NEXT_VISIT_DATE

The P_NEXT_VISIT_DATE stored procedure is used to retrieve the patient's next visit date(either
stored in the table PATIENTS, the next appointment or the next recall). If there is no date that can be
found as the next visit date, the returned value will be NULL Here are some examples, on how to use
it:   

Simple Example
SELECT NEXT_VISIT_DATE
FROM P_NEXT_VISIT_DATE(:PATIENTNO)

  Embedded within another query
SELECT PATIENTNO, FIRSTNAME, LASTNAME, MIDDLENAME, (SELECT
NEXT_VISIT_DATE FROM P_NEXT_VISIT_DATE(PATIENTS.PATIENTNO)) as
NEXT_VISIT_DATE
FROM PATIENTS

13.3 How to use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_FROM stored
procedure

Use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_FROM stored procedure to retrieve the list of
physicians that referred the patient to the office.
The P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_FROM stored procedure accepts one parameter,
which is the patient number.  And, will return a list of doctor numbers, that corresponds to the
DOCTORNUMBER field in the FAMILYDOCTOR table.
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Example

SELECT
  P1.DOCTORNUMBER,
  FAMILYDOCTOR.FIRSTNAME,
  FAMILYDOCTOR.LASTNAME

FROM P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_FROM(:PATIENTNO) AS P1
  JOIN FAMILYDOCTOR
    ON FAMILYDOCTOR.DOCTORNUMBER = P1.DOCTORNUMBER

13.4 How to use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO

Frequently Asked Question
All Categories » Reports - Using Stored Procedures

How to use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO
Last Updated 6 years ago

Use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO stored procedure to retrieve the list of physicians to

whom the patient was referred to. The P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO stored procedure

accepts one parameter, which is the patient number. And, will return a list of doctor numbers, that

corresponds to the DOCTORNUMBER field in the FAMILYDOCTOR table.   Example :

Retrieves Doctors names to which a patient has been referred to.

SELECT P1.DOCTORNUMBER,
FAMILYDOCTOR.FIRSTNAME,
FAMILYDOCTOR.LASTNAME FROM
P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO(:PATIEN
TNO) AS P1 JOIN FAMILYDOCTOR
ON FAMILYDOCTOR.DOCTORNUMBER =
P1.DOCTORNUMBER

http://support.accra.ca/kb/index.php
http://support.accra.ca/kb/faq.php?cid=1
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14 Bug Reporting

Filopto has a built-in exception handling program (bug tracker).  When an exception is triggered
by Windows or in Filopto itself, the Filopto Exception Handler software is automatically activated.
 It's function is to trap and record the exception/bug for later analysis and correction by our
technical staff. A exception/bug dialogue screen is displayed which permit users to e-mail (see
item 2 below) to the Filopto Support Team which reviews each bug received and take the
appropriate action..  
 
What is an Exception (bug) ?
 
In general, an exception is any uncontemplated situation or request made by the program or the
Windows operating system  (which includes but is not limited to program errors). The Bug can be
cause by Windows or defective equipment such as memory or video cards.  For these reasons it is
important for us to get the complete bug report so we may help you eliminate the problem.
 
Software applications such as Filopto communicate with the operating system and other
applications through several different layers of code. When an exception occurs at a certain layer of
code, each layer sends the exception to the next layer in order to locate any exception handling
code that can deal with the specific exception.  Filopto's built-in exception handling techniques
capture this exception message and handles the exceptions and presents the user with the
exception/bug report dialogue seen below.
 
If no exception handling code exists (at any layer) to deal with the exception, a fatal exception error
message is generated by the Windows operating system and the PC must be re-started.
 
The exception error message report can also contain some cryptic information about where the fatal
exception error occurred (such as the hexadecimal location within the program's range of memory).
This extra information has little value to the user, but may help support people or developers in
debugging an application and permanently correcting this error.
 
The Exception dialogue screen which is presented to the user will resemble as follows:
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1)  The error is displayed on the bug report screen (item 1) and indicates the source of the
problem.  Problem have a large range of sources, however some are directly related to the user
PC.  For example errors such as "Unable to connect to server"  and "No Network found" indicates
that the PC  has issues in finding or connecting your network or server, check network
connections and see if the server is operating.   Other errors are best sent to us for analysis and
bug fix.

2)  Please e-mail us the bug report so we may fix the issue (item 2) .  Click on the Mail Bug
Report to send bug report.
 
Mail Bug Report ( Please e-mail your bug reports to us! Thank You.)
This button will use the users e-mail software to send a report of the exception encountered to our
technicians.  No patient or private information or data is sent to us in the exception report.  To
view the information being sent, you can select the show bug report button or read the
information sent in the e-mail created.  By users sending the error messages they encounter to
our technicians, it allows us to review the error and, if applicable, take corrective action in future
releases of Filopto to eliminate this error.  Your cooperation in sending the error messages will
improve Filopto's reliability and stability.
 
Show Bug Report
This button will display the detail information provided by your PC identifying the exception it
encountered.  Users can view this information.  Please note that some of the information the
report contains, may seem cryptic to most users.
 

3)   The various buttons on the dialogue screen permit the user to choose the action which is
appropriate in the given circumstance (item 3).

Continue Application
The continue application button resumes the execution of the command which caused the
exception to occur.  If the exception is of a non-critical nature, the program will resume operation.
 If the exception is of a critical nature other exceptions will be generated and you may need to re-
start Filopto or your computer to reset the system.
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Restart Application
The restart application button will cause Filopto to shut down, clearing all errors and incorrect
data contained in the system's memory.
 
Close Application
The close application button will shut down Filopto immediately clearing all errors from memory.
 if you encounter multiple errors, one after the another, select close application to reset Windows
memory and clear the error.

 

14.1 How to Interpret a Bug Report

A typical bug report will contain a lot of information necessary for correcting a problem. 
However many of the bug reports typically generated can be corrected by the user.  For example
following is the beginning of a bug report.  As you can see it records the date and time of the report
with the computer name and user signed on the PC at the time of the error.  The message which is
of interest to you is the last line called the "exception message".  This is the reason for the error
being reported.
 
 

 
exception message : ISC ERROR CODE:335544375ISC ERROR
MESSAGE:unavailable database.
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In the above example the error reported states the database is unavailable.  This is typically caused
by the client workstations not being able to communicate with the server which contains the Filopto
database.  This can be due to several reasons such as network failure, server failure, firewall or
security settings.
 
Most error messages are self explanatory and will list the offending item that you need to address.
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15 Troubleshooting

Below is a listing of commonly asked computer questions and
answers and basic troubleshooting steps for operating systems,
software programs, and computer hardware. Keep in mind that this is
just a select few of the thousands of questions and answers possible.

Step 1 - Define the problem clearly

Step 2 - Make certain you are running the latest version of Filopto
and Windows

Step 3 - Search the Help file for answers

Step 4 - Follow the troubleshooting tips 

Step-5 - Call Customer support for assistance
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15.1 Common Network Errors

The more common error message our Help Desk have to deal with are typically one of the following:

No Network Found 
Unavailable Database 
Unable to Connect to Server 

The above three errors are typically caused by a Network Failure.  This means, that the connection
(WI-FI or physical cable) is broken and your PC is unable to talk to your Filopto Server.  If this problem is
wide spread you may need to re-boot (re-start) your Filopto server and workstations so they can re-
establish a new connection to the server.  If it only affect one PC, it could be the result of a loose cable. 
In any event, the errors are saying that you are unable to communicate between the affected PC and the
server. You may need to contact your network technician for resolution.

Filopto will not Start 
Windows Error
Windows Socket Error
Windows Actively Refused Access

These types of errors are typically caused by a security / firewall issue  (read the error message, it may
state the firewall port that Windows is having an issue with).  If you have the Windows Firewall activated
or some third party firewall (can be included in your Anti-Virus software)  this software may be miss-
configured refusing Windows request to run Filopto.  You may need to authorize the firewall to permit
Filopto to run. 

If the error appears on a New PC, review your Windows Data Execution Prevention (DEP) settings
since by default it may be set for Windows to only run Microsoft software and nothing else.  You may
need to authorize the Windows DEP to run Filopto..(see Windows Help file for more information on the
Windows DEP feature).
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15.2 AntiVirus / Firewalls Issues

WARNING:

Most anti-virus / anti-malware products can have a negative effect on Filopto.  If you
use a anti-virus \ anti-malware product make certain you have activated the following
guidelines.

Windows Server 2019/2022 and Windows 10/11 provide a FREE built-in anti-virus / anti-
malware program which when properly configured does not interfere with Filopto operations
and provide protections against virus / malware. 

Clients have reported various issues with some third party Anti-virus / Anti-malware and Firewalls which
may affect the proper functioning of Filopto. Following are some of the issues our clients have
encountered:

1. Deletion of the Filopto.fdb database file (all of your company/patient records)
2. Windows Smart Screen security feature ( Filopto Public Security Certificate Validation - validates

that Filopto programs have not been compromised),
3. blocking of License and application updates (port 5220 on workstation, port 80 for license

updates)
4. blocking of Live Support on port 80/443 and 
5. blocking Filopto Bug Reporter function which uses port 80/443
6. blocking of the Auto-Backup program which uses outgoing port 8085/80/443/5800 ( Accra

backup service)

Windows 10/11 and Windows Server 2016 / 2019 / 2022 includes a built-in firewall and Antivirus /
Malware / Ransomware program (Windows Defender / Windows Security).  For the majority of users
these built-in tools when properly configured will suffice to provide protections against virus / malware and
hackers.  

If additional protection is required you can consider add-on solutions such as Malwarebytes
(www.malwarebytes.com) which typically does not conflict when properly configured with the operations
of Windows or Filopto.

Error
types:  

· Patient files are deleted (the Filopto database is deleted by the anti-virus / anti-
malware program)

· Unable to send BugReports, Filopto hangs when trying to send a bug report The Bug
report program can be blocked by anti-malware and firewalls not permitting the
transmission of the bug report to your network/Internet  (the application name that is
being blocked is “submitbugreport.exe” located in the Filopto program folder of every PC,
you must permit this program to run in your firewall settings).

· Unable to connect to Filopto Live Support, the support program never connects or does
not start.  The firewall does not allow the application to start.

· On Filopto startup,  Windows gives a SmartScreen error, unable to validate security
certificate. When this error occurs, Filopto programs are being verified that they have not

http://www.malwarebytes.com
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been tampered or corrupted and Filopto must verify the program certificate signature
using the Windows SmartScreen security feature.  You must permit the Windows
SmartScreen feature to run in your firewall settings.

· Auto-Backup failure Connection Time Out.  Your anti malware may interfere with
receiving proper confirmation that the backup completed properly.  You may need to
exclude the auto-backup application. 

· Licenses and Filopto server/workstations are not updated

IMPORTANT

FOR OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE OF FILOPTO,  EXCLUDE THE FOLLOWING FOLDERS AND
FILES FROM BEING SCANNED BY YOUR ANTI-MALWARE SOLUTION:

C:|ProgramData\Filopto10\Data\Filopto.fdb
( the "filopto.fdb" database is not susceptible to malware infections, having it scan every time your
users update it, will negatively affect your performance)  this Folder applies to the Filopto Server only.

C:\Program Files\AccraBackupClient\BMService.exe  (Uses out going port 8085, 443, 80, and
5800).
This application is the backup service for the database

C:|ProgramData\Filopto10\Update 
This folder contains the update files used for doing a Filopto update, if your anti-malware blocks the
use of the files, your update will not be able to be run. The folder applies to both Server and Client
PCs.  The Filopto update service uses the outgoing port 443 and 80 to retrieve the Filopto update file.

WEB sites not to block:  Do not block any web site from the domains filopto.com or accra.ca
since they are used to update Filopto, registration, licensing, web appointments, support and backup
services as well as provide various other services.  ( i.e. remotesupport.accra.ca)

We do not recommend that you run your anti-malware solution in prompt or manual mode
since it may interfere with the automatic updates of Filopto.  If a manual response is
required, it will cause your update to stop and wait for you to approve the scanning of files
and delay the update from proceeding until you authorize the update to continue.  

Windows Server 2019/2022 and Windows 10/11 provide a FREE built-in anti-virus / anti-
malware program which when properly configured does not interfere with Filopto operations
and provide protections against virus / malware. 

15.3 Filopto will not start/ Unable to logon

This issue can be related to your server, PC or network.  
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Step 1)

 Make certain you can logon to Filopto on the server.  If you cannot,  verify that the Windows Services
called Filopto Application Server service and Firebird Server service are "Running" ( see Filopto
Application Server  and Filopto & Firebird Services .) in your Windows Local Service console. 

 If they are not running start them.  They should be set to automatically start.

If you receive the following error, it is due to the Filopto Application Server service not being started, or in
the process of starting.  Verify that the two services shown above (located in the Filopto Server) are
Running.

Step 2) 

Try first to reboot your PC to clear any issues with the workstation.  If it does not function, try rebooting
your Server and PC since it could be a network issue and a reboot of both should clear up the problem.

If it still does not start call our Support Line for assistance.

15.4 Socket Error

Socket Error is Windows telling you it cannot find or connect to the requested PC or Filopto
server.  Typically this means

1666 1674
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1. You have lost your network connection ( try rebooting your PC or Filopto server). An
error has occurred at the network level and the PC and Server can no longer
communicate. (cable unplugged, power lost, etc..)

2. Incorrect IP Address - The IP address defined in the Filopto INI file ( Located in C:
\ProgramData\FiloptoX, where X is the version number) is not reachable.  Either the IP
address given to the server has changes, or is incorrect or the server is off-line). 
Modern best practice procedures require that all servers have a static IP address.  If
your server has not been assigned a permanent static IP address (using a DHCP IP
address) you may encounter this error when the IP of the server automatically
changes. The IP in the Filopto.INI in all PC's and Server must all point to the Filopto
server IP address. In the Filopto.ini example below the Filopto server IP address is
192.168.1.35 and the Filopto version is Filopto10.

3. Server is Off-Line - The Filopto Service Server located in the Filopto server is not
running.  Open the Windows Local Services tool in your server

    
   and locate the the Filopto and Firebird services and make certain that they are running. 

You can start the service by pressing the start link or start button on the tool bar.

4. Firewall is misconfigured -You have a firewall that is blocking access to the
requested PC or server.  Verify the settings of your Firewall or anti-virus/malware
program.  Your server Firewall must permit the following minimum ports for Filopto to
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run properly:  Port 3050 and 5220.  Other ports may also be required depending on
your configuration, review Firewalls & Proxies Settings

15.5 Workstation Not Matching Server

If your Filopto Workstation version  is out of Sync with the Filopto Server version you will receive a
notice when starting Filopto.  It is strongly recommended to upgrade the workstation to the same
version that is installed on the Filopto Server, if you do not want to encounter issues when running
Filopto.

15.6 Erratic Behavior / Speed Enhancement

At times we get reports that Filopto is acting erratically,  typically users report that they have
trouble controlling their mouse cursor, or that Filopto takes a long time to open, or that  they
are unable to copy, or that some screen shutdown randomly,  etc.

The simplest method to fix these problems is to run the various Windows maintenance tools
that are installed with your version of Windows.  You can get more information on these tools
by searching the Windows Help.

1647
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We recommend that you regularly (once a month);

1. Install all the Windows latest update using the Windows built-in update program. (if
you have not done this in some time it is possible that you may need to run the update
program several times to get all of the outstanding updates.

2. Run the Windows Disk Cleanup tool.  Select the "C" drive and right click the C dive
icon and select the properties option.

3. Run the Windows Disk Cleaner (1 - error checking) for the C drive (open the property
option for the C: drive and select )
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4. Delete all of the Temp files located in Windows/temp  folder and in the User Profile
AppData/Local/temp folder.

5. Run the Windows disk defrag tool (2- optimize and defrag drive) to optimize the disk
on your PC.  If your drives are heavily fragmented it will significantly slow down
Windows and all programs such as Filopto.

6. After having done all of the above re-boot your PC and the problem should disappear.

7. Windows 10 has an automatic security & maintenance option which permit you to
have Windows automatically run some maintenance task.  By default these are
scheduled for very early morning.  If your PC is shutdown they will never run.  Go to
the Windows Security & maintenance option in the control panel and make certain the
maintenance is activated and scheduled for a time appropriate for your needs.
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15.7 Screen is cut off

If your Filopto screens are not being properly displayed verify two Windows settings that can affect the
display behavior:

1) The screen Resolution - For optimum performance your screen resolution should be set at the

Windows recommended value of 1920×1080

2) The Scale and Layout - Size of Text should be set at the Windows recommended 100% setting.

IMPORTANT

Note that some older screens and older video cards may not be able to operate at Windows
recommended settings.  If this is the case you may encounter screen issues.  Modern PC's now
operate at these minimum settings.
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15.8 Times Out - error connecting after X minutes

This error is typically caused by one of two user selected option as described below:

1) Windows Power Saving settings, Hibernation settings or activation of a Screen
saver in Windows.  When you have the Windows Power Saving Plan settings activated it
will shutdown parts of Windows to save power after the preset time you have selected.  

One of the Windows power saving plan items is to shutdown the network connections
and network card and put the computer to sleep (default setting for laptops and tablets).
This setting should never be used in an Office environment since it will
disconnect all networked programs such as Filopto.  Once disconnected the user will
need to logon again.  The information not saved prior to the network disconnect is
lost.
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If the network connection is terminated by Windows, Filopto will loose its network
connection and generate a connection error when you try to do something after the
allotted time set in Windows.  The same issue arises when you use a screen saver.  To
set or change your power Windows settings and screen saver settings see the Windows
help for your specific version of Windows.

2) Filopto Security Settings - Filopto contains patient information and many
jurisdictions requires by law to limit access to Protected Patient Information (PPI) by
terminating a Filopto session after a preset time of inactivity has elapsed.  Filopto offers a
user defined setting to meet this legal requirement. The system administrator can change
the setting by going to the System Configuration tab and selecting Security Manager
to change the Filopto Automatic log off setting.  If set to low a user may inadvertently be
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logged out of Filopto. Choose a time setting which meets your legal requirements and
instruct your users to log out if they will be leaving their workstation for an extended
period.

15.9 Date Fields

Filopto uses the Windows date format  from the user's computer to populate any date field.  If
you are seeing the wrong date appear in a date field, check the computer date and time of the PC
since this is what is being used in most case.   If the computer has the wrong time zone, date or
time Filopto will use that date and time.  When using Remote Desktop the Server date and time
format is used.

IMPORTANT: 
In date fields, if no data was ever entered or selected by the user, the computers will display the
equivalent of a “0“ value which is the default computer START date which is the 29 Dec 1899 for all
computers.  

If you see this date, in Filopto,  it means that the date field has never been entered by the user
and the computer is showing essentially a value of “null” which is the 29 Dec 1899.  As soon as a
user enters a valid date or Filopto calculates a valid date( i.e. Last appointment date) , this date
will disappears and be replace with the proper value.

15.10 Unable to Logon

If you are trying to log into Filopto and receive the error message
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You will be given x number of chances to try to log in (as set by your Filopto administrator) and then your
user account will be locked out.  

You will need to contact your local Filopto system administrator for them to unlock your Filopto user
account.

See help section:  How to Permit a Blocked user to Login / Reset Logon permission

15.11 Acrobat Reader

Problem:

When using;

Windows Remote Desktop Server (RDS) 2012 or above,  with

User Profile Disk or 

Roaming Profiles 

and  Acrobat Reader,  the user gets the following error:

 “There was an error opening this document. Access Denied”

Solution: 

328
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It turn out that the new Adobe Reader software has a Protected Mode feature. This feature has
issues with the use of Profile Disks and Roaming profiles. You can disable the Protected Mode
under Security (Enhanced) section in Preferences "as a work around".  You can also provide
exceptions (privileged locations) to the limits imposed by this protected mode to give you access to
your PDF files affected by this security enhancement.

IMPORTANT:

Understand the risk of disabling or modifying this Acrobat security feature before deactivating or
modifying this security feature.  

Protected mode

By default, Adobe Reader DC runs in protected mode to provide an added layer of security. In
protected mode, malicious PDF documents can’t launch arbitrary executable files or write to system
directories or the Windows Registry.
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15.12 My computer is running slow, what steps can I do to fix it?

Reboot

If your computer has not been rebooted recently, make sure to reboot it before following any of the steps
below. In windows 10 the proper option is the Restart power option.  The Restart option does a cleanup
of Windows files on shutdown and restart.  The shutdown option does not do run the cleanup routine.

Background programs

One of the most common reasons for a slow computer are programs running in the background. Remove
or disable any TSRs and startup programs that automatically start each time the computer boots.

Tip: To see what programs are running in the background and how much memory and CPU they are
using, open Task Manager. If you are running Windows 7 or higher, run Resmon to get a better
understanding of how your computer is being used. (you can type Resmon in the Cortana search field).

If you have an antivirus scanner on the computer, spyware protection program, or another security utility,
make sure it is not scanning your computer in the background.  If a scan is in progress, it can decrease
the overall performance of your computer. If this is the case, allow the scan to complete, and the
computer's performance should improve.

Delete temp files

As a computer runs programs, temporary files are stored on the hard drive. Deleting these temp files can
help improve computer performance.

First, we suggest using the Windows Disk Cleanup utility to delete temporary files and other files no
longer needed on the computer.
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Temporary folder

Unfortunately, the Disk Cleanup may not delete every file in the temp
directory. Therefore, we also suggest deleting temporary files manually.
To do this, open the Start menu  or select the Cortana search field and
type %temp% in the Search field.  You can delete all files found in this
folder and, if any files are in use and cannot be deleted, they can be
skipped. Do the same thing for the C:\Windows\Temp folder.

Free hard drive space

Verify that there is at least 20% of your hard drive is free space. This
available space allows the computer to have room for the swap file to
increase in size, as well as room for temporary files.

Run ScanDisk, chkdsk, or something equivalent to verify there is nothing
physically wrong with the computer's hard drive.

Run Defrag to help ensure that data is arranged in the best possible
order.

Use other software tools to test the hard drive for any errors by looking at
the SMART of the drive.

Scan for malware

Today, spyware and other malware is a big cause of many computer problems, including a slow
computer. Even if an antivirus scanner is installed on the computer, we recommend running a malware
scan on the computer. Use the free version of Malwarebytes (www.malwarebytes.com) to scan your
computer for malware.

Scan for viruses

If your computer is infected with one or more viruses, this can cause your computer to run slow. We
recommended that you install an antivirus program for active protection against viruses. Consider
Bitdefender (www.bitdefender.com)

Hardware conflicts

Verify that the Device Manager has no conflicts. If any exist, resolve these issues as they could be the
cause of your problem.

Update Windows

Make sure you have all the latest Windows updates installed on the computer.

If you are on the Internet when your computer is slow, make sure all browser plugins are up-to-date. You
can also try disabling browser plug-ins to see if one of them is causing the slowness.

Update your drivers

http://www.malwarebytes.com
http://www.bitdefender.com
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Make sure you have the latest drivers for your computer hardware, especially the latest video drivers.
Having out-of-date drivers can cause an assortment of issues, including slow performance.

Reboot computer again

If you have done any of the above steps but your computer is still acting slow try rebooting the computer
again at this point.

Memory upgrade

Computer memory aka RAM.  If you have had your computer for more than two years, you may need
more memory. Today, we suggest computers have a minimum of 4GB of memory (RAM) for 32-bit
system and 4-8GB for a 64-bit system. By having enough memory for programs to run within memory,
your computer will not need to swap information stored in memory to the swap file. If the hard drive light
is constantly active, it can be an indication the computer is frequently swapping information between
your memory and hard drive.

Hard drive upgrade

SSD  One of the biggest bottlenecks of a computer is the hard disk drive. For anyone with a slow
computer or just looking for the best component to upgrade, upgrading from a hard drive to a Solid State
Drive (SSD) can significantly improve the performance of a computer.

Run Registry cleaner

We normally do not recommend Registry cleaners. However, if you have followed all of the above steps
and your computer is still slow, try running a Registry cleaner on the computer.

Computer or processor is overheating

Make sure your computer and processor is not overheating. Excessive heat can cause a significant
decrease in computer performance because most processors automatically reduce the speed of the
processor to help compensate for heat-related issues.

Dust, dirt, and hair can also constrict proper airflow inside your computer, which can cause a computer
to overheat. Make sure your computer case is clean and fans are not obstructed.

Hardware issues

Finally, if your computer is still slow after trying all of the above recommendations, there may have a
more serious hardware related issue, such as a failing component in the computer. Examples of failing
hardware could include a failing or bad hard drive, CPU, RAM, motherboard, network card or another
component.

Old computer

If your computer is more than five years old, the age of the computer could be the cause of the slow
performance. As more advanced software programs are released, they are optimized to run more
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efficiently on newer computers. Older computers are not able to run these new programs as well, which
can cause them to perform more slowly. We recommend that you consider purchasing a new computer
or accept that your computer is not going to be as fast as a newer computer.

15.13 Basic network troubleshooting

Because of the variety of network hardware, network configurations, operating systems, and setups, not
all of the below information may apply to your network or operating system.  

IMPORTANT:

Before proceeding consider calling your computer technician since entering incorrect network settings
may cause more issues than they will resolve.

Server Static IP Address

Verify that your server static(permanent) IP address has not changed (verify on the server, the C:
\ProgramData\filoptox\filopto.ini file ( were X is the version number) for the default IP address your
server is supposed to have.  

You can verify your current server IP address by submitting the command: ipconfig.exe  in a command
prompt window, which will list your network configuration.  The IPV4 Address is the PC current IP
address. If the  IP address listed in the Filopto.ini file is different than the server this is your issue. 
Reset the server IP address to the IP address listed in the Filopto.ini file.
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Firewall

The most common error we encounter is a misconfigured Firewall or anti-virus which is blocking
access to Filopto.  If your computer network utilizes a firewall, (most do, since the Windows Firewall
comes standard and by default is enabled)  make certain all required ports are open, especially port
3050 and 5220 which are the ports used by Filopto on the server. 

If possible, disable the firewall software or disconnect the computer from the firewall to make certain it
is not causing the network problems.  Remember that if you have installed an anti-virus, that most
come with their own firewalls so you may need to disable the anti-virus to determine if it is the source
of the issue.

Adapter resources (Network Interface cards NIC)
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Verify that the network adapter is properly installed and detected by the computer with no conflicts. In
Microsoft Windows, open the Device Manager and verify there are no errors. "Network adapters"
should be present for each network adapter installed in the computer, similar to the example above.

If conflicts exist or the network adapter is being detected as an "Other device", the network card has
likely not been properly installed in the computer. Try letting Windows re-detect and install the network
card by removing the network adapter and any other conflict devices from Device Manager and then
rebooting the computer. If Windows re-detects the card but does not find the drivers, download the
latest network card drivers from the computer manufacturer's website or the network card
manufacturer's website.

Verify connections

Wired Network

If this is a wired network, verify that the network cable is properly connected and make sure the LEDs
next to the network jack are properly illuminated. For example, a network card with a solid green LED
or light usually indicates that the card is either connected or receiving a signal. If the green light is
flashing, this is an indication of data being sent or received. The picture above is an example of a LAN
port with two LED indicators next to the RJ-45 port. With this port, one LED will light up if connected
properly and the other will flash when transmitting data.

If there are no lights or the lights are orange or red, the card may be bad, not connected properly, or
may not be receiving a signal from the network. If you are on a small or local network and have the
capability of checking your  switch or router, verify that the cables are properly connected and that it
has power. If after checking the connections, the LED indicators appear bad, the network adapter,
port, or cable may be defective. Call your computer technician.

Wireless Network

If you're using a laptop with a wireless network, look for the laptop's Wi-Fi button and make sure it is
turned on. Many laptops have a Wi-Fi button that allows the wireless network to be turned on and off.
The Wi-Fi button is often located just above the keyboard or on the front edge of the laptop, but it also
may be integrated with a F Key as well. 
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The pictures above are examples of a Wi-Fi button and Wi-Fi indicator on a F key that are enabled.
If the button is turned on, make sure you're using the correct Wi-Fi network by right-clicking on the
Network icon in the Windows Notification Area and clicking "Connect to a network". Usually, the
network with the strongest connection (the most bars) will be your wireless router.

Finally, when connecting to most wireless networks, you need to enter the proper SSID password to
connect to the network. If the incorrect password has been entered, you will not be able to access the
network.

Adapter functionality
Verify that the network card is capable of pinging itself by using the ping command. Windows users
can ping the computer from a Windows Command Line. 

To ping the card or the localhost, type either of the following commands:

ping 127.0.0.1

or

ping localhost
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Executing either of the above commands should get replies from the network card. If you receive an
error, or the transmission fails, the network card is not physically installed into the computer correctly,
has the incorrect or outdated drivers installed, or is defective.

Make certain the network card is physically installed in the computer correctly by removing it and re-
inserting it again. Check the network card manufacturer's website for the latest drivers and install those

drivers. If the network card is defective, it needs to be replaced.

15.14 Start Windows in Safe Mode

If your Windows is not working properly you may need to access the Windows Repair tools by going into
the Windows Safe mode.

You can Access the Windows safe mode by:

Hold Down Shift While Choosing Restart

Instead of going all the way into the Settings screens, there is a faster way to access the boot

options menu. Simply find the Shut down / Restart menu and hold down the SHIFT key while

clicking on Restart. .
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This even works if you haven’t logged into Windows at all, as long as you’re on the login

screen and can access the restart menu.

Once you’ve done this, instead of fully rebooting, the blue boot options menu displays. To

access the options for refreshing or resetting your PC or to set the Startup Setting.
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Through the Command Prompt (in 8 or 10)

Another method involves entering a command using the Command Prompt. To open the

Command Prompt window, press Windows key + D to access the Desktop, if you are not

already there. Move your mouse to the extreme, lower left corner of the Desktop until you see

the Start screen button. Right-click to access the Win+X menu and select Command Prompt

from the menu.

NOTE: You can also press Win + X to access this menu.
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Type the following command at the prompt and press Enter.

 
  shutdown.exe /r
/o  

NOTE: The /o switch will only work if used with the /r switch.

A message displays in the middle of the screen warning you that you are about to be signed
off. Windows will reboot automatically.

15.15 Filopto and PC Erratic Behaviour

At times we get reports that Filopto is acting erratically.  typically users report that they have
trouble controlling their cursor, or that Filopto takes a long time to open, or that  they are
unable to copy, or that some screen shutdown randomly,  etc... 
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The simplest method to fix these problems is to run the various Windows maintenance tools
that are installed with your version of Windows.  You can get more information on these tools
by searching the Windows Help.

We recommend that you regularly;

1. Install all the Windows Update using the Windows built-in update program. (if you have
not done this in some time it is possible that you may need to run the update program
several times to get all of the outstanding updates.

2. Run the Windows Disk Cleaner for the C drive (open the property option for the drive)

3. Delete all of the Temp files located in Windows/temp  folder and in the User Profile
AppData/Local/temp folder.

4. Run the disk defrag tool to optimize the disk on your PC

5. After having done all of the above re-boot your PC.

15.16 Filopto Times Out - error connecting after X minutes

This error is typically caused by  two user selected option as described below:.

1) PC Power Settings

Windows Power Saving Settings or activation of a screen saver in Windows.  When you
have the Windows Power Saving Plan settings activated it will shutdown parts of Windows to
save power after the pre-set time you have selected.  One of the Windows power saving plan
items is to shutdown the network connections and network card and put the computer to
sleep (default setting for laptops and tablets). This setting should never be used in an Office
environment since it will disconnect all networked programs such as Filopto. 

If the network connection is terminated by Windows, Filopto will loose its network connection
and generate a connection error when you try to do something after the allotted time set in
Windows.  The same issue arises when you use a screensaver.  To set or change your
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power Windows settings and screensaver settings see the Windows help for your specific
version of Windows.

2) Filopto Auto-Log out setting

Filopto contains Patient Information and many jurisdictions requires by law to limit access to
Protected Patient Information (PPI) by terminating a Filopto session after a preset time of
inactivity has elapsed.  Filopto offers a user defined setting to meet this legal requirement.
The system administrator can change the setting by going to the Configuration Manager tab
and selecting Security Manager to change the Filopto Application time out setting. (see
the Filopto Help file Security Manager for more information)
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15.17 Getting Windows Socket Error

Socket Error is Windows telling you it cannot connect to the requested PC or Filopto server. 

Typically this means

1. You have lost your network connection ( try rebooting your PC or Filopto server)

2. The IP address defined in the Filopto INI ( C:\Programdata\Filopto10) is not reachable.
 Either the IP address given has changes, or is incorrect or the server is off-line)

3. You have a firewall that is blocking access to the requested PC.  Verify the settings of
your Firewall or anti-virus/malware program.

15.18 Filopto Server fails after ReBoot

If you get disconnected from Filopto every time you reboot your server the issue may be that
the server does not have a static IP.

Most PC's get their IP address from a DHCP server which issues dynamic IP addresses. 
The IP served from such a DHCP server are temporary and typically change on a regular
basis.  This is the reason a Server must always have a static IP not a dynamic IP.  With a
static IP client PC's always know the address to go to to get something from your server. if
the server IP is continually changing Filopto will not be able to connect.

To assign a static IP you must enter the IP address in the server network card properties
settings.  Make certain that you use an IP that is not used elsewhere or your network will
shutdown when it encounters a second PC having the same IP address.

We recommend that you refer this issue to your network administrator, for proper resolution.
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15.19 Canvas does not allow drawing error

If a printer is not functioning properly or you are missing a default printer (default printer cannot be the
default Windows fax printer) you may receive the following error when trying to print.

The error is just stating that Windows cannot send the preview or print job to the printer.  Select a
working printer and set it as the default printer to fix your issue.

Open the Windows Printer & Scanner option in Windows setting screen.  

You will see which printer is defined as your default printer(1)

If you do not see any printer defined as your default it may be due to the Windows managing your default
printer(2).  Remove the check mark in this field(2) to permit you to set a default printer.
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Select the printer you want to use as default.

Select the Manage option (3)
Select the Set as default option (4)
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16 Migrating to a New Server

On occasion, you may want to move from one Filopto server

to another. The new server may be more recent, powerful or provide added functionality. 

In any case, moving the Filopto system to a new server should be coordinated with the

Filopto Customer Support team.

When moving Filopto servers several key steps must be done for a smooth transition.

Following are some of the items and questions required to be addressed before a

migration:

1) is the new Server compliant with the minimum Filopto System requirements: (see

System Requirements )

2) is your network (router/switches) being upgraded or changed? If yes / what impact,

if any, will it have on your users workstation and server configuration? Will there be

any firewall changes required? The new Filopto server will require specific firewall

ports to be open to permit user access to the new server. Will there be anti-malware

software or non-windows(standard) firewall installed on the server?  How will you be

implementing the Windows DEP security? (depending on the chosen settings,

additional configuration may be required for Filopto to work properly.
 
3) is the new server retaining the static IP of the previous server? If not, each workstation

will need to be reconfigured.

 
4) is the new server using a Workgroup or a Domain infrastructure? What version of

Windows Server will you be using?

 
5) is the new server hosting Hyper-V, remote desktop, containers or other features or

applications?

 

41
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6) are you going to place the database on the C drive or some other hard drive?  How

much RAM will you have on the new server?  What is the size and type (HDD, SDD, NVMe,

Virtual, NAS) of the C drive and or database drive?

 
7) what is the current version of Filopto.  The new server will need the latest Filopto

version installed for the migration.  The workstation will need to be updated if not at the

same version?

 
8) the Filopto server license is not transferable to the new server, a new license will be

required to be generated once the database is migrated to the new server.

 
9) the Filopto configuration files and database will need to be transferred to the new

server.  How will this be done? (network, USB, etc.)

10) do you use the Filopto Backup service to backup your database?  If yes, this software

will need to be migrated.  The first backup using the new server will take significantly

longer than normal since the server credentials will have changed from the old server.  

 
11) when do you anticipate scheduling the migration? Time schedule?
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17 How Hardware can improve performance?

IMPORTANT

These comments are for the Filopto server ONLY and requires that the SERVER has a
functioning Battery Backup Unit (BBU) or Uninteruptable Power Units (UPS). Verify that the
you are not using a discharged battery.

Not using a UPS or BBU on a server can cause data to be lost and will slow down
your system.

Computer will fail ! Have a good and tested backup system/plan.

Hardware configuration tuning
The number one problem with SERVER speed is due to the hardware configuration of the disk
cache settings. The simple reason for this problem is the absence of a check in the check box in
Windows disk hardware configuration dialog:

Figure 1. Check that you have ENABLED write caching on your device! - IMPORTANT You must have a

functioning UPS or BBU unit attached to the server or you will have data lost if you enable this option.
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Depending on the operating system configuration, the RAID system or Battery Backup Unit (BBU)
or Uninteruptable Power Units (UPS) the write cache setting may be Turned OFF by default.
Most server operating system will turn off this setting if a UPS or BBU is missing.

If you are going to use RAID make certain the Write Cache policy setting is turned on. By default
most RAID system installed into server without Battery Backup Unit, or with discharged battery will
automatically turns off write cache, and makes IO speed very, very slow
.
When you bought the new high-end server and encountered that it works slower than an old one,
this is it: you have problems with RAID: either write cache is set to «write through» or a BBU or
UPS is absent or not functioning properly. Test your UPS/BBU on a regular basis the batteries have
a limited lifespan and need to be replaced on a regular interval.

The main advice about hardware configuration: make certain that write cache is ENABLED for all
your disks and that you have a functioning and fully charged and functioning UPS or BBU attached
to the server.

Hardware upgrade
During the optimization process our customers ask about the best hardware. It is not possible to
give a full universal specification, but there is one thing which is definitely recommended: Solid State
Drives (SSD) or even better a NVMe drive. 

A pair of enterprise-class SSD in RAID1 or 10 (mirror for reliability, Raid 5 or 6 can also be used)
can decrease the average response time significantly: one of our performance tests has shown 8x
improvement!. Usually the effect from using SSD is more modest and fall about 30-50%, which is
also really good.

Another popular upgrade is to increase the amount of RAM, since RAM can often be a bottleneck
(including those cases when Firebird is used on the server with other software which also consumes
memory). Windows task manager show the utilization of the RAM but only gives partial information.
Users can view more detail RAM usage by viewing the memory tab in the Windows Resource
Monitor.

Firebird uses 3 levels of RAM memory; 

1) the Firebird cache which typically can be anywhere from 2-6 GB of RAM and contains the most
current active data,  

2) the Operating System memory which is managed by Windows and can grow to the maximum
amount of free memory available on the system, it not only contains the Firebird application and
data but all applications and data from the other applications and services running in your system
( it grows and shrinks base on current usage of the system) and 

3) the disk cache which is a third level of data memory managed by the Microsoft memory
manager. It swaps the data and applications from the active RAM when it is full and more memory
is needed and temporarily places it on your hard drive until it is needed.  System performance
degrades (potentially significantly) when your system must start using this swap file located on
the disk. Performance is affected because the computer must spend time sending the data to the
disk and then reading it into RAM memory again before it can be used.  Hard drives are extremely
slow compared to RAM memory meaning the computer will take longer to do the task than if the
information was already in RAM memory. 
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Figure 2. Shows this server has 16GB of RAM memory. The Server is currently using 6 GB for Firebird and

Windows and has only 140MB RAM Free. The rest of the RAM memory (10GB) is used by users via the

Windows cache which speeds up the I/O disk process and gives the server it's snappy feel. Windows

will typically use as much of the RAM memory as is available. The more RAM memory the more work the

server can process at a time. Having a large amount of Free memory means your server does not need

it. Not having any Free RAM memory available means the server has to work harder since it needs to

page (cache) the information from memory to the hard drive which slows down the server response

time. The above example shows that this computer memory is maxed out and could use more RAM

memory.

Usually CPU speed is typically not a bottleneck unless your CPU usage is approaching 80%, so
having faster CPU is not a priority for Firebird. However, the number of CPU cores is important.
More cores, the more work that can be done at the same time. Less wait time for the users.
Having a regular CPU utilization of 80% or over indicates that the server needs to be upgraded since
it is having issues serving the workload it is being asked to performed. Windows cannot sustain
efficiency when the CPU load is constantly over 80%. You should consider upgrading your CPU
when you reach 70% utilization on a constant basis or the speed of the CPU or number of cores are
no longer acceptable.

What can you expect from hardware upgrade?
Usually, a hardware tuning/upgrade speeds up an average response time. For example, switching to
SSD gives 30-50% decrease of an average response time.  Using a NVMe drive provides an even
bigger decrease in average wait time.
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Let us summarize the recommendations for Firebird concerning hardware.

1. Multi-core CPU's must be used to serve a large number of users

2. The least amount of RAM is calculated on the basis of the number of users and database
configuration, the exceeding amount of RAM will be effectively used by the Microsoft operating
system to cache the database file, making the overall system faster. Consider 16GB+.

3. Consider using separate disks for databases, temporary files and backup files in medium or
large installations

4. Rather use SSD's for databases hard drives

1. Reserve at least 30% of free space on SSD's.

2. It is advisable to dedicate a disk to the database.

3. Use quality SSD's (with a lot of write/read cycles).

5. Make sure you use RAID. 
1. For SSD – RAID 1, for HDD – RAID10, for backup HDD – RAID1. i. SAS, SATA
2. For SAS or SATA  hard drive containing the Firebird database consider RAID 5 or 6 (not

using a SDD drive for the database)
3. Make sure the RAID battery is there and charged and that the server has a UPS unit charged

and working properly
4. Make sure the server is switched to write back when using RAID battery and Server UPS.

6. Make certain you have a good/tested backup plan. Computers will fail !
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18 The Basics - Common Tools/Features

The common tools section introduces the various features and tools used throughout Filopto.  A
good understanding on how to use these basic tools and features will significantly improve the use of
Filopto and permit more advanced features to be fully utilized.

18.1 Auto-Update

Filopto is continually improved with new features.  These updates are released as they become available.
Typically on a monthly basis.  However, critical fixes may be released within hours of them being found
and corrected.  Having to update all devices can be a time consuming effort. To facilitate keeping Filopto
always up-to-date Filopto contains an Auto-Update feature that can take care of keeping Filopto always
current. 

Filopto auto updating feature allows both the server and clients to be automatically updated when new
versions, fixes or reference information (ICD, RXterm,etc.) are released.  By activating the Auto Update
feature, Filopto will automatically download the file(s) you need as they become available and at your
pre-defined install time,  install them on your server.  Updates are typically installed at night when your
office is closed.   Users may turn off this feature and manually install updates to the server.

We also have not forgotten the client devices running Filopto.  If your workstation are running they also
can be automatically updated at night.  If your workstations are not set to be automatically updated then
each time a users start Filopto, the Filopto client will check with your Filopto server to see if any updates
are required.  If an update is available it will install the update on the user device automatically before the
user is given access to the Filopto client. This process typically takes a few minutes.
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UPDATE / UPGRADE NOTICE:

Once a device has been updated users will be presented with a dialog screen informing them of the
update and a link to view the changes made by the update.

Manual Update

For users wanting to manually install Server and Client updates, the Check for Update function permits
users to manually update Filopto. To check and have Filopto download the server and workstation update
select the Check for Update option in the Help menu (1).  Once downloaded the user is given the
opportunity to manually install the update. 
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for more details see Update Settings

18.2 User Access Security

Filopto security model enables you to control user access to

the tabs, features, modules and functions in the software.

Without a user profile, defining the user security access rights,

the user cannot do anything. 

"By Default users have no access rights, they

need to be assigned Security Access to

1709
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features and modules to be able to use

Filopto"

The administrator can define security groups for each security

(granular) level required.  For example, 

1) a user is typically a member of multiple security groups. 

Each security group he/she is a member of gives the user

additional rights to use modules or features/functionality of

the Filopto Software.  

2) Security groups define what a user can do or not do. 

Typically a user will have access to multiple security groups. 

For example, you can create an individual security group for

every tab in Filopto and then assign only the one or many tab

security group(s) that contains the tab that the user will need

access.

The same process can be done for various security rights

allowing the administrator to fine tune each users access

rights by only giving them the functions and features they

need.

To get you started, some basic security groups are already

created to get your users up and running quickly.  You only

need to assign them to each user profile. 

See Employee Manager/Security tab  for more information.

See Security Access Rights  for more information.

18.3 The User Interface (UI) (Overview)

  
Filopto is known for its neat and intuitive work flow based user interface.  Filopto is user centric
versus patient centric.  By this, we mean users can accomplish most task in the order they want
versus having to always open the patient file to complete a task.  For example, a user does not have
to open a patient file to create and invoice.  The user can create a patient file directly from the
scheduler, patient file, or using the Invoice Manager to name but a few.  This flexibility permits user
to complete task quicker and reduces the number of clicks required compared to patient centric
system which mandates that you must first navigate to the patient file before completing a task.

The Filopto Interface is made up of four primary work areas:

190
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 1) The Menu Bar located on the top of the screen
 2) The Ribbon Bar located below the menu bar.
 3) Activity Work flow located in the center of the screen
 4) The Activity buttons, Grid & links located in the bottom section of the screen.
 

 
1) Menu Bar

The menu bar gives access to key functionality of Filopto

· Add-Ins: Permits users to add into Filopto, applications or web sites that they wish to use or
access on a regular basis.

· Make a Suggestion: Your suggestion for improvements to Filopto are used by us to provide you
with the tools you need.

· Windows:  Displays a list of all open Filopto Windows.
· Help: the option to easily find Help or get help.

2) Ribbon Bar
 
The Ribbon bar controls and governs Filopto.  Located at the top of the screen it contains the control
functions of Filopto.
 

 
 
The Ribbon Bar divides Filopto into eight(8) menu sections, each section can be hidden or shown
for a user depending on his/her security settings. Located at the right of the ribbon bar is the Filopto

Exit button, the Expand or Minimize  the ribbon bar icon and the Help  file access button.
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1 Home: The Home tab is the users dashboard to the system
2 Point of Sale: Activities normalcy associated with dispensing or optical stores
3 Front Office : Activities normally associated to the front office staff such as patient

management
4. Back Office - Patient & Insurance: Activities normally done by the back office staff such as

Patient accounts, Insurance and claims and accounting .
5 Back Office - Inventory:  Activities associated with the management of inventory such as

Purchase Orders.
6 Reports & Forms:  Activities associated the creation and management of reports and forms..
7 Office Manager: Activities normally done by the office manager such as managing employees,

system and security settings, reporting and overseeing the daily activities of the office.
8 Configuration Manager: Activities related to the administration of the system and employees

 
 
Navigation Buttons
 

Some data grids w ill display additional Navigation buttons and information at the bottom of the grid.
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18.4 Auto Dialer

The Telephone Autodialer feature permits easy dialing of a telephone Number via your PC.
Located throughout the Filopto system, this icon permits a user to quickly and easily contact a given
patient, vendor, doctor, or insurance company by telephone.

To use, click on the Telephone icon and you will be presented with a dialogue box to complete the
telephone call. When you select the dial mode, the Autodialer will dial the selected telephone
number and advise you to pick up the telephone receiver to begin talking.

 
The PC must be equipped with a modem or SIP to TAPI software connected to the telephone line for
this feature to function.  This feature uses the Microsoft Windows TAPI feature. For you to be able to
benefit from it, your modem or SIP to TAPI connector must be configured in Windows to use the
TAPI settings. See your Windows guide on how to install a TAPI Modem for further information.

  

 IMPORTANT: 

The Auto Dialer can work on any telephone system able to use the TAPI standard.  Typically it will
requires one of the configurations below:

1. an analog telephone line and a modem connected to your PC  (old
telephone line) 

OR
2. a SIP to TAPI connector for Windows ( used with VOIP based System -

Internet based telephone system)
OR
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3. an Analog Telephone adapter(ATA) (used when a combination of analog and
VOIP equipment is used together)

VOIP based Systems

To function on a VOIP (Voice over IP - Internet based telephones) system you will require an analog
telephone adapter (ATA) connector to convert the analog signal to the digital signal used by VOIP

when using an analog modem connected to your PC and/or analog phone. 

You may also use a SIP to TAPI software connector if you want your PC to directly use your VOIP
phone.  Below are some Free and Commercial solutions that are easily installed, 

SIPTAPI (works on all SIP platforms)- http://www.ipcom.at/en/telephony/siptapi/

For Asterix users - Activa for Asterix - http://activa.sourceforge.net/

 
 

18.5 Add-ins

 
IMPORTANT

The Add-ins Manager applies the tools you add for the unique use of the logon users. 
The Global Add-in Manager, located on the Configuration tab under system settings
General tab applies an Add-in to all users.  

The Add-in Manager feature is a personal configuration tool and is not to be confused
with the Global Add-ins Manager which affects all users.   Both will display the tools
entered but the tools added via the Global Add-ins Manager cannot be removed or
changed via the Personal Add-in Manager.
 

 
The Add-In Manager permits users to link external programs, web sites etc.. for use within Filopto. 
There are two levels of add-ins possibles

1) Local (Personal) add-ins which are specific to a user and

2) Global add-ins which is applied to every user menu.

Add-In can be added at the user Add-in menu for personal add-in or at the Filopto System Settings /
Pick List  menu for global add-ins.

(see Menu Bar  for more information)197

http://www.ipcom.at/en/telephony/siptapi/
http://activa.sourceforge.net/
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Filopto permits users to add-in programs or web sites and access them when in Filopto.

Add an Add-In Option
 
To add a resource, select the "Manage Local Add-inns" to add a record to the tools menu. Enter
the name of the tool as you wish it to appear in the menu list in the "Add-In Name" field. Enter the
name of the program, folder, document, or Internet resource you wish to use as a tool in the
"Pathname" field.
 
To specify a path, type the drive letter followed by a colon ( : ) and a backslash ( \ ), type the names
of the folders and sub folders that contain the file, separating each name with a backslash ( \ ), and
then type the name of the file or folder you want to open.
 
For example, to specify a path to Word Pad located on drive C, you would type:
 

C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Accessories\wordpad.exe
 
You can also use the Get Filename button to locate the program on your system.
 
Once the Tool name and Filename are entered, press the check mark button to save your entry.
 
 
WEB Site as a Tool
To enter a web site, you must enter the web site location as required by your default WEB browser.
For example, to specify a path to the Filopto WEB site, you would type:
 

http://www.filopto.com
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Important: 

For your Add-in to be accessible from the Windows Jump List you must use the full URL  which
includes the HTTP:// or HTTPS:// code

The Filopto Jump List is accessible by right clicking the Filopto Icon in the windows Task Bar. 

18.6 Add-In Menu

 
The Add-In Manager, permits users to link external programs, web sites etc.. for use within Filopto. 
There are two levels of add-ins possibles

1) Local (Personal) add-ins which are specific to a user and

2) Global add-ins which is applied to every user menu.

Add-In can be added at the user Add-in menu for personal add-in or at the Filopto System Settings /
Pick List  menu for global add-ins. 

The System Setting  Global Add-Ins Manager option provides the input screen into which you can
add, to the Add-in menu, the external resource of your choice.
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For example, you can add direct links into Filopto for your Word Processor, for the Windows
Calculator applet, or for an Insurance Web Claims Internet site  or to WEB Drug Reference Sites
(Several drug reference web sites exist such as http://www.rxlist.com, http://www.healthsquare.com,
http://www.pdrhealth.com and http://www.fda.gov/cder/index.html among others)
 
Once added to the Add-Ins Manage option, your program will be automatically displayed in the
Tools menu. This tool option is also incorporated in the Invoice screen for direct access to your
favorite tools.
 
 
 
IMPORTANT

The Add-Ins Manager located on the Filopto menu bar applies the tools you add for the
user which is logon only, it is for personal use.  The Global Add-ins Manager, located
in the system settings will apply the tools entered in it to all users.  Both will display
the tools entered but global tools cannot be removed or changed via the Personal Add-
ins Manager.
 

 

Add-Ins Manager Option
The Add-ins Manager option locate in the System Settings displays an input screen permitting you
to enter the settings of the external program you wish to add to Filopto.
 
To add a resource, press the + button to add a record to the Add-ins menu. Enter the name of the
tool as you wish it to appear in the menu list in the "Add-ins Name" field. Enter the name of the
program, folder, document, or Internet resource you wish to use as a tool in the "Pathname" field.
 
To specify a path, type the drive letter followed by a colon ( : ) and a backslash ( \ ), type the names
of the folders and sub folders that contain the file, separating each name with a backslash ( \ ), and
then type the name of the file or folder you want to open.
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For example, to specify a path to Word Pad located on drive C, you would type:
 

c:\program files\windows\accessories\wordpad.exe
 
You can also use the Get Filename button to locate the program on your system.

 
Once the Add-ins name and Filename are entered, press the check mark button to save your entry.
 
 
WEB Site as a Add-ins
To enter a web site, you must enter the web site location as required by your default WEB browser.
For example, to specify a path to the Filopto WEB site, you would type:
 

http://www.filopto.com
 
 

Advanced Program Setting Options:
Allows a user to run specific tools and programs with different permissions than the user's current
logon provides. It is good practice for administrators to use an account with restrictive permissions to
perform routine, non-administrative tasks, and to use an account with broader permissions only when
performing specific administrative tasks. To accomplish this without logging off and back on, log on
with a regular user account and use the runas command to run the tools that require the broader
permissions.
 
runas [/profile] [/env] [/netonly] /user:UserAccountName program
 
Parameters
/profile
Specifies the name of the user's profile, if it needs to be loaded.
/env
Specifies that the current network environment be used instead of the user's local environment.
/netonly
Indicates that the user information specified is for remote access only.
/user:UserAccountName
Specifies the name of the user account under which to run the program. The user account format
should be user@domain or domain\user.
program
Specifies the program or command to run using the account specified in /user. For examples of the
use of the runas command starting other Windows commands, see Related Topics in the Windows
Help menu on your PC.
 

18.7 Calendar

 
The Calendar function is used throughout the system. The calendar is at times displayed on the
screen or may be contained in a drop-down field input. 

Accessing the Calendar Views:
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To select or change a date the user can drill-down into the Windows calendar to change the date
displayed.  For example; using the calendar shown below a user can drill down (click) on the date
(February 2017) shown, this action will displays the months view from which the user can change the
month displayed.  Then if you drill down again on the year (2017) the calendar view will shows the
years from which the user can select to change the year shown and then if you drill-down again it will
show the group of years a user can select. Once the date period is selected the calendar will return
to the previous view allowing the user to finish their date selection.

 

            

 
 

 

 
Selecting Days to Display in the Scheduler
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Users can display any day or time period they wish in the Scheduler by simply highlighting the
day(s) they wish to view. For example, by highlighting a week, the Scheduler will display all
appointments by day for the week selected. You can also display several weeks or a month at a
time by highlighting the dates you wish displayed.
 

 
Additional flexibility is provided when using the control key (Ctrl) on the keyboard and selecting
specific days to display.
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By holding down the Ctrl key on your keyboard and then selecting specific days as displayed above
the scheduler will automatically display the selected days.
 
The Calendar has a twenty one day (21)  limit to the variations you can select for display at one time.
You can, for example, display all the Mondays for a month or display all the first Mondays of each
month for a time period past or future. 
 

 
Calendar color coding
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The calendar can display colors that indicate various status for the days displayed.
 

Light Blue Shading - Office open with appointments scheduled
 
Dark Blue Shading - Selected date(s)
 
White - Open,  no appointments
 
Date in Bold - appointment scheduled for the day

Red square over a date - Today's date
 

18.8 Credit Card Processing (USA)

Filopto provides an integrated solution for credit card processing.  Incorporated in the Invoice payment
screen is the ability to take and transact credit card type payments.

To initialize Filopto to be able to do credit card transsaction you must complete the following steps.

1) Register with our Financial Partner TransNational Payments.  Once you have an account with them
you can link your account to Filopto.

2)  Enter your Account Information into Filopto.  Go to the Configuration Manager Tab (1), select the
Filopto System Settings /Pick List button (2), select the Dispensing Tab (3) and select the Electronic
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Payment Settings (4).  Select your payment supplier from the dropdown and enter your account
username and Password. Save the information and your account has now been linked with Filopto.

3) Once Filopto is linked to an active Credit Card payer, The Payment Screen in Filopto will display the
option to be able to do the Credit Card transaction directly from the payment screen.

18.9 Date Format

 

Filopto uses the date format defined in the Windows Operating system to
determine the format of dates and how to display them.

IMPORTANT: 
In date fields, if no data was ever entered or selected by the user, the computers will
display the equivalent of a “0“ value which is the default computer START date which is
the 29 Dec 1899 for all computers.  

If you see this date, in Filopto,  it means that the date field has never been entered by
the user and the computer is showing essentially a value of “null or empty” which is
equal the 29 Dec 1899.  As soon as a user enters a valid date or Filopto calculates a valid
date( i.e. Last appointment date) , this date will disappears and will be replace with the
proper value.
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For Windows 10 select the settings option from the start button.

Choose the Time & Language option ant then the Change date and time format setting.

 

From this screen you can set the Date Format Windows and Filopto will use.
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To set the date format of your PC in older versions of Windows, you must go to the system's Control
Panel - select the Start button on the Windows task bar and choose the Settings option.  In the
Control Panel dialogue Box, locate the icon called "Regional Settings". This icon allows users to
determine the format and display of various items including Dates.
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The above dialogue displays the Date settings for your Windows installation. (Note that the display
for the various Windows Operating Systems can be slightly different depending on the version of
Windows.)
 
By selecting the "Customize.." button you can set Windows to follow your display preferences.
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The first section permits a user to determine how Windows will interpret a two digit date entered into
the system. For example, in the above dialogue any year entered as 00 to 05 will be interpreted to be
2000 to 2005, while a year entered as 40 will be interpreted as 1940.
 
The two other sections of the dialogue box determine the format display of the dates themselves. For
example, the format dd/mm/yy in the short date section would display the date as 09/01/00 while the
format dd/mm/yyyy displays it as 09/01/2000.
 
Filopto uses the format entered in this dialogue box to display the dates in the program.

18.10 Diagnostic and Procedure Codes

 
 
Filopto supports all ICD-9, ICD10, CPT 4 and specific Canadian provincial procedure and Diagnostic
Codes and modifiers as provided by the various governing agencies.  The codes are updated
automatically by Filopto. The codes and modifiers can be accessed throughout Filopto. The tabs
displayed by Filopto are only the tabs applicable to your region. You will not see all the tabs
displayed in the image below.

IMPORTANT:
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ICD-10 codes permit users to pre-define default Assessment and Treatment plans for a given
ICD-10 code for use in the EMR.  You can enter your default assessment and treatment default
value by editing in the System Settings for the ICD-10 code.  See ICD-10 code  for more
information.

When you create a New ICD-10 entry the default values entered in system settings will be
copied to the Assessment and Treatment fields.

 
To enter or change a code, go to the System Settings and the appropriate system file.  you can add
any missing code that you may require. Users can customize the code list to meet their own needs
( we do not recommend to delete codes since updates by the governing agency for our region will
automatically re-install any missing codes).  Codes can be grouped in a Preferred List (most often
used) reducing the amount of data displayed and making the selection process faster.

When using the code screen drop down button (Item 1) , a user can select from various options to
locate the code desired (2).  The Preferred option(3)  display only the codes you identified in the
system settings as your preferred codes.  Typically these would be the codes most used by your
practice.  The All option (4) displays all the codes available in the system.
 
A user can search the codes data table by entering in the search field (Item 5)  the term desired. 
Once a code is located the user can choose the code by clicking on the Select button beside the
item.

Users can manage their preferred list of codes (6) by using the Add to preferred list or Remove from
Preferred list button located beside the code.
 

 
Advanced Filtering
 
The grid advanced filtering option is activated by selecting either the drop down button of the column
(1) or selecting the filtering button above the navigation tool bar (2).
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18.10.1 ICD10 Codes - USA

As of October 1, 2015,  ICD10 codes must be used per HIPAA CMS regulations. When viewing
Diagnostic codes in Filopto the user will be presented with both the ICD10 and ICD9 codes tab option.
Choosing the ICD10 tab option gives you access to the ICD10 codes (1).

Users are able to search for the required ICD10 code by entering keywords to filter the over 148,000
ICD10 codes available. 

  IMPORTANT:
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1) By default the look up screen will position itself on the ICD 10 Preferred List. If you have not created
a Preferred List the content will be blank. To Search the complete list of codes select the ALL codes
tab

2)  To reduce the amount of codes displayed, the more precise the keywords entered the closer and
faster you will find your required code.  

For example entering the term "Glaucoma" in the search field will result in 250 available diagnostic
codes being displayed.  While entering "Glaucoma Suspect" will only produce 28 possible
diagnostics. If you enter however "ocular hypertension" you will end up with only 4 possible diagnosis.

3) Creating a Preferred List of Codes will also speed up the look up of codes since Filopto will not have
to check and load the 148,000 + codes.

IMPORTANT:

ICD-10 codes permit users to pre-define default Assessment and Treatment plans for a given
ICD-10 code for use in the EMR.  You can enter your default assessment and treatment default
value by editing in the System Settings for the ICD-10 code.  See ICD-10 code  for more
information.

When you create a New ICD-10 entry the default values entered in system settings will be
copied to the Assessment and Treatment fields.

 
Filopto allows users to place common ICD10 diagnostic codes in their preferred list making the look up
and search much faster. To place an ICD code in the preferred list go to the system settings and pick list
/ ICD10 section and place a check mark beside the codes you wish to add to your preferred list.
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18.10.2 ICD9 to ICD10 Mapping USA

 Filopto offers two levels of ICD9 to ICD10 mapping capabilities.  The basic solution is offered standard in
the ICD9 code screen and is based on the Federal Government CMS GEMS files, while the more
advanced and enhanced mapping tool is available via the optional Medical Coder service (Medical Coding
Assistant).

By searching for an ICD9 code the display will automatically display the USA Federal Government CMS
GEMS base mapping for the ICD9 code to ICD10 codes.

  
IMPORTANT:

Disc laimer: This ICD-9 to ICD-10 tool is based on the General Equivalency Mapping (GEMS) files published by
CMS, and is not intended to be used as an ICD-10 conversion or crosswalk tool, and in no way guarantees clinical
accuracy. This tool is subject to the limitations and disclaimers as stated and published by CMS. While many ICD-9
codes map directly to ICD-10 codes, clinical analysis may be needed to determine which code(s) is most apt for that
particular case. Be certain to always review the mapping results prior to applying them.  For a more
c omprehensive ICD-9  to ICD-10  mapping, we rec ommend using the optional  "Medic al  Coding
Assistant monthly  serv ic e".  For more information c al l  Ac c ra Med Software Inc . sales department.

.
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1) Opening the ICD9 Diagnostic code search drop down field a user can search for the appropriate code
to use.

2) Entering a search term will display the corresponding ICD9 code for the selected term.

3) A list of  possible ICD9 codes are displayed and at the right of the grid is located the Equivalent ICD-
10 Code(s). The list displays the number of ICD10 codes that CMS GEMS consider possible equivalent
for ICD10. 

4) Using the drop down for the Equivalent ICD-10 Code(s) field a user can review the possible codes.
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5) Once a code is identified, the user may select the code by using the Select button (5) 

18.11 Data Grid

 
Filopto styles the data grids to display data based on the information they display. Each is organized
for the particular task at hand; however all function in the same manner and offer the user ways of
customizing their look and operation.
 
The grids allow you to sort the data content in the order you wish to see it. The Patient Manager is
such an example. To sort the grid, click on the column heading to change the sort order. You will
note that the ascending or descending option is available.

Another aspect of data grids is that some can be changed by rearranging the column headings. By
clicking your mouse on a column heading and dragging it to another location, users can rearrange
the display of the grid.
 

 
Data Grid Grouping
 
Some grids permit grouping of information for easy review of the displayed information.  In the
example below we are dragging the column header called Lab/Vendor Name to the group section of
the grid which automatically displays all orders for each vendor.
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Once one or more columns are dragged to the grouping section of the grid the grid displays the
information based on the selected grouping columns. 
 

 
The scroll bars located on the side and bottom of a grid permit users to view additional information.
 
The Grouping option can support multi level of column headers which permit users to do elaborate
sub-grouping views.
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Filter Information
 
Data Grids permit the filtering of information to help locate a particular item.

You can select the search option at the bottom of the grid

IMPORTANT: 

These search options (1 & 2 & 3)  will only locate/search the information loaded in the grid.  To
search a complete data set you must load the full data set.  For example if you wish to use this
feature in the patient manager module and have entered a search for a specific patient criteria,
only the patients located by this search will be search when using one of these options.  If
however you have not specified any search criteria and loaded the complete patient list by just
clicking on the Apply Search Criteria button resulting in all of the patients being retrieved and
loaded in the grid, the Find (option1 & 2 & 3) will search all of the patient file retrieved.
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Or you can find based on the column chosen 

 
By selecting, for example, the Custom option from the drop down you can create a unique filter to
navigate quickly to an item.
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The Grid Navigation bar (2) can also provide filtering / Ask a Question capabilities.  (see Database
Navigation Bar  for explanation of the grid navigation bar icons)
 

 
The filtering available in this option is more advanced and permits English like filtering.  Users can
create questions and the grid will display the records matching the questions asked. In the example
below we are searching for patients with a specific birth date.
 

226
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Print the Grid
 
Filopto can print the data contained in the grid.  Click on the Print button located in the module tool
bar.  This will print  a copy of the grid as displayed.
 

 

18.11.1 Row Sort / Order

 

Sort rows    
 

The Sort Rows button  located in the column name in a grid allows the user to sort the rows
displayed in a specific order. .
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18.11.2 Grid Searching

Most grids provide some advance searching capabilities.

Find / Clear Buttons (1)

The Find and Clear (1) buttons located at the bottom of the grid allows users to enter a search criteria
to Find a report.  The Clear button clears the search criteria. Users can structure their search criteria by
either entering a word, a partial word or a series of words identified by the "+" sign which means include
or the "-" sign which means exclude.  ( Example:  "Patient +e-mail"  will list all items with Patient,
Patients, e-mail or e-mails but not items containing email or emails).  

IMPORTANT:

The search in the grid will only search the items loaded in the grid.  Therefore if you first selected a
sub-category causing items to not be included in the grid display, the find will only be searching in that
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sub-category.  To search for all items in the record set, for example, searching for reports you must
first select to display all the reports before you do your search.  Note: some data sets can be
extremely large and may take several minutes to load onto the grid in your computer ( for
example displaying 100,000 Patients or Invoices in a grid will require your PC to download
and display these items in the grid (it can take a several minutes based on the speed of your
computer).

The Filter icon permits users to create ad hock filtering of the data contained in the grid.  For example by
selecting the filter icon a user can create a filter as shown below:
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18.11.3 Filter Data Grid

The Data Grid uses an  Excel-inspired Filtering as you change the filter on each colum header of the
data grid the filter is applied. Select the Filter (1) option located in the top right corner of the data
column header.

 The filter drop downs provide two tabs:
§ The first tab allows users to select from among all available cell values. (based on the data

being displayed in the data grid)
§ The second tab allows users to create a filter expression using filter operators (Equals,

Between, Contains, etc.)

Depending on the column type selected the filter screen will adapt to the possible options available
for the type of data contained in the data grid column selected..
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Users may also define their own custom filter
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18.12 Data Navigation Bar

 

 
The Database Navigation bar allows users to move around in the records of a table or grid. The
Database navigation bar can be comprised of one or more buttons, shown above. As you pass your
cursor over the button, it will identify its function.
 

You are on record #1 of 1265 data records
 

 Go To First Record - moves to the First record in the data set being displayed
 

Backward - moves backward in the displayed record set
 

Previous Record - moves to the Previous record
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Next Record - moves to the Next record
 

Forward - moves forward in the displayed record set
 

Go To Last Record - moves to the Last record in the data set being displayed
 

Add a Record - adds a new record
 

Delete a Record - deletes the selected record
 

Edit / Modify Record - goes into edit mode to edit / change the record selected
 

Save / Post Record - saves the record selected
 

Cancel Edit - cancels the changes made on the item being edited
 

Refresh Display - refreshes the content of the data set displayed
 
 

        Filter Records - opens a display from which
you can create a custom filter for selecting the data to view.
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18.13 Duplicate Patients

 
The Quick Entry screen has a built in Duplicate Patient File verifier.  This automatic tool will verify
that a Patient file with a similar name does not already exist.  If it locates a Patient File which may
be a duplicate, it will pop up a display screen informing the user of the possible duplicate file.  The
user has the option to select the file shown or create a new patient file using the data entered in the
quick entry screen.
 

 
To help reduce the possibility of creating duplicate patient a user should always proceed as follows:
 
1) Try to locate the Patient in the Patient Manager, and then
 
2) If the patient is not found, use the New Patient button located in the Patient Manager.
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By following these simple rules you will minimize the possibility of creating a duplicate patient file
and reduce the time spent entering the patient data again for an already existing patient..
 

   

IMPORTANT

Depending where you are in Filopto, the Select Existing Patient button will trigger different
actions.  For example; 

· if you are in an appointment screen, the selected existing patient will be linked to the
appointment, 

· if you are in the stand alone Patient Quick Entry screen,  the Patient Quick Entry screen will
close, giving you the ability to go look up the appropriate patient.

18.14 e-mail

 
Entering E-Mail Addresses
 
Filopto has many e-mail address fields such as the following:
 

By entering and saving the e-mail addresses, the user can then press the e-mail icon located to
the right of the field to automatically start your e-mail program and send an e-mail to the
addressee.
 
Internet based e-mail addresses are typically of the following format:
 

Name@company.domain
 
Name of person followed by the "@" sign and then followed by the name of the e-mail server
domain.  The e-mail server domain is typically a name followed by a "." (dot) and then a suffix
such as com, org, net, ca etc. The e-mail illustrated above shows you how a typical internet e-mail
address is entered.

IMPORTANT:

Filopto 's e-mail button/link will use the default e-mail client desktop application defined in
your Windows default settings.  For example if MS Outlook e-mail client is defined as your
default e-mail software, Filopto will start the program and create an e-mail message entry
that you can start using immediately.
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18.15 Filopto Server Startup

When the Filopto Server starts it takes approximately 2 minutes to complete its start up routine.
 Therefore when you reboot the Filopto Server you must wait for Windows to finish starting, wait for
Windows to verify if there are Windows updates and potentially to install updates and then the Filopto
service will start.   Filopto users will  not be able to access Filopto during the start up period.  A
message screen such as shown below will be displayed to advise of possible reasons for not being able
to connect to Filopto.  

IMPORTANT:

Please note that the most common reason is the reason listed as #1.  Filopto has not completed its 2
minutes start up routine on the server.  Also when verifying the Filopto service ( see services ) on
the server,  the service will display a status of "Running" but may not have completed the 2 minute
time delay before permitting users to connect.
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18.16 Help Manual

The fastest method to get help is to review the various sections of this Help manual. You would be
surprised at how many people call and are referred to a section of this Help manual for their solution.
Filopto extensive and context specific help can save you time and quickly answer your questions.

Most Filopto screen display the help icon which brings the user to the context sensitive help for the
specific item they are working with.  For example the image below shows three (3) levels of help
available for this screen.  Level (1) is specific to the Insurance Company Information screen, while
level (2) is specific to the Insurance policy tab and Level (3) is specific to the Billing Rules tab.

By selecting which Help icon to click the user can get immediate help on the selected topic. 
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This user manual is also available in Adobe Acrobat .PDF format from which you can create a print
copy. To download your PDF copy, click on the following link:

Filopto Help File Documentation : Filopto 10 Help Manual - Updated August 2016  This is a large
file which may take several minutes to download (over 190MB)

Adobe Acrobat PDF

To view and print the Filopto 9 User Manual, use the latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader. You
can download the Free Adobe Acrobat Reader from the web site http://www.adobe.com/

18.17 Icon Quick Feature Access

Depending on your version of Windows( if your version of Windows supports it) , when Filopto is started
you can quickly access various Filopto features by right clicking on the Filopto Icon in the task bar
located on the bottom right of the screen.

123
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By default Windows may not display the icon.  To display the icon select the upper arrow and it will
display your Icon Manager.

       

Select the Customize option and locate the Filopto Icon.  Choose the option of "Show Icon and
Notifications" and you Filopto Icon will always be available to you in the task bar.

By right clicking the icon you can quickly access the various sections of Filopto without having to
minimize existing Filopto screens.
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18.18 Image File Formats

What Image Type should I use in Filopto?

Depending on the possible use that you will make of the image you are storing in Filopto,  the image
type will have a big impact on performance and storage space required.  Below is a small guide on the
various image types and their possible use.  As a quick guide consider using the PDF image format for
storing documents, PNG for images you will need to edit, and JPEG for standard non-editable images.

Common Image File Types
Most image software will present you with save options such as .png, jpeg, .tiff, .gif or .pdf. Other more
advanced image editors (such as Adobe Photoshop) offer additional formats like
.svg, .psd, .psb, .bmp, .eps, .raw, to name a few. The main difference between all of these image formats
comes down to two things: compression and compatibility. 

File Type Name Description

JPEG/JPG (Joint Photographers' Expert Group) Most popular lossy image format. Allows uses
to specify what level of compression they
desire.

PNG (Portable Network Graphics) Best of lossless image formats. Widely
supported across most applications. Allows
you to include an alpha channel within the file.

BMP (BitMap) Would avoid if possible. They offer little to no
compression which results in unnecessarily
large files.

TIFF/TIF (Tagged Image File Format) Offers both compressed and uncompressed
versions.  Compressed are similar to PNG and
uncompressed is similar to BMP. Commonly
used to store low resolution fax images.

PDF (Portable Document Format) Most widely used document format. Great
vector image format. Created by Adobe Inc.

EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) Most common vector image format. Standard
format for print industry.
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File Type Name Description

SVG  (Scalable Vector Graphics) SVG is an XML-based vector image format with
support for interactivity and animation. 

GIF (Graphic Interchange Format) Lossless format that supports both animated
and static images.

DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in
Medicine)

DICOM is a standard for handling, storing,
printing, and transmitting information in medical
imaging. Typically can be very large files.
DICOM files can be exchanged between two
entities that are capable of receiving image and
patient data in DICOM format.  Usually used in
conjunction with the HL7 standard for data
exchange protocol and equipment.

Lossy vs. Lossless Compression

All of the files mentioned above fall into two main categories. 

1) Lossy images, which can be described as image formats that do not store a perfect copy of the
original image and thus have smaller file sizes. 

2) And lossless images, which store an exact pixel-by-pixel representation of the image, but in doing
so, require more space. 

It’s not uncommon to come across both types when you are looking at photos on the web. The most
popular lossless image formats are .tiff and .png. When working (editing) images saving your photos
in a lossless format retains all the image quality. But if no editing is required a common lossy format
such as .jpeg, allows you to choose the amount of compression, and therefore the file size and quality
you want

Vector vs. Raster (bitmap) Images
Other common terms that you may have heard before in regards to image formats are vector art versus
raster art. Raster art is made of a certain number of pixels and vector art is based on mathematical
calculations. In other words, raster art cannot be scaled beyond 100% without losing quality and vector
art does not use pixels and therefore is resolution-independent. Popular vector image formats include
.eps (most common), .ai, .pdf, and .svg.
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Proprietary Formats
A proprietary format refers to a file format created by a company, organization, or individual. These
formats are typically controlled by a company and the restriction of their use is for their own benefit. This
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is in contrast to an open file format that can be published and used by anyone. Some examples include
Photoshop’s .psd, or the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) which holds the
copyright to the DICOM format. It’s best to use these formats when you plan on editing the original
project at a later time, since they maintain all of the original layers and editable properties. Proprietary
formats usually have a larger file size and maintain full quality of the original image. Compatibility with
third party image editors are where these formats fall short. 

Alpha Channel
All colored image formats hold values for red, green and blue channels that make up the entire color
spectrum, but certain formats offer the ability to retain an additional layer of transparency or “alpha
channel” that is built into the file. The main benefit is that the format allows you to add graphics on top of
other graphics without having a “white box” around it. The most popular image format that holds an alpha
channel is the .png format.

18.19 Image Edit Tool

EMR Screen that support the import and manipulation of images also contains several tools to assist
users in managing the image.

Load image: permit user to load any image from their system/network into the Exam record

Edit Image: permit users to edit and image using the edit tools

Compare With another Image: permits users to compare two images
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Save to Disk: permit users to save an image to their PC hard drive.

IMAGE ZOOM Feature

The Zoom feature permits users to adjust the size and zoom in
or out of a image. The zoom factor is determined by the images type being displayed and may vary
from 10X to 1000X.  In addition a user can click on the left mouse button to Zoom In (next automatic
zoom step), the left mouse button to zoom out (next automatic zoom step) or use the mouse wheel
to do both actions in a more granular fashion.

The Mouse wheel and mouse click option permit a greater degree of zooming than the image zoom
selector which provides the normal zoom for the image type.  If you wish to exceed the amount of
zoom from the Zoom selector use the mouse click or mouse wheel option to go above or below the
displayed  Zoom selector option. 
 

18.20 Image Zoom

IMAGE ZOOM Feature

The Zoom feature permits users to adjust the size and zoom in
or out of a image. The zoom factor is determined by the images type being displayed and may vary
from 10X to 1000X.  In addition a user can click on the left mouse button to Zoom In (next automatic
zoom step), the left mouse button to zoom out (next automatic zoom step) or use the mouse wheel
to do both actions in a more granular fashion.

The Mouse wheel and mouse click option permit a greater degree of zooming than the image zoom
selector which provides the normal zoom for the image type.  If you wish to exceed the amount of
zoom from the Zoom selector use the mouse click or mouse wheel option to go above or below the
displayed  Zoom selector option. 
 

18.21 Jump List and Task Bar Thumbnails

The Windows Jump Lists take you right to the Function, Add-in, Task, Web site or Application listed. To

open the Filopto Jump List, just right-click the mouse button on the Filopto icon located on the

Windows task bar. (You can also get to Jump Lists by clicking the arrow next to the program name on

the Start menu.)
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The Task Bar thumbnails display the open Filopto Windows.  Move your cursor over the Filopto icon (1)

and the available thumbnails will be displayed.  A user only needs to select the open Filopto Windows

they wish to view,  to jump to the selected Window.

IMPORTANT:

This feature is managed by Windows and is subject to various Windows restrictions.  For example, if
you have too many windows open for the device configuration,  not all thumbnails may be displayed. 
Also if Windows is low on resources or RAM memory, some or none of the windows thumbnails may
be displayed or the Jump List may not function.  Depending on your device you may find that by
closing some applications or open Windows may help alleviate the resource or RAM memory
shortage. Adding more RAM memory to your device may also provide a solution to the issue.  
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18.22 Layout Manager

The Layout Manager is used in Filopto to permit the user to re-arrange the layout of screens. The Layout
Manager is currently used in the EMR, EMR Templates and Home tab.
Screens in Filopto are organized in a Tree like view listing each Information Block making up the screen.
 As a user changes the tree structure of the screen the visual display of the screen is modified.

When you select the Modify or Customize button the Layout Manager is displayed.  It consist of active
section called the Layout Tree View and a non-active section called the Available Items.   Items
listed in the Layout tree view will be displayed on the screen and items located in the Available items list
will not be displayed.  Users can drag and drop items from one section to the other , creating their own
look and feel for the screen.  

Each Item listed on the screen is referred to as a Information Block,  An Information block can consist of
action code (splitters, separators, labels, and empty spaces) or screen parts (parts of the screen to be
displayed ). In the above image the items listed on the left are information blocks. 
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In the above image you can see two different types of information blocks,  item 1 is a group while the
other items (2) are screen parts ( note that the Screen information Blocked are locked and cannot be
modified.  Unlocked items can be modified by the user.  A user can drag and drop, add or remove
information blocks to create their unique screen layout.

Available Tools

 

The available tools to assist you in customizing the layout are located in the tool bars.

1) The first 2 buttons allows the user to expand or collapse a part or a complete tree displayed in the tree
section.

2) The group button permits the creation of new groups to which users can add information blocks. 
groups will help organize multiple information blocks into a common group of items to be displayed.

3)  The Add Auxiliary Items button permits the user to add special code to refine the display.  For
example the splitter item (see splitters )  permits the user to re-size two information blocks displayed
on the screen by dragging the splitter icon displayed between both items. The Separator Item places a
line between items. The Empty Space Item permits empty space holders to be placed in the design of
the screen. The label item permits users to create labels for identifying sections or items.

4) The delete button permits an item to be deleted.  To delete an item the item must first be moved to the
available section.

5) Permits the user to view the information blocks in a tree structure or as plain text.
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18.22.1 Information Block Properties

Each Information Block has specific properties that can be modified by the user.  These properties will
affect the final display of the screen.  By right mouse clicking an Information Block you will be presented
with a pop up option menu which gives access to the information block properties.

For example the properties permits a user to align an information block to various screen positions.  in
the image above the Horizontal Alignment can be defined base on various options such as to the Left,
Center, Right of the screen, or within the client ( this is the object that contains the information block) or
to the parent ( the object which controls the information block, in this example it would be the group
Patient Management). 

Other properties is users can have a border drawn around the information bloc, or the user can even
rename the information block to something else.

The option Layout Direction option determines the layout of the screen.  A Screen or Group can be
designed using either a Horizontal , Vertical or Tabbed Look.  If the tabbed look is selected the screen
will display tabs such as illustrated below.  note that the image shows that you can combine properties
to maximize the layout options available.  The tab look, as shown in the image below also shows that
you can combine looks like combining vertical and the tab options for the displayed screen.
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18.22.2 Removing, Adding Information Blocks

Users can remove unwanted information blocks by simply moving them from the Layout Tree View
section to the Available Items section.  To do this highlight the item you want to remove and drag it into
the Available Items section.

To Add a information block drag the item from the Available Items section to the desired location in the
Layout Tree View section.
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18.22.3 Working with Information Blocks

 When you select an information block and right click the mouse,  an option menu is displayed
providing you with the options available for the selected object.
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The Option menu will resemble the following:

Undo/Redo:  You can undo, redo, or repeat many actions

Expand All: Will expand (open) all containers in your template

Collapse All: Will collapse (close) all containers in your template
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Delete:  will delete the object selected

Horizontal/Vertical Alignment: Controls how elements will be displayed.

Client:  refers to the client element the object is attached to

Parent Managed : means the object position will be dictated by the parent object into which
the object is located.

Layout Direction:  defines if the element will be lay out in a Horizontal, Vertical or Tab format.

Borders: define the object with a Border for easy viewing.

Expand Button: Places a expand/collapse button on the selected group. 
IMPORTANT: 

In the editor the Expand button icon is displayed to the right of the Information Block.  At Exam
time, the expand button is shown to the left of the information block, similar to all other
expand/collapse icons. 

Group / UnGroup: Permits users to group/ungroup elements into one object.

Caption: if selected will display the caption for the object.

Caption Position:  permits users to define where a caption will be displayed.

Caption Horizontal / Vertical Alignment: defines the position of the caption
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Rename: allows an object to be renamed by the user.

18.22.4 Moving Information Blocks

To move an information block to another location, highlight the item you want to move and drag and drop
it to the new location.  You can move it within a group or into a new group. You can also move an item to
or from the Available Items section by also dragging it to the desired section.  Removing an information
block from the Layout Tree View is done by dragging it to the Available items section.  To delete an
Information block from the Available Items section select the X button.
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18.22.5 Creating Groups

Users can group Information Blocks into their own groups.  To create a new group, select the New group
icon (1) and it will create the New Group automatically.  Once created  you can rename and add the
Information Blocks you want into this new group by dragging and dropping them in the group.
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18.22.6 Renaming Information Blocks

Users can re-name Information Blocks by highlighting the item (1), right clicking and selecting the
rename option (2) or pressing F2 on the keyboard.
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18.22.7 Rearranging Information Block - Text

Users can rearrange the various information block by dragging and dropping them to the location of their
choice.  You can create for example a side by side look.

To drag an information block, select it and drag it to the location of your choice.  When you drag the
information block the screen will highlight in red the information block into which you are moving the
selected information block (1) . A location line (2) will appear indicating the location where the information
block will be placed.  You can place an information block at the top, bottom , to the right or left of
another information block.

In this example the temperature information block will be placed in the Vital Information block (1) at the
top location (2)
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In this example the temperature information block will be placed at the right (2) of the Pulse information
block(1).

18.22.7.1 Re-arranging Information Blocks - Video

This video explains how to rearrange components on an EMR Template. 
The video must download to your PC before it can start playing.
The video is about 10 MB in size. Double click the video to see it full screen.
Click video to start the download

.
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18.22.8 Making Information Block Re-Sizable

The Layout Manager can be arranged to permit users to have re-sizable information blocks.  To do this
you must place the information blocks side by side and then place a splitter to allow the resizing (see
below) .  The splitter can then be moved by dragging it, resizing the information block displayed (similar
to the actions available in the Filopto Home page).

Example 1:
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Example 2: 
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How to set up re-sizing 

1)  Place the elements you want to resize side by side.  Drag one information block beside the other.  In
the example below notice the black location line drawn (1) at the right of the information block were we
want to place the second information block.  This line indicates where the information block will be
placed (top, bottom, right or left). Once positioned drop the information block and it will position itself to
the left of the right of the location line.
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2) create a splitter object.

3) drag the splitter object between both information block.  Save your changes.
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18.23 Log On

 

        Every time you start Filopto, using either the icon on the desktop or from the Start /
All Program / Filopto button menu, the first thing you will have to do is logon to Filopto to get access
to the system.
 

 
Once you start the program you will be automatically presented with the logon screen.
 
You will be asked for a username, a password and your office name. These should be supplied to
you by your Filopto system administrator. Without these codes, you will not be given access to the
system. Please guard them carefully since all action done in the system is recorded using these
access codes.

Important:  

Strong Passwords for your PC,Server and your Filopto users passwords is the first step
in protecting your data.  Both PIPEDA (Canada) and HIPAA (USA) recommend and
requires strong passwords be use in electronic systems.  We recommend that you test
your password and create them with the use of the following web sites:   
http://howsecureismypassword.net/  and  http://strongpasswordgenerator.com  Changing them
on a regular basis improves your security and lowers the chance of unauthorized persons getting
access to your data.

TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION: also known as 2FA, or two step verification or TFA (as an
acronym), is an extra layer of security that is known as "multi-factor authentication" that requires
not only a password and username but also something that only, and only, that user has on
them, i.e. a piece of information.  HIPAA Security makes use of this technology.

Corrected HIPAA violations that occur due to willful neglect will cost medical personnel a
minimum of $10,000 per violation. The annual maximum for such offenses is $250,000. The

http://howsecureismypassword.net/
http://strongpasswordgenerator.com
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maximum penalties of up to $50,000 per violation with an annual maximum of $1.5 million.
Examples of violations due to willful neglect are breaches in medical records due to
a medical facility having an unsecured server room where electronic medical
records are stored or employees having passwords written in plain sight. 

For more information see:  How to create a secure password

 
The Username is the name given to you to start Filopto with the permissions and security settings
defined by the system administrator.
 
The Password is the enter key to unlock your access to Filopto
 
The Office is the name of the office files you have access to use.  This field will automatically appear
once the office(s) are entered into the System/Office settings.

 

Enterprise Version:

The Filopto Enterprise version supports multi-locations. Users can be restricted to only see data
from a specific location.  By entering the location/office name the user permission will be set to
use only the data from that office.   If you enter an incorrect office you will not be allowed to logon
on.  Users can have access to more than one locations but can only view one  location at a time. 
This option permits user to only see the data for the location they are authorized to use.

 
Once you enter the appropriate access code and press the OK button to continue, your user name
and password will be validated by the system and, if authorized, you will be given access to the
system.
 
Please note that all user names and passwords are case sensitive so please enter your
codes exactly as provided by your Filopto system administrator.

 
IMPORTANT: 

The default password provided with the system should be changed upon installation
for security reasons.  The default user and password is also located in the security
help file.

IMPORTANT
 

Users will not be able to use Filopto until you have registered, loaded your
Filopto License on the server and created user profiles.
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18.24 Main Ribbon Bar

 The  Navigation Ribbon Bar gives access to various tools commonly used by end users.  

The Menu contains:

1. User Add-in Manager - this tools permits users to open an application, web site or other tool
inside Filopto.  The User Add-In manager is user specific versus the Global Add-in Manager
which applies to all users.

2. The Make a suggestion menu option permits users to send to Accra Med Software their
comments and suggestion to improve the software.

3. The Windows menu option displays all Windows currently open in Filopto and permits users to
easy navigate to the open Window.

4. The Help menu contains various tools including the Help manual,  Help desk, Check for
Updates, About information, and Live support feature.

5. The Help Icon gives you context sensitive help.

6.  The buttons located in the Ribbon Bar gives the user access to various common features and
tools.

The Arrow icon allows the user to Maximize(show) and 
Minimize (Hide) the tool bar

18.25 Menu Bar
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Menu Bar:

1) Add-ins: opens the Add-in menu  (see Add-in Manager  and Global Tool Manager)
 

 
 
2) Make a Suggestion: Opens on the WEB a suggestion form for improving Filopto.  We encourage
you to send us your suggestion(s) for improving Filopto.
 
3) Windows: Displays the various windows currently open in Filopto and permits easy and quick
navigation to an open window by clicking on the window listed.
 

                         
 
 
5) Help: Opens the Help Menu which contains the Help File, Live Support, WEB Help desk, Check
for Update and the About Box.
 

 
 Filopto Help: Opens the help file sections to display and explain the content of Filopto.
 

197
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 Live Support: Connects your PC to a Support Representative.

WEB Help Desk: report a problem via the web or look up some information.
 
 Check for Update : Opens WEB site to enable you to update Filopto.
 
 About... : Displays the current Filopto version information.
 
 
 

18.26 Patient Panel

 The Patient Banner is used throughout Filopto either as a page header or as a drop down option (More
Info) in grids.

The Patient Banner provides quick access to patient information.  The patient displayed name also
contains the patient nickname in parentheses if one is available. The various buttons display the
information described. 

 To add a picture for the patient file you can click on the patient image itself and buttons will appear
permitting you to take a picture and store it in the patient file.
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The Patient Banner contains the more common information used.  For example in the Insurance
Information button the user can enter and view the Insurance policies of the patient, the patient insurance
number ( item #1)  as well as any Authorization numbers associated to the policy.
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18.27 Pop Up Menu

In certain sections of Filopto, the use of the right mouse button creates pop-up options available to
the user. For example, the pop up menu which appears in the Scheduler, changes according to
whether a client appointment is selected or whether no appointment is selected.
 
With appointment selected.

With no appointment selected.

As you can see, the functions available vary.
 
This Pop Up Menu technique is used in many areas such as grids, or areas where they would be
beneficial. To activate the Pop Up Menu simply right click your mouse button.
 

18.28 Quick Reports

 
Most of our screens permit quick access to the reports available for that section of Filopto. To get
access to the report list,
click on the Reports button on the tool bar.
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Once selected, you will be presented with a drop down screen which allows you to select the report
desired from the list of reports available for that specific section of Filopto.
  
You may preview and print the selected report. You may also add or remove a report from this
displayed list by going to the Reports Module - Report Manager and adding a check mark to the
preferred option (for more details see Report Manager).
 

18.29 Rolodex

 
A Rolodex is a file device used to store business contact information.
 
The Rolodex section ( located in the File menu) provides an easy to use address book of all
Patients, Family Doctors, Providers, and Vendors contained in the various files of Filopto. As you
add new entries in Filopto, the Rolodex is automatically updated to display basic key information.  In
addition you can enter your own special contacts, which will appear in the Other Contacts section.
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This function is a helper tool designed to assist users in quickly locating an address or telephone
number. You cannot enter information in the Rolodex or change information via the Rolodex
with the exception of the category Family / Referring Physicians  and the Other Contacts.
 
The information displayed by the Rolodex can be sorted by the user by selecting one of the options
available on the Rolodex screen.
 
Note that at the right-hand side of the display, an alpha/numeric selection bar exists, which
automatically sorts and displays the names meeting your selection criteria in the Rolodex.
 
The Rolodex also permits users to automatically place a call to a selected telephone number by
using the Auto Dialer  icon to the right of the displayed number. The icon resembles a telephone.
 
 
Family / Referring Physicians
 
The Family / Referring Physician tab provides for the data entry of physicians into Filopto.  All entries
entered here will be available for selection in the patient file.

Other Contacts:

To enter other contacts click the + sign and enter the data to the right of the screen.  Click on the
check mark in the navigation bar to save your new record.
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18.30 Screen Splitters

Screen Splitters are screen controls that show or hide a section of the screen.  The effect is that
when you click on it you can see more of one area of the screen.

 Icons
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18.31 Spell Checker

Many of the note sections (exam module) and some text field in Filopto incorporate a Spell Checker
feature.  The spell checker feature will automatically highlight (wavy red underlining of misspelled
words) misspelled words giving the user the opportunity to correct them.  By right clicking on the
misspelled word, a pop up will be displayed listing possible spellings for the given word.  A user can add
or ignore a word as well as define the spelling rules options the speller is to use by selecting the
Spelling option in the drop down.
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SPELL CHECKER OPTIONS
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Located in the Spelling option of the drop down, users can customize the Spell Checker to meet their
needs.  For example a user can add words commonly misspelled in the auto correct section and the
spell checker will make automatically the correction when the word is detected. Also located in the pop
up dialogue is the Spelling option which displays additional options that a user can define when
activating the Spelling dialogue.
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Filopto delivers the following dictionaries by default:
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English US
English Canada/British
Spanish
English Medical Dictionary 
Auto-Correct Dictionary
Custom Dictionary - User configurable via the Custom Dictionary tab.

Externally available dictionaries

The dictionary "ADM" format supports external dictionaries created by third parties.  To install these
dictionaries, download and copy the contained files to the location Filopto stores its dictionaries
(Dictionary folder in the Filopto folder). Use the application's spelling configuration to load the new
dictionary.  Typically there will be 2 files a read me file and a "dictionaryname.adm" file which is the
actual dictionary.

Example of commercially available Dictionaries (Verify before buying that they still support

the ADM format - updated on a yearly basis )

Stedman's Plus Medical / Pharmaceutical
A commercially available dictionary developed and created by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
(http://www.lww.com/) , one of the largest healthcare publishers. The word list features nearly half a
million medical, drug and bioscience terms from 57 major medical specialties.

http://www.lww.com/
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Their wordlist includes over 20,000 trade and generic drug names, 80,000 medical equipment and
surgical terms, 72,000 eponyms, and the most current terms related to diseases, treatments, medical
procedures, lab tests, equipment, medical specialties, abbreviations and more.

18.32 Supported Image, Document and Video formats

Following is a partial list of the image, documents and video formats supported by Filopto. By default
PaperFree can store any(all) file format available.  

To view a saved file format you must have installed on your workstation a program that can
open and interpret the file format. For example you can store a Microsoft  Word Document in Filopto
but if you do not have the Microsoft Word program or a program able to open a Word document you will
not be able to view the document. 

Important:

If your (hard drive) storage space is at a premium, we recommend that you store your documents
and images using a compress format such as PDF and JPEG.  The impact between a
compressed and uncompressed image or document can be measured in the extra amount of
storage space required to store the image or document and the extra time required for your
computer to display or print the image or document. 

For best results, we recommend that you use JPEG (for pictures) and PDF image(for documents)
types for storing files into Filopto.  These two file format types are optimized for storing data in a
small file sizes reducing your need for storage space by the Filopto database. By default Filopto
stores all images in the JPEG format. Word and Excel type documents are automatically
compressed  thus require less space.

JPEG (*.jpg, *.jpeg, *.jpe, *.jif)
Adobe Acrobat portable document ( *.PDF)
Microsoft Word (*.doc, *.dot, *.dotx, *.dotm, *.docm)
Microsoft Excel (*xls, *.xlsm, *.xlsx)
Microsoft Powerpoint (*.ppt)
Microsoft Rights Management PDF protected document (*.ppdf)
Windows OpenXPS document  (*.oxps)
OpenOffice.org document (*. odt, *. odf, *.sxw)
OpenDocument spreadsheet (*.ods, *.sdc, *.sxc)
Rich Text Format document (*.rtf)
Apple Pages document (*.pages)
Apple Numbers Spreadsheet (*.numbers)
ODF text document (*.odf, *odt)
TIFF (*.tif,*.tiff,vfax,*.g3n, *.g3f, *.xif)
GIF (*.gif)
Paintbrush (*.pcx)
Windows Bitmap (*.bmp, *.dib, *.rle)
Windows Icon (*.ico)
Windows Cursor (*.cur)
Portable Network Graphics(*.png)
DICOM Medical Image (*.dcm, *.dic,*.dicom, v2)
Windows metafile (*.wmf)
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Enhanced Windows meta File (*.emf)
Targa Image (*.tga, *.targa, *.vda,*.icb,*.vst,*.pix)
Portable Pixmap, Graymap, Bitmap (*.pxm, *.ppm, *.pgm, *.pbm)
Wireless Bitmap (*.wbmp)
JPEG2000 (*.jp2)
JPEG2000 Code Stream (*.j2k, *.jpc, *.j2c)
Multipage PCX (*.dcx)
Camera Raw Image (*.cr2,*.crw,*.dng,*.nef,*.raw,*.orf,*.nrw,...)
Photoshop PSD (*.psd, *.psb)
Vectorial Objects (*.iev)
Layers (*.lyr)
Layers and Objects (*.all)
Microsoft HD Photo (*.wdp,*.hdp,*.jxr)
JBig (*.jbg, *.jbig, *.bie)
Kodak PCD (*.pcd)
Kodak Cineon (*.cin)
DR HALO CUT (*.cut)
AVS (*.avs)
Graphiviz DOT (*.dot)
SMTPE DPX (*.dpx)
FITS (*.fits)
FlashPIX (*.fpx)
HDF (*.hdf)
Matlab (*.mat)
MIFF(*.miff)
MTV Raytracer (*.mtv)
Palm Pixmap (*.palm)
HP PCL Printer (*.pcl)
Apple PICT (*.pict)
PIX (*.pix)
PWP (*.pwp)
RLA (*.rla)
Irix RGB (*.sgi)
SUN Rasterfile (*.sun)
Scalable Vector Graphic (*.svg)
True Type  / Postscript font (*.ttf)
VICAR (*.vicar)
Khoros VIFF (*.viff)
XBM (*.xbm)
GUMP XCF (*.xcf)
XPM (*.xpm)
Video for Windows (*.avi)
MPEG Video (*.mpg)
Windows media Video (*.wmv)

18.33 Telephone Numbers

Entering Telephone Numbers (XXX)XXX-XXXX
 
Filopto has many telephone number fields. To assist in creating a uniform formatting of all telephone
numbers, an auto format feature has been applied to the telephone entry fields.
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For example, by entering a 10 digit number, Filopto will recognize that the first three numbers are to
be treated as an area code. Example: (800) 555-5555
 
If you enter 7 digits Filopto will defaults to a standard seven (7) digit telephone number and
automatically places the dash " - " between the appropriate numbers to separate the telephone
number.  Example: 555-5555
 
Please note that entering anything else but 10 or 7 digits in a telephone fields will not activate the
auto formatting. For example entering 1-800-888-8888 in the  data fields will not activate the auto
formatting and allows for user formatted information to be entered.
 

18.34 RevSpring Service

Formerly known as Talksoft, in June 2018 it re branded itself as RevSpring.  RevSpring  has been
offering since 1981, communications and billing solutions that increase consumer engagement and
payment rates with flexible online, phone, email, and text communications and billing options. 

Fully integrated into Filopto,  the RevSpring service,  allows you to engage your patients with
interactive phone, text, email, and mobile app messaging. See System Setting  on How to
configure the connector and automatic scheduler.

Filopto supports the following RevSpring services:

RemindMe
Automated appointment reminders integrate with your scheduling system. RemindMe is proven to
reduce no-shows and engage your patients. 

1717
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Recall
Bring patients back when it's time to schedule an appointment. 

· Communicate via phone, text, email and mobile app that it's time to schedule an appointment.
· Customize the message based on the type of appointment that is overdue.
· Reach out to no-shows, and fill in open appointment slots by proactively contacting patients.
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Outreach
Meet Meaningful Use Requirements for preventative/follow up care reminders.

BillReminder
Notify patients when a balance is due.

§  Create customized messages that naturally progress based on time due and overdue.
· Offer patients the option to transfer the call to the office for questions or to make payments.
· This monthly process of launching calls, which takes but a few minutes, can call hundreds or even

thousands of customers or patients.
· Your business's phone number displays on the Caller ID, so patients are not alarmed that they are

being called by a collection agency.
· BillReminder sets up in less than an hour, functions in a seamless way and serves as a perfect

complement to the RemindMe appointment reminder service.
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· The cost for each contact is less than half the cost of a postage stamp. At pennies on the dollar,
BillReminder will increase revenue and improve your AR collections.

Broadcast
Broadcast allows you to quickly and easily contact individuals with important on-demand messages
via phone, text, and/or email blast such as their lab orders are ready for pickup to patients.

· RevSpring Broadcast is an essential tool to communicate important announcements.
· The easy-to-use wizard allows you to generate a Broadcast message in as little as five minutes.
· Broadcast ties in with the RemindMe service, using previously loaded patient contact information

to generate the Broadcast message.
· Broadcast messages can be sent from anywhere that you have internet access, from home or

even from your smartphone.

  Survey+
Benchmark and improve your practice with patient feedback. Receive patient feedback and use this
information to benchmark and improve your practice with RevSpring Survey+.

· Improve your patients’ experience and your practice's performance with 3-5 minute patient surveys
that provide live data.

· Survey+ helps medical practices benchmark physicians and locations across all practices, helping
identify needed improvements.

· Log-in through your secure, private, online patient experience dashboard to view results and to
benchmark your office against CG-CAHPS data and against other practices on the platform.

· Survey questions are designed by industry leaders and are specialty specific, so there are no
surveys to write.
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· Automated monthly reports provide you with actionable items you need to increase revenue,
patient engagement, and satisfaction.

· Enjoy reliable survey support services that uphold patient confidentiality and achieved 25-40%
completion rates.

· Survey+ helps to improve patient outcomes and mitigate risk by making it simple for providers to
quickly identify areas where action needs to be taken.

LabPhone
Efficiently communicate lab results.

· Automatically communicating lab results or that lab orders are ready, saves office staff time while
still providing personal and clear information.

· RevSpring Lab phone is a HIPAA compliant way to securely deliver lab results.
· Automated messages steer patients to your patient portal where patients can see their lab results.
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Branded APP 
RevSpring can create a custom mobile app for your practice.

· Further your brand presence with an app made to your specifications, including logo, color
scheme, layout, and button options - all at a portion of the cost if you were to do it yourself.

· RevSpring app patient engagement functionality can be embedded in your app if you already have
one.

· Utilize the technology of RevSpring Connect, allowing patients to receive relevant, dynamic, and
meaningful content to their app -- automatic appointment reminders and other alerts from your
office.

18.34.1 How It works

Step 1)  Basic Configuration

You must enter into the Filopto System Settings your basic RevSpring Configuration  Review the related
help for the Filopto System Settings/RevSpring section.
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Enter your RevSpring Account Information in the appropriate fields.

Action Rules 

Submission Profile Action Rules are the various setting you create that RevSpring will execute.  Filopto
will connect on a pre-determined basis to RevSpring and transfer the information required to complete the
actions you have specified..  For example, it could be the work flow of reminders you want to send to
your patients to advise them that they have an appointment.  They can include, for example, an email, a
telephone call or a SMS text message
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IMPORTANT:

The specified actions will use the Patient file settings you have setup to determine if the patient will
be selected for a specified action by RevSpring. i.e.  If a communication action can be applied to the
patients records.  If no permitted method of communication has been selected the patient will not be
included in the file sent for processing by RevSpring.

1) Your server and Internet connection must be turn on at all times for this service to function.  

2) The patient file must contain the communication information to be used by RevSpring: ie,
telephone number, email, mobile phone number, allowed method of communication, etc...

3) The data files will be sent to RevSpring every evening between 11pm -12pm.  The Lab Order data
is sent on an hourly basis.

 Patient Configuration

In the Patient File you can indicate your patient preference for Allowed Communications.  It is important
to respect the wishes of your patients, since most form of communications are regulated by various laws
and regulations that exist in various jurisdictions. The RevSpring service is compliant with the various
governmental regulations. (HIPPA, PIPEDA, PHI, Telecommunication Act,etc.)
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Manually Send Recalls to RevSpring (Optional) 

Users can manually send recall advices to RevSpring using the Filopto Recall Manager.  This step is not
required if automated Actions Rules are created (see Step 1).  By using the Filopto Recall Manager
users can select a specific group of Patients and send a customize notice to RevSpring for processing.
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Review Action report

Review the results of your various actions and take the appropriate action.  For example in the report
below the first patient is requesting that his appointment be rescheduled while the 11th patient is asking
for call back.  The reports are available on the RevSpring web site or via the Filopto Reports and Form
Tab. (See next Help section - RevSpring Reports )893
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18.34.1.1 RevSpring Reports

 The Talksoft Report section located in the Report and Forms tab displays the results of your Talksoft
messages you sent.

IMPORTANT:

Messages results and replies by patients to the messages sent are displayed in these screens.  It
is important for users to regularly review the status of messages and take the appropriate actions to
address the replies or status displayed to your messages.
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18.34.1.2 Appointment Reschedule Request

 If a patient request to have an appointment rescheduled via RevSpring,  when entering the scheduler, 
the user will be presented with the following screen.

18.35 Terminology Input Manager (TIM)

The Terminology Input Manager (TIM) is used throughout Filopto to assist users in quickly
entering text via voice dictation/recognition or predefined templates or terms into a particular memo
field.  Used extensively in the EMR, it allows providers to quickly enter common phrases into a
patients file.  This tool can significantly speed up the entering of data into a patient file or EMR
exam. 
 
The TIM is user customizable and can be expanded by using the System Settings TIM option.
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The TIM Screen is divided into two major sections:
 
         1) the top section (1)  which are the elements that will be transferred to the memo field

selected once the user clicks on the Save and Close button. 

 
         2) the bottom section (2)  are the templates, items, words and phrases that you entered or
customized and can pick insert in a data field.
 

To add an item to the text section click on the term to select the text to be copied.

TIM Tool Bar

The TIM Tool Bar provides a standard easy to use word editor functions for editing  text.  In addition it
also contains specialised features to help document your information:

Enable Voice Dictation/Speech Recognition for T.I.M.
(See Tablets,laptop, PC, Speech and Writing
Recognition Technology  for more information)583
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 Permits users to enter the date and time of an Entry.

Permits users to highlight important text

Various proofing tools are available.  if a word is
misspelled you can have TIM identify it with a red
squiggly line  the user can configure the tools by using
the config button.

Note:  In the middle of the screen a line appears (3) , this line is a screen splitter which permits
users to re-size the top and bottom half of the screen.  When your cursor is over these lines, the
cursor will change and by clicking on your mouse button you will be able to re-size the screen.

 

Templates: 
The bottom section contains a tab called Templates, which permits users to create and select from
predefined (user customizable - see System Settings) user defined phrases.  The Module/Section
tree permits users to create their own unlimited categories and unlimited text that they can then to
use in Filopto. (see System settings - TIM).   
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EMR Terms: 
The EMR Terms tab provides access to all of the EMR terms contained in the EMR Pick lists. EMR
Pick List can be user defined to meet your organization specific needs.

Users can define the specific category that will be selected by default when entering TIM as well as
restrict certain items,phrases for use by specific employees. See the TIM system settings for
more detail.

Searching for Terms

The term grid permits users to quickly locate or find a EMR term. By entering a character or word in
a column will cause the grid to position itself on the first term matching the filter.

 Important :  The filter is case sensitive.
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Drugs: 
The tab called Drugs allows users to select from the pre-defined drug list the Rx they wish to
prescribe.  The user can enter a drug (example shows Tylenol) and by selecting Find Drug/Refresh
list button display corresponding drug options.

Diagnostic Codes: 
The Diagnostic Codes permits users to select Diagnostics code 

Procedure Codes: 
 Procedure Tab permits the selection of Procedure codes.

18.36 Using Voice Dictation / Speech Recognition

Windows has a built-in voice recognition (dictation) tool that can make the data entry and navigating in
Filopto faster.  

You can use your voice to control your computer. You can say commands that the computer will
respond to, and you can dictate text to the computer. 
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Before you get started using Speech Recognition, you'll need to set up your computer for Windows
Speech Recognition. There are three steps to setting up Speech Recognition: set up your microphone,
learn how to talk to your computer, and train your computer to understand your speech.

Before you get started, make certain that your microphone is connected to your computer.

Start the Windows Speech Recognition tool by opening the Windows settings and doing a search for

Speech Recognition.

You will need to:

1) Set up your microphone by typing either Microphone in the Cortana search field or going to the control
panel.  We recommend a quality headset type microphone for best results. Microsoft has warned that its
speech recognition features are best suited for headset microphones that interpret sounds with greater
clarity and are less susceptible to ambient noise than built-in microphones found in laptops or tablets. 
Switching microphones after you have started using speech recognition may cause you issues since the
quality between both microphones may be different causing the recognition engine to misinterpret your
voice. If you’re serious about using speech recognition get a quality microphone.   

2) With your mic ready, it’s time to start to Train your computer to recognize your speech.  In the control
panel find the Speech Recognition control.

  IMPORTANT

The more you use the Speech Recognition tool the more accurate it will become. Expect a minimum
of a week of continued use before you reach a high level of accuracy.
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Once you have setup your PC for voice recognition start the Speech Recognition tool and place your
cursor into the field you want your dictation to be saved into.

Start Dictating. when finished you can say the command to "Insert" or click on the "Insert" button
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The following are the more common speech control commands:

Common Speech Recognition commands

To do this Say this 

Open Start Start

Open Cortana

Note 

Cortana is only available in certain countries/regions, and some
Cortana features might not be available everywhere. If Cortana isn't
available or is turned off, you can still use search .

Press Windows C 

Open Search Press Windows S 

Perform an action in an app
Right-click; Press Windows Z;
press ctrl B 

Select an item by its name File; Start; View 

Select an item or icon
Click Recycle Bin; Click
Computer; Click file name 

Double-click an item
Double-click Recycle Bin;
Double-click Computer;
Double-click file name 

Switch to an open app
Switch to Paint; Switch to
WordPad; Switch to program
name; Switch application 

Scroll in one direction
Scroll up; Scroll down; Scroll
left; Scroll right

Insert a new paragraph or new line in a document New paragraph; New line

Select a word in a document Select word 

Select a word and start to correct it Correct word 

Select and delete specific words Delete word 
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To do this Say this 

Show a list of applicable commands What can I say?

Update the list of speech commands that are currently available Refresh speech commands

Turn on listening mode Start listening

Turn off listening mode Stop listening

Move the Speech Recognition microphone bar Move speech recognition

Minimize the microphone bar Minimize speech recognition

Commands for dictation

To do this Say this 

Insert a new line in the document New line

Insert a new paragraph in the document New paragraph

Insert a tab Tab

Insert the literal word (for example, insert the word "comma"
instead of the punctuation mark)

Literal word 

Insert the numeral form of a number (for examples, insert 3
instead of the word three)

Numeral number 

Put the cursor before a specific word Go to word 

Put the cursor after a specific word Go after word 

Don't insert a space before the next word No space

Go to the start of the current sentence Go to start of sentence

Go to the start of the current paragraph Go to start of paragraph

Go to the start of the current document Go to start of document

Go to the end of the current sentence Go to end of sentence

Go to the end of the current paragraph Go to end of paragraph

Go to the end of the current document Go to end of document

Select a word in the current document Select word 
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To do this Say this 

Select a word range in the current document
Select word range; Select word
through word 

Select all text in the current document Select all

Select a number of words before the location of the cursor
Select previous 20 words; Select
previous 10 words 

Select a number of words after the location of the cursor
Select next 20 words; Select next
10 words 

Select the last text you dictated Select that

Clear the selection on the screen Clear selection

Capitalize the first letter of a word Caps word 

Capitalize all the letters of a word All caps word 

Make all the letters in a word lowercase No caps word 

Change the next number of words to uppercase
Change next 10 words to
uppercase 

Change the next number of words to lowercase
Change next 10 words to
lowercase 

Delete the previous sentence Delete previous sentence

Delete the next sentence Delete next sentence

Delete the previous paragraph Delete previous paragraph

Delete the next paragraph Delete next paragraph

Delete the selected or last dictated text Delete that

Commands for the keyboard

To do this Say this 

Press a key or key combination
Press keyboard key; Press A; Press capital B; Press
Shift plus A; Press Ctrl plus A 

Press certain keyboard keys without
saying "press" first

Delete; Backspace; Enter; Page Up; Page Down;
Home; End; Tab 
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Notes 

You can also use the ICAONATO phonetic alphabet. For example, say "press alpha" to press A or
"press bravo" to press B.

Speech Recognition commands for the keyboard works only with languages that use Latin alphabets.

Commands for punctuation marks and special characters

To Insert this Say this 

, Comma

; Semicolon

. Period; Dot; Decimal point

: Colon

" Open double quote; Open quote

" Close double quote; Close quote; Close inverted commas

' Apostrophe

' Open single quote

' Close single quote

> Greater than sign

< Less than sign

/ Forward slash

\ Backslash

~ Tilde

@ At sign

! Exclamation mark; Exclamation point

? Question mark 

# Number sign; Pound sign

$ Dollar sign

% Percent sign
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To Insert this Say this 

^ Caret

( Open parenthesis; Open paren

) Close parenthesis; Close paren

_ Underscore

- Hyphen; Minus sign; Dash

- En dash

- Em dash

= Equal sign

+ Plus sign

{ Open brace; Open curly bracket

} Close brace; Close curly bracket

[ Open bracket; Open square bracket

] Close bracket; Close square bracket

| Vertical bar

:-) Smiley face

:-( Frowny face

;-) Winky face

™ Trademark sign

¾ Three-quarter sign

¼ One-quarter sign

½ One-half sign

£ Pound sterling sign

& Ampersand; And sign

* Asterisk
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To Insert this Say this 

// Double slash

` Back quote

< Open angle bracket

> Close angle bracket

± Plus or minus sign

« Open angle quote

» Close angle quote

× Multiplication sign

÷ Division sign

¢ Cent sign

¥ Yen sign

§ Section sign

© Copyright sign

® Registered sign; Registered trademark sign

° Degree sign

¶ Paragraph sign

... Ellipsis; Dot dot dot

ƒ Function sign

Commands for Windows and apps

To do this Say this 

Select an item by its name File; Start; View 

Select an item or icon Click Recycle Bin; Click Computer; Click file name 

Double-click an item
Double-click Computer; Double-click Recycle Bin; Double-click
folder name 
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To do this Say this 

Right-click an item
Right-click Computer; Right-click Recycle Bin; Right-click folder
name 

Minimize all windows to
show your desktop

Show desktop

Select something if you
don't know what it's called

Show numbers (Numbers will appear on the screen for every item in the
active window. Say an item's corresponding number to select it.)

Select a numbered item 19 OK; 5 OK 

Double-click a numbered
item

Double-click 19; Double-click 5 

Right-click a numbered itemRight-click 19; Right-click 5 

Open an app Open Paint; Open WordPad; Open app name 

Switch to an open app
Switch to Paint; Switch to WordPad; Switch to app name; Switch
application 

Close an app Close that; Close Paint; Close Documents 

Minimize Minimize that; Minimize Paint; Minimize Documents 

Maximize Maximize that; Maximize Paint; Maximize Documents 

Restore Restore that; Restore Paint; Restore Documents 

Cut Cut that; Cut

Copy Copy that; Copy

Paste Paste

Delete Delete that; Delete

Undo Undo that; Scratch that; Undo

Scroll in one direction Scroll up; Scroll down; Scroll right; Scroll left

Scroll an exact distance in
pages

Scroll down 2 pages; Scroll up 10 pages 

Scroll an exact distance in
other units

Scroll up 5; Scroll down 7 
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To do this Say this 

Go to a field in a form or
app

Go to field name; Go to Subject; Go to Address; Go to cc 

Commands for using the mouse

To do this Say this 

Show the mousegrid Mousegrid

Move the pointer to the center of a
mousegrid square

Number of the square; 1; 7; 9 

Select a mousegrid square Click number of the square 

Select an item to drag with the mouse
Number of the square where the item appears (followed
by) mark; 3 mark; 7 mark; 9 mark 

Select an area in the mousegrid where
you want to drag the item

Number of the square where you want to drag the item
(followed by) click; 4 click; 5 click; 6 click 

18.37 Scheduler Tool Bar

  
The Scheduler module tool bar.  As you pass the cursor over each icon, a hint of the function for the
button is displayed.

1) Views : user can select multiple calendar views.  Click on the view you wish to display. The user
can also view a week at a time by highlighting the week on the calendar displayed with their mouse.
 The user can also select specific days by highlighting the days while holding the Ctrl key when
doing the selection.

VIEW Option Section

2) Select Office: In a multi-office setting the user can select which office scheduler to view.
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3) Grouping:  Users can group the scheduler either by provider or exam rooms. Note that if a
patient has not been assigned to a room they will not show up in the scheduler grouped by
room.

4) Select Provider:  allows the user to add or remove a provider from the visible scheduler
display. A minimum of one provider must be selected for the scheduler to function.

5) Go to Today's date - Display the schedule for today's date

6) Refresh Scheduler

7) Customize Scheduler - User can change the elements shown in the scheduler as well as
the time interval being displayed.  Show only specific hours, do not show cancelled
appointments and more... ( these changes are only for the user and does not affect other
users)

PATIENT Option Section

8) Create a new patient file

9) Create a New Recall - If the patient is highlighted in the scheduler it will create the recall for
that patient, if not it will ask the user to select a patient.

10) Find a Patient Next Appointment

APPOINTMENT Option Section

11) Create New Appointment - Create a New Appointment by choosing this icon or double
click on the time slot of the scheduler

12) Find next available appointment based on search criteria - user can search available
times that would fit a patients needs.

13) Appointment confirmation List - displays for the date specified the tentative appointments

14) Web Appointments :  If you have acquired the web appointment module appoints made via
the web will be first displayed in the lower right corner of the screen to advise users that a
request has been received.  this icon permits users to view and approve each web appointment.

15) Color legend for appointments

PRINT Option Section

16) Print Appointment list The PRINT button on the tool bar of the Scheduler provides a quick
print option for printing doctors /providers daily schedules of appointments. It will print the
scheduler grid as displayed.

 
17) Appointment Reports - List available appointment reports (controlled by administrator). The
report print icon in the tool bar provides the user with several options for printing schedules. 
Users can define their own reports to use.   A drop down list is displayed showing the user
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defined reports they can print from the scheduler. Users can add or remove reports from this list.
  The reports shown are all reports that have the Preferred flag turn on in the Report Manager
Scheduler/Appointment section.
 
Once the report has been selected, you are presented with a selection dialogue box from which
you can select the provider/doctor for whom you wish to generate the report as well as the date
for the appointments. Press the OK button and you will be presented with the Windows default
printer window from which you can select the printer to use and then print the report.

18)  Today's Current Time

19)  Close/Exit the scheduler

18.38 Resize Display Screen

 Users can re-size (expand or shrink) a display screen by selecting the lower right corner of the display
screen and dragging the screen border (1)  to resize it.

Users may also use the default Windows controls to resize a Window(2).
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18.39 Windows 10 Keyboard Shortcuts

 Following are Windows 10 shortcut keys.

Keyboard shortcut Action
Windows key Open or close Start Menu.

Windows key + A Open Action center.

Windows key + C Open Cortana in listening mode.

Windows key + D Display and hide the desktop.

Windows key + E Open File Explorer.

Windows key + G Open Game bar when a game is open.

Windows key + H Open the Share charm.

Windows key + I Open Settings.

Windows key + K Open the Connect quick action.

Windows key + L Lock your PC or switch accounts.

Windows key + M Minimize all windows.

Windows key + R Open Run dialog box.

Windows key + S Open Search.

Windows key + U Open Ease of Access Center.

Windows key + X Open Quick Link menu.

Windows key + Number
Open the app pinned to the taskbar in the position
indicated by the number.

Windows key + Left arrow key Snap app windows left.

Windows key + Right arrow key Snap app windows right.

Windows key + Up arrow key Maximize app windows.

Windows key + Down arrow key Minimize app windows.

Windows key + Comma Temporarily peek at the desktop.

Windows key + Ctrl +D Add a virtual desktop.

Windows key + Ctrl + Left or Right arrow Switch between virtual desktops.

Windows key + Ctrl + F4 Close current virtual desktop.

Windows key + Enter Open Narrator.

Windows key + Home
Minimize all but the active desktop window
(restores all windows on second stroke).

Windows key + PrtScn
Capture a screenshot and save in Screenshots
folder.

Windows key + Shift + Up arrow
Stretch the desktop window to the top and bottom
of the screen.

Windows key + Tab Open Task view.

Windows key + "+" key Zoom in using the magnifier.

Windows key + "-" key Zoom out using the magnifier.

Ctrl + Shift + Esc Open Task Manager.

Alt + Tab Switch between open apps.

Alt + Left arrow key Go back.

Alt + Right arrow key Go forward.
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Keyboard shortcut Action
Alt + Page Up Move up one screen.

Alt + Page down Move down one screen.

Ctrl + Alt +Tab View open apps

Ctrl + C Copy selected items to clipboard.

Ctrl + X Cut selected items.

Ctrl + V Paste content from clipboard.

Ctrl + A Select all content.

Ctrl + Z Undo an action.

Ctrl + Y Redo an action.

Ctrl + D
Delete the selected item and move it to the Recycle
Bin.

Ctrl + Esc Open the Start Menu.

Ctrl + Shift Switch the keyboard layout.

Ctrl + Shift + Esc Open Task Manager.

Ctrl + F4 Close the active window.

18.40 ZIP Files

ZIP is an archive file format (container) that supports lossless data

compression. A .ZIP file also called folder may contain one or more files or folders that may have been

compressed.  Zipped (compressed) files take up less storage space and can be transferred to

other computers more quickly than uncompressed files.   In Windows, you work with zipped

files and folders in the same way that you work with uncompressed files and folders. 

In use since 1989 it is primarily used to compress files / folders for easy transmission over

the Internet.  Accra Med Software Inc. may provide you with a .ZIP file to address a specific

requirement.

Windows File Explorer displays a special tool bar (2) when you select a ZIP file(1). When

selecting the Extract All (3) tool, Windows will unzip(extract) all files and folders from the

ZIP container and create a new Folder with the same name in the location where the ZIP file

is saved. For more information see Windows Help file.
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To unzip (extract) files or folders from a zipped file

Locate the zipped folder that you want to unzip (extract) files or folders from.

Do one of the following:

§ To unzip a single file or folder, open the zipped folder, (double click the zip file (1))

then drag the file or folder (2) from the zipped folder to a new location.

§ To unzip all the contents of the zipped folder, double click (or right-click to display

menu options) the ZIP file, select Extract All, or Select the Extract All (3) button on

the tool bar and then follow the instructions.

https://support.microsoft.com/


Part

XIX
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19 How To - Quick Answers

HOW TO ?
The How To section demonstrates some of the more common task users want to do.  This section
provides a guide to finding answers to Frequently Ask Question  (FAQ) and to get you started with
Filopto.  quickly.

19.1 FAQ

 
The Filopto Help file contains links to some Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

How do I find help to answer my Question?

The Help file has a table of content (Index) listing that can easily be searched.  First look at the Help
INDEX  (1) for items starting with How, How to, How do, Where, Why and What, which gives
references to the what, how, and where a task can be accomplished.  Please refer to this extensive list
to find your answer.

You may also look at the FAQ section(2)  in the Table of Content.
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How do I create an Appointment type?
In the Office Manager Section in the System Settings under Scheduler you will find the Appointment
Type and Recall setup option.  Enter your new appointment types in this setup table. (See:
Appointment Type and Recall setup )
 
How do I find a Patient Appointment?

Go to the Scheduler click on the Find An Existing Patient Appointment and enter the patient
information.  it will display a list of appointments for the Patient.  Select the appointment you want to
review and click on the OK button to go to the appointment in the scheduler screen. (See Find An
Existing Patient Appointment )
 
How do I find the Next available Appointment?
You have two options look at the scheduler screen to find the next available time slot or in the

Scheduler click on the Find Next Available Appointment Time and enter the appointment time
criteria to list the available time slots. (See Find Next Available Time).
 
 
How do I place and Appointment on the Waiting List?
In the Appointment Screen place a check mark on the field "Place on Waiting List. (See Waiting List)
 
 
How do I take an Appointment off the Waiting List?
In the scheduler screen click on the waiting list tab and select the appointment you want to schedule. 
Drag the appointment from the waiting list to the scheduler time slot you wish to schedule. (see
Waiting List)
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Why is my Scheduler blank?
When you opened the Scheduler a message appeared stating that no Provider/Doctor has been
selected in the Scheduler.  In the Scheduler place a check mark beside the Provider name(s) you want
the scheduler to display.  This option is located at the bottom left of the scheduler screen.  (See:
Select Doctor/Provider )
 
How do I show more than one day in the Scheduler?
The Scheduler has two calendars at the left of the screen.  If you drag your mouse over dates you wish
to see the scheduler will show the highlighted dates. ( See: Selection Calendar )
 
How to block the type of appointments available for a time period?
Filopto can restrict the type of appointments that can be taken during specific time periods.  You must
use the time blocks to identify the type of appointments that can be scheduled during a period of time.
 (see Time Blocks)
 

19.2 Install Filopto License

IMPORTANT
 

Users will not be able to use Filopto until you have registered and activated
your Filopto License and create users profiles for your users.

 See Register / Activate Filopto  

To manually load your Filopto License:

** you must have a valid account and be connected to the Internet to allow the Filopto license(s) to be
downloaded to your Filopto server

1) Select Configuration Manager tab
2) Select the License & Service Manager button
3) Select the Get License to load the license
4) Select the Save Changes button to save your new License File.

1813
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19.3 Customize Filopto Settings

Filopto is very flexible and can be customized to your needs.  Many of the drop down field,  pick list,
forms and auto-completion functionality of Filopto can be tailored by the user.  To customize Filopto
the Office Manager tab contains the Filopto System Settings /Pick List button.

This button give you access to the settings files that you can modify.  When you ran the Filopto Setup
Wizard it modified the system with the information you entered.  The Setting screen allows you to
refine or change these settings when required.
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19.4 Install a New Workstation

To Install a New Workstation follow these steps

1) Purchase a New Filopto workstation license from Accra Med Software Inc sales team.

2) Your license will be automatically update or you can manually get the license using the License &
Service Manager Manager .

3) Download the Workstation Installation program from the http://www.Filopto.com web site.  You will
need to log in using your customer account information and navigate to the Client Support section to get
access to the software download. 

1813

http://www.Filopto.com
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4) Once the file is downloaded  to your PC, run the file and follow the wizard instructions.  You will need
the network IP address of the Filopto server to complete the install.  (The network IP address should
resemble something like: 192.168.1.100 for example).  You can find the server IP address by going to
the Filopto server and opening a Command Prompt window and entering the command ipconfig and then
pressing enter.  The command will display a list of information look for IP4 address.

IMPORTANT:  You may be require to update the workstation to the latest version of Filopto to match
your server version.  Update the workstation using the normal Filopto update procedure.

5) Activate the workstation by going to the Filopto Server and running the FiloptoServiceManager
program.  You will need to enter the name of the new computer to activate the Workstation.  The name of
the computer can be located by opening the properties option for the PC in File explorer.
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For more information on how to activate your Workstation see: Quick Start Guide - Register / Activate
Filopto

19.5 Add a User / Provider in the Patient Scheduler

To add a User to the scheduler you must create an employee of the type Provider.  

A provider can be a Doctor, Optician, Contact lens Specialist or any other person you want to schedule
their time. Provider means a person that provides a service to your patients and requires their time to be
scheduled.

1813
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To create an Employee ( you must be a Filopto administrator) go to the Office Manager Tab and select
the Employee Manager button.  The New Employee button permits you to create a new employee.
Make certain that all field highlighted in Yellow are completed and that you have assigned the appropriate
security / password for the employee account to function. For more information on how to create an
employee see Employee Manager  help section.

Once the employee profile of the type provider is active, the employee will be available in the scheduler
under the Select Provider(s) button.

19.6 Create a Secure Password

Create strong passwords

1575
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Passwords are the first line of defense against break-ins to your online accounts, applications and
computer, tablet, or phone. Poorly chosen passwords can render your information vulnerable to
criminals, so it’s important to make your passwords strong.

IMPORTANT:

Your Password must meet the minimum password security policy requirement as defined by your
system administrator in the Configuration Manager tab - Security Manager  section.
  

1619
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Basic Rules for Good Passwords
These rules apply for the Internet, PC's, Servers and Software.

Rule 1 - Make certain that the software/system you are using will lock users out after multiple failed

passwords attempts.  Filopto can lock multiple incorrect password attempts - ACTIVATE THIS
FEATURE it is your first line of defense.  Windows has a similar feature, activate it.

Rule 2 - Do not use common passwords, Make something up that you will remember.  Not your kids

name, cat or dog name since these can be easily guessed but something only you would know, Then
pad it with characters to make it harder to figure out. Consider a phrase such as (do not use this
example)  "I love going 2 the Beach" .  The length, the spaces and number, the capitals letters makes it
a stronger password and is still easy to remember.

Rule 3 - Don't share passwords between users. Sharing passwords is not only a security risk but

removes the ability to reliably audit a user's actions in the event of an issue.

You can test your password strength by going to https://howsecureismypassword.net/  and entering your
password.  It will give you an estimation of how long it would take somebody to crack it using a brute
force attack. You can also use the Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) web site
http://passfault.com/ which does a more detail analysis using common hacker techniques. The
password  "I love going 2 the Beach"  would take about 50 octillion years to crack (at the time of the
writing) for Howsecureismypassword.net  versus 383 centuries for passfualt.com. It is a strong password.

 
 IMPORTANT

Do not use recognizable patterns, hackers are as smart as you, so obvious patterns are included in
their tool kit along with the top 10,000 passwords list published every year (the list top 1000 password
represents 91% of passwords used on the Internet).  

The biggest problem is we’re all padding our passwords the same way. When required to use mix of
upper- and lower-case letters, numbers, and symbols, most of us:

§ Use a name, place, or common word as the seed, e.g., “fido” (Statistically, women tend to use
vocabulary words and men tend to use hobbies,obscene words or sex vocabulary, the most
common passwords are the users pets' names, car model, favorite sport/team  or the word
“password)”
§ Capitalize the first letter of the password : “Fido”
§ Add a number, most likely 1 or 2, or current month at the end: “Password1"
§ Add one of the most common symbols (~, !, @, #, $, %, &, ?) at the end: “letmein1!”
§ Changing passwords from "password03" to "password 04" when asked to change a password

Not only are these patterns obvious to professional password guessers, even substituting vowels for
numbers (“F1d01!”) or appending another word (“G00dF1d01!”) wouldn’t help much, since hackers are
using the common patterns against us and appending words from the master crack lists together.

For example, users should avoid a sequence such as "qwertyuiop," which is the top row of letters on a
standard keyboard, or "1qaz2wsx" which comprises the first two 'columns' of numbers and letters on a
keyboard or the standard 1234567890.

https://howsecureismypassword.net/
http://passfault.com/
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Rule 4 - Passwords should always contain at least one of each type of character (uppercase,

lowercase, a number and special characters (Entropy - see below for explanation)

Rule 5  - The Password Length is the key to security. At the time of this writing 15-16 characters is

considered the starting point for a safe password, in the future as computer progress it will be longer. As

of  2012-12-09: a Norway researcher using ocl-Hashcat Plus (a freely available hacker tool for breaking
passwords) achieves a rate of cracking 350 billion password/sec using standard PC components

proving that any 8 character password can be breached in less than 5.5 hours  That is why having a
secure password is your first defense.  

In 2017 this password breaking exploit can be done in substantially less time using today's computing
power. If you want to test how long it would take to crack your password (when not using Rule #1) you
can use the web site: http://passfault.com which permits you to change the type of PC being used
(under the option settings) used to crack your password.  Warning:  the results are very accurate and
proves why Rule #1 must be enforced.

Example of how to create your personal password or pass phrase by just using words you like:

http://passfault.com
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The Myth about Changing your Password Frequently

Contrary to what you've been told, frequent password changes can be counterproductive. A growing
number of security experts have come to believe that frequent password changes do little to improve
security and very possibly make security worse by encouraging the use of passwords that are more
susceptible to cracking. 

The most on-point data comes from a study published in 2010  by researchers from the University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The researchers identified common techniques account holders used when
they were required to change passwords. A password like "tarheels#1", for instance (excluding the
quotation marks) frequently became "tArheels#1" after the first change, "taRheels#1" on the second
change and so on. Or it might be changed to "tarheels#11" on the first change and "tarheels#111" on the
second. Another common technique was to substitute a digit to make it "tarheels#2", "tarheels#3", and
so on. 

The UNC researchers said if people have to change their passwords every 90 days, they tend to use a
pattern and they do what is called a transformation. They take their old passwords, they change it in
some small way, and they come up with a new password.  The researchers used the transformations
they uncovered to develop algorithms that were able to predict changes with great accuracy. (In one test,
41 percent of the changed passwords were cracked within three seconds).

A separate study from researchers at Carlton University  provided a mathematical demonstration that
frequent password changes hamper attackers only minimally and probably not enough to offset the
inconvenience to end users.

Over the past few years, organizations including the National Institute of Standards and Technology  in
the US and UK government agency CESG  have also concluded that mandated password changes
are often ineffective or counterproductive.  

Note:  

Many government regulations and legislation such as HIPPA and PHI legislation still require
frequent password changes unless the organization can demonstrate that their password
policy is secure for their situation.  Consult your specific rules and legislation before opting to
not force an automatic change in user password.  By default Filopto will force a password
change.

Before you force your users to change their password every few months consider increasing the
length of the password since it may have more benefit than frustrating your users.  To de-activate a
users requirement to change their password see  Security Manager - Global Settings .

Advanced Password  Information

Which of the following two passwords is stronger,more secure, and more difficult to crack?
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D0g.....................

PrXyc.N(n4k77#L!eVdAfp9

You probably know this is a trick question, but the answer is: Despite the fact that the first
password is HUGELY easier to use and more memorable, it is also the stronger of the two! In fact,
since it is one character longer and contains uppercase, lowercase, a number and special
characters, that first password would take an attacker approximately 95 times longer to find by
searching than the second impossible-to-remember-or-type password!  The attacker doesn't know
how long the password is, nor anything about what it might look like. So after exhausting all of the
standard password cracking lists, databases and dictionaries, the attacker has no option other than
to either give up and move on to someone else, or start guessing every possible password.

ENTROPY: If you are mathematically inclined, or if you have some security knowledge and
training, you may be familiar with the idea of the “entropy” or the randomness and
unpredictability of data. If so, you'll have noticed that the first, stronger password has much less
entropy than the second (weaker) password. Virtually everyone has always believed or been told
that passwords derived their strength from having “high entropy”. But as we see now, when the
only available attack is guessing, that long-standing common wisdom . . . is . . . not . . .
correct!

Once an exhaustive password search begins, the most important factor is password
length!  Hackers have to guest your password so once they have tried the known passwords being

used then they have to start guessing or give up.  By not using common passwords, which can be
easily located on the web, you can make your password strong, simple and secure.

 
Top Password being used:   123456 is the most common password and the word "password"
is the second most common password, the list of the top 10,000 password used is available on
the web and is updated annually.  Hackers make it a point to subscribe to the list to save them
time and effort when breaking in to your systems.  "...Approximately one out of every nine
people uses at least one password on the 500 list! And one out of every 50 people uses
one of the top 20 worst passwords..”

Knowing that 41.69% of all passwords consist of only lowercase alphabetic characters, a smart
attacker who is forced to resort to a brute force search won't initially bother spending time guessing
passwords that contain uppercase, digits and symbols. Only after an all lowercase search out to
some length has failed will an attacker decide that the unknown target password must contain
additional types of characters.

So, in essence, by deliberately using at least one of each type of character (uppercase,
lowercase, a number and special characters), you are forcing the attacker to search the
largest possible password space, because your password won't ever be found in any of the
smaller spaces.

One Important Final Note
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The example with “D0g.....................” should not be taken literally because if everyone began
padding their passwords with simple dots, attackers would soon start adding dots to their guesses
to bypass the need for full searching through unknown padding. Instead, YOU should invent
your own personal padding policy. You could put some padding in front, and/or interspersed
through the phrase, and/or add some more to the end. You could put some characters at the
beginning, padding in the middle, and more characters at the end. And also mix-up the padding
characters by using simple memorable character pictures like ":)" or “<->” or “[*]” or “̂ -^” . . .
but do invent your own! 

If you make the result long and memorable, you'll have a super-strong passwords that are also
easy to use!

19.7 Use Filopto Easy Setup Wizard

 
Filopto makes available an easy to use Setup Wizard that guides you into completing the setup
parameters and files required.  Located in the Configuration Manager tab of Filopto,  this wizard will
guide you into completing the minimum items you need to get going.  Further customizations of how
Filopto works can then be completed as required by using the System Settings and Pick List button
located in the Configuration Manager tab.
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IMPORTANT:  All items highlighted in Yellow are mandatory fields that must be completed

for Filopto to function properly.

IMPORTANT:
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The size of the logo you enter into Filopto will be used "as is" in reports and forms.  Therefore you
should use a logo having approximately a size of 1.5" X .75 " .   A larger image will result in the
reports and forms displaying the actual size of the logo, which if large,  may hide the data being
displayed on the report of form.

 

 

 
 

19.8 Add Patient Picture

To Add a Patient picture you simply click on the location of the Patient Picture in the Patient Banner and
select the Take Picture button.  The Patient Banner is available in the scheduler, Patient file and 
Patient Manager screens.

You require a Windows compatible camera, such as a web camera, digital camera or other.

19.9 Remote / Tablet Access
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Microsoft Direct Access, Remote Desktop Services (RDS), also known as Terminal Services, is one
of the components of Microsoft Windows Cloud offering that allows a user to remotely connect to a
computer or virtual machine over a network connection such as the Internet and run Windows
programs such as Filopto remotely on other devices. It essentially create your own Private Cloud
which is accessible from anywhere in the world and from any device which supports the remote
desktop service.

Remote Desktop Services is Microsoft's implementation of thin client, where Windows software and
the entire desktop of the computer running Remote Desktop Services, are made accessible to a
remote client machine that supports Remote Desktop service. This permits lower powered devices
such as tablets and other operating systems such as Windows RT, Windows, Android, MAC and
IOS to be able to use Windows based applications such as Filopto.

With Remote Desktop Services, only the software user interfaces are transferred to the client
system. All input from the client system is transmitted to the server, where software execution takes
place.  This efficient protocol makes possible remote access to Windows desktop and application via
a low power network connection such as the Internet or on low powered or non-Windows devices.
This solution also permits users to use older or lower powered PC or device since the processing is
done on the server thus reducing cost.

By activating this Windows service users can access from anywhere in the world via the Internet the
programs or PC's they are authorized to access.   This service comes standard in the Windows
Essential server product line ( as of version 2012 R2 access is limited to 25 users and 50 devices
and 2 remote desktop).  In other versions of the Windows Server product versions client licenses are
required giving unlimited access and scaling capabilities..

Users can download Remote Clients App for the device and operating system directly from the
individual APP repository for the device or from the Microsoft remote desktop web site. Windows
version such as Windows 7 and 8.1 come standard with the remote desktop application.

Microsoft provides a Free Remote Desktop app for Windows, Apple, IOS and Android.
Other third party apps are also available for the listed operating system as well as for Linux.

      Free Remote Desktop app are :

Available from Windows APP Store  

Available from Microsoft for Apple site

Available at the Google Play Store
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19.10 Permit a blocked user to logon (Reset Logon permission)

From time to time you may encounter a user that can no longer logon to Filopto. Being unable to logon
to Filopto, typically means that the user has triggered a security rule that has locked his/her user profile.

The security access rules are administered by the Filopto administrator and are located in the Filopto
Configuration Manager Tab in the Security Manager section. 

When one or more of the security rules are triggered,  the user profile account will be automatically
locked to not permit the user to login into Filopto.  To re-set the user login permissions the Filopto
administrator must open the affected user profile located in the Employees Manager (Office Manager
Tab or Configuration Manager tab).  In the security section of the user profile the Filopto administrator
can reset / unlock the user profile permitting the user to login again.

You will find at the bottom of the Security Credentials screen the reason why the user is no longer able
to login (1 - Reason for Locked Out).  To reactivate the user,  click on the Activate the User button (2)
and that user profile we be unlocked/unblock.  The user will be allowed to log in.
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19.11 Create a New Patient File

Several options are available to create a new patient record.  For example using the Front Office tab the
user can record a new patient file using:

 
 
· The Front Office Patients Menu option
· The Scheduler when creating an appointment
· Using the Patients button
· Using the New Patient button
 
In addition many screens also have New Patient button available to
quickly create a new patient record.

When you select the New Patient button you are presented with a Quick Entry screen into which you
can record the patient information.  This quick entry screen can be expanded to allow for additional
information to be entered using the "Enter More Details" button which give access to the full Patient
file or the "Insurance Policies" button to enter the patient insurance polices.
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In the System Configuration settings administrators can define business rules to insure that a minimum
of key or mandatory fields are completed prior to saving and creating a new patient record.

 
 
 

19.12 Find a Patient

To quickly locate a patient file, use the Patient Manager option.  For example using the Front Office tab
the user can locate a patient file using:
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· The Front Office Patients Menu

option
· Using the Patient Manager button
 
 
 

When you select the Patient Manager button you are presented with the Patient Manager screen
which allows you to search for a patient file.
The Search criteria for the patient is entered in the search criteria section located on the left of the
screen.  Once the Apply Search Criteria button is selected the corresponding patients meeting your
search criteria are displayed in the middle section of the screen.  The selected patient basic
information is displayed on the right. 

To open the Patient file select the Open Patient File button.

The search criteria section at the left of the screen can contain one or more characters or search
parameters. For example if you want to see all Patients having the last name of Smith you can enter
Smith in the last name field and press the Apply Search Criteria button.  You can also do a search
for all Patients having a first name starting with the letter "a" and last name starting with the letter "m"
by entering these characters in the appropriate fields.

The Other Search Criteria drop down field permits search by other items such as telephone numbers.
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19.13 Find What version of Filopto you are running

Filopto Version number can be found in several locations in Filopto.

The version number is in the format of 10.0.18017.2557

10 represents the primary version, version 10

.0  represents major sub releases

.18017 represents the year (2018) and the 017 is the number of the day of the compile (the 17 day of
the year)

.2557 is the compile reference number indicating the compile code package used.

The Version number can be found on the splash screen when starting Filopto, on the logon screen and in
the about screen of Filopto
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19.14 Create an Appointment type

How do I create an Appointment type?

In the Configuration Tab in the System Settings under Scheduler you will find the Appointment Type
and Recall setup option.  Enter your new appointment types in this setup table. (See: Appointment
Type and Recall setup )
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19.15 Show more than one day in the Scheduler

The Scheduler has two calendars at the left of the screen.  If you drag your mouse over dates or use
your Ctrl keyboard button to select the dates you wish to see, highlighting the dates, the scheduler will
show the highlighted dates. ( See: Selection Calendar )
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19.16 Place and Appointment on the Waiting List?

In the Appointment Screen place a check mark on the field "Place on Waiting List. (See Waiting
List)

19.17 Create a New Appointment

To create an appointment for a patient open the scheduler located in the Front Office tab.
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If you select the Scheduler button the scheduler screen will open and then select the time on the
scheduler (click on time slot to highlight it) for which you want to schedule the appointment.

you can double click the time slot (2)t or click on the New Appointment button (3) or right click the
appointment time (1).

This will open the appointment screen in which you can create the appointment record by entering the
information required.

1) Select Patient

2) Select the Appointment type (items in yellow can also be entered if required)

3) Save and close 
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Important: 

Never re-use an appointment that should be cancelled, for another patient.  Changing the name of the
patient on a appointment record will corrupt the exam for that patient EMR.  Changing the name of
the patient does not link the correct patient to the appointment.  Always cancel the appointment and
re-create a new appointment.

19.18 Create Insurance Companies & Policies

To enter the insurance companies you deal with,  select from the Back Office tab the Insurance
Company and Plans button.
 

This button will open the Insurance manager screen from which you can enter and manage your various
Insurance companies and their plans.
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Select the New Insurance Company button to enter a new Insurance company record or policy.
 

The Insurance Company Record contains several tabs:
 
The Insurance Company Record contains several tabs. To create a valid insurance record you must
complete the General Information Tab and the Insurance Policy tab.  You must have at a minimum
one (1) policy for each insurance company created.  Some companies such as Blue Cross/Blue Shield
may have several insurance policies that covers all of your patients.  You can enter each policy in the
policy tab by clicking the + button to add a new policy.
 
General Information:  This is the demographic information for the Insurance Company.  All items in
yellow represent the minimum required field to be completed for Filopto to be able to create a valid
Insurance claim. The other items are optional, but may be mandatory if the insurance company you are
creating requires the fields to be activated.  (Note: the Insurance Claim Creation Settings if set to
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"yes" will allow Filopto to do a validation of your claim, reducing possible errors.  If set to "no" no claim
scrubbing is performed.)

Insurance Policies: This tab contains the various Insurance Policies issued by this insurance
company.  Once the Insurance Policies are created they can then be used in the patient file to identify
the policy the patient has and is also used at invoice time to create the claim record for the invoice.
( Please note that the tab also contains the option "Accept Assignment" if not selected the refund will
be sent to the Patient. When selected the refund is sent to the provider.
 

The Insurance Policies tab also contains the Insurance Eligibility and Billing Rules tabs which permits
users to define for a particular policy how Filopto calculates a claim.  This advanced option can auto-
create and apply the proper amounts to both the patient and Insurance portions of an invoice and claim.
 
IMPORTANT:
Only once an insurance company and associated insurance policies are create can Filopto create a
claim .  No claim can be create by Filopto if the insurance company information or insurance policy
information is missing or incomplete.  This information is the base of a claim and used in conjunction
with the Patient Insurance information and Invoice information to create a claim.  Once a policy exist
the field Status for the Insurance company can be set to Active.  If no insurance policy exist for the
Insurance Company an error will be generated when trying to set the status to active.
 

19.19 Create Patient Insurance Policies

To create a claim for a patient, the patient file must contain the patient insurance policy and information
to use (see Create insurance Companies & Policies  before proceeding further).
 
The patient Insurance policy is selected and entered in the patient file.  Located in the Insurance tab
Filopto support up to five(5) concurrent insurance policies.  If additional policies are required they can
be entered in the List of Insurance Policies button and activated when required.

338
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1) A user must first select an insurance policy to assign to the patient file.  the list shown is a listing of
Insurance Companies and policies previously entered in the Insurance Company & Policies section of
Filopto.  From this list the user can select the policy to be used.
2) Each policy must be activated for Filopto to be able to use it.  A starting and end date for use of the
policy by Filopto must be entered.  If no expiry date is entered the policy never expires. Expired
policies will be displayed as expired and claims will not be able to be created against them.
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3) Depending on the Country Version you have installed the Patient Insurance information differs. 
However in all cases you must complete the patient insurance information required by the insurance
company for each policy to be used. ( Insurance companies issue directives as to the fields and
the content that must be included in them for a claim to be processed, review the Insurance
company directives for proper completion of this section.)

4) In some cases it is beneficial to keep a photocopy of the patient insurance card.  With the
appropriate scanner equipment  Filopto can store for each patient policy a photo of the insurance card
(both front and back) for reference purposes.

19.20 Create Recall at Appointment Time

At appointment time you can create a recall for the patient.  In the appointment screen when you
select the appointment type, Filopto will automatically setup a recall record for the patient, based on
the appointment type entered in your system settings.
A user can change the calculated recall date, if inappropriate, and create the recall record by selecting
the Create New Recall button.  In addition the user can also schedule the appointment for the recall
just created by selecting the Schedule Appointment for Recall button.
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19.21 Enter my Inventory items and Services

When you enter your inventory items and services into Filopto inventory module,  the Invoice module
will be able to automatically offer to the user the items for billing purposes insuring that the correct
pricing is applied on the invoice.

 
The Inventory can be accessed via the Inventory button located in the Back Office Inventory tab.

 
To add a new inventory item or service select the new Item button
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A dialogue box will be shown from which you can select the type of inventory item you wish to create.

The requested inventory screen will be displayed from which you can enter the appropriate information.
 Pricing information is entered by office in the Pricing tab.  The Inventory system, in addition to the
primary item types also  support user defined item categories and groups
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19.22 Find an Appointment

From time to time a patient will call and state that they do not remember for when their next
appointment is scheduled. Users have two simple ways to verify when the patient appointment is
scheduled.
 
Option1  Open the Patient File and go to the Medical tab, select the Appointment button and all
appointments scheduled (current and past) are displayed in the grid.
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Option 2  Open the Scheduler and select Find Patient Appointment button.

The Locate an Appointment screen will open permitting you to enter the patient information and then
select the Find Client Using The Criteria Entered button to display the appointments scheduled for
the patient in the grid.
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19.23 Create an Invoice at Appointment Time

Option 1 To create an Invoice for a Patient at appointment time, select the patient appointment in the
Scheduler by highlighting it and then click your right mouse button to display the appointment menu. 
In the appointment menu select the Create a New Invoice option.  This will create and open the
Invoice screen.

 
Option 2 Highlight the patient appointment in the scheduler and go to the Scheduler Appointment tab.
 From this tab select the Create Invoice button.
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19.24 Create an Invoice for a Patient

To create an Invoice for a Patient you can select
 
Option 1 Create it when in the Scheduler (see Create an Invoice at Appointment time )
 
Option 2  Use the New Invoice wizard button which will help you locate or create a new patient file
and enter items for the invoice.

 
Option 3 Use the Invoice manager button and create a New Invoice

The New Invoice Wizard will help you create the Invoice for the patient.  it will request that you select a
patient to invoice, assist you in selecting the items to bill and completing the invoice.
 
 
 

347
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19.25 Create a Credit Memo from a Credit Balance on a Patient
Invoice

To record the patients credit memo,

1)  open the invoice you want to create the credit memo from.

2) select the Credit Memo button

3) select if the credit Memo is for the Patient or for the Insurance provider.
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4) complete the credit memo form by changing the date (1)  if required, entering the Credit Amount (2)
and recording the reason for the Credit memo(3).
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19.26 Pay a Different Invoice

When applying the patient payment, for example, you can assign the payment to any one or
multiple invoices and

distribute the amount paid to the various invoice as required.
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1) Enter the amount of the payment
2) Apply the payment
3) By default, Filopto will identify the number of invoices that will be paid (the oldest

invoices are paid first)
4) By selecting the button, you can see a list of the invoices that will be paid.  To pay a

different invoice, remove and place the check mark beside the invoice(s) to be paid
5) You can adjust the amount to be paid on a given invoice, change the amount in the

Amount Applied column beside the selected invoice.
(Important the Total amount paid must balance or Filopto will calculate that change
was returned to the patient if the payments do not match the amount entered in step
1)
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19.27 Find an Invoice

To locate a Patient invoice the user can:
 
Option 1 Open the Patient File and select the Financial tab and select the Invoices button which
will display all invoices for the patient.  To view an invoice double click on the invoice record in the grid.
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Option 2 Open the Invoice Manager by selecting the Invoice button and enter the search criteria to
locate the invoice. To view the Invoice double clicking on the invoice record which will open the invoice.
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19.28 Create an Insurance Claim

When creating an Invoice, the user will be presented with user options to create an insurance claim. 
For example, in the  invoice line item entry screen the user has the option to activate the claim
process.  To activate the claim process the user must enter :
1) ICD9 code
2) CPT code
3)  activate the Insurance processor by placing a check mark in the Apply Insurance field
4) Users can also override the amount calculated by your custom Insurance rules, by entering directly
the amount owed by the insurance company in the Insurance Subtotal field.
 
these actions tells Filopto that this item is to be used in the creation of a Insurance Claim.  If the
Apply Insurance field is left blank the item will not be used when creating a claim.
 

 
Once all invoice items are entered, on the invoice screen you will find a Claims button.  Select it to
create your Insurance claims.
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If all information required to create a claim has been entered the following screen will be displayed.  if
some missing information is required to create a claim this missing information will be displayed for the
user to address.

To create a claim, for example, select the primary tab and select the Prepare/Update Claim button. 
This will capture all items that are required to create the claim and generate a primary claim record for
the invoice.
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Selecting the secondary tab will gather all information available, including payments and adjustments
from the primary claim and generate a secondary claim based on all the information available at that
time.   Normally, secondary or other claims are processed sequentially one after the other as the
preceding claim is closed.
Note: this does not send the claim but only creates the claim record.  To send the claim the user must
either print it or send it electronically as specified by your Insurance company.  Filopto has a batch
option for printing or sending electronically see the back Office tab "Send claims to Insurance
Company" button.
 
 

19.29 Find a Claim

To locate a claim in Filopto :
 
Option 1 Open the Patient file and go to the Insurance tab Claim History button to view all claims
related to a patient.

Option 2 Open the Claim Manager located in the Back Office tab.  The Insurance Claims Manger
allows the user to search the system for a claim based on specific search criteria.
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19.30 Create a Lab Order

To create a Lab Order for a Patient you must first create an Invoice to track the item being ordered. 
The Invoice item to be ordered may be zero rated, if desired, but the invoice must list the item and then
it will track the item via the Lab Order (which is a type of Purchase Order) and receipt of the item
ordered (which is an Inventory item).
In the Invoice screen select the Lab Orders tab (1). Then click on the type of lab order button you want
to create(Glasses, Contact Lens, Miscellaneous). It will display a list of existing lab orders (2).  
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To create a New Lab order click on the New Lab Order button(2) to display a New Lab Order Entry
screen (3).
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The lab order screen will be displayed (3).  It is divided in several sections that allow the user to record
the items they wish to order.  The drop down fields are directly linked to the invoice and will only allow
the user to order items that have been recorded on the invoice.  once the Lab order is completed it can
printed, faxed or e-mailed to your supplier.
 
Note that on the bottom right of the Invoice Lab Order screen users can record and track the
progress of the lab order for final delivery to the patient.  The use of the Lab order manager allows users
to quickly find and manage issued lab orders.

 

19.31 Receive a Lab Order

To Receive a lab order the user can select from the back Office tab the Receive Item  button.

 
By selecting this button the user will be presented with a dialogue box from which they can select to
receive a Lab Order.
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The Lab Manager screen will be displayed from which the user can locate the order and record receipt
of the items.  You can also directly record a receipt by opening the Lab Order Manager directly.  The
receipt record is located in the bottom right of the lab order screen.
 

19.32 Advise a Patient his Lab Order has Arrived

Once a Lab order has been received your internal procedures should be to record the event and then
notify the patient that the order is available.  Filopto makes it easy to track the progress of a lab order
with several status options.  By using the status options in the lab order (located at the bottom right of
the lab order screen) you can quickly determine what needs to be done.
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To record that a patient has been advised that the lab order has arrived, record it in the Lab Order
screen(1 - scroll to the right to see the Notification Information column).  Place a check mark in the
Notified field (2) to record that the patient has been advised and complete the fields with the user and
Date that the patient was notified.

 

19.33 Print a Report or Form

To print a Report or Form the user can:
 
Option 1
Select the report or Form to print from the Print menu on most screens.

Option 2
Use the report of Form Manager to locate and print a Form or Report.  Located in the Office Manager
tab the View System Report button and View System Forms button gives you access to managing
your reports and forms.
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Organized by categories (1) the forms and reports can be easily located by either viewing categories or
by entering a partial name in the search field (2).

The user can print directly to a printer or use the preview option to review, search, annotate, export, e-
mail or print the selected report or form.
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19.34 Getting More Help

Filopto  Help, Users Manual and Video Tutorials can provide you with additional assistance in
configuring and using Filopto.
The Filopto Help can be accessed by:

 
Option 1
Selecting the Help option in the menu bar or pressing F1.
 

 
Option 2
Filopto Users manual with over 1000 pages in PDF format.  The Help file is available in the Filopto
Client Support / Download section on the Filopto WEB Site.   The Acrobat PDF format can be printed
or searched.
 
Option 3
Filopto remote support is available via the Help menu Technical Assistance option which permits
Filopto support team to directly see and help you via your Internet connection.
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Part
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20 Home Tab

 
The Home tab is the intro screen for the user, it gives access to tasks manager and for a provider the
patients that are in the office. The bottom grid displays documents flagged in the PaperFree module
as to be seen by the user. The Home Tab is the users dashboard containing the various elements
important for the user to be able to manage his/her Filopto environment.

Each widget displayed in the home page can be re-sized by the user by using the Splitter option
( see Common Tools - Screen Splitters ) located between each widget.
 

 

 The  Navigation Ribbon Bar gives access to various tools commonly used by end users.  

The Menu contains:

267
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1. User Add-in Manager - this tools permits users to open an application, web site or other tool
inside Filopto.  The User Add-In manager is user specific versus the Global Add-in Manager
which applies to all users.

2. The Make a suggestion menu option permits users to send to Accra Med Software their
comments and suggestion to improve the software.

3. The Windows menu option displays all Windows currently open in Filopto and permits users to
easy navigate to the open Window.

4. The Help menu contains various tools including the Help manual,  Help desk, Check for
Updates, About information, and Live support feature.

5. The Help Icon gives you context sensitive help.

6.  The buttons located in the Ribbon Bar gives the user access to various common features and
tools.

The house icon allows the user to Maximize and Minimize the tool
bar

The left hand side of the screen displays the latest Filopto News (1)  and Tips on how to use Filopto
(2) . The news bar can be minimized by choosing the Hide arrow button (3). 
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Task Manager

The task manager panel displays the users task assigned by or to him as well as gives the ability to
create task.  Any tasks highlighted in Red indicates that the task expected completion date has
passed.  See Task Manager in help file for more details.

My Patients Appointments

The My Patients Appointments displays,  for providers,  the list of their appointment for the day.  As
appointments are completed the appointments are removed from this list. The provider can review
and do various activities (1)  directly from this screen.
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Documents to View

The Document to View grid list any documents entered in the PaperFree module that has a notify
employee action attached to it.  All such documents will be displayed in the  Document to View grid
which allows the user to view the document (1) and add notes related to the document (2).  

As the document is viewed a time stamp is recorded that it was viewed by the logon user and the
document is removed from the grid.  A pop up screen is displayed allowing the user to not mark it
viewed and retain it in the list of documents to be viewed / addressed for a later review.
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20.1 My Profile

 

My User Profile Button open up the employee Manager for the logon-on user.  It allows a user to review
the information that the system has recorded as his/her profile.  (see Employee Manager  in the
Office Manager tab for more information also see the file tab for more information.

1575
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20.2 Time Clock

 
(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
The Time Clock option permits users to record their work time which can be used to generate users
payroll records.
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Once a user is logged in to Filopto, they can record their work activities by clicking on the following
button on the time clock.
 
 
In: Creates a time stamp of the time the user started the work shift.  You can add and append notes
only when the user is checked in.  Once the user has checked out notes are not available.
 
Out: Creates a time stamp of the time the user stopped the work shift.
 
 
The Time clock records specific time and calculates the amount of time between the IN and OUT 
Time Stamps.
 

Notes:  User can enter and save specific notes associated with the time stamp.  Select the Save
Notes button to save the note prior to closing the screen.

 

20.3 Switch Users

 

The Switch User button signs out the current user of Filopto and presents a new logon screen. This
feature can be used to change the user that is logged on to Filopto. ( see the File Tab for more
information)
 

20.4 Tasks

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
The Task Manager permits a user to create tasks and to manage them to completion.  A task is a
personal or work-related errand you want to track through completion.  In addition to creating your
own tasks, you can create tasks that you assign to others.
 
The Task Manager displays all assigned task associated with an employee.  A subset of the Task
Manager located in the Patient file and EMR File allows for the creation, tracking and assignment of
Patient task to employees.  A pop-up version is also available from most tabs. When you create a
task from the patient file task manager, the "Related To" field is automatically entered with the
patient name.  This field cannot be entered via any other means.

Users can limit the number of task being displayed by placing a check mark in the Hide Completed
Task field to hide all completed task.  Note that if you hide completed task having notification alerts
turned on ( see Notification below) you will need to first un-hide the task to be able to view it.
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New task are automatically displayed in the user Task Manager under  the tab Assigned to me. It is
the responsibility of the user to review them from time to time.
 

 
Four tabs are available to the user.
 
1. The Assigned to me tab displays tasks assigned to the user
2. The Assigned by me tab displays tasks assigned by the use
3
.

Notifications display notification messages related to tasks in the system

4
. 

Unassigned displays task not assigned to a specific user.
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A field called Hide Completed Task if active will hide tasks that have a completed status.

HOW TO OPEN A TASK

Select the open button associated with the task, located at the right of the task row.

HOW TO CREATE A TASK

To create a task record select the New Task button located in the upper left corner of the task
manager screen.

Clicking on the New Task button will open a Task Information dialogue screen. Complete the Task
Manager form assigning the task to the person you want responsible to complete the task.  You can
also select to notify you once the task is completed by placing the appropriate check mark in the
notify field.
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Available Fields
 
Category & Subject : The category and subject are user defined in the system settings.  Users can
use the drop down list to select the category for the task. Each category has a pre-assigned subject
assigned. (user defined Categories Types can be entered in the system setting section of Filopto)

 
Patient Related To : The related to field, refers the task to a specific patient.  It is automatically
entered when the task is created from the patient file or exam.   A user can select a patient or a
different patient using the select button.  To verify it is the correct patient, use the view button.  If the
task is entered via the task manager the patient related to field will be blank by default. 

IMPORTANT:   

All task(s) that have a Patient Related To field completed,  will have the task(s) saved and listed
in the selected patient - Patient File.  Users, can view all task associated with a patient in the
Patient Task Manager option located in the Patient File.

.

Assigned To: The person the task is assigned to.  If left blank the task is not assigned and will not
be delivered to anybody.  it will appear in the unassigned tab.

Due Date :  The date the Task is to be completed by.

The Due Date drop down permits users to chose a date from the calendar displayed or chose a date
in the past or future for the task.  The ADD drop down option permit the user to calculate another
date based on Adding a fix number of periods from the date selected in the calendar.  The period is
defined by entering the number required and selecting from the Day(s) drop down the appropriate
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value (day, week, month or year).   Clicking the Calculate Date button will calculate the due date
based upon the user selection.

Once a new date is calculated it is shown to the user for selection (Use Calculated Date button) or
re-calculation.

 
Priority: A drop down list of priorities that can be assigned to the task
 
Status:  A drop down list of the current status of the task. (user defined status can be entered in the
system setting section of Filopto)

Start Time : When the task was started. user can enter the date and time when they started the
task.
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Completion:  Permit users to keep track of how far along they are to completing the task.  The
percent completion ratio of the task.  For example the task is 25% or 50% or 65% completed.
 
End Time : When the task was completed

Completed : If check marked the task is completed 

Notes: User can enter notes related to the task.

Notify: if checked it will notify the assigner that the task is completed.  It will appear in the
notification tab for the assigner.
 
Assigned By:  The person who assigned the task to the user can confirm that they have seen the
notification by placing a check mark in the "Assign by viewed the notification"field.  The check mark
will remove the notification from the user notification tab.
 
Creation Date: The date the task was created - displayed in the grid view
 
Last Modified Date:  The date when the task was last modified. - displayed in the grid view

Multiple Tasks

The Multiple Task tab (1) permits users to select multiple predefined task (2) and assign them all at
once.  The predefined task are created and entered in the Office Manager / Filopto System
Setting button under Task Manager / Task Types.
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The task grid can be sorted and grouped using the grid functions for ease of use. (See Data Grid
for more information).

Task Notifications

214
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The Task notification options in the Task Manager will display in the lower right corner of the screen
a message to the user that a task has been completed.  The message will be displayed for
approximately 30 seconds every 5 minutes until the user acknowledges having viewed the task. 

To activate the notification process when a task is completed place a check mark in the Notify
"Assigned By"when done field (1).  To acknowledge that the user has seen the notification place a
check mark in the "Assigned By"viewed the notification field (2) this will discontinue the
Notification message from being displayed.   

Note that if more than one message is available,  the number of messages, with navigation from one
to the other is displayed at the bottom of the message notification.

The Notification message contains 2 buttons for ease of use by the user.  A user can View the Task
or Mark the Task as Viewed.  If the user select Mark the task as viewed the notification will not be
displayed again. This action places a check mark in the "Assigned By"viewed the notification
field of the task.\

Important:

Users can define how long a message is displayed by changing the settings in the Filopto System
Settings / General/ Preference.
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20.5 Messages {Optional}

 

The Message Manager allows users to send, receive and track messages from and to other users of
the system.  This communication tool can help users to quickly find answers or leave information or
instructions to other co-workers.  The Message Manager permits a user to send a message to a single
individual, to a group of users, or to all users. 
 

 
Select the New Message button to send a message.  The message dialogue will be displayed from
which you can select to whom you will send the message.
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The New Message screen is displayed into which you can create your message.  The "to" drop down
box displays a list of system users that can receive the message.

 
When a message is received for the user, a pop up window in the lower right of the screen will appear
indicating that messages are waiting to be viewed. To remove this message screen you must indicate
in the Message Manager that you have read the message by placing a check mark in the Message
Read field..  Note at the bottom of the Message Notification screen that it displays how many
notifications are waiting for the user.  In the example below theire are 2 messages waiting for the user.
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\\

Important:

Users can define how long a message is displayed by changing the settings in the Filopto System
Settings / General/ Preference.

The left side of the Message Manager screen contains a Grid listing all messages received.  The grid
supports grouping,filtering and sorting (see Data Grid   for more information) The right side of the
screen displays the selected message. Users can reply to a message by selecting the Reply to
Sender button.  Once a Message has been seen you can remove it from the list by placing a check
mark in the Hide Messages that were Read field. 

To view the messages you have sent select the Messages Sent tab.  Users can hide messages that
have been read by placing a check mark in the Hide messages that were read field (1).  Users can
acknowledge that they have read a message by placing a check mark in the Read field beside the
message (2)., this action also removes the message from the Notification message displayed in the
lower right corner of the screen.
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The Message field and subject field use the Filopto Spell checker.  (See the spell checker  section
for more information).

20.6 My Work Schedule

This feature required the Advanced Employee Manager

Displays the employee work schedule for a day, week or month.  Employees can easily see when
they are scheduled to work.

See Office Manager Employee Schedule  for more information.

20.7 Rolodex

A Rolodex is a file device used to store business contact information.
 
The Rolodex section provides an easy to use address book of all Patients, Family Doctors,
Insurance Companies, Providers, Employees and Vendors contained in the various files of Filopto.
As you add new entries in Filopto, the Rolodex is automatically updated to display basic key
information.  In addition you can enter your own special contacts, which will appear in the Other
Contacts section.
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This function is a helper tool designed to assist users in quickly locating an address or telephone
number. You cannot enter information in the Rolodex or change information via the Rolodex
with the exception of the category Family / Referring Physicians  and the Other Contacts.
 
The information displayed by the Rolodex can be sorted by the user by selecting one of the options
available on the Rolodex screen.

Note:  At the left-hand side of the display, an alpha/numeric selection bar exists,
which automatically queries, sorts and displays the names meeting your selection
criteria for the selected tab, in the Rolodex. 

Note that the tab, queries and then displays the data for the selected tab
information.  Depending on the number of records to be retrieved and displayed,
the list may take more or less time to be shown.  The wait time is directly based
on the number of records to retrieve and display as well as the speed of your
network and devices. Loading 100,000 records typically will take less than 6
seconds on a fast PC. Selecting the "ALL" tab will load the full database in the
display. for large data set this can represent some wait time.
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The Find button only search within the displayed list.  It does not search the
complete database only the data displayed for the alpha/numeric tab selected.
You can use the Find field and button to further refine the displayed list.

 
 
The Rolodex also permits users to automatically place a call to a selected telephone number by
using the Auto Dialer icon to the right of the displayed number. The icon resembles a telephone.
 
 
Primary Care / Referring Physicians
 
The Family / Referring Physician tab provides for the data entry of physicians into Filopto.  All entries
entered here will be available for selection in the patient file.

Pharmacies

To Add a Pharmacy select the + New button and enter the data in the fields located at the right of
the screen. Click on the Save Changes button to save your changes. The pharmacies entered in
the Rolodex create a data repository that is available for selection and linking to the selected Patient
in the Patient Medical Prescription screen.
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Other Contacts:

To enter other contacts click the + New button and enter the data to the right of the screen.  Click
on the Save Changes button to save your new record.
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20.8 Live Support

Filopto has an online help manual (F1) which can help answer your questions.  In addition to these
options Filopto also offers Live Support assistance.  The Live Support feature allows our technicians
to see your screen and help guide you or resolve an issue you might encounter (requires an Internet
connection and an active maintenance contract).

To activate the connection please call the Help line at 1-506-858-0441 and the technician will assist
you. 
 
The Live Support button is located on the Home tab. As well you can select the "Live Support" option
on the Filopto help menu or by pressing the F2 command key..
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You can also access Live Support via the Windows Filopto Jump List

 

IMPORTANT:

Live Support uses Port 80 of your device to initially connect to Accra Med Software Inc.  Make
certain that your anti-virus/malware software and firewall does not block the communication. 
The communication once Live Support is installed and the initial communication has been
established is encrypted between your device and Accra Med Software remote support servers.

 
Step 1

Once the Live Support button/link is selected you will be directed to the Filopto support web site to
download the latest version of the support tool. Download and run the support tool.  You may require
to manually allow/permit the installation of the Live Support remote software if your anti-virus/malware
software block the install and functioning of the remote software.
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Step 2

If you have a active firewall you may receive a message asking you to permit this program to run,
reply YES,  The Live Support tool will then request permission to connect to your PC. Read and
Accept the Disclaimer notice to proceed.

Step 3
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The Live Support Tool will request your personal name and your company name as to identify your
Live Support session request to the technician. Once entered press submit to connect to our
Support server. 

The "Live Support" option will permit one of our technicians to see and remotely control your PC. 
Assistance, training and other task can be accomplished using this Filopto built-in Internet remote
access tool.
 
To activate the connection please call the Help line at 1-506-858-0441 or 1-888-321-0441 and the
technician will assist you. 

IMPORTANT:

This support feature requires an Internet connection.  The connection between your PC and the
technician is secure and encrypted for maximum security and privacy..

20.9 Scheduler Settings
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See Scheduler Customization

20.10 Change Password

 

Every user is given a password to access Filopto, which is encrypted when saved.  To change a user
password, click on the Change Password button.  Enter the old password and then the new
password for the user.  If the user has lost or is unable to remember the old password, the security
administrator can create a new password by going to the Employee Manager and changing the
password in the user profile.

  Use the Help icon to review how to create a strong password.
 

IMPORTANT

Filopto has a password aging policy system that will automatically force users to change their
password after x days as defined by the system administrator.  See Password Security Policy
for more information.  Users can be exempt from this system wide policy by overriding the policy
directly from within the User Profile - Security tab settings.

507
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20.11 Speech Recognition

Windows has a built-in voice recognition (dictation) tool that can make the data entry  and navigating in
Filopto faster.  

You can use your voice to control your computer. You can say commands that the computer will
respond to, and you can dictate text to the computer. 

Before you get started using Speech Recognition, you'll need to set up your computer for Windows
Speech Recognition. There are three steps to setting up Speech Recognition: set up your microphone,
learn how to talk to your computer, and train your computer to understand your speech.

Before you get started, make certain that your microphone is connected to your computer.

Start the Windows Speech Recognition tool by opening the Windows settings and doing a search for

Speech Recognition.
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You will need to:

1) Set up your microphone by typing either Microphone in the Cortana search field or going to the control
panel.  We recommend a quality headset type microphone for best results. Microsoft has warned that its
speech recognition features are best suited for headset microphones that interpret sounds with greater
clarity and are less susceptible to ambient noise than built-in microphones found in laptops or tablets. 
Switching microphones after you have started using speech recognition may cause you issues since the
quality between both microphones may be different causing the recognition engine to misinterpret your
voice. If you’re serious about using speech recognition get a quality microphone.   

2) With your mic ready, it’s time to start to train your computer to recognize your speech.  In the control
panel find the Speech Recognition control.

  IMPORTANT

The more you use the Speech Recognition tool the more accurate it will become. Expect a minimum
of a week of continued use before you reach a high level of accuracy.
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Once you have setup your PC for voice recognition start the Speech Recognition tool and place your
cursor into the field you want your dictation to be saved into.

Start Dictating. when finished you can say the command to "Insert" or click on the "Insert" button
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The following are the more common speech control commands:

Common Speech Recognition commands

To do this Say this 

Open Start Start

Open Cortana

Note 

Cortana is only available in certain countries/regions, and some
Cortana features might not be available everywhere. If Cortana isn't
available or is turned off, you can still use search .

Press Windows C 

Open Search Press Windows S 

Perform an action in an app
Right-click; Press Windows Z;
press ctrl B 

Select an item by its name File; Start; View 

Select an item or icon
Click Recycle Bin; Click
Computer; Click file name 

Double-click an item
Double-click Recycle Bin;
Double-click Computer;
Double-click file name 

Switch to an open app
Switch to Paint; Switch to
WordPad; Switch to program
name; Switch application 

Scroll in one direction
Scroll up; Scroll down; Scroll
left; Scroll right

Insert a new paragraph or new line in a document New paragraph; New line

Select a word in a document Select word 

Select a word and start to correct it Correct word 

Select and delete specific words Delete word 

393
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To do this Say this 

Show a list of applicable commands What can I say?

Update the list of speech commands that are currently available Refresh speech commands

Turn on listening mode Start listening

Turn off listening mode Stop listening

Move the Speech Recognition microphone bar Move speech recognition

Minimize the microphone bar Minimize speech recognition

Commands for dictation

To do this Say this 

Insert a new line in the document New line

Insert a new paragraph in the document New paragraph

Insert a tab Tab

Insert the literal word (for example, insert the word "comma"
instead of the punctuation mark)

Literal word 

Insert the numeral form of a number (for examples, insert 3
instead of the word three)

Numeral number 

Put the cursor before a specific word Go to word 

Put the cursor after a specific word Go after word 

Don't insert a space before the next word No space

Go to the start of the current sentence Go to start of sentence

Go to the start of the current paragraph Go to start of paragraph

Go to the start of the current document Go to start of document

Go to the end of the current sentence Go to end of sentence

Go to the end of the current paragraph Go to end of paragraph

Go to the end of the current document Go to end of document

Select a word in the current document Select word 
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To do this Say this 

Select a word range in the current document
Select word range; Select word
through word 

Select all text in the current document Select all

Select a number of words before the location of the cursor
Select previous 20 words; Select
previous 10 words 

Select a number of words after the location of the cursor
Select next 20 words; Select next
10 words 

Select the last text you dictated Select that

Clear the selection on the screen Clear selection

Capitalize the first letter of a word Caps word 

Capitalize all the letters of a word All caps word 

Make all the letters in a word lowercase No caps word 

Change the next number of words to uppercase
Change next 10 words to
uppercase 

Change the next number of words to lowercase
Change next 10 words to
lowercase 

Delete the previous sentence Delete previous sentence

Delete the next sentence Delete next sentence

Delete the previous paragraph Delete previous paragraph

Delete the next paragraph Delete next paragraph

Delete the selected or last dictated text Delete that

Commands for the keyboard

To do this Say this 

Press a key or key combination
Press keyboard key; Press A; Press capital B; Press
Shift plus A; Press Ctrl plus A 

Press certain keyboard keys without
saying "press" first

Delete; Backspace; Enter; Page Up; Page Down;
Home; End; Tab 
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Notes 

You can also use the ICAONATO phonetic alphabet. For example, say "press alpha" to press A or
"press bravo" to press B.

Speech Recognition commands for the keyboard works only with languages that use Latin alphabets.

Commands for punctuation marks and special characters

To Insert this Say this 

, Comma

; Semicolon

. Period; Dot; Decimal point

: Colon

" Open double quote; Open quote

" Close double quote; Close quote; Close inverted commas

' Apostrophe

' Open single quote

' Close single quote

> Greater than sign

< Less than sign

/ Forward slash

\ Backslash

~ Tilde

@ At sign

! Exclamation mark; Exclamation point

? Question mark 

# Number sign; Pound sign

$ Dollar sign

% Percent sign
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To Insert this Say this 

^ Caret

( Open parenthesis; Open paren

) Close parenthesis; Close paren

_ Underscore

- Hyphen; Minus sign; Dash

- En dash

- Em dash

= Equal sign

+ Plus sign

{ Open brace; Open curly bracket

} Close brace; Close curly bracket

[ Open bracket; Open square bracket

] Close bracket; Close square bracket

| Vertical bar

:-) Smiley face

:-( Frowny face

;-) Winky face

™ Trademark sign

¾ Three-quarter sign

¼ One-quarter sign

½ One-half sign

£ Pound sterling sign

& Ampersand; And sign

* Asterisk
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To Insert this Say this 

// Double slash

` Back quote

< Open angle bracket

> Close angle bracket

± Plus or minus sign

« Open angle quote

» Close angle quote

× Multiplication sign

÷ Division sign

¢ Cent sign

¥ Yen sign

§ Section sign

© Copyright sign

® Registered sign; Registered trademark sign

° Degree sign

¶ Paragraph sign

... Ellipsis; Dot dot dot

ƒ Function sign

Commands for Windows and apps

To do this Say this 

Select an item by its name File; Start; View 

Select an item or icon Click Recycle Bin; Click Computer; Click file name 

Double-click an item
Double-click Computer; Double-click Recycle Bin; Double-click
folder name 
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To do this Say this 

Right-click an item
Right-click Computer; Right-click Recycle Bin; Right-click folder
name 

Minimize all windows to
show your desktop

Show desktop

Select something if you
don't know what it's called

Show numbers (Numbers will appear on the screen for every item in the
active window. Say an item's corresponding number to select it.)

Select a numbered item 19 OK; 5 OK 

Double-click a numbered
item

Double-click 19; Double-click 5 

Right-click a numbered itemRight-click 19; Right-click 5 

Open an app Open Paint; Open WordPad; Open app name 

Switch to an open app
Switch to Paint; Switch to WordPad; Switch to app name; Switch
application 

Close an app Close that; Close Paint; Close Documents 

Minimize Minimize that; Minimize Paint; Minimize Documents 

Maximize Maximize that; Maximize Paint; Maximize Documents 

Restore Restore that; Restore Paint; Restore Documents 

Cut Cut that; Cut

Copy Copy that; Copy

Paste Paste

Delete Delete that; Delete

Undo Undo that; Scratch that; Undo

Scroll in one direction Scroll up; Scroll down; Scroll right; Scroll left

Scroll an exact distance in
pages

Scroll down 2 pages; Scroll up 10 pages 

Scroll an exact distance in
other units

Scroll up 5; Scroll down 7 
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To do this Say this 

Go to a field in a form or
app

Go to field name; Go to Subject; Go to Address; Go to cc 

Commands for using the mouse

To do this Say this 

Show the mousegrid Mousegrid

Move the pointer to the center of a
mousegrid square

Number of the square; 1; 7; 9 

Select a mousegrid square Click number of the square 

Select an item to drag with the mouse
Number of the square where the item appears (followed
by) mark; 3 mark; 7 mark; 9 mark 

Select an area in the mousegrid where
you want to drag the item

Number of the square where you want to drag the item
(followed by) click; 4 click; 5 click; 6 click 

20.12 Modify Dashboard

Users can modify the look of the Home page by using the Modify Dashboard button.  This button uses
the Layout Manager ( see Layout Manager in Common Tools ) to allow users to reposition, remove or
resize various elements of the home page.

When you select the Modify Dashboard button the Layout Manager dialog is displayed.  In this
example we have added 2 Splitter (1)  and modified the Document to View section for the Vertical
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Alignment - the Bottom option to Client option (2).  These settings permits all 3 items to be re-sized by
the user using the splitter located in between each item (area highlighted in orange for this example (3)).
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20.13 Reset Dashboard

The Reset Dashboard button returns the dashboard to the original default settings erasing any
modifications made to the home page layout.



Part

XXI
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21 Point of Sales Tab

The Point of Sales tab contains activities normally associated with dispensing or optical stores. It allows
administrators to limit access to other features of the system for users only doing optical store functions.
 For description of each function see the same function in the Front Office tab.



Part

XXII
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22 Front Office Tab

The Front Office tab contains activities normally associated with Patients and normally conducted by
the front office staff.

 

22.1 Front Office Ribbon Bar

 
The Front Office Ribbon bar provides a series of buttons from which the user can directly access
a function.

 

 
1. Patient Manager: opens the Patient manager search screen

2. New Patient: creates a New Patient File

3. Credit Memos: View/Create Credit Memos.
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4. TalkSoft: View Talksoft message Alerts and Report

5. Invoice Manager: Open the Invoice Manager

6. New Invoice: Create a New Invoice

7. Picture Me!: Opens the Picture me! camera module

8. Scheduler: Opens the Patient Scheduler

9. Create Appointment: Creates a patient appointment

10. View Appointment Confirmation List: view a list of patient tentative appointments that needs
to be confirmed.

22.2 Patient In Office

Filopto has the ability to show you the number of patients in the office. In order to know how many
patients are presently in your office, you must have applied the "Patient has Arrived" status icon in the
Scheduler appointment.

 
 

 
 
Once applied, the patient(s) automatically appears in the list below (1).
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 You can get some basic patient information by selecting the drop down button on the patient name
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You will notice a list of Patient Activities to the right which you can select for any patient in your list.
Simply highlight the patient and select the activity to be done.  When you click on the activity, Filopto
will open the selected activity screen for you to complete the task for that patient.

22.3 Price Check

 
The Price Check button provides quick access to the inventory detail of an item.  It displays the
information such as Quantity On Hand and Retail Price for the office associated with the user profile.
 Enter your search criteria and click on the Apply Search Criteria button to see the results.
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22.4 Patient / Patient Manager

The Patient Manager section provides an easy dialogue box to locate a specific
patient.
 

 
The screen is divided into three major sections.
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· The top section contains buttons to access features.

The New Patient File button creates a blank patient file and displays the Patient File
screen which can be used to enter a new patient.

The Open a Specific Patient File button opens directly a Patient file using the Patient
Number.

The Reports button located at the top of the screen is a Quick Report function permitting easy
access to key reports. (see Report)
  
The Print List button will print the patient list contained in the grid.

.
·

The Search Criteria (left) section contains the initial search options
to help locate a patient within the database. Partial data entry is
permitted, which will result in a patient list meeting the entered criteria.
You can enter partial names which will return all patients meeting the
criteria entered.

The Other Search Criteria button permits user to use other fields or
ranges to locate a patient

The Reset Search Criteria button allow users to clear previous
selections and create new criteria.

417
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·

The right section (data grid) displays a grid of patients in the database meeting the search
criteria entered in the Search Criteria (left) section of the screen. The list is displayed in the
default sort order, but users can change the sort order (see Data grid for more information).  

In the row containing each patient listing,  the "More Info" button provides a quick summary of
the patient selected. 

Located at the bottom of the data grid a further search section exist which permits users to
find any item entered in the search field within the patients listed in the data grid.  For example
entering the number 768 will display all patients listed from the initial search criteria entered
which have "768" contained in one  fields in the data grid.

IMPORTANT:

The Find function in the grid will only search the items loaded in the grid.  Therefore if you first selected
a sub-category causing items to not be included in the grid display, the find, will only be searching in
that sub-category.  To search for all items in the record set, for example, searching for patients you
must first select to display all the patients before you do your search.  Note: some data sets can be
extremely large and may take several minutes to load onto the grid in your computer ( for
example displaying 100,000 Patients or Invoices in a grid will require your PC to download
and display these items in the grid (it can take a several minutes based on the speed of your
computer).  

The Patient Search Criteria section is designed to make most patient search fast and efficient
without requiring users to load of all patient files in the grid.
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Note: 

The Patient Balance Due field shown in the patient More Info drop down includes the total amount
due by the patient and the insurance companies for this patient.

 
Find a Patient
 
To locate a patient enter the search criteria in the left pane of the screen, enter the value you want to
search for and click on the Apply Search Criteria button.  The data meeting your search criteria is
displayed in the grid.  You can create complex searches by combining and entering more than one,
or partial criteria for your search. ( see Data Grid  section for more information)

The More Info drop down permits users to quickly identify and make changes to a Patient record
without having to open the Patient file. (See Patient Panel  for more information).

 
The Number of Patients button displays the number of patient record that match the search criteria
entered.
 
 
Open File
 
Once the patient file is located, using the search fields, the user can access the patient's file by
clicking on the Open File button located at the right of the screen. You can also double click on the
patient record in the grid and this action will open the patient file.

  
 

22.4.1 Sort Rows

 
 

Order rows    
 
The Order Rows button located in the column name in a grid allows the user to sort the rows
displayed in a specific order. When selected,the sort order is displayed via the direction of the icon.

 

214
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22.4.2 New Patient Button

 
 
The New Patient File button creates a new record in the patient file and displays the new patient
file  for data entry by the user.
 

In the System/Settings module of Filopto, Patient Record Default Value you can cause certain fields
to be automatically entered into a new patient record. This feature can assist you in quickly entering
common data in the patient file.
 
 
 
 

22.5 Patient  File

 

This module permits full administration of your Patient File / Record. It serves
as the central repository for your patient files. To create a patient file, the minimum information
required is the patient's First and Last Name; however, we strongly suggest that additional
information be entered.
 

417
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The Patient Record screen is divided into three (3) sections. The top of the screen contains a Ribbon
Bar and Tabs which gives access to the various components of the Patient file.  The middle contains
a Patient Panel Summary section.  The bottom section of the screen displays the information
selected using the ribbon bar tabs and buttons.
 
 
Following is a brief explanation of some of the major elements you will find in the patient record.
 
The patient file has six (6) major sections:
 

1) General Tab

2) Personal Tab

3) Medical Tab

4) Insurance Tab

5) Patient Health Information Manager

 
 
The Patient General section provides:
1. a quick summary of the patient file via the Patient Dashboard,
2. a Journal of all patient activities,
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3. Access to the Patient Tasks Manager associated to a Patient (Manage items that the staff
must do for this patient)

4. Alerts / Warnings Manager assigned to a Patient File (Warns your Staff of things to do for this
patient)

5. Access to the Patient PaperFree Manager (attach external multi-media files to the Patient
File)

 
 

 
The Patient Panel -  Personal Information Summary includes the following: (see Common Tools and
Features  for more details).

 
Patient Status: Provides an indication if the patient is still active or if the file is dormant. The various
buttons give quick access to various key sections of the patient information.
 
Picture Icon (Take Picture): By clicking on the Picture you can take and store a picture of the
patient in the file. Any  digital "Twain" compliant device (cameras, scanners, etc.) can be used to
file the picture. Most Windows based cameras work with this function. A Logitech WEB camera was
the product used in the development of the function.  (The Picture Me  module allows for the
transfer of pictures taken by a patient when trying on glasses, for example, to this field).
 
Upon selection of the Twain device to be used, you will be presented with the device standard control
dialogue screen. To complete the operation, please review your device's user manual. Most devices
are straightforward and require minimum intervention to take a picture.
  
New Patient button: This button allows you to enter new patients. It displays a blank file for data
entry.

Reports & Forms button gives access to the system user defined reports and forms assigned to
the patient file category.
 

 
 

22.5.1 Patient Default Settings

 
 
The Patient File Record Default option is located in the System Settings menu and allows a user to
pre-load some basic common information into a new patient file. When you create a new patient file,
the information entered in this screen will automatically be entered.
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This file can be left blank if a user wishes to enter each item manually every time. Its only purpose is
to speed up data entry and provide a common starting point for New Patients.
 
Required Input Fields
 
Users can define the patient fields that must be entered before a patient record can be saved.  In the
System Setting section, users can define the fields that must have an entry before Filopto will allow
a patient record to be created.   The Fields located to the right of the screen when checked will be
considered required fields by Filopto and a warning message will appear requesting the user to fill in
the required field before the new patient file is saved.
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22.5.2 New Patient

 
The New Patient button creates a new record in the patient file and displays the Patient Quick
Entry screen for data entry by the user.
 

 

 

 
 

In the System/Setting module of Filopto, by completing Patient File Default, you can cause certain
fields to be automatically entered into a new patient record. This feature can assist you in quickly
entering common data in the patient file. 
 
  IMPORTANT:

The minimum information required is user defined and is determined by the settings entered in
the System Settings for Patient File Required Fields Rules section.
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When you select the New Patient File button the Patient Quick Entry Screen will be displayed.  This
screen creates a patient record using minimal information.  If you wants to enter a complete patient
file record or enter Insurance information in the patient file,  You can click on the Enter More Details
button and get direct access to the complete patient file.

Preferred / Allowed Communication Option

Users can identify the preferred method of communication with the patient.   The Preferred field in the
telephone and email section permits the identification of which telephone number or email to use as
the primary contact point. 

The Advanced Communication section identifies the settings to be used with the Talksoft
Communication service.  The items with a check mark will be used as a communication method for
the patient.  Items not selected will be omitted as a possible communication method when using the
Talksoft services.

22.5.3 Duplicate Patient File

 
The Quick Entry screen has a built in Duplicate Patient File verifier.  This automatic tool will verify
that a Patient file with a similar name does not already exist.  If it locates a Patient File which may
be a duplicate, it will pop up a display screen informing the user of the possible duplicate file.  The
user has the option to select the file shown or create a new patient file using the data entered in the
quick entry screen.
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To help reduce the possibility of creating duplicate patient a user should always proceed as follows:
 
1) Try to locate the Patient in the Patient Manager, and then
 
2) If the patient is not found, use the New Patient button located in the Patient Manager.
 
By following these simple rules you will minimize the possibility of creating a duplicate patient file
and reduce the time spent entering the patient data again for an already existing patient..
 

   

IMPORTANT

Depending where you are in Filopto, the Select Existing Patient button will trigger different
actions.  For example; 

· if you are in an appointment screen, the selected existing patient will be linked to the
appointment, 

· if you are in the stand alone Patient Quick Entry screen,  the Patient Quick Entry screen will
close, giving you the ability to go look up the appropriate patient.

22.5.4 Patient General Tab

 
 

The General tab of the Patient file contains:
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22.5.4.1 Patient Dashboard

 
 
The patient dashboard screen summarizes key information on the patient.  This is a display screen
only.
 

 
Financial:

The financial section displays information dials representing the amount due by the patient. The
dials are divided into green and red zones to indicate when a patient owes more than what your
company has defined as an acceptable amount.  The settings for the dials are set by the
system administrator in the Patient section of the system settings module.   The Patient
Amount Due graph displays the aging of the accounts receivable.  It is color coded to indicate
the urgency for a payment by the patient.  The color Blue means the practice owes the patient
money (credit memo), the color Green represents normal business time frame for payment with
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late payments increasing in color intensity with Red being critical that a payment be made by
the patient on the account (120 days late in paying amount due).

In addition the Balance Due for the members making up the household is shown as well as any
amount owed by the guarantor of the account. 

Provider on Record:

The Provider section shows the provider on record for the patient and the office from which the
patient is typically served.

Appointments and Recalls:

The Next Appointment field is the date of the last appointment that has been scheduled for the
patient.
 
The Last Appointment field is only updated with the last appointment  having a Done status
indicating it has been completed.  Therefore for reporting purposes you must complete each
appointment using the Done option in the scheduler indicating to the system that the patient
has completed the appointment.
 
The Last Exam is the date of the last exam that has a completed status.  The completed status
is entered in the Exam module.  Also displayed is the amount of months that have elapsed since
the last exam with the the type of exam done at that time.
 
The Next Recall Date is the date in the future, of the last recall entered for the patient.

Task:

A grid listing any Task to be performed by a staff member and related to the Patient.

 
 

22.5.4.2 Patient Journal

 
 
The Patient Journal is a chronological listing of all actions taken for the patient.  A User can group,
sort, search and print the Journal by using the print button.
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22.5.4.3 Patient Task Manager

(Optional Module)
 
The Patient Task Manager displays all assigned task associated with the patient.  This is a subset
of the Task Manager which allows for the creation, tracking and assignment of task to employees.
 

 
When you create a task from the patient file task manager the related to field is automatically
entered with the patient name.  This field cannot be entered via any other means.
 
For more details see Task Manager  home tab.

22.5.4.4 Alert Warning Manager

 

(Optional Module)
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The Alert Warning Manager permits users to define pop up windows to inform users of one or more
actions they must take when dealing with the given patient.
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Create an Alert / Warning
 Click in the top row (Click here to add a new alert)  Enter in each field the information required:

Remove an Alert / Warning
  Enter in each field the information required:

 
Alert Type:  This is a drop down list classifying the types of Alerts and Warnings created.
 
Alert Message:  the message you wish to display
 
Effective Date:  the date from which the system will start showing the Alert / Warning
 
Expiry Date:  The date the system will stop showing the message
 
Create Date :  Date created
 
Created By: Created by user
 
Modified Date: Date the message record was modified
 
Modified By: User that modified the message record.
 
Show When: Place a check mark beside the listed entries when you want the specific message
displayed.  At the specified times a Alert message such as the one shown below will be displayed
listing all messages or warning entered for the patient.
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Bad / Incorrect Personal Information

The Bad /Incorrect Personal Information tab displays reminders for users to take corrective action to
correct bad or incorrect patient records.  The Bad / Incorect Personal Information tab is only
displayed when an item has been flagged as incorrect and needs to be verified with the patient.  For
example is an address is incorrect ( mail got returned) a user can flag the incorrect address and this
item will be added to the Alerts to permit the user to clarify and correct the issue when next dealing
with the patient.

To flag an item to be added to the alerts bad /Incorrect Personal Information tab you can place a
check mark beside the item via the patient screen or patient panel.
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Note that on the Patient file if an Alert for bad info is flagged ( Field Bad - 3)  a red square appears on
the tab (1)  and a red ! (2) appears on the icon and the item which has been flagged is highlighted for
easy recognition (3) .
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 If you have acquired the Alert Module for your Filopto installation you may see the following alert.  If
an active insurance policy exist but none are assigned as the primary insurance policy,  Filopto will
warn you to assign a primary policy for the patient so that your claims can be process with minimal
intervention from the users. Not assigning your Insurance policy as primary will cause the users to
find and select it every time.  By assigning it , Filopto will automatically use the policy when creating
claims.
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To assign the insurance policy, select the Assigned As field and select the "Primary" option from
the drop down. Having one "Active" insurance policy assigned as primary will remove the Alert Notice
and permit Filopto to function optimally. (see below)

IMPORTANT:

The Alert Manager will automatically assign the existing active insurance policy as Primary when
creating an Invoice,  if only one active policy exist.  This feature is not available when opening a
Patient file.  To clear the insurance policy alert when opening a Patient file,  manually assign an
active policy as primary (see below) 
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22.5.4.5 PaperFree Document Manager

 
 

Paper Free Module (Optional Module)
 
Located in the patient file under the PaperFree Manager Section, the Paper Free Module is an
optional electronic record management system directly linked to the patient file. It allows for the
electronic notification, recording and scanning of various external documents and multi-media into
the Filopto patient record, as an electronic filling system. This reduces the amount of paper required
to be kept. It also permits electronic documents such as word processor documents, video, sound,
x-rays, Faxes, PDF and other file types to be easily referenced.
 
There is no limit, other than physical storage space on the server, for the number of documents or
files you can store in this module. If you have not acquired this module, you will receive an error
message that the module is not installed.
 
When you enter the Paper Free Module, the following screen is presented.
 

 
The screen is divided into two major sections: 

On the top, are buttons permitting documents to be added one at a time (Add a Document  (1)) or
the ability to add multiple documents simultaneously (Load Multiple Documents (2)).  You also have
the ability to show deleted documents (3) linked to this patient.

Below in the data Grid are the Categories under which the documents are filed. The user defined
categories are created in the System Settings-Patient section..  Users can create an unlimited
number of categories. (see system settings  help section for creating categories)
 
By clicking on the + or -  sign (6) beside the document category will expand or minimize the data
grid rows and display the documents stored in the selected category.

1740
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The View/Edit button (4) permits the user to view and record a description of the stored document, 
The View Document(5) button will open the selected document.  
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The Document entry screen permits users to DISPLAY in the EMR the attached document by
placing a check box in the appropriated field.  It also allows for review of a document by a user by
using the Notify Employees button which will display the document on the home page of the user in
the Document to View section.  (see below for more information)

To View a document click on the View Document (5) Button. 

IMPORTANT:

You must have a corresponding program able to open the file type of the document saved,
installed on your PC to be able to open/view the document. For example, to view a Microsoft
Excel file, you need either Excel to be installed or have the Excel file viewer installed on your
PC. Windows cannot display/view a file if a corresponding program able to open the file is not
available.

 

IMPORTANT:

PaperFree supports any electronic file (multimedia, sound, pictures, documents etc...) therefore
being able to store any type of note, file or document in a native format means that when you
select to view the document it will open using the program which originally created it or is able to
display or play the file.  For example:  If you store a word processing document, you will need a
program on the PC that is trying to view the document that is capable of opening the word
processing document.  The same is true for a picture, multimedia, sound file or any other item
stored. ( see Supported File Format  types for more information)
 

 

Create / Add New Document
 
To add a new Document, click on the Add a Document or Load Multiple Documents button
located above the grid.  This will create a new blank record into which you can enter the document
information and load the image or multi-media file.  To create a new record, you must enter the
Document Category, Title, Document Date and a description of the document in the notes field and
finally load the image of the document or file using the Load Document button.  The Load
Document button allows you to navigate your PC or network to retrieve and load any type of file you
wish to store in PaperFree.

274
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The T.I.M. button permits users to easily enter standard description for a document by using
the TIM function.

 
 

IMPORTANT:

When specifying the Document Category, the drop-down list is self-created.  In other words, by
adding a new Category entry in this field,  you are creating a new category of documents in the
list.  We recommend that you group your documents by category to easily locate them later on.

Add Multiple Documents at Once

To add Multiple documents to one category, select the Load Multiple Document button locate at the
top of the gird.  It will prompt for the category to add the files into and then permit the user to select
multiple files.

 

Scanned Images / Documents
 
To enter a scanned image or file, select the Scan Document button. This action will present the
scan screen of your scanner or image device from which you can scan or import an image.
 
 

Note: The items displayed in this module are not the items displayed in the Exam drawing

module. Both modules are distinct and do not share images between each other. For more
information on the Drawing Module, see the Help section called Exam.
 

 
PaperFree can import any type of scanned image such as a picture, a fax or other scanned paper
document.  To scan a document you must have a twain compatible device such as a scanner,
camera or other such device.

Save Document to Disk
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The Save Document to Disk button permits the export of a document saved in PaperFree.

EMR File Access

You can give the EMR access to the PaperFree files by placing a check mark in the field called
Display in the EMR.  If a file does not have a check mark in this field it is not available to be viewed
in the EMR Patient document section.

 

Notify Employees

 The Notify Employees button will only appear for the creator of
the document.  It allows the creator of the document to notify employees that a new document has
been added to a patient file and needs to be reviewed by them.  If the user is not the
administrator/creator for the documented, the name of the administrator will be displayed instead of
the button. 

IMPORTANT:
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Only the creator of the document can assign or remove a user from the notify list.  This restriction
is to insure that notifications are not remove by unauthorized individuals.

To select which employee is to be notified click on the button and the notify screen will appear. 

 
 By clicking on the + sign or the first row (1) will create a blank record from which the user can select
the Employee ID column drop down button to view the list of employees. From this list you can
identify the employee to be notified of the document.

Select the employee to notify, save the record ( check mark icon) and repeat to add additional
employees to notify.  The employees in the list will receive a notification as well as the document will
appear on their home screen.  If the person is a provider any document they have not reviewed before
doing and exam will be available in the EMR for review.

Home Screen for Document

if you have acquired the PaperFree module the Home tab will display all documents that have not yet
been reviewed by the sign on user.  The user can view the document by selecting the View
Document (1)  button. Once the document is viewed the system automatically flags it a viewed and
removes it from the list.  You can refresh the list by selecting the Refresh button.
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Document in the EMR

Documents identified to be shown in the EMR are automatically displayed as well as documents
flagged for the user to be notified are displayed in the EMR if they have not yet been viewed by the
user. The user can access them by selecting the EMR Document button (1) and selecting the
Patient Document button (3) to see a list of all documents related to the patient.  The Documents
listed in the EMR document grid (2) are the EMR documents entered during the exam and only
related to this exam. (these documents are not accessible outside of this specific exam).
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To view the documents not yet viewed for a patient that was entered via the PaperFree module select
the Patient Document button and the Document to View tab.  If there is a document that has not
been viewed it is accessible from this location.  Note that you cannot enter a document into
PaperFree from the EMR screen.  If you need to enter a document from the EMR use the Patient Info
button to directly access the PaperFree section in the Patient file.

 

Delete a Document

To delete (remove from view) a document from the PaperFree module, select the Mark as Deleted
check mark.  This will place an audit flag on the document and hide it from view.
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To view a deleted document place a check mark in the View Deleted Documents check mark box.

Important Image and Document Compression information
 
If your (hard drive) storage space is at a premium, we recommend that you store your documents
and images using a compress format such as PDF and JPEG.  The impact between a
compressed and uncompressed image or document can be measured in the extra amount of
storage space required to store the image or document and the extra time required for your
computer to display or print the image or document. By default Filopto stores all images in the
JPEG format.  We recommend when possible to store documents in PDF format since this
format is typically smaller (require less storage space) than some other formats.  Word and
Excel documents are automatically compressed  thus require less space.

22.5.4.5.1  Image Compression

 
 

Filopto by default uses PDF/Jpeg  for storing documents and images in the
database.  However in certain circumstances users are given the option to
select the image type to save.  The proper selection of image types can
significantly affect the storage requirements of the Filopto database.  The
following chapter describes the various image type and what they mean
for image accuracy and storage needs.
 
 

Compression Methods
 
There are basically two types of compression methods: lossy and lossless. Lossy compression
creates smaller files by discarding some information about the original image. It removes details
and color changes it deems too small for the human eye to differentiate. Lossless compression,
on the other hand, never discards any information about the original file.
 
Following is a advanced discussion of some of the more common formats and their possible use.
This discussion is an introduction of the topic of selecting the best image compression for a given
use.  It is not the intention of  this document to recommend a specific compression or image type,
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but rather introduce the options available.  The impact between a compressed and uncompressed
image can be measured in the storage space required to store the image and the time required for
your computer to display or print it.
 
 

Graphic File Formats
 
The graphic file formats most browsers support are GIF, JPEG and, more recently, Progressive
JPEG (p-jpeg). New formats are appearing as possible challengers, including PNG, FIF, and those
based on wavelet compression (see below). PNG, being an open standard, promises to replace
GIF.
 
JPEG has no current non-proprietary competition, though there has been a lot of hype, claims and
discussion about the various proprietary formats. The potential of improved compression ratios
using one of the wavelet flavors is showing scientific promise but will depend on the open
standards issue for widespread acceptance.
 
 

GIF File Formats
 
There are two types of GIFs:
· GIF87a: supports interlacing and storage of multiple files. It is named after the year it was

invented and is the standard.
· GIF89a: extends the GIF87a specification and adds transparency, text comments, and

animation of text and graphics.
 
While the LZW compression algorithm used by GIFs is one of the better general purpose
compression algorithms, it wasn't designed specifically for graphics. It doesn't work well with bi-
level (black and white) or true color images.
 
The LZW algorithm used in GIFs, however, has been patented by Unisys. Developers who
distribute applications that create GIFs must obtain a license from Unisys. Soon after
CompuServe and Unisys decided to charge royalties for GIFs, PNG was born.
 
 

PNG
 
The Portable Network  Graphic (PNG, pronounced ping, format was designed to be a better, legally
unencumbered replacement for GIF. Designed to losslessly store a single bitmap image for
transmitting over computer networks, PNG matches all of GIFs features except one (multiple
images), improves on some (interlacing, compression), and adds new features of its own (gamma
storage, full alpha channel, true color support, error detection). Support by Web browsers is
mainly through plug-ins, but it should have built-in support by popular browsers within the next
year.
 
 

Better Compression
 
PNG uses the Deflate compression method, used in the popular pkzip file archiving utility. Deflate
is an improved version of the Lempel-Ziv compression algorithm. It works similarly to the LZW
algorithm, and looks for repeated horizontal patterns along each scan line. To further enhance
compression, PNG pre filters the image data using predictor functions before it's compressed.
PNG uses four predictor functions, two of which address vertical patterns.
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So PNG behaves like GIF in that it compresses horizontal patterns, but PNG's filters also find
vertical patterns, resulting in additional compression.
 

Improved Interlacing
 
PNG uses a 7-pass interlacing scheme which displays a recognizable image much more quickly
than an interlaced GIF. While GIFs simply rearrange the order in which rows of pixels are stored,
PNG uses the first six passes to gradually build up the even-numbered scan lines (0, 2, 4, etc.)
and the final pass to fill in the odd-numbered lines. Users see a 1/64-quality image almost
immediately, following by 1/32, 1/16, and so on. The result is a discernible image after only 20 to
30 percent of the image is received, compared to 50 percent for an interlaced GIF. This improved
interlacing scheme adds about seven percent to the file's size.
 
 

JPEG
 
JPEG (pronounced jay-peg,) is designed for compressing either full-color or gray-scale images of
natural, real-world scenes. JPEG work well on continuous tone images like photographs or natural
artwork; not so well on sharp-edged or flat-color art like lettering, simple cartoons, or line drawings.
JPEG support 24-bits of color depth or 16.7 million colors (2 2̂4=16,777,216 colors). Progressive
JPEG (p-JPEGs) are typically a couple percent smaller than baseline JPEGs; but their main
advantage is that they appear in stages, similar to interlaced GIFs.
 
JPEG is a lossy compression algorithm. JPEG works by converting the spatial image
representation into a frequency map. A Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) separates the high- and
low-frequency information present in the image. The high frequency information is then selectively
discarded, depending on the quality setting. The greater the compression, the greater the degree
of information loss. Compression and decompression times are symmetric, although the
International JPEG Group's (IJG) decoder is more optimized and noticeably faster than their
encoder. However, when displayed at 8 bits, color quantisation slows decompression
considerably. Many commercial vendors of JPEG offer enhancements to speed, color quantisation
and quality over the IJG implementation. What separates the various products are the
enhancements they offer to the IJG or their own codes:
 
 

JPEG Enhancements
· Huffman Code Optimization (most offer this feature) - Generates a custom "code table" that

works best to compress your individual image instead of using a standard generic code table
that works OK for most everything.

· Quantisation Table Optimization (HVS JPEG)
· Improved Sub-sampling (sharper images at the expense of file size)
· Lossless edits/cropping/rotation
· Selective compression - Regions of interest
 
JPEG is designed to exploit certain properties of our eyes; namely, that we are more sensitive to
slow changes of brightness and color than we are to rapid changes over a short distance. While
JPEGs are usually the best choice for photographs, on 8-bit monitors they are force-dithered into
an 8-bit palette. JPEG compression takes place in Y/UV space and therefore is treated as 24 bit
data (8 bit for grey), regardless of the colors in the original image. Therefore, if you reduce an
image from 24bit to 8bit prior to JPEG compression, the compression ratio will worsen as will the
overall quality. JPEG compression introduces noise into solid-color areas, which can distort and
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even blur flat-color graphics. This is why JPEGs are not well suited to flat-color sharp-edged art or
type.
 
JPEG is actually just a compression algorithm, not a file format. The files commonly called JPEG
on the Net are really in JFIF (JPEG File Interchange Format). There is work afoot to replace JFIF
with a JPEG-based format called SPIFF, but since SPIFF is compatible with JFIF, it's likely that
most users won't even notice the changeover. Progressive JPEG is now becoming a widely
supported format by browsers and if implemented properly gives the effect of the image fading in
as opposed to painting from the top down. P-JPEG may be converted to or from JFIF (standard
JPEG) in a completely lossless manner.
 
JPEG 2000
 
JPEG 2000 is a new image coding system that uses state-of-the-art compression techniques
based on wavelet technology. Its architecture should lend itself to a wide range of uses from
portable digital cameras through to advanced pre-press, medical imaging and other key sectors.
 
JPEG 2000 is the latest series of standards from the JPEG committee. The original standard for
digital images (IS 10918-1, popularly referred to as JPEG) was developed 15 years ago, and with
the major increase in computer technology since them, and lots of research, it was felt to be time
for a new standard capable of handling many more aspects than simply making the digital image
files as small as possible. JPEG 2000 uses 'wavelet technology and as well as being better at
compressing images (up to 20 per cent plus), it can allow an image to be retained without any
distortion or loss. Simply sending the first part of such a 'lossless' file to a receiver can result in a
lossy version appearing (like present JPEG) - but continuing to transmit the file results in the
fidelity getting better and better until the original image is restored..
 
 

TIFF
 
TIFF is an acronym for Tag(ged) Image File Format. It is one of the most popular and flexible of
the current public domain raster file formats. etc.
 
Limitations: There are no provisions in TIFF for storing vector graphics, text annotation, etc
(although such items could be easily constructed using TIFF extensions), and so if this is a
requirement you would be better off with a format with broader scope, such as PostScript, CGM,
or PICT. TIFF is based on file-offsets, so that it is not easily "streamable" in the way JPEG JFIF
streams are.
 
A common complaint of TIFF is rooted in its flexibility. For example the TIFF format permits both
MSB ("Motorola") and LSB ("Intel") byte order data to be stored, with a header item indicating
which order is used. There are old, poorly written TIFF programs on the PC which rebelled against
this and assume that all TIFF files are Intel byte order. It is very easy to write a TIFF-writer, but
very difficult to write a fully TIFF compliant reader.
 
TIFF uses 4-byte integer file offsets to store image data, with the consequence that a TIFF file
cannot have more than 4 Gigabytes of raster data (and some files have begun to approach this
boundary). However, this is 4G of compressed data, and so if the compression ratio is high
enough, theoretically a TIFF image could be much larger (in fact, 2**32-1 pixels square).
 
Strengths: TIFF is primarily designed for raster data interchange. It's main strengths are a
highly flexible and platform-independent format which is supported by numerous image processing
applications. Since it was designed by developers of printers, scanners and monitors, it has a very
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rich space of information elements for colorimetry calibration, gamut tables, etc. Such information
is also very useful for remote sensing and multispectral applications.
 
Another feature of TIFF which is also useful is the ability to decompose an image by tiles rather
than scan lines. This permits much more efficient access to very large imagery which has been
compressed (since one does not have to decompress an entire scan line).
Theoretically, TIFF can support imagery with multiple bands (up to 64K bands), arbitrary # bits per
pixel, data cubes, and multiple images per file, including thumbnail sub sampled images.
 

DICOM Images
 
The introduction of digital medical image sources in the 1970's and the use of computers in
processing these images after their acquisition led the American College of Radiology (ACR) and
the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) to form a joint committee in order to
create a standard method for the transmission of medical images and their associated information.
This committee, formed in 1983, published in 1985 the ACR-NEMA Standards Publication No.
300-1985. Prior to this, most devices stored images in a proprietary format and transferred files of
these proprietary formats over a network or on removable media in order to perform image
communication. While the initial versions of the ACR-NEMA effort (version 2.0 was published in
1988) created standardized terminology, an information structure, and unsanctioned file encoding,
most of the promise of a standard method of communicating digital image information was not
realized until the release of version 3.0 of the Standard in 1993. The release of version 3.0 saw a
name change, to Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM), and numerous
enhancements that delivered on the promise of standardized communications.
 
Rather then develop medical-image-specific compression schemes, DICOM adopts standards
developed by ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 29/WG 1 such as JPEG and JPEG 2000. For interchange media,
standard file systems compatible with conventional software (such as ISO 9660 and UDF) are
used.
 
Therefore DICOM is a standard developed by the American College of Radiology Manufacturers
Association to define the connectivity and communication protocols of medical imaging devices it
is not an image type.  Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) is a
comprehensive set of standards for handling, storing and transmitting information in medical
imaging. It includes a file format definition and a network communication protocol.
 
 
 

22.5.5 Patient Personal Tab

 
 
The Patient Personal Tab contains:
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22.5.5.1 Personal Information

 
The Patient Record - Personal Information section contains personal information related to the
patient. This is the screen where you enter the patient basic personal demographic information
such as name, address and patient status. A patient can specify the preferred telephone or email
to be used for communication.

 

Telephone icon
   The telephone icon permit the user to place a telephone call to the Patient. The PC must be
equipped with a modem connected to the telephone line for this feature to function.
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E-mail icon
The e-mail icon permits users to send e-mails to patients. When the e-mail icon is selected, it will
automatically start your default e-mail patient defined in your Windows settings from which you can
then compose and send your message. (See e-mail)
 
Entering e-mail addresses
 
The e-mail icon permits users to send e-mails to patients. When the e-mail icon is selected, it will
automatically start your default e-mail program defined in your Windows settings from which you can
then compose and send your message.
 
Filopto has many e-mail address fields such as the following:

Patient Status: The patient status is either Active or Non-Active.  Active means the Patient file is
open.  Non-Active means the patient file is closed.

Provider on Record:  This field is verified at appointment time to insure that patients are seen by
their respective and assigned doctor. When you create an appointment, this field is verified. If it does
not match with the provider associated with the appointment, a warning is displayed. If both the
provider for the appointment and the provider on record in this field match, no message is displayed
when creating an appointment.  By default the Provider on Record is also used in the Invoice Line
Item detail record for tracking and attributing sales and service items to the Provider on Record. 
Users can override this default tracking setting in the Invoice Detail Record screen for each item
located in the invoice and assign the sale of an item or service to another individual. ( see Invoice
Line Item Detail  screen for more information).
 
Serving / Branch Office: This field permits you to manage patients based on the office serving
them. By identifying the office / branch office or location from which you service this patient, you can
easily generate reports such as a patient list by provider by office. This advanced feature permits you
to manage patients based on their served location.  This feature, in conjunction with the provider and
invoicing modules, allow you to indicate which provider is the patient's main doctor and at what
location and by whom was the patient last seen. It is also used in the invoicing module to identify
sales by location and provider. See Branch Office for additional details.
 
Date of Birth: permits the registering of the patient's birth date. The system will automatically
calculate the patient's age at the day entered. The drop-down calendar permits users to easily enter
a patient's date of birth. (See Calendar)
 
Medicare, Health and SSN Card and other card type:  The Demographic section permits users to
enter the patient health card, medicare card, other card types and SSN card information .Other Card
types could be a drivers license or a company identification card.

Important:  

Canadian Customers, please note it is illegal in Canada to ask for a Patient SSN information. Use
the provincial medicare or health card number for your records.

Salutation: This field is used as a method to record how you wish to address a particular patient. It
can be used in the Recall Manager to merge its contents to a letter or a form going to the patient.
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Office Reference Number: We realize that you may have paper files on your patients. This field
offers you a easy link between your paper files and the automated system of Filopto.
 
Referred By: This option permits you to track how your patients are finding you. It is an easy way to
determine if your marketing efforts are beneficial. By using the reporting option, you can create a
report giving you a list or count of patients by referral method.

The Allowed Communication section relates to sending correspondence to the patient. By default
all methods of communications are permitted until the user request that one of the methods be
removed. ( Review your jurisdiction Privacy, eMail, Telephone, SMS and PHI rules before using and
sending messages or promotional information). This section is used by the Talksoft service in
determining how to communicate with a Patient.

The patient Unlimited Demographic Database section provides a powerful demographic and
marketing tool you can use to analyse and better serve your patients as well as promote your
services. Filopto permits you to query any information field contained in the system, thus providing
unequaled demographic capabilities.
 

The Unlimited Demographic Database (UDD) is a key tool to creating supplemental demographic
information. The UDD is the grid located at the bottom of the screen and can be used to create an
unlimited number of patient classifications to be used later use for marketing, demographic or
research purposes.
 
The grid is divided into two fields: Category and List Name. By creating various combinations, these
fields can be used to identify a patient for a particular mail out or newsletter. You may also classify
patients into demographic groups for research or marketing purposes.
 
Several features in Filopto can assist you in creating demographic reports or profiles for mail and
correspondence tasks. For additional information review the Report Manager, the Ask a Question
module, and the Communication Manager section.
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22.5.5.2 Household

 
 
The Household List screen displays all patients associated with a specific household.  Users may
change or add patients to a household by using the various Add a Patient buttons ( 2,3,4,5) or
Remove from Household List button (7).
 

Add Head of the Household 
By clicking on the Add Head of Household (1) or Set as Head of Household (5) button users can
define the primary person responsible for the household.

Adding Family Members to Household List
Select the Add a Patient (2)  or Add a Patient with the same phone-number as Current
Patient (3) button or Add a patient with same Cell Phone (4), or Add a patient with same Home
address (5) button to add a person to the household list  

Open Patient File (6) - opens the selected patient file.

Remove from Household List (7)
To remove a Patient select the Remove from Household List button.

Set as Head of Household (8) button.

A pop up screen will appear identifying how many patients will be added.  The user must confirm the
change(s) before it is saved.
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22.5.5.3 Notes

 
The Notes section permits the user to enter an unlimited number of notes related to this patient. You
will have a choice of Note Types to chose from: for example: General, Medical & Financial. 
 
Note: The date and time entered is taken from your PC. They are the values set in your date and
time component of your Windows operating system. If your date or time is incorrectly displayed, it
means that your PC does not have the correct date or time set. See your Windows manual to set
these items properly.
 

 

 
 

22.5.6 Patient Medical Tab

 
The Medical tab of the Patient file contains:
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22.5.6.1 Appointments

 
This section displays the last appointment date and the time elapsed since the last appointment.
Other key information is also contained on this screen, such as the last completed appointment, the
date of the patient's first visit, the next appointment date and type.
 
 

 
Appointment Grid: Displays a history listing of all appointments for a patient. Double click on an
appointment in the list to open or edit an appointment. You may also sort (ASC or DESC) the
information in the grid by clicking on the header.  Example: click on Date if you wish to sort the
appointments by Date.

 
 

 

22.5.6.2 Recalls

 
Recall History Grid: Displays a record of all recalls registered in the system for this patient. Recalls
are typically generated by the system at the time of the appointment, exam or at invoice time..
Recalls can be used in the Recall Manager, or Communication Manager as a tool to send
reminders to patients. It can also be used for marketing purposes in the Report Manager . (See
new appointment for details on how to create a recall record).
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Users can use the recall grid in this screen to change or add existing recalls. By selecting the New
Recall button, users can add recall items to the recall database.

The Schedule Appointment button allows for scheduling the recall.  The Recall Notes entered in
the Notes section will be transferred to the appointment, if the Schedule Appointment button is
used to create the appointment

The Remove button removes/deletes a recall.

.

 
 
 

 

22.5.6.3 Primary Care  Physician

This section records the Primary Care and additional external Physician of the patient. Users can
enter the physician and then select from the entered list for quick data entry.
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The Select Physician button allows users to view and enter the names of all doctors (Primary Care
and Referring) in the database  The Add a Physician button permits new physicians to be added to
the database. Once entered, all users can select from the list of doctors displayed reducing the
typing required to enter this information in a patient file. You may also add a New Physician to your
external physician database via the Rolodex using the New button.
 

 
Edit an External Physician Record
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To edit an existing External Physician record,  simply select the Open button beside the selected
physician.

You may also go to the Rolodex and locate the doctor you wish to edit and press the Open button.
 This will give you access to make changes to the external providers information.
 
 

 
 

NPI, UPIN, PIN No. (USA)

The NPI (National Provider Identification), the UPIN (Universal Provider Identification Number) and the
PIN No. (Provider Identification Number) can all be entered in the Insurance tab of the Physician
Information Screen. These numbers are used by Filopto at EMR time, Invoice time and Claim time to
properly identify the provider when selected as a referring physician.

CMS-1500 item 17 (USA)
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By selecting the Add/Edit Family Physician button you can enter Family Physicians and Referring
Doctors. Referring Doctors data that will be used in the completion of the CMS-1500 claim - item 17.
 
  

CMS-1500 item 17b (USA)
 The referring physician specific NPI number will be used when completing a CMS 1500 claim form. 
By default the CMS 1500 will use the NPI on record.

Canadian Claims
The referring physician specific PIN number will be used when completing a claim form.  By default
the claim will use the PIN No. on record. BC-MSP requires the Referring Provider to be identified on
the BC-MSP claim screen.  This field will not be used for BC-MSP.

22.5.6.4 Additional Physicians

The Additional Physician tab permits users to record other physician serving the patient.  These records
can be used for letter, forms, or report writing. You can query these records and send information to
other doctors associated with the patient health.  These records are not used for claim processing
purposes ( see EMR Referring Physician  for more details). 

You can add external physicians via the Rolodex, the Patient Primary Care Physician screen and the
Add a Physician button.

22.5.6.5 EMR

(Optional EMR Module- user must be authorized to read the EMR record for this tab to
be shown)
 

652
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This section displays the Patient Diagnosis, Chart Notes, Patient Medication and last EMR. The
exams displayed in this grid are those entered via the Exam module of Filopto.
 

Diagnosis grid:  the diagnosis grid displays the "Active" patient diagnosis and associated
diagnosis treatment plan.  The Treatment Plan:  The treatment plan is shown in two locations on
this screen.  In the diagnosis grid (2) the related Diagnosis Treatment Plan (4) is shown and in the
Exam grid the SOAP Treatment Plan is available.
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EMR Eye Exam History grid: Displays a history listing of all exams saved in the system for a
patient. To view the details of an Exam, select the Open EMR  button on the exam you wish to
view. 

You may also sort and group the information in the grid by Date or Provider (ASC or DESC) by
clicking on the header.  
 
The first column in the grid contains the EMR / Exam number followed by the date of the exam..

The grid can be resize by selecting the screen splitter (2) located in the middle of the screen.
 

 The Form Button
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The form button(1) permits users to choose the output format to use for various "EMR category"
forms.  For example by choosing the Word/RTF option as output format will result in opening the
locally installed Word program, displaying the form for easy editing.  The form button supports
Preview/print, Word/Rich Text Format(RTF), Open Office (ODF) and PDF format. To be able to edit
the forms the appropriate program for the selected format must be installed.
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   IMPORTANT:  
1) Only forms saved in the Form Manager under the EMR category will be displayed by
the Form button.  
2) In Filopto System Settings for the EMR / Other Settings section you can define a
default folder for saving the forms (centralized folder on a server, for example).
3) Windows must have an installed program that can open the file output you selected
for the form to be displayed. (PDF requires a PDF viewer, Word, requires a Word Viewer
program.

22.5.6.6 Frames

 
 
 
This section displays a history of all the frames purchased by a patient. Note that all frames are kept
in the database starting with the most recent one on top. You can view the frame detail by selecting
the View/Edit frame drop down button. When selected, the frame information is displayed on the
screen.
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You can add Frames to the patient record by selecting the Add Frame button.

22.5.6.7 Ophthalmic Lens

 
The Ophthalmic Lenses sections allows the user to view, enter or modify prescriptions for a patient.
All prescriptions entered are classified by type and stored from the most recent to the oldest.
 
Prescription: The prescription section provides an easy way of viewing quickly the various
prescriptions of a patient. Note that all prescriptions are kept in the database and you can view them
by selecting the View/Edit drop down button located in the grid to view each prescription.
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IMPORTANT:

Rx Expiry Date:  allows users to expire/cancel the use of a specific prescription.  By entering
an expiry date prior to the creation date will cause the Prescription not be accessible.  By placing
a date in the future will expire the prescription on the date chosen.

 
By default, Filopto presents the most recent prescription. Each prescription is dated and the issuing
Doctor is identified. You may enter prescriptions by choosing the + navigation button located on the
toolbar; you may also select the edit button to modify a prescription. Don't forget to click on the
check mark located on the toolbar to Save you changes.
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The prescriptions entered into Filopto are all linked together; therefore, you can enter a prescription
at several places in the system (exam, dispensing or patient file) and they are all stored in the
patient file based on the prescription number and date the prescription was issued.
 
The Filopto administrator can define prescription fields that are required to be entered before a
prescription is saved.  If any fields have been defined as mandatory they are colored in Yellow (see
System settings  EMR-Required Fields).

Users can print the displayed prescription by using the Print Rx button.

  
    Filopto Supports:
 

FREE-FORMS LENSES:/ High Definitions Lenses / Digitally surfaced lenses

The term "free-form" refers to an advanced manufacturing process that reduces higher-order
aberrations such as spherical aberration that occur in eyeglass lenses created with traditional
eyeglass lens manufacturing tools and processes.  Free-form technology can surface lenses in
power increments of 0.01 diopter (D), compared with 0.125 to 0.25 D increments of conventional
eyeglass lens tooling. Filopto supports precisions up to 0.0001.

Popular single vision high-definition eyeglass lenses include:
o Essilor 360 DS (Essilor of America)

o Hoya NuLux EP (Hoya Vision Care)

o Shamir Autograph II SV (Shamir Insight)

o Clarlet Individual (Carl Zeiss Vision)

Popular progressive high-definition lenses for correcting presbyopia include:
o Hoyalux iD MyStyle (Hoya Vision Care)

o Seiko Supercede (Seiko Optical Products of America)

o Shamir Autograph II (Shamir Insight)

o Varilux Physio DRx (Essilor of America)

o Sola HDV (Carl Zeiss Vision)

o Zeiss Progressive Individual 2 (Carl Zeiss Vision)

 
 
 

22.5.6.8 Soft Contact Lens

 

The Soft Contact sections allows the user to view, enter or modify prescriptions for a patient. All

prescriptions entered are classified by type and stored from the most recent to the oldest.
 
Prescription: The prescription section provides an easy way of viewing quickly the various
prescriptions of a patient. Note that all prescriptions are kept in the database and you can view them
by selecting the View/Edit drop down button to view each prescription.
 

http://www.allaboutvision.com/conditions/presbyopia.htm
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IMPORTANT:

Rx Expiry Date:  allows users to expire/cancel the use of a specific prescription.  By entering
an expiry date prior to the creation date will cause the Prescription not be accessible.  By
placing a date in the future will expire the prescription on the date chosen.

 
By default, Filopto presents the most recent prescription. Each prescription is dated and the issuing
Doctor is identified. You may enter prescriptions by choosing the Add a Soft Contact lens Rx
 button; you may also select the view/edit button to modify a prescription. .
 

Note: 
On the Soft and Hard Contact Lenses prescriptions, you may select the Brand Name from the
Inventory by clicking on the three dots button at the end of the field. The inventory will open for
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the selected item type and you will be able to select the desired contact lens by clicking on the
OK button.

 
 
The prescriptions entered into Filopto are all linked together; therefore, you can enter a prescription
at several places in the system (exam, dispensing or patient file) and they are all stored in the
patient file based on the prescription number and date the prescription was issued.
 
The Filopto administrator can define prescription fields that are required to be entered before a
prescription is saved.  If any fields have been defined as mandatory they are colored in Yellow (see
System settings  EMR-Required Fields).

Users can print the displayed prescription by using the Print Rx button.

22.5.6.9 Hard/Rigid Lens

 
 

The Hard / Rigid Contact Lens sections allows the user to view, enter or modify prescriptions for a

patient. All prescriptions entered are classified by type and stored from the most recent to the
oldest.
 
Prescription: The prescription section provides an easy way of viewing quickly the various
prescriptions of a patient. Note that all prescriptions are kept in the database and you can view them
by selecting the View/Edit drop down button to view each prescription.
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IMPORTANT:

Rx Expiry Date:  allows users to expire/cancel the use of a specific prescription.  By entering
an expiry date prior to the creation date will cause the Prescription not be accessible.  By
placing a date in the future will expire the prescription on the date chosen..

By default, Filopto presents the most recent prescription. Each prescription is dated and the issuing
Doctor is identified. You may enter prescriptions by choosing the Add a Hard Contact Lens Rx
button; you may also select the View/edit button to modify a prescription. 

Note: 
On the Soft and Hard Contact Lenses prescriptions, you may select the Brand Name from the
Inventory by clicking on the three dots at the end of that field. The inventory will open for the
selected item type and you will be able to select the desired contact lens by clicking on the OK
button.

 
 
The prescriptions entered into Filopto are all linked together; therefore, you can enter a prescription
at several places in the system (exam, dispensing or patient file) and they are all stored in the
patient file based on the prescription number and date the prescription was issued.
 
The Filopto administrator can define prescription fields that are required to be entered before a
prescription is saved.  If any fields have been defined as mandatory they are colored in Yellow (see
System settings  EMR-Required Fields).

Users can print the displayed prescription by using the Print Rx button.

How to enter a Prescription with multiple Radius
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Taking as an example, the following prescription which has multiple radius, a user would enter it in
Filopto as follows:

Prescription:

Filopto Prescription

Base Curve #1 = Base Curve = R 7.50 and L 7.54

Base Curve #2  = Base Curve = R 7.03 and L 7.03

Power =  R -1.00  and L -1.00

Cylinder = R  -2.25 and L- 2.75

Diameter = R 8.4 and L 8.4

OZ0 = Optic Zone

R1 = Second Radius/Width = 10.0/0.2

R2 = Third Radius/Width = 11.5/0.2

R3 = Peri Radius/Width = 12.25/0.1
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22.5.6.10 Medical Drugs Rx

The Medical Prescription screen displays all of the medical prescriptions associated with the patient.
 A user can print the screen content by selecting the Print medication List button or by using one of
the Medication List reports available. 

       

.

  
 The grid contains the medications being taken by the patient sorted by Ocular and Systemic medication
with status that are active, discontinued, expired or non-active.
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The New Medication button creates a new record which can be completed by entering the required
information.

The Drug Lookup button allows the user to search an online drug repository ( the link must be entered
in the system settings. Users can also add Internet links to drug reference sites).  Several drug reference
web sites exist such as http://www.rxlist.com, http://www.healthsquare.com, http://www.pdrhealth.com ,
http://www.drugs.com, http://www.fda.gov/cder/index.html and
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html (herbal medicine) among others.

The E-Prescribe button permits a provider to directly open the e-prescribe web site entered in the EMR
system settings.  The e-prescribe initiative referred as the National ePrescribing Patient Safety Initiative
(NEPSI) is a joint project of dedicated organizations that each play a unique role in resolving the current
crisis (USA) in preventable medication errors.

 
Electronic prescribing (ePrescribing) is a viable solution to counter shortcomings of the current
paper-based prescribing processes that are in large part responsible for these errors. However,
accessibility and cost barriers have slowed adoption of ePrescribing by providers.
 
The goal of NEPSI is to increase patient safety by making ePrescribing accessible—and desirable—
to all physicians and medication prescribers by providing it free of charge.  Many organizations can
also provide this service either Free of charge or in an enhanced mode.  The Filopto System settings
permit users to enter one or more e-prescribing service they wish to use into Filopto.
 
For more information visit the NEPSI web site at : http://www.nationalerx.com/

Entering Medications

Entering the medication requires the completion of the medication form. You must save the Rx before it
can be printed and all rx require a provider to be present.

http://www.rxlist.com
http://www.healthsquare.com
http://www.pdrhealth.com
http://www.drugs.com
http://www.fda.gov/cder/index.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html
http://www.nationalerx.com/
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The Medication Select button permits user to locate the drug using the RXNorm and LOINC database. 

Status: The Rx status permit users to define the current status of the prescription.  Users can also use
the Cancel status and a note explaining why it is cancelled, if for example they inadvertently create a
duplicate Rx. Prescriptions cannot be deleted, but can be controlled by the various status available such
as Cancel, Non-Active, Active, Discontinued, Expired.

Renew Rx permits users to renew a prescription based on several options.

 

IMPORTANT:  The Select and Insert Drug button is populated with the USA RXNorm database and
LOINC standard.  Note that the list of drugs is updated on a regular basis.  The updates are
distributed with Filopto regular updates.  The USA HIPAA regulations requires that you maintain an
up to date drug list We recommend that you do the regular Filopto maintenance releases to meet
this regulatory requirement.
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 To locate a drug you can search your pre-defined drug List created in the system settings or the
complete Drug List by removing the check mark beside the View Preferred List. and entering the
name of the drug and pressing the Find Drug /Refresh List button.  If no drug name is entered the
complete list of all drugs will be displayed.
 

Patient's Pharmacy

The Patient's Pharmacy button allows users to record (Add a Pharmacy button) and display the
various pharmacies a patient is using.  The pharmacy information is showed in a card style display.
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22.5.6.11 Lab Orders

The Lab Order section displays the Lab order history for the patient divided by Glasses, Contacts and
Miscellaneous items.
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22.5.7 Patient Financial Tab

 
 

The Financial tab of the Patient file contains:
 

22.5.7.1 Ledger

The Patient Ledger is a listing of all financial transactions for the patient in date order (Note: pending
transactions are not listed).  Transactions may be printed by using the Print Ledger button. The
invoice related to the financial ledger may be opened by using the Open Invoice button located in the
grid beside the financial transaction.
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22.5.7.2 Payment History

Note: Payment History is displayed in two locations, the Patient File, which list all invoices
affected from a payment and in the Invoice screen which list how the payment was applied
including any monetary change given to the patient.

The Patient Payment History Ledger is a listing of all financial payment transactions for the patient in
date order.  Transactions may be printed by using the Print button.

PAYMENT TRACKING

Users can view which invoice was paid by each payment transaction. Selecting the drop down arrow
(1) on the Payment Amount field, display a list of all invoices paid for the selected payment
transaction.

1) Select the Financial tab 

2) Select the Payment History button

3) Select the payment record you want to examine and click on the drop down button
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4) The payment history for the selected record will be displayed in the drop down panel.

22.5.7.3 Guarantor

The Guarantor section records the information related to the person guaranteeing this patient's fees.
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By default, the Guarantor is the patient and the Self as Guarantor check mark appears.  However,
you can assign another person as a guarantor.  The guarantor must have a patient file created for
him/her prior to assigning him/her to a patient as the guarantor.
 
The Select Guarantor button displays a listing of all patients from which you can select the person
guaranteeing the patient's service charges. You will receive a message confirming that you wish to
change the guarantor before you are allowed to proceed.
 
Once a guarantor is selected, his/her information is entered in the display screen automatically. Note
that you can use the Auto Dialer function as well as the e-mail function to communicate with the
guarantor.
 
In the case that you try to assign a guarantor to a person already guaranteeing another person's
bills, you will be presented with the following message to confirm that you want the guarantor to
accept responsibility for the Patient..
 

 
Guarantor List of Patients
 
This section has a second tab which displays all patients for which this person is a guarantor with
the current amounts due. This screen also allows patients to be removed from the guarantor list.
 

 
From this screen you are able to add or remove a patient from the guarantor's list. Choose the Open
File button on a patient record  if you want to open that patient file.
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22.5.7.4 Invoices

 
The Invoice history screen is a historical listing of all invoices associated with the patient. The screen
displays all invoices using a grouping of the invoices by status (by default).  A user can modify the
display to his needs (see below).
 
The top of the screen contains totals of various elements of the invoice history for the patient. Aging
of the Accounts Receivable (AR) is available via the Graph displayed for the patient portion of the
total AR with detail information available when using the View Accounts Receivable Summary
button. 

The Balance Due dial show the information for the patient with a green and red zone shown as
defined by the system administrator in the system setting. The red zone represents the values that
are above the user defined value for acceptable invoice amounts due amounts.

The Invoice rid permits sorting and grouping of information. When the grouping function is in use the
totals displayed are applied to each grouping level.
 
 

 
You can view any invoice listed by selecting the Open Invoice button beside the invoice you wish to
see or double clicking on the invoice you wish to open. This action will cause the invoice to be
presented to you.
 
Note: You can locate a patient invoice by also using the Invoices button located in the front Office or
Back office module.
 
 
Information Displayed:
 
The grid can display the information in many ways. In the image below the grid has the default
grouping by status for the invoices.  In addition a Filtering was done on the status field to only show
the open invoices.  Further sorting was done on the date field to sort the invoices in a descending
order.  The bottom section of the grid displays a total for each column as well as the number of
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invoices displayed.  The grid content as displayed can be printed using the print button, a simple
report will be printed which includes the patient name and number.
 

 
 
Modifying the Grid View of the Invoice List. (see Common Tools Grid Section  for more
information)
 
 
The grid can be manipulated by the user to only display the information they wish to see.
 
The grouping option allows the user to group invoices based on the columns dragged into the
grouping area.
 
Grouping Area without any grouping.
 

214
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Grouping Area with Columns added.
The user dragged the column heading "status" and then the "date" column heading to the grouping
area to achieve the grouping displayed.  The  plus (+) and minus (-) sign expands or collapses a
grouping showing or not the detail information it contains.

 

          
 
 
   Sorting
 

 
 
    Columns can be sorted by clicking on the column header.  The sort sign will display if the sorting is
descending or ascending.
 
  Filtering
 

Users can filter columns to only show the information they require in the grid.  Filtering can be done
by using the Filter row or selecting a specific filet or creating a custom filter.
 
 
Filter Row
 
 
Enter the filter criteria in the filter row located at the top of the grid.  More than one column can be
used to filter items.  Partial entries ( values starting with a value) in the column will be filtered based
on the criteria entered.
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Custom Filters
 
Users can create custom filters as required.  Click on the column you want to filter and a drop down
button will display.  The dropdown will display the possible filters which the user can select or the
user can choose custom to create a custom filter.
 

 
The Custom option will display a dialogue from which a user can create his filter criteria.
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Once a Filter has been applied the grid will display the filter at the bottom of the grid.  Users can
clear the filer by selecting the Cancel (X) button or deactivate a filter by removing the check mark in
the apply field or choose the Edit filter buttons to modify the filters.
 
 

 
Printing
 
Once you have configured the display grid to your needs you can print it's content by selecting the
Print button.  The information selected will print in a simple report containing the patient name and
number followed with the grid information.
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22.5.7.5 Receive Patient Payment

 
The Receive Patient Payment button permits a user to record the payments made by a patient.  It
displays the Invoice Payment screen from which the user can select the invoices to pay.
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22.5.7.6 New Invoice

 
The Create Invoice button will create a new invoice for the selected patient.
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22.5.7.7 Glasses Service Agreements

 
 
The Service Agreements sections permits users to manage all service agreements purchased by the

patient.
 
 

 
Each record contains the details relating to the service agreements as well as special fields such as
the renewal date of the agreement which can be used as a marketing tool. Special reports can be
generated which allow you to create marketing letters encouraging your patients to renew the
agreement.
 

22.5.7.8 Contact Lenses Service Agreements

 
 
The Service Agreements sections permits users to manage all service agreements purchased by the

patient.
 
 

 
Each record contains the details relating to the service agreements as well as special fields such as
the renewal date of the agreement which can be used as a marketing tool. Special reports can be
generated which allow you to create marketing letters encouraging your patients to renew the
agreement.
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22.5.7.9 Purchase Items History

 
The Purchase Items button displays a history of items purchased by the patient.  This grid can be
sorted by the user for easier reading.
 

22.5.7.10 Collection Notes

 
In this screen the user can view the collection notes associated with the Patient and the Patient
Insurance for a given invoice. The note must be entered via the Invoice or account receivable option.
 

 
 
To view an existing collection note, highlight the note and double click on the Collection Note field to
review the complete note entered.
 
Collection Notes can be entered or reviewed via the Appointment screen, patient Information pop-up
buttons on the Scheduler, Invoice and in the AR Manager.

22.5.7.11 Credit Memos

List of Credit Memos for the patient.  
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22.5.8 Patient Insurance Tab

 
 

The Insurance tab of the Patient file contains:
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22.5.8.1 List of Insurance Policies

The List of Insurance Policies list all policies on record for the patient.  The List is divided into three
groups: 1) Active Policies, 2) Expired Policies and 3) Policies not yet Active. (Only the groups which
have items are displayed)
 

 
 

How to Create a Patient Insurance Policy

IMPORTANT:  

Before you can assign an Insurance policy to a Patient you must first create it in the Insurance
Manager - Back Office - Insurance & Accounting Tab 

 
Select the Add New Insurance Policy (1) button on the top of the screen, an Insurance policy
registration screen will appear.  You must select a Insurance Policy (2) from the available list of
available Insurance policies created in the Insurance Manager - Back Office - Insurance &
Accounting Tab (see below).  To activate (be able to use the insurance policy you must assign a
Policy in effect from date(3) this permits Filopto to use this policy starting from this date. The expiry
date expires and cancels the policy for use after the entered date, if left blank it never expires. 
Depending on the business rules of the insurance company you may require to enter additional
information as shown in item (4).  Item (4) for USA clients will display the CMS-1500 Patient
Information fields (see below for more information. 

Users can take a picture (scan) and store a copy of the front and back of a patient insurance card by
loading the image(scan) of the card in the Card (5) tab.
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The insurance policy must be assigned (6) a usage priority such as primary, secondary, etc. for Filopto
to be able to use it when doing claims.
 

 
1) Select the policy you wish to attach to the Patient (Select Policy button (2)) the drop down will
display a list of the insurance policies previously entered into the system for the various Insurance
Companies. (Insurance Manager - Back Office - Insurance & Accounting Tab)
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2) Enter an effective date (if required) to tell Filopto when to use this policy.  If you place an effective
date in the future, Filopto will store the policy information under the "Not Yet Active" section and only
start using the policy once the effective date has arrived.
 
3) Complete the information which is relevant for completing the Patient claims.  The Claim data screen
displayed can be different depending on the Insurance company being used (Canada).
 

When entering a Patient Policy record, certain key information is required for proper claim billing. 
The tabs provide users with an easy way for completing the required information to submit a
successful error free claim.  Some of the information use to complete a claim are pulled from the
patient file and from this section.  Make certain that all pertinent information are properly entered.
 

Warning:  USA CMS Patient Information must be completed before a claim can be properly

generated.  Refer to your Insurance provider claims requirement information kit on the proper items
to complete in this section. Additional information is also available from the CMS Government web
site.
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The Required Information Tab is subdivided into various tabs permitting the recording of the CMS-
1500 information required for claim submission.  The CMS 1500 form field numbers are listed for
easy reference to the CMS 1500 submission guideline provided by the CMS organization and your
Insurance provider.
 
You must complete the associated CMS-1500 form section for each insurance plan. The information
entered is specific to an Insurance policy and will only be used for claims using this insurance
policy.  At invoice time, this CMS-1500 information is automatically entered in the CMS-1500 form for
automatic billing to the selected insurance plan.
 
Note: Carefully review each line of the CMS-1500 form and complete the identified fields as required.
If no information is entered in this section, the invoice will not be able to generate a CMS-1500 form.
Reviewed for accuracy.
 
Explanation of the content of each CMS-1500 field is available on the back of the CMS-1500 form or
via the HIPAA web site (www.HIPAA.org or at http://www.cms.gov/hipaa/)
 
 

How to Assign a Patient Insurance Policy
 
 
Once an Insurance Policy is created for the Patient the policy can assign the Policy as either the
Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, Fourth or as the default Auto/Accident policy.  If the policy is assigned
Filopto will automatically use that policy in the Claim creation process.  If no policy is assigned as
primary for example, then the user will need to select on each time an invoice is created.  The user can
also change the default Policy used at invoice time, prior to creating a claim.
 
On the List of Insurance Policy grid select the Assigned As drop down field and select the default
value.  Only one active policy can assigned at a time, therefore if you already have a policy which is
Primary and select another one to become Primary the Assignment of the other policy is automatically
removed.
 

http://www.myhomepage.com/index.html
http://www.cms.gov/hipaa/
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If you have acquired the Alert Module for your Filopto installation you may see the following alert.  If an
insurance policy exist but none are assigned as the primary insurance policy,  Filopto will warn you to
assign a primary policy for the patient so that your claims can be process with minimal intervention
from the users.

 

How to Edit a Patient Insurance Policy
 
To edit an existing Policy select the policy in the grid and click on the Edit button.

How to Remove/Expire a Patient Insurance Policy
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If you have a blank or a patient policy you wish to expire (remove from active list of patient insurance
policy), select the policy you wish to expire and open it.

Once the profile is opens you will need to have a insurance policy selected (1) insert a Expiry date for
the policy(2). You will need to assign the insurance policy as either primary, secondary,etc so that
Filopto knows when to use the policy when creating claims.  Depending on the rules for the insurance
policy you may need to enter additional information (4) ( since you are expiring the policy - not going to
use the policy) you may enter any data to permit the expiry to be activated.  Once the insurance policy
expired it will be moved to the expired insurance policy list removing it from the active policy list for the
patient.
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22.5.8.1.1  Required Information - Patient Policy

When entering a Patient Policy record certain key information is required for proper claim billing.  The
tabs provide users with an easy way for completing the required information to submit a successful
error free claim.

Depending on the Insurance Claim Connector plug-in being used in your installation the displayed
screen will be modified for your needs.

When using the CMS-1500 Claim Connector the screen will resemble the following:
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Note: Carefully review each line of the form and complete the identified fields as required. If no
information is entered in this section, the invoice will not be able to generate a valid claim.

22.5.8.1.2  Insurance Company Tab

 
The Insurance company tab is for informational information only and displays the information entered
for the selected insurance company.  
 

22.5.8.1.3  Authorization Number

 
The Authorization Number screen records the history and use of all authorization numbers provided
for a patient.  You can access this screen via any button giving access to the Patient File such as
the one located in the Appointment screen.
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Authorization Numbers can be used for the following purposes, but are not limited to these
examples:
 
1) The number which the Insurance Company will give the Doctor for particular types of services to be
performed.
 
2) The number which the Insurance Company will give to authorize the fees to be billed to them.
 
3) The number provided for authorization of a referral.
 
4) The number used to track a CMS-1500 or invoice having an authorization requirement.
 
5) The number provided by a group plan authorizing the patient to receive service.
 

 
Fields
 
Authorization Number:  authorization number provided
 
Authorization Date: date the authorization was received
 
Expiry Date (if applicable): date when authorization becomes invalid (optional)
 
No. of Invoices Using the Number: This is a calculated field which displays a list of all invoices
using the authorization number.  To view the list (only shown when more than one invoice is using 
the number) click on the + sign to expand the grid.
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Comments: an entry screen to record comments relating to the use of the authorization number
 
Created By:  ID of the person who created the authorization number
 
Created Date: system automatically recorded the entry on this date
 
Modified By:  last person who modified the entry
 
Modify Date:  date the modification was done

22.5.8.1.3.1  Authorization Number Usage

 
The Authorization Number can be inserted and accessed at different locations throughout Filopto for
example in the appointment screen you can enter it by selecting the Aut No button.
 

 
 
You can also enter the Authorization number in the patient file in the insurance policy screen.
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Authorization Numbers can also be used when preparing a claim.
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22.5.8.1.4  Policy Information Tab

 
The Policy Information tab provides a listing of the policy information entered in the Insurance
Manager as well as a list of the eligibility and billing rules that will be used to created a claim for this
patient.
 

 
The Accept Assignment field is activated at the insurance Manager policy level.  The display here is
intended only to confirm if a claim for this patient will be assigned to the Provider or not.

22.5.8.1.5  Insurance Card Tab

 
The Insurance Card tab permits users to scan and save patient insurance cards for reference
purposes.  Both the front and back of the card can be scanned and saved.  A card can be saved for
each insurance policy of the patient.
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22.5.8.1.6  Policy Claim History

 
The Insurance Claim Policy History tab provides users with the ability to see all claims for the patient
for the given policy.
 

22.5.8.2 Insurance Claim History

The Patient Claim History Screen displays all claims grouped by Insurance company for the patient.
 

Located in the middle of the screen is the aging for all outstanding claims.  The bottom section of the
screen displays the detail information of the selected claim.  To open the claim, double click on the
selected claim and the claim will be displayed.
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22.5.9 Patient Health Information(PHI) Manager

 
 

The Patient Health Information tab of the Patient file contains:

1) Records of the Patient Health Information Forms provided to patients plus PHI alerts
2) Record of the Access log to the Patient File
3) Records of PHI provided to external entities

 
The Patient Health Information (PHI)  Manager screens permits users to record the various forms
required by various legislation such as the PHI act, the PIPEDA Act and the HIPAA Act for a given
patient.  

When using the PHI Manager users can create patient specific PHI alerts (i.e.  removal of consent,
or alteration to consent form) which are Alert messages that will appear to users at the specified
time.  These warnings can instruct or advise the user to take certain action or to request information
from the patient.
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To activate a warning place a check mark in the appropriate check box.
 
All access to the patient file is recorded in the HIPAA access Log
 
 

\
 

Users can also record request for patient information from external sources.
 

22.6 Scheduler
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22.6.1 Scheduler Screen

 
 

The scheduler screen is very flexible and customizable by the user.  For
optimum performance of the scheduler screen when using multiple providers it is recommended that
a 24"monitor be used with the optimum resolution (1080P+) for the selected screen and video card.
Resolutions of 1080p or 2160p or 4320p or larger on large screen (greater than 24") will provide
optimum performance.
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1080p
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultra-high-definition_television
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultra-high-definition_television
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We strongly suggest that you review each feature contained in the scheduler.  See the Common
Tools Help section for additional information.
  
Office: Available only in Filopto Enterprise edition :  The scheduler will display one schedule for a
Provider which includes all locations of his/her appointments.  In a multi-office setting. users can only
view the appointments of the offices that they are authorized to see.  (see: Security).

In the example below the provider has 2 appointments; one in the Moncton Office and the second in
the Sackville office.
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Calendar:  Allows you to selects the days being displayed in the Appointment Scheduler grid.  Highlight
the days you want to display on the calendars and the scheduler will be adjusted to show the selected
days.  See: Calendar for additional information.

Waiting List section : Displays the patients placed on the waiting list for an earlier appointment time. 
The patient must have an appointment scheduled prior to being placed on the waiting list.  If the
scheduled appointment passes before the waiting list appointment can be re-scheduled, it will be
automatically removed from the waiting list once the appointment date is passed.

Appointment Info: The appointment tab only appears when you click on an appointment in the
scheduler.  It contains general information related to the selected appointment and permits quick contact
to the patient via the Autodialer feature which can be accessed via the telephone icons.  Some action
buttons are located at the bottom of the form giving you direct access to the more common task
performed.  These tasks can also be accessed by right clicking the mouse on the selected appointment.

Provider List: A list displaying the providers. To show more than one provider at a time in the scheduler
place a check mark beside the name of the provider you wish to display in the scheduler.  The scheduler
is automatically updated when  you close the Provider selection.
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Appointment Color Legend: The appointments can displays the custom color codes you defined in the
system setting section of Filopto. 

 
 

 
 

22.6.2 Scheduler Tool Bar

 
The Scheduler module tool bar gives you access to the scheduler features.  As you pass the cursor
over each icon, a hint of the function for the button is displayed.

1) Views : user can select multiple calendar views.  Click on the view you wish to display. The user
can also view a week at a time by highlighting the week on the calendar displayed with their mouse.
 The user can also select specific days by highlighting the days while holding the Ctrl key when
doing the selection.

VIEW Option Section

2) Select Office: In a multi-office setting the user can select which office scheduler to view.

3) Grouping:  Users can group the scheduler either by provider or exam rooms. Note that if a
patient has not been assigned to a room they will not show up in the scheduler grouped by
room.

4) Select Provider:  allows the user to add or remove a provider from the visible scheduler
display. A minimum of one provider must be selected for the scheduler to function.

5) Go to Today's date - Display the schedule for today's date

6) Refresh Scheduler

7) Customize Scheduler - User can change the elements shown in the scheduler as well as
the time interval being displayed.  Show only specific hours, do not show cancelled
appointments and more... ( these changes are only for the user and does not affect other
users)

PATIENT Option Section
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8) Create a new patient file

9) Create a New Recall - If the patient is highlighted in the scheduler it will create the recall for
that patient, if not it will ask the user to select a patient.

10) Find a Patient Next Appointment

APPOINTMENT Option Section

11) Create New Appointment - Create a New Appointment by choosing this icon or double
click on the time slot of the scheduler

12) Find next available appointment based on search criteria - user can search available
times that would fit a patients needs.

13) Appointment confirmation List - displays for the date specified the tentative appointments

14) Color legend for appointments

PRINT Option Section

15) Print Appointment list The PRINT button on the tool bar of the Scheduler provides a quick
print option for printing doctors /providers daily schedules of appointments. It will print the
scheduler grid as displayed.

 
16) Appointment Reports - List available appointment reports (controlled by administrator). The
report print icon in the tool bar provides the user with several options for printing schedules. 
Users can define their own reports to use.   A drop down list is displayed showing the user
defined reports they can print from the scheduler. Users can add or remove reports from this list.
  The reports shown are all reports that have the Preferred flag turn on in the Report Manager
Scheduler/Appointment section.
 
Once the report has been selected, you are presented with a selection dialogue box from which
you can select the provider/doctor for whom you wish to generate the report as well as the date
for the appointments. Press the OK button and you will be presented with the Windows default
printer window from which you can select the printer to use and then print the report.

17)  Today's Current Time

18)  Close/Exit the scheduler
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19)  Shrink/Expand Tool Bar

20)  Help icon: opens the help file

22.6.3 Scheduler Pop Up Dialogue

 
 
The Scheduler screen provides pop-up menus of various kinds depending when you right click your
mouse button.
 
If you have selected an appointment and it is active (selected), by right clicking your mouse button, a
pop-up dialogue menu will appear which permits certain access to functions to be activated.
 
 

If no appointment is selected, a restricted pop up menu dialogue is displayed.
 

 
New Appointment:  Permits the creation of a new Appointment for the selected patient.
 
Find Appointment for a patient: Displays the Search  Appointment screen to locate a patient
appointment..
 
Find Next Free Time: Finds the Next free appointment time for a given criteria.
 
Print: Prints selected item.
 
Print Patient Forms:  The forms to be shown in this pop up dialogue are determined in the Form
Manager.  Any form which is set to the category: "Patient Form" will automatically be shown in this
pop up dialogue.  In this manner you can add, change or delete the forms you wish to use when this
pop up dialogue is used.
 
Appointment Status:  Assigns the selected Status to the selected appointment.
 
Edit Appointment: Edit the selected appointment
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Delete Appointment: Deletes the selected appointment
 
Patient File: Provides access to various sections of the patient file for the selected patient
appointment.
 
Create a new Invoice: Create a new invoice for the patient for the appointment selected.
 
 
Create an Invoice from the Scheduler:
 
By using the above popup screen you can create an invoice for the selected patient and
appointment.  If the invoice already exist the  "Create a new Invoice "option is replaced with Open
Invoice.
 
How to Print Appointment Forms:
 
Using the Popup menu when an appointment is selected you can print the any of the available forms
made available by your system administrator.
 

22.6.4 Color Code Scheduler

The Employee Manager, for providers type employees,  allows users to define color coded time
blocks for specific appointment types for a provider.  This allows providers to color code the
scheduler indicating to the employee what type of appointment can be scheduled during this time
block. (see Employee Manager, Advanced Time Blocks)
 
The basic employee scheduler option provides some basic time block capabilities.  The Advanced
Employee Manager provides a time block manager option with significantly greater time block
creation and management option.  (see Employee Manager, Advanced Time Blocks)

22.6.5 Scheduler Customization

  The Scheduler Customization icon on the scheduler tool bar permits users to modify the look
of the scheduler to their needs.
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Display Time Unit: changes the time display units for the scheduler. from 1 minute increment and
above.

Hour Format: Display time on the scheduler  in 24 hour format ( military0 or 12 Hour format.

Display Scale: The height of each row in the scheduler.  (Default 24)  Larger Number makes the height
of each row bigger.

Show: displays the amount of time specified either before or after closing hours.

Limit : limit the display to the specified hours instead of seeing all 24 hours of the day.

Hide Canceled:  appointments from the scheduler display

Hide Out of Office Time Block:  for use in multi-office  settings.  

Hide the Scheduler Footer. : Hide or display the scheduler time footer.  The time footer display the
amount of time recorded for the resource. (We recommend turning it off since it can impact the speed of
the scheduler when displaying very large periods of time).

Refresh Rate:  The time the scheduler auto-refresh timer is set at.  Default is 15 Min, which means the
scheduler will refresh itself automatically every 15 minutes if no action occurred that caused a refresh to
happen. Any change made by the user in the scheduler automatically causes an auto-refresh to occur.
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Important: This Refresh option can cause an increase in network traffic which can cause a slow

down of your network in situations where a large number of users all have this scheduler option active
and your network is overloaded.

22.6.6 Displaying Appointments

Displaying Appointments
 

 
Selecting Providers Schedules
To access or display a specific Doctor or Provider schedule, select the Providers you wish to see in
the scheduler in the available Provider list.
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By placing a check mark beside each doctor you wish to see in the Scheduler grid, their
appointments will be displayed.  Note that you may select one or several providers to display
simultaneously on the Scheduler screen. Once providers are selected, the display will be
automatically set to the chosen schedules.
 
The refresh List button permits a user to refresh the provider list if one is added while the scheduler is
opened.
 
Selecting Time Period to Show
You may select various time periods to show in the Scheduler. For example you can select a
particular day, week, month or every Monday of a given month or different days during the year. The
choice is yours (also see Selection Calendar).
 
Select a Day
To select a given day, you simply click on the day you wish to display on the calendar situated on
the top left hand side of the screen. The day selected will be automatically displayed.

 
Select a Week

To view a week at a time, highlight the week in question by dragging your mouse over the days you
wish to select on the calendar located in the top left corner. The Scheduler display will be
automatically updated to display the selected period.
 
Select a Period
To select a period is the same process as to display a day or a week. Simply highlight the period
you wish to display and the Scheduler will display the selected period. To highlight a period, click
your left mouse button and drag the mouse cursor over the dates you wish to display.
 
Select Specific Days
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To select specific days you must highlight the days in question. To accomplish this hold down the
Control key (Ctrl) on your keyboard while pressing the left mouse button on the days you wish to
display. Remember that you must keep the Control key pressed during the whole selection
action. Once you release the control key, the unique selection criteria is stopped.
 

 
Key Commands
The Scheduler has several keyboard commands  or short cuts which may be beneficial in your
work. We strongly recommend that you review the available key short cuts.
 
Colour Coded Appointments
The appointments are colour coded to assist users in identifying the types of appointments listed in
the schedule. Colour codes for the appointments can be user defined via the system settings.
 
 

22.6.7 Appointment Info Summary

 
Located in the Scheduler section, the Appointment tab presents the users with a summary of key
information for a selected patient appointment. This function is only available when an appointment is
selected (or highlighted) in the scheduler grid. The patient Info Summary automatically displays.
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Item #1 Displays the Patient Banner which
contains patient key information

Item #2 allows users to view and change the
current status of the patient.  

Item #3  the Room field provide information as
to where and what process the patient is at
during his/her visit.

Item #4 provides a quick access to key
contact information of the patient.  The 
telephone icons in the contact and other
screens permit users to automatically dial the
patient's selected telephone number. This
feature is called the Auto Dialer.  (see Auto
Dialer)

Item #5 Provides quick access to the Patient
EMR of the day.  Providers should use the
EMR manager to access the exam record
since it provides additional features not
available with this button.

item #6 provides a quick link to edit the
appointment screen.  You can also use the
scheduler appointment icon or double click on
the appointment to edit the appointment
record.

Item #7 creates or opens an invoice
associated with this appointment

Item #8 Gives access to the various reports
and forms that the administrator has provided
for use at appointment time.  You can add,
delete or modify the forms and reports
available by using the system Report and
Form Manager.

Item #9 Gives access to the patient file and
records.

Item #10 list the reason for the visit, it
displays the comments or reason for exam
entered in the appointment dialogue used to
create the appointment.
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Item #11 list the ad hoc reason/notes for the
visit,  it displays the comments or reason for
exam entered in the appointment dialogue
used to create the appointment.

 
 

 

22.6.8 Appointment Recall

Users can create appointment recalls for a patient from the scheduler by selecting the recall
button located on the scheduler tool bar.  If the patient is highlighted in the scheduler the recall will use
that patient information to create a recall.  If no patient is highlighted the Recall ll request the user to
select a patient to create a recall.

The recall screen will be displayed using the highlighted appointment information as a starting point.  The
user can accept the calculated recall date based on the appointment type or create/change the recall
using the drop down fields.  

The two buttons above the recall information section displays the number of appointments and recalls
already scheduled for the patient.  A user can review the appointments or recalls by clicking on the
buttons to view the appointments or recalls already scheduled. 

To create a recall press the Create New Patient Recall button.
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The Recall Information Section records the information related to the recall .  Information entered in
the Notes section will be transferred to the appointment if the recall is used to create the
appointment.

For example, in the patient file, recall section, you can select the Schedule Appointment(1) button to
schedule the appointment and transfer the associated recall notes to the appointment.  When the button
is selected the Find Next Available  appointment screen will be displayed to assist users in creating
the appointment.
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You may also create an appointment which will transfer the recall notes from an appointment screen
using the appointment screen recall option
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22.6.9 Changing Appointment Status

 To Change the Appointment Status you select the Change Status field in the Appointment Info section.
Place a check mark beside the status you wish to give the appointment.

22.6.10 Assigning Appointment Room

To track where a patient is located you can assign the room he is in by using the room field in the
appointment Info screen
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22.6.11 Month View

 
The Month View tab shows scheduled appointments for a particular month.

 

The Month View screen is divided into two main areas. The screen contains a Monthly calendar
which shows the appointments for the selected month.
 
The Calendar screen displays the number of appointments for the given day.  Two numbers in the
day box identify the number of appointments for the day. The first number represents the number of
appointments scheduled for the morning of that particular day and the second number displays the
number of appointments scheduled for the afternoon.
 
The section at the far right of the screen contains a display grid which lists the scheduled
appointments for the day highlighted in the calendar.  To access or display a specific Doctor or
Provider appointments, select the appropriate provider in the grid and click on the + sign to see
his/her appointments.
 
Click on the appointment of interest and the appointment summary information is displayed below
the grid.
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22.6.12 Year View

 
The Year View section shows a yearly calendar of appointments.
 

 
The left side of the screen contains a year calendar which shows the days where an appointment
has been scheduled by highlighting the given day.  Days having a bold look are days for which
appointments are scheduled. Days having a shaded color represents days the office is closed.
 
The right section of the screen contains a grid which lists the appointments scheduled for a selected
day grouped by Provider. To select a day, highlight the day in the year calendar and a list of
appointments for that day will be displayed.  By clicking on an appointment the appointment
information is displayed at the right of the grid.
 
 

22.6.13 Keyboard Shortcuts

 
 
The Scheduler display provides a variety of keyboard shortcuts. Following is a listing of them.
 
<Up Arrow> Move Up
<Down Arrow> Move Down
<Right Arrow> Move Right
<Left Arrow> Move Left
 
<Shift> + <Up Arrow> Move Up and Select
<Shift> + <Down Arrow> Move Down and Select
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<Shift> + <Right Arrow> Move Right and Select
<Shift> + <Left Arrow> Move Left and Select
 
<Pg Up> Scroll rows up one page
<Pg Down> Scroll rows down one page
 
<Shift> + <Pg Up> Move up one page and select all rows traversed
<Shift> + <Pg Down> Move down one page and select all rows traversed
 
<Home> First column
<End> Last column
<Insert>  Inserts an appointment
 
<Ctrl> Home  First row of First column
<Ctrl> End  Last row of last column
 
Select Appointment - Arrow keys  Move an appointment using arrow keys.
 
 

22.6.14 Change the End Time of an Appointment

 
 
Several tools are available to change the appointment times.
 
1)        You can change the appointment time by double clicking on the appointment. The
appointment screen will appear. Change the time on the appointment screen and save & close
the appointment.
 
2)        You can also drag the bottom section of the appointment to the ending time desired.
 

 
Follow these steps:
 
Click on the highlight line on the bottom of the appointment (the cursor will change to a Double

Ended Arrow line) and hold down the mouse button. Drag the mouse up or down to change the
ending time.

 

22.6.15 Changing Office Hours

 
The Scheduler display is based on two office hours settings:
 
 1) the business office hours
 2) the provider business hours
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To set the office business hours go to the system setting section and select office settings.
 
To change or set the office hours of a Provider, you must go to the Employee Manager module of
Filopto and select the Provider Setup tab.
 

 

22.6.16 Color Coded Appointments

 
Color Coded Appointments
 
The appointments displayed on the appointment grid are color coded to assist users in identifying
the type of appointments listed in the scheduler. Color codes for the appointments are user defined
via the Appointment / Recall Type located in the System/Setting module.
 

 
The color codes legend is also displayed on the Color Legends screen.
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22.6.17 Daily Work Load Indicator

At the bottom of the scheduler you can locate the daily Work Load indicator.  It is based on the daily
number of hours available for appointments in the scheduler.
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22.6.18 Editing an Appointment

Several methods are available to Edit an existing appointment.
 
·

Select the Edit appointment icon on the Appointment  Info Panel This action will
automatically open the selected (highlighted) appointment from which you may change the record.

 
 
· Double click on the appointment itself and the appointment screen will open. This gives access to

the appointment screen from which you can change the required information.
 
· Use the Drag feature of the Scheduler screen to change the time of an appointment (see Change

end time of an appointment )

22.6.19 Move an Appointment

 
 
Three options are available to move or reschedule an appointment:
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1)        You may open the appointment screen and reschedule directly on that screen. To do this,
click and select the appointment or select the Edit appointment option from the popup menu (right
click mouse), or select the Edit icon on the tool bar. This option allows you to review the
appointment and bring any other modifications desired to it.
 
2)        You can drag and drop the appointment to another time slot or provider/doctor. By dragging
the appointment, all references to the original time slot are lost and the new location time slot is
used to update the appointment record.
 
3)   You can move an appointment using the arrow keys located on your keyboard.  Select the
appointment to be moved and then move the appointment using the arrow keys on your keyboard.
 
To move an appointment to a different time, follow these steps:
 
· Click on the appointment to activate it (appointment will be highlighted, indicating that it has

been selected. With your mouse cursor), select the appointment bar at the top of the desired
appointment you wish to move. (The mouse cursor will change from a four sided arrow ).  Hold
the Mouse button down and drag the appointment to the desired time slot or new date.

 
 

 
 

22.6.20 Find a Patient Appointment

 
From time to time, a patient will telephone to ask when his/her next appointment is scheduled. To
easily answer this question, there is a "Find Appointment" function in the Scheduler. This function
searches the patient's appointment file, based on the criteria entered, and displays all appointments
meeting your search criteria.
 
How to use
Right click you mouse in the Scheduler view to get a pop up menu. In this pop up menu, you will find
the function "Find Appointment for a patient". You can also activate this function by using the tool
bar icon.
 

 
By selecting the "Find Appointment for a patient" option, the following dialogue box will be
displayed.
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From this dialogue box, you are able to:

1)  Enter your search criteria (1) for a specific patient. Note that you can input partial search criteria
and the search will display a list of patients meeting the partial criteria.
2)  Click on the Apply Search button (2) to display the result in the grid located to the right of the
search criteria section
3)  View and select the record (3)  the field displays the number of appointments the patient has
scheduled.
4)  By clicking on the Appointment column drop down field, a second grid is displayed to show the
appointments on record for this patient.
5)  To open the selected appointment click on the View in Scheduler button (4) which will bring you
to the selected appointment in the scheduler.
 

22.6.21 Find Next Available Appointment Time

 
From time to time a patient will call and ask you to schedule an appointment based on a specific
criteria. For example - possible appointment available on Tuesday between 2 pm and 4 pm. Filopto
can help you locate these types of requests easily.

Important: When using the Optional Enhanced Employee Module,  the employee scheduler
must have a time block associated with each provider defining when he is available or the
scheduler  Find Free Time function will return NO availability for the provider.

 
How to use
Right click your mouse in the Scheduler view to get a pop-up menu. In this pop-up menu you will find
the function "Find next free time".
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You can also activate this function by using the tool bar icon 
 
By selecting the "Find next free-time" option, the following dialogue box will be displayed.

1) The first step is to identify the Patient you wish to schedule.  You are presented with a Patient
search screen.

2) You can either create a new patient using the New Patient File button or search and locate
and existing patient. Once a patient is selected Filopto will either:

a) Show the Multi-Appointment option, if the patient selected has family members identified
in his/her patient file (patient household list). This screen permit users to either create an
appointment for the selected patient or create multiple appointment at the same time for other
family members.
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b) If the patient has no family members then the user is automatically shown the Find Available
Time screen to locate an appointment time for the selected patient.

How to Use Family Member Appointment Wizard

The appointments algorithm used will schedule all family members to be seen during
approximately the same time period, if possible.  For example if multiple providers are involved,
Filopto will attempt to schedule all family members during the same time period for all providers
involved.  Family member A to be seen at 9am with doctor A while family member B, a patient
of  Doctor B, to be seen also at 9 am, by doctor B.  If all family members are patients of the
same provider they will be scheduled sequentially.
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The Wizard is divided into several sections.  The first screen displays the Steps associated with
creating multiple appointments (1), Information on the selected office to use and on the family
members selected (2) and a list of the family members with the selected member highlighted in
red (3).

 1)  Select the Office that is to be used (2).

 2)  For each patient to be scheduled, complete the fields in yellow. Place a check mark in the
scheduler field for each patient to be scheduled, select the provider and appointment type. 
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3) Once all the required fields (yellow) are completed click the next button .

4)  Select the preferred days of the week
     Select the time of day to search , if none are specified (no check mark) Filopto will use the
office open time period.
     If you are using the Advanced Employee Manager providers time blocks, select the time
block check mark or you may receive a message saying the doctor is not working for the day(s)
selected.

If no time slots are available for the defined search criteria an error message will be displayed
giving the opportunity to the user to change the search criteria. The message will attempt to
identify possible issues.
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5) Select from the available time slot the appointment date you wish to use.

6) Review the selected time slot and press Schedule Appointments button to create the
appointments.
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How to Use - Find Available Time

1) Enter the appointment search parameters in section one(1) of the screen and click on the
Search for Free-Time button.
2) Select the appointment by highlighting it.
3) Select the Create a new appointment and close button to create the selected appointment

From this dialogue box you are able to enter your search for a specific appointment based on the
criteria entered.
 
· Select Doctor for Appointment:  select the doctor's schedule to use in the search.
· Starting Date for Search: enter the starting date from which the search will begin.
· Ending Date for Search:  enter the ending date at which the search will end.
· Starting Time of Day and Ending Time of Day: enter the time restrictions for the search.
· Select the day(s) of the week to search for the patient appointment: place a checkmark for

each day to search
· Appointment Type: specify the type of appointment to be scheduled Note: If you do not allow

this type of appointment to be scheduled during the period being searched, the results of the
search will be null.

· Appointment Time: The amount of time to reserve.
· Depending on your system configuration the Time Block Search Option will display the

various options available for searching:  it is important that you review the options available
since depending on the options chosen you may get different search results.

· Search for Free-Time Button: This button will run the search request and will display, in the grid
below it, all the possible times meeting your criteria.
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You can select the appointment time you wish from the grid list(2) and create an appointment for the
patient by pressing the Create a new appointment and Close (3) button. To identify the
appointment selected, use the fields: Appointment Date Selected and Appointment Time and
Appointment End Time below the grid displaying the available list of appointments.

©Copyright 2001, Accra Med Software, All Rights reserved        
Warning:

 
If you are using Filopto DE or EE edition with multiple offices,  this feature will only work if you

have the optional Advanced Employee Manager module.  The results given (if you do not have
the Advanced Employee Manager) is the system will not know in which office the provider is for a

given time and date.  The resulting appointment may be made in the wrong office.

If you are licensed for the Advanced Employee Manager make certain that you have created at
least one time block identifying when the provider is working.  If no time block is identified for the

Provider the search result will be a blank list since the Provider is never available.
 

22.6.22 Print Button

 

  
 
The Print buttons located in the scheduler prints the displayed scheduler grid using a standard grid
format.  if you wish to print a  formatted scheduler report, use the Report button.

22.6.23 Report Button

 

The Reports button gives direct access to the various reports defined in the Reports Module/
Report Manager section. Depending which section of Filopto the Reports button is displayed, only
the reports authorized to be viewed in this section will be displayed.
 
In the Scheduler following is an example of the report button:
 

 
The reports displayed are the reports identified with the preferred check mark in the report manager
under the section Scheduler.
 
Administrators of the system can define which reports are displayed in which section of Filopto by
linking a report to the pre-defined sections of Filopto. Custom reports can also be created and added
to the list displayed via the Report Manager.
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22.6.24 Select Doctor/Provider

 
 
The Select Provider button, is the tool used to display a provider in the Scheduler grid. By placing a
check mark beside the provider's name, you can define which provider will be displayed in the
Scheduler grid. The Scheduler grid can display as many Doctors/Providers as you wish
simultaneously.
 

 

 
You can change the display at any time by either adding or removing a check mark beside the
doctor's / provider's name.
 
The refresh List button permits a user to refresh the provider list if one is added while the scheduler is
opened.

Note:  A scheduler can be created for a provider but also can be created for a function.  For example
you could create a scheduler for a contact lens fitter, or for recording a surgery schedule.  You only
need to create a personnel record for the person or function you wish to track in a scheduler screen.
 A provider is a record entered in the Employee Manager and identified as a provider.  By identifying
the person or function as a Provider activates a scheduler screen for the person or function created in
the Employee Manager.

22.6.25 Scheduler PopUp Screens

 
 
The scheduler can display various items by right clicking the mouse on the scheduler grid.  The pop
up screen displayed will be different depending if an appointment has been highlighted or not.
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No Appointment selected:

 

 
Appointment selected:

 

 
Users can directly access a selected patient file, or create or edit an invoice for the selected patient.
 
 
Create an Invoice from the Scheduler:
 
By using the above popup screen you can create an invoice for the selected patient and
appointment.  If the invoice already exist the  "Create a new Invoice "option is replaced with Open
Invoice.
 
How to Print Appointment Forms:
 
Using the Popup menu when an appointment is selected you can print the any of the available forms
made available by your system administrator.
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22.6.26 Selection Calendar

 
 

 
The Date Selection Calendar located in the Scheduler section permits users to define the dates to be
displayed in the schedule grid.
The calendar has several features that can assist users in selecting dates to be displayed in the
Scheduler grid.
 
Selecting Months
You can change the month displayed in the calendar by either selecting one of the arrows located in
the calendar date display bar to change to the previous or next month. You can also click on the
Month displayed to popup a selection list of the months available.
 

 
 
Selecting Days to Display in the Scheduler
Users can display any day or time period they wish in the Scheduler by simply highlighting the day
they wish to view.
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For example, by highlighting a week, the Scheduler will display all appointments by day for the week
selected. You can also display several weeks or a month at a time by highlighting the dates you
wish displayed.
 

 
Additional flexibility is provided when using the control key (Ctrl) on the keyboard and selecting
specific dates to display.
 

 
By holding down the Ctrl key on your keyboard and then selecting specific dates as displayed
above, the Scheduler will automatically display the selected days.
 
The Calendar has a twenty one day (21)  limit to the variations you can select for display at one time.
You can, for example, display all of the Mondays for a month or display all the first Mondays of each
month for a time period in the past or future. We recommend that you experiment with various
display options to define which are beneficial to you.
 
 
 

Calendar color coding
 

The Calendar can display colors that indicate  various status for the days displayed
 

.
 

Gray Shading: - Indicates that the office is closed
 

Light Blue Shading - Office open with appointments scheduled
 

Dark Blue Shading - Selected date(s)
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White - Open no appointments
 

Date in Bold - appointment scheduled for the day
 
 

22.6.27 Time Blocks

 
 

Set up in the Employee Manager, for Providers only,  the Time Block option allows Providers to
specify the type of appointments they wish to have at specific times.  For example, a Provider can
pre-define the appointment types permitted to be scheduled based on his/her preferences or work
habits. ( see Employee Manager on how to set up Provider time blocks).
 
Note: If you have the Employee Manager optional module the Time Blocks illustrated here are
replaced with a more flexible solution.  See Employee Manager for more information.
 

 
 

 
Appointments not matching the specified appointments for the time slot will cause a message to
appear advising the user not to schedule that type of appointment during this time.  The user can
override the message and schedule the appointment if desired.
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22.6.28 Today Button

 
 

The Today icon, located in the appointment tool bar, changes the appointment Scheduler display
when selected and causes the Scheduler grid to display today's appointments.
 

22.7 Appointments

 
 

How to create and manage appointments. This Help section addresses
the various functions and available tools to assist you in managing your appointments.  Users can
create appointment from The Home Tab using the Create Appointment button or from within the
scheduler.  In the Scheduler double click on the appointment time slot to create an appointment or
right click on the time slot to be shown a menu containing the create appointment option.

The Appointment Information section allows the user to place the Patient on a Tentative Appointment
list, Waiting List or send his appointment to the exam module by placing a check mark where
appropriate.

The Appointment Note when checked will place an additional icon on the appointment identifying that
the appointment has a note attached to it.

The Patient Insurance button located on the Patient Panel provides quick access to the insurance
policies of the patient and allows the recording of Insurance Authorization Numbers.
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Important: 

Never re-use an appointment that should be cancelled, for another patient.  Changing the name of the
patient on a appointment record will corrupt the exam record for the new patient EMR.  Changing the
name of the patient does not link the correct patient to the appointment.  Always cancel the
appointment and re-create a new appointment.

22.7.1 Patient Appointment Tool Bar

 
 
Patient Appointment Tool Bar
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Located at the left of the Appointment screen the tool bar contains several buttons giving access to
various features:
 
 
Enter the Patient No. to Find. 
 
 Locate the patient using the patient number.

Select Patient
 
The  button display a search selection list of all patients contained in the system.

New Patient
 
The button display the Quick Entry screen for a new patient.
 
 
 Recalls
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Create Recalls for the Patient

Referral Information

Enter referral information.

Office Information

Information to office use that was entered in system settings

Confirmation Notes/ Left message

Appointment confirmation Notes
 

22.7.2 Appointment Cancelled

 
 
The Appointment Info section is  located in the Scheduler screen contains the following:
 

 

Marketing Tool
 
This can be a valuable marketing tool to recall the patients that have canceled their appointments.
There is a Report available which lists all appointments that have a canceled status. (See Report
Manager)

Important: 
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Never re-use an appointment that should be cancelled, for another patient.  Changing the name of the
patient on a appointment record will corrupt the exam for that patient EMR.  Changing the name of
the patient does not link the correct patient to the appointment.  Always cancel the appointment and
re-create a new appointment.

22.7.3 Appointment Confirmation List

 

   
 
The Appointment Confirmation List button displays a listing of patients having a tentative status
for a given provider and date.  From this dialogue screen, a user can print or call patients to confirm
their intention of keeping their scheduled appointment.
 

 
To view the tentative appointments, select the Office, the Provider and Date Range and then click
the Apply Search Criteria button..

If the Only View the Non-Confirmed Appointments for the Selected Office, Provider and Date
check mark field is not checked you will be shown all appointments. The Tentative appointment
status flag in the appointment must be activated for an appointment to show in the Confirmation List.

The Open button will open the selected patient file.
 
Auto Dialer Option (Telephone Icon)
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If your PC is connected via modem to a telephone line, you can select the "Confirmation information
column  to view and record the patient confirmation information.  (See Autodialer )
 

 

22.7.4 Appointment Legend

 

The  Appointment Color Legend is displayed in Scheduler screen. It identifies the
various colors chosen by users to represent the various appointment types.  It is displayed by
default.
 
This display is built by the users based on the appointment types entered in the Scheduler section of
the System/Settings Module.
 
 

.
 
 
 

22.7.5 Appointment Status

You can assign a status to the appointment giving you the ability to track the progress of an
appointment.  Each status has a special icon added to the appointment record to identify the status.
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The Tentative status means that the patient has not confirmed that he/she will be coming for the
scheduled appointment and places a question mark on the appointment.
 
The Tentative status places an "?" icon in the display window of the Scheduler and changes the
status of the appointment to state that the patient has not confirmed the scheduled appointment. 
The Tentative status is also used for confirming appointments: (see Appointment Confirmation List) 
 
Marketing Tool
This can be a valuable marketing tool to measure how many individuals are not confirming their
appointments. Users can create statistical reports (see report section) which identify the number of
"Tentative" appointments for a given period. These statistics can then be used to determine if trends
exist and how you can bring change to maximize your effectiveness and workload.

IMPORTANT:

The Checkout status for an appointment can be automatically triggered as completed when
printing the patient invoice in the invoice screen.  If automatically triggered,  it will automatically
close the patient visit.   

To use this "auto" feature,  two items must exist:

1) The feature must be turned on in the Filopto system settings. (Yes for ON, No for Off)
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2) The invoice must have been created via the Scheduler screen to link the appointment to the
invoice.

22.7.6 Create a New Appointment

 
Filopto offers several ways for a user to create an appointment.  You can create an appointment via
the Scheduler or via the Create Appointment button on the Front Office screen.
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From the Create Appointment Button 
 

This option is a wizard style approach in that it guides you through the steps required to create an
appointment it uses the Scheduler Find Next Free Time to select the appointment time .
 

1) The first step is to identify the Patient you wish to schedule.  You are presented with a Patient
search screen.

2) You can either create a new patient using the New Patient File button or search and locate
and existing patient. Once a patient is selected Filopto will either:

a) Show the Multi-Appointment option, if the patient selected has family members identified
in his/her patient file (patient household list). This screen permit users to either create an
appointment for the selected patient or create multiple appointment at the same time for other
family members.
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b) If the patient has no family members then the user is automatically shown the Find Available
Time screen to locate an appointment time for the selected patient.

How to Use Family Member Appointment Wizard

The appointments algorithm will schedule all family members to be seen during approximately the
same time period, if possible.  For example if multiple providers are involved, Filopto will attempt
to schedule all family members during the same time period for all providers involved.  Family
member A to be seen at 9am with doctor A while family member B, a patient of  Doctor B, to
be seen also at 9 am, by Doctor B.  If all family members are patients of the same provider they
will be scheduled sequentially.
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The Wizard is divided into several sections.  The first screen displays the Steps associated with
creating multiple appointments (1), Information on the selected office to use and on the family
members selected (2) and a list of the family members with the selected member highlighted in
red (3).

 1)  Select the Office that is to be used (2).

 2)  For each patient to be scheduled, complete the fields in yellow. Place a check mark in the
scheduler field for each patient to be scheduled, select the provider and appointment type. 
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3) Once all the required fields (yellow) are completed click the next button .

4)  Select the preferred days of the week
     Select the time of day to search , if none are specified (no check mark) Filopto will use the
office open time period.
     If you are using the Advanced Employee Manager providers time blocks, select the time
block check mark or you may receive a message saying the doctor is not working for the day(s)
selected.

If no time slots are available for the defined search criteria an error message will be displayed
giving the opportunity to the user to change the search criteria. The message will attempt to
identify possible issues.
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5) Select from the available time slot the appointment date you wish to use.

6) Review the selected time slot and press Schedule Appointments button to create the
appointments.

How to Use - Find Available Time
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1) Enter the appointment search parameters in section one(1) of the screen and click on the
Search for Free-Time button.
2) Select the appointment time slot by highlighting it.
3) Select the Create a new appointment and close button to create the selected appointment.

Warning:

If you are using Filopto DE or EE edition with multiple offices,  this feature will only work if you
have the optional Advanced Employee Manager module.  The results given (if you do not have
the Advanced Employee Manager) is the system will not know in which office the provider is for a
given time and date.  The resulting appointment may be made in the wrong office.

If you are licensed for the Advanced Employee Manager make certain that you have created at
least one time block identifying when the provider is working.  If no time block is identified for the
Provider the search result will be a blank list since the Provider is never available.

 

From the Scheduler Screen

To create a new appointment, you can either select the New Appointment Icon , or double click
on the time period in which you want to schedule the appointment or press the Insert button on your
keyboard.
 
Automatically, the Patient Appointment Dialogue will be displayed.  From this screen you can
enter or select all pertinent information about the appointment.
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The Appointment dialogue box is divided into various sections for ease of management of the
appointment.
 
Patient Information
The patient information section will be automatically completed. As a patient is selected, these fields
are automatically completed by the system
 
To select a patient from the existing patient files, several options are available:
 
1.

Enter the patient file number in the Patient No and press which looks like a button with a
lookup glass. This selection button will display the information related to the patient file entered.

 
2
.

The Select Patient button will display a search selection list of all patients contained in the
system.

 
3. The New Patient button will display the Quick Entry screen for a new patient.
 

Telephone Info
The Telephone tab displays the telephone numbers associated to the patient.  You can verify with
the patient the telephone numbers and make any adjustment required.  The changes to the
telephone numbers will be saved when you save the appointment.
 

Primary Insurance
Once a Patient is selected the information related to the patient is displayed.  The insurance
policy which has been set as the primary insurance policy is displayed in the Primary Insurance
field for informational purposes.
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The Authorization Number information is located in the drop down of the Primary Insurance
policy. The drop down permits users to record any required authorization number from the
insurance company onto the patients primary insurance policy record.
 

 
 

The Appointment Information Section
 

 

Appointment Check Boxes
 

Tentative Appointment / Needs Confirmation : Activates the Tentative Appointment  icon
and places the appointment in the Appointment Confirmation List . Some offices use this tool

to call back patients to remind them of an upcoming appointment. Other offices use this field to get a
report of all appointments which have not been confirmed. Once a patient has confirmed, the icon
can be removed from the appointment record. This is not the same as the Show and No Show
button available in the Scheduler.
 

Send to Exam: sends the appointment to the  EMR  Manager. (You can place a default check
mark to any appointment(s) you wish to send automatically to exam in the "Appointment types
and Recalls Setups" in the Scheduler section of the System Settings).
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Patient's First Visit: Identifies the patient for marketing purposes.  You can later send a
welcome letter or other marketing package to the patient.
 

Place on Waiting List: When the appointment is saved, it also places the appointment on the
waiting list in the scheduler.

 
 
Appointment Information
 
Provider: The Provider field identifies which doctor the patient is to see. This field is mandatory. If
you attempt to schedule a patient to a doctor/provider which is not the doctor/provider on record in
the patient file, a message will appear to advise you of this fact. You are given the opportunity to
change the patient to another provider or ignore the message and continue with the appointment. The
warning has no effect on the patient or appointment.
 
IMPORTANT: Double Booking
 
Filopto supports multiple appointments for a time slot.  Users can change a Provider on the
appointment dialogue which will result in the appointment being scheduled on the newly selected
provider's Scheduler calendar. We do not recommend this if you do not want multiple
appointments at the same time, since it may cause conflicts in the Scheduler for the destination
provider. It is better to go review availability in the new provider's calendar prior to changing the
appointment.
 
Branch Office: The branch office for the appointment. (Note: Only Filopto Enterprise Edition (EE)
supports this feature)
 
Appointment Type: The type of appointment to schedule.  This is a mandatory field.  The
Appointment types are grouped by categories which can be expanded to show the appointment
types by clicking on the + sign.  The list is generated from the setup of appointment types made in
the scheduler setting section in the system module. The automatic time settings for an appointment
are set in the Scheduler settings (see time step).
 
Appointment Time
The appointment section of the dialogue is completed automatically based on the time period
selected from the calendar and the type of appointment being made.
 
You can manually set the appointment start and end time by changing the values displayed in the
dialogue. Note that the time can be incremented by the speed buttons located at the end of the time
fields.
 
Appointment Room
 
Above the Patient's Reason for Visit section of the appointment dialogue, you have the ability to
schedule the patient to a specific examination room.  The user can select the Appointment Room
available from the drop-down field.
 
Patient's Reason for Visit
You can use the Drop Down Pick List ( user customizable via System settings) or the Other field  to
enter the Reasons for Visit.  The patient's reason for visit allows users to enter comments that the
patient has made regarding the necessity for the appointment. This information is shown on the
Scheduler, in the Exam list and Exam module. A user has unlimited space to record the patient's
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comments and reason for the visit.  These notes are displayed in the patient summary section of the
appointment and are available to the doctor in the EMR Manager at examination time.

The drop down panel permits a user to quickly click on the term they wish to record.

1) the data entry field which will contain the item(s) selected.

2) Special buttons which permits users to enter special keys in the entry field (1). For example if
you enter a term and then want to enter a space before selecting the next term, you would
select the space button to insert a space

3) a list of the last 12 most used terms used.  the list is based on the last 90 days of data entry
for the selected field.

4) a list of all the terms entered in the system settings for the selected field. ( user
customizable)

5) secondary tab allowing users to enter a timing or duration element to the entered data. 
Special buttons to identify time elements are available for rapid entry.
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The Other field  for Reason of Visit contains the Spell Checker feature  and will highlight
misspelled words. ( For more information see the Check Speller  section of the help file).
 
Special Instruction
The Special Instruction field which is automatically completed when an appointment type is selected.
This field is to provide the patient with special instructions related to the type of appointment they are
requesting (the Special Instructions are entered in the Scheduler settings section of System Module
in the Appointment Type settings).
 
Appointment Note
 
The Appointment note is used to record some item that you wish to show on the scheduler.  For
example it could be that the Patient called and is going to be several minutes late to the
appointment.  By placing a check mark and entering the comment in the field the note is attached to

the visual display in the scheduler using the icon .
 

 
 
 
Appointment Recall Information
 
This section is related to recall notices and allows you to automatically schedule a Recall Notice for
the patient and identify if it is to be mailed out based on the type of appointment. When selected, the
time for the recall notice is automatically calculated based on the recall information entered for the
appointment type in the System/Settings section. If this calculated date needs to be modified, a pop-

268
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up calendar is provided for quick selection of the appropriate date. The Recall Type drop-down field
provides you with the ability to determine the type of recall you wish to schedule.

 

 
The Recall grid displays the last recalls sent to the patient. You can easily register if this
appointment is resulting from one of your recall notices.  This permits a user to determine the
effectiveness of the recall program.  By placing a check mark when the appointment is due to the
recall notice, this provides statistics of the overall effectiveness of the recall program.
 
The Create Recall for Appointment button will automatically display the scheduler for the recall
date selected,  permitting  the user to create an appointment for the patient for the selected recall
date.
 
 
Referral Tab
 
Referral  Info - Marketing Information
This tab contains administrative information that may assist in patient marketing. This section allows
you to track the effectiveness of your various marketing programs.
 
The first item encountered is the "Referred by" field which allows you to track how patients are
influenced into making an appointment. This field has a drop-down list associated with it which is
fully customisable by the system administrator (see Database Maintenance). From this list you can
select the appropriate reason for a patient's appointment and track the results in the system's report
section. In this field, you can enter items such as - Appointment made due to Radio ad, newspaper
ad - or - patient was referred by a colleague or other individual.
 
The Referred Type field allows the user to search the Filopto system to locate the address
information of a referring person.
 
The Referral Notes permit the entry of any notes related to the referral.  The patient Referral Letter
Information button permits users to record specific information which is required for sending out a
referral thank you letter.   When the button is selected, the user is given the opportunity to identify
the source and associate the mailing address for later generation of a thank you letter.
 
Referring Physician
The Referral tab provides an easy way to record the referral source for a patient.  You can also add in
the lower section the Referring Physician of the patient.  The referring physician can be selected
using the search button beside the Physician No.  field.  It will list all physicians contained in the
Family/Referring Physician database.
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By entering a Referring physician in this section the information including the NPI number will
automatically be transferred to the patients invoice (if created using the pop up menu in the
scheduler).
 
Note: That this information can also be entered at Invoice time using the Referring Physician tab on
the Invoice Claim Screen.

 
 
Patient Recall Manager Tab

 
The patient recall Manager tab allows users to enter as many recalls as required.  In some instances
you may need to schedule several recalls for a Patient at a time.  This tab permits users to add (+
button) or Delete ( - button) or Modify (  ̂button) recalls for the selected patient.
 
 
Office Instructions Tab
 

Management may want to remind users to advise patient on sales or changes of addresses or
other items at appointment time.  The Office Instructions tab displays a list of reminders entered
by the system administrator in the System Settings.
 
 
Confirmation Note / Left Message Tab
 
This tab displays the appointment confirmation notes entered via the scheduler Confirmation List.
 
 
Saving an Appointment
Once you have entered all pertinent information required to create an appointment, you may save the
appointment by selecting the SAVE and Close button. If you wish to cancel the data entry, select
the CANCEL and CLOSE button. Note:  If the appointment is already saved, the CANCEL button
only cancels the new information and does not delete the actual appointment. To delete an
appointment see Delete Appointment.
 

22.7.6.1 Create a New Appointment

To create an appointment for a patient open the scheduler located in the Front Office tab.

If you select the Scheduler button the scheduler screen will open and then select the time on the
scheduler (click on time slot to highlight it) for which you want to schedule the appointment.

541
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you can double click the time slot (2)t or click on the New Appointment button (3) or right click the
appointment time (1).

This will open the appointment screen in which you can create the appointment record by entering the
information required.

1) Select Patient

2) Select the Appointment type (items in yellow can also be entered if required)

3) Save and close 
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Important: 

Never re-use an appointment that should be canceled, for another patient.  Changing the name of the
patient on a appointment record will corrupt the exam for that patient EMR.  Changing the name of
the patient does not link the correct patient to the appointment.  Always cancel the appointment and
re-create a new appointment.

22.7.6.2 Select Patient

 
Select Patient Screen
 

 
 
To search for a patient, Select a Search By criteria and then type the value in the For field.  Once
you entered the search value press the Apply Search Criteria button to see the record(s) that
match your search request.
 
Note that you can search the patient list using various data fields. To change the field lookup item,
select the field you want to search upon using the Search By drop-down .
 
New Patient
In the event that a patient is not in the database, you can create a New patient record by selecting
the New Patient File button in the top left corner section of the Patient Manager.
 
 
The Search by patient Full Name tab permits users to enter specific names for searching the
database.  To use this option, enter the name you wish to search for and then press the Apply
Search Criteria button. The patients meeting your search criteria will be displayed.
 
If you click on the Apply Search Criteria button without selecting any search criteria, this will open
the complete active patient list for that office.
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22.7.6.3 New Patient

 
The New Patient button creates a new record in the patient file and displays the new patient record
for data entry by the user.  These buttons are available in many different locations in Filopto such as
in the Scheduler and Patient File.
 

         
 

In the System/Setting module of Filopto, by completing Patient File Default, you can cause certain
fields to be automatically entered into a new patient record. This feature can assist you in quickly
entering common data in the patient file. For field details of the patient file, see the Patient File help
section.
 

22.7.6.3.1  New  Patient - Quick Entry

 

 
When you select the New Patient File button the New Patient Quick Entry Screen will be displayed.
 This screen creates a patient record using minimal information.  If you wants to enter a complete
patient file record or enter Insurance information in the patient file,  you can click on the Enter More
Details In the Patient Record button and get direct access to the complete patient file.
 
The minimum information required is user defined and is determined by the settings entered in the
System Settings for Patient File Required Fields Rules section.
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The Allowed Communication section relates to sending correspondence to the patient. By default
all methods of communications are permitted until the user request that one of the methods be
removed. ( Review your jurisdiction Privacy, eMail, Telephone, SMS and PHI rules before using and
sending messages or promotional information). This section is used by the Talksoft service in
determining how to communicate with a Patient.

22.7.6.3.2  Duplicate Patient File

 
The Quick Entry screen has a built in Duplicate Patient File verifier.  This automatic tool will verify
that a Patient file with a similar name does not already exist.  If it locates a Patient File which may
be a duplicate, it will pop up a display screen informing the user of the possible duplicate file.  The
user has the option to select the file shown or create a new patient file using the data entered in the
quick entry screen.
 

 
To help reduce the possibility of creating duplicate patient a user should always proceed as follows:
 
1) Try to locate the Patient in the Patient Manager, and then
 
2) If the patient is not found, then use the New Patient button located in the Patient Manager.
 
By following these simple rules you will minimize the possibility of creating a duplicate patient file
and reduce the time spent entering the patient data again for an already existing patient..

IMPORTANT

Depending where you are in Filopto, the Select Existing Patient button will trigger different
actions.  For example; 

· if you are in an appointment screen, the selected existing patient will be linked to the
appointment, 
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· if you are in the stand alone Patient Quick Entry screen,  the Patient Quick Entry screen will
close, giving you the ability to go look up the appropriate patient.

22.7.6.3.3  Correcting a Patient Name

Correcting a patient name once an appointment has been created, the following are the correct
steps to follow to eliminate the duplicating an EMR record by deleting and recreating the
appointment with the corrected patient name.

1) Go to the Patient File and make the correction to the Patient Name
2) Go to the Patient appointment in the scheduler and open the appointment, once the

appointment is opened save the appointment

This will save the corrected name to the appointment and EMR record and not create a second
EMR record.

22.7.7 Track Recalls

Filopto can track if Patients are responding to recalls.  When a user creates a Patient appointment
they can easily ask or ascertain if the patient is responding to a recall sent out to them.   

1) Select the Recall button located in the appointment screen.

2) Place a check mark in the Recall grid in the responded column to indicate that the Patient has
responded to the recall notice.
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22.7.8 Waiting List

Waiting list can be created for all types of appointments tracked by the scheduler (appointment
waiting list, surgery waiting list, etc.)  The Waiting list holds appointments which, if possible,  need
to be scheduled before their actual scheduled date.
  
 
To place an appointment on the waiting List, place a check mark in the appointment screen.
 

 
When you want to schedule the appointment, drag the appointment from the waiting list to the
appointment time you wish to schedule.  The appointment schedule date and time is changed to the
new appointment date and time.  The old appointment used to place the patient on the waiting list is
removed.  To place a waiting list appointment to the scheduler just drag and drop the appointment on
the new time slot for the appointment.
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22.7.9 Filter Waiting List

Filter Waiting list

Users can filter the waiting list by clicking on the Filter Waiting list drop down bar (1)
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The Filter Waiting List drop down bar will expose the options available for filtering the waiting list.

1) Filter by provider, or
2) Filter by Appointment Type, or
3) Filter by both items.

Place a check mark beside the items to use for filtering and select  the appropriate information from
the drop down fields selected.  Click on the Filter Waiting List button to apply the filter parameters
or click on the Clear Filter button to clear the filter parameters.
 

22.7.10 Surgical Waiting List

Users can create a Surgical Waiting List by using the normal waiting list and creating an appointment
type for the type of surgery you want to track and then making an appointment for the patient using this
appointment type.  (You may wish to create a new scheduler for a surgery function as not to combine
surgeries with appointments).  

Patients can be placed on the surgery scheduler waiting list using this appointment type.  Filtering the
Waiting List by the surgery appointment type will display all patients waiting for that type of surgery.

22.7.11 Automatic Recall

 
The automatic recall feature is located in the new recall screen. 
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The mid-section controls the creation of the patient's recall. By selecting a Recall Type for the drop-
down, this automatically creates a recall record for the patient. The recall record is created based on
the type of appointment selected for the patient.  A user can change the recall type by selecting
another appointment choice in the drop-down field called Recall Type.
 
The Recall Date is automatically calculated based on the entry the system has for that appointment
type. The amount of months from today to use in calculating the recall date is read from the
Appointment Type Information entry screen located in the System/Setting section of Filopto.
 
If a user wishes to override the date or change the date, this can be done by using the calendar in
the drop-down of the Recall Date field.
 
The Patient's Recall Notices grid lists all recalls sent to the patient in a sequential order. By
comparing the date of when a recall was sent with the action of creating an appointment, the user
can determine if the recall was effective. If the appointment is a result of the recall notice, placing a
check mark in the Responded field will record that the recall was effective in having the patient
schedule an appointment.  A report on recall effectiveness can be generated counting the check
marks entered as Responded on the effectiveness of the recall.
 
At all times, users can enter manual recalls for a patient by going into the appointment Patient
Recall Manager tab and manually entering a recall record.
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22.7.12 Office Instructions

 
The 'Office Instructions' button reminds the employee to give the patient any special instruction(s) at
appointment time. These instructions have to be entered in the Scheduler section in the System
Settings.
 
 

22.7.13 Referral & Letters

The appointment screen permits users to create a referral record which can then be used for tracking
referrals..  

Users can track if a patient has a doctor referral, or needs to get a doctor referral or a staff member
needs to get a providers referral by using the check box located at the top of screen.

The Referred By field allows for the tracking of how your patients found you. This information can be
used to determine the effectiveness of marketing campaigns and other sources of patient referrals.
 

 
The section also permits the recording of any special notes related to the referral.
 
This screen allows the user to record the referral information required to send correspondence to the
referral source. The referral type drop-down allows quick entry of the referral key information by
providing a search and locate feature for known possible sources of referrals.
 

Doctor Referrals
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In some practices,  patients must have referrals for the claims to get paid.  In this situation, Filopto
can track the referrals received and provide a report ( report name: Appointments with no
Referrals)  of the patients requiring a referral before being seen.  Place a check mark beside the
appropriate referral status and it will be recorded for the report which can then be generated and
addressed by your staff for the period in question. 

When selecting the Referring Physician button the user can select the provider to link to the EMR re
as Referring Physician.  

  
  IMPORTANT:  The Referring Physician must be selected prior to the EMR chart being created.  If
you enter or change the referring physician once the EMR chart has been created the Referring
Physician information will not be transfer to the EMR, you will need to manually select the Referring
Physician in the EMR.  The appointment Referring Physician record will only be used with the exam
chart associated to the selected appointment.

The Select Referring Physician button will permit users to search and select the appropriate
doctor.
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22.7.14 Create Appointment Types

 
To create an Appointment Type for use in the Scheduler, you must enter the various appointments in
the System/Settings section of Filopto.
 
The Appointment Type settings are located in the System module, by choosing the Appointment /
Recall Types table.
 

 
In this screen, users can define the various procedures and appointment types that can be
scheduled. This is the list of appointment types which will appear in the New Appointment Dialogue
Box , on the Scheduler screen in the Appointment Legend, and in the "Recall" section of the
patient record.
 
A user can define
· If the Appointment Type is displayed in the Appointment Screen by making it Active.
· a category for the type of appointment being created
· the name for the appointment type or procedure
· Send to Exam send the appointment record to the EMR Manager for the provider
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· the estimated time needed for the appointment (this is used to automatically allocate the proper
amount of time in the Scheduler)

· the colour assigned to the appointment type
· the amount of months assigned before the next recall for this type of appointment, and
· any special instructions which should be passed on to the patient upon making the appointment.
 
 

 
 
The special instructions entered in this section will automatically be displayed in the appointment
dialogue box  when the appointment type is selected. Special instructions may state that the
patient will be unable to drive a vehicle after the procedure and will require transportation.
 

IMPORTANT
To enter the time entry for an appointment type, you must press the space bar after you
have entered a number in the Appointment Time field.  For example, to enter 22
minutes for an appointment, enter 22 followed by a space (press the space bar). Once
the space bar is pressed, the entry will be converted and displayed as 22 Minutes. You
can only enter minutes in this field.

 

 
 
 
Hint: You can also create custom appointment types for use in the patient appointment recall
section. For example, by creating a custom recall type for glasses called 'Recall Glasses' you can
then use this appointment type in the patient file recall section to create a custom recall notice.
 
To select the appointment color and legend for the Scheduler
The user can also assign a color for the appointment. The color code will be used to create the
appointment legend  in the Scheduler  module and highlight the appointment with the selected

545
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color. The drop down color picker displays the more common colors used, while the More Colors
button provides access to all the colors your PC supports.
 

 
Note: You can also double click on the color pick drop down field to get access to the colors
dialogue screen.

 
To set the recall period for an Appointment
To set the automatic Recall time for a particular appointment, enter the number of months in the
"Recall Month(s)" field for the appointment type selected. This entry will be used to automatically
calculate the recall period when creating an appointment  for a patient.
 

 
Change Status of Appointment Type:  The value is either Active or In-Active.  Active means it will
be displayed as an appointment type in the Appointment screen.  In-Active, will hide (not display)
this appointment type (you will not be able to schedule this type of appointment).
 
WARNING:
 
When you de-activate an appointment type, the appointment screen will not display the de-activated
appointment type in the dropdown appointment field.  If you open historical appointments with the
appointment screen the appointment type will be blank.
 
 
 

22.7.15 Make an appointment type that does not create an exam record

Sometimes you may need to create and track an appointment type in the appointment scheduler

associated with a task not related to an exam for a patient.  You do not want the users to be able

to create an exam record associated with that specific appointment type.  Examples may be to

schedule a glass repair for a patient or a vendor meeting which does not need an exam record for

its successful completion.
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Go to the Filopto Configuration Manager tab and select the Filopto System Settings / Pick List

button. Then navigate in the Scheduler tab (1) to the appointment type you wish to adjust.  Make

certain that the Send to Exams (4) has no check mark which will tell Filopto not to allow an exam

to be created for this appointment type.

22.8 WEB Appointments

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
The optional WEB Appointment module permits patients to go to your web site and request an
appointment (for more information see WEB Appointments ).

The Web Appointment app permits users to select from the available time slots from your patient
Scheduler and request an appointment. The service is private and secured protecting the patient as
well as your Filopto server.
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Your Filopto administrator defines the appointments parameters offered in the app,  based on the
providers, office, appointment types defined in the Filopto system settings.
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  The WEB Appointments request made by patients are displayed in the scheduler appointment
requested  section of the scheduler.

The  WEB Appointment service is flexible and allows you to easily define the parameters for providing
in a secure and private manner the list of available appointments. 
Based on your pre-defined parameters, your patients will only see the available time slots, providers or
office you want them to see.  To learn more see: WEB Appointment Connection Settings

22.8.1 Introduction

Filopto WEB Appointment service provides your patient with an Internet web site where they can
request an appointment with your office.  This WEB Service is offered as a middle man remote service
to which your office and your patient connect, to record or retrieve the appointment requested.  The
service is HIPAA (USA), PIPEDA (CANADA) and PHI Act (CANADA) compliant and incorporates a
number of security features to insure patient privacy and the integrity of the appointment data.
 
 

577
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The service is structured in such a manner that it isolates your Filopto Office Server and protects it
against Internet attacks or possible hacking resulting from the WEB appointment service.   Your
Filopto Server, located in your office, initiates a secure and encrypted connection to Accra's WEB
Appointment server and pushes up to Accra's WEB Appointment server a list of available appointment
times and retrieves any appointment requested.  This connection is done on a scheduled basis and
then immediately disconnected once completed, severing any connections to the outside world.
 
The Windows Service located on your Filopto server initiates the connection to Accra's servers making
it impossible for any Internet connection being initiated from outside your office.   The connection can
only be done one way, a connection to Accra's Servers.  It cannot accept or make any other type of
connection. If it cannot connect and properly authenticate itself to Accra's WEB Server the connection
is immediately dropped by Accra WEB Servers.  Accra WEB Server cannot connect to your Filopto
Server, only you can connect to Accra WEB Server.
 
On Accra's WEB Appointment servers the information provided by your Filopto Server is stored in a
secure database that cannot be accessed via the Internet. This type of connection insures that no
Internet user can connect to your Filopto Server or access or retrieve any patient appointment
information.
 
The web appointment service located on your Filopto server must provide the correct encrypted
communications codes, username and password and security keys before it will be permitted to
transfer or retrieve any information.  With this type of communication requirements, spoofing of the
Accra WEB server is not possible.

22.8.2 WEB Appointment Request in the Scheduler
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In the appointment scheduler
you will find the WEB
Appointments requested
from your patients tab (A) .  

The Appointment Requests
label (A) displays beside the
label the number of
appointments waiting to be
scheduled.

Users can schedule the
requested WEB Appointment
(1) by selecting and dragging
it into the scheduler.

Users can also cancel a
requested appointment by
dragging the appointment on
the Drop the appointment
request here to cancel area
(2).

 
IMPORTANT

As long as an appointment
request or available time
slot has not been
scheduled,  the requested
time slot remains open in
the scheduler and available
on the web.  Once the time
slot has been scheduled,
the time slot is removed
from the available time slot
presented to web users.
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22.9 EMR Overview

(Optional Module)

 
The Filopto exam module is based on the Problem-Oriented Medical Record (POMR) system
developed by Dr. Laurence Weed* and on the OPTOMETRIC CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINE
issued by the American Optometric Association as well as the CMS HIPAA Meaningful Use
Requirements (Stage1 to 3).  Weed's system had its beginnings in teaching hospitals and clinics. 
Basically, under this problem based documentation plan only changes in status need to be
documented, other than vitals sign and critical medical information.
 

 
* Dr.Lawrence L. Weed received his MD from Columbia University. He has held positions at Yale, the University of

Pennsylvania, Case Western Reserve, the Columbia branch of Bellevue Hospital, Walter Reed Army Medical

Center, Johns Hopkins Hospital, and Eastern Maine General Hospital. In 1969, he joined the faculty at the University

of Vermont. His research focus is primarily on information gathering in medicine, but he has also spent

considerable time researching nucleic acids.

 
Dr. Weed is know n as the "father of the problem-oriented medical record (POMR)," w hich he developed along w ith

subjective, objective, analytical, and planning (SOAP) progress notes. The POMR is a key concept in medical

informatics, providing a w ay to audit medical records by focusing not only on what w as done, but why. The POMR

and SOAP notes have been adopted by countless healthcare professionals and major medical institutions.

 
Although we have adapted his work for Filopto, the majority of Weed's concepts can be directly
applied to the optometric practice.  The problem-oriented medical record system consist of four basic
components:
 

1. The defined exam record
2. The complete problem list
3. Initial treatment plans
4. Progress notes

 
We have combined these features with the practical business requirements and designed tools that
permit eye care providers to record appropriately the Patient profile, Problem list, Treatment Plans,
and Progress Notes while facilitating the business requirements associated with billing and claim
processing.  The various tools and graphs records the various findings to make the management of
the patient case easier.
 
The EMR module provides tools for Providers to record electronically the medical records of a
patient.  It is divided into two major sections:
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1) The EMR Manager: which provides a list of patients that have an appointment scheduled.

 
2) The EMR Exam module which records the patient medical history and findings of the exam.

 
 
The EMR Manager
 

This screen allows users to search and locate the various exam appointments
scheduled or completed for a given Provider and date.
 
 

 
 
The EMR Exam

 
This section is composed of several sections, from and into which,  a Provider can review a patient
medical history and record the findings resulting from the patient exam. In addition, a Provider can
record the items to be billed and forward instructions to staff regarding the patient.  The layout of the
exam can be modified via templates or during the exam.
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The EMR module was designed to permit the use of the PC Tablet.  This tool permits doctors to use
handwriting, voice dictation or a keyboard to enter the exam information.  In addition, we have
included the TIM feature which permits Providers to reduce the typing required by selecting
predefined user terms or sentences for describing items in the exam process.
 
 
Important: Once an exam record is locked, only authorized users can modify the information it
contains and this only once they have entered an explanation for the change. ( see Lock / E-
Signature)
 
 
 

Terminology Input Manager (TIM)
 
The TIM which is used extensively in the EMR allows users to quickly enter phrases into a patient
file.  In many circumstances providers will use a specific phrase to describe a finding or document an
item.  The TIM is a repository of common phrases which the Provider can double click to have then
immediately entered into the patient file, reducing the time spent entering text in a patient file.  The
TIM is also linked to the practice drug list for easy dispensing of prescriptions and other key sources
of terms.  Users can type, dictate or ink in the top section of TIM (1) or select predefined terms from
user defined templates and terms (2).
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 IMPORTANT:  The EMR top section has several special buttons which may be beneficial to users in
certain circumstances. For more information refer to the EMR help sections of this help manual. Also
see Laptop,Tablet and other Mobile Devices Warnings

Button # 1 Save EMR allows the user to do a manual save of the EMR at any time.  By default

when you close or exit the EMR an automatic save is done.  However if you are using a mobile device
such as a tablet or laptop it may have a sleep or hibernate mode which by design terminates all
programs when activated.  The termination does not permit a save to occur.  If you wish to make use of
these various modes you may want to also use the Save EMR button on a regular basis. We strongly
recommend that when using Filopto  that the sleep or hibernate mode be turned off or that
regular saves be done manually to insure that no data is lost.

Button # 2 Expand or Close all EMR Sections.  Only useful when designing your EMR

templates that are linear or in a tree view.  Has no effect when using tab views. ( In Tab view the data is
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only loaded (instantly) when the section is accessed).  Essentially a user can have all linear or tree
view sections opened and populated with the data by pressing this button.  The end result is you can
have one long page which contains all data and is fully open and ready for data entry.  Please note 
when pressing this button all EMR data has to be loaded at once, which means, it can take up
to 30 seconds depending on the speed of your PC, server and network before the EMR is
ready to use.  Also note that once selected the EMR will be saved in the open mode which
means that the next time you will open this exam it will take up to 30 seconds to load all data
on the screen.  The Close All EMR Section button will pre-close all sections making the save or
close/exit of the EMR faster. Also since the EMR will be saved in a Closed mode when opening it up
next time it will be faster since Filopto does not need to load all of the data at once.

22.9.1 Tablets,laptop, PC, Speech and Writing Recognition Technology

 
 
Modern tablet, laptop and AIO PC ushered in a new era of mobile computing as
a single, fully functioning PC that's practical and comfortable while you're on the
go and that also works well when you're at your desk. With integrated pen
support, touch-screen support, digital-ink input, handwriting recognition
technologies, and innovative hardware, ultra-portable Tablet PC's are comfortable
and productive virtually anywhere, anytime.

 
 

 
Tablet Laptop and AIO PC's are a type of mobile computing device which can assist Providers in
recording their exam findings.  These PC's provides some ease of access tools which may not be
included in a typical PC.  These tools include Touch Screen, Speech Dictation,  and Hand Writing
recognition and virtual keyboard entry.   These tools can significantly speed up the recording of exam
findings.
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Filopto has been designed to work with the Microsoft Recognition technologies. 
 
Speech Recognition

Speech Recognition in Windows empowers you to interact with your computer by voice. It allows you
to significantly limit your use of mouse and keyboard while maintaining or increasing productivity.
You can dictate EMR Exam results, documents and e-mail messages, fill out forms using voice
commands, and seamlessly manage Windows and applications by saying what you see. (see
Common Tools  for more information).
 
Speech Recognition is fully integrated into Windows and is built on top of the latest Microsoft speech
technologies. It has unparalleled voice recognition accuracy that improves with use as it adapts to
your speaking style and vocabulary. Speech Recognition supports multiple languages and includes a
new human-sounding speech synthesizer.
 

 
The Microsoft Speech Recognition is entirely focused on what you want. Right from the start, you
can work through guided setups and an interactive training application to get familiar with key
concepts and commands. The innovative natural user interface provides choices or additional
questions to help you along. Whether starting an application, selecting a word, or correcting a
sentence, you are always in control and are smoothly guided toward a list of smart choices.

For More Information See Using Speech Recognition .
 
 
Handwriting recognition (Inking) improvements

Noticeable improvements have been made to the handwriting recognition experience right out of the
box. In addition, because personal writing styles vary considerably, and the vocabulary that
individuals and organizations use constantly evolves, Windows includes  new features that you can
use to teach the handwriting recognizer about your writing style and vocabulary. These features can
further improve handwriting recognition accuracy.
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The handwriting recognition (Inking) personalization tool
The way you form characters and words is part of your individual writing style. In Windows, instead of
having to change your handwriting to get better handwriting recognition results, you can train the
handwriting recognizer to recognize how you write characters and words.

You can provide handwriting samples to teach the handwriting recognizer about your writing style
and specific recognition errors to target. Using the handwriting recognition personalization tool
increases the likelihood that your handwriting will be recognized correctly by Input Panel and by
programs for the Tablet PC that use handwriting recognition.
 
Automatic learning
If you turn on automatic learning in Windows, it enables the handwriting recognizer to learn your
handwriting style or vocabulary by collecting data about the words you use and how you write them.
The personalization occurs behind the scenes, without user interaction. Automatic learning works
with many e-mail programs, including Microsoft Office Outlook.
 
For English, automatic learning creates a unique dictionary from your sent e-mail messages. It adds
new words and terms, such as acronyms, industry jargon, and e-mail addresses, to the dictionary.
The recognizer prioritizes the words by their frequency to further improve handwriting recognition
results.
 
Windows learns to distinguish more precisely between different characters so that you see better
results the more you use your Tablet PC.
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22.9.2 Improve Handwriting Recognition

Windows has become pretty good at recognizing our scribbles, but if you find that your Windows 10
hybrid/tablet PC is still having difficulty converting your written words to text, training it will help
tremendously. Here’s how to begin.

Step 1: Start Settings, then, using the search bar on the top left corner, type ‘Language’.

Step 2: Click on ‘Language’ and the traditional Control Panel should open

Step 3: Next to your primary language, click ‘Options’

Step 4: Click ‘Personalize handwriting recognition’
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Step 5: Select ‘Teach the recognizer your handwriting style

Step 6: Select either ‘Sentences’ or ‘Numbers, symbols, and letters’ to begin training, and follow the
instructions.

The more you train your PC, the better it gets at recognizing your handwriting,

22.9.3 Diagnostic Equipment

Filopto supports various diagnostic equipment from various manufacturers.
 Connectivity to the equipment is provided by the manufacturer of the
diagnostic equipment with the use of various optional Filopto Connectors
software modules.

 IMPORTANT:  Not all diagnostic equipment can be connected.  Some
manufacturers do not provide any connectivity options, while other may
require special licensing agreements or acquisition of special software
and/or hardware before you are permitted to connect to the
manufacturers equipment.  Check with the manufacturer of the
equipment your are trying to connect, for what is allowed by them and
how you must proceed.

Today modern equipment typically connect via a USB or the standard
TCP/IP network connection, older equipment may still use the
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deprecated RS232 connector.  Most equipment can export the patient
data in either a PDF, CSV, XML, image or Dicom file format.

Typically you can divide the connectivity options of diagnostic equipment into two categories:

1. Image Based Diagnostic Equipment:  Normally this is the type of equipment that outputs some
form of graph or images.  To connect to this equipment most manufacturers will require the purchase
of special proprietary software (web based) directly from the equipment manufacturer which will
provide access to their equipment output.  Examples of these type of required software are: the Zeiss
Forum, the Topcon Eyeroute and the Synemed and Optos connector.   These software solution
can be incorporated into Filopto using a special Filopto Connector which connects to the
manufacturers software and allows users to access the patient images from within the Filopto exam
screen.  The connection to the software and to the proper patient information is normally done via
some predetermined patient information which is handled by the Filopto connector.  Typically, the
actual images are not stored in Filopto but reside in the manufacturer equipment and software (per
various legal requirement from equipment manufacturer).

2.  Numeric Based Diagnostic Equipment:  Normally this is the type of equipment that outputs
primarily numeric data.  To connect to this equipment you must typically use legacy communication
ports (RS-232, RS-232 via USB or LAN connection).  This equipment requires a physical port to be
connected to a local PC.  The output from this equipment is typically limited in content and typically
is not identical in content to the printed output provided by the equipment.  Most modern PC's will not
have a legacy RS-232 port capability ( see Glossary of Terms  for more information).  Legacy com
port card will need to be acquired for the PC to permit connectivity if your equipment uses the RS232
standard.  Examples of connectors for such devices is the Marco Connect software. The Filopto
connector transfers and saves the data in the Filopto exam record.

Legacy system, a term for out-of-date hardware and/or software still in use.  An RS-232 serial port was
once a standard feature of a personal computer.  They are now considered a legacy port and are slow
and complex in nature.  They have been replaced by the USB port.  Most modern personal computers
have no RS-232 ports (primarily used from 1980 to 1990) and must use either an external USB-to-RS-
232 converter or an internal expansion card with one or more serial ports to connect to RS-232
peripherals. Many manufacturers have stopped shipping  RS-232 cards and converters and instead use
a LAN TCP/IP network connection or a USB connection.

How to activate  Diagnostic Equipment

Depending on the manufacturer interface for the equipment you may be require to:

1) Install special software on a PC connected to the physical device

or

2) Save the data files from the diagnostic equipment to a central folder available to all networked
workstations
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and

3) Configure in the System Settings/EMR/Other Settings license keys/ or default settings to activate the
connector

22.9.3.1 Axis Tomey

Filopto supports the Tomey MR-6000 connector.  You must have acquired the Tomey MR-6000 Filopto
connector license from Filopto and configured the connector in the Filopto EMR system Settings to
make use of the connectivity provided by both the Tomey MR-6000 and the Tomey MR-6000 Filopto
connector.

Axis Medical Canada
Axis Medical

TOMEY - specialists in ophthalmic diagnostic instruments (http://www.tomey.com )

Multifunction Unit MR-6000

The MR-6000 from Tomey is a combination of 6 systems in one product: 
1. Topography
2. Refraction
3. Keratometry
4. Tonometry
5. Pachymetry
6. Dry eye analysis tool.   

http://www.axismedical.ca/
http://www.tomey.com
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To activate the Filopto Tomey MR-6000 Connector, open the Patient EMR, select the Diagnostic
Equipment button and select the Tomey MR-6000 connector;  it will launch and open the MR-6000
connector. Filopto is able to integrate the data provided by the Tomey MR-6000 device via the XML
export option in the device.

Tomey File Transfer Setup

1) Review the Tomey MR-6000 Application manual on how to setup the MR-6000 and how to
export/transfer your patient data.

2)  Creating/Sharing  the Filopto Equipment Diagnostic Data Folder

By default the data equipment folder used to save the data sent by the diagnostic equipment is located
in the C:\ProgramData\Filopto10\EquipmentData\ folder on the workstation or remote desktop server
depending on your work environment.  The user must have read, write access to this folder.  If you
are using a remote desktop environment, the folder must be mapped to the local workstation
connected to the diagnostic device.  
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If you have multiple diagnostic equipment connected to Filopto you must create a folder for each device
you will be linking.  For example, if you have multiple devices you would have, for example, the following
folder structure.

  IMPORTANT: Each diagnostic device must be linked to his own corresponding folder.  If you link a
device to the wrong folder, incorrect data will be loaded into Filopto..  Also,  users must load the data
from the correct folder (the folder corresponding to the device they are using).

Example: The storage drive should be set to: C:
\ProgramData\Filopto10\EquipmentData\TomeyMR6000-X where X represent the device number.
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3) Select the XML file format as the export option to transfer the patient Information.
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4) Enter the patient information On the Patient Information screen, enter the necessary information,
such as ID, name, gender, and date of birth, and click the [OK] button

5) Name the export file for the patient file. In the example below we used the Patient ID (use the
Filopto Patient ID for easy retrieval)
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22.9.3.2 Carl Zeiss

Filopto supports the Carl Zeiss connector.  You must have the appropriate software installed per the
instructions of the manufacturer prior to being able to use the Filopto carl Zeiss connector.   You must
also have acquired a Carl Zeiss Filopto connector license from Filopto and configured the connector in
the Filopto EMR system Settings.

22.9.3.3 Heidelberg Engineering

Filopto supports the HEYEX software from Heidelberg Engineering.  You must have the HEYEX
software installed on the PC using the connector per the instructions of the manufacturer prior to
being able to use the Filopto HEYEX connector.   You must also have acquired a HEYEX Filopto
connector license from Filopto and configured the connector in the Filopto EMR system Settings.
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22.9.3.4 Marco Connector

 
The Marco Connect software is supplied with the Filopto equipment connector you will require to
connect to your diagnostic equipment.  The images below illustrates how the Filopto and Marco connect
software functions together.

The current version to use is: Marco_Connect_Setup_V8204.6.exe for USA
customers and 8203.exe for Canadian Customers located on the Filopto
server in the Marco folder.

 
 IMPORTANT: The Marco Connect software must be running at all times for the link to function
properly.  We strongly recommend that you have it started automatically when Windows
starts. If the Marco connect software is not running, incorrect data will be entered in the Patient exam
record.  Consult your IT administrator on how to automatically start the application at Windows start
up.  The Marco Connect software must not be installed on a Filopto server or Filopto Remote
Desktop Server.

The Marco Connector is updated from time to time. We strongly recommend that you use the latest
version at all times.

Filopto is installed on a local workstation that is directly connected to the
diagnostic equipment.

In this environment Filopto and the Marco Connect software is physically installed on the local
workstation connected to the diagnostic equipment. The data from the diagnostic connector is saved
locally on the local workstation.  The Marco Connect software must be running for the link to function.
 If the link is not started, incorrect data will be entered in the patient exam file.  The setup of the
Marco Connect requires the data storage folder for the diagnostic equipment to be created locally on
the workstation (see below).

Filopto is used in a Remote Desktop environment
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In this environment the Marco Connect software is physically installed on the local workstation
connected to the diagnostic equipment.  The Workstations connects to Filopto using a remote desktop
server and the diagnostic equipment data is saved on the Filopto Remote Desktop server.  The setup of
the Marco Connect requires the data storage folder to be created on a connected and mapped shared
drive located on the Filopto Remote Desktop server (see below).

How to Install the Marco Connect Software

Note: You may need administrator rights on the PC to complete the installation. Please consult
with your IT department. You will need a Communication Port installed on the workstation as well
as the cable to connect the PC to the diagnostic equipment (see diagnostic equipment manufacturer
requirements).  The Marco Connect software is located on the server in the C:\Program Files (x86)
\Filopto9\Marco folder.  Copy the software to the applicable workstation for installation.

Install the Marco Connect software on the local PC connected to the diagnostic equipment you wish to
link to Filopto, run the Marco Connect installation software on the connected local Workstation. 
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  Use the icon created on the desktop to launch the Marco Connect software.  The
software must be started for the connection link to Filopto to function.

Creating/Sharing  the Filopto Equipment Diagnostic Data Folder

By default the data equipment folder used to save the data sent by the diagnostic equipment is located
in the C:\ProgramData\Filopto10\EquipmentData\ folder on the workstation or remote desktop server
depending on your work environment.  The user must have read, write access to this folder.  If you
are using a remote desktop environment, the folder must be mapped to the local workstation
connected to the diagnostic device.  
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If you have multiple diagnostic equipment connected to Filopto you must create a folder for each device
you will be linking.  For example, if you have multiple devices you would have, for example, the following
folder structure.

  IMPORTANT: Each diagnostic device must be linked to his own corresponding folder.  If you link a
device to the wrong folder, incorrect data will be loaded into Filopto..  Also,  users must load the data
from the correct folder (the folder corresponding to the device they are using).

  

Configuring the Marco Connect Software

Once the Marco Connect software is installed, start the program and you will be presented with a
configuration screen.
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For the link to function the following items must be present:

1)  The device link must be active

2)  The Diagnostic Equipment Model must be selected

3)  The Communication protocol used by the diagnostic equipment must be selected (some devices
support more than one communication protocol.  You must select the one configured as active in
your diagnostic equipment).

4)  You must enter the valid communication parameters for connecting to your diagnostic equipment.
 These settings are set in the diagnostic equipment settings.( refer to your diagnostic equipment
user manual for more information).

5)  Select the Options icon to finish the configuration 

The option screen will be displayed
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IMPORTANT STEPS THAT MUST BE COMPLETED IN THE OPTION SCREEN:

1)  The basic information should be automatically entered by default.  If they are incorrect you may
need to manually modify them to permit a connection to occur to your diagnostic equipment.  The
most important item is the COMM Port Type.  This field must be set to the type of COM port you
are using to connect to your diagnostic equipment.  In most cases it will be a RS-232 connection
which is identified as a value between COM1 to COM14.  Only the COM Ports available will be
displayed, You must choose the correct COM Port to which your diagnostic device is physically
connected.

2)  The Output Path has to be clearly identified for the link to function.  See above
"Creating/Sharing  the Filopto Data Folder" section on the proper location of the required output
folder.  You must enter the correct path to the folder you will be using. 
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§  For example if you created a LM1000-1 folder on the local workstation the following would
be the path:  C:\programdata\filopto10\equipmentdata\lm1000-1\      (Important:the
last slash must be present for the correct folder to be used).

§  Example for a mapped drive on a Filopto remote desktop server:  Z:
\programdata\filopto10\equipmentdata\lm1000-1\     (Important:  the last slash must
be present for the correct folder to be used, and notice that the drive has been mapped
locally).

Importing the Diagnostic Data into Filopto

1) Generate your Data File :  Make certain that the Marco Connect software is running.  Use the
print, export or other button/action  from the diagnostic equipment to generate and send the recorded
diagnostic data to the com port. (Verify the diagnostic equipment user manual on the proper procedure to
generate the data and how to send it via the com port of the diagnostic equipment, follow the
manufacturers instructions). 

2) Import the data into Filopto:  Open the Patient Exam record in Filopto.  In the Filopto EMR screen
locate the Diagnostic Equipment button and select the Marco Connector option.  This will open up
the Equipment Data folder.  Select the folder associated with the diagnostic equipment you want to
import the data from and click on the file displayed.  The data will be loaded in the opened Patient file.
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22.9.3.5 Nidek

Filopto supports the Nidek connector.  You must have the appropriate software installed per the
instructions of the manufacturer prior to being able to use the Filopto Nidek connector.   You must also
have acquired a Nidek Filopto connector license from Filopto and configured the connector in the
Filopto EMR system Settings.

We are constantly adding new devices that we support, Please call us for your particular device.

Partial list of supported devices and software:

· - EyeRoute/Synergy
· - EZ Capture 

· - CT-1
· - CT-1P
· - CL-300
· - CV-5000s Version 1.2
· - TRK-2P
· - KR-1
· - KR-800
· - KR-800S
· - OCT Maestro Synergy

Nidelk equipment can be generally divided into two types; 

1) Imaging and 
2) non-imaging or data devices.  

Imaging type devices (which produces a picture) typically will require the EyeRoute/Synergy or EZ
capture connector for their output to be integrated into Filopto.  The setup for this type of connector is
located in the System setting/EMR/Other setting section of Filopto.

The Non-Imaging devices typically will require a Topcon connector for the device which will request on the
first attempt to be connected, the shared location for the data file created by the device.  This location is
stored in the Filopto.ini file for each workstation( C:\ProgramData\FiloptoXX\ ).   If a change to the
shared folder must be made, the workstation Filopto.ini file can be edited to make the correction to the
folder path. Review the Nidek device manual on how to create and save the data file.

22.9.3.6 Optos

Filopto supports the "Optos Advance" connector.  You must have the appropriate software installed per
the instructions of the manufacturer prior to being able to use the Filopto Optos connector.   You must
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also have acquired an Optos Filopto connector license from Filopto and configured the connector in the
Filopto EMR system Settings.

To activate the Optos Connector, open the Patient EMR, select the Diagnostic Equipment button and
select the Optos connector;  it will launch and open the Optos Advance connector and open the
patient file in Optos Advantage.

The information required to configure in System Settings/EMR/Other Settings the Optos Advance
connector are:

 1) the IP address of the server hosting the Optos Advance Server software with the TCP/IP port on
which it is listening for a communication request.   Example: http://192.168.1.34:81 for unsecured
connections and https://192.168.1.34:81 for secure connections.

2)  the Filopto Patient Patient ID number used in Filopto or Patient Name and Birthdate entered to
create the patient record in the Optos database.

IMPORTANT:

The information entered in Optos must be identical to the information contained in Filopto or the
connector will fail to retrieve the information requested.

http://192.168.1.34
https://192.168.1.34
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22.9.3.7 Synemed

Filopto supports the Synemed connector.  You must have the appropriate software installed per the
instructions of the manufacturer prior to being able to use the Filopto Synemed connector.   You must
also have acquired a Synemed Filopto connector license from Filopto and configured the connector in
the Filopto EMR system Settings.

22.9.3.8 Peridata

Filopto supports the Peridata software.  You must have the Peridata software installed per the
instructions of the manufacturer prior to being able to use the Filopto Peridata connector.   You must
also have acquired a Peridata Filopto connector license from Filopto and configured the connector in
the Filopto EMR System Settings.

Peridata supports the following equipment:

Heidelberg Engineering

HEP (Heidelberg Edge Perimeter)

Zeiss

HFA I (Typ 6xx)

HFA II (Typ 7xx - 7xx i)

HFA III (Typ 8xx)

bon

Medmont M700

haag-streit

Octopus 500EZ, 1-2-3, 301

Octopus 101, 300-311

Octopus 600, 900

 Oculus

Oculus Twinfield
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Oculus Centerfield

Oculus Easyfield

Rodenstock

Rodenstock Peristat 433

22.9.3.9 Topcon

Filopto supports the Topcon connector.  You must have the appropriate software installed per the
instructions of the manufacturer prior to being able to use the Filopto Topcon connector.   You must
also have acquired a Topcon Filopto connector license from Filopto and configured the connector in the
Filopto EMR system Settings.

We are constantly adding new devices that we support, Please call us for your particular device.

Partial list of supported devices and software:

· - EyeRoute/Synergy
· - EZ Capture 

· - CT-1
· - CT-1P
· - CL-300
· - CV-5000s Version 1.2
· - TRK-2P
· - KR-1
· - KR-800
· - KR-800S
· - OCT Maestro Synergy

Topcon equipment can be generally divided into two types; 

1) Imaging and 
2) non-imaging or data devices.  

 Imaging type devices (which produces a picture) typically will require the EyeRoute/Synergy or EZ
capture connector for their output to be integrated into Filopto.  The setup for this type of connector is
located in the System setting/EMR/Other setting section of Filopto.

The Non-Imaging devices typically will require a Topcon connector for the device which will request on the
first attempt to be connected, the shared location for the data file created by the device.  This location is
stored in the Filopto.ini file for each workstation( C:\ProgramData\Filopto10\ ).   If a change to the
shared folder must be made, the workstation Filopto.ini file can be edited to make the correction to the
folder path. Review the Topcon device manual on how to create and save the data file.
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See configuration file for Topcon settings in Filopto.ini

22.9.3.10 Remove Imported Equipment Data

If a user imports the incorrect equipment data by error for a patient they can remove the data entries by
using the "Remove Imported Equipment Data"button in the exam screen.

                                                

When the Remove Imported Equipment Data button is selected the user is presented with a list of all
equipment imports done to the Patient exam record.  The user can select the record in error and press
the Remove button to remove the data.

1670
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22.9.4 EMR Manager

 

The EMR Appointment Manager is the entry point for Providers using the exam
module.   The search Criteria section located on the left side of the screen allows a user to select a
specific provider and list the appointments for a selected date.  The information is listed in the EMR
Appointment for a Selected Date tab and grid.  Users can print the list and have access to various
reports. The EMRs that are not completed (in the last 30 days) tab display the exams needing to
be completed based on the users define exam template completion rules.

EMR Appointments for a Selected Date tab
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The EMR Appointments for a Selected Date tab lists the patients scheduled for an exam
appointment. (This list is populated from the scheduler appointment screen when the user checked 
'Send to Exam' at appointment time.)
 
Users can select to view the appointment list based on the Provider and Date. Select the appropriate
information from the drop-down fields (located to the left of the screen) in order to select a Provider
and/or date of appointments to display the appointments that meet your search criteria.  

Each row in the grid list a scheduled appointment for a patient.  To view a patient information the
user can select the drop down button (1 or 2) to view key patient information.  To open an Exam
select the Open EMR button (3) for the selected patient.
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New EMR Button
 
The New EMR  button permits a user to create an EMR record directly from the EMR Manager
without requiring an appointment to exist.  This option is normally turn off in the Filopto system
settings for the EMR settings (Other EMR Settings ) since most offices use the scheduler to
create a patient exam appointment and subsequently the EMR record.
 
 The Form Drop Down Button
 

The form drop down button (4 - shown above)  permits users to choose the
output format to use for various "EMR category" forms.  For example by choosing the Word/RTF
option as output format will result in opening the locally installed Word program, displaying the form
for easy editing.  The form button supports Preview/print, Word/Rich Text Format(RTF), Open Office
(ODF) and PDF format. To be able to edit the forms the appropriate program for the selected format
must be installed.

614

1767
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   IMPORTANT:  
1) Only forms saved in the Form Manager under the EMR category will be displayed by
the Form button.  
2) In Filopto System Settings for the EMR / Other Settings section you can define a
default folder for saving the forms (centralized folder on a server, for example).
3) Windows must have an installed program that can open the file output you selected
for the form to be displayed

EMRs that are not completed (in the last 30 days) tab

The EMRs that are not completed (in the last 30 days) tab (1) display the exams needing to be
completed based on the users define exam template completion rules.  All exams associated to the
selected provider is listed in the display grid (2) of the screen.  To open and complete the exam the
user can select the Open EMR (3) button for the selected exam.  if you wish to print the list you can
use the Print List button.

   IMPORTANT:  
1) The exams displayed are for the last 30 days only,

2) The grid will only list exams that do not have all of the completion fields check
marked as defined in the selected exam template used. Each exam template may have
different completion rules.
.  
2) When opening past exams Filopto may have locked them in read only mode based
on the users default Exam Lock settings. A user may need to first unlock the exam
before being permitted to make any changes or updates.

Exams Completion Check Marks
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In the exam template a user can define the exam sections that are required to be completed (3) to
consider the exam as finalized.  See System Settings/EMR/EMRTemplate  (1 & 2) for more
information.  For example in the image below the Visual Acuity and Refraction modules of the
exams(4) must have a check mark applied to it before the exam can be considered completed.

In the exam screen the Completed check mark (1) field must be selected to indicate that the
section has been completed.  Item with a red box (2) indicate the exam module has not been
completed. All items must have the completed field selected before the exam is considered
completed.

1763
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22.9.4.1 New EMR

The New EMR button by default is not shown in the EMR Manager unless it is
activated in the EMR system settings (other settings section).  It permits users to create EMR
records without first creating an appointment.

When active and selected it will request the user to  first select a patient using the Patient manager
screen.

Once a patient is selected the user will need to create the exam record using the New EMR screen.

1767
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The Create the EMR button  creates the EMR record in the EMR Manager screen.

22.9.5 EMR Customization

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager  for more information) 

IMPORTANT

The default/example EMR templates delivered with Filopto are locked and cannot be modified by
the user.  However you can use the Copy button to make copies of a default/example EMR
template that can be modified by the user.  Once you have made a copy of a template you want to
use, rename it to reflect your changes or usage scenario.

The EMR can be customized either during the exam or via templates located in the system
settings/EMR section.  Templates can be created and selected at the start of the exam loading the
layout and default values entered during it's creation.  This can reduce the amount of information required
to be entered by the provider and permit the provider to only make the changes required.  Filopto
supports an unlimited number of Templates.

The Layout Manager for the exam permits users to manipulate the content forms of the EMR.  A user
can resize,  group, rename, un-group and re-arrange the layout of the exam.

The exam is by default listed on one big scrolling page.  Users can remove the sections they will not use
and rearrange the layout of exams to meet their needs.

For example:

Create a Tab Look:

240
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Create a Side by Side Look

The EMR Customization Tool permits a user to re-arrange the exam layout as they wish.
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A user can drag the elements of the EMR into the available items section , reorder them, re-group them,
rename them as they wish.  The changes can be saved in a template for later use.  Changes made to an
open exam can only be saved with that exam.

Basic Elements of the EMR
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In the exam screen itself the user can select a section and drag it to the top, bottom, right or left of
another section to create vertical, horizontal layouts.  the screen will turn red and a line will indicate
where the section will be attached.  It is possible to attach more that one item beside each other, but
depending on your monitor and screen resolution you may need to scroll to the right or left to see the
section.  The Tab look can reduce the scrolling necessary as well as the use of splitters can help resize
the sections in the manner you want.

Resizing Sections

Users can resize sections of the EMR by selecting the section anchor located on the four sides of the
section  and either reducing or enlarging the side selected.
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Resizing can provide a layout such as follows:

22.9.5.1 EMR Layout Concepts

When you edit an EMR you will be provided with a Tree View of the EMR layout. It is important to
understand how the EMR is structured and how it can give you maximum flexibility in re-arranging the
EMR screen layout to your needs.

The EMR uses a tree view architecture to represent how the screen will be displayed.  At the top of the
layout you will find a master group which contains all of the elements of the EMR.  This base group is
called root (1).  From the root group users can create other groups (2) which contains information blocks
(3) which are the actual fields, drop downs and data links to the data entered.
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By renaming, moving, or creating your own groups you can change how the EMR screen will be
displayed.  You can create an unlimited number of EMR templates which you can use for your exams. 
For example you could have a template for full exams and another for glaucoma exams each having a
different structure and a different information blocks.

IMPORTANT:  The EMR Template only contains the layout of the EMR, not the content of the EMR.
 The Information Blocks are the containers for the fields, drop downs and other elements of the
screen.  You cannot edit the information block from the layout manager.  To change the content of
the information blocks such as drop downs and pick list you must modify the appropriate pick list in
the EMR system settings section.

22.9.5.1.1  Speeding up the EMR

Important: 

The speed by which an EMR open is directly affected by the speed of your PC, Server and Network
as well as the number of screens and information it needs to display upon opening.  To speed up the
opening and closing of the exam screen, use a template that has as many sections and/or
information block closed (minimized) by default( i.e. tab format). Also when saving the EMR you can
speed up the closing of the EMR by pre-closing sections and information blocks of your EMR.  Tab
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based EMR automatically close sections not open by the tab are by default faster for opening a
EMR.

When designing your templates it is important to understand how the EMR functions.  When you open
an exam, Filopto analyze the EMR template being used and for every EMR section or information block
open; Filopto must retrieve from the database the fields and their content from the server and transfer
them over your network to your PC which must then draw and display them on your screen.  The more
elements you have open by default when opening an EMR Template, the longer it can take to load and
display all of the data.  

For example a simple test of opening an existing EMR that has been saved with all information blocks
with all fields having data and all elements open by default may take approximately 30 seconds to open
and display before you may start using or entering information in the EMR.  The same EMR with all
sections close with the same data will open in less than 1 second.  

Opening up each section or information block as required may take about a second each time you open
a new section.  Essentially, the EMR is composed of over 120 information blocks and each requires
some time to load from your server the information it contains.  The Images/Drawings information block
will by their nature take more time than any other type of information block to transfer and display their
content. The faster your PC, server and network and the faster your video card , the faster the display will
appear.  Therefore to optimize and speed up the opening and closing of the EMR it is best to have the
minimum information block open by default. 

When saving,  if all of the exam sections and information blocks are open, each information block must
be saved individually.  However if you close each information block as you are done with it, it is
automatically saved at that time not requiring an additional save when closing the EMR.  The less
information the EMR needs to save, because it was previously saved when you minimized or closed the
section, the faster the EMR will close.  

Also important to understand is that the status of the template of the EMR is saved when closing the
EMR.  Therefore, if your Template has most of its sections closed, when you re-open this EMR it will
load very fast since not all data has to be retrieved and displayed on the screen at once.

EMR templates that use the TAB layout format will normally be faster to open and close than a linear
layout of the EMR which has all information blocks open for immediate view. Having templates with
multiple blocks, side by side,  has little to no effect on opening up a section or tab.  The wait time will be
related to the amount of data your server has to send to the PC.

22.9.5.2 Resizing Information Blocks

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager  for more information) 

 
Users can re size Information blocks in the EMR template by following these steps.

Example:

The EMR template has several Information boxes.  The " Review of system" Information Block is the one
we wish to resize.  Currently it is very small and does not show the complete information that it contains.

240
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 The first step is in the template click on the  arrow icon of the information box to expand it.

The template screen will look something like below:
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Step 2: select the "Modify Layout" button to start modifying the template.  Note that the Review of
Systems info block can now be re-sized to your requirements by using the anchors located around the
information block.  If the information block is not expanded before going into the modify mode of the
template the information block is not re-sizable.
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By dragging one or more anchor you can resize the Information Block

22.9.5.3 EMR Default Values

 
The Exam can be pre-set with default values to speed up the recording process of the patient exam.
 Providers can choose from custom created default templates values, which when selected, will
automatically set the exam values to the values defined in the template.
 
The Exam templates are created in the Filopto System Setting,  EMR section which can
accommodate an unlimited number of templates.  Typically, templates will be given a descriptive
name as to facilitate its selection.
 
When a exam record is first created (open) the exam screen permits the Provider to select the
default exam template he/she wishes to use.
 

IMPORTANT:
 
Once a default value template is applied to the exam record, the default values defined for
the template will be applied under the following conditions:

1) If the user selected to load previous patient exam values, those values will override any
of the templates default values.

2) If a user entered some values prior to (re-loading) a template, the values entered prior to
re-loading the template will not be replaced with the re-loaded template values.
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When you first open an EMR record, located at the top of the screen will be Defaults drop down field
and a check mark button.  The Provider can select from the drop down field the default values he/she
wishes to use by selecting the default value template.  To apply the selected template default value,
the Provider must click on the Check Mark button located to the right of the Defaults field.  This
action will copy the default values for the selected template to the patient EMR record.
 

IMPORTANT:
 
As soon as a value has been entered into the patient EMR record the Default value field will
disappear from the screen and no longer be available for that exam record.
 

 
 
The default values entered in the patient file relate to the following  areas of the exam:

           Exam sections to be completed
Problems
Cover Test
Visual Acuity
Refraction
Ocular Health Assessment - Anterior Segment
Ocular Health Assessment - Posterior Segment

 

 
Sections identified as required are shown on the menu in RED.  To identify that the required section
has been completed place a check mark in the completed field located at the right of the section. 
Once the completed check mark is entered the section will no longer be highlighted in RED.
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EMR Tools
 
The EMR Tools icon permits users to add external tools to the EMR.  Tools can be any windows
application, Internet WEB site or other application which can be called by Windows.
 
Two options are available to add a Tool to the menu.  The first is the tools options in the System
setting which provides the added tool to all users and the second is for the user to add the tool using
the Tool Manager located in the Filopto Main screen Tool icon.  This second entry option only
provided the tool for the user logon.

22.9.5.4 Load Past Exam Results

When a user creates and opens a NEW EMR/Exam , they are given the opportunity to load past exam
results if any exist for the patient.  The Copy From Patient past EMR dialogue is shown permitting the
user to select the items or criteria they wish loaded in the new EMR record.

22.9.5.5 Select EMR Template Manager

The EMR allows for administrators to predefine exam templates and assign them for use to specific
providers.  An exam template may be assigned to one or more providers as a  preferred template or as
an Other Template  if used only occasionally.
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This management tools permits better management and ease of use when multiple templates are
available or providers use specially tailored templates .

To create and assign your exam templates to the Select EMR Template Manager see: EMR Template
Preferred List 1764
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22.9.5.6 EMR Templates

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager  for more information) 

Filopto uses the Default Template of an exam unless you create other templates.  the EMR Templates
are located in the System Settings  section for the EMR.  The default template is a linear view of all
components making up the EMR exam chart.  Users can modify this template (see above) to your

needs.  

Users can create multiple templates and define one as their default replacing
the standard default template provided.

IMPORTANT:  The EMR Template only contains the layout not the content of the EMR.  The
Information Blocks are the containers for the fields, drop downs and other elements of the screen. 
You cannot edit the information block from the layout manager.  To change the content of the
information blocks such as drop downs and pick list you must modify the appropriate pick list in the
EMR system settings section.

Also see the Common Tools sections Layout Manager for more information on how to customize
your EMR Template.

To assign a template as a default exam chart place a check mark beside  the template you wish to use
as a template.

You can edit the default values you wish a template to automatically load at exam time by editing the
template and filling in the default values you require.

240
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22.9.5.6.1  Show  EMR template

Users can show or not show specific EMR templates at EMR time.  By placing a check mark in the
appropriate box users can hide or show EMR templates in the available EMR list show to providers in the
EMR screen.

22.9.5.6.2  EMR Template Customization

(See The Basics - Common Tools/Features - Layout Manager  for more information) 

To customize or create a EMR template Open the System Settings /EMR/Template section and select
the appropriate ( New or Edit)  button (4) from the EMR Template screen

240
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The EMR template will open. Select the Layout tab.  The image below shows a EMR with a Tab layout. 
If no change to the EMR layout has been done it will show a vertical layout by default.
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To modify the layout select the Modify Layout button.  The Customize Dialogue screen will be displayed.
 This screen allows users to add, remove or change items and their layout. (See Re-arranging EMR
Components ,  See Common Tools - Layout Manager )

The Customize dialogue permits user to modify the way information blocks are layout.

For example by selecting the root information block located at the top of Layout Tree View and right
clicking the mouse, you can navigate to the layout direction option and check mark the tabbed view
which will display the EMR in a tab format as shown below.

253 240
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The Tab mode will change the Information Block icon to a Folder representing that it is using the Tab
Format.  Any Information that contains sub sections can have the tab format applied to it.  You can nest
tabs within tabs sections.

IMPORTANT:

 If you wish the EMR to open on a specific EMR section, place your cursor and highlight that section
before saving the EMR layout.  By default the EMR template will open on the last section you were on
when you designed and saved the EMR template.

22.9.5.6.3  Removing / Adding EMR Sections

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager  for more information) 
 
Users can  remove unwanted EMR information blocks by simply moving them from the layout Tree View
section to the Available items section.  To do this highlight the item you want to remove and drag it into
the Available Items section.

To Add a information block drag the item from the Available Items section to the desired location in the
Layout Tree View section.

240
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22.9.5.6.4  Info Block Options

 When you select an information block and right click the mouse,  an option menu is displayed
providing you with the options available for the selected object.
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The Option menu will resemble the following:

Undo/Redo:  You can undo, redo, or repeat many actions

Expand All: Will expand (open) all containers in your template

Collapse All: Will collapse (close) all containers in your template
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Delete:  will delete the object selected

Horizontal/Vertical Alignment: Controls how elements will be displayed.

Client:  refers to the client element the object is attached to

Parent Managed : means the object position will be dictated by the parent object into which
the object is located.

Layout Direction:  defines if the element will be lay out in a Horizontal, Vertical or Tab format.

Borders: define the object with a Border for easy viewing.

Expand Button: Places a expand/collapse  button on the selected group.
IMPORTANT: 

In the editor the Expand button icon is displayed to the right of the Information Block.  At Exam
time, the expand button is shown to the left of the information block, similar to all other
expand/collapse icons. 

Group / UnGroup: Permits users to group/ungroup elements into one object.

Caption: if selected will display the caption for the object.

Caption Position:  permits users to define where a caption will be displayed.

Caption Horizontal / Vertical Alignment: defines the position of the caption
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Rename: allows an object to be renamed by the user.

22.9.5.6.5  Renaming Sections

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager ) 

Users can re-name Information Blocks by highlighting the item (1), right clicking and selecting the
rename option (2) or pressing F2 on the keyboard.

240
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22.9.5.6.6  EMR Alignment

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager ) 

The EMR Alignment option allows user to align information blocks either horizontally or vertically.  

.

240
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Parent Managed means that the item will inherent the same setting as its parent (normally the parent
group setting).

ADVANCE FEATURE

Client (use very carefully- not recommended for novice users) it will align the item based on all of
the other components within the client group.  A client group can be the full screen in the case of a
vertically designed EMR or could also represent a specific sub-group in which the element is included. 
The effect (location of the element) will also vary depending on the monitor and video resolution being
used.  The Client position is controlled by Windows and can result in very different locations on the
screen based on the video card and monitor used not to mention the layout of the EMR itself.  Windows
will calculate the space available and place the item in the space, meaning if a limited amount of space
is available, Widows will make the item very small or very large and it could be unusable because of its
size.
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22.9.5.6.7  Creating Groups

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager ) 

Users can group the EMR Information Blocks into their own groups.  To create a new group, select the
New group icon (1) and it will create the New Group automatically.  Once created  you can rename and
add the Information Blocks you want into this new group by dragging and dropping them in the group.

22.9.5.6.8  EMR Other Items

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager ) 

 When designing your layout you may want to add label, separators, splitters and other elements to
make the layout more readable and user friendly.  The other items option permits you to add such items.
once created you drag them to the location you want it located in the Layout Tree View section.

240
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22.9.5.6.9  Moving Information Blocks

(See Common Tools - Layout Manager  for more information)  

To move an information block to another location in the EMR,  highlight the item you want to move and
drag and drop it to the new location.  You can move it within a group or into a new group.

240
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22.9.5.6.10  Template Preferred List

Each template can be associated for use to one or more providers.  By identifying the providers that wish
to use a given exam template the system will automatically show the template in the Preferred section of
available templates for that user

In the Exam screen providers can view the various exam templates by selecting the Select a Template
button located in the exam screen. 

The list of templates displayed will be divided into the templates preferred by the provider and a list of all
other templates made available to the provider.

To add templates to the provider preferred list,  the template must be identified in the EMR system
setting ( see EMR Template Preferred List  )  as a preferred template for the given provider.1764
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In the System Settings module, in the Template configuration screen,  the Preferred by Provider (1)
tab permits you to indicate which provider(s) prefers using the selected template.

1) To set an exam template in the providers Preferred List open the exam template located in the system
settings / EMR / EMR template section and select Preferred by Provider tab

2) Select the Add button which will display a list of employees.  Select one or more users and the
template will be shown in these users Template Preferred List

3) to Remove a exam template from a users Preferred list select the remove button beside the users
name.
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22.9.6 EMR Tool Bar

 
The EMR tool bar contains several tools which can be used to assist providers in completing an
exam record.

Spell Checker: many of the text and note  fields in the EMR have a built-in Spell Checker.  If a word
is misspelled it will appear with a wavy red underline giving the user the ability to correct the
spelling. (see the Spell Checker  section for more Information).

Patient Nickname:  is displayed in parenthesis beside the patient name.

The EMR Slider permits users to minimize the EMR tool bar maximizing the screen
area available for data entry. Especially useful when viewing large Images, since it
can give you more screen real estate to view the image.

The icon represent shrink the tool bar

The  icon represents expand the tool bar
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The Place of Service field is used for claim processing and identifies the location were the service
(exam) was done.  This is equivalent to the USA CMS-1500 Item 24B item 1 to 6.  Some Canadian
Claim services also use this field for processing purposes.  Verify with your specific jurisdiction if you
require a Place of Service field to be completed.

  
 
The Referring Physician field is an optional field that should be completed if a patient is referred by
another doctor.  It is used to record the referring doctor and transfers the information to the Invoice
and Claim function Referring Physician field.   For a claim to be properly completed this information
may be required to be entered in either the exam record or at invoice time or claim time.  Refer to
your specific jurisdiction claim requirements for more information.  This field equates to the USA
CMS-1500 item 17.   Canadian Claim services also use this field for processing purposes.  Verify
with your specific jurisdiction if you require a Referring Physician field to be completed.

IMPORTANT:  If you enter a Referring Physician in the appointment record (appointment Referral
Information button) prior to creating the Exam, the selected appointment referring physician will be
automatically selected and displayed as the Referring Physician. for the exam record associated
with the appointment (see appointment Referrals and Letters  for more information).
 
 

Displays a list of available EMR reports.  Users can create and add
additional reports to the displayed list (see Report Manager ).

The Forms button gives access to the system EMR forms or other Custom
form developed by the users

The form button permits users to choose the output format to use for various
"EMR category" forms.  For example by choosing the Word/RTF option as
output format will result in opening the locally installed Word program,
displaying the form in Word for easy editing.  The form button supports
Preview/print, Word/Rich Text Format(RTF), Open Office (ODF) and PDF
format. To be able to edit the forms the appropriate program for the selected
format must be installed.
 
 

  IMPORTANT:

1) Only forms saved in the Form Manager under the EMR category will

be displayed by the Form button.

2) In Filopto System Settings for the EMR / Other Settings section you

can define a default folder for saving the forms (centralized folder on a

server, for example).

3) Windows must have an installed program that can open the file

output you selected for the form to be displayed
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Displays and allows users to add links to common tools, web sites or
applications used during the EMR. (See Common Tools - Add-Ins  for
more Information) 

The Tools button allows users to attach (customize) any tool (program, web
site, etc...) that they wish to use within the Exam module.

Starts the Microsoft Speech Recognition engine/tool.  (See Windows
Speech recognition help for more information)

The Cancel EMR button will remove the EMR from the patient active

EMR records.  The EMR for all practical purposes is considered deleted. 
The user actions and records are recorded for audit purposes.

IMPORTANT:  Once the Cancel button is applied, the EMR cannot

be re-activated or accessed.  The EMR record is not recoverable.

Save EMR allows the user to do a manual save of the EMR at any time. 

By default when you close or exit the EMR an automatic save is done. 
However if you are using a mobile device such as a tablet or laptop it may
have a sleep or hibernate mode which by design terminates all programs
when activated.  The termination does not permit a save to occur.  If you
wish to make use of these various modes you may want to also use the
Save EMR button on a regular basis. We strongly recommend that when
using Filopto  that the sleep or hibernate mode be turned off or that
regular saves be done manually to insure that no data is lost. 

Saves and Close the EMR

 
The Patient File button give direct access to the selected Patient
information.

Allows Providers to attache documents to an exam and view the patient
PaperFree documents identified as accessible from the EMR.  The
document(s) added to the EMR document are specific to this EMR and will
not be shown in other EMR charts.

The Exam Start and Ended button permits the recording and timing of how
long a exam took. This information can be used for reporting and quality
assurance purposes.  

See EMR Time Tracking  section for more information

Evaluation and Management Coding (commonly known as E/M Coding or
E&M Coding) is a medical billing process that practicing medical providers
(physicians, advanced practice registered nurses, and physician's
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assistants) in the United States must use to be reimbursed by Medicare,
Medicaid programs, or private insurance for patient encounters.

E/M standards and guidelines are the standard guidelines for determining
type and severity of patient conditions. This allows medical service providers
to document and bill for reimbursement for services provided.

The E& M Code Verifier button calculates based on the items completed in
the exam the maximum rating permitted. By reviewing the calculated rating,
 providers can increase their billing by performing and recording the exam
procedures defined as required for a higher E&M coding result.

To record your E&M coding items,  the provider must place a check mark in
each EMR sections completed and in the check mark field for the items
having a specific E&M coding tracking field.

   and    

The Billing button opens the EMR billing function permitting providers to
record the procedures to be billed.  The information entered in the billing
screen is automatically available at invoice and claim time. (see the Billing
section  help for more information).

The Global Chart Notes permit users to record pertinent notes that are
visible in all EMR charts.

The Expand all EMR section button will open all sections of EMR
template.  By default each EMR section is only open when selected by the
user.  This default behavior permits the exam screen to open much faster
and be more responsive. Opening up all sections requires your server to
send a significant amount of data to your screen requiring more time to
display all information. The Close all EMR section button will close all open
sections of the EMR making saving and closing the EMR faster.  Also if all
sections are saved closed, the next time you open the exam record it will be
faster to open since it does not need to load all of the data at once.

See Speeding up the EMR  section for more details

Expand all EMR Sections.  Only useful when using EMR templates

that are linear or like a tree view.  Has no effect when using tab views. ( In
Tab view the data is only loaded (instantly) when the section is accessed). 
Essentially a user can have all linear or tree view sections opened and
populated with the data by pressing this button.  The end result is you can
have one long page which contains all data and is fully open and ready for
data entry.  Please note  when pressing this button all EMR data has
to be loaded at once, which means, it can take up to 30 seconds
depending on the speed of your PC, Server and Network before the
EMR is ready to use.  Also note that once selected the EMR will be
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saved in the open mode which means that the next time you will
open this exam it will take up to 30 seconds to load all data on the
screen.  

Expand Reason for Visit and Comments button permits user to show the
full details entered at appointment time for the patients reason for visit.

The Consulting Physician button permits a provider to add a consulting
physician to the EMR record.  The information is also used for claim
processing in certain jurisdictions when multiple doctors must consult on a
patient file.

The Customize EMR button allows a Provider to customize the EMR
template used for this specific exam (it does not change the original
template). (See EMR Customization section  for more Information).

The Lock /E-signature button allows a provider to lock and affix their
personal electronic signature to the current exam record.  if the exam is
already locked the button permits the user to record their unlocking of the
exam and record the reason why the record was changed.  The EMR record
will be locked per the settings defined in the Filopto system settings for the
EMR.

The Diagnostic Equipment button provides access to the various diagnostic
equipment integrated with your version of Filopto.  Depending on the various
equipment connectors purchased the list of available equipment will vary. 
By selecting the name of the diagnostic connector a user can import or
access the results provided by the device selected. (see Diagnostic
Equipment  for more information).

The My Schedule button opens a dialogue screen which displays the
providers schedule for the day.  Closed appointments do not show.

The Past Rx displays the patients past prescriptions.
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Display the create recall screen for the selected patient.

 

The New Task button allows for the creation of a Task in the Task Manager.

The unlocked icon states that the EMR is unlocked and can be written. 
other status are read Only for users not having access to write to the EMR
and the Locked status which means the EMR is locked and only authorized
individuals can unlock the EMR for writing purposes.
 

Users can create an unlimited number of EMR exam templates and select
for new exams the template to use.  Once a template has been selected it
can be changed by manually clicking the Select a Template (1)  button
and from the list displayed selecting the desired template (2) .

This screen also allows for templates to be added to the doctors preferred
list of templates.

IMPORTANT:

When selecting a new template, if a current exam section is not
included in the newly selected template, that exam section will not be
displayed.  The data entered in the non-displayed section is not deleted
and to view it again you will need to select a template that displays this
information or manually add this section in the new template you
selected.

The Template change option is not available for Exams from a previous
day. Only EMR exams from today or in a future date can have their
templates changed.

In certain circumstances, you may see a blank exam screen or partial exam
template.  This is due to Windows not being able to load the template image
properly.  To correct this issue simply select the Reload Template (3)
button to force Windows to properly reload the image.

The Reload Template button is used when you open an already existing
EMR record and the EMR screen appears blank.  A blank screen can
appear if your PC, Windows or network encounters a problem. (low memory,
slow video card or busy network)  To retrieve the full EMR again just click on
the Reload Template button to reselect the template and have Windows
regenerate the screen.

The EMR Close button.
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Exam Completed Tracking system

The EMR allows the user to pre-configure business rules in the EMR
template to track certain items for completion.  If the EMR templates has
items identified as required for completion before an exam is considered
completed,  the elements that are required for completion will be indicated
with a red square beside the item.

As a user places a check mark in the appropriate Completed field, Filopto
will record that the tracked element has been completed and replace the red
square indicating an incomplete element to a check mark indicating a
completed element.

If all tracked section of the EMR are completed,  the exam is marked as
completed and will not be displayed as an incomplete exam in the Exam
Manager grid.  If an exam is incomplete, it will be displayed in the Exam
Manager Grid and can be reopened to properly complete the exam notes.

 

 Past History Information Bar / History Bar

In addition to the above tool bar, some screens have an additional tool bar giving quick access to
past exam information.  To view the information, click on the bar and a screen will be displayed from
which you can select and view past exam information.
 

22.9.7 EMR Navigation Bar

The EMR navigation bar permits user to quickly navigate within the EMR template they created.  Located
at the left of the EMR screen users can click to expand the navigator.   The navigator bar displays the
EMR template in a tree structure.. Clicking on the tree item will open and position the item in the EMR
screen displayed.  (Note: if you are using a vertical layout template, the screen may not seem to move
when you click on a tree section, this will happen if the item is already visible,  for example, at the
bottom or at the top of the screen).
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When  the navigator bar is open you will see a Hide (close navigation bar) and a Expand all button as
well as a tree view of the selected EMR template.  

To expand the Tree view of the EMR template you can click on the tree view + icons or select the
expand all button. The - button closes the tree view section.
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22.9.8 EMR Status

The EMR supports several status indicators.

1) EMR is Locked or UnLocked.  

When the EMR is Unlocked it can be edited.  Depending on the system settings set in the Filopto
System Settings/Pick List /EMR section, the EMR will Lock 24 hours after it has ended as identified by
the provider selecting the Exam Ended button and will require the authorized person to sign in to Unlock
the EMR and place it in Edit mode.  The user will be asked at sign in time to record why they are
entering the EMR.  
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2) Required & Completed Sections Status

Based on the office procedures the administrator can identify sections of the EMR that are mandatory to
be completed for an EMR to be considered properly completed.  By identifying in the EMR template the
sections that are required a Red square (1) will be displayed beside the EMR sections as a visual queue
that this section has to be completed.

As a provider completes the exam they can place a check mark in the Completed check box (2)
indicating that the section has been completed.  A green check mark will appear for the section
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indicating it is completed.  A gray check mark (3) indicates that not all required sections have been
completed.

IMPORTANT:  The EMR Reports will only display the sections of the EMR marked as completed.
Section not marked as completed will be omitted when printing.

22.9.9 EMR Time Tracking

 
Organizations can track the time a Patient spends in their practice.  For
example, by recording in the scheduler when a patient arrives and leaves,
the practice can determine how long a patient stays in their
establishment.  By combining the start and end time of the exam you can
determine the length of time the patient spent waiting, in the exam
process and in your dispensing area.
 
This information can be used to provide better customer service or
determine the actual length of time of exams and how long a patient
takes to shop in your store.  All of these items if reviewed in your
marketing plan can enhance your overall business results.
 
At exam time a provider can indicate that the patient has started or
finished his/her exam by clicking on the appropriate buttons.  This will
indicate in the scheduler the current status of the patient.
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22.9.10 EMR Drop Down Panel

Used extensively through out the EMR; the EMR drop down panel permits users to quickly select various
terms, modifiers and timing setting to describe an exam element.

When the drop down arrow located at the end of a data field is selected, a selection panel is displayed
listing the various items available for the specific field.  The drop down values displayed are entered in the
system settings section for the EMR and are customizable by the user.

The top of the screen contains the data entry field of the drop down (1) .  The user clicks on the
term, special keys and modifier he want to use.  As he clicks on them they are added to the field
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above(1) in the order they are clicked.  Users can add as many items as required.  If the user makes
a mistake he can correct the entry by highlighting the term and deleting it or backspacing in the
field.  To exit and save the entry the user clicks on the Save button.

1) the data entry field which will contain the items selected.

2) Special buttons which permits users to enter special keys in the entry field (1). For example if you
enter a term and then want to enter a space before selecting the next term, you would select the
space button to insert a space

3) a list of the last 12 most used terms used.  the list is based on the last 90 days of data entry for
the selected field.

4) a list of all the terms entered in the system settings for the selected field. ( user customizable)

5) a list of the modifiers entered in the system settings as modifiers and identified to be used
with the selected field.

6) secondary tab allowing users to enter a timing or duration element to the entered data.  Special
buttons to identify time elements are available for rapid entry.

22.9.11 EMR History

The EMR permits a user to review the history of the patient or past information in several different ways.
 
For example on the EMR menu a user can quickly review a patients past Rx by using the Past Rx
menu option.
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In the various EMR screens users can also access past results of a test by selecting the Past History
drop down section on the screen.
 

The drop down will display a list of past records and by selecting one of the records listed the
information captured at that time will be displayed.  To close the displayed history click on the drop
down and it will close the history screen.

 

22.9.12 Required Sections Message

Depending on how you have created your EMR template you may see a Required Section message
when exiting the EMR.  The Required Section message will indicate which EMR section that does not
contain data, for which you have created a business rule requiring the section to be completed before an
EMR is considered properly completed.

To activate the verification you must activate which EMR sections are mandatory (required) per your own
procedures.  The EMR sections are activated for verification in the Filopto System Settings /Pick List
module by placing a check mark in the appropriate fields.
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22.9.13 Reason for Visit

The Reason for Visit page includes several pieces of key information that are required if you will be
using the E&M code verifier  (USA only).  Several fields have to be completed for the E&M code verifier
to properly evaluate and suggest the appropriate billing code (Category of Service, HPI, Chief
Complaint, etc...)  It is strongly recommended that you first review and understand the requirements
from HCFA regarding the E&M coding standard and that you complete properly the required
information.
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The reason for visit also permits providers to define for what eye the exam is for.  The default value is for
both eyes.

 
IMPORTANT:
 

Based on the information entered in the various Filopto Exam screens the Code Verifier will evaluate
and suggest, based on the HCFA E & M coding standard, the most appropriate CPT (procedure)
code to use for billing the service. The suggested code is designed only to assist physicians in
determining the appropriate level of E/M service. The physician is ultimately responsible for
understanding and complying with all coding rules.  See E&M Code Verifier  section for
more information.

 
 

22.9.14 Copy Past Chief Complaint

Users can select past Chief Complaints records from the reason for visits section from previous exams
and copy them into the existing exam record.  

1) Open the Past Reason for Visit section and select the past exam you wish to copy from.

2) Select the Copy CC to current EMR button to copy the Chief Complaint field into the new EMR record.
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22.9.15 EMR Review of System

 
The EMR Review of Systems section in the Case History tab contains several sections that can
be custom defined by the provider.  For example although the Ocular/Eye Review of System list
would emphasize problems relating to the visual system (used by the E&M code verifier),
problems of a more general nature should be included when indicated by the patient's history or by
the optometrist findings.   The Other Review of System list can be custom defined.  

These list can be modified by the making changes in the Filopto system settings - EMR section 
or by expanding on a problem by recording findings in the notes field.
 

 
The changes you make are reflected in the information displayed in the various screens.
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The grid shown in the image above has been sorted by the name of the various systems.  This default
sorting permits the provider to add sub-entries in the EMR system settings to a given system such as
for example:
 
Respiratory - Asthma
Respiratory - Chronic Bronchitis
Respiratory - Emphysema
 
When not sorted by system the grid looks like the image below.  To remove the sort drag the system
sort back to the system column and the sorting will be removed.
 

22.9.16 EMR Vitals

The Vitals screens meet the HIPAA requirements and permit the recording and graphing of the
required medical vitals.  Using the + button or clicking on the "Click here to add XX" row a user can
add records to the data grid.  The system will automatically graph the data.
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The Weight height and BMI screen meets the US HIPAA requirement for tracking weight and for the
providing of growth charts to all non-adult patients.  The Growth Chart button is only displayed for
Children ( below the age of 17).

The Blood Glucose table displays a visual indicator beside a reading depending on the value. ( green,
 non-diabetic, orange, pre-diabetic, and red for diabetic.)
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Growth Charts are shown for patients that are children, from 2 years old to 20 years old.
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22.9.17 EMR - Other Observations

The Other Observation section contains various miscellaneous observation such as the Color Vision
Test and the Near Point of Conversion (NPC), Worth 4 dot test, Anisocoria, Hyper Eye, Stereopsis
and Pathological
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The pick list for the drop downs can be user defined by going to the system Settings for the EMR and
entering the values required.

22.9.18 EMR CPOE's

Computerized physician order entry (CPOE) standard is a process of electronic entry and recording of
medical practitioner instructions for the treatment of patients (particularly hospitalized patients) under his
or her care.  In Filopto the CPOE's are defined as the Provider orders/test and other procedures to be
performed for the patient care.

Located in the EMR CPOE section it is divided into 3 sections:  Medication/Prescriptions, Laboratory
Test, Radiology/Imaging/Clinical

 

The Medication /Prescription section allows users to easily enter medical drugs prescribed to a patient
file.  Users can pre-define a Preferred Drug List for easy access to normally prescribed drugs.. 

The CPOE sections utilizes the universal Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes
(LOINC®) standard for recording Laboratory Test.  

The transmission of the Order can be done via the HL7 communication standard and the participating
hospital HL7 system. ( requires additional software -  HL7 Messenger and Server, Most hospitals have
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customized HL7 interfaces (versions) which will require customization of the standard HL7 message -
contact Accra Med Software Inc. for more information)

22.9.19 EMR Allergies

The Allergies screen allows the recording of patient allergies

22.9.20 Medication List

The EMR medication list is divided into several areas to better reflect the current medications being
taken by the patient.  

.

  1) At the top of the screen (1) users can enter any medication taken on the day of the visit.  
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  2) The bottom grid (2) contains the medications being taken by the patient sorted by Ocular and
Systemic medication with status that are active, discontinued, expired or non-active.

  3) When you select a Medication the information details can be displayed by using the View/Edit
button (3) of the screen

 

The New Medication button creates a new record which can be completed by entering the data located
to the right of the screen (3).

The Drug Lookup button allows the user to search an online drug repository ( the link must be entered
in the system settings. Several drug reference web sites exist such as http://www.rxlist.com,
http://www.healthsquare.com, http://www.pdrhealth.com , http://www.drugs.com,
http://www.fda.gov/cder/index.html and http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html (herbal
medicine) among others.

The E-Prescribe button permits you to Link Filopto with your E-prescribe supplier web site.

The Old Medication list is for clients that have client records in the pre-Filopto 8 format.

Entering the medication requires the completion of the medication form located to the right of the screen.

The Medication Select button permits user to locate the drug using the RXNorm and LOINC database. 

http://www.rxlist.com
http://www.healthsquare.com
http://www.pdrhealth.com
http://www.drugs.com
http://www.fda.gov/cder/index.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html
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Status: The Rx status permit users to define the current status of the prescription.  Users can also use
the Cancel status and a note explaining why it is cancelled, if for example they inadvertently create a
duplicate Rx. Prescriptions cannot be deleted, but can be controlled by the various status available such
as Cancel, Non-Active, Active, Discontinued, Expired.

Taken Today button copies this drug to the Today section of the medication list ( 1) 

Renew Rx permits users to renew a prescription based on several options.

22.9.21 Visual Acuity

The Visual Acuity screen permits the entry of your findings. The New Visual Acuity Button permits the
entry of New data (1) while the View Edit button (2) permits the editing of current exam findings.  The
Data Grid is fully sortable by columns ( see Data Grid for more information)
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22.9.22 Tonometry / Pachymetry

The Tonometry / Pachymetry screen allows users to enter and graph the values recorded.  

1) The grid displays all records associated the current and past Pachymetry records. To record a
New Pachymetry record click on the first row of the grid.

2) To enter a Tonometry reading select the New Tonometry button. When using the E&M coding
standard you can record that a Tonometry reading was not recorded for this exam.  The Past
Tonometry Exception drop down shows all of the other Patient exams for which no Tonometry
reading was recorded.
 
3)  Allows the user to record the IOP goal.

4) when the Tonometry record in the grid (4) is selected (View/Edit button located at the end of the
record row) the details of the record are displayed in this pop up of the screen. Only current exam
values can be modified.  The pop up allows the user to copy the IOP value to the Glaucoma Flow
Sheet.
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5) the system will graph the data recorded (historic and today's exam results).

IOP History

You can also review the IOP history by selecting the Tonometry History tab located at the top left of
the graph.

22.9.23 Gonioscopy

Gonioscopy describes the use of a goniolens in conjunction with a slit lamp or operating microscope
to gain a view of the iridocorneal angle, or the anatomical angle formed between the eye's cornea and
iris. The screens divides your finding in quadrants for easy data entry while also allowing for a notes
area to describe or clarify your findings.  
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The user should document the grading system used for proper interpretation of the data.  Users can
customize the drop down list displayed via the Filopto System Settings & Pick List.

Past Gonioscopy records can be accessed via the drop down panel located at the top of the screen
called Past Gonioscopy.

22.9.24 Special Test

The Special Test section permits providers to enter any test they wish to record into the EMR.  Users
can create their own list of Special Tests to display in the Test Name drop down field by entering the
items to be displayed in the System Settings and Pick List for the EMR/ Clinical Notes and Soap Pick
Lists section. ( see Clinical_Notes_Lists )1753
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A provider can record the test done and attach notes or any other any pertinent image or document to
the special test record.

22.9.25 Keratometry

The keratometry screen records the patient data for the exam.

1) the data grid contains the various recordings of data made during the exam
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2) for each selected record in the data grid (1) the detail information is shown in this area. To create a
new record select the New Keratometry button.

3) The right of the screen displays the historical data for the patient (past exams).  The detail for each
record is displayed in the lower right grey section of the screen

22.9.26 EMR Refraction

The EMR refraction supports 2 views, row view (default) and the column view ( note
the row view contains more features than the column view).  The user can select
one of the two as their default refraction templates by making the selection in the
EMR Template system setting screen.
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The EMR Refraction screen allows providers to enter the preliminary refraction findings and also
review past refraction.  The refraction screen is divided into 3 sections; Previous
Glasses /Ophalmic Lenses Rx, Objective Refractions, and Subjective Refractions.  Data can
be entered in two modes "Summary" and "Detailed".  To use the Summary mode users enter the
data directly into the grids.  To use the Detail mode users can select the New Objective
Refraction or New Subjective Refraction buttons for added detail.
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The New Objective/Subjective Refraction detail screen permits the entry of images as well as provide
other features not available in the grid summary mode.
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The drop down entry fields provide for a quick selection of items to data entry.   The drop downs
content are user managed via the Filopto System settings for the EMR.

 
Historical prescriptions can also be viewed by accessing the Patient History tab or selecting the
Past Rx button on the EMR tool bar.
 

The recorded Objective Refractions can be copied to the Subjective Refraction by using the available
button on the screen.
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 Past Subjective Refraction can be copied to create a current refraction by selecting the "Copy to
Current" button.

22.9.27 Copy Past Biomicroscopy/Slit lamp

Users can select past Biomicroscopy/Slit lamp records from previous exams and copy them into the
existing exam record.  

1) Open the Past Biomicroscopy/Slit lamp section and select the past exam you wish to copy from.

2) Select the Copy to current EMR button to copy the Biomicroscopy/Slit lamp records into the new
EMR record.

22.9.28 EMR-Fundus

The Ophthalmoscopy / Fundus screen  permits the user to review the Cup size ratio history by selecting
the Size / Ratio button (1).  The user can also transfer the Cup disk ratio to the Glaucoma flow sheet by
selecting the copy button (2).
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22.9.29 Copy Past Ophthalmoscopy / Fundus Records

Users can select past Opthalmoscopy / Fundus records from previous exams and copy them into the
existing exam record.  

1) Open the Past  Opthalmoscopy / Fundus section and select the past exam you wish to copy from.

2) Select the Copy to current EMR button to copy the Opthalmoscopy / Fundus records into the new
EMR record.
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22.9.30 EMR Problem List / Diagnostic Plan

 
The Problem List and Diagnostic screen permits the Provider to record their diagnosis which will be
used to create the patient Active Diagnosis List and also used in the preparation for the invoice and
billing of an insurance claim. By clicking on the + New Diagnostic (1) button, a new diagnosis
record is created into which the Provider can enter his/her findings.  Non-active or resolved diagnosis
are listed below the active diagnosis.

When you assign a diagnosis to a patient, that diagnosis stays on the patient file/chart until it is
either resolved or rendered non-active. The 3 options you have for a diagnosis is active, non-active or
resolved.  

The diagnosis is brought forward from the patient exams to all subsequent exams and also is shown
in the patient file and EMR appointment manager screen as the active diagnosis. For example the
patient has cataracts, once they no-longer have this condition, the diagnosis and procedures

sections would record that a surgery has occurred and the patient illness has been resolved. There

is no need to re-enter the same diagnosis at each exam time, if it is already contained in
the active diagnosis list for the patient. 

IMPORTANT:

ICD-10 codes permit users to pre-define default Assessment and Treatment plans for a given
ICD-10 code for use in the EMR.  You can enter your default assessment and treatment default
value by editing in the System settings the ICD-10 code.  See ICD-10 code  for more
information.

When you create a New ICD-10 entry the default values entered in system settings will be
copied to the Assessment and Treatment fields.

A Provider can view or edit (2) a specific diagnosis by using the View/Edit (2) button for the
selected diagnosis.  The Add a New Assessment(3) and Treatment plan (4) buttons open the T.I.M.
editor that allows users to easily record their notes for each exam.  Your entries are listed by date
entered and can be sorted by choosing the sort order for the column (date).

Copy existing Assessments /Treatment Plans to a new exam by using the copy button (5). When
you select the copy button the Exam T.I.M. editor will appear allowing you to make changes to the
copied note and when you save the note it will be posted to your current exam.

1698
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A problem list can be printed by using the Print List button.  The Medical Coding button provides
access to a real-time medical coding scrubber/analyzer ( optional service) which optimizes the claim
information (USA only). 

A provider can provide educational information on the patient diagnosis by selecting the Look Up On
MedlinePlus web site button to get a description for a diagnosis.

Look up on MedlinePlus is the National Institutes of Health's Web site for patients and their
families and friends. Produced by the US National Library of Medicine, the world’s largest medical
library, it brings information about diseases, conditions, and wellness issues in language you can be
understood. MedlinePlus offers reliable, up-to-date health information, anytime, anywhere, for free.
(Intended for use within the U.S. health care system and with coding systems used in the United
States. 
MedlinePlus contains both copyrighted and non-copyrighted material. Restrictions may apply to
copyrighted materials. Review web site for more information).

 
 

22.9.30.1 Create ICD-10 Auto Assessments and Auto Treatment Plans

Users can pre-define for specific ICD-10 codes the text they wish to record at exam time for the

default Assessment and Treatment Plan.  The pre-defined text is automatically entered as each

ICD-10 code is selected at exam time.  The default text entered in the respective fields can then

be modified by the doctor to reflect any specific adjustments related to the patient.  This time

saving step can significantly reduce the amount of text that need to be entered at exam time by

the doctor.

To pre-populate your ICD-10 codes with the text you wish to use go to the Configuration Manager

tab and select the Filopto System Settings / Pick List button.  Navigate to the ICD-10 codes (2).  We
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recommend that you identify (3) the codes you will be using the most and enter them in your

Preferred List (3) to make navigating the codes easier.

Select the code for which you want  to enter the Assessment and Treatment plan and edit (4) the

respective fields to enter the desired text.  Once the text is entered when the doctor selects the

diagnostic code the entered text will be copied into the patient’s assessment and treatment plan

automatically.  Once copied into the patient exam the doctor can add or modify the text as

required.

22.9.31 EMR Educational Materials

The EMR Educational Materials information block permits Providers to easily print for their patients key
information on their illness or treatment plan.  The two tabs list the default and user customizable
educational information available.  Users can create and include their own handouts or other items into
the Filopto Educational material list by entering them via the Filopto System Setting module.
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22.9.32 EMR Documents

The EMR document button gives access to three levels of Patient documents stored in Filopto. 

1)  The first document Level is specific to the selected EMR.  Documents attached to the active EMR
Document List (item 2) are not accessible outside of this specific EMR.

2) The second level (3) are documents attached and linked to other EMRs (second tab)

3)  The third level of documents are those stored in the PaperFree Module (4) and identified as
accessible to the EMR.  It contains all documents for the patients as well as any document with the
PaperFree Notify flag still active (not yet seen by the specified user)  (Item 4) 

Select the EMR Documents button (1) it will display a list of documents (2) specific to the exam record
being viewed.  Users can add documents to this list by using the Add Document button. the documents
added to this list are only available from this specific EMR. The documents are not shared with other
exams.
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Select the Patient PaperFree Documents button (Item 4 above) and the user has access to all
documents (5) stored in the PaperFree module for that patient.  (Note: only user categories are shown,
the categories created by the Filopto system, when activated, will not be shown)..This Patient
PaperFree Document button (4)  shows the documents in two tabs.  The first tab are the documents
contained in PaperFree while the second tab (4) displays any document with an active notify flag (4)  in
the PaperFree module which has not been seen by the specified user.

For a file to be accessible in the EMR the user must place a check mark in the PaperFree Module giving
access to the specific file. (see PaperFree Help for more information).

22.9.33 Global Chart Notes

 The Global Chart Notes button permits users to record information pertinent to all exams.  To add a
record click on the top gray row in the grid ( click here to add a new patient note)..
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22.9.34 EMR Images

 
Some screens allow users to import or add drawings and pictures to the Exam record.  If you have a
physical picture, you can also use it in this module by first scanning the picture into the system. Note
that Filopto supports any Twain scanner supported by your operating system as well as many diagnostic
equipment connectors. 

Important:  

You cannot annotate an image of a previous exam.  You can only annotate
images from the current exam.

To load a new image select the Add Image button (1) and then you can use the load image(2) button  to

load the image into Filopto.  You can then use the Annotate Image button to annotate the image. Make

certain to include an Image Title for easy reference.  
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To be able to annotate or save an image, the image must be stored in one of the numerous file
formats supported by Filopto. (see Supported image, document and video format  for more
information)

 

 

Permits the loading of multiple images simultaneously into a
Patient image record.  Select the images by using the Windows Shift or Ctrl key feature to identify
the images to load at the same time. (see Windows Help on how to use the Shift or CTRL keys).

 
 

To add a new (single) image click on the Add an Image button to create a new

record.  Then you can click on the Load Image button to load the image. Enter a name for the
image in the image title.  This title will be used in the image grid to list the various images you have
created.

274
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To remove an image from the patient record select the image and then select the
Remove this Image button.

When an image is modified the Save Changes button will be activated to permit
the user to save the changes made to the image.

IMPORTANT:

Filopto will automatically save the image and other information if the user moves to another record
(image or tab) prior to the user saving the image record.

 

Cancel the saving of any change(s) made to the image record.

Filopto provides some default images that you can use to draw your findings upon.  These images
are located in the Filopto/Image folder.  You can add additional images or replace the ones provided.
 If you are using diagnostic equipment you can also load the various pictures you take into the
patient file.
  
The image module is divided into three primary areas. The first is the image list located to the left of
the screen. By selecting an image title on this grid, the image will be displayed in the picture area
located to the right.
 
The second area is the picture area which will self-adjust depending on the drawing tool chosen. It is
designed to display most common images formats.
 
The third area is the drawing center itself, located at the bottom of the screen.  It displays a series of
buttons and tools and allows you to annotate the selected picture with your findings.

Load image: permit user to load any image from their system into the Exam record

Annotate Image: permit users to annotate the selected image using the annotate tools (see
Annotate Image Tools ) 694
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Compare With another Image: permits users to compare two images

Save to Disk: permit users to save an image to their PC hard drive.

IMAGE ZOOM Feature

The Zoom feature permits users to adjust the size and zoom in or out of a image. The zoom factor is
determined by the images type being displayed and may vary from 10X to 1000X.  In addition a user
can click on the left mouse button to Zoom In (next automatic zoom step), the left mouse button to
zoom out (next automatic zoom step) or use the mouse wheel to do both actions in a more granular
fashion.

The Mouse wheel and mouse click option permit a greater degree of zooming than the image
zoom selector which provides the normal zoom for the image type.  If you wish to exceed the
amount of zoom from the Zoom selector use the mouse click or mouse wheel option to go above
or below the displayed  Zoom selector option.

 
 

Save Text related to Image

To associate text to a picture, add your text into the image note section(1).  You may also use the
Annotate Image button to add text directly on the image.(see Annotate Image Tool ).

Find / Filter Images

You can filter images by using the filter tool (1) located in the image grid.  Using the Filter builder
screen you can enter and locate the image of your choice.

694
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22.9.34.1 Image Comparison Tool

The Image Comparison Tool permits a user to place two images side by side for closer examination.  
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The images can be zoomed into or out of by clicking on the image and using the mouse wheel to zoom
in and out.  The portion of the image shown can be moved by selecting and gliding the scroll bars to the
location of the image you want to see.

To select an image click on the Get First Image or Get Second Image button to display thumbnails of
the patients images. highlight the image you wish to load and press the View Selected Image button.
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All available images associated with the patient will be displayed in the selection grid
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22.9.34.2 Annotate Image Tool

Annotate Image Tools
 
The annotate tools are supplied for ease of use in annotating a picture.  The tools use the standard
Windows drawing methods for control of the annotations.

IMPORTANT:

For  increased ease of use of the annotate tool, a touch screen or a pen based screen or pen
tablet can increase the ease of use of the tools. Users can add drawing tablets to desktop and
laptops for ease of drawing. ( see http://www.wacom.com for desktop pen tablet devices)

http://www.wacom.com/
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Annotate Toolbar

The tool bar contains the following sections:

Save and Exit  button: saves the changes to images merges the items added to the image to
the original image. 

IMPORTANT

Once the Save and Exit button is selected the new added image elements will be merged to the
base image and cannot be undone (removed.)

Cancel and Exit button: Does not save any changes made to the image.

Annotate Tab: contains the options available for annotating the image.

View Tab: contains the options available for viewing and re-sizing the image
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Annotate Tab

The annotate tab contains the following tools:

   Free-Hand drawing
tool:  With the Freehand tool you can
create hand-drawn polygon lines on the
image. 

1. Select the Freehand tool . The

cursor changes to a .
2. Click and hold to place the starting

point of your  Freehand line.
3. Drag the cursor to draw.
4. Release the mouse button to stop

drawing.
5.  To save the shape or line press the

ESC key or double click the mouse
to save your line drawing.

  Line drawing tool:  With
the line drawing tool you can create lines.

1. Select the Line tool . The cursor

changes to a .
2. Click and hold to place the starting

point of your line.
3. Drag the cursor to draw.
4. Release the mouse button to stop

drawing.
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   Rectangle drawing tool: 
With the rectangle drawing tool you can
create a rectangle over a portion of the
image.

1. Select the Rectangle tool . The

cursor changes to a .
2. Click and hold to place the starting

point of your rectangle.
3. Drag the cursor to draw.
4. Release the mouse button to stop

drawing.

Note: that once a rectangle is drawn you can

click and drag it w ith the reposition cursor to

a new location.   Users can re-size a

rectangle by selecting the re-size points

(circles on edge of rectangle) and dragging to

resize the image.

  Ellipse drawing tool: the 
ellipse drawing tool can create circles and
ellipses over a portion of the image.

1. Select the Ellipse tool . The cursor

changes to a .
2. Click and hold to place the starting

point of your ellipse or circle.
3. Drag the cursor to draw.
4. Release the mouse button to stop

drawing.

Note: that once an ellipse is drawn you can

click and drag it w ith the reposition cursor to

a new location.  Users can re-size an

ellipse by selecting the re-size points (circles

on edge of ellipse) and dragging to resize the

image.
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Text annotation tool:  the
Insert Text tool can add text over a portion
of the image.

1. Select the Insert Text tool . The

cursor changes to a .
2. Click and hold to place the starting

point of your Text Box.
3. Drag the cursor to draw the text

box..
4. Release the mouse button to stop

drawing.
5. Place cursor inside the rectangle

and start typing.

Note: that once an ellipse is drawn you can

click and drag it w ith the reposition cursor to

a new location.

  Users can re-size a text box  by selecting the

re-size points (circles on edge of the text box)

and dragging to resize the image.

Below the thumbnail of the image (left side of

screen) additional controls keys are available

to control your text.

Users can also add Notes to an image by

entering text in the note section of the Image

record. (1) 
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The Pen
and Fill Color permits users to pre-
define the colors to be used for their
annotation tool.   

Prior to selecting your annotation tool
select the color you wish to use by
clicking the displayed color.  It will
display the color picker which can be
expanded to more colors by selecting
the Define Custom Colors button.

In some situations it may be beneficial
to highlight a section of the image by
using a rectangle or ellipse tool with a
fill color.

  The Delete button permits
the user to delete an annotation made on
the image.

1. Select the item to be deleted 
2. Select the delete button

View Tab
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100% button: this button will resize the image to 100% of it's original size.

Fit Image button: This button will resize the image to fit the image display area.

Image Zoom:

The zoom feature (1) allows a user to zoom in to a specific area of an image.  The preview square (2)
displayed in the thumbnail Preview screen can be dragged over the thumbnail image to permits a
user view the desired area of the image. The Zoom range is automatically defined by the image being
displayed.  Some images can be enlarged to a greater value than others based on the type, settings
and compression of the original image being used.

 
Display Grid:  Will display a grid on the image. To view the grid you must maximize the image size
(zoom to max).

Auto Fit on Load: is a default setting for the image. A user can define if the image will be zoomed
or not.

Enable Alpha Channel: The alpha channel stores transparency information—the higher the Alpha
value of an image, the more opaque that pixel is.  Some images may require the Alpha channel to be
turned off by default to properly view the image.
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BMP Handles Transparency:  BMP image type can contain transparency information for displaying
an image.  This option allows the user to turn on (default) or turn off the BMP transparency settings
for displaying the image.

22.9.35 SOAP

 
The SOAP tab permits providers to record their findings based on the SOAP protocol.  Each
progress note is concern with a single problem and should be numbered and tittle accordingly.  In an
eye care practice, progress notes normally exist when the practitioner sees a patient on more than
one occasion in relation to a particular problem(s).
 
Progress notes are of particular value to the eye care specialist when contact lens are fitted. 
Because contact lens tend to cause problems of their own, the careful recording of progress notes
for each progress evaluation visit can give direction to the procedures performed at these visits and to
the advise and instructions given to the patient.  This also applies to patients undergoing vision
therapy and low vision rehabilitation.
 
Each note is written in narrative form and should include four components:
 

Symptomatic

Objective

Assessment

Plan

 
This portion of the record system is known as the SOAP system.  The progress notes are the final
step in the feedback loop, often resulting in the formulation of additional plans that will be evaluated
at additional progress visits.  When a patient is being transferred from one particular practitioner to
another, the final progress notes should emphasize the assessment of unresolved problems.
 
  
The four parts of a SOAP note are outlined below:

1. SUBJECTIVE/SYMPTOMATIC —The initial portion of the SOAP note format consists of
subjective observations. These are symptoms the patient verbally expresses or as stated by a
significant other. These subjective observations include the patient's descriptions of pain or
discomfort, the presence of nausea or dizziness and a multitude of other descriptions of dysfunction,
discomfort or illness the patient describes.
 
2. OBJECTIVE —The next part of the format is the objective observation. These objective
observations include symptoms that can actually be measured, seen, heard, touched, feel, or
smelled. Included in objective observations are vital signs such as temperature, pulse, respiration,
skin color, swelling and the results of diagnostic tests.
 
3. ASSESSMENT —Assessment follows the objective observations. Assessment is the diagnosis of
the patient's condition. In some cases the diagnosis may be clear, such as a contusion. However, an
assessment may not be clear and could include several diagnosis possibilities.
 
4. PLAN —The last part of the SOAP note is the plan. The plan may include laboratory and/or
radiological tests ordered for the patient, medications ordered, treatments performed (e.g., minor
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surgery procedure), patient referrals (sending patient to a specialist), patient disposition (e.g., home
care, bed rest, short-term, long-term disability, days excused from work, admission to hospital),
patient directions and follow-up directions for the patient.
 
 

The SOAP Note should briefly express the following:

(1) Date and purpose of the visit. The patient's symptoms and complaints

(2) The current physical exam. What is the patient's height, weight, temperature, pulse, blood
pressure, visual acuity, etc.

(2) New lab data and results of studies, reports, assessments

(3) The current formulation and plan for the patient

 
 

22.9.36 EMR Billing Information

 
This section of the EMR permits Providers to record the various procedures done and report to the
accounting functions the items to be billed or used for claim purposes.  The information entered in
the billing button (1)  is automatically transferred for entry on the patient invoice.  Also billing
instructions can be recorded for use by the staff when completing the patient invoice.
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Enter or select the appropriate inventory service item number (4) for the service/procedure item to be
billed.  The billing information (item number, price an description) of the inventory item selected will
automatically be used at invoice and claim time.  To enter the inventory item billing record containing
the procedure codes (CPT) select the + button (1) to add the billing record to the EMR/Chart
record.  

If you want to manually select multiple procedure codes at the same time you may use the Add
Multiple Procedure button (2). If you have defined inventory groups of services/procedures you can
also select the Add a Group of Procedure button (3). 
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  IMPORTANT:  Pricing Fee Transfer

If you select an Inventory item/service from the Inventory Number field (4), the associated price and
procedure code entered in the inventory will be automatically selected and used.  If you only select
or manually enter a CPT/Procedure code no price link is done and only the procedure code is
forwarded to the invoice.

For speeding up the billing process and ensuring accuracy we recommend that you configure the
inventory service and items so that they contain the appropriate procedure/CPT code and associated
price, reducing the amount of data that has to be entered by the users.

The procedure/CPT code and pricing cost can be entered on each Inventory item/service entered in
the system.  Having an inventory item/service entered in the inventory also permits management to
track by procedure/CPT code, the funds billed and the volume for a given service/procedure.  The list
of codes displayed is based on your location (for example in the USA you will see ICD10 while if you
are in Nova Scotia you will see the MSI codes, Ontario the OHIP codes, Alberta the Alberta Codes,
BC the BC-MSP codes, etc...)

All items entered in the billing screen are by default billable unless the check mark in the Billable
field is removed.

 
 

Note:  
The procedure/CPT and diagnostic (Icd9/Icd10) codes can be adjusted to first show only the
items you deal with frequently.  See the Help for the system settings section for the
procedure/CPT and diagnostic codes.

          The inventory items services/procedures can be listed in a preferred list ( see inventory Add
Service to EMR Preferred List )
          Inventory  service /procedure items can be group together as one entry reducing the need to
manually select each item individually 

( see Inventory EMR Billing Service/Procedure Group Manager ) 

To save your Billing information press the check mark button below the billing grid.  Once
your billing information is saved the information is immediately available to the billing staff for
invoicing/claims purposes.  When they create a new invoice for the patient the information entered in
the EMR Billing screen will be automatically offered for automatic billing on the invoice.  If the Invoice
already is created,  the billing information is available to be automatically entered by the user
selecting the EMR Unbilled items button in the invoice. 

The Inventory Numbers (4) field for billing services can be located by clicking on the Select button

in the inventory field located in the grid or directly entering the inventory number in the Quick
Entry - Inventory Field at the top of the screen.  When the Quick Entry option press the Add button
to have Filopto retrieve the item information and record it in the billing grid.

1119
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Similarly, the Diagnostic code can be either directly entered in the grid or selected using the grid

look up button .  The items shown in the look-up drop down are the active diagnostic
codes for the patient that were entered into the patients EMR records.
 
CMS-1500 Billing information
 
The following information when provided will be used to complete an insurance claim.
 
1. Date of Illness:

2. Date of similar Illness:

3. Date Patient is unable to work in current occupation
 
       
Billing instructions for Invoicing staff:
 
This section (5) of the Billing screen permits Providers to send notes that will be seen at invoice
time.  These notes are typically related to billing requirements.
 

22.9.36.1 Add Multiple Procedure

The Add Multiple Procedure button permits providers to easily select multiple procedures codes from
their pre-defined preferred list or to choose from the various services contained in their inventory service
section.

By placing or removing the check mark (1) located at the top of the grid a user can see the preferred or
all of the services defined in the inventory.

A user can select multiple items by placing a check mark in the selected (2) column beside the items
and then applying (3)  the list to the billing record.
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22.9.36.2 Add Groups of Services/Procedures

Users can select a pre-defined group of services/procedures codes for billing instead of manually entering
each item individually.  This can save time and omission errors.

The Service/Procedure groups are defined in the Inventory tab module.

22.9.36.3 E&M coding Verifier- 2021

2021 Version of E&M Coding., Filopto will display the new E&M coding standard screen for all exams
created after January 1, 2021. The old E&M coding standard will be shown for exams prior to January
2021.

The AMA has made significant changes to the E&M coding standard. Review the changes and the
coding standard and how best to complete the evaluation.  There are two ways to complete your E&M
coding. The most common way will be to use medical decision making method. The other way is to use
physician time method. Each has been redefined in significant ways. Carefully review the requirements.
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22.9.36.4 E&M Code Verifier -Pre-2021

Background - USA

Evaluation and Management (EM) services refer to visits and consultations provided by physicians or
residents under their supervision. Each of these services is assigned a CPT (Current Procedure
Terminology) code for billing purposes. These codes were developed by the American Medical
Association and implemented by HCFA in 1992, as part of the sweeping changed required by the
resource-based Medicare fee schedule payment system. Like all CPT codes, EM codes are "universal"
and used by Medicare, Medicaid and most other payor's for processing claims for the professional
services of physicians. Since visit and consultation services are high volume physician activities, the
EM codes are the most frequently used by physicians in daily practice.

How Physicians use EM Codes

To bill for a patient visit conducted at a clinic, office, hospital, emergency department or nursing home
setting, a physician must select an EM code that best represents the service performed. EM codes are
organized into various categories by delivery site of service, then into as many as five discrete "levels"
or "established" patients. All these categories and code levels are intended to provide the physician
with an opportunity to select the code that best reflects the extent of his/her personal work necessary
to perform the visit service.

EM services are constructed on the basis of physician performance in three "key" elements of every
visit or consultation service: patient history, examination and medical decision-making. 
Secondary factors for selecting a code include the activities of counseling, coordination of care, nature
of the problem and the time spent "face to face" with the patient. As the degree of physician
involvement and work intensity varies along the key components of history, exam and medical
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decision-making for any visit service performed, so does the level of code selected. The more work
performed by the physician, the higher the level of code he/she may bill within the appropriate category.

Key Terms:

All physicians and qualified non-physician practitioners shall follow the E/M documentation guidelines
for all E/M services.  These rules are applicable for Medicare secondary payer claims as well as for
claims in which Medicare is the primary payer.

New Patient: a patient who has not received any professional services from the doctor, or another
doctor of the same specialty who belongs to the same group, within the past three years. Interpret the
phrase “new patient” to mean a patient who has not received any professional services, i.e., E/M
service or other face-to-face service (e.g., surgical procedure) from the physician or physician group
practice (same physician specialty) within the previous 3 years.  For example, if a professional
component of a previous procedure is billed in a 3 year time period, e.g., a lab interpretation is billed
and no E/M service or other face-to-face service with the patient is performed, then this patient remains
a new patient for the initial visit.  An interpretation of a diagnostic test, reading an x-ray or EKG etc., in
the absence of an E/M service or other face-to-face service with the patient does not affect the
designation of a new patient.

Established Patient: A patient who has received professional services within the past three years

Consult Patient: Type of service provided by doctors whose opinion/advice, regarding evaluation and/or
management of a specific problem, is requested by another physician. Effective January 1, 2010, the
consultation codes are no longer recognized for Medicare Part B payment.  Physicians shall code
patient evaluation and management visits with E/M codes that represent where the visit occurs and that
identify the complexity of the visit performed.

Chief Complaint: A concise statement (usually in the patient's words) describing the symptoms,
problem, condition, diagnosis, and or other factors that are the reason for the doctor/patient encounter.

HPI: History of Present Illness.  A chronological description of the development of a patient's present
illness from the first sign/symptom to the present; includes a description of location,quality, severity,
timing, context, modifying factors, and associated signs and symptoms significantly related to the
present problem.
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The E&M Code Verifier

The E&M code verifier analyses the activities recorded by the provider in the EMR module and uses the
HCFA E & M coding rules to evaluate and grade the effort required for the patient exam.  The E&M
code verifier evaluates the recorded information and categorizes the information in three areas:

1) Determine the amount of History obtained.  To qualify for a given service level, all elements identified
for that level must be met or exceeded the established HCFA standards.

2) Determines the extent of Examination performed. To qualify for a given service level, all elements
identified for that level must be met or exceeded the established HCFA standards.

3) Determines the complexity of Medical Decision-Making involved. To qualify for a given service
level, all elements identified for that level must be met or exceeded the established HCFA standards.

Several screens in Filopto have special fields that when check marked, will be used in the E/M Code
verifier process.  For example in the image below the fields identified as E&M are the fields used in the
Code Verifier process.  The provider should indicate by placing a check mark that he has completed
this test per the E&M coding standard.
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At billing time the provider can calculate and review the items completed used to calculate the
suggested E&M code by selecting the Code Verifier option (2) in the billing (1) page.  The provider can
make any changes required to the exam record and recalculate the suggested E&M code.
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ADD E&M Code to Billing

To add the suggested E&M code to the billing screen select the add button in the billing page.  If no
inventory service item exist in your inventory item list for the selected E&M code you will receive a
warning message to enter an inventory service item that has the matching CPT code into your Inventory
service item list.
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Reevaluate E&M Code

To reevaluate the suggested code (i.e. after making further changes to the exam records) select the
Reevaluate button in the Evaluation & Management Code Verifier page.
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IMPORTANT:
 

Based on the information entered in the Filopto Exam screens the Code Verifier will evaluate and
suggest, based on the CMS/HCFA E/M coding standard, the most appropriate CPT code to use for
billing the service.
 
The suggested code is designed only to assist physicians in determining the appropriate
level of E/M service. The physician is ultimately responsible for understanding and
complying with all coding rules.

 
 

References:
1. 2017 Documentation Guidelines for Evaluation and Management, Centers for Medicare

& Medicaid Services. Visit https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-
Network-MLN/MLNProducts/MLN-Publications-Items/CMS1243514.html . Last accessed
June 2018.

2. CMS Evaluation Management Guide.
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MLNProducts/Downloads/eval_mgmt_serv_guide.pdf

3. CMS Manuals Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services www.cms.hhs.gov/Manuals

 
4.  Medicare Learning Network Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MLNGenInfo

https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNProducts/MLN-Publications-Items/CMS1243514.html
https://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network-MLN/MLNProducts/MLN-Publications-Items/CMS1243514.html
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MLNProducts/Downloads/eval_mgmt_serv_guide.pdf
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/Manuals%20
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/MLNGenInfo%20
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22.9.37 EMR-Recalls

 
You can create a Recall notice for a patient in the EMR module by selecting the Recall button located
on the EMR tool bar.
 

22.9.38 Lock / E-Signature

 
The EMR record can be locked, which means no further writing to the data fields is allowed.  Once a
record is locked, only authorized users can unlock the EMR record.  Each time the EMR record is
modified after it has been locked, the system will request from the user a reason for unlocking the
record which will be recorded for audit purposes and will re-lock it automatically when the user exits
the EMR record.  
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The form also provides for the Provider to date and sign the exam confirming that the exam is
complete; at that point the exam status is changed to 'Done' in the EMR Manager grid. If you have a
peer-review system the reviewing physician can also record his/her  review of the file.
 
 
To activate the EMR lock feature you must place a check mark in the EMR system settings - Other
settings.  The countdown to lock is triggered by the provider selecting the "Exam Ended" button in
the exam screen
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22.10 Invoice Manager

 

The Invoice Manager section permits users to quickly locate and view patient
invoices. Its function is a lookup of all invoices contained in the invoice file of the Dispensing module.
You can filter the information displayed by selecting to show only invoices for a particular Patient, 
Provider or Insurance company. Note that by default, only invoices having balances due appear in the
list (this presentation has been selected for display speed).
 
Various other filtering option are also available such as:
 
· Search by Invoice Number
· Search by Patient Name
· Search By Patient Number
· Search by Time Period
· Invoices with no Balance
· Invoices with a Positive Balance Due
· Invoices with a Negative Balance Due
· Pending Invoices
· Opened Invoices
· Voided Invoices
· Closed Invoices
· Bad Debt Invoices
· Invoices with Claims not Created
· Search by Provider
· Search by Office
· Search by Insurance Claims
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 Once a filter criteria is entered select the Apply Search Criteria on to apply the filter.

 

 
You will notice that some invoices are colour coded.  Invoices in blue are invoices having a status  of
"Pending".  Pending Invoices are invoices which have not been finalized and that several users can
access to insert items into it before it is finalized.   Each workstation can add  their charges or fees
to the invoice with the last individual finalizing the invoice for the client.  This is also referred to as a
Progressive Invoice.
 
Located at the bottom of the screen is a message displaying the number of invoices shown out of the
total number of invoices currently in the database.
 
The New Invoice button permits users to create new patient invoices.

The Open a Specific Invoice section permit a user to quickly locate an invoice using the invoice
number.

The Print List button allows for a quick printout of a patient's invoice listing grid.

Find / Clear Buttons

The Find and Clear buttons located at the bottom of the Invoice List grid allows users to enter a search
criteria to Find an Invoice.  The Clear button clears the search criteria. Users can structure their search
criteria by either entering a word, a partial word or a series of words separated by the "+" sign which
means include or the "-" sign which means exclude.  (see Grid Searching  for more information)

IMPORTANT:
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The Find function in the grid will only search the items loaded in the grid.  Therefore if you first selected
a sub-category causing items to not be included in the grid display, the find, will only be searching in
that sub-category.  To search for all items in the record set, for example, searching for patients you
must first select to display all the patients before you do your search. 

Note: some data sets can be extremely large and may take several minutes to load onto the
grid in your computer ( for example displaying 100,000 Invoices in a grid will require your PC
to download and display these items in the grid (it can take a several minutes based on the
speed of your computer).  

The Invoice Search Criteria section is designed to make most Invoice search, fast and
efficient without requiring users to load of all invoices files in the grid.

 

Deleting Invoices
 
Once an invoice is created you may need to delete the invoice for some reason.  For auditing
purposes Invoices cannot be deleted, However they can be Voided which has the same effect. See
the help on Delete Void Invoice
 
 

22.10.1 Search Criteria

 

The Invoice Manager supports multiple search criteria which allow the
users to view the invoices as they wish.  Most views are self evident in
the information that they will display.  Once you have selected the
search criteria, you must click on the Apply View Criteria button to
display your selected view.  To change the view select other search
criteria and press the Apply View Criteria button.
 

 
The search criteria called: Show Invoices with claims not created
 will display invoices which have in the invoice line detail screen the
"Apply Insurance" check mark selected and no corresponding claim
generated as recorded in the Claims button on the invoice main screen.
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22.11 Invoice Overview

 
Users can create invoice in three ways:
 
1) On the appointment scheduler, select the patient appointment and right click your mouse.  A
popup menu will appear from which you can select the option Create Invoice.  This will
automatically use the patient from the selected appointment and create a blank invoice.  You can
also use the create invoice button on the appointment information tab and screen.
 
2) Use the Front Office tab and click on New Invoice button.  This option will open an Invoice
Wizard for you to enter the required information.
 
3) Go to the Patient File and select in the Financial/ Invoice section the Create Invoice button. 
This will create an invoice for the patient you have selected.
 
As you can appreciate the options to create an invoice can be simple and fast (option 1) to more
complex, requiring additional steps to be taken (option 2 & 3).
 
 
The Invoice screen is divided into four areas:
 
1) Invoice Tool Bar section (Top section)
2) Invoice Header (Left section)
3) Invoice Line Items (Right section)
4) Invoice Summary section (Bottom section)
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1) Invoice Tool Bar:
 

 
The Tool Bar contains several button and fields to assist users when creating an invoice.  
 

 
Some buttons will be grayed out when the option is not available to the user.  If an item has been
entered by the user a check mark will be displayed beside the tab used.   In the above example, a
Lab Order has been created as denoted by the check mark.  The Unbilled Items button is
grayed out indicating that there are no unbilled items from the EMR that can be applied to this
invoice (If the invoice has been closed, voided, or transferred to QuickBooks no additional items
can be added).
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Invoice No:  Assigned by the system. The invoice number is automatically created by Filopto. 
The Invoice Number is generated by the system and cannot be modified.
 
Invoice Date:  The date of the invoice (can be changed by the user)
 
Invoice Status:  The current status of the invoice.  The system assigns a status based on the
actions taken and the user can change the status to reflect the actions taken.  A Closed or
Voided status does not allow changes to the invoice.
 
Invoice Status definitions:
1.        Pending - This status means the Invoice is available for adding  items. The Invoice has not
been completed. By default, all new invoices are set to pending allowing more than one user to
enter line items to the invoice
2. Open  - The invoice is open and will appear in the AR
3. Closed - The Invoice has been closed and will no longer appear in the AR
4. Void - The Invoice has been voided and no longer considered by Filopto.  You can use this field

to void invoices which is equivalent to a deleted invoice.
5. Sent to Collection - The Invoice has been sent to collection
 
(see Invoice Status  for more information)
 
 

 
Warning:

   For audit purposes Invoices and invoice line item cannot be deleted.  To delete an Invoice or an
invoice line item you must           change it's status to VOID.  Once Voided it will no longer be
active.

 
 
Invoice Date: The date the invoice was created.  If you wish to change the date of the Invoice,
choose the date drop-down button to select a different date or you may type the date directly in
the Invoice Date field.
 

 
 
The Tool bar contains four tabs:  Invoice Summary, Lab Orders, Adjustments and Other.  Each
tab contains buttons providing access to specific actions.
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Invoice Summary Tab

EMR Unbilled items: List the billing items entered at Exam time that have not yet been billed on
an invoice.  If grayed out it means that no Unbilled items from the EMR are outstanding.
 
Receive Payment: Records payments on the invoice.
 
Open Patient File: Opens the selected patient file or select the item of the patient file you wish
to see.
 
Recalculate Invoice: Causes the invoice to be recalculated. (useful if you made a manual
change to the invoice.)
 
Report: List available reports
 
Forms: List of Forms such invoice that are available.
 
Print : Prints the default Invoice

IMPORTANT:

The Checkout status for an appointment can be automatically triggered as completed when
printing the patient invoice in the invoice screen.  If the appointment status is automatically
triggered, it will automatically close the patient visit.   

To use this "auto" feature,  two items must exist:

1) The feature must be turned on in the Filopto system settings. (Yes for ON, No for Off)

2) The invoice must have been created via the Scheduler screen to link the appointment to the
invoice.
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New Invoice : Create a new Invoice
 
New Recall: Creates a new recall for the Patient
 
Close: Closes the invoice screen.
 

Lab Orders Tab
 
The lab order tab displays/create/modifies the associated lab orders for this invoice.
 

Ledger / Other Tab
 
The Ledger /Other tab contains the action related to making or recording adjustments to the
invoice such as:
 
Adjustments,
Write offs,
Refunds,
Returns,
Credit Memos,
and 
Collections Notes are also contained in this tab.
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Add-In button
 

The Add-ins button permits users to connect other programs,
web sites or resources directly into Filopto.  Users can add the
tools they require to properly complete the various tasks. (see
the Common Tools  section for more information).

 
 
 

2) Invoice Header Section
 
The header section of the invoice screen contains the Patient accounting information and
Insurance information of the Invoice.
 

 
The Patient section contains the information related to the patient who received the services
being billed.  From this section a user can enter a Patient No. and retrieve his information by

clicking on the   button. or select the  button to search for a patient.
 
The Bill To section contains the information for the guarantor (Bill To) of the invoice.  If you make
a change to a guarantor information after the invoice is created you can update the invoice
information of the guarantor by selecting the Update Guarantor button.
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The Scan/ Enter Barcode field provides a quick and easy way of entering purchase items.  By
placing the screen cursor in this field a user can barcode  scan items quickly into the invoice.
 
The Discount Category field will display any default discount category a user has identified in his
patient file.  The Discount Category can also be selected by the user from the drop down. The
discount category will be applied to the Total Invoice amount.  For Example if you have a Seniors
Discount Category which provides a 10% discount the 10% discount will be applied to all items
on the invoice.
 
The Office section contains the information needed for accounting purposes and insurance claim
processing such as the name of the office, department (if applicable), Place of Service, Referring
Physician and Place of Service Code.  Most of these fields are automatically completed if the
information is provided in Filopto default settings.
 
Referring Physicians information can be directly entered or selected by clicking on the Referring
Physician button.

 

The second  button displays the information
related to the selected referring physician.
 
The Accident Info. button displays the information required to complete the insurance claim
related to an accident.  This information must be entered before creating the insurance claim.
 

To close the drop down, click anywhere outside drop down or click the accident button again.
 

 

3)  Invoice Line Items
 
Scan / Enter Bar Code:  When the cursor is located in this field, the user can bar code items or
services and the associated inventory item will automatically be entered on the invoice.
 
The Invoice Line item sections is divided into rows identifying each line item being billed.  The
associated buttons for the line item button permits the user to make changes to the line item
information.
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Users can Edit (1) a line item once it has been entered into the invoice.  
The Adjust button (2) permits adjusting the value of the line Item 
The Insurance Payment (3) button permits users to manually enter a insurance payment for the
line item selected.

Adding a Line Item
 
1) To enter an item to the invoice, either place the cursor in the Scan/ Enter Barcode field and
scan or enter the barcode number then press the enter key (if not programmed in your scanner).
2) click on the Select Item type button for the item type you wish to add.
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This will display the Line Item screen for the selected item type. The Select Item button will allow
you to select from the inventory the item required.
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2)  Enter the Quantity if more than one (and not defined in the inventory as more than one). 
Filopto enters a quantity of one (1) by default. This default value of one(1) can be changed in the
inventory pricing tab for the item if it is sold in quantities greater than one(1)..

In the Inventory item screen you can set the default quantity.

 
3) If you are entering a manual invoice enter the Statement, Description and Unit Price for the
item.  If the item is selected from the inventory this information is automatically entered.
 
4) Enter the information required.
 
5) If you wish to provide a discount for the line Item click on the Discounts column and enter the
appropriate information.
 

 

4) Invoice Summary Section
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As items are added to the invoice this
section will display the total for the invoice. 
Divided into three sections.  The summary
will display the amount owed by the Patient,
the amount being billed to an Insurance
company and the total of both the patient
and Insurance amounts in the Invoice Total
section.
 
 
The tax fields are automatically completed
using the stipulated tax rates. The tax rates
used are define in the System Setting /
Office Settings.

 
 
Invoice Alert buttons
 
Located between the Message and Summary sections, the alert buttons will appear if action is to
be taken by the user.  The first button is the Financial Alert button followed by buttons identifying
actions required resulting from directives from the provider entered in the EMR module.

 
 

5) Invoice Message Section
 

 
The Amount Due To Date field
displays the outstanding invoices
total not yet paid by the patient.
 
Credit Balance field displays the
Credit memos due to the patient.
 
 
Invoice Message: List of User
defined Comments that can be
added to an Invoice
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6) Create Insurance Claim

The Insurance section will display the default insurance policies on record for the patient.  In the
above example the patient only has one default policy in his patient file.  If he had multiple
(default) policies registered the section would be automatically adjusted to display the polices
such as shown below.
 

 
Note that the Claims button will show (0) this is the number of claims created using the insurance
policy shown.  As you create claims for the invoice a number (as illustrated above) will be shown
indicating the number of claims created for each type (primary, secondary third) 

The user can change the patient default insurance policies by selecting the drop down button
beside the appropriate insurance section.  If no insurance company claim policy is shown it
means the patient has no defined insurance claim provider.  You can create a claim policy by
selecting a claim policy in the patient file insurance section.

Once a claim is created the insurance policy for that selection cannot be changed.  To change a
policy once a claim has been created the claim must be first voided and then a new insurance
policy can be selected.
 
To create a claim select the appropriate Claim button and a drop down containing the claim
information will be displayed.
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The Prepare / Update button will create or update an existing claim.  Once a claim is create it
will appear in the grid below the Prepare / Update button.  You can view/edit the claim by double
-clicking on the claim record in the grid.
 

WEB Base Claim submission
 
If you entered in the Insurance company profile a web site a Go To Insurance Website button
is displayed permitting the user to enter, if appropriate, the claim via the insurance website
interface or consult the insurance web site for information (see Insurance Companies and
Plans).
 

 
 

User Tips for Cash Sales
 
 
 
 
 

22.11.1 New Invoice

 
The New Invoice button is the order taking, Exam billing, and Invoicing function of Filopto.
 
Linked to the EMR and to the Inventory function, the Invoice can record patient sales and create
an invoice for the services and items purchased, while automatically adjusting the inventory for
items sold.
 
Three types of  invoices can be created by Filopto.
 
Automatic (Bar Coding): You can create an invoice which reads from the inventory pricing
information automatically.
 
Manual: You can create a custom invoice and enter the invoice line items manually with no effect
or use of the Inventory system.
 
When you enter the New Invoice screen, you are presented with a standard Invoice summary
screen (seen below).
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The Invoice screen allows you to record a patient's sale. The help file is constructed to walk a user
through the various steps required to properly complete an invoice and create an insurance
claims.  The topics are listed in the order a user would properly complete an invoice.  For example
a user would record all Invoice adjustments and payments before preparing the insurance claim.
 
 
 
 
 

22.11.2 Invoice Status

Each Invoice is given a status.  The Status defines the stage at which the invoice is located.  

Six intelligent status are available and can be manually changed by the user based on the
previous transactions applied to the invoice.  The built-in intelligent status automatically
determines the available status a user can choose as the next step, showing only the permitted
status available to the user.  Based on the transactions recorded against the invoice the intelligent
status can displays possible actions to be completed by the user to choose a potential status.

STATUS OPTIONS
 
Pending: Automatically set at creation time of the invoice, denotes that the invoice has not been
completed.  This invoice will not show in the Accounts Receivable and will not affect the inventory.
pending status is similar to a Quote.  IMPORTANT once the pending status has been changed
the invoice cannot be reset to Pending.
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Open:  Manually set by the user or automatically set when the invoice is printed or a payment is
recorded.  It represents that the Invoice has been provided to the patient.  The invoice is waiting for
final payment of the account and is included in the Accounts Receivable.  Once an invoice is
Open it cannot be reset to Pending.
 
Closed:  The Invoice has an outstanding balance of $0.00 and will no longer appear in Accounts
Receivable.  If you enter a payment which causes the balance to be $0.00 the invoice status will
be automatically set to Closed.
 
Void:  The Invoice has been voided (canceled) and will no longer appear in Accounts Receivable.
A voided invoice voids all line items it contains and the item(s) is returned to the Inventory.

Canceled:  The invoice is canceled reversing any applicable transaction against it.  An invoice
cannot be canceled if an outstanding claim or payment exist.
 
Sent to Collection:  The invoice has been sent to collection and will no longer appear in
Accounts Receivable.

IMPORTANT:

The Invoice status drop down will only display the change(s) permitted with the current
transactions applied to the invoice.  Instructions on what changes are required to change the
status is displayed in the status list.
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When an invoice is created Filopto automatically sets the invoice as pending (quote mode, not an
invoice).  In this mode the Invoice is not a legal document yet and is not considered or included in
any AR statement.
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An Invoice becomes a legal document when a copy, which must be given to the Patient, is provided
to the patient.   The same applies for a Claim.  A Claim does not exist until a copy is provided to the
Insurance Company.  Until this legal requirement is met, Filopto cannot consider these documents
for accounting purposes.  They are not included in any AR statement.
 
When the invoice print button or the Claim button is used, or a payment or manual adjustment is
made to the invoice, Filopto sets the status automatically to Open.  The Open status means that the
invoice has been given to the patient and is to be included in all AR statements.
 
If all payments and adjustments made to an invoice render the balance of an Invoice to $0.00 , then
the invoice status is automatically changed to the closed status and the invoice is no longer included
in the AR.
 
If the patient Insurance balance due is $0.00 then the Claim status is also set to closed.  If the
Insurance or patient amount balance due is $0.00 , then the corresponding AR will not include the
invoice for the portion (patient or Insurance) having the value of $0.00.
 
Therefore, to track your claims, you want to track the open invoices and submitted claims, since the
submitted claims are those you sent to the insurance company and for which you are waiting
payment.
 
Invoices with a pending status, means that the patient never got a copy and no claims have been
sent.  These should be questioned as to why they are still in pending status.  If these pending
invoices are to be canceled, then the user should change the invoice status to Void.  Management
should check the voided invoices to insure that nobody is voiding invoices for no good reason.  A
user can change the status of an invoice at any time and manually set it to open when appropriate.
 
The Invoice status and Claims status reports are designed for management to know at any given
time what is happening with their billing.  All invoices and claims can be assigned varying statuses
permitting management to know how invoices and claims are progressing.
 

Using Invoice Status in Reports

When using invoice status in custom reports you must refer to the status number equal to the
status you are reporting.

Invoice Status

1- Pending
2- Open
3- Closed
4- Void
5- Sent to Collection
6- Cancelled

Example of possible code to use in a report

procedure MasterData1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin

if <Invoices."INVOICESTATUS">=1 then
  begin
    Memo29.text := 'Pending';
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  end;
if <Invoices."INVOICESTATUS">=2 then
  begin
    Memo29.text := 'Open';
  end;
if <Invoices."INVOICESTATUS">=3 then
  begin
    Memo29.text := 'Closed';
  end;
if <Invoices."INVOICESTATUS">=4 then
  begin
    Memo29.text := 'VOID';
  end;
if <Invoices."INVOICESTATUS">=5 then
  begin
    Memo29.text := 'Collection';
  end;
if <Invoices."INVOICESTATUS">=6 then
  begin
    Memo29.text := 'Cancelled';

  end;
end;

22.11.3 Invoice Discounts

 Discounts can be applied to an Invoice in several different ways.

Patient File Discount Plan associated with the Patient
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The Discount Category field will display any default discount
category a user has associated in his patient file.  The Discount
Category can also be selected by the user from the drop down.
The Discount Category at the invoice level will be applied to the
Total Invoice amount.  For example, if you have a Seniors Discount
Category which provides a 10% discount, the 10% discount will be
applied to all items on the invoice.

Line Item Detail Discount
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The Line Item Discount screen permits users to apply discounts specifically to a selected line item.  
The Patient Discounts drop down presents the user with three(3) options for applying a discount.

1) Using the Patient Plan a user can apply an amount to the line item. 

2) The Promo Plan allows a user to record a discount due to a promo plan for the selected line item.

3) The Discretionary section permits a user to select either a percentage, or amount and record who
authorized the discount.

22.11.4 Select a Patient to Invoice

 
The Invoice screen allows you to record a patient's sales.  The upper left portion of the invoice
screen contains the patient information.
 

 
Patients can be selected using three methods.
 

1. If the invoice is created via an appointment on the scheduler, the selected patient
will automatically be entered.        

2.

Patients can be selected using the first button (icon) beside the patient
no. field .  Enter the patient no and then click on the lookup icon.
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3.

Patients can be selected by using the second button (icon) beside the
Patient No field.  When this button is selected, it will display the Select patient
dialogue box seen below.

 

From this dialogue you can either select an existing patient or create a new client.
 

Hint: If your practice has many cash sales and you do not want to create new patient file each
time, create a patient file with the name Cash Sales and use this account for registering cash
sales.

 
The select patient dialogue supports several search mechanisms to locate a patient as reflected
by the Search By field.  Once a patient record is identified, by using the OK button it will transfer
the client's information to the invoice.  The Cancel button will exit the screen without making any
changes.
 
Once a patient is selected, the patient information will automatically appear in the Patient Info tab.
 In addition to some basic demographic information the following fields appear:
 
Discount Plan : This is the default discount pricing plan that the patient has on record.  His/Her

invoice will use this discount Plan (if filled-in) to determine the price on the items and services
being billed.  The user can change the discount pricing plan to use by selecting one of the
available discount plans from the drop down field. Discount pricing plans are price discounts given
to a patient such as a seniors discount.  Discount plans are created in the Inventory module.
 
By default, the value entered in the patient file will be used; and if no value is defined in the patient
file, the retail price entered in the inventory section will be used.  This feature permits you to
create sale specials, and use these sale prices,  for the invoice you wish.
 
Primary Insurance: Displays the active Primary Insurance policy the invoice will use to create an
insurance claim.
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Important: Verify that the active primary insurance policy displayed is valid.  This is the insurance
policy that will be used for creating the insurance claim.  The Insurance policy must be selected
before line items are added to the invoice.  New insurance policies are added in the Patient file.
 
 
Amount Due to Date
 
This field displays a quick review of the current status of all invoices not paid to date by the
patient. This field permits users to determine the level of credit you may wish to extend to the
patient. Note that the amount shown does not include the amount of the invoice being
created or any other Pending invoices.
 

User Tips for Cash Sales
 
 
 
 

22.11.4.1 Patient Quick Entry

 
 
The Patient Quick Entry screen is used to enter patients not currently in the database.  By
selecting this option from the invoice patient search screen, the following screen is displayed.
 

 
It is the same screen used in the appointment scheduling section of Filopto. It contains basic
patient information to be recorded for this patient. Several drop-down fields are used to speed up
the entry of key information. By default, the only field necessary to create a patient record is the
person's last name. However, we strongly recommend that additional information be recorded.
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The Enter More Details in the patient Record opens the complete patient file for data entry.

22.11.5 Create New Invoice

 
 

To create an new invoice, select the New Invoice  button on the Front Office
tab which will guide you in creating an invoice.
 
Step 1: You will be requested to select the Patient for which you will be creating the invoice.  If a
Patient is already identified this step is skipped (for example, using the Patient Activity link on the
Front Office screen).
 

 
Step 2: The Invoice screen is displayed with the patient information entered in the Invoice Header
section. Review the Patient and Insurance policy information and make the necessary
adjustments.
 
The left section of the invoice screen (Invoice Header section) contains the Patient accounting
information and Insurance information of the Invoice.
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The Patient section contains the information related to the patient who received the services
being billed.  From this section a user can enter a Patient No. and retrieve his information by

clicking on the   button. or select the  button to search for a patient.

The Discount Plan field will display any default discount plan a user has listed in his patient file. 
The Discount plan can also be selected by the user from the drop down.  Discount plans can be
created in the Inventory Promotional Pricing Rule section. 

The Bill To/ Guarantor section contains the information for the guarantor (Bill To) of the invoice. 
If you make a change to a guarantor information after the invoice is created you can update the
invoice information of the guarantor by selecting the Update Guarantor button.
 
The Invoice Message permits messages to be attached to the Invoice.

Patient Insurance Information: contains the Insurance policies that are active in the patient file.
 If no insurance policy has been selected in the patient file this section will be blank.
The Insurance section will display the Patient default insurance policies on record for the patient. 
In the above example the patient only has one default policy in his patient file.  If he had multiple
(default) policies registered the section would be automatically adjusted to display the polices
such as shown below.
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Note that the Claims button all show (0) for the number of claims created using the insurance
policy shown.  The user can change the default insurance policies for a patient by selecting the
drop down beside the appropriate insurance section.  Once a claim is created,  the insurance
policy for that selection cannot be changed.  To change a policy once a claim has been created
the claim must be first voided and then a new insurance policy can be selected.

 
The Office section contains the information needed for accounting purposes and insurance claim
processing such as the name of the office, department (if applicable), Place of Service, Referring
Physician and Place of Service Code.  Most of these fields are automatically completed if the
information is provided in Filopto default settings.  Complete all pertinent information since it is
used in the creation of the insurance claim.  Missing information may cause claims errors.
 
Referring Physicians information can be directly entered or selected by clicking on the Referring
Physician button.

 

The second  button displays the information
related to the selected referring physician

The X icon removes the referring physician information from the invoice..
 
The Accident Info. button displays the information required to complete the insurance claim
related to an accident.  This information must be entered before creating the insurance claim.
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To close the drop down, click anywhere outside drop down or click the accident button again.
 

 
 
Step 3:  You can add items by 1) use the Bar Code field for entering items or 2) select them from
the available buttons.
 

 
If you choose to select items from the Inventory and once you have finished selecting items you
can then use the Bar Code field for entering other items.  You can also do the reverse and first
enter your Bar Code items and then use the Entry Row to add additional items.
 
To enter a line item to the invoice, click on the appropriate button for the line item type in the ADD
Item list
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1) Select the Inventory Item using the the Select Item.button (1) located in the Invoice Line
Item Detail screen.
 

 
2) Select or enter the Inventory No.  The inventory drop down button displays a search screen
based on the Item type previously selected. Once you have located the item, double click the item
to add it as a line item (2). If you are doing a manual invoice this step can be omitted.

In the example below, for an optical lens, you can search for the lens, based on the lens style (3)
as defined in the inventory screen for the item.
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3)  Enter the Quantity if more than one.  Filopto enters a quantity of one by default.
 
4) If you are entering a manual invoice enter the Statement, Description and Unit Price for the
item.  If the item is selected from the inventory this information is automatically entered.
 
5)   The line Item screen permits users to manually apply tax rates, enter ICD9 and CPT codes
(required for insurance claims) and divide the charges between the patient and a insurance claim.
 Filopto can automatically calculate the portion to be paid by the Patient and Insurance company
as well as make accounting (write off) adjustments for the claim (see Insurance Companies and
Insurance policies for more details).
 
By selecting the Apply Insurance check box the user activates the Artificial Intelligence Insurance
engine which will calculate based on the entered insurance policy rules, the amount the Insurance
company will pay.  If no rules are entered into the insurance Policy Rules,  the user can manually
enter or override the Insurance amount due in the Insurance Subtotal field.
 
 
6) If you wish to provide a patient discount for the line Item,  click on the Discounts column and
enter the appropriate information.  Three types of discounts are possible for each line item; 1)
Patient Plan, 2) Promo Plans, or 3) Discretionary.  The Discretionary field identifies the initials of
the person who authorized the discount.

To create a discount for the complete Invoice, consider these two options:

1) creating a miscellaneous Item and using this item to apply a total invoice discount.

2) use the Discount Plan option located to the left of the invoice screen.
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Step 4: Record any Payment made by the Patient using the  button
on the Invoice screen.
 
Step 5: Create the Claim for this invoice by selecting the Claim button.
 
To create a claim select the appropriate Claim button and a drop down containing the claim
information will be displayed.
 

 
The Prepare / Update button will create or update an existing claim.  Once a claim is create it
will appear in the grid below the Prepare / Update button.  You can view/edit the claim by double
-clicking on the claim record in the grid.
 

WEB Base Claim submission
 
If you entered in the Insurance company profile a web site a Go To WEB Site button is
displayed permitting the user to enter if appropriate the claim via the insurance web interface or
consult the insurance web site for information (see Insurance Companies and Plans).
 

 
 
If some patient information is missing a Message Dialogue box will appear identifying the items
that are missing to properly create a claim.  Enter any missing information and then try again the
claim button and create the claim.  The claim information looks in the Patient, Employee, System
Settings and Insurance Company File for the information required.  If you enter the data required in
these files prior to creating the invoice no missing information warnings will appear.
 
If you try to close an invoice and all required information has not been completed a warning
screens will appear prompting you to complete the items that are missing.
 
Following are example of some of the screens you may encounter.  You will notice that you can
always continue without entering the required information.  However please note that the some
required invoice or claim information may be missing which may need to be entered later, causing
you to re-open and finish  the invoice and/or claim process properly.
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22.11.5.1 Add/Remove Unbilled EMR Item
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If you are using the EMR module, Providers can enter in the EMR module services or items that
are to be added to the patient invoice.  These items are called EMR Unbilled Items and can be
accessed and billed via the EMR Unbilled Items button on the invoice screen.  This function can
save entry time and errors from occurring by having Providers specify what services are to be
billed as a result of the Providers actions. (see EMR Billing for entering exam billing items).

 
The EMR Unbilled Item button will be grayed out if no items were entered in the EMR module.  If
items are available you may be presented with the following screens.  if only one EMR record
contains unbilled item the first screen is not shown.

Step 1) In the first screen select the EMR you wish to use.

Step2) In the second screen all items available to be billed will be automatically selected.  You

can accept or change the items to be added to the invoice.
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If you add an unbilled item to the invoice by mistake, if you void it on the invoice it will be returned
to the unbilled  item list, where it can be re-selected and placed on a different invoice, for example.

If the item needs to be recorded, but not billed to the patient you have three options::

1) Include the item on the invoice and change the cost to $0.00 and add a note as to why the
item has $0.00 value or

2) Mark it as unbillable (2) in the Billing (1) section of the EMR ( this keeps the history) or

3) Remove it completely from the EMR record using the Remove button (3) – Not recommended
since you lose the history
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22.11.6 Divide an Invoice Between Patient and Insurance

Filopto can track for you the amount paid or to be paid by the Patient or Insurance company.  

Filopto can assign parts of an invoice charge to patients and insurance with each paying for
their respective amounts.  

You can divide an invoice Line item charge between both, by assigning the amount to be
paid in the invoice Line Item detail screen.  You can divide the unit price (1) by placing a
check mark in the insurance section (3) and then defining the amount the insurance is to
pay (4). The invoice will assign the Patient Sub-Total (2), $100 in this example, to the
Patient and the Insurance subtotal $95.00 (4) to the insurance.  

Another example, would be to have two line items, the eye exam to be paid 100 % by the
Insurance  and the Frames to paid in total by the patient.  (You can also do portion of each
item as above) When the patient pays the amount due, (the frames) for example it will
show that the patient paid the amount.

Some clients do not want to use a single Invoice but rather like to create two (2) invoices; 
1) one for the patient and 
2) another for the insurance company.  

Filopto can handle both of these scenarios. (some organizations do not want the Patient
to see what is being charged to the insurance company. Note that in some jurisdictions
this practice of creating 2 invoices is not permitted, the patient must see the full cost of all
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fees. Verify your jurisdiction legal requirements before using two separate invoices for
the same patient visit.

22.11.7 Add an Invoice Item from Inventory

 
To add an item from Inventory select the item button on the invoice screen.  .
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This screen permits users to add an item to the invoice. To select an inventory item,  select the
Inventory drop down button (1) and enter your search criteria and click on the Apply Criteria
button.  

Search Criteria section - Users can search for specific inventory items by selecting a search by
field and entering the value desired for the selected field. Depending on the inventory type selected,
different search fields are available.  For example, when choosing Ophthalmic Lens the user can
search based on the Lens Style available in the Inventory (Single vision, Bifocal, Trifocals,
Quadrifocal and Progressive).

This will change the screen and display in the grid the items meeting your search criteria.   You
can refine your search criteria by adding additional criteria in the fields and then pressing the
Apply  Criteria button.  To select the item click on the select button.  To view item information
select the appropriate button as identified by item #2 on the image below.

 
When selecting certain inventory types, the patients prescription is available for review or entry to
the right of the screen.  Select the View Edit Prescription button to view or enter a new
prescription.
 
 
Note:  When using the EMR module the final prescription entered by the provider is automatically
available at invoice time and does not need to be re-entered.
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The most current prescription listed first.  A user can select another prescription by clicking on
the appropriate record.
 
View Item Information button displays the selected inventory item information.
 
Stock Availability button displays the availability of the items in other locations. (available only in
Filopto EE version)
 
View Edit Prescription button displays the selected prescription.
 
Clear Criteria button clears the selection list and allows the user to select another inventory type
or change the search criteria.
 
Add Selected Item to the Invoice : Double click on the item to select and insert it into the
invoice.
 

22.11.8 Invoicing Packages

 
Item of the type Packages typically contain more than one item.  When you enter a package as a
line item it will appear as a package on the invoice.  As the package is being entered on the
invoice, it will display a master input form for each item type making up the line item.  In this form
you can enter or select the pertinent information related to the item.  Example for lens, the
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prescription for the right and left lens. ( see Packages in Inventory for more detail), for a pair of
glasses you will be prompted for the frame, and the two lens.
 

The Package Invoice Line Item Screen will list in the Package Information tab the items that make
up the package.  You can edit these items by double clicking on the item listed.  It will open up
the line detail form for the selected item.
 

22.11.9 Edit an Invoice Item

You can edit an existing invoice item by selecting the edit button and entering the changes in the
appropriate line item fields.  You cannot change the Item Type or Inventory Item.  If you wish to
change these fields you must void the line item and then re-enter a new item.
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22.11.10Billing an Invoice

 
Bill To Tab (Guarantor)
 
The upper left portion of the invoice screen contains the patient Bill To information. The
information displayed originates in the Patient file.
 
 

 
The Bill To section contains the information of the person to whom the invoice is to be billed to.  It
automatically reads this information from the patient file and either uses the guarantor information
entered into the patient file or the patient information if no guarantor exists for the patient. Note
that this billing information will be printed on the invoice.
 
The Update Guarantor button allows users to update the guarantor information on the invoice
with the current patient guarantor information. Example:  The Guarantor has changed since you
first created the Invoice and the New Guarantor will pay for this Invoice.  Make the change in the
patient file and then select the Update Guarantor button to update the invoice with the new
information.

22.11.11Track Invoice Sales

Filopto allows for the linking of sales to specific individuals.  Once an invoice or item is linked with the
appropriate individual a user can track the sales attributed to the person via custom and standard
reports.

Tracking Sales at the Invoice Level

The sales attributed to the total Invoice can be tracked via the Invoice field named Provider.  By default
Filopto will populate this field using the patient Provider on Record field.  If no provider is specified in
the Patient file, the field will be blank. If a Provider on Record is available it will be the initial value used
except if the patient is scheduled with another provider at which time the provider for the appointment will
be used.  

For tracking and claims purposes users can change the value entered automatically by Filopto by using
the drop down button of the Invoice Provider field.  

Depending on your jurisdiction and the requirements for claims processing,  you may not want to make
changes to this field without first considering the impact it may have on the processing of your claims,
since this is the field used by the claims processor to submit and attribute the claims to a specific
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provider for payment.  If this is the case you can also track and attribute sales using the Invoice Line
Detail screen tracking option.

Tracking Sales at the Line item Detail Level

To track the sales at the line Item detail level Filopto will automatically assign the logon sales person for
the invoice and the provider for the Appointment in the Line Item Sales Tracking fields.  The two fields
available are the Sales Person and Provider fields which allows the user to change the default values
entered by Filopto by using the drop down for each field.  These two fields are for tracking purposes only.
They do not change any aspect of the invoice or claims process.

Reports are available that displays the items and value of the items sold.

22.11.12Receive a Payment
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On the invoice screen, there is a Receive Payment  button.
Selecting it will present the following screen where you can select the Patient Payment option.
 

 
 

 
 

1) PATIENT PAYMENT ( also see Receive Patient Payment  for more details)
 

Apply Credit Memo
 
If there is any available credit for this patient, the following screen will pop up for you to apply or
not. if no Credit is available the screen is not presented to the user.
 

 
Once you selected any available credits you can proceed to enter the payment information.  

By default you will be presented with the total amount due by the patient in the Patient Amount
Due field.  If you wish to pay other invoices from other individuals at the same time (for example;
family members) you can add the invoices by selecting the Add Another Patient's Unpaid
Invoices (1) button.  You will be presented with the Patient Manager from which you can select
the patient to add.  You can repeat as many times as required to add all of the invoices from the
various individuals that you want to pay at the same time.  A confirmation pop up is presented
identifying the number of invoices and amount to be paid for the selected patient.

759
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Enter the Payment Method and Payment Amount  field (required fields).  If you are using a
Credit Card connector you will be presented with the required credit card screen to complete the
transaction. (see Credit Card and e-Check Payments  available only in the US version or when
using a Custom Connector)
 
The Pay Amount Due button will enter a payment equal to all outstanding amounts the patient
owes as displayed in the Patient Amount Due field.
 
You can record the check number or any other reference number by entering it in the Cheque /
Reference No. field.
 

836
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When you are ready to proceed with the payment select the Apply button to accept the payment
amount.  The Payment Totals section will displayed the number of invoices that will be paid with
this payment.  By default Filopto will apply the payment from the oldest unpaid invoice
item to the most current item and invoice.  

If you wish to not have Filopto automatically distribute the payment you can change the payment
allocation by selecting the "X Invoice Will be Paid" (2) button.  a Listing of all invoices to be
paid will be displayed.
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Removing the Check mark (3) in front of the item being paid and allocating the payment to the
appropriate item by placing the check mark in the Pay (3) field and the amount of the payment in
the Amount Applied (4) field. (see Apply Payment to Specific Invoice ) will redistribute the
amount to be paid to the invoices you selected.

Paying invoices for Family Members / Guarantor

The payment screen allows a user to make payments for a family member or other person they
are guaranteeing.  By identifying family members,  in the Patient file Household  will permit at
payment time to view and select the invoices due. The same applies for people added to the
Guarantor  list in the Patient file.  

Important:

Outstanding invoices from people added to the household list or guarantor list will by default be
added to the Patient Amount Due (1) field displayed on the payment screen. Users can apply
a payment to the appropriate invoice by using the X invoice Will Be Paid (2) button and
applying the appropriate amount to the invoices of the other people (Family/Guarantor) shown
in the patient invoice list (3).

832

449

474
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Change provided to Patient

If the Payment Tendered (1) is greater than the payment Amount Applied (2) the Payment
Totals section will display the Change (3)  to be provided to the patient. The change provided to
the patient on the transaction is recorded in the payment ledger.
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If you click on the Cancel Payment Entry button, the payments will be canceled.

Selecting the button will save(post) the transaction to the
patient file.
 
If the Invoice Total Balance Due is $0.00 as a result of the payment entered, the invoice status
will be automatically set to Closed.

Receipt

Print a receipt.  By default the system will offer the user to print a receipt for the Patient.
 
 

 

Print Invoice 
 
To Print the invoice, select the form or print button located in the top tool bar and select the
invoice form. If you created a custom receipt form, the same button can be selected to print the
payment receipt form.

 

 

2) Insurance Line Item Payment
 
To enter an Insurance payment directly to an invoice line item, select the Insurance payment
option in the Invoice screen.
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You are then presented with the following screen where you enter the insurance payment
information: 

Enter the payment date and time 
 
 

Enter the payment type and amount with any other required information.
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Enter any applicable note to record the payment and then select the Review button to complete
the transaction.

 
Select the OK button to complete the transaction
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Field Definition and Use

 
Invoice Item : A drop-down list of items contained on the invoice.  The user can select which
item they wish to refund.
 
Claim No: The claim for which the payment is made.  Drop down list of all claims for the given
invoice.  A user can choose from the list the claim ( insurance company ) making the payment.
 

    Item Insurance Total: The amount of the item which is automatically entered

 
Item Insurance Balance :  The total amount for this line item not yet paid.
 
Reject Code: Enter any applicable reject code.

Available Credit: The credit memos available for this insurance company. use credit memo
button allows you to apply the credit.
 
Payment Date: Insurance payment date

Payment Time: the time stamp for the payment
 
Payment Method: Insurance payment method
 
Cheque / Authorization No: Insurance payment cheque number

 
Payment Amount: By default, the field is blank and permits the user to enter the amount.
 
Notes:  Field where the user can record the reason for the reject code.  To enter your notes, double
click on the Notes field and an entry window will be displayed.
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22.11.12.1Record a Pre-Payment

 
 
To record a patient pre-payment on an Invoice, record the payment using the payment screen. 
 
 

22.11.12.2Record Multi-Type Payments

How to record a patient payment when they are paying using
multiple payments types?  

Example:   The patient wish to pay their invoice using multiple payment types such as Cash and Credit
Card.  they will pay $50.00 cash and the balance they will pay with a Credit card.

Open the Payment screen and start recording the first payment amount and type.  In this example we
are recording the cash payment first. When you press the Apply (1) button the Cash payment is
recorded.
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To record the next payment you enter on the same screen the next payment and payment type as
shown below. To record this new payment and payment type; you press again the Apply (1) button. if
you had additional payment types you would repeat this step as required.
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Once all payments and payment types are recorded, you can then Press the " 1 Invoice Will be
Paid" (2) button  if you wish to distribute the payment over several specific invoices or the Payment
Entry Completed (3) button to post(save) both payments to the invoice.

22.11.12.3TransNational Payment Connector
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As a USA merchant service provider, TransNational Payments provide credit card processing, online
payment services and mobile payments to businesses of all size. 

The Filopto TransNational Payment Connector (TNPC) takes credit and debit card payments at lightning
fast speeds, including the latest in secure EMV chip card readers.

The Filopto TransNational Payment Connector automatically transfers the financial payment request from
Filopto to TransNational for payment and then automatically updates Filopto with the payment
information.  With a simple one-button click, you can easily send the payment request to TransNational
for immediate payment.

One Time Setup of the TransNational Payments Connector (TNPC)

To set up and activate the TransNational Payment Connector for a specific office; open the Filopto
Configuration Manager tab (1)

and then open the Filopto System Settings / Pick List Manager. (2)
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Once the Filopto System Settings / Pick List Manager screen is displayed:

 (1) Select the Dispensing tab and then the Electronic Payment Settings option
 (2) Select the office for which you want to activate the TransNational Payment Connector
 (3) From the drop-down, select TransNational payment as your processor
 (4) Enter the API key provided by TransNational to activate your account
 (5) Save the settings, activating the TNPC, by selecting the green check mark on the tool bar on the
bottom of the screen.

if you have multiple offices you must repeat for each office.  

How to use the TransNational Payment (TNP) Connector

Once the TNP Connector is activated (see above steps) for a specified office, the Filopto patient payment
screen will automatically send to TransNational the payment request when the user selects the payment
Apply button (1) located in the Filopto Receive Patient Payment screen.

The Apply payment request will activate the TNP Payment device which will instruct the client to enter,
swipe or tap his/her card for authorization for payment.  Once the client has entered the required
payment authorization, the TNP payment connector will submit the payment request and receive
payment confirmation.  If the payment is confirmed, the Filopto Payment connector will post to the
patient invoice(s) the amount paid and record the payment transaction in the patient payment ledger.  No
further payment action is required by the user.
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IMPORTANT:  
If you have multiple payment devices,  Filopto will ask the user which payment device it needs to use.
 The user selects the appropriate payment device and the payment process continues.

  

TransNational Payments Customer Support 

If you require assistance from TransNational Payments, please contact them at:

Telephone: 1 - 847-655-1300 
1- 888-998-6224 
support@gotnp.com 

22.11.13Invoice Claim Information

 
 
Warning: Incomplete or erroneous information entered  will result in all insurance claim for the
invoice to be incorrectly created and rejected by insurance companies.

mailto:support@gotnp.com
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To process a claim, the patient must be assigned and have configured an Insurance Company
Policy in his patient file.  A properly configured Insurance Company and policy profile must exist
in the Insurance Manager prior to the invoice being created.

The Invoice is the centralized point where all of the information from the exam, patient, insurance
company, provider profile and insurance policy is read and used to prepare a valid insurance
claim.  The key information needed is entered at invoice time and the claim can be prepared at the
same time by the end user.  Once the claims is prepared it can be batched for sending to the
claim processor.

The upper right portion of the invoice screen contains the office insurance section .
 

 
This section contains the billing information needed to identify the office that is creating an
insurance claim.  If information is missing or incorrect in these fields the insurance claim will be
rejected.
 
Office:  The office (branch office) who will be sending the insurance claim.  This is equal to the
CMS-1500 field 32 .  The insurance claim will use this information for billing purposes.  It will use
the Information you entered in the System Setting section for Offices Settings. It will use the
address of the office.
 
Department: (optional) This field is for internal reporting of sales only and is not used for claim
processing.  If it is entered,  sales report for the various departments can be generated.
 
Place of Service and code:  This is equal to the CMS-1500 field 24b  which identifies the place
of service to be used for insurance billing purposes.  It will enter the Place of Service code you
entered in the System Setting section for Place of Service Location and display the CMS-1500
code that will be used for claim purposes.
 
Provider: This is the Provider making the insurance claim request.  Typically it is the Provider
that completed the services being billed to the insurance company.   The information entered in
the Employee - Provider section of the employee file are used for completion of the insurance
claim. At creation time, you can change the default provider to another provider.  Once the Invoice
has been created and saved, this change feature is deactivated.
 
Referring Physician:  The user can select and identify for claims purposes the referring doctor
(example: CMS-1500 field 17).  You must have a referring physician for the CMS-1500 fields 17,
17a and 17b to be completed.  A missing referring physician deactivates these fields.  The
referring doctor drop down is populated via the Family Physician and referring Doctor database
which can be updated via a patient file or the Rolodex.  The Referring Doctor NPI number (CMS-
1500 17b) is read from the Family Physician and referring Doctor table.

 
The Accident button relates to the CMS-1500 item 10 "Is Patient's Condition Related To:"
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Place a check mark to indicate whether employment, auto accident, or other accident
involvement applies to one or more of the services described in the Claim form such as
CMS-1500 item 24. Enter the State postal code.

The actual claim billing values are entered in the Invoice Line Item Detail section for
each item listed on the Invoice.  In section 1, illustrated below,  a user can enter the
diagnostic codes, billing codes and any applicable modifier.  Typically the billing and
diagnostic codes are mandatory for claims to be validated and created.

IMPORTANT:

If you make a change to a value (price of an Item, CPT/ICD9/10 or Modifier once a claim has been
prepared you must select the Prepare/Update button again for the claim to be updated.  If you do
not Prepare/Update the claim your changes will not be reflected in the Claim.

By placing a check mark in the Apply Insurance field (item 2) will cause Filopto to
calculate the insurance claim to be generated using the rules defined by the user (in
the Insurance Manager (billing rules) for the selected insurance company and policy)
or by the manual entry done by the user of the values entered in this section.

The Check Mark also prepares the claim for recording in the Insurance AR.  The claim
will be recorded in the Insurance AR only once the claim has been created and
submitted to the insurance processor.  If a claim is never submitted the claim is never
recorded as a receivable for accounting purposes.
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The Insurance section ( lower left side of the invoice screen) display the Patient default insurance
policies on record for the patient.  If a  Patient has multiple (default) policies registered, the
section, will be automatically adjusted to display the polices such as shown below.
 

 
Note that the Claims button all show (0) for the number of claims created using the
insurance policy shown.  

The user can change the default insurance policies for a patient by selecting the drop down beside
the appropriate insurance section.

Once a claim is prepared, the insurance policy for that selection cannot be changed.  To change a
policy once a claim has been created the claim must be first voided and then a new insurance
policy can be selected.
 
Important:
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Each policy has an effective date and expiry date.  If these dates do not match the period for
the claim the patient insurance policy will not be displayed in the drop down screen. If no
insurance policy is selected you cannot create a claim.
 

Before generating an Insurance claim insure that you have properly completed the invoice and
have included all necessary information and payments on the invoice before you generate the
claim.  Insurance claim that have been prepared and submitted to the insurance company can
only be modified manually.
 
For the automated claim to function, the Insurance company must be selected prior to entering
the invoice line item screen or selecting a line item to be billed.
 

 
 
To create a claim select the appropriate Claim button and a drop down screen containing the
claim information will be displayed.
 

 
The Prepare / Update button will create or update an existing claim.  Once a claim is prepared it
will appear in the grid below the Prepare / Update button.  You can view/edit the claim by double
-clicking on the claim record in the grid.
 
 

WEB Base Claim submission
 
If you entered in the Insurance company profile a web site a Go To Insurance Website button
is displayed permitting the user to enter, if appropriate, the claim via the insurance web
interface or consult the insurance web site for information (see Insurance Companies and
Plans).  If you wish to track the account receivable of a web claim you will still need to create
the claim in Filopto.  However since you will not be generating an electronic claim you can
place in the Insurance Company profile not to verify the claim information and Filopto will use
the invoice information to create the insurance AR record.
 

 
If some patient information is missing a Message Dialogue box can appear (see claim
verification ) identifying the items that are missing to properly create a claim.  Enter any
missing information and then try again the Prepare/Update claim button and create the claim.  The
claim information looks in the Patient, Employee, System Settings and Insurance Company File
for the information required.  If you enter the data required in these files prior to creating the invoice
no missing information warnings will appear.

782
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Once a Claim is prepared at Invoice time, all claims are then batch for review and submission.  To
submit claims go to the Back Office - Patient and Insurance tab.  Select the Send Claims to
Insurance Companies button to view, review and send the claims that are ready.  The action of
sending the claims (or Printing the claims from the Send Claim to Insurance Companies) records
the receivable into the insurance accounts receivable ledger.

22.11.13.1Claim Process Overview

The claim process is as follows.

1) (Optional, but Recommended) Doctor enters in the EMR Billing screen the items to be
billed by selecting the inventory items for each procedure to be billed. The provider
saves his billing information (service, CPT and ICD codes) by selecting the check mark
button on the tool bar above the EMR billing grid.

2) The invoice/billing staff creates or opens an invoice for the patient. If they create the
invoice after the EMR is completed they will be prompted to add the billing items from
the EMR.  If they have already created the invoice they can select the EMR items by
choosing the EMR Unbilled Items button in the invoice.  In either situation they can
transfer or enter manually into the invoice the EMR billing items.

3) Once the items are in the invoice the  user can identify which are to be used for claim
purposes.  Edit each invoice line item  (open the Invoice Line Item Detail screen) and
mark them (if applicable) to be billed to the insurance.  You must have a valid
Procedure and Diagnostic code entered. To mark an invoice item for billing to an
insurance company place a check mark in the Apply Insurance check box (1). (make any
adjustment to the fee if applicable by changing the Item Claimed Subtotal (2) field). 
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4) Once all items are properly assigned the user then creates the claim by selecting the
invoice Insurance button – Primary Claims

5)  Edit the claim by selecting the Open Claim option and complete or edit the claim if
required.
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6) To send the claim use the Send Claims to Insurance Companies button located in the
Back Office – Patient & Insurance tab.

22.11.13.2Claim Requirements

Before you can create an Insurance claim from an invoice several items must be present for the
claim to be created.
 
For Manual Claims
 
1) The Patient file must contain a completed and valid primary insurance policy for the patient.
2) The Invoiced items must have valid procedure coded (CPT) and Diagnostic (ICD9 or ICD10)
codes entered for the items to be billed to the insurance company.  Items not having this
information will not be included in a claim. (see View Details column for invoice line item)
 
For Automated Claims
 
All of the above items plus applicable eligibility rules and billing rules must exist for the given
insurance policy being used.  The eligibility and Billing rules are activated (calculated) when the
line item is added to the invoice and the Apply Insurance check mark is checked. ( see Insurance
Company Policies settings)
 
Create a Claim Manually
 
To create a manual claim click on the Claims button located on the invoice screen and in the
primary insurance claims screen click on prepare/ update button.  The Claim record will be
created and displayed in the grid.  To manually edit the claim double click on the Claim located in
the grid,  this will open the claim screen that you can manually edit to create the claim to be sent.
 
Important: This action does not submit the claim it only creates the claim.  You must print (using
the CMS 1500 form) or send the claim electronically to the insurance company for payment. Use
the Send Claims to Insurance Company button located in the Back-Office Patient & Insurance
tab.

 
 

WEB Base Claim submission
 
If you entered in the Insurance company profile a web site a Go To WEB Site button is
displayed permitting the user to enter if appropriate the claim via the insurance web interface or
consult the insurance web site for information (see Insurance Companies and Plans).
 
If you are not sending the claim electronically or printing the claim ( for example you are
entering claim via the insurance carrier  web entry screen) you can change the status of the
claim from created to submitted manually, by editing the claim.  By placing the claim to a
submitted status it will appear in the Insurance AR.
 

 
Create an Automated Claim
 
To create an automated claim follow the same process as described above in Create a Claim
manually.  The difference is that if you have eligibility rules and billing rules activated Filopto will
use the values calculated during line item data entry to determine the pricing for the claim and
complete the claim using all information contained in the Insurance, Inventory, and Patient files.  If
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all field are properly completed the claim should be fully generated. if you have missing fields the
claim can be refused due to the missing information.  You can also edit the generated claim by
selecting the Claim for edit.
 
Re-Submit a Claim
 
Filopto allows for the re-submitting of a corrected claim.  You can make the adjustment necessary
to the invoice or insurance record and then select the Prepare and Update button to update the
content of a claim. Only claims that do not have a status of Voided, Submitted,
Resubmitted, Payment Received, Transfer to Another Claim, Write Off, Closed or Sent to
Collections can be updated.
 
Change Insurance Policy for a Claim
 
The Remove Insurance Policy button permits a user to first remove the default patient insurance
plan from a claim to be created and then select another insurance policy for the claim to be
created.  This flexibility is  beneficial when for example, a user has a medical and vision plan and
at one time you must use the vision plan and at another time you must use the medical plan. 
This can also be done prior to a claim being generated by simply selecting different insurance
policy.

22.11.13.3Claim Verification

This option can be activated or deactivated on a per insurance company basis by selecting in the
Insurance Company settings the appropriate value.
 

 

If you are submitting your claims via the insurance company WEB interface you may not want
to create a valid claim in Filopto.  Choosing "No" will cause Filopto to not validate the fields
required for valid claim submission.  It will allow you to create the claim based on the
information of the invoice only.  Missing information will be ignored.

 
Filopto uses an artificial intelligence process to verify that claims contain the minimum required
information before they are created.   When a user clicks on the Invoice claim button, Filopto
verifies that it has the required minimum information before it will permit a claim to be created.  If it
determines that some missing information exist or that a warning message is warranted to advise
the user of a situation,  a Warning dialogue is displayed which list all information that is missing. 
The user can enter in this screen the missing information and select the save button to continue
with the claim preparation.  The errors listed can be associated to missing information from the
Patient Insurance policy in the Patient File or the Insurance Company record in the Insurance
Manager.
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If the user continues without entering the required information the Prepare /Update button is
replaced with the Verify Insurance Information button.  The required fields must be entered
before a claim can be created.
 

22.11.13.4Selecting an Insurance Policy

At invoice time, if a Patient has multiple insurance policies recorded in his patient file, the user can
choose from the displayed policy drop down list which policy to use for insurance purposes.  The user
can change the policy as long as no claim has been generated with the selected policy.
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Removing incorrect Insurance Policy

Users can remove an insurance policy selection by using the Minus (1) button beside the incorrect
selection.  Only insurance companies without claims created can be removed.

22.11.13.5Invoice Claim Detail

 
Important:
For the automated insurance claim eligibility and billing rules to function, the Insurance company must
be selected prior to entering the invoice line item screen .

 
 
The insurance company and policy assigned to each button will be used to create up to four claims
based on the invoiced item for the selected invoice.   The Prima ry  Insura nce  is the first to be billed
and any payments received by this insurance claim will reduce the amount due field in the claim form
by the payment amounts entered against the invoice.

 
Typically, patient Primary Insurance would be automatically entered from the patient file at invoice
time, the line item selected would be identified as needing to be billed to an insurance company.  By
placing a check mark in the line item apply insurance field ( see invoice Line item View Detail column)
it automatically triggers the insurance business rules which are used to calculate the fees to be billed
to the patient and to the insurance company.  The calculated amounts are based on the billing rules
entered by the user for the given insurance policy identified as the patient primary insurance
company.

 
When a line item is added to an invoice, Filopto checks for three main conditions:
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1) Filopto verifies if there is an Insurance policy to be associated with the line item.  To do this,
it verifies if the patient file has a primary insurance policy which must be applied to the invoice. 
If a primary insurance policy exists, it will apply the billing rules associated with the Policy
automatically.  It will also prepare the line item for inclusion on the claim form.

 
If no insurance policy is selected for the line item, it does not apply any business rules to the
line item and does not prepare the line item for inclusion on the claim form and proceeds to the
second condition.

 
2) It verifies if a Insurance Business rules exists for the item.  If a rule is identified for the item, it
will apply the values associated with it and does not go to the third condition.  If no rule is
identified, then Filopto goes to the next condition.

 
3) If no Insurance policy rules is to be applied, Filopto applies to the item the Retail Price listed
in the inventory record for that item and for that office.

 

 
Once the invoice is completed and that any payments are recorded the user can then create the
insurance claim by selected the Pre p a re  a  Ne w Cla im  or the Pre p a re  /  Up d a te  button located in
the invoice Claim button screen.   This will create the claim.

 
If full payment is not received from the Primary Insurance and a Secondary Insurance carrier is
available, this carrier would be entered in the Se co nd a ry  Insura nce  field and a claim would be
generated for submission to the secondary carrier.  When you prepare the claim for the Secondary
Insurance, all payments made up to and including the time of creation against this invoice will be used
to calculate the amount due field for the claim form.   The same process is repeated for the
subsequent claims made to the Tertiary and Fourth insurance companies.

 
The Insurance Coverage Tab allows users to identify which insurance company and policy is used. 
Each tab can create a separate claim Invoice using the information of the invoice and the previous
claim.

 

22.11.13.6Medical Coder and  Claim Scrubbing

Optional service for USA clients to help them when coding ICD10 claims and review the claims using an
automated Claim scrubbing tool specific to their state. 

See more information on how to activate under Insurance Manager section Medical Coder Scrubbing
USA

22.11.14Create Claim Form

Filopto supports several Claim Connectors allowing users to submit claims to various claim payer
organizations. Depending on the configuration of your system you may have access to more than one
claim connector.

The Claim Connector we currently support are:

930
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§ USA - CMS-1500 (covers over 3,400 payer organizations, for a complete list see
http://www.trizettoprovider.com/resources/payer-list)
§ Canada - BC-MSP
§ Canada - Alberta Health
§ Canada - Manitoba Health
§ Canada - Manitoba Blue Cross
§ Canada - OHIP
§ Canada - NS-MSI

(For more information on each connector see below and also the Insurance Help section Claims
Connector Information  )

Once you have created an Invoice and assigned the amount to be paid by an Insurance  Payor in the
various Invoice Item detail screen you can select the appropriate Claim Payor from the insurance
policies assigned to the Patient from the Insurance Information section Primary drop down field (1)
located at the lower left section of the Invoice.  Once a Claim Payor is selected press the Primary
Claim button (2)  to open the claim Processing screen.

949
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Claim Connector Information

To Create a claim select the Prepare/ Update button in the Insurance screen (item #1).  This will
create a claim based on the insurance rules for the selected insurance carrier.  Once the claim is
created the Primary Claim button will show a number beside it indicating how many claims have been
generated (item #2). More than one claim can be generated based on the rules of the insurance carrier.
 

949
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To EDIT or view a claim double-click on the claim listed in the grid (item # 3) and it will open the
insurance form for the selected insurance carrier.  Filopto supports several different claim form
connectors.  The following sections explains the various claim screens which can be displayed based
on the type of claim form being used.

Remove Insurance Policy from Claim record

Users can remove an Insurance company from a Claim record by using the Remove Insurance Policy
button (1).  The button (1)  is available if no claim has been created or a created claim has been voided
leaving no active/payable claim.

22.11.14.1CMS-1500

Filopto support claim submission to all USA health insurance companies via the HIPAA compliant
CMS 1500 form..

 
IMPORTANT:

 
Please note that the information provided herein and at the web reference sites are to be used as a
guide line only. You must check with your local agency or insurance company to insure that you have
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the correct information and procedures, each State and Insurance company may require some
modifications to the procedures for submission of the CMS-1500 form.

 
 
For explanations on how to complete the USA CMS 1500 form, we provide you with these links as a
service and make no representation whatsoever on their suitability or accuracy.
 
For general information on how to complete the USA CMS-1500 form:
http://cms.hhs.gov/medicare/edi/default.asp

 
The CMS Claim Processing Manual is available at:

www.cms.hhs.gov/manuals/downloads/clm104c26.pdf

 
For a copy of the USA CMS 1500 form in black & white (PDF format)
See: http://www.cms.hhs.gov/default.asp?
 
 

Printing Claims:

 
The CMS 1500 form which is printed is a standard Filopto report.  As such, it is modifiable by the user.
You may need to modify the form to insure that it prints properly on your printer and on the
claim standard form. Although we have tested the form on several printers, many printers require

different margins to be set to print properly.it CMS-1500 Form
 
When using the CMS-1500 claim form the following claim screen is presented.  The CMS-1500 form
is displayed and can be edited by the user. The user must complete the form per the CMS directives
and submit the claim for adjudication.

The Claim Form permits users to view the Patient Information (View Patient Info button) and Invoice
(Open Invoice button).

IMPORTANT:
 
   When making manual changes to the form, save your changes by selecting the Save Insurance
Claim button.

 
 

 
 

http://cms.hhs.gov/medicare/edi/default.asp
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/default.asp?
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CMS-1500 Date Calculator

 
The date Calculator can assist user in entering the claim information which required specific dated to
be entered.  Enter either a + or - value or a starting date for the calculator to compute the
corresponding date.
 

22.11.14.2Alberta Health

Filopto support claim submission to Alberta Health.  When using the Alberta Health claim form the
following claim screen is presented.  The user must complete the form per the Alberta Health directives
and submit the claim for adjudication.
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22.11.14.3BC-MSP

Filopto support claim submission to British Columbia MSP ( Medical Service Plan).  When using the
British Columbia MSP claim form the following claim screen is presented.  The user must complete the
form per the British Columbia MSP directives and submit the claim for adjudication.
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22.11.14.4Manitoba Health

Filopto support claim submission to Manitoba Health.  When using the Manitoba Health claim form the
following claim screen is presented.  The user must complete the form per the Manitoba Health
directives and submit the claim for adjudication.
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22.11.14.5Manitoba Blue Cross

 
Filopto support direct claim submission to Manitoba Health.  By completing the required form a user
can submit the claim electronically by using the Submit Claim button.  Once adjudication has been
confirm the Post Payment button becomes available for posting the payment to the payment ledger.  
The reversal button are available to submit or post a reversal.
 
The drop down field contain the options available (as defined by Manitoba Health) to the user.
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For the insurance form to be available,  The user must have properly configured the Insurance Company
settings located in the Back Office - Insurance tab  - Insurance Manager for the Manitoba Health
Services insurance company profile.   Manitoba Health provided information must be entered in the
provider Information and Office Information Tab.
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22.11.14.6NS-MSI

Filopto support claim submission to the Nova Scotia Medical Services Insurance Programs (MSI).
When using the Nova Scotia MSI claim form the following claim screen is presented.  The user must
complete the form per the MSI directives and submit the created claim for adjudication.

IMPORTANT:
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Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.

For the Claim submitter software to function properly, you must enter your NS-MSI
credentials in the Nova Scotia MSI insurance profile (1) you create.  
First enter your Provider information in the Provider tab (3) and then enter your NS_MSI
logon credentials (5) in the Claims Submission Information tab (2) / Office Information sub-
tab (4).  

Once you have properly entered your NS-MSI credential you must download the files required for the
claims to be properly submitted by using the download Files (6) button.

   
   See MSI Setup for more details.

NS-MSI Tabs

When you create an Insurance company that is assigned the NS MSI insurance profile, the NS-MSI
Claim Submission Information tab will appear on the Insurance Company Profile screen.
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The Claim Submission Information tab contains sub tabs that control the NS-MSI claims submissions.
 All pertinent information must be entered prior to submitting any claims.  Incorrect information will
result in your claims being rejected by NS-MSI.

Provider Information Tab: contains the provider information that will be used when submitting claims.
 this information will be provided to you by NS-MSI and represents the providers account with NS-MSI.

Office Information Tab: contains the logon credential to connect to NS-MSI.  It must be completed
and the associated files for your account must be downloaded (see download button) prior to
submitting claims.

Rates Tab: contains the rate file you downloaded from the Office Tab .  It governs how your claims will
be rated and adjudicated.

Statements Tab: List all of your statements received from NS-MSI

Claims Batch Tab: contains logs of all claims batches sent to NS-MSI

Adjudication Tab: contains the adjudication records received from NS-MSI

List tab: contains various list downloaded from the Office Information tab and that are used in the Claim
submission process.
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Claims created and ready to be submitted are located in the Back Office view using the

 button.  Once claims are identified to be sent and the user sends the claims
the processing screen will be displayed showing the progress of the transfer to MSI.  DO NOT
interrupt this process or the file being sent will be corrupted and your claims refused.

 

 
Once the Processing Claim Completed message appears a user can view the status of the
submitted claims.  Using the View Adjudications button a user can view the results of his file
upload.  The user can open a claim by double-clicking on the adjudication record displayed.
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Inventory Items

Users can define default claim parameters to use for specific inventory items:  in the example
below we use an Office Visit listed in the inventory/services section and assign it a MSI Procedure
Code and modifiers.  Once the appropriate code is saved with the inventory item,  every time this
inventory item is used in conjunction with a claim, the selected procedure code will be
automatically used for the claim item.

 

Accessing the MSI elink web site
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Users can access the MSI eLink web site by using the button (1) that appears in the MSI
Insurance Claim connector or 
going to the web site: https://www.MSIeLink.ca. 

Changing your MSI eLink Password

How will a submitter change their current password to a complex password to enable claims
submission? 
The submitter will take the following steps, to change their current password to a new complex
password: 
1. Use their preferred browser to navigate to https://www.MSIeLink.ca. . 
2. Login using their Submitter ID (3 digits) as the User ID and their current password. 
3. Select “Change Password” from the menu on the left side of the screen. 
4. Using the submitter’s default password, create a new password. The new password
requirements are: 
§  New password is not to match the current password 
§  Minimum password length is 14 and maximum length is 20. 
§  Must contain at least 1 lowercase character, at least 1 uppercase character, at least 1

number, and at least 1 special character. 
5. Save the new password by selecting the Change Password button. 
6. Save the new password in the appropriate Filopto record in the NS-MSI Office
Information data grid (2).

Note: The new password will not have an expiry date and can be changed whenever the
submitter chooses, but the submitter will need to know their current password to change it to a
new password. 
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22.11.14.7OHIP

Filopto support claim submission to the Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP). When using the Ontario
OHIP claim form the following claim screen is presented.  The user must complete the form per the
OHIP directives and submit the created claim for adjudication.

Claims created and ready to be submitted are located in the Back Office/Insurance view using the

 button.  Once claims are identified to be sent and the user sends the claims
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the processing screen will be displayed showing the progress of the transfer to OHIPI.  DO NOT
interrupt this process or the file being sent will be corrupted and your claims refused.

 

        

 

In the Insurance Manager for OHIP additional information can be viewed on the submitted claims.
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22.11.14.8Other

Filopto supports the recording of claims for insurance companies not supported via a Direct Claim
Connector.  The generic Other Connector, records the claims for accounting purposes and permits
users to track (AR) the outstanding claims for any insurance company. 

When the Other option is chosen in the Insurance Profile field for the selected insurance company a
generic claim form is created to record claims made to the insurance company. A claim printout is
also available.

See Other Claim Connector  for additional information.

22.11.15Provide Claim Form for a Patient

In certain circumstances you may not be submitting a claim for your office but would like, as a service,
 to provide a copy of the claim form to the Patient for them to be able to submit it to their insurance
company for reimbursement to them (Provider does not accept assignment).

In this example we will use the CMS-1500 , however the process functions the same for the generic
insurance form.

1) Record in the line detail the items to be included on the claim by selecting the Apply Insurance
check mark.

2) Record the value of the item as $0.00  ( this will insure that you will not record a receivable for the
insurance company on your accounting books and that the patient amount payable is not changed).

1010
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3) Prepare the claim as you would normally.  Make certain that you do not accept assignment ( note
that the Insurance Policy Profile may automatically accept assignment - review insurance profile being
use). 

4) Open the claim and you can print a copy of the form.  IMPORTANT if using a CMS-1500 you must
use the Pre-printed Government approved paper form). 
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When using the Generic Claim form option the following printout (example) is printed.
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22.11.16EMR Unbilled Items

 

If you are using the EMR module, Providers can enter in the EMR module services or items that
are to be added to the patient invoice.  These items are called EMR Unbilled Items and can be
accessed and billed via the EMR Unbilled Items button on the invoice screen.  This function can
save entry time and errors from occurring by having Providers specify what services are to be
billed as a result of the Providers actions. (see EMR Billing for entering exam billing items).
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The EMR Unbilled Item button will be grayed out if no items were entered in the EMR module.  If
items are available you may be presented with the following screens.  if only one EMR record
contains unbilled item the first screen is not shown.

Step 1) In the first screen select the EMR you wish to use.

Step2) In the second screen all items available to be billed will be automatically selected.  You

can accept or change the items to be added to the invoice.
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If you add an unbilled item to the invoice by mistake, if you void it on the invoice it will be returned
to the unbilled  item list, where it can be re-selected and placed on a different invoice, for example.

If the item needs to be recorded, but not billed to the patient you have three options::

1) Include the item on the invoice and change the cost to $0.00 and add a note as to why the
item has $0.00 value or

2) Mark it as unbillable (2) in the Billing (1) section of the EMR ( this keeps the history) or

3) Remove it completely from the EMR record using the Remove button (3) – Not recommended
since you lose the history
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22.11.17Invoice Diagnostic Codes

On the Invoice Line Item Detail screen users can define the diagnostic codes to be used for claim
purposes.  By selecting the drop down the user will be displayed the possible diagnostic codes available
for use.  For example, the image below shows:

·  Invoice Line item detail screen the Diagnostic fields (1) 

·  The drop down field to enter the diagnostic code (2)

·  The ICD9/10 Diagnostic Codes tab (3)

Depending on your software claim jurisdiction specific diagnostic codes  tabs  will be displayed ( in the
illustration below it shows the USA options).

Note: for most non-USA users, you will only have 1 tab available (3) in the drop down.
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22.11.17.1ICD-10 Selection

 Due to the large amount of ICD-10 codes available the Preferred selection option in the grid is by
default the list shown.  Users can search and group ICD-10 codes using the various Categories and
Sub-Categories (1,2,3,4) as well as group and sort codes using the grid features.  See grids for more
details in the Common Tools section.

22.11.18Applying Discounts to Line Items

 
If a discount is applied it will show on the invoice in the Discount column.
 
Invoice Line Items can have discounts applied to them based on the business rules defined by the
user.  For example if a user defines a Seniors Discount in Filopto and the Patient is a member of that
discount plan Filopto will automatically apply the discount to the invoice ( for more Information see
Pricing Rule Screen ).  The discount will show in the Invoice Discount column of the Patient Plan
field.
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Promo Plan Discounts are discounts entered in the Pricing Manager ( see Inventory Promotional
Pricing Rules ) to record that an item is on sale.  If the item is on Sale,  the item Promo Plan line
will display the discount applicable to the item.
 
The Discretionary field allows users to record who authorized the discount and apply the discount
amount to the line item.
 

Discounts to Invoice Total
 
Users can create Inventory items such as "$10.00 Discount"  which when added as a line item to the
invoice gives a $10.00 discount to the invoice total.
 

By selecting the discount drop down button a user can assign Discretionary Discount a percentage
(%) in the first highlighted field (yellow) which will calculate the amount of the discount, or enter the
amount directly without entering a percentage.  The percentage has to entered as a number ( 10 =
10%).   The second highlighted field (yellow) is the person authorizing the discount.

The other discounts possible is the Patient Plan such as Senior discount which would appear in the
Patient Plan as a discount amount and the Promo discount which is entered when a Promo is
applicable.
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22.11.19Enter Prescription at Invoice Time

When you enter a lens, for example, on the invoice the Line Item View drop down (Item 1) will display
a Lens Information button (Item 2) in the detail view dialogue.  When selected a View/Edit Prescription
button (Item 3) is displayed permitting users to
 
1) Enter a new prescription for the Patient, or
 
2) View and select an existing prescription for a Patient, or
 
3) Edit an existing prescription for the Patient
 

 
A user can select the prescription by selecting the View Edit Prescription button.

 

22.11.20Invoice Comments

 
You can add various Comments to be printed on a client's invoice. The comments are typically used
as reminders for payment, to thank a patient for doing business with you, to convey Seasons
Greetings or for other marketing comments.
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After creating an Invoice, select the Invoice Message section located in the lower left portion of the
invoice screen. The text field (1) permits users to enter (type) the text they wish to place on the
invoice.  The Invoice Message button displays a pre-defined list (2) of available comments.

 
 

 
 

Users may enter their custom comments to the displayed list via the System Settings screens.
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22.11.21Print an Invoice

 

To print an invoice, select the Print Invoice button located at the top of the screen. You may
modify the size, layout and content of the default invoice by using the Report Designer in the
Reports Module. You can re-print the invoice as many times as you wish.

IMPORTANT:

You must assign a default Invoice template to be used with the print button.  You can
assign a default invoice template in the Form Manager.  To set a invoice template as the
default for the Print button place a check mark (1) identifying it as the default template.

 
The Print Invoice button will print the invoice. You may print as many copies of the invoice as you
wish. You may also return later and re-print the invoice without affecting the information stored in
Filopto.  If you make a change to the invoice and re-print the invoice, it will reflect the latest
changes made.  When you print the invoice, if the invoice is in the Pending status, it will be
automatically change to the Open status.

22.11.22Void Invoice

 
Once an invoice is created, you may need to delete/void the invoice for some reason.  For security
and audit reason, Filopto does not allow for deleting invoices.  What you can do, is change the
invoice status to VOID which is equal to deleting an invoice.
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Open the invoice in question and change the invoice status to VOID.  Make any changes to the
invoice needed to correct any accounting issues ( payments, adjustment transactions etc..) and then
change the status to VOID. This removes the invoice from all reports and active screens.  When an
invoice is voided all line items associated with the invoice are also voided.
 
You may Void an invoice with a Pending status ONLY IF it has no financial transaction made or any
claim generated from that invoice.
 

 
When you VOID an invoice, a pop up dialogue screen will appear requiring a reason for the void.
 
 
 
Also See Invoice Status
 
 

22.11.22.1Void a Line Item

You can Void a Line Item either by using the Adjustment Wizard or editing the line Item. 

You cannot delete a line item which has been added to an invoice.  To de-activate the item, you
must void (nullify) it.  The void check box located in front of each line item when checked will void
that line item and nullify it on the patient invoice.

 
When you VOID a line item, a pop up dialogue screen will appear requiring a reason for the void.
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Important:  The void is only recorded (saved) once you exit the void field.  To insure the Void field is
saved, click in any other field in the invoice line item grid.

22.11.23Bar Code Invoicing

 
 
To bar code items, simply insert your cursor in the Scan/Enter Bar Code field and you are ready
to scan items.
 
If your Bar Code equipment is automatically sending an enter key command at the end of the
scan, you will automatically be re-positioned to scan your next item.  If this feature is not
activated in your scanner, you will need to manually re-position the cursor in the field or you may
need to press the enter key to enter the line item of the bar code scanned.
 
Once an item is scanned, the system will automatically enter all information available on the line
item screen. The system will also select the appropriate line item screen for the item scanned. In
this manner, if manual adjustments or entries are required, the user can quickly enter them and
resume scanning.
 
Items that you may wish to manually enter are the insurance claims information and salesperson
initials as well as review the taxes assigned to the item.
 

 
Note
There is no limit on the amount of items that can be scanned sequentially.  You may also
combine the way you enter items, such as scan one and manually enter the next and then
return to a scanned item. Simply scan or manually select the next item to be added to the
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invoice.  The speed of the scanning process is a function of the speed of the equipment used
( Scanner, PC, Network and Server).
 

 
 

22.11.24Invoice Lab Order

 

 
 

The Invoice Lab order screen allows users to select line items from the invoice and to send the
appropriate information to a lab for processing.  A green check mark on the lab order button
indicates that the patient has a lab order attached to the selected invoice.

By clicking on the lab order type button, a pop up screen is displayed listing all lab orders for the
specified type. 

The lab order list is color coded (RED to indicate a late delivery of a lab order).  The date used to
indicate the delivery status is the Anticipated Delivery Date field in the Lab Information section.
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Information is available for the Lab Vendor (1) and for the Patient Notification Information (2)
directly in the grid.

Open Lab Order

Choose the open button to open the lab order screen.

The New Glass Lab Order button, as show in this example, allows the user to create an
unlimited number of lab orders for the invoice.
 
The Lab Order screen supports Glasses Lab Orders , Contact lens Lab Orders and Miscellaneous
Lab orders.  The Lab order screen is divided into six major sections:

IMPORTANT: Active Rx

The Rx No. field will only display "Active" prescriptions. No expired prescription will be
displayed. The expiry date of the prescription is defined by the user when they create the
prescription.

IMPORTANT:  Associated Lab Invoice
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Users can return to the Invoice screen associated with the Lab Order by selecting the Open
Associated Invoice button located in the button bar at the top of the screen.  

If the invoice is already open it will set the Windows focus (bring forward) on the Invoice screen.
It does not close the Lab Order screen but just set the Windows focus (bring forward) on the
invoice, the lab order is still open in the background.

Lab Order Information buttons

The Lab order screen has 2 buttons that gives direct access to the Patient information (1) and to
the Vendor information (2).

 
Create Lab Order
 
Create a Lab order by clicking on the New Lab Order button located at the top of the Lab order
List screen.  This will create a lab order record into which you can add the appropriate line items. 
You can create as many lab orders as required.
 
Save Lab Order
 
To save the lab order you just created click on the Close button.
 
Exit Lab Order
 
To close button will close the lab order screen.

Cancel Lab Order

To Cancel a Lab Order place a check mark beside the Canceled Status
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IMPORTANT:

 
Glasses Lab Order

 
Users can modify the Seg Height, Int Seg Ht, and the Seg Width on the lab order screen without
affecting the prescription.  The changes entered in these fields are not saved with the prescription
nor do they change the prescription.  They are only saved with this specific lab order.

 
Contact Lens Order

 
In the Contact Lens lab order, only the Seg Height can be modified.

 
 
Tracking Lab Orders Status
 
The Lab Order has several status for tracking the lab order.  By completing the statuses a Lab
order can be easily located.  The Follow-up status has a associated report to permit users to call
and do a satisfaction survey on the patient purchase.  The Notified status has an associated
Notes section to record notification information.  The Canceled status requires a reason for the
cancellation for tracking purposes.
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The drop down fields for Lab Order Type and Lab Order Reason can be modified by the user via
the System Settings option Dispensing section.  For more information see Lab Order Type
and Lab Order Reason  help sections.
 
 
WEB Lab Ordering
 

 
A user can enter in the System settings the various web sites for the labs he is using.  Once
entered in the System Settings the WEB Lab button will display the list of web lab services.  By
clicking on the WEB link the default browser will display the web Lab page (i.e. Product info,
Ordering or Tracking  page) entered in the system settings allowing the user to lookup, place or
track his order.

22.11.24.1Late Lab Orders

When a user places an Anticipated Delivery Date for a lab order and the lab order is not received by
that date the Lab Order Manager will highlight in RED the late Lab Orders for quick identification.
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22.11.25Invoice Alert Buttons

22.11.25.1Invoice Financial Alert

 
 

 
If a Financial Alert exists on the Patient file, the Financial Alert button will be displayed in the Invoice
screen. By pressing this button, you can view the Financial Alert associated with the patient. These
notes for example, could include warnings for not accepting checks or other such financial
messages.
 
To create a Financial Alert see the Alert section in the Patient file.
 

22.11.25.2Invoicing Notes From Exam

 
 

 
If the Provider is using the EMR module and enters Invoicing Notes for the billing function in the
appropriate exam screen,  when the user creates an invoice for this Patient a button will appear
below the Invoice Summary section named: "Invoicing Notes From Exam".  By pressing the button,
the user will be shown the Providers directives (notes) that need to be completed at invoicing time for
this patient.  The directives may be to advise staff that this patient bill should be discounted or that
some other billing arrangement must be made.
 
The function primarily delivers billing notes to the billing staff for proper completion of the patient file.
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22.11.25.3Instructions From Exam

 
 

 
If the Provider is using the EMR module and enters instructions for the billing function in the
appropriate exam screen,  when the user creates an Invoice for this Patient, a button will appear
below the Invoice Summary section named: "Instructions From Exam".  By pressing the button the
user will be shown the Providers directives (notes) that need to be completed at invoicing time for this
patient.  The instructions may be to re-schedule the patient for a follow-up appointment or such other
item.
 
The function primarily delivers instructions notes to the billing staff for proper completion of the
patient file.
 
 
 
 

22.11.26Create a Recall

Users can create a Recall for a patient at Invoice time by selecting the New
Recall button.  This button will create a recall record for the Patient using the invoice information.  The
user can modify the type of recall and date of the recall before saving the recall record.

The recall screen will be displayed using the appointment information as a starting point.  The user can
accept the calculated recall date based on the appointment type or create/change the recall using the
drop down fields.  

The two buttons above the recall information section displays the number of appointments and recalls
already scheduled for the patient.  A user can review the appointments or recalls by clicking on the
buttons to view the appointments or recalls already scheduled. 

To create a recall press the Create New Patient Recall button.
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22.11.27Invoice Office Notes

 

 
The Office Notes button allows users to record comments for office use only. These comments
are not printed on the invoice. Users can record key notes that you do not want the patient to see.
 This private section is not printed on the invoice and is for internal use only.
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22.11.28Invoice Ledgers

 

 
Located in the Invoice Ledgers /Other tab, the Invoice Ledger screen is a repository of all the
financial transaction entries for a given invoice. From this screen, in the Invoice, you can view all
the financial transactions made to the invoice along with the explanatory notes you entered. Some
transactions can be voided, (example: If a patient payment has to be Voided because the wrong
amount was entered), you can place a check mark in the Void Patient Payment box with the
reason for the void.
 
The ledgers only display the selected type of transaction such as the Payment Ledger, Refund
Ledger, Adjustments Ledger and Return Ledger.
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Issue a Payment Refund as a Credit Memo

It is possible, in certain circumstances, to issue a payment refund as a credit memo which can
then be applied (transferred) to another invoice.  The option is available in the Payment Ledger
screen and is only displayed if the existing payment transactions permit such an action. Once a
credit memo is created it can be applied to any (single or multiple) Invoice(s).

22.11.29Invoice Patient Payment History

Note: Patient Payment History is displayed in two locations, the Patient File, which list all
invoices affected from a single payment applied to multiple invoices and in the Invoice Ledger
screen which list how the payment was applied including any monetary change given to the
patient.

The Invoice Patient Payment History button provides quick access to the payment record for the
selected invoice.  It displays the total amount paid, the amount applied to the invoice and any
change returned to the patient amongst other information.
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22.11.30Insurance Business Rules

The Insurance Business Rules for the Patient insurance policy are automatically applied when the
Apply Insurance check mark is selected in the invoice line detail screen.
 
When you activate the Apply Insurance field, it requests Filopto to open the Claim process.  The
Claim process will first lookup the Patient and if a primary insurance is present, it will verify the
eligibility rules that are applicable for the insurance policy identified as the primary insurance.
 
It will display to the user the Insurance Policy Eligibility rules applicable to the patient.
 

When the user closes this window, it will verify for the applicable insurance policy billing rules and
display the Billing rules to the user and apply the billing rules to the invoice fields to reflect the
correct amounts to be billed.
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22.11.31Invoice Financing Charge

 
If a late payment (interest, financing charge) is applied at statement time, a special invoice is create
that is linked to the original invoice which contains the late payment charge applied to it.  The invoice
screen is modified to reflect this type of invoice.  A user does not have full access to all normal
invoicing features and the item detail screen only displays the late payment charge fields.
 

22.11.32Invoice Collection

 
Collection Notes
The Collection button displays the collection notes screen.  A user can view or enter collection
notes for the selected invoice using this button.
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22.11.33Insurance Line Item Payment

 INSURANCE PAYMENT
 
To enter an Insurance payment directly to an invoice line item, select the Insurance payment
option in the Invoice screen.
 

 
You are then presented with the following screen where you enter the insurance payment
information: 

Enter the payment date and time 
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Enter the payment type and amount with any other required information.

Enter any applicable note to record the payment and then select the Review button to complete
the transaction.
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Select the OK button to complete the transaction

Field Definition and Use

 
Invoice Item : A drop-down list of items contained on the invoice.  The user can select which
item they wish to refund.
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Claim No: The claim for which the payment is made.  Drop down list of all claims for the given
invoice.  A user can choose from the list the claim ( insurance company ) making the payment.
 

    Item Insurance Total: The amount of the item which is automatically entered

 
Item Insurance Balance :  The total amount for this line item not yet paid.
 
Reject Code: Enter any applicable reject code.

Available Credit: The credit memos available for this insurance company. use credit memo
button allows you to apply the credit.
 
Payment Date: Insurance payment date

Payment Time: the time stamp for the payment
 
Payment Method: Insurance payment method
 
Cheque / Authorization No: Insurance payment cheque number

 
Payment Amount: By default, the field is blank and permits the user to enter the amount.
 
Notes:  Field where the user can record the reason for the reject code.  To enter your notes, double
click on the Notes field and an entry window will be displayed.

22.11.34Apply Payment to Specific Invoice

By default the oldest invoice will be paid first by Filopto.  If you wish to pay a specific invoice you can. 
To view the invoices for payment click on the "X Invoice will be Paid" button to view the invoices on
the payment screen. The value of X will be replaced with the number of invoice that will be paid.  Pay a
different Invoice
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This screen allows you to assigned the amount of the payment to the specific invoices you wish.
 Place a check mark in the Pay column and the amount you want to pay in the Amount Applied
Column.
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22.11.35Void Payment

Void Payment Before the Payment is applied to the Patient
account 

Filopto permits the recording of several payments during the same payment transaction.  If you make
a payment mistake you can void the payment before it is recorded by using the drop down button
located in the "Amount Tendered" field displays.  All payments made in this transaction can be
voided at this time by using the Void Payment button.
 
 

Void Payment After the Payment is applied to the Patient
account 

    Void a Payment 
            

To void payments after a payment is recorded,  see the Invoice Ledger/other tab.  The ledger permits
the voiding of a selected payment or the converting of a payment to a credit memo which can be
applied to other Invoice(s).
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Issue a Payment Refund as a Credit Memo

It is possible, in certain circumstances, to issue a payment refund as a credit memo which can
then be applied (transferred) to another invoice.  The option is available in the Payment Ledger
screen and is only displayed if the existing payment transactions permit such an action. Once a
credit memo is created it can be applied to any (single or multiple) Invoice(s).

 
 

E-Checks VOID 

If you are voiding an e-check a special field will appear requesting a reason for the VOID.  Note that
the void action only voids the local Filopto record (transaction).  The payment processor transaction
is not voided or reversed by using this option.  The processor transaction may need to be voided or
reversed at the payment processor web site depending on the transaction you are doing.  You will
need to follow the payment Processor direction. ( In most cases it will be the payment processor
which will inform you that the transaction has been cancelled for some reason ( meaning nothing will
need to be done on their web site).  (Remember that e-checks can take up to 10+ days before it is
accepted by the issuing Bank and before you are notified if they accept the charges or refuse them.

22.11.36Transfer Payment To Another Invoice

Issue a Payment Refund as a Credit Memo

It is possible in certain circumstances to issue a payment refund as a credit memo which can
then be applied (transferred) to another invoice.  The option is available in the Payment Ledger
screen and is only displayed if the existing payment transactions permit such an action. Once a
credit memo is created it can be applied to any (single or multiple) Invoice(s).
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22.11.37Credit Card and e-Check Payments (USA Only)

(OPTIONAL FEATURE)
 

This feature is provided in conjunction with our partner TransNational. You can contact an ACCRA
Med Software Inc  for more information or visit Transnational  directly at 

https://partners.gotnpayments.com/filopto

https://partners.gotnpayments.com/filopto
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22.11.38Make Invoice Adjustment/Return/Refund Entry

All Invoices adjustments are made at the invoice line item level. To make an Adjustment Entry to an
Invoice Line Item select the line item and press the Adjust button.
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Once selected the Adjustment Wizard will present to the user a series of intelligent screens that only
display the action available for the line item in question. Below is a graphical representation of the various
adjustments you can do on a line item as well as some screen images of various adjustment screens. 

Refund VS Return

When should you use a Return vs a Refund?  Below are the differences between both options:

1. The refund option should be used to refund a payment made by a patient, the product itself is not
returned for restocking or as a defective item. The refund option does not remove or alter the
invoice line item or it's value in any way, it only affects the payment.

2. The return option gives you the ability to alter the invoice line item since it will be returned or
marked as defective.  It also gives you the option to refund the patient for any payment made on
the item.

Note:

The Adjustment Wizard takes care of the Debit or Credit of an Adjustment. (Users do not need to
place an amount as positive or Negative. User must always enter a Positive number in the
Adjustment Wizard.)
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Once You select the Adjust button beside the line item you wish to adjust you will be presented with a
series of screens that will guide you in making your adjustment. The Adjustment Wizard screens will be
automatically tailored for the line item in question showing you only the options applicable for the line
item.

Following are some examples of the Wizard screens that can be displayed depending on the actions
available for the line item.

IMPORTANT:

The dialogues will only show the options available depending on the current status of the Invoice.  For
example you cannot void an invoice if a payment has been applied.  You must first refund or void the
payments.  Second example, you cannot void an invoice or line item if a claim has been created
against the invoice or line item.  If the claim has not been submitted you must first void the claim.  If
the claim is waiting payment the invoice cannot be voided.
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Step 1 Choose if the adjustment is for a patient or insurance company

Step 2 Determine if you are returning and item and making an refund .   If you choose No for example
the item is not returned to the inventory but remains on the invoice, you can still refund/adjust the item or
make some other type of adjustment to the item (increase it's cost for example).

Step 3 will display your available options 

Step 4 will start the required wizard to do the selected task.
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Returned items will be crossed out in the Item detail grid and identified as returned.

22.11.38.1Refund Service

Users can refund a Service to a patient. When selecting a service the user will be presented with the
following screen. Since a Service cannot be returned to the inventory you can only remove it from the line
item detail list of the invoice. The Remove Item basically cancels the service.  

A user can then create a new service for a different amount if the service is to be only partially refunded. 
Another option is the service amount can be adjusted using the line item detail amount or a discount can
be given essentially achieving the same result. Note that a refund of the amount paid to the patient for
the difference of the two amounts paid and adjusted may be required.
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22.11.39Void or reverse an Adjustment/Payment/Refund/Return

Users can use the different Invoice ledgers to void or reverse and entry made previously.  In the
example below a user can reverse a return entry by selecting the Reverse the Return (1) button.  A
reason for the action is required in the Note field.

If an adjustment has been made, the adjustment can also be reversed by using the Reverse the
Adjustment button(2).
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In the case of a refund you can void the refund(3) by placing a check mark beside the Void option.   A
reason for the transaction is required before it will be accepted.

.

In the case of a Payment the user may void a payment (4) or create a credit memo (5) which can then
be applied to another invoice.
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22.11.40Create a Credit Memo

 

Located in the Invoice tool bar, a credit memo can be created from the invoice by clicking on the
Create a Credit Memo button.

 
 

 
The system will automatically generate a Credit Memo number. Simply enter the Credit Amount
(2) and the reason for the credit memo in the Notes (3) field. Next time the patient makes a
payment, you will be presented with a pop-up showing the available credit memo.  If required you
can adjust the Credit Memo date using the Date Created (1) field.
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You can transfer a credit memo from one patient to another.  Select the Transfer Balance to
Another Patient button and select from the Patient Manager the patient to whom you wish to
transfer the credit memo.  The Notes tab can register the reason for the transfer for tracking
capability.

How to Create a Credit Memo for a Patient from the balance of an Invoice  ( see How to help
section - Credit Memo ) 

22.11.40.1Apply Insurance Credit Memo

To apply a credit memo that has been assigned to an insurance company, select the receive payment
option in the invoice screen.  The Insurance payment screen will appear. You can select to use all of the
available credit memos for that insurance, or if you have identified for which client the credit memo should
apply and have more than one credit memo, a drop down list will appear to allow you to select the
appropriate credit memo.

484
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22.11.40.2Pay Out a Credit Memo

Step 1 - Reduce the credit memo to $0.00 if paying out in full or reduce by the amount of the
payout

Step 2  -  Record the date, reason, authorization and method of payment  used to payout the credit
memo. Close to save.
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22.11.41Re-Stocking Fees

Definition:  Amount charged by a seller for accepting a returned merchandise and paying a

refund.

IMPORTANT:

Many jurisdictions have rules (laws) governing restocking fees including when and how stores
communicate to customers about the fees. Policy signs placed conspicuously on the selling
floor and within the register areas is a common rule. In some Jurisdictions there may be a
limit or it may be illegal for any amount to be charged. Verify your jurisdiction rules before
applying a re-stocking fee.

When doing a return it may be appropriate to charge the patient a re-stocking fee.   The
recommended best-practice method when applying a re-stocking fee to a patients invoice is to do
the return on the original invoice and apply the re-stocking fee (Inventory Miscellaneous Item) on a
separate invoice.  

The reason to create a separate invoice is that a return could occur in a different financial period. 
The revenue from the re-stocking fee should be accounted in the current accounting period.
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22.12 Lab Order

 
 

 
The Lab Order Manager permits users to view the status and manage the lab orders which
were created from within the Invoice screen.
 

 
The lab order is divided into three tabs each displaying the lab orders for the given types of lab
order: Glasses Lab Orders, Contact Lenses Lab Orders, Miscellaneous Lab Orders. Users
can view and update the lab order status by selecting it and clicking on the Open button.
 
The Search Criteria section permits you to identify the lab orders with a given status.
Example: you can select to view only the Lab Orders which are not ordered.
 
The Lab Order data grid allows for data grouping, sorting and filtering (see common tools for
more information). Lab Orders that are late are highlighted in red (see Late Lab Order ). 

Users can directly access, via the grid icons,  various key information such as:

· Vendor Information ( Lab Vendor number)
· Patient Information ( Patient Number)
· Notification Notice  (Notification Information)
· Invoice (Invoice Number)
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The Notification Information column (scroll to the right) in the data grid displays the  patient
contact information for easily contacting or notifying the patient that his order is ready.
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22.12.1 Invoice Lab Order

 

 
 

The Invoice Lab order screen allows users to select line items from the invoice and to send the
appropriate information to a lab for processing.  A green check mark on the lab order button
indicates that the patient has a lab order attached to the selected invoice.

By clicking on the lab order type button, a pop up screen is displayed listing all lab orders for the
specified type. 

The lab order list is color coded (RED to indicate a late delivery of a lab order).  The date used to
indicate the delivery status is the Anticipated Delivery Date field in the Lab Information section.

Information is available for the Lab Vendor (1) and for the Patient Notification Information (2)
directly in the grid.

Create a Lab Order
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To create a lab order open tab related to the type of lab order you wish to create and then select
the New Glass Lab order , New Contact lens Lab Order or the New Miscellaneous Lab order
button to create the Lab Order record.

Once the Lab Order record is created you will be presented with a Lab Order screen in which you
can record the information related to the selected lab order type you selected.
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Open Lab Order

Choose the open button to open the lab order screen.

The New Glass Lab Order button, as show in this example, allows the user to create an
unlimited number of lab orders for the invoice.
 
The Lab Order screen supports Glasses Lab Orders , Contact lens Lab Orders and Miscellaneous
Lab orders.  The Lab order screen is divided into several sections:

IMPORTANT: Active Rx

The Rx No. field will only display "Active" prescriptions. No expired prescription will be
displayed. The expiry date of the prescription is defined by the user when they create the
prescription.

IMPORTANT:  Associated Lab Invoice

Users can return to the Invoice screen associated with the Lab Order by selecting the Open
Associated Invoice button located in the button bar at the top of the screen.  
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If the invoice is already open it will set the Windows focus (bring forward) on the Invoice screen.
it does not close the Lab Order screen but just set the Windows focus (bring forward) on the
invoice, the lab order is still open in the background.

Lab Order Information buttons

The Lab order screen has 2 buttons that gives direct access to the Patient information (1) and to
the Vendor information (2).

 
Create Lab Order
 
Create a Lab order by clicking on the New Lab Order button located at the top of the Lab order
List screen.  This will create a lab order record into which you can add the appropriate line items. 
You can create as many lab orders as required.
 
Save Lab Order
 
To save the lab order you just created click on the Close button.
 
Exit Lab Order
 
To close button will close the lab order screen.

Cancel Lab Order

To Cancel a Lab Order place a check mark beside the Canceled Status

  
IMPORTANT:

 
Glasses Lab Order
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Users can modify the Seg Height, Int Seg Ht, and the Seg Width on the lab order screen without
affecting the prescription.  The changes entered in these fields are not saved with the prescription
nor do they change the prescription.  They are only saved with this specific lab order.

 
Contact Lens Order

 
In the Contact Lens lab order, only the Seg Height can be modified.

 
 
Tracking Lab Orders Status
 
The Lab Order has several status for tracking the lab order.  By completing the statuses a Lab
order can be easily located.  The Follow-up status has a associated report to permit users to call
and do a satisfaction survey on the patient purchase.  The Notified status has an associated
Notes section to record notification information.  The Canceled status requires a reason for the
cancellation for tracking purposes.

 IMPORTANT:

 If you are using the RevSpring auto-notification service you must :
`
1) Create a Lab Order for the patient
2) Place a check mark in the Inspected (1) status,  to trigger the RevSpring service to be
notified that the Lab Order is ready for pickup by the patient
3) RevSpring will automatically place a check mark in the Notified (2) status after it has
notified the patient that his/her order is ready for pickup.
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The drop down fields for Lab Order Type and Lab Order Reason can be modified by the user via
the System Settings option Dispensing section.  For more information see Lab Order Type
and Lab Order Reason  help sections.
 
 
WEB Lab Ordering
 

 
A user can enter in the System settings the various web sites for the labs he is using.  Once
entered in the System Settings the WEB Lab button will display the list of web lab services.  By
clicking on the WEB link the default browser will display the web Lab page (i.e. Product info,
Ordering or Tracking  page) entered in the system settings allowing the user to lookup, place or
track his order.

22.12.2 Lab Order Patient Follow-up

The Lab Order Manager permits users to track the current status of a lab order and  perform a Customer
Service follow-up with patients.  The selection criteria on the Lab Manager screen permits users to
display only lab orders that have been delivered but which have no follow-ups associated with them.

1774
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By selecting this option you can view all lab orders that have a delivered status to the patient but have no
follow up entry.  Users can print the list or call each patient on the list using the Print List option or the 
Notification Information column with the View option and the Follow-up column option for recording
the follow-up action.

22.12.3 Cancel Lab Order

 
In the Lab Order screen several status are available to record the activities associated with Lab Orders.
 The Cancel tab permits users to cancel a Lab order that is no longer required.  To cancel the lab order
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a user must identify the person canceling the lab order as well as the date and reason for the
cancellation.
 

22.12.4 Print, Fax or Email Lab Order

 
 
To Print , Fax or e-mail a lab order, select the Form button and select the Lab order form you wish to
use.

 

 
The lab Order will be displayed.
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Selecting the Print (1) button you can either print the form to a printer or select a Fax printer (such as
Microsoft Fax ) and fax the lab order to your supplier.
 

 
To e-mail a Lab Order select the email button and enter the required information.
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22.12.5 Lab WEB Link

Lab WEB Links permit users to directly connect to a web site of a Lab suppliers site.   Users can enter
the WEB Lab Link in the Filopto System Settings & Plug in /Dispensing section in the Configuration
Manager tab.

22.12.6 View Lab Orders that are Late

The Lab Order Manager permits the users to use the grid to view specific data.  For example a user can
easily create a filtered view of the Lab Manager grid to show only the Lab orders that are late or have not
yet been received (identified in red once they are late) .  For example using the Grid Filtering capability a
user would.

1) Select the Filter Option 

2) Create a field filter condition such as:

Anticipated_Delivery_Date is less than  (before the date you select) ( date must be
entered in the format required by your version of Windows)
                        Received equal to False (F - false - indicates that the order has not yet been received)

3) Apply the filter to view only the records filtered.
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22.13 Picture Me!

 

The Picture Me! module is a decision aid and marketing aid for the retail effort of a
practice. It permits patients to view images of themselves trying out various products you offer. It can
be accesses via the Front Office Tab menu.  (It requires a Windows twain compliant camera (web or
digital)).

 
Overview

 
Ever noticed that some of your patients have to look in the mirror up close, to be able to see how the
frame looks on them!  Picture Me! has been created to help you give your patients a comfortable view
of the frames they are trying on. Picture Me! allows you to take pictures of your patients with the
frames they are trying. It will permit your patients to look at the pictures without straining their eyes.
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Picture Me! gives you the ability to print out the pictures taken, so your patients could take them home
and make their decision. The frame information can be added with each picture, so you'll be able to
know what frame they tried on when your patients will come back with their decision.

 
Requirements: A Windows compliant video camera which supports a  "Twain" interface.  Picture Me
uses the Windows Camera function to access your camera.

How to Use:

1) Select The Patient
2) Take a Picture
3) Add the Frames being worn by the Patient to the picture record
4) Print or Review the pictures (To Print or save the picture and frame information, place a check mark
in the box Print Picture or Save Picture to Patient's Picture Me File.)

The Replace Patient's file Picture with this Picture button, replaces the picture in the Patient file
with the selected picture.
 
Picture Me! can take an unlimited number of pictures per patient.

22.13.1 Select Patient

 
Step 1) when you open Picture Me!,  it will request you to select the Patient file giving access to the
patient information and prescriptions.
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 Filopto's select patient screen will appear permitting the user to locate the patient they wish to use

with Picture Me!

Picture Me will display the patient Information, permitting the user to view the patient Information or
select a different patient.  The user can also review the saved Patient Picture Me images in the Saved
Picture tab.

22.13.2 Take a Picture

 
To take a picture  click on the Take/Add a New Picture button on the menu bar located at the left of
the window.            
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Once the dialogue window appears, you are ready to take a picture.  Depending on your Windows
configuration you may require to identify the camera to use (1) (if multiple cameras exist).  Once a
camera has been identified (1) ,  Select the Take Picture button.
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Ask your patient to sit down or stand in front of the camera, depending at what level the camera is
located. You may wish to experiment and review your camera information for proper usage.  Click on
the Take Picture button.  

The Rotate Image 90 clockwise button allows the user to adjust the picture if required.

 
Adjust the camera, in order to get the best angle for the picture.  Click on the T a ke  Pic ture  button. 
( depending on the camera you are using it's user interface for taking a picture may be different from
the one being shown below.  Review you camera directives on how to use it's picture taking user
interface and available options.

 

 
Next click on the Select Frame from Inventory button, to select the frame that is being tried on by
the patient in the picture.  Select the desired frame from the list.  Once selected, the frame information
will be displayed on the patient view screen.  You may also enter the price quote you provided to the
patient on this screen.

 

 

     

22.13.3 Save
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You can save one of the pictures taken to the patient's file to the Patient Picture Me File.  The picture
chosen will replace the one that is already existing in the patient's file, or inserts it in the Patient
Picture Me file.  Place a check mark in the Print Picture or Save To patient Picture Me! File (1)
located on the patient picture information screen.

 

then press Save Checked Picture(s) button (2) to save the pictures to the Patient Picture Me File or
the Replace Patient's File Picture with this picture button (3) to replace the Patient picture in the
patient file.

 

22.13.4 Zoom

 
 
To zoom a picture (show it at a larger size), click on the Edit Picture Information button associated
with the picture you want to zoom.  The picture can then be displayed and by scrolling the mouse
button up and down once the picture is clicked you can zoom in and out.

22.13.5 Printing

Print One Picture at a Time
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To print the pictures taken and that are shown on the main window,  click on the Print Cheked
Picture button located to the right of the window.

 

Once the print preview window appears, you can click on the print  button   to print the page. 

 
 
Print Multiple Pictures

 

To print multiple pictures, select the Print Checked Pictures(s) button. This button will print the pictures
having a check mark.  Identify the pictures to print by placing a check mark in the Print Picture or
Save Picture to patient Record field.

 
To print, a preview screen will be displayed from which you can select the print button.

22.13.6 Clear Pictures

To delete a picture, click on the " Remove Picture " button located in the picture information screen
that you wish to delete.  To delete simply click on it. 

22.13.7 Reports

 
The reports button permits users to use and create their own reports which can print the Picture
Me images saved to the patient Picture Me file.  See Report Manager.

22.14 Recall Manager

 

Recalls Overview
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Recalls are created by using the Recall function located in the Appointment, Scheduler, EMR, Patient
File, Invoicing and other various screens in Filopto.  Filopto permits the system administrator to create
a business rule in System Settings (Staff Recall Reminder )  forcing a recall record to be created if
none exist at a specified stage of a Patient's visit. This can ensure that each Patient will be recalled at
the appropriate time.

On recall record is created it can be viewed in each patient file.  Different reports provide users with
various methods to view potential recalls. To send a recall notice to a patient the user will typically use
the Recall Manager which is designed to show and administer Patient recalls.

Recalls Manager

The Recall Manager is designed to query the database for a specified time period and display all
scheduled recall notices entered. The recall notices can be either manually entered via the client file or
automatically created at appointment time.

 

A user can easily query the database to get a listing of all recall notices entered for a given period or
meeting specific criteria. The user may then generate recall letters, cards or labels. send the list via the
Form Manager to a pre-formatted recall form in Filopto.  Users can also create their own recall forms
to be used by this module.
 

 
The screen is divided into two main sections. The right grid shows a list of all patients having a recall
notice meeting the selection criteria specified in the left section of the form.

You can View the recall by selecting the View button in the grid.

892
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 The Recall Note Calendar button inserts the date, time and user that enter the note.  Best Practice is
for the user to select the button and then enter the note below the entry.

 

22.14.1 Create a Recall Notice - Overview

The Recall Manager is based on the settings you entered for the type of appointments and the
recording of recall notices in the Appointment or Patient File screens. The Recall Manager allows users
to create specific recall notices for various groups of patients.
 
Located in the Patient Module, the Recall Manager displays a list of patients to be recalled based
on the selection criteria selected by the user.
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The left section of the Recall Manager screen determines the selection criteria. The right section
permits users to define the recall notices to display based on specific criteria.  Users can refine the
selection by adding additional Date filters and the number of recalls already sent.

Search / Filter Options 

Option 1: Allows you to select recalls based on the type of
appointment 

Option 2: Allows you to restrict the patient list based on the patient
request (example do not mail me recalls) 

Option 3  Allows you to restrict the list to patients that have not
responded to a previous reminder for example.

Option 4: Select the time period of the recalls ( show me only recalls
for October)

Option 5   Select only the recalls that have not been answered  and
that I have sent at least X number of previous recalls to the patient.

Option 6  Select only recalls for a specific provider.

Option 7   Select the patient for a specific office ( only available on the
enterprise version of Filopto)
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Option 8:  Sort the list in a specific order ( if mailing for example sort
by postal code to lower mailing cost)

 
The button bar located below the filter choices, permits users to select one or all clients listed and
merge the client information into the letter.
 
To randomly select one or more patients in the patient grid, hold down the Ctrl (control) key on your
keyboard and with your mouse, click on each patient to whom you wish to send a letter. You can
optionally hold down the Shift key on the keyboard and click on the first and last patient name you
wish to select. This action will select everyone between the first and last names selected.
 
 
The recall manager supports an unlimited number of custom recall forms that allow the user to pick and
choose a different recall form for a specific patient or group of patient.  The recall forms can be created
and modified by using the Form manager located in the Reports section.

22.14.2 Create a Recall Record

Users can create a Recall for a patient at Invoice time by selecting the New
Recall button.  This button will create a recall record for the Patient using the invoice information.  The
user can modify the type of recall and date of the recall before saving the recall record.

The recall screen will be displayed using the appointment information as a starting point.  The user can
accept the calculated recall date based on the appointment type or create/change the recall using the
drop down fields.  

The two buttons above the recall information section displays the number of appointments and recalls
already scheduled for the patient.  A user can review the appointments or recalls by clicking on the
buttons to view the appointments or recalls already scheduled. 

To create a recall press the Create New Patient Recall button.
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The Recall Information Section records the information related to the recall.  Information entered in the
Notes section will be transferred to the appointment, if the recall is used to create the
appointment.

For example, in the patient file, recall section, you can select the Schedule Appointment(1) button to
schedule the appointment and transfer the associated recall notes to the appointment.  When the button
is selected the Find Next Available  appointment screen will be displayed to assist users in creating
the appointment.

525
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You may also create an appointment which will transfer the recall notes from an appointment screen
using the appointment screen recall option
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22.14.3 Create a Recall Notice

How to create a Recall Notice:
 
Step1: Select the patients you wish to send a recall to by completing the selection sentence in the
selection criteria section.  Click on the Apply View Criteria button and the selected filters will display
a list of patients meeting your selection criteria in the bottom display grid.

 

 
Step 2: Select the patient records to use. By pressing and keeping either the Shift key or Control
Key down and highlighting the record, you will select the ones you wish to use. The Control key
allows you to select records randomly while the Shift key allows you to select records sequentially.  If
you wish to select all patients displayed click on the Select All button.
 

 
Step3: Select the form or label to be used in the drop down box. Press the Generate Letter or
Labels Card button to create the recall notices.
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22.14.4 Create a Recall Form

To create a recall form you must use the Form Manager located in the report module.  Several recall
forms have been created as examples for you to consider.  In the following example, we are going to
use the form called: Recall Letter  (Recall Manager).  This form has been created and linked to the
Recall Manager for direct input of the patient record(s) selected via the Recall Manager. For more
detailed information on how to create reports/forms see the help section on FastReport.
 

 
Basic Concepts:
 
The form is just another type of report.  You use the tools to build a form versus a report.  The main
difference is their classification which is either a form or a report.  Forms and reports do not appear in
the same location in Filopto.  Forms are to help the administration of the practice where Reports are
meant to summarize information and provide data/feedback to users and management.
 
Three types of forms can be created:
 
         1) Non-user input forms - Prints out a static form without requiring data to be identified or entered
into the form.
         2) Manual Forms - Requires the user to select or enter data into the form template before printing
         3) Automated Forms - The form is automatically linked to a section of Filopto which provides the
information required to generate the form.
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The recall letter that we will examine in this section is an automated form which will input and print the
recalls automatically.  To achieve this level of automation, Filopto will pass to the form, a field variable
which will be used to gather and print the data required in the form.
 
 
Creating an Automated  Form:
 
Creating a recall form can be as easy as making a copy of an existing recall form and then modifying
it's content.  To make a copy select the copy form button on the Form manager tool bar and then edit
the new form.   For advance users, you can create and design a totally new form by creating a new one
from scratch. ( see fast report help for more details).
 
The Elements of the Form
 

 
When you select to edit a form, the report editor will be displayed.  The form is located in the center
and is made up of several elements that users can change.  They are:
 
 
                 1)  The Queries  - locates the data to be printed
                 2)  The Code Page  - Tells the query what data to go and get
                 3)  The Form  - Prints the text and data in format you want printed
 
The Queries:
 
The basic query for the recall letter has already been created for you and typically does not need to be
changed.  The queries are located at the bottom of the screen.
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You can view and/or edit the query by double clicking on it. The query will be displayed as follows:
 
 

 
The query is a simple query which retrieves information from two tables; the recall table and the patient
table.  The query also contains a restriction that will not print recalls for patients who have a 'do not
mail' field activated in their recall record.  You will note that the query is looking for a prompt called
"RECALL_NO" which the form will automatically supply to the query.   ( if you wish to have your recalls
sorted by patient last name you can add to the end of the query (after the last line) the following line:
Order by Patients.Lastname
 
 
The second query on the form is the ConmpanyInfo query which will print your company address and
other information on the form.
 
 
 
The Code Page
 
 
The Code page tab contains programming code which links the form with the Recall Manager.  The
event used is the ONBeforePrint action which basically runs this code before the page is printed.  It is
unlikely that you will ever need to make changes to this code page.
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The code page contains has three commands:
 
         1) The Recall.Close command makes sure that the Recall query is blank by closing it.  This
causes all data it contains to be lost.
 
         2) The Recall ParambyName command uses the parameter option to retrieve the recall record
number from the Recall Manager.  The vRecallNo field is an external field which is automatically sent
by the recall manager when you press the Generate Recall button.  This is the field that automatically
links the records selected in the recall manager to the form.  This field is renamed RECALL_NO which
is the name we gave the prompt in the recall query (see above).
 
         3) The recall open command opens the query causing it to retrieve the data linked to the recall
record identified in the vRecallNo field and prints the recall form for the selected data.
 
 
This action is repeated for every record selected in the Recall Manager grid causing a recall form to be
printed.
 
 
 
The Form
 
The form is a page, a card or whatever other paper form you wish to create.  It contains the text and
data you wish the recall form to contain.
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In this example it contains a header and the main data band.  The header band contains Company Info
fields which displays the corporate logo and the company name and address information.  The Main
Data band contains one Rich Edit text field  which contains the message you wish to send.
 
 
You can make any change you want on the form by dragging or dropping or deleting the fields at the
various location on the page.  In order to print a field, it must be completely located in a band.
 
To edit the Rich text field, double click on the field and a word processor type screen will popup from
which you can edit any item you wish. The rich edit field allows for fonts, colors and other formatting
options to be easily used.
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Data fields are represented by variables contained in square brackets.  To delete an item, select the

variable and press the delete key.  To enter a new data field click on the expression button .  This
will display a list of fields you can enter in the rich edit container.
 

 
To select a field, double click on it and it will appear at the bottom of the screen.  In the example above
the Patients Firstname was selected.  By pressing the OK button, it will place this field where your
cursor was located.  When the form will be printed this variable will be replaced with the actual value of
the field.
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You may change any text as you wish.  Once you have made the changes required, exit the form
editor and a message to save the form will appear.  Choose the option to save the changes made.
 
 
Paper Size
 
 
The paper option located under the editors file menu allows users to create any type of form they
require.  A user can create cards, labels and custom paper size to meet their need. Using this tool, the
Recall Manager can accommodate any recall format you require.
 

22.14.5 Create a Recall Label

To create a recall label you must use the Form Manager located in the report module.  A recall label
has been created as an examples for you to consider.  In the following example, we are going to use
the Label called: 4 Card to a page (Recall Manager).  This form has been created and linked to the
Recall Manager for direct input of the patient record(s) selected via the Recall Manager. For more
detailed information on how to create reports/forms see the help section on FastReport.
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Basic Concepts:
 
The form is just another type of report.  You use the tools to build a form/label versus a report.  The
main difference is their classification which is either a form or a report.  Forms and reports do not
appear in the same location in Filopto.  Forms are to help the administration of the practice where
Reports are meant to summarize information and provide data/feedback to users and management.
 
Three types of forms can be created:
 
         1) Non-user input forms - Prints out a static form without requiring data to be identified or entered
into the form.
         2) Manual Forms - Requires the user to select or enter data into the form template before printing
         3) Automated Forms - The form is automatically linked to a section of Filopto which provides the
information required to generate the form.
 
The recall Label/Card that we will examine in this section is an automated form which will input and
print the recalls automatically.  To achieve this level of automation, Filopto will pass to the form, a field
variable which will be used to gather and print the data required in the form.
 
 
Creating an Automated  Form:
 
Creating a recall form can be as easy as making a copy of an existing recall form and then modifying
it's content.  To make a copy select the copy form button on the Form manager tool bar and then edit
the new form.   For advance users, you can create and design a totally new form by creating a new one
from scratch. ( see fast report help for more details).
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The Elements of the Form
 

 
When you select to edit a form, the report editor will be displayed.  The form is located in the center
and is made up of several elements that users can change.  They are:
 
 
                 1)  The Queries  - locates the data to be printed
                 2)  The Code Page  - Tells the query what data to go and get
                 3)  The Form  - Prints the text and data in format you want printed
 
The Queries:
 
The basic query for the recall letter has already been created for you and typically does not need to be
changed.  The queries are located at the bottom of the screen.
 

 
You can view and/or edit the query by double clicking on it. The query will be displayed as follows:
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The query is a simple query which retrieves information from two tables; the recall table and the patient
table.  The query also contains a restriction that will not print recalls for patients who have a 'do not
mail' field activated in their recall record.  You will note that the query is looking for a prompt called
"RECALL_NO" which the form will automatically supply to the query.   ( if you wish to have your recalls
sorted by patient last name you can add to the end of the query (after the last line) the following line:
Order by Patients.Lastname
 
 
The second query on the form is the ConmpanyInfo query which will print your company address and
other information on the form.
 
 
 
The Code Page
 
 
The Code page tab contains programming code which links the form with the Recall Manager.  The
event used is the ONBeforePrint action which basically runs this code before the page is printed.  It is
unlikely that you will ever need to make changes to this code page.
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The code page contains has three commands:
 
         1) The Recall.Close command makes sure that the Recall query is blank by closing it.  This
causes all data it contains to be lost.
 
         2) The Recall ParambyName command uses the parameter option to retrieve the recall record
number from the Recall Manager.  The vRecallNo field is an external field which is automatically sent
by the recall manager when you press the Generate Recall button.  This is the field that automatically
links the records selected in the recall manager to the form.  This field is renamed RECALL_NO which
is the name we gave the prompt in the recall query (see above).
 
         3) The recall open command opens the query causing it to retrieve the data linked to the recall
record identified in the vRecallNo field and prints the recall form for the selected data.
 
 
This action is repeated for every record selected in the Recall Manager grid causing a recall form to be
printed.
 
 
 
The Form
 
The form is a page, a card or whatever other paper form you wish to create.  It contains the text and
data you wish the recall form to contain.
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In this example it contains a header and the main data band.  The header band contains Company Info
fields which displays the corporate logo and the company name and address information.  The Main
Data band contains one Rich Edit text field  which contains the message you wish to send.
 
 
You can make any change you want on the form by dragging or dropping or deleting the fields at the
various location on the page.  In order to print a field, it must be completely located in a band.
 
To edit the Rich text field, double click on the field and a word processor type screen will popup from
which you can edit any item you wish. The rich edit field allows for fonts, colors and other formatting
options to be easily used.
 

 
Data fields are represented by variables contained in square brackets.  To delete an item, select the

variable and press the delete key.  To enter a new data field click on the expression button .  This
will display a list of fields you can enter in the rich edit container.
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To select a field, double click on it and it will appear at the bottom of the screen.  In the example above
the Patients Firstname was selected.  By pressing the OK button, it will place this field where your
cursor was located.  When the form will be printed this variable will be replaced with the actual value of
the field.
 
You may change any text as you wish.  Once you have made the changes required, exit the form
editor and a message to save the form will appear.  Choose the option to save the changes made.
 
 
Paper Size
 
 
The paper option located under the editors file menu allows users to create any type of form they
require.  A user can create cards, labels and custom paper size to meet their need. Using this tool, the
Recall Manager can accommodate any recall format you require.
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22.14.6 List of Recall Patients that have not Responded

 
The recall manager can generate a list of patients that have not responded to a recall notice.  In the
search section enter the recall criteria to "don't have a response" and set the recall dates for which to
search for and identify which patient to list by entering how many recalls were sent prior without
response.  For example, if you have sent 1 recall notice and you want to know who has not
responded,  set the "reminder sent" value to 1.  If you have sent two recalls and you only want to
know the patients that have not responded after the second notice set the value to 2.
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22.14.7 Recall History

You may view the history of a patient recall by double clicking on the patient name in the recall display
grid or clicking on the recall history button.. The display below will provide you with a history of the
items sent to the patient for recall purposes.
 

 

22.14.8 Track Recalls

Filopto can track if Patients are responding to recalls.  When a user creates a Patient appointment
they can easily ask or ascertain if the patient is responding to a recall sent out to them.   

1) Select the Recall button located in the appointment screen.

2) Place a check mark in the Recall grid in the responded column to indicate that the Patient has
responded to the recall notice.
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22.15 Staff Recall Reminder

 
Filopto offers a recall reminder message to alert users that a recall should be created for the patient. 
The recall reminder can be defined to be active during a specific task.  To activate the Recall reminder
go to the System settings / Scheduler / Appointment Types and Recall Setup and choose the
time when the system should display the recall Reminder Message for staff..
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22.16 E-Mail Recall

Using the optional E-mail Manager users can send recalls by e-mail.  The E-mail manager when
activated will display two additional options for sending recalls.  Select the General Letters button and
the following dialogue will be displayed which allows for e-mailing recalls.
 
 

 
 
 

 
Users can enter the Subject and Body fields for the e-mail.  The form selected for printing will be
converted to a PDF format and attached to the e-mail.  Users can customize or create new forms by
using the Form Manager.

22.17 RevSpring-Reports

The RevSpring Report section displays the results of your RevSpring messages you sent.  These include
Appointment Reminders, Recalls and Lab Order Notifications

IMPORTANT:
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Messages results and replies by patients to the messages sent are displayed in these screens.  It
is important for users to regularly review the status of messages and take the appropriate actions to
address the replies or status displayed to your messages.

For each service there are three tabs that displays the information available regarding the
communication request being processed by RevSpring.

The Sent tab display a listing of all communication request sent to RevSpring.  The display
grid can be adjusted to display only the information related to a specific data range as
selected by the user.  It will list the patient information and requested contact information.
 
The Batch History tab displays the batch files uploaded to the RevSpring server for
processing.  This provides a quick way to verify if your files are received by RevSpring and
when.

The Attempt Outcome Results Tab display in the grid the results of each communication
requested.
  

Best Practice 

REVIEW THE RESULTS OF THE NOTICES SENT!
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1) The first thing to look for are for the Reschedule reminders from patients.  

Filopto automatically links the reschedule reminder to the patient appointment and
displays a message on the screen. 

IF A RESCHEDULE REMINDER IS ISSUED.  You should review the Attempts
Outcome Results tab to make certain that the patient request has been properly
addresses. Many patients do not follow through by contacting the office (as the service
message encourage them to do), so these Reschedule reminder results are
important for the staff to see and take the appropriate action.

 
2) Additionally, we recommend looking for unsuccessful/failed results or results with a status
of “other.” This generally indicates either the contact information for the patient was invalid, or
in rare circumstances, that something needs to be investigated on the RevSpring side.

Analyzing your RevSpring Reports

By using the built-in grid feature allowing for auto sorting of results you can quickly analyze
and print the results received by RevSpring regarding your various communications .

For illustrative purposes we will use the Appointments Reminders tab and the Attempt
Outcome Result Tab.  The Attempt Outcome Results tab can display for a selected period
the communications done by RevSpring.

Note that calls scheduled to be made today will only show up tomorrow, since they will be
done in time period you instructed .RevSpring to complete them.  For example, if you
instructed to only call between 2pm and 5pm and you are verifying in this morning,  the calls
have not yet been completed.

As with most grids in Filopto users can use the advanced Drag Column header (1) option to
quickly sort and display the results in a preferred way. 

For example a common options is to use the drag and drop of column headers such as the
Attempt Status Reason (2) to sort the communication by result types.
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Another useful column header you can use is the Patient (3) column header.  By sorting the
calls by Patient you can easily view how many communication attempts were made for a
given patient  and the result of each communication attempt . 

You can also combine headers to create, for example,  a list sorted by Patients with a sub
sorts displaying the type of outcomes each patient encountered.  
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You can also use the grid advanced search and filtering options to filter, sort, locate and
display specific information. ( see Data Grid  for more information). The flexibility offered in
displaying and printing via the Grid or via the Filopto Report Builder,  the results of the
communication attempts  are only limited by your imagination. 

214
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23 EyeConX Reminders

EyeconX enables your practice to send reminders, recalls, notifications and education to
patients via e-mail, SMS and telephone.

To activate the service you must acquire the service and request a Filopto license for the
EyeconX connector.  Once your license is activated,  the Filopto EyeconX connector will
retrieve and create the files required by the EyeconX program installed on your server.  

1) the appointments notices retrieves the list of all appointment scheduled from the patient
scheduler

2) the recalls notices list retrieve all entries created in the Filopto Recalls module.

3) the lab order notices are triggered when a lab order status is changed and marked as 
"Inspected"  (check mark) for a specific lab order.

4) appointments confirmation generated by EyeconX are displayed as the removal of the
check mark in each appointment via the Tentative Appointment Confirmation data field.  

  
 IMPORTANT:

The EyeconX program must first be installed on your server before the activation of the Filopto

EyeconX Connector.  You will need to contact EyeconX before the activation of the Filopto
EyeconX connector license, since upon activation, the Filopto connector creates a series of files
needed by the EyeconX software on first connect.  If the files are created before the EyeConX
program is installed on your server, the ExeconX software will not be able to retrieve them and
will encounter startup issues and incorrect information may be transmitted to your patients. 

If for some reason you need to regenerate the all inclusive patient.csv file,  just delete it in the
connector folder and Filopto will automatically re-create a patient.csv file with all patients.

There is no configuration required in Filopto except making use of the Filopto features listed above, all
configuration of messages and response are done by the EyeconX software.

The eyeconx web site:   EyeconX | Patient Communication & Education | Practice Promotion
   info@eyeconx.net

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE:  1-866-533-2669 ext. 706
support@eyeconx.net

https://www.eyeconx.net/
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24 Back Office - Accounting & Insurance Tab

The Back Office - Accounting & Insurance tab contains activities  associated with Accounting and
Insurance control which are normally conducted by the back office administrative staff.

Filopto uses the real-time accounting methodology.  This means that no batch processing is required.
Everything you enter is accounted for immediately.  Filopto requires a bare minimum of accounting
knowledge.  You need to understand a chart of accounts and the different types of accounts on it. 

In the world of bookkeeping. keeping the books involves a method called double-entry bookkeeping,
you have to make a least two entries ” a debit and a credit ” into your bookkeeping system for every
transaction. Whether that debit or credit adds or subtracts from an account depends solely upon the
type of account.  Although Filopto does not require you to identify an entry as a Debit or Cred, a basic
understanding of your Chart of account will help you understand the requirements for the proper
recording of a transaction when doing common task such as making a refund or adjustment to an
invoice.

For example, when doing an adjustment the user must understand if they are trying to reduce or
increase the amount of an invoice or a payment. A basic understanding of the Chart of Accounts can
be beneficial in understanding the effect of making such adjustments.

24.1 Accounting & Insurance Ribbon Bar

   The Back Office Ribbon bar provides a series of buttons from which the user can directly
access a function.
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24.2 Daily Accounting Procedures

 

Accounting Procedures

Every office needs to clearly establish and communicate accounting and management procedures to
insure that the business is running properly. You should discuss with your financial advisors the basic
procedures they recommend as well as review the procedures suggested by your accounting system. 
Once you have established your procedures, document them, and clearly explain them to staff. 

Filopto is a real-time system which means that every element in Filopto is fully integrated and
automatically updates the required tables for accurate reporting. Although Filopto has many tools to
mitigate possible issues, financial fraud can still be done by malicious individuals.  It is your
responsibility to put in place the security safeguards and procedures needed for your office. One of the
most important procedures to put in place is the Bank Deposit procedure.
 
Bank Deposit Procedure
 
It’s important to operate the business office of your practice as if it were a bank. That means specific
procedures are followed and enforced every day to ensure an accurate accounting of all monies. These
steps are necessary even if you have a small practice and fully trust all employees who handle financial
transactions. Monitoring the process of collecting and depositing payments lets you know if errors are
being made and gives you a basis for preventing them. A daily routine to balance sales with the bank
deposit prevents employee carelessness and possible embezzlement in the future.
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The balancing of the cash drawer and depositing the receipts into the bank should be delegated to
staff, but the process should be reviewed by the practice owners. Staff members may email the
production and bank deposit report each day to the owner or leave the printed document in a
predetermined place. The deposit should be entered into a financial software program (such as
QuickBooks) and the owner must review it daily.  Any discrepancies should be immediately addressed.
 
Multiple Cash Drawers
 

Accurate accounting of deposits every day is made easier by using multiple cash drawer trays. These
trays are used alternately every other day. Each drawer tray starts out, for example, with exactly $200
in cash in various denominations of bills and coins to make change. Cash, credit card receipts,
personal checks and insurance checks are added to the drawer as the payments are entered into the
Filopto practice management system.

How to Balance the Deposits

There are two distinct steps your staff will perform to balance the cash drawer. One is closing out the
drawer and the other is balancing the drawer with the Bank Deposit report.  You can decide when
these activities work best into your office routine based on your staffing levels and how busy the office
is at certain times of the day. But once you decide on a time of day, we recommend you stay
consistent. A consistent routine improves accuracy and is less likely to be forgotten or modified.

The closing of the cash drawer is generally performed at the end of the business day.  To close the
drawer, the staff runs and prints Filopto's Daily Production and Bank Deposit for a Day reports and
the cash drawer is exchanged for another drawer. At this point, the cash, checks and credit cards slips
in the drawer, minus the $200 starting cash, should exactly equal the total payments shown on the
Daily Bank Deposit report.  The production report provides an overview of the activities done during the
day.  It is a management tool which can help you better manage the office.  ( Also see Eye on Your
Business  for other management tools available in Filopto).

The cash drawer and the corresponding Bank Deposit report can be balanced at that time or may be
stored until a more convenient time the next day if you have a secure place to store the cash. You will
need a place to keep the cash drawer when not in use anyway, so you may want to have a lockable
cabinet or safe. Balancing the drawer consists of adding up the cash (less the $200 starting cash),
checks and credit card slips and seeing if it equals the day’s payments on the report. If it does, the
drawer is balanced and the employee places her initials on the report. If it does not balance, the staff
member must review every transaction until the error is found, and then make any required correction in
Filopto and on the Bank Deposit.

Bank deposits

A bank deposit is made every day and you should not allow the receipts from one day to be added to
another day or partial day. This makes it easier to track past deposits if it becomes necessary and the
regimental nature discourages theft. If you do not wish to have any funds held in the office overnight you
may use a night depository at the bank.

Other reports you should verify on a daily basis are:

Production report: It summarizes all activities for the period selected.  By verifying this information
you should be able to get a overview of what happen for the selected period.

1549
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Sales: Various sales reports are available that can list the sales done for a day or period permitting a
verification that all proper transactions have been recorded. (example: Daily Sales Activity Summary, 
The sales activities can be compared to the appointments for that period since most appointments
should result in a sale (see appointment report for a Given period).

Write-Off and Void :  Filopto contains reports on all Voids and write-off which can indicate to the
administrator improper use of these features.

Accounts Receivables:  Various reports are available that can provide a detail listing of who is owing
money to your business.  These reports should be reviewed on a regular basis to insure a proper
collection standard.

Eye on Your Business: Provides an analysis of some key measurement for your business, you should
familiarize yourself with the various measurements as they can indicate opportunities for growth as well
as provide oversight on your business.

Filopto offers extensive reporting capabilities able to provide analysis of products, services and overall
activities of your business.  It is recommended that you review the various reports available ( print our
the report listing) and identify the reports that are key to the success of your business strategy and
that you review them on a regular basis.

 

24.3 Balancing your Accounting Books

Accounting is about tracking what happens in a business.  The objective of accounting is to create
controls with checks and balances to insure that all transactions are properly recorded.  The checks and
balances of accounting permits owners to identify possible theft or improper procedures or improper
recording of transactions.   Filopto provides a wide series of reports that can assist you in properly
tracking your transactions and ensuring that your controls and procedures are followed.  
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IMPORTANT:  Batch Accounting Systems and Real-time Accounting Systems

For more than 20 years, batch processing accounting systems have been entrenched in the
accounting world.  They take many forms, but common to most of these systems are the procedures
and methodologies that dominate most bookkeeping and accountants lives.

There is a newer breed of accounting software, that breaks this mold and does away with manual
processing of data.  QuickBooks Pro is one such product and Filopto also uses this method of
recording accounting data called Real-Time systems. Real-time systems are easier to use and
provide the same level of details as batch systems without requiring complex procedures or the need
to close accounting periods.

The batch processing method works something like this.  You process things like vendors, invoices
from journals to ledgers, to financial statements in a linear order via a function that is called "batching".
 Month-end, and year-end works in a similar fashion by batching all the transactions for a month and
closing the month.  Batches are accumulated and processing is finalized so that you can produce
reports essential to your business such as financial statements.

A real-time system works very differently. Everything is done instantaneously and there is not need for
period end processes.  Once you press the save button on something like an invoice the information is
immediately posted to all appropriate journals and ledgers, and financial statements.  There is no
batch numbered entry; instead it is a detailed transaction information record for each journal and ledger
that is created.  Information can be updated on the fly, auto-reversing entries can be made, and an
audit trail is always there when you need it.  This eliminates the complexity of batching transactions,
closing months or years since the data is automatically accumulated and available at any time.

There are many advantages in working in a real-time system such as QuickBooks and Filopto.  First
and foremost is the elimination of the batching procedures, month-end procedures, and year end
procedures that can cause so much stress in a bookkeeper or accountant life.  

For employers, this also means less training time and troubleshooting hours over the course of a year.
 Possibly the most important aspect of a real-time system is the ability to produce reports essential to
the business and financial decision making process immediately.  Just as posting is immediate so too
is reporting. The bottom line is greater functionality and speedier performance that comes standard
with a real-time systems versus batch processing systems.  By reducing the procedures required you
benefit by less cost due to extra hours spent by your bookkeeper or accountant in the preparation of
your accounting books.

Filopto is a real-time system, therefore you can forget about the batch procedures you use in a
batch accounting system and use the power of the reports to benefit truly from Filopto.  Real-time
system means you cannot get out of balance.  All transactions are completed by the system insuring
that none of your transactions can be out of balance. All accounting periods are always open and
never closed, as required by a batch system. The closing of periods, in Batch system, can cause a
transaction to become out of balance.  This issue does not exist in a real-time system.  That does not
mean that users should not be careful to properly date transactions.

There are still some reconciliation of accounts that should be done to insure the accuracy of the data,
but they are much easier to accomplish and require less time than the traditional methods in a batch
system.  Below are the items that should be reviewed and reconciled.
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The basic equation for balancing your accounting books for accounting purposes is:

Assets = Liabilities + Owners Equity

In simplistic terms, the formula basically means:  stuff the company owns (assets, which is also known
as the left side of the chart of accounts or a debit) =  things owed to other people (liabilities , also known
as the right side of the chart of accounts or a credit) + what the owners are left with (owners equity, also
known as the right side of the chart of accounts or a Credit)   Instead of the word left, accountants use
the word debit; and instead of the word right, accountants use the word credit. (The terms debit and
credit are derived from Latin terms.)

Filopto database permits users to track all activities recorded into Filopto, which for the most part are
assets (some payable tracking is also available).  Filopto is not a full accounting package such as
QuickBooks Pro, for example. Filopto can connect and communicate with QuickBooks Pro to reduce the
accounting data entry required to be done by users ( see QuickBooks Pro Connector) .  Filopto will track
sales, account receivables, payment receipts, Inventory and some specific payable's (payroll time entries
and insurance payable).

To verify the accuracy of the Filopto information some basic reconciliation of accounts and report
verification are required.  

Bank Reconciliation

Bank Reconciliation is probably the most important reconciliation you must do.  The terms bank balance
and book balance are used in the accounting and bookkeeping procedure known as reconciling the bank
statement.

The bank balance refers to the ending balance appearing on a bank statement. For example, when a
company receives its June checking account statement from its bank, the June 30 balance will be the
bank balance. Usually this bank balance will not agree with the amount in the company's records since
some checks written by the company will not have cleared the checking account by June 30. Similarly,
some money received by the company on June 30 may not have been deposited in time for the amount
to appear on the June bank statement.

Reconciling the bank account is the task of identifying the differences and investigating any
abnormalities.  Filopto makes the reconciliation a simple task.  By using your preferred Bank Deposit
reports the user can verify that all moneys recorded in Filopto and deposited to the bank match the bank
statement.  You should easily be able to see patient X paid $YYY.00 on a specific date and the money
was deposited in your bank account.  The sum of all these deposits should be equal to the amount the
Bank is saying you deposited for that day.  If it is not equal to what the bank reports as the deposit, you
must identify the difference and investigate any abnormalities.  If The Filopto Bank deposits are equal to
the bank statements, you are balancing with your Bank which is your first and most important priority. 
You should balance your bank every month.  

Inventory Reconciliation
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The next reconciliation you should do is for the Inventory.  You buy and sell inventory items.  Filopto can
track everything you buy (via P.O. system) and everything you sell. The task of reconciling the Inventory
is to identify any inventory item missing or not matching the quantity of items reported by Filopto.  Here
again the objective is to identify any abnormalities and take the action necessary to limit any quantities
not matching up with Filopto reports.   The Inventory reconciliation is accomplished by doing a physical
count of all inventoried items in your organization.  Filopto can help with this task by first listing the
inventory items having quantities at the end of a specific period.  The program called
FiloptoInventoryCount, located in the Filopto program folder is designed to record the physical count of
the inventory and produce a discrepancy report for the inventory items not equal to the count recorded in
Filopto.  

By doing an Inventory physical count and comparing it with what was recorded in Filopto you can identify
areas of concern and possible loss of inventory items.

Sales Reports

Filopto offers many sales reports that can assist owners in the tracking of their activities. Reviewing the
sales reports on a regular basis can identify if all your sales are being properly recorded in Filopto and
help identify possible issues with your bank reconciliation very early.   We recommend that owners
review the sales being recorded in Filopto and do a reconciliation or spot checks with the appointments
recorded in the scheduler to insure that all transaction are properly recorded.  The Invoice and Report
Manager also provides other reports such as invoices not yet invoiced, or invoices with insurance not
processed, to identify fees that are not being billed properly.

Accounts Receivables (AR)

Account Receivables (AR) are the amounts of money owed to the business.  It is important to track on a
regular basis the balance of the accounts receivable.  Filopto offers real-time AR reporting with summary
and detail reports to clearly identify who owes the business what amount and how long have they owed it
to the business.  As rule of thumb, ideally you would be paid immediately and if you extend credit,  your
customers will pay you withing 30 days. Some organizations have internal policies not to pay until 60
days after the charge is incurred.  This is a method used to use your money to finance their business. 
The longer it takes a customer to pay, the less likely you will get paid.  This is why many Banks will not
lend money on AR accounts over 60 days.  That is the reason why you want to carefully track the AR
reports to see who is owing you and what amount this represents.  If customers or insurance companies
go over your internal policy for payment period it is time to send them to collection or to consider them
as Bad Debt since you may not be paid for your services. A high Accounts receivable that is over 60
days typically indicates a problem and can hinder your ability to get financing from banks or other
lenders.  Collect your money as soon as possible, you worked for it, it is owed to you!

Accounts Payable (AP)

The Accounts Payable report list the amounts you must remit to Insurance companies.  Some Insurance
Companies require Providers to pay them for the benefit of serving their clients.  Most insurance
companies having these charges automatically reduced the amount paid to the Provider to cover this
charge.  If you must send payment to an insurance company the Insurance Accounts Payable report will
list the charges owed if recorded in Filopto ( see Insurance Company Billing Rules). Other reports you
must consider are the Credit Memo listing which list the amounts you owe to your patients. This is
another liability your accountant will want to know about. (the AR report also includes the Credit Memos
of patients).
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Eye on your Business

Eye on your Business is a real time tracking analysis of your business with access to other reports and
charts to give a quick overview of what is happening in your office.  It reports the sales, appointments,
inventory items,  inventory cost, and gross sales of your business as well as key indicators to help you
manage your business.  A careful and regular review of this module can provide key information on how
your business is doing.  If you see an indicator or amount not correct or suspicious it is the time to take
action and get the details.  Filopto provide a wide range of reports to help you find the information you are
looking for, it is your responsibility to take the appropriate action to insure the proper functioning of your
business.

Other Important Reports and Settings

Accounting is about tracking what is happening.  As such you must look at some of the other available
reports in Filopto to get a full and clear picture( Office Manager  tab, Report Manager button).  Reports
you want to review include the Voided items reports, refunds and returns reports; see what was
canceled,why and by who. 

Also make certain that only trusted individuals can make changes to an item price, or inventory records
etc...  having the correct controls can significantly reduce risk and make the job of monitoring your
business easier (see employee security section and system settings)  We strongly suggest that you
review the reports available in Filopto and that you identify the ones best suited for your business
environment.

IMPORTANT:  

When in doubt or not certain what you need to do, consult your professional advisors such as your
accountant or lawyer to determine the appropriate action.
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24.4 Patient AR Manager

 

The Patient Accounts Receivable Manager provides some basic lookup
capabilities on patient invoices.

 

 
 
The Patient Accounts Receivable Management screen is divided into two sections. The left section
presents the selection criteria for aging of accounts due by either selecting all AR or specifying a
Patient, Provider, Branch or Department. The right section displays the information based on you
search criteria.
 
Patient's Lastname & Apply Search Criteria permits users to locate a patient in the AR list
displayed.
 
Various columns of the display grid can be sorted to view the data in the order required.
 
Aging of the accounts is also displayed at the bottom of the screen.
 
 
Print AR Report
 
The print Reports button allows the user to print the accounts aging reports for the data displayed. 
Note that the selection criteria chosen for the display will also apply to the selected report. 
Therefore, if you select a branch and department, the AR report generated will only contain the
Patients associated with that branch or department.  To apply a selection criteria, click on the Apply
Search Criteria button.  (Note: Pending invoices are not included in the aging reports.)
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A manual AR report is also available which permits users to customize the output of the report.  The
manual AR report support the following criteria:
 
1 - All Patients
2 - By Doctor
3 - By Department
4 - By Office and Doctor
5 - By Department and Doctor
 
 

24.5 Receive Patient Payment

 
 

The Receive Patient Payment  screen permits the recording of multi-invoice
payments for a patient, guardian or other patient.  Payment is automatically applied in the order of
the oldest invoice item first and them to the other items until the payment is fully used.  You can
use this screen,  for example, when recording a parent making payments on invoices of multiple
children's.  The payment can be divided upon several invoices, from different patients.
 
Example of Receiving a Patient Payment
 

 
Credit Memos
 
Once a patient is selected from the AR screen the payment screen will verify if any Credit Memos
are available for the selected Patient.  If one or more Credit Memos exist, they will be summed
and their total will be displayed for the user to decide if they should be applied with the Patient
payment.  
 
 

 
The amount of the Credit Memo applied will depend on the outstanding amounts due.  Credit
memos are applied up to the amount of the unpaid invoices.  Any excess amount will be kept for
future payments.  Credit Memos are considered as a payment method for invoices that are due.
 
You then proceed to enter the payment information.  Enter the Payment Method and Payment
Amount  field (required fields).
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The Pay Amount Due will enter a payment equal to all outstanding amounts the patient owes as
displayed in the Patient Amount Due field.

 
You can record the check number or any other reference number by entering it in the Cheque /

Reference No. field.
 

 
(see Credit Card and e-Check Payments  available only in the US version)
 
When you are ready to proceed Post the payment and the payment screen will be displayed.  By
default Filopto will apply the payment from the oldest unpaid invoice item to the most current.  If
you wish to not have Filopto automatically distribute the payment you can change the payment
allocation by removing the Check mark in front of the item being paid and allocating the payment
to the appropriate item by placing the check mark in the Pay field and the amount of the payment
in the Amount Applied field. (see Apply Payment to Specific Invoice )
 
 
When you select the button "Add Another Patient's Unpaid Invoices"  you will be presented
with a Patient Manager screen from which you can select the other patient you wish to pay
invoices.  To view the invoices added for payment click on the "X Invoices will be Paid" button
to view the invoices available to be paid.

836
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This screen allows you to assigned the amount of the payment to the specific invoices you wish.
 Place a check mark in the Pay column and the amount you want to pay in the Amount Applied
Column.
 
 
If you click on Cancel Payment Entry, payments will be canceled.
 
If the Invoice Total Balance Due is $0.00 as a result of the payment entered, the invoice status
will be automatically set to Closed.
 
 

 
 

 
To Print the invoice, select the form button located in the top tool bar and select the invoice form.
If you created a custom receipt form, the same button can be selected to print the payment
receipt form.

24.5.1 Record Multi-Type Payments

How to record a patient payment when they are paying using
multiple payments types?  
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Example:   The patient wish to pay their invoice using multiple payment types such as Cash and Credit
Card.  they will pay $50.00 cash and the balance they will pay with a Credit card.

Open the Payment screen and start recording the first payment amount and type.  In this example we
are recording the cash payment first. When you press the Apply (1) button the Cash payment is
recorded.

To record the next payment you enter on the same screen the next payment and payment type as
shown below. To record this new payment and payment type; you press again the Apply (1) button. if
you had additional payment types you would repeat this step as required.
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Once all payments and payment types are recorded, you can then Press the " 1 Invoice Will be
Paid" (2) button  if you wish to distribute the payment over several specific invoices or the Payment
Entry Completed (3) button to post(save) both payments to the invoice.

24.6 Insurance Overview

 
 
The Insurance section of Filopto deals with the establishment of Insurance policies (plans) for a
patient and the associated billing (claims) as a result of the patient having an insurance policy.
Filopto can track and automatically bill pre-set amounts as well as create the claim form for a
specific transaction.
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Overview

Following is an overview of how Filopto administers the various insurance implications.
 

Warning:
We strongly recommend the reading of this whole section for a comprehensive understanding
of the automated claims feature.  To have accurate insurance claims created by Filopto, it is
imperative that all appropriate data fields be entered and that the applicable insurance policy
business rules be created for the various insurance policies to be used.

 
 
Four fundamental processes interact together to create a claim.  The following diagram provides a
brief overview of the process involved.
 
 

 

 
 

Invoicing:  A claim can only be created during the invoicing process.  As inventory items are added
to an invoice, the user is prompted to identify if this item is to be considered for submission to a
claim request.  If the item is identified to be submitted as a claim item, the Invoice looks up the
patient primary insurance information and determines which insurance policy is to be used to create
the claim.
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Insurance Manager: The Insurance Manager is the repository for the information of all insurance
companies and their related policies.  This module stores the information of the various insurance
policies available and makes them available for use in the Patient File and at Invoice time.

 
Only insurance companies and insurance policies entered in the Insurance Manager can be used by
patients and the invoice process for creating the insurance claims. The Insurance Manager, manages
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the business rules associated with the various insurance policies to create a claim.  Depending on
your jurisdiction up to four different insurance policies can be associated with one invoice. Some
jurisdictions only permit one insurance company to be used.
 
Patient Insurance Information: The Patient file contains a section for patient insurance information
which describes which insurance policy to be used when creating a claim for the patient. Filopto
supports Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, Fourth and Auto Accident insurance policies.   When a claim
is created, the information entered in these sections are used in the creation process of the claim.

 
Provider Insurance Information:  The provider insurance Information is stored in the employee
settings or the Insurance policy section (depending on the jurisdiction - single claim jurisdiction -
Canada - see specific insurance connectors for more information) which contains all pertinent
information required for the proper completion of a claim such as the provider's billing information.  
For US Clients - the Filopto System Settings/Insurance section contains further insurance
information (NPI) for the office and is used in the claim and submitting process when group NPI need
to be used versus personal NPI accounts.
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The Claim Process
 
1) At invoice time, when you enter a line item and enter the Diagnostic (1) and CPT (2) codes and
activate the "Apply Insurance" (3) check box in the line item detail screen, the claim process is
started.  (Note: if the EMR module is used the diagnostic code and CPT codes are automatically
transferred from the EMR and made available at invoice time, the Inventory line item can also
populate the CPT and modifiers codes when entered in the Inventory record).
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2) If you are using the automatic claim rating option, the patient's identified primary insurance policy
is matched to the Insurance Manager module, which uses the business rules applicable for the
insurance policy to identify the fee to be paid by the insurance company for a given service or
product.  This process automatically can set the claim amount and setup any write-off necessary.

3) If you are not using the Automatic Claim option, the user enters the amount to be paid by the
insurance company in the invoice line item screen in the Insurance Pay Subtotal (4) field.

4) Once all line items are entered into the invoice, the user selects the Primary Insurance and
primary claim button (5) to prepare or update a claim.
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5) The primary claim button (5) opens the insurance screen and by clicking on the Prepare and
Update button the user creates the claim. Depending on the Insurance company selected a claim
file will be created by combining the information from the Invoice, Insurance Manager,  Patient file
and the Provider billing information.  The user can review the claim created (6) and can make any
adjustment deemed necessary.  The claim can then be printed or sent electronically for processing
to a third party payer.  The user can edit the claim directly by selecting the open (6) button once the
claim is created.
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6) Once a claim is Created/Prepared/Updated the claim is batched for review and  can be upload to
the claim processor.  To upload the claims to the claim processor the user opens the Send Claims
to Insurance Companies  (7) button located in the Back Office - Insurance & Patient tab,
identifies the claims to be sent and proceeds to the Process Selected Claim (10) button to submit
or print the claims. 

IMPORTANT 

The Insurance Account Receivable does not register the claim as a receivable until it has been
printed or sent electronically per the above step. 

7) From the Send Claims to Insurance Companies (7) screen the user can submit the claims.
Placing a check mark beside the claims to be submitted and pressing the Process Selected
Claims button (10) will prepare the claim file to be sent or printed.  For a claim to appear in the AR

screen or reports the claim status must be one of the following statuses:  submitted, re-
submitted, corrected, receivable or held
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8)  Insurance Payments can be entered either directly in each invoice or by batch method using the
Insurance AR - Receive Insurance Payment (8) button

9) The Claim Manager gives the user quick access to all claims in the system.  It can be accessed
via the Insurance Manager button located on the Back Office - Accounting & Insurance Tab.
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10) The Insurance Accounts Receivable button displays a real-time aging grid of the Insurance
Accounts receivables entered in Filopto.  The screen also permits users to easily print the Insurance
AR for analysis and action.
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24.6.1 Step-by-step Claim Process

 
Step 1 - Insurance System Defaults - Enter any changes to the insurance default tables located in
the System Settings and Pick List section.
 (Carrier Types, Place of service codes, etc..)
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Step 2 - Insurance Manager - Enter insurance companies profile in the Back Office - Insurance
Tab

 For the each Insurance Companies enter the insurance policies available to patients. 

Also for US clients enter the insurance CMS claim information where appropriate.
 Step 2a - For automated Insurance Claims - Enter for the eligibility rules for the each insurance
policy
 Step 2b - For automated Insurance Claims - Enter the billing rules for the each insurance policy
 Step 2c - For automated Insurance Claims - Test each eligibility and billing rule via the rule tester
and correct any errors.

 Note: If you do not wish to use the automated Claims function do not complete step 3a to 3c.  You
will need to manually enter claims at invoice time.  You can manually edit any claim before sending
or printing the claim.

 
Step 3 - Provider Information
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FOR USA Clients - Create your Providers in the Employee Manager module.  Enter all CMS
information required for a given provider.
(NPI number, Billing info etc...) 

For Canadian Clients - Provider Information - Create your provider information in the Insurance
Manager (Insurance Companies and Plans) profile for the given Claims Connector.

  
Step 4 - Patient Insurance Policies - In the Patient file, create and activate the insurance policies
record for claim billing. (primary, secondary, etc...) You must enter the CMS patient information in
this section.
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Step 5 - Invoicing  - At Invoice time, the insurance policies identified in the patient file will
automatically be used for claim processing. Once the invoice is completed you can generate the
claim by entering the claim section and pressing the Prepare/Update claim button.  This button
activates the automated claim function. If you are not using the automated claim function, you must
manually enter the claim information for billing purposes.  Once the claim is prepared, it will enter the
date in the screen of the date when the claim was prepared.
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Step 6 - Batch Claims Processing - To send or print the claim open in the Back Office Insurance
tab the button Send Claims to Insurance Company.  From this screen you can select the Claim
Connector for your region (CMS or Canadian Claim Connectors) to send  your claims.  For printing
CMS Claims, only use the claim forms specified by the CMS organization.  All other forms will be
rejected by the insurance companies.
 

Step 7 - Insurance Payments - Record insurance payments - Open the Accounting Insurance
Account Receivable screen and select the "Enter Payment by Insurance Company" button. You
can record all payments and adjustments as well as reject codes for later analysis.
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24.6.2 Claim Verification

This option can be activated or deactivated on a per insurance company basis by selecting in the
Insurance Company settings the appropriate value.
 

 

If you are submitting your claims via the insurance company WEB interface you may not want
to create a valid claim in Filopto.  Choosing "No" will cause Filopto to not validate the fields
required for valid claim submission.  It will allow you to create the claim based on the
information of the invoice only.  Missing information will be ignored.

 
Filopto uses an artificial intelligence process to verify that claims contain the minimum required
information before they are created.   When a user clicks on the Invoice claim button, Filopto
verifies that it has the required minimum information before it will permit a claim to be created.  If it
determines that some missing information exist or that a warning message is warranted to advise
the user of a situation,  a Warning dialogue is displayed which list all information that is missing. 
The user can enter in this screen the missing information and select the save button to continue
with the claim preparation.  The errors listed can be associated to missing information from the
Patient Insurance policy in the Patient File or the Insurance Company record in the Insurance
Manager.
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If the user continues without entering the required information the Prepare /Update button is
replaced with the Verify Insurance Information button.  The required fields must be entered
before a claim can be created.
 

24.6.3 Medical Coder Scrubbing USA

An optional service is the Medical Coder Scrubbing service which when subscribed to will make a
more extensive scrubbing of the claim based on your specific state regulation.  It can also provide an
ICD9 to ICD10 conversion helper.

Medical Coder and Claim Scrubbing  is much more than a code look-up tool. It’s a

complete coding toolbox, enabling coders to work faster and smarter. Coding Advisor helps reduce
denials by providing instant feedback throughout the entire coding process. 
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In addition to finding the codes you need, you can:

§  Use the scrubbing tool to quickly find and fix common coding errors.
§ Quickly find the diagnoses that will reimburse a procedure. 
§ Find out how much Medicare reimburses a procedure in your state. 
§ Learn about converting between ICD-9 and ICD-10!

There is nothing for the user to do once the service is activated.  Each claim will be automatically
analyzed and verified for your state and if issues are present you will be presented with a dialogue
screen listing the options available to you.  

For example; depending on which item is first on the claim you may not be paid the expected amount.
 The Medical Coder service reviews for such issues and displays to the user the options available.  If
no error is found, a Claim Scrubbing Passed message is displayed on the lower right corner of the
screen.

To activate the claim scrubber you must enter your Medical Coder registration information in the
System Settings.& Pick List module.

The Medical Coder service is also accessible in the EMR and Invoice when selecting a diagnostic
code.
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For more information and demo see: Http://MedicalCoder.filopto.com  web site.

24.7 Insurance Manager

 
 

The Insurance Manager (Insurance Companies and Plans)  is the repository of all
information dealing with insurance companies. When selected, it displays a listing of all insurance
companies entered into Filopto. Select the Open button located in the grid beside the Insurance
company name to open an existing insurance company. To create a new insurance company select the
New Insurance Company button.

Http://MedicalCoder.filopto.com
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The menu tool bar located at the top of the screen contains a button for entering new Insurance
companies , a print button which will print the items displayed in the grid and the close button.
 
The Search criteria section several options that can be used for locating an insurance company.  The
search permits the user to view in the grid, only the specified data views criteria.
 
To select or open the insurance record,  click on the Open button beside the company name you
wish to view or edit.  The insurance company file will then be displayed.
 
 
The Insurance Company File is divided into four sections:
 
1) General Information
2) Insurance Policies
3) Claim History
4) Reject Code History
 
 

24.8 Create New Insurance Company Profile

 

By selecting the New Insurance Company button located on the Insurance Manager ( Insurance
Manager button)  screen the user can create an insurance company profile that will contain the
various policies and business rules for a given insurance company.
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Warning:
 
It is recommended that you review the billing instructions requirements provided by the insurance
company policy you will be using before creating an insurance policy in Filopto. Some insurance
companies have specific requirements.

 

 
General Information:
 
This section stores the insurance company general information.  
 
 

IMPORTANT:
All fields identified in "Yellow" are required fields that must be completed for the proper functioning
of the insurance and claim module.
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Enter or edit the information related to the insurance company.
 
Name and Address Fields:  must be completed for a proper claim to be created.

Payor ID:  Not used in Canada, you may enter any unique number you wish to identify the
insurance company.  In the US the government assigns a unique number for each insurance
processors providing a simple reporting key when generating reports for an insurance claim
processor. This field can also be used in Canada for reporting purposes if a unique value is entered.
  
Payor ID (USA): The payor id is the Federal or State issued company identifier for the insurance
company (payor). The payor ID specifically identifies the Insurance Company and is typically issued
by the D.O.H. or NAIC.   The Payor ID is provided to you on our contract/agreement with the
insurance company. It is a required field for the proper processing and submission of a claim.  

You can also find a list of the Payor ID by using the Find Icon or going to the web site:
https://www.officeally.com/payerList.aspx 

When using the  Find Icon you will be presented with the OfficeAlly Payor List.  You can
search for a company and locate the payor ID. 

https://www.officeally.com/payerList.aspx
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The Master Payor ID List is a listing of all the insurance companies Payor ID's you will be using.  A
report is available in the Report Manager that provides you with the list of Payor ID's entered into
Filopto.  The Payor ID is used by insurance processors to send the claim to the correct insurance
company.

Name of the Insurance Company : Enter the Name identifying the insurance company ( i.e. Blue
Cross)
Address: Address of your insurance claims office.
City:  of your claim office
Province/State: of your claim office

Insurance Profile (Canada) :  This tells Filopto which dialogue screen and connector to use when
preparing and processing claims. If you select the incorrect profile your claims will be incorrect and
rejected. (see Claim Connector Information )

Insurance Carrier (USA):   This tells Filopto which connector to use when preparing and
processing claims. If you select the incorrect carrier type your claims will be incorrect and rejected.

949
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 The Select Medicare Carrier button displays all medicare carrier is the US and will insert the
correct Carrier Number to use for the claim.
The Type button displays the different types of Carriers.  You must select the appropriate type for
the selected insurance company.

 
IMPORTANT:

When creating a USA Medicare Carrier you must complete the Carrier Number field.  Each
Medicare Carrier has a government assigned carrier number which must be used for submitting
Medicare Claims. You can locate and select the appropriate carrier and number by using the
Select Medicare Carrier button. 

Insurance Claim Creation Settings: Do you want Filopto to validate the claim information:
Select YES (recommended).  This will use a pre-scrubber to minimize possible claim rejections.  If
set to No, Filopto will not do any verification and simple omission or errors will not be identified
causing a possible higher level of claim being rejected.

Insurance Types:  Identifies what type of claims that the insurance company covers.
 
Status:  The status must be set to Active for Filopto to be able to use this insurance company.  The
active status cannot be entered until at least one insurance policy for the company has been
created.   if you wish to de-activate an insurance company (no longer using it) you can change the
status to non-active which will hide it in the Insurance Manager list.
           

Warning:
To maintain the medical records integrity, Insurance companies and policies cannot be
deleted.  To de-activate an insurance company, change the status to Non-Active.  Once
non-active, it cannot be used to create a claim.
 

 
Telephone and Internet contact Information:  (optional)
 

WEB Base Claim submission
 
If you entered a web site for the insurance company,  a Go To Insurance Website button is
displayed in the invoice claim screen permitting the user to enter, if appropriate, the claim via
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the insurance web interface of the insurance company or consult the insurance web site for
information (see Insurance Companies and Plans).
 
If you are submitting your claims via the insurance company WEB interface you may not want
to have to create a valid claim in Filopto.  Choosing "No" will cause Filopto to not validate the
fields required for valid claim submission.  It will still allow you to create the claim based on the
information of the invoice only.  Missing information will be ignored.  By creating the claim,
Filopto Insurance AR will be able to track the payment of the claim.
 

 
 
 

 

 USA CMS-1500 form - (see Claim Connector Information )

 
The following fields can be activated or not, depending on how the insurance carrier requires you to
complete the USA CMS-1500 form.  If a check mark is present, the values stipulated by CMS to be
placed in these boxes will be entered (see below for CMS requirements).  The item box on the CMS-
1500 form will be left blank if no check mark is present in the check box for these items.
 
CMS Field Definitions
 
CMS-1500 item 29 Definition: Enter the total amount the patient paid on the covered service items
CMS-1500 item 30 Definition: Leave blank - not required by Medicare

CMS Group NPI

The Group NPI boxes are activated by placing a check mark into them.  If you are using a Group NPI
you may need to activate some of these items for the correct billing to occur for the specified
insurance company. ( refer to Insurance Company billing requirements).
 

 
Summary Section: the summary section provides a quick view of the business done with this
insurance company.
 
Number of Patients: Displays the number of patients with policies having an effective date (year) for
the period shown.
Number of Claims: The number of claims created during the year.
Amount Billed : Amount submitted to the insurance company as a claim.
Amount Outstanding: The amount on the submitted claims remaining unpaid.
Number of Claims Outstanding: Number of unpaid claims
 

949
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Insurance Coverage of Sales Tax: - USA

Certain insurance companies in the USA do not reimburse any tax amounts. This setting permits to
identify to Filopto such insurance companies and have Filopto automatically assign all taxes to the
Patient for payment.
 

 

Create an Insurance Policy - Policy Tab

Before you can activate an Insurance company profile you must first create at least one insurance
policy.  Some companies may have multiple insurance policies such as $20 copay and a $50-copay
policy.  The user can create as many policies as required.  

Policy Name. Some insurance companies do not require you to identify the policy you are claiming
against as they use the patient information to determine the policy rules.  In that situation you only
need to create one insurance policy name using any name you like.  The name of the policy should
be descriptive for ease use. 

CMS-1500 Form:  This is used to complete the USA CMS-1500 form item #1.  The list of possible
options are entered in the insurance system setting section of Filopto.  The insurance company will
identify the option required to properly complete their claims.

CMS-Requirements:  Specific settings related to this specific policy which may be different from
one policy to the next. 
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24.8.1 Add Insurance Policy - Patient File

 
  To add an insurance policy to a patient file, the insurance
policy must first be created in the Insurance Manager.  Once
it is in the Insurance Manager the user can go to the Patient
file and in the List of Insurance Policies select the Add a
New Insurance Policy button to add a new policy for the
Patient.

For more Information see the Patient File help - Insurance
section.

 
 
Create or Select Insurance Policy
 
To create or select an existing insurance policy for the patient press the Add a New Insurance
Policy button.  A dialogue screen will appear from which you will be able to select (1) the Policy
Name (2) to be used for this record.  You will also need to enter the policy effective & expiry dates
along with the required information for this policy. If the policy has no effective date it will be
ignored by Filopto at billing time.  The policy record will be considered not active.
  
To select an insurance company click on the button at the end of the Policy Name field.  This will
display a search screen allowing you to locate the Insurance company and policies available under
this insurance company.  Only policies listed in this screen can be used for claims purposes.  ( To
enter insurance policies see the Insurance Manager help section)
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IMPORTANT:

The Assigned As drop down field must be completed (Required Field) for the insurance policy to
function optimally.  This field links the patient primary insurance policy to Filopto for a faster
processing of Invoices and Claims.

User can select the value of Primary and assign it to the policy of their choice.  If one or more
policy exist and no policy has been assigned as primary, Filopto will generate an Alert Warning
when accessing the patient file identifying that the Patient has one or more Insurance policies on
record and that none have been assigned as the default (Primary) insurance.
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You may also set the Assigned As field from the Insurance Card scanner screen,
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Users can change, at invoice time, the primary insurance selected (see Invoice Insurance
Information section)

 
Edit Existing Insurance Policy
 
To edit an existing insurance policy select the open button.
 

 
Refer to the CMS issued documents on how to complete the insurance forms properly.  (See the
Filopto Document folder, Explanation of the content of each CMS-1500 field is available on the back
of the CMS-1500 form or via the HIPAA web site (www.HIPAA.org or at http://www.cms.gov/hipaa/))
 
To enter an Insurance Company and it's policies see Insurance Manager .help
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24.8.1.1 Required Information Tab

 

  CMS-1500 Insurance Policies
 
When entering a Patient Policy record certain key information is required for proper claim billing.  The
tabs provide users with an easy way for completing the required information to submit a successful
error free claim.
 

Warning:  

CMS Patient Information must be completed before a claim can be properly generated.  Refer to your
Insurance provider claims requirement information kit on the proper items to complete in this section.

 
 

 
The Required Information Tab is subdivided into various tabs permitting the recording of the CMS-
1500 information required for claim submission.  The CMS 1500 form field numbers are listed for
easy reference to the CMS 1500 submission guideline provided by the CMS organization and your
Insurance provider.
 
You must complete the associated CMS-1500 form section for each insurance plan. The information
entered is specific to an Insurance policy and will only be used for claims using this insurance
policy.  At invoice time, this CMS-1500 information is automatically entered in the CMS-1500 form for
automatic billing to the selected insurance plan.
 
Note: Carefully review each line of the CMS-1500 form and complete the identified fields as required.
If no information is entered in this section, the invoice will not be able to generate a CMS-1500 form.
Reviewed for accuracy.
 
Explanation of the content of each CMS-1500 field is available on the back of the CMS-1500 form or
via the HIPAA web site (www.HIPAA.org or at http://www.cms.gov/hipaa/)
 

http://www.myhomepage.com/index.html
http://www.cms.gov/hipaa/
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24.8.1.2 Insurance Company Tab

 
 
The Insurance company tab is for informational information only and displays the information entered
for the selected insurance company.  
 

24.8.1.3 Authorization Number

The Authorization Number screen records the history and use of all authorization numbers provided
for a patient.
Authorization Numbers can be used for the following purposes, but are not limited to these
examples:
 
1) The number which the Insurance Company will give the Doctor for particular types of services to be
performed.
 
2) The number which the Insurance Company will give to authorize the fees to be billed to them.
 
3) The number provided for authorization of a referral.
 
4) The number used to track a CMS-1500 or invoice having an authorization requirement.
 
5) The number provided by a group plan authorizing the patient to receive service.
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Fields
 
Authorization Date: date the authorization was received
 
Authorization Number:  authorization number provided
 
Expiry Date (if applicable): date when authorization becomes invalid (optional)
 
Comments: an entry screen to record comments relating to the use of the authorization number
 
Created By:  Id of the person who created the authorization number
 
Created Date: system automatically recorded the entry on this date
 
Modified By:  last person who modified the entry
 
Modify Date:  date the modification was done

24.8.1.3.1  Authorization Number Usage

 
The Authorization Number can be inserted and accessed at different locations throughout Filopto, for
example in the appointment screen you can enter it by selecting the Aut No button.
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You can also enter the Authorization number in the patient file in the insurance policy screen.
 

 

24.8.1.4 Policy Information Tab

 
The Policy Information tab provides a listing of the policy information entered in the Insurance
Manager as well as a list of the eligibility and billing rules that will be used to created a claim for this
patient.
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The Accept Assignment field is activated at the insurance Manager policy level.  The display here is
intended only to confirm if a claim for this patient will be assigned to the Provider or not.

24.8.1.5 Insurance Card Tab

 
The Insurance Card tab permits users to scan and save patient insurance cards for reference
purposes.
 

24.8.1.6 Policy Claim History

 
The Insurance Claim Policy History tab provides users with the ability to see all claims for the patient
for the given policy.
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24.9 Insurance Claim Connector Information

Insurance Claim Connectors

Insurance Claim connectors are plug-ins associated with the various Claim payers Filopto supports. 
Depending on your Filopto version (USA or Canadian) different claim connectors will be used to
process Insurance Claims.  Custom Claim connectors can be programmed for specific situations
(contact your sales person for more information).

The Claim Connector we currently support are:

§ USA - CMS-1500 (covers over 3,400 payer organizations - paper format)
§ USA - CMS-1500 ( Custom ANSI X12 format - extra cost - see ANSI X12 835-837 Claim

Connector )
§ Canada - BC-MSP
§ Canada - Alberta Health
§ Canada - Manitoba Health
§ Canada - Manitoba Blue Cross
§ Canada - OHIP
§ Canada - NS-MSI
§ Canada - Generic

To activate a Claim Connector you must create an Insurance Profile in the Insurance Manager for the
Insurance company you wish Filopto to create a claim.  in all situations the basic information needed is
similar with various connectors having fewer or additional information or features available.

IMPORTANT:

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.

To create an Insurance Company profile see Create New Insurance Company Profile  in this help file.

957
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In the Filopto Canadian version an additional tab is available per insurance company to record the
Claim Submission Information for completing the Canadian claim.
 

 
This tab contains the information required by the insurance provider to submit a claim.  The user must
complete the required information for the Canadian claim to be accepted and processed. Each
connector contain sub tabs specific to the insurance provider requirements.
  
The Provider Information is the information used for billing purposes, it maybe the provider or practice
information depending on the insurance carrier.

 

The Office Information tab is required for some carriers which require you to send claims on a per office
basis which means an entry in the grid below must be made for each office identifying the office and
other related information.  If claims are submitted on a Corporate basis (not by the offices individually)
then only one entry identifying the practice information needs to be entered. (see each connector help
section for additional settings)

24.9.1 USA Apex Claim Connector

Apex EDI’s Optometry Claims

Processing Software Is Simple & Efficient
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The Apex EDI Claim connector only appears in the USA version of Filopto. The Apex connector will
automatically send identified claims, perform an auto-scrubbing of submitted claims and post payments
made on a claim.  The Apex connector will also provide a status of claims submission with logs of all
transactions.

The Apex EDI Claim connector button provides quick access to various functions available with the Apex
EDI connector. The button appears at several places in Filopto.

Depending where you access the Apex EDI Claim button different options may be displayed.

Step 1) Activating the Apex EDI Claim Connector.

To activate the Apex EDI Claim Connector you must first register with the Apex EDI clearinghouse

service (https://www.apexedi.com, Telephone Sales: (801) 383-0388).  Once you have an account

with Apex EDI you will be provided with a Client ID.  The Client ID must be entered in the Apex EDI
Manager (1).  Open the Apex EDI Manager (1) and select the Settings (2) button.  Enter your Client ID
in the filed called Client ID (3). Click on the Save button to save your ID.  You can then exit the Apex
EDI Manager.

https://www.apexedi.com/
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APEX Contact Information:

WEB Site: https://www.apexedi.com/

Telephone:
 Sales:  1-801-383-0388
 Support: 1-800-840-9152
 Payer List: https://www.apexedi.com/support/payer-lists/  ( over 3,100 entries)
 Apex User-Guide: https://www.apexedi.com/support/user-guide/
 One-touch Login:  https://onetouch.apexedi.com/secure/Login.aspx

Step 2) Link or Select the Insurance Companies for which Apex is
to process claims.

Open the Filopto Insurance Manager (1)

Option # 1  New Insurance Company

Select the Apex EDI button

https://www.apexedi.com/
https://www.apexedi.com/support/payer-lists/
https://www.apexedi.com/support/user-guide/
https://onetouch.apexedi.com/secure/Login.aspx
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Choose the option Add an Apex EDI payer to the Insurance Companies (3) from the Apex EDI
button.  Apex Payer List covers over 3,100 insurances.  Click on the Add (1) button to select the
Insurance company from the Payer List.  This action  will link your insurance companies contained in the
Filopto Insurance Manager with the processing codes (Insurance Provider Name, Apex Payer ID,
National Payor ID) used by Apex for processing claims for the selected insurance company.  Once the
Insurance company profile is created with the Apex information complete the profile information and
activate the profile (see Create New Insurance Company Profile ).

IMPORTANT:  

1) Some insurance companies require you to enroll to be able to submit
claims. If enrollment  is required it is displayed in the last column (3) of the
Filopto Apex EDI Payer screen 

2) Many Insurance companies provide an Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA) that Filopto can use to
automatically apply payments against a claim.  However you must enroll to be able to receive the
electronic remittance advice.  The Insurance companies offering this service is displayed in the Apex
payer list (2).

3)  If the insurance company supports Eligibility Request, you can via the Apex one-touch login
option verify eligibility.

Option # 2  Existing  Insurance Company

If you already have created an insurance company, you can link it with Apex by using the Apex link
(Select Apex EDI payer (1) button)  inside the Insurance company profile.

The Insurance company profile also display the Apex services (2) available with the selected company.
For example; Apex will display a text if the insurance company profile screen if the insurance company
requires enrollment to receive Electronic Remittance Advice, supports Eligibility Requests,  or if the
insurance company requires Claim Enrollment to be able to submit claims.   If the insurance company

933
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supports Eligibility Request you can access the request form via the Apex one-touch login connection
to verify eligibility.

Step  3) Submit your Claims for processing

The end user must select which claims to send from the Send Claims to Insurance Companies button
(2)  in the Back Office tab. Once the claims are identified as ready to be sent using the Apex EDI
selector, the claims will be automatically sent to Apex for processing. Apex will do a claims scrubbing
for accuracy purposes and if your claim passes, it will be sent for payment.  Once the insurance
company has responded, paid or rejected the claim request, Apex will forward to Filopto a status of the
claim request.  The Status will be displayed in the Apex EDI Manager log option.  If a payment has been
made the payment will be automatically posted to the claim account. 

IMPORTANT:

Only claims linked to Apex (step 2) will be sent to Apex for processing.  Non-
linked insurance companies will not be sent.

Other features of the Apex Manager / Service

1) the Apex EDI connector will automatically record for you all payments made on a claim, eliminating

the need for you to create entries for payment in Filopto. This is a big time saver. (ERA 835 Transactions

(EOB))
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2) The Apex EDI Manager provides a Dashboard that gives the end user an overview of the current status
of claims

3) The Apex EDI Manager provides a log of all submitted claims and payments received.

4) The Apex EDI Manager can verify patient eligibility benefits in real-time (270/271)  for the Insurance
companies that support the function.

Apex Manager 

The Apex Manager provides various view functions to assist in Managing Claims sent to Apex.

Dashboard button

Logs button

The Logs button displays the available logs of activities and transactions done with Apex.  The screen is
divided in several sections:

1) This section contains buttons that displays the various logs recorded. By selecting the button you
wish to view, it will display the associated logs.  The Available logs are for Claims submissions, Claims
Status and Remittance Advices. Logs are also available for Eligibitility request and responses.

2) depending on the logs being displayed the second section permits users to only display the
information for a given period of time.

3) If multiple logs exist for the selected period they will be displayed in the screen third section 

4) The details of the log selected in section 3 of the screen will be displayed in section 4. 
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Settings

To activate the Apex EDI Claim Connector you must first register with the Apex EDI clearinghouse

service (https://www.apexedi.com, Telephone Sales: (801) 383-0388).  Once you have an account

with Apex EDI you will be provided with a Client ID.  The Client ID must be entered in the Apex EDI
Manager (1).  Open the Apex EDI Manager (1) and select the Settings (2) button.  Enter your Client ID
in the filed called Client ID (3). Click on the Save button to save your ID.  You can then exit the Apex
EDI Manager.

https://www.apexedi.com/
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Apex EDI One Touch Logon

Web Link to the Apex One Touch Service

24.9.2 USA Claim Connectors

By default,  the USA version of Filopto can, in addition to print standard CMS-1500 claims, can create a
transfer claims file that can be sent to your payor gateway for processing.  The claims file format used is
the CMS-1500 paper file format.  Most payor gateway processor are able to accept and process
the CMS-1500 paper file format.

see CMS-1500  for more information

24.9.3 USA ANSI X12  835-837 Claim Connectors

What is ANSI EDI X12?

Just to put it simply - EDI X12 (Electronic Data Interchange) is a data format based on ASC
(Accredited Standards Committee) X12 standards. It is used to exchange specific data between two
or more trading partners. Term "trading partner" may represent organization, group of organizations
or some other entity. In most cases it is just an organization or company.  For Filopto this means a
third party, insurance company or payor gateway provider that will process your claims and remit
payments.

Deviations Are Standard? 

While ANSI EDI X12 formats are based on the American National Standards Institute standards, 
in the real world there are many deviations from the standard. Some deviations are so prevalent they
become defacto sub-standards in they own right. 

One of the best examples is the HIPAA ANSI EDI X12 837 and 835 Healthcare Claim standard.
Officially there is only one EDI X12 837 and 835. But due to very different requirements for
institutional, dental and professional medical claims there are subsets for 837I, 837D and 837P.
There is also probably a few hundred if not thousand variations of these. Many trading
partners you might need to deal with will provide you with they own document called “Companion
Guide”. These additional documents list specific requirements to they business needs and changes
you must provide to the standard claim file before they can process it for payment. 

In order to address these deviations,  companies such as Accra Med Software Inc. must invest in
various programs such as Map Editors, Mappers, Viewer tools, Mapping tools, Translators tools,
x12 servers etc to accommodate the various changes to the programming that each trading partner
requires. These tools allow for flexible customization and mapping of claims translation and validation
rules to your specific requirements.  In other word we need to adjust the "Standard Claim and
Reimbursement file" to meet the unique changes required by each trading partner. Other HIPAA
Claim related files that have a number of deviations are EDI X12 835 ( reimbursement), 834, 810,

975
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850, 855. As a rule of thumb more complex the message structure is – more possible deviations
exist in real world implementations.  HIPAA likes to make things complicated.

What does it mean for your implementation? Why those deviations
matter? 

Let’s take 837 (Claim submission)  as an example. It is important to understand that every EDI X12
837 is unique within the context of the trading partner. No two trading partners will want the same
837 Claim file. Yes, they are all based on the same standard 837. Yes, they are all targeted for
specific sectors: 837P, 837I, 837D, and more etc. So you logically assume they are all identical. 
You are wrong! Each trading partners tweaks it for their own purposes and some even tweak it to
accommodate a specific client, resulting in the standard, no longer being a standard, but rather a
suggestion of what a claim file could look like.

If you take two EDI X12 837s claim files from two different trading partners chances are you will
find at least a few different segments in each, for the file that Filopto has to send them. That means in
most cases you need your specific 837 (claim submission) and 835 (claim reimbursement) files to
include the specifics changes/addition/deletion for your chosen trading partner for your claims to be
processed and paid.

Why do we charge for the ANSI X12 835 and 837 Claims connector?

The American National Standards Institute (http://www.x12.org/) that manages the ANSI X12
standards requires annual  membership and yearly fees for the right to access and use the ANSI X12
Standard.  In addition the need for the specialized tools required to manage the ANSI X12 format, 
the cost associated to create the unique connectors for your specific trading partner requirements is a
cost that cannot be distributed between all Filopto clients.

If you require an  ANSI X12 connector

If you require an ANSI X12 837 or 835 connector, Accra Med Software Inc. can provide you with
the cost for developing the specialized connector for your specific trading partner.  Please contact us
for a quote.

24.9.4 Alberta Health Services (AHS) Connector

Filopto support direct claim submission to Alberta Health Services (AHS).  By completing the required
information a user can submit the claim electronically by using the Submit Claim button located in the
Back Office tab \ Send Claims to Insurance Companies.  Once adjudication has been made and
downloaded to Filopto, the payments are automatically posted to the patient Filopto payment ledger.  
The download files containing claim adjudication and payment information are automatically
downloaded when submitting claims.  

http://www.x12.org/
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IMPORTANT

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.  Payment terms are subject to Alberta Health
Rules, review the documentation from Alberta Health Service (AHS).  The registration
process with AHS can take 4-6+ weeks before you get your credentials and are allowed to
submit claims to them.

Provincial Abbreviation:

Alberta Health requires that the provincial/state field for patient information (Patient file) only include
abbreviation for the provinces/states such as the "AB" abbreviation for Alberta.  If you enter anything
else than the provincial abbreviation for the province of the patient,  Alberta Health (AHS) will refuse
the claim and you may get an error from the Alberta Health Claim connector.  Therefore in the
Patient file for the Patient Province/State field, only use the provincial abbreviation "AB". 

To set up the Alberta Health Services insurance company, you have to create a Alberta Health
insurance company profile.  On the general tab for an insurance company you can select from the drop
down the Alberta Health profile connector (Insurance profile).
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Complete the Insurance Information requirements similar to any other insurance company.  Once the
Alberta Health profile is selected notice the new Claim Submission Information tab which will
appear, it is specific to Alberta Health.  This tab contains the Alberta Health connector and the
requirements for connecting and transmitting claims to Alberta Health.  Underneath the Claim
Submission Information tab are several tabs which contain specific information required by Alberta
Health.  Each tab must be completed using the guidance and information provided by Alberta Health.
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 IMPORTANT:  Before completing the required information to activate the Alberta Health

connector , you will need to contact and register (Connection Setting Tab) with Alberta Health
and download the base files for adjudication from Alberta Health ( List Tab). The base files are
updated on a regular basis and must be kept up-to-date with regular downloads.

Filopto uses the SFTP protocol for automatically transferring the files to Alberta Health. You may
also use the FAB option which will require additional manual steps for you to complete the claim
upload process. (See Alberta Health documentation for more information).
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Providers Tab: Information specific to the Provider sending claims. The tab permits for multiple
providers to be listed/created. All the doctors submitting to AHS must have an entry with their
respective Service Provider Number and all other key information provided by AHS entered before you
can submit any claims for the doctor.

Office Tab:  Information identifying your office information. The Submitter ID identifies the claims on a
per office basis. You are not limited to the number of offices Filopto can support. The Provider/Office
Submitter ID is also known as the User Prefix.  All office data fields (subscriber ID, Facility Number,
etc) as provided by AHS must be entered before you can submit a claim for the office.  Once you
have successfully completed the initial connection you must come back to this tab to
download on a regular basis the ARD and Batch Balances files for each office from AHS.

Connection Settings Tab:  Alberta Health uses the encrypted SFTP standard for transmitting claims
information.  As such you must create a private and public secure encryption key and transmit the
public key to Alberta Health which will use it to generate your credentials.  Without this information the
connector software and Alberta Health will not be able to communicate together.  

IMPORTANT:  Alberta Health permits only one PC from your
office/organization to send them claim requests.  You
cannot use multiple or different PCs in your office for
claims purposes. The Private and Public key are specific to the PC

used to generate them and can only be used on that specific PC.  If you
intend to use another PC to send or receive your claims, the private and public
key must be generated from that specific PC or Alberta Health will not
recognize your PC and the connector will not function.  Follow the Alberta
Health documentation to send your security keys. If you change the claim PC
use to send claims, you must regenerate a Private Key and send the new
Private key to Alberta Health before they will accept claims from that PC.

Passcode: Your Passcode is the Private Key you create for securing the
encryption link between your PC and Alberta Health.  It can be a maximum of
100 (any) characters.  The longer it is the more secure it is.   We
recommend that at least 16 characters be used. Save your passcode in
a secure place since it is the key for the Alberta Health connector. 
Without the passcode used to create the connection to Alberta Health you
will not be able to connect to Alberta Health Services.

Enter all information on the screen before generating your private key.

Passcode example (do not use this key, it is invalid) : &aQY>eKi6uM7UKe5u
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User ID:  The User ID provided by Alberta Health
Password: The password to connect to Alberta Health server.

Once you have clicked on the Save setting button a Public Key is created
that you must send to Alberta Health.  They will use this public key to
generate an encryption key for your internet connection to them.  Without this
key you cannot connect to Alberta Health. The public key file location is
displayed on the screen once it is generated. (typically C:
\Programdata\FiloptoX  where X is the version number).  Typically you can e-
mail this file to Alberta Health H-Link that will process it and activate your
account with them.

You can safely view the Public Key file by opening it in Windows Notepad. 
Do not open it with a editor that adds/remove edit codes to the file
since it will corrupt the key.

Example of a Public key file:

---- BEGIN PUBLIC KEY ----
AAAAB3NzaC1yc2EAAAADAQABAAABgQDc0uPqCtuxQPU9f1cYjAb
YqKt0322tjKg+idGaIatMuuH1QjwP0NLOH7I3Q8cXW
J+0dpvFGfG9VmaF7378s/pxwo6OYSlnnsxktvRxwTW8y3l1ufmgoQ/q2z
urZydm+vTAmAz8Om19hc4zHi7RJ8AyriQB9jSFxRzpfasas
ON8kEm3QbNZRhwmZFk2Vy2hlWWgeS1C50Cf29hoNwea4p/QVLJ6K
+B0qWQpzBWs2+iYvNa3ih1pPlhGxhXYijirMDQVTrzoT2mu
O5gTB/z6DasQ3JrdhiHjALc2htm75JOwReQ+aASeiRPdJjhlUnip3sSeLT
CqB9T5i4rbYzxVtSZMDrwW5CHGgLdzCEZ6wZl9E9am
TZ3dlexCuyaBjQyGdgHRnl6z4yACfL4UamC0HxjrZ78rQHV0Pd9khWF
AQL8pY/XIPuli3fEZXeawAzQSKCkvI2g9K00E3j8R4f7+Fmjqa
9C+sVEVhosrLgLwB/9T6fgthHMp8Yq+33GD3CBiVM= 
---- END PUBLIC KEY ----
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Claim Batches Tab:  Contains a listing of all claims batches sent to Alberta Health

Assessment Result Tab: List the result of Claim assessments made by Alberta Health.   To download
your assessment files, select the Office tab and select the "Download ARD and Batch Balance".  If
the file already exist on your hard drive you can re-process it by selecting the Import Files From Disc
button.

In situations, where your FTP account with Alberta Health is corrupted (same file name being sent,
instead of unique file name) you can press the button and navigate to the C:\ProgramData\Filopto10
folder and select the Alberta Health folder. The program will open the files contained in the folder and
import any claim not already imported.

Download Assessment Results Details (ARD) and Batch Balances button
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This button retrieves the ARD and Batch Balance from Alberta Health.  You can manually press this
button to verify if an ARD and Batch Balance report exit.  If a report is available it will be downloaded, if
none are available no report will be downloaded.

IMPORTANT

Available ARD reports and Batch Balance reports are automatically downloaded each time you
submit a claim to Alberta Health.  If Alberta Health has not released to your account a report, Filopto
cannot download what does not exist.  If you are concern that you are not getting your reports in a
timely manner, review the terms and policies of Alberta Health with regards to payments and
availability of reports.  If you have concerns, call Alberta Health.

NOTE: Accra Med Software Inc. has no say as to when Alberta Health will pay you or provide you
with reports.

Users can select a sub-set of all the reports saved by selecting the day range of ARD reports to
show (1).  Also when selecting the ARD report Filopto will display the date of the last available ARD
report provided by Alberta Health (2) for download.

Batch Balances Tab:  Allows you to download the Batch Balances files generated by Alberta Health.

List Tab:  Permits users to download and install the various list required by Alberta Health for
processing of Claims, such as Diagnostic Codes and Service Codes.  Use the Load List Button to
download the files from Alberta Health.
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 IMPORTANT:  These files must be downloaded and updated on a regular basis for the

system to perform properly.  Alberta Health Services provides regular updates to these files.

Load the Alberta Health Base Claim Processing Files:

To load your Alberta Health base claims processing files used by the system to create your claims to
be sent to Alberta Health, select the List tab and select the "Load List" button.  These files are
updated on a regular basis and will be delivered for you to load in the scheduled Filopto updates.
Without these files your claims will be refused and the connector will not function properly.

Governing Rules Tab: Provides access to the Alberta Rules files.

Once the Alberta Health Services insurance profile has been completed and a policy created, you can
then assign the Alberta Health policy created to your patients.  At invoice time when a patient has the
Alberta Health policy assigned to his/her patient file and invoice a claim can be generated.

The Claim form presented must be completed per the Alberta Claims instructions.  To submit claims
created use the Submit claims to Insurance Company button.
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Alberta Health Services permits only one invoice line item to be billed per claim, you maybe required to
create multiple claims to submit multiple services (invoice line items) to Alberta Health.  If this is the
case once a claim has been created the Primary Insurance Claim screen will present you with the
Create a New Claim button permitting you to create multiple claims.

Inventory Items

Users can define default claim parameters to use for specific inventory items:  in the example
below we use an Office Visit listed in the inventory/services section and assign it an Alberta
Health Procedure Code and modifiers.  Once the appropriate code is saved with the inventory
item,  every time this inventory item is used in conjunction with a claim, the selected procedure
code will be automatically used for the claim item.
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24.9.5 BC-MSP

  BC-MSP Claim Screen

Filopto support claim submission to the British Columbia Medical Service Plan (BC-MSP) . When
using the BC-MSP claim form the following claim screen is presented.  The user must complete the
form per the BC-MSP directives and submit the created claim for adjudication.

IMPORTANT:

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.
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Claims created and ready to be submitted are located in the Back Office Patient & Insurance view

using the  button.  Once claims are identified to be sent and the user sends
the claims the processing screen will be displayed showing the progress of the transfer to BC-
MSP.  DO NOT interrupt this process or the file being sent will be corrupted and your claims
refused.
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Inventory Items

Users can define default claim parameters to use for specific inventory items:  in the example
below we use an Office Visit listed in the inventory/services section and assign it a BC-MSP
Procedure Code and modifiers.  Once the appropriate code is saved with the inventory item,  every
time this inventory item is used in conjunction with a claim, the selected procedure code will be
automatically used for the claim item.

24.9.5.1 BC-MSP SetUp

To Setup BC-MSP you require to complete and enter the information in the Insurance Manager for the
BC-MSP Insurance under Claim Submission Information tab.  This tab registers the provider information
for submission, the Internet communication settings as well as it contains the drop down list for the
various codes used by BC-MSP.   These sections must be completed per BC-MSP instructions for the
connector to function properly.
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 IMPORTANT:  

Before completing the required information to activate the BC-MSP connector, you will need to
contact and register with BC-MSP. 

Once registered you need to enter the connection settings and your credentials into the connector.
 Once the connector properly configured you will need to download the base files for adjudication
from BC-MSP (List Tab).  These files are updated on a regular basis by BC-MSP.

The List tab permits users to download and install the required list files needed by BC-MSP to function
properly. It is the users responsibility to regularly download these files from BC-MSP.
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24.9.5.2 BC-MSP Eligibility Request

Located in the BC-MSP Insurance Company Settings screen the user can verify individuals for which an
eligibility request was requested. Following the BC-MSP procedures a user can submit and receive
confirmation of a patient eligibility under the program.

To submit a patient for eligibility verification go the patient file and open the created patient BC-Insurance
record. (if no insurance policy for BC-MSP exist,  the user must create the BC-MSP insurance policy for
that patient).  ( see Add Insurance Policy  section)940
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Once the Insurance record for BC-MSP is opened select the Check Eligibility button to automatically
create the request.
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The request is automatically sent during regular submissions to BC-MS, or you can go to the Insurance
Manager profile for BC-MSP and manually request a eligibility check by using the Submit Eligibility
Request button.

24.9.5.3 BC-MSP Batch Submitted

The Batch Submitted tab permits users to verify the information sent to BC-MSP, such as if the batch
was successfully transmitted and the response received back from BC-MSP
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24.9.5.4 BC-MSP Ordering Claim Submission

In certain circumstances you may want to order claims submissions for financial reasons.  To order the
submissions of claims enter the Insurance Claim Batch Processing manager.

Select the BC-MSP insurance claims to be submitted.  A list of claims will be displayed.  You can
change the "Batch Sequences" (order used to submit the claims) (2)  by selecting the Batch
Sequence field  you want to change and use the + or - sign to set the sequence number (1) for
submission.   The order that will be used for submission is starting from 1.

24.9.6 CMS-1500

USA Claim Form CMS-1500 Version 02/12

IMPORTANT:

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.

The 02/12 1500 Claim Form has been approved and mandated for use effective April 1, 2014. The
revised form accommodates reporting needs for ICD-10 and aligns with requirements in the Accredited
Standards Committee X12 (ASC X12) Health Care Claim: Professional (837P) Version 5010 Technical
Report Type 3.

   Information on how to complete the CMS-1500 form is available at http://www.cms.gov

How to create a CMS1500 Claim

To generate a claim form a user must first select the appropriate insurance provider on the patient
invoice screen and the click on the Claim button to generate the claim.  In this example we show the
Primary Claim button.  Filopto supports up to 3 claim provider per invoice.

http://www.cms.gov
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Once the Claim button is selected the user is shown either a message box identifying missing or
incorrect fields required to create a valid claim.  The user is given the opportunity to enter or correct
any required information before proceeding.   

Once all required data is validated the claim can be created by selecting the Prepare/Update button
(2).  Once the claim is created a user can edit the claim and make manual changes as required by
selecting the Open Claim button button (3).
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The Tool bar above the CMS-1500 claim form provides the user the ability to change the status of a
claim (void)  as well as provide for a date calculator which can assist in defining prescribed dates for
specific actions.  The Claim scrubbing is associated with the MedicalCoder service that provide
advance claim creation and validation features.

24.9.6.1 Re-Order Claim Line Item

Re-Order Claim Line Item

The CMS 1500 claim form is automatically filled in with the information available in Filopto.  Users
can however, manually edit the form prior to submission to make any required adjustments.  In
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particular, to maximize payments it may be beneficial to re-order ( change the order of) the claim
procedure code line items since some payments are defined by the order of the specific procedures
listed on a CMS-1500 Form..

Two arrows buttons are located beside each claim procedure line item (24a) to move up (1) or
down(2) the line item in the list of requested payments..

24.9.6.2 USA Insurance System Defaults

 

Insurance System Setup
 
In the system settings section, Insurance section,  the default values used to complete the USA
CMS-1500 can be modified to meet your particular needs.  Review the default values provided and
make any changes required.
 
 
 

 
Insurance Carrier Type : The default values for CMS claim filling. (CMS-1500 item 1)
 
User Define Insurance Group Names: The names of other non-standard insurance group names to
be used for claim filling.
 
Electronic Claim Files Folder: The location to save the electronic claims uploaded for payment.
 
CMS 1500 - Place of service: The default place of services codes used in Claims
 
Place of Service Locations : Address for the places of service for claims submission. **** This is
where you enter your Practice NPI ***
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Insurance Reject Codes: Table that users can define reject codes and their meaning. Used for
reporting and analysis purposes.
 

 
 

 
 
· The National Provider Identifier (NPI) is a 10-digit nationally assigned standard Identifier that will

replace payer-specific identifiers for all healthcare providers no later than May 23, 2007. Individual
healthcare providers are eligible for a single Type 1 Individual NPI. Healthcare organizations are
eligible for a Type 2 Organization NPI.

 
· Group Practices are also eligible to obtain a Type 2 Organization NPI. HIPAA is mandating

enrollment of Group Practices in order to maintain group affiliations with the individual practitioners. 
This is required so that the payor can identify situations where individual providers belong to more
than one group, or where providers have their own practice as well as belonging to a group, and
determine where to send payments in these situations.

 
· Healthcare organizations may also decide to subpart, or obtain multiple NPIs, based on location,

unit, department, certification, licensure, or other billing and payment needs.  How an organization
subparts may impact how they bill, where payments are sent, and if they need to include taxonomy
codes on their claim submissions.

 
· Although an NPI may correspond to several different service locations, the payor will only send

payments for a single NPI to one Provider Name, one Payment Address, one Remittance Advice
Address, one EFT Account Number, one Federal EIN (or SSN) for Tax/1099 purposes, and one
Service Center/Receiver for electronic transactions outbound to the Provider.

 

24.9.6.3 USA Provider Information

The employee table contains information specific to an employee.  For employees that are also
Providers, additional information is required to register the employee as a Provider and allow a
Provider to bill claims for his/her services.  The employee module captures the required CMS-1500
information related to the Provider (see CMS-1500 and HIPAA regulation and rules for more
information).
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The following screen allows you to enter the Provider required CMS information which will be used
in claim creation.

 

 
 
 
 
· The National Provider Identifier (NPI) is a 10-digit nationally assigned standard Identifier that will

replace payer-specific identifiers for all healthcare providers no later than May 23, 2007.
Individual healthcare providers are eligible for a single Type 1 Individual NPI. Healthcare
organizations are eligible for a Type 2 Organization NPI.

 
· Group Practices are also eligible to obtain a Type 2 Organization NPI. HIPAA is mandating

enrollment of Group Practices in order to maintain group affiliations with the individual practitioners.
 This is required so that the payor can identify situations where individual providers belong to more
than one group, or where providers have their own practice as well as belonging to a group, and
determine where to send payments in these situations.

 
· Healthcare organizations may also decide to subpart, or obtain multiple NPIs, based on

location, unit, department, certification, licensure, or other billing and payment needs.  How an
organization subparts may impact how they bill, where payments are sent, and if they need to
include taxonomy codes on their claim submissions.

 
· Although an NPI may correspond to several different service locations, The Payor will only

send payments for a single NPI to one Provider Name, one Payment Address, one Remittance
Advice Address, one EFT Account Number, one Federal EIN (or SSN) for Tax/1099 purposes, and
one Service Center/Receiver for electronic transactions outbound to the Provider.

 
 
Insurance Provider Numbers (other than NPI) (Only Available in US version)
 

As of May 23, 2007 the NPI has replaced the PIN and Group numbers.   If you require legacy
numbers they are located under the Insurance Provider Numbers (other than NPI) tab.  Check
with the insurance plan to see if any are required.  If they are not required for that specific
insurance plan then remove any entry related to that plan.  If legacy numbers are entered and
should not be, they will be used and your claim will be rejected.
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24.9.6.4 Setup Inventory Default Claim Codes

 
Inventory Items

Users can define default claim parameters to use for specific inventory items:  in the example
below we use an Office Visit listed in the inventory/services section and assign it a CMS-1500
Procedure Code and modifiers.  Once the appropriate code is saved with the inventory item,  every
time this inventory item is used in conjunction with a claim, the selected procedure code will be
automatically used for the claim item.

24.9.7 Manitoba Blue Cross Connector

 
When creating the Manitoba Blue Cross insurance company entry, in the Insurance Manager, in
addition to the normal data entry required, several additional items must be completed for Filopto to
function properly.
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IMPORTANT:

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.

 
1) Select the Manitoba Blue Cross profile
 

 
2) Using the information provided by Manitoba Blue Cross enter your Provider Information and enter
depending on the office location the correct dial-up telephone number to be used to submit the claims.
 If the incorrect number is entered the claims will be refused by Blue Cross.  Verify with Blue Cross on
the telephone number to be used for the specific location of the office.  Claims are sent on a per office
basis.
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3) The PC that will be submitting the claims electronically to Manitoba Blue Cross must be equipped
with a modem able to meet the Blue Cross communication specifications (2400 Baud Modem).  The
claim is processed in real-time when submitted.
 
To submit a Manitoba Blue Cross claim;
 
 1) Create the Invoice and related claim using the Invoice Claim option, the claim screen will be
displayed.
 
 2) Complete the required claim information
 
 3) Click on the Submit Claim button.  This will display a select modem dialogue from which the user
can select the modem to use and send the claim for processing to Blue Cross.
 
 4) The claim is processed in real-time and payment information is immediately displayed, recorded
and posted on the claim and invoice.  Close the claim window and inform the patient of the amount
he/she owes after the Blue Cross payment confirmation is received.  The claim is closed and payment
by Blue Cross will be deposited in your account.
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24.9.8 Manitoba Health Connector

 
Filopto support direct claim submission to Manitoba Health.  By completing the required form a user
can submit the claim electronically by using the Submit Claim button.  Once adjudication has been
confirm the Post Payment button becomes available for posting the payment to the payment ledger.  
The reversal button are available to submit or post a reversal.

IMPORTANT:

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.

 
The drop down field contain the options available (as defined by Manitoba Health) to the user.
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For the insurance form to be available,  The user must have properly configured the Insurance Company
settings located in the Back Office - Insurance tab  - Insurance Manager for the Manitoba Health
Services insurance company profile.   Manitoba Health provided information must be entered in the
provider Information and Office Information Tab.
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24.9.9 Nova Scotia MSI Connector

Filopto support claim submission to the Nova Scotia Medical Services Insurance Programs (MSI).
When using the Nova Scotia MSI claim form the following claim screen is presented.  The user must
complete the form per the MSI directives and submit the created claim for adjudication.

IMPORTANT:

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.

For the Claim submitter software to function properly, you must enter your NS-MSI
credentials in the Nova Scotia MSI insurance profile (1) you create.  
First enter your Provider information in the Provider tab (3) and then enter your NS_MSI
logon credentials (5) in the Claims Submission Information tab (2) / Office Information sub-
tab (4).  
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Once you have properly entered your NS-MSI credential you must download the files required for the
claims to be properly submitted by using the download Files (6) button.

   
   See MSI Setup for more details.

NS-MSI Tabs

When you create an Insurance company that is assigned the NS MSI insurance profile, the NS-MSI
Claim Submission Information tab will appear on the Insurance Company Profile screen.
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The Claim Submission Information tab contains sub tabs that control the NS-MSI claims submissions.
 All pertinent information must be entered prior to submitting any claims.  Incorrect information will
result in your claims being rejected by NS-MSI.

Provider Information Tab: contains the provider information that will be used when submitting claims.
 this information will be provided to you by NS-MSI and represents the providers account with NS-MSI.

Office Information Tab: contains the logon credential to connect to NS-MSI.  It must be completed
and the associated files for your account must be downloaded (see download button) prior to
submitting claims.

Rates Tab: contains the rate file you downloaded from the Office Tab .  It governs how your claims will
be rated and adjudicated.

Statements Tab: List all of your statements received from NS-MSI

Claims Batch Tab: contains logs of all claims batches sent to NS-MSI

Adjudication Tab: contains the adjudication records received from NS-MSI

List tab: contains various list downloaded from the Office Information tab and that are used in the Claim
submission process.
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Claims created and ready to be submitted are located in the Back Office view using the

 button.  Once claims are identified to be sent and the user sends the claims
the processing screen will be displayed showing the progress of the transfer to MSI.  DO NOT
interrupt this process or the file being sent will be corrupted and your claims refused.

 

 
Once the Processing Claim Completed message appears a user can view the status of the
submitted claims.  Using the View Adjudications button a user can view the results of his file
upload.  The user can open a claim by double-clicking on the adjudication record displayed.
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Inventory Items

Users can define default claim parameters to use for specific inventory items:  in the example
below we use an Office Visit listed in the inventory/services section and assign it a MSI Procedure
Code and modifiers.  Once the appropriate code is saved with the inventory item,  every time this
inventory item is used in conjunction with a claim, the selected procedure code will be
automatically used for the claim item.

 

Accessing the MSI elink web site
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Users can access the MSI eLink web site by using the button (1) that appears in the MSI
Insurance Claim connector or 
going to the web site: https://www.MSIeLink.ca. 

Changing your MSI eLink Password

How will a submitter change their current password to a complex password to enable claims
submission? 
The submitter will take the following steps, to change their current password to a new complex
password: 
1. Use their preferred browser to navigate to https://www.MSIeLink.ca. . 
2. Login using their Submitter ID (3 digits) as the User ID and their current password. 
3. Select “Change Password” from the menu on the left side of the screen. 
4. Using the submitter’s default password, create a new password. The new password
requirements are: 
§  New password is not to match the current password 
§  Minimum password length is 14 and maximum length is 20. 
§  Must contain at least 1 lowercase character, at least 1 uppercase character, at least 1

number, and at least 1 special character. 
5. Save the new password by selecting the Change Password button. 
6. Save the new password in the appropriate Filopto record in the NS-MSI Office
Information data grid (2).

Note: The new password will not have an expiry date and can be changed whenever the
submitter chooses, but the submitter will need to know their current password to change it to a
new password. 
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24.9.9.1 MSI Setup

 IMPORTANT:  Before completing the required information to activate the MSI connector , you

will need to contact and register with MSI 

STEP #1

To Setup MSI you require to complete and enter the information in the Insurance Manager.  To complete
the MSI profile you must complete all fields highlighted in Yellow as well as select the Insurance Profile
field  to show Nova Scotia MSI as the selected value.
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Payor ID:  Not used in Canada, you may enter any unique number you wish to identify MSI.  In the US
the government assigns a unique number for each insurance processors providing a simple reporting key
when generating reports for an insurance claim processor. This field can also be used in Canada for
reporting purposes if a unique value is entered.

Name of the Insurance Company : Nova Scotia MSI
Address: Address of your MSI claims office.
City:  of your claim office
Province/State: of your claim office

Insurance Profile: Select Nova Scotia MSI.  This tells Filopto which dialogue screen and connector to
use when preparing and processing claims. If you select the incorrect profile your claims will be rejected.

Insurance Claim Creation Settings: Do you want Filopto to validate the claim information:
Select YES.  This will use MSI claim pre-scrubber to minimize possible claim rejections.  If set to No,
simple omission or errors will not be identified causing a possible higher level of claim being rejected by
MSI.

Insurance Types:  Identifies what type of insurance claims covered by MSI.

Status: Change to Active once you have created a MSI Policy under the Insurance Policies tab.
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You may enter data in the other fields to provide you with additional information related to MSI.

STEP #2

The next step is to complete your Provider/Office profile for use with the MSI Insurance.  The Claim
Submission Information tab registers the provider information for submission, the rate schedule,
Connection Configuration, as well as it contains the drop down list for the various codes used by MSI. 
MSI provides materials that list the codes you will need to use.  You can enter all of the codes or only
the ones required by your practice.  You must follow MSI direction for use of this module.

Provider Information Tab:  This tab records the Provider(s) Information account numbers provided by
MSI.  This information will be used to submit claims to MSI, make certain that the information
entered is correct or payment may be refused or sent to another MSI account if incorrect
numbers are used.

Select the Employee Number that identifies the Provider having an account with MSI.  
Enter the Service Provider Number provided by MSI which identifies the provider.
Enter the Provider Type Code provided by MSI
Enter the Specialty Code provided by MSI (if a code is assigned)
Enter the Pay To Code provided by MSI.

If you are not using the providers personal information numbers for payment but rather the
Facility/Business Arrangement Numbers for your office the next section must be completed using the
MSI provided information.  Some of the numbers entered in this section must also be entered in the
Office Information Tab for a claim to be processed.

If the Facility/Office is getting paid versus the provider place a check mark in the "Use the Office's
Facility Functional Center and Business Arrangement Numbers" field.  You must also complete the other
related field : Facility number, Functional Center Number, Business Arrangement Number depending on
your arrangement with MSI.

STEP #3

Complete the Office Information tab.  Enter the MSI provided information.

You can create a separate record for each office location submitting independently claims to MSI.  If you
are sending claims only via one account you will only need one entry in this tab.
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Select the Filopto Office Number identifying the office making the claim submission.
Enter the Submitter ID provided by MSI.
Enter the Password provided by MSI.
Enter the Facility number provided by MSI (if required)
Enter the Functional Center number provided by MSI (if required)
Enter the Business Arrangement number provided by MSI (if required)
Enter the Location Code number provided by MSI (if required)

Once you have completed the information the download button at the right of the screen permits you to
connect to MSI using your account numbers and download the files required for properly completing MSI
Claims.  The Download button also downloads your statements and adjudication records.

IMPORTANT:  MSI updates on a regular basis the files used by the system.  We recommend

that you use the download button regularly to insure that you are using the correct claim files.

The List tab displays the various list required for MSI operations, such as the Explanation Codes and
Modifier Types, Specialty Codes etc.
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MSI Statements

For Filopto to properly function you must download (2) both the Text Based Statement and the
Electronic Based Statement files. The electronic based statement file is used by Filopto to post
payments and adjustments provided by MSI.  If you do not download the MSI Electronic statement
version your Filopto claims and invoices will not be updated with MSI payments.

The Statements tab displays a list of all Statements received from MSI.  The user can print these
statements if required. Using the grid located at the left of the screen a user can search or sort the
available statements for easier access.
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24.9.9.2 Reject Reassess Cancels and Void

From time to time claims will be rejected by MSI.  It is important to review the reason for the rejected
claim.  Depending on the reason provided for the rejection from MSI you may wish to consider the
following procedures.
 
MSI Claim  Action Codes
 
(Reversal- d code)
(Reassess - r code)
(New)
 
1) If the claim is rejected for incomplete information or other reasons you can sometimes re-submit the
corrected claim another time by choosing the MSI Action field and selecting the appropriate action.  To
re-submit select the MSI action field item called Reassess which is at times referred by MSI as the R
code.
 
2) If the claim is not correctable MSI may stipulate in the reject notes that the claim must be canceled
or deleted.  To do this action you must select the MSI action called Reversal ( also called at times by
MSI as a D code).   Once a Reversal is done you must wait till you get confirmation from MSI of the
acceptance of the Reversal action and then you can VOID the claim in Filopto which removes the claim
from the active claim list in Filopto. DO NOT VOID A CLAIM UNTIL YOU GET CONFIRMATION FROM
MSI THAT IT HAS BEEN CANCELLED.
 
3) If you receive a Duplicate reject message from MSI this means that users have created two claims
for the same invoice and that the first claim was never sent to MSI with a Reversal action.  Therefore it
is still active in MSI and needs to be either corrected and re-sent with a Reassess action or a Reversal
action to cancel the claim.   If the first claim is active then the following claims created in error for that
invoice should be Voided in Filopto.
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24.9.9.3 MSIelink Client Setup

 
IMPORTANT:

Effective December 15,  2018 this setup section is no longer
valid.  NS-MSI is activating a new connector for uploading
claims to NS- MSI.   Filopto will install the new connector by
default.

As a service to our clients,  a copy of the MSIeLink client program as supplied by NS-MSI is available on
the Filopto server in the C:\Program files(x86)/Filopto10/MSIeLink folder.  We strongly recommend
that you download from MSI the latest version and follow their instructions for installation.  

You require an Internet connection for the MSIeLink client to function properly.

IMPORTANT:  

The MSIeLink Client must be installed on the PC that will connect to MSI and transfer the claims
to them. The MSIeLink client delivered with Filopto from NS MSI makes use of Java technology no
longer supported by Microsoft.  

Accra Med Software Inc. is not responsible for the installation and support of the Nova Scotia
MSIeLink client software. Please contact Nova Scotia MSI for support of their client software.

The MSIeLink client must be unzipped into to the PC making the connection and must be
located in the C:\ProgramData\Filopto10\MSIeLink folder.  You must unzip the provided
MSIeLink client zip file into this folder and install the Java engine.

 Installation Process

Step 1) 
Create a folder called "MSIeLink" in the C:\ProgramData\Filopto10 folder of the PC that will be sending
the claims to MSI

Step 2) 
Copy the content of the MSIeLink folder located in the Filopto program folder to the C:
\ProgramData\Filopto10\MSIeLink folder.  

Step 3) 
Install the MSI Java engine by running the install program called "msjava-x86-build3805.exe".  Follow the
instructions of the setup wizard.
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IMPORTANT:

This MSI Java program is known not to functions on certain versions of the Windows operating system.
 MSI has reported that they have been successful in installing it on a Windows 10 - 32 bit version.   It
has been reported to not function on any recent Windows Server operating system.
 

24.9.10 OHIP Connector

  OHIP Claim Screen

Filopto support claim submission to the Ontario Health Information Services Insurance Programs
(OHIP). When using the OHIP claim form the following claim screen is presented.  The user must
complete the form per the OHIP directives and submit the created claim for adjudication.

IMPORTANT:

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.

IMPORTANT: 
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For OHIP claims to be successfully processed in addition to the OHIP setting for the office and doctors
to be completed properly each patient file (1)  must also contain an OHIP policy (3) entry for the patient
which contains an effective date and the Patient OHIP number (4) for the patient prior to creating a
claim submission for the patient.

Claims created and ready to be submitted are located in the Back Office Patient & Insurance view

using the  button.  Once claims are identified to be sent and the user sends
the claims the processing screen will be displayed showing the progress of the transfer to OHIP. 
DO NOT interrupt this process or the file being sent will be corrupted and your claims refused.
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Inventory Items

Users can define default claim parameters to use for specific inventory items:  in the example
below we use an Office Visit listed in the inventory/services section and assign it an OHIP
Procedure Code, Service Code suffix and modifiers.  Once the appropriate code is saved with the
inventory item,  every time this inventory item is used in conjunction with a claim, the selected
procedure code will be automatically used for the claim item.

24.9.10.1 OHIP SETUP
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To Setup OHIP you require to complete and enter the information in the Insurance Manager for the OHIP
Insurance under Claim Submission Information tab.  This tab registers the provider information for
submission as well as it contains the drop down list for the various codes used by OHIP.  OHIP provides
materials that list the codes you will need to use.  You can enter all of the codes or only the ones
required by your practice.  You must follow OHIP direction for use of this module.

 IMPORTANT:  Before completing the required information to activate the OHIP connector, you

will need to contact and  register with OHIP and download and enter the base files for adjudication
from OHIP ( List Tab).  These files are updated on a regular basis by OHIP.  Once you receive your
OHIP credential you must enter them in the Provider Information and Office Information (2) Tab. 
Your Health Card Validation Credential are entered in the password (3) field in the Office
information tab

Complete all 3 fields identified as Health Card Validation Credentials section as shown below
(3)

1) Username
2) Password
3) Service User Ministry ID. (typically Office/Providers OHIP account code)
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The List tab allows users to load or enter the various list required for OHIP operations, such as
Diagnostic Codes and Service Codes.

24.9.10.2 OHIP Validation Check

  ( requires the OHIP connector)

The OHIP validation checker (Validate OHIP Health Card Number and Retrieve Available Patient
Information) is available at several places in Filopto. It permits a user to verify if a OHIP card is valid and
depending on the information available from OHIP if the a service charge is acceptable for
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reimbursement.  To validate a fee service code for a patient, place a check mark in the Validate for one
or more fee service code(s) field.  This will display the Fee Service Code field with the instructions
on its use.  Optometrist will typically use the OHIP Fee Service Codes, V404, V406, V409, V450 and
V451.

  

 IMPORTANT:

The messages returned by OHIP are provided "AS IS" without any modification.  It is your
responsibility to take any Actions requested by OHIP.   Depending on the fields entered and the
card being verified,  many different messages can be provided by OHIP.  We strongly recommend
that you read the full message,  since some messages may not be clear on their meaning upon first
reading.  Also special instructions may exist,  such in the case of a stolen card or a service not
being eligible or a card not yet activated or a card only being valid in a future date.  OHIP adds to,
and modifies the possible messages that you may receive from time to time.

If the OHIP card is validated you should see one or more message(s) similar to the following:
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If the OHIP card fails validation you should see one or more message(s) such as the following: 
( Note that the Icon and color of the reply screen is designed to indicate than an action from you
may be requested from OHIP).

OHIP Card Validation SETUP

In the (Back Office tab / Insurance Manager button)  OHIP Insurance Manager / Profile you must
enter the information provided by OHIP to be able to validate the cards.  This information is provided
directly by OHIP.  You must call OHIP for this information since they are unique to each office
registration listed in the Insurance Company / Office Information tab.

Complete all 3 fields identified below (1)

1) Username
2) Password
3) Service User Ministry ID. (typically Office/Providers OHIP account code)
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OHIP Validation is available in the Patient Quick Entry 

OHIP Validation is also available everywhere where the Patient Banner is displayed (Patient Manager,
Patient File, Scheduler, EMR, Invoice, Lab Order Manager)
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The OHIP Validation is also available in the Patient File - Insurance tab. The validation button and
Validation log for the patient are available directly from this location.  When doing a validation from the
Patient file the Card on Record will be automatically entered for verification. a user can override the
entered information displayed.

OHIP Validation Today's Appointments (Multi-appointment
validation)

Filopto can batch process the appointments on the Patient Scheduler in a single step. By using the
Back Office Validate Today's Patient OHIP Health Card Numbers button a user can easily validate
all OHIP cards scheduled to be used today linked to scheduled appointments.

When the Validate Today's Patient OHIP Health Card Numbers button is selected it will display the
number of OHIP cards selected for validation.  Select the Validate button to validate the cards. (Note:
The validation is only done for the office in which the user is log-in. It cannot validate multiple offices at
once per the OHIP regulations).
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Once OHIP validates the cards a result grid is displayed with the results of each card validation.

.

OHIP Validation Log

Patient File

The Patient File -  Insurance tab displays The OHIP Health Card Validation Log (response of a card
validation request) for the selected patient.
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Insurance Profile

Two logs are associated to the OHIP Insurance Profile;  The Card Validation Log (1) which list a log of all
cards verified (response), and the EBS Transaction log (2) which list all communications/transactions
with the Ministry (required by the Ministry for Audit purposes).
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24.9.11 Other Claim Connector

Filopto supports the recording of claims for insurance companies not supported via a Direct Claim
Connector.  The generic Other Connector, records the claims for accounting purposes and permits
users to track (AR) the outstanding claims for any insurance company. 

IMPORTANT:

Each claim jurisdiction has specific requirements on how to successfully submit claims.  YOU
MUST REVIEW AND FOLLOW YOUR SPECIFIC JURISDICTION CLAIM REQUIREMENTS
BEFORE USING THE CLAIM CONNECTOR.

When the Other option is chosen in the Insurance Profile field for the selected insurance company a
generic claim form is created to record claims made to the insurance company. A claim printout is
also available.

Insurance Profile  :  This tells Filopto which dialogue screen and connector to use when preparing
and processing claims. 

In the Invoice screen users can select an Insurance company linked to the other claim connector. 
Choosing to create the claim will present the user with the Other Claim form screen for recording the
claim information.  Users can select inventory items by using the "Click Here to add a claim form"
to add it to the claim.
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A printout for the claim can be printed by viewing the claim.
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24.10 Insurance Policies

 
The Insurance Policies tab lists all policies associated with an Insurance Company.  In the
example below, we see in the left pane, the name of the policy selected and at the right the
information related to the selected policy.  An Insurance company can have an unlimited number of
insurance policies.
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The policy information section located at the right of the screen contains several tab depending on
the insurance connector used.
 
1) Policy Information :  contains the policy basic information as well as the basic Business rules
applicable to the policy.
2) Policy Coverage Description : contains descriptive information describing the policy terms and
conditions.
3) Eligibility Rules : contains the automated eligibility rules for the policy. (USA ONLY)
4) Billing Rules : contains the automated billing rules for the policy. (USA ONLY)
5) Rules Tester: contains a self tester to validate the various automated rules entered by the user.
(USA ONLY)
 
 
 
1) Policy Information

 

Note:  The Insurance Company Policies must first be created in the Insurance Manager
(Insurance Manager button) before they can be used in the Patient file. 

 

When using the Filopto Canadian Version the Insurance Policy screen is adapted to the Canadian
environment.

USA - The insurance policies are identified as:
 
1. Primary Insurance - The first insurance policy to be billed by default
2. Secondary Insurance - After the primary policy has paid it's portion the remaining amount due

will be billed to this insurance policy.
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3. Tertiary Insurance - After the secondary policy has paid it's portion the remaining amount due
will be billed to this insurance policy

4. Fourth Insurance - After the tertiary policy has paid it's portion the remaining amount due will
be billed to this insurance policy

5.   Auto Accident Insurance - If a billed procedure is identified as resulting from an Auto0
Accident this insurance policy by default will be considered the primary insurance.

 
 
To create a New policy, you must press the New Policy button above the Policy Information tab.  A
blank policy screen will be created on the right hand side of the screen into which you can enter the
policy related basic information.
 
Policy Name: you must enter a policy name.  If the insurance company does not have a policy
name, you can enter a name of your choice.  Once a policy name is entered an Insurance Policy ID
# will be automatically entered by Filopto.  At this point you can enter the other data fields as
warranted.
 

Warning:
 
It is recommended that you review the billing instructions requirements provided by the insurance
policy before creating an insurance policy in Filopto.  The USA insurance company may require
special fields such as Print Item 29 and 30 to be activated (have a check mark) for proper
processing of their claims.  Also the creation of the associated business rules will be affected by
the insurance eligibility and billing requirements.

 
 
Assignment Accepted: This field is a Yes when a check mark is applied and is used to complete
the CMS-1500 form item 27. (Note if assignment is not checked, electronic claims payments will be
sent to the patient or rejected depending on the insurance company policies.)
 
Requires CMS Item 32b & 33b  If checked will force these items to be included on the Claim form.
 
CMS Item #1 : Identifies the type of claim that will be generated (required field)
 
 
The bottom section of the screen contains the Eligibility and Billing rules associated with the policy.
 See Insurance Rules Overview for more information.
 
 
2) Policy Description
 
The Policy Description tab contains a memo field into which you can cut and paste , or enter the
description, rules and other information pertaining to the policy. Most insurance companies provide
either on the web or electronically a text description of terms of the policy.  By entering this
information in this section, you can easily refer to it when required.
 
To enter the text in the tab, right click your mouse on the entry section of the screen and a pop up
window will appear.
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3) Eligibility Rules (USA ONLY)
 
Eligibility Rules are automated informational rules designed to prompt a user to review or ask a

question.  The Eligibility rules cannot be enforced by Filopto since many of the criteria on which
they are based, are outside the scope of the knowledge Filopto contains.  For example, if a
patient has already seen another provider in another practice, this information is not recorded in
Filopto and hence outside of its knowledge scope.  Not having this information could cause a
rule not to be properly applied.

 
 The eligibility rules can help reduce oversights or errors by advising a user of a particular

requirement that the insurance policy may require.  By reducing the knowledge required by the
user to remember, Filopto can insure that all processes required by the insurance company is
properly completed; reducing errors and speeding up the processing of a claim.

 
 
4) Billing Rules (USA ONLY)
 
Billing rules are automated rules which specify direct action to be taken by Filopto in calculating and

preparing a claim.  Extremely flexible, the billing rules are created by the user, by completing in
English, the sentences describing the action to be done in a particular situation.  Filopto then
interprets these automated rules at claim preparation time to determine the price or fee for a
given item or service.  These rules can also automate the process of transferring amounts to
patients or writing off fees that will not be paid.  The USA Medicare provides a rule file that can
be downloaded and used for preparing claims automatically in Filopto.(See your Medicare web
site)

 
 
5) Rules Tester (USA ONLY)
 
The Rules Tester tab permits the user to test how the insurance rules they have entered for a given
insurance policy will be interpreted by Filopto.  The testing can be done for an inventory item or for a
service.  The Testing Results field displays all rules applied in calculating the claim.  You can then
review the results and make modifications to your insurance rules to insure that Filopto generates
accurate claims every time.
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Select an Inventory Item:  Item against which the rules will be tested
 
Date:  The date for the invoice.  If rules are date specific this field will only use the valid rules for the
date specified.
 
Test Quantity for Eligibility Month Period: The rule tester will verify the eligibility for the specified
months defined.
 
Test Rule button:  Press this button to execute the rule.
 
Print: Print the test rules result for further review.
 
 

Rule Conflicts:
 
When rules conflict with one another the Rule Tester will display in it's report information that can be
used to correct the error.  In the example below the rule tester identifies that rule 79 and rule 67 are
in conflict.  If the conflict is not resolved the Filopto engine will not be able to determine which rule to
apply and will arbitrarily apply one of the rules in conflict which may result in an incorrect claims
being sent to the insurance company.

 

There are more than one rule for Policy Pays.
This will cause a conflict and an uncertainty of which one of the rules
found that will end up being applied to the item.
List of conflicting rules:
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 - 79, Exam
 - 67, Exam
Balance Amount: $ 80.00
No Applicable Rules.

 
 

 
 
 

24.10.1 Insurance Rules Overview

 
 

Notice: 

Insurance Rules are mostly applicable to the USA claim process (although Canadian customers
can use them) 

Since most Canadian Claim rules are managed automatically by the Claim payor when using the
specified Claim Connector.  The need to use the Insurance rules is typically not applicable in a
Canadian setting.

The Insurance Manager Policy section permits users to define the business rules ( eligibility and
Billing) for each policy entered under a given Insurance company. 

Filopto uses the concept of Business Rules to determine how a claim is to be created.  Business
Rules is a form of artificial intelligence which applies, or not,  the processing rules defined by the
users.  A rule can be informational in nature or can calculate a value (price, write off, transfers,
balance due) for a given item or service.
 
 Filopto supports multiple types of rules.  In the Insurance Manager, two types of rules are defined;

Eligibility Rules and Billing Rules.  An unlimited number of rules can be created for a given
policy.  A rule tester is included with Filopto for users to test how their various rules will be
applied by Filopto.

 
 

Rule Tester:
 

It is important to verify the validity of the rules created. By running the Rule Tester for the
various services or inventory items you    sell, the rule tester will provide a list of each rule
applied or if a conflict exist between rules created,  the rules which are conflicting with each
other. If a conflict exists in the rules,  Filopto will report in the tester that the selected rule is
in conflict.  It is extremely important that you test the rules you create for accuracy. If you
instruct Filopto via a rule to do the wrong action,  it will execute this incorrect rule and cause
your claim to be inaccurate.

 
 

 
 Each policy can (normally will) have more than one rule to describe the terms of the insurance

policy.  Business rules are applied based on their criteria and on the items or services that they
apply to.  For example, if you have a rule which only applies in a certain circumstance, it will
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only be triggered when that circumstance exists.   This is why it is important to test your rules
to insure that they run at the appropriate time or circumstance.

 
 
 
Eligibility Rules
 
 Eligibility Rules are informational rules designed to prompt a user to review or ask a question.  The

Eligibility rules cannot be enforced by Filopto since many of the criteria on which they are
based, are outside the scope of the knowledge Filopto contains.  For example, if a patient has
already seen another provider in another practice, this information is not recorded in Filopto and
hence outside of its knowledge scope.  Not having this information could cause a rule not to be
properly applied.

 
 The eligibility rules can help reduce oversights or errors by advising a user of a particular

requirement that the insurance policy may require.  By reducing the knowledge required by the
user to remember, Filopto can insure that all processes required by the insurance company is
properly completed; reducing errors and speeding up the processing of a claim.

 
 
Billing Rules
 
 Billing rules are rules which specify direct action to be taken by Filopto in calculating and preparing

a claim.  Extremely flexible, the billing rules are created by the user, by completing in English,
the sentences describing the action to be done in a particular situation.  Filopto then interprets
these rules at claim preparation time to determine the price or fee for a given item or service. 
These rules can also automate the process of transferring amounts to patients or writing off fees
that will not be paid.

 
 
 
How are the Rules Applied
 
 Filopto rules engine applies the rules based on their specific application criteria.  The rule must have

an active status and be valid for the date of the invoice in question. If the rule has expired or has
a non-active status, it will be ignored.  It will only apply one rule for every type of rule available.

 
 Rules are applied in the following order:
 
                         1) Specific items
                         2) Group of Items
                         3) Flat Fee for complete Invoice
 
    IF FILOPTO FINDS A RULE  THAT APPLIES IT WILL STOP PROCESSING AT THAT POINT.

  FOR EXAMPLE IF A RULE IN ITEM 1 IS FOUND FILOPTO WILL STOP PROCESSING
AND WILL NOT DO STEP 2 AND 3.

 
 
 

Important:
 

If you have two rules that can affect the same item,  the Filopto engine will always use the
rule specific to the item. and ignore the other rules.  For example if you create a rule for the
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inventory category Frame and you create a second rule for the specific frame # XXX, when the
rule engine is active it will automatically go an choose the rule for the specific item in this
case Frame #XXX and will ignore the rule for the general class called Frames.

 
 For example it will only apply one rule for what the policy pays and what the patients pays.  You

can have as many rules as you want,  but for one item or service,  only one rule for every type of
rule will be applied. The rule tester will identify any known conflicts which may result in applying
the rules you created.

 
 Basically, the rules engine first looks for specific rules applying to the selected item or service.  If it

finds one, it will apply this specific rule and stop processing for that rule type. If it does not find a
specific rule for the specific item or service, it will look for rules that apply for the type of items or
services selected. If it finds a rule applying to the type, it will apply that rule and stop processing
for that rule type.  

 
 For example, if a specific rule states that the Insurance policy pays $X for a specific item,  it will be

used,  and any other rule will be ignored.  If a rules states that for a given type of item,  for
example; Frames,  a price table rule is to be used,  then,  if no specific rule for the specific
frame can be found,  the price table rule will be applied.

 
 If more than one rule exists for a given item, the rule tester will show the rules in conflict.  You will

need to address the rules in conflict so to have only one rule apply for your test case to function.
 Once you are confident that your test case properly reflects the various billing scenarios you
will encounter, you can start using the billing rule to auto-create that type of claims.  Do not use
a defective rule since it will generate erroneous claims.

 

Rule Conflicts:
 
When rules conflict with one another the Rule Tester will display in it's report information that can be
used to correct the error.  In the example below the rule tester identifies that rule 79 and rule 67 are
in conflict.  If the conflict is not resolved the Filopto engine will not be able to determine which rule to
apply and will arbitrarily apply one of the rules in conflict which may result in an incorrect claims
being sent to the insurance company.
 

There are more than one rule for Policy Pays.
This will cause a conflict and an uncertainty of which one of the rules
found that will end up being applied to the item.
List of conflicting rules:
 - 79, Exam
 - 67, Exam
Balance Amount: $ 80.00
No Applicable Rules.

 
 
 
 
 

24.10.1.1 Eligibility Rules  (USA ONLY)

 
Entering Eligibility Rules
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Eligibility Rules are entered by selecting the New Eligibility Rule button in the Insurance Policy
screen.
 
Once you have clicked on the New button the rules template screen will open, giving the user the
option to select a pre-defined rule template or to create a new rule.  Once the user has selected the
option of his choice the rule dialogue  screen is displayed.  The user can modify or make any
changes he requires.  To edit an existing rule select the edit button.
 
Rule templates can be created in the Insurance tab of the System Settings.
 

 
Rule Type
 
You can enter in this screen the parameters for the eligibility rule you wish to create.  You have four
(4) options for various types of eligibility rules;
 
 1) Annual Fee
 2) Limits
 3) Authorization
 4) Custom Message
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Annual Fee : Provides a business rule that is triggered based on the requirement that an annual fee
is applicable for the selected insurance policy.  Example: An annual fee of $80.00 is deducted by the
insurance policy for the first visit to a provider.
 
Limits: Provides for business rules that limits the services or fees paid for a given time period
(months).  Example: The insurance policy will only cover glasses up to $250.00 purchased during the
last 24 month period.
 
Authorization:  Provides for business rules that require prior authorization before dealing with a
patient.  Example:  The insurance policy requires the practice to get a claim billing authorization
number before submitting a claim.
 
Custom Messages:  Users can custom create messages that will be triggered when this insurance
policy is used.  Example:  the users want to be advised that this Insurance Policy requires the
Patient insurance card to be photocopied and kept with the patient file for auditing purposes.
 
 
To create an eligibility rule, the following fields must be completed. Select the Rule type and then
enter the information related to that rule.  Once you have defined the rule, close the rule screen to
save the rule ( click the OK button) .
 
 
Name of Rule : enter a descriptive name for your rule
 
Rule Author : Automatically completed to identify who created the rule
 
Effective Date:  Date the rule will start to be valid
 
Rule Status: Active or Non-Active.  Only Active Rules are used by Filopto.  Rules cannot be deleted,
only rendered non-active.
 
Discontinued By: The name of the user which discontinued the rule
 
Expiry Date:  Date the rule will be discontinued
 
Rule Description: A description of what the rule is used for and why it was created.
 
Show at Appointment Time
Show at Invoice Time
Show at Exam Time        The time when the rule is to be triggered (displayed or applied).
 
 
The Rule : The next set of Fields are the fields that must be completed to create the rule.  The fields
are specific to the type of rule being created.  Insure that all applicable fields are properly completed
and test with the rule tester that the rule is activated at the appropriate times.
 

24.10.1.2 Billing Rules (USA ONLY)

 
Entering Billing Rules
 
Billing Rules are entered by selecting the New Billing Rule (1) button in the Insurance Policy
screen. users can edit existing rules by selecting the Edit (3) button.
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Once you have clicked on the New Billing Rule button the rules template screen will open, giving
the user the option to select a pre-defined rule template or to create a new rule.  Once the user has
selected the option of his choice the Billing Rule dialogue screen (2) is displayed.  The user can
modify or make any changes he requires. To edit an existing rule select the edit button.
 
Rule templates can be created in the Insurance tab of the System Settings.
 

 
Rule Types
 
You can enter in this screen the parameters for the billing rule you wish to create.  You have eleven
(11) options for various types of billing rules;
 
 1) Policy Pays
 2) Policy Price Table
 3) Policy Fee Schedule
 4) Policy Pays for a Group of Items
 5) Policy Pays a Flat Fee for an Invoice
 6) Patient Pays
 7) Patient Price Table
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 8) Practice Refunds
 9) Practice Writes Off
 10) Practice Pays a Service Fee
 11) Alert Rule
 
The examples below are only possible examples of use of the specific rule.  They do not reflect all
the various possibilities for any given rule.  Filopto Billing rules are extremely flexible and can be
adapted for other examples than those mentioned below.
 
Policy Pays:  This rule specifies the amount and terms under which the insurance policy will pay a
specified amount.  Example : The insurance policy will pay a fix amount of $120.00 for a pair of
glasses.  You can make this rule apply to only certain inventory items by using the Inventory
Categories or Groups  (see Inventory) so that the rule only applies to specific group of items. 
Example; you group your lens in a category called Single Vision.  You can then apply this rule to the
category of items called Single Vision.  Categories and Groups can include any number and type of
Inventory items.  Before making Categories and groups make sure that the ones you will create will
meet all your requirements in both insurance rules and inventory reporting  and management.
Remember that you can also create packages which have categories and groups and which can
contain frames, lens, cases etc ...  many combinations are available to meet your grouping and
sales needs.
 
Policy Price Table: This rule applies a price, based on a range of values in a user defined price
table.  Example: the Insurance policy will pay a fix amount of $65.00 for a pair of glasses which
retails between $60.00 and $70.00.
 
Policy Fee Schedule: This rules uses the Medicare fee schedule to determine the price for an item
or service.  The Medicare fee schedule can be manually entered or uploaded using the Medicare

Physician Fee Schedule Payment Amount File National/Carrier available from sources such

as your Medicare provider or from the CMS WEB Site (http://www.cms.hhs.gov).   Before using this

rule make sure you understand how Medicare or other carriers use the Medicare Physician Fee
Schedule Payment Amount File National/Carrier file.  For additional information see
Physician Fee Schedule  section below.
 

Policy Pays for a Group Of Items: This rule applies a price, based on the group of items
entered on an invoice.  Example: The insurance policy will pay a percentage of service(s), and a
pair of single vision glasses.  In other words the rule will add together the total fee amounts
related to the inventory category single vision for items of the inventory type frame, lens and
service(s) and then calculate the percentage the insurance company will pay.
 

IMPORTANT
 

If you have entered more than one rule of the type Policy Pays for a Group Of Items with
the option "with the following group of items" and items types overlap, the rule
reimbursing the patient cost the most, will be the rule used by Filopto and the other rules will
be ignored.
 

For example; you entered a rule for a group of Services and Contacts which reimburses
$100.00 .  You also entered a rule for a group of Services and Frames which reimburses
$120.00.  The patient invoice has Services, Frames and Contacts being claimed for
insurance purposes.  The rule which will be applied is the rule for Services and Frames since

1026
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it reimburses a larger amount of the patient cost.  The rule for Services and Contacts will be
ignored.  The trigger for this rule is that both rules pay for same services therefore the system
must determine which rule to apply.  The rule which will be chosen is the rule which reimburses
the largest amount of the cost for the patient.
 

Due to the nature of this insurance rule it can only be applied once all items are added on the
invoice.  Therefore you will not see this item appear on any line item that you are adding.  It
will only be calculated at the end,  once all items are on the invoice.  It will show in the Invoice
under the Amount Due from Insurance.
 

If you have entered a rule of the type Policy Pays for a Group Of Items with the option
"for any of the following inventory types", the rule will reimbursing the patient cost up to
the maximum specified and stop for any combination of items included in the group listed.  For
example: you have a frame, exam and other materials.  Filopto will add the cost, up to the
maximum amount specified and stop.  If no maximum is specified all items in the list will be
added up and attributed as specified to the insurance policy.

 
 

Policy Pays a Flat Fee for an Invoice: This rule applies a price based on the total amount of an
invoice.  Example: the insurance policy pays a flat fee of $100 for all optical services including
item dispensed.   The rule will add up the invoice items being claimed for insurance payment and
apply 100% of the amount up to $100.00.   You can change the % covered based on the policy,
for example the insurance policy may pay 80% of the invoice up to a maximum of $100.00.
 

IMPORTANT
 

Due to the nature of the Policy Pays a Flat Fee for an Invoice rule, it can only be applied once

all invoice items are added to the invoice.  Therefore when you add items to an invoice and mark it
for insurance claim, you will not see the insurance amount due for this rule applied to any line
item.  It will appear on the invoice as an amount due from the insurance policy.

 
 

Patient Pays:  This rule defines the amount the patient must pay.  Example: the Insurance policy
requires a $20.00 co-pay.  The Patient Pays $20.00.
 

Another example  is that you have a policy that states : Policy pays a maximum of $100 for
Services and Frames (see Policy Pays for a Group of Items) and the patient pays the balance,
but must receives a 20% discount on the balance.  The 20 % discount must be written off by the
practice ( see rule Practice write-off) .
 

The Patient Pays rule is that the Patient is responsible for 80% of the balance once the insurance
has paid their share.  By using the " Balance after Policy Pays " option and setting the amount
to 80% will meet this policy requirement of the patient pays portion of the invoice.
 

Patient Price Table: This rule provides for a patient to pay a set sum, based on a Price table. 
Example: The Insurance policy states that the patient must pay $45.00 for a pair of Glasses
which retails between $120.00 and $145.00.
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Practice Refunds:  This rules stipulates what amount and to whom the practice must refund a
specified amount. This rules sets up an Accounts Payable entry in Filopto.  Example: The
insurance policy states that the practice must pay a refund of $20.00 to the patient .
 

Practice Write Off: This rule stipulates what amount needs to be automatically written off.. 
Example: the insurance policy states that it will pay $80.00 of your $100.00 bill and that the
remaining unpaid $20.00 cannot be transferred to a patient, but must be written off.  The rule will
automatically create the accounting entry to write off the remaining $20.00.  Another example is
when a policy states that the balance not transferred to the patient must be written off, then you
can use the option " the Balance" which will write off any remaining amount.
 

Practice pays a Service Fee: The rule creates an Accounts Payable entry showing the amount
of the service fee to be paid and to whom. This service fee has no effect on a claim or patient

invoice.  Example:  The insurance policy states that for each patient visit using this policy, the
practice must remit a usage fee of $20.00 to the Insurance carrier.  The rule will create an Accounts
Payable to the insurance carrier for $20.00.  This Accounts Payable amount has no effect on the
Claim or the Patient Invoice.
 
Alert Rule:  The Alert Rule is similar to the warning rule used in Filopto.  It will display a custom
message at the times defined to alert a user that the Patient is using this specific insurance policy
and that special actions need to be taken.   Example you have an insurance policy which requires
several factors which cannot be predicted to be considered each time before a fee can be claimed. 
In this instance,  human intervention is required.  The Alert rule can notify the user of the special
nature of this policy and they can manually calculate the fee that should be charged.
 
 
To create a billing rule, the following fields must be completed.  You can only create one rule at a
time.  Select the Rule type and then enter the information related to that rule.  Once you have
defined the rule, close the rule screen to save the rule (click the OK button) .
 
Name of Rule : enter a descriptive name for your rule
 
Rule Author : Automatically completed to identify who created the rule
 
Effective Date:  Date the rule will start to be valid.  Must have a date for it to be used.
 
Rule Status: Active or Non-Active.  Only Active Rules are used by Filopto.  Rules cannot be deleted
only rendered non-active.
 
Discontinued By: The name of the user which discontinued the rule
 
Expiry Date:  Date the rule will be discontinued.
 
Rule Description: A description of what the rule is used for and why it was created.  We
recommend that you provide a description so to know what the rule is supposed to do.
 
Applicable on to Alert Billing Rule:
Show at Invoice Time
Show at Exam Time        The time when the rule is to be triggered (displayed or applied).
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The Rule : The next set of fields are the fields that must be completed to create the rule.  The fields
are specific to the type of rule being created.  Insure that all applicable fields are properly completed
and test with the rule tester that the rule is activated at the appropriate times.
 
 

24.10.1.2.1  Physician Fee Schedule (USA ONLY)

The Filopto Billing Rules can use the CMS Medicare Physician Fee files to bill Medicare Claims
automatically using the Medicare Fee Schedule for your location. 

The USA Medicare fee schedule can be manually entered or uploaded using the ANNUAL
PHYSICIAN FEE SCHEDULE PAYMENT AMOUNT FILE 
(DOWNLOAD VERSION) available from your Medicare provider or from the CMS WEB Site

(http://www.cms.gov).  Uploading the file into Filopto can take several hours.
 

Before using this file make sure you understand how Medicare or other carriers use the ANNUAL
PHYSICIAN FEE SCHEDULE PAYMENT file.

 
To locate the file on the national web site follow these steps:
 

  Warning:
 

The following steps are provided for your information as is, and was correct at the time of the
writing of this help file.  The CMS web site may change or move the location, content or
requirements to download these files. These files contain material copyrighted by the American
Medical Association,  CPT codes and descriptions only are copyright by the American Medical
Association. All Rights Reserved. Applicable FARS/DFARS apply. 

The Fee Schedule are updated on a regular basis, you must update the fee schedule
used by Filopto when appropriate for Filopto to function properly. 

 Updated files are ty    Typically available on April 1, July 1, and October 1 (subject to change).
 
 
 

How to Get the USA Medicare Fee Schedule
 
Go to the website: http://www.cms.gov G or use the get Medicare Fee Schedule here (9) button
to go to the CMS site.

http://www.cms.gov
http://www.cms.gov
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1- Select the Medicare tab

2- Select "Physician Fee Schedule" section on the left-hand side.
 
3- Select "PFS Carrier Specific Files" in the "Resources for Providers" section.
 
4- Select and sort by "Calendar Year" in the "PFS Carrier Specific Files" section.- sort the column
Calendar Year in descending order which will place the current year at the top of the list
 
5- Select the current "CY XXXX(year)" All States File 

6- Download and Save the zip (compressed file to a location on your PC. Unzip (uncompress) the
downloaded file. The downloaded file contains a PDF file with instructions, update schedule for the
file and all of the state local files as well as one file that contains all states.  For Filopto we
recommend that you use the PFALLXX (XX represent the year) file for all states or PFYYXX (YY
represent the state) for a state specific file.  

Important:

The  PFALLXX file is for all states and can be about 100MB in size.  Depending on your server it
can take several hours to load the file. State files are smaller and will load much faster.

 
7- Go to the Billing Rule for Policy Fee Schedule screen and press the Import Medicare Fee
Schedule button.

8- You will be asked to select the file to use for Medicare (folder location of the downloaded file). 
You must point to the folder where the unzip text file is located, select the PFALLXX (XX represent
the year) file (for all states or   PFYYXX  (YY represent the state) for your specific state and press
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the open button.  The upload process can take several minutes depending on the size of the file
being processed.

 

 

Medicare Participating Provider Fee Schedule
 
If the selected provider is a Medicare Participating Provider,  You must place in the Employee Profile
- Insurance section (Employee Manager)  a check mark in the box identifying that he is a
Participating Medicate Provider.  By placing a check mark, it tells Filopto Billing Rule engine to use
the Medicare Participating Provider rate versus the Medicare Non-Participating Provider rate when
using the Medicare schedule entered in the Policy Fee Schedule billing rule option.  In a multi-
provider office the check mark must be entered or not for each provider in each provider employee
profile.
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   IMPORTANT:

For organizations having multiple offices and using different carriers for medicare payment, create
an insurance company for each separate Medicare carrier.  In this way each claim can be
specifically rated using the different Medicare Fee schedule associated with each Medicare
carrier / Individual Insurance company profile.

 

24.10.1.2.2  Billing Rule Examples  (USA ONLY)

 
 
The Filopto Billing Rules can cover a multitude of combinations to cover all the possible payments
related to a policy. First decide how to organize your Inventory (items, categories and groups) to
reflect the different combinations to select from.  Inventory categories and groups can assist you in
grouping the various inventory items into groupings, that can then be used for insurance claim
processing purposes.   The following examples make use of categories, groups, items and types to
illustrate that by combining these options, you can create powerful rules that can cover all your
needs.
 
Inventory item: is the specific item being tracked by the inventory system.  It is a specific item
given a unique inventory item number.
 
Inventory Types: this is the overall grouping saved by Filopto for item types contained in the
inventory.  Items types are Services, Frames, Ophthalmic Lens, Soft contact lens etc...
 
Inventory Category: this is a custom grouping of a selection of inventory items. In these examples
we use the exam category to regroup all services that are covered under the insurance company
heading of procedures covered as an exam type.
 
Inventory Group: This is a second type of grouping for a selection of inventory items.  In these
examples we use the group as a sub grouping of a category.  For example we could have a category
of inventory items called Materials.  This category can be further refined by creating various groups
that contain specific items.  A Group in these examples could include a group for bifocal lens, a
group for single vision lens etc.. which also have a category of Materials.
 
 
 
Here are some Policy Billing Rule examples:
 
1. Rule type: Patient Pays
   Example Rule name: Exam co-pay
   Example Rule: Patient Pays a fixed amount of $15.00 of the wholesale price for the following
Inventory Category: Exam.
 
2. Rule type: Policy Pays
   Example Rule name: Exam payment
   Example Rule: Policy Pays a fixed amount of $ 56.50 for the following Inventory Category: Exam.
 
3. Rule type: Practice write-off
   Example Rule name: New Exam write-off
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   Example Rule: Practice writes-off for the Insurance company a fixed amount of $ 44.80 for the
following Inventory Item: Exam-Comprehensive, New
 
4. Rule type: Practice write-off
   Example Rule name: Established Exam write-off
   Example Rule: Practice writes-off for the Insurance company a fixed amount of $ 24.80 for the
following Inventory Item: Exam-Comprehensive, Estab. Patient.
 
5. Rule type: Practice write-off
   Example Rule name: Exam write-off
   Example Rule: Practice writes-off for the Insurance Company the Balance for the following
Category: Exam.
 
6. Rule type: Patient Pays
   Example Rule name: Frame up to $115
   Example Rule: Patient Pays 55% of the retail price up to $ 115.00 for the following Inventory Type:
Frames.
 
7. Rule type: Patient Pays
   Example Rule name: Frame over $115
   Example Rule: Patient Pays a fixed amount of $ 70.00 plus 80% of the retail price over $ 115.00
for the following Inventory Type: Frames.
 
8. Rule type: Policy Pays
   Example Rule name: Frame payment
   Example Rule: Policy Pays a fixed amount of $ 86.14 for the following Inventory Type: Frames.
 
9. Rule type: Policy Pays
   Example Rule name: Single Vision
   Example Rule: Policy Pays a fixed amount of $ 36.48 for the following Inventory Group: Single
Vision.
 
10. Rule type: Practice write-off
   Example Rule name: SV write-off
   Example Rule: Practice writes-off for the Insurance company the Balance for the following Inventory
Group: Single Vision.
 
11. Rule type: Patient Pays
    Example Rule name: Progressives
    Example Rule: Patient Pays a fixed amount of $ 94.00 of the wholesale price for the following
Inventory Group: Progressives.
 
12. Rule type: Policy Pays
    Example Rule name: Progressive payment
    Example Rule: Policy Pays a fixed amount of $ 70.45 for the following Inventory Group:
Progressives.
 
13. Rule type: Patient Pays
    Example Rule name: Materials Co-pay
    Example Rule: Patient Pays a fixed amount of $ 15.00 of wholesale price for the following
Category: Materials.
 
14. Rule type: Policy pays a flat fee for an Invoice
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    Example Rule name: Flat $ 225.00
    Example Rule: The Insurance Policy Pays 0% of the amount of the Invoice, up to a maximum
amount of $ 225.00
 
15. Rule type: Policy Pays for a group of Items
    Example Rule name: 80% to $ 160
    Example Rule: The Insurance Policy Pays 80%  up to a maximum amount of $ 160.00 for the
following group of Inventory Types:
    Hard Contact Lens
    Soft Contact Lens
    Frames
    Ophthalmic Lens
    Service
 
16. Rule type: Patient Pays
    Example Rule name: 15% CL Service disc
    Example Rule: Patient Pays a 85% of the retail price for the following Category: Contact Lens
Services.
 
17. Rule type: Practice write-off
    Example Rule name: 15% CL Service disc write-off
    Example Rule: Practice writes-off for the Insurance Company 15% of the retail price for the
following Category: Contact Lens Services.
 
18. Rule type: Alert Rule
    Example Rule name: Contacts
    Example Rule: $ 105 towards Contacts and Contact Lens Services (15% disc)
    - Show at Invoice time
    - Show at Exam time
    Message for the following Inventory Type: Soft Contact Lens
 
 
 
 

24.10.1.3 How Rules are Applied  (USA ONLY)

 
Order in which Insurance Business rules are applied:
 
1) Item Specific
2) Item Inventory Category
3) Item Inventory Group
4) Item Type
5) Default Inventory Price
 
 
Filopto applies the first insurance business rule it encounters for the given item in the order listed
above.  If no rules applies then the default price listed for the item in the inventory will be used.
 
 
 Item Specific : If a specific rule has been created for the item this is the rule that will be used.
Filopto will not continue searching for an applicable rule.
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 Item Inventory Category: If the item is a member of the specified Inventory Category then the rule
for the category will apply.  Filopto will not continue searching for an applicable rule.
 
 Item Inventory Group:  If the item is a member of the specified Inventory Group then the rule for
the group will apply.  Filopto will not continue searching for an applicable rule.
 
 Item Type:  If the item is a member of the specified Inventory Type then the rule for the Inventory
Type will apply. Filopto will not continue searching for an applicable rule.
 
   

24.10.2 Rule Tester (USA ONLY)

Rule Tester:
 

It is important to verify the validity of the rules created. By running the Rule Tester for the
various services or inventory items you    sell, the rule tester will provide a list of each rule
applied or if a conflict exist between rules created,  Filopto will report in the tester that the
selected rule is in conflict.  It is extremely important that you test the rules you create for
accuracy. If you instruct Filopto via a rule to do the wrong action,  it will execute this incorrect
rule and cause your claim to be inaccurate.

 
 

How to test a Rule

Select the item/service (2) you which to test the rules against.  If a rule is date specific make certain
the date falls within the parameters you are testing. Place a quantity of 1 to test for 1 item.  Select the
office (rules can be office specific) and then press the Test Rules button(3) 

In the above example, we are testing against the following rules.  Note that in this example 2 rules are
applicable for the item selected.
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When executing the Test Rules (3) button the following results are calculated and displayed.

Eligibility Rules:
 

Annual Fee:
 

The follow ing eligibility rule w ill be displayed at:

     - Appointment Time

     - Invoice Time

 

The Patient has an applicable annual fee of $ 10.50.

 

 

Billing Rules:
 Item's Type: FRAME

 Item's Description: L5106 (3420)

 Item's Procedure Code : 

 Item's Procedure Code Modif ier No.1: 

 Item's Procedure Code Modif ier No.2: 

 Item's Procedure Code Modif ier No.3: 

 Item's Category: Ricardo

 Item's Group: 

 Retail Price: $ 135.00

 Wholesale Price: $ 65.00

 

 Policy Pays: $ 55.00. 

 

 

-Patient co-pay notes:

 

 Patient Co-Pays the Balance Amount: $ 80.00
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 Balance Amount: $0.00

 

Rule Conflicts:
 
When rules conflict with one another the Rule Tester will display in it's report information that can be
used to correct the error(s).  In the example below the rule tester identifies by name the rule number
67 (Name of rule: Exam) and rule number 139 (Name of rule: error policy) are in conflict.  If the
conflict is not resolved the Filopto engine will not be able to determine which rule to apply and will
arbitrarily apply one of the rules in conflict which may result in an incorrect claims being sent to the
insurance company.

 

Eligibility Rules:
 

Annual Fee:
 

The follow ing eligibility rule w ill be displayed at:

     - Appointment Time

     - Invoice Time

 

The Patient has an applicable annual fee of $ 10.50.

 

 

Billing Rules:
 Item's Type: SERVICE

 Item's Description: Comprehensive Eye Examination - New  Patient

 Item's Procedure Code : 92004

 Item's Procedure Code Modif ier No.1: 

 Item's Procedure Code Modif ier No.2: 

 Item's Procedure Code Modif ier No.3: 

 Item's Category: Exam

 Item's Group: 

 Retail Price: $ 130.00

 Wholesale Price: $ 0.00

 

There are more than one rule for Policy Pays for the selected inventory item
type. This causes a conflict.  We cannot determine which rule will be applied.
 List of conflicting rules:

  - 67, Exam

  - 139, error policy

 

-Patient co-pay notes:

 

 Patient Co-Pays the Balance Amount: $ 130.00

 

 Balance Amount: $0.00
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24.11 Insurance Claim History

 
The Patient Claim History Screen displays all claims grouped by Insurance company for the patient.
The user can search,sort and review the claims for a given insurance provider.
 

The View button opens the selected claim.

The real time aging of claims shows the user the amount owed by the insurance company.

24.12 List of Insurance Policies

 
The List of Insurance Policies tab located in the Patient File is a listing of all policies ever assigned
to the patient (see Patient File for more Information) .  This screen also permits users to review what
policy was in effect at a given time.  It also permits users to create ahead of time policies that will
become effective at a given date.
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24.13 Claims Reject Codes

Insurance Reject Codes and Explanation
 
This list permits you to enter the different insurance reject codes provided by the insurance carriers
along with a short description of their meaning.  When entering insurance payments, a user can
enter the reject codes associated with payments.  The reject codes entered at payment time are
matched with this list and displays the meaning of the code.
 
The reject codes are also displayed with the insurance claim record for the given insurance
company. Analysis reports can be used to track and analyse the number and type of errors affecting
your claims.  You can use these tools to improve your claim error rate and increase the speed of
your insurance payments.
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24.13.1 Reject Code History

 
This tab displays all claims which received reject codes from the Insurance company.  You can track
the types of reject codes being received and take corrective action to minimize claims that are being
rejected.  The reject code and their explanation is entered in the System Setting section for
Insurance.
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24.14 Insurance AR Manager

 

The Insurance AR Manager screen provides an on the screen aging of the claims
due by a given insurance company.  Only claims having an active status are shown.  

Important:

An Active status means that the claim has been created and submitted and does not have a
balance due of $0.00 (Submitted, Rejected, Resubmitted,  Payment Received, Receivable
or Held are the status that the Insurance AR recognizes as valid for the AR reports).

 
The user can print detail AR reports by selecting the Reports button and adjusting the view being
displayed to show the AR they wish to print.  The AR automated print report will print the user
selected AR based on the search criteria displayed in the Insurance AR Manager.  Users can further
create their own AR reports by examining in the AR report the many reports variables available when
an AR report is generated.
 
Company Name & Apply Search Criteria button permits users to locate the insurance company
in the list displayed in the grid.
 
 
 A user may also print the grid list by selecting the Print List button.

 
 

 
Receive Insurance Payments
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The Enter Payment  button permits the entry of multiple payments from Insurance companies. (see
Receive Insurance Payments )
 
Closing Insurance Claims:
 
If an invoice's insurance balance due is reduced to zero, all associated claims are marked as closed.
 If in the insurance A/R,  another claim is to be prepared for another insurance company, then the
current claim is marked as closed.
 
The claims that are marked as closed are not used in the insurance A/R reports.
               
Printing Reports:
 
Several AR reports are available for printing.  Each provide different views of the AR information and
the automated report versions are based on the search criteria selected in the AR grid.  A manual
AR report is also available which permits users to select the report type they require.  This report
supports the following views:
 
1 - All Insurance claims
2 - By User defined Insurance groups
3 - By Doctor
4 - By Office
5 - By Department
6 - By Group and Doctor
7 - By Group and Office
8 - By Group and Department
9 - By Group, Office and Doctor
10 - By Group , Department and Doctor
11 - By Office and Doctor
12 - By Department and Doctor

24.14.1 Custom Insurance AR Reports

 
The Insurance AR reporting function is very flexible.  Users can create their own reports by copying
the Insurance AR report created in Filopto and making the adjustments they require.
 
To customize your own Insurance AR report following are the elements of the report you require:
 
The AR report is created using a store procedure called Ins_AR_Stub.  This stored procedure has
several parameters which a user can define or change to provide a different AR report.  For example
to run a AR report which contains all insurance companies as of today, a user would create an SQL
Query as follows:
 
Select *
From Ins_AR_Stub ('today',1,0,0,0,0)
 
As you can see, six parameters are required for the query to execute they are in order:
 
 
  P_DATE - DATE,                            The End Date for the AR report
  AR_TYPE - INTEGER,                Select the AR type from one of the numbers below (enter the      
                                 number only)
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  PINS_GROUP_NO -  INTEGER,          Group Number, the User defined Insurance Group ID number
  OFFICE__ID - INTEGER,            Office ID number, the office ID number
  DOCNO - INTEGER,                          Provider Employee ID, The provider employee ID number
  DEP_ID - INTEGER                        Department ID, The department ID number
 
AR_Type can be:
 
1) All
2) By Group
3) By Doctor
4) By Office
5) By Department
6) BY Group and Doctor
7) By Group and Office
8) By Group and Department
9) By Group, Office and Doctor
10) By Group, Department and Doctor
11) By Office and Doctor
12) By Department and Doctor

24.15 Insurance Claim Manager

The Insurance Claim Manager displays all claims entered in the system.  Users can locate and view a
specific claim for a specific patient or insurance company.  The Search Criteria section provides
multiple filtering capabilities in addition to the filter capabilities of the display grid.

The Claim Info button display key information related to the selected claim and the Open Claim button
displays the selected claim.
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24.16 Receive Insurance Payment

Insurance Mufti-Payment Screen
 
The Enter Payments for the selected Insurance Company button permits users to enter and
record multiple payments for a given insurance company. This function is available from the back
Office - Accounting & Insurance tab and from inside the Insurance Accounts Receivable screen.

 

Note:  This button can be hidden from users based on their security profile.  To display the
button, insure that the user profile is authorized to view this button.

 
When an insurance company is selected and the button is clicked, the following screen will be
displayed.
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Top Section (1): Displays the selected insurance company and cheque payment information. 
Enter the Payment Date, Payment Method,  Cheque Number and Amount of the Cheque
(Payment Amount).
 

 
  
 
  IMPORTANT:
 

You will not be allowed to exit (Apply Payment/Adjustments and Exit (2) button) the
Insurance Payment Entry screen until the Payment Amount of the Check field (1) entered
for the Insurance company payment and all the claim payments entered are equal (you
must balance the transaction).  The total of all the payments entered must equal the total
Payment Amount displayed at the bottom of the Outstanding Insurance Claims section
(2).  
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Enter Insurance Payments 
 
 
1) Enter the Payment Method, Cheque Number and Amount of the Cheque. If using a vPay or
vCard you can enter the VPay or VCard number in the check number field 
 
2) Find and Select the claim to be paid and enter the amount of the payment in the Amount Paid
by Insurance Company field(1). The Payment and Adjustment screen will be displayed listing
the items sent to the insurance company for payment. If you receive a line item detail payment list
from the insurance company you can allocate the payment made to each item. If you only get a
bulk payment then you can distribute it as you wish against the items listed (2).
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You can use the Find tool for the grid to quickly locate a patient claim record

1) The Search for Invoices Without Claims (1) button allows users to open the Invoice Manager
with the preset settings to display all invoices with no claims created providing users with the
ability to quickly locate the invoice of a patient whose claim in Filopto has not been set to
submitted and thus not available in the Outstanding Insurance Claims grid.

2) The Add Newly Created Claims (marked as Submitted) (2) button will load into the payment
screen any newly created claim or claim whose status has been changed to submitted,  to the list
of claims in the Outstanding Insurance Claims grid.

Once a patient claim record is located select the Amount Paid by Insurance Company field to
record the payment.
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You have two options to record the selected claim payment:   

1) Single Payment amount that will be applied for the whole claim 

IMPORTANT: The Single Payment will proportionately distribute the total payment to each claim
line item.  Once the payment is distributed, users can make adjustment per line item claim, but it
is the users responsibility to make certain that any adjustment to the distributed amounts are
equal to the total payment amount entered.  

2) Individual claim line item entry, which permits detail tracking of payments as provided by the
insurance payor.

Claim Single Payment Method
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The single payment method permits you to record one payment for all claims line items
associated with the selected claim.  Users can also automatically write-off any remaining amount
of a claim by placing a check mark in the Write-off the claim balance field.  Users can also
transfer the balance to a secondary or third payor by placing a check mark in the Transfer the
balance to the next insurance filed

Claim Line Item Payment Method

By selecting and entering the payment in the Payment Amount field (2) and then selecting the
Write-off/Adjustment Total field (3) to enter adjustments using the Add an Adjustment (4)
button.  The adjustment button allows a user to enter and write-off any amount associated with the
detail claim line item. Note that a Write-off is a negative  adjustment which must be entered in the
Adjustment Amount field.
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Write Offs / Adjustments / Transfer Amount to Patient (4)

A write off is a a cancellation of an amount from an account such as a bad debt or worthless
asset.  In the USA  insurance companies some times do not cover the full amount of the
submitted claim.  You are then required per the terms of your agreement with the insurance
company to write off the amount remaining after their payment.  Filopto provides for this procedure
by allowing you to write off any remaining amount (user can specify the amount) in the Insurance
payment screen.

If you require to do some write off or Adjustments you can enter the amount of the write off in the
appropriate Payment and Adjustment screen field (3) for the line item.   To add an adjustment or
write off select the Add an Adjustment button.

 
IMPORTANT 

To reduce a claim you must enter a negative number.  If you wish to increase the claim amount
enter a positive number.
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The Entry screen is displayed.  Complete the required fields to record your Adjustment, Write off
or transfer amount to the patient option.  Note that if you choose a Write Off the amount you enter
will be automatically changed to a negative number (reducing the claim). 

Once an adjustment is recorded against a claim it can be edited or removed by directly editing the
displaced record in the grid.
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Transfer to another  Insurance Company

 You can also transfer from the Payment and Adjustment screen the remaining or portion thereof
of the unpaid claim amount to another insurance company, if the patient has additional insurance
companies on record. If no additional active Insurance companies exist on the patient file
this option is not displayed. 

The user can enter a value or choose the Apply Balance (1) button to transfer the amount
remaining to be paid for the claim.

 
If any amount was entered in the " Amount to Transfer to Other Insurance" field, the system
will automatically generate and prepare the Next Claim for the next insurance company taking into
account the payment made up to date.
 

IMPORTANT: 

Note that the system can only generate the next claim if the patient has an additional
and effective (active) insurance policy identified in the patient file.

 
 

Reject Codes 

You may also record any reject code provided by the insurance company. 
 
 
 
 

24.17 Accounts Payable
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The Accounts Payable screen displays the accounts payable created
automatically due to an Insurance claim business rule.  In certain situations, an Insurance policy
may require the practice to send to the insurance company a payment for having provided a service
to one of their members.  This payment can be automatically created and entered as a payment via
the insurance billing rules for the policy.  When a payable is created, it is displayed in this screen.
 
 

 
Payable's have two status:  1) Open and 2) Closed (paid)
 
Purchase orders which are also a form of payable's are displayed in the Purchase Order screen.

24.18 Claim Manager

 
 

The Claim Manager permits user to manage the outstanding claims.  It
summarizes in one location all of the information on a claim. Users can search for a claim or group of
claims based on different search criteria and use the grid to further sort and analyze the claims
submitted.
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The Claim Manager allows a user to quickly locate a claim and view it's current status.  The Claim
Record (Open Claim)  is provided in a pop up windows for easy review of the items which may affect
the resolution of the claim.
 
The Claim Info drop down allows user to view a summary of the claim and track its progress for
payment

 
 

24.18.1 View & Editing a Claim

 
The Claim Manager permits users to edit an existing claim.
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Select the claim you wish to work with and then press the View Claim button located in the Claim
Summary tab.  This action will open the claim permitting the user to make any modification required.
 

 
Claims can have several status for tracking purposes.  The Status field located at the top of the
Claim screen permits users to manually change the status of claim for tracking purposes.  Filopto
also automatically changes the status of claim based on the process stage of the claim.
 
CMS-1500 Date Calculator

 
The Date Calculator can assist user in entering the claim information which required specific dated
to be entered.  Enter either a + or - value or a starting date for the calculator to compute the
corresponding date.
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Claim Resubmission
 
To resubmit rejected claims, from the claims manager select the appropriate claim, click on the
View Edit button to open the claim.  You can then proceed to make the changes required and then
change the status to corrected.  When you are ready to submit claims ensure that you also view and
select the claims with the Corrected status so that they are also submitted.
 

24.19 Send Claims to Insurance Companies

 

The Send Claims to Insurance Companies screen permits users to batch process their claims

filling. The screen permits users to select which claims they wish to process and either print them or
send them electronically (e-claims).
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The electronic transfer of claims (e-claims) requires the proper Claim connector to function properly. 
In the USA the default claim connector is for the standard paper format which can be sent
electronically to any processor accepting the paper format. Canadian clients will use the Canadian
Claim connector suitable for their province. The Claim Connector will appear in the drop down button
called Process Selected Claims.  If you do not see the Claim Connector you require Please call
your Filopto Sales Representative for more information

Claim / Invoice / Insurance Detail

To view the detail of a claim, invoice or insurance company select the appropriate view button in the
claim grid.

To send your claims. 
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Identify the claims to process by placing a check mark beside each claim to prepare. Select the
Claim Form for Printing from the drop down list. Then select the Print/Submit Selected Claims
button to process the claims.

 
The drop-down field Claims to View allows users to display the processed claims or those not yet
processed.
 
Note: The field containing the date on which the Claim form was printed or submitted electronically
will show a default date of 30/12/1889.  This is the default start date of your computer.  If no date
exists in the field (not yet printed or submitted), the computer displays this date instead of a blank
date.  Once you have printed or sent the claim electronically, the date on which it was printed or sent
will replace this default computer date.
 
To print, reprint, transfer or re-transfer claims electronically, you can either use the Select All button
or manually enter a check mark in the Print Claim field to print or transfer the selected claims.
Once a check mark is present, selecting the Process Selected Claims button will print or transfer
the claims.
 
To edit a claim listed in this screen, you can double click claim number which will open the claim
editing screen for the selected item.
 
Claim Resubmission
 
To resubmit rejected claims, from the claims manager select the appropriate claim, click on the
View Edit button to open the claim.  You can then proceed to make the changes required and then
change the status to corrected.  When you are ready to submit claims ensure that you also view and
select the claims with the Corrected status so that they are also submitted.

IMPORTANT: 
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Depending on the Canadian Claim connector you are using, each connector may have their own
rules on how to re-submit claims.  Review the information provided by your claim authority for the
proper way to re-submit claims.

 

24.19.1 Claim Submission (Canada Only)

 
When creating a Canadian Claim, the claim file created are stored in the claim directory defined in the
system settings.  When multiple offices exits, and claims are sent on a per office basis, then the
claims are stored in the sub-folder having the corresponding office id for the selected office name.  Also
note that you can only send claims once a day since the claim file number is the date of the filling.

Verify with your provincial authority on how often you can send claims.  Some jurisdiction now permit
claims to be sent continually via the Internet based connector.

24.20 Statements Manager

 

The Patient Statement screen allows user to define the selection criteria for
producing patient statements.
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By entering the various user defined search criteria, a user can customize the printing of the
statements.  The first screen defines the time period to use for producing the statements.  Only one
period option can be selected at a time.
 

The next selection criteria is for whom will the statements be produced.  Users can select from a
variety of options.

Send Statement by e-mail button allows for sending the patient statement in a PDF format in an e-
mail. To be able to use this feature you require the optional e-mail Manager module.
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What information do you want displayed on the statements and the sorting of the statements. 
Sorting is only available if more than one patient or insurance company is selected.
 
IMPORTANT:  The "Show Invoice item detail on statement" option and the show "Show Payment
History" option are only available for Patient invoices.
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The exclusion screen permits users to define what needs to be excluded from the statement list. 
Note that "Balance Less Than" and "Credit Balances" apply to the total number of invoices for the
patient or insurance company.  Therefore, if the sum of all of the outstanding invoices do not meet
the criteria,  all invoices will be shown for that patient or insurance company.  In other words, if a
patient, for example,  has three invoices with one having an outstanding credit, all three invoices will
be shown for the patient since not all three invoices are equal to a credit balance.  This is also true
for the "Balance less than" option.
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Apply Finance Charge (interest, late payment fees) by placing a check mark in the field.  The
interest charge will be calculated based on the interest rate placed in the office system settings
screen.  It will take the interest rate, divide it by 365 days and then apply the rate for the number of
days since the last finance charge calculated or if no preceding finance charge exit it will calculate it
from the invoice date.  The finance charges will be calculated for any invoice overdue by the number
of days entered in the office finance settings screen.  The Statement Manager will create one
Financing Charge Invoice  for every invoice that is over the allowed number of days for payment.
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The last screen summarizes the choices made by the user and permits the user to use the
statement template (1) created in the Forms Manager of his/her choice.  In the example above we
have two forms that the user can select from; a Statement form and a Statement Labels form.  Users
can modify or create their own forms using the Forms Manager.
 
The Print List button print a summary list of the statements being produced.
 
By using the Print Statements button the user can generate labels by selecting a label form instead
of the statement form.  The statement form can be modified using the Forms Manager.
 
The Send Bill Reminder to Talksoft button configures the selected statement list for use by the
Talksoft Bill reminder service.
 

24.20.1 Customize Statement Form

Users can create their own statement forms or customize the existing statement form to their needs 
( See Report and Form Manager  Help for more details). Filopto comes with a dynamic statement
form  and a static statement form.  Both display the information using different formats.
 
The Static form, displayed below, can be modified by first copying and renaming the form using the
Form Manager (View System Forms button) located in the Office Manager tab and then making the
modifications required.  The form is located in the Accounting/Patient Statement form category.  Once
the changes are saved, use the modified version of the form for generating your statements.
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For example, the Overdue Message displayed at the bottom of the statement form changes depending
on how overdue an account is.
 

 
The standard messages can be modified and saved by the user by editing the form and going to the
Code tab and entering in single quotes the messages you want the form to use.
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24.21 Credit Memos

Whe n to  Use  a  Cre d it Me mo
 
Enter a Credit Memo/Refund to record a return when a customer returns items for which you have
already recorded an invoice or sales receipt.
 
From time to time, you will create an invoice, and a patient will return requesting a credit for defective
materials or for other reasons.  (Also see Refund Item and Adjustment Items)
 
To create a Credit Memo, select the Credit Memos option in the Accounting Module, this will
display the credit memo list. This list displays all credit memos for patients (Patient Credit Memo
tab) and for insurance companies ( Insurance Credit Memo tab).
 
The Search Criteria in the left section of the screen permits users to select the credit memos they
wish to view.
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Ne w Pa tie nt Cre d it Me mo  b utto n : creates a new credit memo for a patient.
 
Ne w Insura nce  Co mp a ny Cre d it Me mo  b utto n: creates a new credit memo for Insurance
company.
 
Op e n Cre d it Me mo  b utto n: opens the selected credit memo highlighted in the grid. You can
also open by double-clicking on the desired credit memo.
 
 

Important 
Review the Security settings associated with Credit Memos (see System Security).  If you are not
authorized for the credit memo feature, you may not be able to create Credit Memos.

 
 
 
Cre d it Me mo
 
The Credit Memo screen displays the credit memo information.
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Pa tie nt No :  (patient credit memo) The Patient can be selected by clicking on the button located
at the end of the Patient No field.
 
Na me : (Insurance credit memo) The Insurance Name can be selected by clicking on the button
located at the end of the name field.
 
Ad d re ss, City , Pro v ince /Sta te ,Po sta l Co d e , Co untry : Automatically filled in by the selected
patient or insurance record.
 
Cre d it Me mo  No . Automatically filled in by Filopto
 
Da te  Cre a te d : The date for the credit memo
 
Cre d it Amo unt: The amount to be credited
 
Ba la nce  Owing :  Partial use of credit memos can be applied to an invoice,  the balance owing is
the balance not used up.

T ra nsfe r Ba la nce  to  Ano the r Pa tie nt: Transfer a Credit Memo balance to another patient
(example a family members)
 
No te s T a b : The notes explaining why the credit Memo was issued.
 
Invo ice s Cre d ite d  T a b :  This tab displays the invoices where the credit memo was applied. 
Credit Memos can be applied to more than one invoice until the balance owing reaches $0.00.
 

Note: Credit memos that have been created cannot be deleted.  To deactivate a credit memo
place the Credit Amount to a value of $0.00.  No limit exists on the number of Credit Memos you
can create.
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The following sections of the Credit memo screen contain a navigation bar and search features to
locate and sort Credit memos.
 

  
Apply Credit Memo
 
When making a Payment on an Invoice a Credit memo screen may pop up if there are any available
credit for the patient.  The following screen will pop up for you to apply or not any available Credit
Memo. If no Credit Memo is available the screen is not presented to the user.
 

 
Once you selected any available credits you can proceed to enter the payment information.  

24.21.1 Create a Credit Memo

 
 

Create a Credit Memo
 
Selecting the New Credit Memo (patient or Insurance) button will display the Credit memo item
screen into which you can record your information.
 
The steps to create a Credit Memo are as follows:
 
1)   Select a patient or insurance company by choosing the select button beside the Patient No
field or the Name field.
2)   Enter the amount to be credited in the Credit Amount field
3)   Enter your Notes to identify the reason for the Credit Memo
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The system will automatically assign a Credit Memo No. to the item and will display today's
date. If you wish to change the date, select the drop-down button to change the date or manually
enter the desired date in the field. The Invoice(s) credited tab will display the invoice(s) this
credit has been applied to.
 
Selecting the close button will save your entry.
 

Important 
Review the Security settings associated with Credit Memos (see System Security).  If you are
not authorized for the credit memo feature, you may not be able to create Credit Memos.

 

Note: 
Credit memos that have been created cannot be deleted.  To deactivate a credit memo place
the Credit Amount to a value of $0.00.  No limit exists on the number of Credit Memos you can
create.

 

See How to section for more information on creating Credit Memos.

 

24.22 QuickBooks Connector

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
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QuickBooks and Filopto
 
Intuit is the leading provider of accounting solutions.  Their leadership position has been
maintained for over 20 years and Accra Med Software is proud to link its software with this
industry leader.

Both Accra Med Software and Intuit want to provide innovative and effective solutions to its clients.
 Linking the two programs permits our users to benefit from the strength and features offered by
Intuit's world class accounting software while enjoying the power, flexibility and ease of
management offered by Filopto.

The Filopto QuickBooks Connector provides connectivity to the QuickBooks Pro for Desktop and
to the QuickBooks Online service. Depending on the QuickBooks version you will use (as
determined by your Filopto Quickbook License), the connector configuration and user instruction
differs. Review the appropriate guide for your connector version.

24.22.1 QuickBooks Pro Desktop Connector

QuickBooks Pro Desktop Connector

The Filopto QuickBooks Pro Connector can link Filopto to QuickBooks Pro in two ways:
 
1) Directly, if the Filopto Program and QuickBooks Pro (data and Program) are located on the same
machine, 
 
or
 
2) By installing the Intuit Remote Connector for QuickBooks on the PC where your QuickBooks is
installed, in situations such as:

a)  the PC (workstation), where QuickBooks Pro is installed, is not the same PC (workstation)
as where Filopto is currently running (i.e. two different computers) 
  b)  you are using Filopto Online and you are using QuickBooks Pro Desktop, which is NOT
online (QuickBooks is installed on your local PC) 

c)  you are accessing Filopto via a Remote Desktop environment (example: Remote Office or
from Home) and your QuickBooks is on your local PC
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Minimum Requirements:
 
1. The installation of the Filopto's QuickBooks Connector and version 10 or later of Filopto.
2. For connection to a remote QuickBooks program (not located on the Filopto Workstation), 

the "Remote Connector for QuickBooks" program must be installed on the QuickBooks
workstation.

3. Minimum of Intuit QuickBooks Pro USA version 2010 or Canadian version 2010
4. QuickBooks must be run in the multi-user mode.
 
 
How it works:
 
When the Filopto QuickBooks Pro Connector is activated, the authorized user must configure the
link between Filopto and the QuickBooks database.  Several key pieces of information are required
to be entered in the Connection setup screen of the Filopto Quickbook Pro Connector program. 
Once entered, a link is established between Filopto and QuickBooks that permits the transfer of
data between both programs.
 
To activate a transfer, the user identifies the type of transactions to be sent and presses on the
Transfer selected data to QuickBooks button.  This task activates the links and transfers only
the transactions not previously sent.  A log of all the transactions sent are kept in the transfer log
screen for reference purposes.
 
 

  (Read and implement this complete help section before doing your first transfer
to QuickBooks)

24.22.1.1 Transfer Tab

The Transfer Screen permits users to identify the types of transaction they wish to synchronize
with QuickBooks.  By placing a check mark beside the items to be transferred, it identifies to
Filopto the transactions to be send to QuickBooks. Filopto transfers only the transactions not
previously sent
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Important: 
Some financial information requires the installation of optional Filopto modules for the data
transfer to be available.

 

 
The date shown beside the transaction type is the date of the last data transfer for that type of
transaction.

 
To start the transfer, a user places a check mark beside the item to transfer and then clicks on
the Transfer selected data to QuickBooks button.  Using the Connector's setup information that
the user previously entered, a connection is made to QuickBooks and the transfer of data will
begin.  Depending on the number of transactions to be sent, the speed of your connection, and
the speed of the QuickBooks server, the data transfer may take several minutes.
 
Once a transaction has been properly sent and received by QuickBooks, it is marked as
successfully completed not permitting it to be re-sent again.
 
Once the transfer is completed a log will be created in the Connector's Transfer Log tab,
containing all successful transactions sent.  A user can view the individual logs by double clicking
on the log entry.
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IMPORTANT: All transfers will be dated in the transaction log with the date of the actual date
transferred from Filopto to QuickBooks; however the transactions sent will be up to the date
prior to the day of the transfer.
 
(Example: a transfer today is done today; all transactions up to yesterday are transferred, but
no transactions with today's date will be transferred.)  The items transferred will be entered into
QuickBooks using the actual date of the transaction recorded in Filopto. (Example: the
transactions are transferred once a week - the transaction will be dated using the actual date it
was created in Filopto and not the date of the transfer to QuickBooks.)
 
Purchase Orders: are transferred once their status is set to closed.  This means the product
has been received and the Purchase Order is recorded as a Bill for the Vendor in QuickBooks.
 

 
 
Employee Time Sheets: Before you can transfer employee time record information,
QuickBooks requires that you create a payroll record to associate the employee time records
in QuickBooks.
 

 

It Takes Time... QuickBooks is not designed to transfer information quickly.  Therefore,
transferring data will take some time.  Small data transfers typically only takes a few minutes.
 However, large amount of data such as transferring 1,200 insurance companies with
associated information and claims will take several hours.  During the data transfer your PC
will be locked up.  Therefore some planning as to when to transfer data is in order.
 

24.22.1.2 Transfer Log

The Transfer Log screen shows a record of all transfers made between Filopto and QuickBooks.  It
contains the transfer Log Number attached to all the transactions, the date and time of the
transfer, as well as the transfer type and any notes a user may have recorded.  By choosing the
View Log (1) button the log will be displayed, showing the transaction journal for further inspection.
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Users can use the grid grouping feature to sort the Log for easy analysis

 
 
 

 
IMPORTANT: All transfers will be dated in the transaction log with the date of the actual date
transferred from Filopto to QuickBooks; however the transactions sent will be up to the date
prior to the day of the transfer.
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(Example: a transfer today is done today; all transactions up to yesterday are transferred, but
no transactions with today's date will be transferred.)  The items transferred will be entered into
QuickBooks using the actual date of the transaction recorded in Filopto. (Example: the
transactions are transferred once a week - the transaction will be dated using the actual date it
was created in Filopto and not the date of the transfer to QuickBooks.)
 

24.22.1.3 Connection Setup

 
The Connection Setup screen permits an authorized user to create the connection link between
Filopto and QuickBooks.
 

 

IMPORTANT:
 
The QuickBooks application on the PC where the QuickBooks data file is located must be
started for the connection link to take place.  If it is not started Filopto connector will try to
start the QuickBooks program.
 

 

 1) If QuickBooks Is Installed on the same PC as Filopto

 
The user completes the Connection Setup Screen 

1) Select from the Connect to a QuickBooks Desktop (1) drop down field the Install on this
Computer option.
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2) Select the location of the QuickBooks Data File (2). QuickBooks File:   (REQUIRED FIELD)
Enter the exact path and file name of the QuickBooks data file on the QuickBooks server
(Example: C:\Program Files\QuickBooks\Data\Myfile.qbw)  This is the file into which the
transactions will be sent.

3) Start QuickBooks and test the connection from Filopto using the Test Connection (3) button.

4) Once the correct information is entered and tested save the configuration by selecting the Save
Settings (4) button.
 

Important:
 
The QuickBooks path must be the same as the path used by QuickBooks to open the file. 
When QuickBooks is open, the path name for the open file must be the same in the Filopto
connector or it will not connect.
 
Before testing the connection or making a connection, QuickBooks must be open with the
appropriate file.

Note:
 
It can take from a few seconds to a minute before an initial connection response is received. 
The speed of the connection is determined by the speed of the QuickBooks server,
QuickBooks application and size of the data file.
 
The QuickBooks program with the file you want to connect to must be started for the
connection to occur.
 
 

 
 
 

2) If QuickBooks program/data is not installed on the Filopto
PC:
 
If the QuickBooks program/data is not located on the same PC as Filopto you need to install the
Intuit Remote Connection to QuickBooks program on the PC that has QuickBooks.  

Examples of situations were you need to use the Intuit Remote Connector for QuickBooks.

a)  the PC (workstation), where QuickBooks Pro is installed, is not the same PC (workstation)
as where Filopto is currently running (i.e. two different computers) 
  b)  you are using Filopto Online and you are using QuickBooks Pro Desktop, which is NOT
online (QuickBooks is installed on your local PC) 

c)  you are accessing Filopto via a Remote Desktop environment (example: Remote Office or
from Home) and your QuickBooks is on your local PC
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The user completes the Connection Setup Screen 

Step 1) Select from the Connect to a QuickBooks Desktop (1) drop down field the on this
Computer or another computer via the Intuit Remote Connector for QuickBooks option.

Step 2) Install the Intuit Remote Connector for QuickBooks on the PC using the install button
(2) or manually copy and run the setup.exe file to the proper PC from the C:\Program files(x86)
Filopto10\Remote Connector for QuickBooks Desktop folder. Follow the Intuit Remote
Connector for QuickBooks instructions of the install wizard. You will need to register the Intuit
Remote Connector for QuickBooks with Intuit during the installation process.  You will be required
to enter some information for the installation Wizard to be able to create the required keys used
during the data transmissions.  

IMPORTANT: 

Some of the information you will enter into the Intuit Remote Connector for
QuickBooks setup program will be required in step 3 below,  please record the
information for later use.
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.

· Install Remote Connector on the machine where QuickBooks is installed.

· Open the Company File you want to connect to in QuickBooks using an administrator account
in single-user mode.

· Open Remote Connector from the system tray and add a user on the Users tab. Enter a User
and Password and select the level of access in the Data Access menu. By default QuickBooks
connects to the currently open company file. If you want to access QuickBooks when
QuickBooks is not running, specify a path to the company file you want to access. 

Note: The Remote Connector does not use the User and Password properties to access
QuickBooks; the User and Password properties authenticate the user to Remote Connector.
Authentication to QuickBooks is handled based on the Username and Password entered in the
Filopto Connector in Step 3 below:

· When you first connect, a dialog will appear in QuickBooks prompting you to authorize the
application. You must authorize Filopto to be able to transfer data from Filopto to QuickBooks.

Step 3) Complete the Filopto Connection settings(3)  and if required, select the TLS encryption
security check mark option.  If the TLS option is selected, you will need to get the security
certificate from your QuickBooks Remote Connector by pressing the Load TLS public Key (3)
button.  TLS is a security encryption protocol that encrypt your data during the transmission
between Filopto and QuickBooks so that nobody can intercept or read the data being transferred.
It is a recommended security option.

To permit the connection to occur you need to provide the following information to Filopto:
 
Host Name:  The IP address of the PC where the QuickBooks program is located.
(Example: 192.168.0.24 The PC should be given a static IP address for the connection to
function reliably)
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Host Port:  Port number to use for the connection (Firewall must permit access) and it must
be the same port as the one set in the Intuit Remote Connector for QuickBooks software.
By default the Intuit Remote Connector for QuickBooks program use port 8166.  Users
can however go the advance option of the intuit Remote Connector for QuickBooks
program and change the IP port to some other value. Enter either 8166 or the value
you set.
 
Username:  Username to use to connect to the data file. Must be the same as the one
entered in the Intuit Remote Connector for QuickBooks software. We recommend that
a username and password be created. The Username and Password are case
sensitive.
 
Password:  Password for the data file. Must be the same as the one entered in the Intuit
Remote Connector for QuickBooks server software. We recommend that a username
and password be created. The Username and Password are case sensitive.

 

4) Start QuickBooks and test the connection from Filopto using the Test Connection (3) button.

5) Once the correct information is entered and tested, save the configuration by selecting the
Save Settings (4) button.

6) Proceed to the Account Setup section to configure your transfer settings.
 

 
 

Note:
 
It can take from a few seconds to a minute before an initial connection response is received. 
The speed of the connection is determined by the speed of the QuickBooks server,
QuickBooks application and size of the data file.
 
The QuickBooks program with the file you want to connect to must be started for the
connection to occur.
 

 

24.22.1.4 Account Setup

 
The Account Setup Screen allows users to assign the QuickBooks accounts to be used during

the data transfer from Filopto. (Read and implement this complete section before
doing your first transfer to QuickBooks)

 
The first tab allows users to specify the Payment Accounts to use.  For each payment type
entered in Filopto, it is possible to send these transaction types to a specific Cash Account in
QuickBooks.  Each account selected will display the QuickBooks internal chart of account
number.  This number may be helpful in identifying which account is being used in recording a
transaction.
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The Tax Accounts Setup screen permits users to assign the types of Tax Accounts in Filopto to
a specific Tax account in QuickBooks.  QuickBooks requires you to identify for each account the
item type (typically "Tax on Item") and the vendor you are collecting the tax for (federal or
prov/state or local tax authority).
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The Employee setup screen allows you to link each employee to a QuickBooks employee record
and payroll item.  This step must be completed before you can transfer time records to
QuickBooks payroll function.
 

Note:
 
QuickBooks requires the employee state/province field in Filopto to only use state / Prov 2
digit abbreviations.  Employee Social Security number must be entered in the QuickBooks
format in Filopto.
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This screen allows a user to specify the accounts to use and establish a start date (Beginning
Balance) from which to send financial transactions from Filopto.

 
 
IMPORTANT: Once the Transaction Start Date has been established it cannot be changed
and the transactions cannot be undone by Filopto.  The action of pressing the Create
Required Accounts With Opening Balances button will cause several accounts to be
created in QuickBooks. You must have completed all the other screens properly before
attempting the transfer of the opening balances.

 

This step can only be done once and is not reversible.

BEFORE PROCEEDING MAKE CERTAIN YOU HAVE A
BACKUP OF YOUR QUICKBOOKS DATA FILE

 
See the next Help section to see the accounts that will be created and used (Accounts
Used )
 

.
 

1081
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24.22.1.4.1  Accounts Used

 
Accounts
 
QuickBooks offers powerful financial tools for the small and medium size businesses; however, a
Medical Practice can easily surpass the number of items QuickBooks can effectively track.  The
Filopto QuickBooks Connector is designed to allow QuickBooks users to manage their practice
without overburdening QuickBooks.
 
QuickBooks has an internal cumulative limitation on the number of customers, vendors, employee
names and inventory items it can support.  An average Filopto installation can easily surpass these
internal limits of QuickBooks; therefore, the Filopto QuickBooks connector is designed to circumvent
these limits by grouping together certain accounts.  The accounts below are automatically created to
address these restrictions.
 

Intuit reports that the total number of employees, customers, vendors, products, and other
names you can enter into QuickBooks is limited to 14,500. Likewise, you cannot enter more
than 10,000 account numbers. However, performance can decline to an unacceptable level long
before your company reaches these thresholds.

 
The QuickBooks Connector will use several accounts that you have already created in QuickBooks.

 
For example:

 
Bank Account: The account name for the bank account used to record payment transactions
Tax Accounts: Identifies the tax accounts to be used to record taxes. An unlimited number of tax
accounts can be used.

 
In addition, the following accounts will be automatically added to the QuickBooks Chart of Accounts.
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 Under Income:                                        
         Filopto Fees - Frames
         Filopto Fees - Opto Lens
         Filopto Fees - Hard Contact Lens
         Filopto Fees - Soft Contact Lens
         Filopto Fees - Service Agreements
         Filopto Fees - Services
         Filopto Fees - Frames
         Filopto Fees - Package
         Filopto Fees - Refunds
         Filopto Fees - Adjustments
         Filopto Fees - Credit Memos - Patient
         Filopto Fees - Credit Memos - Insurance
         Filopto Fees - Insurance Claims
 
 Under Expenses:
         Filopto Bad Debts
         Filopto Fees - Frames
         Filopto Fees - Opto Lens
         Filopto Fees - Hard Contact Lens
         Filopto Fees - Soft Contact Lens
         Filopto Fees - Service Agreements
         Filopto Fees - Services
         Filopto Fees - Frames
         Filopto Fees - Packages
         Filopto Fees - Refunds
         Filopto Fees - Adjustments
         Filopto Fees - Credit Memos - Patient
         Filopto Fees - Credit Memos - Insurance
         Filopto Fees - Insurance Claims
                                                         
 Under Accounts Receivables - Customers:

Filopto - Patient
Filopto Insurance Company # - Insurance Company Name (one account for each
insurance company)

 
 Under Classes:
          Office Names / Department
 
 Vendors:
         One account per Vendor
         One account per Insurance Company
 
 Employees:
         One List Entry per employee
         If Time Sheets are transferred you have to setup at least one payroll item (see help in                
       QuickBooks)
         
 

Important Note: The Accounts Receivable information is regrouped into two major account groups:
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·        "Patient"  AR account: Regroups all patient accounts under this one AR account.  Each
transaction will also contain a class identifying the branch and department associated to the
transaction in Filopto. The Memo field will contain the information identifying the actual patient
account stored in Filopto.

 
·       "Insurance" AR account: Individual AR accounts are created for each Insurance company

existing in Filopto. Each transaction will also contain a class identifying the branch and
department associated to the transaction in Filopto.

 
All transactions created by Filopto are created using a Journal entry in QuickBooks.  Each journal
entry will contain among other items a unique sequential Journal Number located in the journal field
called Entry Number.  This number will be in the following format: "FXXXXX" where the X is the
number of the transaction.  This Journal Number is stored in the Log screen of the Filopto
QuickBooks Connector for auditing purposes.        
 

24.22.1.4.2  Account Restrictions

 
  
To insure that all transactions are properly synchronized between Filopto and QuickBooks the
following restrictions apply.
 
1.        In Filopto, an invoice cannot be deleted if it has been transferred to QuickBooks.
2.        In Filopto, an Invoice line item including taxes cannot be added, deleted or modified if the
invoice has already been transferred to QuickBooks.
3.        In Filopto, an Adjustment,  Refund or a Payment cannot be delete or modified if it has
been transferred to QuickBooks.  Refunds are negative payments and flagged as a refund.
4.        In Filopto, an Insurance Claims cannot be delete or modified if it has been transferred to
QuickBooks.
 
To make adjustments to these types of entries you must create a new record or invoice in Filopto
and it will be transferred to QuickBooks during the next transfer to reflect the changes made.
 

24.22.2 QuickBooks Online Connector

QuickBooks Online Connector

QuickBooks Online is a Web-based accounting solution.  Make certain you have a fully configured
your QuickBooks Online account before trying to link the Filopto QuickBooks connector to it. 
You will need your online account information.

Minimum Requirements:
 
1. QuickBooks Online Canadian or US versions.
2. A PC running the Filopto QuickBooks Online connector
3. A stable Internet connection.  Your Internet upload speed will dictate the speed of the your data
transfers.
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How it works:
 
When the Filopto QuickBooks Online Connector is activated, the authorized user must configure
the link between Filopto and the QuickBooks online database.  Several key pieces of information
are required to be entered in the Connection setup screen of the Filopto QuickBooks Online
Connector program.  Intuit registered the PC from which the connection is made and request the
user to authorize the connection.  Once entered, a link is established between Filopto and
QuickBooks that permits the transfer of data between both programs.
 
To activate a transfer, the user identifies the type of transactions to be sent and presses on the
Transfer selected data to QuickBooks button.  This task activates the links and transfers only
the transactions not previously sent.  A log of all the transactions sent are kept in the transfer log
screen for reference purposes.
 

 (Read and implement this complete help section before doing your first transfer
to QuickBooks)

24.22.2.1 Transfer Tab

The Transfer Screen permits users to identify the types of transaction they wish to synchronize
with QuickBooks.  By placing a check mark beside the items to be transferred, it identifies to
Filopto the transactions to be send to QuickBooks. Filopto transfers only the transactions not
previously sent
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Important: 
Some financial information requires the installation of optional Filopto modules for the data
transfer to be available.

 

 
The date shown beside the transaction type is the date of the last data transfer for that type of
transaction.

 
To start the transfer, a user places a check mark beside the item to transfer and then clicks on
the Transfer selected data to QuickBooks button.  Using the Connector's setup information that
the user previously entered, a connection is made to QuickBooks and the transfer of data will
begin.  Depending on the number of transactions to be sent, the speed of your connection, and
the speed of the QuickBooks server, the data transfer may take several minutes.
 
Once a transaction has been properly sent and received by QuickBooks, it is marked as
successfully completed not permitting it to be re-sent again.
 
Once the transfer is completed a log will be created in the Connector's Transfer Log tab,
containing all successful transactions sent.  A user can view the individual logs by double clicking
on the log entry.
 

 
IMPORTANT: All transfers will be dated in the transaction log with the date of the actual date
transferred from Filopto to QuickBooks; however the transactions sent will be up to the date
prior to the day of the transfer.
 
(Example: a transfer today is done today; all transactions up to yesterday are transferred, but
no transactions with today's date will be transferred.)  The items transferred will be entered into
QuickBooks using the actual date of the transaction recorded in Filopto. (Example: the
transactions are transferred once a week - the transaction will be dated using the actual date it
was created in Filopto and not the date of the transfer to QuickBooks.)
 
Purchase Orders: are transferred once their status is set to closed.  This means the product
has been received and the Purchase Order is recorded as a Bill for the Vendor in QuickBooks.
 

 
 
Employee Time Sheets:  are not transferable or supported by QuickBooks Online.
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It Takes Time... QuickBooks is not designed to transfer information quickly.  Therefore,
transferring data will take some time.  Small data transfers typically only takes a few minutes.
 However, large amount of data such as transferring 1,200 insurance companies with
associated information and claims will take several hours depending on your Internet upload
speed.  During the data transfer your PC will be locked up.  Therefore some planning as to
when to transfer data is in order.
 

24.22.2.2 Transfer Log

The Transfer Log screen shows a record of all transfers made between Filopto and QuickBooks.  It
contains the transfer Log Number attached to all the transactions, the date and time of the
transfer, as well as the transfer type and any notes a user may have recorded.  By choosing the
View Log (1) button the log will be displayed, showing the transaction journal for further inspection.
 

By Using the View button users can review logs.
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 Users can use the print function to print the grid view

 
 
 

 
IMPORTANT: All transfers will be dated in the transaction log with the date of the actual date
transferred from Filopto to QuickBooks; however the transactions sent will be up to the date
prior to the day of the transfer.
 
(Example: a transfer today is done today; all transactions up to yesterday are transferred, but
no transactions with today's date will be transferred.)  The items transferred will be entered into
QuickBooks using the actual date of the transaction recorded in Filopto. (Example: the
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transactions are transferred once a week - the transaction will be dated using the actual date it
was created in Filopto and not the date of the transfer to QuickBooks.)
 

24.22.2.3 Connection Setup

 
To create the connection link to your QuickBooks Online account you must complete the Intuit
connector registration process which will generate a Company ID and a secure Access Token. The
Access Token will be automatically renewed by Intuit as long as you regularly connect.  If you do not
connect to Intuit servers on a regular basis the token will expire and you will be required to re-register
with Intuit.   To start the registration process select the Connect to Intuit QuickBooks button (1). 

IMPORTANT:

Intuit manages the security/encryption token provided to you during the registration process.  The
token is uniquely serialized/linked with the PC/device with which you make the first connection to
Intuit.  In other words, if you intend to connect form several different PCs/devices, Intuit will require
you to register each device and a new token will be provided for each specific device.   If you have
multi-accounts with Intuit, you will be required to select which account to use with the connection
link you are creating.  Only one token can be used at a time. Using the connection from multiple
devices may require you to re-register every time.  This is a security feature enforced by Intuit.

 

The registration process opens a web browser and connects you to the Intuit Connection Request
registration web site.  The registration is managed by Intuit and the registration process may be changed
by them from time to time.  Following are examples of the Intuit registration process at the time of the
writing of this help file.  You will be asked to enter your credentials to connect to your account. 
Depending on your account you may be presented with connection options from which you will need to
select the correct account to use for this connection.
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Once your credentials are verified and you authorize a connection, a token will be generated and
transferred to Filopto for the specific PC you are using. (the token will not work from any other device) 
Only one token can be used at anytime, this is a security feature enforced by Intuit.
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24.22.2.4 Account Setup

IMPORTANT

Read and implement this complete section before doing your first transfer
to QuickBooks

The Account Setup Screen allows users to assign the QuickBooks accounts to be used during
the data transfer from Filopto. 
 
The first tab allows users to specify the Payment Accounts (2) to use.  For each payment type
entered in Filopto, it is possible to send these transaction types to a specific Cash/Bank Account
in QuickBooks.  Each account selected will display the QuickBooks internal account name.  The
QuickBooks account name may be helpful in identifying which account is being used in recording
a transaction.

The top section of the screen will display only the insurance payment accounts active in Filopto
(Canada Only) you may apply the insurance payments from the insurance connector directly to a
specific bank account in your QuickBooks.
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The Tax Accounts Setup screen permits users to assign the types of Tax Accounts in Filopto to
a specific Tax account in QuickBooks.  QuickBooks requires you to identify for each account the
item type (typically "Tax on Item") and the vendor you are collecting the tax for (federal or
prov/state or local tax authority).
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This screen allows a user to specify the accounts to use and establish a start date (Beginning
Balance) from which to send financial transactions from Filopto.

 
 
IMPORTANT: Once the Transaction Start Date has been established it cannot be changed
and the transactions cannot be undone by Filopto.  The action of pressing the Create
Required Accounts With Opening Balances button will cause several accounts to be
created in QuickBooks. You must have completed all the other screens properly before
attempting the transfer of the opening balances.

 

This step can only be done once and is not reversible.

BEFORE PROCEEDING MAKE CERTAIN YOU HAVE A
BACKUP OF YOUR QUICKBOOKS DATA FILE

 
See the next Help section to see the accounts that will be created and used (Accounts
Used )
 

.
 

24.22.2.4.1  Accounts Used

Accounts
 
QuickBooks offers powerful financial tools for the small and medium size businesses; however, a
Medical Practice can easily surpass the number of items QuickBooks can effectively track.  The
Filopto QuickBooks Connector is designed to allow QuickBooks users to manage their practice
without overburdening QuickBooks.
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QuickBooks has an internal cumulative limitation on the number of customers, vendors, employee
names and inventory items it can support.  An average Filopto installation can easily surpass these
internal limits of QuickBooks; therefore, the Filopto QuickBooks connector is designed to circumvent
these limits by grouping together certain accounts.  The accounts below are automatically created to
address these restrictions.
 

Intuit reports that the total number of employees, customers, vendors, products, and other
names you can enter into QuickBooks is limited to 14,500. Likewise, you cannot enter more
than 10,000 account numbers. However, performance can decline to an unacceptable level long
before your company reaches these thresholds.

 
The QuickBooks Connector will use several accounts that you have already created in QuickBooks.

 
For example:

 
Bank Account: The account name for the bank account used to record payment transactions
Tax Accounts: Identifies the tax accounts to be used to record taxes. An unlimited number of tax
accounts can be used.

 
In addition, the following accounts will be automatically added to the QuickBooks Chart of Accounts.

 
 Under Income:                                        
         Filopto Fees - Frames
         Filopto Fees - Opto Lens
         Filopto Fees - Hard Contact Lens
         Filopto Fees - Soft Contact Lens
         Filopto Fees - Service Agreements
         Filopto Fees - Services
         Filopto Fees - Frames
         Filopto Fees - Package
         Filopto Fees - Refunds
         Filopto Fees - Adjustments
         Filopto Fees - Credit Memos - Patient
         Filopto Fees - Credit Memos - Insurance
         Filopto Fees - Insurance Claims
 
 Under Expenses:
         Filopto Bad Debts
         Filopto Fees - Frames
         Filopto Fees - Opto Lens
         Filopto Fees - Hard Contact Lens
         Filopto Fees - Soft Contact Lens
         Filopto Fees - Service Agreements
         Filopto Fees - Services
         Filopto Fees - Frames
         Filopto Fees - Packages
         Filopto Fees - Refunds
         Filopto Fees - Adjustments
         Filopto Fees - Credit Memos - Patient
         Filopto Fees - Credit Memos - Insurance
         Filopto Fees - Insurance Claims
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 Under Accounts Receivables - Customers:
Filopto - Patient
Filopto Insurance Company # - Insurance Company Name (one account for each
insurance company)

 
 Under Classes:
          Office Names / Department
 
 Vendors:
         One account per Vendor
         One account per Insurance Company
 
 Employees: - not available in the Online version
        
 

Important Note: The Accounts Receivable information is regrouped into two major account groups:

 
·        "Patient"  AR account: Regroups all patient accounts under this one AR account.  Each

transaction will also contain a class identifying the branch and department associated to the
transaction in Filopto. The Memo field will contain the information identifying the actual patient
account stored in Filopto.

 
·       "Insurance" AR account: Individual AR accounts are created for each Insurance company

existing in Filopto. Each transaction will also contain a class identifying the branch and
department associated to the transaction in Filopto.

 
All transactions created by Filopto are created using a Journal entry in QuickBooks.  Each journal
entry will contain among other items a unique sequential Journal Number located in the journal field
called Entry Number.  This number will be in the following format: "FXXXXX" where the X is the
number of the transaction.  This Journal Number is stored in the Log screen of the Filopto
QuickBooks Connector for auditing purposes.        
 

24.22.2.4.2  Accounts Restrictions

 
To insure that all transactions are properly synchronized between Filopto and QuickBooks the
following restrictions apply.
 
1.        In Filopto, an invoice cannot be deleted if it has been transferred to QuickBooks.
2.        In Filopto, an Invoice line item including taxes cannot be added, deleted or modified if the
invoice has already been transferred to QuickBooks.
3.        In Filopto, an Adjustment,  Refund or a Payment cannot be delete or modified if it has
been transferred to QuickBooks.  Refunds are negative payments and flagged as a refund.
4.        In Filopto, an Insurance Claims cannot be delete or modified if it has been transferred to
QuickBooks.
 
To make adjustments to these types of entries you must create a new record or invoice in Filopto
and it will be transferred to QuickBooks during the next transfer to reflect the changes made.
 



Part

XXV
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25 Inventory Tab

The Inventory Tab contains the Vendor, Purchase Order (P.O.), Inventory, Promotional Pricing Rules,
EMR Billing Procedures, FramesData and Hoya connector functions.

25.1 Overview of Inventory function

 
Filopto uses inventory part items to represent materials, services or parts you buy, track as
inventory, and then resell. Through inventory part items, you can keep track of how many items
remain in stock after a sale, how many items you have on order, your cost of goods sold, and the
Retail value of your inventory. Services are included as an inventory item for tracking purposes and
increase speed when creating invoices.
 
Several basic steps are required before Filopto recognizes that the inventory system is active.
 
1. You must have at least one Vendor in the Vendor section .
2. Before you can run the patient Invoice application, you'll need to add at least one inventory item

if you intend to use the inventory option.
3. You must also record any applicable taxes in the Inventory set up section so they are reflected

in your Invoices.
4. You must have completed the "Company Profile Information" in the System/Settings section.
 
The Inventory Manager is very flexible and can assist you in the proper management of your
inventory. Some of the features the inventory manager offers are:
 
· Perpetual inventory
· Bar coding of items
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· Picture management of items
· Management of stock on hand
· Price history
· Sales pricing
· Sales history of an item
· Purchase history of an item
· Re-order levels for an item
· Commission management
· Segmentation and grouping of items
· Tracking of inventory items by custom part numbers
· Tracking of inventory items by manufacturer part numbers
· Tracking of inventory items by supplier part numbers
· Location tracking of items
· Multiple pricing capabilities
· Discount pricing management
· Creation of inventory packages containing several items but seen as one inventory item
 
In addition, each item type has special fields for the proper management of the inventory item. We
strongly suggest that you review the various screens available in the Inventory module prior to
starting the input of items.
 
Before proceeding, you should define if you will be using a specific feature in the inventory and how
you will be using that feature. For example, the category and grouping of inventory items can
significantly affect how you will be able to view your reports.
 
The inventory can or does not have to be used depending on your type of practice. The inventory
system provides all the features of an advanced inventory system including re-ordering notification
and other inventory control features such as inventory On-Hand, On Order, and replenishing values.

25.1.1 Configuring the Inventory

 
The Inventory module is very flexible and design to accommodate most business needs.   The
Inventory is predefined with specific inventory types for ease of classification of the items types that
you want Filopto to track.(see above for listing of inventory items types).
 
Users can further define their inventory types by using the inventory category and inventory group
fields located in the inventory stocking tab.   This permits users to sub-divide the inventory into
workable groups which can be used, for example, by the insurance billing rules or for reporting
purposes.   By grouping inventory items into groups,  reports can be produced providing information
on these specific groups versus reporting on each individual inventory item.
 
Categories and Groups should be created in conjunctions with the needs of the practices business
rules and reporting objectives.  Careful consideration of the practice claims and reporting needs will
make using the categories and groups effective tools for the practice.  Insurance billing rules can be
configured to use inventory categories or groups to determine the price to charge for an item on a
claim.
 
Each Inventory item supports a specific CPT code with associated modifiers which will be used in
the preparations of claims.  Therefore users can use names that are easier to remember than having
to remember a specific CPT codes.  An example could be that a service would be called a
Refractions and not a 92015 which is the CPT code associated with a refraction for claim billing.   
Similar descriptive names can be created for the categories and groups.
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Following are examples of service inventory items names that you may wish to consider.
 
New Patient Routine Eye Exam   ( example of a CPT code linked with the inventory item - S0620)
Established Patient Routine Eye Exam  ( example of a CPT code linked with the inventory item -
S0621)
Eye Exam Inter.  New Patient   ( example of a CPT code linked with the inventory item - 92002)
Eye Exam Comp.  New Patient   ( example of a CPT code linked with the inventory item - 92004)
 
For other items you should choose a name which is descriptive of the item.  For example if it is a
frame you should consider  the frame name with some basic spec information which will distinguish
it for your users from other similar frames.
 
 
 
 

25.2 Inventory Manager

 
 

The Inventory Manager displays a list of all inventory items contained in the
system.
 

 
New Inventory Item - A list that creates a empty inventory record for the item type selected.
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The Import button gives access to the optional data connectors.  The Frames Data connector and
Hoya connectors permit users to import the product detail data from the respective companies
eliminating manual data entry of the items.

Report button gives access to inventory reports available to the user (as determined by the user
security settings).
 
Print list  - The print button will print the list of items displayed in the inventory grid.
 
Search Criteria section - Users can search for specific inventory items by selecting a search by
field and entering the value desired for the selected field. Depending on the inventory type selected,
different search fields are available.  For example, when choosing Ophthalmic Lens the user can
search based on the Lens Style available in the Inventory (Single vision, Bifocal, Trifocals,
Quadrifocal and Progressive).(see 1 below).

Click on the Apply Search Criteria button to activate the search and the Clear Search Criteria
button to clear the search and return to all items being displayed.
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A user can enter as many fields as required to locate an item.  By clicking on the Apply Search
Criteria button, the grid display will show the items meeting the search request.
 
Edit - To edit or open the record for the inventory item selected in the grid. You can also double click
on the item in the grid to open the item record view.
 

 

25.2.1 Add Inventory Item

 

The Add an Inventory Item button permits users to easily enter an item into the Inventory. 
When clicked it displays a selection dialogue from which the user can enter the selected product
or service information.
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Once you have selected an Inventory Type and selected the Add Inventory Item link, the type
screen for the item will be displayed.  The Cursor will be placed on the Model Name (1) field
highlighted in Yellow indicating that it is a required field.  

The Model Name (1) creates the Item Description for the item, the other information shown
which follows the Model Name are, the Model No (2), FrameSize (3), and Color(4). The Item
description field is only created once the record  for the item is saved.
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The user may wish to show a different description on the Invoice by manually entering a
description in the Statement on patient Invoice field.  By selecting the Copy from description
button the user may select the item description field to be used for invoice purposes.  By having
two separate field you can have an internal description and a different description for invoice
purpose.
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25.2.2 Inventory Item Types

 
Inventory Item Types are:
 
· Contact Lenses Soft
· Contact Lenses Hard
· Contact Lenses options
· Frames
· Miscellaneous
· Ophthalmic Lenses
· Ophthalmic Lenses options
· Packages
· Services
· Service Agreements
· Sunglasses
 
Please note that although the major item types are pre-defined, the Inventory system allows users to
create their own inventory Sub-Categories and Groups. These Categories and Groups may assist
you in managing a large inventory and to sub-segment the items, parts or services. (See
Stocking .)
 
Another aid for users coming from a previous software system other than Filopto is the"User
Item /Part number". Filopto automatically assigns an Inventory Item number to all items entered;
however you may wish to continue using historical inventory numbers or inventory numbers you are
familiar with. This field permits you to adapt Filopto to your historical Inventory numbers.
 

25.2.3 Inventory Packages

 
An Inventory item of the type "Package" allows a user to create an item which contains more than
one item.  For example a user can create a Glasses Package which has one all inclusive price or is
priced per the parts which make it up.
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The package must contain all of the elements needed for the package.  In the example above we
have created a glasses package.  For the glasses to be able to be created at invoice time you will
note that we have a frame and separately we have added two lens.  Having the items separated will
allow the user to enter a prescription for each eye.  If you enter a quantity of 2 for the lenses then
only one prescription will be applied for both lenses.  Having them separate allows for a different
prescription in each lens.
 
The Pricing Rule field allows for the package to use the price set by the user for the complete
package or have each item individual price used for determining the price of the package.
 
Packages are very powerful and we strongly recommend that you test your package before using it
to insure that the price being applied is the one you expect.

25.2.4 Discontinued Items

Items can be discontinued and returned to vendor.  By placing a check mark in the discontinued field and
clicking outside the check mark field, an information screen is displayed which allows the user to record
the information related to the discontinued product.  A discontinued product is automatically hidden from
users unless the user request to see discontinued products.
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25.2.5 Frames Data Connector

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 

Frames Data Connector is an optional connector software which
permits users to import inventory items into the inventory by using the Frames Data Quarterly DVD
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service.  (You must have purchased the optional link feature from Accra Med Software and you must
have a valid Quarterly Frames Data DVD for this feature to function.)
 
To Import Frames Data information

You must first install the FramesData software from the FramesData DVD onto your server.
 
Step 1: Insert the Quarterly Frames Data DVD in the Filopto Server PC.

Step 2: Click on the Frames Data menu option in the Inventory module. The loading of the
FramesData DVD will take several seconds.

Step 3: Open the Frames Data DVD, select the manufacturer and items you wish to import from the
drop-down list. You can refine your search by manufacturer and Brand the manufacturer offers.  Once
the item(s) selected, press the Import the Selected Frames to the Filopto Inventory (Import)
button.  Filopto will retrieve the information available and create or update the corresponding item in
the Inventory.
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Select Manufacturer of the Frames to Import:  A drop-down field allowing you to select the
manufacturer from the Frames Data DVD.

Select All The Frames: a button allowing you to select every item on the DVD for import.
 
Unselect All The Frames: a button allowing you to unselect every item on the DVD for import.
 
Import the Selected Frames to the Filopto Inventory:  the button which actually copies the
information from the Frames Data DVD to the Filopto Inventory Database.  The button is only
displayed once at least one item is selected for import.

Please note that depending on the speed of the processor, speed of the DVD and memory available,
the copy function can take some time.
 
The transfer process can take an extended amount of time for the transfer of the data from the DVD.
 Once the transfer has completed you will see a dialogue screen confirming that the transfer has
been completed.
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Retail Price Markup panel allows users to load the data with a predefined price into Filopto.  The
user can define, based on the Frames Data Wholesale price (column 1), a Retail Price (column 2) to
be used by Filopto.  

Enter the markup percentage, a date for the price to become effective and then press the Calculate
the Retail Price button.  Once the Retail Price calculated import the Frames data into Filopto.
 

IMPORTANT:  

This activity should optimally be done from the Filopto Server and not from a user workstation
since the volume of data being transmitted can be quite large and can cause a slow down in your
network performance when transferring the data.

 
Frames Data is a registered trademark of Frames Data Inc. For subscription services telephone 1-
866-265-3267 or visit www.framesdata.com

25.2.6 Frames Data Connector - WEB

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 

The Frames Data WEB Connector is an optional connector software which permits users to select and
import inventory items into the Filopto inventory by using the Frames Data WEB service.  (You must
have purchased the optional link feature from Accra Med Software and you must have a valid Frames
Data WEB Internet service subscription for this feature to function.)

 
To Import Frames Data information

Open the Filopto Inventory Manager and select the Import button and select the Frames Data WEB
option.

Find Frame Manufacturer

Once the Frames Data WEB connector is open, to search for a manufacturer or the makers of a
frame,  you can click the Quick Search button to locate a manufacturer or maker of a frame.

http://www.framesdata.com
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Enter the key word (1) you wish to search for and click on the Find Frames (2) button to display the
manufacturer. 

Find Manufacturer Product List

The Detail List button allows the user to view the various manufacturers available in the FramesData
database.  Manufacturers displayed can include Active, Non-Active or All Manufactures.

When selecting a Manufactures in the grid on the left, the Brands, collections and frames made by
the Manufacturer will be displayed in the grid to the right of the screen..  The Brand / Collections /
Frames listing shown in the grid  on the right side of the screen can be refined by selecting various
specific criteria and changing the grid default grouping (see Grid  for more information on
grouping).

Select the Detail List button to view a list of manufacturers (1) supported by the Frames Data
service.  By clicking on the manufacturer you can view a list of products they offer.(2). Drilling down
(3) in the product list will display each product. ( see the Data Grid  section of the Help file for
more information on how to use the Grid).

214

214
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The Detail list displays the various manufacturers (1). By selecting a specific manufacturer will
display a list of the Brand Name (2) and the Collection (3) they offer. Selecting a specific collection
displays a series of buttons (4) that allow you to import the product information into the Filopto
Inventory as well as see the frame style and configuration detail.

IMPORTANT:

Based on the number of items and elements( fields, images, Internet speed,
etc..)  that have to be imported into Filopto, the import process can take
several minutes to complete. During the import process your screen will be
frozen while FramesData transfers the data over your Internet connection. 
Once the transfer is completed a Transfer confirmation dialogue is displayed.
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Import Brand: will import all Styles under the Brand.  A Brand can contain multiple Collections

Import Collection: will import all Styles under the Collection: A Collection can contain multiple
Styles

Import Style: button: will import the selected frame Style into Filopto. A style can contain multiple
Frames.

The View Style and Configuration (4) button provides further information on the selected frame.
Depending on the selected frame, the information in the Style Information configuration grid can be
extensive requiring the user to scroll to the right in the display grid to view all of the pertinent
information available.
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When you select the View Configuration button. The Frames configuration is displayed.

Settings

The Settings buttons permits users to enter their credentials for the FrameData service.
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IMPORTANT

The Frames Data Internet Service subscription is based on the number of
offices that can use the service.  Therefore if you have, for example,  2
offices defined in Filopto, you must acquire 2 licenses from Frames Data for
your Frames Data service to function.  

The Frames Data Service retrieves the number of active offices
defined in Filopto to activate and validate its license and service. If
the entered credentials from FramesData do not match the number of
ACTIVE offices registered in Filopto, FramesData will refuse your
service credentials.

To verify the number of Active offices you have registered in Filopto, go to the
Configuration Manager tab, select the Filopto System Settings / Pick
Lists button.  Choose the General tab and Office Setting button.  For each
listed office, make certain that the Status field of the office is only set to
Active if you actively use this office in Filopto.  If you do not use this office
you must turn it off (Non-Active) or it will require additional licenses from
FramesData to use their service.

25.2.7 Hoya Connector

(OPTIONAL MODULE)

The Hoya Connector is an optional connector software which permits users to import inventory items into
the inventory by using the Product List service.  (You must have purchased the optional link feature from
Accra Med Software for this feature to function.)

 
To Import Hoya Data information
 
Step 1: Locate the Hoya Product File in the Filopto Server PC. the Hoya file provided is V7.0 of the
Hoya product list.  you may get a more up-to-date version from your Hoya dealer.
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25.3 Inventory Item screen

 
Inventory Item Screen
 
The inventory item screen allows you to enter and classify a specific inventory item.
 
The Input screen is divided into two major parts: - The top part displays the items general
information, while the bottom part displays tabs containing the particulars for the inventory item.
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New Inventory Item  button - creates an empty inventory record for the item type selected. This
option, among other things, permits users to create a copy of the existing item which can then be
modified.
 
Copy an Existing Inventory Item
In the New Inventory Item button is the "ADD a Copy of this Item". This option will create an
exact copy of the selected inventory item which can then be modified and changed into a separate
and unique item. This option is useful when most of the information is similar. It can substantially
reduce the input keying requirements for creating a new item.
 

 
Inventory No. - The inventory number automatically assigned to the item by the system.
 
Inventory Type - The item type selected for classification of the item .
 
Item Description: The system generated description of the item. it is made up for Frames using the
Model Name (mandatory field) + Model Number field + Frame Size Information( Eye, DBL, Temple,
Color)
 
Statement on patient's bill: The user defined wording to use on the invoice to describe this item.
This is the line item description of the item on the invoice.
 
Status: - If a check mark is placed in the discontinued field, the item will be flagged as discontinued.
 By default the item is active. By default discontinued items are not shown.
 
Barcode:  Enter bar code number to be used by the system when using a bar code scanner. (See
Bar Coding  for more details)1146
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User Item Part No.:  If you already have an inventory number from a prior software and wish to
continue using it, you may enter it in this field. This field provides an alias to the default inventory
number generated by the system.
 
Procedure Code: You may link a specific procedure code with an inventory item.  When entered,
this procedure Code will be automatically entered into the Invoice when this item is selected. It will
also be used automatically when creating a claim using the inventory item.
 
Modifiers: The modifiers to the Procedure code modifier. When entered and saved It will also be
automatically entered in the Invoice and claim.
 
Manufacturer:  The manufacturer for the product. The Manufacturer View and Select button permits
users to view, change or add a manufacturer as required.
 
Manufacturer Part No.: The part number of the manufacturer for the item.
 
Preferred Vendor:  The preferred supplier for the item. The Vendor View and Select button permits
users to view, change or add a vendor as required
 
Vendor Part Number:  The part number of the item from the supplier
 
Taxes: If a check mark is entered, it defines which taxes are applicable to the item.
 
 
 
 
 

25.3.1 Item Specific Tab

 
 
The Inventory 'Item Specific Information' tab contains specific information related to the inventory
item. Below is an example of a Frame and a Optical Lens.  In the Optical Lens setting Note the Lens
Style fields which, if completed permits users to search and locate lens with specific styles such as
Single Vision or Progressive lens.  The Model Name field is a mandatory field required to create an
Inventory item.
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If you are using the HOYA Connector Hoya Lens will show as follows:

 
This tab content will change as to reflect the data needs for information of each item type.

The Service 'Item Specific Information' tab contains the setting for the Preferred Service list for the
EMR
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25.3.1.1 Add Service to EMR Preferred List

To create your EMR Preferred Service List open the inventory service item you wish to add to the list and
place a check mark on the Preferred List field.  The Preferred Service list is used in the EMR for quick
selection of items to bill.

25.3.2 Stocking Tab

 
 
The Stocking tab contains information related to the stocking of an item.
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Stocking Category:  The stocking category field allows users to further classify inventory items. 
Several reports exist on activity and items contained in the category section. This is an optional field
which can assist users in tracking categories of items. Categories are a sub-set of the type of
inventory items.  For example, you could have Frames as the type of inventory item  and a sub-
category such as the manufacturer which would regroup the frames entered.
 
Stocking Group: This is a sub-group within the Stocking Category which allows a further grouping of
your inventory items for reporting purposes.
 
Total On Hand:  This is the number of items you have on hand.  This number is only active when
the Stock Item / Inventory Control has been activated with a check mark.(see below)   This
number is adjusted with each Invoice and Purchase Order transaction related to this item.
 
Total Retail Value: The dollar value of the item in inventory
 
 
Type of Inventory Item: This is a series of optional classifications for reporting purposes.  It permits
users to easily track the usage of an inventory item.
 Buy: Items that you Buy and wish to track for reporting purposes
 Sell: Items that you Sell to your patients and want to track
 Stock Item / Inventory Control : When checked marked the invoice will keep track of the number
of items sold and reflect it in the on-hand value on this screen.  If not Checked the ON-Hand number
is not modified when an item is sold or returned to inventory.
 

IMPORTANT:
 
If the Stock Item / Inventory Control is not checked (activated) the item will not be tracked by
the invoice.  Items sold and items returned will not adjust the Total ON Hand count for the item. 
This check box must be turned on for each item you want Filopto to track via the invoice activity.

 
 
Minimum Stock Allowed:  The Purchase Order system uses this field as the trigger to generate an
automatic Purchase Order if the amount field goes below the number (specified level) in this field.
 
Office Inventory Grid: The grid displays for the various offices the amount of inventory the office has
for the given item.
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Office: Name of the office (the office name can only be selected once, duplicate office names are not
allowed)
Location : the place where inventory is stored
Qty on Hand: The number of items the office has on hand (not sold)
Qty on Order: The number of items the office has on order
Qty Committed:  Number of items that are committed to customers (when the inventory item is
negative the invoice automatically records the unavailable number of items sold as committed.)
Qty Available: The quantity available to be sold
Re-Order Point: The quantity which must be on-hand at all times.  If the on-hand quantity is below
this number the item is added to the automatic PO system for ordering.
Minimum-Re-Order Quantity: The minimum quantity that should be ordered at a time.
 
Stock Transfer button
 
The stock transfer button permits users to record the transfer of inventory items between offices.  For
example if one office is missing an item and another office has a quantity.  Users can have the
required item sent by the office having spares and once received in the office record that the item
was transferred from one office to the other.  A transfer log is automatically created which can be
printed via the report module for auditing and verification purposes. ( Inventory transfer Log report).

 IMPORTANT:
  
To be able to transfer a stock item each office must have a corresponding entry in the stocking
grid to accept the transfer.  If there is no entry for an office, you cannot transfer stock to that office.
 The stock transfer button will not be visible if no entry exist for the office receiving the item.

Create Purchase Order 

The Create Purchase Order button allows the user to create a new P.O. for the product without
having to go into the P.O. Manager.

25.3.2.1 Stock Transfer

The Stock Transfer button in the Inventory item stocking tab, permits users to transfer stock between
offices.  For an office to be able to receive a stock transfer it must have a stock record for the item to be
transferred.  The stock quantity on hand can be nil.

The Stock Transfer button will select the office as the transferring office.  The user must then select the
office that the stock will be transferred to as well as the quantity. By selecting the transfer stock will
cause the system to transfer the item into the other office stock record.
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  The receiving office must acknowledge the receipt of the stock transfer by selecting
from the Inventory Receive Items button the Proceed with Receiving Transferred Stock option. 
Once received the item is entered in the Quantity on Hand. for the item for the receiving office.

25.3.3 Pricing Tab

 
The pricing tab allows the user to set the price for a specific office for the item. A price must exit
for each office that offers this item.
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Historic Information: Displays the maximum, minimum and average price for the price records
listed.
 
 

The record editor button displays a form for easy entry of the price record.
 

 
Effective Date: The date at which time the price will start to be used. ( You must have an effective
date for the price to be used by Filopto and appear in an invoice.)

Important:
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If you have more than one price entered for an item into Filopto and the "effective date" periods
overlap, Filopto will, by default, use the lowest price recorded for the item.  If no price entry is valid
the item price will be $0.00

 
Expiry Date: The date after which the price will no longer be used. If no Expiry Date is specified, the
stipulated price will always be used. Once a price entry has expired you cannot re-activate it,
you must create a new price entry.  If no Price entry is valid the price of the item will be
$0.00
 
Office:  The office for which this price is to apply.  If you have more than one office you will need to
create a separate price entry for each office.
 
Purchase Price: is the amount you paid for the item.  This field can be used in reports to calculate
the cost of Goods and Gross Margin for an item by calculating the difference between what you paid
(Purchase price) and the amount you sold the item for (Retail price).

Important:

The Purchase Price must be present before an invoice is created for Filopto to be able to calculate
the Cost of Goods (COG) and Profit Margin. The purchase price at the time the invoice item was
entered on the invoice is recorded in the invoice line item record which is then used to calculate
COG and Profit Margin in various reports and in Eye on Your Business.. 
.

 
Wholesale:  This is the wholesale price of an item.
 
Retail Price: This is the actual default sale price for the item.  This is the price used by default in
the invoice.
 
MSRP:  (Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price) Some insurance pricing can be based on the
MSRP.
 
Selling Unit: Is the unit size for selling the item. For example, it could be a box of 6 items or be a
unit of one at a time.
 
Authorized By: The person who set the price record .
 
Authorized Date: The date the price record was created.
 
 
 
 

25.3.3.1 Changing the Price of an Item or Service

To change the price of an inventory item or service follow these steps:

1) Open the inventory item or service for which you want to change the price.
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2)  Select the Pricing tab

3)  Create (1) a new price for the item or service by selecting the Add New Pricing button. To edit a
price use the Open (2) button.
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4) Enter the required information and NEW price. Make certain you have an Effective and Expiry Date.
(Once an expiry date has elapsed you cannot re-activate the price, you must create a new price entry).

 
 IMPORTANT:  

Note that the Effective Date and Expiry Date tells Filopto between what date to use this price record.
 If left blank, Filopto will not know when to use the price.  It is crucial that you enter at a minimum the

Effective Date.  A blank Expiry Date means this price will always be used.  Once a price has
expired it cannot be re-activated, a new price entry must be created.

ALWAYS PLACE AN EXPIRY DATE ON ANY OTHER PRICES LISTED IN THE GRID.  IF PAST
PRICES ARE NOT EXPIRED FILOPTO WILL NOT KNOW WHICH PRICE TO USE AT INVOICE
TIME.
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25.3.3.2 Default Item Invoice Quantity

 Users can define, per inventory item, the default quantity to be placed on an invoice when the item is
selected.  For example if the item is sold in quantity of 2, a user would enter the value 2 in the Default
Quantity on the Invoice field. Each time this item would be selected a default quantity of 2 would
appear on the Invoice.

25.3.4 Purchase History

 
The Purchase History screen provides a summary of all purchase transactions for the inventory item
selected. The purchase history is automatically entered into this summary screen via the activities
done in the Purchase Order section of the Inventory module.
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Average Cost of Purchase History: automatically displays the average cost for the items based on
all entries in the history grid.
 
There are 3 calculation methods:
1) Average for period
2) FIFO
3) LIFO
 
Calculate Average Cost for period:  provides a method for the user to define the time period for
which they want the Average Cost to be calculated upon. This option is useful when one wants to
remove, from the calculations, past purchases which may affect the analysis desired. To calculate
the Average Cost for the item for a period, select the Start and End date for the calculation and then
click on the Calculate Average Cost for Period button.
 
FIFO: First In First Out :  The average cost calculated is correct for both perpetual and periodic cost
averages using FIFO.
 
LIFO : Last In First Out : The average cost is calculated based on the periodic LIFO method versus
the perpetual LIFO method.  Consult your accountant to determine if this costing method is
appropriate for your business.
 
Print Button:  allows for the printing of a Purchase History report.

25.3.5 Sales History

 
The Sales History screen displays a listing of all sales of the selected inventory item. For marketing
or other purposes, this information can be used for tracking patients who have purchased this item.
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Average Price of Sales History: displays the average price for which this item was sold for the
complete list of sales displayed.
 
Calculate Average Price for Period:  calculates the average sales price for an item for a given
time period.  To activate, enter the Start and End date and press the Calculate Average Price for
Period button.
 
Print Button:  generates a report for the complete sales history of this inventory item.
 
 

25.3.6 Misc Info

 
The Misc Info screen displays a memo screen for the selected inventory item. Users can enter any
additional information required.
 
 

25.3.7 Commissions

 
The Commissions screen allows the recording of the type and amount of commission (payouts,
sales incentives) to be paid for the sale of the specified inventory item. As users identify themselves
as the salesperson at invoice time (in the Line Item Detail), the system tracks and report the
commission/payout earned by this employee.
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Commission Paid: The commission (payouts, sales incentives) to be paid is either a fixed amount
or a percentage and is attributed to the recorded employee for the line item recorded on the invoice. 
Each individual line item can have a different salesperson (employee) as the salesperson for the
specified item.

 
 
Note: Only one method of commission payment at a time can be applied to an inventory item.

25.3.8 Inventory Document

The Inventory Document tab allows users to scan  and record invoices from vendors for a specific item. 
For example warranty work may require a copy of the original invoice from the vendor.  This area allows
the user to save with the item a copy of such a document.
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25.4 Vendor

 
 

The Vendor Manager permits users to create, modify and delete suppliers.
Suppliers are used in the inventory function to link items to manufacturers/vendors. This information
is also used in the Rolodex feature of Filopto.
 

 
The Vendor Manager screen contains a Search Criteria section allowing users to specify selection
criteria on the displayed data.
 
 
 

25.4.1 Vendor General Information

 
The Vendor General Information tab displays the demographic information for the vendor.
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Status:  The status of this vendor
 
Vendor Type:  A drop down permitting vendors to be classified for reporting and inventory purposes
 
VCA Symbol: The vendors VCA Symbol ( Vision Council of America)
 
HIPAA Compliant:  A Check mark indicating if the Vendor is HIPAA compliant.   Can also be used
to indicate if the HIPAA vendor agreement has been signed.
 
Terms:  The payment terms with the vendor
 
Credit Limit:  The credit Limit provided by the vendor
 
Business Number: the business number /account number with the vendor.
 
Business Hours:  Enter the hours when you can contact the vendor.

25.4.2 Vendor Communication Information

The Communication Information tab in the vendor screen permits users to record the various
pieces of communication information for a given supplier.
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Type of Communication:  identifies the communication modes that can be saved (Ex:  telephone,
Fax, WEB, email)
 
Communication Information Description:  field to enter the mode detail to communicate (Ex:
enter the e-mail address to be used).
 
Phone Password: some modes of communication may require a special phone or Password to use
(Ex: to order an item online, you may need to enter your password before the order is accepted).
 

25.4.3 Vendor Contacts Information

 
The Contacts Information tab records all contacts for a given vendor.  You can enter the vendor's
contact name, telephone number and extension as well as his/her e-mail address.
 
 

25.4.4 Vendor Accounts List

 
The Vendor's Accounts List tab permits the recording of the vendor's account number to use when
ordering.  Note that each account number is associated with a given doctor.
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25.4.5 Inventory Items List

 
The Inventory Items List tab displays the inventory items being provided by this vendor.  This read-
only list is automatically created by reading the manufacturer identified in the inventory general
section of an item.
 

25.4.6 Vendor Warning

(Requires the Alerts and Warnings Options)

The vendor warning tab permits users to create pop-up warnings messages for various vendors. To create
a vendor warning pop up select the + button to create the record and enter the message in the bottom
section of the screen.
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25.4.7 Vendor Notes

 
The Notes section permits user to record various items to the vendor file.  A Rich Text editor is also
available by right clicking the notes field.
 

25.5 Purchase Order

 

The Purchase Order module provides an easy mechanism to administer the
Purchase Orders of your practice. To access the Purchase Order section, you must first logon to
Filopto. Once authorized to access the system, click on the Inventory button located in the tool bar.
The Inventory menu will then be displayed in the tool bar. Select the Purchase Order to enter the
purchase order section.
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You can filter the Purchase Orders grid to display the Search Criteria by clicking on the Apply
Search Criteria button.

 
New Purchase Order: Create a New Purchase Order

Color Legend: display the color codes for the various status a Purchase Order can have.

 
Open P.O. : Open an existing P.O.
 
Reports: Reports available for the PO category.  (you may add additional reports via the Report
Manager).

Print List: Prints the list of P.O. displayed in the grid.
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Close: Closes the screen.
 

Note 

The column headings in the grid can be adjusted by the user by dragging the column heading to
the desired place. See Common Tools - Data Grid

 
The Purchase Order screen is divided into a search and view area with a display grid showing the
items selected for viewing.  The search field permits users to locate purchase orders based on their
requirements. The P.O. appearing in the grid are color coded based on their current status.
 
The search criteria section permits users to change the data selected for viewing.
 
A P.O. can be edited by double clicking on it or pressing the open PO button.
 

.
The Purchase Order can have various statuses that the user can assign.  These statuses can assist
users in tracking and finding purchase orders.
 
 

  
Pending Approval: P.O. Not Ready to be sent
Approved: Ready and approved by Management
Sent to Vendor: Waiting for Delivery
Item on Back Ordered: Waiting for BackOrder
Closed: PO is Closed
Canceled: PO was Canceled

214
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The Grid displays the P.O. using a color schema for ease of use.
 

 

25.5.1 Create a Purchase Order

 

Create a Purchase Order
 
Select the New PO button.
 

The following screen will be displayed.
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The Purchase Order screen permits users to enter their purchase orders based on the selected
supplier. By selecting the supplier name from the drop-down list, the Purchase Order add item
screen is automatically re-adjusted to only display the items that this supplier provides.
 

 
The add item dialogue screen permits users to view items to order based on their preference. Filter
buttons like the View Inventory Items below the minimum stock levels will display only the items
meeting this requirement for the selected supplier. You may also view all items for that particular
supplier, or by placing a check mark beside the navigation bar, you may view all items in
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inventory regardless of the associated supplier. Please note that you may need to press the
refresh (rounded arrow) button located on the navigation bar to display the selected information.
 
IMPORTANT
To be able to view an inventory item in the Purchase Order selection grid, the item must have a
check mark in the "Buy" check box field of the "Type of inventory item" section in the inventory
record. Also no check mark must be present in the "Discontinued item" check box. The system
filters all items available to be purchased and does not show any item discontinued or marked as an
item which you do not buy.
 
To select the items you wish to order, simply highlight the item. If you wish to order all items
displayed, you may select all items at once by choosing the Select all button. If you only have
some items that you want to order, you can be selective by holding down the Control Key (Ctrl) and
clicking on the items you wish to order. To add the items selected, press the Accept Selection
button. Each selected item will be entered in the P.O. screen.
 
The navigation bar beside the add item button permits users to edit, save, delete, view items and
navigate through a P.O.
 
To enter the quantity of items, price and other particulars, you can directly edit the specific field in
the P.O. screen..
 
The Tax and Shipping costs may also be applied to the P.O. As new items are added, the P.O. is
automatically recalculated and displays the total value of the purchase order. (Note: If a tax is
required, you must select the tax rate for the P.O. to be calculated.)
 
Shipping Information Section:
 

If you select the View/Edit Shipping Address the following screen is displayed.
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This section of the purchase order screen allows a user to define where the product is to be shipped.
 Products can be shipped directly to a patient or any other location you may desire.

25.5.2 Edit a Purchase Order

 
Double-click on the Purchase Order to be edited. The Purchase Order screen will open in edit mode
the Purchase Order screen for selected purchase order.  The user can then manually edit the
Purchase Order.
 

 

25.5.3 Receiving Purchase Order

 
To record the receipt of items delivered the user must enter in the appropriate fields the number of
items received.
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 Important:
 

Filopto automatically updates the inventory item count for the
ordering office, with the Quantity Received, when a user
enters the Quantity Received and the Shipping Instructions
Type for the Purchase Order is not equal to Patient (which
means the item was ordered specifically for a patient and not
for use as a general inventory item).

 

25.6 Inventory Receive Items

 
 

The receiving Inventory item button  permits to record in the Inventory or Lab
Order Manager that an order has been received.  When selected, a popup menu appears giving
you the option to select which type of item you are receiving.
 

Depending on the option selected you will be presented with the entry screen to record the receipt
of the item.
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If the item is from a Purchase order enter the receipt information in the appropriate fields.
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25.7 Inventory Count

 

The Inventory Count is the mechanism for manually adjusting inventory.  Many companies that
have inventory take a physical inventory every 6 to 12 months, often at the end of their fiscal year.
 The worksheet shows each item name and description and quantity On Hand and has a blank line
on which to record the physical count and any adjusting notes.
 
Although Filopto automatically can adjust your quantities after each purchase and sale, you may
need to adjust them yourself from time to time for reasons such as breakage, theft, shrinkage or
fire.  If you know about changes to your physical inventory, you should record those changes as
they happen rather than at year end.
 
The Inventory Count wizard permits you to select the inventory items to list.
 

 
Once the inventory items are selected the count screen is displayed.

1) Print displayed sheet

2) Save Inventory Count Progress ( recommended to be used when using Wi-Fi bar code reader or
extended period of time without any data entry)

3) When using a Bar Code Reader to count the inventory items, place the cursor into the Bar Code
field and start bar coding. As you bar code items the count will be increased by 1 for each item
bar coded.
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 4) Listing of all items selected for counting.  A user can remove/filter items from the list by filtering
the grid.  (see data grid  for more information)
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25.8 EMR Billing Service/Procedure Group Manager

The EMR Billing Service /Procedure Group Manager permits the grouping
of various services/procedures recorded in the inventory service section into a user defined billing group
that can be used in the EMR billing section. By using groups the provider entering the various EMR
procedures in the EMR billing section can save time by only needing to select the appropriate group of
procedures and services to quickly enter multiple billing items at once.

A group can store as many services and procedures as required.  

1) to create a group, select the row called "Click Here to add new service group"

2) an entry record is created permitting the user to name the group (2) assign a status (3) and select
multiple inventory items (drop down) contained in the inventory service section (4).

For a group to be shown at EMR time it must be saved, have an active status and contain at least one
service or procedure.

25.9 Bar Coding

 
 
Filopto Inventory, Invoicing and Reporting modules are compatible with Bar Coding technology. The
Inventory module permits users to enter the bar code number for items which can then be
automatically read via the Invoicing module.
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In the Invoicing module, when a user accesses the Inventory screen to locate an item, the bar code
reader option is available. By scanning the bar code into the bar code field, the item is immediately
displayed.
 
The Reporting module permits users to create bar code labels and reports for items contained in the
Inventory and Invoicing modules.
 
The minimum bar code specification for use with Filopto is that your Bar Code Reader equipment
must interface using Keyboard Emulation (WEDGE). The bar codes supported are Code 39, Code 2
of 5, CODABAR, UPC/EAN, Code 128, Code MSI/PLESSEY and Code 93. This feature has been
tested using the PSD-100 Mini-Wedge & Wand. This pen reader connects via the PC keyboard plug-
in.
 
Any bar code scanner which connects via the keyboard port and supports keyboard emulation
(allows all scanned data to go directly to your computer as if it had been typed) should work without
problems.
 
The advantage of the keyboard emulation series of Bar Code readers is its easy installation, easy
operation and the fact that all bar code operations and programs are internal to the reader, thus not
requiring the user to set up or prepare the reader for use. The user simply starts scanning and the
internals automatically detect and convert the appropriate bar code. This is the type of bar code
reader which is the simplest to use and its reliability is high. You may find these type of bar code
readers at several stores or on the web at sites such as www.systemid.com. They come in several
different models such as wands, CCD Wedges and laser scanners. The price range varies depending
on the style and manufacturer.
 
The serial based bar code readers are not supported since they require the users to program and
interface the readers to a converter program and then interface the converter program to Filopto. We
have gone with a simpler system. We do not support the serial connection based bar code
readers.
 
 

25.9.1 What is Bar Coding

 
 
A method of encoding data for fast and accurate electronic readability. Bar codes are a series of
alternating bars and spaces printed or stamped on products, labels, or other media, representing
encoded information which can be read by electronic readers, used to facilitate timely and accurate
input of data to a computer system. Bar codes represent letters and/or numbers and special
characters like +, /, -, ., etc.
 
The Universal Product Code now called GS1 (http://www.gs1us.org ) was the first bar code
symbology widely adopted. Its birth is usually set at April 3, 1973, when the grocery industry
formally established UPC as the standard bar code symbology for product marking. Foreign interest
in UPC led to the adoption of the EAN code format, similar to UPC, in December 1976.
 
There are now five versions of UPC and two versions of EAN. The Japanese Article Numbering (JAN)
code has a single version identical to one of the EAN versions with the flag characters set to ``49''.
 
By 2005 all US retailers will have to be able to scan all EAN/UCC article numbers (8, 12, 13 and 14-
digit).
 

http://www.gs1us.org
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UPC and EAN symbols are fixed in length, can only encode numbers, and are continuous
symbology using four element widths.

 
UPC version A symbols have 10 digits plus two overhead digits while EAN symbols have 12 digits
and one overhead digit. The first overhead digit of a UPC version A symbol is a number related to the
type of product while an EAN symbol uses the first two characters to designate the country of the
EAN International organization issuing the number. UPC is in fact a subset of the more general EAN
code. Scanners equipped to read EAN symbols can read UPC symbols as well. However, UPC
scanners will not necessarily read EAN symbols.
 
The UPC symbology was designed to make it ideal for coding products. UPC can be printed on
packages using a variety of printing processes. The format allows the symbol to be scanned with any
package orientation. Omnidirectional scanning allows any package orientation provided the symbol
faces the scanner. The UPC format can be scanned by hand-held wands and can be printed by
equipment in the store. Version A of the symbology has a First Pass Read Rate of 99% using a
fixed laser scanner and has a substitution error rate of less than 1 error in 10,000 scanned symbols.
Nominal X dimension is 13 mils. A magnification factor of 0.8 to 2.0 is allowed and, as a result,
makes a printable range of X dimension values of 10.4 to 24 mils.
 
The UPC format can be printed using a variety of printing techniques because it allows for different
ink spreading. The amount of ink spreading depends on printing press conditions, amount and
viscosity of ink and other factors which are difficult to precisely control. The UPC symbol is decoded
by measuring the distance from leading edges to leading edge of bars, trailing edge to trailing edge of
bars and leading edge to leading edge of characters. Since relative distances are measured for
decoding, uniform ink spread will not affect the symbol's readability. However, excessive ink spread
will make the spaces very small to the point that the reader will be unable to resolve them. Since
UPC is a continuous code with exacting tolerances, it is more difficult to print on any equipment
except printing presses.
 

How do I get a Bar Code for my Product?
 
When someone asks this question, they are talking about the UPC or EAN symbol found on most
retail products around the world. Specifically, they are asking how to obtain a Universal Product
Code Identification Number which they can encode into a UPC-A or EAN-13 bar code symbol on
their product. In the United States of America a company can obtain a unique six digit company
identification number by becoming a member of the Uniform Code Council.
 
A full set of technical specifications and guidelines will be provided with your number. They also will
provide a list of suppliers that can produce camera-ready bar code symbols than can be included in
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the product's package graphics. You can assign the 5-digit product code yourself. The number
assigned to each product your company produces must be unique. For example, if you have two
different sizes of the same product, each must be assigned a different number. When you assign the
numbers, you should communicate them to your trading partners.
 
You do not have to be incorporated to apply for a UPC company number. In other words, you can
apply for a number as a sole proprietor. However, the Uniform Code Council recommends that you
register your business name before applying. The way you register your name varies from state to
state. Often when you apply for a business license, you will also be required to "register" the name
of the business. In any event, the UCC does not require this to become a member.
 
For more information visit the Uniform Code Council web site. The address and phone is Uniform
Code Council, Inc., Princeton Pike Corporate Center, 1009 Lenox Dr., Suite 202, Lawrenceville, New
Jersey 08648, Telephone: 609-620-0200, Fax: 609.620.1200. There are similar EAN organizations
throughout the world.
 

UPC Version A
 
UPC version A is the basic version of UPC and is usually the version seen on grocery store items.
The symbology is used to encode the 10 digit Universal Product Code. An eleventh digit indicates
the type of product, and a twelfth digit is a modulo check digit. The symbol is divided into two halves,
each containing 5 digits. The two six-digit patterns are surrounded by left, center and right guard
patterns. The left six digits use odd parity encodation while the right six digits use even parity
encodation.. The first digit is the UPC number system digit related to the type of product (0 for
groceries, 3 for drugs, etc.). The next 5 digits are the UPC manufacturer's code. The first five digits of
the right half are the product code. The final digit is the check digit. Although UPC A is continuous,
the left and right halves of the symbol can be independently decoded.
 
A digit is coded as a sequence of two bars and two spaces within a space 7 modules wide. Bar and
space widths may be 12, 3, or 4 modules wide. This results in 20 possible bar-space combinations.
Ten of these patterns are used for the left odd parity digits and ten are used for the right even parity
digits. The left digits always start with a space, while the right digits always start with a bar.
 
 

Left Digits Odd
Parity
S B S B

Right Digit Even
Parity
B S B S        

0 3 2 1 1 3 2 1 1        

1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1

2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2

3 1 4 1 1 1 4 1 1

4 1 1 3 2 1 1 3 2

5 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 1

6 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 4

7 1 3 1 2 1 3 1 2

8 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 3

9 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 2

 
A typical UPC Version A symbol has center guard bars in the center of the symbol which are longer
than the other bars. This divides the symbol into a right and left half. This division allows the symbol
to scan in any orientation. The moving beam laser bar code reader in grocery stores produces
orthogonal scanning beams either in a cross, starburst, or figure-eight. At least one beam will then
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pass through each half of the symbol, since the symbol's height is at least equal to half of the length
of the symbol.
 
The height of the symbol should be at least half the length of the symbol. Sometimes the symbol's
height is shortened to fit into the design of the package. This truncation of symbol height affects the
ability to scan the symbol in any orientation, and will generally reduce the First Pass Read Rate.
Version A may include either a 2 digit or a 5 digit supplemental encodation. These extra digits are
primarily used on periodicals and books.
 

UPC Version E
 
UPC version E is the next most common version of UPC. It is a zero suppression version of UPC. It
is intended to be used on packaging which would be otherwise too small to use one of the other
versions. The code is smaller because it drops out zeros which would otherwise occur in a symbol.
For example, the code 59300-00066 would be encoded as 593663. The last digit (3 in the example)
indicates the type of compression. Guard bars precede and follow the data (no middle guard bars).
The digits are coded following the parity pattern EVEN, EVEN, ODD, ODD, EVEN, ODD. The data is
enclosed between two left-hand guard bars and three right-hand guard bars. The six digit number is
always preceded by a 0 and followed by the check digit. The way the check digit is computed is by
expanding the type E to a type A, then doing the regular check.
 

Other UPC Versions
 
There are three other versions of UPC. These other versions are not in wide use.
UPC version B is a special version originally developed to handle the National Drug Code and
National Health Related Items Code. It allows for 11 digits plus one product type code. This version
does not have any modulo check digit.
UPC version C is a special code designed to promote industry-wide compatibility. The code is 12
digits long with a product type digit and a modulo check sum digit.
UPC version D is a variable message length version of UPC. The symbol must contain at least 12
digits. The first digit is a product type code. This is followed by 10 information carrying digits. The
twelfth digit is a modulo check sum, and this is followed by a variable number of digits.
More information about all UPC versions is available at the Hewlett-Packard web site.
 

EAN-13 and EAN-8
 
The EAN Article Numbering System (EAN),the Japanese Article Numbering (JAN) System and the
International Article Numbering System (IAN) are identical to UPC except for the number of digits.
The Japanese Article Numbering (JAN) System (JAN) codes are the same as the EAN codes, with
the flag characters set to ``49''. There are two principal EAN versions.
Standard EAN (sometimes called EAN-13) has 10 numeric characters, 2 or 3 "flag" characters which
are usually a code for the country of the EAN International organization issuing the number , and a
check digit. In all other respects, it is identical to UPC version A. JAN is the same as EAN-13. For
compatibility with UPC, flags 00, 01, 03, 04, and 06 through 13 are assigned to the United States.
 

What are the country codes?
 
Lots of people have requested the codes. Here is a partial list. Remember, it indicates the country
that issued the code, NOT THE COUNTRY OF ORIGIN OF THE PRODUCT.
 
 00-13        USA & Canada
 20-29        reserved for local use (store/warehouse)
 30 -37        France
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 400-440        Germany
 45        Japan
 46        Russian Federation
 471        Taiwan
 474        Estonia
 475        Latvia
 477        Lithuania
 479        Sri Lanka
 480        Philippines
 482        Ukraine
 484        Moldova
 485        Armenia
 486        Georgia
 487        Kazakhstan
 489        Hong Kong
 49        Japan
 50        UK
 520        Greece
 528        Lebanon
 529        Cyprus
 531        Macedonia
 535        Malta
 539        Ireland
 54        Belgium & Luxembourg
 560        Portugal
 569        Iceland
 57        Danmark
 590        Poland
 594        Romania
 599        Hungary
 600-601        South Africa
 609        Mauritius
 611        Morocco
 613        Algeria
 619        Tunisia
 622        Egypt
 625        Jordan
 626        Iran
 64        Finland
 690-692        China
 70        Norway
 729        Israel
 73        Sweden
 740-745        Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica & Panama
 746        Republica Dominicana
 750        Mexico
 759        Venezuela
 76        Switzerland
 770        Colombia
 773        Uruguay
 775        Peru
 777        Bolivia
 779        Argentina
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 780        Chile
 784        Paraguay
 785        Peru
 786        Ecuador
 789        Brazil
 80 -83        Italy
 84        Spain
 850        Cuba
 858        Slovakia
 859        Czech
 860        Yugoslavia
 869        Turkey
 87        Netherlands
 880        South Korea
 885        Thailand
 888        Singapore
 890        India
 893        Vietnam
 899        Indonesia
 90 -91        Austria
 93        Australia
 94        New Zealand
 955        Malaysia
 977        ISSN (International Standard Serial Number for periodicals)
 978        ISBN (International Standard Book Number)
 979        ISMN (International Standard Music Number)
 980        Refund receipts
 99        Coupons
 
More information about EAN-13 is available at the Hewlett-Packard web site.
 
EAN-8 has a left-hand guard pattern, four odd parity digits, a center guard pattern, four even parity
digits, and a right-hand guard pattern. An EAN-8 bar code has two flag digits, five data digits, and
one check digit.
 
Information about Bookland EAN and ISBN numbering of books can be found at BarCode 1's
Bookland EAN and ISBN Page.
There is a good explanation of Bookland EAN bar code symbols used by the publishing industry at
the Infinity Graphics site. There is also a very good explanation about Bookland EAN Add-On
Code, used for storing the price of a book or magazine.
More information about EAN-8 is available at the Hewlett-Packard web site.
 

25.9.2 Bar Code Readers

 
Filopto Inventory, Invoicing and Reporting modules are compatible with Bar Coding technology.
Filopto supports most "keyboard emulation" type bar code readers. Following are several sites
which provide Bar Code readers.
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For Bar Code Systems:

www.datalogic.com
 
www.waspbarcode.com
www.systemid.com
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Visit www.archcrown.com for Op-
Tags and Labels
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Board Emulation: Plugs
directly into your keyboard por
t(USB), so scanned data
appears as if you typed it. There
is no decoder software to
install.        
 
 
 

Things to consider when purchasing a Bar Code Reader:

1) You need to make certain that the bar scanner is a "keyboard emulation" type bar code
readers. ( Serial ( such as RS232) or programmable readers are not supported) 

2) Barcode Scanner Types: laser is the more common, but depending on the technology used you
may not be able to read all types of bar codes. Verify that the bar code standard (UPC, EAN,
QRCode, etc) you will use is supported by the reader.

Filopto supports the following international bar code standards: 

http://www.datalogic.com/
http://www.waspbarcode.com
http://www.systemid.com
https://www.barcodesinc.com/cats/barcode-scanners/rs232.htm
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3) Form Factors: many different form factors are available for the Bar Code Reader; hand-held,
presentation, mobile, in-counter and fixed mount. Depending on your needs, one format may be
better suited than another.  The more common format is hand-held / mobile since it permits easy
mobility if required.  Fix mount and in-counter are common in grocery stores but may limit what you
can do with the scanner.  Most grocery stores supplement the in-counter with a hand-held for
mobility reasons.
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4) Connectivity:  Corded or Cordless.  If you intend to walk around your store to do inventory, a
cordless may be better suited.  If choosing a cordless verify the amount of use available before a re-
charge is required.  Also review the distance from its base unit that is permitted.  If you have to be 30
feet away from the base unit but the unit only permits you to read at a maximum of 12 feet, you may
not be satisfied with the model.  If choosing a corded version verify that the cord is long enough for
your needs (remember it needs to connect to your PC and reach your destination).

5) Ruggedness:  In our experience these devices seem to get a lot of abuse, therefore choose one
designed for the type of use you will make.  Economical versions may not withstand daily use or
getting dropped by mistake.  If you take a look at the scanners being used in your local stores you
will see that most are from reputable organizations and are more rugged than the $20.00 readers
available at discount stores.  The reason is that the store owners have learned that by paying a bit
more you will have less headaches and more reliability.  If your selection cannot be used day in, and
day out, because it heats up or if dropped gets misaligned and will no longer read the bar code, its
value may not be that great.

With all the options available for barcode scanners today, it's important to find the right device for your
business needs. Determining how you will use the scanner and what features you need will make the
decision process easier.

25.10 Pricing Manager

Filopto Pricing Manager automates the application of pricing strategies via rules to inventory items and
services. Filopto provides over 25 different combinations to define the retail price of an item or service.
The Inventory Pricing Manager allows users to select various groupings of inventory items and services
and apply to the selected item group a pricing strategy to penetrate the market and improve retail loyalty.

   IMPORTANT:

  Only users having the appropriate user security access rights
are able to use this feature ( see Security Access Rights  )

· Value Pricing is directly supported via each individual Inventory Item pricing screen

· Promotional Pricing is done via the Filopto Promotional Pricing Manager.

· Price Bundling is done in the Filopto inventory Package option

1627
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· The Retail Pricing calculation is based on the item Purchase Price except where
indicated otherwise. If no Purchase Price is entered ($0.00) for the inventory item,
no Retail Price will be calculated or assigned

· Loss-Leader Pricing cannot bring the retail price of the inventory item below $0.00

· Inflation Pricing must have an existing and active retail price to function

· No negative amount or negative % allowed as input 

· Inventory Item must be active (non-active inventory items will be ignored)

· All calculations are done at 4 decimal places with rounding at 2 decimals for final
Retail Price

· An item must match all item selection criteria identified for its Retail Price to be
modified

FramesData Option Only:  Once your Pricing Rules are defined,  as new items are added,  the
pricing strategies you selected in your rules will be automatically applied to the inventory item
imported via the FramesData service.  The retail price for the New FramesData item will be
automatically calculated on import of a new item. Existing items will not be affected.

WARNING!!
Make certain you understand what the Pricing Manager will do when activated, since
it has the power to change all Retail Prices for all Services and Inventory items if
incorrectly configured.

Review how you can test your rules in the section called "Step 4) How to Test the
Pricing Rules" below.

Understand Your Customers' Unmet Needs and the Value You Offer

Your pricing potential is related to the value added for your customers, and their willingness and ability to
pay. Products with more features and benefits can be priced higher. For example, a luxury brand  is
priced higher than an economy brand. To understand your target segment and their willingness to pay,
first analyze the type of customer you're targeting. High-end customers need high-level benefits and will
pay more for those benefits. So focus on the value and benefits you offer, and price your products and
services accordingly. Customers need to perceive the benefits of what you're selling—the higher the
perceived benefit (all other things being equal), the more you can charge.

Understand the relative value you add compared with that of your competitors by comparing your product
to theirs. Understand that even if you've added more value, you may not be able to charge more for very
long, because your competitors may copy your product.  Also consider your competitors’ resources and
potential response. If you're competing against giants, a frontal assault with lower prices may only cause
failure. So consider entering via the side door and, say, focusing on high-income customers with higher
prices.

To determine your strategy, focus on your key differentiating factor—your strategy should reinforce this
unique value to keep your customers loyal and willing to pay more due to the unique benefits you offer. 

When determining your strategy, seek a long-term advantage where you can defend your differentiation. If
you can't, others may enter the market and erode your edge, prices and profitability.
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Value Pricing:  Many entrepreneurs start with costs to determine pricing, but if customers value your
product more than that of your competitors, they may pay more. Companies that add high value can
have high gross margins. In order to charge higher prices, however, you have to know how to sell the
value you're offering. To really achieve Value Pricing means that each inventory and service item is priced
individually to reflect the perceived value your customers are willing to pay for the service or item.  The
Filopto standard individual inventory pricing screen is best used when defining unique value pricing. 

Promotional pricing. The act of offering a lower price temporarily in order to enhance the effectiveness
of product sales efforts to cost sensitive consumers. For example, many businesses will offer
promotional pricing as a sales incentive when initially launching a particular product line to potential
consumers. promotional pricing is also used in a Sale promotion event to attract new and existing
customers in the store. The Filopto Promotional Pricing Manager provides several ways to implement a
promotional price for an item or service, allowing the promotion to only apply to a select group of clients,
items, or for a specific period of time.

Price bundling is combining several products or services into a single comprehensive package for an
all-inclusive reduced price. Despite the fact that the items are sold for discounted prices, it can increase
profits because it promotes the purchase of more than one item. Filopto Inventory Package Option
permits Price bundling.

Supported Pricing Strategies

The Filopto Pricing Manager supports the following pricing strategies:

Definition: The purchase price is the price you paid to acquire the item.  If you are pricing a service,
the purchase price can be the amount the service is costing you to provide.  If you have an item that
has no cost (provided free to you) if you wish to apply a pricing rule you must define a purchase price
for it before a pricing rule can be applied.  For items contained in the Frames Data service,  the
wholesale price provided for the item will become the purchase price of the item.

1) Cost-plus pricing:   Simply calculating your Purchase costs and adding a mark-up.  Set Retail

Price by adding a fixed amount to your products purchase price $XX.XX

·  Example:  Purchase price is $50.00 the Markup is $75.00  the retail price for the
item is calculated as $50.00 + $75.00 = $125.00

2) Gross Margin (GM) Method: Enter the required GM and the price manager will auto
calculate the Markup and retail price of an item.  GM = %

· Example in 2019 the average Optical shop gross margin = 55.7%.  

· The markup would be calculated as 1-.557 =.443;  1/.443 = 2.257;   1-2.257 = 1.257  =
markup = 125.7% )

· $50.00 item purchase  price would be calculated  at $50.00 * (1+1.257)= $112.85 retail
price.

Keystone Pricing Methods: Cost plus pricing involves adding a certain percentage to cost in

order to fix the price. This is a pricing strategy that retailers use as an easy rule of thumb. Traditionally,

https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/marketing-sales-export/marketing/pages/steps-setting-right-price-your-products-services.aspx
https://www.bdc.ca/en/articles-tools/marketing-sales-export/marketing/pages/steps-setting-right-price-your-products-services.aspx
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it’s when a retailer would simply double the purchase cost they paid for a product to determine the retail
price. Now, there are a number of scenarios in which the price of a product using keystone pricing may
be too low, too high, or just right for your business.  The Filopto Keystone Pricing method allows users
to select the percentage they wish to use versus using only the standard doubling option.  This flexibility
permits greater flexibility in defining the right strategy for your business.

If you have products that have a slow turnover, have substantial shipping and handling costs, and are
unique or scarce in some sense, then you might be selling yourself short with the standard keystone
pricing. That is why Filopto permits users to adjust both the Keystone margin and premium margin to
reflect your unique market.  In any of these cases, a retailer could likely use a higher markup formula to
increase the retail price for these in-demand products.

On the other hand, if your products are highly commoditized and easily available elsewhere, using
keystone pricing can be harder to pull off requiring you to lower the standard 100% markup or premium
markup starting point.

3)   Keystone Pricing method: Set Retail Price  by adding a % markup to Purchase price:
%

§ Examples:

§ 100% Standard Markup = Purchase price = $50.00 *(1+100) = $100

§ 80% Standard Markup = Purchase price $50.00* (1+0.80) = $90.00

4) Keystone Premium Pricing method: Set Retail Price (Premium also called keystone
+ method) by adding first a % markup to Purchase price then adding a second markup
% on top of keystone method:   Keystone method   % + Premium %. 

§ Examples:

§ 100% Standard Markup + 20% premium = Purchase price = $50.00 *( 1+100) =
($100* (1+.20))= $120

§ 80% Standard Markup + 20% premium = Purchase price $50.00* 1.80 = $90.00
*1.20= $108

5) Keystone Fixed Premium Pricing method Set Retail price (Premium also called
keystone method + fixed premium) by adding a % first and then a fix amount $00.00

§ Examples:

§ 100% Standard Markup + $20 premium = Purchase price = $50.00 *200% =
$100+$20 1.20= $120

§ 80% Standard Markup + $20 premium = Purchase price $50.00* 1.80 = $90.00
+$20= $110
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MSRP is the price a manufacturer recommends retailers use when selling a product. Manufacturers

first started using MSRPs to help standardize different prices of products across multiple locations and
retailers.  Retailers often use the MSRP with highly standardized products.

6)   Manufacturers Suggested Retail price (MSRP): Set retail price to the user entered
MSRP price

Loss Leader Pricing: We’ve all done this: We walk into a store lured by the promise of a discount

on a hot-ticket product. But instead of walking away with only that product in hand, you ended up
purchasing several others as well. If so, you’ve gotten a taste of the loss leader pricing strategy. With
this strategy, retailers attract customers with a desirable discounted product and then encourage
shoppers to buy additional items.

7) Fixed Loss-Leader Pricing:  Starts with the purchase price – Fixed discount:   Fixed
amount $00.00 

§ Examples:

§ Purchase Price  $50 - $5 = $45

§ Purchase Price  $50 - $10 = $40

§ Purchase Price  $50 - $60 =  not valid  (Purchase price set to  $0.00)

8) Percentage Loss-Leader Pricing:  Starts with the purchase price – % discount:    %
discount

§ Examples:

§ Purchase Price  $50 – 10% = $45

§ Purchase Price  $50 – 110% =  not valid  (cannot be equal or greater than 100%)

Inflation Pricing: is typically used once a Retail Price has been determined to be working and
the retailer receives notice of a price hike.  A retailer can just adjust his retail price by increasing it
to cover the price hike received.

9)  Inflation Pricing % : Increase existing Retail Price By X %  (Retail Price must be
active)

§ Examples:

§ Retail Price  $50 – 10% = $45

§ Retail Price  $50 – 40% =  $70
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10) Fixed Inflation Pricing:  - Increase existing Retail Price By  X $ (Retail Price must be
active)

§ Examples:

§ Retail Price  $50 – 10$ = $55

§ Retail Price  $50 – 40$ =  $90

Psychological pricing: Use charm pricing to sell more with odd numbers

Studies have shown that when buyers spend money, they're experiencing pain or loss. So, it’s up to
retailers to help minimize this pain, which can increase the likelihood that customers will make a
purchase. Traditionally, merchants have accomplished this with prices ending in an odd number like 5, 7,

or 9. For example, a retailer would price a product at $8.99 instead of $9.  The number 9 reigns supreme

when it comes to many retail pricing strategies.  The Charm pricing rule you define are applied after the
initial pricing strategy is applied.  Therefore if a calculated retail price ends up being for example $75.27 
users can round the value to $75.50  or $75.99 based on the Charm pricing rule they created.

Charm pricing rules:  

a) Set  $x.01 to $x.25 to $0. XX  
b) Set  $x.26 to $x.50 to $0. XX
c) Set  $x.51 to $x.75 to $0. XX
d) Set  $x.76 to $x.99 to $0. XX

            

How to Use  the Pricing Manager

https://www.cmu.edu/homepage/practical/2007/winter/spending-til-it-hurts.shtml
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Step 1) Define the Charm Pricing Rules strategy available for use (optional)

 Open the Pricing Rules Manager and select the Charm Pricing Rules tab.  By default Filopto provides 4

pre-defined Charm Pricing Rules.  Users can create additional Charm rules or modify the existing rules
as required.

 

 IMPORTANT:

If no Charm Pricing Rules are defined or applied during the Pricing Rule calculation,  the calculated
amount based on the Pricing Rule strategy you selected, will be used as the Retail Price.  For
example, if you are using a percentage to calculate your Retail Price you may end up with a
calculated Retail Price of $56.27.  If you apply a Charm Pricing rule,  the Retail Price can be
automatically adjusted to be $56.99. or $56.50 or whatever you define. 

A Charm Pricing Rule must be active to be able to be used by a Pricing Rule.  The Charm Pricing
Rules are identified by the Rule Name you give it.  You should not name two rules with the same name
since the computer would randomly use the first rules meeting the Rule Name potentially giving you a
different retail price each time a Retail Price is calculated.

Charm Pricing is applied for rounding up on all item values, however for round down,  the item has to
be greater than $1.00,  items less than $1.00 will not be rounded down.  Example:  an item with a
Retail Price of $0.99 would not be rounded down to $0.50 for example.
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By default all charm pricing rounding are set to Round Up.

When the user opens the Charm Pricing Rule Editor the user can either add a new Charm Pricing Rule
or Edit an already created Charm Pricing rule.  A Charm Pricing Rule, as defined by the Rule Name, can
be used with multiple Pricing Rules reducing the amount of individual Charm Pricing Rule you may need
to create.

To Create a Charm Pricing Rule:

1) Assign a unique and specific Name for the rule ( the rule name will be used in the Pricing rules
to apply the Charm rules).

2) Define if a rule is Active or Non-Active.  To make a rule non-active it must not be linked or
used in any existing Pricing Rules. Non-active rules will be ignored.

3) Define for the various price ranges the value to be applied.  For example if the Pricing Rule for
an item is calculated to be $50.00, a user can define that the actual price should be changed to
$49.99.  You can also either Round up or Down a calculated Retail Price to meet your specific
needs.  For example you could round down a Retail Price calculation of say: $5.02 to $4.99 by
changing the rounding setting to the Rounding Down value. 
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Step 2) Create your Custom Pricing Rules

 Identify the items and pricing method to be used by the Pricing Rule

1) Select the Pricing Rules button and then the Add a New Pricing Rule button to create a

New rule.  If you wish to edit a rule select the rule edit button  located in the grid.

 
 IMPORTANT:

1. Before saving your rules either click out or tab out of the last field you modified to make certain
that your last change has been recorded.by Filopto.  It is possible that the last field you modify
is not recorded if you do not tell Windows that you have completed entering data in this field. 
The best way is to either click on a previous field or tab out of the field which tells Windows to
record the entry.  The Save button will be grayed out until Filopto is able to save the entered
data.

2. If a mandatory field is missing or an obvious error is detected by Filopto, the field causing the
error will be highlighted in RED for easy correction. The Save button will be hidden or grayed out
until Filopto is able to save the data.
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3. The option All Inventory Items in section 2 below, will apply the defined rule to every
inventory item with no exceptions,  this includes all items listed in the inventory
( Frames, Services, Contact Lens, Miscellaneous items, Packages etc.).  This is a very
powerful option that should only be considered once you understand the full
ramifications it will have on all items / services / etc contained in your inventory
database.

4. The Sequence Order in which the rules are applied is dependent on the sequence order you
specified in the Pricing Rule Priority Sequence screen.  Once an item retail price has been
modified by a rule,  any subsequent rule that would also modify the Retail Price of the item will
be ignored.  Therefore it is best to order the more specific rules first and the more general rule
afterward. Also all specified criteria must match for a rule to be applied.  If one of your criteria
does not match or has previously been used by another rule (i.e. you specified the same specific
vendor / manufacturer / etc in another rule) it will be ignored.

5. It is Important to understand that once a rule is applied,  the effects of the pricing rule
on your inventory cannot be undone. You can however create a new rule that can fix
possible issues or manually fix a possible issue your rule may have created. 

6. Depending on the amount of inventory items in your inventory database the process of
updating the retail price of every item can take a significant amount of time.  Updating
1000 items will be faster than updating 1 million inventory items. The speed of the retail
price update process is directly dependent on the number of rules that must be
evaluated, the speed of your CPU, the speed of your Hard Drive (I/O) and the amount of
RAM memory available (the update all inventory items at once option will try to use as
much of the RAM memory available on the Filopto server to speed up the update
process, you may want to consider running this process after-hours if you have a large
amount of inventory items with a slow server as not to impact your users).

.

2) Using the Pricing Rule screen a user can define the price of a single item or a group of items.
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Section 1 contains the basic rules definition such as;
· a Descriptive Name for the pricing rule. The easier it is to know what the rule

does the easier it will be for you to manage the rule process.
· the Status of the rule.  A rule must have an Active status to be used by Filopto. 

A Non-Active Status turns off the rule.
· The dates for the rule to be effective.  The rule will only be executed during the

time frame specified in these fields by the user.  If a rule fall outside this date
range, it will be ignored. 

IMPORTANT

By default, the Start Date (1) will be automatically set to tomorrow and not the date it was
created unless you manually change the Start Date.

Section 2 contains the rule criteria.  Here a user can define under what condition a rule
will be applied. 

· a user can define one or more criteria that must exist for a rule to be applied. 
Place a check mark beside each option you wish to define. The user can select
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§ All Items, meaning the rule will apply on all Inventory items (BE CERTAIN
YOU UNDERSTAND THE EFFECT since it will apply to everything in the
inventory database)
§ Inventory Type which allows a user to select only a specific type of inventory

item for which the rule will apply. In the above example we selected Frames.
§ Inventory Stock Category. If a user has defined custom stock categories they

can select a defined stock category to which the rule will apply.
§ Inventory Stock Group. If a user has defined custom stock group they can

select a defined stock group to which the rule will apply
§ Manufacturer permits the price rule to be only applied to items linked to a

specific manufacturer
§ Vendor permits the price rule to only be applied to items linked to a specific

vendor.

· a user can also define all or one or more offices  for which a rule is to be
applied. The user can select from the drop downs all offices or a specific office or
a group of offices. If a user adds an incorrect office,  the office can be removed
using the Remove button.  A Retail Price record will be created for each specified
office only, if an office is not specified no price will be calculated for that office.

· a User can define the Purchase Price range to be used for applying the Rule.

Section 3 defines which of the 10 pricing method is to be used to calculate the Retail
Price for the item(s) matching the criteria defined above. 

    The various pricing methods are described above as well as on the rule screen. A
user must enter the required information for the selected pricing method to be calculated.

 
Section 4 defines if a pricing Charm rule is to be applied to the retail price.  A user can

select from one of the 4 predefined or additional custom Charm rules the user has previously
defined.

Select the Save Change button to save your Rule,

Step 3) Modify/Save the Pricing Rule Priority Sequence 

IMPORTANT
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This steps defines the order by which your rules will be applied.  The incorrect Priority Sequence Order
can have serious impact on your Inventory since rules may or may not be applied depending on their
Priority Sequence.

The Rule Priority Sequence screen allows user to define which rule will be first applied.   Pricing Rules
are applied in the sequence defined by the user.  However if an item retail price is first modified by
a rule, any subsequent rule that would also modify the retail price for the same item, will be
ignored.  Therefore it is best to sequence your rules using the most specific rules, those having the
most criteria that define which item will be affected,  first and the more general rules later in your
sequence.

For example; 

1) You create two rules 
Rule #1  a rule that specify that the retail price for only Frames from a specific

Manufacturer is to be affected , and
                        Rule #2  a second rule that changes the prices for all Frames. 

The correct sequence would be rule #1 first and rule #2 second. 

If you sequence the second rule #2 first, the more general rule, that applies to all frames, will change the
retail price for all frames first, meaning that the rule #1 which is more manufacturer specific will be
ignored since the first, more general rule,  will have already modified the retail price for the frames made
by the specified manufacturer.

The same is true if for example, you have a rule that: 

Rule # 1) modify the price based on the vendor X
Rule # 2) modify the price for a manufacturer Y and vendor X.

In this case, rule #1 which is the first in the sequence will change the price for the items for vendor X. 
Rule #2 which changes the price for manufacturer Y and vendor X will be ignored since the first rule in
the sequence will have already applied a price for items of vendor X.

To sequence the rules in the order you wish them to be executed use the up or down button beside each
rule to set the sequence execution order.  The execution sequence will start with Priority Sequence
Number 1 and then go to the next rule, Priority Sequence 2 and so on, until all rules based on their
sequence number assigned have been run.

The sequence grid will only display active rules that are applicable for today and have and effective and
end date that encompasses today. Rules that have a date range outside of Today will be ignored.
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Step 4) How to Test the Pricing Rules

Before applying your rules to your inventory,  you must test that the rules and their order are functioning

the way you intended.  Once you have sequenced the order of the rules,  you can test your rule(s)

by going to the Inventory Pricing tab and opening the Office Pricing Information screen for an item that

one of your rules should calculate.  By selecting the Calculate Retail Price (1) button of the item,  the

retail price for the selected item will be calculated giving you the opportunity to verify that the rule and the

sequence of the rules are correct.  If the price calculated is correct, your rule and the order meets your

expectations.  If the retail price is incorrect first take a look at the sequence since another rule may be

triggered and look at the rule itself to make certain the rule falls withing the time period being tested and

that it is properly identifying the test item. You must do the same for each rule to verify that it is triggered

for the item you intended. You may need to change the sequence or the rule to be more specific as to

what it affects.
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The more common errors are:

1) The rule is in "effect period" is outside of the test or applied date (today).   

2) The rule is not active. Non-active rules are ignored.

3) The rule is too vague and applies to more than the item selected for testing. Therefore a rule

which is more specific is first being applied causing your rule not to be triggered.

4) The rule is very specific and does not apply to the item selected.

5) The sequence order of the rules are such that another rule is first being applied.

6) The Retail Pricing option chosen is not the pricing strategy you wanted

7) The Charm Pricing rules are not the ones you wanted.

Step 5) How to Run the Pricing Rules to update the item retail prices

§ to update the retail price of a single item
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          From the inventory item / pricing tab and the Office Pricing Information screen a user can apply an

existing pricing rule to the item.  Open the pricing screen and you must select: 

§ an effective date for the price to be applied (1)

§ a selected office for which the price is to apply (1)

§ a purchase price must be present (2) 

To calculate the item price using the predefined retail pricing rules, select the Calculate Retail

Price (3) button.   Please note that this button is only available if at least one pricing rule has

been created.  If no pricing rule exist, or active, the button (3) is not shown.  By selecting

the Calculate Retail Price (3) button you can see if your rule works as expected. The calculated

price will be shown in the Retail Price (4) field. 

§ to update the retail prices of all inventory items at once 
Once you have created all your rules and created the desired sequence and properly tested

each rule and its sequence you can apply all the rules to all inventory items at once.  This

action can modify all items in your inventory (which cannot be reverted except by

changing the rules or manually), therefore make certain that you have properly tested your

rules and sequences on multiple inventory items.  Once this update option is applied,  verify

that the prices are as expected and make any required modifications to the items retail

price, rules and sequences.

IMPORTANT 
This process will run on your Filopto server and can take some time to complete

depending on the speed of your server, the number of inventory items and number

of rules to be evaluated.  The changes made by the rules cannot be reversed
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except by changing the rules, sequences of the rules and reapplying the update

action or manually adjusting the retail prices of each item affected.

In the Inventory Manager screen, the Calculate the items Pricing using Pricing Rules (1)

button will be displayed and active,  if pricing rules exist and are active.  This button allows user to

update ALL inventory items pricing based on the active pricing rules defined.

Once the button (1) is selected the user will be shown a progress screen for the pricing update

process. To start the process select the Calculate Inventory Pricing button. A message stating

that the dialogue can be closed will be displayed once that the Pricing update process is started.

If you decide not to close the Pricing update screen it will display the statistics of the update

process and provide at the end of the process a summary of the changes made.  If you close the
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screen, you can come back to it at any time to see the progress and summary of the last pricing

rule process and the changes made. 

   

IMPORTANT:

For a more detail listing of the items modified by the pricing rules process, users can run

the Inventory Pricing Rule Update List report (see Report Manager) which list the

inventory items changed by the last inventory pricing process that was run.  If your rules

create or affect multiple prices for one inventory item such as creates a price for multiple

offices, the inventory item listed in the report will only be listed once and not multiple times

if multiple prices for the item were created.

  

To exit the pricing screen once the update process is stated but not completed choose the Close

button, once the process is completed select the Cancel button.
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§ to automatically update the retail price for new items inserted by

FramesData (requires connector for the FramesData Internet service) -

(Coming soon)
If you are using the FramesData Online Frames service, Filopto can automatically create the retail

price for an imported item from the FramesData online service.  You must first create the rule to

be applied for the item to be imported and once imported Filopto will auto calculate the retail price

based on the FramesData listed wholesale price. (The Frames Data wholesale price becomes

the item purchase price upon import).

 

25.11 Promotional Pricing Rules

 
 
 

 The Promotional Pricing rules button  permits users to create specific price
discount rules (sales) for items or group of items.  These Pricing Rules can be automatically applied
at invoice time.  For example users can create a Senior Discount pricing rule that would give a
specific discount to seniors.
 

Important:
 
Promotional Pricing Rules apply only to the Patient portion of an invoiced item and if an item is
identified for use in an Insurance Claim, the Patient pricing rules are automatically discontinued
(removed) for that item.

User defined Promotional discounts are automatically applied based on the dates and rules

defined.  No user intervention is required other than creating the promotional rule. The

Invoice system will automatically apply any active (not-expired) promotional  rule.

If you change the pricing rule for an existing invoice, do a recalc of the invoice, to make certain the
correct promotional pricing is applied.

 

There are two types of promotional rules; Patient Discount Category Rules and Standard
Promotional rules.

Patient Discount Category Rules are manual or automated Discount rules ( 1 or More rules

categories as on Class of Rules) that can be applied at Invoice time.  Patient Discount Category
Rules are created by:

1) Creating a Patient Discount Category will link the Patient, the Discount Category, one or more
Discount Rule and Invoice together. Create the name for the Patient Discount Category in the
Filopto System Settings (1) / Inventory (2) / Patient Discount Categories (3) section (see below). 
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Once the Discount Category Name is created you can link one or more rules to that specific
category.  For example you can create a Discount Category called Senior Category and have
multiple rules attached to that Category.  You could have a rule that gives a 10% discount on
frames and another rule that gives 20% discount on Contacts lens etc, all regrouped under the
Seniors Discount Category. Depending on the various items the senior patient purchase at invoice
time, the appropriate rule(s) within the Seniors Discount Category will be automatically applied.

IMPORTANT

If you wish to provide the best discount available to your Patients, place a check mark in the
field beside the Discount Category Name that is called "Search in the Normal / No
Category Rules for better discounts" (3) to use the best available discount that is active
on the creation date of the Patient Invoice.

Example:  The Patient has a defined Patient Discount category of "Seniors" that offers a
10% discount, however you are currently running a Special Promotional Discount of 15% for
the same item.  By having a check mark in the Search in the Normal/No Category Rules
for better discounts field, the Patient will be provided with the 15% discount since it is
better than the standard 10% discount identified in the Patient Discount Category rule(s).

In the rule section for the field called Type:  The options permits various items to be
included in the rule.  

· All Items means the rule will be applicable to all items added to the invoice. 
· All Items (excluding Services) means that items identified as Services will be ignored.
· Glasses (Frames, Ophthalmic Lenses and Options) means the Rule applies to the 3

items making up a pair of Glasses. Note if you add more than 1 pair of Glasses, the rule
applies to all of the listed items for all Glasses.

· Contact Lenses(soft and Hard Contact Lenses and Options). Similar to the Glasses
the rule above, the rule applies to any listed contacts hard or soft and contact options
added to the invoice.

Note: The Discount Category can contain more than one rule giving tremendous flexibility to
provide unique discounts down to individual items. ( Promo Plans rules do not support
grouping of rules into a specific discount category).

You can track the use of the Discount Category and Promotional Rules by running the
Patients List who benefited from a Promotional-Discount Plan report
(Accounting/Financial Category)
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2)  Once the Patient Discount Category is create you mus create the discount rules and linked it
to this category name that you just created.  Select in the Inventory tab, the Promotional Pricing
Rules button.

 Select the New Patient Discount Rule (2) button to create the Patient Discount Category Rule
button (2) which will open the Rule Editor.  Select the Name from the drop down list of your
Discount Category that you created in Step 1 above and define the rules that will apply for this
Patient Discount Category.   

 
Discount Categories:  The name of the Patient Discount Rule example: Seniors (discount)
Office:  The Office this rule applies or all offices.
Effective date:  The start date from which this rule be applied  (a blank start date means the
rule is immediately active)
Expiry date: The end date when this rule will no longer be applied. ( if you do not select an end
date the discount will always be available)
Rule to apply: select the phrases that represent the rule you wish to apply.
Rule description: is a text field explaining the rule for your internal use, for reporting and clarity
purposes.
OK Button:  saves the rule.
Cancel button: exits the rule without saving the rule.
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3)  For Automated Assignment of the Patient Discount Category you must identify in the Patient
File  / Financial / Invoices section the Discount Category the Name of the Discount Category Rule
to automatically apply on all of the patient's invoices.

4) To manually enter a Discount Category at Invoice time, select the Discount Category (1) to use
prior to adding any items to the invoice.  The Discount Category is only applied when an item is
added to the invoice.  It cannot be added to an item already on the invoice.

You can create a Discount Category rule for a given item type and automate the discount by
assigning the Discount Category rule name to the Patient file for the Patient you want to give the
discount.
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For example if you create a Seniors discount and then assign the Discount Category to the
Patient file, all of the patient invoices will benefit from the discount.  If however, you wish to create
a special 10% discount, for example, but only want to manually apply the discount at invoice time
to the Patient invoice you can easily assign it using the Discount Category (1) field in the Patient
invoice.  This manual option must be selected prior to any items being added to the
invoice.

Standard Promotional Pricing rules are discount rules you want applied to address a sale

type activity or provide some other regular discount activity. These type of discount rules are
automatic and will be applied per the rules definition on all invoices created.

The New Promotion/Sales Discount Rule (2) button permits user to create their own Promotional
sales rules.
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Users complete the Promotional rules in the rule editor.. Depending on the rule being created the
displayed screen will display the fields appropriate for the given rule type.

To apply the rule to all Invoices (see exception permitted by the Patient Discount Category Rules
category) select the Discount category (1) "Normal/No Category" option.  Selecting any of the
other defined options will be controlled by the specified Patient Discount Category rules.
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Discount Categories:  You must select : Normal/No Category for this rule type to function
properly
Office:  The Office this rule applies or all offices.
Promotion Name: is the name for the promo discount rule.  This is used for identification,
tracking and reporting purposes.
Effective date:  The start date from which this rule be applied   (a blank start date means the
rule is immediately active)
Expiry date: The end date when this rule will no longer be applied. ( if you do not select an end
date the discount will always be available)
Rule to apply: select the phrases that represent the rule you wish to apply.
Rule description: is a text field explaining the rule for your internal use, for reporting and clarity
purposes.
OK Button:  saves the rule.
Cancel button: exits the rule without saving the rule.

25.11.1 Pricing Rule Screen

 
 
The Pricing Rule screen permits users to create and modify pricing rules for inventory items. Two
types of pricing rule can be created 1) a patient Discount Category or 2) a Promotion(sales)
discount.

See: Promotional Pricing Rule  help or the Promo Pricing Rule  help for more detail.
 
A Patient Discount Category Rule applies only to a group of Patients and is linked to the patient
file using the Patient Default Discount Plan for Patient field located in the Patient Financial
Screen in the patient file (Default Discount Plan for Patient).
 

1173 1182
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An example of a Patient Discount Category rule could be that you provide a seniors discount for
patients over 65 in age.  If the Patient Financial screen has the Senior discount plan selected, each
time the patient makes a purchase the discount will be automatically applied.  The discount is
shown in the field Patient Plan under the Patient Discount per unit section on the Invoice Line
item detail screen in the Invoice.
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A Promotional Discount Plan ( Promo Plan) is a sales type plan which typically applies for a given
time period only.  It is a sale on an item for a given period of time (i.e. End of Month Sale).   All
Patients can benefit from this type of discount plan.  It is also automatically applied and appears on
the Invoice Line item detail screen in the Invoice below the Patient Plan.  It is called a Promo Plan
and is subject to the limitation you activated in the Patient Discount Category Rule.
 
 
The Discount Pricing Rules screen allows a user to create both rule types described above.  It is
divided into a Button bar which contains Buttons to create new , edit and delete Discount rules.
Make sure you use the proper button to manage the rule you want.
 
The Search Criteria section allows users to view only the rules matching their request based on the
items selected for view.  To activate the view, press the Apply View Criteria button once you have
selected the items for the view.
 
The bottom grid displays the rules that match the view criteria.  Items in green represent Promotional
Pricing rules.
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25.11.2 Promo Pricing Rule

 

Standard Promotional Discount rules are discount rules you want applied to address a

sale type activity or provide some other regular discount activity. These type of discount rules are
automatic and will be applied per the rules definition on all invoices created.

The New Promotion/Sales Discount Rule buttons permits user to create their own Promotional
sales rules.
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Users complete the business rules form to activate the sales/discount or promotion business rule per
their requirements. Depending on the rule being created the displayed screen will display the fields
appropriate for the given rule type.

To apply the rule to all Invoices (see exception permitted by the Patient Discount Category Rules
category) select the Discount category (1) "Normal/No Category" option.  Selecting any of the
other defined options will be controlled by the specified Patient Discount Category rules.

Discount Categories:  You must select : Normal/No Category for this rule type to work
Office:  The Office this rule applies or all offices.
Promotion Name: is the name for the promo discount rule.  This is used for identification,
tracking and reporting purposes. 
Effective date:  The start date from which this rule be applied   (a blank start date means the
rule is immediately active)
Expiry date: The end date when this rule will no longer be applied. ( if you do not select an end
date the discount will always be available)
Rule to apply: select the phrases that represent the rule you wish to apply.
Rule description: is a text field explaining the rule for your internal use, for reporting and clarity
purposes.
OK Button:  saves the rule.
Cancel button: exits the rule without saving the rule.

IMPORTANT:
If no dates are entered,  the rule is immediately active and will always be used.
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The Rule must be formulated to reflect what is to occur:  Several options are available and the user
must formulate the rule using the various fields available.
 

 

25.11.3 Discount Category Rule

 
 

Patient Discount Category Rules are manual or automated Discount rules that can be

applied at Invoice time.  Patient Discount Category Rules are created by:

1) Creating a Patient Discount Category that will link the Patient, the Discount Category Rule and
Invoice together. Create the name for the Patient Discount Category in the Filopto System Settings /
Inventory / Patient Discount Categories section.

IMPORTANT

If you wish to provide the best discount available to your Patients, place a check mark in the field
beside the Discount Category Name field called "Search in the Normal/No Category Rules for
better discounts" to use the best available discount on the Patient Invoice.

Example:  The Patient has a seniors discount that offers a 10% discount, however you are
currently running a Special Promotional Discount of 15% for the same item.  By having a check
mark in the Search in the Normal/No Category Rules for better discounts field the Patient will
be provided with the 15% discount since it is better than the standard 10% discount identified on
the Patient Discount Category rule.
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2)  Once the Patient Discount Category is create you mus create the discount rules and linked it to
this category name you just created.  Select in the Inventory tab the Promotional Pricing Rules
button.

 Select the New patient Discount Rule button to create the Patient Discount Category Rule button
(2) which will open the Rule Editor.  Select the Name from the drop down list of your Discount
Category that you created in Step 1 above and define the rules that will apply for this Patient
Discount Category.   

 
Discount Categories:  The name of the Patient Discount Rule example: Seniors (discount)
Office:  The Office this rule applies or all offices.
Effective date:  The start date from which this rule be applied  (a blank start date means the
rule is immediately active)
Expiry date: The end date when this rule will no longer be applied. ( if you do not select an end
date the discount will always be available)
Rule to apply: select the phrases that represent the rule you wish to apply.
Rule description: is a text field explaining the rule for your internal use, for reporting and clarity
purposes.
OK Button:  saves the rule.
Cancel button: exits the rule without saving the rule.

3)  For Automated Assignment of the Patient Discount Category you must identify in the Patient File
 / Financial / Invoices section the Discount Category the Name of the Rule to automatically apply on
all of the patient's invoices.
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4) To manually enter a Discount Category at Invoice time, select the Discount Category (1) to use
prior to adding any items to the invoice.  The Discount Category is only applied when an item is
added to the invoice.  It cannot be added to an item already on the invoice.

For example;  you can create a Discount Category rule for a given item type and automate the
discount by assigning the Discount Category rule name to Patient file. For example if you create a
Seniors discount and then assign the Discount Category to a Patient file, all of the patient invoices
will benefit from the discount.  If however, you wish to create a special 10% discount, for example but
only want to manually apply the discount at invoice time to a Patient invoice you can easily assign it
using the Discount Category (1) field in the Patient invoice.  This manual option must be selected
prior to any items being added to the invoice.

 

IMPORTANT:

If no Start Date is entered,  the rule is immediately active and will always be used.
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If you only want the discount rule to be applicable for a given period make certain to define

the end date for the rule. This will cause the rule to be non-functional after the specified

Expiry date.   Therefore, even if a user by mistakes adds to an invoice the rule after the

expiry date,  it will be ignored.

 
The Rule must be formulated to reflect what is to occur:  Several options are available and the user
must formulate the rule using the various fields available.
 

 
 
 



Part

XXVI
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26 Reports & Forms Tab

The  Reports & Forms Tab gives access to the system reports, forms, communication and marketing
manager functions. By modifying the existing reports or creating their own queries users have an
unlimited access to all of the data contained in the database. Queries permit users to retrieve
information based on the view of the data they require. Users can assemble and re-assemble the data
and data mine the information contained in their database to identify trends, or report on specific
elements.

The flexibility offered by the report writer is only limited by the users creativity on how to access and
format the information they want to view.  The advanced editor provides all of the functionality to create
simple or complex reports and forms and can be further expanded by user customized coding that can
address all of your reporting needs.

Create Reports and Forms by querying the Filopto SQL
database.

Definitions and Concepts:  

Relational Database:  Filopto uses the Firebird SQL Relational database.  A relational database is a
collection of data items organized as a set of formally-described tables from which data can be
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accessed or reassembled in many different ways without having to reorganize the database tables. A
high-performance SQL database like the one use by Filopto, is access by doing SQL queries
(lookups) to the database which is significantly more efficient and faster than loading the full
database just to get one piece of information.   Queries allows you to assemble or re-assemble
the data in a view that answers your question even when the data was not initially assembled in
the form you require.

The Filopto SQL database (Database file) contains Tables (think of tables as separate files within
the database file, something like a ZIP file) that contains and segment the data.  Filopto has over
540 tables and views (specialized tables), 511 generators (indexes), 621 triggers and 190
procedures.  

Tables contains individual records (think of tables as a spreadsheet with rows and columns of
data).  Tables are linked using Primary and Secondary Key index (generator) fields.  These fields
are typically numbers that link each record with other information (records in other tables).  For
example, the Invoice primary index key (invoice_no) is linked to corresponding line items in the
invoice which are stored in the line Item detail table.  The invoice table is linked to over 17
tables just to describe the Invoice information, this does not include the links to the Inventory
tables, Patient tables, EMR tables, System Settings tables, lookup fields tables, etc.

One of the many advantages of a SQL database is that it is not affected by the volume of data it
contains.  That the database has 1 record or billions of records its speed to retrieve the
information is not affected.  The speed of retrieval is affected however if you retrieve 1 record
verses a very large number of records.  That is where Queries come in.  The more accurate you
can create the query the faster it will be to retrieve the information because it does not need to
retrieve a large amount of data.  Accurate in this context refers to how specific you can make the
query.  If you can specify, for example, the invoice number, the query only needs to retrieve the
information related to it, versus retrieving thousand of invoice that have nothing to do with the
what the user wants to see.

SQL (Structured Query Language) is a domain-specific Query language used in programming,
reporting and designed for managing data held in a relational database management system.

Queries: are a small program written in the SQL language that retrieves, updates, deletes etc.. data in
a Relational database.  In the report editor, queries are for retrieving information.  

The most common operation that a SQL Query makes use of is the declarative SELECT statement.
SELECT retrieves data from one or more tables, or expressions. Standard SELECT statements have
no persistent effects on the database( you cannot update or change the content of the database). A
query includes a list of columns (field names) to include in the final result, normally immediately
following the SELECT keyword. An asterisk ("*") can be used to specify that the query should return all
columns (fields) of the queried tables. (not recommended if the query will return a lot of useless data
not pertinent to the report or form). SELECT is the most complex statement in SQL, with optional
keywords and clauses that include:

§ The FROM clause, which indicates the table(s) to retrieve data from. The FROM clause can
include optional JOIN subclauses to specify the rules for joining tables together.
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§ The WHERE clause includes a comparison predicate, which restricts the rows returned by the
query. The WHERE clause eliminates all rows from the result set where the comparison
predicate does not evaluate to True.

§ The GROUP BY clause projects rows having common values into a smaller set of rows.
GROUP BY is often used in conjunction with SQL aggregation functions or to eliminate
duplicate rows from a result set. The WHERE clause is applied before the GROUP BY clause.

§ The HAVING clause includes a predicate used to filter rows resulting from the GROUP BY
clause. Because it acts on the results of the GROUP BY clause, aggregation functions can be
used in the HAVING clause predicate.

§ The ORDER BY clause identifies which column[s] to use to sort the resulting data, and in
which direction to sort them (ascending or descending). Without an ORDER BY clause, the
order of rows returned by an SQL query is undefined.

§ The DISTINCT keyword eliminates duplicate data.

Example of a simple query of the Patient file:

Select
  PATIENTS.Firstname,
  PATIENTS.LASTNAME,
  PATIENTS.CITY,
  Patients.LASTEMR
  From Patients
  Where PATIENTS.PATIENTNO = 15

The select statement list the various fields from the Patients table the user wants (note that each field
is separated by a comma indicating the list of fields to be retrieved.  The last field does not have a
comma indicating it is the last item to be retrieved.).

The From Statement list the tables to be used for retrieving the requested field in this case the
Patients table.

The Where statement identifies the specific patient for which this information is to be retrieved.

All reports and forms use queries to retrieve information.  by examining reports and forms you can view
the queries we created to retrieve specific information.  You can use these as a starting point to
creating the query you need.  Accrs Med Software also provides custom report services if you wish to
have a particular report or form created.

.

26.1 Ask a Question
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Filopto has a powerful built-in query tool which allows users to ask
any question or, in other words, query any data in the database. This module has many easy to use
features as well as advanced features for individuals wishing to customize or create their unique
reports. This query tool is available as a stand alone option in the Ask a Question module and is
incorporated in the Report writer. Therefore, from the Ask a Question module you can create a query
and use it later in the report writer to create a formal report. When you enter the module, the user is
presented with a screen as displayed below.

 

The screen is divided into four primary sections. At the top you have a menu bar containing the File
and Query options, allowing quick access to several features of the system such as the editor for the
Data Dictionaries (Edit Structure ).
 
Located below the menu bar is a tool bar permitting users to
 

 open a saved query
 

  save a query for later use
 

1209
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  execute query

  print report

Export Result
 

 create/edit/Load data structure for your unique needs
 
Load an existing data dictionary.  Data Dictionaries are the master setting to get access to the data
fields in Filopto.  Users can create an unlimited number of data dictionaries.  This button allows you
to change the data dictionary easily.
 

  Close
 

Located just below the tool bar is the Display/Modify option (Result Editor) 
permitting users to determine the items (fields) to be displayed as a result of the query.  By clicking
on the * beside the Display/Modify label will open the selection screen for the fields to be displayed
and sorted.
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Below the Display/Modify option is the Ask a Question screen which permits users to build
their questions.
 

 
Located to the right of this screen is a description box allowing users to describe what this
query does.
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Below the "Ask a Question" screen is located the Query result display and for advanced users, the
SQL program written to query the database. In this section, users can also print out

 a report of the results.
 
For further information on how to use "Ask a Question" see
 
What Can be Queried?
How to Build a Question?
Structure Editor / Data Dictionary
Result Field Editor
 

26.1.1 What can be Queried

 
Ask a Question can build queries for any items contained in the Filopto database and accessible by
the user. Ask a Question allows end users to build their own queries without needing to understand
the database design or table relationships. Users describe their queries by selecting plain English (or
any other language) terms.
 

 
All the "Ask a Question" needs to know is what database dictionary to use. A Data Dictionary (Data
Model Editor) contains the list of available tables for one database and list of fields for one table in a
database. It also contains the links between tables so you may query on several items at a time.
Filopto has several Data dictionaries pre-defined for easy use by you. However, if for some reason
you do not find a data dictionary suitable to your needs, we also provide you with the ability to create
your own custom  dictionaries.
 

1195
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During query building Ask a Question shows long field descriptions instead of actual field names,
operators spelled out (e.g. "is equal to") rather than mathematical symbols and field value
descriptions (e.g. "MasterCard") rather than actual values ("MC").
 
Ask a Question does not require users to know which fields are in what table. That is, when building
a query, the user browses through a field list that can contain fields from multiple tables. The term
"Field" in the Ask a Question is not the same as the field in the database table. Each field
corresponds with the database table field, but it has also additional parameters like Display Name
(Caption), list of available conditional operators and the editor type.
 
The list of fields is the global list for the database. Each field corresponds to some entity of the real
world so you don't need to include the auxiliary table fields like primary keys into the field list .
 
 
What you get
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Ask a Question generates an SQL SELECT statement designed to capture the information you
specified.
 
Ask a Question automatically builds multiple table queries based on table join information stored in
the Data Dictionary selected. A smart table join method automatically builds a join condition to link
the tables whose fields were selected by your user.
 
You can save queries into the Filopto database for further use. Saved queries can be loaded later and
additionally edited by the end user. Once the query is executed, the Query Result tab displays the
information and permits users to print the result.
 

26.1.2 How to Build a Question

 
 
Step 1 - Select the Data Dictionary to Use
 
Filopto comes with several data dictionaries ready to be used. (Located in the Reports folder)  Select

the data dictionary from the File menu under the Structure Editor option or press the icon  on
the tool bar. A list of tables will be listed in the table tree. If you are going to query client information,
use a Data dictionary containing the client information you are seeking. To load a different data
dictionary, select the Load button located at the bottom of the table tree list. Select another data
dictionary from the Filopto directory.
 
To create a new data dictionary, we have included a data dictionary called New that you can use to
create your own custom dictionary. Important:  If you create a new Data Dictionary, remember
to save it under a different name, other than "New".
 
Once a data dictionary has been selected, press the Close button to return to the Ask a Question
screen.
 
 
Step 2 - Build the Question
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Once you have selected the data dictionary to use, you can enter your question in the Question
dialogue box. The example below displays how you would build a question.

 
 
 

The items highlighted in color can be modified by the user. By changing these items, a user can add
or change the nature of the question.

 

 
 
When you click on a colored item, a dialogue menu is displayed from which the available selections
you can choose are displayed.  For example, if you click on the "all" item you can change the
question from all to any, none or not all.
 
To add a condition to the query, press the round button as indicated below
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and you will be presented with the condition or bracket options. To add a condition, select Add
Condition.  To add a sub condition to an existing condition, select the Add Bracket option.
 
When you select the table to query, you are presented with a list of available tables contained in the
selected data dictionary
 

. 
 

By selecting the table to query, you are presented with a list of all fields available. Pick the field you
wish to query and it will appear as the first item in the condition phrase. The example above displays
Client Number which was selected from the Client table.
 
The next step is to select the operator to use to select the data you want. In the above example we
used the "is equal to" operator. If you wish to change this operator, click on it to see what other
operators are available for the field you selected.
 
The final step is to define the criteria for the condition. In the first example we show several
conditions which can be entered.
 
 
Step 3 - Select the Result Fields to be Displayed
 
Once you have created your conditions for the query, you should (not required but strongly
recommended) identify the fields you wish to view in the result screen. (If you do not select any
field by default, all fields will be displayed and this is probably too much information.)
 
Important: a Data Record is all the information related to a data entry. For example, in a client
table, a client record would contain everything related to the specific client. Therefore, you have as
many client records as you have clients.
 

Select the  and identify the fields you wish to display.
 
The Result Fields Editor displayed below will appear and you can select and sort the items as
desired. For more information see Result Field Editor . Once the fields to display are selected,
press the OK button to return to the Ask a Question screen.
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Step 4 - Execute Query, Print and Save

You are now ready to run your question / query. Press the  button and
the Ask a Question will automatically program and run the question for you. The results will be
displayed in the Query result tab at the bottom of the screen. You may modify the question and
rerun it as often as you want.
 

To print the result of the question, press the  button.
 
To save your question for later use or use in the Report List section of Filopto, press the

 button.
 

26.1.3 Selective Queries
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The Ask a Question builder has an advanced feature to allow users to select the part of the query
they wish to execute. By placing or not placing a check mark beside each query criteria, a user can
activate or deactivate the criteria.
 
This feature is typically used by advanced users wishing to test the results of a specific question or
to use a standard query in many different situations by simply either activating or deactivating a
particular criteria.
 

26.1.4 Using Other Data Dictionary

 
Filopto comes with several pre-built data dictionaries that you can change or use as you please
(located in the reports folder). Different data dictionaries perform queries on a different set of data
tables giving added flexibility in querying the database.
 
A data dictionary is nothing more than a selection of tables from which you can query information.
By creating several data dictionaries, a user can optimize the queries and specify which data he/she
is interested in reporting upon. The data dictionary also provides the added flexibility of creating your
own views based on the data and therefore report the data available in the database as you wish.
 
You can create or load your own data dictionaries by selecting the appropriate feature in ASK a
Question
 

 
This options permit you to change or create your own data dictionary. For example, by selecting the
Edit Data Dictionary button a dialogue screen is displayed from which you can load a different data
dictionary.
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By selecting the Open button, you are presented with a directory list of available data dictionary files
(located in the reports folder).
 

 
Located in your Filopto Reports directory, we have provided other data dictionaries for you that you
can use to query different information. In the example above, you will note that the default data
dictionary is called DDPatientAppointments.dbs . The data dictionaries are specially made to query
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the items described by their name. You can create your own or modify the ones provided and save
them in the Filopto directory for your use.
 
To select one of the other data dictionaries, simply select it from this dialogue screen and it will be
loaded into the Ask a Question program.
 

26.1.5 Field Tab

 
 
This tab describes fields participating in the data model. Field trees hold lists of all defined fields.
 
Adding Data Fields: To add a data field, right-click the list and choose Add Field. Then, in
appearing dialog, choose Table, its field and click OK
 
Adding Calculated (Virtual) Fields:  To add a virtual (i.e., calculated) field, right-click the list and
choose Add Virtual Field.
 
Delete Fields:  To delete a field, choose it from the list, right-click it and choose Delete Field.
 
Edit Fields:  To edit a field, choose it from the list and change its properties in the editor appearing
in the dialog's right side.
 
Move Fields:  To move the field from one group to another (or to change its appearance order within
the group), drag it to the appropriate place.
 
Field Property Editor:  The field's property editor has General, Operations and Field Editor tabs
described below.
 
General Tab:  Display name is a string, meaning how the field name will be displayed for an end-
user
 
Group Name:  Means the group holding the field. This "group" doesn't affect any built SQL text; it's
introduced just for user's convenience when it comes to choosing a field in the visual query builder.
Choose a group from the drop-down list or enter a new group name.
 
Differences Between Field Types:  Following parameters are different for data and virtual fields.
 
For data field: Quote field name check box means if the field name should be put in double quotes
in SQL statements; useful for field names including spaces and national characters.
 
For virtual field: Field type is data type for resulting field. See Field types  for details.
 
Operations Tab: Operations tab holds lists of all operations applicable to the field. Add or remove
operations by corresponding buttons. Del All button clears the operation list completely. See
Operations Tab  for details on operations stored in data models.
 
Field Editor Tab: Field Editor Tab defines how the field value (or rather the value of a parameter to
which the field is compared and having the same type as the field) will be edited in the visual query
builder. Choose way of editing form Editor type drop-down list. Editor parameters vary depending on
editor type.
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Edit: Field will be edited in plain edit field. Default value is value for the field if one isn't specified. Use
mask check box indicates if an editor mask should be used when editing the field. See Editor
Mask  for details on mask syntax.
 
List:  User will be prompted for field value by a fixed list. Items column stands for values accepted as
the choice result (and actually inserted into SQL text); Values are captions displayed to the user in
the pop-up list.
 
Custom: Field is modified by an editor specific to the field's type (e.g., a Calendar dialog for the
Date-typed field)
 
SQL:  User is prompted by a list formed by the SQL statement entered below. Much like List Editor
type, first column of the resulting data set is interpreted as actual field value and the second one is
used as captions for the list.
 

26.1.5.1 Editor Mask

 
A mask is a special character which has special meaning when used in an "Ask a Question" query.
These masks may be beneficial when searching for specific items. Following is a list of the available
masks.
 
A mask consists of three fields with semicolons separating the fields. The first part of the mask is
the mask itself. The second part is the character that determines whether the literal characters of a
mask are saved as part of the data. The third part of the mask is the character used to represent
unentered characters in the mask.
 
These are the special characters, and their meanings, used in the first field of the mask:
 
!        If a ! character appears in the mask, optional characters are represented in the text as leading
blanks. If a ! character is        not present, optional characters are represented in the text as trailing
blanks.
 
>        If a > character appears in the mask, all characters that follow are in uppercase until the end
of the mask or until a <        character is encountered.
 
<        If a < character appears in the mask, all characters that follow are in lowercase until the end
of the mask or until a >        character is encountered.
 
<> If these two characters appear together in a mask, no case checking is done and the data is
formatted with the case the        user uses to enter the data.
 
\        The character that follows a \ character is a literal character. Use this character to use any of
the mask special        characters as a literal in the data.
 
L        The L character requires an alphabetic character only in this position. For the US, this is A-Z,
a-z.
 
l        The l character permits only an alphabetic character in this position, but doesn't require it.
 
A        The A character requires an alphanumeric character only in this position. For the US, this is
A-Z, a-z, 0-9.
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a        The a character permits an alphanumeric character in this position, but doesn't require it.
 
C        The C character requires an arbitrary character in this position.
 
c        The c character permits an arbitrary character in this position, but doesn't require it.
 
0        The 0 character requires a numeric character only in this position.
 
9        The 9 character permits a numeric character in this position, but doesn't require it.
 
#        The # character permits a numeric character or a plus or minus sign in this position, but
doesn't require it.
 
:        The : character is used to separate hours, minutes, and seconds in times. If the character that
separates hours, minutes,        and seconds is different in the regional settings of the Control Panel
utility on your computer system, that character is        used instead.
 
/        The / character is used to separate months, days, and years in dates. If the character that
separates months, days, and        years is different in the regional settings of the Control Panel
utility on your computer system, that character is used        instead.
 
;        The ; character is used to separate the three fields of the mask.
 
_        The _ character automatically inserts spaces into the text. When the user enters characters
in the field, the cursor skips        the _ character.
 
Any character that does not appear in the preceding list can appear in the first part of the mask as a
literal character. Literal characters must be matched exactly in the edit control. They are inserted
automatically, and the cursor skips over them during editing. The special mask characters can
also appear as literal characters if preceded by a backslash character ( \ ).
 
The second field of the mask is a single character that indicates whether literal characters from the
mask should be included as part of the text for the edit control. For example, the mask for a
telephone number with area code could be the following string:
 
(000)_000-0000;0;*
 
The 0 in the second field indicates that the text for the edit control would consist of the 10 digits that
were entered, rather than the 14 characters that make up the telephone number as it appears in the
edit control. A 0 in the second field indicates that literals should not be included. Any other character
indicates that they should be included.
 
The third field of the mask is the character that appears in the edit control for blanks (characters that
have not been entered). By default, this is the same as the character that stands for literal spaces.
The two characters appear the same in an edit window. However, when a user edits the text in a
masked edit control, the cursor selects each blank character in turn, and skips over the space
character.
 
Note:  When working with mufti-byte character sets, such as Japanese shift-JIS, each special mask
character represents a single byte. To specify double-byte characters using the L , l , A , a , C , or c
specifiers, the mask characters must be doubled as well. For example, LL would represent two
single-byte alphabetic characters or a one double-byte character. Only single-byte literal characters
are supported.
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26.1.5.2 Field Type

 
Following are the various field Types supported by Ask a Question
 
ftString        Character or string field
ftSmallint        16-bit integer field
ftInteger        32-bit integer field
ftWord        16-bit unsigned integer field
ftBoolean        Boolean field
ftFloat        Floating-point numeric field
ftCurrency        Money field
ftBCD        Binary-coded Decimal field
ftDate        Date field
ftTime        Time field
ftDateTime        Date and time field
ftAutoInc        Auto-incrementing 32-bit integer counter field
ftMemo        Text memo field
ftFmtMemo        Formatted text memo field
 

26.1.6 Result Fields

 
To select the Fields to display in the final result screen, you can select the result fields by clicking
on the Result list icon beside the Display/Modify label.
 

 
By clicking on the blue icons, the result Field Editor screen will appear.
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Available fields tree shows fields available in data model. Fields are grouped as defined in the
Structure Editor  ; unclassified fields (i.e. not belonging to any group) are represented as the tree's
root level.
 

To add a field,select it in the list and press  button. From the appearing menu select how
would you like to add the field.
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Variants are:
as is:   the field is added as is; no formulas are applied
MIN, MAX, AVERAGE, COUNT, SUM:   the field is included as argument of the corresponding SQL
aggregate function.
 
Calculated Fields
 
To create a calculated field, follow the next steps:
 
1.        Choose first field from the tree and add it to the list
 
2.        Choose second field form the tree; select the field you just added in the Result fields list
 
3.        Press appropriate menu option - depending on what you need.
 
4.        Using steps 2 & 3, you can add another field to the expression, like: field1+field2*field3-field4.
 
5.        To insert brackets, select the result field and click Expression cell. In the edited expression,
fields are shown
 as @1, @2,...,@n.
 
To remove a field, select it in the Result field list and press the appropriate option on the pop-up
menu which appears when right clicking your mouse over the list of selected fields.
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Sorting Fields
 
To add the field to sorting order, select it in the Result field list and right click your mouse button and
choose the appropriate option from the pop-up menu.
 
You can change the sort order by right clicking on the sort grid and selecting the appropriate
selection.

 
 
You can change name of the appearing field:  just select it and click Field Name cell.
 

26.1.7 Structure Editor - Data Dictionary

 
 
Which fields are shown and how they are presented is determined by special data dictionary
customized by the Structure Editor.
 

 
These dictionaries are stored directly into .dbs file format in your Filopto data server.
 
The Structure Editor allows you to specify field descriptions, captions, editing masks, lists of
available operations and lists for available values. You can maintain multiple data dictionaries and let
your user switch between them at run-time. Note that each data dictionary can contain multiple
related database tables.
 
Structure Editor Dialogue
 
You can edit or create your own data dictionary by selecting the Edit Data Dictionary option from
the Ask A Question file menu
or by clicking on the Edit Data Dictionary  button.  Use this dialog to edit the data model's structure
or to create a structure for a new one.
 
Though being easy to use and self-explanatory, structure editing requires some understanding of the
relational databases handling. Users totally unfamiliar with database management are better to leave
this dialog for a database operator or another experienced user.
 
This dialog contains such tabs:
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 Tables  describing tables taking part in the data model
 Fields  describing the tables fields and defining virtual fields
 Operations  describing operations (like comparisons) upon the data model's fields
 Conditions
 (Click on each of the tab names above for a detail description)
 
Use Load and Save buttons to load or save the database structure for your data model.
 

26.1.7.1 Table Tab

 
 
Use this tab to describe tables taking part in the Data Dictionary.
 
Tables lists show tables participating in the Data Dictionary. Right click it to add or delete a table.
Clicking a table shows its properties in the right side of the
window.
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The Data Dictionary editor allows you to create complex relationships such as those shown in the
Patient_Insurance.dbs file found in Filopto reports folder.
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Display name is a string meaning how the table name should be displayed for the end-user
 
Table alias is an alias for the table in generated SQL statements (optional but needed if you link the
table more than once on different conditions).
 
Quote table name check box means if the table name should be put in double quotes in SQL
statements; useful for table names including spaces and national characters.
 
Links list shows how tables will be joined in resulting queries (this is how you link tables together so
you can get all information related to an item from more than one table). See the Join  command
in the Help file. Add... or Edit... buttons bring up the Edit Link dialog for new or existing data link.
 

26.1.7.1.1  Edit Join Dialogue

 
Located in the Structure Editor under the Tables tab, this dialog, allows you to edit a data link (Joins)
between tables. The Join fields will link the tables together and retrieve the data base on the values
contained in the joined fields.
 

 
Table2 combo box chooses a table to be linked/joined to the edited table.
 
The first list box displays the fields of the main table (the one being edited - in this example Patient
fields and the table to be linked to (the one selected by the user in the Table2 combo box - in this
example APPOINTMENTS).
 
Select fields to add in a join condition and click Add.
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Quote field names check box means if the field names should be put in double quotes in SQL JOIN
conditions; useful for field names including spaces and national characters.
 
Joined fields list box displays fields already engaged in join condition. Delete button deletes a
selected condition. Clear button clears all conditions completely.
 
Join Type
 
The INNER JOIN returns all rows from both tables where there is a match. If there are rows in table 1
that do not have matches in table 2, those rows will not be listed.
 
Use an Outer LEFT JOIN operator to create a left outer join. Left outer joins include all of the records
from the first (left) of two tables, even if there are no matching values for records in the second (right)
table.
 
Use a Outer RIGHT JOIN operator to create a right outer join. Right outer joins include all of the
records from the second (right) of two tables, even if there are no matching values for records in the
first (left) table.
 
Use a Outer FULL JOIN operator to create a full outer join. Full outer joins include all of the records
from both tables, even if there are no matching values for records in the other table.
 
 
 
 
 

26.1.7.2 Operations Tab

 
This tab defines Boolean operations applicable for fields.
 
List in the left section shows defined operations. Add or delete one by right-clicking the list and
choosing appropriate topic from the pop-up menu. To edit an operation, choose it from the list and
modify its properties in the dialog's right section.
 
Operator name is the internal identifier for the operator.
 
Display name means how the operation will be displayed for a user working with visual query editor.
 
SQL expression is template for expression in generated SQL query. When building the SQL text:
 
@f is substituted with the field's name
 
@1, @2 are substituted with 1st and 2nd constant parameter.
 
Values format is a string which will separate parameters (in case there are two of them) in the
visual query editor.
 
Values list means that @1 value should be treated as a comma-separated list. E.g., having this
option checked, when the user enters a, b, c as parameter value, it's treated as 'a', 'b', 'c' instead of
'a, b, c' in the generated SQL text.
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Type of expression means expected type for parameter. It can be the same as field type or of
some certain type (see Field Type ).
 
Apply to types is a list of check boxes defining field types to which the operation is applicable.
 
 
Ask a Question has such predefined operations:
 
 Name Display                SQL expression
 
 EqualTo                is equal to @f = '@1'
 NotEqual                is not equal to @f <> '@1'
 LessThan                is less than @f < '@1'
 LessOrEqual                is less than or equal to @f <= '@1'
 GreaterThan                greater than @f >'@1'
 GreaterOrEqual        greater than or equal to @f >= '@1'
 IsNull                        is null @f is null
 InList                        is in list @f in (@1)
 StartingWith                is starting with @f like '@1%'
 NotStartingWith        is not starting with not (@f like '@1%')
 Contains                contains @f like '%@1%'
 NotContains                not contains not (@f like '%@1%')
 Between                is between @f between '@1' and '@2'
 

26.2 Report Manager

The Reports Manager provides users with access to pre-built reports and allows them to create and
modify them to their specific needs. Users can sort and organize their reports via the report categories.
The report capabilities are wide ranging from labels, graphics and analysis to other highly sophisticated
report types such as cross-tab. The open database and extensive reporting capabilities provides users
with any type of report they wish. Users can also export information for use in external reporting, word
processing, web sites or analysis type programs.

Filopto recognizes two type of reports:  

1. The default reports provided with Filopto and 
2. the reports users have created.  

The default Reports provided with Filopto cannot be directly modified. To modify a Filopto report you must
first make a copy of the report which identifies it as a users report which is then fully customizable.  The
default Filopto Reports can be updated by Accra Med Software Inc during regular Filopto updates.  Users
reports are not affected by any such updates.

User can create an unlimited number of reports which are fully modifiable by the users.   

Report Manager 

The Report Manager screen is divided into two main sections: 
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1. The Report Categories 
2. The Report Grid

Create a Report

The New Report button permit user to create their own reports.  Reports can be created using

different approaches.  For Novice users we recommend copying an existing report and then editing it to

make their required changes.  For advanced user you can create a report from a blank screen and

customize it as required.  It is recommended that you review the section of the help discussing the

Report / Form Designer  as well as the SQL tutorial  if you are unfamiliar with using a report

writer type program.

Report Categories

Reports are sorted by Categories for easy access by the

user.  

1) Placing a check mark in the Show All Categories will cause

the report grid to display all reports  available.

1263 1528
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2) By default the system will display the user-defined reports

first in the list of Categories.  User can create an unlimited

number of custom reports and create sub categories for easy

access.

3) Filopto classifies all the reports available by category  and

subcategories for easy access. 

4) Users can search for a category by entering the first letters

or name of the category and pressing the Find button to locate

it in the Category list.  Users can also scroll the list.

The find button located in the categories section will only

search the categories List. To search for reports use the Find

in the Report Grid located to the right.(see below Find /Clear

Buttons).

To only show reports related to a selected category press the

Search button beside the name of the selected category. To

return to All Categories place a check mark beside the Show

All Categories field.

To create a Report Category, go to the system settings module and create your report category in the
report category table.  This action will automatically create the new category entered.  To change a
report from one category to another, modify the report and change the Report Category field to the one in
which you now want the report to appear.

Report Grid

The Report Grid displays all selected reports.  Each Column displays key information related to the

report.
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Find / Clear Buttons

The Find and Clear buttons located at the bottom of the Report List grid allows users to enter a search
criteria to Find a report.  The Clear button clears the search criteria. Users can structure their search
criteria by either entering a word, a partial word or a series of words separated by the "+" sign which
means include or the "-" sign which means exclude.  ( Example:  "Patient +e-mail"  will list all reports
with Patient, Patients, e-mail or e-mails in their Title or Category but not items with email or emails).
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IMPORTANT:

The search in the grid will only search the items loaded in the grid.  Therefore if you first selected a
sub-category causing items to not be included in the grid display, the find will only be searching in that
sub-category.  To search for all items in the record set, for example, searching for reports you must
first select to display all the reports before you do your search.  Note: some data sets can be
extremely large and may take several minutes to load onto the grid in your computer ( for
example displaying 100,000 Patients or Invoices in a grid will require your PC to download
and display these items in the grid (it can take a several minutes based on the speed of your
computer).

Once a report is selected in the Report grid a series of buttons are displayed to the right of the grid
(subject to security settings).

The report buttons represent the following functions available to the user:
1. Preview report
2. Print report
3. Edit report
4. Copy report
5. Delete report

 

Report Tabs

The Report Grid displays various tabs.  These tabs gives users the ability to pre-select reports and list

the reports they want to use in the various tabs for easy access. 

For example users can list in the Preferred tab the reports that they commonly use. The other tabs

permit the listing of a report that the user wish to use for the tab period such as on a daily basis, for

the daily tab.  

The time period Tabs also provide additional functionality which can make the running of reports easier

for a user.  For example; a user could create or use a specially made report which requires a date as

parameter and list it in one of the time period tabs.  Selecting the report and entering a date in the

report parameter field, located in the tab, will automatically cause the entered date to be used as the

date parameter for the report.  This can make the running of reports easier and faster since the report

does not need to prompt the user for the specified date.  Normal reports with user the define user

prompts and will function as normal and are not affected by this parameter option.   

The weekly, monthly and yearly tabs will automatically calculate the end date variable based on the

date entered.  For example: if using the weekly tab, Filopto will automatically add 7 days to the date

entered to calculate the end date parameter able to be used in a report.
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To create a report using this option replace the date field for the begin date with the vBeginDate

variable  and if applicable the end date field with the vEndDate variable defined in the variable list in the

report editor.

Edit a Report
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When you select the Edit button for a report you will be
presented with a Report information screen.  This screen
permits the user to define the basic properties of the
report.

The user can modify the report title and description and
assign the report to another category type.

By placing a check mark in the appropriate fields a user
can assign the report to the various report tabs as well as
define its use and ability to be shown.

The Security Groups button limits who can access the
report.

The Edit Report button opens the report editor.

To change a report from one category to another, modify
the report TYPE and change the Report Category TYPE
field to the one in which you now want the report to
appear.

Report Editor
 
 The report designer, called FastReport, is used to create or modify reports, is a very versatile and
configurable report generator. Recognizing that we cannot create all the various reports used by all of our
clients, Filopto has opted for a sophisticated but simple to use custom report designer.
 
Designed for the novice as well as the advanced user, the Report Designer can meet all user reporting
needs. Advanced users can also create their own data dictionaries from which to base their custom
reports.  For more information see: Report / Form Designer

 

26.3 Forms Manager

 
 

The Form Manager is similar in it's working as the Report
Manager but instead creates forms which are used by Filopto.  A form is a special type of report
such as the invoice form or a birthday letter, a label, a patient reminder card or Patient Educational
Material.  Filopto comes with a variety of pre-defined user customizable forms.  The forms included in
Filopto range from forms such as invoices and patient statements, to Patient Educational Material, 
to referral letters.  Print a list of all available forms using the report manager listing of available reports
and forms.
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Filopto recognizes two type of Forms:  

1. The default forms provided with Filopto and 
2. the forms users have created.  

The default Forms provided with Filopto cannot be directly modified. To modify a Filopto form you
must first make a copy of the form which identifies it as a users form which is then fully
customizable.  The default Filopto Forms can be updated by Accra Med Software Inc during regular
Filopto updates.  Users forms are not affected by any such updates.
 
Forms are built the same way as a report but when saved via the Form Manager will be treated as a
form by the system.  You can have forms which auto complete with specific information or you can
create blank form to be filled out by a patient.  You can also have forms that prompt you for
information which is then used to complete the form (see the form called : Patient Referral Notice).
 
You can create an unlimited number of forms or modify any of the existing forms.  Some forms are
built to automatically display specific information when run from a given place.  For example the
Invoice form retrieves the information of the invoice and prints it using the invoice form template.  You
can modify or create another invoice form for Filopto to use.

FORM Manager 

The Form Manager screen is divided into two main sections: 

1. The Form Categories 
2. The Form Grid

 
 

Create a Form

The New Form button permit user to create their own reports. Form can be created using different

approaches.  For Novice users we recommend copying an existing report and then editing it to make
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the required changes.  For advanced user you can create a report from a blank screen and customize

it as required.  It is recommended that you review the section of the help discussing the Report /

Form Designer  as well as the SQL tutorial  if you are unfamiliar with using a report writer type

program.

Form Categories

Reports are sorted by Categories for easy access by the

user.  

1) Placing a check mark in the Show All Categories will cause

the report grid to display all Form  available.

2) By default the system will display the user-defined Form first

in the list of Categories.  User can create an unlimited number

of custom Form and create sub categories for easy access.

3) Filopto classifies all the Form available by category  and

subcategories for easy access. 

4) Users can search for a category by entering the first letters

or name of the category and pressing the Find button to locate

it in the Category list.  Users can also scroll the list.

To only show Form related to a selected category press the

Search button beside the name of the selected category. To

return to All Categories place a check mark beside the Show

All Categories field.
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Special help for specific Form Types:

Beside certain form types,  exist a help button which relates to

specific requirements when using these form types.  (For more

information, see related sections in this help file).

To create a Report Category, go to the system settings module and create your report category in the
report category table.  This action will automatically create the new category entered.  To change a
report from one category to another, modify the report and change the Report Category field to the one in
which you now want the report to appear.

Form Grid

The Form Grid displays all selected Form.  Each Column displays key information related to the form.
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Find / Clear Buttons

The Find and Clear buttons located at the bottom of the Form List grid allows users to enter a search
criteria to Find a Form.  The Clear button clears the search criteria. Users can structure their search
criteria by either entering a word, a partial word or a series of words separated by the "+" sign which
means include or the "-" sign which means exclude.  ( Example:  "Patient +invoice"  will list all reports
with Patient, Patients, invoice or invoices in their Title or Category).
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IMPORTANT:

The search in the grid will only search the items loaded in the grid.  Therefore if you first selected a
sub-category causing items to not be included in the grid display, the find will only be searching in that
sub-category.  To search for all items in the record set, for example, searching for reports you must
first select to display all the reports before you do your search.  Note: some data sets can be
extremely large and may take several minutes to load onto the grid in your computer ( for
example displaying 100,000 Patients or Invoices in a grid will require your PC to download
and display these items in the grid (it can take a several minutes based on the speed of your
computer).

 As a form is selected in the form grid a series of buttons are displayed to the right of the grid (subject to
security settings).

The form buttons represent the following functions available to the user:
1. Preview form
2. Print form
3. Edit form
4. Copy form
5. Delete form

Edit a Form
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When you select the Edit button for a form you will be
presented with a Form information screen.  This screen
permits the user to define the basic properties of the form.

The user can modify the Form title and description and
assign the form to another category type.

By placing a check mark in the appropriate field a user
can define a form as the default form to be used by
Filopto (invoice print button, for example), as well as hide
the form from drop down lists and menus ( hide forms not
used by your organization).

The Edit Form button opens the form editor.

To change a form from one category to another, modify
the form TYPE and change the Form Category TYPE field
to the one in which you now want the form to appear.

Form Editor
 
 The Form designer, called FastForm, is used to create or modify Form, is a very versatile and
configurable form generator. Recognizing that we cannot create all the various Form used by all of our
clients, Filopto has opted for a sophisticated but simple to use custom form designer.
 
Designed for the novice as well as the advanced user, the Form Designer can meet all user forming
needs. Advanced users can also create their own data dictionaries from which to base their custom
Form.  For more information see: Report / Form Designer

26.3.1 Create Custom Forms

 
 
Filopto Form Manager is designed for users to be able to create their own custom forms.  This
section will illustrate via an example how a user can create his/her own custom form.
 
The example used is the form called:  Patient Referral Notice which is located in the Patient Forms
section.
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This form combines information from the patient file with information entered by the user.  In this
manner a user can custom create and print a standard form used in the office.
 
The form is a Referral Notice which list the patient information, reason for referral and pertinent
medical information.
 

 
The form is created by taking the patient information and combining user defined information which
does not exit in the database to create a complete referral form.  Users can use this example as a
starting point to creating additional forms which can be more or less complex.
 
We encourage users to view existing forms to see how we have created the existing forms and see
how they can use the techniques to create their own.
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The technique to create a from is similar to the creating a report.  You must define the data that will
be used using a query.
 

In this example we have created two queries:  Patient and companyinfo.  The patient query simply
gets the information related to the patient while the company query is used for formatting the
letterhead of the form using the company name, address and logo.
 
The Patient query contains the following lines:
 
   Select *
   From Patients
   Where Patientno =:PatientID
 
The where clause is prompting the system for the value of the patient file number.  This value is
entered by the user and passed to the query which retrieves the required information.  The way we
pass this value is by using the Dialogue page which prompts the user for the information.
 
The dialogue page is composed of several items:
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The Patient # field is the entry field into which the user will enter the patient file number.  We will use
this patient file number to retrieve the patient information.  The rest of the fields are user input fields
that we will print directly onto the form.  Some are simple text entry fields while the last two are
memo type fields which permits users to enter an unlimited amount of information.  By simply
dropping these components onto the dialogue box and naming them we have created the dialogue
box we need to capture the data needed.
 
To link this data to the report we need to do two things :
 
                         1)  Link the OK button to an action to capture the data
                         2)  Create some code on the code page that will send the data to the report.
 
Linking the button to an action is done by first activating the button.  This is done by changing it's
property called "ModalResult"        to  "mrOK"  The next step is to assign some action when clicked.
 This is done by double clicking the event for the button called "OnClick"
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The onclick event will open the code page and permit you to enter the code needed.  In this case we
want to close the patient query and capture the Patient ID entered in the dialogue field called edit1
and then reopen the patient query using the patient id data entered and prompted for in the patient
query.  To do this the following code needs to be entered in the procedure after the begin statement
and before the end statement.
 
 
procedure Button1OnClick(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
Patient.Close;
Patient.ParamByName('PatientID').Value := edit1.text;
Patient.Open;
end;
 
To capture and enter into the form the other fields of data entered by the user we must select the
event  from the MasterData1 band and enter the code below:
 
 
procedure MasterData1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
  Rich1.RichEdit.Lines.CommaText := Memo23.Lines.CommaText;
  Rich2.RichEdit.Lines.CommaText := Memo24.Lines.CommaText;
end;
 
This code assigns to the two memo fields on the form the data entered in the two memo fields in the
dialogue screen.
 
We have also used another technique to show how standard fields can be used from the dialogue
screen to enter data on the form.  The field for the referring doctor and the doctor which the form is
being sent to are entered directly on the form using the text field component.  In the text field
component we enter the name of the dialogue screen components text property which at print time is
replaced with the value it contains.  In this example the value is the name of the field and its content
property : [Edit2.text]  you must enter the value in between square brackets since this is how the
report knows it is a value which must be retrieved.
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Once these steps are completed the form that was designed can be used.

26.3.2 Create Custom Letters

 
Filopto Form Manager is designed for users to be able to create their own custom letters.  This
section will illustrate how a user can create his/her own custom referral letter.
 
Filopto has several pre-built referral letters that you can use as a starting point. In the EMR/Exam
module the EMR form button displays several pre-built form letters that can be customized at
creation time.
 

 
When selecting a Pre-built Custom Form Letter the user is presented with the letter editor from
which the user can make the required changes.
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In the above example the user can select the Family Physician they wish the letter to be sent to, the
Patient, and the Provider.   The Body of the letter can be modified as required and the Letter
signature can also be modified as needed.
 
Note that data fields can be embedded into the letter.  In the above example you will note that the
Patient first name is used as represented by the [PatientInfo."Firstname"] data field.  A variable field
is also used called [Date] which will insert today's date in the letter.  In the signature section the
data fields for the provider are entered.  A user can modify the content of the letter as required.
 
When the user is finished and selects the OK button a preview of the letter is displayed.
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The user can review and if required make further changes to the letter by selecting the editor button
identified in the above image.  This will open the form in edit mode where a user can make further
changes.  The example below illustrates clicking on the body of the letter which displays a Rich text
editor that the user can use to make further changes.  Once the changes made close the editor and
you will be returned to the Preview screen from which you can for example, print the letter.
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As with any report of form a user can copy an existing form, rename it and use it a s a template for a
new form.  Forms can be saved and categorized to be displayed in the appropriate module of Filopto.
 
 

26.3.3 EMR Educational Handouts

 
 
The Form Manager contains a form category called Patient / Educational Handouts, this section
permits users to modify or create their own educational handouts for patients.  Linked to the EMR
the provider has direct access via the Educational Material button in the EMR to give, print or view
a handout and record their action in the patient EMR record.
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IMPORTANT:

Educational Materials are different than the Handout forms,  in that the educational materials are
loaded from the Filopto System Settings section and can contain any type of materials such as
PDF files, Word Processor documents, images or even videos.

26.3.4 Recall Labels & Cards

This category of forms is for recall labels & card templates type forms.  A user can create a label or card
or other form template and have Filopto replace field variables with patient content thus personalizing a
recall label, card or form.

IMPORTANT: 

Forms/Labels/cards templates stored in this category will be processed by Filopto as a list. All of
the patient record selected in the recall manager will be printed based on the label template used. 
For example,  Filopto will print all of the patients records it can fit on a single page of the selected
label template and then go to the second page and continue printing the remaining records until all
of the patient records are printed.  If you are using a label format that supports, for example,  20
labels per page , 20 patient records will be printed per page.

If you are using a label printer that prints only one label at a time you must use the Recall Letter
category section with a single label template to be able to print one label at a time.
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26.3.5 Recall Letters

This form category is for recall letter type templates forms.  A user can create a letter type template and
have Filopto replace field variables with patient content thus personalizing a recall letter or form.

IMPORTANT: 

Forms/Letters templates stored in this category will be processed by Filopto individually,
meaning that for each patient record selected in the recall manager, a distinct letter or form will be
printed. one patient record equates to one letter/form printed.

If you are using a label printer that prints only one label at a time you must use this Recall Letter
category section with a single label template to be able to print one label at a time.

26.4 Auto Fill Forms / Reports Parameters

Filopto has many forms and reports that auto complete or auto-fill values instead of prompting users to
enter a value before the form or report is printed.  These Auto forms are identified by their names with the
word Auto.  For example Rx prescriptions have forms where the form will prompt for the Rx number while
the Auto form will use the Rx number supplied by the screen from which it is being called.

Users can review the various variables (1) available in the form/report editor that can be used to automate
the entry of specific values such as Rx number, EMR number or patient number.

The variables available are listed in the Variable tab of the form/report editor (1). (see below)

 
 IMPORTANT
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 Variables are only available in a report/form if the report or form is run in the scope/context where the
variable selected is active.  For example, you cannot use in the Inventory section of Filopto the variable
called VRecallNo since this variable does not exist in the scope/context of an Inventory Item.  The
master table from which the query is executed must contain the variable you are referencing or the
variable must exist within the query Joins.  If the variable is never initialized/created in the scope/context
it is being used, it will be blank resulting in your report/form not working.

Another way of looking at it, is for example,  if I wish to run an Exam form from withing the EMR,  then
variables such as vEMRNo , vOfficeId, vPatientNo and the likes exist in the EMR scope/context and are
active and can be used.  However variables like, vPONo, vClaimNo, vCreditMemoNo cannot be used
since they are not active in the scope/context of an EMR Exam.

In the Variable tab of the report/form editor (1) you can see the list of available variables.  The names of
the variables are structured similarly, such as vPatientNo,  which represent the Patient number for the
open/active patient in the scope/context being used.  Another example is the vEMRNo that represents
the EMR number of the open /active exam.
A simple way of applying a variable parameter for your queries is to create in your query a "Parameter"
for which you will be prompted at run time for the value.

For example,  the WHERE clause in the query below,  request the parameter for the Soft Contact Lens
Prescription Number  (= :RxNo) 

Select *
From Prescriptionslensessf
Where CLSoftRx_No = :RxNo

Once the query is created in the example above,  we can associate the prompt for the" :RxNo"  with the
query parameter option of the query (2).  note that if you do not associate the Query parameter (in this
example :RxNo)  with a dialogue box field which prompts the user for the value at run time or a variable
such as in this example,  the query will fail since the value for the parameter will never be found.

By selecting the Parameter editor (2) option for the query containing the (:RxNo parameter) will display
the Parameter name you used in the query with two additional fields that must be filled in for the
automatic parameter prompt to function properly.  

1) The Data Type field (3) tells the query how to interpret the parameter .  For example in this
example the vCLSoftRxNo is a number hence the data type has to be a integer (number) for the query
to properly interpret its value.  If you were to use, for this example,  a string type (text) instead of the
Integer setting (number), the query would fail since it cannot interpret the value properly.

2) The Value field is the name of the variable to use.  In this example we used the variable Soft
Contact Lens Rx number ( vSoftCLRxNo).  Users can type or select the value by using the Fx
button(4) at the end of the field value edit box which will list all of the available variables. (remember
you can only use variables that are within scope/context of the screen from which the
report/form will be run).

For advanced users:  you can also use the variables in your scripting code in the Editor Code tab.
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26.5 Default Forms / Reports

Users can define which form or report will be the default form or report for a category of a form or report. 
For example the Invoice offers several different diferent format for printing the invoice information.  User
can define which form that Filopto will use by default.  The other non-default form are still available to the
users but will not be the primary form or report used by Filopto

To activate which form / report that Filopto will use as the default can be assigned by the users.  In the
example belo the Rx form with the check mark will be used by Filopto as the default RX prescription form
for the selected category.
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26.6 Operational Reports

The Operational Report button give quick access to the various reports
defined by users for use in the define period. Similar to the report manager with some administrative
functionality removed.  This interface provides access to users that you want to provide limited access to
reports.
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Preview Report and Print Report buttons

26.7 RevSpring Reports

The RevSpring Report section displays the results of your RevSpring messages you sent.  These include
Appointment Reminders, Recalls and Lab Order Notifications

IMPORTANT:

Messages results and replies by patients to the messages sent are displayed in these screens.  It
is important for users to regularly review the status of messages and take the appropriate actions to
address the replies or status displayed to your messages.

For each service there are three tabs that displays the information available regarding the
communication request being processed by RevSpring.

The Sent tab display a listing of all communication request sent to RevSpring.  The display
grid can be adjusted to display only the information related to a specific data range as
selected by the user.  It will list the patient information and requested contact information.
 
The Batch History tab displays the batch files uploaded to the RevSpring server for
processing.  This provides a quick way to verify if your files are received by RevSpring and
when.

The Attempt Outcome Results Tab display in the grid the results of each communication
requested.
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Best Practice 

REVIEW THE RESULTS OF THE NOTICES SENT!

 
1) The first thing to look for are for the Reschedule reminders from patients.  

Filopto automatically links the reschedule reminder to the patient appointment and
displays a message on the screen. 

IF A RESCHEDULE REMINDER IS ISSUED.  You should review the Attempts
Outcome Results tab to make certain that the patient request has been properly
addresses. Many patients do not follow through by contacting the office (as the service
message encourage them to do), so these Reschedule reminder results are
important for the staff to see and take the appropriate action.

 
2) Additionally, we recommend looking for unsuccessful/failed results or results with a status
of “other.” This generally indicates either the contact information for the patient was invalid, or
in rare circumstances, that something needs to be investigated on the RevSpring side.

Analyzing your RevSpring Reports

By using the built-in grid feature allowing for auto sorting of results you can quickly analyze
and print the results received by RevSpring regarding your various communications .
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For illustrative purposes we will use the Appointments Reminders tab and the Attempt
Outcome Result Tab.  The Attempt Outcome Results tab can display for a selected period
the communications done by RevSpring.

Note that calls scheduled to be made today will only show up tomorrow, since they will be
done in time period you instructed .RevSpring to complete them.  For example, if you
instructed to only call between 2pm and 5pm and you are verifying in this morning,  the calls
have not yet been completed.

As with most grids in Filopto users can use the advanced Drag Column header (1) option to
quickly sort and display the results in a preferred way. 

For example a common options is to use the drag and drop of column headers such as the
Attempt Status Reason (2) to sort the communication by result types.
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Another useful column header you can use is the Patient (3) column header.  By sorting the
calls by Patient you can easily view how many communication attempts were made for a
given patient  and the result of each communication attempt . 

You can also combine headers to create, for example,  a list sorted by Patients with a sub
sorts displaying the type of outcomes each patient encountered.  

You can also use the grid advanced search and filtering options to filter, sort, locate and
display specific information. ( see Data Grid  for more information). The flexibility offered in
displaying and printing via the Grid or via the Filopto Report Builder,  the results of the
communication attempts  are only limited by your imagination. 

214
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26.8 Communication Manager

 

The Correspondence / Marketing / Mail Merge function is located
in the report module of Filopto. It is designed to assist users in administrating the various marketing
correspondence done by their office. Integrated with Microsoft Word the type of correspondence and
marketing material you can create is unlimited. Word provide exceptional marketing and
correspondence templates which can be easily merged with Filopto.
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Before proceeding, we recommend that you review your Microsoft Word processor Mail Merge
function since this is the function used to create the documents and merge the data from Filopto into
your designated document.
 

Important:
 
You must have Microsoft Word installed for this feature to function.

 

26.8.1 Introduction to Correspondence and Marketing

 

Introduction
 
A key business practice is to stay in contact with your patients. If the patient feel that you have their
best interests at heart, they will probably remain with you. Filopto has recognized this fact and
provides a selection of tools that you can use to keep in touch with your patients.
 
As you have probably gathered by now, Filopto keeps all kinds of information on patients and their
buying habits. By using this available information and supplementing it with your own personal style,
you can create effective marketing and communication with your patients. Following are some
suggestions on how you can use Filopto to help you market and Grow Your Practice.
 

Important:

Certain features of this section of Filopto use external word processing programs such as
Microsoft Word. Users must have one of these programs installed on the PC /remote desktop to
be able to fully use these features.  If your computer does not have one of these programs
installed, you can acquire one of them from your local computer supplier.
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Marketing to Specific Groups
 
Filopto tracks a number of items which allow you to identify specific groups to which you can market
your services. Following are some examples:
 
Welcome Letters
 
One of the easiest ways to say Thank You is to send a welcome letter when a new patient visits.
This can be done by creating a standard letter and printing it once the patient's visit is completed. An
example of such a letter is provided in the Report Manager or from the Scheduler report button.
This letter can be modified as required.
 
If you are looking to do a bulk mail out of letters, we would suggest that you use the Correspondence
/ Marketing function in the Report Module. This function is a mail merge system which
combines any data from Filopto to a merge document located in Microsoft Word. These two
word processors can provide significant functions and power when creating professional looking
letters.
 
Newsletters and Targeted Letters
 

The General section of the Patient File
contains a mailing list name grid (unlimited
demographic database) which allows you to
link a patient with various marketing efforts
you undertake. For example, you may wish
to send a newsletter for a specific topic such
as glaucoma. By adding the patient to the
Glaucoma Newsletter, you can easily create
labels or even personalize the newsletter for
them by using the Correspondence /
Marketing function.
 
The flexibility of creating lists, labels, letters
and merged documents is endless if you
select from the various demographic
information available in Filopto.

 
 
Referral Letters
 
The Appointment screen provides a method to enter who referred the patient. The Notes area can
be used to store the address of the person who referred the patient. By then querying this field for a
given period, you can send thank you letters to the person.
 
Membership Cards
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Some practices encourage patients to come back and
purchase items from them. One way to retain the patient is
to issue membership cards which provide privileges or
discounts. patients can then use this card when purchasing
items and feel as if they are getting a benefit from using
your services. Filopto provides for the printing of
Membership cards.

 
 
Birthday Greetings
 
Trying to keep in touch? Send a birthday greeting to your patient. Filopto can create letters either in
the merge category or via the Report Writer. Your creativity will dictate which tool best meets your
needs. For an example of a birthday greeting letter.
 
Service Agreement Renewal Letters
 
The Service Agreement information contains the expiration date of the agreement. By querying on
this expiration date, you can create a reminder letter to invite your patient to renew his/her
agreement.
 
Product Letters
 
You can create letters to be sent to patients using specific types of products. Since they already
use the product, they may be interested in receiving news and possibly updating it. These types of
letters can be created in either the Report Manager or with the Correspondence / Marketing tool. The
key is to select patients who have purchased the product in the past. Filopto keeps a record of every
item sold to a patient; therefore, by searching for a specific product sold, Filopto can tell you who
purchased the item.
 
Other Marketing Letters
 
Filopto's flexibility, combined with the creative presentations possible with today's modern word
processors, give the users an unlimited tool to formulate marketing and correspondence. With a bit
of imagination, you will find that Filopto can offer an unlimited amount of flexibility in formulating your
market plans.
 
Keeping in Touch With Your Patients - Mail Merge
 
Filopto provides a powerful tool in the Correspondence / Marketing screen. This feature is a full
function mail merge program which uses the Microsoft Word word processors to create letters,
labels marketing materials and newsletters. This tool permits you to easily transfer any information
from Filopto into a merge template in one of the selected word processors.
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26.8.2 Using Correspondence and Marketing

 

Filopto provides a simple to use Wizard from which the user can
select key information from the database and merge it into a word processing merge file. When you
enter the Correspondence/Marketing screen, you are presented with a management screen from
which you can manage the various documents you created (examples of documents are included in
the Forms directory of Filopto).
 

 
This manager allows you to segment your documents by various categories and time intervals.
Several buttons are also included from which you can create, delete, modify correspondence profiles
as well as execute saved profiles.

Execute mail merge
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Edit mail profile

Copy mail profile

Delete mail profile

 
A Correspondence profile is a series of settings which are to be used in the creation of a document.
They include, for example, the query (data) to be used to populate the various merge fields in your
document, the document to be used, and the word processor to be used.
 
Creating a Correspondence Profile
 
The first step is to identify the mail merge profile you are creating. You do this by selecting the New
button. In the first wizard  screen, enter the various information such as the Profile Title, the Profile
Category in which you wish to save the profile (Note: you can create your own categories by entering
a new name in this field), and provide a Profile Description of what this profile is going to do.
Optionally, you can select to classify the profile in the various time lists available (Daily, Weekly,
Monthly, etc.). To advance in the Wizard click the Next button.
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The next screen will ask you to define which type of Merge profile you wish to create ; Microsoft
Word or for an E-mail? Once selected choose the next option to proceed to the next screen.
 
The next step is to select the data you wish to merge. To assist you in this task, we have linked the
Select/Build the query for the mail merge profile button (1)  to the "Ask a Question " module to
formulate your query and retrieve the data from the Filopto database. (See Ask A Question for more
information.)
 

The execute query button (yellow lightning bolt - see (2) on screen shot below) will allow
you to see the data selected in the sample query result grid (3).  For advanced users you can
directly type in the query you wish to execute in the Query dialogue box located to the left of the
execute query button.  When you execute the query the data to be used in the mail merge will be
displayed in the query result grid (3). Once the data you wish to use is properly selected by the
query entered click on the next button to continue.
 

 
The next screen presented is the Select Fields screen from which you can select the items you wish
to merge from your query results into the mail merge template.
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The following screen is to select the word processor to use and identify the Template/Merge
document to use from your word processor. The Merge Wizard supports Microsoft Word software.
 
Once completed, Save the profile for future use by clicking on the Finish button.  This action will
store in the Filopto database your profile settings for future use.
 

 
To Execute/Run a Mail Merge
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Select the profile you wish to use and select the Execute Mail Merge button. By pressing the
Execute Mail Merge button, your word processor will automatically start and merge the data into the
selected template/merge file.
 
 
Hint:   When designing your Word merge template, note that the data file produced by Filopto in the
merge process is called "WordData .dat" for Microsoft Word located in the users Filopto application
directory. This may be important when using advanced features of your word processors, since for
example, Word embeds the directory of the data file into the merge document. If it cannot locate the
data file specified in the merge template, it will ask for the Data file to be used. The Data files to be
used are located in the directory specified by the user. To eliminate this prompt, simply store your
test data for the merge template in the Filopto directory.
 
We strongly suggest that you review the "How to create a merge document" help file in your Word
processor.
 

26.8.3 Execute / Run a Correspondence Profile

Mail Merge / Correspondence Profile
 

 
Select the profile you wish to use and select the Execute Mail Merge button. By pressing the
Execute Mail Merge button, your word processor will automatically start and merge the data into
the selected template/merge file.

Note: Windows may not bring your word processor to the fore-front of the screen, since Filopto is
transferring data (merging) to it.  You may need to look at the Windows tool bar to locate the open
word processor and bring it to the front of the screen.

IMPORTANT:  

To execute a mail merge the PC / Remote desktop executing the mail merge must have the word
processor locally installed and access to the merge template (install mail merge template in a
common shared folder accessible by the user). 
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26.8.4 Create a Mail Merge Template

Filopto provides a built in mail merge button located on the last screen of the Wizard which
automatically starts your word processor and enables you to create your merge template directly
from Filopto.
 

 
 
 
If you choose to Create or Edit the document template using one of the two buttons of the Wizard,
the chosen word processor will automatically be started and the template selected will appear (in the
case of the editing of a template) or a blank template will appear (in the case of a new document).
 
To assist you in creating the template, Filopto also provides a pop-up Window in the word processor
containing the names of the fields you created with the Wizard. Located at the top right of your word
processor screen.  The first pop-up screen contains the Create Document button which will create
the actual template document for you. To start using the word processor, press this button first. It
will create a blank letter into which you can start entering the contents.
 
The second pop-up screen permits automatic coding of the fields in your document template. For
example, place the cursor at the location in your letter where you wish a field to appear and press
Insert Mail Merge Field. Filopto will place all appropriate codes in the template. Once the template
is saved and run, Filopto will replace the field code inserted with the actual value of the field
contained in your query.
 
For additional information on how the mail merge functions for your particular word processor see the
Mail Merge documentation of your word processor software.
 

26.8.5 Create an e-Mail Template

This option is only available if the optional e-mail Manager license has been activated.
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IMPORTANT:
 
Sending large quantity of e-mails may be considered as a Spam act which may contravene
your Internet service agreement and/or your local Telecommunication legislation.  Verify
beforehand with your Internet Service Provider (ISP) and legal advisor that you are allowed to send
your e-mails and the specific requirements (if any) that you must meet.
 
Also verify what constitute SPAM in your legal jurisdiction.  Review all Anti-Spam and other relevant
legislation in your jurisdiction since it may require you to meet specific requirements such as; that
commercial emails be identified as advertisements and that it includes the sender's valid physical
postal address among other legal requirements or that your Patient has accepted to receive e-mails
from you.
 
If you have concerns about sending large quantity of e-mails, always refer to your legal advisor before
sending large quantities of unsolicited e-mails. Many countries, states and provinces have legal
and financial penalties for sending unsolicited (spam) e-mails.
 
Reference: CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 (USA)
                 Bill C-6  (Canada)   S.C. 2010, c. 23 - http://fightspam.gc.ca
                 Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission Act, the
Competition Act, 
                 Personal  Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act                 
                 Telecommunications Act
                 CAUCE CANADA
                 CAUCE US
                http://www.spamlaws.com/state/summary.shtml

 
 
 
To create an e-mail marketing campaign you use the New Profile button located on the Communication
and Marketing Tool bar.
 

 
The Wizard will be displayed.  Complete the appropriate fields and continue in the Wizard.
 

http://fightspam.gc.ca
http://www.spamlaws.com/state/summary.shtml
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Select the e-mail option

IMPORTANT:

The e-mail internet connection Filopto will use to send the emails is the email defined in the Filopto
System Settings / Pick list settings for the office of the user using this function.  If no settings or
incorrect settings exist the email will not be sent.
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Create your Query that will select the information you wish to use in your e-mail.  In the example we
are doing a simple query on the patient file for all patients having a home e-mail address in their file.
 

Example:        Select
PatientNo,
LastName,
Firstname,
E_mail
From PATIENTS
Where e_mail IS NOT NULL
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If you use the built-in "Ask a Question" editor to create your query, you can select one of the available
data dictionary to quickly access various data tables in Filopto.
 
 

 

The Execute  button will retrieve the data queried and display it in the bottom grid of the wizard.
 
The following screen will permit you to select the fields you want to use in personalizing your e-mail
template.
 

The next screen allows you to enter the subject of your e-mail and what field to use to derive the
recipient e-mail address.
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Filopto allows you to query any information in it's database.  Therefore you could also use the e-mail
recipient field for patients, providers and family doctors for example.  Example:  If you query the Patient
file, when you select the Recipient of the email as the Provider group,  the email will be addressed to
the provider specified as the provider on record on the patient file.
 

 
The last screen allows you to create the e-mail template to use when you run this profile.
 

 
When you select the Create a new document template you will be asked to provide a name for the
template.
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You will then be placed in the  Template Form Editor where you can create your message.  At run time
the form will be converted to a PDF attachment to the e-mail.

 
When you enter into the editor you may notice a data warning.  By default Filopto will connect the
query to the Form editor automatically, however in some complex query settings it may not be able to
auto-connect. This warning states how to connect the query information from the wizard to this
template.  Follow the instructions and place a check mark  in the Select Report DataSets.
 
 

The message appears at the right of the
screen in the Data tab.
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Located on the menu bar at the top left
of the screen. Select the Report Menu
and Data option to link the query you
created for the email merge.

Place a Check mark beside the listed
query component.  Once selected press
the OK button to link the query to your
email merge template.

 
Once the data set is activated by placing the check mark the data fields from the query become
available.  You can use these fields to personalize your e-mail message.  By default in an email merge
you have access to all fields contained in the original query before any filter is applied.
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The following is an example of an e-mail message you can create.  You have access to all the features
of the form editor such as Rich Text and color options (see Report / Form Designer  for more
information).   This e-mail template when executed will convert the e-mail template into a PDF file ( in
this example, replacing the fields for the patient First and Last name with their actual name) which is
then attached to the e-mail sent using the Patient e-mail address.
 

1263
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26.8.6 Advanced Prompting

 
Advanced Features
 
Advanced prompt features are available to make the executing of the profile easier for users. In this
example, which was created by the Ask a Question editor, we have manually changed the query
after it was entered in the query field of the Correspondence mail merge screen to change the dates
to a prompt.
 
 
The query has the following lines:
SELECT DISTINCT *
FROM PATIENTS
WHERE (PATIENTS.BIRTHDATE between :BeginDate and :EndDate )
 
The Where statement was changed from
 
WHERE (PATIENTS.BIRTHDATE between 01/01/1900 and 01/01/2016 )
To read:
WHERE (PATIENTS.BIRTHDATE between :BeginDate and :EndDate )
 
 
The " : " (semi-colon) is a prompt command which we followed with the text to be used for the
prompt. When a user executes the query, this change results in the display of a Prompt dialogue
box in which the user can select the begin and end date for the selected data.
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The calendar used can easily modify the select date when a user clicks on either the navigation
arrows on each side of the calendar, or on the month or year text at the top of the calendar.
 
 
 

26.9 Report / Form Designer

Designer Top   Next

The report component is supplied with an embedded visual report designer, which can be
opened at design-time by double-clicking on the TfrxReport component. The designer
provides the user with all the tools necessary for designing and previewing reports. The
designer’s interface meets current requirements. It contains several toolbars, which can be
docked wherever wanted. These toolbar locations are restored every time the designer is
opened. Toolbar locations, together with other designer settings, are stored in the registry
or, should one be assigned, in an ini-file.
 
To give the end user of your project the ability to design reports, you should either place a
“TfrxDesigner” component from the FastReport component palette onto a Delphi form or
add the “frxDesgn” unit to the unit's Uses list (NB: spelling). Using the designer at run-time
allows the user to change the report’s appearance, as well as to edit the finished report.
Note: you should also place any other Tfrx components that will be used on the Delphi form.
 

1263 1506
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Key to report designer features:

1 – report design workspace
2 – menu bar
3 – toolbars
4 – object toolbar
5 – report page tabs
6 – “Report tree” pane
7 – “Object inspector” pane
8 – “Data tree” pane : elements can be dragged from this pane onto a report page
9 – rulers : a ruler can be dragged onto a report page to create a blue guideline on the page

(objects snap to nearby guidelines)
10 – status bar

 
 

26.9.1 Report viewing, printing and export

Report viewing, printing and
export

Top   Previous   Next
1263 1303 1267
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A built report can be displayed and printed or exported into one of the supported formats.
Everything can be done in the preview window.
 

 
Key:

1 – finished report pages
2 – toolbar
3 – status bar
4 – outline space for either the outline tree (as shown above) or for thumbnails

 
The toolbar has these buttons:
 

 

Icon Name Description

Print report prints report - Hotkey : Ctrl+P

Open report opens file containing finished report (*.fp3)

Save report saves report to file (*.fp3) or exports report to one of the
supported formats
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Export to PDF exports report to Adobe Acrobat file (*.pdf)  visible if
corresponding export filter is installed

Send via e-mail exports report to one of the supported formats and
sends it via e-mail as enclosure visible if
corresponding export filter is installed

Text search text search in report - Hotkey : Ctrl+F

Zoom in zooms in on the preview

Scale selects arbitrary scale for zoom

Zoom out zooms out of the preview

Full screen displays report as full screen
return to normal size by double-clicking on report

Outline shows or hides report outline
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Thumbnails shows or hides thumbnail view

Page properties opens dialogue with page settings

Edit page edits current page

To beginning jump to first report page

Previous page jump to previous report page

Page number jump to report page number
type number and press Enter

Next page jump to next report page

To end jump to last report page

Close window close preview

 
 

26.9.1.1 Control keys

Control keys Top   Previous   Next

Keys Description

Ctrl+S save report to *.fp3 file

Ctrl+P print report

Ctrl+F text search

F3 search again

Arrows smooth report scrolling

PageUp, PageDown up/down report scrolling

Ctrl+PageUp, PageDown next/previous page report scrolling

Home report beginning

End report end

 
 

26.9.1.2 Mouse control

Mouse control Top   Previous   Next

Action Description

Left button click on selected object (in interactive report)
report scrolling in “hand” mode (move mouse with button held down)
zoom in when in “magnifier” mode

1263 1264 1267
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Right button context menu
zoom out in “magnifier” mode

Double-click return to normal size when in full-screen mode

Mouse wheel report scrolling

 
 

26.9.1.3 Report printing

Report printing Top   Previous   Next

To print a report click on the  button (or Ctrl+P hotkey). The standard print dialogue opens.
 

 
Let's look at the options available in this dialogue.
 
“Printer” panel : select printer on which to print the report; set printer properties, for example
printing quality; choose to print to file.
 

 
“Pages” panel : select which pages to print (all, current or selected range).

1263 1267 1270
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“Copies” panel : set number of copies to print. If printing more than one copy and Collate is
checked then the first copy is printed in full, then the second in full, etc. If Collate is not
checked then all copies of the first page are printed followed by all copies of the second
page, etc.
 

 
“Other” panel :
 

- Print : select which pages to print (All pages, Even pages, Odd pages)
- Order : print pages in direct or reverse order (first page to last, last page to first)
- Duplex : handle duplex by default (report settings are used) or choose one of duplex

options: vertical, horizontal, simplex
 

 
“Print mode” panel : select the printing mode.
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- Default mode : prints on the sheet defined in the report. One preview page is printed on
each sheet

 

- Split big pages : this mode is useful if printing an A3 report on an A4 sheet. One preview
page is printed on more than one sheet. When this mode is chosen the sheet size (“Print
on sheet”) must also be specified.

 

- Join small pages : this mode is useful if printing an A4 report on an A3 sheet. Two or
more preview pages are printed on one sheet. When this mode is chosen the sheet size
(“Print on sheet”) must also be specified.

 

- Scale mode : report is printed on specified size of sheet. All report output is scaled. One
preview page is printed on one sheet. When this mode is chosen the sheet size (“Print
on sheet”) must also be specified.

 
When О К is clicked the report printing begins. If “Print to file” is checked then the standard
“Save As...” dialogue opens. The report is saved to this file with *.prn extension. The file
contains a copy of the information sent to the printer.
 
 

26.9.1.4 Text search in reports

Text search in reports Top   Previous   Next

FastReport can search for a given phrase within the text of a previewed report. Search

using the  button on the toolbar (or Ctrl+F hotkey). The search dialogue opens:
 

 
Enter the phrase to be searched for and select options if required:

- Search from beginning : search report from the beginning; otherwise searching is from
current page on

1263 1268 1271
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- Case sensitive : match the case of the search phrase (lower or upper) when searching
 
On clicking О К the search is started and the first occurrence (if any) is highlighted:
 

 
To continue searching click F3. The next occurrence (if any) will be highlighted
 
 

26.9.1.5 Report Export

Report Export Top   Previous   Next

FastReport can export a previewed report to various formats for further editing, archiving or
sending by e-mail, etc.. .
 
FastReport can export to the following formats: PDF, Open Document Spreadsheet, Open
Document Text, PDF, Excel 97/2000/XP, Excel XML, Excel 2007, RTF, Word 2007,
PowerPoint 2007, HTML, text, CSV, BMP, Jpeg, Tiff, and Gif. Also, reports can be sent by e-
mail in any of these listed formats.
 

1263 1270 1272
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FastReport uses one of the three following methods to export reports:
 

- 'Layer' : each report object is exported to a separate layer. The exported output
approximates to the original preview.

- 'Table' : export of objects to the output file is by creation of a transitional grid in memory
and then output of this grid. The exported output closely matches the original preview,
based on the assumption that the principles of good report design were followed (see
“Report Design considerations” chapter).

- 'Drawing' : exported objects are captured from the page image. The exported output is a
direct copy of the preview. This method is used when exporting to graphic formats.

26.9.1.5.1  Export to PDF Format

Export to PDF Format Top   Previous   Next
1263 1271 1274
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PDF (Portable Document Format): a platform-independent format of electronic documents
created by Adobe Systems. The free Adobe Reader package is used for viewing. This
format is flexible – it allows inclusion of required fonts, vector and bitmapped images; it is a
means to distribute and store documents intended for viewing and/or printing.
 

The Export method is 'layer-by-layer'.
 
When exporting to PDF format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Export settings:
 

- Compressed : output file is compressed, file-size is reduced but export time is increased
- Embedded fonts : all fonts used in report are contained in the PDF output file, allows

accurate rendering on computers where the fonts are absent; output file size is
considerably increased

- Background : graphic image assigned to page background is exported to PDF file; output
file size is considerably increased
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- Print optimized : graphic images output in high resolution for accurate printing; this option
is only necessary when a document contains graphics and will be printed; output file size
is considerably increased

- Outline : option is enabled only when report contains an outline; outline is exported to
PDF file

- Open after export : exported file is opened immediately after export using default PDF
viewer installed on the computer (for example, Adobe Reader).

 
Export feature : RichText objects are exported as graphics.
 
 

26.9.1.5.2  Export to Open Document

Export to Open Document Top   Previous   Next

Open Document Format (ODF, OASIS Open Document Format for Office Application) was
designed by OASIS and based on the XML format used in OpenOffice.
 
FastReport supports export to table (.ods) and text (.odt) files. These files can be opened in
OpenOffice.
 
The Export method is 'table'.
 
When exporting to ODF format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Export settings:
 

- Continuous : export as a continuous document, without page breaks and without page
headers/footers
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- Page breaks : enables page breaks in the document
- WYSIWYG : accurate rendition of previewed report; when disabled optimization is

allowed, reducing the number of lines and columns in the export file
- Background : graphic image assigned to page background(s) is exported to ODF file;

output file size is considerably increased
- Open after export : exported file is opened immediately after export.

 
Export feature : RichText objects are exported as simple text, export of graphic images is
supported.
 
 

26.9.1.5.3  Export to RTF Format

Export to RTF Format Top   Previous   Next

RTF (Rich Text Format) was developed by Microsoft as a standard for the interchange of
text documents. RTF documents are supported by many modern text editors and operating
systems.
 
The Export method is 'table'.
 
When exporting to RTF format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Export settings:
 

- Pictures : enables export of graphic images to file
- Page breaks : enables page breaks in the document
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- WYSIWYG – accurate rendition of previewed report; when disabled optimization is
allowed, reducing the number of lines and columns in the export file

- Continuous : export as a continuous document, without page breaks and without page
headers/footers

- Page header/footer : header/footer export mode; modes are: Text (h/f exported as normal
text), Header/Footer (h/f exported) and None (h/f not exported)

- Open after export : exported file is opened immediately after export using default RTF
viewer installed on the computer (for example, Microsoft WordPad)

 
Export feature : RichText objects are fully integrated in RTF format; accuracy of rendering
and file-size depend on how the report was designed, see the “Report Design
considerations” chapter.
 
 

26.9.1.5.4  Export to Word 2007

Export to Word 2007 Top   Previous   Next

Word 2007 is an application for working with text documents. It is included into Microsoft
Office 2007.
 
The export method is 'table'.
 
When exporting to Word 2007 format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Export settings:
 
- Open after export – output file will be opened immediately after export.
 

26.9.1.5.5  Export to Excel 97/2000/XP

Export to Excel 97/2000/XP Top   Previous   Next
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Excel – application for working with electronic spreadsheets. It is included in Microsoft
Office.
 
The Export method is 'table'.
 
When exporting to Excel format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Data grouping:
 

- Like the report - each page of prepared report is exported on a separate Excel sheet;
- All in one page - generate continuous document without page breaks and page

headers/footers;
- Chunks. Each chunk has (rows) - each chunk is exported on a separate Excel sheet.

 
Export settings:

 
- WYSIWYG : full compliance to report appearance; when disabled optimization is allowed,

reducing the number of lines and columns in the export file
- Pictures – includes graphic images export into output table;
- Grid lines - turns on/off Excel grid lines;
- Adjust page size - adjusts cell size to fit the content;
- Delete empty rows - deletes empty rows from the output table;
- Export formulas - if a cell text starts with "=" symbol, it is exported as an Excel formula.
- Open Excel after export : exported file is opened immediately after export.
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Export features: RichText objects are transferred as simple text, graphic image transfer is
supported.
 
 

26.9.1.5.6  Export to Excel XML Format

Export to Excel XML Format Top   Previous   Next

XML (Extensible Markup Language) is an extendable markup language. XML is intended for
structured data storage and also for information exchange between different programs.
FastReport uses XML format for data transfer into Excel ver. 2003 and later.
 
Export method is 'table'.
 
On exporting to XML format the dialogue box for output file parameter settings appears.
 

 
Export parameters:
 

- Continuous - generate continuous document without page breaks and page
headers/footers

- Page breaks – enables page breaks in the document
- WYSIWYG – accurate rendition of previewed report; when disabled optimization is

allowed, reducing the number of lines and columns in the export file
- Background : background color of report page(s) exported to spreadsheet
- Open Excel after export : exported file is opened immediately after export.

 
Export features : RichText objects are exported as simple text; graphic images are not
supported.
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26.9.1.5.7  Export to Excel 2007

Export to Excel 2007 Top   Previous   Next

Excel 2007 is an application for working with electronic worksheets. It is included into
Microsoft Office 2007.
 
The export method is 'table'.
 
When exporting to Excel format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Split to sheet:
 

- Don't split - all report pages are exported to a single Excel sheet;
- Use report pages - each page of prepared report is exported on a separate Excel sheet;
- Rows count - each set of rows is exported on a separate Excel sheet.

 
Export parameters:
 

- Continuous - generate continuous document without page breaks and page
headers/footers;
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- Page breaks – includes page breaks in resulting document;
- WYSIWYG – accurate rendition of previewed report; when disabled optimization is

allowed, reducing the number of lines and columns in the export file;
- Open Excel after export - exported file is opened immediately after export.

 
Export features: RichText objects are transferred as simple text, graphic images are
supported.
 

26.9.1.5.8  Export to Pow erPoint 2007

Export to PowerPoint 2007 Top   Previous   Next

PowerPoint 2007 is an application for working with electronic presentations. It is included
into Microsoft Office 2007.
 
Export method is a layered one.
 
When exporting to PowerPoint format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Export settings:
 

- Open after export – exported file will be opened immediately after export.
 
 

26.9.1.5.9  Export to CSV Format

Export to CSV Format Top   Previous   Next

CSV files contain tabular data (numbers and text) in plain-text form. A specified separator is
inserted between column values and each row starts on a new line. This format can be
opened by various table/diagram editors.
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The Export method is 'table'.
 
When exporting to CSV format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Export settings:
 

- OEM codepage : OEM coding for exported file
- Separator : separator used between columns
- Open after export : exported file is opened immediately after export using default CSV

viewer installed on the computer.
 
Export features : no layout information (i.e. report design) is included in the export file;
graphic images are not supported.
 
 

26.9.1.5.10  Export into HTML Format

Export into HTML Format Top   Previous   Next

HTML (Hypertext Markup Language) is regarded as the standard language for documents on
the Internet. It is used for creating relatively simple but well designed documents. HTML
supports hypertext linking as well as simple document layout.
 
The Export method is 'table'.
 
When exporting to HTML format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
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Export settings:
 

- Styles : design styles for text objects exported; when disabled exporting speed is
increased, but detracts from spreadsheet appearance

- All in one folder : all additional files are saved in the same folder as the main file
- Page navigator : special navigator for fast jumping between pages created
- Fixed width : blocks automatic table/diagram width adjustment when changing display

window size
- Multipage : each page exported as a separate file
- Background : graphic image assigned to page background is exported to HTML file
- Pictures : graphic image exported to HTML file
- Open after export : exported file is opened immediately after export using default HTML

viewer installed on the computer.
 
Export features : export may consist of several files; each graphic image exported to its own
file; RichText objects are exported as simple text; accuracy of rendering and file-size
depend on how the report was designed, see the “Report Design considerations” chapter.
 
 

26.9.1.5.11  Export to Text Format

Export to Text Format Top   Previous   Next

Normal plain text file without any graphics.
 
The Export method is 'table'.
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When exporting to Text format a dialogue opens requesting output file settings.
 

 
Export settings:
 

- Page breaks : export of page breaks to resulting file
- Empty lines : enables page breaks in the document
- Frames : enables text object frame export
- OEM codepage : OEM coding for exported file
- Open after export : exported file is opened immediately after export using default text

viewer installed on the computer.
 
Export features: no layout information (i.e. report design) is included in the export file;
graphic images are not supported: page width is automatically set dependent on the type of
text objects on report page.
 
 

26.9.1.5.12  Export to Jpeg, BMP, Gif, Tiff  Graphic Formats

Export to Jpeg, BMP, Gif, Tiff
Graphic Formats

Top   Previous   Next

FastReport exports to graphic formats.
 

- JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) : a compressed format based on an algorithm
that records differences between pixels. It is characterized by high compression at the
expense of graphic accuracy.

 
- BMP (Windows Device Independent Bitmap) : used for storage of bitmap images used in

Windows. A standard file format for computers under Windows control.
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- GIF (Graphics Interchange Format) : hardware independent format was developed for

transmission of bitmap images through networks. Well suited for compressing
homogeneous content (logos, inscriptions, schemes).

 
- TIFF, TIF (Target Image File Format) : hardware independent format. Today it is one of

the most widespread and reliable in polygraphy and facsimile transmission.
 
The Export method is 'enveloping'.
 
When exporting in the above graphic formats a dialogue opens requesting output file
settings.
 

 
Export settings:
 

- Separate files : when enabled each report page is exported to a separate file; filenames
are derived from the specified filename by suffixing an underscore + page number

- Monochrome : exports as a monochrome image
- Crop pages : blank space round the page edges are cropped
- JPEG quality : JPEG compression ratio; only enabled when exporting to JPEG format
- Resolution : graphic resolution of exported image

 
Export features: when the Separate files is disabled one very large file is created.
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26.9.1.6 Sending a Report via E-mail

Sending a Report via E-mail Top   Previous   Next

FastReport can send a finished report by e-mail in any format required without the need for
a separate mail application.

 
When exporting by e-mail the E-mail setup dialogue is opened. Before exporting begins the
sender's email account details should be set on the “Account” tab:
 

 
- From Name :– sender’s name
- From Address : sender’s e-mail address
- Organization : sender’s organization
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- Signature : signature for e-mail; it can be generated by clicking on the “Build” button once
the earlier fields have been filled in

- Host : SMTP server service
- Port : SMTP server port
- Login : access name for authorization on SMTP server, if required by the specified SMTP

server
- Password : authorization password, if required by the specified SMTP server
- Remember properties : remember all fields for further usage

 
After filling in the necessary fields on the “Account” tab, the message fields on the "E-mail”
tab must be completed:
 

 
- Address : e-mail address of recipient; previously used addresses can be selected from

the drop-down list
- Subject : message subject; previously used subjects can be selected from the drop-

down list
- Text : message text
- Format : format of exported report attached to the e-mail; select one of the available

export formats; PDF is the more common format.
- Advanced export settings : when enabled the OK button opens the appropriate export

format settings dialogue; when disabled default export settings are used
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Export via e-mail features: only plain authentication on SMTP servers is supported. If
authentication is not required then it is not necessary to enter “Login” and “Password”.
 
 

26.9.1.7 Report Design considerations

Report Design considerations Top   Previous  

The quality of the export output in any format is highly dependent on the quality of the original
report design. FastReport can manipulate objects in a large number of ways during report
creation. This has the advantage of fast development of reports and subsequent printing.
Printed documents look just as previewed. This is the primary objective of the FastReport
report engine. The downside of this development freedom is the complexity of exporting
FastReport documents to different data formats, each of  which has its own, sometimes
complex, requirements and limitations. In this chapter, special design requirements for
reports intended for export will be discussed.
 

Many formats use tabular data presentation, such as HTML, XLS, XML, RTF and CSV. In
contrast to the freedom allowed in FastReport page design, when exporting to these formats
the output cells created for these tables cannot intersect or be arranged in layers. Export
filters, as a rule, take into account these requirements when objects are exported by
FastReport, by the use of special algorithms dealing with intersections and the optimal
placing of cells. At object intersections new columns and lines are created in the output
table. This is necessary to enable FastReport to position objects exactly and to obtain the
best correspondence with the original preview page. A large number of intersecting objects
in a report design leads to a large number of additional columns and rows in the output
table. This in turn can lead to the need for editing of the exported file in its own editor before
suitable for further use.
 

 

For example, take a report where the design has a slight overlap of two objects in the same
band and the number of records in the report is 150. On export to RTF format 450 lines will
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be created (150 rows for each object and 150 rows for the intersection). If we remove the
overlap there would only be 300 rows. For large reports with a large number of objects the
difference would be much greater. This, of course, affects the size of the output file.
 

                
Objects in the report                                Export to Excel - result
 

Bear this in mind when designing reports intended for export to any of the formats that use
the 'table' output method.
 

When designing tables in reports be aware of the borders of neighboring cells. It is important
that cells do not overlap and are not arranged in layers. The export algorithm may deal with
the cells in an unexpected way and give a result far from that intended. It is best to arrange
objects in such a way that they are placed in line both vertically and horizontally. Guidelines
can help to achieve this.
 

 
Using guidelines in the designer
 

To use guidelines in FastReport designer just click on the horizontal or vertical ruler at the
top or left edge of the report page and drag the ruler to the required position on the page,
where a guideline will be displayed. You will then be able to place objects aligning to these
horizontal and vertical guidelines.
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Grid alignment can also be helpful in placing “Text” objects to avoid them overlapping. The
grid is enabled in the designer Options, where the pitch can also be adjusted : “View >
Options > Grid”.
 

 

When using frames around “Text” objects it is best to use the object's frame properties,
rather than adding graphic objects like lines and rectangles around the text. Also, try not to
use objects in the background beneath transparent text objects.
 

Keeping these simple rules in mind will help you to create a report which will look perfect
after export to any format that uses the table-based output method.
 

Below are some examples of good and bad arrangement of objects.
 

                
         Bad                                                Good
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The objects are displaced horizontally - they do not line up horizontally with the vertical
guideline.
 

         Bad

 

         Good

 
The objects are overlapping - on export to a table/diagram format additional unnecessary
rows and columns and also three additional cells in the overlap zone are created.
 

Study of the demo reports included in the FastReport installation is recommended, to help
master the basic principles of good report design.

26.9.2 Wizards

Wizards Top   Previous   Next

FastReport provides some wizards that simplify the report creation process. Wizards are
found under “File > New...”:
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26.9.2.1 New report wizard

New report wizard Top   Previous   Next

There are two icons for wizards helping to create new reports and two icons for the straight
forward creation of new reports:
 

- Standard report wizard
- Dot-matrix report wizard
- Standard report
- Dot-matrix report

 
Icons of type "Standard report" and "Dot-matrix report" create the empty standard and dot-
matrix reports respectively (there is more about dot-matrix reports in previous sections).
These new reports contain one empty page.
 
Icons of type "Standard report wizard" and "Dot-matrix report wizard" guide the process of
choosing the dataset and fields required for the report, the optional creation of groups and
the selection of data layout. Let's look at a report created with the help of the "Standard
report wizard".
 
Choose "File > New..." and the "Standard report wizard" icon. The report wizard dialogue
appears:
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The dialogue has several tabs. On the first tab choose the data source for the report. All
data sources available in your application are listed here (TfrxDBDataSet components).
New data sources can be created, either tables or queries, using the "New table" or "New
query" buttons. These buttons open the "New table/query" wizard (described later in this
chapter).  Let's choose the Customers table. Then press the "Next >>" button.
 
On the next tab select the fields to be displayed in the report:
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On the left side is a list of available fields; on the right side a list of fields already selected to
appear in the report. Use the "Add >", "Add all >>", "< Remove" and "<< Remove all" buttons

to move fields from one list to another. Use the  buttons to move selected fields up or
down in the list. Let's add the "Company", "Contact", "Phone" and "FAX" fields to the
selected fields list and press the "Next >>" button.
 
On the next tab one or more groups can be created. FastReport will add the Group header
and Group footer bands to the report.
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Group creation is optional. Skip it here by pressing the "Next >>" button.
 
The next tab sets the page orientation and one of two data layouts - tabular and columnar:
 

 
The chosen layout is illustrated on the right side of the dialogue.
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Finally, the last tab lists the available color schemes for your report, again illustrated on the
right side of the dialogue..
 

 
When the "Finish" button is pressed the wizard will create the following report:
 

 
The report can now be previewed.
 
 

26.9.2.2 New connection wizard

New connection wizard Top   Previous   Next1263 1291 1296
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This wizard adds a new database connection to an existing report. Two or more
connections may be needed if data from two or more databases is to appear in the report.
The wizard adds the database component (for example “TfrxADODatabase”) to your report.
 

 

The connection string must be created using the  button which opens the standard
Windows connection dialogue for setting the database and connection parameters. After
this the user name and password can be set, if necessary.
 
Note: a new connection can be made manually - just place a “TfrxADODatabase”
component on the report's Data tab.
 
 

26.9.2.3 New table wizard

New table wizard Top   Previous   Next

This wizard adds a new database table to an existing report.
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Select the table name. If required, a filter can also be defined, for example:
 

(CustNo > 2000) and (CustNo < 3000)
 
NB: a new table can be created manually by placing a “TfrxADOTable” component on the
report's Data tab.
 
 

26.9.2.4 New query wizard

New query wizard Top   Previous   Next

This wizard adds a new SQL query to an existing report.
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The SQL query must be composed here. The visual query builder can be used to do this -

click the  button. The query builder is described later in this chapter.
 
NB: a new query can be created manually by placing a “TfrxADOQuery” component on the
report's Data tab.
 
 

26.9.2.5 Query construction

Query construction Top   Previous   Next

FastQueryBuilder can be used to compose queries visually. FastQueryBuilder is included in
FastReport Professional and Enterprise editions, or alternatively it can be purchased as an
independent product. The query builder builds queries visually in the SQL language. The
builder is illustrated below:
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1 - toolbar
2 – builder workspace
3 – list of available tables
4 – selected table field properties

 
Toolbar:

 - open SQL file

 - save query to file (query diagram is also saved in the file)

 - clear builder workspace

 - О K button : save and exit builder

 - Cancel button : exit builder without saving
 
The builder's workspace and the list of available tables support Drag&Drop, i.e. tables can
be dragged onto the workspace with the mouse. Alternatively double-click on a table in the
list of available tables.
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To include a field from the table in the query select it in the list:
 

 
Selected fields appear in the field properties space (4):
 

 
- Visible : whether field appears in the output
- Where : field selection condition, e.g. '> 5'
- Sort : sorting direction for field
- Function : function applied to field
- Group : grouping on the field

 
By “dragging” fields between the tables in the workspace (2) “Join lines” appear. When fields
are joined the compatibility of the types of the joined fields is checked. The builder prevents
joins between type-incompatible fields. To change the join parameters hold the cursor over
the “join line”, right-click and select the Options item. The Link Options dialogue will open,
where the join can be configured, as below:
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26.9.2.5.1  Using the Query constructor

Using the Query constructor Top   Previous   Next

Let's create a simple report using the query builder.
 
Click “New report”  on the designer toolbar to create a report page having “Report
header”, “First level data” and “Page footer” bands.
 
Place an “ADO Query” component on the “Data” tab. Double-click on the component to
open the query editor.
 

 
Click the  button in the query editor to open the query builder window. Select the
Customer table in the list of tables (3) and drag it onto the workspace (alternatively double-
click on the table). Select the CustNo, Company and Phone fields:
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That is all that is required for query building. The query text appears on the SQL tab and the

Result tab shows the data returned by the query. Click  to close the builder and to return
to the query editor, where the query text is now displayed:
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Please Note! If the query text is altered in the query editor then the query diagram of tables
and joins will be lost. Do not alter the query text manually, always open the query builder and
modify the diagram visually.
 
Clicking  in the query editor returns to the report designer. All that is left to do is to connect
the “MasterData” band to the data source and place the required fields on the “MasterData”
band.
 
 

26.9.2.5.2  Complex query building

Complex query building Top   Previous   Next

In the last example we built a report based on one table. Let's now look at query building
where data comes from two tables.
 
Earlier we looked at a report working with groups . Let's build a query for this report using
the query builder. We need to compose a query in SQL which will return data from both
tables, with the data grouped on a specific condition. In our example the condition will be
CustNo fields in both tables.
 
As in the previous example, create a new report and put a “TADOQuery” component on the
page. Open the query editor and then the query builder.
 
Drag two tables to the work area – Customers and Orders. Both tables have a CustNo field
which we will use to join them. Drag the CustNo field from one table to the other table to
create a join between the two tables:
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Now the fields to be displayed and the sort field need to be set. Check the "*" field in both
tables and check the CustNo field in the Customer table. The selected fields appear in the
field parameters list. Select the sort order for the CustNo field:
 

 
That is all that is needed to complete the Query. The SQL code looks like this:
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26.9.3 Report inheritance

Report inheritance Top   Previous   Next

Often a group of reports share some common data - for example, the header/footer with
company logo or other data, like email or address etc. Should the situation arise that some
of this company data needs changing, for example the email address, then it would have to
be done in each report! To avoid this tedious task, report inheritance can be used. What is
report inheritance?
 
As an example, reports commonly have elements (logo, company name, email etc) typically
placed in the report title and/or page header. A base report can be designed that contains
only these common elements. All other reports can then use the base report and thus
contain all of the common elements, as well as other elements specifically added to each
report.
 
Should something (e.g. logo or email) need changing then the base report would be opened
and the necessary changes made there. All reports inheriting from the base report would
then be amended automatically. In fact, when a report based on inheritance is opened the
base report is opened first of all, followed by the derived one.
 
 

26.9.3.1 Creating a base report

Creating a base report Top   Previous   Next

Let's create a simple report that uses inheritance. Our finished report should look like this:
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First the base report has to be created. Which elements must it contain? They are the logo
bitmap, "Our company" title and email address. Create a new report and place the common
objects in the “ReportTitle”:
 

 
Save the report as "base.fr3". In which folder? This depends on how you setup the
“TfrxDesigner” component. By default FastReport searches for base reports in the folder
that contains the application's .exe file. Alternatively a folder for templates can be specified in
the “TfrxDesigner.TemplateDir” property.
 
Now create the derived report. To do this use “File > New”, select the “Templates” tab in the
dialogue and search for the base report ("base.fr3"). Click the "Inherit the report" checkbox
and press OK:
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FastReport will create a report containing all of the objects from the base report. They are
tagged with the "lock" symbol:
 

 
What does "lock" symbol mean? It means that these objects cannot be renamed or deleted,
nor can they be moved to another band. Changes to any other property (such as text, color
or frame) can be made. Note that if you change some property of a locked object (for
example color) this change will be stored in the derived report. If you subsequently change
the color of this object in the base report the change will be ignored by the derived report.
For example: open the derived report, change the color of "Our company" to red and save
the report. Now open the base report and set the color for "Our company" to green. When
the derived report is opened again the color of "Our company" is still red. It is therefore
preferable to change the properties of objects having the "lock" symbol back in the base
report and not in the derived report.
 
Let's finish our report. All that is needed is to add page header and master data bands:
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And the report is finished.
 
 

26.9.3.2 Changing a base report

Changing a base report Top   Previous   Next

Let's look at changing a base report. Open the base report ('base.fr3' in our example) and
change some fields. Let's alter the email address:
 

 
Save the report. Now open the derived report and see that the email address has been
changed in this report as well:
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What if some objects have to be added to the base report? There is a simple rule : the base
and derived reports cannot contain any objects having the same name. While changing
base reports, it may not be known how many reports use the base report, nor what object
names have been used in these derived reports. So a simple strategy is: when adding
objects to base reports name the objects using a template like 'ReportName_ObjectName'.
In our example add a “Text” object to our report and set its name to 'BaseMemo3'.
 
There is no restriction on deleting objects from a base report nor on moving them.
 
 

26.9.3.3 Inheritance control

Inheritance control Top   Previous   Next

We have followed the creation of a derived report from scratch. What happens if an existing
report is to be changed to inherit from a different report? To do this, open the report and
from “Report > Options...” choose the “Inheritance” tab:
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Select the "Inherit from base report" option and choose the base report from the list. If
necessary change the Template path to see a different set of templates. Press OK and
FastReport  will combine the two reports. The following error message may appear:
 

 
This happens if the two reports contain objects having the same name. Objects with
duplicated names can be deleted from the derived report or can be renamed in the derived
report.

26.9.4 Data access components

Data access components Top   Previous   Next1263 1328 1311
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As a rule most  reports are based on data sourced from a DB. Delphi provides a variety of
components for linking to DB data and FastReport makes use of these links. Here we
discuss the use of “TTable” and “TQuery” components as data sources for reports, but in
general any TDataSet descendant can be used.
 
As well as the data access components of Delphi projects, such as the “TfrxDBDataset”
that we have used in our examples so far, there are several specific DB components in
FastReport that can be used in reports, which ones are used being dependent on the
choices made during installation. The principles of data access in FastReport are much the
same as those used in the Delphi environment. Just as in Delphi a component is placed on
a dialogue form and its properties are set in the object inspector. Component design is very
flexible and new components to support different database engines can easily be created
(see the Developers Manual). With the support of the “TfrxDesigner” component, they give
end users of an application the ability to design reports at runtime.
 

 
 

26.9.4.1 Component descriptions

Component descriptions Top   Previous   Next1263 1310 1312
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Let's see how components are used for data access via ADO. They are made available in

FastReport by adding the “TfrxADOComponents”  component from the Delphi
FastReport palette to the project form. The following objects then appear on the object
toolbar when you switch to the “Data” tab in the report designer : “TfrxADOTable”,
“TfrxADOQuery” and “TfrxADODataBase”. These components are similar to the
corresponding Delphi components (“TADOTable”, “TADOQuery” and “TADOConnection”) in
terms of their functionality. There is also a “TfrxDBLookupComboBox” control which can be
used in dialogue forms.
 

Icon Name Description Used in

TfrxDBLookupCombo
Box

control used for selecting a value from a
directory

dialogue
forms

TfrxADOTable control used for accessing a DB table “Data” tab

TfrxADOQuery control used for executing a SQL query “Data” tab

TfrxADODataBase control used for connecting to a DB “Data” tab

 
Let's look at each component.
 
 

26.9.4.1.1  TfrxDBLookupComboBox

TfrxDBLookupComboBox Top   Previous   Next

This component is used for selecting a value from a look-up dataset.
 

 
The component has the following properties:
 

Property Description

DataSet data source to which the control is connected

ListField name of DB field displayed in the control

KeyField name of DB key field identifying the selected record

KeyValue value of DB key field returned by the selection from the list

Text value of DB list field displayed in the list
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AutoOpenDataSet when True the connected data source is opened
automatically after the dialogue's OnActivate event

 
To connect the control to the look-up dataset enter values for the three properties :
“DataSet”, “ListField” and “KeyField”.
 
Note that the returned value is available via either the “Text” or the “KeyValue” properties,
neither of which appears in the object inspector. They are accessible only through code.
The initial position of the cursor in the look-up dataset can be set in code using “KeyValue”.
 
 

26.9.4.1.2  TfrxADOTable

TfrxADOTable Top   Previous   Next

This component is used for accessing a DB table using ADO. The component has the
following properties:
 

Property Description

DatabaseName connection name (name of the TfrxADODatabase component)

FieldAliases enables aliases to be set for the dataset fields

Filter expression for filtering records

Filtered whether filtered or not

IndexFieldNames names of index fields (for sorting)

IndexName secondary index name

MasterFields fields connected with master dataset

Master master dataset

TableName DB table name

UserName alias for the dataset, used in code

 
These properties are similar to those of Delphi's “TADOTable” component. To connect the
component to a DB table just set the “DatabaseName” and “TableName” properties. The
Table is opened either by setting “Active” property to True or by calling the “Open” method.
 
The “FieldAliases” property editor is opened from the object inspector or by double-clicking
on the component. The editor allows the selection of which fields will become available for
use in code and the setting of aliases for these fields and for the dataset as a whole.
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The “MasterFields” property editor is used for creating master-detail connections between
two tables. To connect two tables with the master-detail relation a second table must be set
in the “Master” property of the dependent table and the “MasterFields” property editor
opened. If the table has secondary indexes which are to be used then set the “IndexName”
property beforehand.
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The editor visually binds the “master” and the “detail” fields of the datasets. When two
datasets are connected in a “Master-Detail” relationship movement within the master
dataset automatically filters the detail dataset so that only records belonging to the current
record of the master dataset are shown.
 
To connect fields in the two datasets select a field from the list on the left (the detail dataset)
then a field from the list on the right (the master dataset) and click the Add button. The link
between the two fields is then displayed in the bottom list. To clear the bottom list use the
Clear button. The linked fields must of compatible type and be indexed.
 
 

26.9.4.1.3  TfrxADOQuery

TfrxADOQuery Top   Previous   Next

This component executes SQL queries on a DB. It has the following properties:
 

Property Description

DatabaseName connection name (name of the TfrxADODatabase component)

FieldAliases enables aliases to be set for the dataset fields

Filter expression for filtering records

Filtered whether filtered or not

Master master dataset

Params list of query parameters

SQL Query text

UserName alias for the dataset, used in code

IgnoreDupParams when True allows parameters with duplicate names. The name
of the Query parameters will not be edited in the parameter
editor

 
The “Active”, “DatabaseName”, “FieldAliases”, “Filter”, “Filtered” and “Master” properties are
similar to those of the “TfrxADOTable” component described above. The “SQL” property
has its own editor for entering the SQL query.
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The “Params” property also has its own editor. It is enabled when a Query text contains
parameters.
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A parameter can be one of two types : its value either derived from the master-source or set
as a discrete value (either an absolute value, as shown above, or linked to a variable or to an
object property).
 
When a parameter is derived from the data master-set the “TfrxADOQuery.Master” property
has to be set. This dataset must contain a field of the same name as the parameter. Neither
the parameter type nor its value has to be specified.
 
 

26.9.4.1.4  TfrxADODataBase

TfrxADODataBase Top   Previous   Next

This component is used to connect to a database. Its function is similar to the
“TADOConnection” Delphi component. The component has the following properties:
 

Property Description

Connected when  True the connection is activated

DatabaseName the ADO connection string

LoginPrompt whether to prompt for the password when connecting to the DB

 
The “LoginPrompt” property defines whether to prompt for the password when connecting to
the DB. When “LoginPrompt” is False a user name and password must be included in the
ADO connection string.
 
 

26.9.4.2 Report designer

Report designer Top   Previous   Next

Let's look at the design of a simple report using data access components at runtime. It will
use the Demo.mdb database that comes with FastReport as the data source - {FR}
\Demos\Main\demo.mdb.
 
Create a new Delphi project and add one each of “TfrxReport”, “TfrxDesigner”,
“TfrxDialogControls”, “TfrxADOComponents”, "TADOConnection" and  "TButton”
components to the form.
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Setup the database connection by double-clicking on the “TADOConnection”, and choosing
"Build connection string", the provider ("Microsoft Jet 4.0 OLE DB Provider") and the
database ({FR}\Demos\Main\demo.mdb). Close the connection dialogue with OK and set
the component properties here:
 

ADOConnection1:
LoginPrompt = False

 
frxADOComponents1:
DefaultDatabase = ADOConnection1

 
 
Define the following handler for the “Design” button:
 

procedure TForm1.Button1Click(Sender: TObject);
begin
 frxReport1.DesignReport;
end;

 
After that, compile and run the project. This is all you need to do to create an end-user
runtime reports designer.
 
When the “Design” button is clicked the FR report designer opens, containing a blank report.
Let's look at the design of a simple report in this environment.
 
 

26.9.4.3 Simple report of “List” type

Simple report of “List” type Top   Previous   Next

This report will contain data from a single DB table. To construct the report, take these
steps:
 
 Click on the “New report” button  on the designer toolbar - FastReport creates an empty
report containing “Code”, “Data” and “Page1” tabs. Switch to the “Data” tab and place an
“ADO Table” component on page:
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Note that the “Database” property is already connected to our database, because this was
specified in the “TfrxADOComponents.DefaultDatabase” property. But the table name has
to be set now:
 

TableName = 'Customer'
 
Switch to the Page1 tab. Connect the “MasterData” band to the table by double-clicking on it
and selecting “ADOTable1” in the dialogue.
 
Drag the fields shown below from the “Data tree” window to the report page, which will then
look roughly like this:
 

 
Preview the report with the “Preview” button  on the toolbar.
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26.9.4.4 Report with parametric query

Report with parametric query Top   Previous   Next

Let's design a more complicated report in which the query parameters are requested in a
dialogue before the report is created. Use the same project as in the previous section, and
click the New Report button in the report designer to clear the old one.
 
Switch to the “Data” tab and place an “ADO Query” component on the page. Double-click on
it to open its editor and enter the following SQL text:
 

select * from Customer where CustNo > :p1
 

Add a dialogue form to the report and place a “Label”, an “Edit” and two “Button”
components on the dialogue form:
 

 
Set the component properties:
 

Label1:
Caption = 'Select if CustNo greater than'

 
Edit1:
Text = '2000'

 
Button1:
Caption = 'OK'
ModalResult = mrOk

 
Button2:
Caption = 'Cancel'
ModalResult = mrCancel

 
Open the “Params” property editor of the “Query” component and set the parameter:
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After that switch to the report design Page1 and create the report as in the previous
example:
 

 
When the report is previewed the dialogue prompting for a customer number is displayed.
After a figure is entered and the dialogue has been closed with the О К button the report is
created. All customers with CustNos larger than that entered are shown.
 

 

26.9.4.5 Other useful features

Other useful features Top   Previous   Next1263 1320 1305
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“Text” and “Draw” elements can be placed on the “Data” page. Using these elements simple
explanatory diagrams can be drawn, as shown below:
 

26.9.5 Dialogue forms

Dialogue forms Top   Previous   Next

As well as the usual report design pages, you can use dialogue forms in a report. Dialogue

forms are created in the usual report designer using the  button in the designer toolbar :
the button adds a new dialogue page tab to the report. When switching to the dialogue page
tab the designer workspace changes to show the form, and the object toolbar changes to
show the control objects which can be placed on the form:
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26.9.5.1 Controls

Controls Top   Previous   Next

To use Dialogue form controls in a report place a “TfrxDialogControls”  component from
the FastReport component palette on the Delphi project form. Alternatively add “frxDCtrl” to
the “Uses” list. The following controls then become available for use in the report:
 

Element Name Description

TfrxLabelControl control for displaying fixed texts on the dialogue form

TfrxEditControl control for entering text using the keyboard

TfrxMemoControl control for entering multiple lines of text using the
keyboard

TfrxButtonControl control representing a button
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TfrxCheckBoxControl control representing a flag, having two states -
enabled or disabled; has an adjacent label

TfrxRadioButtonControl control representing a radio button. There must be
more than one radio button control on the form

TfrxListBoxControl control representing a list of items from which one
can be selected

TfrxComboBoxControl control representing a drop-down list of items from
which one can be selected

TfrxDateEditControl control representing a field with a drop-down
calendar for date entry

TfrxGroupBoxControl control representing a labelled box that can contain
other objects

TfrxPanelControl control representing a panel which can contain other
objects

TfrxBitBtnControl control representing a button containing a picture

TfrxSpeedButtonControl control representing a speed button containing a
picture

TfrxMaskEditControl control for entering text using the keyboard and
conforming to a template

TfrxCheckListBoxContro
l

control representing a list of items, selected by
means of a checkbox

TfrxBevelControl control used for showing lines and frames on the
form

TfrxImageControl control representing a picture in “BMP”, “ICO”,
“WMF” or “EMF” format

 
All the controls are similar to those used in Delphi. See the FastReport component help for
information on the properties, events and methods of each control.
 
 

26.9.5.2 "Hello, World!" report

"Hello, World!" report Top   Previous   Next

In this example we will create a report which, before creating the preview, displays a
greeting window using a dialogue form. Create a new project in Delphi and place
“TfrxReport” and “TfrxDialogControls” components on the form. Open the FastReport
designer by double-clicking on the “TfrxReport” component and add a dialogue form to the
report. Place “TfrxLabelControl” and “TfrxButtonControl” objects on the form:
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Set the object properties:
 

TfrxLabelControl:
Caption = 'Hello, World!'

 
TfrxButtonControl:
Caption = 'OK'
Default = True
ModalResult = mrOk

 
Set the “BorderStyle = bsDialog” property for the form. Both the controls and the form have
the same set of properties as for the corresponding Delphi controls.
 
When the dialogue form design is complete return to the report design Page1 tab and place
a “Text” object containing the greeting on the page. Preview the report and you will see the
dialogue form:
 

 
After clicking on the OK button the dialogue closes and the report is constructed and
displayed. If the dialogue is closed by clicking the system menu “Х” button then the report
will not be constructed. FastReport works like this : if there are dialogue forms in a report,
the report is only constructed after each dialogue has been closed with ModalResult =
mrOk, i.e. in this example by clicking the О К button,. That is why the “ModalResult” property
of the button had to be set to “mrOk.”
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26.9.5.3 Entering parameters and transferring them into a report

Entering parameters and
transferring them into a report

Top   Previous   Next

Let's make this example more complicated, to show how to transfer values entered in the
dialogue to the report. Modify the dialogue as here:
 

 
Place a “Text” object containing this text on the report Page1, and set its “AutoWidth” to
True:
 

You entered: [Edit1.Text]
 
Preview the report and make sure that the text typed in is successfully displayed in the
report. Other objects in the dialogue can be accessed in a similar way. Since each object
has a name that is unique within the whole report it can be used anywhere within the same
report.
 
 

26.9.5.4 Interaction with controls

Interaction with controls Top   Previous   Next

By using a script, complex logic can be incorporated into a dialogue's operation. Let's
illustrate this with a simple example : modify the form like this:
 

 
Double-click on the “CheckBox” object to create an “OnClick” event handler and enter the
following script:
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PascalScript:
 

procedure CheckBox1OnClick(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 Button1.Enabled := not CheckBox1.Checked;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void CheckBox1OnClick(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 Button1.Enabled = !CheckBox1.Checked;
}

 
This code is the same as is used in Delphi. On running the report the button responds to the
state of the check box.
 
 

26.9.5.5 Several dialogue forms

Several dialogue forms Top   Previous   Next

Let's see how a report with two dialogues works. Create a report with two dialogues and one
design page:
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Set the “ModalResult” property for the OK and Cancel buttons to mrOk and mrCancel
respectively. Now run the report. First of all the user will be asked to answer questions from
the first dialogue (name, any children), then after clicking О К, from the second one
(children's’ names). After clicking О К in the second dialogue the report will be built.
FastReport handles multiple dialogues in this way : the dialogues are displayed in their
creation order; each dialogue is displayed only after the previous one has been closed with
“ModalResult = mrOk” (in this example by clicking each OK button). If any dialogue is closed
using the Cancel button or the system menu “Х” button then building of the report is
prevented.
 
 

26.9.5.6 Managing dialogue forms

Managing dialogue forms Top   Previous   Next

In the previous example the second dialogue is displayed irrespective of whether "Have
children" was checked. Let's show how to hide the second dialogue when this flag is
unchecked. Create an “OnClick” handler for the О К button on the first dialogue (double-click
on the button to create the handler):
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure Button1OnClick(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 DialogPage2.Visible := CheckBox1.Checked;
end;

 
C++Script:

 
void Button1OnClick(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 DialogPage2.Visible = CheckBox1.Checked;
}

 
This code hides the second dialogue (DialogPage2) if the flag is not checked. Preview the
report to see that this works correctly.
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Another way of managing the forms is to use the “OnRunDialogs” report event. To create
this event handler select the Report object in the report tree or object inspector and switch
to the “Events” tab in the object inspector. Double-click on the “OnRunDialogs” event to
create a handler:
 

 
Write the following code in the handler:
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure frxReport1OnRunDialogs(var Result: Boolean);
begin
 Result := DialogPage1.ShowModal = mrOk;
if Result then
begin
  if CheckBox1.Checked then
     Result := DialogPage2.ShowModal = mrOk;
end;
end;

 
C++Script:

 
void frxReport1OnRunDialogs(bool &Result);
{
 Result = DialogPage1.ShowModal == mrOk;
if (Result)
 {
  if (CheckBox1.Checked)
     Result = DialogPage2.ShowModal == mrOk;
 }
}
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The handler works like this : the first dialogue is shown : if it is closed via the О К button then
look at the state of CheckBox1 : if this state is Checked then show the second dialogue : if
the second dialogue is closed via the О К button then set Result to True. If the handler
returns Result = True then the preview is built : if Result = False then the report stops
running without building a preview.

26.9.6 Dot-Matrix reports

Dot-Matrix reports Top   Previous   Next

Earlier we looked at reports intended for printing on standard modern printers (stylus,
laser,etc.). A report sent to a dot-matrix printer will be printed very slowly. FastReport allows
the creation of special reports intended for dot-matrix printers, where only standard font
symbols and no graphic elements are output; this results in a faster printing speed.
 
Let's see how to build a report of “List” type intended for dot-matrix printing. Earlier we
created this kind of report, see the ”List of clients” report. We will use the same data for the
report.
 
So, start a new project in Delphi, place “TTable”, “TfrxDBDataSet”, “TfrxReport” and
“TfrxDotMatrixExport” components on the form and set their properties:
 

TTable:
DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
TableName = 'Customer.db'

 
TfrxDBDataSet:
DataSet = Table1
UserName = ‘Customers’

 
Open the report designer. Select “File > New…” to open the report wizard dialogue and
select the “Dot-Matrix Report” item:
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On clicking О К an empty design page is shown, marked out for a dot-matrix font:
 

 
The object toolbar also changes to show the objects available for dot-matrix printing, these
are “Band”, “Text”, “Line”, “ESC-Command”, “Subreport”, “Cross-tab” and “DBCross-tab”
objects. Other objects cannot be used on a dot-matrix printer.
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Place “Report Title”, “Page Header” and “Master Data” bands on the report page:
 

 
Place “Text” objects on the bands as follows:
 

 
The placement of Dot-matrix objects is similar to that in ordinary reports. However, these
objects are strictly limited in position and appearance. The objects snap to the grid, the font
size (height) cannot be changed and they cannot be colored. But some font attributes can
be modified by selecting the “Text” object and clicking the “Tt” button on the toolbar:
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These font attributes are specific to dot-matrix printing. The report page and all the dot-
matrix objects, excepting bands, have these attributes.
 
Note: in the designer and in the preview only “Bold”, “Italic” and “Underline”
attributes are implemented on screen. The whole set of attributes is implemented
only when printing.

 
Let's modify our report using the “Bold” style for the headings. The report is finished and
ready for previewing:
 

 
 

26.9.6.1 Cross-tab in dot-matrix

Cross-tab in dot-matrix Top   Previous   Next

The range of objects usable in dot-matrix reports is restricted to those that can be displayed
in a textual form. Among these are the two “Cross-tab” objects. Let's look at a simple cross-
tab report similar to the one built earlier in the “Tables with composite headers” section.
 
Create a dot-matrix report as in the previous section, choosing a “Dot-Matrix Report”. Place
a “DB cross-tab” object on the report page and open its editor:
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The cross-tab editor shows the structure of the output table in dot-matrix mode. The cell font
attributes can be set using the “Tt” button in the toolbar. In all other respects the cross-tab
objects behave as previously described. The previewed report looks like this:
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26.9.6.2 Dot-matrix report printing

Dot-matrix report printing Top   Previous   Next

To enable the actual printing of a previewed dot-matrix report it is necessary to first place a

TfrxDotMatrixExport  component from the “FastReport” component palette on your
Delphi project form. This component handles the conversion of the preview report into the
text format required by dot-matrix printers. It also replaces the normal printer dialogue with a
special one for dot-matrix printers:
 

 
The printer dialogue is similar to the normal one, but has dot-matrix printer specifics. The
printer's commands system must be chosen from the following list before printing (the
ESC-commands):
 

 
There are also some other options for dot-matrix printing:
 

- Print to file : whether to send the print stream to a file on the hard disk. If enabled then the
normal 'Save As...' dialogue appears

- Page breaks : whether a “Page break” control command is sent on reaching the bottom
of the page. If disabled then printing is unbroken on continuous stationery

- О ЕМ -codepage : whether to perform symbol conversion
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- Pseudographic : specifies how to draw vertical and horizontal lines. If disabled then lines
are drawn using -, | and + symbols

 
 

26.9.6.3 “Command” object

“Command” object Top   Previous   Next

As described earlier, these attributes can be set for dot-matrix report objects:
 

 
This is a standard set that is understood by all models of dot-matrix printer. Certain printer
models can support other commands that are not present in the standard set, for example
printing at 20 character per inch resolution. To be able to send these extra attributes to the

printer use the “ESC-Command” object  in the report.
 
Place the “ESC-Command” object at the correct place on the report page, before any
objects which use the non-standard attributes (e.g. in the top left corner of the page). To set
a command edit the Command property of the object in the object inspector:
 

 
The property can be set using one of the two formats :

decimal (e.g. #27#40) or hexadecimal (e.g. 1B28).

26.9.7 Interactive reports

Interactive reports Top   Previous   Next

A FastReport's prepared report can be made interactive. This means that, it will react to the
user's actions in the preview window. You can use the following interaction:
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· when clicking on the report object, some kind of operation is performed. For example, you
can run detailed report and show it in a separate window;

· preview window can show the report outline, which can be used for navigating on the
report.

 

26.9.7.1 Hyperlink

Hyperlink Top   Previous   Next

Almost all report objects have the "Hyperlink" property. Using this property, you can define
an object's reaction to the mouse click in the preview window.
 
When clicking such an object, one of the following can occur:
 
· navigate to the URL address;

· send e-mail;

· execute any kind of system command;

· navigate to the report page with the indicated number;

· navigate to the anchor, added in a script;

· run detailed report in a separate preview window;

· custom action, defined in a script.

26.9.7.2 Hyperlink configuration

Hyperlink configuration Top   Previous   Next

To configure a hyperlink, select the object which you want to make interactive, and right click
on it. In the context menu, select the "Hyperlink..." item. The hyperlink editor window will
open:
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Choose the type of hyperlink by selecting the radiobutton in the left side of the window. After
you have done, you may click the "Modify the object's appearance..." checkbox at the bottom
of the window. The appearance of the object will change in the following way:
 
· blue color will be set for the text and it will underlined;

· a hand cursor form will be set.

 
In some cases hyperlink needs to be shown in the preview window, but there is no need to
print it. This is easy to do, if you configure the "Visibility" object property. This can be done in
the "Object Inspector" window.

26.9.7.3 Link to the URL

Link to the URL Top   Previous   Next

Using this type of link, you can:
 
· navigate to the given internet address;

· execute some kind of system commands, for example, "mailto:" for sending an email.

 
You can indicate the value of the link by using two methods:
 
· indicate the value directly, for example, "http://www.fast-report.com";

· indicate an expression, which returns the value of the link. This expression will be
calculated when you run the report.
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26.9.7.4 Link to the page number

Link to the page number Top   Previous   Next

By using this link type, you can organize navigation on the pages of a prepared report. Most
often, navigation to the first page is used. For this, indicate the page number (1 in the given
case) as a link value.
 
You can indicate the page number by using two methods:
 
· indicate the number directly, for example,1;

· indicate an expression, which returns the page number. This expression will be calculated
when you run the report.

26.9.7.5 Link to an anchor

Link to an anchor Top   Previous   Next

By using this type of link, you can navigate to an anchor, added in a script. An anchor has
got a name and a definite position in a prepared report (page number and position on the
page). When moving to an anchor by its name, you navigate onto the indicated position.
 
In order to use this link type, you first need to define an anchor. In order to do this, use the
script and Engine.AddAnchor method (see more in the "Script/Anchors" topic). Now you can
indicate its name in the hyperlink configurations window. This can be done by using two
methods:
 
· indicate the name of the anchor directly;

· indicate an expression which returns the name of the anchor. For example, this can be a
data column. This expression will be calculated when the report is run.

26.9.7.6 Link to a detailed report

Link to a detailed report Top   Previous   Next

Using this link type, you can execute another report and show it in a separate preview
window.
 
You must set the following parameters for this type of hyperlink:
 
· detailed report's name;

· name of the report's variable, which will take the hyperlink's value;

· hyperlink value.

 
When the link is clicked, the following will take place:
 
· the indicated report will be loaded;

· the report's variable will be set to the hyperlink's value;

· the report will be built and run in a separate preview window.
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Report variable's value can be indicated by using two methods:
 
· indicate the value directly;

· indicate an expression, which returns the value. This expression will be calculated when
the report is run.

26.9.7.7 Link to a detailed page

Link to a detailed page Top   Previous   Next

This link type works in the same way, except that, another page in the current report is used
as a detailed report. For this, your report must contain at least two pages: one with the main
report, another with detailed one.
 
You must set the following parameters for this type of hyperlink:
 
· page name in that report;

· name of the report's variable, which will take the hyperlink's value;

· hyperlink value.

 
When the link is clicked, the following will take place:
 
· the report's variable will be set to the hyperlink's value;

· the indicated report page will be built and shown in a separate preview window.

 
Report variable's value can be indicated by using two methods:
 
· indicate the value directly;

· indicate an expression, which returns the value. This expression will be calculated when
the report is run.

 
When you choose a report page, its "Visible" property resets to false. This means that,
when the main report will be built, this page will be skipped.

26.9.7.8 Custom link

Custom link Top   Previous   Next

Using this type of link you can define own reaction to the clicking of the mouse. For this, use
the "OnClick" event handler of the object.

26.9.8 Table-Type reports

The "Table" object is made up of rows, columns and cells. It is a simplified analog of Microsoft
Excel table. It looks in the following way:
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26.9.8.1 Configuring columns

You can add or delete columns with the help of the context menu. For that:

 

• select the table or any of its elements and place the cursor on the needed column. The cursor's
form changes to a small black arrow.

• left click, in order to select the column;

• right click in order to show the column's context menu;

• if you need to select several adjacent columns, left click and, w ithout leaving it, move the mouse to

the right or to the left, in order to select adjacent columns.

 

Column's context menu can also be called in the "Report Tree" w indow. Open the w indow, select the needed

column and right click the mouse.

26.9.8.2 Managing the size of the column

You can set up the width of the column by using one of the following methods:

 

• select the table or any of its elements and place the cursor on the border between two columns.
The form of a cursor changes into a horizontal splitter:

• select a column and indicate the needed width in the "Width" properties. This property is accessible

in the "Properties" w indow.
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You can also enable the "AutoSize" column property. When running the report, the w idth of the column will be

calculated automatically. In order to limit the w idth of the column, you can indicate the "MinWidth" and

"MaxWidth" properties.

 

Width of the column should never be larger than the page's w idth.

26.9.8.3 Configuring rows

Rows are configured in the same way. In order to select a row, do the following:

 

• select the table or any of its elements and place the cursor to the left of the needed row. The
cursor's form changes to a small black arrow:

• left click the mouse, in order to select the row;
• right click the mouse in order to show the row's context menu.
 

If you need to select several adjacent rows, then left click the mouse and, without leaving it, move the
mouse to right or to the left, so as to select the adjacent rows

26.9.8.4 Managing the size of the row

You can set up the height of the row by using one of the following methods:

 

• select the table or any of its elements and place the cursor on the border between two rows. The
cursor's form changes into a vertical splitter:

Left click and move the mouse, in order to change the size of the row.
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• select the row and indicate the needed height in the "Height" property. This property is
accessible in the "Properties" windows.
 

You can also enable the row's "AutoSize" property. When the report is run, the height of the row will be
calculated automatically. In order to limit the height of the row, you can use the minimum height
("MinHeight") and Maximum height ("MaxHeight") properties:

 

Height of the row should never be larger than the page's height.

26.9.8.5 Configuring cells

Cells are text objects. In essence, the cells class is inherited from the "Text" object. Everything which
has been said above about the "Text" object applies to the table's cells as well.

Editing the cells' text can be done just like the "Text" object. Besides, you can drag and drop an element
from the "Data" window into the cells.

Border and fill of a cell can be configured with the help of the "Border and Fill" toolbar.

In order to call a cell's context menu, just right click on the cell.

26.9.8.6 Joining and splitting cells

Joining and splitting cells

Top  Previous  Next
You can join adjacent cells of the table. As a result, there will be one big cell. In order to do this:

 

• select the first cell with the help of a mouse;
• left click and, without leaving it, move the mouse in order to select the group of cells;
• on the selected region, right click the mouse in order to show the context menu of the cells;
• in the context menu, choose the "Join cells" item.

In order to split a cell, call its context menu and choose the "Split cell" item.

26.9.8.7 Inserting objects in cells

 In the cells, you can insert other objects, for example, the picture. The following objects can never be
added into the cells:
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• "Table";
• "Cross-tab";
• "Subreport".
 

In order to add an object into the cell, simply drag it inside the cell. You can freely move an object
between cells, and also take it back beyond the table's boundary.

A cell serves as a container to objects placed into it. This means that, you can use the "Align"
property of an object inside the cell. This allows changing the size of the object when the size
of the cell is changing.

26.9.9 Charts

Charts Top   Previous   Next

FastReport can insert charts into a report. The “TfrxChartObject”   object from the
FastReport component palette in Delphi is used for this purpose. The component is based
on the “TeeChart” library which is included in Delphi distribution kit. Alternatively the
“TeeChartPro” library can be purchased separately.
 
Let's make an example report with a simple chart. The chart will use the “Country” table
from the “DBDEMOS” database that comes with Delphi . The table contains data about
countries, their areas and populations:
 
Name                Area                Population
Argentina        2 777 815        32 300 003
Bolivia                1 098 575        7 300 000
….
 
Create a new project in Delphi. Place “TTable”, “TfrxDBDataSet”, “TfrxChart” and
“TfrxReport” components on the form and set these properties:
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Table1:
DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
TableName = 'country.db'

 
frxDBDataSet1:
DataSet = Table1
UserName = 'Country'

 
Open the report designer, create a new report and connect the data source in the “Report >

Data…” dialogue. Add a “Chart” object  to the report design page and set its size to 18
cm wide x 8 cm high. Open its object editor by double-clicking on it.
 

 
Key to the chart editor above:
 

1 – chart structure; a chart can contain one or more series
2 – object inspector showing the properties of the element selected in the window; set the

chart properties here
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3 – options area for connection of the series to data; it is activated once a series in area 1
has been selected

 
When first opened the chart editor will appear as in the image shown above. The first task is
to add one or more series to the chart (just one series in our example). Do this by clicking

the add button  and selecting the pie chart in the Gallery:
 

 
The vertical arrows change the order of the series in the list. To change the name of a
series select the series, then one second later click on it again (note that this is not a
double-click).
 
There are many different types of series available. After a series has been added the options
area 3 becomes active. Here you specify which data should be used for plotting the chart.
First let's choose the dataset in the “DataSet” drop-down list. Then choose the “Label” and
“Pie” fields using their respective drop-down lists, as shown below:
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Click OK to close the editor and preview the report:
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What can be improved in this report? It would be nice to sort the populations in descending
order. Open the chart editor again, select the series in the chart structure and change the
sort order from None to Descending:
 

 
If we previewed the report now, we would see that the data in the legend table has been
sorted in descending order.
 
 

26.9.9.1 Limiting the number of chart values

Limiting the number of chart
values

Top   Previous   Next

Our chart is over-crowded with many small values, which has resulted in many becoming
invisible. FastReport allows you to limit the number of values displayed in the chart. All the
values in excess of a set number are displayed as a single composite value, consisting of
the sum of all these values.
 
In our example the chart has 18 values but practically only 8 of them can be seen. Open the
chart editor and set the limit to 8:
 

 
If “TopN” is set to zero then there will be no limitation. A name should be entered in “TopN
caption” so that the aggregated values are identified correctly in the legend list. The Sort
mode is irrelevant as the values will always be sorted descending by default.
 
The report will look like this:
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26.9.9.2 Some useful settings

Some useful settings Top   Previous   Next

Let's look at some useful settings for controlling the chart's appearance. These settings can
only be accessed through the object inspector of the chart editor.
 
These basic properties are available when 'Chart' is selected in the Chart Structure:
 

- Gradient : settings for gradient background fill. Enable the “Gradient.Visible” property to
show gradients

- Legend : settings for the Legend List. The List can be hidden through the “Legend.Visible”
property and its position set through the “Legend.Alignment” property.

 
The following properties are available when a series has been selected:
 

- ColorEachPoint : color each value with a different color
- ExplodeBiggest : outset the largest value (only works for pie charts)
- Marks : settings for the look of chart labels
- ValueFormat : the line for formatting values

 
Note that all charting capabilities are accessible in the TeeChart Pro library (which can be
bought separately from www.teechart.com). This library contains many types of chart and
includes a convenient chart and series editor.
 
 

26.9.9.3 Chart with manually entered values

Chart with manually entered
values

Top   Previous   Next
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In the previous example we created a chart using data from a DB table. A chart can also be
created from manually entered data. This method can be convenient if the chart is small.
 
Let's demonstrate how this works with a simple example. Place a chart on the report design
page and open the chart editor. Add a series of “Bar chart” type and set these properties,
using semi-colons to separate individual values:
 

 
The resulting chart is:
 

 
 

26.9.9.4 Chart completion from Script

Chart completion from Script Top   Previous   Next

Let's look at how to construct the previous chart using a script. Leave the Label and Y fields
empty in the chart editor. In the report script enter the following code:
 
PascalScript:
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begin
 Chart1.SeriesData[0].XSource := 'Jan;Feb;Mar;Apr';
 Chart1.SeriesData[0].YSource := '31;28;31;30';
end.
 

C++Script:
 
{
 Chart1.SeriesData[0].XSource = "Jan;Feb;Mar;Apr";
 Chart1.SeriesData[0].YSource = "31;28;31;30";
}

 
SeriesData[0] in this case allows us to set parameters for the first series in the chart. If the
chart has more than one series then refer to them with SeriesData[1], etc.
 
 

26.9.9.5 Printing a chart built in Delphi

Printing a chart built in Delphi Top   Previous   Next

If you have already built a chart in your Delphi code and want to print it in the report you need
to use a “Picture” object from the FastReport object toolbar. Place the object in the required
place on the report design page and create the following “TfrxReport.OnBeforePrint” event
handler in the Delphi application:
 

procedure TForm1.frxReport1BeforePrint(Sender: TfrxReportComponent);
begin
if Sender.Name = 'Picture1' then
   TfrxPictureView(Sender).Picture.Assign(
     Chart1.TeeCreateMetafile(False,
       Rect(0, 0, Round(Sender.Width), Round(Sender.Height))));
end;

 
where Picture1 is the “Picture” object's name and Chart1 is your Delphi chart.
 
Note: When you have code assigned to the event handlers of the TfrxReport component
within a Delphi application you must preview the report by running the compiled Delphi
application. You cannot preview the report from within  the FastReport report designer.

26.9.10 Maps

Using the Maps Object

The "Map" object can display two-dimensional maps in the 

ESRI shapefile format (.shp/.dbf), 
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Open Street Map (.osm), 
GPS-track (GPS Exchange File, .gpx). 

See more details about these formats here: 

http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Shapefile 
https://wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenStreetMap 
https://wikipedia.org/wiki/GPX

26.9.10.1 Maps Elements

Map elements The "Map" object consists of the following elements: 

http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Shapefile
https://wikipedia.org/wiki/OpenStreetMap
https://wikipedia.org/wiki/GPX
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One "Map" object can display one or more layers. Each layer contains its own map.

26.9.10.2 Controlling the map with the mouse

Controlling the map with the mouse In the report designer and in the preview window the map can
be controlled by the mouse: 

- zoom in and out using the mouse wheel 
- pan the map by dragging the left mouse button 
- change a polygon's properties in the "Object Inspector" window by clicking the left mouse

button inside a map polygon 
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The minimum and maximum zoom values can be set in the MinZoom and MaxZoom properties.
These properties are changed in the "Object Inspector" window.

26.9.10.3 The "Map" object editor

The "Map" object editor The "Map" object has many properties, which can be set in the object
editor. The editor is opened by double-clicking on the object, or from its context menu:

26.9.10.3.1  Adding map layers

Adding map layers 

The "Map" object can contain one or more layers. The layer structure is displayed in the upper left
part of the editor window:
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To add a new layer, click on the "Add..." button, which opens the following dialog:

At this point, choose the type of the layer, from: 

- the map from an ESRI shapefile. This is the most commonly used type for maps. For
example, you can display the world map and highlight some countries in color, depending on the
sales level for these countries; 

- the geodata from your application. Your application must provide the following data:
latitude, longitude, name and value. This data is displayed as a small point on the layer. The point can
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have a caption and can also have a variable size/color, dependent on the value provided. In practice,
this type of layer is used together with a base layer of "ESRI shapefile" type. The base layer (the first
one) is configured to display a country map (for example) and the second layer (geodata from an
application) displays points - city names where sales occurred. The color and size of a point can be
configured to reflect sales level.

If the "ESRI shapefile" layer type is chosen, select how the map data is stored, from: 
- the whole map data is embedded in the report file. In this case the report file (.frx) may be

large; - the report file holds a reference to the map files (.shp/.dbf). This mode is useful if several
reports use the same map files. Maps 

Note: Large map files (more than 30Mb) or map files containing a lot of polygons (more than
20,000) slow down report generation.

26.9.10.3.2  Setting up the layer appearance

To set the layer appearance, choose the layer and switch to the "Appearance" tab:
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Set the border color and style of the map polygons and choose the color palette. Note that the
palette is ignored if you configure the color scale (more about this later).

26.9.10.3.3  Setting up label display

Setting up label display
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The map can display labels, such as country names. Set the label type and appearance on the
"Labels" tab:

If the "ESRI shapefile" layer type is chosen set the field name which contains the displayed
information. In most cases it's a "NAME" field. The world map included in the FastReport demo
program contains the following fields: 

- NAME (eg: Germany) 
- ABBREV (eg: Ger.) 
- ISO_A2 (eg: DE) 
- ISO_A3 (eg: DEU) 

Other maps will have a different set of fields.

 If the “application geodata” layer type is chosen set the minimum zoom value for displaying the
labels. The default value is 1, meaning the labels are always displayed.

26.9.10.3.4  Connecting the map layer to data

Most reports use the "Map" object to display analytical data, for example sales levels in various
countries. So a map layer must be connected to a data source using the map object editor window.
Select the layer from the layers tree and switch to the "Data" tab. Data appropriate for the map layer
type must be provided:

- for map layer of type "ESRI shapefile" the "Data" tab looks like:
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The data required is:
- name (eg: the country name);
- numeric value (eg: sales volume in this country).

 
For example, a "Sales" data source may have this data:
 

Country  SalesTotal
-------  ----------
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USA          500000
Germany     1200000
Russia       300000

 
Set up the "Data" tab in the following way:
- data source: Sales
- spatial data, column name: select the column containing country names; usually this is the "NAME"
column
- spatial data, value: [Sales.Country]
- analytical data, value: [Sales.SalesTotal]
- analytical data, function: "Sum"; this function is used if you have several values per country.
 
The "Zoom the polygon" edit box allows zooming of the polygon with a given name, so it occupies
the whole "Map" object workspace. For example, to zoom Germany on the world map, type
'Germany' (with quotes) in this edit box.
 
- for map layer of type "geodata from an application" the "Data" tab looks like:
 

 
And the data required is:
- spatial data : latitude and longitude;
- label (eg: a city name);
- numeric value (eg: sales volume in this city).
 
For example, a "Sales" data source may have this data:
 

Latitude  Longitude  CityName  SalesTotal
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--------  ---------  --------  ----------
48.13641  11.57753   München        50000
50.94165  6.95505    Köln           36000

 
Set up the "Data" tab in the following way:
- the data source: Sales
- spatial data, latitude: [Sales.Latitude]
- spatial data, longitude: [Sales.Longitude]
- spatial data, label: [Sales.CityName]
- analytical data, value: [Sales.SalesTotal]
- analytical data, function: "Sum"; this function is used if you have several values per city.

26.9.10.3.5  Highlighting data using colors

After you have finished connecting a layer to its data, the next question is - how to display
analytical data (for example the sales volumes in various countries)? The easiest way is to
set up labels displaying a country name and its sales (see "Setting up label display"). More
visual impact can be achieved by painting each country with a color, dependent on its sales
volume. For example, low sales as red, mid sales as yellow and high sales as green. This is
done by setting up the color scale on the "Color scale" tab:

The color scale consists of several ranges. Each range has the following properties: min
value, max value and color. You can use as many ranges as you need. To set up the color
scale set the number of ranges first and then the properties for each range.
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By default all range properties are set to "Auto", meaning FastReport calculates the minimum
and maximum values for each range automatically. The auto color is chosen from three
presets ("Start color", "Middle color", "End color"). The "Auto" mode may be suitable in most
cases.
 
When a color scale is set up, an indicator control is displayed in the bottom part of the "Map"
object:

To set the appearance and position of the indicator, select the "Map" element in the layers
tree control and switch to the "Color scale" tab:
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26.9.10.3.6  Highlighting data using size

When using layer type “geodata from an application”, the data is displayed as a small circle
with a caption. The size of the circle can be bound to the data in the same way as highlighting
data using colors. To do this set up the size ranges on the "Size ranges" tab:
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The size ranges have the following properties: min value, max value and size (in pixels). You
can use as many ranges as you need. Set the number of ranges first and then set the
properties for each range.
 
By default all range properties are set to "Auto", meaning FastReport calculates the minimum
and maximum values for each range automatically. The auto size is chosen from two presets
("Start size", "End size"). The "Auto" mode may be suitable in most cases.

26.9.11 Cross-tab reports

Cross-tab reports Top   Previous   Next

This kind of report has a tabular structure, which means that it consists of rows and
columns. At design time it is not known how many lines and columns the output table will
have. This is why a report grows not only downwards (as in the types of report previously
described) but also sideways. A typical example of a cross-tab report is shown below.
 
Let's look at the elements in the table:
 

 
In the illustration we see a table with two lines (rows) and four columns, where “a” and “b”
are line titles, “1”, “2”, “3” and “4” are column titles, and “a1”..”a4” and “b1”..”b4” are cells. To
construct a report like this we need just one set of data (from a query or a table) which has
three fields and contains the following values:
 
a        1        a1
a        2        a2
a        3        a3
a        4        a4
b        1        b1
b        2        b2
b        3        b3
b        4        b4
 
You can see that the first field contains a line letter, the second a column number and the
third the contents of the cell at the intersection of the specified line and column. When
outputting the report FastReport creates a table in memory and fills it with data. So the table
expands dynamically, creating lines and columns where they do not already exist.
 
Titles can occur at more than one level, as illustrated here:
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In this example the number, or index, of the column is composite, i.e. it consists of two
values. This report is generated from the following data:
 
a        10        1        a10.1
a        10        2        a10.2
a        20        1        a20.1
a        20        2        a20.2
b        10        1        b10.1
b        10        2        b10.2
b        20        1        b20.1
b        20        2        b20.2
 
Here the first field contains the line index, as before, the second and third fields contain
column indexes and the last field contains the cell value. Look at how FastReport constructs
the memory table when handling cross-tab data with complex titles:
 

 
When outputting the report from this memory table FastReport joins those title cells which
have the same value and are located at the same level.
 
Here is a more complex cross-tab report, incorporating intermediate and grand totals:
 

 
This report is derived from the same data as before. The values in the cells highlighted in
the new color are automatically calculated and are not present in the original data set.
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26.9.11.1 Constructing a cross-tab report

Constructing a cross-tab report Top   Previous   Next

Now let's turn from theory to practice. We will construct a simple cross-tab report displaying
employees’ salaries over four years. To do this we need the “crosstest” table, which is
located in the FastReport “DEMOS\MAIN” folder. The table contains data like:
 
Name        Year        Salary
Ann        1999        3300
Ben        2002        2000
….
 
Create a new project in Delphi, place “TTable”, “TfrxDBDataSet” and “TfrxReport”
components on the form and set their properties:
 

Table1:
DatabaseName = 'c:\Program Files\FastReport 4\Demos\Main'
TableName = 'crosstest.db'

 
the DatabaseName property, of course, must correspond to the path of your FastReport
installation folder!
 

frxDBDataSet1:
DataSet = Table1
UserName = 'SimpleCross'

 

The “TfrxCrossObject” component  from the FastReport component palette is used to
design a cross-tab report. Just place it on the Delphi form, it does not need any properties to
be changed. The “frxCross” unit, containing the cross-tab functionality, is added to the
“uses” list when the Delphi application is compiled. 
 
Open the report designer. Firstly connect the data source using the “Report > Data…” menu

item. Then select  the “DB cross-tab” object  from the designer's object toolbar and click
on the design page to place the object there:
 

 
All settings are made using the cross-tab editor. Open it by double-clicking on the object:
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Key to the items shown above:
 

1 – a drop-down list of available data sources
2 – the list of fields in the selected data source; the fields from this list can be dragged to

the lists numbered 3, 4 or 5
3 – the list of fields which generate line (row) headers
4 – the list of fields which generate column headers
5 – the list of fields which generate table cells
6 – table structure preview
7 – structure options : display of titles, totals, etc

 
You can only use the mouse in this editor to make changes. For our example it is only
necessary to drag fields from the list 2 to lists 3, 4 and 5 (in the diagram above). After that
close the editor by clicking the О К button. The cross-tab object now shows its structure:
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When the report is previewed you will see a table resembling this:
 

 
 

26.9.11.2 Changing the appearance

Changing the appearance Top   Previous   Next

Let’s modify the cross-tab object’s appearance. The first thing we want to do is to change
the title colors and display “Total” instead of “Grand total”. This is very easy - to change the
title color to gray click on the “Year”, “Name” and “Grand Total” cells in turn and select gray

using the background button  on the toolbar.
 

 
We can also use a set of predefined styles. These are available in the cross-tab editor -
click “Select style” and choose one.
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To change the two “Grand Total” texts double-click on each cell, which opens the familiar
text editor where we can type “Total”:
 

 
To format the currency values select the first cell (intersection of [Name] and [Year] in our
example), right-click to display the context menu and select “Display Format...”:
 

 
Select the required format and close the format editor. All this produces the report:
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26.9.11.3 Using functions

Using functions Top   Previous   Next

In our example we see the sum of each employee’s salary over four years in the “Total” line.
Any of the following aggregate functions can be used:
 

SUM – sum of values
MIN – minimal value
MAX – maximal value
AVG – average value
COUNT – number of values

 
Let’s use the “MIN” function in our example. Open the cross-tab editor and in list 5 (the
“Salary” field item) click the down arrow.
 

 
Select the “MIN” function from the drop-down list. Now we can change the text in the total
cells from “Total” to “Minimum.” The finished report looks like this:
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26.9.11.4 Sorting values

Sorting values Top   Previous   Next

Lines and columns by default are arranged in ascending order, either numerically or
alphabetically depending on the type of the data. Sort modes can be set  independently for
lines and columns. The sort modes are : “arrange in ascending order”, “arrange in
descending order” and “perform no sorting”. With no sorting the lines/columns are displayed
in default database order.
 
Let's change the column sorting in our example. Let the years be arranged in decreasing
order. To do this, open the cross-tab editor, select the “Year” column element and change
the sorting mode by clicking on the down arrow and selecting Descending:
 

 
Close the editor and preview the report. It will look like this:
 

 
 

26.9.11.5 Tables with composite headers

Tables with composite headers Top   Previous   Next

Our previous example contained a single value per line and single column headers. Let's
look at a cross-tab design having a composite header with more than one value. The source
data has data in the following format:
 
Name        Year        Month                Days        Salary
Ann        1999        2                3        1000
Ben        2002        1                5        2000
….
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We have added the “Month” and “Days” fields containing the month number and the number
of working days respectively. Several different reports can be constructed from this data, for
example : salaries of employees over each year, broken down in months.
 
What kind of a report will we get? It must resemble the report from the previous example but
having the annual data subdivided by month. The cross-tab object must be set up in the
same manner as before. This time we will also drag the “Month” field into the column header
list, as shown here:
 

 
On preview we see the following report:
 

 
Note that FastReport has automatically added a column of intermediate totals, displayed
after each year. This can be turned off in the cross-tab editor by de-selecting the “Subtotal”
flag of the “Year” column element:
 

 
Also note that the last column element in the column header list never has a “Subtotal” flag
(including the case of a single element). In our example we do not need intermediate totals
for each month, so the “Subtotal” flag can be turned off.
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There is another feature of intermediate totals, if they are used: it might be preferable to
head the intermediate total as “Year + year total” instead of “Total”. In the cross-tab object
on the report page double-click the intermediate total cell and in the text editor type:
 

Total for [Value]
 
On report construction the “[Value]” expression is replaced by the actual value of the column
header in the cell above:
 

 
 

26.9.11.6 Adjusting cell width

Adjusting cell width Top   Previous   Next

Looking at the previous illustration it is obvious that FastReport automatically adjusts cell
widths so that larger cell values do actually fit within the cells. This may not be desirable in
some cases, however, as extra wide columns can appear ugly. What can be done about
this? Let's look at three methods of controlling cell width.
 
The simplest method of controlling cell width is to add line breaks to the text of intermediate
totals, i.e.:
 

Total
for[Value]

 
The resulting table is more compact:
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However, there are circumstances where it is difficult or impossible to sensibly break lines
manually. The cross-tab object has therefore been given both “MinWidth” and “MaxWidth”
properties (referring to cell widths). Both of these properties are only accessible via the
object inspector.
 
By default “MinWidth” is 0 and “MaxWidth” is 200, which is adequate in most cases. The
second method of controlling cell width is to alter these values according to special
requirements.
 
So in our example we can set both “MinWidth” and “MaxWidth” to 50. This means that a
data cell must be at least 50 pixels wide, even if the cell value would fit into fewer pixels. For
large cell values the cell width is limited to the “MaxWidth” value and the text in the cell is
broken as required. So our example now looks like this:
 

 
The third method of controlling cell width is to change cell widths manually. To be able to do
this the AutoSize property must be set to False. The cross-tab cell width can then be
changed using the mouse. In the report page cross-tab object, the mouse cursor changes
shape over cell borders so allowing the borders to be dragged. Here is an example of what
can be achieved:
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Remember that if auto-size is turned off then the cross-tab will not automatically adjust the
cell widths and heights and you may see something like this in the report preview:
 

 
If so then just increase the cell widths a little.
 
 

26.9.11.7 Font colors and highlighting

Font colors and highlighting Top   Previous   Next

Sometimes it is necessary to highlight values and/or change the font color. We have looked
at this in the group report example, where we used conditional highlighting for “Text” objects.
Conditional highlighting can also be useful for us here.
 
To add highlighting to our example report, assuming we need to change the font color for
values greater than 3000 - select the object representing the table cell and set the

highlighting parameters by clicking the highlight button  on the toolbar. The familiar
highlighting editor window will open where this condition can be set:
 

Value > 3000
 
and the font color set to red:
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This is all that is required. Close the editor by clicking on the OK button and preview the
report:
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Likewise total values can be highlighted, if required, and also cells and lines using the
background and frame color buttons.
 
 

26.9.11.8 Managing a cross-tab in script

Managing a cross-tab in script Top   Previous   Next

If any of the methods shown above do not achieve the required report look then a report
script can be used instead. The “Cross-tab” object has the following events:
 

Event Description

OnAfterPrint event is called after printing a table

OnBeforePrint event is called before printing a table

OnCalcHeight event is called before calculating height of a row in the table
the event handler can be set to either the required height
    or to “0” if the row needs to be hidden

OnCalcWidth event is called before calculating column width in a table
the event handler can be set to either the required width
    or to “0” if the column needs to be hidden

OnPrintCell event is called before displaying a table cell
the event handler can modify the cell design or its contents

OnPrintColumnHeader event is called before displaying the column title
the event handler can modify the design or content of the title
cell

OnPrintRowHeader event is called before displaying the row title
the event handler can modify the design or content of the title
cell

 
We can use the following methods of the “Cross-tab” object in these events:
 

Method Description

function ColCount: Integer returns the number of columns in the table

function RowCount: Integer returns the number of rows in the table

function IsGrandTotalColumn
(Index: Integer): Boolean

returns “True” if the 'Index' column is a total

function IsGrandTotalRow
(Index: Integer): Boolean

returns “True” if the 'Index' row is a total
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function IsTotalColumn
(Index: Integer): Boolean

returns “True” if the 'Index' column is a sub- total

function IsTotalRow
(Index: Integer): Boolean

returns “True” if the 'Index' row is sub-total

procedure AddValue
(const Rows, Columns, Cells
                     : array of Variant)

adds a value to the table

 
Let's show how to highlight the third column (in our example the “November 1999” date).
Select the cross-tab object on the report design page, in the object inspector click on the
events tab, locate the “OnPrintCell” event and create a handler on the code page by double-
clicking in the empty list to the right of the event name. The script editor will appear with the
basic declaration created for you, then add the code required in the empty 'begin...end' block
of the declaration:
 
Pascal script:

 
procedure Cross1OnPrintCell(Memo: TfrxMemoView;
 RowIndex, ColumnIndex, CellIndex: Integer;
 RowValues, ColumnValues, Value: Variant);
begin
if ColumnIndex = 2 then
   Memo.Color := clRed;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void Cross1OnPrintCell(
TfrxMemoView Memo,
int RowIndex,
int ColumnIndex,
int CellIndex,
Variant RowValues,
Variant ColumnValues,
Variant Value)
{
if (ColumnIndex == 2) { Memo.Color = clRed; }
}

 
We will see the following when the report is previewed:
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To highlight a column title, create an “OnPrintColumnHeader” event handler in a similar way
:
 
Pascal script:

 
procedure Cross1OnPrintColumnHeader(Memo: TfrxMemoView;
 HeaderIndexes, HeaderValues, Value: Variant);
begin
if (VarToStr(HeaderValues[0]) = '1999') and
   (VarToStr(HeaderValues[1]) = '11') then
   Memo.Color := clRed;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void Cross1OnPrintColumnHeader(
TfrxMemoView Memo,
Variant HeaderIndexes,
Variant HeaderValues,
Variant Value)
{
  if ((VarToStr(HeaderValues[0]) == "1999") &&
     (VarToStr(HeaderValues[1]) == "11"))
 {
   Memo.Color = clRed;
 }
}

 
The report preview is now:
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This is how the script works: the “OnPrintCell” event handler is called before printing a cell in
the table’s data area (note that cells in the table titles call either the “OnPrintColumnHeader”
or the “OnPrintRowHeader” handler). The “OnPrintCell” handler parameters include: a link to
the “Text” object which represents the table cell (the “Memo” parameter) and the cell’s
“address” as the location of the row, column and cell (cell is relevant if your cross-tab
contains multi-leveled cells) as the “RowIndex”, “ColumnIndex”, and “CellIndex” parameters
respectively. The parameter list also has the header's values specified as Variants (the
“RowValues” and “ColumnValues” parameters) and the “Value” Variant parameter which
holds the cell contents.
 
In our example it is easier to specify the “address” using the “RowIndex” and “ColumnIndex”.
Numbering of columns and rows begins at “0” so “ColumnIndex = 2” refers to the third
column. We could also specify the correct column by looking at its data content (we need
the 11th month of 1999):
 
Pascal script:

 
procedure Cross1OnPrintCell(Memo: TfrxMemoView;
 RowIndex, ColumnIndex, CellIndex: Integer;
 RowValues, ColumnValues, Value: Variant);
begin
if (VarToStr(ColumnValues[0]) = '1999') and
   (VarToStr(ColumnValues[1]) = '11') then
   Memo.Color := clRed;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void Cross1OnPrintCell(
TfrxMemoView Memo,
int RowIndex,
int ColumnIndex,
int CellIndex,
Variant RowValues,
Variant ColumnValues,
Variant Value)
{
 if ((VarToStr(ColumnValues[0]) == "1999") &&
    (VarToStr(ColumnValues[1]) == "11"))
 {
   Memo.Color = clRed;
 }
}

 
The “RowValues” and “ColumnValues” parameters are arrays of the Variant type, having a
zero base. The “0” element is at the highest level of the table title, the “1” element is at the
next level, etc. In our example “ColumnValues[0]” contains years and “ColumnValues[1]”
contains months.
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Why is the “VarToStr” function required? This prevents errors during type conversion. When
working with the Variant type FastReport tries to automatically cast strings to number
format, which in turn can lead to errors when casting the “Total” and “Grand Total'” column
values.
 
The “OnPrintColumnHeader” event handler is called during output of the column title cells.
The parameter list is similar to that of the “OnPrintCell” handler, though in this case the
cell's “address” (“HeaderIndexes” and “HeaderValues” parameters) is in a different form.
The “HeaderValues” parameter holds the same values as the “ColumnValues” and
“RowValues” in the “OnPrintCell” handler. The “HeaderIndexes” parameter is also an array
of values of Variant type, and contains the address of the title cell in a different form: the “0”
element is the index at the highest level in the table title, the “1” one is at the next level, etc.
To clarify the principle of cell numbering refer to the picture below:
 

 
 
In our example it was easier to use the “HeaderValues” parameter, but the following handler
could be used instead:
 
Pascal script:

 
procedure Cross1OnPrintColumnHeader(Memo: TfrxMemoView;
 HeaderIndexes, HeaderValues, Value: Variant);
begin
if (HeaderIndexes[0] = 0) and (HeaderIndexes[1] = 2) then
   Memo.Color := clRed;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void Cross1OnPrintColumnHeader(
TfrxMemoView Memo,
Variant HeaderIndexes,
Variant HeaderValues,
Variant  Value)
{
if ((HeaderIndexes[0] == 0) && (HeaderIndexes[1] == 2)) { Memo.Color =
clRed; }
}
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26.9.11.9 Adjusting row/column size

Adjusting row/column size Top   Previous   Next

The width and height of the table columns and rows can be adjusted by using the
“OnCalcWidth” and “OnCalcHeight:” event handlers. Let's see how to increase the width of
the column holding the 11th month of 1999 with the following example. Create an
“OnCalcWidth” event handler:
 
Pascal script:

 
procedure Cross1OnCalcWidth(ColumnIndex: Integer;
 ColumnValues: Variant; var Width: Extended);
begin
if (VarToStr(ColumnValues[0]) = '1999') and
   (VarToStr(ColumnValues[1]) = '11') then
   Width := 100;
end;

 

C++ Script:
 

void Cross1OnCalcWidth(
int ColumnIndex,
variant ColumnValues,
Extended &Width)
{
if ((VarToStr(ColumnValues[0]) == "1999") &&
   (VarToStr(ColumnValues[1]) = "11"))
   {
     Width = 100;
   }
}

 
And the report becomes:
 

 
To hide a column in our example just set the Width to zero. Note that the totals are not
recalculated as the table is already filled with values at this point.
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26.9.11.10Filling a table manually

Filling a table manually Top   Previous   Next

There are two versions of the cross-tab object, “DB cross-tab” and “Cross-tab”. So far we
have worked with the first object, attached to data from a DB table. The object fills itself
automatically as soon as the report runs. Let's look at the second object, “Cross-tab”.
 
The “Cross-tab” object is not attached to a DB table. Therefore it has to be filled with data
manually. The “Cross-tab” object has a similar editor to the “DB cross-tab” object, though it
differs in that the dimensions of the table’s titles and cells have to be specified, instead of
being set by the DB fields:
 

 
Let's show the use of a “Cross-tab” object with an example. Place a “Cross-tab” object on
the report design page and set its properties as shown  above : the number of levels in the
rows title is 1, in the columns title is 2 and in the cells is 1. Let's fill the table with data using
the “OnBeforePrint” event handler:
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PascalScript:
 

procedure Cross1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
with Cross1 do
begin
   AddValue(['Ann'], [2001, 2], [1500]);
   AddValue(['Ann'], [2001, 3], [1600]);
   AddValue(['Ann'], [2002, 1], [1700]);
 
   AddValue(['Ben'], [2002, 1], [2000]);
 
   AddValue(['Den'], [2001, 1], [4000]);
   AddValue(['Den'], [2001, 2], [4100]);
end;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void Cross1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 Cross1.AddValue(["Ann"], [2001, 2], [1500]);
 Cross1.AddValue(["Ann"], [2001, 3], [1600]);
 Cross1.AddValue(["Ann"], [2002, 1], [1700]);
 
 Cross1.AddValue(["Ben"], [2002, 1], [2000]);
 
 Cross1.AddValue(["Den"], [2001, 1], [4000]);
 Cross1.AddValue(["Den"], [2001, 2], [4100]);
}

 

 
In the handler, data is added to the table through the “TfrxCrossView.AddValue” method.
This method has three parameters, each of them an array of  Variant type. The first
parameter is the row value, the second the column value and the third the cell value. Note
that the number of values in each array must match the settings for the object! In our
example the object has one level in the row title, two levels in the column title and one level
of cells, so the AddValue method's Variant array parameters need one value for the rows,
two values for the columns and one value for the cells.
 
On preview the report output is:
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The “AddValue” method can also be used for the “DB cross-tab” object. This allows the
insertion of data which is not derived from the data source attached to the object. If any data
is added in this way it is also summarized with the data from the data source.
 
 

26.9.11.11Adding external objects to the table

Adding external objects to the
table

Top   Previous   Next

External objects (such as lines, shapes, pictures) can be placed in the cross-tab. You may
need to show, for example, some data in a graphical form. Let's look at an example that
uses shapes to display a rudimentary progress bar:
 

 
A dark red bar is displayed if the cell value is less than 100, yellow if less than 3000 or 
green if more that 3000.
 
Let's start with our report. Place a "DB Cross-tab" object on the report page and set its
properties like this:
 

 
Turn off the “Auto-Size” property and set the column widths as shown below:
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Now add the shape object to our table by selecting the “Rectangle” object on the object
toolbar and placing it inside the cell:
 

 
Change its height and width to 0.2cm and set its top and left properties. Add two more
similar rectangles.
 
Now create a script that will show the correct number of colored shapes (depending on the
cell value). To do this select the cell and create an “OnBeforePrint” event handler:
 
 

 
Write the following code in the event handler (pay attention to the shape names, so that they
match your objects):
 

procedure DBCross1Cell0OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin

// 'Value' is the current cell's value
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if Value < 100 then
begin

  // first shape object

   DBCross1Object1.Color := clMaroon; // dark red

  // second shape object
   DBCross1Object2.Color := clWhite;

  // third shape object
   DBCross1Object3.Color := clWhite;
end
else if Value < 3000 then
begin

   DBCross1Object1.Color := $00CCFF; // yellow
   DBCross1Object2.Color := $00CCFF;
   DBCross1Object3.Color := clWhite;
end
else
begin

   DBCross1Object1.Color := $00CC98; // green
   DBCross1Object2.Color := $00CC98;
   DBCross1Object3.Color := $00CC98;
end;
end;
 

That's all - preview the report, which will be similar to that shown at the top of this section.
 
 

26.9.11.12Some useful settings

Some useful settings Top   Previous   Next

Let's look at some other settings available in the cross-tab editor.
 

 
The first six options allow you to show or hide various table elements.
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The “Auto size” option is already well known. It allows us to set the table width and height
manually.
 
The “Border around cells” option allows the drawing of a frame around the cell elements.
Here is an example table with a border (note that the cells themselves don't have borders):
 

 
The “Print down then across” option determines how a table is printed across several
pages. Here are two examples showing how this option works (note the page order):
 
1) “Print down then across” is off:
 

 
2) “Print down then across" is on:
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The “Reprint headers on new page” option determines whether table headers are printed on
each new preview page.
 
The “Side-by-side cells” option is used if you have two or more values in a table cell. It
determines if these cell values are printed side-by-side or stacked one above the other (the
default).
 
The “Join equal cells” option merges cells horizontally if they contain the same value:
 

 
Some other properties are also available in the object inspector:
 

- AddWidth, AddHeight : adds a specified amount of space to the cell width or height. It is
taken into account when the FastReport engine calculates the cell size (the “Auto size”
option must be on)

- NextCross : a pointer to another cross-tab object that will be printed to the side of this one
- NextCrossGap : the gap between the two adjacent cross-tab objects
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26.9.12 Script

Script Top   Previous   Next

A script is a program, written in a high-level language, which is part of a report. As the report
runs, the script runs as well. A script can handle data in ways that are not possible just
using the normal operations of the FastReport core; for example, a script can hide
redundant data depending on a predefined condition. A script can also be used for
controlling the properties of dialogue forms which are part of a report.
 
A script is written in one of the languages supported by the script engine (FastScript).
Currently, these are:
 

- PascalScript
- C++Script
- BasicScript
- JScript
 

The following features are supported by the FastScript engine:
- standard language set : variables, constants, procedures, functions (which may be

nested and having variables, constants, default parameters), all standard operators
(including case, try, finally, except, with), types (integral, fractional, logical, character, line,
multi-dimensional arrays, variant), classes (with methods, events, properties, indexes
and default properties)

- type compatibility checking
- access to any of the report’s objects

 
FastScript, however does not support the following:

- declarations of  these types : records, classes
- pointers, sets (but the 'IN' operator can be used in expressions such as "a in ['a'..'c','d']")
- shortstring type
- unconditional jumps (GOTO)

 
Scripts can be created in the FastReport designer, which contains a script editor with
syntax highlighting. There is also an embedded debugger which has the following functions:
“Step”, “Breakpoint”, “Run to cursor” and “Evaluate”.
 
 

26.9.12.1 A Taste of Script

A Taste of Script Top   Previous   Next

The tools for working with scripts are located in the “Code” tab of the FastReport designer.
When switching to this tab, the IDE looks like this:
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Key to the labelling above:
 

1 – “Code” tab
2 – script editor pane
3 – drop-down list for selecting the language in which the script is written
4 – debugger toolbar

 - run report in debugging mode (F9)

 - run to cursor (F4)

 - execute the regular code line (Step into, F7)
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 - interrupt running script (Ctrl+F2)

 - preview value of expression (Evaluate, Ctrl+F7)

 - toggle breakpoint (F5)
5 - “Watches” pane
6 – bookmarks and breakpoints are displayed in this column; also, line of executing code

highlighted here
 
List of the shortcut keys which can be used in the script editor:
 

Key Meaning

Cursor arrows move cursor

PageUp, PageDown go to previous/next page

Ctrl+PageUp go to beginning of the text

Ctrl+PageDown go to end of the text

Home go to beginning of the line

End go to end of the line

Enter go to next line

Delete delete symbol at cursor position; delete selected text

Backspace delete symbol to the left of the cursor

Ctrl+Y delete current line

Ctrl+Z undo last action (up to 32 events)

Shift+Cursor arrows select a text block

Ctrl+A select whole text

Ctrl+U shift selected block by 2 symbols to the left

Ctrl+I shift selected block by 2 symbols to the right

Ctrl+C, Ctrl+Insert copy selected block to the clipboard

Ctrl+V, Shift+Insert paste text from the clipboard

Ctrl+X, Shift+Delete cut selected block to the clipboard

Ctrl+Shift+<number> set bookmark with <number> 0..9 on the current line

Ctrl+<number> jump to bookmark <number>

Ctrl+F search a line

Ctrl+R replace a line

F3 repeated search/replacement from the cursor position

F4 set breakpoint for script to run to (Run to cursor)

Ctrl+F2 reset the script
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Ctrl+F7 preview value of variable (Evaluate)

F9 run the script (Run)

F7 or F8 execute code line (Step into)

Ctrl + Space show list of methods and properties of object

Ctrl+Shift+Delete delete word to right of cursor

Ctrl+Shift+Backspace delete word to left of cursor

 
 

26.9.12.2 Structure of a script

Structure of a script Top   Previous   Next

The structure of a script depends on the language used; however there are some elements
common to each language. These are the script’s title and body, and the main procedure
which will be executed when the report runs. Below are examples of scripts in all four of the
supported languages:
 
PascalScript structure:

 
#language PascalScript // optional

program MyProgram;     // optional
 

// the “uses” chapter should be located before any other chapter
uses 'unit1.pas', 'unit2.pas';
 

var                   // the “variables” chapter can be placed anywhere
 i, j: Integer;
 

const                 // “constants” chapter
 pi = 3.14159;
 

procedure p1;         // procedures and functions
var
 i: Integer;
 

procedure p2;       // nested procedure
begin
end;
 
begin
end;
 

begin                 // main procedure.
end.
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C++Script structure:
 

#language С++Script   // optional
 

// the “include” chapter should be placed before any other chapter
#include "unit1.cpp", "unit2.cpp"
 

int i, j = 0;         // the “variables” chapter can be placed anywhere
 

#DEFINE pi = 3.14159   // “constants” chapter
 

void p1()             // functions

{                     // no nested procedures
}
 

{                     // main procedure.
}

 
 
JScript structure:

 
#language JScript     // optionally
 

// the “import” chapter should be before any other chapter
import "unit1.js", "unit2.js"
 

var i, j = 0;         // the “variables” chapter can be located anywhere
 

function p1()         // functions

{                     //
}

                      // main procedure.
p1();
for (i = 0; i < 10; i++) j++;

 
 
BasicScript structure:

 
#language BasicScript ' optionally
 
' the “imports” chapter should be located before Any other chapter
imports "unit1.vb", "unit2.vb"
 
Dim i, j = 0           ' the “variables” chapter can be placed anywhere
 
Function p1()         ' functions
{                     '
}
                      ' main procedure.
For i = 0 To 10      
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 p1()
Next

 
 
A more detailed description of the FastScript engine can be found in its documentation. This
information is not repeated here in this user manual:

- syntactic charts for each of the supported languages
- supported data types
- operations with classes, properties, methods and events
- nested functions
- enumerations and sets

 
Later we will look at examples of scripts written in the “PascalScript” language. When a new
report is created this language is selected by default.
 
 

26.9.12.3 "Hello, World!" script

"Hello, World!" script Top   Previous   Next

We have already seen an example of a “Hello, World!” report; now let's see how to create a
simple script which displays a window with the same greeting.
 
Open the designer and click on the “New report” button so that FastReport automatically
creates a basic template. Switch to the “Code” tab and write the following script:
 
PascalScript:

 
begin
 ShowMessage('Hello, World!');
end.

 
C++ Script:

 
{
 ShowMessage("Hello, World!");
}

 
After that run the report. As expected, FastReport displays a little dialogue with a greeting:
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Let's explain some details. We created a script consisting of a single “begin..end” block. So
our script has a very simple structure; it consists only of a main procedure (see the
“Structure of a script” section above). The main procedure is executed as soon as the
report runs. In this case it displayed a greeting dialogue; the procedure ends right after the
dialogue is closed. After the main procedure has finished running, the normal report
construction begins.
 
 

26.9.12.4 Using objects in the script

Using objects in the script Top   Previous   Next

Any report object can be accessed from a script. So, if there are for example the “Page1”
page and a “Memo1” object, they can be used in the script, calling them by their names:
 
PascalScript:
 
Memo1.Color := clRed

 
C++Script:

 
Memo1.Color = clRed

 
The list of report objects accessible from the script is shown in the “Report tree” pane. What
object properties are available to a script? The answer is simple: all those that are visible in
the object inspector. The object inspector also shows hints for each property at the bottom.
Both panes (report tree and object inspector) are available while working with a script. To
get detailed help on object properties and methods use the FastReport help file which is
included in the distribution kit.
 
Here's a simple example. Place a “Text” object named “MyTextObject” and containing “Test”
onto the report design page. Then write this script:
 
PascalScript:

 
begin
 MyTextObject.Color := clRed
end.

 
C++Script:

 
{
 MyTextObject.Color = clRed
}

 
Run the report and see that the object’s color is red.
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26.9.12.5 Calling the variables from the report’s variables list

Calling the variables from the
report’s variables list

Top   Previous   Next

Any variable that is defined in the list of the report variables (“Report>Variables...” menu
item) can be referenced in a script. The variable’s name should be enclosed in angle
brackets:
 
PascalScript:
 
if <my variable> = 10 then ...

 
C++ Script:

 
if (<my variable> == 10) { ... }

 
An alternative way is to use the “Get” function:
 
PascalScript:

 
if Get('my variable') = 10 then ...

 
C++ Script:

 
if (Get("my variable") == 10) { ... }

 
A variable’s value is changed only via the “Set” procedure:
 
PascalScript:

 
Set('my variable', 10);

 
C++ Script:

 
Set("my variable", 10);
 

It is worth noting that to assign a string value to the variable you must add quotes around the
value:
 
PascalScript:

 
Set('my variable', '''' + 'String' + '''');
 

C++ Script:
 

Set("my variable", "\"String\"");
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System variables, such as “Page#,” should be referenced in exactly the same way:
 
PascalScript:

 
if <Page#> = 1 then ...

 
C++ Script:
 
if (<Page#> == 1) { ... }

 
 

26.9.12.6 Referencing the DB fields

Referencing the DB fields Top   Previous   Next

Just as with variables, angle brackets should be used when referencing DB fields in a
report:
 
PascalScript:

 
if <Table1."Field1"> = Null then...

 
C++ Script:

 
if (<Table1."Field1"> == Null) { ... }

 
Alternatively the “Get” function can be used for accessing DB fields (in fact, this function is
used implicitly by FastReport when calculating expressions enclosed in angle brackets).
 
 

26.9.12.7 Using aggregate functions in the script

Using aggregate functions in the
script

Top   Previous   Next

An idiosyncrasy of aggregate functions is that they must be used inside “Text” objects; once
used in this manner they can then be used in the script itself. If an aggregate function only
appears in a script (without appearing in a “Text” object) an error message is generated.
This happens because an aggregate function must be connected to a specific band; once
so connected it will work correctly.
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26.9.12.8 Displaying a variable’s value in a report

Displaying a variable’s value in a
report

Top   Previous   Next

Variables can be declared and used locally within a script. Once declared a script variable
can have a value assigned to it. Here is a simple example of a script variable in use:
 
PascalScript:

 
var
 MyVariable: String;
begin
 MyVariable := 'Hello!';
end.

 
C++ Script:

 
string MyVariable;
 
{
 MyVariable = "Hello!";
}

 
The variable’s value can be displayed in a “Text” object, for example, by typing '[MyVariable]'
into the object.
 
A variable’s name must be unique. This means the name must not duplicate the name of
any other report object, standard function or constant. If there is an error in a script, a
message will be displayed when the report is run and report construction will be stopped.
 
 

26.9.12.9 Events

Events Top   Previous   Next

So far we have looked at scripts with only a main procedure, which is executed when a
report starts running. In the main procedure initial settings can be made and variables
initialized. However this is not enough for total control over the process of report generation.
To enable as much control as possible over report generation every object has several
events to which handlers (i.e. procedures in the script) can be assigned. For example,
connecting a handler to the data band enables records to be filtered, such that the band can
be hidden or revealed according to specific conditions being met.
 
Let's demonstrate the process of report creation and the events triggered by means of a
simple report containing one page and having one “MasterData” band, with two “Text”
objects on the band:
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As described above, the script's main procedure is called at the very start of running the
report. After that the essentials of report construction begin. Firstly the “OnStartReport”
event of the "Report" object is called. Then, before an output page is created, the
“OnBeforePrint” page event is called. This event is called once for each design page in the
report template (design pages should not be confused with the output pages of a report!). In
our example the event is called once, as the report design consists of only one design page.
 
Then the events of the data bands are called in the following order:

1. the band's “OnBeforePrint” event is called
2. the “OnBeforePrint” event of each object contained in the band is called
3. each object is filled with data (in our example with values of the “Company” and “Addr1"

DB fields)
4. the “OnAfterData” event of each object is called
5. actions such as positioning objects on the band (if there are stretchable objects among

them), calculating band height and stretching it (if it is stretchable) are performed
6. the band's “OnAfterCalcHeight” event is called
7. a new output page is created if the band hasn't enough room in the page's white space
8. the band and all of its objects are displayed on the output  page
9. the “OnAfterPrint” event of each band object is called
10. the “OnAfterPrint” event of the band itself is called

 
Bands continue to be printed as long as the source connected to the band has data. After
that report printing stops, the report page's “OnAfterPrint” event is called and finally the
“Report” object's “OnStopReport” event.
 
So by using the events of different objects practically every step of the report creation
process can be managed. The key to using events is a thorough understanding of the band
output process, which is discussed in the next nine sections. Most of the actions can be
performed using the band's “OnBeforePrint” event only; any modifications made to an object
are displayed immediately. However, if the band is stretchable, it is impossible to say in this
event on which page the band will be printed, since calculation of the band's height is
performed in step 5. It can be done, however, either in the “OnAfterCalcHeight” event in step
6 or in the “OnAfterPrint” event in step 9. Note that in the last event the band will already
have been output so modification to objects will not have any visible effect.
 
It is essential to clearly understand “where and when” the bands are output and to
understand the timing (calling order) of each of their events. Likewise for each of the objects
contained in the bands.
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26.9.12.10Example of using the “OnBeforePrint” event

Example of using the
“OnBeforePrint” event

Top   Previous   Next

To demonstrate this event create a report representing a list of clients. This report will
include only those companies whose name begins with the letter “A”.
 
Let's create a new project in Delphi, place “TTable”, “TfrxDBDataSet” and “TfrxReport”
components on the form and set these properties:
 

Table1:
DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
TableName = 'customer.db'

 
frxDBDataSet1:
DataSet = Table1
UserName = 'Customers'

 
Open the report designer and create a report like this:
 

 
Select the data band and switch to the “Events” tab in the object inspector:
 

 
To create an “OnBeforePrint” event handler (which is the most appropriate for us) double-
click on the blank field to the right of the event’s name:
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This adds a blank handler to the script and the designer switches to the “Code” tab.
 

 
All that is needed now is to type the following code in the handler’s body:
 
PascalScript:

 
if Copy(<Customers."Company">, 1, 1) = 'A' then
 MasterData1.Visible := True
else
 MasterData1.Visible := False;

 
C++Script:

 
if (Copy(<Customers."Company">, 1, 1) == "A")
 MasterData1.Visible = true;
else
 MasterData1.Visible = false;

 
Run the report and make sure that the script works correctly:
 

 
Let's explain several things. One handler can be assigned to the events of more than one
object - the “Sender” parameter shows which object has initiated the event. To assign an
existing handler to an event, either type it directly into the object inspector, or select it from
the drop-down list:
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A link to a handler can easily be deleted - select the assigned handler in the object inspector
and press the “Delete” key.
 
 

26.9.12.11Printing a group sum in the group header

Printing a group sum in the group
header

Top   Previous   Next

This method is used quite often and requires the use of a script because the value of a
group sum is only known after all the records in the group have been processed. To display
the sum in the group header (i.e. before the group is output to the report) the following
algorithm is used:

- turn on the two-pass report option (“Report > Options...” menu item)
- in the first pass, calculate the sums for each group and save them in an array
- in the second pass, extract the values from the array and display them in the group

headers
 
Let's show two methods for performing this task. First create a new project in Delphi, place
“TQuery”, “TfrxReport” and “TfrxDBDataSet” components on the form and set them up as
follows:
 

Query1:
DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
SQL =
select * from customer, orders
where orders.CustNo = customer.CustNo
order by customer.CustNo, orders.OrderNo

 
frxDBDataSet1:
DataSet = Query1
UserName = 'Group'

 
Open the designer and connect the data source to the report. Enable double-pass in the
report's settings (“Report > Options...” menu item). Add two bands to the report:
“GroupHeader” and “MasterData”. In the “GroupHeader” band's editor, enter the
Group.“CustNo” data field. Connect the data band to the “Group” data source and then
arrange some objects in the following way:
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To display the sum we use the arrowed object in the design (in our example it is named
“Memo8”).
 
 
The first method.

 
We will use the “TStringList" class as an array for storing the sums - we will be storing the
numeric values as strings. The first item in the StringList will correspond to the sum of the
first group, as so on. An integer variable (which we will increment after printing each group)
is used to calculate the group's index number.
 
So our script will look like this:
 
PascalScript:

 
var
 List: TStringList;
 i: Integer;
 
procedure frReport1OnStartReport(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 List := TStringList.Create;
end;
 
procedure frReport1OnStopReport(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 List.Free;
end;
 
procedure Page1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 i := 0;
end;
 
procedure GroupHeader1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
if Engine.FinalPass then
   Memo8.Text := 'Sum: ' + List[i];
end;
 
procedure GroupFooter1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
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begin
if not Engine.FinalPass then
   List.Add(FloatToStr(SUM(<Group."ItemsTotal">,MasterData1)));
 Inc(i);
end;
 
begin
 
end.

 
 
C++ Script:

 
TStringList List;
int i;
 
void frReport1OnStartReport(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 List = TStringList.Create();
}
 
void frReport1OnStopReport(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 List.Free();
}
 
void Page1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 i = 0;
}
 
void GroupHeader1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
if (Engine.FinalPass)
   Memo8.Text = "Sum: " + List[i];
}
 
void GroupFooter1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 List.Add(FloatToStr(SUM(<Group."ItemsTotal">,MasterData1)));
 i++;
}
 
{
 
}

 
The procedure names in the script show which events we have used. They are:
“Report.OnStartReport”, “Report.OnStopReport”, “Page1.OnBeforePrint”,
“GroupHeader1.OnBeforePrint” and “GroupFooter1.OnBeforePrint”. The first two events are
called at the beginning and the end of the report respectively. To create handlers for these
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two events select the “Report” object in the object inspector's drop-down list and its
properties will appear in the object inspector. Then switch to the object inspector's “Events”
tab and create the handlers.
 
Why didn't we create the “List” variable in the script's main procedure ? We created it in the
“OnStartReport” event because dynamically created variables should be destroyed after the
report has been finished. It is logical to create dynamic variables in the “OnStartReport”
event and destroy them in the “OnStopReport” event. In other cases (when memory does
not need to be freed on completion of the script) one can use the script's main procedure for
initialization of variables.
 
The creation and destruction of the “List” variable is straight forward. Now let's see how the
script works. At the start of the page the counter for the current group (the variable “i”) is
reset to zero and it is incremented after each group has been printed (in the
“GroupFooter1.OnBeforePrint” event). The calculated sum is added to “List” in this event
before the counter is incremented. The “GroupHeader1.OnBeforePrint” event does nothing
during the first pass (If “Engine.FinalPass” condition) but during the second pass (when
“List” has been filled with values) the sum corresponding to the current group is retrieved
from “List” and is output to the “Memo8” object to display the sum in the group header. In the
finished report, it appears as follows:
 

 
This algorithm is quite straight forward. However, it can be simplified.
 
The second method.

 
We will use the collection of report variables as an array for storing the group sums.
Remember that report variables are accessed via the “Get” and “Set” functions. Using these
functions also saves us from having to explicitly create and destroy these variables. Our
script will look as follows:
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure GroupHeader1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
if Engine.FinalPass then
   Memo8.Text := 'Sum: ' + Get(<Group."CustNo">);
end;
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procedure GroupFooter1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 Set(<Group."CustNo">,
   FloatToStr(SUM(<Group."ItemsTotal">,MasterData1)));
end;
 
begin
 
end.

 
 
C++ Script:

 
void GroupHeader1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
if (Engine.FinalPass)
   Memo8.Text = "Sum:" + Get(<Group."CustNo">);
}
 
void GroupFooter1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 Set(<Group."CustNo">,
   FloatToStr(SUM(<Group."ItemsTotal">,MasterData1)));
}
 
{
 
}

 
As you can see, this script is somewhat simpler. Code in the “GroupFooter1.OnBeforePrint”
handler sets the value of a variable having a name derived from the client number (or any
other identifier which unambiguously identifies the client could be used, for example
<Group."Company">). If there isn't a variable with that name already existing then the script
automatically creates it; otherwise if it does exist then its value is updated. In the
“GroupHeader1.OnBeforePrint” handler the value of the appropriate variable is retrieved.
 
 

26.9.12.12“OnAfterData” event

“OnAfterData” event Top   Previous   Next

This event is triggered after a report object has been filled with the data from the source to
which it is connected. Use this event for accessing either a DB field value or an expression
contained in the object. This value is placed in the “Value” system variable which is available
only in this event. So if two “Text” objects contain the expressions [Table1.“Field1”] and
[<Table2.“Field1”> + 10] the values of these expressions can be used by referring to the
“Value” variable for the objects:
 

1263 1403 1409
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PascalScript:
 

if Value > 3000 then
 Memo1.Color := clRed

 
C++ Script:

 
if (Value > 3000)
 Memo1.Color = clRed;
 

which is simpler than writing something like this:
 
PascalScript:

 
if <Table1."Field1"> > 3000 then
 Memo1.Color := clRed

 
C++ Script:

 
if (<Table1."Field1"> > 3000)
 Memo1.Color = clRed;
 

Using “Value” instead of an expression enables you to write one multi-purpose handler for
the “OnAfterData” event which can be connected to several objects.
 
Please note something else - if an object contains several expressions (for example '[expr1]
[expr2]') it is the value of the last expression that is transferred to the “Value” variable.
 
The “OnAfterData” event is ideal for calculating the height and width of objects such as
“Text”. That is, if the exact height of a stretched “Text” object containing an expression is
needed in a script you can use this code in the “OnAfterData” event:
 
PascalScript:

 
var
 MemoHeight: Extended;                                                 
      
begin
 MemoHeight := TfrxMemoView(Sender).CalcHeight;                        
           
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
 float MemoHeight;
 MemoHeight = TfrxMemoView(Sender).CalcHeight;
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If this code were used in the “OnBeforePrint” event the result will be the height of the object
containing the expression before the expression is evaluated, and not its actual value on
printing.

26.9.12.13Service objects

Service objects Top   Previous   Next

There are some other system objects which can be used in scripts, in addition to the normal
report objects like pages, bands, “Text” and other objects. They may be useful in the
management of report construction. The “Engine” object, used in the previous chapter, is
one such object and all of them are listed here:
 

- Report : the “Report” object
- Engine : the link to the report “Engine”
- Outline : the link to the “Report tree” element in a previewed report

 
Let's look at each of these objects.
 
 

26.9.12.13.1  “Report” object

“Report” object Top   Previous   Next

This object represents a link to the current report. The properties of this object can be seen
when selecting the “Report” element in the “Report tree” window.
 
Methods:
 

Method Description

function Calc
(const Expr: String): Variant

returns the value of “Expr”, which is an expression
for example, Report.Calc('1+2') returns “3”

any valid FastReport expression can be passed
in the parameter

function GetDataSet
(const Alias: String): TfrxDataSet

returns the dataset having the specified name
the dataset must appear in the report's dataset list

(“Report>Data...” dialogue)

 
 

26.9.12.13.2  “Engine” object

“Engine” object Top   Previous   Next

This is the most useful and interesting object, it represents a link to the engine (FastReport’s
core, which manages report construction). By using the engine’s properties and methods
really exotic report design layouts can be created

1263 1407 1409
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The methods and properties of this object.
 

Property Type Description

CurColumn Integer the index of the current column in a multi-columned report
a value can be assigned to this property.

CurX Extended the current print position on the X-axis
a value can be assigned to this property.

CurY Extended the current print position on the Y-axis
a value can be assigned to this property.

DoublePass Boolean equals “True” if the report is a two-pass one
analogous to Report.EngineOptions.DoublePass.

FinalPass Boolean equals “True” when in last pass of a two-pass report

PageHeight Extended printable region’s height, in pixels

PageWidth Extended printable region’s width, in pixels

StartDate TDateTime time of report running
the same as the <Date> system variable

StartTime TDateTime time of report running
the same as the <Time> system variable

TotalPages Integer the number of pages in a report
the same as the < TotalPages> system variable
the report should be a two-pass one, if this variable is used

SecondScriptcall Boolean flag  returning  'repeat-call' status of an event (in some
cases

an event can be called repeatedly during grouping)
if  True then the script  has already been called

 
Methods:
 

Method Description

procedure AddAnchor
(const Text: String)

adds “Text” to the list of anchors
see more below

procedure NewColumn creates a new column in a multi-column report
after the last column a page break is automatically

inserted

procedure NewPage creates a new page (page break)

procedure ShowBand
(Band: TfrxBand)

displays a band with a specified name
after displaying the band the “CurY” position is
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automatically incremented

function FreeSpace: Extended returns height of the white space left on page in pixels.

function GetAnchorPage
(const Text: String): Integer

returns the page number where the specified anchor
has been placed

 
 

26.9.12.13.3  “Outline” object

“Outline” object Top   Previous   Next

This object represents the "Report tree" control element in a previewed report.
 

 
 
The “Outline” displays a tree-like structure of the finished report. When any tree node is
clicked the preview pane jumps to the page displaying this node. To display the “Outline” it

should be enabled either by clicking the  button in the toolbar of the preview window or by
setting the “Report.PreviewOptions.OutlineVisible” property to True. The “Outline's” width in
pixels can be set there as well : “Report.PreviewOptions.OutlineWidth”.
 
The “Outline” methods are:
 

Method Description

procedure AddItem
(const Text: String)

adds an element having “Text” name at the current tree position
the current report page and position on the page are linked
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to the element

procedure LevelRoot moves the current position in the tree to the root level

procedure LevelUp moves the current position in the tree up one level

 
 

26.9.12.14Using the “Engine” object

Using the “Engine” object Top   Previous   Next

We have already said that the “Engine” object represents the report's engine, which
manages report construction. The process of arranging band(s) on a page can be managed
by using the engine's properties and methods. First some theory.
 
The diagram below shows various dimensions of the report page.

 
The physical dimensions of the page are the “PaperWidth” and “PaperHeight” properties,
visible in the object inspector when the page is selected. So the size of an A4 page is 210 x
297mm.
 
“PageWidth” and “PageHeight” are the dimensions of the printable region, which is usually
less than the physical dimensions of the page. The size of the printable region is dependent
on the report page properties “LeftMargin”, “TopMargin”, “RightMargin” and “BottomMargin”.
The printable region’s size in pixels is returned by the “Engine.PageWidth” and
“Engine.PageHeight” functions.
 
Finally, “FreeSpace” is the height of the free space on a page. If there is a "Page Footer"
band on the page, its height is taken into account when calculating the “FreeSpace”. This
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height is returned in pixels by the “Engine.FreeSpace” function. Note that after displaying the
next band the free space is reduced on the page, this is taken into account when calculating
the “FreeSpace”.
 
How are report pages constructed? The FastReport core displays bands on a page as long
as there is enough free space. When there is no more free space left the “Page Footer"
band is printed (if required) and a new blank page is created. As already said, after
displaying the next band the height of free space is reduced. Moreover, display of the next
band begins from the current position, which is defined by coordinates on the X-axis and the
Y-axis. The current position is returned by “Engine.CurX” and “Engine.CurY” respectively.
After printing the next band, CurY automatically increases by the height of the printed band.
After a new page is created “CurY” equals “0.” “CurX” is changed when printing multi-
column reports.
 
“Engine.CurX” and “Engine.CurY” are available not only for reading but also for writing. This
means that bands can be shifted by incrementing or decrementing these values. For
example, in a report resembling this:
 

 
it can be printed in the following way:
 

 
 
This is achieved by writing a handler for the band's “OnBeforePrint” event:
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure MasterData1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 Engine.CurX := Engine.CurX + 5;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void MasterData1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
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 Engine.CurX = Engine.CurX + 5;
}

 
Changing “CurY” can make bands overlap, for example:
 

 
Achieved by this script:
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure MasterData1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 Engine.CurY := Engine.CurY - 15;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void MasterData1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 Engine.CurY = Engine.CurY - 15;
}

 
The “Engine.NewPage” method inserts a page break at any required point in a report,
following which printing continues from the top of the new output page. In our example a
break can be inserted after printing the second record:
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure MasterData1OnAfterPrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
if <Line> = 2 then
   Engine.NewPage;
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void MasterData1OnAfterPrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
if (<Line> == 2)
   Engine.NewPage();
}

 
Note that we used the “OnAfterPrint” event (that is to say, after the band has been printed).
Also note that the “Line” system variable returns the sequential number of the record.
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The “Engine.NewColumn” method inserts a column break in multi-columned reports. If there
are no more free columns left on the page then a new page is created.
 
 

26.9.12.15Anchors

Anchors Top   Previous   Next

An Anchor is one of the elements in the hyperlink system which enables jumping to any
element connected to the finished report’s object by clicking on it (in the preview window).
 
Anchor can be set via the “Engine.AddAnchor” method. Anchor has a name and a position
within a report page. To jump to an anchor with a specified name, type the following line into
the URL property of any report object:
 

#AnchorName
or

#[AnchorName]
 
In the second case FastReport substitutes a value for the expression.
 
Clicking on the object executes a jump to that part of the report where the anchor was
added.
 
Use anchors when constructing a “Contents” table, for example with links to corresponding
chapters. Let's illustrate this in the following example. First we need the familiar “Customer”
table.
 
Our report will be a multi-page one (with two design pages). We will place the “Contents”
table on the first page and the list of clients on the second page. Clicking on any Content line
executes a jump to the corresponding report element.
 
The first design page:
 

 
 
Place the following text in the URL property of the “Text” object contained in the data-band
 

#[Customers."Company"]
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and set the font properties to blue and underlined, to simulate the look of a hyperlink.
 
The second design page:
 

 
To add an anchor, create a  “MasterData2.OnBeforePrint” event handler in the script:
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure MasterData2OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 Engine.AddAnchor(<Customers."Company">);
end;

 
C++ Script:

 
void MasterData2OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 Engine.AddAnchor(<Customers."Company">);
}
 

That is all that is needed. Preview the report and make sure that the “hyperlinks” work.
 
The last thing to be mentioned is the “Engine.GetAnchorPage” function. This function
returns the number of the page on which the corresponding anchor was added and is useful
when creating the “Contents” table. The report must be a two-pass one, otherwise this
function cannot be used.
 
 

26.9.12.16Using the “Outline” object

Using the “Outline” object Top   Previous   Next

The “Outline” object, as previously stated, represents a report tree which can be displayed
in a preview window. Clicking on an element in the tree executes a jump to the report’s
output page that contains the corresponding element. It is not necessary to use a script to
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work with an “Outline” as some bands can automatically create a tree. Let's look at two
examples showing how an “Outline” can be used with the help of bands and a script.

The master band object has the Outline Property.  If you are specifying a name for the item
place it in single quotes -  example 'category'.

 
Almost all bands have the “OutlineText” property to contain a text expression which
automatically creates the tree. The expression is evaluated when creating a report and its
value is added to the tree when the band is printed. So the hierarchy of elements in the tree
is similar to the hierarchy of bands in the report, meaning that the tree will have main and
subordinate elements which correspond to the main and subordinate bands in the report (for
example where the report has two levels of data or has groups). We will use our previous
example to show the operation of a tree in a report having groups.
 

 
Set the value of the “GroupHeader1.OutlineText” band property to “<Group."Company">.” To
make the tree visible as soon as the preview window opens set the
“PreviewOptions.OutlineVisible” property of the “Report” object to True. On previewing the
report you will now see the following:
 

 
Clicking on any element in the tree executes a jump to the corresponding page in the report
with the selected element at the top of the window.
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Let's add the second level to the report tree. Just set the “OutlineText” property of the
“MasterData” band to “<Group.“OrderNo”>” and the tree will change to this:
 

 
It is evident that navigation right down to order numbers is possible, and that the hierarchy of
the elements in the tree resembles that in the report.
 
Now we will create a similar tree, but using a script instead of the “OutlineText” property. In
the report clear the “OutlineText” properties of both of the bands and create two event
handlers: “GroupHeader1.OnBeforePrint” and “MasterData1.OnBeforePrint”:
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure GroupHeader1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 Outline.LevelRoot;
 Outline.AddItem(<Group."Company">);
end;
 
procedure MasterData1OnBeforePrint(Sender: TfrxComponent);
begin
 Outline.AddItem(<Group."OrderNo">);
 Outline.LevelUp;
end;
 
begin
 
end.

 
 

C++ Script:
 

void GroupHeader1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 Outline.LevelRoot;
 Outline.AddItem(<Group."Company">);
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}
 
void MasterData1OnBeforePrint(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 Outline.AddItem(<Group."OrderNo">);
 Outline.LevelUp;
}
 
{
 
}
 

Preview the report to make sure that it works in the same way as previously, where the tree
was created automatically. Let's see how the tree is created by the script.
 
The “Outline.AddItem” method adds a child node to the current tree node and then makes
the child node the current one. So if “AddItem” were called several times in a row it would
create the “ladder” shown here:
 

Item1
 Item2
   Item3
     ...

 
The “LevelUp” and “LevelRoot” Outline methods are used to control which element is the
current one. The first method moves the cursor to the element located one level up. So this
script:
 

Outline.AddItem('Item1');
Outline.AddItem('Item2');
Outline.AddItem('Item3');
Outline.LevelUp;
Outline.AddItem('Item4');

 
constructs a tree like this:
 

Item1
 Item2
   Item3
   Item4

 
This shows that “Item4” is a child element of the “Item2” element. The “LevelRoot” method
on the other hand moves the cursor up to the root of the tree. For example, the script:
 

Outline.AddItem('Item1');
Outline.AddItem('Item2');
Outline.AddItem('Item3');
Outline.LevelRoot;
Outline.AddItem('Item4');
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constructs this tree:
 

Item1
 Item2
   Item3
Item4

 
Knowing this it is clear how the report works. Before every  group title (company name) is
output the root of the tree is made the current element. After that, the list of orders is output,
each order being added as a child element of the company. To ensure that all the orders are
located on one level and not displayed as a “ladder”, the “Outline.LevelUp” method is called
after each order addition to shift the cursor back to the company level.
 
 

26.9.12.17“OnManualBuild” page event

“OnManualBuild” page event Top   Previous   Next

The FastReport core is usually responsible for report construction. It displays the report
bands in a specific order, as many times as required by the data, thus creating a complete
report. Sometimes it is necessary to display a report in a non-standard form which the
FastReport core is unable to accomplish. In this case it is possible to construct a report
manually using the “OnManualBuild” event of the report's design page. If the handler for this
event is defined then the FastReport core transfers control to it when data output is required.
At the same time the FastReport core automatically handles the display of those bands
which are located on the page, such as “Report title”, “Page title”, “Column title”, “Report
footer”, “Page footer”, “Column footer” and “Background”. The core also handles the
creation of new pages and columns. The purpose of the “OnManualBuild” event handler is to
display data bands, their titles and their footers in a user controlled order.
 
That is to say the essence of the “OnManualBuild” handler is to give commands to the
FastReport core for displaying bands at particular times. The core does the rest itself : it
creates new pages as soon as there is no free space on the current one, handles scripts
attached to events, etc.
 
Let's demonstrate a handler using a simple example. This report has two master data
bands which are not connected to data:
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The handler will display these bands in alternate order (six times for each one). After six
bands have been displayed a small gap will be inserted.
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure Page1OnManualBuild(Sender: TfrxComponent);
var
 i: Integer;
begin
for i := 1 to 6 do
begin

  { show two bands }
   Engine.ShowBand(MasterData1);
   Engine.ShowBand(MasterData2);

  { make a gap }
  if i = 3 then
     Engine.CurY := Engine.CurY + 10;
end;
end;
 

C++ Script:
 

void Page1OnManualBuild(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
int i;
 
for (i = 1; i <= 6; i++)
 {

  // show two bands
   Engine.ShowBand(MasterData1);
   Engine.ShowBand(MasterData2);

  // make a gap
  if (i == 3)
     Engine.CurY = Engine.CurY + 10;
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 }
}
 

 
The following example displays the same bands, with a second copy shifted to the right.
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure Page1OnManualBuild(Sender: TfrxComponent);
var
 i, j: Integer;
 SaveY: Extended;
begin
 SaveY := Engine.CurY;
for j := 1 to 2 do
begin
  for i := 1 to 6 do
  begin
     Engine.ShowBand(MasterData1);
     Engine.ShowBand(MasterData2);
    if i = 3 then
       Engine.CurY := Engine.CurY + 10;
  end;
   Engine.CurY := SaveY;
   Engine.CurX := Engine.CurX + 200;
end;
end;
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C++Script:
 
void Page1OnManualBuild(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
int i, j;
 Extended SaveY;
 
 SaveY = Engine.CurY;
for (j = 1; j <= 2; j++)
 {
  for (i = 1; i <= 6; i++)
   {
     Engine.ShowBand(MasterData1);
     Engine.ShowBand(MasterData2);
    if (i == 3)
       Engine.CurY = Engine.CurY + 10;
   }
   Engine.CurY = SaveY;
   Engine.CurX = Engine.CurX + 200;
 }
}

 

 
As you can see, in these examples we controlled only the output of data bands. The rest of
the bands (in our case the “Report title”) were output automatically.
 
Finally we will show how to construct a report with a “List of clients” (we have shown several
versions before) using the “OnManualBuild” event. This time connect the data band to the
data source.
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And use this script:
 
PascalScript:

 
procedure Page1OnManualBuild(Sender: TfrxComponent);
var
 DataSet: TfrxDataSet;
begin
 DataSet := MasterData1.DataSet;
 DataSet.First;
while not DataSet.Eof do
begin
   Engine.ShowBand(MasterData1);
   DataSet.Next;
end;
end;

 
C++Script:

 
void Page1OnManualBuild(TfrxComponent Sender)
{
 TfrxDataSet DataSet;
 
 DataSet = MasterData1.DataSet;
 DataSet.First();
while (!DataSet.Eof)
 {
   Engine.ShowBand(MasterData1);
   DataSet.Next();
 }
}
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Preview the report to make sure that the script produces a report identical to the standard
report. Note how we got a link to the Dataset - we connected a dataset variable to the data
source using this code:
 

DataSet := MasterData1.DataSet;

 
If the MasterData band is not connected to a data source then the link to the required data
source can be made in the following way:
 

DataSet := Report.GetDataSet('Customers');

 
Of course, the data source we are interested in must be enabled in the menu “Report >
Data…” dialogue.
 
 

26.9.12.18Creation of objects in the script

Creation of objects in the script Top   Previous   Next

New objects can be added to a report using a script. Let's show how this is done with a
simple example. Create a blank report and enter this code in the script’s main procedure:
 
PascalScript:
 
var
 Band: TfrxReportTitle;
 Memo: TfrxMemoView;
begin
 Band := TfrxReportTitle.Create(Page1);
 Band.Height := 20;
 Memo := TfrxMemoView.Create(Band);
 Memo.SetBounds(10, 0, 100, 20);
 Memo.Text := 'This memo is created in code';
end.

 
C++ Script:

 
TfrxReportTitle Band;
TfrxMemoView Memo;
{
 Band = TfrxReportTitle.Create(Page1);
 Band.Height = 20;
 Memo = TfrxMemoView.Create(Band);
 Memo.SetBounds(10, 0, 100, 20);
 Memo.Text = "This memo is created in code";
}

 
Preview the report:
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Note that we did not destroy the FastReport objects we created in this example. This is not
required as FastReport objects are automatically destroyed by the Delphi application after
the report is completed. Also note that when we create standard Delphi objects in a script
(such as TStringLists) we also have to destroy them in the script, as this will not be done
automatically by the application.

26.9.13 Nested reports (subreports)

Nested reports (subreports) Top   Previous   Next

 

26.9.13.1 Nested reports (subreports)

Nested reports (subreports) Top   Previous   Next

Sometimes very complex report are needed which contain blocks of additional data inserted
at particular points in the design. Although many of these reports can be designed using an
arrangement of FastReport bands, sometimes it just becomes too complicated. In these

circumstances it is necessary to use the “Subreport” object  .
 
When a “Subreport” object is inserted into a design FastReport automatically adds a new
page, which is connected to the “Subreport”. Such a nested report resembles a multi-page
report in terms of design structure. The only difference is that the nested report is displayed
in a specific location on the basic design page, and not after it. When this report is output,
as soon as the “Subreport” object is encountered the report engine outputs the connected
subreport page in its entirety. After that output continues with the rest of the basic design
page.
 
Further “Subreport” objects can be inserted into a subreport design page, so increasing the
depth of nesting. An example of a nested report can be found in the demo program - the
“Subreports” report.
 
It is worth noting that FastReport’s ability to use subreports enables deep nesting of data.
Remember that the number of data levels in FastReport is limited to only six when Detail
data bands are used instead of the “Subreport” object.
 
 

26.9.13.2 Side-by-side subreports

Side-by-side subreports Top   Previous   Next
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Two or more “Subreport” objects can be placed side-by-side on the same data band:
 

 
This design allows reports where the data output of each “Subreport” has varying lengths of
rows/records, or varying heights or degree of stretching :
 

 
As illustrated, FastReport continues to output the basic design page only after the longest
Subreport has finished. The Vertical Alignment property can also be used to adjust “Text”
object alignment within each subreport.
 
 

26.9.13.3 Limitations on use of subreports

Limitations on use of subreports Top   Previous   Next

Since subreports are placed on the basic design page, they cannot contain any of the
following bands: “ReportTitle/ReportFooter”, “PageTitle/PageFooter/PageBackground” or
“ColumnTitle/ColumnFooter”. If any of these bands are placed on a nested report page they
will not be recognised. For the same reason there is no point in changing any nested report
page options, as the options of the basic report page override those of any nested pages.
 
Do not place objects below the “Subreport” object:
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If this is done then the objects created in the subreport will overlay everything placed below
the subreport object on the main design page, and the output will be something like this:
 

 
To display objects below or after a nested report, use a child band:
 

 
This method is also used when several Subreports must be placed one below the other.
Use a child band for each Subreport and chain them together, setting the child property of
Child1 to Child2, and so on.
 
 

26.9.13.4 PrintOnParent option

PrintOnParent option Top   Previous   Next

The "Subreport" object has a "PrintOnParent" property which can sometimes be useful.
This property is False by default.
 
Usually a subreport is output as a set of bands on the basic report page. When this is so,
the height of the parent band containing the "Subreport" object is not controlled by the bands
in the subreport, i.e. it cannot be stretched. If the subreport "PrintOnParent" property is set
to True, either in the object inspector or the context menu, the objects in the subreport are
physically printed on the band which contains the "Subreport" object. This band can be
made to stretch and can have stretched objects placed on it:
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26.9.14 Formatting, highlighting

Formatting, highlighting Top   Previous   Next

 

26.9.14.1 Formatting of values

Formatting of values Top   Previous   Next

A feature of aggregate functions is that the returned numerical values are not formatted, as
shown by the first example, which uses “SUM”:
 

 
Data fields usually return a formatted value, which is simply displayed by the “Text” object
without any change. To apply formatting to the “SUM” result, let's use the value formatting
tools in FastReport.
 
Select the object containing the Sum and open the format editor either from 'Display
Format...' in its context menu or through the “DisplayFormat” property in the object
inspector.
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This editor lists the format categories on the left, the corresponding formats on the right and
the format string and decimal separator for the selected category and format below. We’ll
select the “Number” category and "$1,234.50" format. The format string is an argument for
the Delphi "Format" function, which FastReport uses to implement number formatting. The
format string and decimal separator can be changed. If the decimal separator is left blank
then the current regional setup value is used.
 
After clicking О К and previewing the report you will see that the Sum in the report is now
formatted correctly:
 

 
Note the combobox at the top of the dialogue form. If we have more than one expression in
an object, we may set different formatting for each expression.

26.9.14.2 Inline formatting

Inline formatting Top   Previous   Next

Inline formatting allows you to set different formatting for each expression contained in the
object. It was used in previous versions of FastReport. Now it is obsolete (use the formatting
dialogue to set different formatting for each expression).
 
Using the example, re-size the footer and its object and change the object text to this:
 

Total: [SUM(<Group."ItemsTotal">,MasterData1)]
Number: [COUNT(MasterData1)]
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The total and the number of orders will be displayed in the object.
 
In the report preview both of these values are shown in monetary format, which we had
previously set. This is incorrect:
 

 
To display each value in its correct format they need to be formatted individually. To do this
we use format tags, which are placed just before the closing square bracket of the
expression. In our example, disable formatting for the object (select “Text (no formatting)”
category in the format editor). Now we need to specify the format for just the first
expression, as the second one will be displayed correctly by default (i.e. as an integer).
Change the object text as follows:
 

Sum: [SUM(<Group."ItemsTotal">,MasterData1) #n%2,2m]
Number: [COUNT(MasterData1)]

 
Preview the report to make sure that the object is displayed correctly:
 

 
The general syntax of format tags is:
 

[expression #formattag]
 
Note that the space character between the expression and the “#” symbol is mandatory!
The format tag itself might look like:
 

#nformat_string – numerical format
#dformat_string – date/time format
#bFalse,True – boolean format

 
Format_string in each case is the argument to the function used for formatting. So, for
numerical formatting the Delphi Format function is used, and for date/time the
FormatDateTime function. The syntax for these functions can be found in the Delphi help
system. Below are several values used in FastReport:
 
for numerical formatting:

%g – number with the minimal places after the decimal point
%2.2f – number with a fixed number of places after the decimal point
%2.2n – as previous, but with thousands separator
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%2.2m – monetary format, accepted by the Windows OS, dependent on the regional
settings in the control panel

 
for date/time formatting:

dd.mm.yyyy – date as '23.12.2003'
dd mmm yyyy – date as '23 Nov 2003'
dd mmmm yyyy – date as '23 November 2003'
hh:mm – time as '23:12'
hh:mm:ss – time as '23:12:00'
dd mmmm yyyy, hh:mm – date and time as '23 November 2003, 23:12'

 
A comma or a dash can be used instead of the dot in the format_string for numerical
formatting. This symbol is used as the separator between the integer and the fractional
parts of the value. Any other character is not allowed.
 
For formatting with the “#b” type (boolean), the format_string is entered as two values
separated by a comma. The first value corresponds to “False” and the second to “True”.
 
 

26.9.14.3 Conditional highlighting

Conditional highlighting Top   Previous   Next

There is a possibility to change the "Text" object's appearance depending on the given
conditions. For example, an object can be highlighted with red color if it has a negative
value. This feature is called "conditional highlighting". To set up it, select the "Text" object

and click the  button on the "Text" toolbar. You will see the following dialog window:
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It is possible to define one or several conditions and set up the style for every condition.
Style can contain one or several settings:
 
· frame;

· fill;

· font;

· object's visibility.

 
You can indicate, which settings need to be changed when the condition is met. For this,
check the needed setting using the checkbox.
 
In order to create a new condition, click the "Add" button. You will see an expression editor.
Here, it is possible to write any expression which returns a boolean result. In many cases
you will use the "Value" variable, which contains the currently printing value.
 
Let us look at the following example: we have a "Text" object, in which we print the amount
of products in stock:
 
[Products."UnitsInStock"]
 
We want to paint the object red, if the amount of products = 0. For this, we create the
following condition:
 
Value = 0
 
Attention: if you have selected C++Script as a script language (see more details in
the "Script" chapter), you should write the condition using C++Script:
 
Value == 0
 
In the given case, we used the "Value" variable, which has got a printed value. If there are
several expressions in an object, then this variable will have the value of the last expression.
Instead of "Value", you can use a data column:
 
<Products."UnitsInStock"> = 0
 
Configure the style for the given condition in such a way that only fill can be used, and
choose the red color:
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When printing an object which has a zero value, it will be red. Let us make our example
more complex, we will add another condition. If the units in stock is less than 10, it must be
printed yellow. To do this, open the condition editor and click the "Add" button. The second
condition will be like this:
 
Value < 10
 
In case where several conditions have been indicated, FastReport checks all the conditions,
starting from the first one. If a certain condition is met, FastReport applies its style settings
to the object, and the process stops. It is important to put the conditions in a correct order.
The order which we have seen in this example is correct:
 
1. Value = 0
2. Value < 10
 
If we swap conditions, then the highlighting will work wrongly.
 
1. Value < 10
2. Value = 0
In the given case, the "Value = 0" will not be executed, because when the value is zero, then

the first condition will be met. In order to change the order of the conditions, use the  and

 buttons.

26.9.14.4 Coloring alternate data rows

Coloring alternate data rows Top   Previous   Next
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Using conditional highlighting, it is easy to create reports having a "banded" look, where data
lines are alternately colored. To save some effort, let's use the “Customer List” example that
we designed previously.
 
Remove all the “Text” objects from the “MasterData” band. Place a “Text” object on the data
band and stretch it to cover almost all of the band space:
 

 
This object will change its color dependent on the data line number. Select the object and
set the following conditional expression in the Highlight tab of the object editor:
 

<Line> mod 2 = 1
 
Note: if you have selected C++Script as the script language (see more details in the
"Script" chapter), you should write the condition using C++Script as:

 
<Line> % 2 == 1

 
Select a gray as the color for highlighting, not too saturated a color, but closer to white. Now
the other objects can be added to the data-band on top of the first empty “Text” object:
 

 
On preview the report produces this output:
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26.9.15 Groups and aggregates

26.9.15.1 Report with groups

Report with groups Top   Previous   Next

In the previous example we constructed a two-level report based on the data from two
tables. Another report which looks the same can be constructed in FastReport, this time
based on a dataset obtained from a joined query.
 
To do this, an SQL query is needed which returns data from both tables and sorted in a
particular way. In our example, the tables will be joined on the  “CustNo” fields present in
both tables. The query might be:
 

select * from customer, orders
where orders.CustNo = customer.CustNo
order by customer.CustNo

 
The "order by" line is required to sort the records on the “CustNo” field. This query returns a
dataset like:
 
CustNo        Company        …        OrderNo        SaleDate
1221                Kauai Dive Shoppe        1023                01.07.1988
1221                Kauai Dive Shoppe        1123                24.08.1993
1231                Unisco                        1060                28.02.1989
1351                Sight Diver                1003                12.04.1988
1351                Sight Diver                1052                06.01.1989
1351                Sight Diver                1055                04.02.1989
 
How can a multi-level report be designed using this data? In FastReport there is a special
band, the “Group Header”. A condition (a DB field value or an expression) is specified for the
band; the band is output every time the condition's value changes. The following example
illustrates this.
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Let's create a new project in Delphi and place “TQuery”, “TfrxReport” and “TfrxDBDataSet”
components on the form. Set their properties as shown here:
 

Query1:
DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
SQL =
select * from customer, orders
where orders.CustNo = customer.CustNo
order by customer.CustNo

 
frxDBDataSet1:
DataSet = Query1
UserName = 'Group'

 
Open the report designer and create a new report. Connect our data source to the report.
After that, add a “Group header” band to the report. Set a condition (in this case the
“Group.CustNo” data field) in the “Group header” band editor:
 

 
Also link the data band to the “Group” data source and arrange some objects as shown
(note that the group header must be placed above the data band):
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On previewing the report, we obtain output similar to this:
 

 
As you can see, the “Group header” band is output only when the field to which it is linked
changes in value. Otherwise the data band connected to the “Group” dataset is displayed. If
we compare this report to the master-detail report constructed earlier, it is obvious that
order numbers are not sorted at all. This can be easily corrected by changing the SQL
query’s 'order by' clause:
 

select * from customer, orders
where orders.CustNo = customer.CustNo
order by customer.CustNo, orders.OrderNo

 
Reports having nested groups can be designed in a similar way. The depth of nesting of
groups is unlimited. Reports which use groups have some advantages over  reports of the
master-detail type:
 

- the whole report needs only one dataset (query)
- the number of data grouping levels is unlimited
- data sorting becomes possible
- more optimal usage of the DB resources (the query returns only one dataset for output,

with filtering done by the query).
 
The only disadvantage is the need to write queries in the SQL language. However, a basic
knowledge of SQL is virtually obligatory for any programmer working with databases.
 
 

26.9.15.2 Other group features

Other group features Top   Previous   Next1263 1436 1440
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Let’s look at how the group is output when the report calls for a new page:
 

 
 
Looking at the report, it is unclear to which client the list of orders at the top of the second
page refers. FastReport allows the group header to be output on the new page (which in our
case identifies the client). To do this, enable the “ReprintOnNewPage” property for the
“Group header” band using the object inspector or the context menu . This will alter the
report as shown:
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There is another way to avoid breaking groups at page boundaries. This is to enable the
“KeepTogether” property for the group header in the object inspector or context menu. Then,
if the whole group doesn't fit into the free space on the output page, it is moved as a whole
to a new page. In our example, appearing like this:
 

 
A lot of blank space may be left on some pages but, if possible, the group is displayed
complete on one page.
 
The “StartNewPage” group header property allows the output of groups on separate pages.
It possibly will lead to a wastage of paper but might be useful in some situations.
 
 

26.9.15.3 Reset page numbers

Reset page numbers Top   Previous   Next

The “Group header” band has a “ResetPageNumbers” property which allows us to reset
page numbers when printing a group. What is it for?
 
Here's an example : you have created a report which puts the customer name in a group
header and customer orders in the data band. Now you need to print the report and send it
to all your customers, each customer getting only the pages of the report which refer to
them. Unfortunately, the page numbering in the report is continuous, so a customer getting
the pages numbered 50 to 52 will ask "where are the first 49 pages?". To avoid this situation
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you have to number to each customer's pages with its own sequence. Inside the report
each group will have pages numbered from 1.
 
Please note: if you set “ResetPageNumbers” to True, you should also set “StartNewPage”
to True, so that each group will start on a new page. To print the page number or total
pages, you should use the [Page] and [TotalPages] system variables and not [Page#] and
[TotalPages#].
 
 

26.9.15.4 Drill-down groups

Drill-down groups Top   Previous   Next

The group header has a property called DrillDown. If you set it to True, the group becomes
interactive. This means you can click on the group header in the preview window and the
group will expand (display all records in the group) or collapse (display only the header and,
if ShowFooterIfDrillDown is True, the footer).
 
Here is an example of such a group with one expanded header:
 

 
You can control whether all groups are collapsed or expanded when the report first runs. By
default a group is collapsed but you can set ExpandDrillDown to True if you want it
expanded. You can also use the preview's context menu to expand or collapse all groups at
once.
 
 

26.9.15.5 Line numbering

Line numbering Top   Previous   Next
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Let's use our example to show how to number the lines in a group. To do this, we add a
“Text” object containing a system variable [Line] to both of our bands (this is most easily
done by dragging & dropping from the “Variables” tab of the “Data Tree” pane).
 

 
When previewing the report, we can see that both the data levels now have their own line
numbers:
 

 
To continuously number the second level data lines, use the [Line#] variable instead of [Line]
in the “Text” object on the data band. The result will then look like:
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26.9.15.6 Aggregate functions

Aggregate functions Top   Previous   Next

In most cases group reports need to display some summary information (such as: “total of
a group”, “number of group elements” etc). FastReport provides aggregate functions for
calculating aggregate values over some data span. The aggregate functions are:
 
S
U
M

       returns the total of an expression

M
I
N

       returns the minimal value of an expression

M
A
X

       returns the maximal value of an expression

A
V
G

       returns the average value of an expression

C
O
U
N
T

returns the number of lines (rows) in the data span

 
The syntax of all aggregate functions (except COUNT) is similar to that of the SUM function:
 

SUM(expression, band, flags)
SUM(expression, band)
SUM(expression)
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The parameters are:
 

expression – the expression to be calculated
band – the name of the data band within which the calculation is performed
flags – a bit field, with values
                 1 : include invisible bands in calculation

                 2 : accumulate the aggregate as a running total

                      (do not reset the aggregate when the current data span resets)

                 3 : (both of the two previous options)

 
An expression is the only mandatory parameter, the other two are optional. Nevertheless, to
avoid making mistakes it is recommended that band parameters are always given.
 
The “COUNT” aggregate function has the following syntax:
 

COUNT(band, flags)
COUNT(band)

 
where the parameters have the same meaning as above.
 
There is a general rule for all aggregate functions: an aggregate can only be calculated over
a data band and can only be used in that band’s footer, which can be one of : footer, page
footer, group footer, column footer or report footer (summary band).
 
How do aggregate functions work? We will look at this using our group report example. Let's
add some new elements to the report:
 

 
The Group.“ItemsTotal” field in the data band displays the current order total. Place a “Text”
object in the group footer containing the aggregate SUM shown above. It will display the total
of all orders placed by the given customer. Using a calculator, we can check that the result
is correct:
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Aggregate functions work like this : before outputting a report, FastReport scans the “Text”
object contents to find any aggregate functions. The aggregates found are linked to the data
bands in their parameters (in our example “SUM” is linked to the “MasterData1” band).
During report output (when the data band is displayed) the values of the aggregates linked to
it are calculated. In our case the Group.“ItemsTotal” field values are accumulated. Once the
group footer displaying the aggregate has been output the aggregate value is reset to zero,
and the cycle is repeated for the next group, and so on.
 
What is the purpose of the optional “Flags” parameter in aggregate functions? Reports may
have some, or all, of the data bands hidden. We may, however, need to calculate
aggregates over all the data bands, whether visible or not. In our example, set the “Visible”
property of the data band to false, so preventing its display. To still have this hidden data
band included in the calculations, we have to set the third, optional parameter in the function
call to the figure 1, i.e.:
 

[SUM(<Group."ItemsTotal">,MasterData1,1)]
 
This produces a report looking like this:
 

 
When the “Flags” parameter value is set to 2, the aggregate value is not reset immediately
after it is displayed : the aggregate becomes a “running” calculation for each successive
output. Let’s modify the function call as shown here:
 

[SUM(<Group."ItemsTotal">,MasterData1,3)]
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The value “3” is a bit combination of “1” and “2”, meaning that we need to include the
invisible bands, without resetting the total after each group. As a result, we have:
 

 
 

26.9.15.7 Page and report totals

Page and report totals Top   Previous   Next

Quite often, we need to display summary totals for a page or for a whole report. We can use
the aggregate functions in this situation as well. We’ll show this by making some changes to
our example:
 

 
As you can see, we have added a “Report Summary” band containing a “Text” object with
the aggregate SUM to both the “Report Summary” band and the “Page Footer” band. That is
all that is needed:
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26.9.15.8 Inserting aggregate functions

Inserting aggregate function Top   Previous   Next

So far we have manually inserted the aggregate functions into “Text” objects. Now we will
look at other ways to insert aggregate functions.
 
Firstly, we can use the “System text” object to output an aggregate. In fact this object is
similar to a “Text” object with its own special editor for more easily specifying system
variables or aggregate functions:
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Select a function type, then a data band (over which the aggregate is to be calculated) and
finally a DB field or an expression whose value is to be calculated. You can also set the
“Count invisible bands” and “Running totals” flags, if required.
 
The second method is to use a “Text” object and click the  button in its editor : this opens
a dialogue similar to the “System text” object editor. When the OK button is clicked a call to
the aggregate function is inserted into the object's text.

26.9.16 Creating Reports / Forms

Creating reports Top   Previous   Next

 

26.9.16.1 Report / Form objects

Report objects Top   Previous   Next

The FastReport Designer represents reports and forms as a collection of schematic pages.
Objects are placed anywhere on the report pages and are used to define the report's
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appearance and to display various information, such as text and graphics. FastReport
objects which are included in the standard package are:
 

 - “Band” object : an area on a design page which behaves according to its type (e.g.
Header band, Data band)

 - “Text” object :  displays one or more lines of text within a rectangular area

 - “Picture” object : displays a graphic file in “BMP,” “JPEG,” “ICO,” “WMF” or “EMF”
format

 - “Line” object : displays a horizontal or vertical line

 - “System text” object : displays either system information (date, time, page number, etc)
or aggregate values

 - “Subreport” object : allows insertion of another report design page within the host page

 - “Draw” category objects : displays various geometrical shapes
(diagonal line, rectangle, rounded rectangle, ellipse, triangle and diamond)

 - “Chart” object : displays data in various chart formats (pie chart, histogram, etc.)

 - “RichText” object : displays text in Rich Text Format (RTF)

 - “CheckBox” object : displays a checkbox with either a tick or a cross

 - “Barcode” object : displays data as one of several barcode types

 - “OLE” object : displays any object using OLE technology.
 
The basic objects most commonly used are the “Band” and “Text” objects. You will learn
about their capabilities in detail later in this chapter.
 
 

26.9.16.2 “Hello, World!” report example

“Hello, World!” report example Top   Previous   Next

The example report will contain just one piece of information : “Hello, World!”. Open the
report designer and click on the “Text” button in the Object toolbar. Move the mouse cursor
over the page and click again. The object  is inserted at the mouse position.
 

 
The text editor window will be opened right away; if it does not appear automatically then
double-click the object. Text editor opening can be configured in the designer settings - see
later on. Type in “Hello, World!” and then click the О К button.
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The report design is finished. To preview the report either select the “File>Preview” menu
item or click the corresponding button in the toolbar. The preview window containing a report
page with the “Hello, World!” text will appear. This report can be printed out, saved to a file
(*.fp3), or exported to one of the supported export formats.
 
 

26.9.16.3 The “Text” object

The “Text” object Top   Previous   Next

The “Text” object has many features. It can display text in a frame and be filled with a color.
The text can be displayed using any font of any size and style. All the properties can be set
visually with the help of the toolbars.
 
Here are some examples of text design:
 

 
Now let’s look at other features of this basic object. As an example, let's create a new "Text"
object to display two lines of text:
 
This is a very, very, very long text line.
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And this is another line, the shorter one.
 
Enable the object frame from the toolbar and re-size the object up to 9x3 cm using the
mouse. We see that the object can display not only a single line but also several lines of
text. Now reduce the object width to 5cm. It is obvious that long lines did not fit across the
object and were therefore wrapped. This is controlled by the “WordWrap” object property. If
it is disabled (either in the object inspector or via the object context menu) any long lines will
be simply cut short.
 
Now let’s see how text alignment inside the object works. Alignment buttons are located in
the “Text” toolbar and control horizontal or vertical text alignment. Note the “Justify” button
which lets you align paragraphs to both object edges - to do this “WordWrap” must be
enabled.
 

 
All the text in the object can be rotated to any angle in the range 0..360°. The  button in the
“Text” toolbar allows you to quickly rotate the text to pre-sets of 0, 45, 90, 180 or 270°. For
any other value set the required angle in the “Rotation” property of the object inspector.
When rotating text to angles other than 90, 180 or 270° the text may be cut off by the frame
of the object, as shown below. To cure this increase the object height a little so that all the
text fits within the object.
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Let's briefly look at some other “Text” object properties which influence its appearance. Most
of these properties are available only in the object inspector:
 

 - BrushStyle : type of object filling
 - CharSpacing : sрасing between characters, in pixels
 - GapX, GapY : text indents from left and top edges, in pixels
 - LineSpacing : spacing between lines, in pixels
 - ParagraphGap : first line indent for the paragraph, in pixels

 
 

26.9.16.4 HTML-tags in the "Text" object

HTML-tags in the "Text" object Top   Previous   Next

The “Text” object does understand some simple HTML tags. Tags can be located within the
text of the object. Tags are disabled by default, but to enable them either select “Allow HTML
tags” in the object context menu or enable the “AllowHTMLTags” property in the object
inspector. Here is the list of supported tags:
 

<b> : bold text
<i> : italic text
<u> : underlined text
<sub> : subscript
<sup> : superscript
<font color> : font color
<nowrap> : text which is not split when "WordWrap" is enabled, the whole text is shifted to

the next line
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Please note that only a few tags are supported, but this should be enough for the majority of
applications. It is not possible to modify the font size or name by means of HTML tags.
 
The following examples show how these tags can be used.
 

text <b>bold text</b> <i>text in italic</i> <b><i>bold and in italic</b></i>
E = mc<sup>2</sup>
A<sub>1</sub> = B<sup>2</sup>
this is a usual text, <font color=red>and this is a red one</font>
this is a usual text, <font color="#FF8030">and this is an orange one</font>

 

 
 

26.9.16.5 Displaying expressions with the help of the "Text" object

Displaying expressions with the
help of the "Text" object

Top   Previous   Next

One of the most important features of this basic object is its ability to display not only a
static text but expressions as well. Expressions can be located within the object mixed in
with normal text. Let's see a simple example of how this works. Type the following into the
object:
 

Hello, World! Today is [DATE].
 
When the report is run we can get something like this:
 

Hello, World! Today is 01.01.2004.
 
How does this happen? When FastReport creates the report and encounters an expression
enclosed in square brackets the report engine calculates the expression's value and inserts
this value into the text in place of the expression. “Text” objects can contain any number of
expressions mixed in with the normal text. Complex expressions can contain brackets (for
example [1+2*(3+4)]). Constants, variables, functions and DB fields can all be used in
expressions. We will learn more about these later in the chapter.
 
FastReport automatically recognizes expressions enclosed in square brackets in the text.
But what happens if our normal text contains square brackets which we do not want to be
considered as expressions? For example, if we need to display the following:
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a[1] := 10
 
FastReport would consider [1] as an expression and display the text as:
 

a1 := 10
 
which is not what we want, of course. One way to avoid this happening is to disable
expression recognition. Disable the “AllowExpressions” property (or “Allow Expressions” in
the context menu) and all expressions in the text will be ignored. In our example, FastReport
would then display exactly what we need:
 

a[1] := 10
 
But sometimes text is required to contain both an expression and normal text with square
brackets, for example:
 

a[1] := [myVar]
 
Disabling “AllowExpressions” lets us display square brackets in the required places, but it
also disables handling of expression. In this situation FastReport allows you to use an
alternative set of symbols to designate expressions. The “ExpressionDelimiters” property,
“[,]” by default, is responsible for this. In our example we can use angular brackets for the
expressions instead of square ones:
 

a[1] := <myVar>
 
The “<,>” value must be set in the “ExpressionDelimiters” property, where the comma is
required to separate the opening and closing symbols. Another requirement is that the
opening and closing symbols cannot be identical, so “%,%” will not work. Complex symbols
can be used, for example “<%,%>”. So our example could look like this:
 

a[1] := <%myVar%>
 
 

26.9.16.6 Bands in FastReport

Bands in FastReport Top   Previous   Next

Bands are used for placing the objects they contain at particular locations on the output
page.  When placing an object in the “PageHeader” band we tell the report engine that the
given object must be displayed at the top of each page in the finished report. Similarly,
objects in the “PageFooter” band are displayed at the bottom of each page. Let's
demonstrate this with an example. We’ll create a report containing “Hello!” at the top of the
page, the current date to the right of it and the page number at the foot of the page on the
right hand side.
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Open the FastReport designer and click the “New report” button in the toolbar. You will see a
report template which already contains three bands:  “ReportTitle”, “MasterData”, and
“PageFooter”. Let's remove the “MasterData” band for a while (click either on any free space
inside the band or on its header and remove it with the “Delete” key or "Delete" in the context
menu). Now let's add a new band (“PageHeader”). Click the “Add band” button on the object
toolbar and select “PageHeader” from the drop-down list. We see that a new band is added
to the page. At the same time the existing bands are moved down. FastReport designer
automatically positions bands on the page - header bands at the top, data bands in the
middle and footer bands at the bottom.
 
Now let’s add some objects. Add a “System text” object to the “PageHeader” band and in its
editor select “[DATE]” from the System variable drop-down list (you should remember that
the current date can also be displayed in a “Text” object by typing “[DATE]” in its editor).
Next add a “Text” object containing “Hello!” to the “ReportTitle” band. A “Text” object
displaying the page number has already been automatically added to the “PageFooter”
band.
 

 
When running the report you will see that the objects in the finished report are printed in the
proper positions on the page.
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So, bands are responsible for positioning objects on the page. Depending on the type of
band, we can print objects at the top or the bottom of a page and on the first or the last
page. The basic bands needed in most reports work as follows:
 

- “PageHeader” band : displayed at the very top of each page
- “PageFooter” band : displayed at the very bottom of each page
- “ReportTitle” band : displayed at the top of the first page - this can be before or after the

“PageHeader” band, depending on the page's “TitleBeforeHeader” property (found in the
object inspector after clicking on any free space on the page)

- “ReportSummary” band : displayed in the free space at the very end of the report
 
 

26.9.16.7 Data bands

Data bands Top   Previous   Next

Now we will learn how to print data from DB tables or from queries. What is considered to
be a 'table' or a 'query'? They consist of data organized into lines (records or rows) which
contain one or more columns (fields). To print this sort of data FastReport uses a special
type of band, the various bands which are named  "...Data". To print a whole table or just
some of its rows and fields, you must add one or more of these bands to the report, connect
them to the table and place field objects within them. When FastReport builds the report, the
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bands will be printed on the output page, once for each record in the table.  If there is no free
space left on the output page for a band, a new output page will be created by the report
engine before continuing.
 
 

26.9.16.8 TfrxDBDataSet component

TfrxDBDataSet component Top   Previous   Next

The “TfrxDBDataSet” connector component  from the Delphi FastReport component
palette is used to connect a table (or any other data source) to FastReport. This component
acts as the messenger between the data source and the FastReport core. The component
is responsible for record navigation and field reference. This allows the FastReport core to
be independent of any data access library. FastReport can simultaneously work with “BDE”,
“IB_Objects” (which have a non-standard implementation, incompatible with TDataSet) and
other libraries, as well as with data from sources not connected to a DB, for example arrays
or files. The "TfrxDBDataSet" component is intended for working with data sources
compatible with TDataSet (such as BDE, ADO, IBX and the majority of other libraries). The
“TfrxIBODataSet” component is intended for working with IB_Objects. The

“TfrxUserDataSet” component  works with other data sources (arrays, files, etc.).
 
It is very easy to use the “TfrxDBDataSet” component. Connect it to the data source by
setting the “DataSet” property (for direct connection to a table or a query) or the
“DataSource” property (for connection via a “TDataSource” component). The two methods
are equivalent and mutually exclusive, though the first does allow data management without
requiring a “TDataSource” component.
 
To make the Delphi component (and the data connected to it) available to the report, any
dataset used in the report must be enabled. Do this through the “Report>Data...” menu item
in the FastReport designer, selecting the required datasets in the opened dialogue.
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26.9.16.9 “Customer List” report

“Customer List” report Top   Previous   Next

Our second report will be much more complicated than the first one (it will contain a DB
table of company clients). To produce this report let’s use the demonstration database
DBDEMOS that is included in the Delphi distribution kit. Create a new project in Delphi,
place a “TTable” component on the form and set some of its properties:
 

DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
TableName = 'Customer.db'

 
To make the table’s data available for use in FastReport add a “TfrxDBDataSet” component
to the form and then set one property:
 

DataSet = Table1
 
Finally, add a “TfrxReport” (the basic component of FastReport) to the form, double-click it
to open the FastReport designer and click the “New report” button there to automatically
create a basic report design with three bands (“Report title,” “Master data” and “Page
footer”). To make our table useable we must enable it in FastReport. Do this by clicking the
“Report>Data...” menu item, checking frxDBDataset1 (it is the only dataset listed at the
moment) and clicking OK. After the dialogue has closed, the DBDataset and the table fields
to which it is connected become visible in the “Data tree” pane in the IDE.
Now let’s design the report. First, add a “Text” object containing “List of clients” to the
“ReportTitle” band.
 

Next, connect the “MasterData” band to our dataset. This can done in any of three ways:
 

- double-click on the band
- select “Edit...” in the band’s contextual menu
- or click on the “DataSet” property of the band in the object inspector

 

Now place four “Text” objects (which will display the client number, customer name, phone
and fax fields from the dataset) on the band. Let’s do this in several different ways to
demonstrate some features of the FastReport designer.
 

The first way is to place a “Text” object on the band and type "[frxDBDataSet1."CustNo"]"
into it. This is the least convenient way, since the field link has to be entered manually, with
the possibility of incorrectly typing the text. Somewhat easier is to use the expression
designer - double-click the “Text” object and click the leftmost button on the “Text” tab of the
editor window which opens. To insert our field double-click the field name in the expression
designer. Click the OK button to close the dialogue and see the field link inserted into the
“Text” object.
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The second way of adding the DB field to the “Text” object is by setting two properties in the
object inspector. Place a second “Text” object on the band, without writing anything in the
editor window. Set the object’s properties using the object inspector:
 

DataSet = frxDBDataSet1
DataField = 'Company'

 
Both of these properties are presented as a list, so just select the required value from the
drop-down using the mouse.
 

The third way is to “drag and drop” the required field from the “Data tree” pane into the
report. This is the simplest and easiest way, but before doing it uncheck the “Create header”
checkbox at the bottom of the “Data tree” pane, otherwise a second “Text” object, containing
the field’s name, is created in addition to the field link object itself. In this way select the
“Phone” field and drag it onto the band.
 

The fourth way requires the designer option “Show drop-down fields list” flag to be set (via
main menu : “View>Options”) and the band to be already connected to the dataset. Place a
blank “Text” object on the band and hover the cursor over the object – a drop-down button
will appear at the right hand end. Click this button to open the list of DB fields and select the
”FAX” field.
 

 
Our report design is complete.
 

 
Click on the “Preview” button to see the result.
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26.9.16.10Displaying DB fields with the help of the "Text" object

Displaying DB fields with the help
of the "Text" object

Top   Previous   Next

As you have seen, “Text” objects can display data from a DB as well as static text and
expressions. We have also seen that it can be done in two ways: either by placing a link to
the DB field into the object text, or by connecting the object to the required field through its
“DataSet” and “DataField” properties. The first way is suitable for displaying both field
contents and qualifying text in the same object. For example:
 

Contact person: [frxDBDataSet1."Contact_Person"]
 
Special syntax is required for links to the DB field: [datasetname.“fieldname”]. The field
name (as well as the dataset name) can contain spaces but there must not be any space
between the “point” and “quote” symbols.
 
Furthermore, we can also apply computing operations to a field in the expression, as shown
here:
 

Length (cm): [<frxDBDataSet1."Length_in"> * 2.54]
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Note how square and angle brackets have to be used. Remember that square brackets are
used by default for delimiting expressions in the object’s text. Where required, the square
brackets can be replaced by any other opening/closing character pairs (see the section
“Displaying expression with the help of the “Text” object”). Angle brackets are used inside
expressions for delineating the FastReport variables or DB fields. Logically we should write:
 

Contact person: [<frxDBDataSet1."Contact_Person">]
 
instead of
 

Contact person: [frxDBDataSet1."Contact_Person"]
 
However, both these notations are correct, as FastReport does not require angle brackets
where the expression contains only a variable or only a DB field. In all other cases the angle
brackets are required, as in:
 

Length (cm): [<frxDBDataSet1."Length_in"> * 2.54]
 
 

26.9.16.11Aliases

Aliases Top   Previous   Next

In the previous report the data source was named frxDBDataSet1, the fields were named
“CustNo,” “Company,” “Phone,” and “FAX” and we referred to them in the report using
something like "[frxDBDataSet1.“CustNo"”]". Is this easy to understand? Not really. It would
be clearer if the data source and the field were named “Our clients” and “Number”
respectively. There is a problem, “frxDBDataSet1” is the name of the component, within
which spaces are not supported and “CustNo” is the name of the field in the database,
which cannot be changed without database restructure. However there is a way around this.
We can use pseudonyms or aliases for these items. In FastReport both the dataset and its
fields possess a second name property known as UserName, i.e. an alias, which can easily
be changed. Whenever a component has been given an alias (i.e. UserName changed from
its default), this alias must be used in FastReport - the component's Name property will not
be recognized.
 
It is very easy to set aliases for a data source and its fields in FastReport. It is done in the
Delphi environment. To open the alias editor, double-click on the frxDBDataSet1 component
or use its context menu. You can modify the dataset  and field aliases in the editor, and also
specify which fields are needed in the report. Let's rename the dataset and fields as below:
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The alias for the dataset can also be modified without using the alias editor, changing the
“UserName” property of the frxDBDataSet1 component.
 
Having done this we now need to modify the report, as the names of the dataset and fields
have been changed. To modify the field names in report objects, it is easiest to use the
fourth method described in the ""Customer List" report" section. Move the mouse cursor
over the “Text” object so that the button in the right hand end of the object appears, click on
the button and select the field from the list. Following this the origin of the data in the dataset
and its fields is more apparent.
 
Note: It is better to assign aliases at the very beginning of report design to avoid having to
later rename all the fields within a report.
 
 

26.9.16.12Variables

Variables Top   Previous   Next

As well as aliases, there is another way to help the report designer set more understandable
names for DB fields and other information elements. A DB field name or any expression can
be associated with a variable. To create and work with variables in FastReport, select the
“Report/Variables...” menu item.
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The list of variables in FastReport has a two-level structure. The first level simply contains
the category and the second level contains the variable itself. This categorization of
variables is convenient when the list of variables is very long. A variable list must contain at
least one category, which means that variables cannot be located at the top level.
Furthermore, category names cannot be included in reports, so each name within the list
must be unique.
 
Let's illustrate the use of variables with the following example. Assume we have two data
sources: the first is “frxDBDataSet1” with “CustNo” and “Name” fields and the second is
“frxDBDataSet2” with “OrderNo” and “Date” fields. We can associate the following list of
variables with the fields:
 

Clients
 Client number
 Client name
Orders
 Order number
 Order date

 
where “Clients” and “Orders” are two categories. Open the variables editor and create this
structure by using of the “New category”, “New variable”, and “Edit” buttons. To link the
variables to the DB fields select a variable and double-click on the required DB field in the
right hand pane. The link to the DB field will be shown in the bottom pane. The variable is
now associated with this expression so the value of the variable becomes the value of the
expression. If necessary, the expression can be edited or modified manually and any FR
functions or other variables can be used within it. Remember that categories must not be
associated with any expression.
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After the list of variables has been created, close the variables editor. Now we can insert the
variables into the report. In contrast to DB fields, there are fewer insertion methods. We can
either insert a variable into the object text manually by typing “[Client number]”, or we can
drag a variable from the “Data tree” pane onto the report page, in which case switch to the
“Variables” tab in this pane.
 
Let’s review what we have learn so far

- A report design is composed of design pages
- Pages may contain FR objects, either placed on the page or within a band
- Bands are placeholders on the design page and control where the objects they contain

appear on the output page(s) according to the band type
- “Text” objects contain the text we want to output in a given position, they can be multi-

lined and may contain static text, data fields, variables, expressions or a combination of
all of these

- Data type bands (Master, Detail, Subdetail etc.), when connected to a TfrxDbDataset,
control the number of times these bands appear (rows) and, together with the report
engine, determine the number of finished pages output by the report. Note: even though
these data bands may have types like Master, Detail etc., this is only a place relationship
of the bands' hierarchical position on the output pages(s). The actual data relationships
are dependent on the table/query relationships within the connected frxdbdatasets. Each
data band level requires a separate “TfrxDbDataset” or equivalent association.
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26.9.16.13“Picture” object

“Picture” object Top   Previous   Next

The next object to look at is the “Picture” object. It is also frequently used in reports. Using
this object you can insert logos, photos (e.g. of an employee) or any other pictorial
information. The object can display graphics in “BMP”, “JPEG”, “ICO”, “WMF” or “EMF”
format.
 
Let’s look at the capabilities of this object. Create a blank report and place a “Picture” object
on the report page. If the picture editor does not open automatically then double-click on the
"Picture" object. You can load any picture from a graphic file or clear the existing picture and
close the editor by clicking on the green Tick.
 

 
Some of the object's properties are available on the context menu as well as in the object
inspector:
 

- AutoSize
- Stretch : enabled by default
- Center
- KeepAspectRatio : enabled by default

 
When “AutoSize” is enabled  the object is re-sized up to the size of the picture it contains.
Sometimes this can be useful if database pictures of differing size are being displayed.
“AutoSize” is disabled by default.
 
“Stretch” is enabled by default. This property stretches the picture within the object. Change
the object’s size using the mouse and you will see that the whole picture is always displayed
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within the object’s frame. If “Stretch” is disabled the picture (or only part of it) is displayed at
its original size. This behaviour differs from “AutoSize” in that you have control of the
object's frame size, which can be larger or smaller than the picture it contains. With
“AutoSize” enabled you have no control over the object's frame size.
 
The “Center” property aligns the picture within the object.
 
“KeepAspectRatio” is enabled by default : it keeps the picture from distorting when the
object’s size is changed. This property is only effective when “Stretch” is also enabled. With
“KeepAspectRatio” enabled a drawn circle remains a circle without turning into an oval,
whatever the “Picture” object's size. The stretched picture occupies only that part of the
internal space of the object needed to display it with the correct aspect ratio. When disabled,
the picture will be stretched to fill the object's frame and will be distorted if the frame’s
aspect ratio is not the same as the picture's aspect  ratio.
 
Another useful property available only in the object inspector is "FileLink". Entering a
filename, such as c:\picture.bmp, or a variable which contains a filename, such as
[picture_file], will load the picture from the named file when you run the report.
 
 

26.9.16.14Report and Forms with pictures

Report with pictures Top   Previous   Next

The “Picture” object, like many objects in FastReport, can display data from a DB. This
object can be connected to a DB field by setting the “DataSet” and “DataField” properties in
the object inspector. In contrast to the “Text” object, this is the only way to connect this
object to its data.
 
Let's demonstrate this with a report giving the names and images of some fish. We will
again need the “DBDEMOS” database that is included in the Delphi distribution kit.
 
Create a blank project in Delphi, place a “TTable” component on the form and set some
properties:
 

DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
TableName = 'Biolife.db'

 
To work with this table in FastReport add a “TfrxDBDataSet” component and set these
properties:
 

DataSet = Table1
UserName = 'Bio'

 
Finally, add a “TfrxReport” component to the form. Open the report designer and click the
“New report” button to create a basic design in FastReport. Now enable the use of the
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frxDBDataset and its connected table in the report - from the Menu select “Report>Data”,
select the “Bio” dataset and click OK.
 
Now we’ll add objects to the report page. Place a “Text” object containing “Fish” in the
“ReportTitle” band. Connect the “Master data” band to the data source (double-click on the
band and select “Bio” from the list). Increase the band’s height  to 5 cm by dragging the
bottom of the band down or by using the object inspector. Place a “Text” object in the band
and connect it to the “CommonName” field using any of the methods previously described.
After that, drop the “Picture” object alongside, and connect it to the “Graphic” field by setting
its properties in the object inspector:
 

DataSet = Bio
DataField = 'Graphic'

 
Note that both of these properties are of the “List” type, and can be set to the required values
using the mouse. To make room for the picture, stretch the object to 4 x 2.5cm.
 

 
The report design is now finished and it produces the report shown here:
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26.9.16.15Multi-lined text display

Multi-lined text display Top   Previous   Next

We’ll improve the previous example  The “Biolife” table has a “Notes” field, which contains a
detailed description of each fish. Update our report by adding this field to it.
 
At first glance, this would seem to be easy - add a “Text” object to the data band between
the existing objects, connect it to the “Notes” field and set the object’s size to 8 x 2.5 cm.
However, the report preview is not exactly what we want:
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FastReport performed exactly what it was instructed to do. The “Notes” field contains multi-
lined text of varying length but the “Text” object displaying the information from this field has
a fixed size. This is why some lines appear to be cut off. What can be done about this?
 
Of course, either the size of the object could be increased or its font size could be reduced.
However, this may lead to wastage of space on the output page as some fish have long
descriptions, while others have short ones. FastReport has some properties which allow us
to resolve this problem.
 
These properties allow a band or an object to automatically adjust its height to create the
necessary space for a given record (row). To achieve this, we just need to enable the
“Stretch” property of both the band and the “Text” object. However, that is not quite all,
because a “Text” object with  longer text should be able to stretch by itself we’ll need to set
some of its other properties too.
 
The “Text” object can automatically set its height and width to make space for its contents.
“AutoWidth” and “StretchMode” can be used for this. “AutoWidth” allows the “Text” object to
vary its width so that all the lines make space without splitting any words. This mode is
useful when an object has a single text line and when growth to the right will not effect other
objects. The “Stretch” property allows the object’s height to grow to accommodate the text
without changing the object's width. "Stretch" has several modes which can be selected in
the object inspector:
 

smDontStretch – don't stretch the object (the default)
smActualHeight – stretch the object so it makes room for the whole text
smMaxHeight – stretch the object so that its bottom reaches the bottom of the band in

which it is placed - we'll look at this mode later on
 
Here we are interested in the “Stretch” property of the “Text” object. Enable it using the
object's context menu or by setting "StretchMode" to smActualHeight. Also enable the
band's “Stretch” property. Preview the report and make sure that everything is now as
expected.
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As you can see, when constructing the report FastReport fills objects with data and
stretches them if “Stretch” is enabled. It then computes the band’s height so each object
has enough room. If the band's “Stretch” property is disabled, this height adjustment is not
performed and the band is displayed at the height set in the design. In this case we would
see that the objects with longer text would still be stretched but the band would not, which
leads to overlaying of text, since the following band is displayed immediately after the
previous one.
 
 

26.9.16.16Data splitting

Data splitting Top   Previous   Next

Let's look at a peculiarity of this report: There is a lot of blank space at bottom of the pages.
Why is this? When a report is created the FastReport engine fills the white space of the
page with the bands. After displaying each band the current position shifts down. When
FastReport finds that there is not enough white space left to display the next band (its height
is larger than the white space left on the page) FastReport creates a new page and carries
on with band display from there. This sequence continues for as many times as there are
records in the dataset.
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Our report contains an object with large text, which is why the band height is quite large.
Furthermore, if a large band does not have enough room on a page it is shifted to the next
one leaving a lot of unused space remaining at the bottom of the page, as shown here:
 

 
To limit paper wastage, let's use a FastReport feature that makes paragraphs from a band’s
contents. All we need do is enable the “AllowSplit” property of the “First level data” band. You
will see that there is now less white space at the bottom of the report pages:
 

 
How does this band splitting work? There are some objects in FastReport which support
this feature. They are the “Text”, “Line” and “RichEdit” objects. They can be “split”, while
other objects cannot. When FastReport needs to split a band, it does it in the following way:
 

- displays the non-splittable objects which have room in the white space
- partially displays splittable objects (“Text” objects are displayed in a way that all lines

have space in the object)
- creates a new page and continues with object display in the band
- if a non-splittable object does not have room in the white space, it is shifted to the next

page; at the same time all the objects located beneath it are shifted as required
- the process continues until all of the band objects are fully displayed.

 
The splitting algorithm will become clearer by looking at this example:
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It should be noted, that the splitting algorithm is not perfect and the final output may not be
quite as expected. You should use this option very carefully in cases where objects on the
split band are grouped in a complicated way, and/or their font sizes differ. Here is an
example of what could be generated:
 

 
 

26.9.16.17Text wrap of objects

Text wrap of objects Top   Previous   Next

In some report designs text may be required to wrap around other objects (often when using
pictures). Let's demonstrate how FastReport can do this in our current example.
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Add one more “Text” object to the data band below the Bio.“Notes” object, as shown here:
 

 
We will disable stretching for the Bio.“Notes” object and enable it for the bottom object. To
make the text “flow” from the Bio.“Notes” object into the bottom one, set the “FlowTo”
property of the Bio.“Notes” object in the object inspector - it is a drop-down list. Select the
bottom object’s name from this list. The resulting report will look like this:
 

 
When the report is generated, if the text does not fit into the top object the excess part is
shifted to the bottom object. With the arrangement of the two objects around the picture the
effect of text wrapping is achieved.
 
Please note: the main object must be inserted in the report before inserting the linked one,
otherwise text flow may not function correctly! If this occurs, select the linked object and
bring it to the front using the “Edit>Bring to front ” menu item.
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26.9.16.18Displaying data in the form of a table

Displaying data in the form of a
table

Top   Previous   Next

Sometimes it is necessary to display data in the form of a framed table. An example of this
type of report might be a price list. To create this type of report in FastReport just requires
the enabling of frames for the objects located in the data band. Let's demonstrate several
variants of frames with an example.
 
Create a report similar to this:
 

 
Place the “Text” objects side by side on the band and minimize the band’s height.
 
The first and the simplest type of table has full cell framing. To achieve this enable all frame
lines (found in Frame.Type property) for every object:
 

 
The next type of framing draws only horizontal or only vertical cell lines, again through the
Frame.Typ property:
 

 
Finally, to draw only an external frame to the table the report needs a modification:
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You can see that we have added two “Text” objects, one in the pageheader and one in the
pagefooter bands. The appropriate frame lines for the objects along the edges of the data
band have been enabled, resulting in the report looking like this:
 

 
All these examples contained bands which had fixed sizes. How is it possible to display a
table when the band is stretched? Let's explain how, by means of an example. Add a new
field (multi-lined text from Bio.“Notes”) to our report. As you have already learnt, the “Stretch”
property must be enabled both for this object and for the band in which the object is located
so that the band height is altered, dependent on the size of the text in the “Text” object. The
generated report looks like this:
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This is a bit different from what we need - it looks nicer if the frames of the neighboring
objects stretch as well. FastReport can solve this problem easily. Set the “StretchMode”
property to smMaxHeight in the object inspector for all objects which are to be stretched and
the FastReport core will first calculate the maximum band height and then “stretch” objects
with stretch enabled to the bottom edge of the band. Because object frames stretch
together with the object the report’s appearance changes:
 

 
 

26.9.16.19Printing labels

Printing labels Top   Previous   Next

In contrast to table-type reports, other reports (such as label printing reports) may have the
data arranged one field under another. Let's look at an example of this kind of report which
displays data about fish, as in the previous example. The report data is presented as a label
and has the following structure:
 

 
When previewed we would see the following output:
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Notice there is a lot of blank space on the right side of the page. To make use of the whole
page the number of columns in which data is displayed can be set in the report page
settings. To do this either double-click on the white space on the design page or use
“File>Page Settings...” on the menu.
 

 
The column count, width and positions are set on the "Other options" tab in the dialogue. In
our example only the Number needs to be set at 2, as FastReport adjusts the other options
automatically. The column frame is displayed in the designer as a thin vertical line:
 

 
The report is now created in the following way. FastReport repeats the “First level data”
band as long as there is white space at the bottom of the page. After that, a new column on
the same page is created and data bands continue repeating from the top of the new
column : this contrasts with simple reports, where a new page is created instead of a new
column. When the second column has been filled then a third column is created, and so on
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- our example only has two columns though. When all of the columns have been filled then
FastReport creates a new page and continues displaying data starting in the first column
again.
 
Our two column report should look like this:
 

 
The “Columns” property, available in the object inspector for all data bands, is another way
to set the number of columns. If this property is changed from zero however, the number of
columns is set only for the selected databand and not for the whole page (as in the previous
example). The effect is to display data firstly from 'left-to-right then top-to-bottom', in contrast
to the 'top-to-bottom then left-to-the right' output shown above.
 
Disable the columns in the Page Options dialogue (set Column Number to 1) and enter 2 in
the databand “Columns” property. Note that the “ColumnWidth” property must also be
changed from the default zero to prevent column 2 overlaying column 1; optionally the
“Column Gap” property can also be changed. FastReport then shows the column frames as
dotted lines :
 

 
This design displays data in 'left-to-right then top-to-bottom' order.
 
 

26.9.16.20Child-bands

Child-bands Top   Previous   Next

There can be a problem when one field in a label-type report has content of variable length.
To simulate this in our example, let's reduce the width of the  Bio.“Common Name” object to
2.5 cm and enable the “Stretch” property for this object and also for the “First level data”
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band. Enable all the frame lines for all the objects so that the effects of the stretching
function are clear to see. The design now outputs a report like this:
 

 
Here the first Bio.“Common Name” field object contains a lot of text and is stretched into two
lines. This causes the Bio.“Length (cm)” field object, located beneath it, to be shifted
downwards. This happens because all the objects have their “ShiftMode” property set to
smAlways by default, meaning they shift downwards if there is a stretchable object (a “Text”
object with the “Stretch” property enabled) above them. The distance shifted depends on
how much the object above is stretched.
 
But this is not want we want to happen on our label - we want the “Length, cm.” object also
to be shifted by the same amount. This can be achieved by using a special FastReport band
type called the “Child” band. A “Child” band is linked to (and displayed after) its parent band.
Add a “Child” band to the design and drag the two “Text” objects into it, as shown here:
 

 
Link the MasterData band to the Child band, by setting its “Child” property to “Child1” in the
object inspector. Now, each time the MasterData band prints, the Child band is printed
immediately after it:
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The “Length, cm:” title now lines up exactly with its value field “50”. To prevent a child band
from being moved to the next page if there is insufficient white space on the page (and
becoming so-called 'orphaned' from its parent band), enable the “KeepChild” property of the
parent band in the object inspector.
 
 

26.9.16.21Shifting objects

Shifting objects Top   Previous   Next

You have already seen how 'smAlways' works for the “ShiftMode” property. Let's look at the
next mode of shifting, 'smWhenOverlapped'. In this mode object shifting occurs when the
object above stretches and overlaps the object below. Here are two scenarios:
 

1: the three top objects have “Stretch” enabled and the three bottom objects have
“ShiftMode” set to 'smAlways'. The bottom objects only shift far enough to allow space for
the stretched object above it:

 

 
2: the three top objects have “Stretch” enabled and the three bottom objects have

“ShiftMode” set to 'smWhenOverlapped'. The bottom objects shift to allow space for the
stretched object and also to maintain the designed separation of the two objects:
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This allows the creation of complicated reports, in particular where an object could overlap
several other objects above it at the same time. In the example below all the upper objects
contain stretchable text and all the lower ones are in 'smWhenOverlapped' mode. The lower
objects will always be displayed close to the object above, irrespective of text length in the
objects above:
 

 
 

26.9.16.22Report with two data levels (master-detail)

Report with two data levels
(master-detail)

Top   Previous   Next

So far our example reports have used only one data band (“First level data” or ”MasterData”)
to control data output. This was adequate for the output of data from one DB table.
FastReport also allows reports to be designed having up to six data levels, all on the one
design page. Furthermore, an unlimited number of data levels in reports can be achieved by
the use of the “Subreport” object - this object is covered later on. Most reports in general
need only one, two or three data levels, larger numbers of data levels are rare.
 
Let's look at how to design a two data level report. The report will output data from the demo
tables: “Customer” and “Orders”. The first table is a list of customers and the second one is
a list of orders placed by those customers. The tables contain data in the following fields:
 
Customer:
 
CustNo        Company
1221                Kauai Dive Shoppe
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1231                Unisco
1351                Sight Diver
….
 
Orders:
 
OrderNo        CustNo        SaleDate
1003                1351                12.04.1988
1023                1221                01.07.1988
1052                1351                06.01.1989
1055                1351                04.02.1989
1060                1231                28.02.1989
1123                1221                24.08.1993
….
 
As you can see, the second table contains the list of all the orders placed by all the
customers. To view the orders from the Orders table which are placed by one customer in
the Customers table, the two tables are linked on the “CustNo” field, which is common to
both tables. The report output from this data should appear as follows:
 
1221                Kauai Dive Shoppe
1023                01.07.1988
1123                24.08.1993
 
1231                Unisco
1060                28.02.1989
 
1351                Sight Diver
1003                12.04.1988
1052                06.01.1989
1055                04.02.1989
 
Let's design the report. Create a new project in Delphi, place two “TTable”, one
"TDataSource", two “TfrxDBDataSet” and one “TfrxReport” components on the form. Set
the component properties as shown here:
 

Table1:
DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
TableName = 'Customer.db'

 
Table2:
DatabaseName = 'DBDEMOS'
TableName = 'Orders.db'

 
DataSource1:
DataSet = Table1

 
frxDBDataSet1:
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DataSet = Table1
UserName = 'Customers'

 
frxDBDataSet2:
DataSet = Table2
UserName = 'Orders'

 
In the report designer, enable the data sources in the “Report>Data...” dialogue. Now add a
“MasterData” and a “DetailData” band to the page:
 

 
Note that the “MasterData” band must be placed above the “DetailData” band! Drag it there
if necessary. If the Master is placed under the Detail, FastReport will generate an error
message when you preview the report.
 
If you previewed the report now, you would see that the list of orders remains the same for
every customer and contains all the records from the “Orders” table. This would be because
we have not set the MasterSource property of the “Orders” table. Set “MasterSource =
DataSource1” for the “Table2” component on the Delphi form. Now we have set a 'master-
detail' relationship. After that, we select the fields to link on. Set the “MasterFields” property
of the “Table2” component:
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We need to link together the “CustNo” fields in the two sources. To do this, select the
desired fields and click the “Add” button. The Field link will appear in the bottom pane. Finish
by closing the editor using О К.
 
When creating the preview FastReport does the following. After a record is output from the
master table (Customer), it sets the filter on the detail table (Orders). Only those records
which meet the 'Orders.CustNo = Customer.CustNo' condition will remain in the table. This
means that for each customer only those orders which belong to the current customer will
be displayed in the detail band. This is an important concept to grasp. Even though data
bands may be of master or of detail type, they only control the positioning of the data on the
output page (order and number of times displayed). The data displayed by the objects in the
bands is dependent on which fields the objects are linked to and on the external linking of the
two tables.
 
This is the final output:
 

 
Reports containing up to 6 data levels can be constructed in a similar manner.
 
 

26.9.16.23Headers and footers of a data band

Headers and footers of a data
band

Top   Previous   Next

Each data band may have a header and a footer. Headers are output first, then all the
records in the data band, and finally the footers. Here is an example of how the headers and
footers work in a simple report:
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Let's look at a more complex example using two data levels - master and detail:
 

 
As you can see, the header is output before all data band records. So the master data
header is output once at the beginning of the report and a detail data header is output before
each group of detail bands belonging to the current master record band. The detail footer is
output after the group of detail bands belonging to the master record band and the master
footer is not output until after all the master data band records have been output.

 
Using the FooterAfterEach property of the data band, we can override this behavior. Setting
this property to True (you may also use the context menu for the data band - "Footer After
Each Row") causes footer output after each data row. This may be useful in the design of
some master-detail reports. If FooterAfterEach for the master data band is set to True the
report will look like this:
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26.9.16.24Multi-page reports

Multi-page reports Top   Previous   Next

A FastReport report can consist of several design pages. Multi-page designs allow for the
adjustment of properties such as size and orientation of each page, as well as allowing
variation in the placement of objects and bands on the pages. When this type of report is
output all bands from the first design page are be displayed, then bands from the second
page, and so on.
 
When a new report is created in the designer it contains one page by default. You can add a

new page by clicking on the  button in the toolbar or by selecting the “File>New page”
menu command. Then you would see that a new page tab appears in the designer:
 

 
You can easily switch between pages by clicking on the page tabs. Page tabs can be
dragged (“drag&drop”) to easily change their printing order. An unnecessary page can be

deleted using the  button in the toolbar or by selecting the “Edit>Delete page" menu
command. You can also call the context menu by right-clicking on the page tab:
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The number of design pages in a report is unlimited. As a rule additional pages are used
either for title pages or, in more complicated reports, for data coming from many data
sources.
 
Here is a simple example of creating a title page. Let's use our previous report having one
data level. Add a new page to it, it will be added as a second page. Move it to the front of the
report by grabbing the page2 tab with the mouse and dragging it over the first page tab,
page1. This changes the page order. Select the new page and place a “Text” object
containing “Our report” in the middle of the page. That is all that is needed. The report with a
title page is complete:
 

 
Pay attention to one feature of multi-page reports, however. If the “PrintOnPreviousPage”
property is enabled in the object inspector for the second output page, then the second
output page's objects will start printing on the white space of the first output page, and not
on the new output page.
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26.9.16.25RowCount and PageCount properties

RowCount and PageCount
properties

Top   Previous   Next

Sometimes the need arises to show static data several times over, for example when
printing “Blank” business cards or post cards. For this purpose data bands have the
“RowCount” property, and the report page has the “PageCount” property.
 
These two properties control the degree of band/page repetition in the report, without being
influenced by the report data.
 

26.9.17 How to use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO

Use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO stored procedure to retrieve the list of physicians to
whom the patient was referred to.

The P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO stored procedure accepts one parameter, which is the
patient number. And, will return a list of doctor numbers, that corresponds to the
DOCTORNUMBER field in the FAMILYDOCTOR table.

Example : Retrieves Doctors names to which a patient has been referred to.  

SELECT 

P1.DOCTORNUMBER, 

FAMILYDOCTOR.FIRSTNAME, 

FAMILYDOCTOR.LASTNAME 

FROM P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_TO(:PATIENTNO) AS P1 

JOIN FAMILYDOCTOR 

ON FAMILYDOCTOR.DOCTORNUMBER = P1.DOCTORNUMBER

26.9.18 Using Stored Procedures

Stored Procedures are essentially compiled logic, sub-functions or queries that have been pre-built by
Accra Med Software to make accessing certain data easier for users.  The following Stored Procedures
can be used for reporting purposes.  Each store procedure contains a description and method for it's use
in a report.
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26.9.18.1 Report & Form Images

Users can place in form and reports various images to meet their design needs.  Users can add
manually one or multiple images to a form or report or use the images stored by the user in the system
settings.  Filopto provides in the system settings image fields in which users can load a Corporate and
Office logo as well as 3 other images such as letterhead. ( see Report Images  for more information). 
 These images can be easily referenced in a form or report providing an easy way to maintain the images
used in all forms and reports.  When one of the stored images (system settings) is changed all reports
and forms automatically will use the new images when run.

To find out how to insert an image see the  Reports with Pictures  section.

26.9.18.1.1  Reports Manager

 
The Reports Manager provides users with access to pre-built reports and allows them to create and
modify them to their specific needs. Users can sort and organize their reports via report categories or
time periods. The report capabilities are wide ranging from labels, graphics and analysis to other
highly sophisticated report types. The open database and extensive reporting capabilities provides
users with any type of report they wish. Users can also export information for use in external
reporting or analysis type programs.
 
Filopto recognizes two type of reports:  The reports provided with Filopto and the reports users have
created.  User reports are fully modifiable by the users. Users can also create their own reports. 
Reports provided with Filopto cannot be directly modified.  To modify a Filopto report, you must first
make a copy of the report which identifies it as a users report which is fully customizable.  Reports
provided with Filopto cannot be directly modified and can only be changed or updated by Accra Med
Software Inc.
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The report designer, called FastReport, which is used to create or modify reports, is a very versatile
and configurable report generator. Recognizing that we cannot create all the various reports used by
all of our clients, Filopto has opted for a sophisticated but simple to use custom report designer.
 
Designed for the novice as well as the advanced user, the Report Designer can meet all user
reporting needs. Advanced users can also create their own data dictionaries from which to base their
custom reports.
 

Quick Reports
 
One of the key features of Filopto is the easy access to all reports available from almost anywhere in
the system. This quick report feature allows users to quickly identify and select the report they
require.
 
To manage the various reports that will appear in the quick report selection list, you can add or
remove reports by using the Report Designer. For example, by classifying the report in the
appropriate Report Type category, the report will automatically appear in that section of Filopto
when using the Quick Report list.
 
If you wish to remove a report from the Quick Report list, simply re-classify the report to another
Report Type category or create your own custom Report Type and place the report in the newly
created category. It will disappear from the Quick Report list.
 
To change or create a Report Type, simply choose the Modify Report button and change the
reports parameter called Report Category. The report category drop-down list is divided into two
sections. The pre-defined sections relating to the various modules and a user defined section where
users can create their own categories. Then save the change. To create a new Report Type, follow
the same directions and enter a new name for a category. This will automatically create the new
category in the user
defined section and remove the report from the pre-defined / Quick Report list.
 

Report List Screen
 
The Report List presents the user with a list of reports already created from which to choose. A user
can simply run the selected report or he / she may change some parameter or use it as a starting
point for another new report.
 
In the instance that a report does not already exist, a user can use the New Report function to
create ad hoc queries and reports which can be saved for later use. The Copy Report function
permits users to copy an existing report and use it as a starting point for a new modified report.
 
The Modify Report function allows a user to completely change a report to suit his or her
requirements. Once selected, you are presented with the description and classification fields of the
report and then the report designer itself is displayed for complete manipulation.
 
The Delete function deletes the selected report. Please note that once deleted it cannot be
restored.
 
The Preview and Print functions permit user to preview and print the selected report.
 

FastReport
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The FastReport Designer takes the user through a series of setup steps required to define the data
they wish to access and create the report. No programming skills are required by the user since the
Report Designer will create the report based on the user's selection. It is very flexible and offers
many options which a user may or may not choose to use.
 
Users also have the option to query the system for specific information. The Query Builder will guide
you through the steps needed to create a query which can then be used in the report of your choice.
 
For the more advanced users, we have included access to the actual report writer giving you
complete and total control in the creation of reports.
 
Due to the level of flexibility available in the Fast Report Designer, we have included separate Help
files dealing specifically with the Fast Report Designer. This Help file is accessible directly in the
FastReport module.
 

26.9.18.1.1.1  Definition of Terms

Navigation:  Off ice Manager Tab > Reports and Forms > Reports Manager  >

Definition of Terms

 

Reports and Databases
 
Report - The term "Report" describes a printout of data records from a database. The report defines
the look of the printout (layout, fonts, arrangement of data fields, etc.). For example, if you want to
print a list of addresses, you use a report to tell the computer which fields of your address database
to print and in which order. A report can print data as a list, page by page or any other way you want
your data to be printed.
 
Table - A grouping of data records of the same type is called table, e.g. a patient table will contain
information related to the patient, an invoice table will  contain information related to invoices. A table
is part of a database (see below).
 
Query - A query consists of SQL statements, which are used to access a table or database and to
retrieve a group of data records. SQL means "Structured Query Language" and is a kind of
programming language for databases. A complete description of SQL is beyond the scope of this
manual, but there are many books available on this topic.
 
Dataset - A dataset is used as a collective name for tables and queries.
 
Database - Queries and tables can be grouped together in a database, which can be a local file on
your hard disk or a database server in a network. To access a table you the database name.
 
Alias - Aliases are descriptive names available as placeholder for fields, pathnames or databases.
 

26.9.18.1.1.2  Report Categories

Navigation:  Off ice Manager Tab > Reports and Forms > Reports Manager  >

Report Categories

 
The Reports Manager is very flexible and customizable to your needs.
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Report Categories
 
Each report is classified based on a report category. The system comes standard with default report
categories.  An unlimited number of additional report categories can be easily created by users to
assist in organizing their various reports.
 
As you create or modify a report, you can assign it to a specific report category. The categories are
listed at the left of the Reports Manager screen.
 

 
To create a Report Category, go to the system settings module and create your report category in
the report category table.  This action will automatically create the new category entered.  To change
a report from one category to another, modify the report and change the Report Category field to
the one in which you now want the report to appear.
 

 
 

Report Security
 
Note that the standard categories of Filopto are associated with the report button option of various
modules and sections of Filopto. When the report button of a section is selected, the reports
contained in that category of reports are displayed and usable by the user.  Example:  In the EMR
module only the reports listed in the EMR category will be shown.
 
Therefore, if you wish to limit the use of a report by users, simply re-classify the report to another
category for which the user does not have access and it will no longer be available to users from the
Reports button calling this type of reports.  On the other hand, if you wish to add a report, form or
letter to be used regularly by users, make sure to classify the report, letter or form in the proper
category for the Reports button to display it.
 
 
 

Navigation:  Off ice Manager Tab > Reports and Forms > Reports Manager  > Report

Categories  >

Report Listing
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You can quickly get a listing of available reports by selecting the Report category and printing one of
the reports providing a listing with description of the reports available.  (see the Category: Reports, for
available reports)
 
 

We strongly recommend that you review the available reports since you may find the one you are
looking for or be able to use an existing one to create the one you want.

26.9.18.1.1.3  Operational Report Tabs

Navigation:  Off ice Manager Tab > Reports and Forms > Reports Manager  >

Operational Report Tabs

 
 

Report Filing Tabs
 
The Filing Tabs allow operational reports to be filed in various usage classes. These usage tabs allow
users to identify the reports they wish to run on a periodic basis such as daily, weekly, monthly, etc.
 

 
You can place a report in one or more of these tabs by simply placing a check mark at the
appropriate report Filing tab setting check box when creating or modifying a report.  By placing a
check mark, it identifies the selected report to be shown for the tab or tabs selected.
 
 

1489
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Review Daily Operational Reports
 

Operational Reports are the reports that are critical to the success of your business and must be
constantly monitored to insure that your business objectives are met.  Filopto comes with a large
variety of pre-defined reports, as well as the ability for the user to create their own reports.  The Ask
a Question feature also permits users to create ad-hoc reports when required.
 
The Report Manager has several Filing tabs  which can assist users in defining which
operational report should be run on a daily, weekly, monthly, yearly or preferred basis.  You can
identify the operational reports you want run and on what frequency.  The Review Operational
Report button opens the Report Manager on the Daily tab which should list the operational reports
you want run every day.  For example; the list shown below are some suggestion of reports that
should be considered as basic operational reports, we recommend that you review then and add or
change the list to best reflect your needs.  From these reports you may need to print out additional
reports to determine the source of a problem or get detail information on a particular item.
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26.9.18.2 How to calculate the Age of a Patient

To have the computer calculate the age of a patient and be able to display it in a report you have
to edit the report or form query,
 

Open the report editor for the form or report in question
 

1) Go to the Data Tab ( item 1 Below)
2) Select the Patient Query ( or query that contains the Patient information)( item 2 Below)
3) Select the edit button to edit the query ( item 3 Below)
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The Query editor will open and you should see a list of Patient fields that is selected for the
report.  In the list of fields insert a line and enter :
 

 F_AgeinYearsToday(Patients.Birthdate) as Age,
 

This line will convert the birthdate to an age.
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Save the query by clicking on the OK button and then click on the Field Alias button ( item 4
above) .  This will open the Edit Aliases screen.
 

 

Click on the Update button and if you see a list,  like above,  you have not made any typos in the
Query Editor.  If the list is blank you have a typo. Go and fix the query.
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If everything is OK ( you see a list of fields after pressing the update button) you can get out of
this screen and you should see in the list of field at the right of the Report screen a new field
called "Age".  Select and drag it to where you want it on the report of form.
 

26.9.18.3 How to use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_FROM

Use the P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_FROM stored procedure to retrieve the list of
physicians that referred the patient to the office.

The P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_FROM stored procedure accepts one parameter, which is
the patient number. And, will return a list of doctor numbers, that corresponds to the
DOCTORNUMBER field in the FAMILYDOCTOR table.

Example : 

SELECT 

P1.DOCTORNUMBER, 

FAMILYDOCTOR.FIRSTNAME, 

FAMILYDOCTOR.LASTNAME 
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FROM P_PATIENT_DOC_REFERRED_FROM(:PATIENTNO) AS P1 

JOIN FAMILYDOCTOR 

ON FAMILYDOCTOR.DOCTORNUMBER = P1.DOCTORNUMBER

26.9.18.4 How to use the P_NEXT_VISIT_DATE

The P_NEXT_VISIT_DATE stored procedure is used to retrieve the patient's next visit date(either
stored in the table PATIENTS, the next appointment or the next recall).

If there is no date that can be found as the next visit date, the returned value will be NULL

Here are some examples, on how to use it:

Simple Example 

SELECT NEXT_VISIT_DATE 

FROM P_NEXT_VISIT_DATE(:PATIENTNO)

Embedded within another query 

SELECT 

PATIENTNO, 

FIRSTNAME, 

LASTNAME, 

MIDDLENAME, 

(SELECT NEXT_VISIT_DATE 

FROM P_NEXT_VISIT_DATE(PATIENTS.PATIENTNO)) as NEXT_VISIT_DATE 

FROM PATIENTS

26.9.18.5 Fixing Reports and Forms Errors

When using user customized Forms or Reports, you may encounter a report and/or form that no longer
works after an update.  In most cases this is due to a syncing error with the latest update of Filopto.  The
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reported errors may state it cannot find a specific field or that the report is missing a field or a field type
is mismatched. 

Example of a typical error type:

To fix the issue simply edit the report or form and follow these steps:

Select (click on) the Report or Form from the Report or Form Manager and select the Edit Button.

1) Edit the report and go to the DATA tab (1)
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2) Select each data component (2) one at a time and re-sync the queries (2) by doing step 3 and 4
below.  IMPORTANT: You must do this for every component, if you miss one component the
error will not be corrected and you will need to start over..

3) Select and open the FieldAliases option and click on the reset or update button (1)  and then on the
OK button (2) to close the dialogue.
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4)  Some query components may have parameters (4) attached to them.  You have to verify that the
settings are valid and save the parameter settings (4)  to clear the error.  The Data Type parameter must
be equal to the item type being queried. If the data type is of the "unknown" type  the report or form will
not function properly.

Note:  If the value field is blank it may mean that your report or form is getting the values via the code
tab, if the value is being assigned via the code tab the field value may be left blank.

 In most cases you will have these possible values.  

For a Date Value the data type should be Date (select it from the drop down list for the field)

For values referring to ID's or Numbers the value will be Integer (select it from the drop down list for the
field)

For Values referring to a specific name the value will be of the String type. (select it from the drop down
list for the field)
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5)  Once the above steps have been done for each data component exit the report saving it.  Your report
should now function properly if the queries are valid.

26.9.19 Saving Report / Form to Patient File

Filopto has a special variable that can be used in your reports / forms to save a copy of the report / form
into the patients PaperFree module.  If you create an automatic report, which automatically reads the
Patient Number variable the report will be automatically saved into the patients PaperFree module in PDF
format.

The variable is called: vPatientNo

To create a report you have to have the primary query use the Patient No as the base key field..  In the
example below we open the data tab (1), select the query (2) and in the query you create a where clause
that prompts for the Patient Number  (3).  You then link the prompt variable to the System variable called
vPatientNo by opening the Params dialogue (4).
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26.9.20 Previewing Reports or Forms

 
You may preview a report or form by selecting the Preview button.
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Either of these buttons will cause the report or Form to be created and displayed.  The preview options
has several options.
 

 

Print Report       

 

Export Report  
 
The export button permits users to save and export the report in
several different formats.  .
 

.
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  Convert to PDF a Report  

   Using the export or PDF button will convert a report of form into a PDF document.

  Email Report

In addition users can also e-mail  a report by using the e-mail option. This option will request
from the user the settings for the e-mail server to use to transmit the report and permits the user to
also create the email message to attach to the message.
 

 

Search for specified text within the form or report. 
 

Report Outline  displays sections of a report for easier and quicker navigation.
 

Thumbnails displays the report in a thumbnail format 
 

Edit Report allows a user to edit a report with data and enter, for example, comments directly on
the report

26.9.21 Control keys

Control keys Top   Previous   Next

Keys Description

Ctrl+O “File > Open…” menu command

Ctrl+S “File > Save” menu command

1263 1263 1507
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Ctrl+P “File > Preview” menu command

Ctrl+Z “Edit > Undo” menu command

Ctrl+C “Edit > Copy” menu command

Ctrl+V “Edit > Paste” menu command

Ctrl+X “Edit > Cut” menu command

Ctrl+A “Edit > Select all” menu command

Arrow, Tab move between objects

Del delete selected object(s)

Enter open editor for selected object

Shift+arrows modify sizes of selected object(s)

Ctrl+arrows move selected object(s)

Alt+arrows attach selected object to adjacent object in specified direction

 
 

26.9.22 Mouse control

Mouse control Top   Previous   Next

Operation Description

Left button select object; paste new object; move or resize objects
for selected objects, zoom in and out by dragging red square

in bottom left corner of selected objects’ group

Right button selected object's contextual menu

Double-click open editor for object
double-clicking on white space opens the “Page Settings”

dialogue

Mouse wheel scroll report page

Shift + left button toggle object selection

Ctrl + left button create frame by moving mouse
release button to select all objects captured in the frame
can also click on blank space, and move mouse as required

Alt + left button edit contents in place, if a “Text” object is selected
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26.9.23 Toolbars

Toolbars Top   Previous   Next

 

26.9.23.1 Designer mode bar

Designer mode bar Top   Previous   Next

The Mode toolbar is integrated with the Object toolbar at the left hand edge of the designer
window and has these buttons:
 

Icon Name Description

Object selection standard mode of operation : mouse cursor selects object(s),
modifies their sizes, etc.

Hand allows dragging of whole report page

Zoom allows left-clicking to zoom in
(adds 25% if already 25-75%, else adds 100%)

or right-clicking to zoom out
(subtracts 25% if already 50-100%, else subtracts 100%)

holding left mouse button while dragging zooms in to selected
area

Text editor allows in-place editing of “Text” object
holding left mouse button and moving the cursor creates and

sizes a new “Text” object and opens its editor

Format copying allows Format copying from one "Text" object to others:
select a “Text” object,
click Format mode button,
select Target "Text" objects in turn

exit Format copying mode by clicking any other mode button

 
 

26.9.23.2 Standard toolbar

Standard toolbar Top   Previous   Next

 

Icon Name Description

New Report creates new blank report using the existing form/report
container and name, deletes current content of the
report/form and gives a blank report/form using the same
original report/form container and name. Using this option

1263 1507 1508
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will overwrite existing open report/form, it will not create a
new Filopto report. 

Important: do not use this option to create a new
Filopto report/form,  use the Filopto New report/form
button located in the Form and Report manager in
Filopto. 
 

Open Report opens existing report from file
hotkey combination – “Ctrl+O”

Save Report saves report to file
hotkey combination – “Ctrl+S”

Preview previews report
hotkey combination – “Ctrl+P”
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New Report Page adds new page to report

New Dialog Page adds new dialogue form to report

Delete Page deletes current page

Page Settings opens page properties dialogue

Cut cuts selected object(s) onto clipboard
hotkey combination – “Ctrl+X”

Copy copies selected object(s) onto clipboard
hotkey combination – “Ctrl+C”

Paste pastes object(s) from clipboard
hotkey combination – “Ctrl+V”

Undo undo last operation
hotkey combination – “Ctrl+Z”

Redo redo last cancelled (undone) operation
hotkey combination – “Ctrl+Y”

Group groups selected objects

Ungroup ungroups selected objects

Zoom sets zoom factor

 
 

26.9.23.3 Text toolbar

Text toolbar Top   Previous   Next

 

Icon Name Description

No style Style shows style of selected "Text" object
select from drop-down list to change style of selected object
define styles in “Report>Styles”

Arial Font Name shows font of selected “Text” object
select from drop-down list to change font of selected object
shows last five fonts used at head of list

10 Font Size shows font size of selected “Text” object
select from drop-down list to change font size of

selected object
can also type digits directly into edit box

Bold (toggle) toggles font Bold style of “Text” object's content on/off

Italic (toggle) toggles font Italic style of “Text” object's content on/off

1263 1508 1511
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Underline
(toggle)

toggles font Underline style of “Text” object's content on/off

Font Settings opens Font settings dialogue

Font Color drops down font color selection grid

Highlight opens highlight dialogue
can set a condition for highlighting

Text Rotation changes text rotation from drop-down list

Align Left left aligns text within “Text” object's frame

Align Center centre aligns text within “Text” object's frame

Align Right right aligns text within “Text” object's frame

Justify justifies text within “Text” object's frame

Align Top top aligns (vertical) text within “Text” object's frame

Align Middle middle aligns (vertical) text within “Text” object's frame

Align Bottom bottom aligns (vertical) text within “Text” object's frame

 
 

26.9.23.4 Frame toolbar

Frame toolbar Top   Previous   Next

 

Icon Name Description

Top Line (toggle) toggles top frame line of “Text” object on/off

Bottom Line (toggle) toggles bottom frame line of “Text” object on/off

Left Line (toggle) toggles left frame line of “Text” object on/off

Right Line (toggle) toggles right frame line of “Text” object on/off

All Frame Lines sets all four frame lines of “Text” object on

No Frame sets all four frame lines of “Text” object off

Frame editor invokes the frame editor dialogue

Background Color sets background color from the drop-down list.

Fill editor invokes the fill editor dialogue

Frame Color drops down frame line color selection grid

Frame Style drops down frame line style selection list

1263 1510 1512
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1 Frame Width sets frame line width from drop-down list
can also type digits (0.1 to 10) directly into edit box

 
 

26.9.23.5 Align toolbar

Align toolbar Top   Previous   Next

 
Note that some buttons will be active when more than one object is selected.
 

Icon Description

show Grid (toggles on/off)

align to Grid (toggles on/off)

fit to Grid

align left edges (to first selected object)

align horizontal centers (to first selected object)

align right edges (to first selected object)

align top edges (to first selected object)

align vertical centers (to first selected object)

align bottom edges (to first selected object)

space equally in horizontal direction

space equally in vertical direction

individually center each object horizontally in band

individually center each object vertically in band

set equal widths (same as first selected object)

set equal heights (same as first selected object)

 
 

26.9.24 Designer options

Designer options Top   Previous   Next

Set the designer options via the “View>Options...” menu command.
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Here you can set the preferred units (centimeters, inches, pixels) and grid spacing. Tip: you
can also cycle through the units from within the designer by double-clicking on the left part of
the status bar where the current units are displayed.
 
You can set grid visibility and alignment to grid. This can also be done via buttons in the
“Standard” toolbar from within the designer.
 
You can set a font for the code editor window and for the “Text” object editor. If the “Use
object's font settings” option is enabled, the font in the text editor window matches the font of
the object being edited.
 
The default white background of the designer workspace and tool windows can be modified
via the “Workspace” and the “Tool windows” buttons.
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The “LCD grid color” option increases contrast of the grid lines a little and improves their
visibility on LCD monitors.
 
The “Show editor after insert” option controls what happens when new objects are inserted.
If the option is enabled, its editor will be displayed each time an object is inserted. When
creating a large number of blank objects, it is recommended to temporarily disable the
option.
 
Disabling the “Show band captions” option hides band captions, so saving some space on a
design page. When disabled, the band captions are shown inside the band workspace.
 
The “Show drop-down list of fields” option controls whether the drop-down list is accessible
when pointing with the mouse to “Text” objects which are connected to data fields. This may
be necessary if there are many narrow “Text” objects in a band
 
The “Free band placement” option disables snapping of bands to the page. This option is
disabled by default and bands are automatically grouped on the page according to their
function. The gap between bands is set in the “Gap between bands” field.
 
 

26.9.25 Report settings

Report settings Top   Previous   Next

The Report Settings dialogue is available from the “Report>Options...” menu. The dialogue
has three pages.
 
On the first page you can see the general settings for the report:
 

1263 1512 1517
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You can tie a report to one of the printers installed in the system. This means that the
selected printer will become the default when printing that report. This might be useful in
cases where there are several different printers in the system; e.g. text documents can be
tied to monochrome printers, while documents with graphics tied to color capable ones.
“Default” is listed in Printer settings - when this is selected, the report will not be tied to any
particular printer but will be printed on the system's default printer.
 
You can also set the number of report copies to be printed and whether to collate the output.
The value set in this dialogue will be shown in the “Print” dialogue when printing the report.
 
If the “Double pass” flag is checked report generation will be performed in two steps. During
the first pass a draft report is created and divided into pages, but is not available for preview.
In the second pass the draft report is converted to a standard report which is then saved in
the preview stream.
 
Why are two passes necessary? Mostly this option is used in cases where a report needs
access to the total number of pages in the report, i.e. for use as “Page 1 of 15”. The total
number of pages is calculated during the first pass and is made available via the
“TOTALPAGES” system variable. The most frequent mistake is to attempt to use this
variable in a single-pass report, when the variable will return 0.
 
Another use for two passes is to perform some calculations in the first pass and display the
results in the second pass. For example, when a sum is to be displayed in a group header
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instead of in the usual group footer. Calculations of this type are accomplished by writing
report script code in the “OnBeforePrint” event of an object.
 
The “Print if empty” flag allows creation of a report containing no data lines. If this option is
disabled blank reports will not be created.
 
The “Password” field enables the setting of a password, which must be entered before a
report can be opened.
 
On the second page you can set up the report inheritance options:
 

 
You will learn about inheritance later in the “Report inheritance” chapter. In this dialogue you
can see the base report's name (if the report is inherited), detach the base report (in which
case your report will be standalone and non-inherited) or inherit the report from one of the
available base reports.
 

The third page of the dialogue allows you to set descriptive properties for the report:
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All fields on this page are for information purposes only and are not printable.
 
 

26.9.26 Page options

Page options Top   Previous   Next

The “Page Options” are available via either the “File>Page settings...” menu or by double-
clicking on blank space on the page. The dialogue has two pages:
 

1263 1514 1448
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On the first dialogue page, you can set the size and alignment of the paper as well as the
margins. In “Paper source” the drop-down lists allow selection of printer tray for the first
page and for the rest of the report pages.
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On the second dialogue page, you can set the number of columns for multi-column reports.
The current settings are also displayed in the designer.
 
The “Print to previous page” flag allows you to print pages without starting a new page,
instead beginning in any blank space on the previous page. This option can be useful when
a report template consists of several pages or when printing batch (composite) reports.
 
The “Mirror margins” option switches the right and left margins of even-numbered pages
during previewing or printing of a report.
 
The “Endless page width & height” options increase page sizes depending on the number of
data records on the page (when the report is run). When set the report will appear on one
big page in the preview window instead of on several standard size pages.
 

The “Large height in design mode” option increases the page height in the designer. This
feature can be useful if there are many bands on a page: it must be used when working with
overlayed bands. It only effects the page height in design mode.

26.10 Report Security

Report Security
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Note that the standard report categories are associated with the report button option of various modules
and sections of Filopto. When the report button of a section is selected, the reports contained in that
category of reports are displayed and usable by the user.  Example:  In the EMR module only the reports
listed in the EMR category will be shown.
 
Therefore, if you wish to limit the use of a report by users, you have two options:

1. Simply re-classify the report to another category for which the user does not have access and it will
no longer be available to users from the Reports button.

2. Security can be assigned to a report as a means of limiting the users that are able to use a particular
report.  Users can be assigned to a Report Security Group which identifies the user members that
are able to:

 
· View a report
· Manage the report security groups
· Create a new report
· Modify an existing report
· Delete an existing report
 
The report Security Groups which control report access are created or modified in the System Settings
screen located in the Office Manager tab.  The entries consist of user defined groups which identify
which users can access which type of reports.  For example, below we have created 4 groups that can
identify the type of users that should have access to various reports.  Using or assigning one or more
groups to user may permit a user to have access to various report categories.  For example the reports
assigned to the group General Staff may also be assigned to an individual which also is a member of
the Accounting Group.  This type of action give the individual all the General Staff reports and all of the
Accounting reports.  The system supports as many report groups as you require.
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Each users is assigned the report security group (s) in the employee security screen (see below)
which is located in the employee profile located in the Office Manager tab, Employee button.
 

 
Based on the Access Rights given and the Report Security Group a user has in his user profile, the
user will be given access to the reports associated with the Report Security group assigned (more than
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one group can be assigned to a user).  If no rights are given he will only be able to see the reports that
have no security settings (see below).
 
In the Report Manager, each report can be assigned to one or more Report Security groups.
 

 
The "Security Groups" button displays either a 0 or a number indicating if any groups have been
assigned to the report.
 
IMPORTANT:
 
If the report does not have a group assign,  then it is available to all users.  To limit access to a report
you must assign a Security Group to the report and give access to the individuals by assigning this
group to their Employee Profile - Report Access section in the security section.
 
 
To assign a Security Group to a report, select the Security Group button which will display the
following screen.
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1) is the drop down field listing the available groups you entered in the system settings.
 
2) is the check mark button which once you select an item (double click) will save your choice.
 
IMPORTANT:
 
A user which can create or modify reports could potentially create or modify the report parameters and
override the security settings governing the report security.  
 
 
 

26.10.1 How to Add Security to a Report

By default a user which has report creation or modify rights can create a report which would ignore or
override the security you established for reporting purposes.  It is important that if a user creates or
modifies a report that the report contains the lines necessary to implement your security restrictions.
 
To enforce your security each report must contain code in the main SQL parameters which checks for
the authorization and security clearance of the user.  Following are some examples of the security
coding required to enforce the security parameters.  The security is verified by calling a "stored
procedure" with the appropriate parameters.
 
The SQL query must contain the From OFFICESMASTER table (see example below) and the where
clause (see example below) which calls the stored procedure.  The example below represents the base
query to which you would add the fields and tables you require as well as the where clause and the
order by clause.
 
Base Query:
 
select *
from OFFICESMASTER
where ((select HAS_ACCESS from P_EMPLOYEE_OFFICE_ACCESS(:EMPLOYEE_ID,
OFFICESMASTER.OFFICE__ID))='T')
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Example of a query without the security code and the same query with the security code.
 
1) Without Security Code
 
SELECT
PatientNo,
Lastname,
FirstName,
Address_1,
City,
PhoneHome,
FirstVisit
From Patients
Where (FirstVisit between :StartDate and :EndDate)
and PatientStatus = 'Active'
Order by FirstVisit
 
 
2) With the security Code
 
SELECT
PatientNo,
Lastname,
FirstName,
Address_1,
City,
PhoneHome,
FirstVisit
From Patients, OFFICESMASTER
Where (FirstVisit between :StartDate and :EndDate)
and PatientStatus = 'Active'
and ((select HAS_ACCESS from P_EMPLOYEE_OFFICE_ACCESS(:EMPLOYEE_ID,
OFFICESMASTER.OFFICE__ID))='T')
Order by FirstVisit
 
The query with the security code will only display the information for the offices the user is authorized
to access.
 
The above coding will automatically restrict the user to only see the data from the offices he is allowed
to access.  To activate the security parameter you must link it with the users logon.  This is
accomplished by:
 
1) Selecting the Params option in the report editor for the query which contains the security code (in
this example the Office query).
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2) Select the vUserEmployeeNo variable from the drop down field.  This field will be automatically
provided when the report is run.  The field is a Data Type Integer.
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26.10.2 How to Hide Reports or Forms from users

The report and forms screen allows administrators to hide reports and forms from the drop down list and
menus that a user has access.  By placing a check mark beside the appropriate field a report or form will
not be shown on the user menus and drop downs.  The reports and forms will still however be available in
the report and form manager listing.
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26.11 SQL Tutorial

This section of Help provides an introduction to the SQL Query language used throughout Filopto. 
An understanding of the SQL Query language may assist you in maximizing the use of such built-in
tools as the Report Designer and Ask a Question.  

The SQL Query Language is the fundamental language used by these tools to retrieve the
information requested in a query. 

SQL (pronounced "ess-que-el") stands for Structured Query Language. SQL is used to communicate
with a database. According to ANSI (American National Standards Institute), it is the standard Query
language for relational database management systems. SQL statements are used to perform tasks
such as update data on a database, or retrieve data from a database.

Filopto uses this language for creating queries in the Report Manager and Form Manager as well as
in the ASK a Question module.

You can view and use and modify the various queries located in the reports and forms in Filopto.

26.11.1 Introduction

This Help section is an introductory tutorial of the Structured Query Language (also known as
SQL). This is an advanced topic for users wishing to create their special reports.  SQL is a
programming language which allows users to access data in relational database management
systems, such as Filopto, by allowing users to describe the data they wish to see.  This section will
describe how to use SQL, and give examples.  It is recommended that you print this tutorial, so that
you can easily refer back to previous examples.  

This is not an all inclusive course but rather an introduction to the SQL language used in the Filopto
report writer. It is important that you understand the concept of relational database in that it is a
series of tables containing your data that can be linked using the SQL language to give you access
to your data in the manner you want to see it.  You must familiarize yourself with the various tables
contained in your database and the relationship each has with the other and the data they each
contain. Once you understand where the data resides, this tutorial will become extremely helpful for
you to access and display the data.  We also recommend that you look at the various queries used
in the reports provided with Filopto as they can serve as a guide on how to formulate your SQL
query.

26.11.2 Table Basics

A relational database system contains one or more objects called tables. The data or information for
the database are stored in these tables. Tables are uniquely identified by their names and are
comprised of columns and rows. Columns contain the column name, data type, and any other
attributes for the column. Rows contain the records or data for the columns. Here is a sample
table called "weather".
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city, state, high, and low are the columns. The rows contain the data for this table:
Weather

City State High Low

Phoenix Arizona 105 90

Tucson Arizona 101 92

Flagstaff Arizona 88 69

San Diego California 77 60

Albuquerque New Mexico 80 72

26.11.3 Table of Content

Basics of the SELECT Statement 
Conditional Selection  
Relational Operators  
Compound Conditions  
IN & BETWEEN  
Using LIKE  
Sorting your Data
Joins 
Keys  
Performing a Join  
Eliminating Duplicates  
Aliases & In/Subqueries  
Aggregate Functions  

GROUP BY & HAVING 
More Subqueries  
EXISTS & ALL 
UNION & Outer Joins  

FAQ Common SQL Questions  

26.11.4 Basic Select Statement

Basics of the SELECT Statement 

In a relational database like the one used by Filopto, data is stored in tables. For ease of use, we
have created fictional tables for our examples.  To view the Filopto tables structure you can use the
"System/Database Manager" which list all tables in the system.  You will want to review the various
tables and their contents before directly writing the SQL statements for a report. You can also review
some SQL statements by looking at the ones generated in the various reports or those generated by
the "Ask a Question".  
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An example table would relate Social Security Number, Name, and Address: 
EmployeeAddressTable

SSN FirstName LastName Address City State

512687458 Joe Smith  83 First Street Howard Ohio

758420012 Mary Scott 842 Vine Ave Losantiville Ohio

102254896 Sam Jones  33 Elm St. Paris New York 

876512563 Sarah Ackerman  440 U.S. 110 Upton Michigan

Now, let's say you want to see the address of each employee. Use the SELECT statement, as
follows:

SELECT FirstName, LastName, Address, City, State 
FROM EmployeeAddressTable; 

The following is the results of your query of the database: 

FirstName LastName Address City State

Joe Smith  83 First Street Howard Ohio

Mary Scott 842 Vine Ave Losantiville Ohio

Sam Jones  33 Elm St. Paris New York 

Sarah Ackerman  440 U.S. 110 Upton Michigan

To explain what you just did, you asked for the all of data in the EmployeeAddressTable, and
specifically, you asked for the columns titled FirstName, LastName, Address, City, and State.
Note that column names and table names do not have spaces.  They must be typed as one word
or as they appear in the Database structure.  Also, the statement ends with a semicolon ( ; ). The
general form for a SELECT statement, retrieving all of the rows in the table is: 

SELECT ColumnName, ColumnName, ... 
FROM TableName; 

To get all columns of a table without typing all column names, use: 
SELECT * FROM TableName; 

The " * " command means Select ALL columns. 

26.11.5 Conditional Select Statement

To further discuss the SELECT statement, let's look at a new example table (for hypothetical purposes
only): 

EmployeeStatisticsTable

EmployeeIDNo Salary Benefits Title
010 75000 15000  Manager
105 65000 15000  Manager
152 60000 15000  Manager
215 60000 12500  Manager
244 50000 12000  Staff
300 45000 10000  Staff
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335 40000 10000  Staff
400 32000 7500  Entry-Level
441 28000 7500  Entry-Level

Now we will use the Select statement with a Relational Operator to make a conditional selection of
the data.

26.11.5.1 Relational Operators

There are six basic Relational Operators in SQL, and after introducing them, we'll see how they're
used: 

= Equal
<>  Not Equal 
< Less Than
> Greater Than
<= Less Than or Equal To
>= Greater Than or Equal To 

26.11.5.2 The Where Clause

The WHERE clause is used to specify that only certain rows of the table are to be displayed, based on
the criteria described in that WHERE clause. It is most easily understood by looking at a couple of
examples. 

If you wanted to see the EMPLOYEEIDNO's of those earning a salary of $50,000 or over, use the
following: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE SALARY >= 50000; 

Notice that the >= (greater than or equal to) sign is used since we wanted to see those who earned a
salary equal to or greater than $50,000, listed together. This displays: 

EMPLOYEEIDNO 
------------ 
010 
105 
152 
215 
244 

The WHERE description, SALARY >= 50000, is known as a condition (an operation which evaluates
to True or False). The same can be done for text columns: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE Title = 'Manager'; 
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This displays the ID Numbers of all Managers. Generally, with text columns, stick to equal to or not
equal to, and make sure that any text that appears in the statement is surrounded by single quotes
( ' ).  

26.11.5.3 More Complex Conditions

Compound Conditions / Logical Operators 

The AND operator joins two or more conditions and displays a row only if that row's data satisfies ALL
conditions listed (i.e. all conditions hold true). 

For example, to display all staff earning a salary over $40,000, use: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE SALARY > 40000 AND Title = 'Staff'; 

The OR operator joins two or more conditions, but returns a row if ANY of the conditions listed hold
true. To see all those who earn less than $40,000 or have less than $10,000 in benefits, listed
together, use the following query: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE SALARY < 40000 OR BENEFITS < 10000; 

AND & OR can be combined, for example: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE Title = 'Manager' AND SALARY > 60000 OR BENEFITS > 12000; 

First, SQL finds the rows where the salary is greater than $60,000 and the position column is equal to
Manager. Then taking this new list of rows, SQL sees if any of these rows satisfies the previous AND
condition, or the condition that the Benefits column is greater than $12,000. Subsequently, SQL only
displays this second new list of rows, keeping in mind that anyone with Benefits over $12,000 will be
included, since the OR operator includes a row if either resulting condition is True. Also note that the
AND operation is done first. 

To generalize this process, SQL performs the AND operation(s) to determine the rows where the AND
operation(s) holds true. (Remember: all of the conditions are true.) Then these results are used to
compare with the OR condition(s), and only display those remaining rows where any of the conditions
joined by the OR operator hold true. (Where a condition or the result from an AND is paired with
another condition, or if the AND results are used to evaluate the OR condition, the overall results will
be true if either the AND or OR value is true). 

Mathematically, SQL evaluates all of the conditions, then evaluates the AND "pairs", and then
evaluates the OR (where both operators evaluate left to right). 

As an example, for a given row for which the database management system (DBMS) is evaluating the
SQL statement, the WHERE clause determines whether to include the row in the query result (the
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whole WHERE clause evaluates to True), the DBMS has evaluated all of the conditions, and is ready
to do the logical comparison on this result: 

Example of WHERE condition - True AND False OR True AND True OR False AND False 

First simplify the AND pairs, left to right: 
False OR True OR False 

Now do the OR's, left to right: 
True OR False 

The answer is
True 

The result is True, and the row passes the query conditions. Be sure to see the next section on
NOT's, and the order of logical operations. I hope that this section has helped you understand AND's
or OR's, as it's a difficult subject to explain briefly. 

To perform OR's before AND's, in the case where you want to see a list of employees earning a large
salary ($50,000) or have a large benefit package ($10,000), and that happen to be a Manager, use
parentheses: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE Title = 'Manager' AND (SALARY > 50000 OR BENEFITS > 10000); 

26.11.5.3.1  IN & Betw een

An easier method of using compound conditions uses IN or BETWEEN. 

For example, if you wanted to list all managers and staff: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE Title IN ('Manager', 'Staff'); 

or to list those earning greater than or equal to $30,000, but less than or equal to $50,000, use: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE SALARY BETWEEN 30000 AND 50000; 

To list everyone not in this range, try: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE SALARY NOT BETWEEN 30000 AND 50000; 

Similarly, NOT IN lists all rows excluded from the IN list. 
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Additionally, NOT's can be thrown in with AND's & OR's, except that NOT is a unary operator
(evaluates one condition, reversing its value, whereas, AND's & OR's evaluate two conditions), and all
NOT's are performed before any AND's or OR's. 

26.11.5.3.2  Order of Operation

SQL Order of Logical Operations (each operates from left to right) 

1. NOT 
2. AND 
3. OR 

26.11.5.3.3  Using Like

Look at the EmployeeStatisticsTable, and say you wanted to see all people whose last names started
with "S"; try: 

SELECT EMPLOYEEIDNO 
FROM EMPLOYEEADDRESSTABLE 
WHERE LASTNAME LIKE 'S%'; 

The percent sign (%) is used to represent any possible character (number, letter, or punctuation) or set
of characters that might appear after the "S". To find those people with LastName's ending in "S", use '
%S ', or if you wanted the "S" in the middle of the word, try ' %S% '. The ' % ' can be used for any
characters in the same position relative to the given characters. 

NOT LIKE displays rows not fitting the given description. Other possibilities of using LIKE, or any of
these discussed conditionals, are available; though it depends on what Database Management
System you are using. As usual, consult a manual or your system manager or administrator for the
available features on your system just to make sure that what you are trying to do is available and
allowed. This disclaimer holds for the features of SQL that will be discussed below. This section is just
to give you an idea of the possibilities of queries that can be written in SQL. 

26.11.5.3.4  Joins

In this section, we will only discuss inner joins, and equijoins, as in general, they are the most
useful. For more information, on Joins you may wish to acquire a reference manual which will discuss
the other options in more detail. 

Good database design suggests that each table lists data only about a single entity, and detailed
information can be obtained in a relational database, by using additional tables, and by using a join. 

First, take a look at these example tables: 

AntiqueOwners 
OwnerID OwnerLastName OwnerFirstName
01 Jones Bill
02 Smith Bob
15 Lawson Patricia
21 Akins Jane
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50 Fowler Sam

Orders 
OwnerID ItemDesired
02 Table
02 Desk
21 Chair
15 Mirror

Antiques 
SellerID BuyerID Item
01 50 Bed
02 15 Table
15 02 Chair
21 50 Mirror
50 01 Desk
01 21 Cabinet
02 21 Coffee Table
15 50 Chair
01 15 Jewelry Box
02 21 Pottery
21 02 Bookcase
50 01 Plant Stand

26.11.5.3.4.1  Keys

First, let's discuss the concept of keys. A primary key is a column or set of columns that uniquely
identifies the rest of the data in any given row. For example, in the AntiqueOwners table, the
OwnerID column uniquely identifies that row. This means two things: no two rows can have the same
OwnerID, and, even if two owners have the same first and last names, the OwnerID column ensures
that the two owners will not be confused with each other, because the unique OwnerID column will be
used throughout the database to track the owners, rather than the names. 

A foreign key is a column in a table where that column is a primary key of another table, which
means that any data in a foreign key column must have corresponding data in the other table where
that column is the primary key. In Database Management Systems, this correspondence is known as
referential integrity. For example, in the Antiques table, both the BuyerID and SellerID are foreign
keys to the primary key of the AntiqueOwners table (OwnerID - for purposes of argument, one has to
be an Antique Owner before one can buy or sell any items), as, in both tables, the ID rows are used to
identify the owners or buyers and sellers, and that the OwnerID is the primary key of the
AntiqueOwners table. In other words, all of this "ID" data is used to refer to the owners, buyers, or
sellers of antiques, themselves, without having to use the actual names. 

26.11.5.3.4.2  Performing a Join

The purpose of these keys is so that data can be related across tables, without having to repeat data
in every table -- this is the power of relational databases. For example, you can find the names of
those who bought a chair without having to list the full name of the buyer in the Antiques table. You
can get the name by relating those who bought a chair with the names in the AntiqueOwners table
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through the use of the OwnerID, which relates the data in the two tables. To find the names of those
who bought a chair, use the following query: 

SELECT OWNERLASTNAME, OWNERFIRSTNAME 
FROM ANTIQUEOWNERS, ANTIQUES 
WHERE BUYERID = OWNERID AND ITEM = 'Chair'; 

Note the following about this query - notice that both tables involved in the relation are listed in the
FROM clause of the statement. In the WHERE clause, first notice that the ITEM = 'Chair' part
restricts the listing to those who have bought (and in this example, thereby own) a chair. Secondly,
notice how the ID columns are related from one table to the next by use of the BUYERID = OWNERID
clause. Only where ID's match across tables and the item purchased is a chair (because of the AND),
will the names from the AntiqueOwners table be listed. Because the joining condition used an equal
sign (=), this join is called an equijoin. The result of this query is two names: Smith, Bob & Fowler,
Sam. 

Dot notation refers to prefixing the table names to column names, to avoid ambiguity, as follows: 

SELECT ANTIQUEOWNERS.OWNERLASTNAME, ANTIQUEOWNERS.OWNERFIRSTNAME 
FROM ANTIQUEOWNERS, ANTIQUES 
WHERE ANTIQUES.BUYERID = ANTIQUEOWNERS.OWNERID AND ANTIQUES.ITEM =

'Chair'; 

Note: the column names are different in each table; however, this wasn't necessary. 

26.11.5.3.4.3  Distinct

DISTINCT and Eliminating Duplicates 

Let's say that you want to list the ID and names of only those people who have sold an antique.
Obviously, you want a list where each seller is only listed once -- you don't want to know how many
antiques a person sold, just the fact that this person sold one (for counts, see the Aggregate Function
section below). This means that you will need to tell SQL to eliminate duplicate sales rows, and just
list each person only once. To do this, use the DISTINCT keyword. 

First, we will need an equijoin to the AntiqueOwners table to get the detail data of the person's
LastName and FirstName. However, keep in mind that since the SellerID column in the Antiques table
is a foreign key to the AntiqueOwners table, a seller will only be listed if there is a row in the
AntiqueOwners table listing the ID and names. We also want to eliminate multiple occurrences of the
SellerID in our listing, so we use DISTINCT on the column where the repeats may occur (however, it is
generally not necessary to strictly put the Distinct in front of the column name). 

26.11.5.3.4.4  Order By

To throw in one more twist, we will also want the list alphabetized by LastName, then by FirstName
(on a LastName tie). Thus, we will use the ORDER BY clause.  The ORDER BY clause can be
specified with the type of order to use.  For example your can "ORDER BY  Lastname ASC"  which is
the default setting of Ascending or you can "ORDERBY Lastname DESC" which is in the Descending
order. 
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SELECT DISTINCT SELLERID, OWNERLASTNAME, OWNERFIRSTNAME 
FROM ANTIQUES, ANTIQUEOWNERS 
WHERE SELLERID = OWNERID 
ORDER BY OWNERLASTNAME, OWNERFIRSTNAME; 

In this example, since everyone has sold an item, we will get a listing of all of the owners, in
alphabetical order by last name. For future reference (and in case anyone asks), this type of join is
considered to be in the category of inner joins. 

26.11.5.3.4.5  Alias

Aliases & In / Subqueries 

In this section, we will talk about Aliases, In and the use of subqueries, and how these can be used in
a 3-table example. First, look at this query which prints the last name of those owners who have
placed an order and what the order is, only listing those orders which can be filled (that is, there is a
buyer who owns that ordered item): 

SELECT OWN.OWNERLASTNAME Last Name, ORD.ITEMDESIRED Item Ordered 
FROM ORDERS ORD, ANTIQUEOWNERS OWN 
WHERE ORD.OWNERID = OWN.OWNERID 
AND ORD.ITEMDESIRED IN 
(SELECT ITEM 
FROM ANTIQUES);

This gives: 
Last Name Item Ordered 
--------- ------------ 
Smith     Table 
Smith     Desk 
Akins     Chair 
Lawson    Mirror 

There are several things to note about this query: 

1. First, the "Last Name" and "item Ordered" in the SELECT lines gives the headers on the
report. 

2. The OWN & ORD are aliases; these are new names for the two tables listed in the FROM clause
that are used as prefixes for all dot notations of column names in the query (see above). This
eliminates ambiguity, especially in the equijoin WHERE clause where both tables have the
column named OwnerID, and the dot notation tells SQL that we are talking about two different
OwnerID's from the two different tables. 

3. Note that the Orders table is listed first in the FROM clause; this makes sure listing is done off of
that table, and the AntiqueOwners table is only used for the detail information (Last Name). 

4. Most importantly, the AND in the WHERE clause forces the In Subquery to be invoked ("= ANY"
or "= SOME" are two equivalent uses of IN). What this does is, the subquery is performed,
returning all of the Items owned from the Antiques table, as there is no WHERE clause. Then, for
a row from the Orders table to be listed, the ItemDesired must be in that returned list of Items
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owned from the Antiques table, thus listing an item only if the order can be filled from another
owner. You can think of it this way: the subquery returns a set of Items from which each
ItemDesired in the Orders table is compared; the In condition is true only if the ItemDesired is in
that returned set from the Antiques table. 

5. Also notice, that in this case, that there happened to be an antique available for each one
desired...obviously, that won't always be the case. In addition, notice that when the IN, "= ANY",
or "= SOME" is used, that these keywords refer to any possible row matches, not column
matches...that is, you cannot put multiple columns in the subquery Select clause, in an attempt
to match the column in the outer Where clause to one of multiple possible column values in the
subquery; only one column can be listed in the subquery, and the possible match comes from
multiple row values in that one column, not vice-versa. 

Whew! That's enough on the topic of complex SELECT queries for now. Now on to other SQL
statements. 

26.11.6 Misc SQL Statements

Aggregate Functions 

We will discuss five important aggregate functions: SUM, AVG, MAX, MIN, and COUNT. They are
called aggregate functions because they summarize the results of a query, rather than listing all of the
rows. 

· SUM () gives the total of all the rows, satisfying any conditions, of the given column, where the
given column is numeric. 

· AVG () gives the average of the given column. 
· MAX () gives the largest figure in the given column. 
· MIN () gives the smallest figure in the given column. 
· COUNT(*) gives the number of rows satisfying the conditions. 

Looking at the tables at the top of the document, let's look at three examples: 

SELECT SUM(SALARY), AVG(SALARY) 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE; 

This query shows the total of all salaries in the table, and the average salary of all of the entries in the
table.
 

SELECT MIN(BENEFITS) 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE POSITION = 'Manager'; 

This query gives the smallest figure of the Benefits column, of the employees who are Managers,
which is 12500. 

SELECT COUNT(*) 
FROM EMPLOYEESTATISTICSTABLE 
WHERE POSITION = 'Staff'; 

This query tells you how many employees have Staff status (3). 
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26.11.6.1 Group By & Having

One special use of GROUP BY is to associate an aggregate function (especially COUNT; counting the
number of rows in each group) with groups of rows. First, assume that the Antiques table has the
Price column, and each row has a value for that column. We want to see the price of the most
expensive item bought by each owner. We have to tell SQL to group each owner's purchases, and tell
us the maximum purchase price: 

SELECT BUYERID, MAX(PRICE) 
FROM ANTIQUES 
GROUP BY BUYERID; 

Now, say we only want to see the maximum purchase price if the purchase is over $1000, so we use
the HAVING clause: 

SELECT BUYERID, MAX(PRICE) 
FROM ANTIQUES 
GROUP BY BUYERID 
HAVING PRICE > 1000; 

26.11.6.2 Sub Queries

Another common usage of subqueries involves the use of operators to allow a WHERE condition to
include the Select output of a subquery. First, list the buyers who purchased an expensive item (the
Price of the item is $100 greater than the average price of all items purchased): 

SELECT BUYERID 
FROM ANTIQUES 
WHERE PRICE > 
(SELECT AVG(PRICE) + 100 
FROM ANTIQUES);

The subquery calculates the average Price, plus $100, and using that figure, an OwnerID is printed for
every item costing over that figure. One could use DISTINCT BUYERID, to eliminate duplicates. 

List the Last Names of those in the AntiqueOwners table, ONLY if they have bought an item: 

SELECT OWNERLASTNAME 
FROM ANTIQUEOWNERS 
WHERE OWNERID IN 
(SELECT DISTINCT BUYERID 
FROM ANTIQUES);

The subquery returns a list of buyers, and the Last Name is printed for an Antique Owner if and only if
the Owner's ID appears in the subquery list (sometimes called a candidate list). Note: on some
Database Management System's, equals can be used instead of IN, but for clarity's sake, since a set
is returned from the subquery, IN is the better choice. 

For an Update example, we know that the gentleman who bought the bookcase has the wrong First
Name in the database. It should be John: 
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UPDATE ANTIQUEOWNERS 
SET OWNERFIRSTNAME = 'John' 
WHERE OWNERID = 
(SELECT BUYERID 
FROM ANTIQUES 
WHERE ITEM = 'Bookcase');

First, the subquery finds the BuyerID for the person(s) who bought the Bookcase, then the outer query
updates his First Name. 

Remember this rule about subqueries: when you have a subquery as part of a WHERE condition,
the SELECT clause in the subquery must have columns that match in number and type to those in the
WHERE clause of the outer query. In other words, if you have "WHERE ColumnName =
(SELECT...);", the SELECT must have only one column in it, to match the ColumnName in the outer
WHERE clause, and they must match in type (both being integers, both being character strings,
etc.). 

26.11.6.3 Exists and ALL

EXISTS uses a subquery as a condition, where the condition is True if the subquery returns any rows,
and False if the subquery does not return any rows; this is a non-intuitive feature with few unique uses.
However, if a prospective customer wanted to see the list of Owners only if the shop dealt in Chairs,
try: 

SELECT OWNERFIRSTNAME, OWNERLASTNAME 
FROM ANTIQUEOWNERS 
WHERE EXISTS 
(SELECT * 
FROM ANTIQUES 
WHERE ITEM = 'Chair');

If there are any Chairs in the Antiques column, the subquery would return a row or rows, making the
EXISTS clause true, causing SQL to list the Antique Owners. If there had been no Chairs, no rows
would have been returned by the outside query.
 
ALL is another unusual feature, as ALL queries can usually be done with different, and possibly
simpler methods; let's take a look at an example query: 

SELECT BUYERID, ITEM 
FROM ANTIQUES 
WHERE PRICE >= ALL 
(SELECT PRICE 
FROM ANTIQUES);

This will return the largest priced item (or more than one item if there is a tie), and its buyer. The
subquery returns a list of all Prices in the Antiques table, and the outer query goes through each row
of the Antiques table, and if its Price is greater than or equal to every (or ALL) Prices in the list, it is
listed, giving the highest priced Item. The reason "=" must be used is that the highest priced item will
be equal to the highest price on the list, because this Item is in the Price list. 
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26.11.7 Unions & Outer Joins

There are occasions when you might want to see the results of multiple queries together, combining
their output; use UNION. To merge the output of the following two queries, displaying the ID's of all
Buyers, plus all those who have an Order placed: 

SELECT BUYERID 
FROM ANTIQUES 
UNION 
SELECT OWNERID 
FROM ORDERS; 

Notice that SQL requires that the Select list (of columns) must match, column-by-column, in data
type. In this case BuyerID and OwnerID are of the same data type (integer). Also notice that SQL does
automatic duplicate elimination when using UNION (as if they were two "sets"); in single queries, you
have to use DISTINCT. 

The outer join is used when a join query is "united" with the rows not included in the join, and are
especially useful if constant text "flags" are included. First, look at the query:

SELECT OWNERID, 'is in both Orders & Antiques' 
FROM ORDERS, ANTIQUES 
WHERE OWNERID = BUYERID 
UNION 
SELECT BUYERID, 'is in Antiques only' 
FROM ANTIQUES 
WHERE BUYERID NOT IN 
(SELECT OWNERID 
FROM ORDERS);

The first query does a join to list any owners who are in both tables, and putting a tag line after the ID
repeating the quote. The UNION merges this list with the next list. The second list is generated by first
listing those ID's not in the Orders table, thus generating a list of ID's excluded from the join query.
Then, each row in the Antiques table is scanned, and if the BuyerID is not in this exclusion list, it is
listed with its quoted tag. There might be an easier way to make this list, but it's difficult to generate
the informational quoted strings of text. 

This concept is useful in situations where a primary key is related to a foreign key, but the foreign key
value for some primary keys is NULL. For example, in one table, the primary key is a salesperson,
and in another table is customers, with their salesperson listed in the same row. However, if a
salesperson has no customers, that person's name won't appear in the customer table. The outer join
is used if the listing of all salespersons is to be printed, listed with their customers, whether the
salesperson has a customer or not--that is, no customer is printed (a logical NULL value) if the
salesperson has no customers, but is in the salespersons table. Otherwise, the salesperson will be
listed with each customer. 

Another important related point about Nulls having to do with joins: the order of tables listed in the
From clause is very important. The rule states that SQL "adds" the second table to the first; the first
table listed has any rows where there is a null on the join column displayed; if the second table has a
row with a null on the join column, that row from the table listed second does not get joined, and thus
included with the first table's row data. This is another occasion (should you wish that data included in
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the result) where an outer join is commonly used. The concept of nulls is important, and it may be
worth your time to investigate them further. 

  

26.11.8 SQL -  FAQ

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) & Advanced Topics 

1. Why can't I just ask for the first three rows in a table?
Because in relational databases, rows are inserted in no particular order, that is, the system
inserts them in an arbitrary order; so, you can only request rows using valid SQL features, like
ORDER BY, etc.

 
2. What is this DDL and DML I hear about?

DDL (Data Definition Language) refers to (in SQL) the Create Table statement...DML (Data
Manipulation Language) refers to the Select, Update, Insert, and Delete statements.  Also, QML,
referring to Select statements, stands for Query Manipulation Language. 

3. Aren't database tables just files?
Well, DBMS's store data in files declared by system managers before new tables are created (on
large systems), but the system stores the data in a special format, and may spread data from
one table over several files. In the database world, a set of files created for a database is called a
tablespace. In general, on small systems, everything about a database (definitions and all table
data) is kept in one file. 

4. (Related question) Aren't database tables just like spreadsheets? 
No, for two reasons. First, spreadsheets can have data in a cell, but a cell is more than just a
row-column-intersection. Depending on your spreadsheet software, a cell might also contain
formulas and formatting, which database tables cannot have (currently). Secondly, spreadsheet
cells are often dependent on the data in other cells. In databases, "cells" are independent, except
that columns are logically related (hopefully; together a row of columns describe an entity), and,
other than primary key and foreign key constraints, each row in a table is independent from one
another. 

5. How do I import a text file of data into a database?
Well, you can't do it directly...you must use a utility, such as Filopto Import/Export Manager, or
write a program to load the data into the database. A program to do this would simply go through
each record of a text file, break it up into columns, and do an Insert into the database. 

6. What is a schema?
A schema is a logical set of tables, such as the Antiques database above...usually, it is thought
of as simply "the database", but a database can hold more than one schema. For example, a star
schema is a set of tables where one large, central table holds all of the important information, and
is linked, via foreign keys, to dimension tables which hold detail information, and can be used in a
join to create detailed reports.

7. What are some general tips you would give to make my SQL queries and databases
better and faster (optimized)? 

o You should try, if you can, to avoid expressions in Selects, such as SELECT ColumnA +
ColumnB, etc. The query optimizer of the database, the portion of the DBMS that determines the
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best way to get the required data out of the database itself, handles expressions in such a way
that would normally require more time to retrieve the data than if columns were normally selected,
and the expression itself handled programmatically. 

o Minimize the number of columns included in a Group By clause. 
o If you are using a join, try to have the columns joined on (from both tables) indexed. 
o When in doubt, index. 
o Unless doing multiple counts or a complex query, use COUNT(*) (the number of rows generated

by the query) rather than COUNT(Column_Name). 

8. What is a Cartesian product?

Simply, it is a join without a Where clause. It gives you every row in the first table, joined with
every row in the second table.  This is best shown by example: 

SELECT * 
FROM AntiqueOwners, Orders; 

This gives: 
  

AntiqueOwners.  AntiqueOwners. AntiqueOwners. Orders.
Orders. 

OwnerID OwnerLastName OwnerFirstName OwnerID
ItemDesired

01 Jones Bill 02
Table

01 Jones Bill 02
Desk

01 Jones Bill 21
Chair

01 Jones Bill 15
Mirror

02 Smith Bob 02
Table

02 Smith Bob 02
Desk

02 Smith Bob 21
Chair

02 Smith Bob 15
Mirror

15 Lawson Patricia 02
Table

15 Lawson Patricia 02
Desk

15 Lawson Patricia 21
Chair

15 Lawson Patricia 15
Mirror

21 Akins Jane 02
Table

21 Akins Jane 02
Desk

21 Akins Jane 21
Chair
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21 Akins Jane 15
Mirror

50 Fowler Sam 02
Table

50 Fowler Sam 02
Desk

50 Fowler Sam 21
Chair

50 Fowler Sam 15
Mirror

The number of rows in the result has the number of rows in the first table times the number of rows in
the second table, and is sometimes called a Cross-Join. 

If you think about it, you can see how joins work.  Look at the Cartesian product results, then look for
rows where the OwnerID's are equal, and the result is what you would get on an equijoin. 

Of course, this is not how DBMS's actually perform joins because loading this result can take too
much memory; instead, comparisons are performed in nested loops, or by comparing values in
indexes, and then loading result rows.
 
9. What are relationships? 

Another design question...the term "relationships" (often termed "relation") usually refers to the
relationships among primary and foreign keys between tables. This concept is important because
when the tables of a relational database are designed, these relationships must be defined
because they determine which columns are or are not primary or foreign keys. You may have
heard of an Entity-Relationship Diagram, which is a graphical view of tables in a database
schema, with lines connecting related columns across tables. See the sample diagram at the end
of this section or some of the sites below in regard to this topic, as there are many different ways
of drawing E-R diagrams. But first, let's look at each kind of relationship... 

A One-to-one relationship means that you have a primary key column that is related to a foreign key
column, and that for every primary key value, there is one foreign key value. For example, in the first
example, the EmployeeAddressTable, we add an EmployeeIDNo column. Then, the
EmployeeAddressTable is related to the EmployeeStatisticsTable (second example table) by means
of that EmployeeIDNo. Specifically, each employee in the EmployeeAddressTable has statistics (one
row of data) in the EmployeeStatisticsTable. Even though this is a contrived example, this is a "1-1"
relationship. Also notice the "has" in bold...when expressing a relationship, it is important to describe
the relationship with a verb. 

The other two kinds of relationships may or may not use logical primary key and foreign key
constraints...it is strictly a call of the designer. The first of these is the one-to-many relationship ("1-
M"). This means that for every column value in one table, there is one or more related values in
another table. Key constraints may be added to the design, or possibly just the use of some sort of
identifier column may be used to establish the relationship. An example would be that for every
OwnerID in the AntiqueOwners table, there are one or more (zero is permissible too) Items bought in
the Antiques table (verb: buy). 

Finally, the many-to-many relationship ("M-M") does not involve keys generally, and usually involves
identifying columns. The unusual occurrence of a "M-M" means that one column in one table is related
to another column in another table, and for every value of one of these two columns, there are one or
more related values in the corresponding column in the other table (and vice-versa), or more a common
possibility, two tables have a 1-M relationship to each other (two relationships, one 1-M going each
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way). A [bad] example of the more common situation would be if you had a job assignment database,
where one table held one row for each employee and a job assignment, and another table held one row
for each job with one of the assigned employees. Here, you would have multiple rows for each
employee in the first table, one for each job assignment, and multiple rows for each job in the second
table, one for each employee assigned to the project. These tables have a M-M: each employee in the
first table has many job assignments from the second table, and each job has many employees
assigned to it from the first table. This is the tip of the iceberg on this topic...see the links below for
more information and see the diagram below for a simplified example of an E-R diagram. 

26.12 Fax or Email a Report or Form Letter

To Print , Fax or e-mail a report or form, select the Print (1) or email (2) button from the report/form
preview screen.

 

Selecting the Print (1) button you can either print the report/form to a printer or select a Fax printer
(such as Microsoft Fax ) to fax the report/form. The Microsoft fax feature must first be turned on in the
Windows features list and requires a fax modem or server for its use.  You can also use a fax/printer
from various vendors such as Epson, Canon, Toshiba or HP for example.
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To e-mail a report or form select the email (2) button and enter the required email configuration
information.
 

Complete both tabs for the email to be sent.  The email tab contains the information related to the
receiver of the e-mail. The report can be exported and attached to the email in several different file
formats.  select the appropriate file format for the document. The Account tab contains the SMTP
(outgoing mail configuration from your Internet Service Provider (ISP)) information required to send the
email. If you place a check mark in the Remember properties field you will not be required to re-enter
this information each time you wish to email a form/report.
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27 Office Manager Tab

The Office Manager tab contains the items normally associated with the management duties of the
business and employees.  Eyes On your Business gives you a dashboard analysis of how your
business is doing..
 

27.1 Eye on your Business

 

 Eye on your Business  is your own built-in business advisor.  It acts
like your own private business consultant by monitoring some of your key business areas and
reporting trends and items that you should investigate.  This tool gives you the opportunity to quickly
address the issues and better manage and control your business by easily establishing your own
success standards.  Depending on the security level of the user he may be able to see All Offices
or only the identified offices listed in his employee profile.  

Once you have selected the Eye on your Business button, to activate the reports the user must click
on the Calculate (3) button to generate the analysis. Complete the Full Time Equivalent (FTE) staff
field and the Full Time Equivalent (FTE) Provider fields (2) indicating the number of employees for
each classification. 
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IMPORTANT:
 
Eye on your Business provides summary information on your business and can help you identify
trends and possible problem areas.  It does not replace careful management practices or your
responsibility to properly manage your affairs. 

You must still establish and monitor sound business policies and procedures.  This tool can
supplement your existing daily business review process by indicating the areas of concerns when
it is properly configured and used.

 
 
To help you keep an Eye on your Business this module, in conjunction with Filopto's other reporting
capabilities and tools, provides a summary of some of the key indicators of the well being of your
practice.  The tools looks at various indicators and provide insight on

1) Your Business Financial status
2) Your Business Customer Service Satisfaction levels
3) Your Operational Effectiveness
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These three key areas will directly affect the success level of your business.  If your patients leave
with a negative impression they may not return in the future and dissuade other patients in using
your services which will affect your future revenue potential.  If your Operational effectiveness is not at
the desired standard level,  you run the risk of loosing customers and revenues which will show up in
a negative way in your Business Financial reports.  Filopto provides various tools to help you manage
and grow your business.  We invite you to investigate the various tools offered and how they can help
you maximize the success you seek.
 
Divided into four main sections Eye on your Business is a real-time (LIVE) snap-shot of how your
practice is doing.  The information displayed in this section attempts to provide you with some of the
key areas you need to constantly review and take action upon.  Other features in Filopto can assist
you in determining the details as well as ascertaining the health of other key business areas.
 
This section is an aid in the managing of your practice and does not replace the establishment of
sound policies and procedures.  For example you still need to verify daily,  your bank deposits and
make sure that all moneys are accounted for.  Also sound accounting process will assist you in
ensuring that you are maximizing the return possible from your practice.  We also encourage you to
use Filopto Patient survey capabilities to monitor the customer service level that you are providing.
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The indicators in this section allows you to keep an active eye on your business and can help you
locate areas of possible problems or areas where improvements should be made.  
 
We recommend that you consult your accountants or other professional business advisors on how to
improve your business success.  Also several industry specific magazine provide regular reviews of
key business indicators and how to use them in your situation.  Professional Associations also
provide various business courses and seminars that may help your current business success.
 
The objective of Business Eye is to stimulate questions and for you to seek appropriate answers.  If
you do not take active interest and monitor and ask question on an ongoing basis regarding your
business performance,  you will be unable to determine trends affecting your business.  The tools
herein are here to assist you in getting the big picture of your practice.  The other reporting tools
offered in Filopto can help you get the detail of an issue.
 
Carefully read the explanation for each indicator and their possible use.  We strongly recommend
that you review the various reports available in the Report Manager.  Many of the reports it contains
can provide additional information and assist you in managing your business.
 
Print buttons are available on the screens which permit the printing of the table or graph being
displayed.
 

27.1.1 Stay Involved

 

For maximum profitability and productivity, the practice owner should remain knowledgeable and
interested in  the business, following are some key items that the owner should stay involved with:

A quick office meeting every morning
 
Have a quick meeting every morning with your office manager and any other doctor who is working that
day. Designate a place to meet and everyone must shows up. The manager brings a notebook and any
other materials he/she needs to discuss, such as employee issues, problem patients, insurance claim
problems, a special patient coming in today or any other practice need. Any non-urgent matter that
need to be discuss is identified and a time is scheduled to deal with the issue. The meeting never runs
more than 15 minutes and may only be a few minutes long, but it's an efficient way to cover the
pressing needs of the day.

 
Accounts payable
 
Overhead costs can have a huge impact on practice net income and the best way to be certain that
costs are kept in line is for the owner to have involvement in the paying of the bills. By knowing the
names of all suppliers and by having a sense of what the usual monthly expenses are, the practice is
safeguarded against errors and against employees buying goods or services from unauthorized
sources.
 
The use of an accounting software such as QuickBooks can greatly help in staying involved.  A smart
way to delegate some of the burden of paying bills is to have a trusted staff member, such as an office
manager or bookkeeper, enter all the payment information and prepare the checks in advance of the
due date, but place the checks on hold. Having the software and data available on a network is a great
setup so the bookkeeper can use a different workstation. The practice owner reviews the pending
payments and approves them within the check register. Only after checks are approved can the staff
person print them and mail them.
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Another excellent way to monitor this check-paying system is to have the owner sign all checks. The
important factor is that no bills are paid until approved. There are many great features to paying bills
electronically, including the quick review of previous payments to specific vendors and the generation of
financial reports.

 
Accounts Receivable
 
The fees that are owed to the practice by patients and insurance companies are extremely important
and the practice owner should review the summary report on a regular basis.  Eye on your Business
can help in quickly analyzing the receivables and seeing if you are on target. Staff members should be
assigned to follow-up on unpaid balances with patients or insurance plans.  This activity should
become one of your a daily accounting procedure.

Industry Benchmark:

Days in
Accounts

Receivable

Healthy Range Best in Class

0-30 40-60% 75%

31-60 20-30% 15%

61-90 5-10% 5%

91-120 5-10% 2%

over 120 5-10% 3%

 
A closely related area, is the posting of charges to Filopto, the balancing of the cash drawer and the
daily bank deposits ( see Daily Accounting Procedures ). The owner should establish strict rules
about these procedures and should supervise and spot check them to be sure that office protocols are
being followed.
 
Optical dispensing policies
 
Many eye care practitioners feel it's smart to delegate the management of optical duties to well-
qualified staff members.  However this is not a reason to abdicate your owners responsibilities.  You
should stay involved and interested in the optical department. You, the owner, should be involved in all
pricing strategies and warranties, frame lines that are carried, labs and lens brands used, policies and
procedures of the optical department, quality control, staff training, and all other important matters.
 
Insurance plans
 
The insurance billing department of the practice is an area that is often completely delegated. This area
is specialized and complex enough that it's quite common for doctors to have no knowledge at all of
what goes on.

If you want your business to be running properly you should not allow this to happen.  The owner
should know the basic steps of how to file insurance claims and should be able to observe and
supervise the activity to see that it's being handled efficiently. It's wise to have additional staff members
learn the insurance billing procedures and not be dependent on just one person. In many cases,
business office staff can file claims or post payments from any computer during slow times.  But it is
your responsibility to insure that it is done properly and in a timely manner.  Using the correct coding
can have significant impact on your bottom line. This activity can have serious repercussions on your
profit levels and overall success.
 

902
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The owner should make all decisions with regard to what vision plans and medical plans are accepted
by the practice and decide which plans the office should use (profitable) and those that should not be
used (not-profitable).
 
Computer systems
 
Many practices use the services of an independent computer technician or information technology
specialist and this person can be a great resource for learning. Try to be available to spend time with
the IT specialist when work is done in your office, ask questions and take notes.
 
It's great if you have one or two staff members with valuable expertise in computer hardware and
software, but don't delegate total management of it. Be sure you know: how to reboot your server, the
basics of all the office software, all the passwords, and how the data is backed up. Verify that the
backups will work if needed. If you're not sure, ask someone in your office who knows these tasks,
while you're still on good terms.  The backup procedure should be documented and verified just like any
other business procedure.
 

27.1.2 Revenue Analysis

The Net Revenue by Month button displays a historical view of the revenue for the current and past
year.  This graph can be used for trend analysis and comparative purposes.  A more detail analysis
of revenue can be generated daily using the Production Report located in Accounting/Financial
section of the Report Manager.  Careful monitoring of this report can help identify if you are adding
new patients and the revenue situation of your business.
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Gross Profit Analysis

 
 
 
 The Gross Profit Analysis section provides a snap-shot of the revenue of your practice.  Based on a
full calendar year and divided into five (5) section it allows you to see how you are progressing as you
go forward during the year.  The last column also compares your current annual results with the
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result of the previous year.  By examining the differences you may be able to determine trends that
may need to be addressed.
 
Gross Sales:  This is the total sale value of all items on the invoice as displayed on the invoice sub-
total line.  It represents your sales before any adjustments and returns. The higher the number
the greater your sales.  When compared to last year your should be seeing an increase
over last year sales.  If you see a decrease it is indicating that your business is not as active
as last year.  At a minimum you should seek to increase your sales by at least the current
inflation rate.
 
Adjustments:  This is the total amount and percentage of Gross Sale that your Adjustments
represents.  Adjustments are items such as claims write offs and changes to an invoice or claim.
Typically you wish this number to be as low as possible.  The percentage number reflects the
percentage of your gross sales that you are loosing due to write offs or other types of adjustments.
 
Returns: Returns reflect products that the patient return because they were defective or that is not
satisfactory to their needs.. The lower this number is the better.  This number can be interpreted
as un-happy clients or the level of dissatisfaction with your establishment performance.  If you have
many returns or you have to provide many discounts, you may wish to give your patients a
satisfaction survey when leaving the office to determine why the dissatisfaction with your services or
products.
 
Net Sales:  This number is your net sales which is the actual amount of dollars you earned.  The
percentage number should be as close to 100% as possible since the difference between 100% and
your number represent your write offs and returns.   If you have a Net Revenue Percentage of 80%
this means that on average you loose 20% of your sales due to write off and returns.   You want to
minimize these losses.

Cost of Goods Sold:  The Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) is the direct costs attributable to the
production of the goods sold in a company. This amount includes the cost of the materials used in
creating the good and normally also include the direct labor costs used to produce the good.. 
Filopto does not track the labor cost associated with the assembly of the product, therefore if you
have an assembly cost the Cost of Goods Sold amount would in essences be the Gross Cost of
Good sold since it does not include the labor component for the item.

IMPORTANT

Filopto uses the Item purchase price entered in the Inventory pricing section of the inventory to
calculate the Cost of Goods.  The item inventory purchase price must exist before an invoice is
created since the purchase price is recorded with the invoice line item when the invoice line item is
created.  If the purchase price is missing at invoice time, Filopto cannot calculate the cost of
goods or margin for that invoice line item.

Gross Income:   Your gross income is the amount of money you earn related to the item sold. 
 
Gross Margin:  The Gross Margin is the profit margin a company makes after deducting the costs
associated with making and selling its products, or the costs associated with providing its services.
 
Sales Taxes:  This is the amount of sales taxes you have collected for the government. You will
need to remit to the government this amount.
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AR (Accounts receivables) Outstanding - Patient:  This is the money owed to you.  If you do not
have a clear collection policies in place you will not get paid for the work you have completed.  The
objective is to keep this number at the lowest possible since it means you got paid for your work.  If
you take to long to get paid it will negatively affect your cash flow as well as reduce the likelihood of
collecting the money owed to you.   If it grows it maybe indicating either increase sales or that you
are not being able to get paid for the work you performed.  Careful monitoring is required.  You should
run the monthly Patient AR report every month and focus your attention on accounts that are over
your average payment period.  Banks typically consider accounts over 90 days as being at risk.  You
want to minimize the amount of accounts you have over 90 days by first focusing your collection
effort on these over due accounts.
 
 
AR ( Accounts receivables) Outstanding - Claims: This is the amount of money owed to you from
the claims process.  Typically you will not recover all of this money due to the write offs some
insurance companies demand.  You want to keep this amount as low as possible indicating that you
have been paid.  If it grows it maybe indicating either increase sales or that you are not being able to
get paid for the work you performed.  Careful monitoring is required.  You should run the monthly
Insurance AR report every month and focus your attention on accounts that are over your average
payment period.  Banks typically consider accounts over 90 days as being at risk.  You want to
minimize the amount of accounts you have over 90 days by first focusing your collection effort on
these over due accounts.
 
 
The Graph displays by Inventory types the Net Revenue for the period.  The percentages displayed
indicated the breakdown of the source of the revenue you generating.  Industry averages for the
various revenue source can assist you in determining if your practice is maximizing it's potential in
various sectors.  For example,  If your percentage of frames revenue is smaller than the industry
average, may be indicating a possible lost opportunity to increase your overall sales.  For a more
detail analysis run the Revenue by Type Analysis report under the Reports Manager
Accounting/Financial section.

Net Sales By Inventory Type

The Net Sales by Inventory Type break downs your sales by Inventory type for analysis.  The Pie
chart displays what percentage of your sales are represented by your various inventory types.
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27.1.2.1 Item Gross Profit Analysis
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 The Item Gross Profit Analysis section provides a snap-shot of the revenue of your practice for a
select item type..  Based on a full calendar year and divided into five (5) section it allows you to see
how you are progressing as you go forward during the year.  The last column also compares your
current annual results with the result of the previous year.  By examining the differences you may be
able to determine trends that may need to be addressed.
 
Item Gross Sales:  This is the total sale value of the selected items type on all the invoices for the
period.  It represents your sales before any adjustments and returns. The higher the number the
greater your sales.  When compared to last year your should be seeing an increase over
last year sales.  If you see a decrease it is indicating that your business is not as active as
last year.  At a minimum you should seek to increase your sales by at least the current
inflation rate.
 
Item Adjustments:  This is the total amount and percentage of the Gross Sale that your Item
Adjustments represents.  Adjustments are items such as claims write offs and changes to the item
invoice amount or claim. Typically you wish this number to be as low as possible.  The
percentage number reflects the percentage of your item gross sales that you are loosing due to write
offs or other types of adjustments.
 
Item Returns: Returns reflect products that the patient return because they were defective or not
what they wanted. The lower this number is the better.  This number can be interpreted as un-
happy clients or the level of dissatisfaction with your establishment performance.  If you have many
returns or you have to provide many discounts, you may wish to give your patients a satisfaction
survey when leaving the office to determine why the dissatisfaction with your services or products.
 
Item Net Sale:  This number is also your net sales which is the actual amount of dollars you
earned.  The percentage number should be as close to 100% as possible since the difference
between 100% and your number represent your write offs and returns.   If you have a Net Revenue
Percentage of 80% this means that on average you loose 20% of your sales due to write off and
returns.   You want to minimize these losses.

Cost of Goods Sold:  The Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) is the direct costs attributable to the
production of the goods sold in a company. This amount includes the cost of the materials used in
creating the good and normally also include the direct labor costs used to produce the good.. 
Filopto does not track the labor cost associated with the assembly of the product, therefore if you
have an assembly cost, the Cost of Goods Sold amount would in essences be the Gross Cost of
Good sold since it does not include the labor component for the item.

IMPORTANT

Filopto uses the Item purchase price entered in the Inventory pricing section of the inventory to
calculate the Cost of Goods.  The item inventory purchase price must exist before an invoice is
created since the purchase price is recorded with the invoice line item when the invoice is created.
 If the purchase price is missing at invoice time Filopto cannot calculate the cost of goods or
margin for that invoice line item.

Item Gross Income:   Your gross income is the amount of money you earn related to the item sold. 
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Item Gross Margin:  The Gross Margin is the profit margin a company makes after deducting the
costs associated with making and selling its products, or the costs associated with providing its
services.  This is the revenue earned before normal business expenses.

27.1.3 Business Indicators

 
 
The Business Indicators are numbers and ratios that are used to determine the quality of your
business and possible trouble areas.  Not all business indicators may be applicable to your practice.
 
New Patients: This information identifies how many new patients you are adding to your business. 
If this number is declining you may require additional marketing to be done.  Filopto has several
marketing tools that may assist you.
 
Avg Net Revenue per Invoice/Visit: This number is the average net total billing amount per invoice.
The higher the number the better.   You should compare this number in conjunction with the
percentage of write offs/Adjustments you are incurring.  If you have a high percentage of adjustments
to your invoices it maybe indicating that you are not billing effectively claims. See the next indicator
for service billing. You must track this number over time to determine if you are consistent and if your
actions are proving to be beneficial. The industry average is $300.00.  If your practice currently has a
gross revenue of $300 per patient, you’re doing about average. However, do not to settle on being
average. For a high-end practice, gross
revenue per patient can be as high as $1,000. Practices that routinely dispense specialty contact
lenses can earn up to $2,000 gross revenue per patient, while those practicing visual
therapy can see up to $5,000 per patient.

If you are experiencing a below average gross revenue per patient, there are some areas that your
practice should seek to improve. What to look for:

• Fees you are charging per patient
• Increasing product sales
• Adding a high grossing specialty

 
Avg Net Service Revenue per Invoice/Visit:  Your net revenue per patient allows you to analyze
the amount of money you receive from an average patient. Increasing your net revenue per patient is
one of the best ways to increase your practice’s profit. This is the average billing for your services
per invoice. The higher the number the better. Many CPT coding courses are available which can
assist you in maximizing your billing fees resulting in improved Net Service Revenue.  This indicator
is often reviewed in trade magazines with specific subjects discussed with the aim to improve a the
billing practice for a specific service.   Depending on the services rendered the average can range
from $45.00 to $90.00 and higher.

Average Net Revenue per Claims:  This is the average claim amount you are billing. The higher
the number the better. Low numbers maybe indicative of incorrect coding for procedures.  You
may wish to follow a coding course as well as follow industry reports regarding this value.   Several
magazine and association reports new procedural coding methods which may help you improve your
billing amount for services.

Average Net Revenue per Staff Hours: Evaluating your gross revenue per staff hour allows you to
see the amount of revenue generated by your team. Ideally, you’ll want to see the highest revenue
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per staff possible, as it reflects high productivity among your employees. When calculating staff
hours, you should only include non-OD staff.  Industry benchmark $80/hr/staff
If yours fall below the benchmark of $80, it can indicate that your practice is over or understaffed, and
that your practice is not managing patients as efficiently as it should. It could help to talk to your
employees and find out how you can make processes more efficient. Perhaps your growing practice
is doing so well that it’s simply understaffed and, in turn, affecting productivity. In that case, hiring
another staff member could be the key to increasing your practice’s revenue. Your gross revenue per
staff hour may also vary depending on your payroll rate to revenue.

Expense Rate to Revenue Is your practice spending more than it should? You should be seeing a
positive return even after deducting all expenses. Building out a profit and loss statement is the
easiest way to compare each of your expense’s rate to revenue. In fact, you should be looking at
your profit and loss statement monthly to track your practice’s revenue.
The industry average ratio for expense rate to revenue are 
§ Cost of Goods - 28%
§ Payroll - 28%
§ Marketing - 4%
§ Rent - 8%
§ Net income - 25% 

Cost of Goods
High product prices or a small product mix could cause your cost of goods to fall below the
benchmark.

Payroll
The nationwide average is for payroll to be 28% of your revenue. However depending on your
state, it can fall anywhere between 18% - 35%.

Marketing and Promotions
Younger practices might need a bigger marketing budget, so if you are a newly established
practice, dedicating up to 10% of your revenue to marketing efforts is still within the healthy
range. Established practices tend to only use 4% of their revenue on marketing.

Rent
The price of real estate around the country varies. You can expect rent in a practice in New York
to be far more expensive than one in Arkansas. Again, the average here is 8% but it can also be
as low as 2% and as high as 15%
.
Net Income
Compared to small practices, a bigger practice can expect to see a smaller percentage of net
income relative to gross revenue. For example, a 15% net income for a big practice receiving
$4 million in gross revenue is performing pretty well even though they are not hitting 30% net
income. Bigger practices will see a lower cost of goods but higher cost of labor. So a healthy
range for net income should fall between 15-30%.

New patient growth per Year: When it comes to the growth of your practice, meeting the status
quo just won’t cut it! You want to increase the number of patients you see every year, especially if
you are looking to grow your practice  Keep in mind that 8-10% is simply an industry benchmark.
You should consider the needs of your practice and if you are really ready to take on more patients.
For practices seeking expansion and growth a 20% growth is a good goal while new practices a 50%
growth in the first year is a good goal.
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Payment Received - Patient: is an indicator of the effectiveness of your collection procedure.  This
represents the amount of money coming in.  This is your cash flow.   When compared to your AR
you should be seeing your AR diminish and this indicator increase.  If you are seeing this number
decrease then either your sales are down or your AR is increasing which will have a negative effect
on your business.  A stable indicator with good AR collection is the optimum you are seeking.
 
Payment Received - Insurance: is an indicator of the money you are receiving from the insurance
companies.  This directly affects your cash flow therefore you want to collect the maximum while
reducing your AR-Insurance to the maximum.
 
Number of Appointments Seen: Indicated your operational effectiveness.  A stable and consistent
number of seen appointments indicated a healthy business.  If the number of appointments
fluctuates you must try to find out why and stabilize it.  An increasing number of appointments may
indicate a growing practice in need for expansion to accommodate the new clientele.
 
Number of Prescriptions Written:  This may indicate the type of patients you are seeing.  Not
every patient will need a prescription but when compared to the total number of appointments seen it
can indicate if you are over prescribing or under prescribing..  Over time a norm of the number of
prescription written can indicate the effectiveness of your providers.

Optical capture rate compares the number of patients who received their prescription and the
number of patients who filled their prescriptions at your practice. Frame and contact lens sales
are a big source of revenue for many practices, so it’s an important number to keep up with. the
industry average for optical Capture is 60%. A low capture rate may indicate a limited product choice
or over priced product for your client base or incorrect mix of products.

Number of Prescriptions filled from outside vendors.  This number indicates the people coming
into your store to fill their prescriptions and may indicate that your product offering is good or bad
evaluated with the Optical Capture rate. A high number reflect that you are offering products that your
market is looking for. An extremely high number may be indicating that your price point may be too
low compared to your competitors. 

Items to consider to increase your sales:

Explain prescriptions to patients.
If your patient requires a specific lens type, they might not understand the benefits or importance
of it unless you explain it to them. Take the time to talk to them about their
prescription and inform them of the dangers of getting a cheap knock-off online. Make certain
that the doctor hands off a prescribed lens material and design to the optician so both
doctor and optician can educate the patient. 

Feature promotions through email or your website 
If you plan on having special offers, make certain that your patients are aware of the savings they
could enjoy. Keep your website updated with current promotions and consider sending out email
or text notifications of coupons, discounts, and new products that are relevant based on
their purchase history
.
Keep inventory unique.
Carrying unique product lines such as private labels or high quality products that are not
available from online retailers can give you a competitive edge. Find out which items are
discounted online and carry the item in a variety of colors to encourage in-office buys.
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Don't assume contact lens wearers or patients without a new prescription are not
interested in purchasing new frames.
If your patient doesn’t have a new prescription, they could still be interested in getting a new
look. Introduce your new arrivals or new trends in frames. Don’t lose a sale by assuming that
they aren’t interested. All contact lens wearers also need backup glasses. So when they get a
new prescription, make sure they get a new pair of backup glasses as well. Simply mentioning
this to patients and expressing genuine concern is usually all it takes. If that’s not enough to
stimulate the sale, think about packages that you can offer that make purchasing backup
glasses a good deal. Try charging a flat price for certain frames when their patients purchase an
annual contact lens supply.

Don't Overprice frames.
Today’s consumers are smart shoppers and they know that they have other options. Word of
mouth is powerful, and you don’t want them telling everybody how you overprice your frames.
Do your research and price your frames competitively. Tools like Frames Data will be able to give
you accurate wholesale and suggested retail pricing. And if you’re looking for more profit
margins, focus on second-pair sales or accessories instead.

Frames Inventory Turn Rate: Frame sales are a big portion of most practice’s revenue, so it’s
important that you keep up with your inventory to meet your patient’s needs. The inventory turn rate
gives you insight to whether or not your frame inventory is keeping up with your frame sales. Less
than 3: Your practice has slow moving inventory  More than 4: Your practice needs a larger selection
of inventory

Contact Inventory Turn Rate: Contact sales are also important. Keep up with your inventory to
meet your patient’s needs. The inventory turn rate gives you insight to whether or not your Contact
inventory is keeping up with your contact sales.

Chair Cost:Your chair cost represents the costs associated with providing care to each patient.
Looking into your chair cost involves several factors, including looking into the insurances your
practice accepts and fixed costs. It can be a little complicated, but the bottom line is to compare
your chair cost to your insurance reimbursement to make sure that you are making enough money
to cover your chair cost.  Chair Cost should be less than insurance reimbursement.  Industry average
is $150/hr

Average time for full payment of a patient portion of the invoice:  This is the average time it
takes for you to close a patient portion of an invoice or be fully paid by your patient.  The lower this
number is,  indicates that your collection procedures are effective.  If this number is increasing, it
may be indicating a problem and will negatively affect your cash flow.
 
Average Time for full payment of a claim:  This is the average time it takes for a claim to be
closed or paid.  The lower this number the better.  This number represents the number of days it
takes you to be paid or close a claim.  The faster you can get paid the better.  If this number is
increasing it may indicate that you are having claim processing issues.  Review the Claims process
to determine if you can speed up the process and reduce errors or the time to deliver the claims to
the Insurance Company.  You may wish to use Filopto's electronic claims processing service which
eliminates the mailing of paper claims.
 
Total Future Appointments Scheduled:  This is an eye to the future which indicate how your
business will grow.  If this number is increasing it is a good sign for the future.  If it is declining it
means that you will be less busy in the future.
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27.1.4 Items to Review

 
 
The Items to review tab suggest possible areas of your business which may need further attention. 
Additional reports and questions may be required to be run or asked to properly determine if a
problem exist.
 
These AR items represents the invoices and claims that are older than X days.  These are the items
that you should be concentrating upon to close and getting paid.  Your collection procedure must
focus on these items.  These numbers should be declining or relatively stable in their amount and %
if your sales are stable.  If your sales are decreasing so should these numbers.  If your sales are
increasing you still want to have these numbers the lowest possible.

   Industry Benchmark:

Days in
Accounts

Receivable

Healthy Range Best in Class

0-30 40-60% 75%

31-60 20-30% 15%

61-90 5-10% 5%

91-120 5-10% 2%

over 120 5-10% 3%

 
Patient Accounts Receivable over X Days: This is your collection process and indicates the
amount of invoices which may be at risk.  You want to minimize this item recognizing that some
level of invoices will always be present.  Review on a Monthly basis and insure that the collection of
accounts are done on an ongoing basis.  Determine why you are not getting paid promptly and see if
you can reduce the obstacles you identify.  You wish to minimize the percentage of the AR this
number represent.
 
The following section of items to review are indicators that some operational problem may
be present.
 
Invoices Pending:  These are invoices that have not been printed used to create a claim or given to
a patient for payment.  Some of these invoices may be valid, since pending invoices can also be
considered as quotes for future work.  However, over time quotes (Pending Invoices) should be
closed.   The various status that an invoice can have provide management with an indication of an
invoice progress.  For example if an Invoice is printed or a payment is made the status is
automatically set to Open.   As well once an invoice balance is $0.00 the Invoice is automatically set
to a status of Closed.  Therefore the question to be asked is why do we have invoices that are
pending?   it may be normal for some pending invoices to exist but this number should be small and
should mainly represent the invoices not yet billed by your office.  If this number is large then some
further investigation maybe warranted.
 
Invoice Not Closed: These are invoices that are active in the system.   It is another measurement
similar to the AR reports.  It may correspond with the AR number but should be investigated if it
grows or is unacceptably large.
 
Voided Invoices: This number should be minuscule in size.  If you are voiding invoices it may
indicate a problem that may require proper training of the users.
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Invoices with Claims Not Yet Generated:  This number is arrived by looking at invoices which
have an insurance record attached to them but that no corresponding claim can be found.  If each
individual creating an invoice is responsible to generate the claim at the same time this number
should be very low.  If you have a centralized claim procedure, this number reflects the backlog of
claims to be sent.  The objective should be to keep this number very low or nil.  The Invoices with
no Claims Generated report can assist you in identifying this possible problem area.
 
Claims not Submitted:  This number represents claims that do not have a status of Created or
Reviewed but has not yet been submitted to the insurance company.
 
Claims not Closed: This is the number of claims not closed.  For a claim to be closed it must have
a balance due of $0.00.  If you have a large number of unclosed claims it may indicate a problem 
which needs to be investigated.
 
 
 
 
 
 

27.1.5 Dashboard

 The dashboard is to give an overall quick view of the current status of your business.  

Growth this Month section provides an overview of the number of new Patients and Optical capture for
the month. Growing the number of new patients will ensure future revenues with repeat customers.

Sales bar provides an overview of your month sales versus you set objective and compares it to last
month.

Revenue this Month: breaks down your sales as a revenue by patient and by FTE Staff hours. The
green and red background shows how you are progressing in reaching your objective.

Inventory Turn Rate: gives you an indication of how you are selling and replenishing the office stock of
products being sold. A high turnover rate indicates that you are selecting the appropriate items for sale
and managing properly your inventory.

Cash AR Status: The most important item is how well you manage your cash. The sooner you can
collect payments the better.  these gauges can give you a quick indication how you are meeting your
objectives.
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27.1.6 Revenue Analysis

 
The revenue Analysis tab provides summaries of revenues for the business. 

Net Revenue by Month

This is a monthly historical graph of your net revenue with a data grid of the data for each
series(period) which can be used for comparison purposes.  The graph is user customizable by
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selecting the series of data to show, the graph type and the various other user options available.(1). 
The user can also see the data in various graphical formats by using the Column Diagram button (2)
to choose the graph type.
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Net Revenue for Patients and Claims: Analyzes the revenue generated by Patient and by Claims.

Gross Profit Analysis: display a breakdown of the revenue for the various periods displayed.

Year to date Net sales by Inventory Type: provides an analysis of sales by inventory type.

27.1.7 Business Indicators

The Business Indicator section provides various analysis of key business ratios and values that
managers should review such as the Accounts receivables(AR) status.

IMPORTANT:

Any item highlighted in RED indicates that the value is not meeting the set objective of the business
and should be addressed to determine the source of the issue.
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27.1.8 Operations Analysis

The Operation Analysis tab provides an overview of key operational elements such as appointments to
diagnosis and procedures codes. Insurance Claims can also be analyzed to identify trends.
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27.1.9 Targets

 
 
The Target Screen permits you to set the performance standard you want to monitor for any given
indicator.  If the performance standard is not met, the indicator will turn RED indicating that the
standard you have set is not being met.
 
We recommend that you set the performance standards to values which are appropriate for your
business.  You may wish to track your results for a period of time and re-adjust the standards once
you have some history of your performance.
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Sta nd a rd  Ind ustry  Be nchma rks  Guid e line s
 
(last updated June 2009, Depending on the loc ation and type of prac tic e these guidelines may not be
appropriate for you, these benc hmark s are prov ided for informational purposes only, c onsult your loc al
assoc iation for benc hmark s and guidelines appropriate for your loc ation or prac tic e type).

 
AR Aging Indic ators - Monitors the effectiveness of collection effort.

 
Healthy Range:

 
0 to 30 days 50 to 70%
31-to 60 days 15 to 25%
61-to 90 days 5 to 10%
91-120 days 5 to 10 %
Over 120 days 5 to 10 %
 
 
Days Sales Outstanding - Understand how quickly Revenues are turned into Receipts (cash).  Adjusted AR balance
divided by average collections (payments) amounts for specified period.  Adjusted AR is the total AR less adjustments for
contractual (insurance) allowances. Average daily collections equals total collections (payments) for time period divided by
the calendar days in that time period. Healthy Range - 15 to 25 days

 
Net Cash per FTE Prov ider - Monitors ability of Providers to generate and collect revenue (cash).  Net Collection
(payments) less COGS (Cost of Goods Sold) divided by the number of FTE (Full Time Equivalent) Providers. ( a Provider
working 20 hours per week should be considered 0.5 FTE). Healthy Range - $500,000 to $800,000

 
Patient enc ounters per FTE Prov ider - Measures productivity of providers. Patient encounters (appointment/ exams)
divided by number of FTE (Full Time Equivalent) Providers. Healthy Range - 2,500 - 3,500
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Patient Exams per day per FTE Prov ider - Measures office productivity and individual providers.  Total exams
divided by number of days per provider. Healthy Range - 15 to 30

 
Net Collec tion per patient - Measures effectiveness of staff and providers.  Net Collection (payments less COGS)
divided by the number of patient seen (not number of visits). Healthy Range - $225 -$350

 
Prov ider produc tiv ity per hour - Measures the effectiveness of the provider.  Providers total collections (payments)
divided by total clinic hours (patient time) Healthy Range - $275 - $400

 
New Patient Ratio - Measures if the practice is growing.  Number of new patients encounters (appointments) divided by
total patient encounters. Healthy Range - 25% to 40%

 
Dispensing Ratio - Measures ability to keep patients in-house for optical or contact lens services.  Total number of glass
and contact lens prescriptions given by in-house provider divided by the total number of prescriptions filled in the office.
Healthy Range - 75% - 90%

 
FTE Staff per FTE Prov ider - Measures staffing levels and efficiency. Healthy Range - 4 - 6

 
FTE Staff produc tiv ity per hour - Measures staff effectiveness.  Net collections divided by staff hours. Healthy
Range - $65 - $85

 
GOGS Ratio - Monitors the largest expense of an optometrist practice. Healthy Range - 25 - 35%

 

27.1.10 Reports

 
You can add to the Reports tab any report you wish to use on a regular basis.  To add a report to the
list, go to the Report Manager, select the report you wish to add and select the edit button.  In the
edit screen add a check mark in the field for the Eye on your Business section and the report will
now also appear in the Eye on Your Business report tab.
 
The reports displayed by default are suggestion of possible reports you may wish to regularly review.
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27.2 Employee Manager

 

The Employee Manager administers the user accounts/profiles for the Filopto
users. 

What is a User Account/Profile?

A user account/profile is a collection of settings and information that tells Filopto which tab, button
and features a user can access, what a user can do with Filopto, what are the users preferences,
and what network resources the user can access when connected to the Filopto network server.

The user account/profile allows a user to authenticate to Filopto so that a user is granted
authorization to use Filopto and the resources that the Filopto administrator has allowed.  Secure,
enterprise grade systems such as Filopto don’t allow a user to use their resources without having a
user account/profile.

In Filopto, you can manage the user accounts/profile by going to the “Office Manager Tab -
Employee Manager” and creating an employee (user).
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Once an employee profile is created, the Filopto administrator, can go to the employee profile
“security tab” to select from the already created access groups the access rights for the user.  User
access groups are a collection of user accounts that share the same security rights and
permissions.  A user account must be a member of at least one user group. By default, users have
no access rights. (see Security Access Rights  for more information)

(Note: Only Filopto Administrators have access to the Employee Profile Security Tab)

The Employee Manager comes in two versions:
 
 1)  Basic
 2)  Advanced Optional Module

 
Basic Version
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This is the default version for Filopto.  The Basic version works with the security module to give
employee access to Filopto.  It records basic information on the employee and for employees which
are providers, it records specific information required for claim billing and provider scheduling.
 
In the Employee Profile record the following features (tabs) are available:
 
1. General Information
2. Office Hours & Time Blocks (provider only)
3. Insurance (provider only)        
4. Signature (provider only)
 
 
Optional Module
 
The Optional Module expands the Employee Manager and permits the scheduling of employees,
tracking of time sheets, payroll activity and permits the linking of time sheets to the optional
QuickBooks Pro module for payroll functions.  Designed to permit the management of personnel, the
optional module can keep track of your personnel records. It includes functions such as time clock,
advanced Provider scheduling , staff scheduling, time sheet tracking and much more.
 
In the Employee Profile record the following features are available:
 
1. General Information        
2. Emergency
3. Wages
4. Tasks
5. Evaluations
6. Notes
7. Accruals
8. Time Logs
9. Time Sheets
10. Time Clock
11. Insurance (provider only)
12. Signature (provider only)
13. Employee Scheduler
14. Advanced Time Blocks (provider only)
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Important: When using the employee Optional Module, the employee scheduler must have a

time block associated with each provider defining when he is available or the scheduler  Find
Free Time function will return NO Availability for the provider.

In addition the employee optional module provides for the management of time sheets and the time
clock and permits the scheduling of all employees.  For the providers, the time block is replaced with
the Provider scheduler which permits the blocking out of time for any activity at anytime.
 
 

My Profile button
 
The My Profile button is located on the main tool bar in the Home tab and permits the user to see
only His/Her employee record.  In this manner, the system administrator can remove access to the
Employee Manager but still permit each user to see their employment record and work schedule.  
The user who is signed on has access to the employee record for the logon which is active only,
access to other users profile is not accessible.
 

 
The Employee Manager provides a list of employees for use by Filopto.
 
New Employee: Creates a new employee record.
 
View/Edit Employee: edits the selected employee record.
 
 

IMPORTANT:
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The employees shown in the Employee Manager by default are the active employees only.  If you
cannot find an employee, change the search criteria to display non-active employees also.  Only
Active employees can logon to Filopto.
 

27.2.1 Employee Profile

 
The Add an Employee wizard in the Filopto easy setup, displays the New Employee record with
some basic information entered.  The Employee Manager permits administrators to manually create
users. By completing the various input requirements you will properly complete the employee record
and security logon requirements.  All items in Yellow are the minimum required fields for a basic
employee profile. ( see the Employee Manager  section for more information)
 
A user name which includes the fields of First Name, Last Name and initials must be unique for all
users.

For an employee to be active and able to use Filopto the user profile must have:

1) First name Lastname of the user
2) An employee type assigned
3) Unique initials assigned
4) Security settings assigned, including the Security Access groups located in the security
tab.

 

Depending on the Filopto version used the tabs displayed varies:

USA tabs

1580
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Canadian tabs
 

 
Type of Employee
 
(Required) Filopto supports four type of employees:
 
1) Providers:  These are the individuals such as doctors or staff / technicians which require their
time to be scheduled.  By creating a Provider type employee you are also creating a schedule for the
employee which will appear in the scheduler.

Note:  If you have a function which is done by several people that need to share a schedule, you can
create a user named for the function (example: name of function: contact lens fitter) and for this
function a schedule will be available.

 
 2) Administrators:  These are the individuals that are the office administrators.
 
3) Staff : General support employees
 
4) Technicians : employees providing a technician service.
 
 
(Required) Status:  An employee is either Active which means he/she can use Filopto or In-active
which means the employee no longer has access to Filopto.  Employees that have left the
organization should have their status set to Inactive.
 
(Required) Initials for Invoicing:  The initials of the employee are used by the Invoicing module to
record the activities and actions of the employee as well as for reporting any appropriate sales
commissions associated with the employee.
  

 

27.2.2 General Information (Basic)

 
The General Information Tab is a basic tab which allows for the recording of the employee and the
linking of the employee record with the security module of the system.   The fields colored in Yellow
(First name, Lastname, Initials for Invoicing) are required fields and must be completed before an
employee record is recognized as Active by Filopto.
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Type: Employees can be divided into groups for easy retrieve for their records.  Some tabs do not
appear if the employee is not identified as a Provider.
 
Type of Employee
 
Filopto supports four type of employees:
 
1) Providers:  These are the doctors or staff which require their time to be scheduled.  By creating a
Provider type employee you are also creating a schedule for the employee which will appear in the
scheduler.
 
2) Administrators:  These are the individuals that are the office administrators.
 
3) Staff : General support employees
 
4) Technicians : employees providing a technician service.
 
 
Status:  The current status of employees. Only Active Employees having an assigned User
security can logon to Filopto (required)
 
Employee Number:  is automatically generated by the system.
 
Initials for Invoicing: The initial used on transactions in Invoicing.  The initials are used to identify
the employee to a transaction as well as for reporting any appropriate sales commissions associated
with the employee (required).
 
Signed HIPAA: The date the employee has signed their confidential HIPAA agreement.
 
Office: The default office for the user.  This field is used throughout Filopto to record a user action
and to provide access to the user to specific data related to the office. (required)
 
Provider Information:
 Type of Physician: The type of physician ,  description used in some electronic claim filling.
 Specialty code: The specialty code required by some Insurance companies for claim processing
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 License Number: The Providers license number, required for some electronic claims.
 
 
IMPORTANT:
You must assign a security profile to the employee for the employee to be able to logon to
Filopto (required).  Usernames and Passwords are case sensitive.  See Security tab.
 
 
 

27.2.3 Emergency (Optional)

 
(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
The Emergency Tab permits the recording of the employees emergency numbers and directives in
case of a work accident or other event.
 

 
 

27.2.4 Wages (Optional)

 
(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
The Wage Tab provides for the recording of wages information and the work history of the employee.
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The Top grid permits the recording of employee Compensation.
 
The Bottom Grid permits the recording of Work History.  Example:The employee was a temp and is
now a full time employee.
 
EEO Code and Categories
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) documentation and reporting are important responsibilities of
Human Resource Offices, Filopto provides several fields to properly record the required codes and
employment status.
 
I-9 Renewal date:  Immigration (Green Card) required documentation date.
 
W-4 Status :  Taxation - Withholding Exception status

27.2.5 Evaluation (Optional)

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
Provides a mechanism to track and measure the performance of employees.
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The evaluation screen permits users to define evaluation criteria and score the employee
performance as well as establish employee performance goals and track how an employee is
performing.
 
Performance Grid
 
The top grid records an employee performance evaluation.
 
Date: Date of Evaluation.
 
Description:  Description of evaluation type  (Example: Annual Evaluation or Training Evaluation )
 
Average Score:  Calculated Field based on the Categories the employee was evaluated upon.
 
Total Score:  The total score for all categories evaluated.
 
Number of Items reviewed:  The number of categories this evaluation considered.
 
Created By and  Created date of the evaluation.
 
 
 
Reviewed Items Grid (New/Edit/View button):
 
This grid permits users to list the items the employee was reviewed upon and record their
assessment.  The Categories are entered in the System setting section.
 
Category:  A drop down field listing the categories that can be reviewed.
 
Score:  the evaluation score  ( typically it is a value between 1-10 or 1-100)
 
Reviewer:  The person assigning this score
 
Comments:  The reason for the score.
 
 
Goals Grid:
 
This grid records the steps the employer and employee have agreed to undertake to address a
situation.  The goal is clearly explained with the method of measuring success or failure to meet the
goal.
 
Date Set:  the date the goal has been agreed to by both parties.
 
Type : The type of goal:  (Example:  Customer Relationship (improve interaction with the customers))
 
Date Achieved: The date when the goal was achieved.
 
Goal: The clear description of the goal and how it will be achieved with the criteria for evaluation.
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27.2.6 Notes (Optional)

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
The Employee notes permit supervisors to record discussions or items pertinent to an employee
work record
 
 

27.2.7 Accruals (Optional)

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
 
The accrual screen permits the recording of various accruals that the employee has used or earned
such as annual leave, sickness, training and others.
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27.2.8 Time Logs (Optional)

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
The Time Logs is a repository of the clock recordings an employee has done.
 

 
These time logs can be transferred to the Optional QuickBooks Pro Connector for Payroll purposes. 
You can also use the Time Sheets Option to print out the time logs as time sheet records.
 
 

IMPORTANT
 
The Time Log screen automatically calculates the Total hours worked based on the employees
entered time stamps.  In some locations you may need to adjust the Actual Hours to reflect the
hours to be paid for payroll purposes.  This field is editable by authorized users.  The Notes Field
also permits the recording of notes related to a time stamp.
 
Example: Employee signs-in but forgets to sign-out.  The Total Hours column will show more
hours than the hours worked.  The time record for the Total Hours or  the Actual Hours column
can be changed to properly reflect the paid hours for the employee. See Edit a Time Entry below.

It is strongly recommended that all changes be documented in the notes section of the
time record.
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You must have the appropriate security rights to be able to make changes to a time
record.

 

The Add a Time Entry button allows the user to add a time record to the time log.  This can be
used for paying sick time, as an example, to an employee. It is strongly recommended that all
changes be documented in the notes section of the time record.

To Edit a Time Entry;  Open the Employee Manager and select the Employee Profile that you wish
to work with.   Once the employee profile is open select the Time Log tab.  Locate the Time Log
entry you wish to edit and and select the View/Edit Hours Detail drop down for the day in question.
  The records associated with the date selected will be displayed.  You can change the time entries
or actual time entry by selecting the one you wish to edit and making the changes required directly
in the grid.  It is strongly recommended that all changes be documented in the notes section
of the time record. Remember to save your changes.  
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You will need to refresh the grid to reflect the changes you made. 

27.2.9 Schedule (Optional)

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 

Displays and print the work period (Daily, Weekly and Monthly) for an employee.  The work schedule is
entered via the Employee Scheduler option ( see Employee Scheduler ).
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27.2.10 Taxes(Optional - Canada)

 The taxes tab can be used for providers having their own private corporations, professional corporations
or private tax numbers which are different from the organization.  These fields can also be used on
Invoices and Receipt used by the providers.  The administrator can create custom forms (invoices and
receipts) to use these fields.  
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27.2.11 Office Hours (Basic)

 
 
 

IMPORTANT:  This tab will not be shown.
 
If you are licensed for the Advanced Employee Manager module, the features listed below are
replaced with the Employee Scheduler which provides greater flexibility in creating the work hours
and Time Blocks. (see Employee Scheduler ). 
 

 
 
Provider Office Hours (Basic)
The Office Hours Tab is used to tell Filopto when a Provider is available for appointments.  These
Provider Office Hours can be different from the actual practice office hours.
 
 
Warning:

  1) If no office hours for a Provider are entered, you will not be able to schedule
appointments for that Provider.
 

2) If you have licensed the optional Employee Manager, this section is disabled and
replaced with the more advanced features available in Employee Scheduler.  Employee
Scheduler permits unlimited time scheduling (including vacation time) and the creation
of random Time Blocks based on individual offices.
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Provider Time Blocks (Basic)
The Time Block option allows providers to specify the type of appointments they wish to have at
specific times. For example, a Provider can pre-define the appointment types permitted to be

scheduled base on his/her preference or work habits. The scheduled time block is repeated every

week on the scheduler.
 
The Time Block tab permits users to define blocks of Provider time for the week when Providers want
to specify the type of appointments they wish to take during a given time period.
 

 
Day of Week: Specify the day of the week that you wish to define a time block for the Provider.
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Start Time: Specify when the time block will begin
 
End Time: Specify when the time block will end
 
Description: a text description for the time block
 
Color: a drop down list of colors you can select to color the time block on the scheduler.
 
Selected Time Block Appointment Type: The appointment types with check marks will be the
appointment types permitted to be scheduled during the defined time block period.  Other types of
appointments will produce a warning message that the appointment does not match the appointment
type for the time block. The user then decides if he wants to respect that time block or can choose
to override the appointment.
 
Warning:
 
Time Blocks cannot overlap.  If you have more than one time block for the same day and they overlap
the scheduler will arbitrarily display only one time block. To get around this limitation, create one
Time Block which contains the settings required. The Basic Time Blocks uses a day format which is
repeated for every week.
 
 
 
Advanced Time Block (optional) See Employee Scheduler
 
This optional features allows for the scheduling of Time Block based on an unlimited time schedule.
You can schedule time blocks for a day, a week, a month, a year,  or for a set period of time.  You
can schedule vacation time or any other activity which may or may not be repeating itself every
week.

27.2.12 Insurance (Basic - Canada)

The insurance tab permits the user to record the Provider number for various insurance companies.
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27.2.13 Insurance (Basic - USA)

 
 
The Insurance tab is to record the Provider's CMS-1500 insurance information used when completing
insurance claims.  The CMS-1500 claim field information is used to assist users in entering the
appropriate information.  Each field identifies the CMS-1500 field that it represents.
 
 

 
 
When a claim is created Filopto verifies the Insurance Type against this table and if it finds a match
it will use the information entered in this table to complete the CMS-1500 form.  All fields must be
completed per the CMS-1500 regulations.
 
Refer to the CMS-1500 rules and regulations or the insurance manual of your Insurance payers for
more details on what these fields can contain.

Medicare Participating Provider 
 
If the selected provider is a Medicare Participating Provider,  place a check mark in the box
identifying that he is a Participating Medicate Provider.  By placing a check mark, it tells Filopto
Billing Rule engine to use the Medicare Participating Provider rates versus the non-participating
provider rates when using the Medicare schedule entered in the Policy Fee Schedule billing rule
option.
 
24j - Rendering NPI:  is item 24J of the CMS-1500 form.
 
Item 32b & 33b: Only used in very rare cases and normally must be left blank or claims will be
rejected.  If you have to use these fields make certain that the insurance provider requires them. 
Review the CMS-1500 form requirements before making use of these fields.  If you need to use these
fields consider using the Insurance Provider Numbers (other than NPI) tab  which can limits their
use to a specific insurance company.
 
33a - Use which Billing NPI: is used to define if Filopto is to use the Rendering NPI or use the
Office/Place of Service NPI entered in the System Setting for Insurance.
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· The National Provider Identifier (NPI) is a 10-digit nationally assigned standard Identifier that will

replace payer-specific identifiers for all healthcare providers no later than May 23, 2007.
Individual healthcare providers are eligible for a single Type 1 Individual NPI. Healthcare
organizations are eligible for a Type 2 Organization NPI.

 
· Group Practices are also eligible to obtain a Type 2 Organization NPI. HIPAA is mandating

enrollment of Group Practices in order to maintain group affiliations with the individual practitioners.
 This is required so that the payor can identify situations where individual providers belong to more
than one group, or where providers have their own practice as well as belonging to a group, and
determine where to send payments in these situations.

 
· Healthcare organizations may also decide to sub part, or obtain multiple NPIs, based on

location, unit, department, certification, licensure, or other billing and payment needs.  How an
organization sub parts may impact how they bill, where payments are sent, and if they need to
include taxonomy codes on their claim submissions.

 
· Although an NPI may correspond to several different service locations, The Payor will only

send payments for a single NPI to one Provider Name, one Payment Address, one Remittance
Advice Address, one EFT Account Number, one Federal EIN (or SSN) for Tax/1099 purposes, and
one Service Center/Receiver for electronic transactions outbound to the Provider.

 
 
Visit the federal government CMS web site for more information and up-to-date manuals on how to
fill-out your CMS-1500 form.  This site contains the official CMS 1500 Completion Manual.
 
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/
 

Insurance Provider Numbers Tab

The Insurance Provider Numbers (other than NPI) tab provide a table in which Providers can
record their insurance numbers for various insurance companies.  This tab should only be used in
exceptional cases when dealing with insurance companies not able to accept the Providers NPI.
 

 
Additional fields are provided to modify a claim for the given insurance company.  The CMS field item
32b, item 33b and 24J (shaded area) can be modified to reflect specific needs of a given insurance
company. DO NOT USE THESE FIELDS UNLESS INSTRUCTED TO DO SO BY THE SPECIFIC
INSURANCE COMPANY.  CLAIMS USING THESE FIELDS WILL NORMALLY BE REJECTED and
the use of these fields is not consistent with the HIPAA or CMS-1500 rules and regulations. 
Note that in some states 24J shaded area may contain the providers Taxonomy Code.

http://www.cms.hhs.gov/
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27.2.14 Signature (Basic)

 
This tab can record for use,  the electronic image of the employee signature.  The signature can be
automatically placed in reports or forms such as a prescription form saving the Provider the time
needed to sign the prescription. 

The Signature can be captured in two different methods:

1) Import an image of the signature.   The image can be scanned or converted into an image (picture
file) and imported into the signature field.

The signature field to use in forms and reports is located in the System table and is called
RX_SIGNATURE_IMAGE.  The maximum size of the scan image must be no bigger than 2.5" by 1"
or the signature will not show properly on reports and forms. (Scanning a 8"X 11.5" page with your
signature on it will create an image 8"x 11.5" in size which will not work, also if your scanner is set
to produce images at the 8.5 x 11"size it will also give you issues).  Use your scanner image tool to
crop the image to only save the signature portion.

2) Use the Capture Signature button to record via a pen, touch or other mouse type device your
signature. 
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27.2.15 Security (Basic)

(Note: Only Filopto Administrators have access to the Employee Profile Security Tab)

The Security tab permits the administrator to create the User Security profile for each
user/employee, change the user password and set the access rights to various modules, functions and
reports.

The system access and security policies are created in the Security Manager section of the Filopto
Configuration Manager (tab).  Once the base security policies are created in the Security
Manager, you may apply the created policies to each user using the security tab in this screen
(Employee Manager). 
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SECURITY CREDENTIALS SECTION:
 

The user security credential section administers the user Logon
name to the system and the password for the users.  Without
these user credentials created a user will not be able to login to
Filopto.

Username Password (1):
To create the user Logon name and password enter the required
information and select the New Password button to create a user
password.. 

The Password Never Expire option should only be used in very
unique circumstances and over rides the system defaults.  Not
changing passwords on a regular basis greatly reduces the
system overall security.

  IMPORTANT: A user must have a User Name and Password
to login to Filopto.

The system security policies are applied automatically, the
settings applied in the Configuration Manager - Security
Manager section dictate the rules and policies applied for
acceptable passwords and access. Review the help file for
information on how to create a strong password.

Automatic Logoff (2):
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Administrators can override for specific users the default log off
policy set in the Security Manager. To blank the minutes entered
for a user, select the Use the Default Timeout button to reset the
value to the corporate policy set in the Security Manager.

Activate the User
User in Lock Status
Too many Password Attempts
User Lock Out unable to Sign In (3) 
(This button only shows when a security policy is
compromised)

In the event that a security policy is activated (too many attempts
to login (password not correct), period of inactivity or user status
has been placed as non-active) the user account is automatically
placed in a lock status. You can re-activate/reset a user password
using this function.  

(3) The reason for the user account lock is shown below
the Activate the User button. 

The administrator may clear the employee lock status (if too many
Logon attempts or period of inactivity caused the lock) on the
employee account by selecting the Activate the User (3) button.
The Activate the User button clears all locks caused by the
employee account having breached a security policy.  If the user
account status is non-active the user will not be able to
Logon until the status has been changed to active.

Password Never Expires: allows a user to be exempted from the
system wide security policy that forces a user to change their
password after x number of days. Placing a check mark (4) de-
activates the user password from the password security verification
rule.  (for more information see Security Manager - Global
Settings .1619
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    The password entry screen permits users to create

their own password based on the security policies
defined by the organization.    

  For help on how to create a strong
password select the Help icon. 

As you enter your password the screen will evaluate
and display the strength of the password entered and
place a check mark beside each password policy
requirement that has been met.  

You require at a minimum 8 character for a password
to be valid. Your organization may require more to
achieve acceptable security.

SECURITY GROUPS SECTION:

The security group section
permits administrators to
assign multiple access
policies to a user.  By
selecting the Assign
Security Group button the
administrator can review the
various access policies
available by user roles
(created in the Security
Manager).  The administrator
must select the appropriate
access policy for the
employee.

Security Access policies are
grouped by user roles and
contains various access
rights depending on the role.  

Typically, users will have one
or more access policies
added to their security profile
giving them access to the
various elements and
functions for one or more of a
given role.  

Access Security Groups are created in the Security

Manager located in the configuration Tab. Security

Groups assigns the access rights to a user. Without

security groups assigned to a user the user cannot  use

Filopto.

Assign User Access Groups to a

User

Go to the Employee Account/Profile Security tab
(1)  and select the Security Groups Tab (2) and
assign (3) the user allowed access groups to give
the user the access rights needed. A list of
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For example a typical user
may have several access
policy from the User,
Financial and EMR role giving
them access to Filopto tabs ,
Patient file, Scheduler,
Invoicing and EMR functions 

Remove a security policy
from a user by using the
Remove button beside the
selected policy.

Print the Security Groups for
a user by using the Print List
button.

 See Security Access
Rights  for more
information

access rights given to the user are displayed in
the Security Groups grid (4). 

The Assign Security Group
button permits administrators
to assign a access policy to
the user profile.  

The list displayed is created
in the Configuration Manager
tab - Security Manager.  The
policies are listed by Role. 
The user can sort, group, find
and display the policies as
required using the data grid
capabilities.

By default users have no
access rights.  The
administrator must assign the
appropriate access rights
based on the task and
functions the employee will
be doing.  Each role may
have various access rights to
functions such as 

vno-access, 
vread only 
vread and write  

   

 

   IMPORTANT:

If conflicting Security Groups (rights) are
assigned to a user, the highest access rights
will be given to the user. For example; if you
give a user Invoice Read Only rights in a Security
Group and then assign another Security Group
which has Read/Write access for the invoice the
user will have Read/Write access to the invoice.

1627
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The Read and Write access
gives full access to the user
to create and make changes.

The administrator can create
their own roles, but by default
Filopto comes with pre-made
policies grouped in the
following roles:

  

User: Basic function applicable to most users such as access to the main Filopto tabs

such as Front Office tab, Patient File, Patient Scheduler, Reports and Forms, etc..

Administrator: Functions normally reserved to system administrators of Filopto such

as Employee Management, advanced functions in the Invoice and Patient file.

Supervisor:  Functions related to office supervisor functions such as Recall Manager.

EMR: Access policies related to the Exam/EMR module. Typically related to providers

and their assistant.

Financial:  Access policies related to financial transactions such as the ability to

change prices, void items etc..

Security: Sensitive functions related to the system overall functioning and security

such as the Configuration tab, Security Manager, Backup function and others.

 
OFFICES ACCESS SECTION:
 
The offices listed here are the offices that the user will be able to access.  This option is only in
available if in the System Settings section for the Company the option "Can all the Employees
view all of the Offices data" is set to NO.  If it is set to YES no security is applied and all
employees can see the data for of all of the offices.  A note to that affect is posted on this screen
advising you that users have full access to all data.
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By selecting the drop down field you can get a view of all offices that can be selected.  if you wish to
provide access to all offices to an individual you can select the Add all Offices button.
 

 

 
REPORTS ACCESS SECTION:
 
The reports access tab allows for limiting the access rights of a user to various system reports.  If no
access rights is assigned to a user he/she will only have access to non-secured reports.  To secure
a report the report and user must both have the same Report Security Group assigned.
 
Report Groups are created in the System Setting - Report section. You can create as many groups
as required. ( see Report Security Section  in the reports section of this manual on how to activate
report security).
 
When you edit a report in the Report Manager you can assigned the group(s) that have access to the
report.

1519
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EQUIPMENT CONNECTIVITY SECTION:

The Equipment connectivity section allows administrator to enter the credential required to use
certain equipment connectors.

AUDIT LOG (requires security access)

The audit log tab is only available to users having security and audit access.  It displays the logins
and log out of the user as well as every change made to the system by the user.  This feature is a
legal requirement in certain jurisdictions.  It's use is subject to privacy legislation in certain
jurisdictions and should be restricted to security or audit personnel only. Review your applicable
legislation for additional information.
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The gird can be customized, sorted, filtered to display specific records.  The first tab " Login Trace"
displays all login attempts using the user credential.   The second tab " Change Audit Log" 
displays all changes made by the user to the system.

Depending on your system and network configuration the log will register the Name of the Computer
used to login as well as the Windows User name  and IP address of the computer used amongst
other items.  The Change Audit will identify the date and time as well as the change made to a
Filopto record by the user. 

27.3 Employee Scheduler - (Optional)

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 

 
The employee work scheduler helps schedule the Employees/Providers in your practice.  It provides
more granularity than the Basic Employee Manager.  You can schedule Providers on a minute by
minute basis and you can create multiple time blocks for a provider.  The employee Work Schedule
provide maximum flexibility in scheduling work hours and creating time blocks.  If your employees do
not work standard hours this optional module allows the flexibility of creating unique work schedules.

Time Blocks are periods of time defined for certain activities.  Therefore a provider can stipulate that
for a certain time period in a day they wish to only schedule a certain type of appointment.  User can
also block time for special activities or when they are not available for appointments due to external
commitments.
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The Search Criteria Section permits users to define the selection criteria to be displayed. To apply
the selection criteria place a check mark in the desired check boxes, select the office to view and
press the Apply Search Criteria button.  The search criteria displayed will change depending on the
users criteria selection. 
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The selected employee schedule will be displayed in the scheduler located to the right of the display
screen.. You can select the day, month and year to view for the scheduler by using the display
calendars (2) (see help section for calendars ) and pressing the Apply View Criteria (4) button.
 
The view displayed in the scheduler located in the right section of the screen, can be selected by
defining the day(s) (2) you wish to see.  You can also adjust the time display period by changing the
display Time Slot units (1) to be displayed.
 
Once all of your selection criteria are defined (3) press the Apply View Criteria (4) button to view the
selected employees scheduler. 

IMPORTANT: 

Note that the criteria screen will be moved to the side of the screen for easy access to the
employee scheduler.  If you require to view or hide the selection criteria you can contract or
expand the criteria panel by using the View Criteria (5) button. 

 

Create an Employee Work Schedule
 
To edit or create an employee schedule, double click on the employee name time block for the time
period you wish to schedule for the selected employee listed in the grid.  This action will open the
employee Personal Schedule Wizard.  In this Wizard, you can create a time block by selecting the
action you wish to complete and then completing the information presented by the Wizard.

199
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Once a action is selected the Wizard will display the information required to properly complete the
task selected.

Once a Time Block is created a user can edit the time block by double clicking on the time block in
the scheduler.
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IMPORTANT

If you are licensed for the Advanced Employee Manager module make certain that you have
created at least one time block identifying when the provider is working (Normal Working Hours).  
If no time block is identified some functions in the Scheduler will not function properly.  For
example: No available time slots will be displayed in the patient scheduler for the provider
and the Find Next Available Appointment Time searches will result in a blank list since the
provider is never available.
 
It is recommended that when creating the normal work hours time block for a provider that you
use the colour White for display in the scheduler (other colors have the potential to conflict with
your other time block selections for the provider.
 

 
 
 
Time Blocks can be configured to inform users that the employee is absent from the office.  Example
the Provider is on vacation.
 
Time Blocks can be very flexible and permit various combinations to allow Providers to better
schedule their time.  For example, by combining time blocks and offices you can schedule a
Provider or employee to work at different times in different offices .
 
If the employee is a Provider, you can select what type of appointments to allow for the selected
Time Block period.  This permits a providers to control what type of appointments they wish to see
during a given period.  The available time blocks are shown at the bottom of page #2 of the Wizard.. 
Non-Providers do not have this option, in their case the time entered is shown only in the employee
work schedule.  Place a check mark beside the appointment you wish to permit for the selected time
block.
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Time Blocks are associated to an employee and can be assigned for a given office, date and time
period. Overlapping time blocks can be created..
 
Office: The office for which this time block applies
 
Date: The date for this time block. (can be a range of dates)
 
Start and End Time : The time period this time block is active.  For an employee, this may be
his/her work hours.  For a Provider, it may represent a time block reserved for a specific type of
appointment only.  If you are doing a Provider time schedule using multiple time blocks, remember
that any time not allocated to a time block is considered closed (unavailable for appointments).
 
Description: a description for the time block.  Example, contact lens appointments only.
 
Out of Office:  Makes the employee unavailable for the selected time block.  If it is a Provider,
his/her schedule will be grayed out as being out of the office.
 
Color: You can color code the time blocks for easy recognition.  If you are entering normal work
hours, you may wish to use the color white to represent work hours. The last item listed in the drop
down box for color is custom which will open the custom color dialogue box and give access to the
64 million colors pallet.
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Selected Time Block's Appointment Types (Providers ONLY) : Places in the appointment
scheduler, a block which will only allow appointments of the selected type during the specified time
period.  Will pop up an alert to users trying to assign another type of appointment.  The items having
a check mark are the items that are permitted to be scheduled during the time block period.
 
Recurrence:
This section allows users to create multiple instances of the time block being created.  For example,
if a employee typically works 9AM to 5PM every day, you can have Filopto copy this time block for
the specified time period by selecting the appropriate check box and time period.
 

Note Wizard

The Note Wizard permits users to post a note for a specific date on the scheduler. the employee
scheduler will show the note below the employee column name as shown below:

 
 Important:  The employee note field supports up
to 250 characters.
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The note will also appears at the top of the patient scheduler for the selected date

Edit / Delete Time Blocks /Notes
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To edit or delete a time block for the selected date, right click your mouse over the note /Time
Block and the option menu will be displayed.

27.4 Time Sheets (Optional)

 

(OPTIONAL MODULE)
 
The Time Sheets options permits the review of the time record entered via the time clock.  Users can
create the time reports of their choosing and use this feature to record their payroll activities.
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The time reports includes various fields which can assist in the recording of employee time records.
 



Part

XXVIII
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28 Configuration Manager Tab

The Configuration Manager Tab contains the various system settings and administration functions.  This
tab permits users to configure Filopto to their requirements. See Filopto Easy Setup Wizard . The
Configuration Manager tab includes access rights and security for users, the system administrator
tasks, system pick list and other basic settings, the Remote backup service and much more.  Access to
this section of Filopto should be limited to System Administrators.

28.1 Filopto Easy Setup

 
Filopto makes available an easy to use Setup Wizard that guides you into completing the setup
parameters and files required.  Located in the Configuration Manager tab of Filopto,  this wizard will
guide you into completing the minimum items you need to get going.  Further customizations of how
Filopto works can then be completed as required by using the System Settings and Pick List button
located in the Configuration Manager tab.

IMPORTANT
 

REVIEW THIS SECTION AND ALL ASSOCIATED SECTIONS
PRIOR TO PROCEEDING WITH THE SETUP OF YOUR
FILOPTO.  THIS WIZARD REQUIRES YOU TO HAVE KEY

1615
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INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO PROPERLY CREATE A
WORKING FILOPTO ENVIRONMENT. 

The Wizard may be started / paused and re-started by you
while you find or create the elements you require to complete
a task, however changes to some entries may not be possible
once they have been activated and used.  You can stop and
re-start the wizard as often as you wish, the items entered and
saved will not be deleted.

Users will not be able to use Filopto until you have registered and activated
your Filopto License and create users profiles for the Filopto server. 

See Register / Activate Filopto

See Security Access Rights

before proceeding
 

  
The items listed on the left hand side of the Wizard illustrates the major elements that need to be
created for a fully functional Filopto environment.

1813
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IMPORTANT:  All items highlighted in Yellow are mandatory fields that must be completed

for Filopto to function properly.

IMPORTANT:
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The size of the logo you enter into Filopto will be used "as is" in reports and forms.  Therefore you
should use a logo having approximately a size of 1.5" X .75 " .   A larger image will result in the
reports and forms displaying the actual size of the logo, which if large,  may hide the data being
displayed on the reports or forms.

 

Review the Security Manager  settings ( Security Groups) help section on how to create user groups
and assign security profiles to your users. (Security Manager ).  Security groups have to exist prior
to creating your employees.

 

IMPORTANT:

The configuration of Filopto can be manually done without using the Filopto Setup Wizard.  Also the
Wizard does not expose every item that can be modified or configured by the users.   For details of
all settings available review the Configuration Manager Tab  help section.

 

1619
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28.2 Security Manager

The Filopto Security Manager establishes and controls the

systems overall base security policies and basic user access rights.  By default, users have
no access rights to the Filopto system (they cannot access or run anything).
 You must define the system security policies and security groups which gives the users access to
the system.  This modules works in concert with the Employee Manager to manage the overall
security of the system. 

Divided into three (3) tabs the Security Manager 

1) Established the system overall security access and password policies (Global Settings )

2) Give and manages the access to features and functions to user by creating user security
groups to which users can be assigned. (Security Groups  & Security Access Rights )

3) Administers the default user password to setup the system. (System Administrator  &
Create a System Administrator )

28.2.1 Global Settings

The Global Security Settings establishes the base security access policies that will be enforced by
Filopto. The security access policies focuses on four (4) security requirements:

1) User Automatic Log Off Policy
2) User Account Deactivation Policy

1619
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3) Lockout Policy for Bad Login Attempts
4) Password Security Policy

IMPORTANT: 

The default values represent the minimum values typically used in the industry. Various jurisdictions
have specific requirements or recommendations for the various policies listed.  Please review the
rules applicable to your situation when setting the values to be used.  For more information you may
consult the documents associated with HIPAA, PIPEDA, CMS, PHI legislation as well as your
professional association recommendations.

Review password requirements on how to achieve a secure password :  Create a Secure
Password

Automatic Log Off

Some legislation requires users PC's screens to be blanked out when not in use as to not permit non-
authorized users to view the data displayed on the screen.  This rule can be easily enforced by setting
the Windows default screen saver to appear after x period of time of inactivity.  

The above basic security policy is in many jurisdictions further enhanced by requiring users to log off
after x period of time inactivity thus ensuring that a non-authorized user may not gain access to
Patient information.  The setting of this policy will automatically sign-off the user after the set elapsed
time of inactivity.

318
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Maximum Inactive Days

Some legislation requires users accounts to be terminated immediately when a user no longer works
for the employer as well as if the user account has been inactive to a period of time.  This setting
addresses the situation of inactive accounts and permits the administrator to automatically deactivate
the users account if it has not been used after x days.   The administrator can always re-activate a
user account that has been deactivated by using in the Employee Manager the Activate the User
button.

Bad Login Attempts - Brute force attacks

The first line of defense against unauthorized users is a good password policy with active mitigation
enforcement for attempts to break in to your system by guessing possible user passwords (also
known as brute force attacks).  This setting deactivates a user account after x number of failed
password attempts during a consecutive 1 hour period.  A user account can be reactivated by the
administrator if the user forgot or used the incorrect password and exceeded the set limit by using in
the Employee Manager the Activate the User button.

Password Policy

You have valuable information and it is your responsibility to protect it.  A strong password policy is
one of the basic steps in securing your data and meeting your legal responsibility.  Review the Create
a Secure Password  help section to determine your password policy.   

Change Passwords Every X

How often does a user need to change their password? It depends on how strong your password is.
Stronger and longer password are less risky.  But even strong passwords can be compromised. The
longer the time period a password is active, the greater the risk that it can be compromised
(somebody saw it or can guess it).  This setting permits you to set the appropriate time frame for
requiring your users to change their password.  

How many days should I choose if I want user passwords to expire? Many organizations
require new passwords every two or three months, Microsoft uses 42 days for its servers.  When you
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change your password every few months, it limits how long a stolen password is useful to a stealthy
attacker—how long he/she has access to your account.  For help on your password policy see:
Create a Secure Password

IMPORTANT:

Users can be exempted from the system wide password expiry policy by overriding the system
default policy setting directly from within the employee profile. See Employee Profile -
Security  tab  for more information

Create a Secure Password Policy

Passwords with less than 8 characters can typically be cracked instantly or within a few
minutes. Test your password using this web site: https://howsecureismypassword.net/  to see how
much time it takes to crack your password.  Then consider your legal requirements and the security
policy you want for your organization.

For more information on passwords see the Help file: How to Create a Secure Password .

318
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.

Password can only be reused after X

Reusing the same passwords over and over again is not a good security policy.  However when
strong passwords are used and an acceptable time period has elapse the risk of reusing an old
password is less.  The administrator can define the security policy acceptable to their
organization.
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28.2.2 Group Manager

Security Group Concept

Security groups allows user accounts to be grouped into customized groups having specific security
rights, saving you the trouble of editing each user individually.

By default, users have no rights to access anything in Filopto.  For a user to be able to use Filopto,
the administrator must give them permission to access the different features and functions available in
Filopto.  To make it easier to manage the user rights to features / functions, Filopto uses the "User
Group" concept. The security administrator needs to :

1) review the various security groups they wish to use for acceptability,
2) define any group or groups of specific features / functions that is required , 
3) assign users to the particular security group to access the selected features and functions
defined.

A user is assigned in their employee profile or in the security group access rights screen, access to
the group(s) required to give them access to the features and functions they require.  When selecting
which security group(s) to give to the user, be wary not to give them access to a group containing a
feature he/she should not have access.  

"Security group rules are always permissive; you can’t create
rules that deny access."

The more common security group configuration have already been created for you.  You can
however create your own to meet any special or unique requirements.

For ease of use we have regrouped the various security groups access into roles for guidance of which
access to provide to an employee.  Each role provides various options that can be provided to a user
such as Read (able to view) or Read Write (able to view and modify) an item.  The system
administrator is responsible to assign the proper access rights to each employee.

The guidance roles defined (you can create your own roles) are as follows:

IMPORTANT: 

 It is common for a user to have more than one security group assigned from each of the role
categories listed depending on how your organization is structured.

You can print the security groups by using the Print List button.

· Administrator - Represent duties normally the responsibility of senior office
administrators

· EMR - refers to access to a patient exam records - Normally restricted to the providers
and their assistant

· Financial - access to tools that can have a financial impact on the organization.
(normally restricted to accounting or senior staff0
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· Security - items that control the system overall functions and access rights - should
be restricted to key system/security administrators

· Supervisor - Items that are required for normal daily operations but restricted to key
individuals to insure system integrity.

· User - Items available or required by users in their normal activities.

28.2.2.1 Create Your Own User Groups

System Administrators can create their own Security Groups for specific requirements by selecting the
New Security Group button. 

1) Enter the Name of the Security Group - for example Doctors if related to security access for
doctors.

2) Identify the Role the security Group Addresses - in this example you would choose Doctor since
you are dealing with the user role of Doctors.

3) Enter a description to assist users in when to choose this User Group.

4) Activate the access rights appropriate for the User Group you are creating.  A check Mark will
activate a feature while selecting from the various drop down list will give the rights selected to the
User Group.

Once you are satisfied with the access rights Save the user group.

 
IMPORTANT:
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Users Access rights are loaded at logon, hence if you make a change to an active user,  the user
must sign out of Filopto and log back on before the change will take effect.
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28.2.3 Security Access Rights

Filopto security model enables you to control user access to

the tabs, features, modules and functions in the software.

Without a user profile, defining the user security access rights,

the user cannot do anything. 

"By Default users have no access rights, they

need to be assigned Security Access to

features and modules to be able to use

Filopto"

The administrator can define security groups for each security

(granular) level required.  For example, 

1) a user is typically a member of multiple security groups. 

Each security group he/she is a member of gives the user

additional rights to use modules or features/functionality of

the Filopto Software.  

2) Security groups define what a user can do or not do. 

Typically a user will have access to multiple security groups. 

For example, you can create an individual security group for

every tab in Filopto and then assign only the one or many tab

security group(s) that contains the tab that the user will need

access.

The same process can be done for various security rights

allowing the administrator to fine tune each users access

rights by only giving them the functions and features they

need.

To get you started, some basic security groups are already

created to get your users up and running quickly.  You only

need to assign them to each user profile. 

Example of how flexible a user group can be:  You could create a user group that would

only have access to the Point of Sales tab.  You could further refine access by creating a

second user group for a point of sale employee which would not allow a specific user to

have invoicing access.  Important:  if you do not give specific access to a user, the user

has no access rights by default!

190
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What is a User Account/Profile?

A user account/profile is a collection of settings and information that tells Filopto which

tab, button and features a user can access, what a user can do with Filopto, what are the

users preferences, and what network resources the user can access when connected to the

Filopto network server.

The user account/profile allows a user to authenticate to Filopto so that a user is granted

authorization to use the resources that the Filopto administrator has allowed.  Secure,

enterprise grade systems such as Filopto don’t allow a user to use their resources without

having a user account/profile.

In Filopto, you can manage the user accounts/profile by going to the “Configuration

Manager Tab - Employee Manager” and creating an employee (user).

Once an employee profile is created the Filopto administrator can go to the employee

profile “security tab” to select from the already created access groups and activate the

required access groups for the user.  User access groups are a collection of user accounts

that share the same security rights and permissions.  A user account must be a member of

at least one user group. By default, users have no access rights.

(Note: Only Filopto Administrators have access to the Employee Profile Security Tab

(see Create a System Administrator ))1637
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Create Security Access Groups

The Security Group screen in the “Configuration Manager Tab - Security

Manager”provides the Filopto Administrator with the ability to create New Security

Groups by using the button with the same name.  

When selecting the New Security Group button the user is presented with the Security

Group screen which contains two tabs: 
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1) the Security Access Rights list - which gives access to the various elements of Filopto

2) the Members of the Security Group, that list the users that have access to the security

rights of the selected group.

Give Security Access to a Group or User

Security Access Rights List

To activate an access right option place either a check mark beside the listed right or

select a right level from the drop down field for the selected right. If no item is selected

or if no check mark is placed beside a right the user will not inherit the right to use this

feature/option.

User Tab Access

Place a check mark beside the tabs names you wish to give access to a group/user.  A user

not having a specific Tab access will not see the tab and will not be able to access its

content.
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Patient File Access 

Place a check mark or select an access right from the drop downs to give access to the

various features and functions of the patient file and features.  Prescription access can be

limited per HIPAA, PHI and PHIPA legislation.

Patient Scheduler Access 

Users can be provided with various access rights to the patient scheduler by selecting the

options from the drop down field.

Recall Manager Access

Users can have access to the Recall Manager by placing a check mark.

EMR/Exam Access

Users can be provided with various access rights to the EMR/Exam module.  Users having

EMR Access Level rights of Read / Write can make changes to the EMR, if they are listed in

the Filopto Licensing section in the Configuration Tab.  An EMR user with Read/Write

access must have the rights assigned to his/her profile and be authorized and assigned to

use an EMR license in the License and Services Manager located in the configuration tab.

As required by various legislation such as HIPAA and other PHI regulation, some

jurisdictions require that certain "SPECIAL" users have access to the EMR in case of an

emergency as defined by the legislation.  The EMR Emergency Access option provides the

functionality required to meet the legislation requirements.  Note that users having this

special access will see a check box displayed on the logon screen.  When checked the user

action will be recorded for audit purposes and as required by the legislation and will give
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the user access to the EMR module.  Please note that the EMR emergency access must be

limited to key individuals per HIPAA /PHI/PHIPA and other similar legislation

requirements.  

The EMR Audit Log access should be limited to an administrator.  

Invoice Access

Invoice access rights can be selected with check marks and drop downs rights. Note that if

users are not provided with a specific invoice changes options listed, a pop up screen will

be displayed requesting a manager approval if the user tries to make any such changes

without appropriate access rights.  The Manager that has such rights will need to enter

their credential to approve such changes to the invoice.

By default not all users should have access to the rights listed if you wish to maintain

accounting control and prevent possible fraudulent activities.
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Lab Order Access

Users can be provided with various access rights to the Lab Orders module.

Credit Memos Access

Users can be provided with various access rights to the Credit Memos module. The

create/modify credit memo right should be considered for accounting personnel or

administrative or supervisory personnel.  

Insurance Access

Users can be provided with various access rights to the Insurance module.  This right is

required for users dealing with Insurance functions.
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Claims Access

Users can be provided with various access rights to the Claims Manager and claim

functions such as voiding a claim record. Voiding claim records should be limited to your

supervisory, accounting or claim administrator.

Accounts Payable / QuickBooks Access

Users can be given access to the QuickBooks Connector and to the Accounts Payable

function. these functions should be limited to the individuals requiring these functions.

Inventory Access

Users can be provided with various access rights to the Inventory Manager, vendor

Manager, Pricing, EMR Billing Groups and promotional functions as well as the Purchase

Order and ability to transfer stock from one office to another.  Financial pricing and stock

transfer and  Purchase Order function should be limited to key individuals.

Reporting, Forms, Communication Manager, Ask A Question, E-Mail Manager, and

Eye on Your Business
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User access can be provided access to various reporting, forms, communication tools and

to Eye On your Business. To limit who has access to what information from your system

you should limit these functions to key individuals in your organization.  It is not

uncommon to see these functions divided amongst several individuals for security

reasons.

Employees Profile Access 

This section provides access to various employees functions (employee manager,

employee scheduler, time sheets) and features in Filopto.

Making changes to employee time sheets should be limited to a key individual as not to

corrupt payroll records.

Employees Access level relates to access to the Employee Manager 

Can View Time Sheets relates to the employees time sheets available in the Office

Manager tab.

Employee Scheduler Access Level gives access to the employee work scheduler.

Configuration Access

This section should only be given to system administrators.  It deals with key system

settings rights such as the system Security Manager, Database Manager, System Settings

and Pick Lists as well as your Backup service and system licenses and Filopto Service

Configuration Manager.  All of these sections are highly sensitive and incorrect use by a

user can cause serious to catastrophic issues.
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The Can use the Security Manager provides management of employee and access

group rights, this includes the security tab in Employee Manager and access to the

Configuration Tab - Security Manager

The Can View Audit Log provides the user read/view capabilities for Audit Logs in the

Employee Manager and in the Configuration tab.

The Can use the License & Service Manager controls your Filopto Licensing and

distribution of licenses to offices and users. Features like EMR and remote desktop

services are managed via the licenses.

Assign User Access Groups to a User

Go to the Employee Account/Profile Security tab (1)  and select the Security Groups Tab

(2) and assign (3) the user allowed access groups to give the user the access rights

needed. A list of access rights given to the user are displayed in the Security Groups grid

(4). 
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28.2.4 Create a System Administrator

To be able to use Filopto,  you will need to create a system administrator user that is capable of creating
and administering your users and setup your system configurations including your user passwords rules.

System Administrator

A system administrator, or sysadmin, is a person who is responsible for the upkeep, configuration, and
reliable operation of computer systems; such as PC's, servers and key business software such as
Filopto.  In smaller organizations he/she may also be the security administrator.  The security
administrator is responsible for security devices such as firewalls, anti-malware solutions and employee
access rights to the network and the organization software. 

The system administrator seeks to ensure that the uptime, performance, resources, maintenance and
security of the computer network he or she manages meet the needs of the users. They are ultimately
responsible for ensuring that only the people authorized, have access to the network tools (PCs and
software) and information (data) available on your computer network.  

Since they have full access to all of the information (data) contained on your network they have to be by
definition the most trustworthy individuals that you can employ. Many owners take on this role
themselves.

Some organization, reduce the possible risk of a security breach,  by dividing up the responsibilities of
the system administrator between different individuals thus limiting potential damage in the case of a
security issue.

The Filopto System Administrator has access to all of your Patients and Financial data.

Create a System Administrator

To create a system administrator you must create in the Employee Manager a profile for the person(s)
that will be your system administrator.  This profile should be restricted to the most trustworthy
individuals only. See Employee Manager  for more information.1575
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When you create the system administrator user, you can assign a special pre-built profile that will
provide the individual(s) with the access rights they need to fully administer Filopto. you can also create
a less powerful profile by removing or dividing certain responsibilities between individuals.

IMPORTANT

Assigning this special security administrator profile represents an extremely high level of risks and
should be restricted in its use at all times. This profile should be restricted to the most
trustworthy individual(s) only. NEVER give access to this profile to every user.
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28.2.5 System Administrator

IMPORTANT

Change this password as soon as possible to secure your Filopto installation. 

This tab permits the Administrator to change the default user setup password for Filopto.  The default
user is master and the default password is master.

The System Administrator account must be replace with an active user account.  System
Administrators should be assigned to key individual(s) in your organization.  Once one or more user
account has been assigned the System Administrator Group function, you can reset the password
for this default setup account.

The master administrator account has limited rights and should only be used when you first setup

Filopto.  Once Filopto is setup change the default password to secure your system.
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28.2.6 System Security & Maintenance

 

SECURITY & SYSTEM
MAINTENANCE

Security and Maintenance are key elements that cannot
be ignored
 
The Filopto system has several levels of security to insure that no unauthorized user can access
Filopto. However, as with any systems, the security is only as good as the weakest link.  

Filopto requires little maintenance for its proper functioning; however, some maintenance is required.
Following are some tools and discussions for the proper operation and maintenance of your Filopto
system.

Filopto security signed with Digital Certificate from
Comodo Certificate Authority
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Filopto programs, libraries and executable adheres to the Microsoft Authenticode standard.
Authenticode is a code signing technology by Microsoft currently used to sign .exe files (PE
files), .cab files, .ocx files, and .class files. 

The Comodo Code Signing certificate which is used in Filopto is an effective way to securely
distribute authentic software over the Internet.  It is a best-of-breed product that offers full protection,
ease of use and flexibility

When customer downloads and run software signed with Authenticode they can be assured of:

§ Content Source: The software really comes from the publisher who signed it. 
§ Content Integrity: The software has not been altered or corrupted since it was signed by use of

a cryptographic hash. 
§ Microsoft Operating System will validate the signed files before install and use by the users. If

they have been compromised Windows will display a message identifying that the security
certificate has been tampered and is no longer secure.

28.2.6.1 System Security

 

SYSTEM SECURITY
 

Security Awareness: A Sound Business
Strategy
 
The Filopto system offers several levels of security to insure that no unauthorized user can access
Filopto. However, as with any systems, the security is only as good as the weakest link.  We
recommend that proper security be in place for all Workstations and network access as well as
physical security to insure that your system is not compromised or stolen.

System security is like an onion,  the more security layers
you have, the better protected your core data will be. 
Hackers are basically lazy so the harder you can make it to
crack your system the less likely that a hacker will try.

  
Security starts with good physical security followed with good
network security.  If any person inside the office can access
your data you have no security. You have to not only lock the
front door to your office but also the front door to your data. 
Lock the access to your server and protect the access to
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your workstation by using strong passwords or bio security
techniques.

Log off users automatically after a set time period to reduce
the chance of inappropriate access. 

Use the tools in your operating system to tighten your
security. Windows can provide a high level of security with
minimal configuration.  

Home version of an operating system are not the same as an
enterprise version.  PC's bough at your local home retailer are
configured to be open an used at home they do not have the
security found out of the box on enterprise versions of the
operating systems.

Network Firewalls are the starting point, most advanced router
firewall can be augmented with blockers(black list)  and
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) which can prevent, guard,
detect and mitigate possible attacks.

Each protection level build on the last, to create a higher
degree of difficulty in penetrating your defense.  The more
difficult it is to penetrate your network, the better protected
you are. 

 

 

28.2.6.1.1  Secure your Environment

 

 

1. Cover the Basics
 
Protecting your business from unwanted cyber attacks, snoopers and other threats starts with
establishing basic computer security measures in your workplace.
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Physical security. The first step is to have some basic physical
security (minimum US standard are defined by the HIPAA Security
rules). Start with a lock door to prevent access to your server. 
Consider the implementation of a timed screen saver and automatic
log out of Filopto that will help keep prying eyes away from sensitive
data.  Protect your server from power outages or brownouts and
possible data corruption with an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
device.

Keep your servers in a safe place. Businesses must make sure
that their servers are not vulnerable to physical calamities. Locate
these machines in a secure, dry, well-ventilated (cool) room, not in a
hallway or under a desk where someone might inadvertently kick or
spill coffee on them. Or mischievously tinker can have access to them.
Your server room should have no windows and a single door you can
lock. Server cases should also be locked to prevent tampering with
internal components. Know which employees have keys to the server
room. You should also keep a record of the serial numbers of your
servers, and mark them with your company information, so they can
be identified and recovered if stolen.

 

Set up a firewall. A firewall helps block intruders on the Internet from
gaining access to your computers and business data. A hardware
firewall (router) is best because it provides protection for all the PC's
on your business network. Having a software firewall for additional
protection is also a good idea. Windows come standard with a
software Firewall to protect your PCs.  Make certain it is activate.

If you have an always-on broadband Internet connection, chances are
your company's computer network is randomly probed by criminal
hackers. Once they stumble on a valid computer address, they try to
exploit vulnerabilities in software or decipher passwords to gain
access to your network-and ultimately individual machines and
everything on them.
 
Like a moat around a castle, a firewall can block intruders from
gaining access to your private network. There are two basic types of
firewall:

1. Hardware firewalls (typically found in a router) block all traffic
between the internet and your network that isn't explicitly allowed.
For instance, you may want to configure the firewall to accept
certain kinds of e-mail and web traffic, but reject all other types.
These firewalls can also hide the addresses of the computers
behind your firewall, making individual computers on your network
invisible to the outside. A firewall may be integrated into the
router or Fibre/ DSL/cable modem supplied by your ISP.

 
2. Software firewalls, such as the Windows Firewall built into

Windows, or from other manufactures such as Bitdefender, Trend
Micro, Kaspersky Lab, Norton, McAfee and others. are a basic
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3. defence that should be enabled by default.  This means that, by
default, all the connections-including LAN (wired and wireless),
fiber, dial-up and virtual private network (VPN) connections are
protected by the Firewall.  

Use wireless security features  Wireless networks use a radio
link instead of cables to connect computers. As a result, anyone
within radio range can theoretically listen in or transmit data on
the network. Freely available tools allow intruders to "sniff" for
insecure networks. While vulnerability increases with a wireless
network, computer-savvy crooks have tools to help them break
into all types of computer systems.   There are security features
built into Wi-Fi products, but manufacturers often turn them off by
default because it makes the network easier to set up. If you use
wireless networking, make sure you turn them on and use the
configurable encryption and access control features that will
make your network more secure.

 

Install Anti-Virus, and Anti-Malware software on all computers.
Running anti-virus and anti-malware programs on your server is as
important as running it on a client PC. Look for programs that not only
detects and disables viruses and malware, but that are regularly
updated for new viruses and malware.  If running an anti-
virus/malware software on the server make certain to exclude
the "Filopto.fdb" database or severe performance issue will
arise. See AntiVirus /Firewall  Issues for more details

What is the difference between Anti-virus and Anti-
malware?

The word malware just means “bad software” and encompasses
anything that runs on your computer with unintended and usually
harmful consequences. In contrast, antivirus is an out-of-date term
that software makers still use because viruses, Trojan horses, and
worms were huge, attention-getting threats in the 1990s and early
2000s. Technically, all viruses are a kind of malware, but not all
malware is a virus.
 
Anti-virus and Anti-malware programs each perform different tasks as
it relates to computer security and threat detection. Essentially, they
look for and remove different types of malicious threats.

Viruses were extremely “popular” in the ‘90s, which is when the term
“Antivirus” became common, but today viruses are the minority when
it comes to malware. There are, however, a few at-large viruses
currently evolving and spreading which still make an anti-virus program
a requirement. More common than viruses is malware like Trojans,
Worms, Backdoors, Exploits, Adware, zero-day or zero-hour malware,
drive-by exploits, ransomware  and PUP (Potentially Unwanted
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Programs), which can include communication clients, remote
desktops and password revealers, just to name a few. 

The focus of online criminals has shifted and therefore malware has
changed. Criminals see today’s online society as an opportunity to
steal personal data including credit card and banking details, pins and
passwords, and information such as home addresses, phone numbers
and even the names of family members. Criminals can, for example,
write malicious code and distribute it in the form of a trojan. The Trojan
can collect personal data which can be sold to crime organizations
who can then steal money directly from the victims bank account or
steal a person identity for other criminal activities.

In today's world you need a solutions that address both types of
activities.  Windows desktop software comes with a standard built-in
anti-virus/malware solution called "Defender or Microsoft Security
Essential" which is the minimum benchmark recommended.
Enhancing this basic defense is recommended. We recommend  that
you choose a reputable MALWARE solution from one of the industry
leaders.  

Note that no one anti-virus/malware solution is perfect and a layered
approach  may provide the best protection, such as Windows
defender center with a malware product as a second protection layer.

 

Use strong passwords. Passwords should be required to log on to
any computer and server in your workplace. Strong passwords have a
mix of uppercase and lowercase letters, numbers and symbols. Make
sure users are required to change their passwords regularly. See the
following web sites which can provide you with secure passwords: 
http://howsecureismypassword.net/  and 
http://strongpasswordgenerator.com/ 

Most small businesses use passwords to authenticate identity -
whether on computers or cash registers or alarm systems. Though
there are more sophisticated authentication systems, such as smart
cards and fingerprint or iris scans, passwords are most common
because they are easy to use. But they are also easily misused.
Hackers have automated tools that help them come up with simple
passwords in minutes. Crooks may also use fraud to get employees
to divulge passwords.   And too often passwords are not effective for
these reasons:

 
1. Sensitive documents have not been password-protected,

allowing anyone to walk up to an unsecured computer and log
on

2. Passwords are weak 

http://howsecureismypassword.net/
http://strongpasswordgenerator.com/
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3. Passwords are written down in plain sight next to a computer
 
Educating your staff about the importance of passwords is the first
step in making passwords a valuable network security tool.
Employees should regard their password the same way they would an
office key. In other words, don't leave it lying around and don't share it.
They should also avoid weak and easy-to-guess passwords that
include the following:

1. Their real name, user name or company name
2. A common dictionary word that makes them vulnerable to

"dictionary attacks"  Common passwords, such as
"password," "letmein" or "1,2,3,4"

3. Commonly known letter substitutions, such as replacing "i"
with "!" or "s" with "$"

4. A password that someone knows
 

What does a "strong" password look like? It should have the following
characteristics:

· Be at least eight characters long; the longer the better currently
the recommended length is 15 characters or more

· Have a combination of lower and upper case letters, numbers
and symbols

· When changed should be significantly different than previous
passwords

 

For more detail information on how to create a secure passwords see the "How to : Create a Secure
Password  " section of the help file.

Backup your files. Disasters happen, equipment fail and if you haven't
saved your important files and information on a separate off-site
storage system, all your critical business application data could be
lost. (See System Backup  section for more information)

 

Update your software. Hackers like to find and exploit bugs and
loopholes in popular software products. Some do it for money, some to
make a statement, some simply to cause trouble. And they can cause
trouble - exposing customer credit card numbers or personal
information on a website or stealing passwords in a computer. The
impact on a business can be fatal. Software updates typically include
the latest security features. Updates for Microsoft products are
available on Microsoft Update and the Microsoft Download Centre.
Filopto's updates are available from the Filopto Update web site.

   IMPORTANT
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 Filopto releases updates every month which includes new
features, enhancements and bug fixes.  Microsoft releases on the
second Tuesday of every month updates to their operating system
and programs.  In addition Microsoft also provide updates from
other manufacturers that updates software related to video cards,
printers etc...  It is important that all updates (recommended and
optional) be installed. 

  

2. Regulate Access to Information
 
Not everyone should have access to everything in your workplace. If your business runs a Windows
Server operating system, you can permit and restrict employee access to documents, spreadsheets
or other business files. You can also designate in Windows and Filopto whether a user is permitted
to just read a file or change it. Here are tips for regulating access.

Practice least privilege. With Windows Server, it is possible to assign users different permission
levels. Rather than giving all users "Administrator" access - which is not a best practice for
maintaining a secure environment for PC's or servers - you should use your servers to manage client
PC's. Windows Servers can be configured to give individual users access to specific programs only,
and to define which user privileges are allowed on the server. This ensures users can't make
changes in areas that are critical to the server or client PC operation. It also prevents them from
installing software that may introduce a virus or otherwise compromise the integrity of your network.
 

·Create groups of users and assign permissions and privileges to them rather than individual
users. This saves you time administering access rights.

 
· Create your user groups based on roles, such as sales representatives. Then assign a set of

permissions that are relevant to performing the tasks defined for that role.
 
· Set access rights for each role to the minimum levels required for users to do their jobs. For

instance, if the sales representative group only needs to be able to read a customer profile, do
not also give then access rights to share or delete the file.

 

28.2.6.1.2  Firew alls & Proxies Settings

Firewall and Proxy settings required by Filopto

All electronic devices should use a Firewall to protect them from unauthorized access. You may
require to open certain ports for full functionality of Filopto.  

What's a firewall?
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A firewall is software or hardware that helps prevent hackers and some types of malware from getting
to your PC through a network or the Internet. It does this by checking the info that's coming from the
Internet or a network and then either blocking it or allowing it to pass through to your PC.

A firewall isn't the same thing as an antivirus or antimalware app. Firewalls help protect against
worms and hackers, antivirus apps help protect against viruses, and antimalware apps help protect
against malware and ransomware. You need all three. You can use Windows Defender, the antivirus
and antimalware software that's included with Windows, or you can use another antivirus and
antimalware app. See AntiVirus /Firewall  Issues for more details

You only need one firewall app on your PC (in addition to the firewall that's probably built into your
network router). Having more than one firewall app on your PC can cause conflicts and
problems. Windows Firewall comes with Windows and is turned on by default. If you have a third
party anti-virus/malware software they may have turned off the Windows firewall to activate their own
firewall.

What's a Proxy Server

 
In an enterprise that uses the Internet, a proxy server is a server that acts as an intermediary
between a workstation user and the Internet so that the enterprise can ensure security,
administrative control, and caching service (reduce internet bandwidth usage). A proxy server is
associated with or part of a server that separates the enterprise network from the outside network
and a firewall server that protects the enterprise network from outside intrusion. Proxy servers allows
organizations to control the web sites their users access ( limit access to non-business sites or
social media sites not required for business activity) and reduce the chance of viruses and malware. 

What IP Ports does Filopto Use?

149
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If your computer system uses a firewall or proxy, Filopto uses certain Windows ports for
communicating with the Filopto server and with Accra Med Software for updates, license renewal and
support via the Internet.  You may need to adjust your Firewall or proxy settings to allow the following
Filopto programs to function properly.  

Proxy servers must permit access to the following domains:   accra.ca and filopto.com  The USA
claim scrubber requires access to the following domain: medicalcodesolutions.com
 
Filopto Main Program (Filopto.exe and Filoptocore.exe) : These core programs for Filopto are
the client connectors to the Filopto Server (service and to the Firebird Database.  They communicate
using TCP port 3050 and 3051.
 
Firebird Database Server (fbserver.exe) : The Firebird server (located on the server, 
communicates with Filopto's clients and server software using TCP port 3050 and port 3051.
 
E-Mail Manager :  The e-mail Manager default is to send e-mails using port 25 and receive e-mail
delivery confirmation on port 110. (the ports are user configurable)
 
Update Filopto Manager:  Uses ports 80. Port 80 is used to receive the HTML file listing the
updates to the Filopto program.  It uses various servers in the filopto.com domain.
 
Filopto Server (FiloptoServer.exe) :  Uses ports 80 (bug tracker outgoing only), 3050, 3051,and
5220 to activate, transmit, validate and receive your licensing information.  (The application resides
only on the server)  
 
Filopto Cloud Base version use the secure port 443 to communicate to the server. The secure
protocol used is TLS.

The Remote Support software (FiloptoSupport.exe) : uses Port 80 to communicate with Accra
Med Software Inc. technicians. Port 80 is used for sending a request to our Technicians.  The
application has to be initiated by your user for these ports to be active. (The application resides on all
workstations and server.)  

The ACCRA Backup Service uses the outgoing port 433 and 8085 to create the secure tunnels to
the backup servers. The transmission are encrypted before leaving the backup application.  It also
uses the secure.accra.ca and accrabackup.accra.ca domain if you are using a proxy.
 
 

28.2.6.1.3  Disaster Planning

 

Disaster Prevention
 

40% of businesses never reopen after

disaster strikes
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Be Prepared!

System crashes or failures are unfortunately a reality that everyone must face. No system is immune
to them and therefore, you must prepare for a disaster.
 
A disaster may come in many forms - from a simple operating system or equipment failure, to a total
lost of the system due to some natural disaster such as a fire, earthquake or tornado.
 
To make sure that your business can survive such a disaster, you must be prepared. At the very
least, you must have a backup of your complete files so you can restore your system. Do not store
the backups in your office, but rather store them off site. If your office is destroyed, so will the
backup copies. See System Backup  Help for more details.
 
Other things you may want to consider in your disaster prevention plan are items such as UPS
(uninterruptible power supplies) and RAID Hard Drives.
 
A good UPS can help eliminate system crashes due to power fluctuations or failures. If your location
is susceptible to such things, consider placing a UPS on your main Filopto system.
 
RAID 5 or 6 Hard drives are an advanced technology which can protect your data in case of a hard
drive failure. The technology basically keeps enough information on multiple hard drives that if one
fails it can reconstruct the data lost and permit you to continue working.
 
Other redundant and prevention tools are also available to help protect your system. You may wish
to discuss your concerns with a qualified system engineer that can assist you in determining the
level of redundancy best suited to your needs. However, the best prevention is to be prepared in case
of a disaster.
 

System Crashes
 
Filopto is designed to minimize possible data loss or corruption due to system crashes. Various
safety features are included in the system which help reduce but do not eliminate the possibility of
data corruption or loss. Additional features are available and can be implemented. By default, these
features are not implemented since they require some advanced technical knowledge. If you wish to
increase the degree of recovery option, please discuss your concerns with Technical Support and
they can advise you on potential options.
 

Important: Before allowing individuals into Filopto after a crash, check the validity of the data. In a

crash situation, it is possible that some data records may be lost or corrupted. It is normal for the
records being worked upon at the time of the crash to be either lost or damaged. You should review
these records before using them.
 
If you find that the data is not useable, you will be required to restore the data from a saved backup.
 

28.2.6.2 System Maintenance
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SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
During its life software will be subject to pressures for change. These pressures are an unavoidable
consequence of the nature of software and the changing environment in which it is used. Operating systems
are constantly updated and new operating systems are made available every few years.  For Filopto to function
properly it has to be updated to reflect these changes.  In addition no software is perfect, that is why we provide
updates to address bugs, enhance features or add new  features.  Accra Med Software releases regular
updates every month.

There are 3 fundamental maintenance task you must do:

1. Update Filopto  - use the Filopto Auto Update feature
2. Update Windows (monthly)
3. Backup you data (daily)

28.2.6.2.1  Update Filopto

Filopto contains an Auto Update feature see Auto Update .able to keep your Filopto current.  A
manual update process is also available.  Manually updating Filopto is a simple process follow these
steps:

IMPORTANT:     

Update makes use of certain fixes to the Windows operating system delivered monthly by
Microsoft.  Make certain that you have all of the latest CRITICAL, RECOMMENDED  and
OPTIONAL Windows updates installed on your PC and Server.  You can download them
FREE of charge by using the Windows Update program available in your Windows
installation.  All update requires and makes use of these Microsoft updates.  Microsoft
releases new updates every second Tuesday of every month.

1) Verify if an update is available by going to the Filopto WEB Site or by using the Filopto Check For
Update option located in the Filopto Help Menu.
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2) Go to the Filopto web site ( http://www.filopto.com) to download the latest update to
Filopto 10.0   The Update procedure is documented in the Filopto Manual under the Update
Filopto  section.  If you do not already have a username or password for the Filopto web
site, you must register and receive your password to be able to download the update.  

28.2.6.2.1.1  DBUpdate

The server DBUpdate utility (DBUpdate.exe) is normally used during update
procedures of new versions of Filopto. However, you can use this tool at any time without negative
effects.
 
The DBUpdate Utility repairs any inconsistencies in the database and optimizes the database
performance.
 
Warning: THIS TOOL CAN TAKE SIGNIFICANT TIME TO RUN DEPENDING ON THE SIZE OF
YOUR DATABASE   When you use this tool, all users of Filopto must be signed off the system
since it requires exclusive access to the database. As with all major changes to your system,
we strongly recommend that you do a backup before running this utility.
 
 

114
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To run the utility (located in the server Filopto folder) you must be the system administrator and
you must be on the Filopto server or  PC on which the database is located.  Click on the Update
Database button and the process will begin.
 
Following is an overview of what steps the CheckDB will perform.

 
  Step 1: It will verify that it is running from the Server. It must be able to locate the Filopto.ini file
in the same directory from which it is running.
  
  Step 2: It will connect to the Filopto.fdb database. If it cannot, it will generate an error message
stating it cannot locate the database.
 

Step 3: It will first do a backup of the Filopto.fdb database
 

Step 4: It will restore the database optimizing the database in the process. .
 

Step 5: It will connect to the FILOPTO_UpdateDB.FDB database which must be located in the
ProgramData\FiloptoXX folder.. If it cannot be located, DBUpdate will generate an error message
stating it cannot locate the database.
 

Step 6: It will compare the database structure based on the update files provided in step 5.
 

Step 7: It will update the Filopto.fdb database with the new changes to the database or default
data

 
 

IMPORTANT:
 
DBUpdate uses the following files which must be located in the Filopto Data folder (C:
\ProgramData\Filopto10) for it to complete properly.

 
Filopto.ini
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Filopto_updateDB.FDB
RxTerms.txt
loincdb.txt
LOINC_Classes.txt
icd9cm.txt
icd9gem.txt
icd10cm.txt
 

 
 

28.2.6.2.1.2  Update Reports

The Update Reports utility (updatereports.exe) is located in the Filopto server program
directory (C:\Program Files(x86)\Filopto10).  It is used during an update of a Filopto version.  By
running and selecting the appropriate items, it will update your database with the latest version of the
available reports, ICD-9, CPT codes and other key tables of Filopto.
 

IMPORTANT:
 
Updatereports.exe uses the following files which must be located in the Filopto Data folder (C:
\ProgramData\Filopto10) for it to complete properly.

 
Filopto.ini
filopto_reports.FDB
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28.2.6.2.2  Window s Update

Windows 10

Windows  8.1

Why You Should Be Running The Latest Windows Security Patches & Updates.
 

Microsoft releases FREE updates and fixes for Windows every 2nd Tuesday of each month.
These updates are required for the proper functioning of Filopto.  These updates are a critical task that
users must do.
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1. Protect Your System From Malicious Software (Critical Updates) 
    Hardly any code is perfect and sooner or later weaknesses will be identified. Security issues are the
worst possible errors, as they may be exploited by malware to access and potentially damage your
system.

Security issues are regularly identified in various parts of the Windows operating system, including
Internet Explorer, .NET Framework, or the main platform. Even if you do not run the respective
software, it is a risk not to patch it, simply because it is installed on your system. Note that these
updates are required, even if you are running anti-malware or anti-virus software, as that software
may not sufficiently protect you from Windows security issues.

Potential consequences of not installing security updates are damaged software, loss of data, or
identity theft. Every year, malware causes damage of millions of dollars worldwide. The main reason
is that users don’t install critical software or Windows updates, allowing malware to exploit loopholes
that have long been patched. Vulnerabilities can potentially be exploited within hours of them
becoming publicly known. So once a security update is available, you should immediately install the
fix to protect your system from malware attacks.

2. Resolve General Windows Issues and Bugs  (Recommended Updates)

The second type of update addresses more general bugs and issues of the Windows operating
system. While these non critical errors are not responsible for security-relevant vulnerabilities, they
may still be very annoying as they potentially impact the performance and stability of Windows. So
the main reason for installing general updates is to avoid or resolve Windows issues and hopefully
have a smooth and pleasant Windows user experience.

3. Access New Windows & Software Features  (Optional Updates)

Finally, Windows updates often introduce new features, while also fixing some known issues. A
good example is Internet Explorer. Even if you don’t plan on using the respective software, you
should still run these updates, considering they often come with significant improvements and you
may end up being forced to use the software after all. Moreover, Microsoft will eventually cease
support for outdated software, e.g. old versions of Internet Explorer. This means that if new
vulnerabilities are discovered, they will not be patched, as users are expected to run the latest
version of the program.

How to Setup Windows Automatic Updates

Microsoft has made it simple to keep your PC secure and up to date.  Just like you would lock the
doors when you leave your home, Microsoft gives you a tool that can help secure your systems. 
Just like your home, the first step is to close and lock all Windows and doors before leaving the
house. The Microsoft automatic Update tool will update Windows which will close and lock all known
non-authorized access to your PC.  And as with your home checking that the doors are locked is a
good secondary practice. Verifying every month that the Windows updates have been properly
applied to your PC's.  

Open Windows Update by clicking the Start button, clicking settings
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.

Select the Update & Security option

Select the Check for Update button.
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Windows 10

Define when updates will be installed, choose the Change Active hours option

Under Advanced options, choose the option that you want. 
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If you are using an older version of Windows (not Windows 10) 

Under Recommended updates, select the Give me recommended updates the same
way I receive important updates check box, 

Under Microsoft updates, select the Give me updates for other Microsoft products
check box, and then click OK. If you are prompted for an administrator password or
confirmation, type the password or provide confirmation.

Always install recommended and optional updates.
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28.2.6.3 Filopto Backup

 

In computing the phrase backup means to copy files to a second off site medium (a disk or tape or
to the cloud) as a precaution in case the first medium fails. One of the cardinal rules in using
computers is back up your files regularly and store the backup off premisses. 

Even the most reliable computer is apt to break down eventually. Most professionals recommend
that you make a minimum of three(3) backups of all your files. To be especially safe, you should
keep the backup in a different off site location from the others. You can back up files using  operating
system commands, or you can buy a special-purpose backup utility, or you can use the Accra
Remote Backup Service  (secure and encrypted).

Most businesses employ complete backup solutions that provides storage on removable media, data
compression, automatic backups to off-site storage and automated scheduling to increase the
reliability of the backups.

Filopto Backup Recommendations

Filopto System Backups must be done on a regular (daily) basis. You must regularly test your
backups to insure that they work.  We recommend that you have at a minimum of three(3)
backups of your Filopto system at all times and that they be encrypted and stored off site in
a secure environment (minimum requirements per most PHI and HIPAA legislation).

Accra Med Software has integrated an optional secure remote backup
service into Filopto.  Located in the Configuration Manager tab this service
automated the backup task  for you and meets or exceeds all governments
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backup requirements.  See the Help section on this service for more details.
Accra Backup Service

 

Important
 

Never backup Filopto databases when someone is in the Filopto program or is using it. 
All users must be out of Filopto for a successful backup.  Backing up Filopto when users
are using it or logged-on to it "CAN" corrupt your database.
 
 For maximum protection we recommend that you backup all of the Filopto data
directories including its sub directories.  You should also have a Full backup of your
main server/PC.
 
If you are unfamiliar with backup strategies and methods, we strongly recommend that
you contact a specialist in the field to assist you or contact Accra Med Software Inc.

 
 

HIPAA Security Rule and The HITECH Act

The PHI and HIPAA Security Final Rule sets out your responsibility for backing up your Patients
data. Following are some comments on the requirements. 

Disclaimer
These comments and its references are not legal advice. Consult qualified counsel for any legal issues
that concern you, your organization, or questions on compliance.

· The rules are not optional - All CEs, including medical practices and BAs, must securely back
up "retrievable exact copies of electronic protected health information" (CFR 164.308(7)(ii)
(A)).

· Your data must be recoverable - Why else are you backing it up? You must be able to fully
"restore any loss of data" (CFR 164.308(7)(ii) (B)). reason why you have to test it on a regular
basis.

· You must get your data off-site (in case of disaster) - as required by the HIPAA Security Final
Rule (CFR 164.308(a)(1)). How could one defend a data backup and disaster recovery plan
that stored backup copies of ePHI in the same location as the original data store, especially
once it has been destroyed by some disaster?

· You must back up your data frequently - as required by the HIPAA Security Final Rule (CFR
164.308(a)(1)). In today's real-time transactional world, a server crash, database corruption, or
erasure of data by a disgruntled employee would result in a significant data loss event if one
had to recover from two days ago.

· Safeguards must continue in recovery mode - The same set of security requirements that
applies under normal business operations must also apply during emergency mode. CEs and
BAs cannot let their guard down (CFR 164.308(7)(ii) (C)).
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· Encrypt or Destroy - HITECH says to encrypt or destroy data at rest to secure it (Section
13402(h) of Title XIII HITECH Act). HIPAA Security Rule says that data being transmitted must
be encrypted (CFR 164.312(e)(1)(B)). Many CEs and BAs fail in this area because tape, CD's,
DVD's, USB drives or disk-based backups are moved around freely, unencrypted.

· You must have written procedures related to your data backup and recovery plan - Policies
and procedures (CFR 164.312(b)(1)) and documentation (CFR 164.312(b)(2)(i)) are a huge part
of the HIPAA Security Final Rule.

· You must test your recovery - Backup is useless if your recovery fails, therefore the law
requires that you "Implement procedures for periodic testing and revision of contingency
plans." (CFR 164.308(7)(ii) (D)). Unfortunately, testing backup recovery can be time-
consuming, so most companies rarely do it.

· Non-compliance penalties are severe - Penalties are increased significantly in the new tiered
Civil Monetary Penalty (CMP) System with a maximum penalty of $1.5 million for all violations
of an identical provision.  In September 2015 a doctors office was fine $750,000 for failure to
meet the requirements. On August 3, 2016 a OHIO doctors group was hacked and 156GB of

data was posted online by a Ukrainian hacking group.

 
 

28.2.6.3.1  GBAK

For Users that have their own Backup tool or wish to create their own
backup scheduler for Filopto, following are instructions on how to use
the built-in backup tool for Firebird called GBAK.

Create a Backup using Windows Task Scheduler
 
1. Go into the Start Menu
 
2. Click on Control Panel
 
3. If the Control Panel is displayed in the Windows Category View, pick(by
clicking on) the "Performance and Maintenance" category, then pick

"Scheduled Tasks".   Otherwise, if the Control Panel is displayed in Windows

Classic View, double-click on "Scheduled Tasks".
 
4. Double-click on "Add Scheduled Task".
 
5. Click on "Next".
 
6. Click on "Browse".
 

7. Go to the folder "C:\Program Files\Firebirdx.x\bin".   
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8. Select GBAK, then click on "Open".
 
9. Enter the desired task name(i.e.: Filopto Backup), and select the frequency
you want the backup to be performed(i.e.: Daily), then click Next.
 
10. Select at what time of the day you want it to start (preferably 1 to 2 hours
prior to the system overall tape backup schedule).
 
11. Click on Next.
 
12. Enter the user name and password under which the Filopto database
backup will run(preferably use the Administrator user name and password)
 
13. Click on Next.
 
14. Place a check mark beside "Open advanced properties for this task when I
click Finish."
 
15. Click on Finish.
 
16. In the "Run" edit box, add at the end the following:
 
-b -user SYSDBA -password masterkey localhost:Filopto9 "C:\program
files\filopto9\data\FILOPTO.FBK"

(where C: is the drive where Filopto is installed and Filopto.fbk is the
backed up database file)
 
17. Click on Apply.
 
18. Click on OK.
 

Now, the Filopto database will be backed-up on a regular basis.  
 
 
 
IMPORTANT:
 

If you are using an automated backup tool such as a tape backup
program, make certain that you first shutdown all Filopto programs and
the Firebird engine before doing the backup or you may cause corruption
in the database.   

 
 

GBAK is Firebird's command line tool for online backup and restore of a complete database.

GBAK is able to perform a backup while the database is running. There is no need to shut down the
database during a GBAK backup. GBAK will create a consistent snapshot of the database at the time
it starts running. You will, however, notice a performance degradation during the backup, so it is a good
idea to backup at night.  GBAK visits all pages of the database, so it will also perform a garbage
collection on the database at the same time.

General Syntax
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gbak <options> -user <username> -password <password> <source> <destination>
 

Backup

For backups, <source> is the database you want to back up, <destination> is the file name of the
backup file. The usual extension for the backup file is .fbk for Firebird and .gbk for InterBase.

Only SYSDBA or the database owner can perform a backup. For mufti-file databases, specify only the
name of the first file as the database name.

Restore

For restores, <source> is the backup file and <destination> is the name of the database that is to be
built up from the backup file. You will have to specify the -C option for restore.

General Options

-no_dbtriggers
Suppresses Database Triggers from running [Firebird 2.1]

-pa[ssword]
<password>

Database password

-role <role>
Connect as role

-se[rvice]
 <hostname>:servi
ce_mgr

Backup: Creates the backup file on the database server, using the Service
Manager.
Restore: Creates the database from a backup file on the server, using the Service
Manager.

-u[ser]
<username>

Database user name

-v[erbose]
Verbose output of what GBAK is doing

-y <filename>
Redirect all output messages to <filename>
The file must not exist before running GBAK!

-y
suppress_output

Quiet mode

-z
Show GBAK version and server version

 

Backup Options

-
b[ackup_data
base]        

Back up. This switch is optional.

-co[nvert]
Converts external tables to internal tables

-e[xpand]
Creates an uncompressed backup

-fa[ctor] n
Blocking factor for tape device

-g[arbage
collect]

Does not perform garbage collection (sweeping) during backup

-ig[nore]
Ignores checksum errors while backing up
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-l[imbo]
Ignores limbo transactions while backing up

-m[etadata]
Only backs up metadata (schema). No table data will be stored.

-nt
Non-transportable format (use only when you know you will restore on same platform
and database version)

-
t[ransportable
]

Creates a transportable backup (transportable between platforms and server versions)

 

Restore Options

-bu[ffers]
Set cache size for restored database

-
c[reate_datab
ase]

Restore to a new database (the target database file MUST NOT exist)

-i[nactive]
All indexes will be restored as INACTIVE

-k[ill]
Does not create shadows that are defined in the backup

-mo[de]
read_write

Restores to a read/write database (This is the default)

-mo[de]
read_only

Restores to a read-only database

-n[o_validity]
Does not restore validity constraints. So you can restore data that does not meet these
constraints and could not be restored otherwise.

-
o[ne_at_a_tim
e]

Restores one table at a time. You can use this to partially restore databases with
corrupt table data

-p[age_size]
<size>

Sets page size of new database. <size> can be one of 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192. Default
is 1024.

-
r[eplace_datab
ase]

Restores over an existing database. This can only be performed by SYSDBA or the
owner of the database that is overwritten. Do NOT restore over a database that is in
use! [Firebird 1.0, 1.5]

-
rep[lace_datab
ase]

New abbreviation for the old -replace_database [Firebird 2.0]

-
r[ecreate_data
base]
o[verwrite]

[Firebird 2.0] Restores over an existing database. This can only be performed by
SYSDBA or the owner of the database that is overwritten. Do NOT restore over a
database that is in use!

-r is equivalent to -c. Only the "overwrite" option will restore over an existing database.

-
use_[all_spac
e]

Normally, on restore, database pages will be filled to about 80 %. With the
use_all_space option, database pages will be filled to 100 %. (Useful for read-only
databases which will see no more modifications.)
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Examples

A "normal" Backup

gbak -v -t -user SYSDBA -password "masterkey" dbserver:c:/ProgramData/Filopto10/data/Filopto.fdb c:
\backups\Filopto.fbk

 

Backup with output to a logfile

del c:\backups\warehouse.log
gbak -v -t -user SYSDBA -password masterkey -y c:\backups\FiloptoBackup.log
dbserver:c:/ProgramData/filopto10/data/Filopto.fdb c:\backups\Filopto.fbk

A "normal" Restore

gbak -c -v -user SYSDBA -password masterkey c:\backups\Filopto.fbk
dbserver:c:/ProgramData/filopto10/data/Filopto.fdb

 

Syntax for backup

gbak [options] <database> <target file 1> <size 1> <target file 2> <size 2> ... <target file n>

NOTE: Do not specify a size for the last file. It will always be filled to take up what is left over, no
matter how large.

Size can be given in bytes (8192), kilobytes (1024k), megabytes (5m), or gigabytes (2g)

 

Syntax for restore

gbak -c [options] <source file 1> <source file 2> ... <source file n> <database>

28.2.6.4 Filopto Service Server

 

  
 

The Filopto Application Server program ( FiloptoServer.exe) is a Windows Service (a Windows
service is a computer program that operates in the background (always on)) that is used to manage
users, features and receive product licenses and updates from Accra Med Software Inc.  it is located
on the server, in the Filopto program directory (C:\Program Files(x86)\Filopto10). by default is set to
be automatically started each time your server starts. The service communicates via port 80 to
send and retrieve license, Latest News, Tips and Tricks, and update information, you must
permit this application to be able to use port 80 and the Internet.
 

Important : 
Depending on your Filopto configuration the service programs may requires open access to port
25,26, 80, 2500, 587, 3050, 3051 and 5220.  If you use a Firewall or proxy, make sure that the
program has open access to these ports on the server.
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The Filopto Services Server (FiloptoServer.exe) is installed automatically on the server.  You
can manage the service by using the Windows Services console via the  Microsoft Management
console (mmc)  located in the Windows Control Panel / Administrative Tools section or by asking
Microsoft Cortana for Services.
 

 

 
 
 
The service program is designed to verify access rights to Filopto.  When Filopto is started on a
workstation or terminal server the program immediately connects to the Filopto Application Server
service located on the server.  This connection then verifies if the PC and user are authorized to run
Filopto.  It provides the Filopto users with the authorization permitted by the licensing and security
settings in Filopto.
 

IMPORTANT:
 
If this service is shut down (not running) users will not be able to sign on to Filopto.

 

Firebird Server Services
 
The Filopto database, Firebird, can also run several Windows Service programs in the background.  If
these services are stop or not started Filopto will not function.  You can use the Windows Service
Microsoft Management Console to administer these services. These services start with the name
Firebird.  For more Information see  Filopto & Firebird Services . 

If you receive the following error,  it is due to the Filopto Application Server service not being started,
or in the process of starting.  Verify that the two services shown above (located in the Filopto Server)
are Running.
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28.2.6.5 Filopto Database

 

 
Firebird SQL
 
Filopto uses the Firebird Relational database to store it's data. Firebird is a relational database
offering many ANSI SQL-92 features that runs on Windows, Linux, and a variety of other Unix
platforms.
 
Firebird offers excellent concurrency, high performance, and powerful language support for stored
procedures and triggers. It has been used in production systems, under a variety of names since
1981.
 
Firebird is an open source multi-platform relational database management system based on the
source code released by Inprise Corp (now known as Borland Software Corp) under the InterBase
Public License v.1.0 on 25 July, 2000. (Interbase V 6.0)
 
 
Filopto uses one database file:   Filopto.fdb - This database contains all of your data.
 
This file is by default installed in the C:\ProgramData\FiloptoData\Data directory of Filopto on the
server or single user PC. 
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28.2.6.5.1  Filopto Database Storage Size

The Filopto database storage requirements depends on the usage made of the Filopto system. The
Filopto database has no practical size limit (up to 2 6̂4-1 bytes file size limit for standard Windows
database file), it can grow to several terabytes in size without any difficulty.  In other words it is
limited by the physical storage capacity of your server.
 
The major impact on file size growth for the Filopto database is a combination of the number of
records stored in the database and the type and amount of images/media stored into the database. 
Images/video typically require substantial space for storage.  Filopto is well prepared for such use.
 
In a typical setting not using any imaging capabilities of Filopto the database size can vary from
250MB to over 50 GB depending on the number of patients, invoices, exams etc, entered into the
database.  When multi-media files such as imaging are stored into the Filopto database, it can
typically grow to a file size of 10-100 GB or more.  

Important:  

For optimum performance you must have 3 times the free disk space of your Filopto database
size available for the Temp folder and in the database storage hard drive.  For example if
your database size is 30 GB you must have a minimum of 90 GB of free disk space on the hard
drive where the Filopto database is stored and in the Windows Temp folder.  In addition,  Windows
will not perform properly if the FREE disk space on your drives is less than 20% of the total size
of your disk drive.

 
The efficient architecture of the Filopto program and of the database itself is not affected in
performance by the file size of the database. Hence that the database be small or very large, the
information you are retrieving from the database will take about the same time.
 

Important:  

An important item to consider is that Windows uses the "Temp" directory to store temporary files
it creates (typically located on the C drive).  This temp folder is used by Firebird and Filopto as
well as all other Windows services and applications.  Make certain you have enough free space for
the temp folder to function properly. If you do not have sufficient RAM memory or free storage
space for Windows to operate properly,  performance degradation will result. (See Windows
performance guidelines in Microsoft Windows Help file and Manual)

 
We suggest that for Filopto to run properly that you review the Filopto system requirements and that
you have at least 3 times the physical size of the Filopto database be available in the Temp folder
and hard drive where the Filopto database is stored before running the DBUpdate.exe (see
DBUpdate ) program.1652
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28.2.6.5.2  Filopto Configuration File (f ilopto.ini)

 
 
Filopto is control by two sets of configuration settings:  1) registry entries created during installation
and 2) the Filopto.ini configuration file. Filopto configuration file controls the functioning of the Filopto
system.  Each LAN PC wishing to run Filopto must have the Filopto configuration file installed for
Filopto to start.
 
The Filopto configuration file is called Filopto.ini and is located in the Data directory of Filopto which
typically is C:\ProgramData\FiloptoXX where XX represent the Filopto version number.  This file
contains the various keys and settings required for the proper functioning of Filopto.  The file is
divided into various section which contains the parameters needed by Filopto.
 
The section which a user could require to make change is the [DatabaseSettings] section.  This
section controls the users access to the database server application (service) .  It is composed of
the following sections:

  IMPORTANT: 

The IP address of the Filopto server must be a Static IP for reliability, stability and best
performance. 

(When a device is assigned a static IP address, it does not change. The device always has the
same IP address. Most devices use dynamic IP addresses, which are assigned by the network
(DHCP Server) when they connect. These IP addresses are temporary, and can change over time.
Dynamic address should never be used on servers.)

If you use a Dynamic IP address on the Filopto Server it is highly likely that Filopto will
stop working because it's IP address has changed.

 
Server and Single User Configuration (Filopto.ini)
 

[DatabaseSettings]
Pathname= Filopto10
Server= IP (example 192.168.1.10)

 
  
Client PC Configuration (Filopto.ini)
 

[DatabaseSettings]
Pathname=FILOPTO10
Server= IP (example 192.168.1.10)
 
[Topcon]
TRK2P= IP (example 192.168.1.215)
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Pathname: This is the path on the server to the Filopto.fdb database. The pathname is used in the
TCP/IP connection made from a PC to the server to connect to the Filopto database.  The pathname
can be either a full path name such as "C:\Program Files\Filopto10\Data\Filopto.fdb"  or a Database
Alias as shown above.  The default used is the database alias.  In the example above the Pathname
is equal to the Database Alias called "Filopto10".
 
Pathname: Enter Filopto10.  On the server an Alias.config or databases.config file is installed in
the Firebird root directory which tells the clients how to connect to the database using the Filopto10
alias. Filopto uses database aliases to find the path to the server and related databases on network
PC's.  These alias settings are created when you install Filopto and are kept in the Aliases.conf file
which is located in the Firebird root directory on the server PC.   For advanced users this
Aliases.conf or databases.config file on the server can be manually edited permitting the database to
be placed in the directory of your choice. (see Database Configuration File )
 
Server: Enter the Static IP of the Filopto Server.  setting contains the IP address of the PC
which contains the Filopto database and the Filopto application servers (FiloptoServer,
FiloptoWEBClientServer) to be used by the Client PC's and system.  This is the static IP address of
the Server PC.  For large and advanced installations, the database can be located on a separate
server via the Firebird alias.conf file.
 
Diagnostic Equipment:

On Client computers you can link some diagnostic equipment connectors to a specific device.  In the
example above we show a Topcon connector entry.  Typically this entry is created automatically on
first connect to the device.  However if you need to move or change the diagnostic device IP address
you must change the Filopto.ini entry related to the device. Enter the static IP address of the device,
network location,  or the Map Drive.

Example:

IP Address

 [Topcon]
TRK2P= IP (example 192.168.1.215)

Network Address

 [Topcon]
TRK2P= \\TopconServer\imagefolder  

Map Drive Letter - - where the " T" drive  is equal to the map drive which is pointing to  \
\TopconServer\imagefolder 
 
 [Topcon]
TRK2P= T:\  
 
 
 

28.2.6.5.3  Database Configuration File

Firebird 2.5 and earlier
    

1671
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Filopto database configuration file controls the functioning of the Filopto database system.  The
database configuration file is called Aliases.conf and is located in the server Firebird directory (C:
\Program Files\Firebird ).
 
This file contains the aliases keys and settings required for the proper functioning of Filopto.  The file
contains the parameters needed by Filopto.
 
 
The file can be edited using notepad and contains the following:
 
#
# List of known database aliases
# ------------------------------
#
# Examples:
#
#   dummy = c:\data\dummy.fdb
Filopto9=C:\ProgramData\Filopto9\Data\Filopto.fdb
Filopto10=C:\ProgramData\Filopto10\Data\Filopto.fdb
 
The last line named FiloptoXX contains the path used by the users Filopto.ini file to locate and
connect to the Filopto XX version database.  
 
 

Important: 

If you cannot connect to the Filopto database verify that the path entered in the Aliases.conf file is
correct.

HOW TO DE-ACTIVATE A DATABASE

TO DE-ACTIVATE AN EXISTING FILOPTO DATABASE YOU CAN PLACE IN FRONT OF THE
LINE IDENTIFYING THE PATH A "#" THIS WILL COMMENT OUT THE LINE.  

Example:  # Filopto9=C:\ProgramData\Filopto9\Data\Filopto.fdb

Firebird 3.0

 

Available FALL 2017
 
Firebird database configuration file controls the functioning of the Filopto database system.  The
database configuration file is called database.conf and is located in the server Firebird directory (C:
\Program Files\Firebird 3.0 ).
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This file contains the aliases keys and settings required for the proper functioning of Filopto.  The file
contains the parameters needed by Filopto.
 
 
The file can be edited using notepad and contains the following:
 
# ------------------------------
# List of known databases
# ------------------------------

#
# Makes it possible to specify per-database configuration parameters.
# See the list of them and description on file firebird.conf.
# To place that parameters in this file add them in curly braces
# after "alias = /path/to/database.fdb" line. Example:
# big = /databases/bigdb.fdb
# {
# LockMemSize = 32M # We know that bigdb needs a lot of locks
# LockHashSlots = 19927 # and big enough hash table for them
# }
#

#
# Example Database:
#
# employee.fdb = $(dir_sampleDb)/employee.fdb
# employee = $(dir_sampleDb)/employee.fdb

#
# Master security database specific setup.
# Do not remove it until you understand well what are you doing!
#
security.db = $(dir_secDb)/security3.fdb
{

RemoteAccess = false
DefaultDbCachePages = 50

}

#
# Live Databases:
#
 Filopto10 = C:\Programdata\FiloptoData\data\Filopto10.fdb

 
The last line named Filopto10 contains the Alias name and path used by the user's Filopto.ini file to
locate and connect to the Filopto 10 database.  The path is the physical location on the server of the
Filopto 10 database.  If your C drive is small you can move the data file to another drive and then
change the alias path to point to the new location of the database.
 
 

Important: 
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If you cannot connect to the Filopto database verify that the path entered in the database.conf file
is correct.

28.2.6.5.4  Filopto & Firebird Services

 

     
 
Checking that the Filopto & Firebird services are running

After installation, the Filopto & Firebird services should be running automatically.  If Filopto does not
start It could be that a Service is not running. A Windows reboot should start the services
automatically but you can also start them manually using the Windows Services console.
 
You can manually start the Services applet located in the Windows Control Panel (Local Services) or
by asking Cortana for Services.

Filopto & Firebird Services
 
The illustration below shows the Services applet display in Windows. The appearance may vary from
one Windows server edition to another. The services will appear as Filopto and the Firebird Server -
DefaultInstance.  The services must be running for Filopto to function.  By default they are set to
automatically start with Windows.
 

 

28.2.6.5.5  Firebird Configuration
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Other things you need to know
 
Every database management system has its own idiosyncrasies in the ways it implements the SQL
standard. Firebird adheres to the SQL standard more rigorously than any other RDBMS except
possibly its cousin", InterBase®. Developers migrating from products that are less standards-
compliant often wrongly suppose that Firebird is quirky, whereas many of its apparent quirks are not
quirky at all but are the correct implementation of the ANSI SQL-92 standard.
 

A network address for the server
 
• The Server should always be assigned a static IP address.
 
• If you are on a managed network, get the server's IP address from your system administrator
 
NOTE:  On Windows, it is possible to connect locally to the server, without using a local TCP/IP loop
back. This is not a TCP/IP connection and it is not a thread-safe way to connect to a local server. 
We do not recommend using this type of configuration.
 
 

IMPORTANT 

Data writes cache policy on a Windows server will have a significant effect on the speed of the
Firebird database. See How Hardware can improve Firebird database performance?  for more
information on setting up your Write-caching policy.

 
 
 
 

Default Database user name and password
 
The Firebird Database is secured via a default Username and Password. Typically these security
parameters are not required by the users. If you require these parameters please contact Accra Med
Software Inc.

Encryption

The Firebird database is encrypted using an encryption algorithm managed by Filopto to secure the
data it contains.  You require the Filopto client application to be able to unencrypt the content of the
database.

28.3 System Setting & Pick List

 

183
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SYSTEM SETTINGS & PICK LIST

The Filopto Easy Setup Wizard will prompt you for the basic information needed to start using
Filopto.  
 

You can supplement or change your system settings by also selecting the Filopto System
Setting / Pick List button located in the Configuration Manager tab.  This button provides complete
access to the system settings for the system.
 

 
The Filopto System Settings / Pick List button gives access to the System Setting module which
configures the functioning of Filopto.  It is divided into eleven (11) tabs which permits users to define
the various elements contained in each tab. The Settings module is your starting point for installing
and customizing Filopto to your needs. This section provides access to various default tables which
are used throughout Filopto.  You will find that many pick lists used in Filopto have input tables that
you can modify.
 
This module serves as the central repository of the system setup tables which govern the workings of
Filopto.  Users can modify the content of the various tables, customizing how Filopto will operate.
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The practice is able to customize their system settings for the following sections:
 
· General
· Scheduler
· Patient File
· EMR
· Dispensing
· Task Manager
· Office Reports
· Insurance
· Accounting
· Employee Manager
· Inventory
 
To learn more about each section, view the related Help section for the module.

28.3.1 General Tab

 

 
The General tab contains the information related to your practice.  You can enter, modify and delete
the information contain in the various tables and pick lists.   Most screens are self evident as to how
to enter or modify the data contained therein.
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28.3.1.1 Company Settings

 
The Company Settings screen contains the base information and description of your organization. 
The information herein is used throughout Filopto in screens as well as to create invoices, reports
and other items.  It is essential that you enter as much information as possible so that blank lines do
not appear in Filopto.
 
 

 
Company Name and Address (Required Fields)
 
Consolidation identification :  Future use, field should be left blank
 
Federal Tax Identification: Taxation Registration Numbers
In several jurisdictions, it is a requirements that the taxation registration numbers appear on all
invoices. For taxation purposes, we have included Federal Tax and State Tax registration number
fields. The information in these fields is automatically included on the standard Invoices. Please note
that the actual tax calculation and rate is done at the invoice level. Filopto supports multiple taxes on
Invoices and the tax rates are entered in the dispensing module.

Can all the employees view all the offices data:  This switch limits the ability of users to access
other office data. This field gives full access to all employees to all of the data of the various offices, if
set to YES.  When set to YES the Office Access tab in the Employee Manager is not available,
since it no longer applies.  If set to NO, the administrator can, in each employee profile, set to which
office the employee is restricted. 
 
Corporate Logo:  The company logo can be loaded via an existing file or via a scanner or camera
device by using the appropriate button.  Use the Acquire or Load Image File button to load your
corporate logo.
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IMPORTANT:
 
The size of the logo you enter into Filopto will be used "as is" in reports and forms.  Therefore you
should use a logo having approximately a size of 1.5" X .75 " .   A larger file will result in the
reports and forms displaying the actual size of the logo, which if large, may hide the data being
displayed on the report of form.

Scanning a 8"X 11.5" page with your logo on it will create an image 8"x 11.5"in size which will not
work, also if your scanner is set to produce images at the 8.5 x 11"size it will also give you
issues.  Use your scanner image tool to crop the image to only save the logo portion.  If you need
to manipulate (resize) your image you may want to look at free images tools such as Microsoft
Paint (installed with Windows) or the more advanced version Paint.net ( http://www.getpaint.net).
 

28.3.1.1.1  Report Logo / Images

Logo

To add a Logo to a Report/Form

Step 1)  Drag the Image component to a location in your report (PageHeader Band for example).

Step 2) Set the DataField and DataSet parameters of the image component to the correct data query
and the logo field to retrieve the correct image.  

http://www.getpaint.net
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The Data Query Component must query either the System table for the Corporate Logo/Images or the
OfficesMaster table to the Office / Branch logo or Images. (see below for example).
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Images

In addition to the Corporate logo and Office Logo which are used in reports and forms, users can also
add three additional images for use in the designing of their reports and forms.  The Report Images tab
in the company setting screen permits the loading of three additional images.  These images can be
used for various purposes in Forms and reports.  For example by creating a letterhead image you could
use it in multiple forms making it easier to use or change and required.  This permits added flexibility
when designing your own forms and reports.  

When using the images in Reports or Forms you must query the file named "System" and reference the
images by their name which are:  REPORT_IMAGE_1, REPORT_IMAGE_2 and REPORT_IMAGE_3.
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Most of the reports and forms will already have the system file as a part of the report or form (sometime
the query will be called system, or corporate info) since it also contains the Corporate logo and address
information.  To modify or add these fields to your report or form open the report and select the Data Tab
(1) , then select the system query (2)  and edit the query by clicking on the SQL property option (3).  the
Query editor will appear.

To make the three images available to you must add them to the query as shown below.  
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Important:  Place the report images field names below the select command and before the from

command.  Make certain that all field names have a comma after them except for the last field name
(typically before the from command).

To refresh the list of fields available to your report or form save your change (OK button) and select the
FieldAlias option.  If you made a spelling error or any other error the refresh will not show any fields in
the displayed list.
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To find out more on how to use images in reports or forms see the help section Reports with Pictures
section.

28.3.1.2 Office / Branch Settings

The Office settings screen defines the different offices / branches available in Filopto. These offices
permit you to create segmentation's in your patient file by assigning patients to specific offices and
track activities for that particular office. These settings are also used in the appointment screen to
display only the patients associated with a given office.  The Filopto LE ( LAN Edition) only supports
one office. Filopto DE (DUO) supports only 2 Offices.  The Filopto EE (Enterprise Edition) supports
multi-offices.
 

1465
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General Information: Office general information
 
Office Name: Enter the office name that will be used in various reports. (Required Field) This is
the field used in Office/Branch reports for the name of the Office.
 
Logon Alias Name: This is the office name to be used for logon purposes.  For example the office
name could be "The ABC Group - Huston Texas Office"  while the logon Alias name would be
"Huston".  This field is the field used at logon time to identify the office the user will be using.
(Required Field)
 

Important: It is important that no two office have the same name or data corruption will occur.  If

you have Filopto EE (Enterprise Edition), you may enter more than one office by clicking on the +
button located on the toolbar.
 
You must enter a Logon Alias since several reports and key areas of Filopto make use of
this field.
 
 
Default Tax Rates:  These are the tax rates used by Filopto for invoicing purposes.  Each office
may have a different tax rate.  Three sales tax rates are available for use. Tax rate 1 is applied on the
total items/services sold.  Tax rate 2 is applied in the same manner as tax rate 1 unless the
checkbox field is activated (placing a check mark).  If the checkbox field Tax 2 is applied on top of
Tax 1  has a check mark then tax 2 is applied as follows:  (Total of all items/services + Tax 1
amount ) * Tax Rate 2. (piggyback tax). Tax rate 3 can be applied in various manners depending on
the selected method identified by the drop box.
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The actual tax rates are entered in the System Settings/Accounting/Sales Tax section of
Filopto.
 
Federal Tax Identification/GST/PST/QST/HST: Taxation and Business Registration Numbers
In several jurisdictions, it is a requirements that the taxation registration numbers appear on all
invoices. For taxation purposes, we have included Federal Tax and State Tax registration number
field. The information from the company setting  fields is  automatically included on the standard
Invoices. However you can modify the standard invoice for it to retrieve the office information instead
of the corporate information.
 
Office Hours: The hours of operation for the office (Required Field)
 
Note: The scheduler will show for a provider the lesser of the open office hours and the provider work
hours.  For example if the office is open till 6 pm and the provider works till 5 pm the scheduler will
show the provider is available till 5 pm only.  However if the office closes at 5 pm and the provider
works till 6 pm the scheduler will show that the office is closed at 5pm and the provider extra hour
will be gray showing that the extra hour is closed.
 
Prescription Default Rules: The prescription will read  the expiry date from this tab. Example:
Contact Lens Prescriptions expire 2 months after issue date - this note will be entered at prescription
time.
 
Contacts: You can assign an Office contact name for the Manager, Billing contact and HIPAA
Privacy Official
 
Departments: Each office can have one or more departments. You can add Office Departments by
clicking on the + sign and adding the department name and information on the right side of the
screen. This will build your list on the left. Departmentalization or departmentalisation refers to
the process of grouping activities into departments.

Functional departmentalization - Grouping activities by functions performed. Activities can be
grouped according to function (work being done) to pursue economies of scale by placing
employees with shared skills and knowledge into departments for example Optical Store, Exam
& Service, Reception, Accounting, Contact Lens.
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Product departmentalization - Grouping activities by product line. Tasks can also be grouped
according to a specific product or service, thus placing all activities related to the product or the
service under one manager. Each major product area in the corporation is under the authority of
a senior manager who is specialist in, and is responsible for, everything related to the product
line. Example: Contact Lens Services, Glasses Services, Optical Store, Exams Services,
Diagnostic Services.

Customer departmentalization - Grouping activities on the basis of common customers or
types of customers. Jobs may be grouped according to the type of customer served by the
organization. The assumption is that customers in each department have a common set of
problems and needs that can best be met by specialists. Example: Contact Lens, Glasses,
Glaucoma, Surgery, etc..

 
Rooms: You can assign Room names for an office. At appointment time, you will be able to select a
Room from a drop down.

 
Logo: You can assign a logo for a specific office which is different than the corporate logo.  If you
want to use the office logo on an invoice, select the Invoice form which supports the office logo and
address.  By default the invoice form used by the system is the corporate logo and address invoice
form.        
 

IMPORTANT:
 
The size of the logo you enter into Filopto will be used "as is" in reports and forms.  Therefore you
should use a logo having approximately a size of 1.5" X .75 " .   A larger file will result in the
reports and forms displaying the actual size of the logo, which, if large, may hide the data being
displayed on the form or report.  If you need to manipulate (resize) your image you may want to
look at free images tools such as Microsoft Paint (installed with Windows) or the more advanced
version Paint.net ( http://www.getpaint.net).
 

28.3.1.2.1  Off ice Hours

Office Hours: The hours of operation for the office (Required Field)
 

The office hours set when the office is open. If no office hours are set the office is never open and the
scheduler will be blank.  The Office Hours may differ from the Physician Hours which are set in the
Physician profile.  Place a check mark to indicate the office is open for a given day and then indicate the
time period the office is open.

Note: The scheduler will show for a provider the lesser of the open office hours and the provider work
hours.  For example if the office is open till 6 pm and the provider works till 5 pm the scheduler will
show the provider is available till 5 pm only.  However if the office closes at 5 pm and the provider
works till 6 pm the scheduler will show that the office is closed at 5pm and the provider extra hour
will be gray showing that the extra hour is closed.

http://www.getpaint.net
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28.3.1.2.2  Sales Tax

Users can create up to 3 taxes to be applied on an Invoice.  In the office setting,  you can set for each
office, the appropriate sales tax.

Tax # 3 can be applied on top of the one or both of the other taxes or independently ( see Tax 3 Is
applied drop down field for options).

Default Tax Rates:  These are the tax rates used by Filopto for invoicing purposes.  Each office
may have a different tax rate.  Three sales tax rates are available for use. Tax rate 1 is applied on the
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total items/services sold.  Tax rate 2 is applied in the same manner as tax rate 1 unless the
checkbox field is activated (placing a check mark).  If the checkbox field Tax 2 is applied on top of
Tax 1  has a check mark then tax 2 is applied as follows:  (Total of all items/services + Tax 1
amount ) * Tax Rate 2. (piggyback tax). Tax rate 3 can be applied in various manners depending on
the selected method identified by the drop box.

 
The actual tax rates are entered in the System Settings/Accounting/Sales Tax section of
Filopto.
 
Federal Tax Identification/GST/PST/QST/HST: Taxation and Business Registration Numbers
In several jurisdictions, it is a requirements that the taxation registration numbers appear on all
invoices. For taxation purposes, we have included Federal Tax and State Tax registration number
field. The information from the company setting  fields is  automatically included on the standard
Invoices. However you can modify the standard invoice for it to retrieve the office information instead
of the corporate information.

28.3.1.2.3  Finance Charge

The Finance Charge tab permits the application of a late payment (interest, financing charge) to
accounts not meeting the payment period specified.
 

 
To activate enter the Annual interest rate to use.   Indicate the number of days from (invoice/billed date)
that you want Filopto to calculate finance charges from.  To apply or create a Financing Charge Invoice
to a patient account you must run the Patient Statement Manager .
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Important:
 

(Optional) If you don't want Filopto to assess finance charges on overdue finance charges, clear the
check box for assessing overdue finance charges. (Interest on Interest)

Laws vary about whether you can charge interest on overdue interest payments. Confirm with the
appropriate jurisdiction that you are in compliance with that jurisdiction's lending laws.

28.3.1.2.4  Prescription Default Rules

The Prescription Default Rules tab allows an office to set the automatic expiry date for various
prescriptions types.  By entering the number of months , a new prescription will automatically be expired
based on the business rule defined for the selected office.

28.3.1.2.5  Contacts

These are the contact information used by Filopto for system Administration / Licensing and
communication.

.
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28.3.1.2.6  Departments

Users can create departments for ease of tracking who created an Invoice.

Departments: Each office can have one or more departments. You can add Office Departments by
clicking on the + sign and adding the department name and information on the right side of the
screen. This will build your list on the left. Departmentalization or departmentalisation refers to
the process of grouping activities into departments.

Functional departmentalization - Grouping activities by functions performed. Activities can be
grouped according to function (work being done) to pursue economies of scale by placing
employees with shared skills and knowledge into departments for example Optical Store, Exam
& Service, Reception, Accounting, Contact Lens.

Product departmentalization - Grouping activities by product line. Tasks can also be grouped
according to a specific product or service, thus placing all activities related to the product or the
service under one manager. Each major product area in the corporation is under the authority of
a senior manager who is specialist in, and is responsible for, everything related to the product
line. Example: Contact Lens Services, Glasses Services, Optical Store, Exams Services,
Diagnostic Services.

Customer departmentalization - Grouping activities on the basis of common customers or
types of customers. Jobs may be grouped according to the type of customer served by the
organization. The assumption is that customers in each department have a common set of
problems and needs that can best be met by specialists. Example: Contact Lens, Glasses,
Glaucoma, Surgery, etc..

28.3.1.2.7  Rooms

Users can track where a patients is located by assigning a room as they progress in the appointment. 
For example, you can track a patient from the reception room, to a pre-test room, to an examination
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room, to the optical dispensing room. To create a room able to be used in the scheduler to assign a
patient in it, you must select the office in question and enter the available rooms for that office.

28.3.1.2.8  Logo

 Enter the Logo for the office if different than the Company Logo.  The Office Logo can be used in custom
/ branch reports

See Report Logo / Images  under Company Setting on how to incorporate the logo or images in a
form/report.

 
IMPORTANT:

1679
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The size of the logo you enter into Filopto will be used "as is" in reports and forms.  Therefore you
should use a logo having approximately a size of 1.5" X .75 " .   A larger file will result in the
reports and forms displaying the actual size of the logo, which if large, may hide the data being
displayed on the report of form.

Scanning a 8"X 11.5" page with your logo on it will create an image 8"x 11.5"in size which will not
work, also if your scanner is set to produce images at the 8.5 x 11"size it will also give you
issues.  Use your scanner image tool to crop the image to only save the logo portion.  If you need
to manipulate (resize) your image you may want to look at free images tools such as Microsoft
Paint (installed with Windows) or the more advanced version Paint.net ( http://www.getpaint.net).
 

28.3.1.2.9  E-Mail Settings

This tab is used by the e-mail Manager.  It establishes for each office the e-mail settings to use to
send items via the e-mail Manager.
 

IMPORTANT:
 
Sending large quantity of e-mails may be considered as a Spam act which may contravene
your Internet service agreement and/or your local Telecommunication legislation.  Verify
beforehand with your Internet Service Provider (ISP) and legal advisor that you are allowed to send
your e-mails and the specific requirements (if any) that you must meet.
 
Also verify what constitute SPAM in your legal jurisdiction.  Review all Anti-Spam and other relevant
legislation in your jurisdiction since it may require you to meet specific requirements such as; that
commercial emails be identified as advertisements and that it includes the sender's valid physical
postal address among other legal requirements or that your Patient has accepted to receive e-mails
from you.
 
If you have concerns about sending large quantity of e-mails, always refer to your legal advisor before
sending large quantities of unsolicited e-mails. Many countries, states and provinces have legal
and financial penalties for sending unsolicited (spam) e-mails.
 
Reference: CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 (USA)
                 Canada's Anti-Spam Legislation  (Canada)
                 CAUCE CANADA
                 CAUCE US
                http://www.spamlaws.com/state/summary.shtml
 

 
 
 

http://www.getpaint.net
http://fightspam.gc.ca/
http://www.spamlaws.com/state/summary.shtml
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The required information can be obtained from your Internet Service Provider (ISP). Note that some
fields may not be required depending on the e-mail service you are using.
 
The SMTP port is normally either 25 or 587 verify with your ISP.
 
 

28.3.1.2.10  Report Images

Offices can store up to 3 key report/form images to be used when creating custom Office reports
(example an Office Header image for a report/form).
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See Report Logo / Images  under Company Setting on how to incorporate the logo or images in a
form/report.

28.3.1.3 Preferences

Preference allows user to define various general settings in Filopto.

Message Notifications

28.3.1.4 CPT Codes

CPT (Procedure) Codes
The table contains the CPT codes of the system which can be edited (added/deleted) for your
specific needs.
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To assist users in locating the CPT codes most offend used, you can place a check mark in the
Super Bill / Preferred List field of your preferred (most often used) CPT codes.  This will cause
these items to be first displayed when selecting a CPT code.  The other CPT codes can still be
viewed by removing in the CPT selection screen, at selection time, the option to only see the
preferred CPT codes.
 

  To add a CPT code click on the "Click here to add a new CPT Modifier" grid row. 
  To Edit a CPT click on the EDIT ( )̂ buttons.

28.3.1.5 CPT Modifiers

 
CPT Codes Modifiers
The table contains the CPT 4 Modifiers which can be edited for your specific needs.
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  To add a CPT Modifier code click on the "Click here to add a new CPT Modifier" grid row. 
  To Edit a CPT Modifier click on the EDIT ( )̂ buttons.

28.3.1.6 ICD 9 Codes

 

ICD 9 Codes ( International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems) 

The table contains the ICD 9 codes used in the system which can be edited to your specific needs.
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To assist users in locating the ICD 9 codes most offend used, you can place a check mark in the
Super Bill / Preferred List field of your preferred (most often used) ICD 9 codes.  This will cause
these items to be first displayed when selecting a ICD 9 code.  The other ICD 9 codes can still be
viewed by removing in the ICD 9 selection screen, at selection time, the option to only see the
preferred ICD 9 codes.
 

  To add an ICD9 code click on the "Click here to add a new ICD9 code" grid row. 
  To Edit an ICD9 click on the EDIT ( )̂ buttons.

The following is a list of codes for International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related
Health Problems.

List of ICD-9 codes 001–139: infectious and parasitic diseases
List of ICD-9 codes 140–239: neoplasms
List of ICD-9 codes 240–279: endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases, and immunity disorders
List of ICD-9 codes 280–289: diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs
List of ICD-9 codes 290–319: mental disorders
List of ICD-9 codes 320–359: diseases of the nervous system
List of ICD-9 codes 360–389: diseases of the sense organs
List of ICD-9 codes 390–459: diseases of the circulatory system
List of ICD-9 codes 460–519: diseases of the respiratory system
List of ICD-9 codes 520–579: diseases of the digestive system
List of ICD-9 codes 580–629: diseases of the genitourinary system
List of ICD-9 codes 630–679: complications of pregnancy, childbirth, and the puerperium
List of ICD-9 codes 680–709: diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue
List of ICD-9 codes 710–739: diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue
List of ICD-9 codes 740–759: congenital anomalies
List of ICD-9 codes 760–779: certain conditions originating in the perinatal period
List of ICD-9 codes 780–799: symptoms, signs, and ill-defined conditions
List of ICD-9 codes 800–999: injury and poisoning
List of ICD-9 codes E and V codes: external causes of injury and supplemental classification

28.3.1.7 ICD 10 Codes

 
Notice:

Canada introduced ICD-10-CA in 2000.
The US has used ICD-10-CM since October 1, 2015

The International Classification of Disease tenth revision (ICD-10) is a system of coding
created by the World Health Organization that notes various medical records including
diseases, symptoms, abnormal findings and external causes of injury.

The ICD-10 was created in 1992 as the successor to the previous ICD-9 system. 

ICD 10 Codes
The table contains the ICD 10 codes used in the system which can be edited to your specific needs.
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To assist users in locating the ICD 10 codes most offend used, you can place a check mark in the
Preferred List field of your preferred (most often used) ICD 10 codes.  This will cause these items to
be first displayed when selecting a ICD 10 code.  The other ICD 10 codes can still be viewed by
removing in the ICD 10 selection screen, at selection time, the option to only see the preferred ICD
10 codes.
 

 To add an ICD10 code click on the "Click here to add a new ICD9 code" grid row. 
 To Edit an ICD10 click on the EDIT ( )̂ buttons.

The following is a list of ICD-10 codes.
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems 10th Revision

 Chapt
er

Blocks Title

I
A00–
B99

Certain infectious and parasitic diseases

II
C00–
D48

Neoplasms

III
D50–
D89

Diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs and certain disorders
involving the immune mechanism

IV
E00–
E90

Endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases

V
F00–
F99

Mental and behavioural disorders

VI
G00–
G99

Diseases of the nervous system

VII
H00–
H59

Diseases of the eye and adnexa

VIII
H60–
H95

Diseases of the ear and mastoid process

IX I00–I99 Diseases of the circulatory system
X J00–J99 Diseases of the respiratory system

1698
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 Chapt
er

Blocks Title

XI
K00–
K93

Diseases of the digestive system

XII L00–L99 Diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue

XIII
M00–
M99

Diseases of the musculoskeletal system and connective tissue

XIV
N00–
N99

Diseases of the genitourinary system

XV
O00–
O99

Pregnancy, childbirth and the puerperium

XVI
P00–
P96

Certain conditions originating in the perinatal period

XVII
Q00–
Q99

Congenital malformations, deformations and chromosomal
abnormalities

XVIII
R00–
R99

Symptoms, signs and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not
elsewhere classified

XIX
S00–
T98

Injury, poisoning and certain other consequences of external causes

XX
V01–
Y98

External causes of morbidity and mortality

XXI Z00–Z99 Factors influencing health status and contact with health services

XXII
U00–
U99

Codes for special purposes

 
The ICD-10 codes can be edited and you can enter a default assessment and treatment plan that will
be automatically loaded when that ICD10 is used.

28.3.1.8 LOINC Codes

Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) is a database and universal
standard for identifying medical laboratory observations. It was developed and is
maintained by the Regenstrief Institute, a US non-profit medical research organization, in
1994. LOINC was created in response to the demand for an electronic database for clinical
care and management. 
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LOINC applies universal code names and identifiers to medical terminology related to
electronic health records. The purpose is to assist in the electronic exchange and gathering
of clinical results (such as laboratory tests, clinical observations, outcomes management
and research).

LOINC Codes
The table contains the LOINC codes used in the system which can be edited to your specific needs.
(there are over 59,000 LOINC codes.
 

 
To assist users in locating the LOINC codes most offend used, you can place a check mark in the
Preferred List field of your preferred (most often used) LOINC codes.  This will cause these items to
be first displayed when selecting a LOINC code.  The other LOINC codes can still be viewed by
removing in the LOINC selection screen, at selection time, the option to only see the preferred
LOINC codes.
 

LOINC codes are updated automatically during Filopto regular updates. You are not permitted
to add a code.
 To Edit a LOINC code click on the EDIT ( )̂ buttons.

Copyright © 1995-2014 Regenstrief Institute, Inc. and the Logical Observation Identifiers Names
and Codes (LOINC) Committee All rights reserved.

28.3.1.9 City/State/ Prov/Postal Code/Country

 
City, Prov/State, Country and Postal Code
 
This table allow users to edit the tables used in the drop-down fields for the given items. This table
allows users to associate specific postal codes (Zip Codes) with a given city allowing only the
possible postal codes for the city to appear in the drop-down pick list. It also allows a user to correct
miss-spelled city, state or province names being used in Filopto. 
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IMPORTANT:

Some claims processors require specific spelling for states and provinces for claims to be properly
processed.  Verify with the various claims jurisdictions you will be dealing with on their, if any, 
specific requirements.

 
 

 To add an entry to the table click on the "Click here to add a new city" grid row. 
 To Edit an entry click on the EDIT ( )̂ buttons..

28.3.1.10 Add-in Manager

 
This section will permit users to incorporate and select any useful Tool from within Filopto. These
tools can include an external program, document or website you want to have access from within
Filopto.
 
 
IMPORTANT

The Global Add-ins Manager applies the tools you add to all the users.  The Add-in
Manager, located on the Filopto Master tool bar will apply the tools entered in it only to
the user which is logon. The feature is a personal Add-in manager and is not to be
confused with the Global Add-ins Manager.   Both will display the tools entered but the
tools added via the Global Add-ins Manager cannot be removed or changed via the
Personal Add-in Manager.
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The Global Add-ins Manager provides an easy way of incorporating external programs, documents,
folders or Internet resources into Filopto. The Global Add-ins Manager option provides the input
screen into which you can add, to the Add-in menu, the external resource of your choice.
 
For example, you can add direct links into Filopto for your Word Processor, for the Windows
Calculator applet, or for an Insurance Web Claims Internet site  or to WEB Drug Reference
Sites (Several drug reference web sites exist such as http://www.rxlist.com,
http://www.healthsquare.com, http://www.pdrhealth.com and http://www.fda.gov/cder/index.html
among others)
 

 

Add an Add-In Option
 
To add a resource, select the "Click here to add a new Add-In" to add a record to the tools menu.
Enter the name of the tool as you wish it to appear in the menu list in the "Add-In Name" field.
Enter the name of the program, folder, document, or Internet resource you wish to use as a tool in
the "Pathname" field.
 
To specify a path, type the drive letter followed by a colon ( : ) and a backslash ( \ ), type the names
of the folders and sub folders that contain the file, separating each name with a backslash ( \ ), and
then type the name of the file or folder you want to open.
 
For example, to specify a path to Word Pad located on drive C, you would type:
 

C:\ProgramData\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs\Accessories\wordpad.exe
 
You can also use the Get Filename button to locate the program on your system.
 
Once the Tool name and Filename are entered, press the check mark button to save your entry.
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WEB Site as a Tool
To enter a web site, you must enter the web site location as required by your default WEB browser.
For example, to specify a path to the Filopto WEB site, you would type:
 

http://www.filopto.com

Important: 

For your Add-in to be accessible from the Windows Jump List you must use the full URL  which
includes the HTTP:// or HTTPS:// code

The Filopto Jump List is accessible by right clicking the Filopto Icon in the windows Task Bar. 

 
 

Advanced Program Setting Options:
Allows a user to run specific tools and programs with different permissions than the user's current
logon provides. It is good practice for administrators to use an account with restrictive permissions to
perform routine, non-administrative tasks, and to use an account with broader permissions only when
performing specific administrative tasks. To accomplish this without logging off and back on, log on
with a regular user account and use the runas command to run the tools that require the broader
permissions.
 
runas [/profile] [/env] [/netonly] /user:UserAccountName program
 
Parameters
/profile
Specifies the name of the user's profile, if it needs to be loaded.
/env
Specifies that the current network environment be used instead of the user's local environment.
/netonly
Indicates that the user information specified is for remote access only.
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/user:UserAccountName
Specifies the name of the user account under which to run the program. The user account format
should be user@domain or domain\user.
program
Specifies the program or command to run using the account specified in /user. For examples of the
use of the runas command starting other Windows commands, see Related Topics in the Windows
Help menu on your PC.
 
 

28.3.1.11 Terminology Input Manager

 
The Terminology Input Manager (TIM) is used to insert descriptive phrase or memo throughout Filopto
and the EMR. It acts as a Data/Text Dictionary with customizable Modules/Sections and categories
specific to a user or a group of users. You can create as many sections and categories as desired.
This permits providers/users to quickly enter common phrases that they commonly use, saving time
for the user when entering information into Filopto.
 
Example, a provider can insert her/his most common exam diagnosis, treatments, etc. to avoid re-
entering the information every time.   This tool can become a time saver and increase the efficiency
of the operation by using standard terminology which is easily accessible via the T.I.M.
 
 

 
New Module/Section: the "Click Here to add a New Module/Section" creates a Module/Section
in which a user can enter text or create sub categories.  For example a Module/Section could be the
name of a user. Then the user would know that his/her text is contained under this section.  You
could also create a module/section for a specific task to standardize the terminology used in the
practice.  Hence this module would be common for everyone to use.
 
New Category: Select the + sign to expand the Module/Section and display the categories.  The
"Click here to add a new Category" row creates categories for text under a TIM module/section.
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User can specify when the Category is displayed by default by specifying a Filopto section for the
selected Category.   For example, if you create a category called "Illness Durations" you can tell TIM
to position itself on this category when you are opening the Chief complaint section of the EMR. 

 

Template: is the term, phrase or item you wish to enter when selecting the item.
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Used By:  permits the administrator to limit the item to specific users or to all users

 
Important: T.I.M. can enter text and images into any rich text memo based field.

Entering Text in TIM

When you enter the text you want to use in T.I.M. you have access to all of the Rich Text
functionality of the TIM editor.  You can select the font , bold, underline just to name a few of the
options available.  To edit a text select the editor icon (1)  beside the text record you wish to modify
or the icon displayed when you Click here to add a new Template field to add a  template..
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28.3.1.12 Notes Categories

This section will permit users to create categories for the different note types they want to add in the
patient file. Note types are used in the Patient File (Personal Tab /Notes) to classify the various
notes that you can attach to the patient record.  This permits users to easily identify a type of note
that they are trying to locate.
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28.3.1.13 Update Settings

Filopto Auto Update feature can update both your server and workstation client device(s) automatically. 
By default it is activated.  The files required by Filopto for updating the various devices will be
automatically downloaded from Accra Med Software Inc. servers in the network background via your
Filopto server Internet connection as they become available.  You may modify the time when the actual
install process will take place to eliminate potential issues and impact on your business.

Auto Update Requirements:

§ You must be running Filopto version 10.0.19298.2834 or later

§ You must have valid Filopto license(s) and a valid and active maintenance service subscription

§ You must be running an up-to-date 64 bit version of Windows on all devices (Windows 10 64
bit).  Your Windows Operating System must be valid and activated. Non-valid and non-activated
Windows operating systems may cause lockups and stop Filopto from running properly. Accra
Med Software Inc. is not responsible for damage done to Filopto, your data, your devices, network
etc. if you are using non-valid or non-activated Microsoft software.

§ The Filopto update process makes use of key Windows 64 bit components only available in a fully
updated,  valid and properly activated Windows installation.
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§ Devices (Workstations/PC/Server) must be plug in,  turned on and not be in "Sleep"
mode. We cannot auto-update a workstation that is turned off or in sleep mode.  If your
device (Desktop / Laptop / Tablet) is turned off or not connected to your network, once you turn on
and connect your device to your network, Windows will start several key services and do several
checks of which one, will be to see if there is an update available on the Filopto server for your
Filopto client. Depending on the speed of your device and what your device must first start,  the
Filopto update process can take between 5-10 minutes to complete after the network connection
of your device.  Windows has to do its things first and then it will download from your Filopto
server the update file and run it (the actual Filopto update process is 2-3 minutes).  Laptop
typically averages 5-10 minutes once connected to the network before Filopto is automatically
updated.

§ Server must be connected to your network and have access to the Internet.  Client PCs must be
connected to your network and have a valid workstation license on the Filopto Server.  Client PC's
must be able to connect to the Filopto server. Your network must be operational with access to
the Internet.

§ Windows Operating System (OS) latest updates must be installed on all devices. The OS updates
must be done outside of the Filopto update period you selected.  Filopto Auto updates will not
run if a Windows OS update is pending.  Some Filopto features may not function
properly if your Windows is not running the latest updates for Windows.  Microsoft typically
updates Windows OS twice per month (the first being on the second Tuesday of every month and
then two weeks later, Microsoft has stated that they will be moving to 24/7 updates service in the
near future). Microsoft OS permits user to define when Windows updates are to be
installed. see Windows Update

You must be running a currently supported Microsoft OS.  Microsoft OS that have reached their
end of life period are not supported.  Mainstream Server OS typically have a 5 year mainstream
support with an additional 5 year of extended limited support from the date of their initial release. 
Desktop OS (Windows 10) have an 18 month life cycle at which time it must be updated (FREE
update) to the newer version of Windows 10 to continue to be considered supported.  As of
October 2019 the current version of Windows 10 is version 1903 (released March 2019).  Windows
10 version 1803 is discontinued on November 12, 2019.  

§ The Server must not have any blocking applications/services running at the same time as the
Filopto update, as they may interferer with the install process (i.e. backups that lock Filopto files
of folders. The Accra Backup Service is a non-blocking backup and will not affect your Filopto
updates)

§ If you are using an anti-malware solution you must exclude the following folders and files from the
scanning process.

1655
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§ C:\ProgramData\Filopto10\Data\Filopto.fdb   (Server Only - the location of the
Filopto.fdb file may have been changed by the administrator of your server based on
installation\server requirements, verify that the appropriate folder and file are excluded.)

§ C:|ProgramData\Filopto10\Update (Server and Client PC)

 If you are running anti-malware solutions you may experience delays or pauses during the update
while the scanning process is running. The pauses may last several minutes depending on the
speed of your PC and the anti-malware solution you are running.  We do not recommend that
you run your anti-malware solution in prompt or manual mode since it will cause your
update to stop and wait for you to approve the scanning of files and delay the update
from proceeding until you authorize the update to continue.. 

          See AntiVirus /Firewall  Issues for more details

    

   IMPORTANT: 

For the Auto-Update to function your devices (PC/Server) must meet the Auto Update
Requirements ( see above).

The amount of time required to complete the update process on a Filopto server is directly
dependent on the size of your Filopto database file, the speed of your server hard drive, the
speed of your server CPU and RAM memory available.   Make certain you define an
appropriate time period for the update to finish in the allocated time.

As guidance, you should always provide at a minimum 45 minutes for completing the server
update process before you intend to use Filopto.  Larger installations or slow servers can
take over 2 hours to complete the update process.  By default the update process is
scheduled to run between 10 pm and 4 am, providing sufficient time for completing the
normal server update process prior to the start of a business day. 

The Filopto clients are updated when:

1)  when a new client update is present on the server, the client will automatically check
with the server and install the update

2) a user first starts Filopto on the client device, after the Filopto server has been
updated 

3) or the client PC is rebooted after the server has been updated.  

The Filopto workstation client update process takes approximately 2-8 minutes on an
average speed PC and network.  Depending on the speed of your PC and network,  the time
required may be different. During the update process the Filopto client will not be available.

YOU MUST MODIFY THE SERVER DEFAULT INSTALL TIME,  IF YOUR
SERVER WILL ATTEMPT A REBOOT OR NOT BE AVAILABLE DURING THE
DEFINED UPDATE PERIOD.  

149
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FILOPTO WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE TO USERS AS LONG AS THE UPDATE
PROCESS HAS NOT COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY. 

Note: if you are updating your Microsoft Windows Operating System (OS) automatically,
verify that all of the windows updates have completed successfully and that no conflict exist
between the time when Windows will potentially reboot your devices and the time you set
the Filopto Update to run.  Windows, typically, set its auto update process to run at 3 am
unless the user has specified a different settings.

If your Server rebooted or failed during a Filopto update(power outage), Filopto will try to
resume the update from the last known update point once the server is restarted.  If it cannot,
you can complete the update process by selecting to run the update manually or contacting
support for assistance.  

The auto-update process forces a backup copy of your database (Filopto.fdb) to be taken
prior to the database being updated.  You must have enough free storage space available in
the same folder where your database resides to permit the backup of your database to finish
successfully.

How to Configure your Filopto Auto Update

The Auto Update Configuration screen contains 3 user defined fields.

1) Automatically Install the update between "begin time" and "end time" (default is 10pm and
4am).  This is the time period when Filopto will start the auto update process for the server. The server
update process must finish successfully before workstations are permitted to log in or be updated.
Depending on the active processes and status of your Windows OS,  Filopto install will be started
sometime in the time period you specify.
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How to Configure your Filopto For Manual Updates or Turn
off the Auto Update

If you wish to do the updates manually you can turn off the auto update by choosing the "Yes" (4)
option (above image) and manually start the update process.  

 
 IMPORTANT

1) The User running the manual update process must have access rights to the Filopto License
Manager to run manual updates.

2) Once the manual update process is started it cannot be stopped. MAKE CERTAIN YOU
ALLOCATE ENOUGH TIME TO COMPLETE THE REQUIRED TASKS.

3) You must update the Server first and then each workstations. 

4) When doing manual updates if the server update is not downloaded to your Filopto server, the
update process will first download the required update files to the Filopto server before starting the
Filopto update.  Depending on the speed of your Internet connection this can take some time.

5) When doing a Filopto Server update the Check Database process can take significant time to
complete. The speed of the update is dependent on the speed of your hard drive, speed of your CPU
and speed of your network.

 ONCE THE UPDATE PROCESS STARTS YOU CANNOT USE FILOPTO UNTIL THE UPDATE IS
COMPLETED.

The manual update button is located in the Filopto help menu:  Check for Updates (1). See
Update_Filopto  manually for more details.  By selecting one of the manual update option/button the
update will be immediately started.  
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Troubleshooting issues

1)  Server issues:  The Filopto server will check on a regular basis with Accra Med Software Inc
servers for any update.  If an update is available it will download it in the background to your
Filopto server.  The update file is stored on the Filopto server in the C:
\ProgramData\Filopto10\update folder.  The update file is called Filopto10ServerSetup.exe. 
You need to run this file on the Filopto server when manually installing or updating Filopto.  

in the event that your server is unable to connect directly to our servers,  verify that your server
can connect to our Filopto servers by accessing https://www.filopto.com from the server.  If the
web site is displayed, you are able to connect to the Accra Med Software Inc. servers.  If you are
unable to view the web site,  verify your network and Internet connections.

The Filopto client update setup file is located in the C:\Program Files (x86)
\Filopto10\Filopto10WSInstall folder in your Filopto server.   You can access this file over the
network (shared folder) or by copying the two files required for updating a Filopto Client.  Copy the
Filopto.ini and Filopto10WorkstationSetup.exe files to a folder on the client PC to install or
update Filopto on a workstation.  Once the two files are copied on the Filopto workstation you
need to run/execute the Filopto10WorkstationSetup.exe file to update or install the client
Filopto program on a workstation.

2) Client issues:  The Filopto client workstation uses the Windows FiloptoWorkstationUpdate
service to verify with your Filopto server if an update is available. If an update is available on the
Filopto server it will download and install the file automatically on the Filopto Client workstation.

If your Filopto client is not updated,  verify that the FiloptoWorkstationUpdate service is running
on the Filopto Client workstation.  To see if the service is running you can open the Services app
by typing Services (1) in the Windows search bar and then selecting the Service (2) app.

https://www.filopto.com
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By highlighting the service you can stop/start/restart (3) the service as needed. Make certain the
service(1)  is running (2).

Once the service is started the update process will begin automatically about 5 minutes after the
start of the FiloptoWorkstationUpdate service.  Note that a reboot of the workstation will
automatically force a restart of the FiloptoWorkstationUpdate service.
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If the client workstation is unable to be automatically updated, you may manually update the
workstation by :

1) If the Filopto client was able to communicate with the Filopto server,  the Filopto update files
will be located in the C:\ProgramData\Filopto10\Update folder of the workstation.  Run the
Filopto10WorkstationSetup.exe file located in the C:\ProgramData\Filopto10\Update folder to
update / install Filopto on your workstation.

If the client Workstation was unable to connect to the server,  verify that the network connection is
working and that the FiloptoWorkstationUpdate service is running.  If you cannot, get for some
reason, the service to start you can:

1) Using the workstation Windows File Explorer navigate to the Filopto server and manually
download the updated files (see above).  The Filopto client update setup file is located on
the server in the C:\Program Files (x86)\Filopto10\Filopto10WSInstall folder of your
Filopto server.   The address to use in the file explorer to get quick access is "\\Your
Filopto Server IP address" (example:  \\192.168.1.10) or the server name such as \
\MyFiloptoServer.  You can also navigate by choosing the network option in the File
Explorer that will show every PC on your network.  Select your Filopto server and you then
select the Filopto10WSInstall folder.

2) You can also download the files required to your workstation by using a web browser :

Open a web browser and enter in the address bar:
 
 
http:\\Your ServerTCP/IP address:5220/download-ini
 
and
 
http:\\Your ServerTCP/IP address:5220/download-setup  

Once both files are downloaded on the client workstation run the
Filopto10WorkstationSetup.exe file to update / Install Filopto on your
workstation.
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28.3.1.14 RevSpring settings

Formerly known as Talksoft, in June 2018 it re branded itself as RevSpring.  RevSpring  has been
offering since 1981, communications and billing solutions that increase consumer engagement and
payment rates with flexible online, phone, email, and text communications and billing options.  

The system configuration for your RevSpring account is entered in this section.  Users can create
multiple tasks that will be automatically executed by the RevSpring service.  Before using this
section you must register with Filopto / RevSpring service and review their user instructions on how
to use the service. The data files used by the RevSpring system will be configured based on the type
of communication selected and rules defined herein.

IMPORTANT:

      To reduce errors, activate only the services to which you are subscribed.  
      Only RevSpring subscribed services will be processed by RevSpring.

The time zone is the time zone that will be used for sending the various communications. If an
incorrect time zone is selected you may receive angry calls from your patients that are receiving
calls or messages at an inappropriate time.

Recall will process the recalls for the number of days and the number of days to omit that you define
in the recall settings field. 

IMPORTANT information

1) Your server and Internet connection must be turn on at all times for this service to function.  

2) The patient file must contain the communication information to be used by RevSpring: ie,
telephone number, email, mobile phone number, etc...

3) The data files will be sent to RevSpring every evening between 11pm -12pm.  The Lab Order
data is sent on an hourly basis.

Appointments

Filopto will send the required data for all patient appointments scheduled in the Patient
Scheduler that are due in the next 14 days. The work flow setting defined in RevSpring will be
used to determine when a notification will be sent.

Recalls

It uses the Filopto Recall database to send reminders that a recall is due (you must create a
recall record in Filopto for this service to function).  Recalls 30 days means that the patient that
have a created recall record dated in Filopto in 30 days from today will be selected and
RevSpring will contact them on the next business day.
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Optical Lab Orders

The Optical Lab Orders Notification require the users to be using the Filopto Lab Order system to
trigger the notification. A Lab Order must be created and the trigger to send the notification is
that the Inspected status (1) must be checked. RevSpring will place a check mark in the lab
order Notified status(2) once the patient has been contacted.  (see Invoice Lab Orders  for
more detail).

IMPORTANT: The Optical Lab Order notifications are sent via the RevSpring Recall Service
which provide more flexibility than the stand alone RevSpring Lab Phone Services. The Lab Order
calls are uploaded to RevSpring between: 12:00 noon -1pm,, 6:00 - 7:00 pm and 11pm -12am
local time.

RevSpring  Setup Screen

Enter your RevSpring Account Information and select the services you subscribed by
placing a check mark.  Identify the time zone for your location. Define the Recall setting
that Filopto will use to send the recall records to RevSpring.

853
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RevSpring  Reports

Filopto provides various reports from the activities conducted by RevSpring.  The reports are available
in the Reports and Forms tab under the RevSpring Reports  button.

RevSpring Appointment Reminders Support Desk

· 1-866-966-4700 option 3
· TS-support@revspringinc.com
· 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. EST Monday–Friday

893

mailto:TS-support@revspringinc.com
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28.3.2 Scheduler Tab

 
 

The Scheduler tab contains the information related to managing the practice appointment scheduler.
 You can enter, modify and delete the information contained in the various tables and pick lists.  
Most screens are self evident as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.

28.3.2.1 Appointment/Recalls Type

 
In this screen, users can define the various procedures and appointment types that can be
scheduled. This is the list of appointment types (Required Field) which appears in the New
Appointment Dialogue Box, in the Recall type list, and on the Scheduler screen in the
Appointment Legend.
 
In addition
 
 

Filopto offers a recall reminder message to alert users that a recall should be created for the patient. 
The recall reminder can be defined to be active during a specific task.  To activate the Recall reminder
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go to the System settings / Scheduler / Appointment Types and Recall Setup and choose the
time when the system should display the recall Reminder Message for staff..
 

Appointment Check Out when Printing Invoice

The Checkout status for an appointment can be automatically triggered as completed when printing
the patient invoice in the invoice screen.  If automatically triggered,  it will automatically close the
patient visit.   

To use this "auto" feature,  two items must exist:

1) The feature must be turned on here in the Filopto system settings. (Yes for On, No for Off)

2) The invoice must have been created via the Scheduler screen to link the appointment to the invoice.
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New Appointment Type button.
 
A user can define the name for the appointment or procedure, the estimated time needed for the
appointment (this is used to automatically allocate the proper amount of time in the Scheduler),
assign a color code to the appointment type, assign the amount of months before the next recall for
this type of appointment, and any special instructions which should be passed on to the patient upon
making the appointment. The appointment special instructions entered in this section will
automatically be displayed in the appointment dialogue box when the appointment type is selected.
 
To display the Appointment type in the Appointment screen the Appointment type must be Active.  If
no Check Mark is present in the Active field then the appointment type is not shown in the
appointment screen.
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Important:  

Please note that to enter a time entry for an appointment type, you must press the space
bar after you have entered a time in the time field. For example, to enter 22 minutes for
an appointment, you would enter 22 followed by a space (press the space bar). Once
the space bar pressed, the entry will be converted and displayed as 22 Minutes.        

The user can also assign a color for the appointment. This color code will be used to create the
appointment legend in the Scheduler module. Users have over 64 millions colors to choose
from when associating the appointment types and color (see custom option last item in drop
down list)..

 

To select the appointment color and legend for the Scheduler
 
To assign the color on the scheduler legend grid, select the appointment color item in the grid. A
drop-down option will become available from which you can select the color you want to assign to the
selected appointment type. The last item in the list is custom permitting a user to select from over
64 Million colors.
 

Send Appointment to Exam Module by default
 
The Send to Exam field will cause the appointment to be automatically sent to the exam module.  If
it is not checked then the appointment record is not sent to the exam module (must be manually set
at appointment time) and will not appear on the EMR Manager list as an appointment for the provider.
 The advantage of this item is that appointments can be taken which will not affect the providers EMR
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schedule you can have appointments that are for other providers and will not be sent to the EMR
module (contact lens fittings for example).

Set Appointment as Tentative by default

The Tentative check box permits placing the tentative appointment flag by default.  When checked
when a new appointment is created it will be placed with the tentative flag meaning it needs to be
confirmed prior to the appointment date.  Users can confirm the appointment with the Patient by
using the Scheduler Confirmation list feature.
 

To set the Recall period for an appointment
 
To set the automatic Recall time for a particular appointment, enter the number of months in the
"Recall Month(s)" field for the appointment type selected. This entry will be used to automatically
calculate the recall period when creating an appointment schedule for a patient.
 
Change Status of Appointment Type:  The value is either Active or In-Active.  Active means it will
be displayed as an appointment type in the Appointment screen.  In-Active, will hide (not display)
this appointment type (you will not be able to schedule this type of appointment).
 
WARNING:
 
When you de-activate an appointment type, the appointment screen will not display the de-activated
appointment type in the drop down appointment field.  If you open historical appointments with the
appointment screen the appointment type will be blank.
 
 
 

28.3.2.2 Reason for Visit

The Reason for Visit tab permits users to configure the elements that make up the reason for Visit drop
down available in the scheduler and EMR.  Users can create Categories for elements permitting the
grouping and sorting of items. 
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28.3.2.3 Appointments Office Instructions

 
This list is used when the office has special instructions or information for the patient at appointment
time. Example, the receptionist could inform the patient of an address change or not to forget their
insurance card when they come in.  It is displayed in the Appointment screen in the Office
Instruction tab.
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28.3.2.4 WEB Appointment Connection Settings

In the Filopto System Setting screen you must define the WEB Appointment settings
(operational parameters) before it can be activated as a service.  The web appointment feature must
be first activated in your Filopto License before you can make use of this service. Contact your
Filopto sales representative to purchase and activate the WEB Appointment service in your Filopto
license.

Requested Web Appointments from your patients will appear in the Scheduler Appointment
Requests  section.
 

577
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Note: The WEB Appointment Settings screen (3)  can take several seconds before it appears.

A - Define the number of days you want the WEB appointment scheduler to consider.  If set to 30
days it will permit web users to search for the next 30 days for an available appointment time slot.
The more days that needs to be uploaded, the longer it will take initially to upload all of the
available time slots to the WEB appointment server. Once the primary upload is done,  the
maintenance of the available time slots is a very rapid process compared to the initial uploading of
all available time slots.
 
B - You can either show the appointment provider name that a patient can select or not show any
provider name. If you select No,  this will make the requested appointments scheduled by your
patients to appear with a blank provider that permit the office staff to assign the appointment to any
available provider.  Note that selecting No will also cause ALL the available appointments time slot
to be shown to the web user,  It will be a be the combination of all appointments available from all
providers.

C - Select how the web appointments app must read your Provider time blocks that you
established in the Office Manager tab / Employee Scheduler.  You can choose 1) provider not
available (out of office) times or 2) Provider is available time strategy,  based on how you
programmed the Employee Time Blocks.
 
D - You can select which offices will be available to the web user. A minimum of one office must be
selected for available time slots to be calculated and displayed to Web users. If you want more
than one office to be made available you must select (identify which office).

E - If you select No in item B,  this tab is not shown.  If you select Yes,  you must identify (select)
each providers you want to show to the web user.  Place a check mark beside each provider name
to be shown. Only the selected provider scheduler available time slot will be displayed to the web
user once the user select the identified provider.

F - Place a check mark beside the different type(s) of appointments type the web user will be
allowed to select. Note that the Appointment type duration will be used to calculate which available
time slots meet the appointment type request. It is also used to assign the time allotted for the
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web appointment.  (You may add additional appointment types by adding then into the
Appointment Types and Recall Setup (4) button on the tool bar).

G - Once you have entered all pertinent information you must upload the settings to the Filopto
WEB Appointment Server. This button (F) will upload your settings and your license Authorization
Key for the service and activate the Appointment server. The web appointment feature must be
activated in your Filopto License before you can make use of this service. You must re-upload
the data to the web appointment server if you make any changes to your settings such as:
Add / Delete / Change:  Office(s) including office hours, Provider(s) including Provider
hours, Appointment type(s) including appointment durations, Depending on the parameters
you have selected and your Internet connectivity the upload may take some time to complete. 
During the update process, the upload button is deactivated and a message is displayed. that says
the upload process is running.  Note when you do an upload to the WEB Appointment server, if a
patient is in the "active" process of scheduling an appointment on the web site and the
appointment request process is not completed, their appointment record may be lost if you make a
change that affects their appointment selection entries. (example; the Provider or appointment type
they selected is removed or modified)

 

IMPORTANT:

1) This service makes use of an active Internet service between your Filopto Server and Accra
Med Appointment Servers. If the Internet is unavailable your WEB appointments service may
be negatively affected.

2) All Internet transmissions between your office Filopto server and Accra's web appointment
servers are secured and encrypted.  Connections are only made by your Filopto Server to
Accra's WEB Appointment servers.  The WEB Appointment servers will never attempt to
connect to your server.

3) Data transmissions and retrieval are made from your Filopto Server to Accra's WEB
appointment servers based on the activity occurring in your patient Scheduler and the WEB
Activity on Accra's appointment servers (time slots being scheduled, and minimum time
lapse checks to verify for any new WEB appointments created).

4) The web appointment system supports the following browsers : 

Desktop: 
 Microsoft Edge

               Google Chrome
Apple Safari
Mozilla Firefox

 Mobile: 
 Google Chrome
 Apple Safari
 Samsung Internet
Microsoft Edge
Mozilla Firefox

F) You must re-upload the data to the web appointment server if you make ANY
changes to your Web Appointment settings or setting affecting these settings such as:
Add / Delete / Change;  Office(s) including office hours, Provider(s) including
Provider hours, Appointment type(s) including appointment durations, 
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HOW TO SETUP YOUR WEB SITE TO ACCEPT WEB
APPOINTMENTS

To setup the link from your web site to the Accra Med Software appointment servers you can add a
button or a link pointing to the following URL:

Example:

https://portal.filopto.com/request-appointment/7HAfc238!aD3)7Jm *

*Replace the code appearing after  https://portal.filopto.com/request-appointment/ with your Filopto
License Registration Code (located in the Filopto License Manager)

The displayed app is dynamically adjusted based on your office WEB Appointment settings.  For
example,  if only one office or provider is activated, the patient will not be prompted to select an
office or a provider for the appointment.  

https://portal.filopto.com/request-appointment/
https://portal.filopto.com/request-appointment/
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To find your License registration code go to the License Manager (1)
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28.3.2.5 Holidays

 
In this screen, users can define officially recognized holidays, specific state/province holidays or any
office vacation time to be blocked off in the patient scheduler calendar.
 

To enter a new date click on the row hat says"click here to add a holiday"

28.3.2.6 Referred by Lookup

The table contains the different referral types which you want to track. This list will help keep track of
how a new patient was referred to your practice.  This Referred By information is captured at
appointment time and can be reported using the Report Manager..
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To enter a new entry click on the row that says"click here to add a new Referred by type"

28.3.3 Patient File

 

 
 

The Patient File tab contains the information related to managing the patient record.  You can enter,
modify and delete the information contain in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens are self
evident as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.

28.3.3.1 Patient File Defaults & Required Fields

Patient File Default Values 
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The Patient File Record Default option is located in the System Settings menu and allows a user
to pre-load some basic common information into a new patient file. When you create a new patient
record, the information entered in this screen will automatically be entered.
 

 
This table can be left blank if a user wishes to enter each item manually every time. Its only purpose
is to speed up data entry and provide a common starting point for New Patients.
 
Patient File Required Input Fields
 
Users can define the patient fields that must be entered before a patient record can be saved.  The
Fields when checked will be considered required fields by Filopto and a warning message will appear
requesting the user to fill in the required field before the new patient file is saved.
 
 
 

 

28.3.3.2 Relationship / Type of Physicians

Relationships Between Individuals
The table contains the different relationships between individuals. This list will build your relationship
drop-down list to be used in the Patient File.
 
 
Type of Physicians

1675
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This table contains the various entries for the doctor / physician drop-down type used in Filopto.
 

 

28.3.3.3 Lookup Tables

 
Lookup Tables
The user can customize the following lookup tables to facilitate information selection and entry into
the Patient File. The user can add/modify/delete from this list. This screen is divided into four
different tables:
 
1) PHI Information Types (Type of PHI and HIPAA recording in the Patient file)
2) Languages  (Preferred language of Patient)
3) Occupations (List of Occupations for Patients)
4) Race / Ethnicity
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28.3.3.4 Name Title & Suffix

 
Name Title & Suffix
 
These tables contain the various Titles and Suffixes that can be used in the Patient File when
creating a new patient.
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28.3.3.5 ID Cards Type

The Patient ID Card Type setting is used for the Patient ID Card Type field in the Patient File.  it allows
users to record the ID card Number of various ID cards they wish to track.
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Patient File
 

28.3.3.6 Patient Account Receivable Groups

The Patient Account Receivable Group permits the grouping of the Patient AR.  By creating AR groups
you can then print the Patient AR by the group selected and distribute the AR to the specific individuals
in your office dealing with that specific group of patients.  It allows you to better distribute the AR
workload based on grouping the patients.  
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28.3.3.7 PaperFree Categories

The Paper Free categories section permits user to uniformly use pre-defined categories when storing
items in PaperFree.  A user can add modify or delete the categories shown by using the Grid tools.
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28.3.3.8 PaperFree Option

The PaperFree option when activated by a check mark will automatically delete the original file located
on the hard drive once it is loaded into PaperFree.
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28.3.3.9 Patient Targets

The Patient AR Targets are the values used in the Patient file to define the cut off values shown in the
dials.  Any amounts greater than these values will be shown in Red.

28.3.4 EMR
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The EMR tab contains the information related to managing the EMR / Exam record.  You can enter,
modify and delete the information contain in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens are self
evident as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.

28.3.4.1 Case History - Chief Complaint List

The chief complaint list contains the reason for visit and the user can categorize the items listed using
the category column.  If a category is created the items will be shown below the category for the item in
the drop down list.

28.3.4.2 Case History - History of Present Illness

 
The HPI (History of present Illness) tab permits providers to populate the drop down fields in the EMR
HPI section in the Reason for Visit page.  By default these fields are empty.  We recommend that you
review the E/M coding standard before populating these fields as their content is suggested in the E/M
coding standard.
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28.3.4.3 Case History - Ocular / Eye Review of Systems

 
 
 

 
The Ocular / Eye list is used in the EMR Review of Systems.  It can be modified to reflect the needs
of the practice.  The ordering number is used to display the list of items in the order defined by the
user.  To change the order re-number the items in the sequential order desired.
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The Statuses tab allows the user to define the status setting to be used for the section as well as
set the default status value.
 

28.3.4.4 Case History - Other Review of Systems

 
The Other Review of System page permit user to configure the EMR display as required. The page
permits users to enter the various entries they wish to see, by first selecting the default system and
entering in the description column the item they wish to review.
 
 

 
Following is a possible list you can enter or change as required.
 

General- Constitutional
  Weight loss or gain
  Fatigue
  Fever or chills
  Weakness
  Trouble sleeping
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Skin- Integumentary
  Rashes
  Lumps
  Itching
  Dryness
  Color changes
  Hair and nail changes
Breasts-
  Lumps
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  Pain
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Eyes-
  Loss of Vision
  Distorted Vision
  Glasses or contacts
  Pain
  Redness
  Itching
  Burning
  Blurry or double vision
  Flashing lights
  Specks
  Glaucoma
  Cataracts
  Foreign Body Sensation
  Loss of Side Vision
  Dryness
  Macous Discharge
  Sandy or Gritty Feeling
  Excess Tearing / Watering
  Glare / Light Sensitivity
  Chronic Infection of Eye or Lid
  Stie or Chalazion
  Flashes / Floaters in Vision
  Tired Eyes
  Last eye exam
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ears-
  Decreased hearing
  Ringing in ears (tinnitus)
  Earache
  Drainage
Nose-
  Stuffiness
  Chronic Cough
  Discharge
  Itching
  Hay fever
  Nosebleeds
  Runny Nose
  Sinus pain
  Sinus Congestion
  Post-Nasal Drip
Throat-
  Teeth
  Gums
  Bleeding
  Dentures
  Sore tongue
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  Dry mouth
  Sore throat
  Hoarseness
  Thrush
  Non-healing sores
  Last dental exam
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Respiratory-
  Asthma
  Chronic Bronchitis
  Emphysema
  Cough (dry or wet,
productive)
  Sputum (color and
amount)
  Coughing up blood (hemoptysis)
  Shortness of breath (dyspnea)
  Wheezing
  Painful breathing
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Cardiovascular-
  Diabetes
  High Blood Pressure
  Chest pain or discomfort
  Vascular Disease
  Tightness
  Palpitations
  Shortness of breath with activity (dyspnea)
  Difficulty breathing lying down (orthopnea)
  Swelling (edema)
  Sudden awakening from sleep with shortness of breath (Paroxysmal Nocturnal Dyspnea)
Vascular-
  Calf pain with walking(Claudication)
  Leg cramping
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Gastrointestinal-
  Swallowing difficulties
  Heartburn
  Change in appetite
  Nausea
  Change in bowel habits
  Rectal bleeding
  Constipation
  Diarrhea
 Yellow eyes or skin (jaundice)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Genitourinary - Urinary
  Kidney problems
  Bladder problems
  Frequency
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  Urgency
  Burning or pain
  Blood in urine (hematuria)
  Incontinence
  Change in urinary
strength
Genital-
Male-
  Pain with sex
  Hernia
  Penile discharge
  Sores
  Masses or pain
  Erectile dysfunction
  STD’
Female-
  Pain with sex
  Vaginal dryness
  Hot flashes
  Vaginal discharge
  Itching or rash
  STD’
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Musculoskeletal-
  Muscle or joint pain
  Stiffness
  Back pain
  Redness of joints
  Swelling of joints
  Trauma
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Neurologic-
  Migraines
  Dizziness
  Fainting
  Seizures
  Weakness
  Numbness
  Tingling
  Tremor
Head-
  Headache
  Head injury
Neck-
  Lumps
  Swollen glands
  Pain
  Stiffness
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lymphatic - Hematologic-
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  Anemia
  Ease of bruising
  Ease of bleeding
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Endocrine-
  Thyroid / Other Glands
  Head or cold intolerance
  Sweating
  Frequent urination (polyuria)
  Thirst (polydypsia)
  Change in appetite (polyphagia)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Psychiatric-
  Nervousness
  Depression
  Memory loss
  Stress

28.3.4.5 Case History - Vision History

 
Vision History
 
 

 
The problem Vision list is used in the EMR Review of Systems.  It can be modified to reflect the
needs of the practice.  The ordering number is used to display the list of items in the order defined by
the user.  To change the order re-number the items in the sequential order desired.
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28.3.4.6 Case History - Family History

 
 

The Family History Problem / Illness setting permits users to define the drop down list used in the
EMR to enter Family Case History section.

 

 
EMR Case History: Family
 

Common health problems that can run in a family include:

§ Alzheimer's disease/dementia

§ arthritis

§ asthma

§ blood clots
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§ cancer

§ depression

§ diabetes

§ heart disease

§ high cholesterol

§ high blood pressure

§ pregnancy losses and birth defects

§ stroke.

28.3.4.7 Pre-Testing - General Medical Observations

 
Providers can enter various values for use in the EMR - General Medical Observation section.
 

General medical observations refer to comments in the chart describing the patient's overall
systemic health or general constitution. Commonly we see notes such as: 

· Patient states she is healthy,
· Patient states DM is well controlled,
· Patient complains of recent onset of cold symptoms.
· Without detailed instructions regarding documentation of the general medical observation,

we believe there is some latitude in interpreting this requirement.
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28.3.4.8 Clinical Notes - Visual Acuity

This setting allows the practice to define the measurement type it wants to use in the Visual Acuity
EMR test.  You can change the default  Snellen(20/20) to use other distance standards such as 1.00m
or J2.  Enter the default values you wish to use.  The change will be reflected in the EMR Acuity
screen.
 

28.3.4.9 Clinical Notes - Contact Lens Solution

The Contact Lens Solution setting permits the user to define the drop down list for Contact Solutions
used in the EMR contact Lens Exam.
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The EMR Drop Down List

 

28.3.4.10 Clinical Notes and Soap Pick Lists

The clinical notes list allows users to customize the drop-down list associated with clinical notes.  To
enter a new entry select the + button at the bottom of the grid.
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Modifiers can be set to be specific to a particular pick list.  Place a check mark beside which pick list
you want the modifier to appear.

Note:  Tonometry Modifiers can be classified using categories which will display the modifiers grouped
by category.
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28.3.4.11 Diagnostic - Educational Material

Clinical Notes - Educational Material
 
 

 
Filopto can store your patients educational materials for easy printing or display to the patient.  The
educational repository can be divided into categories containing various materials.  The material
source can be any item that can be stored on a computer.  Therefore for print material you can store
a word document or an acrobat PDF file.  You can also save multimedia files such as videos or
images. When you select it from the File Name search field, it is saved in the database for use by all
users of the system.

Select the Add a New Educational Material button to add a new item. Complete the fields in the
Selected Educational Material section to record your item.  From this section you can also Delete
the item using the delete button or view the item to view the item added.  Each time you select the
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Add a New Educational Material button a new row will be create in the grid to record the new
item.
 
To view the item, select the view button which will start the application associated with viewing the
stored file type.  For example, a file of the PDF type will automatically open the Acrobat viewer from
which you can view the document or print the document.

Selecting an Item in the grid will display its properties and permit it to be modified or deleted.

The Save Changes button will save the changes you made. The Cancel Changes button will
cancel the changes.

28.3.4.12 Diagnostic - Medical Drug List

 
Medical Drug List
 
The medical drug list is available in the EMR (1) and Medical drugs sections (2) of Filopto.  A user can
pre-define a list of the drugs normally prescribed by the practice by placing a check mark beside the
drug record (3) as indicated by the Preferred field.  The drug list is loaded using RxNorm.  Normal
Filopto Updates also update the RxNorm drug list.
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The Drugs Lookup button (1)  is a listing of the Internet based Drug lookup services that you can
integrate into Filopto.  You can add any web site of your choice.  the List appears in the EMR.
 
Several drug reference web sites exist such as http://www.rxlist.com, http://www.healthsquare.com,
http://www.pdrhealth.com , http://www.drugs.com, http://www.fda.gov/cder/index.html and
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html (herbal medicine) among others.
 

 

28.3.4.13 Diagnostic - RX Required Fields

The Rx Required Fields section allows the system administrator to make certain that the required fields
are entered for a valid prescription to exit.  If the fields identified as required are not entered the Rx will
not be saved and the user will be requested to complete properly the Rx. The fields identified as
required are colored in Yellow on the prescription entry form.
 
To indicate that a field is required place a check mark  in the box (click the box) identifying the required
field.
 

http://www.rxlist.com
http://www.healthsquare.com
http://www.pdrhealth.com
http://www.drugs.com
http://www.fda.gov/cder/index.html
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/druginformation.html
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28.3.4.14 Diagnostic - Rx Pick List

 
The Rx Type List permits users to create and report on custom prescription types.  For example you
can create prescription types which will allow you to then track and report on the type of prescription
being issued.  It permits you to classify the type of prescriptions your practice issues into easily
recognizable groups/types.
 

Users can create an unlimited amount of Rx types and assign them as applicable to ophthalmic
lenses, contact lenses or both.
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The drop down pick list in the prescription screens will display the values entered in this section.

28.3.4.15 Billing - Next Visits List

 
Clinical Notes - Next Visits List
 
 

 
The next visit list is used in the EMR control section and is a drop down permitting providers to
quickly select when the patient is to be scheduled for a further visit.

28.3.4.16 Templates - EMR Templates

The EMR (exam) can be pre-set with default settings and values to assist providers to quickly complete
the exam data entry task.  Administrators can identify the exam sections required to be completed and
enter default values for a given template.  The identified sections are highlighted for the provider based
on the template used.  Each template can have different requirements.

IMPORTANT - Review the "Speeding Up the EMR " section when designing your Templates.
Depending how you save your templates may significantly affect the speed of the EMR when
opening or closing the exam screen.
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The Required Sections (System Default) tab contains the required section for the exam if no
template is used.  Administrators can modify the default values by placing a check mark beside the
required EMR sections.

The Refraction Template permits users to select from one of the two refractions views available.  The
selected view is the default used for the entire system.
 
The Template tab allows users to custom create their own templates. ( see EMR Customization
help section )
 
Users can custom define various exam types and the default values they wish to set for the exam type.
 Each exam type is stored in an EMR template for easy editing.  At EMR time the provider can select
(1) the template (2) they wish to use for the exam. Users may also reload a template (3) when required
( see EMR Tool Bar  for more information).

To see how to add your template to the providers EMR Preferred List see EMR Template Preferred
list
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Users can specify one template to be  the standard / default template ( place a check mark to identify
the default template) automatically used by the EMR.
 

When an Exam Template type is selected or created the following screen is displayed which permits
the user to customize and enter the default values they wish to record for the patient exam.  Users can
create an unlimited number of templates.
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Several areas of the patient exam can be preset to use defaults values for the specified exam type.
 
Template Name:  The name for the exam type that will be shown in the EMR module.

Default: Will be used by the EMR module as the default template to load if no other template is
selected.

Show in EMR: allows users to manage which template will be displayed in the list of Other Templates
presented to the user when a NEW EMR is first created.

Preferred By: the number of providers that have this template selected as one of their prefered
templates.  A preferred template will be shown in the preferred tab of the user when creating a NEW
EMR /Exam .   See EMR Template Preferred List  for more info. 
 
Description:  A description of the defaults values contained in this template.

In an Exam Template you have:
 
Required Sections: Section required to be completed for the exam type of this template. If any of the
items check mark are not completed, a message indicating this to the user will be displayed at EMR
exit time.  If no check marks is present all of the tabs in the Required Section  the message will not
be displayed and no verification will be done by Filopto.
 
Problems:  The default values entered in this sections will be copied to the patient Problem list in the
EMR.
 
Cover Test: The default values entered in this sections will be copied to the patient Problem list in the
EMR.
 
Visual Acuity: The default values entered in this sections will be copied to the patient Problem list in
the EMR.
 
Refraction: The default values entered in this sections will be copied to the patient Problem list in the
EMR.
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Anterior Segment:  The default values entered in this section will be copied to the patient EMR as the
starting default values for the exam.
 
Posterior Segment:  The default values entered in this section will be copied to the patient EMR as
the starting default values for the exam.

Special Test: The default values entered in this section will be copied to the patient EMR as the
starting default values for the exam.
 

28.3.4.16.1  EMR Required Section Completion Checker

Each EMR template may require certain modules to be completed before the Exam is considered
finalized.  The rules defined in this section are use in the verification process for a properly completed
EMR.  The required modules, when activated, will remind the user of any missing information identified
by the system administrator as required for a complete EMR.  If all required modules are not confirmed
by placing a check mark in the completed field in the EMR,  the exam will not be considered completed
and appear for the next 30 days in the EMR manager, not completed EMR list.

To activate the Required Section for the EMR simply open the EMR template you wish to edit and select
the Required Setting Section (1)  tab and place a check mark in the section(s) required.  If one check
mark is present (2) the function is activated.  To deactivate the message and verification process remove
all check marks from all 6 sections of the Required Section tab.  The rules selected only apply to the
selected template.  Each template my have its own unique rules.

At exam time the user can confirm that a module has been properly completed by placing a check mark
in the Completed field (1) which converts into a check mark.  The red box (2) identify the
sections/modules that have not yet been completed.  If any of the required completed field is missing,
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the exam will not be considered as finalized and appear in the EMRs that are not completed (in the last
30 days) tab of the EMR Manager screen.

28.3.4.16.2  EMR Template Preferred List

Each template can be associated for use to one or more providers.  By identifying the providers that wish
to use a given exam template the system will automatically show the template in the Preferred section of
available templates for that user
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1) To set an exam template in the providers Preferred List open the exam template located in the system
settings / EMR / EMR template section and select Preferred by Provider tab

2) Select the Add button which will display a list of employees.  Select one or more users and the
template will be shown in these users Template Preferred List

3) to Remove a exam template from a users Preferred list select the remove button beside the users
name.

As you associate the templates to each or multiple providers , in the exam the choice will be shown for
the specific provider as the example below:
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The EMR templates not selected as Preferred,  but identified as to be shown will be displayed in the
Other Templates tab of the Select EMR Template FRM dialogue..
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28.3.4.17 Other - Other EMR Settings

The EMR Other settings contain other settings that users can activate for the EMR.

1) This option permits the user to create EMR entries without using the scheduler.  It places on the
EMR screen a Create New EMR button if the setting is Yes.  If set to No the button is not displayed.
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2) EMR automatically Locks after 24 Hours when activated.( IMPORTANT: The user must click on the
Exam Ended button in the EMR for this function to work). 

3) Delete a file from the hard drive that was imported into the EMR once loaded in the EMR record. 
Used in the EMR document section of the exam.

4) Hide Contact Lenses Rx Fields
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5) Default EMR Form Export Folder for Word, Open Document and PDF forms when using EMR
Manager Export form option.

6) Topcon EyeRoute Synergy connector configuration settings.

The Topcon TRK-2P connector uses the default folder to your data files you specify the first time you
use the connection in the EMR. The default location of your TRK-2P file is stored on each workstation
in the Filopto.ini.  The Filopto.ini is located in the C:\ProgramData\Filopto9.  The file path to your TRK-
2P files is contained in the Filopto.ini section:

[Topcon]
TRK2P=Z:\Topcon\TRK2P     ("Z:\Topcon\TRK2P" is the path where you save your TKR2P data

on your network)

   If you made an error or need to change the path you can manually edit the file path by editing the
Filopto.ini file using notepad.

7) Carl Zeiss Forum connector settings
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8) Peridata connector Folder settings

9) HEYEX connector (Heidelberg Engineering) Folder settings

A copy of the HEYEX software connector is located in the Filopto program folder and is
required to be installed per the version direction of your HEYEX software installation
instructions from Heidelberg Engineering.

10) Optos connector Folder settings

To connect to the Optos software you must enter the IP address of the Optos server and associated
TCP/IP port number.  For example : 192.168.1.27:81 where 192.168.1.27 is the address of the server
and ":81" is the port that the server is installed to listen for communication request ( do not forget that
an IP addrress requires a colon ":"to indicate the port number)

The parameters to use in the communication must be defined in the second setting.  You can either
select to enter the Filopto Patient ID or the Patient name and birthdate to identify in Optos the record
to use for a specific patient record.  When creating a record/image in Optos you must use only one of
these parameter options or the communication between Optos and Filopto will fail.

28.3.4.18 Other -  e-Prescribe Links

 
E-Prescribe (USA)
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The E-Prescribe option permits a provider to directly open in the Filopto Medical Prescription screen
the e-prescribe web site of his choice in the EMR system settings.  There are many commercial e-
prescribe providers and you can enter all of the ones you are using.  The example below is using
AllScript for illustration purposes.
 

 
 
Electronic prescribing (ePrescribing) is a viable solution to counter shortcomings of the current
paper-based prescribing processes that are in large part responsible for these errors. However,
accessibility and cost barriers have slowed adoption of ePrescribing by providers.
 
The Filopto system settings permit users to enter one or more e-prescribing service they wish to use
into Filopto.  Once entered the e-prescribing button in the medical prescription form will when
selected open the referred to web site for e-prescribing.
 
The e-prescribe link supports both web based sites as well as standalone applications that you can
enter from within Filopto.

28.3.5 Dispensing
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The Dispensing tab contains the information related to invoicing patients.  You can enter, modify and
delete the information contain in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens are self evident as to
how to enter or modify the data contained therein.
 

28.3.5.1 Invoice Comments

 
This table contains the various Comments which can be added to an invoice at invoice time.  A user
can add/change/delete to this table. if selected at invoice time the comment will be printed on the
patient invoice.
 
 

 

28.3.5.2 Payment Methods

 
Payment Method
 
The Payment method table is the drop-down field used in the payment section of the invoice listing
the various payment types the company accepts. This list can be changed by the users.
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How to Activate the Credit card and E-Check Feature
 
The Payment Type field is used in conjunction with the Electronic Payment feature.  If this feature is
used you must specify for each entry the Payment Type using one of the values in the drop down list. 
If this field is left blank the Credit Card and e-Check processing feature will not function.
 

28.3.5.3 Electronic Payment Setting

The Electronic Payment setting screen allows user to enter their merchant accounts information for
each office using the Electronic Payment feature.  The Electronic Payment feature supports Credit
cards and E-Checks.  This information is available via Filopto's Electronic Transaction Partners. 
Contact Accra Med Software Inc. for more details.
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To use this feature you must also update the Payment Method settings.

For Instruction on how to use the TransNational Payment Connector see:  TransNational Payment
Connector

28.3.5.4 Lab Order Types

The lab Order Type setting screen allows a user to define the type of the Lab Orders being created. 
This also permits users to track such items as how many Lab Orders have to be re-done due to errors
or warranty issues.  The user can customize the list to best meet their needs.
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28.3.5.5 Lab Order Reason

 
The Lab Order Reason setting screen works in conjunction with the Lab Order Type setting in that if a
Lab Order is being Re-done or sent for warranty work a user can identify the reason for re-doing the lab
order.
 
This also permits users to track such items as how many Lab Orders have a particular reason for being
re-done.  The user can customize the list to best meet their needs.
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28.3.5.6 WEB Lab Link

The Web Lab Link setting located in the Filopto System Settings & Pick List \ Dispensing section
permits a user to enter his preferred Lab vendor web site for lookup or ordering purposes.  The links
entered are displayed in the Lab section of the Invoice.
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28.3.5.7 Other Settings

IMPORTANT
The items in this section is to address specific situations and should not be changed unless you
encounter these specific situations.
By making changes to these lab order options you may make the reporting of certain lab items sales
more difficult to track.

By default, the settings are set to: No,  which is the normal setting for the majority of users.
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Allow Filopto Lab Order to add Ophthalmic Lenses or/and Contact Lens item types to the Lab Order
Miscellaneous drop down list.  This will treat these items as a Lab Miscellaneous item for reporting
and/or tracking purposes from the lab order.

28.3.6 Task Manager

 

 
 

The Task Manager tab contains the information related to managing users tasks.  You can enter,
modify and delete the information contain in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens are self
evident as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.

Task Types list the various items for the Task Category drop-down.

Task Status list the various status a task may have assigned to it.
 

28.3.6.1 Task Type

This screen will permit users to organize the various types of task managed by the Task Manager. 
You can organize your task by categories and have the task manager automatically assign the
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subject of the task.  This can speed up the creation of repetitive or common task assigned to your
staff.
 
 

 

28.3.6.2 Task Status

 
This screen contains the different task statuses available in the task manager which permit users to
be able to monitor the progress of a given task. The task status can be changes by the assigner as
it progresses.  The field is limited to 15 characters as to properly display in the drop down list.
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28.3.7 Office Reports

 
 

The Office Reports tab contains the information related to managing reports.  You can enter, modify
and delete the information contain in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens are self evident
as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.
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28.3.7.1 Report Categories

 
Report Categories
 
The Reports Manager in Filopto already has pre-defined categories but users can also add their own
report categories. These user-defined categories gives the users the flexibility to build their own
reports and assign them in the desired categories.
 

 

28.3.7.2 Reports Security Groups

The report security settings gives the administrator the ability to create Report Security Groups and
add employees to the group.  The end user can then be assigned to the Security Group giving access
rights for specific reports.  (see Employee Profile - Security Tab)  In the Report Manager  the
administrator can assigned the Security group who has access to run the report, locking sensitive
reports to specific users. 
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28.3.8 Insurance

 
 

The Insurance tab contains the information related to managing insurance claims.  You can enter,
modify and delete the information contained in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens are
self evident as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.

 
 

28.3.8.1 Insurance Carrier Type (USA)

 
This table contains a listing of all Insurance carrier types to be used in the CMS -1500 claims
process (This is relates to any legacy number used on the form such as CMS form item # 24I
shaded area).  Users can edit this table to meet their specific requirements.
 
Each insurer type has an Ansi X12 (legacy) Type code assigned to it by the Federal Government for
claims processing purposes.  Insure that when you add a new insurance carrier type that you also
add the assigned Ansi X12 Type code for proper electronic claims processing to occur.  Filopto
provides default values that should work for most practices.  The Ansi X12 Legacy Type Code is the
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code used to complete the CMS 1500 form item 24I Shaded, 32b Shaded, 33b Shaded, 17a Shaded
Area.
 
IMPORTANT:
 
Only make changes to this table if specifically required by the insurance carrier.  For example in
Kentucky the Medicaid Ansi X12 Type Code to be used in 24I shaded area is to be replaced with the
Taxonomy code of ZZ and not the Federal code of 1D.  To change to ZZ you would modify this table
and item 24I shaded would now contain the new data.
 
 

 
Only create or remove custom Ansi x12 Type codes applicable to a specific insurance company
Insurance plan that you will not be using.  The Ansi x12 Type code is given by the federal
government to the insurance company.  If the incorrect Ansi X12 Type code is used the claim is
rejected.

 
If you create a new Ansi X12 Type code you must link it with the insurance company for proper use
in the claim process.  In the Insurance Company profile choose the newly created Carrier Type.
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The Insurance Carrier Type located in the Insurance Company Information screen is used to complete the CMS 1500 Item
#1.

28.3.8.2 User Defined Insurance Group Names

 
Insurance - User Defined Group Names (Insurance Group)
 
This table creates groupings that can be used to group insurance companies together.  These
groups of Insurance companies permit specialized reports to be generated listing only the insurance
companies in that particular group.  For example, you can run the Account Receivable reports based
on a particular Insurance grouping which will list only the insurance companies Accounts Receivable
being part of the selected group. User defined custom reports can also be created to use this
grouping field.  The Insurance Group name field (drop down is contained in the Insurance Company
information screen in the Insurance Manager.
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28.3.8.3 Electronic Claim Files Folder

 
This screen permits users to define where (on the server) that all claims sent electronically will be
saved.  When a Claim is sent electronically a file is produced which is uploaded by the user to the
claim processing web site.  This file is kept for historical and audit purposes.  The location of where
the claims files are stored is defined by this entry.
 
In Filopto 6 and earlier the claim files were saved in the PC of the user who created the upload file. 
The directory was located in the Filopto default directory in either the GatewayEDI or SecureHealth
subdirectory.
 
In Filopto 7 you are able to store it at any location on your Network or PC.  For security reasons we
recommend that they be stored on the server in a secure folder that only authorized individuals have
access.
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If no default location is define the default is in the folder My Documents of the PC which sent the
claim in the folder called TriZetto (GatewayEDI).

28.3.8.4 Place of Service

CMS 1500  Place of Service
 
This table contains a listing of all of the Places of Service to be used in the Creation of a CMS 1500
form. This list can be edited by the user.  This is the CMS approved list of places of Services for the
CMS-1500 item 24b.  For more information see your CMS 1500 user guide.
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28.3.8.5 NPI / Locations for Place of Service (USA)

 
NPI / Place of Service Location (POS)
 
This table contains a link of all User Defined NPI associated with Places of Service for each branch
office which customizes the CMS-1500 form. It combines the items in the CMS-1500 Place of
Service table (see above) with a user defined code allowing for duplicated codes for different
locations to exist. For example you can have multiple code 11-Office,each with the address of a
different branch office.
 
(Note: the User-Defined Place of Service Code must be unique)  By selecting a Place of Service
from this list in the Invoice screen, the CMS-1500 form will use the information of the record selected
to fill-in Item 24b and item 32, 33  and 32a and 33a of the CMS-1500 form. If there is no default for
the Place of Service Location defined, then the default is "11", which represents "Office".
 

 
Default POS for the specified office:  If a check mark exist all claims from this branch office will
use this assigned POS code by default.
 
Office Name: a drop down of the offices defines ion Filopto. (only available in Filopto EE (multi-
location edition).
 
Place of Service Name: Selected when you double click on the record to be entered or selected.
 
P.O.S. Code:  The place of service code to use with this branch office when submitting a claim.(in
most cases it will be code 11).
 
CMS 1500 Item#  32:  You must enter the name and address of the facility where the services were
rendered, office address for each location. DO NOT LEAVE THIS FIELD BLANK YOUR CLAIMS
WILL BE REJECTED IF THE INFORMATION IS INCORRECT
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CMS 1500 Item#  32a:  You must enter the office NPI for each location. DO NOT LEAVE THIS
FIELD BLANK YOUR CLAIMS WILL BE REJECTED IF THE INFORMATION IS INCORRECT This
NPI can be a different number than the Providers NPI entered in the providers employee
file.
 
CMS 1500 Item#  33:  You must enter the billing name and address for each location. DO NOT
LEAVE THIS FIELD BLANK YOUR CLAIMS WILL BE REJECTED IF THE INFORMATION IS
INCORRECT
 
CMS 1500 Item#  33a:  You must enter the billing NPI for each location. DO NOT LEAVE THIS
FIELD BLANK YOUR CLAIMS WILL BE REJECTED IF THE INFORMATION IS INCORRECT This
NPI can be a different number than the Providers NPI entered in the providers employee
file (see below).
 
End User POS Code: the user defined POS code to be used.
 
 
· The National Provider Identifier (NPI) is a 10-digit nationally assigned standard Identifier that will

replace payer-specific identifiers for all healthcare providers no later than May 23, 2007.
Individual healthcare providers are eligible for a single Type 1 Individual NPI. Healthcare
organizations are eligible for a Type 2 Organization NPI.

 
· Group Practices are also eligible to obtain a Type 2 Organization NPI. HIPAA is mandating

enrollment of Group Practices in order to maintain group affiliations with the individual practitioners.
 This is required so that the payor can identify situations where individual providers belong to more
than one group, or where providers have their own practice as well as belonging to a group, and
determine where to send payments in these situations.

 
· Healthcare organizations may also decide to subpart, or obtain multiple NPIs, based on

location, unit, department, certification, licensure, or other billing and payment needs.  How an
organization subparts may impact how they bill, where payments are sent, and if they need to
include taxonomy codes on their claim submissions.

 
· Although an NPI may correspond to several different service locations, the payor will only send

payments for a single NPI to one Provider Name, one Payment Address, one Remittance Advice
Address, one EFT Account Number, one Federal EIN (or SSN) for Tax/1099 purposes, and one
Service Center/Receiver for electronic transactions outbound to the Provider.

 
 
Visit the federal government CMS web site for more information and up-to-date manuals on how to
fill-out your CMS-1500 form.  This site contains the official CMS 1500 Completion Manual.
 
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/
 
 
 
 

28.3.8.6 Claim Scrubbing Settings

This option activates the Medical Coder USA Silverbilt claim scrubbing service for CMS-1500.

The steps to activate the claim Medical Coder Silverbilt scrubbing service are as follows:

http://www.cms.hhs.gov/
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1) Enter the User Name and password provided for the service 
2) Close the open screens and the Claim scrubbing is activated.

28.3.8.7 Eligibility Rules Templates

The Eligibility rule template is used to facilitate and make it easier to create the insurance rules
required to set up a insurance policy.  In many cases the same or close to rule can be used in another
policy. The user can create as many templates for use as an eligibility rules saving the time required to
re-create the same rule for another policy.  The user can create, edit or copy an existing rule.
 

 
For example the Authorization Rule template displayed above would create when selected in the
insurance profile a rule which the user can then modify such as:
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28.3.8.8 Billing Rules Templates

The billing rule template is used to facilitate and make it easier to create the insurance billing rules
required to set up a insurance policy.  In many cases the same or close to billing rule can be used in
another policy. The user can create as many templates for use as a billing rules saving the time
required to re-create the same rule for another policy.  The user can create, edit or copy an existing
rule.
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For example the $15 Co-Pay on Frames billing rule template displayed above would create when
selected in the insurance profile a billing rule which the user can then modify such as:
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28.3.9 Accounting

 

 
 

The Accounting tab contains the information related to payments and taxes.  You can enter, modify
and delete the information contain in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens are self evident
as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.

 

28.3.9.1 Accounting Payment Terms

 
Payment Terms
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This list contains the payment terms the Practice offers. This list can be changed by the users.
 

 

28.3.9.2 Sales Taxes

 
The sales tax table records the various sales taxes to be applied.  Filopto supports up to three sales
taxes per office. Taxes can be entered in the system settings for a corporate tax rate to be used or
via the Office Tax setting if different tax rates are to be used for each office.

 IMPORTANT

 A tax rate entered at the office setting level will override the tax rate entered for the corporate level
(in the System Setting/Accounting/Sales Taxes screen).
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Important:
 
Filopto uses the tax settings as defined in each office system settings.  (See Office Settings ). 
You can at the office level define the second tax rate to be a piggy back (apply on top) rate.

 

Default Tax Rates in Office system settings:  These are the tax rates used by Filopto for invoicing
purposes.  Each office may have different tax rate(s).  

Filopto can support 3 tax rates and the tax rates can be calculated differently depending upon the
requirements of your jurisdiction.  For example some jurisdiction may require Tax 1 to be applied
directly on the sale item (typically federal tax rates) while Tax 2 is applied on top of the federal tax
rate ( some states and provinces )  while tax 3 may be applied as a special tax ( such as at the
municipal level) and may be calculated differently depending on it's rules.  You can use any
combination to meet your tax requirement. Consult your accountant or tax expert to apply the
correct tax rate to items..
 

Three sales tax rates are available for use. Tax rate 1 is applied on the total items/services sold.  Tax
rate 2 is applied in the same manner as tax rate 1 unless the check box field is activated (placing a
check mark).  If the check box field Tax 2 is applied on top of Tax 1  has a check mark then tax 2
is applied as follows:  (Total of all items/services + Tax 1 amount ) * Tax Rate 2. (piggyback tax).

1793
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Tax rate 3 can be applied in various manners depending on the selected method identified by the
drop box.

 
The tax rates for an office are activated in the System Settings/Office Settings/Sales Tax
section of Filopto.

Inventory items can be assigned a tax rate automatically at sales time by entering the tax
rate applicable in the Inventory item screen.

28.3.10 Employee Manager

 

 
 

The Employee Manager tab contains the information related to the employee module.  You can
enter, modify and delete the information contain in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens
are self evident as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.

 

28.3.10.1 Job / Positions

The Job Position list is used in the employee module to identify the position done by the employee. 
It can be modified to reflect the needs of the practice.  This is used in the Employee module.
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28.3.10.2 EEO Codes and Categories

 
 

This table permits you to enter the EEO ( Equal Employment Opportunity) codes applicable for your
practice.  This information is used in the employee record in the Employee Manager. For a listing of
codes visit your federal, state/provincial jurisdiction web site.
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28.3.10.3 Evaluation Categories

 
 

Used in the Employee Manager, it provides users the ability to modify the evaluation criteria's used in
the employee review.
 

 

28.3.11 Inventory

 

 
 

The Inventory tab contains the information related to managing your inventory items and services.  You
can enter, modify and delete the information contain in the various tables and pick list.   Most screens
are self evident as to how to enter or modify the data contained therein.
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28.3.11.1 Inventory Stocking Categories

Stocking Categories
The stocking categories allows users to further classify inventory items.  Several reports exist on
activity and items contained in the category section. This is an optional field which can assist users
in tracking categories of items. Categories are a sub-set of the type of inventory items.
 
 

 
 
 

28.3.11.2 Inventory Stocking Group

 
Stocking Group
This is a sub-group within the Stocking Category which allows a further grouping of your inventory
items for reporting purposes.
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28.3.11.3 Inventory Storage Location

 
Storage Location
This is a list of all the different areas/locations where the inventory items are stored. Used in the
inventory module to identify the location of a particular item.  You can enter descriptions such as
"Storage room 1, row 4 Shelf 9B"
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28.3.11.4 Ophthalmic Lens Pick Lists

 
The user can customize the following lookup tables to facilitate Ophthalmic Lens information
selection and entry into the Inventory Manager. From this list, users can add/modify/delete . This
screen is divided into six different tables:
 
1) Coatings: Coating Names along with VCA (Vision Council of America) Code
 
2) Coating Brands: Coating Brand Names
 
3) Tints: Tints available with their respective VCA Code
 
4) Materials: Material Name, Brand, Lens Index and VCA Code
 
5) Filters: Filter Name and VCA Code
 
6) Classes: Class description and VCA Code
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Some of the pick list items have been standardized for use with VCA standards (Vision Council of
America).  VCA standards is the standard used by most Labs.  We recommend that you enter the
VCA standard code where applicable.

 
 
 
 
 

28.3.11.5 Contact Lens Pick Lists

 
The user can customize the following lookup tables to facilitate Contact Lens information selection
and entry into the Inventory Manager. From this list, users can add/modify/delete . This screen is
divided into six different tables:
 
1) Soft Contact Lens Material: Material Name
 
2) Hard Contact Lens Material: Material Name
 
3) Categories: Category Names for Soft CL and Hard CL.  The displays allows for the category to
apply to one or both types of contacts.
 
4) Tints: Tints available for Soft CL and Hard CL. The displays allows for the category to apply to one
or both types of contacts.
 
5) Style: The Style of the contact lens
 
6) Wear Schedule: The wear schedule for the contact lens
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7) Patients Lens Types: The Types of Contact Lens 
 
 
 
 

 

28.3.11.6 Patient Discount Category

This is the list of discount pricing categories that your practice offers.  This list is used in the patient
file, invoicing and Inventory modules.  When a discount has a check mark it means that when this
discount is applied and a better discount (for the patient) Filopto will use the discount which is best
for the patient.  If no check mark exist, then only that discount when selected will apply.  Filopto will
not search for a better discount for the patient.
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28.3.11.7 Vendor Type

 
Vendor Type
This screen contains the different Vendor types to be able to view and sort individually in the Vendor
Manager.
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28.4 Database Manager

 

DATABASE MANAGER

This section should be user restricted

The Database Manager module permits the administration of the
system tables of Filopto. This module serves as a direct access to the central repository of the system
tables which stores all data and govern the workings of Filopto. Changes made in this section are
immediate and can affect the operations of Filopto.  Only authorized individuals should have access to
this section.
 

IMPORTANT    "Access to this section should be restricted"
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Warning:  Filopto is a relational database with over 520 linked tables, hence deleting a record can

have serious impact in the operation of Filopto.  The use of this tool should only be considered after
careful discussion with Accra Med support staff.

 

       
 

When entering the module, at the left of the screen you are presented with a list of data tables used by
Filopto. (Please note that the security tables are omitted for obvious reasons. The security tables are
only accessible via the Security Module).
 
By selecting one of the tables, and pressing the Open button, you are presented with a complete list
of all fields and data contained in this table in the right panel. By double clicking on a record a edit form
is presented of the record.
 
The use of this module is to permit users to update system tables used in Filopto and also to permit an
easy way for users to correct data which cannot be corrected in any other way. To make a change,
delete, or enter a new record in a database table use the navigation bar located above the right hand
panel.

The export button permits users to export the data from their database into other file formats.
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28.5 Remote Backup Service Manager

 

Protect your most valuable business asset; Backup
your customer data!

The Accra Cloud Backup Service ensure that the appropriate safeguards—including those for
encryption, password restrictions, and data storage—are in place so that the protected health
information (PHI) you work with and store remains confidential and secure as required by HIPAA,
ePHI, PHI and PIPEDA.

The Accra Backup Service safeguards your data with strong encryption, which includes a required
encryption key and the encryption of data during backup and at rest. You can further encrypt your data
by using your corporate encryption key (c-key) or personal encryption key which is known only by
you. During the backup process, all files are secured with a 256-bit AES encryption key and then
transferred to our data center via a secure TLS/SSL connection. And as required by HIPAA, your
patient database data remains encrypted while stored at rest in our data center. All incoming data is
automatically duplicated across several distinct locations to provide high durability and availability of
customer data.

HIPAA Security rules specify that access to PHI data must meet benchmark-based password creation
and use. Your Accra Backup Service passwords meet or exceed length and complexity requirements,
and password validation is time- and logic-sensitive and requires manual updates. Further, failed login
attempts will automatically trigger account lockouts on an IP and user level.

The backup service provides many benefits and security options such as version management to
protect your data.  You data can be easily restore using either the application or via the secure web
site.
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The automated Accra Backup Service is based on a proven industrial strength backup technology used
in very large data centers across the world called RSYNC.  The advantage of RSYNC over other backup
methods is,  its proven reliability and its Internet friendly capabilities.  The Accra Backup Service is fast,
incremental (delta based), and cloud based implementing the RSYNC protocol over HTTPS.  The benefits
is less time doing backups and a low Internet bandwidth requirement, saving you money.  Set it up and
forget about it, the built in scheduler will do the backups automatically at the times you defined and will
notify you via e-mail after each backup that it has completed.

Backing up files using the HTTPS protocol offers several benefits over using conventional backup. In fact,
this is the feature that separates us from other backup solutions out there in the market.

Following is a list of some of the benefits of using HTTPS as transport protocol.

· Over the Internet - Using Accra Backup Service you can perform remote backups of any
machine to our Secure Remote Servers. (meets or exceeds governments secure off-site backup
requirements)

· Easy to Schedule for complete automated backups with email confirmation of each backup for
your records.

· Automatic Versions of Backup Files:  By default all backups accounts can support up to 7
backup versions of files.  (If additional versions are required contact Accra to discuss your needs)
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· Secure - The Backup Service uses 256 AES HTTPS, data crosses the Internet via a completely
secure tunnel, using military grade TLS/SSL encryption.  (protect your patient data, stronger than what
your bank uses)

· Able to Backup open Files - Even with users working in an application Accra Backup can
backup the Files (such as Filopto database or Outlooks PST files) using the built-in Microsoft VSS 
feature.

· Firewall Friendly - Most companies allow HTTPS traffic through their company firewall. Reducing
tremendous amount of network administration. 

· Military Grade Encryption -Your files are encrypted using the military grade AES 256 bit
encryption.  (HIPAA requires 128bit)

· Private Key Encryption In addition you can further encrypt your data using your own encryption
password essentially double encrypting your files making it impossible for anyone except yourself
capable of reading them. 

· Easy Access - Backed up files can be easily accessed either from the custom Accra Backup Client
or from a secure web browser. Since the Accra Backup servers can talk to any HTTPS client, all you
need are your security codes and a browser to view/restore your backed up files from anywhere in the
world at any time.

· Exceeds Government Security Requirements With Accra Backup service you can backup
all of your important personal and financial information in one simple step.  Accra Backup Service
meets or exceeds all HIPAA, PIPEDA  and ePHI and PHI Act online- backup security and privacy
regulations.

·  Works on any Platform - The Accra Backup service was developed to support a large number
of operating system platforms  allowing all of our users to quickly and easily backup all of their

computers to your secure remote storage server. (MS Windows, Linux, Mac OSX and UNIX) 

· Automatically restart missed or interrupted backups - The backup Client and server will
automatically restart/continue any previously interrupted backup due to Internet failure or other failure
reasons.

Accra  Backup Service Online Help is available at: http://www.accra.ca/secure-backup-service/ or call 1-
888-321-0441 sales department for more information.

28.5.1 Optimize your Backup

Accra Backup Service provides a collections of tools to automate and streamline your backup process. 
Following are some easy to follow tips to speed up your backups..  Keep in mind that ultimately the time
required to complete your backups is dependent on :

§   THE SPEED OF YOUR DEVICE/SERVER
§   THE SPEED OF YOUR CPU
§   THE SPEED OF YOUR HARD DRIVE (I/O CAPACITY)

http://www.accra.ca/secure-backup-service/
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§   THE SPEED OF YOUR INTERNET CONNECTION
§   THE AMOUNT OF DATA TO BACKUP

1) Make certain to turn on the the Folder Cache option.  This can significantly speed up your backups.

The Accra Backup Client compares folders on the local machine with corresponding folders on the server
in order to determine whether or not it contains files that need to be backed up. This is the default
behavior and is done for every folder on the client machine that is to be backup. When the folder cache
option is enabled, Accra Backup Client creates a local cache file containing this list for comparison. This
cached data is stored in a sub-folder called FolderCache off of the Windows ProgramData folder/Syncrify.
 Using local folder cache reduces the total time spent for backup. The amount of time reduced is directly
proportional to the number of folders on the client machine to be backup - therefore you will see a
significant time reduction for jobs containing thousands of folders. If the client does not have many
folders, the speed reduction is not significant.
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2)  If you are backing up small files and require several backup version of the files, use the version option.
The advantage is that a full copy of the file is saved and then only the changes to the file will be saved for
each day the backup is run taking less storage space for your backups. The disadvantage is that
multiple compare functions have to be done to only save the changes from one day to the next.  This
represents more time, CPU cycle and I/O's for the backup to complete.

Enable Versioning - multiple versions of every file are stored on the server. The number of older versions
maintained on the server is defined by the administrator who is managing the Accra server. (contact your
Accra representative for more information) A version is only created if a user modifies a file. When
versioning large files such as the Filopto database, the versioning process can take a significant amount
of time since it must first copy the file over to the backup server and then compute the delta difference to
create the version information and file.

3) If backing up large files ( example; Filopto databases) you may want to not use the version option but
rather create multiple profiles that contains the database file for each day of the week for which you want
to have a backup version.  For example by creating 7 distinct profiles you can have 7 backups versions of
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your database. When the backup will run for the given profile for the scheduled day it will overwrite the
existing file saved for that day of the week with a current version.  The benefits for this type of backup
style is the time savings (time required to finish a backup).  You can reduce the backup time by 50%
compared to using the version option, since the comparison for the change from one day to the next is
no longer required.  The disadvantage is that a larger storage space is required to store multiple (full)
copies of your database.

See the Accra Backup manual for more information http://backuphelp.accra.ca/

28.6 License & Services Manager

The Licence and Service Manager located in the Configuration tab, controls your access rights to the
various Filopto licenses that activates your Filopto Server, Modules, Services and Features you licensed.
 The License Manager will appear when you first start Filopto.  It will permit you to enter your license
credential and retrieve the license(s) for the modules you acquired.

IMPORTANT
 

The License Manager can take some time (minute(s)) to start depending on
your device and network speed.

Users will not be able to use Filopto until you have registered and activated
your Filopto License and created users profiles for your users.

 See Register / Activate Filopto
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28.6.1 Register / Activate Filopto

 

 

Register and Activate your Software with ACCRA Med Software Inc.
 

IMPORTANT

The License Manager can take some time (minute(s)) to start depending on
your device and network speed.

 

Users will not be able to use Filopto until you have registered and activated
your Filopto License and created users profiles for your users.

 
 
 
To register your software and unlock the database, modules, services and features you acquired, you
must complete and save the Filopto registration information stored and managed by the License &
Services Manager.  Once you have completed the registration process your Filopto Server will
automatically communicate via the Internet to our licensing servers and provide you with the licenses
you have acquired.  Once the licenses are loaded, you will then be able to activate them for use.

How the Filopto Licenses work
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When you start Filopto,  the networked PC will verify with the Filopto License Service located on
the Filopto server if it is authorized to run Filopto and what modules or features the user has access.
 The Filopto License Service is a special type of program (service) which is always running on the
server.  It controls access to Filopto base on the license you have activated.  If you cannot sign on, 
verify that the FiloptoServicesServer service is started in your Windows Service applet.
 
 

IMPORTANT - Licensing

Filopto licensing uses information you enter in the licensing Manager screen below and specific
information generated by your server, to create your Registration code.  Changing Key Customer
information or the physical server or some of its major components will require a new
license to be issued. Contact Accra Med Support to get a new license issued if you make
such changes.

Filopto licensing is also based on the number and type of licenses registered for the system. If you
go over the allotted licenses or try to use optional modules that you have not licensed, the
software feature or the optional modules will not be available until the correct license are installed
and activated.

When you renew your Filopto Licenses, the new license(s) file will be automatically downloaded
when your Filopto server checks for updates with the licensing servers at Accra Med Software Inc.
Expired licenses will not permit updated to be downloaded or installed.  See  Install Filopto
License  on how to manually load your license file if you cannot wait for the license automatic
update.   

For your Filopto License to be automatically renewed your server must have access to the
Internet.
 

 A save of all of the displayed information is executed when
you click any one of the three buttons shown on the left. 
The information shown in the screen is used to activate
your license(s).  Incorrect information may cause your
license(s) to no longer function. Non-functioning e-
mail addresses or incorrect contact information can
de-activate your license(s).  MAKE CERTAIN TO KEEP
ALL CONTACT INFORMATION UP-TO-DATE .
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Step 1: 

To register your software, you must start the Filopto Licence & Services Manager located in the
Filopto Configuration Manager tab and complete the Customer Information section.

IMPORTANT:

· All Fields including the Main Contact, Billing Contact and
Technical Contact must be completed for the registration
and licensing process to function properly. 

· It is important to update and keep the information
contained in this section current. Failure to do so

may cause your license connection to our servers to fail and
you may not get the notifications sent by Filopto. E-mails
are especially important, if they change update them here. 
An incorrect email address can cause your system to
stop functioning.

· Any missing field will cause your license to be misconfigured
or refused.\
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· The Licensing module will periodicaly check with the Filopto
servers for any update to your license or to Filopto.  If the
information contain in these screens is in correct it may
cause you to not receive your updated license or updates
available for Filopto.

IMPORTANT
 

Remember to save your Changes (use the Save
Change button).

 
 

 

Step 2 :

Complete the License Information (2) tab information.  Accra Med Software Inc will provide you
with 3 pieces of information that you must enter in this screen to activate Filopto.

1. Enter the Account Number you received from Accra Med Software Inc. (3)
2. Enter your Account Password you received from Accra Med Software Inc (3)
3. Enter the provided Registration Code you received from Accra Med Software Inc. (3)
4. Press on the Get License  button to register and receive your licenses. (IMPORTANT: You must

be connected to the Internet to receive your licenses, this process can take a few minutes.)

Step 3 :
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Once your Licenses have been received you can activate and assign them as required.  To confirm
that your license has been received and activated verify that the Renewal Date (4) is for a date in
the future (period for which your license is activated and you are eligible to receive support and
updated)

IMPORTANT - License type

Some feature licenses are activated by default and do not require any manual intervention. 
Licenses that are sold for use by a specific office, user, PC  or server requires the administrator to
assign and activate the license.  For example the base Filopto Server license is automatically
activated. A workstation License is assigned to a specific PC, hence requires the administrator to
activate the license for the specified PC.

Activating / De-Activating Licenses

How do I Tell Filopto Which PC, office or user has the Rights to run Filopto or
a specific feature ( Activating License)

The Activated Licenses tab permits you,  the Filopto System Administrator, to assign the Filopto
licenses to the workstation (PC's), remote desktop, users and offices of your choice.  This tab list all
licenses acquired and permits you to assign the license as required by your organization.  Only the
Tab for the licenses you have acquired will be shown.
 

IMPORTANT
 

Remember to save your Changes (use the Save Change button).
 
 

To Activate a license, select license tab and the Assign XXXXXX License button (1) for the license
type you wish to activate.  It will create a new record permitting you to assign the license.  In the
example above, to activate the Remote Desktop License you must enter the Name of the Remote
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desktop Server (4) and assign how many licenses you authorize for use (activate) (5).  You can view
how many Licenses you have acquired and how many have been activated (6)

Existing licenses can be Edited (2) or Removed (3) (De-Activated) to be later re-assigned to another
user.

Activating Workstations or Remote Desktop Servers

IMPORTANT: - Auto-Assigned Workstation License

By default, if you install a new Filopto program on a new workstation, and there is an available
workstation license that has not been assigned, Filopto will automatically register the
workstation on first use and assign one of the available workstation licenses to the device.  You
can move an existing assigned workstation license to another device by removing the device
registration from the list, which will de-activate the deleted workstation ability to connect to
Filopto.  This does not apply to remote desktop licenses.

If no available workstations licenses are available and you do not de-activate an existing license,
you will need to acquire an additional workstation license before you will be permitted to activate
the new workstation.

If you change the Windows name of the workstation, you will need to manually change the
workstation name for the assigned license to activate the device.

 
 

Enter the Name of the workstations/server “Windows Computer Name” that you want to activate

(give permission to the PC to use Filopto).  Workstation Name is the computer name given to each
PC/Server. You can locate the computer name by going to the Windows Settings/System/About
screen. The name will be displayed beside the PC name label.

 

Activating Remote Desktop Server
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When activating Remote Desktop Server licenses you must enter the computer name of the Remote
Desktop server and the number of licenses assigned to that specific Remote Desktop server.  This
configuration permits you to have more than one remote desktop server and load balance your
remote desktop services.
 

Important - Remote Desktop Server Licenses

Users accessing Filopto via a Remote Desktop Server license must be part of the Windows
Server Power User Security Group or must have higher security access than the Power User
group.  These are the minimum rights required for the Remote Desktop Server connection to work
properly.

To activate your Filopto Remote Desktop Licenses, select Remote Desktop Licenses tab (1)
then enter/select the “Windows Computer Name” of the Remote Desktop Server you want to
activate (the server on which you installed the Microsoft RDP licenses) (2). Then enter the
number of Filopto RDP license you want to allow to connect to this RDS server ( typically
equal to the number of remote users / number of Filopto Remote Desktop licenses you
acquired)(3).  Save the license configuration.

 

Activating EMR/Provider/Assistant/Part-time Licenses
 
When activating the EMR you can select from the drop down the user having access rights to the
EMR.  Only the number of licenses activated and employees identified will have the right to edit or
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create an exam. All other users only have read rights.  If you go over your allotted licenses an error
message will be displayed informing you that all licenses are in use.
 

Activating PaperFree
 
When activating PaperFree you can select the locations having the right to use the PaperFree
module from the drop down list in the grid.

 
Activating Task Manager
 
When activating the Task Manager you can select the offices having this right from the drop down list
in the grid.
 

Activating Employee Manager
 
Select from the drop down list the locations having the rights to use the Employee Manager
 

Activating Picture Me
 
Select from the drop down list the locations having the rights to use Picture Me.
 

Activating e-mail Manager
 
Select from the drop down list the locations and number of users having the rights to use the e-mail
manager.

Product Information

The Product License Information tab provides a summary of the registered licenses and quantities
you have acquired.  This list should contain all modules and the base system acquired.  If you see a
discrepancy or wish to add new modules, please call Filopto Customer Support for assistance.  
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28.6.2 Statistics

The statistics screen provides a summary of the modules and features used by your organization.  This
summary information is used by Accra MED Software inc. in the usage analysis made of Filopto. 
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28.7 View Audit Logs

The View Audit log button permits administrators to review the activities of users.  HIPAA, PIPEDA, PHI
legislation, the HITECH Act, Meaningful Use, E-Discovery legislation and Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard require basic audit functions of user activities. This tool permits the completion and
review required by such regulatory legislation.  



Part

XXIX
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29 Glossary of Terms

Glossary of Terms

Below is a list of terms used in Filopto and its documentation.

802.11: refers to a family of specifications developed by the IEEE for wireless LAN technology. 802.11
specifies an over-the-air interface between a wireless client and a base station or between two wireless
clients. The IEEE accepted the specification in 1997.

802.11n:  is a wireless (Wi-Fi) standard that was introduced in 2007. It supports a longer range and
higher wireless transfer rates than the previous standard, 802.11g. It is the minimum standard that you
should use in your office.

802.11ac: is a wireless computer networking standard of 802.11, developed in the IEEE Standards
Association process, providing high-throughput wireless local area networks on the 5 GHz band. The
standard was developed from 2011 through 2013, with final 802.11 Working Group approval and
publication scheduled for early 2014.  According to a study, devices with the 802.11ac specification are
expected to be common by 2015 with an estimated one billion spread around the world.
 
ACROBAT: is a program from Adobe Inc. that lets you capture a document and then view it in its
original format and appearance. Acrobat is ideal for making documents or brochures that were
designed for the print medium, viewable electronically and capable of being shared with others on the
Internet. To view an Acrobat document, which is called a Portable Document Format (PDF) file, you
need Acrobat Reader. The Reader is free and can be downloaded from Adobe.
 
ADO: Short for ActiveX Data Objects, Microsoft newest high-level interface for data objects. ADO is
designed to eventually replace Data Access Object(DAO) and Remote Data Objects (RDO). Unlike
RDO and DAO, which are designed only for accessing relational databases,  ADO is more general and
can be used to access all sorts of different types of data, including web pages, spreadsheets, and
other types of documents.
Together with OLE DB and   ODBC, ADO is one of the main components of Microsoft's Universal Data
Access(UDA) specification, which is designed to provide a consistent way of accessing data
regardless of how the data are structured.

AES: short for Advanced Encryption Standard encryption algorithm, is a symetrical key algorithm that
can be used to encrypt electronic data. AES is a symmetric block cipher adopted by the U.S. National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and used by the U.S. government to protect classified
information and is implemented in software and hardware throughout the world to encrypt sensitive
data. AES algorithm is used with key sizes of 128, 192 or 256 bits. Longer keys provide better
security. The security characteristics and its processing speed make AES the current industry
standard to encrypt large quantities of data. 
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AMD:  is a widely-used personal computer microprocessor from the AMD Corporation. The latest AMD

are the FX series, a high-end processor that operates at 64 bit versus 32 bit and which uses a Multi-
Core Processor configurations.

 
APPLICATION: is a program or group of programs designed for end users. Software can be divided into
two general classes: systems software and applications software. Systems software consists of low-
level programs that interact with the computer at a very basic level. This includes operating systems,
compilers, and utilities for managing computer resources.  In contrast, applications software (also
called end-user programs) includes database programs, word processors and spreadsheets.
Figuratively speaking, applications software sits on top of systems software because it is unable to run
without the operating system and system utilities.
 
ANSI: (American National Standards Institute) is the primary organization for fostering the development
of technology standards in the United States. ANSI works with industry groups and is the U.S. member
of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC).

ANTIMALWARE: (anti-malware) is a type of software program designed to prevent, detect and
remediate malicious programming on individual computing devices and IT systems. Antimalware
software protects against infections caused by many types of malware, including viruses, worms,
Trojan horses, rootkits, spyware, keyloggers, ransomware and adware.  Antimalware software can be
installed on an individual computing device, gateway server or dedicated network appliance. It can also
be purchased as a cloud service or be embedded in a computing device's firmware.   

The terms antivirus software and antimalware software are often used as synonyms. Some antimalware
vendors, however, like to differentiate the two terms in order to promote the capabilities of their own
products and downplay the capabilities of products that carry the more traditional label, antivirus.
 
ANTIVIRUS: Term used in the 90's and 200's.  This term has been replace with Malware.
Antivirus (or "anti-virus") software is a class of program that searches your hard drive and floppy disks
for any known or potential viruses. Anti-virus software consists of computer programs that attempt to
identify, thwart and eliminate computer viruses and other malicious software (malware). The market for
this kind of program has expanded because of Internet growth and the increasing use of the Internet by
businesses concerned about protecting their computer assets
 
ASCII: (American Standard Code for Information Interchange) is the most common format for text files
in computers and on the Internet. In an ASCII file, each alphabetic, numeric or special character is
represented with a 7 - bit binary number (a string of seven 0s or 1s). 128 possible characters are
defined.  Windows uses a newer code, Unicode. Conversion programs allow different operating
systems to change a file from one code to another. ASCII was developed by the American National
Standards Institute
 
BACKUP:  is the activity of copying files or databases so that they will be preserved in case of
equipment failure or other catastrophe

Bandwidth is the maximum rate of data transfer across a given path. In the Internet it represents the
speed of the Internet connection.

  BAR CODE is a method of representing data in a visual, machine readable form.  it typically represents
the part number for an inventory part.
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BATTERY BACKUP UNIT (BBU): It is a battery backup to maintain power during unexpected power
outages. Servers should be attached to a UPS or BBU to prevent data lost or data corruption due to
power lost.
 
BAUD:  The term BAUD refers to bites per second or BPS, the speed of a modem. Modems have
speed or Baud rates of 56 Kbps. versus the Internet which can provide speeds over 300,000 Kbps
 
BINARY:  A counting system involving only two numbers which, in a computer, are one and zero.
 
BIOS:  An acronym for BASIC INPUT/OUTPUT SYSTEM. The BIOS is actually the low-level
instructions for the computer, providing basic control over the keyboard, monitor, disk drives and other
parts of the computer.
 
BIT: A contraction of binary digits, a BIT refers to a single tiny switch inside the computer which
contains the values one or zero.  There are millions of such switches - bits - inside the typical PC.
They from the basis of all the memory and disk storage.
 
BOOT: To boot (as a verb; also "to boot up") a computer is to load an operating system into the
computer's main memory or random access memory (RAM). Once the operating system is loaded
(and for example, on a PC, you see the initial Windows desktop screen), it's ready for users to run
applications. Sometimes you will see an instruction to "reboot" the operating system. This simply
means to reload the operating system (the most familiar way to do this on PC's is pressing the Ctrl,
Alt, and Delete keys at the same time).
 
BOOT DRIVE: This is the drive which contains all the start up files for your computer.
 
BPS:  An acronym for bits per second. It refers to the number of bits a modem can send over the
phone line in one second. Today most modems support 56,000 bits per second.  The higher the value,
the faster the information is sent. (Note this is the accurate term used to describe how fast a modem
sends information; the term baud is often, though incorrectly, used interchangeably with BPS.)
 
BROWSER: A software application used to locate and display web pages. Three common browsers
currently available are Google Chrome ™ and Microsoft Internet Explorer ™  and Mozilla Firefox™.
 
BRUTE FORCE ATTACKS: Unlike hacks, virus, malware that focus on vulnerabilities in software, a
Brute Force Attack aims at being the simplest kind of method to gain access to a site: it tries
usernames and passwords, over and over again, until it gets in. Hackers have machines that can break
348 billion NTLM password hashes per second. (NTLM is a password encryption algorithm used in
Windows. At 348 billion NTLM hashes per second, any 8-character password could be broken in 5.5
hours.)

BYTE:  A group of eight (8) BITS, all clustered together to form one unit of information inside a
computer.  Conceptually speaking, a byte is one single character stored inside a computer. Bytes are
also used as a measure of capacity: see KILOBYTE, MEGABYTE, GIGABYTES and TERABYTES.
 
CABLE: Coaxial cable is the kind of copper cable used by cable TV companies between the
community antenna and user homes and businesses.  They can offer Internet connections using this
technology.

Cat-5,6,7 (Cat- Category)  cable: is a standardized twisted pair cable for Ethernet (LAN) and other
network physical layers. Each version 5,6,7 provide a higher level of performance compared to a lower
version number.  Cat 5 and Cat 6 are commonly used on office settings.
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CD-ROM: (Compact Disc, Read-Only-Memory) is an adaptation of the CD that is designed to store
computer data in the form of text and graphics, as well as hi-fi stereo sound. The original data format
standard was defined by Philips and Sony in 1983.

CLOUD COMPUTING: Cloud computing is computing in which large groups of remote servers are
networked to allow the centralized data storage, and online access to computer services or resources.
Clouds can be classified as public, private or hybrid. The underlying concept of cloud computing dates
to the 1950s, when large-scale mainframe computers were used to centralize the computing needs of
users. Technically there may be little or no difference between public and private cloud architecture,
however, security consideration may be substantially different.

CLOUD HOSTING: Companies can lease servers or may instead pay for data to be stored on a third
party virtual servers. These servers are said to be based in the cloud if they can be accessed only with
an Internet connection. Businesses typically access cloud-based servers through software interfaces
specific to their cloud-hosting service providers. 

Cloud backup. is data backed up to the cloud (on Internet based servers).  In other words data that is
transferred from a business to the data-storage provider's servers over the Internet. 
 
CMS-1500: Formerly known as the HCFA-1500, the CMS has changed the name of its claim form to
CMS-1500.  The uniform professional claim form. The CMS-1500 form is the standard claim form used
by a non-institutional provider or supplier to bill Medicare carriers and durable medical equipment
regional contractors (DMERCs) when a provider qualifies for a waiver from the Administrative
Simplification Compliance Act (ASCA) requirement for electronic submission of claims. It is also used
for billing of some Medicaid State Agencies.  The National Uniform Claim Committee (NUCC) is
responsible for the maintenance of the CMS-1500 form.  See
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/ElectronicBillingEDITrans/16_1500.asp

COM or COMMUNICATION PORT:  COM is the original name of the serial port interface on IBM PC-
compatible computers. It might refer not only to physical ports, but also to virtual ports, such as ports
created by Bluetooth or USB-to-serial adapters. Typical serial ports are RS-232 type communication
ports.  Most PC-compatible systems in the 1980s and 1990s had one or two COM ports

CPOE: Computerized physician order entry (CPOE) is a process of electronic entry of medical
practitioner instructions for the treatment of patients (particularly hospitalized patients) under his or her
care. These orders are communicated over a computer network to the medical staff or to the
departments (pharmacy, laboratory, or radiology) responsible for fulfilling the order. CPOE decreases
delay in order completion, reduces errors related to handwriting or transcription, allows order entry at
the point of care or off-site, provides error-checking for duplicate or incorrect doses or tests, and
simplifies inventory and posting of charges.  CPOE are specific to one Exam.
 
CPU: (Central Processing Unit) is an older term for processor and microprocessor, the central unit in a
computer containing the logic circuitry that performs the instructions of a computer's programs.

CPT Codes: The Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code set is a medical code set maintained by
the American Medical Association through the CPT Editorial Panel. The CPT code set (copyright
protected by the AMA) describes medical, surgical, and diagnostic services and is designed to
communicate uniform information about medical services and procedures among physicians, coders,
patients, accreditation organizations, and payers for administrative, financial, and analytical purposes.
New editions are released each October.
 
Custom software development. Some businesses require tailor-made software for their daily
operations. Instead of using mass-produced software packages, such businesses use programs

http://www.cms.hhs.gov/ElectronicBillingEDITrans/16_1500.asp
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created by software development companies or in-house software development groups to meet a
specific need.

DATA:  In computing, data is information that has been translated into a form that is more convenient
to move or process. Relative to today's computers and transmission media, data is information
converted into binary digital form.  In Filopto, data is stored into the Filopto Database.
 
DATABASE:  is a collection of data that is organized so that its contents can easily be accessed,
managed, and updated. The most prevalent type of database is the relational database (a tabular
database in which data is defined so that it can be reorganized and accessed in a number of different
ways).  This is the type of database Filopto uses.

DEFRAGMENT:  term used to describe a method to optimize your hard drive performance.  Windows
provide a disk defragmenter and optimizer option.  Defragmenting your hard disk is a great way to
boost the performance of your computer. 

DICOM: (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) DICOM is a standard for handling, storing,
printing, and transmitting information in medical imaging. Typically can be very large files. DICOM files
can be exchanged between two entities that are capable of receiving image and patient data in DICOM
format.  Usually used in conjunction with the HL7 standard for data exchange protocol and equipment.
 
DIRECTORY: In computer file systems, a directory is a named group of related files that are separated
by the naming convention from other groups of files. A collection of files on disk.  Every disk has one
main directory - the root directory. It can also have other directories or subdirectories. Files are saved
to disk in the various directories.

DNS: The Domain Name System (DNS) is a hierarchical distributed naming system for computers,
services, or any resource connected to the Internet or a private network. For example it allows user to
connect to web sites or PC by using a name such as "www.microsoft.com" versus their IP address
which resemble something like 65.55.57.27. it is the telephone book for the Internet.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT:  Document management refers to the system of creating, sharing,
organizing and storing documents within an organization. The Filopto PaperFree module is a Document
Management system.

DOCX: A file with the DOCX file extension is a Word Microsoft Office Open XML Format Document file.

DOMAIN NAME: A domain name is used to identify a PC, server or website. Businesses commonly
have an Internet domain name that is their name with the ".com" or ".ca" domain suffix after it. Domain
names are formed by the rules and procedures of the Domain Name System (DNS). Technically, any
name registered in the DNS is a domain name.

DROP DOWN MENU: A drop down menu is a horizontal menu that displays a list of options when one
of the primary menu items is selected.
 
DSL: (Digital Subscriber Line) is a technology for bringing medium-bandwidth information (Internet) to
homes and small businesses over ordinary copper telephone lines. xDSL refers to different variations of
DSL, such as ADSL, HDSL, and RADSL.

DVD:  (sometimes explained as "digital video disc" or "digital versatile disc") is a digital optical disc
storage format, invented and developed by Philips, Sony, Toshiba, and Panasonic in 1995. DVDs can
be played in multiple types of players, including DVD players.
 

http://www.microsoft.com
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ETHERNET: A local-area network (LAN) architecture developed by Xerox Corporation in cooperation
with DEC and Intel in 1976. Ethernet uses a bus or star topology and supports data transfer rates of 1
Gbps. The Ethernet specification served as the basis for the IEEE 802.3 standard, which specifies the
physical and lower software layers. Ethernet uses the CSMA/CD access method to handle
simultaneous demands. It is one of the most widely implemented LAN standards.

FIBER OPTIC CABLE: This is a cable made up of super-thin filaments of glass or other transparent
materials that can carry beams of light. Because a fiber-optic cable is light-based, data can be sent
through it at the speed of light. Many Internet services are now using Fiber to provide a higher grade of
service.  Examples are FIOS by Verizon, FiberOP by Bell, Optik by Telus etc...
 
FILOPTO :  Derived from the words : FILE and OPTO.  A state of the art Eye Care Practice
Management system able to support single users and multi-user environments.
 
FIREBIRD :  The Database system used by Filopto. Firebird is a relational database offering many
ANSI SQL standard features that runs on Linux, Windows, and a variety of Unix platforms. Firebird
offers excellent concurrency, high performance, and powerful language support for stored procedures
and triggers. It has been used in production systems, under a variety of names, since 1981. In July
2015 Firebird ranked as the the top 4th place among relational open-source RDBMS.

FIREWALL:  A system designed to prevent unauthorized access to or from a private network. Firewalls
can be implemented in both hardware and software, or a combination of both. Firewalls are frequently
used to prevent unauthorized Internet users from accessing private networks connected to the Internet,
especially intranets. All messages entering or leaving the intranet pass through the firewall, which
examines each message and blocks those that do not meet the specified security criteria.
 
FOLDER: In graphical user interfaces such as Windows and the Macintosh environment, a folder is an
object that can contain multiple documents. Folders are used to organize information. In the DOS and
UNIX worlds, folders are called directories (see above).
 
GIGABYTES: A gigabyte (pronounced GIG-a-bite with hard G's) is a measure of computer data storage
capacity and is "roughly" a billion bytes. A gigabyte is two to the 30th power, or 1,073,741,824 in
decimal notation. A gigabyte is one billion bytes or 1000MB (megabytes). Typically, hard drive storage
capacity is measured in Gigabytes.
 
GIGAHERTZ: Abbreviation for gigahertz. One GHz represents 1 billion cycles per second. The speed of
microprocessors, called the clock speed, often is measured in gigahertz. For example, a
microprocessor that runs at 4 GHz executes 4 billion cycles per second. Each computer instruction
requires a fixed number of cycles, so the clock speed determines how many instructions per second
the microprocessor can execute. To a large degree, this controls how powerful the microprocessor is.
 
HARD DISK DRIVE: In a personal computer, a hard disk drive (HDD) is the mechanism that controls
the positioning, reading, and writing of the hard disk, which furnishes the largest amount of data
storage for the PC. Although the hard disk drive (often shortened to "hard drive") and the hard disk are
not the same thing, they are packaged as a unit and so either term is sometimes used to refer to the
whole unit. This is the device which stores your data files.
 
HARDWARE:  This is the physical side of computing, the nuts and bolts. In a computer, the software
controls hardware, much the same way an orchestra plays music; the orchestra is the hardware and
the music is the software.
 
HIPAA:  is the United States Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 Public Law
104-191 (HIPAA) which was passed by Congress to reform the insurance market and simplify health
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care administrative processes. Other legislation make use of the HIPAA act to protect Patient
information and set various use regulations such as those seen in the Meaningful Use act. 

HL7: HL7 provide a framework (and related standards) for the exchange, integration, sharing, and
retrieval of electronic health information. These standards define how information is packaged and
communicated from one party to another, setting the language, structure and data types required for
seamless integration between systems. HL7 standards support clinical practice and the management,
delivery, and evaluation of health services, and are recognized as the most commonly used in the
world.

HYBRID CLOUD: Hybrid cloud is a composition of two or more clouds (private, community or public)
that remain distinct entities but are bound together, 

ICD-9 and ICD10 :  The International Classification of Diseases (ICD) is the classification used to code
and classify mortality data from death certificates.  Version 9  was to be used from 1979 to 1998.
Version 10 is to be used for the period of 1999 to the present day.
 
ICON:  A teensy tiny picture that represents a program on the Windows desktop.
 
INFORMATION: Information is stimuli that has meaning in some context for its receiver. When
information is entered into and stored in a computer, it is generally referred to as data. After processing
(such as formatting and printing), output data can again be perceived as information.
 
INTERNET: The Internet, sometimes called simply "the Net," is a worldwide system of computer
networks - a network of networks in which users at any one computer can, if they have permission, get
information from any other computer (and sometimes talk directly to users at other computers). It was
conceived by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. government in 1969 and
was first known as the  ARPANET. The original aim was to create a network that would allow users of
a research computer at one university to be able to "talk to" research computers at other universities. A
side benefit of ARPANet's design was that, because messages could be routed or rerouted in more
than one direction, the network could continue to function even if parts of it were destroyed in the event
of a military attack or other disaster.

I/O:  Stands for "Input/Output" and is pronounced simply "eye-oh." Computers are based on the
fundamental idea that every input results in an output. The ports on the outside of a computer are
commonly referred to as "I/O ports" because they are what connect input and output devices to the
computer.
 
IP ADDRESS:  An identifier for a computer or device on a TCP/IP network. Networks using the TCP/IP
protocol route messages based on the IP address of the destination. The format of an IP address is a
32-bit numeric address written as four numbers separated by periods. Each number can be zero to
255. For example, 10.140.10.240 could be an IP address. Also known as an "IP number" or simply an
"IP," this is a code made up of numbers separated by three dots that identifies a particular computer
on the network or the  Internet. 

ISP: An Internet service provider (ISP) is an organization that provides services for accessing and using
the Internet.

  JPEG/JPG:  (Joint Photographers' Expert Group) Most popular lossy image format. Allows uses to
specify what level of compression they desire.

 
JPEG 2000: JPEG 2000 is a new image coding system that uses state-of-the-art compression
techniques based on wavelet technology. Its architecture should lend itself to a wide range of uses from
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portable digital cameras through to advanced pre-press, medical imaging and other key sectors. This is
the default image format used by Filopto.
 
K,KB:  Abbreviations for kilobyte.
 
KILOBYTE:  One thousand bytes or, more accurately, 1024 bytes.  This is equal to about half a page
of text.  Note that kilobyte is abbreviated as "K" or "KB". So 30K is about 30 thousand bytes (more or
less).
 
LAN:  A computer network that spans a relatively small area. Most LANs are confined to a single
building or group of buildings. However, one LAN can be connected to other LANs over any distance via
telephone lines and radio waves. A system of LANs connected in this way is called a wide-area
network (WAN).

   LEGACY: system, a term for out-of-date hardware and/or software still in use.
 
LOINC: Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC®) -  A universal code system for
identifying laboratory and clinical observations. See LOINC.org for more information. It is endorsed by
the American Clinical Laboratory Association and the College of American Pathologists. Since its
inception, the database has expanded to include not just medical and laboratory code names, but also:
nursing diagnosis, nursing interventions, outcomes classification, and patient care data set.

MACRO:  A program within a program, usually designed to carry out some complex function, automate
a series of commands.

MALWARE: short for malicious software, The word malware just means “bad software” and
encompasses anything that runs on your computer with unintended and usually harmful
consequences. In contrast, antivirus is an out-of-date term that software makers still use because
viruses, Trojan horses, and worms were huge, attention-getting threats in the 1990s and early 2000s.
Technically, all viruses are a kind of malware, but not all malware is a virus. Malware is software used
or programmed by attackers to disrupt computer operation, gather sensitive information, or gain access
to private computer systems. It can appear in the form of code, scripts, active content, and other
software. 'Malware' is a general term used to refer to a variety of forms of hostile or intrusive software.
 
M,MB:  An abbreviation for megabyte.
 
MEGABYTE:  One Million bytes, or 1024K.  A Megabyte is a large amount of storage.

MENU:  A list of commands or options in a program.

MEANINGFUL USE : Meaningful use is the set of standards defined by the US Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) Incentive Programs that governs the use of electronic health records and
allows eligible providers and hospitals to earn incentive payments by meeting specific criteria.
 
MHz: An abbreviation for megahertz. This used to refer to how fast a computer's microprocessor could
compute; today, most computers are in the GHZ (Gigahertz).

NAME SERVER: A name server translates domain names into IP addresses. This makes it possible for
a user to access a website or another PC  by typing in the domain name instead of the website's or PC
actual IP address.
 

http://loinc.org
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NETWORK:  Several computers hooked together. When your computer is on a network, you share
printers with other computers, easily send files back and forth, or run programs or access files on other
computers.
 

N.P.I. : The National Provider Identifier (NPI) is designed to uniquely identify a health care
provider in standard transactions, such as health care claims. It uses all numeric characters and is
10 positions in length. The first nine positions are the identifier and the last position is a check digit
which is used to detect invalid NPIs.

NRA/PRA a measure of the ability to relax or engage accommodation while maintaining clear, single
binocular vision

NRA- Negative Relative Accommodation  

NVMe (Non-Volatile Memory Express) is a high performance communications interface and
controller that defines a set of commands and a set of functionalities for SSD drives based on PCIe
– It is the most efficient way to increase performance and productivity to meet business and
customer needs. NVMe drives are currently the fastest hard drives available.

ODF ODT ODS : The Open Document Format for Office Applications (ODF), also known as
OpenDocument, is an XML-based file format for spreadsheets (ODS), charts,
presentations(ODP) and word processing documents (ODT). It was developed with the aim of
providing an open, XML-based file format specification for office applications

OPERATING SYSTEM: The most important program that runs on a computer. Every general-purpose
computer must have an operating system to run other programs. Operating systems perform basic
tasks, such as recognizing input from the keyboard, sending output to the display screen, keeping
track of files and directories on the disk, and controlling peripheral devices such as disk drives and
printers. Windows 2000 and Windows XP are operating systems.
 
OPERATIONAL REPORTS: are the reports that are critical to the success of your business and must
be constantly monitored to insure that your business objectives are met.

OWASP: The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a 501(c) worldwide not-for-profit
charitable organization focused on improving the security of software. The mission is to make software
security visible, so that individuals and organizations are able to make informed decisions
 
PATHNAME:  The full, exact name of a file or directory on a disk.  The pathname includes the drive
letter, a colon, and all directories up to and including the directory in question and a file name.
Pathnames are an extremely specific way of listing a file on disk.

PCIe (peripheral component interconnect express) is an interface standard for connecting high-speed
components. Every desktop/server PC motherboard has a number of PCIe slots you can use to add
GPUs (aka video cards aka graphics cards), RAID cards, Wi-Fi cards or NVme / SSD (solid-state
drive) add-on cards or hard drives. PCIe comes in different versions(faster speeds) ranging from version
3 (16GB/s), version 4 (current standard 32GB/s) version 5 (coming soon,64GB/s).

PHI : Patient Health Information, is the term used by many regulations to identify key information
related to the patient.  many of the PHI information are subject to various laws protecting the privacy of
patients.  Review the laws affecting your jurisdiction for more information.
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PHI Acts: Several Canadian provinces have created Patient Health Information Acts and regulations
which deals with the privacy and responsibility that physicians must meet when dealing with Patient
Health information.  In the USA the HIPAA act addresses similar issues.

PHIPA:  Personal Health Information Protection Act Several Canadian provinces have created Patient
Health Information Acts and regulations which deals with the privacy and responsibility that physicians
must meet when dealing with Patient Health information.  In the USA the HIPAA act addresses similar
issues.

PIPEDA: A Canadian Act to support and promote electronic commerce by protecting personal
information that is collected, used or disclosed in certain circumstances, by providing for the use of
electronic means to communicate or record information or transactions and by amending the Canada
Evidence Act, the Statutory Instruments Act and the Statute Revision Act.
 
PDF: (Portable Document Format - see Acrobat) is a file format that has captured all the elements of a
printed document as an electronic image that you can view, navigate, print, or forward to someone else.
PDF files are created using Adobe Acrobat, Acrobat Capture, or similar products. To view and use the
files, you need the free Acrobat Reader, which you can easily download via the internet.

  PNG (Portable Network Graphics) Best of lossless image formats. Widely supported across most
applications. Allows you to include an alpha channel within the file.

PRA- Positive Relative Accommodation  

PRIVATE CLOUD: Private cloud is cloud infrastructure operated solely for a single organization,

whether managed internally or by a third-party, and hosted either internally or externally.  Windows
Server products provide the tools to create a cloud service for the users.  For example Windows 2019
Server comes standard with Direct Access and RDP which creates a secure private cloud environment
for its users.

PROCEDURE CODE:  sometime referred to as CPT codes (see above) are codes provided by various
Governmental or Insurance agencies to describes medical, surgical, and diagnostic services provided
by the physician.
  
PROVIDER: Name used to refer to the attending person (doctor), Service Provider.
 
PROXY SERVER:  In an enterprise that uses the Internet, a proxy server is a server that acts as an
intermediary between a workstation user and the Internet so that the enterprise can ensure security,
administrative control, and caching service. A proxy server is associated with or part of a gateway
server that separates the enterprise network from the outside network and a firewall server that protects
the enterprise network from outside intrusion.

PUBLIC CLOUD:  A cloud is called a "public cloud" when the services are rendered over a network that

is open for public use SAS the Internet.  Technically there may be little or no difference between public
and private cloud architecture, however, security consideration may be substantially different..

RAID 5: Short for Redundant Array of Independent (or Inexpensive) Disks, a category of disk drives that
employ three or more drives in combination for fault tolerance and performance.  RAID disk drives are
used frequently on servers but aren't generally necessary for PCs.   Level 5 -- Block Interleaved
Distributed Parity: Provides data striping at the byte level and also stripe error correction information.
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This results in excellent performance and good fault tolerance. Level 5 is one of the most popular
implementations of RAID.

RAID 6: Short for Redundant Array of Independent (or Inexpensive) Disks, a category of disk drives that
employ four or more drives in combination for fault tolerance and performance.  RAID disk drives are
used frequently on servers but aren't generally necessary for PCs.   Level 6 -- Block Interleaved
Distributed Parity: Provides data striping at the byte level and also stripe error correction information.
This results in excellent performance and good fault tolerance. Level 6 is one of the most popular
implementations of RAID and provides a higher degree of protection than Raid 5.

  Ransomware is a type of malware which restricts access to the computer system that it infects, and
demands a ransom paid to the creator(s) of the malware in   order for the restriction to be removed.

 
RAM:  Pronounced "ramm", acronym for Random Access Memory, a type of computer memory that
can be accessed randomly; that is, any byte of memory can be accessed without touching the
preceding bytes. RAM is the most common type of memory found in computers and other devices,
such as printers.
 
RECORD:  In computer data processing, a record is a collection of data items arranged for processing
by a program. Multiple records are contained in a file or data set. The organization of data in the record
is usually prescribed by the programming language that defines the record's organization and/or by the
application that processes it. Typically, records can be of fixed-length or be of variable length with the
length information contained within the record.
 
REMOTE ACCESS: The ability to log onto a network from a distant location. Generally, this implies a
computer, a modem or Internet connection, and some remote access software to connect to the
network. Whereas remote control refers to taking control of another computer, remote access means
that the remote computer actually becomes a full-fledged host on the network. The remote access
software dials in directly to the network server. The only difference between a remote host and
workstations connected directly to the network is slower data transfer speeds.
 
ROOT DIRECTORY:  The primary directory on every PC. Other directories, or sub directories, branch
off of the root directory. The symbol for the root directory is the single backslash (\).
 
ROUTER: A device that forwards data packets along networks. A router is connected to at least two
networks, commonly two LANs or WANs or a LAN and its ISP's network. Routers are located at
gateways, the places where two or more networks connect.

RS-232:  is the traditional name for a series of old standards for serial binary single-ended data and
control signals connecting between DTE (data terminal equipment) and DCE (data circuit-terminating
equipment, originally defined as data communication equipment[1]). It was commonly used in
computer serial ports.  An RS-232 serial port was once a standard feature of a personal computer,
used for connections to modems, printers, mice, data storage, uninterruptible power supplies, and
other peripheral devices. However, the low transmission speed, large voltage swing, and large standard
connectors motivated development of the Universal Serial Bus (USB), which has displaced RS-232 from
most of its peripheral interface roles. Most modern personal computers have no RS-232 ports and must
use either an external USB-to-RS-232 converter or an internal expansion card with one or more serial
ports to connect to RS-232 peripherals

RTF: The Rich Text Format (often abbreviated RTF) is a proprietary document file format with published
specification developed by Microsoft Corporation since 1987 for Microsoft products and for cross-
platform document interchange.
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RxNorm:  RxNorm provides normalized names for clinical drugs and links its names to many of the
drug vocabularies commonly used in pharmacy management and drug interaction software, including
those of First Databank, Micromedex, MediSpan, Gold Standard, and Multum. By providing links
between these vocabularies, RxNorm can mediate messages between systems not using the same
software and vocabulary. Maintained by the U.S. National Library of Medicine

SSD: Example: "He installed his operating system on an SSD to increase performance."  SSD is short
for "Solid State Drive." An SSD serves the same purpose as a (hard drive hard drive), but uses flash
memory rather than spindle of magnetic disks. It is called a "solid state drive" because it has no
moving parts. Since SSDs do not need to move a physical drive head to read data, they can access
data faster than hard drives. They also do not need to be defragemented, since their performance does
not depend on where data is stored on the disk. Since solid state drives have a number of advantages
over hard drives, they have begun to replace hard drives in many devices. 

SERVER:  In general, a server is a computer that provides services to other computers.

SERVER HOSTING: Servers are devices that support a company's computer and Internet networks,
and "host" all its associated data

Software as a Service (SaaS): Otherwise known as"software on demand," this is a term associated
with cloud computing. SaaS is a way of delivering business software via the Internet. SaaS usually can
be paid for on a monthly basis, making it more affordable than other software options.
 
SQL:  (Structured Query Language) is a standard interactive and programming language for getting
information from and updating a database.
 
SQL-92: was developed by the INCITS Technical Committee H2 on Database. This committee develops
standards for the syntax and semantics of database languages. SQL-92 was designed to be a
standard for relational database management systems (RDBMSs). It is based on SQL-89, which in turn
was based on SQL-86. SQL-92 was developed by the ANSI (then NCITS, and now INCITS) X3H2
committee, which originally began work on a SQL standard in 1982.
 
SPAM: Electronic junk e-mail or junk newsgroup postings

SPYWARE: As the name implies, this is software that "spies" on your computer. Spyware can capture
information like Web browsing habits, e-mail messages, usernames and passwords, and credit card
information. If left unchecked, the software can transmit this data to another person's computer over the
Internet.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), is an old cryptographic protocols designed to provide communications
security over a computer network. Developed in 1996 is was used to secure web pages such as
HTTPS web sites.  It now has been replaced by TLS which is more secure.

STORAGE CAPACITY: Storage capacity is another term for "disk space." It measures how much data
a computer system may contain. For example, a computer with two 750GB hard drives has a storage
capacity of 1.5TB. Storage capacity is commonly included in the technical specifications of a system,
along with processing power and memory. It is possible to increase the storage capacity of most
systems by adding additional internal or external hard drives.

STORAGE DEVICE: A computer storage device is any type of hardware that stores data. The most
common type of storage device, which nearly all computers have, is a hard drive. The computer's
primary hard drive stores the operating system, applications, and files and folders for users of the
computer.
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SWITCH: In networks, a device that filters and forwards packets between LAN segments (between
PC's or other devices connected to the LAN.)
 
SUBDIRECTORY:  A term for a directory in relation to another directory. All directories on a disk are
subdirectories of the root.

SURGE PROTECTOR: The surge protector is an important, yet often overlooked part of a computer
setup. Surge protectors, sometimes called power strips, prevent surges in electrical current by sending
the excess current to the grounding wire (which is the round part of the plug below the two flat metal
pieces on U.S. outlet plugs). If the surge is extra high, such as from a lightning strike, a fuse in the
surge protector will blow and the current will be prevented from reaching any of the devices plugged into
the surge protector.

THICK CLIENT: Thick clients, also called heavy clients, are full-featured computers (PC) that are
connected to a network. Unlike thin clients, which lack hard drives and other features, thick clients are
functional whether they are connected to a network or not.

THIN CLIENT: Thin clients function as regular PCs, but lack hard drives and typically do not have extra
I/O ports or other unnecessary features. Since they do not have hard drives, thin clients do not have
any software installed on them. Instead, they run programs and access data from a server. For this
reason, thin clients must have a network connection and are sometimes referred to as "network
computers" or "NCs."  Thin clients can be a cost-effective solution for businesses or organizations that
need several computers that all do the same thing.
 
TCP/IP:  Abbreviation for Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol, the suite of communications
protocols used to connect hosts on the Internet. TCP/IP uses several protocols, the two main ones
being TCP and IP. TCP/IP is built into the UNIX operating system and is used by the Internet, making it
the de facto standard for transmitting data over networks. Even network operating systems that have
their own protocols, such as Netware, also support TCP/IP.
 
TERABYTE:  A terabyte is a measure of computer storage capacity and is 2 to the 40th power or
approximately a thousand billion bytes (that is, a thousand gigabytes). Filopto can support Terabytes
of information in its database.

TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION: also known as 2FA, or two step verification or TFA (as an
acronym), is an extra layer of security that is known as "multi-factor authentication" that requires not
only a password and username but also something that only, and only, that user has on them, i.e. a
piece of information.  HIPAA Security makes use of this technology.

UEFI BIOS: The Unified Extensible Firmware Interface (UEFI) is a specification that defines a software
interface between an operating system and platform firmware. UEFI is meant to replace the Basic
Input/Output System (BIOS) firmware interface, present in all IBM PC-compatible personal computers.
UEFI Bios provide greater security than is possible in older BIOS based PC. UEFI can support remote
diagnostics and repair of computers, even without an operating system.
 
UNICODE: is an entirely new idea in setting up binary codes for text or script characters. Officially
called the Unicode Worldwide Character Standard, it is a system for "the interchange, processing, and
display of the written texts of the diverse languages of the modern world."  It also supports many
classical and historical texts in a number of languages. Currently, the Unicode standard contains
34,168 distinct coded characters derived from 24 supported language scripts. These characters cover
the principal written languages of the world.  Additional work is underway to add the few modern
languages not yet included.   Windows and Filopto use Unicode.
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USB:  Short for Universal Serial Bus, an external bus standard that supports data transfer rates up to 5
Gbit/s. A single USB port can be used to connect up to 127 peripheral devices, such as mice,
modems, and keyboards. USB also supports Plug-and-Play installation and hot plugging. Replaced the
Com port connectors such as RS-232 connectors.

UPS: Stands for "Uninterruptible Power Supply." It is a battery backup to maintain power during
unexpected power outages. Servers should be attached to UPS to prevent data lost or data corruption
due to power lost or fluctuations.
 
VCA: Acronym for the Vision Council of America
 
VIRUS:  is a piece of programming code usually disguised as something else that causes some
unexpected and usually undesirable event. A virus is often designed so that it is automatically spread
to other computer users. Viruses can be transmitted as attachments to an e-mail note, as downloads,
or be present on a diskette or CD. The source of the e-mail note, downloaded file, or diskette you've
received is often unaware of the virus. Some viruses wreak their effect as soon as their code is
executed; other viruses lie dormant until circumstances cause their code to be executed by the
computer. Some viruses are playful in intent and effect ("Happy Birthday, Ludwig!") and some can be
quite harmful, erasing data or causing your hard disk to require reformatting.
 
VPN:   Virtual private network, a private data network that makes use of the public telecommunication
infrastructure, maintaining privacy through the use of a tunneling protocol and security procedures.  For
example, you could set up a VPN between your home office and your business office using security
and encryption and the Internet as your transfer pipe.
 
WAN:  A computer network that spans a relatively large geographical area. Typically, a WAN consists
of two or more local-area networks (LANs). Computers connected to a wide-area network are often
connected through public networks, such as the telephone system. They can also be connected
through leased lines or satellites. The largest WAN in existence is the Internet.

WIRED EQUIVALENT PRIVACY (WEP):  is a security algorithm for wireless networks. WEP has been
demonstrated to have numerous flaws and has been deprecated in favour of newer standards such as
WPA2. - DO NOT USE WEP.

WPA2:  is a security protocol for Wi-Fi networks.  Wireless Application Protocol (WPA2) is a technical
security standard for accessing information over a mobile wireless network. It supersedes the previous
security specification, Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), which was shown to have serious security
vulnerabilities. Since wireless networks transmit data over radio waves, it is easy to intercept data or
"eavesdrop" on wireless data transmissions. The goal of WPA2 is to make wireless networks secure.
A flaw in a feature added to Wi-Fi, called Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS), allows WPA and WPA2
security to be bypassed and effectively broken in many situations

WPS: A feature in most Wireless Router that should be turned off. A flaw in this feature added to Wi-
Fi, called Wi-Fi Protected Setup (WPS), allows WPA and WPA2 security to be bypassed and
effectively broken in many situations.
 
Windows Service:  A Service is a special type of application that is available on Windows
NT/2000/XP/2003/Vista/7/8/201008/2012 only and runs in the "background". Services can have special
privileges that regular applications do not. For instance, on a limited user account a service could
access certain parts of the Windows Registry that a regular application could not access. A Windows
service provides functionality to the operating system and user accounts regardless of whether anyone
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is logged into a system. Windows comes with around four dozen services enabled by default. Most

Windows Services do not have a user interface and are loaded when Windows starts.
 
WI-FI or Wireless Networks:  Short for Wireless Fidelity and is meant to be used generically when
referring of any type of  802.11 network, whether 802.11n, 802.11ac, dual-band, etc. The term is
promulgated by the Wi-Fi Alliance. 
 
WORKSTATION:  A workstation is a computer intended for individual use that is faster and more
capable than a home personal computer. It is intended for business or professional use.
 
WYSIWYG:  An acronym for WHAT-YOU-SEE-IS-WHAT-YOU-GET. It refers to a program's capability
to display information on the screen in the same format in which it will be printed.
 
ZIP: Windows users will see this term a lot when looking for files on the Internet. A zip file (.zip) is a
"zipped" or compressed file. For example, when you download a file, if the filename looks like this:
"filename.zip," you are downloading a zipped file. "Zipping" a file involves compressing one or more
items into a smaller archive. A zipped file takes up less hard drive space and takes less time to
transfer to another computer. This is why most Windows files that you find on the Internet are
compressed. See the ZIP help section in basic common tools  section of this help file.
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Batch response     974

Batch Submitted     974, 975

Batery Backup Unit     183
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BATTERY BACKUP UNIT (BBU)     1824

BAUD     1824

BBU     183, 1649

BC-MSP     452, 791, 968, 970, 972, 974, 975

BC-MSP - Adjustment Codes     970

BC-MSP - Diagnostic Codes     970

BC-MSP - Diagnostic Facilities     970

BC-MSP - Explanatory Codes     970

BC-MSP - Fee Schedule     970

BC-MSP - Load List     970

BC-MSP - Location Codes     970

BC-MSP - Rurral Extension Codes     970

BC-MSP - Specialty Codes     970

BC-MSP Claim Form     968, 970

BC-MSP Ordering Claim Submission     975

BC-MSP Setup     970

Benchmarks Guidelines     1572

Best Practice     87, 91

Bifocal     741

Bifocals     1117

Bifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

Bill Reminder     1056, 1717

Billable Items     702, 749

Billing     646, 702, 705, 706, 1119, 1146

Billing and Service Location NPI     1787

Billing Code     774

Billing Information     702

Billing instructions for Invoicing staff:     702

Billing NPI     1593, 1787

Billing Provider Info & PH #     1593

Billing Rule     1021, 1031

Billing Rule Templates     1790

Billing Rules     1012, 1017, 1029, 1032, 1790

Billing Rules Examples     1029

BillReminder     276, 282

BINARY     1824

Biomicroscopy     1753

Biomicroscopy/Slit lamp     679

Biomiscroscopy     1759

BIOS     1824

Birthday Cards     1245

BIT     1824

BitMap     234

Bitmap Images     234

Blank EMR Screen     646

Block Users from Specific Reports     1781

Blocked     328

Blood Glucose     663

BMI     663

BMP     234, 1271, 1283, 1508

BMP File     1504

BMP Handles Transparency     694

bon     606

Book an Appointment Online     1726

Books     904

BOOT     1824

Boot Camp     62

BOOT DRIVE     1824

BPS     1824

Branch     1684, 1690, 1692, 1694

Branch Contacts     1690

Branch Defaults     1684

Branch Forms     66

Branch Hours     1684

Branch Logo     1692

Branch Office     446, 1684

Branch Reports     66

Branches     66

Breakage     1144

British Columbia     791

British Columbia - MSP     970

British Columbia Medical Service Plan     791

British Columbia- Medical Service Plan (BC-MSP)    
968

Broadcast     276, 282, 1717

Brute Force Attacks     1619, 1824

Bug     142, 144

Bug Report     142, 144

Bug reporting     48, 149

Bug Tracker     46, 142, 1647

BugReport     48, 149

Build / Execute Query     1191

Building Queries     1200

Bundling Pricing     1155

Business Advisor     1549

Business Contact     384

Business Disaster Planning     93

Business Financial Status     1549

Business Hours     1131

Business Indicators     1561, 1570

Business Objectives     87

Business Practice     87

Business Procedure     1553

Business Registration Number     1684

Business Rules     282, 1017, 1019

Business Standards     1572
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Button    

Report     532

Today     538

Button Bar     260

Buttons     191

Buy Field     1138

BYTE     1824

- C -
CABLE     1824

Cache     183

Cache Write     183

Calculate Inventory Pricing     1155

Calculate the Age of A Patient     1495

Calculate the items Pricing using Pricing Rules    
1155

Calendar     188, 199, 501, 535

Calendar color coding     199

Calendar Display Days Limit     535

Calendar Views     199

Camera     417

camera module     409

Can all the employees view all the offices data     1678

Can use the E-Mail Manager     1579, 1580, 1596

Canada     1589, 1592

Canada Anti-Spam Law     1693

Canadian     1056

Canadian Association of Optometrist     92

Canadian Claims     790, 791, 792, 793, 795, 801,
924, 949, 958, 968, 981, 984, 986, 999, 1010, 1012,
1017, 1029, 1031, 1056

Canadian Doctors PIN No.     452

Canadian Insurance Claim Connectors     949

Canadian Ophthalmological Society     92

Canadian Version     595

Cancel     460, 462, 464, 467, 541, 668, 825, 859

Cancel Adjustment     845

Cancel an Invoice     732

Cancel and Exit     694

Cancel Changes     687

Cancel Edit Button     226

Cancel EMR     646

Cancel Lab Order     817, 853, 859

Cancel Transaction     845

Cancel Web Appointment     577

Cancelled     517, 859, 1135

Cancelled Appointment     504

Cannot Connect to Database     1670, 1671

Cannot delete     1095

Cannot Logon     1596

Cannot Sign-in     1596

Canvas     176

Canvas does not allow drawing     176

Cardiovascular     1745

Cards     1220

Carl Zeiss     594, 1596, 1767

Carrier Number     933

Case Sensitive     288

Cash     1566

Cash Sales     731

Cat-5     1824

Cat-6     1824

Cat-7     1824

Categories     433, 1801

Category     1119, 1155, 1214, 1220, 1705

Category Discount Rule     1184

Category Discount Rules     1173

Category of Service     660

CDRom     1106

CD-ROM     1824

Cell Phone     449

Cells     1343

Central Processing Unit     41

certificates     48, 149

Change     473

Change a Claim     774

Change Appoinment     520

Change Appointment Time     520

Change Audit Log     1596

Change Given     473, 826

Change given to patient     826

Change Guarantor     758

Change Insurance Policy for a Claim     781

Change Log     100

Change Maintenance Schedule     153

Change manufacturer     1115

Change Order of Procedure Codes     975, 977

Change Password     392, 795, 986, 1619

Change Password Rules     1619

Change Passwords Every X     1619

Change provided to Patient     759

Change Statement Message     1061

Change the Amount to be Paid     351, 832

Change the Invoice(s) to be Paid     351, 832

Change Vendor     1115
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Changes     100

Changes Given to Patient     473

Changing Office Hours     520

Changing the Name of a Workstation     1813

Charges to Insurance Company     752

Charges to Patients     752

Charm Pricing     1155

Chart of Accounts     904

Charts     1344, 1348, 1349, 1350

Charts Notes     455

Chat Area     125

Check for Update     260

Check for Updates     114

Check Out Appointment     1720

CheckDB     1640

Checker     1003

Checkout     543, 719

Check-out     517

Chief Complaint     660, 661

Chief Complaint List     1743

Child Band     1478

Citrix     46, 68

City     1701

CL-300     604, 607

Claiim Coder     785

Claim     774, 781, 827, 1593

Claim Batch     958

Claim Coder     930

Claim Conector     957

Claim Connector     949

Claim Default Values     978

Claim Detail     1053

Claim Details     498

Claim Diagnostic Code     809

Claim Electronic Remitance Advice     950

Claim Eligibility Requests Available     950

Claim Enrollment     950

Claim File Location     1785

Claim Files Folder     1785

Claim Form     803, 1001

Claim Form - CMS-1500     788

Claim Form - Generic     1010

Claim Form - Manitoba Blue Cross Connector     981

Claim Form - Manitoba Health     792

Claim Form - Manitoba Health Connector     793, 984

Claim Form - MSI     795, 986

Claim Form - OHIP     999, 1001

Claim Form -BC-MSP     968, 970

Claim Form Print Out.     1010

Claim History     498, 948, 1035

Claim Information     774

Claim Manager     901, 1050, 1051

Claim Modifiers     774

Claim Not Created Warning     741

Claim Process     914

Claim Process Overview     779

Claim Receivables     914

Claim Referals     568

Claim Reimbursment     957

Claim Resubmission     1051, 1053

Claim Screen     784

Claim Scrubbing     782, 785, 929, 930, 1788

Claim Setup     924

Claim Status     1051

Claim Status Logs     950

Claim Submission     901, 1053, 1056

Claim Submission Files Folder     1785

Claim Transfer     1038

Claim verification     782, 929, 930

Claims     752, 779, 782, 785, 788, 790, 791, 792,
793, 795, 801, 838, 901, 924, 929, 940, 944, 950, 957,
958, 975, 977, 981, 984, 986, 992, 1010, 1032, 1035,
1040, 1701, 1788

Claims Access     1627

Claims Folder     1056

Claims Log     950

Claims not appearing in AR     914

Claims not Closed     1565

Claims not Submitted     1565

Claims Process     924

Claims Provider Information     979

Claims Required Information     940, 944

Claims Saved Location     1785

Claims Submission Info     1001

Classes     1800

Clear     220, 1214, 1220

Clear button     220, 1214, 1220

Clear Filter for Waiting List     564

Clear Picture     869

Clearinghouse     950

Client Alignment     639

Client File     506

Client Forms     506

Client ID     950

Client Insurance Information     914

Client Managed     639
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Client PC Configuration (Filopto.ini)     1670

Client Pictures     50

Clinical Notes     1753

Clinical Notes - Educational Material     1755

Clinical Notes - Next Visits List     1759

Clock     367

Close Application     142

Close Button     646

Close Days     1687

Close Hours     1687

Close Office     1687

Close Patient File     446

Close/Exit the scheduler     504

Closed     732, 1135

Closed Invoices     716

Closing Insurance Claims     1038

Cloud     68, 72, 74, 77, 326, 1806

Cloud Backup Service     1806

Cloud Computing     72, 326

Cloud Edition     82

Cloud Service     77, 1806

CMS     212, 940, 944, 1593, 1619

CMS 1500     978

CMS 1500  Place of Service     1786

CMS 1500 WEB Site     914, 1593, 1787

CMS Batch Claims Processing     924

CMS Batch Print     1053

CMS GEMS     212

CMS Group NPI     933

CMS Item # 1     1012

CMS Item # 27     1012

CMS Item # 32b     1012

CMS Item # 33b     1012

CMS item 1     933, 978, 1782

CMS Item 10     774

CMS Item 17     452, 774

CMS item 17a     452

CMS item 17a Shaded     1782

CMS Item 21     975

CMS Item 24a     977

CMS item 24b     774, 1786, 1787

CMS item 24I Shaded     1782

CMS Item 24J     933, 979, 1593

CMS Item 24J Shaded     979, 1593

CMS Item 25     979, 1593

CMS item 29     932, 933

CMS item 30     932, 933

CMS Item 31     1593

CMS item 32     774, 979, 1593, 1787

CMS Item 32a     1593

CMS Item 32b     933, 979, 1593

CMS item 32b Shaded     1782

CMS item 33     978, 979, 1593, 1787

CMS Item 33a     1593

CMS Item 33b     933, 979, 1593

CMS item 33b Shaded     1782

CMS Manuals     707

CMS Modifiers     981

CMS Procedure Codes     981

CMS Processing     1053

CMS_1500 Version 02/12     975

CMS-1500     495, 646, 788, 914, 933, 940, 944, 946,
957, 975, 977, 1788, 1824

CMS-1500 02/12     933

CMS-1500 Billing Information     702

CMS-1500 Claim Policies     1017

CMS-1500 Date Calculator     788, 1051

CMS-1500 field 17     774

CMS-1500 field 17a     774

CMS-1500 field 17b     774

CMS-1500 field 24b     774

CMS-1500 field 32     774

CMS-1500 Insurance Policies     486, 944, 945, 946

CMS-1500 Item 24B     646

CMS-1500 Manual     788

CMS-1500 Referrences     788

CMS-1500 reorder procedure codes     975, 977

Coating Brands     1800

Coatings     1800

Code Page     877

Code Sign     53

Collection     732

Collection Notes     484

Collections     476, 828

Color Code  Appointment Type Blocks     507

Color Code Scheduler     507

Color Code Time Blocks     507

Color Coded     1135

Color Codes     521

Color Coding     199

Color Legend     1135

Color legend for appointments     504

Find a Patient Next Appointment     302

Find available appointment based on search
criteria     302

Color Legend tab     501
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Color Vision Test     666

Coloring Alternate Rows     1434

Colour     1361

Columns     1341

Columns - Move     214

Columns - Order     214

Columns - Sort     214

COM Port     1824

Command Line Backup     1660, 1662

Command Prompt     165

Commands     393, 1336

Comments     812, 824

Commission     1129

Commission - Rate     1129

Commission - Type     1129

Common Form Error     1499

Common Image File Types     234

Common Report Error     1499

Common Speech Recognition commands     393

Common Tools     188

Communication Manager     1627

Communication Marketing Manager     1189

Communication Option     421

Communication Port     1824

Comodo Certificate     1640

Comodo Security     8

Company     46

Company Logo     1678, 1679

Company Settings     1678

Compare two Image     237, 687

Compare With another Image     687

Completed Exam Field     609

Completed Field     624

Completion Notification     373

Compressed File     1824

Compressed Files     306

Compression information     441

Computer Name     53, 1813

Computer or processor is overheating     162

Computer Sleep setting     157

Computerized physician order entry     667

Computers     1553

Conditional Highlight     1432

Configuration     507, 1615, 1717

Configuration Access     1627

Configuration File     1670

Configuration Manager     80, 191, 318, 1640

Configuration Tab     1615

Configure Talksoft     1717

Configuring     1341, 1342, 1343

Configuring the Inventory     1098

Confirmation List     501, 542

Confirmation Note / Left Message Tab     545

Conflicts in User Rights     1596

Connect Error     150, 1666

Connect to Technician     125

Connecting     1358

Connecting Maps Layers     1358

Connection     1317

Connection Configuration     992

Connection Error     1671

Connection Setup     1088

Connector     587, 594, 595, 604, 606, 607, 608, 803,
950, 1068, 1083, 1088, 1767

Connector Settings     958

Consignments     1144

Consolidation identification     1678

Constitutional     1745

Consulting Physician     646

Contact Information     511

Contact Lens     483, 1777

Contact Lens Schedule     533

Contact Lens Solution Drop Down List     1752

Contact Lenses(soft and Hard Contact Lenses and
Options)     1173

Contact List     1133

Contact Numbers     262

Contacts     384

Context-sensitive help     260

Continue Application     142

Control Keys     1267, 1506

Control Panel     1674

Convert to PDF     1504

Copy     661, 675, 679, 680, 1115, 1604

Copy an Existing Inventory Item     1115

Copy IOP to Flow Sheet     671

Copy mail profile     1248

Copy Objective Refraction     675

Copy Past Biomicroscopy/Slit lamp     679

Copy Past Opthalmoscopy / Fundus records     680

Copy past Treatment and Assessment Notes     681

Copy Time Blocks     1604

Copy to Contasct Lens Exams     675

Copy to Final Rx     675

Copy to Subjective Refraction     675

Copy Tool     694
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Copyright     8

COPYRIGHT NOTICE     6

Copyrights     6

Corporate ID Card     446

Corporate Logo     58, 324, 1489, 1615, 1678, 1679

Correct Date     159

Correct Spelling of Province for Claim Purposes    
1701

Correct Spelling of State for Claim Purposes     1701

Corrected     914

Correcting a Patient Name     563

Correspondance and Marketing     50, 1244, 1245

Correspondence     1244, 1245

Correspondence Profile     1252

Corruption     1660

Cost Of Goods     1122

Cost-plus pricing     1155

Count Inventory     1144

Country     1701

Cover Test     1759

CPOE     667, 1824

CPOE  Laboratory Test     667

CPOE  Radiology/Imaging/Clinical     667

CPOE Medication/Prescriptions     667

CPT     702, 914

CPT 4     1695

CPT 4 Codes     208

CPT Code     774, 1824

CPT Codes     706, 1098, 1695

CPT Modifiers     1696

CPT Pricing     702

CPU     41, 1824

Create     1604

Create  New Appointment     302

Create / Select Insurance Policy     940

Create a BC-MSP Claim     914

Create a Charm Pricing Rule     1155

Create a Claim Manually     781

Create a CMS-1500     914, 1053

Create a Credit Memo     845, 1066

Create a Lab Order     358

Create a Manitoba Claim     914

Create a MSI Claim     914

Create a New Appointment     336, 558

Create a new Claim     782, 929

Create a New Invoice     409

Create a New Patient     329, 417, 421, 504, 561

Create a New Patient File     504

Create a New Recall     302, 504

Create a Note on the Scheduler     1604

Create a OHIP Claim     914

Create a Patient Insurance Policy     486

Create a Purchaser Order     1138

Create a Recall at Appointment Time     342

Create a Recall Form     877

Create a Recall Notice     871

Create a Report     1214

Create a Secure Password     318, 1619

Create a Secure Password Policy     1619

Create a System Administrator     1637

Create Activities/Events for an Employee     1604

Create an Alberta Claim     914

Create an Appointment     545

Create an Appointment type     334

Create an Automated Claim     781

Create an Employee Work Schedule     1604

Create an Insurance Claim     355

Create an Insurance Policy - Policy Tab     933

Create an Invoice     741

Create an Invoice at Appointment Time     347

Create an Invoice for a Patient     348

Create an Invoice from the Scheduler:     506, 533

Create Appointment Types     570

Create Appointment: Creates a patient appointment    
409

Create Claim     785

Create Custom Forms     1226

Create Information Block groups     250

Create Insurance Claim     719

Create Insurance Companies & Policies     338

Create Insurance Company Profile     933

Create Insurance Policy     933

Create Lab Order     817, 853

Create Layout Groups     250

Create New Appointment     504

Create New Invoice     506, 533

Create Patient Insurance Policies     340

Create Purchase Order     1119

Create Recalls     282

Create Security Groups     1625

Create Strong Passwords     318

Create your Custom Pricing Rules     1155

Create your Own Private Cloud using Windows Server

 
   72, 326

Creating a Correspondence Profile     1248

Creating a Task for a Patient     426
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Creating Forms     1448

Creating Reports     1448

Creating/Sharing  the Filopto Equipment Diagnostic
Data Folder     595

Credentials     1813

Credit     838, 904, 1105

Credit Balance     262, 424, 719

Credit Card     203, 771

Credit Card Payments     836

Credit Card Processing     203, 771

Credit Card Reports     836

Credit Cards     1772

Credit Cards Settings     1773

Credit Limit     1131

Credit Memo     349, 409, 847, 848, 849, 1063

Credit Memo - Create a Credit Memo     1066

Credit Memo Transfer     847, 1063

Credit Memos     484, 901, 910

Credit Memos Access     1627

Credit Memos Payments     910

Credit Payments     771

Cross tab Reports     1333

Cross-tab Report     1366

Cross-tab Reports     1364, 1368, 1370, 1371, 1373,
1375, 1377, 1382, 1383, 1385, 1387

Cryptographic hash     1640

CSV     587, 1191, 1280, 1804

CT-1     604, 607

CT-1P     604, 607

CTR-Keys     199

Ctrl     335

Ctrl + Alt +Tab     305

Ctrl + Esc     305

Cup Size Ratio     679

Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) code     1824

Cursor     153, 172

Cursor Jumping     153

Custom Dictionary     268

Custom Froms     1226

Custom Images     1489, 1679

Custom Letters     1231

Custom reports     1039

Custom software development     1824

Custom Test     673

Customer Service     858

Customer Service Satisfaction Levels     1549

Customer Support     122, 125, 771

Customise EMR     240

Customise Exam Templates     628

Customise the Home Page     240

Customization     507, 615

Customize     1567

Customize EMR Template     1759

Customize Filopto     1675

Customize Filopto Settings     312

Customize Graph     1567

Customize Scheduler     302, 391, 504

Customize Statement Form     1061

Cut off     156

Cut Tool     694

CV-5000s Version 1.2     604, 607

CVS File     1504

- D -
Daily Accounting Procedures     87, 902, 1553

Daily Operational Reports     1493

Daily Reports     1493

Daily Tab     1214

Daily Work Load Indicator     522

Dashboard     403, 405, 1566

Data     50, 1361, 1363

Data Access     1310, 1311, 1312, 1315, 1317, 1318,
1320, 1321

Data Bands     1456

Data Corruption     1660

Data Dictionary     1201, 1209, 1705

Data Dictionnary     1191

Data Execution Prevention     148

Data Filtering     851, 862

Data Folder     50

Data Grid     222

Data Grids     188, 214

Data Grouping     214, 851

Data List     214

Data Splitting     1470

Database     183, 188, 1317, 1491, 1642, 1652, 1824

Database Aliases     1670, 1671

Database Component     1457

Database Configuration File     1671

Database Encryption     1674

Database Engine Folder     50

Database Location     50

Database Manager     1615, 1804

Database Navigation Bar     226

Database not Found Error     1671
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Database Password     1674

Database Performance     183

Database Unavailable Error     1670, 1671

Dataset     1491

Date     159, 188, 204

Date Calculator     788, 1051

Date Display Format     204

Date Fields     159, 188

Date Format     159, 204

Date of Birth     446

Date of December 31 1889     1053

Date Range     542

Dates     335

Day/Multi-Day View     501

DBUpdate     1652

De-activate     815

De-activate a Filopto Database     1671

De-Activate License     1813

Debit     838, 904

Debit Card     771

Debit Card Payments     771

Dec 29 1899     159

Decrease Claim     838

Decrease Invoice Item     838

Default     208, 210, 681, 1127, 1238, 1698

Default Appointments Types     1720

Default Area Code     1734

Default Assessment Plan     208, 210, 681, 1698

Default Discount Plan for Patient     1179

Default EMR Template     1759

Default exam chart     628

Default Exam tempolates     628

Default Exam values     628

Default Form     1238

Default Form Category     1220

Default Form used by Filopto     1220

Default Laptop Settings     157

Default Password     1639, 1641, 1674

Default Printer     176

Default Quantity     1127

Default Quantity on the Invoice     1127

Default Report     1238

Default Settings     419

Default Tablet Settings     157

Default Tax Rate     1684, 1688

Default Treatment Plan     208, 210, 681, 1698

Default Values     624, 1675, 1677, 1759

Defaults     624, 1690

Define Required Input Fields     1734

Define Rooms     1691

Defrag     153, 162

Delete     608, 694, 815, 1604, 1705, 1741, 1755

Delete a Record     226

Delete an Invoice     716

Delete Appointment     504, 506, 533

Delete Document     433

Delete EMR     646

Delete File     1767

Delete Import File     1767

Delete Information Blocks     243

Delete Invoice     814

Delete mail profile     1248

Delete Note on Scheduler     1604

Delete Recall     451

Delete temp files     162

Deleting Information Blocks     248

Delivery failure     862

Demo Version     1813

Demographics     446

DEP     148

Departments     1684, 1691

Design Considerations     1287

Designer Mode Bar     1508

Designer Options     1512

Desktop Experience     68

Detail Mode     675

Device IP Address     8

Device IP addresse     8

Device Manager     165

Device not Updating     1709

Device RDP License     68

Devices     326

DHCP     1670

DHCP IP     151

Diabetic     663

Diabetic Indicators     663

Diagnosis     455

Diagnosis Status     681

Diagnosis Treatment Plan     455

Diagnostic     608, 1670

Diagnostic Code     774

Diagnostic Code Analysis     1571

Diagnostic Codes     188, 208, 210, 288, 809, 914,
958, 970, 1001, 1697, 1698

Diagnostic Connector Settings     1767

Diagnostic Devices     595
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Diagnostic Equipment     587, 594, 595, 604, 606,
607, 608, 1596, 1767

Diagnostic Equipment:     1670

Diagnostic Facilities     970

Diagnostic Plan     681

Dialogue Form     1322, 1323, 1326, 1327, 1328

DICOM     234, 441, 587, 1824

Dictation     292, 393

Dictionaries     50

Dictionary     268

Dictionnary     1191

Digital Camera     262

Digital Certificate     1640

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine    
234, 441

Dil Drops     679

Dilation Drops     679

Direct Access     72, 326

DIRECTROY     1824

Disaster     93, 96

Disaster Planning     1649

Disconnect     157

Disconnect Technician     125

Discontinued     668, 1115

Discontinued item     1105, 1138

Discount     719, 736

Discount Category     719, 736

Discount Category Rules     1173, 1184

Discount Item     810

Discount Patient Plan     741

Discount Plan     736, 810

Discount Plans     738

Discount Pricing Rules     1173

Discount Promo Plans     741

Discounts     741, 810, 1173

Discounts Discretionary     741

Discounts to Invoice Total     810

Discounts to Line Item     810

Discretionary Discount     736, 810

Discretionary Discounts     741

Discussed with Patient     1753

Disk Cache settings     183

Disk Defrag     153

Disk Drive     183

Dispensing     517, 1771, 1777

Dispensing tab     771

Display     156

Display a Day     509

Display a Period     509

Display a Week     509

Display Cut off     156

Display DB Fields     1460

Display document in EMR     433

Display Grid     694

Display Messages     1695

Display Power Setting     157

Display Record Button     226

Display Scale     507

Display setting     157

Display Specific Days     509

Display Time Unit     501, 507

Display Variables     1399

Displayed Date     204

Distance     666

Distribute Payment to Several Invoices     759

Distribute Payments over multiple invoices     351, 832

Divide an Invoice Between Patient and Insurance    
752

Do Not Create Exam     572

Do not disable forced writes on a Windows server    
1674

Do Not pay oldest Invoice     351, 832

Do Not Show     1526

Do Not Show EMR Template     629

Do to Display     1526

Doctor     446

Doctor Office Hours     520

Doctor Referals     568

Doctors     384

Doctors List     501

Document     274, 441

Document Alert     433

Document Categories     433

Document in the EMR     433

Document Management     1824

Document Notice     433

Document Templates     1253

Documentation     50

Documents     50, 234, 433, 684, 1130

Documents to View     367, 403, 433

DOCX     455, 609, 1824

Done     714

Dot matrix     1330, 1336

Dot Matrix Printer     1330

Dot Matrix Printer File     1504

Dot Matrix reports     1330
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Dot-matrix     1335

Dot-matrix printers     1335

Dot-matrix printing     1335

Dot-matrix report     1335

Double Booking     545

Download     130

Download Help Manual     3

Downloading your Filopto UPDATE     114

download-ini     58

download-setup     58

Dr. Laurence Weed     579

Draw     694

Draw image     694

Drawing on an image     694

Drawing Tools     694

Drill Down Groups     1441

Drivers License     446, 1738

DropBox     72

Drug     467, 1756

drug List     288, 460, 467, 579, 667

Drug Lookup     467

Drug Lookup List     1756

Drug Preferred List     1756

Drug Reference Sites     197

Drug Web Sites     1756

Drugs     288

Dry eye analysis tool     589

DSL     1824

DU     66

Duplicate     228, 422, 467, 675, 1115

Duplicate a Subjective Refraction     675

Duplicate Inventory item     1115

Duplicate Patient     228, 422, 562

Duplicate Rx     460, 668

Dynamic IP     1670

- E -
E & M Code Verifier     660

E & M coding -2021     706

E & M Time Option     706

E&M Code Verifier     662, 707

E&M coding     646, 671

E&M Field     707

E&M Standard     707

E/M Code     1743

E/M Coding     646

Ears, Nose, Throat     1745

Easy Navigation     232

Easy Text Entry     288

E-Check Clearance Time Requirement     834

e-Check Payments     836

E-Checks     834, 1772, 1773

e-checks Payment     834

E-Checks VOID     834

E-Discovery legislation     1822

Edit     1141

Edit / Delete Time Blocks     1604

Edit / Delete Time Blocks /Notes     1604

Edit / Modify Record     226

Edit a Join for a Query     1212

Edit a Patient Insurance Policy     486

Edit a Time Entry     1586

Edit Activation     1813

Edit an Employee Work Schedule     1604

Edit an External Physician Record     452

Edit Appointment     302, 504, 506, 533

Edit Claim     785

Edit Claims     1051, 1053

Edit CMS 1500 Form     1053

Edit CMS-1500 Form     788

Edit Existing Insurance Policy     940

Edit Fields     1203

Edit Image     237, 687

Edit License     1813

Edit Line Item     757

Edit mail profile     1248

Edit New Invoice     533

Edit Purchase Order     1141

Edit Record     226

Edit Report     1504

Edit Selected Appointment     302, 504

Editing a price     1124

Editing an Appointment     523

Editions     66, 82

Editor     1354

Educational Handouts     683, 1234

Educational Material     683, 1755

Educational Material.     1220

Educational Materials     1234

EE     66

EEO codes     1796

Effective date     1021, 1124, 1182, 1184

EHR     409

EIN     1593

Electronic Claim Files Folder     1785
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Electronic Claims     1053

Electronic Documents     433

Electronic Payment Settings     771

Electronic Payments     1773

Electronic Prescribing     1770

Electronic Remitance Advice     950

Electronic Signature     1595

Elements     1352

Eligibility     972

Eligibility Requests Available     950

Eligibility Rule Templates     1789

Eligibility Rules     1012, 1017, 1019, 1032, 1789

eLink     795, 986

eLink Password     795, 986

eLink Portal     795, 986

eLink web site     795, 986

Ellipse drawing tool     694

EM Codes     707

EM Coding     660

email     8, 188, 1271, 1285, 1504, 1545

e-mail     188, 229, 474, 860, 893, 1056, 1061, 1504

Email Address     1813

e-mail Forms     1504

E-Mail Manager     893, 1056, 1253, 1579, 1596, 1647,
1693

E-Mail Manager'     82

E-Mail Manager Access     1596, 1627

e-mail Marketing     1253

email merge     1253

e-mail Profile     1253

E-Mail Recalls     893

e-mail Reports     1504

e-mail Server Settings     1666

E-mail Settings     1253, 1693

email Spam     1253

E-Mail support     131

Emails     136

Emergency     93, 1575, 1582

Emergency Contact     446

Emergency EMR Access     1627

Employee     1580, 1604, 1795, 1796, 1797

Employee - Evaluation     1797

Employee Accruals     1585

Employee Audit Log     1596

Employee Cannot Log on to Filopto     1596

Employee Demographic Information     1580

Employee Emergency     1582

Employee Employment Record     1580

Employee Evaluation     1583

Employee Manager     371, 507, 533, 1575, 1619,
1627

Employee Manager Target Setting     1734

Employee Message Manager     82

Employee Note     1604

Employee Notes     1585

Employee Number     1580

Employee Office Hours     1575

Employee Profile     371

Employee Record     1579

Employee Review     1583

Employee Scheduler     1549

Employee Status     1579, 1580

Employee Time Logs     1586

Employee Wages     1582

Employee Work Schedule     1588

Employee Work Scheduler     384

Employees     384

Employees Access level     1627

Employees Manager     1549

Employees Profile Access     1627

Employer Scheduler     1627

EMR     245, 393, 409, 433, 455, 615, 619, 620, 624,
626, 629, 633, 635, 638, 639, 641, 642, 646, 652, 658,
659, 660, 672, 683, 691, 694, 706, 714, 749, 1117,
1146, 1624, 1750, 1759, 1763, 1767

EMR - Access Log     714

EMR - Appointment Done     714

EMR - Assessment     681, 701

EMR - Automatic Lock Setting (other)     1742

EMR - Billing     646

EMR - Billing Information     702

EMR - Billing instructions for Invoicing staff:     702

EMR - Blank EMR Screen     646

EMR - Blank Template     646

EMR - Carl Zeiss Setting (other)     1742

EMR - Category of Service     660

EMR - Change Template     646

EMR - Chief Complaint Setting     1742

EMR - Clinical Notes Setting     1742

EMR - CMS-1500 Billing Information     702

EMR - Completed Field     609, 624

EMR - Contact Lens Solutions Setting     1742

EMR - Copy Past Treatment and Assessmentt Notes  

 
 681

EMR - CPT Codes     702

EMR - Default Template     624, 646

EMR - Diagnostic Plan     681
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EMR - Diagnostics codes     702

EMR - Done Status     714

EMR - Educational Handouts     1234

EMR - Educational Materials     1234

EMR - Educational Materials Setting     1742

EMR - e-Prescribe Links Setting     1742

EMR - Equipment Setting (other)     1742

EMR - E-signature     646

EMR - Exam Appointment List     609

EMR - Exam Completed Tracking System     646

EMR - Exam Date     646

EMR - Exam Default Values     624

EMR - Exam Defaults     624

EMR - Exam Manager     609

EMR - Exam Number     646

EMR - Exam Problems     662

EMR - Exam Template     646

EMR - Expand all EMR Sections     646

EMR - Expand Reason for Visit and Comments     646

EMR - Expand Tool Bar     646

EMR - Export File Setting (other)     1742

EMR - Form Export     646

EMR - Forms     646

EMR - General Medical Observation Setting     1742

EMR - Global Chart Notes     646

EMR - Hand Writting Recognition     583

EMR - HEYEX (Heidelberg) Setting (other)     1742

EMR - History     658

EMR - History Bar     646

EMR - History of Present Illness (HPI)     660

EMR - History of Present Illness Setting     1742

EMR - Images     687

EMR - Import File Setting (other)     1742

EMR - Invoice     702

EMR - Lock     646

EMR - Locked     646, 714

EMR - Medical Decision Making     681

EMR - Medical Drugs Setting     1742

EMR - My Schedule     646

EMR - Next Visit List Setting     1742

EMR - Objective     701

EMR - Ocular Eye / Review of System Setting     1742

EMR - Other Review of System Setting     1742

EMR - Other Setting     1742

EMR - Past Exam Information     646

EMR - Past Exam Information Bar     646

EMR - Past Prescriptions     646

EMR - Past Rx     646, 658, 675

EMR - Patient Category     660

EMR - Patient File     646

EMR - PC Tablets     583

EMR - Peer Reviews     714

EMR - Peridata Setting (other)     1742

EMR - Physician Signature     714

EMR - Pictures     687

EMR - Place of Service     646

EMR - Plan     701

EMR - Prescription Required Fields Setting     1742

EMR - Prescriptions     675

EMR - Pricing Fee Transfer     702

EMR - Problem Illness Setting     1742

EMR - Procedures codes     702

EMR - Prrescription Pick List Setting     1742

EMR - Read Only     646

EMR - Reason for Visit     660

EMR - Recall     646

EMR - Recalls     714

EMR - Referring Physician     646

EMR - Refraction     675

EMR - Reload Template     646

EMR - Reviewing Physician     714

EMR - Section Highlighted in Red     624

EMR - SelectTemplate     646

EMR - Shrink Tool Bar     646

EMR - Slider     646

EMR - SOAP     701

EMR - Soap Setting     1742

EMR - Special Test     673

EMR - Spell Checker     646

EMR - Splitters     254

EMR - Status     714

EMR - Subjective     701

EMR - Symtomatic     701

EMR - Templates Setting     1742

EMR - Tools     646

EMR - Topcon Setting (other)     1742

EMR - Treatment Plan     681

EMR - UnLocked     646

EMR - Vision History Setting     1742

EMR - Visual Acuity     670

EMR - Visual Acuity Setting     1742

EMR - Voice Dictation     583

EMR #     455

EMR Access     1596, 1627

EMR Access PaperFree Files     684

EMR Access Policies     1596
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EMR Alignment     639

EMR and PaperFree     433

EMR Automatically Lock setting     1767

EMR Billable Items     749

EMR Billing     779, 1119, 1146

EMR Billing Service /  Procedure Group Manager    
1097

EMR Blank screen     646

EMR Completed     654

EMR Completed Field     654

EMR Completed Verification     1763

EMR Completion Check     659

EMR- Consulting Physician     646

EMR Customization     252, 253, 254, 615, 1759

EMR Default Refraction Template     1759

EMR Default Refraction View     1759

EMR Default Templates     1759

EMR Defaults Values     1759

EMR Documents     684

EMR Drop Down Panel     657

EMR E&M Field     707

EMR Educational Material     683

EMR Empty Spaces     641

EMR Exam Module     579

EMR Form Export Folder     1767

EMR Groups     619, 641

EMR Handouts     683

EMR History     455

EMR Images     691, 694

EMR Information Blocks     619

EMR Labels     641

EMR Layout     245, 635

EMR Layout Concepts     619

EMR Lock     1767

EMR Locked     654, 1767

EMR Manager     579

EMR Module     82

EMR Navigation Bar     652

EMR Number     455

EMR opening speed     620

EMR PaperFree     684

EMR PaperFree File Access     433

EMR Pick Lists     288

EMR Preferred Templates     1759

EMR Red Blocl     654

EMR Required Section Message     659

EMR Required Sections     1759, 1763

EMR- Resize Information Blocks     254, 621

Emr root     619

EMR Separators     641

EMR- Side by Side Information Blocks     254

EMR Spell Checker     646

EMR Splitters     641

EMR Status     654

EMR Template     629, 652, 1763

EMR Template Picker     626

EMR Templates     619, 620, 629, 633, 638, 639, 641,
642, 1759

EMR Terminology Input Manager     188

EMR Terms     288

EMR Time Tracking     656

EMR Tool Bar     646

EMR Tools     624

EMR Tree View     652

EMR Unbilled Items     719, 749, 779, 806

EMR Unbilled Services     749, 806

EMR Unlocked     654

EMR User Defined Settings     1742

EMR Verification     659

EMR Verification Feature     1763

EMR Vitals     663

EMR Without Appointment     614

EMRs that are not completed (in the last 30 days) tab

 
   609

EMV Chip Card Readers     771

Enable Alpha Channel     694

Encapsulated PostScript     234

Encryption     71, 96, 1674

End of Life     28

End of Support     28

End Session     125

End User License Agreement     11, 20

Endocrine     1745

Engine Object     1409, 1412

English Dictionary     268

Enhanced Employee Manager     82

Enlarge Image     691

Enlarge Screen     304

Enlarge Window     304

Enter a date     204

Enter Fees     343

Enter Images in the EMR     237, 687

Enter Insurance Payments     1041

Enter Inventory Items     343

Enter Prescription in Invoice     812

Enter Services     343
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EOL     28

E-Payments     473, 826

e-Prescribe     467, 1770

E-prescribe applications     1770

e-Prescribing     1770

EPS     234

Equal Employment Opportunity     1796

Equipment     608, 1670

Equipment Connectivity     1596

Equipment Connector Settings     1767

Equivalent     212

Erase     608

Erratic Behavior     153

Error     41, 142, 150, 1666, 1671

Error - Filopto will not Start     148

Error - No Network Found     148

Error - Unable to connect to server     148

Error - Unavailable database     148

Error - Unavailable Database.     144

Error - Windows Actively Refused Access     148

Error - Windows Error     148

Error - Windows Socket Error     148

Error Canvas     176

Error Codes     1001

Error when attempting to connect to the Filopto Server

 
   150, 1666

Errors     46, 1032, 1499

ETHERNET     1824

EULA     11, 20

Evaluation     1583

Evaluation and Management Coding     646

Evaluation Criteria     1797

Evaluations     1575

Event     1420

Events     1399

Exam     538, 572, 609, 615, 626, 644, 652, 1764

Exam Access     1627

Exam Appointment List     609

Exam Completed     517, 646

Exam Completed Tracking System     646

Exam Default Values     624

Exam End Time     656

Exam History     455

Exam is for which eye?     660

Exam Module     82

Exam Navigation Bar     652

Exam Not Completed     609

Exam Preferred Templates     644, 1764

Exam Start Time     656

Exam Started     517

Exam Template     644, 1764

Exam Template Picker     626

Exam Templates     628

Exam Test     673

Exam Time     656

Exam Tree View     652

Examination     707

Example Configuration Setup     41

Example of Receiving a Patient Payments     910

Exams     409, 455

Exceed Logon Attempts     1596

Excel     1191, 1264, 1271, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1504,
1508, 1804

Exception     142

exception message     144

Execute a Correspondence Profile     1252

Execute mail merge     1248

Exit     367

Exit Filopto     367

Exit Lab Order     817, 853

Expand     621, 646

Expand ALL     652

Expand all EMR Sections     579

Expand Reason for Visit and Comments     646

Expand Ribbon Bar     191

Expire     460, 462, 464, 467

Expire Password     1596

Expired     668, 1619, 1813

Expired Password     1619

Expired Prescriptions     853

Expiry Date     1021, 1124, 1182, 1184, 1690

Expiry Defaults     1690

Explanation Codes     992, 1001

Explanatory Codes     958, 970

Explicit Fee Modifier Codes     958

Export     433, 1191, 1264, 1267, 1271, 1272, 1274,
1275, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283,
1285, 1504, 1508, 1804

Export File Name     589

Export Folder     589

Export Forms     1504

Export Report     1191, 1504

Export Reports     1264, 1267, 1271, 1272, 1274,
1275, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1285

Export to BMP     1283, 1504

Export to CSV     1280, 1504

Export to DBase     1504
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Export to email     1285, 1504

Export to Excel     1276, 1504

Export to Excel 2007     1279

Export to Excel XML     1278

Export to GIF     1283, 1504

Export to HTML     1281, 1504

Export to Images     1283

Export to JPEG     1283, 1504

Export to Open Document     646, 1274, 1504

Export to PDF     646, 1272, 1504

Export to PowerPoint     1280

Export to RTF     1275, 1504

Export to Text     1282, 1504

Export to TIFF     1283, 1504

Export to Word     646, 1276, 1504

Expressions     1453

External Doctor     452

External Physician     452

External Physicians     455

External Providers     452

Extract     306

Eye Care Reference Sites     92

Eye on your Business     6, 904, 1549, 1555, 1559,
1561, 1565, 1566, 1567, 1570, 1571, 1572, 1574

Eye on Your Business Access     1627

Eyecare Associations     92

Eyecare Knowledge     92

EyeConX     899

EyeRoute Synergy     1767

EyeRoute/Synergy     604, 607

EZ Capture     604, 607

- F -
F_AgeinYearsToday     1495

Facilities     992

Facility Numbers     958

Family     525, 545, 759

Family / Referring Physicians     265

Family Appointments     525, 545

Family Case History     1750

Family Doctors     384

Family History Problem List     1750

Family Illness List     1750

Family Member Invoices     759

Family Members     525, 545

Family Physician     265, 455

FAQ     309, 1542

FastReport     6, 1214, 1489, 1491

Fax     860, 1545

Fbserver.exe     1647

Feature     232

Feature Access     232

Features     32, 46, 188

Federal Tax ID Number     1593

Federal Tax Identification     1678

Federal Tax Identification number     1684

Fee Schedule    

Claim Form     970

Load List     970

Location Codes     970

Rurral Extension Codes     970

Specialty Codes     970

Fees     343

Field Editor Tab     1203

Field List Customize     851

Field Property Editor     1203

Field Type Mismatched     1499

FieldAlias     1679

Fields     666

File     274, 1741

File Access     433

File Extensions     274

File Format     589

File Formats     274

File Sharing Service     72

File Size     234

File Tab     367

Filing Tabs     1493

Filopto     6, 32, 393, 1642, 1650

Filopto 10     53

Filopto 10 Features     32

Filopto Administrator     150, 1666

Filopto and PC Erratic Behavior     153

Filopto Annual Subscription and Maintenance     84

Filopto Application Server     150, 1666

Filopto as a cloud service     77

Filopto Auto Update     1650

Filopto Button     238

Filopto Canadian version     82

Filopto CE     82

Filopto Configuration File     50, 1670

Filopto Configuration Manager     771

Filopto Database     1668

Filopto Database Storage Size     1669

Filopto DE     1684
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Filopto DUO     66

Filopto Easy Setup     1615

Filopto Easy Setup Wizard     58, 80, 1615

Filopto EE     82, 1684, 1813

Filopto EE-ML     82

Filopto End of Life     28

Filopto Enterprise     66

Filopto Icon     238

Filopto Installation     53

Filopto LE     82, 1684, 1813

Filopto License     11, 311

Filopto License Registration     1813

Filopto License Registration Number     1726

Filopto Logs     1822

Filopto Maintenance     1651

Filopto Memory Usage Requirements     41

Filopto Minimum Window Security Requirements    
1641

Filopto not connected     157

Filopto not Starting     150, 1674

Filopto Preference     1695

Filopto Product/Module Information     1813

Filopto Quick Start Guide     80

Filopto Receive Patient Payment screen     771

Filopto security signed     1640

Filopto Server     151

Filopto Server Starting     230

Filopto Service Manager     1647

Filopto Service Server     151, 1647, 1666, 1813

Filopto Services     1674

Filopto Services Manager     1666, 1813

Filopto Setup Wizard     58, 324, 1615

Filopto Storage Requirements     1669

Filopto System Requirements     41

Filopto System Setting     1675

Filopto System Setting / Pick List     1615

Filopto System Settings / Pick List     1675

Filopto System Settings / Pick List Manager     771

Filopto System settings and Pick List     312

Filopto takes a Long tTme to Open     153

Filopto Update     114

Filopto Updates     1651

Filopto USA version     82

Filopto Usage Statistics     1821

Filopto Users Manual     50

Filopto Value     1813

Filopto Version     153, 332

Filopto Version Number     8

Filopto Versions     82

Filopto will not start     230, 1666

Filopto.exe     1647

Filopto.fdb     1668, 1670

Filopto.ini     50, 151, 165, 1670

Filoptocore.exe     1647

FiloptoSupport.exe     1647

Filter     214, 220, 222, 288, 564, 687, 862, 871

Filter Conditions     862

Filter Consignments     1144

Filter Data     208, 214, 226

Filter Data Columns     222

Filter Data Grids     222

Filter Data Grids using Data Columns     222

Filter ICD10 codes     210

Filter Icon     222

Filter Images     687

Filter Patient     416

Filter Waiting List     564

Filters     226, 1800

Finance Charge     1056

Financial     472, 1624

Financial Access Policies     1596

Financial Alerts     822

Financial Chart     424

Financial Dials     424

Financial Information     909, 1039

Financial Ledger     472

Financial Payment Partner     203

Financial Transaction     472

Financial Transactions     473, 825

Financing Charge     828

Financing Charges     1689

Find     220, 384, 416, 524, 525, 687, 1214, 1220

Find a Claim     357

Find a Lens Style     753, 1099

Find a Patient     330

Find a Patient Next Appointment     302, 504

Find an Appointment     345

Find an Invoice     353

Find Appointment for Patient     524

Find available appointment based on search criteria    
302, 504

Find Bifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

Find Button     220, 1214, 1220

Find Client     545

Find Form     1220

Find Free Time - No availability shown     1575, 1604
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Find Image     687

Find in a Grid     220

Find Inventory Item     753, 1099

Find Invoice     716

Find Item     220

Find Medicare Carrier Number     933

Find Next Available Appointment     525, 545

Find Next Available Appointment Time     302, 504,
1604

Find Next Free Appointment Time     506

Find Next Free Time     533

Find Not Completed EMR     609

Find Not Completed Exams     609

Find Patient     413

Find Patient  Filter     416

Find Patient Appointment     302, 504, 533

Find Patient Appointment Date     524

Find Payor ID     933

Find Progressive Vision Lens     753, 1099

Find Quadrifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

Find Record     220

Find Report     1214

Find Scheduled Appointment for a Client     506

Find Scheduled Appointments     524

Find Single Vision Lens     753, 1099

Find Trifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

Firebird     6, 8, 50, 1666, 1824

Firebird 2.5     1671

Firebird 3.0     1671

Firebird Configuration     1674

Firebird Control Applet     1674

Firebird Database     1647, 1668

FireBird Security Consideration     1674

Firebird Server     150, 1674

Firebird Server Service     1666

Firebird Services     1674

Firebirds Service     1666

Firewall     46, 48, 148, 149, 151, 165, 388, 1641,
1642, 1824

Firewall and Proxy settings required by Filopto     1647

Firewall is Misconfigured     151

Firewall settings required by Filopto     151, 1647

Firewalls     151, 1647

First Step     1637, 1813

First Thing to Do     1812, 1813

First things to do     85

First Visit     451

Fit Image button     694

Fix Windows     169

FOLDER     1824

Folder Locations     50

Folder Structure     50

Follow-up     851, 858

Footer     1484

For Office Only     824

Force Writes     1674

Form Button     455, 609, 1767

Form Categories     1238

Form Category     1220

Form Designer     1263, 1264, 1267, 1268, 1270,
1271, 1272, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1280,
1281, 1282, 1283, 1285, 1287, 1290, 1291, 1295,
1296, 1297, 1298, 1301, 1303, 1305, 1308, 1309,
1310, 1311, 1312, 1315, 1317, 1318, 1320, 1321,
1322, 1323, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1336, 1337, 1338,
1339, 1340, 1344, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1364, 1366,
1368, 1370, 1371, 1373, 1375, 1377, 1382, 1383,
1385, 1387, 1390, 1393, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1399,
1401, 1403, 1407, 1409, 1411, 1412, 1415, 1416,
1420, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1432,
1434, 1436, 1438, 1440, 1441, 1443, 1446, 1447,
1448, 1450, 1452, 1453, 1454, 1456, 1457, 1460,
1461, 1462, 1465, 1466, 1468, 1470, 1472, 1474,
1476, 1478, 1480, 1481, 1484, 1486, 1488, 1506,
1507, 1508, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1514, 1517

Form Editor     1499

Form Error     1499

Form images     1679

Form Letters     50

Form Manager     877, 1220, 1226, 1234

Form restrictions     1526

Form Type Mismatched     1499

Form Variables     1236

Format     275

Formating     1429

Formating Values     1429

Formats     274

Forms     66, 455, 1226, 1236, 1238, 1503, 1519, 1526

Forms  - Prompting for Information     1220

Forms -  User Completed Forms     1220

Forms - Auto-Complete     1220

Forms - Cards     1220

Forms - Invoice     1220

Forms - Labels     1220

Forms - Letters     1220

Forms Access     1627

Forms Manager     1189

Forms Parameters     1236
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Forms Variables     1236

Forum     1767

Forward     226

Fourth Insurance     486, 940, 944

Frame Toolbar     1511

Frames     459

FRAMES Data     1106

Frames Data Connector     1109

Frames Data Connector - WEB     1109

Frames Data Retail Price Markup     1106

FramesData     1155

FramesData Connector     82, 1097

FramesData Product List     1099

Free Disk Size Required     1669

Free Disk Space     1669

Free Form Lenses     460

Free Hard Disk Space     41

Free hard drive space     162

Free-Hand drawing tool     694

Frequently Asked Questions     309

Froms     1189

Front Office     191, 409, 412

Front Office Tab     409

Functional Center Codes     958

Fundus     679, 1759

- G -
Gastrointestinal     1745

GatewayEDI     774

GBAK     1660, 1662

Gems     212

General Alerts     417

General Medical Observations     1751

General Tab     417, 1677

Generic Claim Form     1010

Generic Insurance Connector - Canada     1010

Genitourinary     1745

Getting Help     147

Getting More Help     364

Getting SmartScreen error when Filopto starts     48,
149

Getting Started     85, 87, 419

Getting Started - Patient  Default Settings     419

Getting Started With Filopto     367

Gettting Started     80

GIF     234, 441, 1264, 1271, 1283

GIGABYTE     1824

GIGAHERTZ     1824

Give access to a PaperFree document in the EMR    
433

Give Security Access to a Group or User     1627

Give User Access     1619

Glasses Frames, Ophthalmic Lenses and Options)    
1173

Glaucoma Flow Sheet     671, 679

Global Add-ins     195

Global Add-Ins Manager     197

Global Chart Notes     646, 686

Global Security Settings     1619

Global Settings     1619

Global Tool Manager     197

Global Tools Manager     1702

Glosary of Terms     1824

Go to First Record     226

Go to Insurance WEB Site     788

Go to Last Record     226

Go to Today's Date     302, 504

Gonio Fluid     672

Goniolens     672

Gonioscopy     672, 1753

Got a Suggestion?     120

Goverment ID Cards     1738

Governing Rules    

Health Service Codes     958

Graph     671, 1567

Graphic Interchange Format     234

Graphs     663

Green Check Mark     654

Grey Check Mark     654

Grid     220, 862

Grid Filter     862

Grid Filtering     476, 862

Grid Grouping Area     476

Grid Printing     476

Grid Row Order     219

Grid Searching     220

Grid Sorting     476

Grid Tool     694

Grids     188, 214

Gross Income     1555, 1559

Gross Margin (GM) Pricing     1155

Gross Margin Percentage     1555

Gross Margins     1555

Gross Profit Analysis     1555

Gross Sales     1555
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Group     214, 979, 1119, 1155

Group #     1593

Group By Field     509

Group Data     214

Group Features     1438

Group Manager     1146, 1624

Group NPI Billing Rules     933

Group Rights     1627

Grouping     302, 504, 1739

Groups     240, 250, 706, 1625, 1627

Growth Charts     663

Growth this Month     1566

GST     1589, 1684, 1793

Guarantee     759

Guarantor     474, 758, 759

- H -
haag-streit     606

Hackers     74

Hand Writing Recognition     579

Hand Writting Recognition     583

Handouts     683

Handwriting Recognition     586

Handwriting Recognition (Inking)     583

Hard Contacts Lens     464

HARD DISK DRIVE     1824

Hard Disk Requirements     1669

Hard drive     183

Hard drive Force Writes     1674

Hard drive recommendations     41

Hard drive upgrade     162

HARDWARE     1152, 1824

Hardware conflicts     162

Hardware issues     162

Hardware upgrade     183

HCFA Batch Print     1053

HCFA-1500     495, 946

Header     1484

Health Card     446

Health Care Number     446, 740

Health Number     486

Heidelberg Engineering     594, 606, 1767

Height     663

Held     914

Help     122, 123, 124, 125, 130, 132, 231, 232, 238,
260, 388

Help - Help us improve Filopto with your Suggestions  

 
 120

Help - How can I get help?     125

Help - How to request Help     122

Help - Live Help     125

Help - Technical Support     125

Help Desk     131

Help File     50

Help Icon     123, 231, 504

Help Line     122, 125

Help Manual     3, 123, 231, 367

Help support     131

Help Telephone Number     125

Help Ticket     132

HelpDesk     131

Helpful Resources     367

Hemoglobin A1C     663

HEP (Heidelberg Edge Perimeter)     606

HEYEX     594, 1767

HFA I (Typ 6xx)     606

HFA II (Typ 7xx - 7xx i)     606

HFA III (Typ 8xx)     606

Hibernate Mode     71

Hibernation     157

Hidden Groups     254

Hide     260, 1526

Hide a Form     1220

Hide a unused Form     1220

Hide Canceled     507

Hide Completed Task     373

Hide Forms     1526

Hide Out of Office Time Block     507

Hide Reports     1526

Hide Ribbon Bar     260

Hide the Scheduler Footer     507

Hide Tool Bar     260

High Memory Usage     183

Hints     188

HIPAA     84, 98, 446, 467, 499, 576, 663, 914, 957,
975, 977, 1593, 1619, 1627, 1822, 1824

HIPAA 5010     975, 977

HIPAA 5010 rule     933

HIPAA Compliant     1131

HIPAA Information     92

HIPAA Information Types     1736

HIPAA Security     96

HIPAA Security Rule     1660

HIPAA Security Rule and The HITECH Act     1660
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History     473, 484, 826, 1035

History Bar     646

History of Present Illness     660, 707, 1743

HITECH Act     1660

HL7     667, 1824

Holiday Setting     1720

Holidays     1733

Home     191, 367, 403, 405

Home Access     41

Home Adress     449

Home Dashboard     403

Home Page Dashboard     405

Home Tab     367

Horizontal Alignment     639

Hour Format     507

Hours of Operation     136, 1590, 1687

Household     525, 545

Household List     449, 539

Household List - Add Family Member     449

How an Automated Claim is Created     827

How are Duplicate Patient Files Eliminated     228,
422, 562

How are Insurance Rules Applied     1031

How can    

I Create my own Reports using a Data Dictionary  

 
 1201

How Claim Rules are applied     1031

How Claims Work     914

How do I    

Create an Appointment type?     309

Find help to answer my Question?     309

Find the Next available Appointment?     309

Place and Appointment on the Waiting List?    
309

Show more than one day in the Scheduler?     309

Take an Appointment off the Waiting List?     309

How does Invoicing Work?     719

How Insurance Claim Rules are applied     1031

How Sales Commisisons are created     1129

How Secure is my Password     318

How Strong is my Password     318

How the Appointment Tool Bar Functions     539

How the Filopto Licenses work     1813

How the Insurance Claim Process works     924

How the Insurance System Works     914

How to     309, 351, 446, 455, 832, 863, 1528, 1642

Accept Assignment     497

Accept Assignment for an Insurance Policy    
1012

Accept WEB Appointments     573

Access Appointment Reports     504

Access Exams that are not Completed     609

Access PaperFree in the EMR     684

Access Reports     264

Access Web Appointments     504

Activate  Diagnostic Equipment     587

Activate a New PC     311

Activate Claim Scrubbing     930

Activate Employees     1579

Activate Medical Coder     930

Activate My EMR License     1813

Activate My Filopto License     1813

Activate My Filopto Workstations     1813

Activate the Credit card and E-Check Feature    
1772

Activate the Electronic Payment system     1772

Activate the Recall Reminder Message     892,
1720

Add a Comment to an Invoice?     812

Add a EMR section     633

Add a EMR Service Fee to an Invoice     806

Add a Global Chart Note     686

Add a License     311

Add a Note to the Patient File     450

Add a Patient Picture     262

Add a Payment to an Invoice     759

Add a Pharmacy     384

Add a Record     226

Add a Time Entry     1586

add a User/Provider in the Patient Scheduler    
317

Add a WEB Site as a Tool     1702

Add a WEB Site as a Tool/Add-in     197

Add a Workstation License     311

Add an EMR Unbilled Service Fee to an Invoice    
806

Add an Image     687

Add an Invoice Item     806

Add an Invoice Item to an Invoice     806

Add an Item from Inventory to an Invoice     753

Add Custom Images to a Form or Report     1679

Add Family Member to the Household List     449

Add Head of the Household     449

Add Inventory Items     1101

Add Items to the Add-Inl Menu     197

Add Items to the Tool Menu     1702

Add Manufacturer     1115

Add Manufacturers     1131
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Add Multiple Documents at Once     433

Add New Educational Material     1755

Add New Insurance Policy to a Patient     486

Add Patient to Household List     449

Add Reports to my Operational Reports screen    
1493

Add Suppliers     1131

Add The Patient Picture     326

Add Tools to the EMR screen     624

Add Vendor     1115

Add Vendors     1131

Add your template to the providers EMR Preferred
List     644, 1759, 1764

Advise a Patient his Lab Order has Arrived     361

Alert an Employee to review a document     433

Align Information Blocks     615, 629

Annotate Image     687

Apply a Credit memo to an Insurance Company    
848

Apply a Discount     810

Apply a discount on an Invoice     810

Apply a Discount to an Invoice     741

Apply a Payment to a specific invoice     759

Apply Credit Memo     759, 1063

Apply Group NPI rules     933

Apply Insurance     774

Apply Late Payment Charge on a Patient
Statement     1056

Apply Tax to Items Sold     1793

Appointments for a Family     525

Ask a Question from the Database     1191

Assesment Result Details     958

Assign a Department to an Invoice     774

Assign a Patient Insurance Policy     486

Assign a Place of Service to a Claim     774

Assign a Place of Service to an Invoice     774

Assign a Provider to a Claim     774

Assign a Provider to an Invoice Claim     774

Assign a Referring Physician to a Claim     774

Assign a Referring Physician to an Invoice     774

Assign a room to a Patient     517

Assign a Security Access Policy     1596

Assign an Office to a Claim     774

Assign an Office to an Invoice     774

Assign Billing Codes to a Claim     774

Assign default exam chart     628

Assign Diagnostic Codes to a Claim     774

Assign Filopto Licenses to my Users     1813

Assign Modifiers to a Claim     774

Assign the Appointment Status     517

Auto  Lock the EMR exam     1767

Auto delete a file imported into the EMR
document section     1767

Auto-delete files from hard drive once loaded in
PaperFree     433

Automatically Send Appointment to Exam     1720

Backup using a Command Line     1662

Bar Code     816

Bar Code an Item in an Invoice     816

Batch Balances     958

Become Paperless     433

Bill a Guarantor     758

Bill from the EMR     702

Bill muliple services/procedures in one step    
1146

block the type of appointments available for a time
period?     309

Block the type of appointments that can be
scheduled     537

Block Users from Specific Reports     1781

Bring to the Front an Open Window     260

Build a Query Question     1197

Can I get Help?     125

Cancel a Duplicate Rx     668

Cancel a Lab Order     859

Cancel a Prescription     460, 467

Cancel a WEB Appointment     577

Cancel an Invoice     732

Cancel and Appointment     541

Cancel Prescription     462, 464

Categorize Note Type     1708

Change a Claim     774

Change a Diagnostic Equipment Static IP for use
by Filopto     1670

Change a Holiday in the Scheduler     1733

Change a Patient Insurance Policy at Invoice Time

 
   783

Change a Report Category     1214

Change an Appointment Status     506, 533

Change an Appointment Time     520

Change Filopto System Settings     1675

Change Guarantor Information     758

Change Insurance Policies on a Claim     781

Change Manufacturer     1115

Change Months     199

Change Office Hours     520
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Change the Credit Card Processing Information    
1773

Change the Data Dictionary being used     1201

Change the Date Format of Filopto     204

Change the Dates Displayed in the Scheduler    
535

Change the default quantity sold for an item    
719

Change the EMR Exam Date     646

Change the HIPAA Items Types able to be
Tracked     1736

Change the list of Referred By in the Appointment
screen.     1733

Change the order of the claim procedures on a
CMS-1500 form     975, 977

Change the Patient Primary Insurance Policy at
Invoice time.     781

Change the Patient Serving Office     446

Change the Patient Status     446

Change the Physician Types List     1735

Change the Relationship List     1735

Change the Status of an Invoice     732

Change the Viewing Status of an Appointment
Type     1720

Change the Visual Acuity Distance Standard    
1752

Change Vendor     1115

Change who is Paying the Bill     758

Change Years     199

Change your Password     392

Charge a Restocking Fee     850

Check my Business Indicators     1561

Check on Key Business Items     1565

Check on my Business Financial Health     1549,
1555, 1561

Check the Revenue Generation of the
Organization     1555

Claim Line Item Payment Method     1041

Claim Single Payment Method     1041

Classify Inventory Types     1119

Clear Filter for Waiting List     564

Close the Day     902

Close/Exit the scheduler     504

Color Code Appointment Times     507

Color Code Appointments     521

Color Code the Scheduler     507

Compare two Image     687

Complete a CMS-1500 Claim     788

Complete the Alberta Health claim     958

Complete the BC Medical Service Plan claim    
968

Complete the BC-MSP claim     970

Complete the Canadian Claim Information     949

Complete the Nova Scotia Medical Services
Insurance Programs (MSI) claim     795, 986

Complete the Ontario Health Insurance Programs
(OHIP) claim     999, 1001

Configure Filopto     85

Configure Insurance Claim Connector     949

Configure Talksoft     282

Configure the Inventory     1098

Configure your Filopto Auto Update     1709

Confirm WEB Appointments     573

Connect a Technician     125

Connect Filopto to My Accounting Software    
1067

Connect for Technical Assistance     260

Connect to a technician     388

Copy and Existing Inventory item     1115

Copy past Treatment and Assessment Notes    
681

Copy Time Blocks     1604

Correcting patient name once an appointment has
been created     563

Count your Inventory Stock     1144

Create a Claim     774, 785, 914, 975

Create a CPT Code     1695

Create a CPT Modifier     1696

Create a Credit Memo     847

Create a credit memo with a patient Credit
balance on an Invoice     349

Create a Department     1684, 1691

Create a Diagnostic Connector     1767

Create a Discount Category Rule     1184

Create a Form     1226

Create a Global Appointment Reminder for Users  

 
 1725

Create a Holiday in the Scheduler     1733

Create a ICD10 Code     1698

Create a ICD9 Code     1697

Create a Lab Order     358, 817, 853

Create a Label     883

Create a LOINC Code     1700

Create a New Appointment     336, 545, 558

Create a New Appointment Type     570

Create a New Invoice     741

Create a new Patient     329, 417, 421, 740
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Create a New Patient File     504, 561

Create a New Recall     504

Create a Note on the Scheduler     1604

Create a Patient Discount Pricing Rule     1182

Create a Patient Insurance Policy     486

Create a Patient Recall in the Scheduler     302,
504

Create a Patient Statement     1056

Create a Prefered List of CPT Codes     1695

Create a Prefered List of ICD10 Codes     1698

Create a Prefered List of ICD9 Codes     1697

Create a Prefered List of LOINC Codes     1700

Create a Pricing Rule     1179

Create a Promotion or Sale     1173

Create A Purchase Order     1135, 1138

Create a Recall     451, 869

Create a Recall at Appointment Time     342

Create a Recall at Invoice Time     719, 823

Create a Recall for a Patient     566

Create a Recall Form     877

Create a Recall Label     883

Create a Recall Notice     871, 876

Create a Referal at Appointment Time     568

Create a Report     1214

Create a Report Category     1214

Create a Room     1691

Create a Schedule     533

Create a Secure Password     318

Create a Simple Report     1195

Create a Surgical Waiting List     566

Create a Task     373

Create a WEB Claim     741

Create Add-In for Users     197

Create Add-ins     195, 1702

Create Advance Appointment Scheduler Rules    
1604

Create Alert for Bad / Incorrect Personal
Information     426

Create an Adhoc Report     1191

Create an Alert Message     426

Create an Appointment Recall in the Scheduler    
514, 873

Create an Appointment Type     334, 1720

Create an Automated Claim     827, 924, 933,
978, 1012, 1017, 1031

Create an Automatic Recall record     1720

Create an Billing Rule     1021, 1026, 1029

Create an Eligibility Rule     1019

Create an Employee Work Schedule     1604

Create an EMR not using Appointment screen    
614

Create an EMR not using Scheduler     614

Create an EMR record without using the
Scheduler     1767

Create an EMR Template     1759

Create an Insurance Claim     355

Create an Insurance Company Policy     1012

Create an Insurance Company Profile     933

Create an Insurance Processing Rule     1017

Create an Inventory Package     1104

Create an Invoice     719, 731, 741

Create an Invoice at Appointment Time     347

Create an Invoice Claim     784

Create an Invoice Comment     812

Create an Invoice for a Patient     348

Create an Invoice from the Scheduler     506, 533

Create an Office     1684

Create an Office Logo     1684

Create appointments for a Family     545

Create Color Codes for Appointment Type in the
Scheduler     507

Create Color Time Blocks in the Scheduler     507

Create Company Record     1678

Create Day Activities/Events for an Employee    
1604

Create default Assessment Plan     210, 681,
1698

Create default Treatment Plan     210, 681, 1698

Create EMR - Educational Materials Forms    
1234

Create Global Add-ins     1702

Create Groups     641

Create Insurance Companies & Policies     338

Create Marketing Material     1244, 1245, 1248,
1252, 1253, 1262

Create Multiple Claims for Alberta Health from one
Invoice     958

Create Multiple Offices     1684

Create Multiple Task     373

Create My own Data Dictionnary     1201

Create my own Defaults for the EMR     1759

Create My Own Groupings for Insurance
Companies     1784

Create My Own Report Categories     1781

Create new Categories in T.I.M.     1705

Create Note Types     1708

Create Office Instructions     1725
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Create Office Notes on an Invoice     824

Create Out of Office Time Block     1604

Create Patient Insurance Policies     340

Create Personal Add-in     195

Create Reason for Visit drop down list     1724

Create Simple Report     1191

Create Stocking Categories     1798

Create Stocking Groups     1798

Create Talksoft Acttion Rules     282

Create Tools for all users     1702

Create User Logon Credentials     1596

Create User Password     1596

Create your own AR report     1039

Create your own Demographic data fields     446

Create your Own Private Cloud using Windows
Server     72

Create your Own Security Groups     1625

Create your Private/Public Key File for AHS    
958

Created Advanced Time Block     1604

Custom Report Categories     1781

Customize Filopto Settings     312

Customize Scheduler     504

Customize Screens     240

Customize Statement Form     1061

Customize the Statements Messages     1061

De-activate a Filopto Database     1671

De-Activate My Filopto Workstations     1813

Define a Search Criteria     718

Define Default Values in an Exam     624

Define Rules for Exam Completion     609

Delete a Duplicate Rx     668

Delete a Prescription     467

Delete a Record     226

Delete an Invoice     716, 814

Delete an Invoice Line Item     815

Delete and Appointment     506, 533

Determine how long Patient shop in your store?    
302, 504

Determine the Lenght of an Exam     656

Determine the wait time of Patients     302, 504

Dial a Patient     194

Dial my Phone     194

Dial using VOIP     194

Discount a Service     810

Discount an Invoice Line Item     810

Display a Data Grid Record     226

Display a Provider/Doctor Appointments     533

Display an Open Window     260

Display Appointments     509

Display the Appointment Summary     511

Edit / Modify a Record     226

Edit a Claim     785, 1051

Edit a CMS-1500 Claim     788

Edit a ICD10 Code     681, 1698

Edit a ICD9 Code     1697

Edit a Join in a Query     1212

Edit a LOINC Code     1700

Edit a Patient Insurance Policy     486

Edit a Purchase Order     1141

Edit a Report     1214

Edit a Time Entry     1586

Edit an Inventory item     1099

Edit an Invoice Item     757

Edit and Appointment     506, 523, 533

Edit Appointment Type     1720

Edit ICD-10     681, 1698

Edit Image     687

email a From or Report     1545

Enforce that Patient Fields are mandatory     1734

Enter  an Employee Profile     1579

Enter a Claim Payment     1041

Enter a copy of the Patient Insurance Card     497

Enter a Credit Memo     1066

Enter a date     204

Enter a different Item Price for each Office     1122

Enter a Discount on an Invoice     810

Enter a Guarantor     474

Enter a Lab WEB Site for direct access at invoice
time?     862, 1776

Enter a New Department     1684

Enter a Patient CMS Insurance Policy     940

Enter a Patient Demographic Information     446

Enter a Patient Frame     459

Enter a Patient Hard/Rigid Contact Lens
Prescription     464

Enter a Patient Insurance Policy     944, 945

Enter a Patient Lens Prescription     460

Enter a Patient Medical Prescription     467

Enter a Patient Soft Contact Prescription     462

Enter a Patients Personal Information     446

Enter a Payable     1049

Enter a Prescription in an Invoice     812

Enter a Primary Care / Referring Physicians    
384
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Enter a Provider  Work Schedule     1590

Enter a Provider Work Hours     1590

Enter a providers insurance Information     1593

Enter a providers NPI?     1593

Enter a Telephone Number     275

Enter an Employee     1579

Enter an Insurance Authorization Number     945,
946

Enter an Insurance Authorization Number for a
Patient     493, 495

Enter an Insurance Card     948

Enter an Insurance Check     1041

Enter an Insurance Company     933

Enter an Insurance Policy     933

Enter an Inventory item     1115

Enter an Inventory Item Price     1122

Enter Claim Reject Codes     1036

Enter Contact Lens Categories     1801

Enter Contact Lens Material     1801

Enter Contact Lens Style     1801

Enter Contact Lens Tints     1801

Enter Contact Lens Wear Schedule     1801

Enter Drugs in the EMR Drug List     1756

Enter Employee Evaluations     1583

Enter External Documents in a Patient File     433

Enter Family / Referring Physicians     265

Enter ID Card Types     1738

Enter Images in the EMR     687

Enter Insurance Default     978

Enter Inventory Items     343

Enter Job Position Title     1795

Enter Miscelaneous Information for an Inventory
item     1129

Enter Multiple Places of Service     1787

Enter Multiple Procedures     702

Enter my Employee Evaluation Criterias     1797

Enter my Equal Employment Opportunity codes  

 
 1796

Enter my Examination Rooms     1684

Enter my Logo     1678

Enter my Office Hours     1684

Enter my Office Settings     1684

Enter my own Educational Material     1755

Enter my Sales Tax Rate     1793

Enter my Service Charges in the Exam     702

Enter new Invoice Comments     1772

Enter New Payment Methods     1772

Enter Other Contacts     265

Enter Patient Discount Categories     1802

Enter Sales Tax Rates     1684, 1793

Enter Service Price     343

Enter Services     343

Enter Special Information for the Appointment
Type     570

Enter Stocking Information     1119

Enter the Accounting Payment Terms     1792

Enter the Claim Information for a Patient     940

Enter the Commisions paid for the sale of an Item

 
   1129

Enter the Company NPI     1787

Enter the Company's Corporate Information into
Filopto     1678

Enter the Contact Lens Solutions List for the EMR

 
   1752

Enter the Inventory Location     1799

Enter the Inventory Stocking Categories     1798

Enter the Inventory Stocking Groups     1798

Enter the Lens Coating Brands     1800

Enter the Lens Coating List     1800

Enter the Lens Materials     1800

Enter the Lens Tints     1800

Enter the Lens VCA Classes     1800

Enter the Lens VCA Filters     1800

Enter the NPI for each Office     1787

Enter the Patient Default Provider     446

Enter the Patient Insurance Policy     940

Enter the Prefix and Suffixof a Name     1737

Enter the Providers Claim Information     979

Enter the Providers Signature for Forms     1595

Enter the required Information for Claim
processing for a patient     944

Enter the Time Clock     372

Enter the Vendor Contact Information     1133

Enter the Vendor Information     1131

Enter the Vendor Telephone Information     1132

Enter the Vendors Account Numbers     1133

Enter Vendor Type     1803

Enter Windows Safe Mode     169

Enter Words or Phrases in T.I.M.     1705

e-Prescribe     467

Expire a Prescription     460

Expire Prescription     462, 464

Export PaperFree Document     433

Fax a Form or Report     1545

Filter CPT codes     208

Filter Data Grid     214

Filter Data Grids     222
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Filter Data Grids using Data Columns     222

Filter Diagnostic codes     208

Filter ICD9 codes     208

Filter Images     687

Filter Procedure codes     208

Filter Records     226

Filter Waiting List     565

Find a Claim     357

Find a Drug     467

Find a Form     1220

Find a Lab Orders     851

Find a Lens Style     1099

Find a Patient     330

Find a Patient  Appointment     506, 533

Find a Patient Appointment     345, 524

Find a Patient File     533, 560

Find a Patient Invoice     718

Find a Patient Next Appointment     504

Find a Payor ID     933

Find a Report     1214

Find an Appointment     345

Find an Invoice     353, 716, 718

Find an item in a Grid     220

Find Available Time     545

Find Bifocal Lens     741

Find Bifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

Find Claims for Insurance Company     1040

Find Exams that are not Completed     609

Find ICD10 codes     210, 810

Find Image     687

Find Invoice with no Claims     718

Find Lens Style     1117

Find Medicare Carrier Number     933

Find next available appointment based on search
criteria     504

Find Next Free Time     506, 533

Find Optical Lens by Style     741

Find Patient Claim     1040

Find Progressive Lens     741

Find Progressive Vision Lens     753, 1099

Find Quadrifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

Find Single Vision Lens     741, 753, 1099

Find the Financial History of a Patient     476

Find the Help Menu     260

Find the Next Available Appointment Time     525

Find Trifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

Find what Windows are Open     260

Fix Claim error Message being displayed     782,
929

Fix Common Report and Form Errors     1499

Generate an Invoice Claim     784

Generate Patient Statemnts     1056

Get a list of patient that have not responded to a
recall notice.     890

Get a Listing of Available Reports     1492

Get Access to Add-in     238

Get Access to Help Manual     238

Get Access to Key Features     238

Get Access to Live Support     238

Get access to Task Bar Thumbnails     238

Get access to the Jump List     238

Get Help     122, 123, 231, 364

Get PFS Carrier Specific Files     1026

Get Started     58, 324, 1615

Get the Medicare Fee Schedule     1026

Get the Official CMS 1500 Completion Manual    
914, 1593, 1787

Get USA Medicare Claims rated automatically    
1026

Give access to a PaperFree file in the EMR     433

Give Access to Reports     1519

Give us your Suggestions     120

Go to the First Record     226

Go to the Last Record     226

Group Data in a Grid     214

Group EMR     615, 629

Have Filopto use the correct Date     159

Have Multiple Medicare Carriers - multi-office
configuration     1026

Have the EMR open on a specific section of the
EMR     629

Hide a Form     1220

Hide an Appointment Type     570

Hide an Appointment Type in the Appointment
screen     1720

Hide CPT Codes     1695

Hide ICD10 Codes     1698

Hide ICD9 Codes     1697

Hide LOINC Codes     1700

Hide Ribbon Bar     260

Hide the New EMR button     1767

How to enter a prescription with multiple Radius    
464

I Print Reports in Eye on Your Business     1574

Identify a Provider as a Medicare Participating
Provider     1593
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Import Framesdata Product list     1099

Import Hoya Product List     1099

Improve Database Performance     183

Improve Server Performance     183

Improve your Handwriting Recognition     586

Incorporate a Program into Filopto     197

Increase Sales using Picture Me!     863

Install Filopto     53, 85

Invoice an Inventory Package     756

Issue a Payment Refund as a Credit Memo     825

Keep your system up-to-date     1650, 1709

Learn How to Write Advanced Forms     1528

Learn How to Write Advanced Reports     1528

Learn How to Write Queries     1528

Learn more on SQL     1528

Limit a user tab view     1596

Limit Access to Reports     1519

Limit Accounting Change Access     1596

Limit Invoice Change Access     1596

Limit Office Data Access     1596

Limit Report Access     1596

Limit the user Tabs displayed     1596

Limit TIM  terms to specific users     1705

Link a e-prescribe application into Filopto     1770

Link a e-prescribe web site into Filopto     1770

Link Filopto to Credit Card Payer     203

Load a License Files     311

Load image     687

Load My Filopto License     1813

Load the Alberta Health base claim processing
files     958

Locate and Inventory item     1099

Locate the Exams / EMR number     455

Locate WEB Appointments     573

Lock an EMR Exam     714

Logon     258

Make a Form the default form to be used     1220

Make a Pre-Payment     769

Make a screen bigger/smaller     304

Make a Suggestion     260

Make an EMR Billable Item non-billable     749

Make Patient File Field Mandatory     1734

Make sure there are no Duplicate Patient Files    
228, 422, 562

Make the Bank Deposit     902

Manage My Practice with Filopto     87

Manage the Household List     449

Manually Create a Claim     1051

Manually Set Exam Status     609

Merge Data into an E-Mail     1253

Modify a CPT Code     1695

Modify Invoice Comments     1772

Modify Task Manager Status Values     1779

Modify the Home Dashboard     403

Modify the Payment Method List     1772

Modify when my Prescription Expire     1684

Move and Appointement     523

Move Information Blocks     642

Navigate in a Data Grid     226

Navigate quickly to an Open Window     260

Never Expire a Password     1596

Notify a Patient that his  Lab Orders is Ready    
851

Notify an Employee of a Document     433

Open a EMR form in a Word Processor     455,
609

Open a EMR form in PDF     455, 609

Open a Support Ticket?     132

Open a Task     373

Open an External Resource     197

Open and Inventory item     1099

Open Associated Lab Invoice     817

Optimize your Backups     1809

Order Columns in a Dara Grid     219

Order Rows     416

Organize My Task by Categories     1778

PaperFree Save Document to Disk     433

Pay a different Invoice     351, 832

Pay an Invoice     351, 832

Pay invoices for Family/Guarantor     759

Place a Patient on the Waiting List     564

Place a Picture in a Report or Form     1489

Place an Image in a Form or Report     1489

Place and Appointment on the Waiting List     336

Position TIM on a pre-set Category     1705

Post a Record     226

Prepare a Claim     774

Prepare an Insurance Claim     781

Prepare an Invoice Claim     784

Preset Claim Information for Inventory Items    
795, 958, 968, 981, 986, 999, 1115

Print     532

Print a Form or Report     1545

Print a personalized Recall Letter     1236

Print a Report     532
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Print a Report or Form     362

Print an Invoice     814

Print an Invoice Ledger     825

Print and Appointment Confirmation List     542

Print Appointment Forms     506, 533

Print Appointment list     504

Print Claims in Batch mode     1053

Print Insurance AR Report     1038

Print one Recall Label at a time     1235, 1236

Print Prescription     460, 462, 464

Print the Data Grid     214

Print the Patient Journal     425

Print the Patient Ledger Screen     472

Print the Schedule     506, 533

Print, Fax, E-mail Lab Orders     860

Provide Claim Form for a Patient     803, 1010

Query the Database     1191

Quickly Create a Patient File     561

Quickly Query the Database     1195

Read a Bug Report     142, 144

Rearrange EMR components     252, 253

Rearrange Information Blocks     252, 253

Rearrange Layout     252, 253

Recall     514, 823, 873

Receive a Lab Order     360

Receive a Patient Payment     910

Receive a Payment     759

Receive an Inventory item in Stock     1142

Recieve a Purchase Order     1141

Record  Signed PHI / HIPAA Documents     499

Record a Credit Card Payment     759, 836

Record a Doctor for a Patient     452

Record an e-Check Payment     759, 836

Record an External Doctor for a Patient     452

Record Canadian Doctors PIN No.     452

Record Collection Notes     828

Record Employee Performance     1583

Record Employees Accruals     1585

Record Lens type - Styles     1117

Record Multiple Payments     769, 912

Record Notes on Employees     1585

Record Original Vendor Invoice for an Item     1130

Record the claims in the Insurance AR     774

Record the Family Doctor for a Patient     452

Record the Patient Paper File Information     446

Record the Primary Care Doctor for a Patient    
452

Record Vendors Notes     1135

Refresh a Screen     226

Reload an EMR Template     646

Remove a Patient from Guarantor list     474

Remove a Security Access Policy     1596

Remove an Alert Message     426

Remove an EMR Billable Item from an Invoice    
749

Remove and EMR section     633

Remove Appointment Type     1720

Remove Filopto Licenses to my Users     1813

Remove from Household List     449

Remove Imported Equipment Data     608

Remove incorrect Insurance Policy     783

Remove Insurance Policy from Claim record    
785

Remove Payments?     825

Remove this Image     687

Remove/Expire a Patient Insurance Policy     486

Rename EMR sections     615, 629, 638

Rename Information Blocks     251

Reply to a Message     381

Re-Schedule and Appointment     523

Reset the scheduler to today     538

Resize EMR Information Blocks     621

Resizing EMR Sections     615, 629

Restrict Employees to a certain Office     1678

Re-Submit a Claim     781

Re-Submit Claims     1051

Retain a document on the Document to View list  

 
 367

Return Items to Vendor     1105

Review Messages     381

Run the Pricing Rules to update item prices    
1155

Save a Record     226

Save image to Disk     687

Save Text related to Image     687

Schedule a Backup using Microsoft Scheduler    
1662

Schedule Employees     1604

Schedule Filopto Updates     1651

Schedule Talksoft Actions     282

Schedule Vacations     1604

Schedule WEB Appointment     577

Search ICD10 Codes     210

Search in a Grid     220

Secure a Report     1523

Secure My Cloud     74
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Secure Reports     1781

See When a Patient has Arrived     410

See Which Patient is in the Office     410

Segment Inventory Types     1119

Select a Color for an Appointment Type     570

Select a Date     199

Select a Medical Plan     781

Select a Patient     560

Select a Patient Insurance Policy at Invoice Time  

 
 783

Select a Patient to Invoice     738

Select a Provider     302

Select a Provider for the Scheduler     533

Select and Office     302

Select Dates     535

Select days in the Scheduler     535

Select Drug/ Medication     467

Select Form Category     1220

Select Inventory Categories     1119

Select Inventory Groups     1119

Select only part of a Query     1200

Select Report Category     1214

Select the Fields to display in Ask a Question    
1206

Select the Vison Plan     781

Select TNP Multiple Payment Devices     771

Send a Invoice to Collection     732

Send a Message to an Co-Worker     381

Send a Message to multiple users     381

Send an Appointment directly to the EMR     1720

Send an Appointment to the EMR Exam     570

Send an e-mail Newsletter     1253

Send by e-mail a Patient Statement     1056

Send Claims Electronically     1053

Send e-mail to Patients     1253

Send Files/Documents to Patients     77

Send marketing info via e-mail     1253

Send my Suggestions ?     120

Send Recalls by E-mail     893

Send Sales Flyers via e-mail     1253

Send Statement via e-mail     1056

Set a Patient File default Values     1734

Set an Automated Recall Period     570

Set an Exam as being Completed     609

Set and Track Financial Targets?     1572

Set Appointment as Tentative by default     1720

Set as Head of Household     449

Set Information Block Properties     242

Set Insurance Company not to Reimburse Taxes  

 
 933

Set Insurance Coverage of Sales Tax     933

Set Open Office Hours     1687

Set Patient Pays All Taxes     933

Set Rx Required Fields     1757

Set the Claim Insurance Carriers Type     1782

Set the color of an Appointment     1720

Set the Default Settings for Patient Files     419

Set the EMR Default Illness List     1744

Set the EMR Default Problem Vision List     1749

Set the End Time for an Exam     656

Set the Next Visit List for the EMR     1759

Set the Patient Balance Due Dials Value Points  

 
 1742

Set the Patient Preferred Communication Option  

 
 421

Set the Proper CMS-1500 form to use     933

Set the Recall period for an Appointment     1720

Set the Reports or Forms Greeting for a Patient    
446

Set the Start Time for an Exam     656

Set the various Prescriptions Pick  List     1758

Set up Information Block re-sizing     254

Set up Special Instructions for an Appointment
Type     570

Setup Branch/Office Reports/Forms     66

Setup Credit Card Payments     1773

Setup e-Check Payments     1773

Setup Filopto     58, 324, 1615

Setup Financing Charge     1689

Setup Late Payment Charge     1689

Setup MSI     992

Setup MSIelink Client     998

Setup Multi-Offices     66

Setup My Claim File Repository     1785

Setup Speech Recognition     292

Setup Talksoft     1717

Setup Task Manager Status     1779

Setup Task Types     1778

Setup Voice Dictation     292

Setup Voice Recognition     292

Setup your Claim Place of Service codes     1786

Setup your web site to accept web Appointments

 
   1726

Show a Pop Up Menu     264

Show more than one day in the Scheduler     335

Show Ribbon Bar     260
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Side by Side EMR     615, 629

Sort Columns     214

Sort Fields in Ask a Question     1206

Sort Rows     416

Start Filopto Setup Wizard     1675

Start Using Filopto     191

state and postal codes     1701

Stay Involved     1553

Submit a Claim     914

Switch Users     373

Tabbed  EMR     615, 629

Take a Patient Pircture     262

Tell Filopto Which PC has the Right to run Filopto

 
   1813

Test the Pricing Rules     1155

Track External Request per HIPAA     499

Track External Request per PHI     499

Track HIPAA Requirements     499

Track how Patient Find your Practice     1733

Track Lab Order Anticipated Delivery Date     817

Track Lab Order Reasons     817, 853, 1775

Track Lab Order Types     817, 853, 1774

Track PHI Requirements     499

Track Recalls     563, 891

Track RevSpring Messages     893, 1240

Track Who has seen a Patient File     499

Transfer a Credit Memo     847

Transfer a Payment to another Invoice     825

Transfer Credit Memo     1063

Transfer EMR CPT codes and Pricing to the
Invoice     702

Transfer Recall Notes to Appointment     451

Transfer Stock from one Office to another     1121

Transfer the Recall Notes to an Appointment    
514, 873

Ungoup EMR     615, 629

Unlock a User     1596

Unzip (extract) files or folders from a zipped file    
306

Update a Claim     774

Update Filopto     114, 1651

Update the Guarantor Information from the Invoice

 
   758

Use a Screen Splitter     267

Use Add-Ins     195, 1702

Use an Office Logo     1684

Use Appointment Confirmation List     504

Use Ask A Question for Adhoc Reporting     1195

Use Bar Coding in an Invoice     816

Use Diagnostic Equipment     587

Use Easy Setup Wizard     58, 324, 1615

Use Email     229

Use Eye on your Business     1549

Use Family Appointment Wizard     525

Use For Office Only option     824

Use Hand Writting Recognition (Inking)     583

Use Keyboard Shortcuts in the Scheduler     519

Use Patient Quick Entry     421

Use Picture Me!     863

Use Talksoft     282

Use the Calendar     199

Use the Confirmation List     542

Use the Data Grid     214

Use the Data Grid Navigation Bar     226

Use the Employees Scheduler     1604

Use the EMR History     658

Use the EMR Imaging Capabilities     687

Use the EMR Manager     609

Use the EMR Prescription tab     681

Use the Exam Completed Tracking System    
646

Use the Framedata CD     1106

Use the Generic Other Claim Connector - Canada

 
   1010

Use the Help Icon     123, 231

Use the Hoya Product List Import     1114

Use the Insurance Features     914, 924

Use the Licensing Feature in the Filopto Services
Manager     1813

Use the Menu Bar     260

Use the Patient File     417

Use the Pricing Manager     1155

Use the QuickBooks Pro Connector     1067

Use the Rollodex     265

Use the Rolodex     384

Use the Sceduler Tool Bar     302

Use the Scheduler - Overview     501

Use the Scheduler Tool Bar     504

Use the Statement Wizard     1056

Use the Terminology Input Manager (T.I.M.)     288

Use the the Tool Bars     302

Use the TransNational Payment Connector     771

Use Time Blocks     537

Use Voice Dictation     583

Verify that RevSpring receives your Files     893,
1240

View a Claim     1051
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View a Claim for the Invoice created     784

View a copy of the Patient Insurance Card     497

View a Late Payment Charge Invoice     828

View a List of Insurance Policies for a Patient    
1035

View a List of Items supplied by the Vendor    
1134

View a Message     381

View a Patient Claim History     948

View a Patient Exam History     455

View a Patient Frame History     459

View a Patient Hard/Rigid Contact Lens History    
464

View a Patient Lens History     460

View a Patient Medical History     467

View a Patient Soft Contact History     462

View an Employee Work Schedule     1588

View an Insurance Policy Information     947

View an Insurance Provider Claim History     1035

View an Invoice Claim     781

View Credit Memos     1063

View Doctors Instructions     823

View Doctors Notes from the EMR     822

View Filopto Usage Statistics     1821

View Financial Alerts     822

View Insurance AR     1038

View Office Instructions in the Appointment
Screen     568

View Outstanding Claims     1050

View Past Exam Information     646

View Past Patient Exams     455

View Past Prescription in the EMR module     675

View Pending Appointments     514, 823, 873

View Pending Recalls     514, 823, 873

View Providers Billing Instructions     823

View Providers Medical Instructions from the
Exam     822

View Reject Code History for an Insurance
Company     1037

View Task Related to a Patient     426

View Tentative Appointments     542

View the Appointment Info Screen     511

View the Appointment Legend     543

View the Appointment Summary screen     511

View the Claim History for a Patient     498

View the Claim History for a Patient Policy     498

View the Employee Time Logs     1586

View the Invoice History of a Patient     476

View the Patient Appointment History     451

View the Patient AR     909

View the Patient Collection Notes     484

View the Patient Contact Lens Service
Agreements     483

View the Patient Purchase History     484

View the Patient Recall History     451

View the Patient Service Agreements     483

View the patients List the Guarantor guarantees  

 
 474

View the Purchase History for an Inventory Item    
1127

View the Recall History     891

View the Sales History for an Inventory Item    
1128

View the Scheduler Month View     518

View the Scheduler Year View     519

View WEB Appointments     573

Void a Paymen     834

Void an e-checkt     834

Void an Invoice     732, 814

Void an Invoice Line Item     815

Void Payments     825

Zoom an Image     687

How to Create Customized Referral Letters     1231

How to Find IP Address     313

How to Install a New Workstation     313

How to Install the Marco Connect Software     595

How to Join Tables in a Query     1212

How to Setup Windows Automatic Updates     1655

How to Test a Claim Rule     1032

How to Use Family Appointment Wizard     545

How to use the TransNational Payment (TNP)
Connector     771

Hoya     1114, 1117

Hoya Connector     50, 1114, 1117

Hoya Product List     1099, 1114

HPI     660, 707, 1743

HST     1589, 1684, 1793

HTML     1191, 1264, 1271, 1281, 1452, 1508, 1804

HTML File     1504

Hybrid Cloud     72

Hyper Eye     666

Hyperlink     1337, 1338

Hyper-V     68
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ICD 10     210

ICD 10 Codes     1698

ICD 9 Codes     1697

ICD10     212, 702, 809, 810, 1824

ICD-10     682, 930, 975, 977

ICD-10 Assessment Text     682

ICD-10 Codes     208

ICD10 Preferred List     210

ICD-10 Treatment Text     682

ICD9     212, 702, 809, 914, 1824

ICD-9     930, 975, 977

ICD-9 Codes     208

ICD-9 to ICD-10 Conversion Helper     930

ICD9 to ICD10 Mapping     212

ICON     232, 1824

Icons     188

ID Card Types     1738

Image     234, 238, 433, 441, 694

Image and Document     433, 441

Image and Document Compression information     433,
441

Image Based Diagnostic Equipment     587

Image Comparison Tool     691

Image Compression     441

Image Edit Tool     237

Image error     41

Image Scroll     691

Image Size     441

Image Sizing     1679

Image Tool Bar     694

Image Type     433

Image Zoom     237, 238, 687, 694

Images     188, 274, 691, 1489, 1679

Images in Forms     1489

Images in Reports     1489, 1679

Import     1106, 1114

Import Brand     1109

Import Collection     1109

Import Data     608

Import Style     1109

Important Reports     904

Important Settings     904

Importing the Diagnostic Data into Filopto     595

Improve Filopto     120

Inactivity     1619

Incorrect IP Address     151

Incorrect Personal Information     426

Increase Claim     838

Increase Invoice item     838

Increase PC Speed     153

Incremental Search     208

INDEX     309

Industry Benchmarks     1572

Inflation Pricing     1155

Info Block Options     635

Information Block     621

Layout     242

Properties     242

Tabbed     242

Information Blocks     240, 245, 254

Add     243

Adding     248

Delete     243

Deleting     248

Groups     250

Moving     248

Remove     243

Renaming     251

INI     1670

Initail User     1639

Initials for Invoicing     1579, 1580

Inking     583, 586

Inline Formating     1430

Input Phrases     1705

Input Terms     1705

Input Text     1705

Inserting Agregate Functions     1447

Install a New Workstation     313

Install an Upgrade     114

Install and Update     114

Install Filopto     46, 53, 58

Install Filopto License     311

Install Filopto Workstation     58

Install Software License     311

Install Workstation     58

Installing Filopto     85

Installing Filopto on a Mac     62

Installing the e-mail Manager     1693

Installing the Update     114

Instruction From Exam     823
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Insurance     262, 426, 492, 493, 497, 498, 827, 829,
848, 901, 914, 924, 932, 940, 944, 945, 947, 948, 978,
979, 1012, 1017, 1019, 1021, 1031, 1035, 1036, 1037,
1039, 1049, 1592

Insurance - Billing Rules     1017, 1021, 1031

Insurance - Business Rules     1017

Insurance - Companies and Plans     932

Insurance - Eligibility Rules     1017, 1019

Insurance - General Information     933

Insurance - Guarantor     474

Insurance - Item Inventory Category     1031

Insurance - Item Inventory Group     1031

Insurance - Item Specific     1031

Insurance - Item Type     1031

Insurance - Manager     932

Insurance - Overview     914

Insurance - Policies     1012

Insurance - Reject Code History     1037

Insurance - Reject Codes     1036

Insurance - Required Information     492

Insurance - Rules     1031

Insurance - Transfer Claim     1038

Insurance - User Defined Group Names     1784

Insurance Access     1627

Insurance Account Receivables     774

Insurance Accounts Receivable     914

Insurance Accounts Receivable over 90 Days     1565

Insurance Alerts     426, 486

Insurance Analysis     1571

Insurance Appointment Analysis     1571

Insurance Appointments     1571

Insurance AR     774, 914, 1038

Insurance AR Custom Report     1039

Insurance AR Manager     1038

Insurance AR Report Type     1038

Insurance Authorization Number     262

Insurance Authorization Numbers     538

Insurance Balance Due     262

Insurance Billing Rule Templates     1790

Insurance Billing Rules     1049, 1098

Insurance Business Rules     827

Insurance Card     497, 948

Insurance Card Tab     497, 948

Insurance Carrier Type     933, 1782

Insurance Carriers Type     1782

Insurance Claim     781, 827, 1593

Insurance Claim Connector     949

Insurance Claim Creation Setting     933

Insurance Claim History     498, 1035

Insurance Claim Information     774

Insurance Claim Manager     1040

Insurance Claim Requirements     781

Insurance Claim Scrubbing     785

Insurance Claim Submission Information Tab     949

Insurance Claim Validation     933

Insurance Claim Verification     782, 929

Insurance Claims     949, 1040

Insurance CMS Manager     914

Insurance Companies     338, 384

Insurance Companies and Plans     932

Insurance Company     1035

Insurance Company does not Reimburse taxes     933

Insurance Company Tab     493, 945

Insurance Coverage of Sales Tax - USA     933

Insurance Credit Memo     847, 848

Insurance Detail     1053

Insurance Discount     810

Insurance Due     424

Insurance Eligibility Rule Templates     1789

Insurance Groups     1784

Insurance Information     545

Insurance Invoice Portion     752

Insurance Line Item Payment     759, 829

Insurance Manager     901, 924, 933

Insurance Manager - Back Office - Insurance &
Accounting     486

Insurance Mufti-Payment Screen     1041

Insurance Multi-Payment Screen     1038

Insurance Number     1592

Insurance Pay Subtotal     779

Insurance Payment     759, 829

Insurance Payments     924, 1038, 1041

Insurance Plan Database     914

Insurance Plans     1553

Insurance Policies     338, 426, 932, 940, 944

Insurance Policy     785

Insurance Policy Information     497, 947

Insurance Policy Rules     827

Insurance Procedures     87

Insurance Profile     933

Insurance Provider Numbers     1593

Insurance Provider Numbers (other than NPI)     979

Insurance Records     1593

Insurance Reference Sites     197

Insurance Reject Codes     1038

Insurance Rule Templates     1789, 1790
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Insurance Rules     1032

Insurance Statements     1056

Insurance Status     426, 933

Insurance Tab     417

Insurance Taxes     933

Insurance Type     932

Insurance Usage     486

Insurance Write-offs     1038

Integumentary     1745

Interactive Reports     1336, 1337, 1338, 1339, 1340

Interest     1056

Interest Charge     828

Interest Charges     1689

Internet     41, 46, 95, 306, 311, 998, 1109, 1647,
1813, 1824

Internet Lab sites     817, 853

Interpret a Bug Report     144

Intravit     1753

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)     1641

Invald date     159

Invalid Password     328

Invalid Username     328

Inventory     407, 412, 705, 706, 753, 1097, 1101,
1104, 1105, 1106, 1114, 1115, 1117, 1119, 1122,
1127, 1128, 1129, 1130, 1142, 1144, 1155, 1798,
1799, 1803

Inventory - Add Manufacturer     1115

Inventory - Add Vendor     1115

Inventory - Bar Code     1115, 1146

Inventory - Buy     1119

Inventory - Change Manufacturer     1115

Inventory - Change Vendor     1115

Inventory - Commited     1119

Inventory - Configuring the Inventory     1098

Inventory - CPT4 code     1115

Inventory - Create a Purchase Order     1138

Inventory - Create Purchase Order     1119

Inventory - Discontinued     1115

Inventory - Entering Inventory     1115

Inventory - Frames Data CDROM Service     1106

Inventory - Hoya Connector     1117

Inventory - Hoya Lens     1117

Inventory - Hoya Product Service     1114

Inventory - Import Data     1106, 1114

Inventory - Inventory Number     1115

Inventory - Item Specific Information     1117

Inventory - Items Types     1104

Inventory - Location     1119

Inventory - Manager     1114

Inventory - Manufacturer     1115

Inventory - Minimum Order Allowed     1119

Inventory - Minimum Stock     1119

Inventory - Modifier Code     1115

Inventory - ON Hand     1119

Inventory - ON Order     1119

Inventory - Overview     1097

Inventory - Packages     1104

Inventory - Picture     1115, 1117

Inventory - PricingTab     1122

Inventory - Procedure Code     1115

Inventory - Purchase History     1127

Inventory - Purchase Order     1135

Inventory - Sales History     1128

Inventory - Sell     1119

Inventory - Stock Item / Inventory Control     1119

Inventory - Stock Transfer     1119

Inventory - Stock Transfer Log     1119

Inventory - Stocking  Category     1119

Inventory - Stocking  Group     1119

Inventory - Stocking Categories     1798

Inventory - Stocking Group     1798

Inventory - Stocking Tab     1119

Inventory - Supplier     1115

Inventory - Total Retail Value     1119

Inventory - Type     1119

Inventory - User Item Number     1115

Inventory - Vendor     1115

Inventory - View Manufacturer     1115

Inventory - View Vendor     1115

Inventory Access     1627

Inventory Category     1119, 1155

Inventory Control     1119

Inventory Count     1097, 1144

Inventory default Quantity     1127

Inventory Group     1119, 1155

Inventory Insurance Fee     914

Inventory item     795, 958, 968, 986, 999, 1127, 1793

Inventory Item Names     1098

Inventory items     1134

Inventory Manager     1099, 1106

Inventory Misc Information     1129

Inventory Names     1098

Inventory Number     1115

Inventory Pricing     1124

Inventory Pricing Rule Update List report     1155

Inventory Pricing Tab     1155

Inventory Receive Items     1142
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Inventory Reconciliation     904

Inventory Stocking Tab     1098

Inventory Supplier Part Number     1115

Inventory Tab     1097

Inventory turn rate     1566

Inventory Type     1155

Invoice     232, 407, 409, 481, 482, 511, 702, 716, 732,
736, 738, 740, 749, 753, 758, 759, 774, 781, 784, 806,
812, 814, 816, 817, 822, 823, 824, 825, 828, 829, 838,
847, 851, 853, 1063, 1771, 1772

Invoice - Accident Info     719

Invoice - Accounting Information     719, 738

Invoice - Add Invoice Item     753, 806

Invoice - Add Payment item     759

Invoice - Adjustments     731

Invoice - Amount Due to Date     719, 738

Invoice - Apply Credit Memo     759, 834, 835, 1063

Invoice - Apply Payment to a Specific Invoice     759

Invoice - Assisted Invoicing     719, 731

Invoice - Bar Code     806, 816, 1146

Invoice - Bar Coding Invoicing     731

Invoice - Bill To Information     758

Invoice - Billing Information (Guarantor)     731

Invoice - Cancel Adjustment     845

Invoice - Cancel Invoice     732

Invoice - Cancel Transaction     845

Invoice - Change default Qunatity sold     719

Invoice - Change Guarantor     758

Invoice - Claim Doctor     774, 1593

Invoice - Claim Information     774

Invoice - Claim Screen     784

Invoice - Client Balance Due     731

Invoice - Closed     719

Invoice - Collection Notes     719

Invoice - Collections     828

Invoice - Comments     731, 812

Invoice - Completion Status     719

Invoice - Create a Credit Memo     845, 1066

Invoice - Credit Balance     719

Invoice - Credit Memo     825

Invoice - Credit Memos     1063

Invoice - Data Entry Section     719

Invoice - Date:     719

Invoice - Delete     814

Invoice - Delete a Credit Memo     1066

Invoice - Discount Category     719

Invoice - Discount Plan     719

Invoice - Discount Plans     738

Invoice - Distribute payment over several Invoices    
759

Invoice - Doctor     731

Invoice - EMR Unbilled Items     806

Invoice - Financial Alert     731

Invoice - Financial Alerts     822

Invoice - Guarantor     758

Invoice - Instructions From Exam     823

Invoice - Insurance     784

Invoice - Insurance Business Rules     827

Invoice - Insurance Claim     781

Invoice - Insurance Claims     731

Invoice - Insurance Payments     829

Invoice - Insurance Policy     783

Invoice - Introduction     731

Invoice - Inventory Item     753

Invoice - Invoice Line Item     753, 806, 815

Invoice - Invoice Line Items     731

Invoice - Invoice Manager     716

Invoice - Invoicing Notes From Exam     822

Invoice - Items Ordered     817, 853

Invoice - Lab Order     817, 853

Invoice - Ledger     825

Invoice - Line Item Detail Screen     741

Invoice - Line Items     719

Invoice - Manual Invoicing     731

Invoice - New Patient     740

Invoice - Number     719

Invoice - Office Information     774

Invoice - Office Notes     824

Invoice - Office Use     824

Invoice - Office Use Only     731

Invoice - Open     719

Invoice - Open Invoice     732

Invoice - Packages     756, 757

Invoice - Patient Information     738

Invoice - Patient Multi-Invoice Payments     910

Invoice - Patient Multi-Payment     719

Invoice - Patient Quick Entry     740

Invoice - Payment     731

Invoice - Payments     759

Invoice - Pending     719

Invoice - Pending Invoice     732

Invoice - Place of Service     719, 774

Invoice - Prepare Insurance Claim     781

Invoice - Preparing a Claim     827

Invoice - Pre-Payments     769

Invoice - Price Discount Plans     738
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Invoice - Primary Insurance Policy     738

Invoice - Print     719, 731, 814

Invoice - Provider     774

Invoice - Quote Invoice     732

Invoice - Recalculate Invoice     719

Invoice - Recall     719

Invoice - Receipt     759

Invoice - Referring Physicians     719

Invoice - Refunds     731

Invoice - Reverse Adjustment     845

Invoice - Reverse Refund     845

Invoice - Reverse Tranasaction     845

Invoice - Scan/ Enter Barcode     719

Invoice - Sent to Collections     719

Invoice - Status     719, 732

Invoice - Summary Section     719

Invoice - Task Section     719

Invoice - Tax     731

Invoice - Tax Rate     719

Invoice - Tools     731

Invoice - Transfer Credit Memos     1063

Invoice - Transfer Payment to another Invoice     835

Invoice - Views     718

Invoice - Void     719, 814

Invoice - VOID Invoice     732

Invoice - VOID Invoice Line Item     815

Invoice - Void Payment     834, 845

Invoice Access     1627

Invoice Accounting Information     758, 774, 812, 814,
822, 823, 824, 828

Invoice Change Given     826

Invoice Claim Information     774

Invoice Collections     828

Invoice Comments     812, 814, 1772

Invoice Credit     769

Invoice Default Quantity     1127

Invoice Detail     1053

Invoice Diagnostic Code     809

Invoice Discount     736, 810

Invoice Discounts     741, 810

Invoice Edit     757

Invoice Financial Allerts     822

Invoice Header Section    

Invoice Tool Bar     719

Invoice History     476

Invoice Insurance Payment     829

Invoice Item     753, 759, 781, 806

Invoice Items to be Paid     910

Invoice Lab WEB Link     862, 1776

Invoice Ledger     825

Invoice Line Item     838

Invoice Line Item Detail     779, 809

Invoice Line Item Detail screen     741

Invoice Line Items     719

Invoice Manager     409, 716

Invoice Manager - Views     718

Invoice Message Section     719

Invoice Not Closed     1565

Invoice Office Claim Information     774

Invoice Office Use     824

Invoice Payment     473, 826

Invoice Payment History     473, 826

Invoice Payment Type     1804

Invoice Pre-Payment     769

Invoice Print Button     814, 1220

Invoice Recall     823

Invoice Restrictions     1083

Invoice Sales     758

Invoice Search     718

Invoice Summary Section     719

Invoice Summary Tab     719

Invoice Tracking     1691

Invoices     476, 1589

Invoices Adjustments     838

Invoices Pending     1565

Invoices to be paid     351, 832

Invoices with a Negative Balance Due     716

Invoices with a Positive Balance Due     716

Invoices with Claims not Created     716

Invoices with Claims Not Yet Generated     1565

Invoices with no Balance     716

Invoicing     493, 945

Invoicing - Claims     924

Invoicing - Guarantor     474

Invoicing Manager     914

Invoicing Notes From Exam     822

Invoicing Security     1596

IOP Goal     671, 672

IOP Goals     1753

IOP History     671

IOS     41, 326

IP     1647

IP ADDRESS     8, 53, 151, 313, 1670, 1824

IP Port     151, 1647

IP Ports     46

ipconfig command     313
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IPV4 Address     165

ISP     1824

Issue     132

Issue a Payment Refund as a Credit Memo     825,
834

Issues     183, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1674

IT Infrastructure     72

ITECH Act     1822

Item     1101, 1105, 1127

Item 17     646

Item 24B     646

Item Claimed Subtotal     779

Item Gross Margin Percentage     1559

Item Gross Margins     1559

Item Gross Profit Analysis     1559

Item Gross Sales     1559

Item Information     753

Item Invoice     1130

Item Margins     1559

Item Names     1098

Item Net Sales     1559

Item on Back Ordered     1135

Item Percentage     1559

Item Price     343

Item pricing     1124

Item Returns     1559

Item Revenue Generation     1559

Item Sales     1559

Items in Green     1179

Items Ordered     817, 853

Items to Review     1565

- J -
JAVA     998

Job Title     1795

Joining     1343

Joint Photographers' Expert Group     234

Jpeg     234, 433, 441, 1264, 1271, 1508

JPEG 2000     441

JPEG/JPG:     1824

JPG     234, 1283

JPG File     1504

Jump List     238

Jump to     232

Jumping Cursor     172

- K -
K     1824

KB     1824

Keeping In touch with Clients     1245

Keratometry     589, 674

Key Fields     329

Key Shortcuts     305

Key System Files     1804

Keyboard     172, 519

Keyboard Commands     509

Keyboard Shortcuts     305

Keys     519

Keystone Fixed Premium Pricing     1155

Keystone Premium Pricing     1155

Keystone Pricing Methods     1155

KILOBYTE     1824

KR-1     604, 607

KR-800     604, 607

KR-800S     604, 607

- L -
Lab     471

Lab Manager     409

Lab Order     817, 821, 851, 853, 859, 860, 1142

Lab Order - Cancelled     817, 853, 859

Lab Order - Fitted     817, 853, 859

Lab Order - Follow-up     817, 853, 859

Lab Order - Inspected     817, 853, 859

Lab Order - Internal Lab Work     817, 853, 859

Lab Order - Notified     853

Lab Order - Open Associated Invoice     817

Lab Order - Ordered     817, 853, 859

Lab Order - Received     817, 853, 859

Lab Order - Verified     817, 853, 859

Lab Order Access     1627

Lab Order in Red     821

Lab Order Manager     851, 862

Lab Order Notices     899

Lab Order Notifications     893, 1240

Lab Order Reason     817, 853, 859, 1775

Lab Order Status     817, 853, 859

Lab Order Type     817, 853

Lab Order Types     1774

Lab Orders     407, 409, 471, 858
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Lab Orders marked in red     821, 851, 862

Lab Orders Not Yet Received     821, 851, 862

Lab Orders Tab     719

Lab WEB Sites     862, 1776

Label     883

Labels     1220, 1357, 1476

Laboratory Test     667

LabPhone     276, 282

LAN     46, 1824

Lan Network     587

Languages     1736

Laptop     41

Laptop Power setting     157

Laptop Warning     71

Laptops     71

Large Files     1809

Last 10 Patient     413

Last Appointment     424, 451, 539

Last Exam     424, 451, 539

Late Lab Order     821

Late Lab Orders     851, 862

Late Payment Charge     828, 1056, 1689

Late Receiving Lab Orders     821, 851, 862

Launch Marco Connect     595

Lawyer     904

Layers     1354, 1356, 1358

Layout     188, 615, 619

Layout Customization     252, 253, 254

Layout Groups     240

Layout Manager     240, 242, 243, 250, 252, 253, 254,
403

Layout Tree View     240, 243, 254

Ledger     472, 473, 825, 826

Ledger / Other Tab     719

LEGACY     587, 1824

LEGAL NOTICE     120

Legislation     96, 98

Lens Rx Type     1758

Lens Style     753, 1099

Lens Styles     1117

Lens Tint     1758

Letterhead     1489, 1679

Letters     568

Letters (see Forms)     1220

License     11, 20, 311, 1726

License & Service Manager     1627

License Information Tab     1813

License Quantities     1813

License Renewal     1813

License Type     1813

Licenses     1666, 1812, 1813

Licenses & Service Manager     1812

Licenses Manager     1666, 1813

Licensing     1813

Limit Access to other Office     1596, 1678

Limit Accounting Access     1596

Limit Data Access     1678

Limit Discount     1596

Limit Hours     507

Limit Invoice Change Access     1596

Limit Module Access     1596

Limit Office Access     1596

Limit Other Office Data Access     1678

Limit Report Access     1596

Limit Terms     1705

Limit User Tab Views     1596

Limitations of Sub Reports     1427

Line drawing tool     694

Line Item     736, 753, 759, 806

Line Item Detail Discount     736

Line Numbering     1441

Link     1338, 1339, 1340

Link Filopto to Credit Card Payer     203

Lisensing     46

List     473, 826, 958

List Invoice     716

List of Available Reports     1492

List of Patient Appointments     302, 504

List Preferred ICD10     210

List Reports     1458

List screen     1214

Live     125

Live Support     46, 125, 238, 260, 388

Live Support Disclaimer     25

Load     626

Load Filopto License     311

Load image     237, 687

Load Past EMR results     626

Load past Exam results     626

Load Past Records     626

Load the Alberta Health base claim processing files    
958

Local Add-ins     195

Local Services     150, 151, 1666, 1674

Localhost     165

Locate     220
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Location     1119

Location Line     252

Locations for Place of Service     1787

Lock out     1596

Lock Status     1596

Locked     714

Locked Out     159, 328

Locked User     1596

Lockout User     1596

Log     1086

Log off     173

Log Out Message     1619

Log Out User     373

Logical Expressions     1213

Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes
(LOINC®)     667

Login Refused     159, 328

Login Trace     1596

Logo     58, 66, 324, 1615, 1678, 1684, 1692

Logo Hides Data on Forms or Reports     1678, 1684

Logo Size     58, 324, 1615

Logo Sizing     1678, 1684

Logoff     157

Logon     258, 328, 1596

Logon Access Rights     1596

Logon Alias     1684

Logon Atempts     1596

Logon Blocked     328

Logon Name     1596

Logon Password     1596

Logon Permission     328

Logon Screen     332

Logs     1822

LOINC     6, 467, 667, 668, 1824

LOINC Codes     1700

Lose connection     157

Losing Data     157

Loss Leader Pricing     1155

Lossless Compression     234

Lossy Compression     234

Lost Network Connection     71, 151

Lost Password     392

Lymphatic     1745

- M -
MAC     41, 62, 326

MACRO     1824

Maiden Name     446

Mail Bug Report     142

Mail Merge     1244, 1245, 1248, 1252, 1253

Main Ribbon Bar     260

Main Tool Bar     260

Maintenance     84, 153, 1640, 1650, 1651, 1655

Maintenance Expiry Date     84

Maintenance Schedule     153

Make a Suggestion     260

Make an appointment type that does not create an
exam record     572

Malware     48, 149, 162, 388

Malwarebytes     48, 149

Manage Printers     176

Managed Service     72

Managing     1342

Mandatory Fields     1757

Mandotary Fields     329

Manipulating Images     694

Manitoba     792, 793, 981, 984

Manitoba Blue Cross Connector     981

Manitoba Health     792

Manitoba Health Connector     793, 984

Manual Claims     781, 1051

Manual Invoicing     731

Manual Update     114, 188, 1709

Manually install Filopto License     311

Manually Load Filopto License     311

Manufacturer     1115, 1131, 1134, 1155

Manufacturers     384

Map Drive     1670

Mapping     212

Maps     1352, 1353, 1354, 1356, 1357, 1358, 1361,
1363

Maps Elements     1352

Marco     595

Marco Connect     587, 595

Marco Connector     50, 595

Margins     1555

Marketing     863, 1244, 1245

Marketing Letters     1245

Marketing to Specifiec Groups     1245

Master Activities Buttons     191

Master Navigation Bar     191

Master Payor ID List     933

Master-Detail     1481

Material     1801

Materials     1800
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Maximize Tool Bar     260, 367

Maximum Inactive Days     1619

MB     1824

Meaningful Use Requirements     1822

Media error     41

Medicaid     707

Medical Alerts     426

Medical Coder     785, 930

Medical Decision Making     681, 706

Medical Decision-Making     707

Medical Dictionary     268

Medical Drug List     1756

Medical Drug Prescriptions     667

Medical Plan     781

Medical Prescription     467

Medical Prescriptions     460, 668

Medical Rx     467

Medical Systems     1745

Medical Tab     417

Medical Terms     268

Medical Warnings     426

MedicalCoder     1788

Medicare     707, 933, 1026

Medicare card     446

Medicare Carrier Number     933

Medicare Fee Schedule     1026

Medicare Learning Network     707

Medicare Participating Provider     1593

Medicare Participating Provider Fee Schedule     1026

Medication     460, 467

Medication / Prescription     667

Medication List     668

Medications     455

Medicine Plus     6

MedlinePlus     681

Medmont M700     606

MEGABYTE     1824

Member Groups     1627

Members     1627

Members of Security Groups     1627

Members of the Security Group     1627

Membership Cards     1245

Memo     188

Memory     41, 183

Memory Requirements     41

Memory upgrade     162

Memory Usage     41

MENU     188, 260, 367, 1824

Menu Bar     260

Merge     1248, 1252

Merge data into an Email     1253

Merge Letter     869

Message     153, 1134

Message Manager     381

Message Notifications     1695

Messages     381, 893, 1240, 1695

MHz     1824

Microphone     393

Microsoft     46

Microsoft Desktop Experience     68

Microsoft End Of Life     28

Microsoft RDS     68

Microsoft Vista     583

Microsoft Word     1244, 1245

Migrating Servers     180

Migration     180

Minimize Ribbon Bar     191

Minimize Tool Bar     260, 367

Minimum     1619

Minimum Free Disk Space required     1669

Minimum Order     1119

Minimum Password Requirement     1619

Minimum Required Patient Information     561

Minimum Stock     1119

Minimum-Re-Order Quantity     1119

Misc Info     1129

MMC     150, 1666

Mobile Devices     71

Modem     194, 998

Modifier     657

Modifier Code     1115

Modifier Codes     914

Modifier Types     992

Modifier Values     992

Modifiers     774, 795, 958, 968, 981, 986, 999, 1753

Modify     403

Modify Dashboard     403

Modify Record     226

Module     1705

Module Access     1596

Modules     46

Month View     501, 518

Monthly Reports     1493

Monthly Tab     1214

Months Since Last Exam     424

Mood and Affect     1751
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MotherBoard     41

Mouse     153, 506, 1267, 1353

Mouse Click     232

Mouse Control     1507

Mouse Zoom     237, 238, 687

Move an Appointment     523

Move Columns     214

Move EMR Sections     642

Moving elements of the EMR     642

Moving Information Blocks     248

Moving Servers     180

MR-6000     589

MS Word     1253

MSI     795, 986, 997, 998

MSI - Action Codes     997

MSI - Adjudications     992

MSI - Connection Configuration     992

MSI - D code     997

MSI - Electronic Statements     992

MSI - Explanation Codes     992

MSI - Facilities     992

MSI - Modifier Types     992

MSI - Modifier Values     992

MSI - Office Information     992

MSI - Programs     992

MSI - Provider Information     992

MSI - R Code     997

MSI - Rates     992

MSI - Rejected Claims     997

MSI - Setup     992

MSI - Specialty Codes     992

MSI - Statements     992

MSI Claim Form     795, 986

MSI Connector     50

MSI eLink     795, 986

MSI Folder     998

MSI Password     795, 986

MSI Portal     795, 986

MSI software     998

MSIelink client     998

MS-Java     998

MSRP     1122

MSRP Pricing     1155

Multi-Appointment     525

Multi-Invoice Payment     910

Multi-Line Text     1468

Multi-Office     66

Multi-Page     1486

Multiple Appointment Creation     545

Multiple Items     1104

Multiple Medicare Carrier     1026

Multiple Payment Devices     771

Multiple Payments     769, 912

Multiple Task     373

MultiPoint Services     68

Multi-Radius     464

Musculoskeletal     1745

My Patients Appointments     367, 403

My Profile     367, 1575

My Schedule     646

My User Profile     371

My Work Schedule     367

- N -
N.P.I. : National Provider Identifier     1824

Name of Rule     1021

Name Title & Suffix     1737

National Electrical Manufacturers Association     234

National Payer ID     950

National Provider Identifier     1593, 1787

National Provider Identifier (NPI)     1824

Navigation     188, 191, 232

Navigation Bar     226, 652

Navigation Buttons     191

Navigation Ribbon Bar     260, 367

Navigation Tree     652

NDS PHIA     96

Near Point of Conversion     666

Need Help?     122

NEMA     234

NEPSI     467

Nested Reports     1426

Nested Subreports     1426

Net Revenue per Month     1567

Net Sales     1555

Net Sales By Inventory Type     1555

Network     46, 95, 1641, 1824

Network Address     1670

Network address for the server     1674

Network Card     165

Network Interface cards     165

Network Port     46

Network requirements     41

Network Setting     46

Neurologic     1745
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Never Expire Password     1596

New     1651

New Appointment     302, 504, 533

New Apppointment     506

New EMR     614

New EMR button     609, 1767

New Features     32

New Glass Lab Order     817, 853

New Insurance Company     933

New Inventory Item     1101

New Invoice     409, 482, 533, 741

New Invoice:     539

New Note     1604

New P.O.     1135

New Patient     409, 413, 417, 421, 533, 561, 740

New Patient  Button     417

New Patient button     417

New Patient Discount Rule button     1173

New Patient Entry     421

New Patient Icon     302, 504

New Patient Quick Entry     561

New Patient Recall     302, 504

New Patients     409

New Price     1124

New Promotion/Sales Discount Rule button     1173

New Report button     1508

New Security Group     1625

New task     646

New Versions     188, 1651, 1709

New Workstation     313

News Blog     367

Newsletters     1245, 1253

Next Appointment     424, 451

Next Recall Date     424

Next Record     226

Next Visit     139

Next Visit Date     1499

Next Visits     1759

NIC     165

Nickname     262, 446

Nidek CL-300     604

Nidek CT-1     604

Nidek CT-1P     604

Nidek CV-5000s Version 1.2     604

Nidek EyeRoute/Synergy     604

Nidek EZ Capture     604

Nidek KR-1     604

Nidek KR-800     604

Nidek KR-800S     604

Nidek OCT Maestro Synergy     604

Nidek TRK-2P     604

NLM     6

No Network Found - error     142

No Show     517

No Show Icon     302, 504

Non-Active     668, 1155

Non-Active Patients     413

Non-Volatile Memory Express     1824

Not Completed EMR     609

Not Completed Exam     609

not displaying properly     156

Note     1604, 1708

Note categories     1708

Note on Scheduler     1604

Note Types     1708

Note Wizard     1604

Notes     450, 451, 514, 646, 686, 873, 1135, 1575,
1585

Notification     373, 381

Notification Notice     851

Notifications     1695

Notify     433, 684

Notify Employee of Document     433

Notify Employees     433

Notify Patient     851

Nova Scotia     795, 986

Nova Scotia Medical Services Insurance Programs
(MSI)     795, 986

Nova Scotia PHI ACT     96

NPC     666

NPI     933, 978, 979, 1593, 1787

NPI - Billing     1593

NPI - Rendering     1593

NPI number     452

NRA     1824

NRA/PRA     1824

NS PHI Act     499

NS-MSI     998

Nulify     815

Number of appointments seen     1561

Number of Claims     933

Number of Claims Outstanding     933

Number of Patients     413, 933

Numeric Based Diagnostic Equipment     587

NVMe     1824
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- O -
Object     1354

Objective     701

Objective Refraction     675

Objectsd     1343

Occupations     1736

OCT Maestro Synergy     604, 607

Octopus 101, 300-311     606

Octopus 500EZ, 1-2-3, 301     606

Octopus 600, 900     606

Ocular     668

Ocular / Eye     1744

Ocular / Eye / R.O. S.     1759

Ocular / Eye Review of System     662

Ocular Health Assessment - Anterior Segment     624

Ocular Health Assessment - Posterior Segment    
624

Oculus     606

Oculus Centerfield     606

Oculus Easyfield     606

Oculus Twinfield     606

ODF     455, 609, 1824

ODS     1824

ODT     1824

Office     46, 1155, 1182, 1184, 1684, 1690, 1692,
1694, 1787

Office Access     1596

Office Contacts     1690

Office Defaults     1684

Office Departments     1684

Office Forms     66

Office Hours     66, 1684

Office Hours of Operation     1687

Office Information     992, 1001

Office Instructions     568

Office Instructions Tab     545

Office Logo     66, 1489, 1679, 1684, 1692

Office Manager     58, 191, 324, 1549, 1615

Office Manager Tab     1549

Office Manual     87, 91

Office Notes     824

Office Reference Number     446

Office Reports     66, 1780

Office Rooms     1691

Office Sales Tax     1688

Office Transfer     1121

Office Use Only     824

Offices     66

Official CMS 1500 Completion Manual WEB Site    
914, 1593, 1787

Ofice Hours     1687

OHIP     801, 999, 1001, 1003

OHIP Card Validation Log     1003

OHIP Card Validation SETUP     1003

OHIP Checker     1003

OHIP Claim Form     999, 1001

OHIP Claims Submission Info     1001

OHIP Diagnostic Codes     1001

OHIP EBS Transaction Log     1003

OHIP Error Codes     1001

OHIP Explanation Codes     1001

OHIP Fee Service Codes     1003

OHIP Health Card Validation Credentials     1001

OHIP List Tab     1001

OHIP Messages     1003

OHIP Multi-Card Validator     1003

OHIP Office Information     1001

OHIP Office Information Tab     1001

OHIP Patient Number     999

OHIP Provider Information     1001

OHIP Provider Information Tab     1001

OHIP Report and Remintance Advices     1001

OHIP Service Codes     1001

OHIP Service Location Codes     1001

OHIP Setup     1001

OHIP Today's Appointments Validator     1003

OHIP Validation Fee Service Code(s)     1003

OHIP Validation Messages     1003

OHIP Validator     1003

OHIP Validator Checker     1003

Old computer     162

OLE File     1504

On Hand     1119, 1144

On Order     1119

Online Help     125

OnManualBuild     1420

Ontario     801

Ontario Claims     801

Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP)     801

Ontario Health Insurance Programs (OHIP)     999,
1001

Open     732

Open a Specific Patient File     413

Open a Task     373
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Open Associated Lab Invoice     817

Open Claim     779

Open Days     1687

Open Document     455, 609, 646, 1264, 1271, 1274,
1508

Open Document Spreadsheet     1504

Open Document Text     1504

Open EMR     609

Open EMR Form in Open Document     455, 609

Open EMR Form in PDF     455, 609

Open EMR Form in Word     455, 609

Open Exam     609

Open Filopto Windows     238

Open Hours     1687

Open Invoice     472, 788

Open Lab Order     817, 853

Open Office     1687

Open P.O.     1135

Open Patient File     449

Open Patient Invoice     511

Open Query     1191

Open the EMR on a specific section of the EMR
Template     629

Open the Invoice Manager     409

Open Ticket     132

Open Web Application Security Project     1824

Opened Invoices     716

Opens the Patient Scheduler     409

Opens the Picture Me!     409

OPERATING SYSTEM     41, 1824

Operating system End of Life     28

Operational Effectiveness     1549

Operational Report Scheduler     1189

OPERATIONAL REPORTS     1239, 1493, 1824

Operations Analysis     1571

Ophtalmoscopy     1753

Ophthalmic Lens     460

Ophthalmic Lenses     1777

Ophthalmoscopy     679

Opthalmoscopy / Fundus     680

Optic Nerve     1753

Optic Neuropathy     1753

Optic Zone     464

Optical Dispensing     1553

Optical Dispensing Procedures     87, 1553

Optimization     183

Optimize     1809

Optimize Images     274

Option     1741

Optional Employee Manager     1575

Optional Modules     82

Options     1567

Optos     1767

Optos Advance     604, 1767

Optos Connector     604

Order Columns     214

Order Rows     219, 416

Ordering Claim Submission     975

Orders     471, 667

Orientation     1751

Other Claim     803

Other Claim Connector     803

Other Contacts     265, 384

Other ID Card     446

Other Important Reports     904

Other Insurance Connector     1010

Other Observations Picl List     1753

Other Review of Systems     1745

Other Search Criteria     413

Other Settings     1777

Other Specialist     455

Other Test     673

Out of Office     1604

Outcome of Surgery     1753

Outcome Results     287, 893, 1240

Outline Object     1411, 1416

Output Format     609

Outreach     276, 282, 1717

Overview     81, 914

Overview Home Tab     367

OWASP     318, 1824

OZ0     464

- P -
P.O.     1097, 1135, 1138

P.O. Status     1135

P.O.S. Code     1787

Pachymetry     589, 671

Pack Office Tab     901

Packages     756, 1104

Page Count     1488

Page Event     1420

Page Setting     1448, 1450, 1460, 1517

Page Totals     1446

Paper File Location     446
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Paper format     957

Paper Free     433

Paper Size     877

PaperFree     82, 367, 684, 1503, 1741, 1824

PaperFree Categories     1740

PaperFree Categories Settings     1734

PaperFree Documents     684

PaperFree Dropdown     1740

PaperFree in the EMR     433

PaperFree Notify     684

PaperFree Options Settings     1734

PaperFree Save Document to Disk     433

PaperFree Settings     1734

Paperless Document Manager     433

PapferFree Export Document     433

Parallel     41

Parallels     62

Parallels Desktop 17     62

Parameters     1236

Parent Alignment     639

Parent Managed     639

Passfault.com     318

Password     74, 258, 318, 392, 795, 986, 1596, 1619,
1639, 1674

Password Attempts     1596

Password can only be reused after X     1619

Password Expiry     318

Password Lockout     1596

Password Minimum Requirements     1619

Password Never Expire     1596

Password Never Expires     1619

Password Not Valid     159, 328

Password Policies     1619

Password Policy     318, 1619

Password Requirement     1619

Password Rules     1619

Password Security     318

Password Security Policy     392, 1619

Password Security Rules     1619

Password Security Settings     1619

Passwords     1641, 1642

Past     626

Past Biomicroscopy/Slit lamp     679

Past Chief Complaint     661

Past Exam Information Bar     646

Past Glases     675

Past Gonioscopy     672

Past Ophalmic Lenses Rx     675

Past Opthalmoscopy / Fundus records     680

Past Rx     658, 675

Pathname     1670, 1824

Pathological     666

Patient     262, 417, 419, 421, 473, 561, 826, 1753

Patient  - Purchase History     484

Patient  Age     446

Patient  Appointments     451

Patient - Educational Handouts     1234

Patient  File     417, 433, 446, 449, 450, 452, 455,
460, 476, 483, 484, 485, 493, 497, 498, 499

Patient  File - Alerts Warnings     426

Patient  File - Appointments     451

Patient  File - Claim History     498, 1035

Patient  File - Collection Notes     484

Patient  File - EMR     455

Patient  File - Family Physician     452

Patient  File - Frames     459

Patient  File - General     446

Patient  File - Guarantor     474

Patient  File - HIPAA     499

Patient  File - Household List     449

Patient  File - Insurance     940, 944

Patient  File - Invoice History     476

Patient  File - Paperless Document Manager     433

Patient  File - Patient Journal     425

Patient  File - Patient Task Manager     426

Patient  File - Personal Information     446

Patient  File - PHI     499

Patient  File - Policies     493, 495, 497, 498, 940,
944, 945, 946, 948

Patient  File - Prescription     460

Patient  File - Recalls     451

Patient  File - Service Agreements     483

Patient  File - Summary     424

Patient Accounts Receivable Group Setting     1734

Patient Accounts Receivable over 90 Days     1565

Patient Active     446

Patient Address     262

Patient Age     139

Patient Alerts     426, 499

Patient Allowed Communication     446

Patient Amount Due     759

Patient Appointment     524

Patient Appointment Tool Bar     539

Patient AR     1739

Patient AR Grouping     1739

Patient Balance Due     262
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Patient Balance Due Dials     1742

Patient Banner     188, 262, 326, 511

Patient Button     817, 853

Patient Categories     1182, 1184

Patient Check Out Icon     302, 504

Patient Claim Aging     498

Patient Claim form Copy     803

Patient Claims     1040

Patient Credit Memo     847

Patient Default Values     1734

Patient Diagnostic Code     809

Patient Dials     1742

Patient Discount     1173, 1179

Patient Discount Category     1802

Patient Discount Category Rules     1173

Patient Discount Plan     736

Patient Discount Pricing Rule Editor     1182

Patient Discounts     1802

Patient Educational Material     1220

Patient EMR Review of System     662

Patient Engagement     282

Patient Entry Screen     561

Patient Exit the Exam Room     302, 504

Patient Familly Illness List     1750

Patient Family Problem List     1750

Patient File     425, 426, 445, 446, 450, 451, 462, 464,
467, 472, 481, 482, 484, 533, 1742

Patient File - Duplicate     228, 422, 562

Patient File - Employee Manager Target Setting    
1734

Patient File - Exam History     455

Patient File - General     446

Patient File - General Tab     423

Patient File - Notes     450

Patient File - PaperFree     433

Patient File - Physician     452

Patient File Access     1627

Patient File Default Setting     1734

Patient File Default settings     419

Patient File Discount Plan associated with the Patient

 
   736

Patient File Required Fields     419, 1734

Patient File Required Fields Rules     561

Patient Financial Tab     472

Patient Find example     220

Patient First Visit     545

Patient Follow-up     851

Patient Has Arrived Icon     302, 504

Patient has entered the Exam Room     302, 504

Patient Health Information     98

Patient Health Information (PHI)     499

Patient Health Information Manager     417

Patient History     707

Patient History - Illness List     1744

Patient History - Problem Vision List     1749

Patient Household List     545

Patient Household lLst     525

Patient in Office     410

Patient Info Panel     511

Patient Information     851

Patient Insurance Card     497

Patient Insurance Number     262

Patient Insurance Policies     486, 924

Patient Insurance Policy     492

Patient Insurance Tab     485

Patient Invoice Portion     752

Patient Lab Order Follow-up     858

Patient List Of Insurance Policies     486

Patient Lookup / Dropdowns Setting     1734

Patient Manager     409, 413

Patient Medical Tab     450

Patient Multi-Invoice Payments     910

Patient Nickname     262, 646

Patient Non-Active     446

Patient Number     413

Patient Panel     262

Patient Panel in Grids     262

Patient Panel Summary     417

Patient PaperFree Documents     684

Patient Payment     473, 759, 826

Patient Payment History     473, 825, 826

Patient Payment Ledger     771

Patient Pays     1021

Patient Pays All Taxes     933

Patient Personal tab     445

Patient Picture     262, 326, 446

Patient Plan     736

Patient Plan Discounts     741, 810

Patient Policies     1035

Patient Policy Claim History     498, 948

Patient Price Table     1021

Patient Quick Entry     421, 740

Patient Recall     869

Patient Related Task     424

Patient Relationship Setting     1734

Patient Required Field Setting     1734
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Patient Scheduler     66

Patient Scheduler Access     1627

Patient Serving Office     446

Patient Sex     446

Patient Statements     1056

Patient Status     417, 446

Patient Tasks to be completed     426

Patient Warnings     426

Patients     232, 407, 409

Patients Needing Referals     568

Patient's Pharmacy     467

Patient's Reason for Appointment     545

Patint File Default Values     1734

Pay a different Invoice     351, 832

Pay an Invoice     351, 832

Pay multiple Invoices     351, 832

Pay Other Family Member Invoices     759

Pay Out Credit Memo     849

Pay specific Invoice     832

Payer List     950

Paying invoices for Family/Guarantor     759

Paying more than one invoice at a time     910

Payment     203, 473, 826, 829

Payment Amount     910

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard    
1822

Payment Change     473

Payment Distribution     473, 826

Payment History     473, 826

Payment Ledger     825, 834, 835

Payment Method     759, 910, 1772

Payment Receipt     910

Payment Received - Insurance     1561

Payment Received - Patient     1561

Payment Received By     473, 826

Payment Tracking     473, 826

Payments     472, 759, 825

Payor ID     933, 950

Payouts     1129

Payroll     1582, 1586

PC Name     1813

PC Slow     153

PC Tablet     579

PC Tablets     583

PCIe     1824

PDF     123, 231, 234, 433, 455, 587, 609, 646, 1264,
1271, 1272, 1503, 1504, 1508, 1824

PDF File     1504

Pen and Fill Color     694

Penalties     96

Pending Approval     1135

Pending Invoice     732

Pending Invoices     716

PENTIUM     1824

People     759

PEPIDA     1824

Percentage     1555

Performance Advisor     1549

Performance Issue     1674

Performance Issues     183, 1669, 1670, 1671, 1674

Performance Standards     1572

Peri Radius     464

Peridata     606, 1767

Permissions     190, 1627

Personal Add-In Manager     197

Personal Add-ins     195

Personal Tab     417

PFS Carrier Specific Files     1026

Pharmacies     384

Pharmacy     384, 467

PHI     96, 98, 499, 1619, 1627, 1824

PHI Act     84, 499, 576

PHI legislation     1822

PHI Manager     499

PHIPA     98, 1627, 1824

Physical security     1642

Physician     265

Physician - Family     265

Physician - Referring     265

Physician - UPIN Number     452

Physician Fee Schedule     1021, 1026

Physician Fee Schedule Payment Amount File    
1026

Physician Fee Schedule Payment Amount File
National/Carrier     1021, 1026

Physicians     384

Pick List     1677, 1753, 1771, 1778

Pick Lists     1675

Picture     237, 238, 687

Picture Me!     82, 409, 863, 864, 865, 867, 868, 869

Picture Me!  - Take a Picture     865

Picture Me! - Reports     869

Picture Me! - Select Patient     864

Picture Me! Printing     868

Picture Me! Remove Picture     869

Picture Me! Save     867
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Picture Me! Zoom     868

Pictures     234, 274, 1465

PID     96, 98

piggyback tax     1684

PIN     979

Pin #     1593

PIN No     452

Ping     165

PIPEDA     84, 96, 98, 499, 576, 1619

PIPEDA Information     92

Place and Appointment on the Waiting List     336

Place of Service     646, 774, 1593

Place of Service Location     1787

Place on Waiting List.     545

Plan     701

Plan Discount     810

PNG     234, 441

Point of Sale     191

Point of Sale View     1596

Point of Sales     407

Point of Sales Tab     407

Policies     338, 932, 1035, 1619

Policies Listing     1035

Policy     95, 426, 1596

Policy Claim History     498, 948

Policy Description     1012

Policy Fee Schedule     1021

Policy Information     1012

Policy Information Tab     497, 947

Policy Pays     1021

Policy Pays a Flat Fee for an Invoice     1021

Policy Pays for a Group of Items     1021

Policy Price Table     1021

Policy Tab     933

POMR     579

Pop Up Dialogue     506

Pop Up Menus     264

Pop-Up     188

Port     46, 165, 604, 1647, 1693

Port 110     1647

Port 1975     1647

Port 25     1647, 1666, 1693

Port 2500     1647, 1666

Port 26     1647, 1666

Port 3050     151, 1647, 1666

Port 3051     1647, 1666

Port 443     48, 149

Port 5220     58, 151, 165, 1647, 1666

Port 587     1666, 1693

Port 80     48, 149, 388, 1647

Port Settings     46

Portable Document Format     234

Portable Network Graphics     234

Portal     795, 986

Ports     151

Position on a Category     1705

Positions     1795

Post Payment and Close     910

Post Record     226

Postal Code     1701

Posterior Segment     1759

Power     157

Power Plans     157

Power Saving     157

Power saving option     157

Power settings     157

Powerpoint     1264, 1271, 1280, 1508

PRA     1824

Practice least privilege     1642

Practice Pays a Service Fee     1021

Practice Refunds     1021

Practice Writes Off     1021

Practionner Number     1592

Preference     1695

Preferred / Allowed Communication Option     421

Preferred By     1759

Preferred Code List     208

Preferred Communication Option     421

Preferred CPT Codes     1695

Preferred Drug List     467, 667

Preferred Email     446

Preferred ICD 10 Codes     1698

Preferred ICD 9 Codes     1697

Preferred List     644, 1756, 1764

Preferred LOINC Codes     1700

Preferred Phone     446

Preferred Procedure List     1119

Preferred Service list for the EMR     1117

Preferred Services List     1119

Preferred Tab     1214

Preffered Reports     1493

prepare a Calim     774

Prepare Insurance Claim     781

Prepare Update button     975

Prepare Update Claim     781

Preparing a Claim     827
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Pre-Payment     769

Prescription     460, 462, 464, 467, 812, 1690

Prescription Expiry     1690

Prescription Pick Lists     1758

Prescription Types     1758

Prescriptions     668, 675

Preset Claim Information for Inventory Items     795,
958, 968, 981, 986, 999

Pre-test     517

Preview     694, 1504

Preview Feature     694

Preview Form     1504

Preview Report     1239, 1504

Previous Glasses     675

Previous Ophalmic Lenses Rx     675

Price     1124

Price Check     412

Price Checks     407

Price Discount Plans     738

Price expiry date     1124

Price History     1122

Price period ellapsed     1124

Pricing     1127, 1173

Pricing Fee Transfer     702

Pricing Items     1124

Pricing Manager     1155

Pricing Rule Priority Sequence     1155

Pricing Rule Update Report     1155

Pricing Rules     1155, 1173, 1179

Pricing Services     1124

Primary     426

Primary Care Doctor     452

Primary Care Physician     452, 455

Primary Care Provider     384, 452

Primary Claims     779

Primary Insurance     426, 486, 940, 944

Primary Insurance Policy     738

Primary Insurance Tab     545

Primary Policy     426

Print     176, 506, 532, 814, 860, 1038, 1191, 1545,
1549, 1588, 1596

Print a Report or Form     362

Print Appointment list     302, 504

Print Appointment Reminder     506

Print AR Report     909

Print Bug Report     142

Print Checked Picture(s)     868

Print Client Forms     506

Print Error     176

Print Forms     1504

Print Grid     214

Print Invoice     759

Print List     413, 1596

Print one Label at a Time     1236

Print Option     1428

Print Picture or Save To patient Picture Me! File     867

Print Prescription     460, 462, 464

Print Provider Scheduler     302, 504

Print Receipt     759

Print Report     1191, 1239, 1504

Print Rx     460

Print Schedule     533

Printed Version of Help Manual     3

Printer     41

Printer & Scanners     176

Printer Default     176

Printing     1264, 1267, 1268

Printing error     176

Printing Labels     1476

Printing Payment Receipt     910

Prior Record     226

Privacy     96, 98

Privacy Guide     96

Private Cloud     68, 72, 326

Private Corporations     1589

Private Invoice Notes     824

Probability for Complications     1753

Problem List     662, 681

Problem-Oriented Medical Record (POMR)     579

Procedure     1117, 1146

Procedure Code     208, 702, 1115, 1824

Procedure Code Analysis     1571

Procedure Codes     188, 208, 288, 706, 914, 958,
975, 977, 981, 999, 1695

Procedure Group Manager     1146

Procedure Pricing     702

Procedures     702, 795, 902, 968, 986, 1553

Procedures Codes     705

Processing     203

Processor     41

Prodcut Statistics     1821

Product End of Life     28

Product EOL     28

Product Information     1813

Product Letters     1245

Production Report     902
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Professional Discounts     1173

ProfessionalCorporations     1589

Profile     367, 1575, 1627

Profit Margin     1122

Program Error     142

Program Location     50

Programs     992

Progressive     741

Progressive Lens     1117

Progressive Vision Lens     753, 1099

Promo Discount     1179

Promo Discount Pricing Rule Editor     1184

Promo Discount Rules     1182

Promo Discounts     736, 810

Promo Plan     736

Promo Plans Discounts     741

Promo Rules     1173, 1182

Promotion Discount     1173, 1179

Promotion Name     1184

Promotional Discount Pricing Rules     1173

Promotional Pricing     1155

Promotional Pricing Rules     1097

Protect     95, 1642, 1649

Protect Your System From Malicious Software    
1655

Protected     53

Protected Mode     160

Protocol     1670

Provide Claim Form for a Patient     803, 1010

Provider     452, 758, 774

Provider Claim Information     924

Provider client setting     419

Provider Definition     317

Provider ID     949

Provider Information     979, 992, 1001

Provider Insurance     1575

Provider Insurance Information     1593

Provider Insurance Numbers     1592

Provider License Number     1580

Provider List     501

Provider Office Hours     520, 1590

Provider on Record     424, 446, 758

Provider Preferred Templates     644, 1764

Provider Schedule - EMR     646

Provider Scheduler     302, 504

Provider Setup     914

Provider Signature     1595

Provider Time Blocks     1590, 1604

Providers     384, 1579, 1580

Province     1701

Provincial Abbreviations     958

Provincial Diagnostic Codes     208

Provincial Procedure Codes     208

Proxy     1647

Proxy Server     1647, 1824

Proxy Settings     1647

Proxy settings required by Filopto     1647

PST     1589, 1684, 1793

Psychiatric     1745

Psychological Pricing     1155

Public Cloud     72

Pulse     663

Purchase Cost     1122

Purchase History     1127

Purchase Order     1097, 1135, 1138, 1141

Purchase price     1155

Purchases     484

Put Computer to Sleep     157

- Q -
QEMU     62

QST     1684, 1793

Quadrant     672

Quadrifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

Quantity     1127

Quantity Commited     1119

Quantity on Invoice     1127

Quantity Returned     1105

Query     1191, 1298, 1301, 1303, 1315, 1491, 1528,
1529, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1533, 1534, 1535, 1536,
1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1541, 1542

Quick Access     232

Quick Access to Filopto sections     232

Quick Answers     309

Quick Calling     194

Quick Entry     228, 421, 422, 561, 562

Quick Entry Screen     545

Quick Feature Access     232

Quick Report     1214

Quick Reports     264, 1489

Quick Start     80

QuickBooks     6, 1068, 1083, 1084, 1086, 1088,
1091, 1093, 1095

QuickBooks - Account Setup     1077

QuickBooks - Account Used     1081
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QuickBooks - Accounts Payable     1081

QuickBooks - Accounts Receivable     1081

QuickBooks - Auditing     1081

QuickBooks - Begining Balance     1077

QuickBooks - Classes     1081

QuickBooks - Connection     1073

QuickBooks - Create Required Accounts With
Opening Balances     1077

QuickBooks - Employees     1077, 1081

QuickBooks - Expense Account     1081

QuickBooks - File Name     1073

QuickBooks - Income Account     1081

QuickBooks - Payment Types     1077

QuickBooks - Remote Connection     1073

QuickBooks - Setup     1073, 1077

QuickBooks - Taxes     1077

QuickBooks - Time Records     1081

QuickBooks - Transaction Start Date     1077

QuickBooks - Transfer     1069

QuickBooks - Transfer Date     1069

QuickBooks - Transfer Log     1069, 1071

QuickBooks - Version     1073

QuickBooks Access     1627

QuickBooks Connector     1067

QuickBooks Desktop     1068

QuickBooks Online     1088, 1091

QuickBooks Online Connector     1083

QuickBooks Pro     904

QuickBooks Pro Connector     82, 901

QuickBooks Pro Desktop Connector     1068

QuickBooks Setup     1093

QuickBooks Transfer Log     1086

Quote - Invoice     732

- R -
Race / Ethnicity     1736

Radius     464

RAID     183, 1649

RAM     183, 1824

RAM Memory     41

Raster Images     234

Rates     992

RDP     68, 326

RDS     68, 160

re size     621

Reaction     668

Re-Activate User     1596

Real-time Accounting Systems     904

Rearrange EMR components     252, 253

Rearrange Information Blocks     252, 253

Rearrange Screen Layout     252, 253

Reason for creating Lab Order     1775

Reason for Visit     545, 661, 1724

Reason for Visit List     1743

Reason for Visit Settings     1720

Re-Authorise User     1596

Rebate     810

Reboot     162, 175

Recall     276, 287, 302, 504, 514, 563, 566, 823, 869,
871, 873, 876, 877, 883, 890, 891, 892, 1720

Recall History     891

Recall Labels & Cards     1235

Recall Letter     877, 1236

Recall Letters     876

Recall Manager     282, 869

Recall Manager Access     1627

Recall Note Calendar Button     869

Recall Notes     451, 514, 873

Recall Notice     566, 869

Recall Notices     871, 899

Recall overview     869

Recall Period     1720

Recall Period - Set Default Recall Time     1720

Recall Period for Appoinment     570

Recall Profiles     871

Recall Reminder     892, 1720

Recall Sent     287, 893, 1240

Recall Setup     1720

Recall Templates     877

Recall View button     869

Recalls     282, 451, 714, 893, 1240, 1717

Recalls Manager     409

Receipt     759

Receipts     1589

Receivable     914

Receive a Lab Order     360

Receive a Purchase Order     1141

Receive Insurance Payments     901, 1038, 1041

Receive Inventory     1142

Receive Inventory item     1097

Receive Item     1121

Receive Items     1097, 1142

Receive Lab Order     1142

Receive Patient Payment     481

Receive Patient Payments     901
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Receiving and Loading your Filopto License     1813

Receiving Inventory Items     1142

Recognition     292

Record Claim in Insurance AR     774

Record Insurance Claim     774

Record Multi-Type Payments     769, 912

Records     626

Rectangle drawing tool     694

Recurrence     1604

Recurring Time Blocks     1604

Reduce Claim     838

Reevaluate E&M Code     707

Refered By     446

Reference To     139, 140

Refering Physician     774

Referral Letters     1231

Referral Tab     545

Referrals     568

Referrals Letters     1245

Referred by Lookup     1733

Referred by Setting     1720

REFERRED FROM     455, 1498

REFERRED TO     455, 1488

Referring Physician     265, 452, 545, 646

Referring Physician - NPI Numbers     452

Referring Physician - PIN Numbers     452

Referring Physician - UPIN Numbers     452

Refraction     589, 675, 1759

Refraction Methods     1753

Refraction Template     1759

Refresh Display Button     226

Refresh Rate     507

Refresh Scheduler     302, 504

Refund     838, 844, 1063

Refund Claim     838

Refund Ledger     825

Refund Report     904

Refund Service     844

Refund VS Return     838

Regenstrief Institute     1700

Register an Insurance Payment     1038

Register Your Software     1813

Registered Licenses and Quantities     1813

Registered Version     1813

Registering PC's     1666

Registration     1813

Registration Code     1726

Registration Manager     1640, 1666

Registry cleaner     162

Regulate Access     1642

Regulate Access to Information     1642

Regulations     98

Regulatory Requirements     96

Regupdate.fdb     1668

Reimburse Patient     849

Reimburse Taxes     933

Reimbursment     957

Reject Code History     1036

Reject Codes     924, 1036, 1038, 1041

Rejected Claims     997, 1051, 1053

Relationships     1735

Relationships Between Individuals     1735

Release Notes     53

Reload Template     646

Reminders     287, 893, 1240

RemindMe     276, 282, 287, 893, 1240

Remittance Advices     950

Remittance Logs     950

REMOTE ACCESS     41, 326, 1824

Remote Assistance     124

Remote Backup Service     82, 1806

Remote Desktop     41, 72, 114, 159

Remote Desktop Connection     326

Remote Desktop Connections     46

Remote Desktop Licensing     1813

Remote Desktop Server (RDS) 2012R2,     160

Remote Desktop Service     68

Remote Desktops     62

Remote Support     125, 130, 388

Remote Support program     1647

Remote Support Software     130

Remove     608, 644, 1155, 1764

Remove Access Policy     1596

Remove Activation     1813

Remove Exam Template     644, 1764

Remove from Household List     449

Remove Imported Equipment Data     608

Remove Information Blocks     243

Remove Insurance Policy from Claim record     785

Remove item     844

Remove License     1813

Remove Line item     815

Remove Patient     474

Remove Patient from Guarantor     474

Remove Picture     869

Remove Recall     451
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Remove selected Insurance Policy from Invoice     783

Remove this Image     687

Rename     251, 1705

Rendering NPI     1593

Renew Rx     668

Renewal     1813

ReOrder     975, 977

Re-Order Claim Line Item     975, 977

Re-Order Point     1119

Replace Patient File Picture     867

Replace Patient's File Picture with this picture     863,
867

Reply     381

Reply to a Message     381

Report     455, 1191, 1238, 1287, 1488, 1491, 1493,
1495, 1498, 1499, 1503

Report - Categories     1491

Report - Filling Tabs     1491

Report - Security Access     1491

Report / Forms Objects     1448

Report Access     1596

Report and Forms with Pictures     1466

Report and Remintance Advices     1001

Report Categories     1238, 1781

Report Category     1214

Report Designer     1263, 1264, 1267, 1268, 1270,
1271, 1272, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1278, 1279, 1280,
1281, 1282, 1283, 1285, 1287, 1290, 1291, 1295,
1296, 1297, 1298, 1301, 1303, 1305, 1308, 1309,
1310, 1311, 1312, 1315, 1317, 1318, 1320, 1321,
1322, 1323, 1326, 1327, 1328, 1336, 1337, 1338,
1339, 1340, 1344, 1348, 1349, 1350, 1364, 1366,
1368, 1370, 1371, 1373, 1375, 1377, 1382, 1383,
1385, 1387, 1390, 1393, 1396, 1397, 1398, 1399,
1401, 1403, 1407, 1409, 1411, 1412, 1415, 1416,
1420, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, 1429, 1430, 1432,
1434, 1436, 1438, 1440, 1441, 1443, 1446, 1447,
1448, 1452, 1453, 1454, 1456, 1457, 1461, 1462,
1465, 1466, 1468, 1470, 1472, 1474, 1476, 1478,
1480, 1481, 1484, 1486, 1488, 1489, 1491, 1506,
1507, 1508, 1510, 1511, 1512, 1514, 1517

Report Designer - Basic     1491

Report Designer - Definition     1491

Report Editor     1214, 1499

Report Error     1499

Report Export     1271, 1272, 1274, 1275, 1276, 1278,
1279, 1280, 1281, 1282, 1283, 1285

Report Image     1694

Report Images     1679

Report Inheritance     1305, 1308, 1309

Report List     264, 1492

Report List Screen     1214, 1489

Report Manager     904, 1214

Report Object     1409

Report Parameters     1236

Report restriction     1526

Report Security     1519, 1523, 1596, 1781

Report Security Group     1781

Report Security Group Members     1781

Report Settings     1514

Report Thumbnails     1504

Report Totals     1446

Report Type Mismatch     1499

Report Variables     1236

Reporting Access     1627

Reports     66, 139, 140, 188, 264, 282, 287, 893,
1189, 1214, 1236, 1240, 1313, 1317, 1333, 1340,
1351, 1458, 1492, 1493, 1519, 1526, 1574, 1654,
1717, 1780, 1781

Reports & Forms     191

Reports Display Large Logo     1678, 1684

Reports Forms Tab     1189

Reports Manager     1189, 1489

Reports Updater     1654

Reports with Groups     1436

ReportTabs     1214

Reposition Cursor     694

Re-Print Claims     1053

Request a License     1813

Request logs     950

Required Field     1678, 1684, 1720

Required Fields     329, 419, 1757

Required Filed     940

Required Free Disk Space     1669

Required Information     53

Required Input Fields     1734

Required Patient Input Fields     1734

Required Ports     46

Required Section Message     659

Required Sections     1759

Required Sections (System Default)     1759

Requirements - Disk Storage     1669

Requirements - Free Disk Space     1669

Requirements - RAM Memory Server     1669

Requires Registration     950

Reschedule     288

Reschedule an Appointment     523

Reschedule Appointment     288
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Reset     405

Reset Home Dashboard     405

Reset Locked Out User     1596

Reset Login     159

Reset Logon     328

Reset Logon Attemps     1596

Reset Logon Permission     328

Reset Page Numbers     1440

Reset Password     1596

Reset Search Criteria     413

Reset User     1596

resize     621

Resize Information Block     254

Resize Screen     304

Resize Window     304

Resmon     162

Resolution     156

Resolve General Windows Issues and Bugs     1655

Respiration     663

Respiratory     1745

Response Logs     950

Restart     162

Restart Application     142

Restocking     850

Re-Stocking Fee     850

Restore     1662

Restrict a user from seeing report data he is not
authorized     1523

Restrict Access     1804

Re-Submit a Claim     781

Re-Submit Claims     1051, 1053

Re-Submit E-Claims     1053

Re-submitted     914

Retail Price     1122, 1124, 1155

Retail Price Markup     1106

Retail Pricing     1155

Return     838, 844

Return Fee     850

Return Ledger     825

Return Report     904

Return to Vendor     1105

Return vs Refund     838

Returned     1105

Returned date     1105

Returned Item     838

Returned Vendor Items     1105

Returns     1555

Revenue Generation     1555

Revenue this Month     1566

Reverse Adjustment     845

Reverse Refund     845

Reverse Tranasaction     845

Review     1583

Review Daily Operational Reports     1493

Review of Systems     662, 1744, 1745

Review of Systems - Problems     624

RevSpring     893, 1240, 1717

RevSpring Lab Order     853

RevSpring Programming     1717

RevSpring Reports     893, 1240, 1717

Ribbon Bar     191, 367

Ribbon Navigation Bar     191

Right Click Mouse     506

Right Mouse Click     232

Rights     1627

RJ-45 port     165

Roaming Profiles     160

Rodenstock     606

Rodenstock Peristat 433     606

Role     1624

Role - Administrator     1624

Role - EMR     1624

Role - Financial     1624

Role - Security     1624

Role - Supervisor     1624

Role - User     1624

Rolodex     188, 232, 265, 384, 452, 455, 1131

Room     517

Room Assignment     517

Room Selection     511

Rooms     1684, 1691

ROOT DIRECTORY     1824

Rotate Image 90 clockwise     865

Round Down     1155

Round Up     1155

ROUTER     41, 1824

Row     1342

Row Count     1488

Rows     1342

RS-232     587, 1824

RTF     455, 609, 1271, 1275, 1824

RTF File     1504

Rule     1032

Rule Author     1021

Rule Conflicts     1012, 1032

Rule Description     1021, 1182, 1184
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Rule Errors     1032

Rule Sequence     1155

Rule Status     1021

Rule Tester     1017

Rule Types     1021, 1031

Rules     282, 1619

Rules Tester     1012

Run a Correspondence Profile     1252

Run Daily Operational Reports     1493

Run the Pricing Rules to update item prices     1155

Running     150

Rx     675, 1758

Rx - Hard Contacts Lens     464

Rx - Lens     460

Rx - Medical     467

Rx - Soft Contacts Lens     462

Rx Cancel Date     460

Rx Expiry Date     460

Rx Expiry Defaults     1690

Rx History     658

RX List     668

Rx No.     853

Rx Required Fields     1757

Rx Taken Today     668

Rx Type List     1758

RxNAV     6

RxNorm     6, 467, 668, 1824

Rxterm     6

- S -
SAAS     1824

Safe Browsing     95

Sale Discount     1179

Sale Pricing     1173

Sales     758, 1173, 1555, 1566

Sales Flyers     1253

Sales History     1128

Sales Incentives     1129

Sales Person     758

Sales Reports     904

Sales tax     933, 1684, 1688

Sales Taxes     1555, 1793

Sales Taxes Setting     1793

Salutation     446

Save / Post Record     226

Save a Line Item     741

Save and Exit button     694

Save as     1271, 1508

Save Changes     687

Save Checked Picture(s)     867

Save Document to Disk     433

Save EMR     579

Save Form     1503

Save image to Disk     237, 687

Save Insurance Claim     788

Save Lab Order     817, 853

Save Query     1191

Save Record     226

Save Report     1503

Save Text related to Image     687, 694

Saved Picture Tab     864

Saving an Appointment     545

Scalable Vector Graphics     234

Scale and Layout     156

Scan     433

Scan / Enter Bar Code     806, 816

Scan for malware     162

Scan for viruses     162

Scanner     433

Sceens Cut off     156

Schedule     367, 566, 1604

Schedule Recall     451

Schedule Talksoft Action Rules     282

Schedule Vacations     1604

Scheduler     66, 188, 199, 232, 335, 384, 409, 493,
500, 501, 506, 509, 511, 518, 519, 520, 522, 533, 535,
543, 577, 945, 1579, 1691, 1726, 1733

Customization     507

Display Scale     507

Display Time Unit     507

Hide Canceled     507

Hide Out of Office Time Block     507

Hide the Scheduler Footer     507

Hour Format     507

Limit Hours shown     507

Refresh Rate     507

Show     507

Scheduler - EMR     646

Scheduler - Go To Today     302, 504

Scheduler - Pop Uo Menu     506

Scheduler - Tool Bar     302, 504

Scheduler  Views     302

Scheduler Access     1627

Scheduler Appointment Summary     511

Scheduler Configuration     302, 504, 507
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Scheduler Create New Invoice     533

Scheduler Customization     391

Scheduler does not show open     1687

Scheduler Holiday Setting     1720

Scheduler Note     1604

Scheduler Pop Up Screen     533

Scheduler Print Forms     302, 504

Scheduler Recall     514, 873

Scheduler Refresh Icon     302, 504

Scheduler Screen     501

Scheduler Setting     391

Scheduler Splitter     501

Scheduler Task Bar     501

Scheduler Tool Bar     302

Scheduler User Settings     507

Scheduling WEB Appointment Request     577

Screen     156

Screen not displaying properly     156

Screen Resize     304

Screen Resolution     156

Screen Saver     157

Screen Spliter     455

Screen Spliters     188

Screen Splitters     267

Script     1390, 1393

Script - OnBeforePrint     1401

Script - Print Sums     1403

Script Agregate Functions     1398

Script DB Fields     1398

Script Events     1399

Script Object     1396

Script Objects     1425

Script -OnAfterData     1407

Script Variables     1397

Scroll Image     691

Scrubbing     782, 929, 930

Scrubbing service     1788

Search     220, 413, 416, 718, 871

Search / Filter Option     871

Search by Invoice Patient Number     716

Search by Invoices Patient Name     716

Search for a Lens Style     741

Search for Invoices by Insurance Claims     716

Search for Invoices by Invoice Number     716

Search for Invoices by Office     716

Search for Invoices by Provider     716

Search for Invoices by Time Period     716

Search for Invoices with a Negative Balance Due    
716

Search for Invoices with no Balance     716

Search for Opened Invoices     716

Search Reports     1504

Searcu for Invoices with a Positive Balance Due     716

Second radius     464

Second Step     1639

Secondary Insurance     486, 940, 944

Section     1705

Secure Cloud     74

Secure File Sharing     77

Secure Filopto     1642

Secure Password     318, 1619

Secure Reports     1781

Secure your Environment     1642

Security     46, 48, 71, 74, 95, 96, 148, 149, 1519,
1523, 1596, 1619, 1624, 1625, 1627, 1639, 1640,
1641, 1642, 1647, 1649

Security - Access Rights     1624

Security - Automatic Log Off     1619

Security - Bad Login Attempts     1619

Security - Change Passwords Every X     1619

Security - Create a Secure Password     1619

Security - Create a Secure Password Policy     1619

Security - Global Settings     1619

Security - Group Manager     1624

Security - Maximum Inactive Days     1619

Security - Password     318, 1619

Security - Password can only be reused after X    
1619

Security - Password Expiry Date     1619

Security - Password Policy     1619

Security - Password Rules     1619

Security - Policy - Account Deactivation     1619

Security - Policy - Bad Login Attempts     1619

Security - Policy - Log Off     1619

Security - Policy - Password     1619

Security - Security Manager     1619

Security - Session Timeout     1619

Security - Setup User     1619

Security - System Administrator     1639

Security - User Groups     1619

Security Access     1625

Security Access Group     1596

Security Access Policies     1596

Security Access Rights     1627

Security Access Rights - Accounts Payable Access  

 
 1627
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Security Access Rights - Ask A Question Access    
1627

Security Access Rights - Audit Logs     1627

Security Access Rights - Claims Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Communication Manager    
1627

Security Access Rights - Configuration Access    
1627

Security Access Rights - Credit Memos Access    
1627

Security Access Rights - Database Manager Access  

 
 1627

Security Access Rights - E-Mail Manager Access    
1627

Security Access Rights - Employees Profile Access  

 
 1627

Security Access Rights - EMR Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Exam Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Eye on Your Business
Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Filopto Easy Setup Access  

 
 1627

Security Access Rights - Forms Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Insurance Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Inventory Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Inventory Check Access    
1627

Security Access Rights - Invoice Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Lab Order Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Licenses and Service
Manager     1627

Security Access Rights - Patient File Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Patient Scheduler Access    
1627

Security Access Rights - QuickBooks Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Recall Manager Access    
1627

Security Access Rights - Remote Backup Service
Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Reporting Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Scheduler Access     1627

Security Access Rights - Security Manager Access    
1627

Security Access Rights - System Settings and Pick
Lists Access     1627

Security Access Rights - User Tab Access     1627

Security Certificate     8

Security Credentials     1596

Security for User     1596

Security Group     1624

Security Groups     1596, 1625, 1627

Security Groups Conflicts     1596

Security Manager     318, 1615, 1619, 1624, 1627

Security Manager Access     1627

Security Policies     1619

Security Policy     1596

Security Settings     1619

Select a Patient to Bill     758, 774

Select a Patient to Invoice     738

Select as Head of Household     449

Select dates in the Scheduler     335

Select Doctor     533

Select Doctors     501

Select Drive     589

Select Drug/ Medication     467

Select EMR Template Manager     626

Select ExamTemplate Manager     626

Select Form Category     1220

Select Frame from Inventory     865

Select Grouping     504

Select Insurance Policy     783

Select Office     302, 504

Select Patient     864

Select Patient Screen     560

Select Policy     486

Select Prescription in Invoice     812

Select Provider     302, 504, 533

Select Providers     501

Select Referring Physician     568

Select Report Category     1214

Selected time Block Appointment Types ( Providers
ONLY)     1604

Selecting Days to Display in the Scheduler     199

Selecting Months to Display     535

Selling Unit     1122

Send a Message     381

Send Appointment to Exam module     1720

Send by email     860, 1285, 1504

Send Claims to Insurance Companies     779

Send Claims to Insurance Company     781

Send Statement by e-mail     1056

Send Statements by e-mail     1056

Send Statements to Gateway EDI     1056

Send to Exam     538, 545, 570, 572, 1720

Send to PDF     1504

Sending Claims     1053

Sending Recalls By e-mail     893

Senior Discounts     1173
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Sent to Collection     732

Sent to Vendor     1135

Series     1567

Server     153, 1642, 1670, 1824

Server Configuration (Filopto.ini)     1670

Server End of Life     28

Server IP address     151

Server is Off-Line     151

Server Name     1813

Server not responding     230

Server Reboot     175

Server Static IP Address     165

Server Version     153

Servers     180

Service     706, 844, 1117, 1146

Service Agreement Renewal Letters     1245

Service Agreements     483

Service Codes     1001

Service Facility Location Information     1593

Service Group Manager     1146

Service List     1117

Service Location Codes     1001

Service Location NPI     1787

Service Names     1098

Service Object     1409

Service Price     343

Service Pricing     1124

Service/Procedure Group Manager     1146

Services     150, 151, 1666, 1674

Services Codes     705

Services Manager     1812

Serving / Branch Office     446

Serving Doctor     446

Serving Office     446

Session Expiry     1619

Session Inactivity     1619

Session Timeout     1619

Set Appointment as Tentative by default     1720

Set as Head of Household     449

Set Automatic Recal Period     1720

Set Employee Office Access     1678

Set Office Access     1678

Set Printer as Default     176

Set Security Restrictions     1678

Set up a firewall     1642

Set Up Accounting Procedures     902

Setting     1677, 1720, 1734

Settings     507, 1678, 1684, 1695, 1696, 1697, 1698,
1700, 1701, 1705, 1726, 1742

SetUp     58, 324, 771, 992, 1088, 1093, 1615, 1639,
1726

Setup Credit Card Payments     1773

Setup Filopto     58, 1615

Setup Rooms     1691

Setup TransNational Connector     771

Setup User and Password     1619

Setup Wizard     58, 324, 1615

Sex     421, 446

Shifting Objects     1480

Shipping Costs     1138

Shipping Information Section     1138

Shortcut     519

Shortcuts     305, 393

Show     260, 507

Show a Provider in the Scheduler     501

Show all 24 Hours     302, 504

Show All Categories     1214, 1220

Show at Exam Time     1021

Show at Invoice Time     1021

Show Bug Report     142, 144

Show Document in EMR     433

Show EMR Template     629

Show in EMR     1759

Show Invoices with claims not created     718

Show Ribbon Bar     260

Show Scheduler Setting Time     302, 504

Show Tool Bar     260

Shrink     646

Shrink / Expand Tool Bar     504

Shrink Screen     304

Shutdown     162

Shutoff mode     71

Shuts Off     173

Side By Side Display     252

Side By Side Reports     1426

Signature     1575, 1595

Signature of Physician or Supplier     1593

Signed HIPAA     1580

Silverbilt     930, 1788

Single Vision     741

Single Vision lens     753, 1099, 1117

SIP     194

SIPTAPI     194

Size     1341, 1342, 1363

Size of Text     156
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Size Ratio     679

Sleep mode     71, 1709

Sleep setting     157

Slider     646

Slit Lamp     1759

Slow EMR     620

Small Files     1809

Smart Screen     48, 149

SmartScreen     53

SMTP     1693

SMTP settings     1666

Soap     579, 1753

SOAP - Contact Lenses     1753

SOAP - Discussed     1753

SOAP - Evaluate     1753

SOAP - Evaluate for Cataracts     1753

SOAP - Evaluate for Optic Neuropathy     1753

SOAP - Final Vision might be limited     1753

SOAP - Goals     1753

SOAP - Intravit     1753

SOAP - IOP     1753

SOAP - Next Visit     1753

SOAP - Optic Nerve     1753

SOAP - Outcome of Surgery     1753

SOAP - Possible Need for Further Surgery     1753

SOAP - Probability for Complications     1753

SOAP - Reason for Return     1753

SOAP - Refer to     1753

SOAP - Schedule     1753

SOAP - Schedule Equipment     1753

SOAP - Spectacles     1753

SOAP - Surgery Discussed     1753

Soap Plan     1753

SOAP Treatment Plan     455

Socket Error     151, 175

Soft Contacts     462

Software as a Service (SaaS)     1824

Software Expired     1813

Software Statistics     1821

Software Terms and Usage Agreement     11, 20

Sort     214, 871

Sort Columns     214

Sort Grid     219

Sort Rows     219, 416

Sorting Columns     1038

SPAM     1253, 1693, 1824

Spanish Dictionary     268

Speach Recognition     288

Special Form Categories     1234, 1235, 1236

Special Incentive     1129

Special Instruction     545

Special Test     673, 1753, 1759

Specialist     455

Specialty code     1580

Specialty Codes     992

Specifying the Head of the Household List     449

Speech     292, 393

Speech Commands     393

Speech Recognition     292, 393, 579, 583

Speech Shortcuts     393

Speed Enhancement     153

Speed Improvements     183

Speed Up EMR     620

Spell Checker     188, 268, 381, 545, 646

Spell Checker Languages     268

Spell Checker Options     268

Spelling     268

Splash screen     332

Spliting     1343

Splitter     240

Splitters     188, 267

SQL     1203, 1528, 1529, 1530, 1531, 1532, 1533,
1534, 1535, 1536, 1537, 1538, 1539, 1540, 1541,
1542, 1824

SQL - Advanced Topics     1542

SQL - Alias     1537

SQL - Basic Select     1529

SQL - Condition Statement     1531

SQL - Distinct     1536

SQL - Foreign Keys     1535

SQL - Frequently Asked Questions     1542

SQL - Group By     1539

SQL - Having     1539

SQL - IN & Between     1533

SQL - Join     1535

SQL - Joins     1534

SQL - Keys     1535

SQL - Like     1534

SQL - Misc Statements     1538

SQL - Not     1533

SQL - Order By     1536

SQL - Order of Operation     1534

SQL - Outer Joins     1541

SQL - Primary Keys     1535

SQL - Select     1529

SQL - Sub Queries     1539
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SQL - Tutorial     1528

SQL - Unions     1541

SQL - Where     1531

SQL AND     1532

SQL Complex Queries     1532

SQL- Conditional Select     1530

SQL- Exisit & All     1540

SQL- FAQ     1542

SQL In/Sub Queries     1537

SQL Introduction     1528

SQL OR     1532

SQL Relational Operators     1531

SQL Table Basics     1528

SQL Table of Content     1529

SQL-92     1824

SSD     183

SSN     1593

SSN Card     446

Staff     1579, 1580

Staff Recall Reminde     1720

Staff Recall Reminder     892

Staff Scheduler     1579

Standard Promotional Discount rules     1182

Standard Promotional Pricing rules     1173, 1182

Standard Promotional rules     1173, 1182

Standard Toolbar     1508

Start     150, 153, 230

Start Firebird Automatically     1674

Start Marco Connect     595

Starting     230

State     1701

Statement Form     1061

Statement Message     1061

Statements     901, 1056

Statements Manager     1056

Static IP     151, 175, 1670

Statistics     1821

Status     426, 446, 467, 517, 543, 668, 714, 732, 859,
933, 1021, 1131, 1135, 1155, 1580, 1779

Status - Employee     1579, 1580

Status - Follow Up     858

Status of a Diagnosis     681

Stay Involved     87, 1553

Stereopsis     666

Stock Availability     753

Stock Information     753

Stock Item / Inventory Control     1119

Stock Transfer     1119, 1121

Stock Transfer log     1119

Stocking Categories     1798

Stocking Category     1119

Stocking Group     1119, 1798

Stong Password     318

Storage     234

Storage Location     1799

Stored Procedure     1488, 1495, 1498, 1499

Stored procedures     1488

Strong Password     258

Strong Passwords     1642

Structure Editor     1209

Style     1801

SUBDIRECTORY     1824

Subjective     701

Subjective Refraction     675

Submit Claims     914

submitted     914

Submitter     795, 986

Submitter Password     795, 986

Subscription     84

Subscription Expiry Date     84

Suffix     446

Suggestion     120

Summary     1821

Summary Mode     675

Supervisor     1624

Supervisor Access Policies     1596

Supplier     1115, 1131, 1134

Supplier - email     1133

Supplier Part Number     1115

Suppliers     384

Support     28, 124, 125, 130, 132, 136, 260, 388

Support Emails     136

Support Numbers     136

Support Telephone Number     122, 125

Support WEB Site     131

Supported Document types     274

Supported Image types     274

Supported Video types     274

Surcharge     828, 1056

Surcharges     1689

SURGE PROTECTOR     1824

Surgery     566

Surgery Discussed     1753

Surgery Schedule     533

Surgical Waiting List     566

Survey+     276
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Surveys     282, 1717

SVG     234

SWITCH     41, 1824

Switch Users     367, 373

Symtomatic     701

Sync     153

Synemed     587, 606

System     180, 1650

System Acces     1619

System Administration     1641, 1649, 1660

System Administration - Backup     1660, 1662

System Administration - Disaster Planning     1649

System Administration -Security     1641

System Administrator     1637, 1639

System Crash     1649

System Integrity     1641

System Logs     1822

System Maintenance     1650

System Requirements     41

SYSTEM SECURITY     1641

System Settings     1615, 1675, 1677, 1724, 1740,
1750, 1773

System Settings and Pick List     58, 324, 1615

System Setup     1619

System Specification     41

System Upgrade     180

System Utilities     1813

Systemic     668

- T -
T.I.M.     188, 288, 467, 579, 1705

Tab EMR     629

Tab View     1596

Tabbed Information Block     242

Table     1340, 1491

Table Type reports     1340

Tables     1313, 1474

Tablet PC     583

Tablet Power Setting     157

Tablets     41, 71, 326

Table-Type reports     1341, 1342, 1343

Tagged Image File Format     234

Take Picture     326, 865

Take/Add a New Picture     865

Talksoft     276, 282, 287, 288, 409, 893, 1056, 1240,
1717

Talksoft Action Rules     282

Talksoft Bill Reminder     1056

Talksoft Communication service     421

Talksoft Programming     1717

Talksoft Reports     282

Talksoft Service     446, 561

Tape Backup     1660

TAPI     194

Targeted Letters     1245

Targets     1572

Task     373, 424, 1575, 1778

Task - Related To     426

Task bar Thumbnails     238

Task Categories     1778

Task Manager     82, 367, 373, 403, 426, 1778, 1779

Task Manager - Patient     426

Task Manager Setup     1778

Task Notification     373

Task Status     1778, 1779

Task to Do     367

Task Type     1778

Task Types     1778

Tax     1138, 1688

Tax 1     1688

Tax 2     1688

Tax 3     1688

Tax Accounts Setup     1091

Tax Expert     1793

Tax Field     719

Tax on top of Tax 1     1684

Tax Rate     719, 1684

Taxation Registration Numbers     1678

Taxes     933, 1589, 1793

Taxonomy code     1593, 1782

TCP Ports     46

TCP/IP     151, 1647, 1824

TCP/IP address     8

TCP/IP Network     587

TCP/IP Port     151, 604, 1647

TCP/IP Ports     46

Technical Assistance     136, 260, 1647

Technical Support     124, 125, 130, 388

Technician Scheduler     1579

Technicians     1579, 1580

Telephone     8, 194, 265, 275, 1132, 1734

Telephone Auto Dialer     194

Telephone Number     262, 275

Telephone Number error     419

Telephone Numbers     136, 188
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Telephone Tab     545

Tell me about    

Help & Manual     80

Temp Files     153

Temp Folder     1669

Temperature     663

Template     629, 644, 1698, 1705, 1764

Template Preferred List     644, 1764

Template Tab     1759

Templates     288, 620, 624, 629, 1789, 1790

Temporary folder     162

Temprary File Folder     1669

Tentative     517

Tentative Appointment     538

Tentative Appointment / Needs Confirmation     545

Tentative Appointment Icon     302, 504

Tentative Appointments     542

TERABYTE     1824

Term Dictionary     1705

Terminal Service     68, 72, 326

Terminal Services     114

Terminology Input Manager     467, 1705

Terminology Input Manager (TIM)     82, 288, 460, 579

Terms     11, 20, 288, 545, 657

Tertiary Insurance     486, 944

CMS-1500 Insurance Policies     940

Test     667, 673, 1271

Test  Laboratory     667

Test  Radiology/Imaging/Clinical     667

Test Claim Rules     1032

Test Insurance Rules     1032

Test Medication/Prescriptions     667

Test Rules     1032

Test the Pricing Rules     1155

Text     1282, 1452

Text annotation tool     694

Text File     1191, 1504, 1804

Text Input     1705

Text Object     1450

Text Search     1270

Text Size     156

Text Toolbar     1510

Text Wrap     1472

Theft     1144

Thin Clients     68

Things to consider when purchasing a Bar Code
Reader     1152

Third Radius     464

Third Step     58, 1615

Third-party Products and Services     6

Thumbnails     238

Ticket     132

TIF     234

TIFF     234, 441, 1264, 1271, 1283, 1508

TIFF File     1504

TIM     288, 433, 460, 1705

TIM Tool Bar     288

Time     367

Time Block     507, 1590

Time Block -  Day     1590

Time block - Color     1590

Time Block - Time     1590

Time Blocks     537, 1575, 1604

Time Clock     232, 367, 372

Time Current Status     372

Time Delay     230

Time In     372

Time Logs     1575, 1586

Time Note     372

Time Out     157, 173, 372

Time Sheets     1549, 1612, 1627

Time Since Last Exam     424

Timing and Duration     657

Timing and Durrations     545

Timming Out     173

Tints     1800, 1801

Tips     367

Tips and Tricks     367

Title     446

TNP     771

TNP API Key     771

TNP connector     771

TNP Customer Support     771

To Do List     373

Today     504

Today's Current Time     504

Today's Medication     668

Tomey     589

Tomey File Transfer Setup     589

Tomey MR-6000     589

Tonometry     589, 671, 672, 1753

Tonometry History     671

Tonometry Methods     1753

Tonometry Modifiers     1753

Tonometry Pick Lists     1753

Too many Password Attemps     1596
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Tool Bar     188, 240, 260, 367, 501, 646

ToolBar     1508

Tools     188, 197, 260, 460

Tools Manager     197, 460, 1702

Tools Menu     197, 1702

Topcon     604, 607, 1596, 1670, 1767

Topcon CL-300     607

Topcon CT-1     607

Topcon CT-1P     607

Topcon CV-5000s Version 1.2     607

Topcon Eyeroute     587

Topcon EyeRoute/Synergy     607

Topcon EZ Capture     607

Topcon KR-1     607

Topcon KR-800     607

Topcon KR-800S     607

Topcon OCT Maestro Synergy     607

Topcon TRK-2P     607

Topcon TRK-2P connector     1767

Topography     589

Toric Lens     464

Total Amount Paid     826

Total Pyment Amount     826

Total Retail Value     1119

Track a Patient Location     517

Track Invoice Line Item Sales     758

Track Recall     563, 891

Track RevSpring Messages     893, 1240

Track Sales     758

Tracking     758

Tracking Claims     1051

Tracking Lab Orders     817, 853

Tracking Marketing Efforts     568

Tracking Payments     473, 826

Tracking Sales at the Invoice Level     758

Tracking Sales at the Line item Detail Level     758

Trademark     6

Tranck Invoice Sales     758

Transaction     472

Transaction Change     473

Transactions     473, 825

Transcriber     579

Transfer     1063

Transfer a Payment to another Invoice     825, 834,
835

Transfer Amount to Patient     1041

Transfer Claim     1038

Transfer Credit Memo     847, 1063

Transfer EMR CPT to Invoice     702

Transfer Log     1086

Transfer Pricing to Invoice     702

Transfer Procedure code to Invoice     702

Transfer Recall Notes to Appointment     451

Transfer Tab     1084

Transfer to another  Insurance Company     1041

Transfer to Insurance     838

Transfer to Patient     838

Transfer To QuickBooks     1084

Transferred Stock     1121

TransFirst     1041, 1773

TransNational     836

TransNational Payments     203, 771

TransNational Payments Customer Support     771

Treatment     681, 682, 1698

Treatment Plan     455, 681, 682, 1698

Treatment Text     682

tricks     367

TriFocal     741

Trifocals     1117

Trifocals Vision Lens     753, 1099

TRK-2P     604, 607, 1767

TRK-2P connector     1767

Troubleshooting     147

Turn off the Auto Update     1709

Tutorial     1528

Twain     417, 433

Two Data Levels     1481

Type     1119, 1155

Type Mismatched     1499

Type of Doctor     455

Type of Employee     1579, 1580

Type of Inventory Item     1138

Type of Physician     1580

Type of Physicians     1735

Types of Lab Orders     1774

- U -
U.S. National Library of Medicine     681

UDD     446

UEFI     41

UEFI BIOS     1824

UI     191

ULI     958

Unable to conect to Live Support     48, 149

Unable to Connect     175
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Unable to connect to Filopto     230

Unable to connect to server - error     142

Unable to copy     172

Unable to Find Server     151

Unable to Logon     159, 328, 1596

Unable to Logon to Filopto     230, 1666

Unable to reach server     151

Unable to send Bugreports     48, 149

Unable to start Filopto     150, 230

Unable to use Filopto     190

Unavailable database - error     144

Unbilled Items     749, 806

Unbilled Services     806

Unblock user     328

UNICODE     1824

Uninteruptable Power Unit     183

Uninteruptible Power Supply     41

Unlimited Demographic Database     446

Unlock Filopto     1813

UnLock User     1596

UnVoid Line Item     838

UNZIP     306

Update     114, 153, 188, 332, 1642, 1651, 1652

UPDATE / UPGRADE NOTICE     188

Update Claim     774, 781

Update Configuration     188, 1709

Update Database     1652

Update Drug List     467

Update Filopto     114, 188, 260, 1642, 1651, 1652,
1654, 1709

Update Guarantor     758

Update Manager     1640

UPDATE NOTICE     114

Update Reports     1640, 1654

Update the retail price for Framesdata     1155

Update the retail price of a single item     1155

Update the retail prices of all inventory items     1155

Update Version     332

Update WEB Appointment server     1726

Update Windows     162, 1642, 1655

Update your drivers     162

Update your software     1642

Updates     153, 1650, 1655

Updating     180

Updating Laptops     1709

Updating off network devices     1709

Updating Server     180

Updating Tablets     1709

Upgrade     114, 153, 180, 1651

Upgrade Filopto     114

UPGRADE NOTICE     114

Upgrades     1651

UPIN Number     452

Uploaded Files     893, 1240

UPS     41, 183, 1649

US Anti-Spam Law     1693

USA     210, 957, 1788

USA Backup Rules     1660

USA Claim Form     788

USA Claims     924, 957, 975, 977, 978, 979, 1012,
1017, 1029, 1031

USA Insurance Claim Connectors     949

USA Medicare     1026

USA Version     595

Usage     1821

Usage Priority     486

Usage Statistics     1821

Usage Summary     1821

USB     587, 1824

Use Diagnostic Equipment     587

Use of Materials and Information     6

Use the EMR Imaging Capabilities     237, 687

User     190, 1624, 1627

User Access     190, 1619, 1625

User Access Groups     190, 1627

User Access Policies     1596

User Access Policies Conflicts     1596

User Access Rights     1627

User Account     1627

User being Kick Off     157

User Centric     191

User Defined Default Form     1238

User Defined Default Report     1238

User defined Exam Emplates     628

User Defined Forms     1226

User Defined Group Names     1784

User Dictionary     268

User Features     1619

User Group Access     1619

User Groups     1625

User Information     371

User Interface     188, 191

User IP Address     8

User Item Number     1115

User License     46

User Lock Out     1596
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User Lock Out Unable to Sign In     1596

User Locked out     1596

User Logon Credentials     1596

User Logs     1822

User Passwords     1596

User Permissions     1627

User Profile Disk     160

User RDP Licenses     68

User Rights     1627

User Rights Conflict     1596

User Role     1624

User Security     1596, 1627

User Settings     371

User Tab Access     1627

User unable to Logon     1596

User unable to Signon     1596

User-Defined Place of Service Code     1787

Username     1596

Username not Valid     159, 328

Usernames and Passwords are case sensitive     1596

Users     46

Users Locked Out     190

Users Private Filopto Folder     50

Users Temp folder     50

Users unable to Logon     311

Using Invoice Status in Reports     732

Using Laptops, tablets and other mobile devices    
579

Using the Map object     1351

Using Voice Dictation     292

Using Voice Recognition     292

Usser Permissions     190

- V -
Valid Claim Check     782, 929

Validator     1003

Value Pricing     1155

Variable     1503

Variables     1236, 1462

Variables Tab     1236

vBeginDate     1214

VCA Symbol     1131

vCard     836, 1041

Vector Images     234

vEndDate     1214

Vendor     1131, 1134, 1155, 1803

Vendor  - Account Number     1133

Vendor - Account List     1133

Vendor - Communication Information     1132

Vendor - Contact list     1133

Vendor - email     1133

Vendor - Inventory items     1134

Vendor - Telephone     1132

Vendor Alerts     1134

Vendor button     817, 853

Vendor Credit     1105

Vendor General Information     1131

Vendor Information     851

Vendor Invoices     1130

Vendor Notes     1135

Vendor Type     1131, 1803

Vendor Warnings     1134

Vendors     384, 1097, 1131

Verify Files uploaded to RevSpring     893, 1240

Version     8, 153, 595

Version Number     8

Versions     82, 332, 1651

Versions Do Not Match     153

Vertical Alignment     639

Video     274

Video Error     41

Video Resolution     41

Video Tutorial     564

Video Tutorials     364

View a Message     381

View Appointment Confirmation List     409

View Audit Logs     1822

View Claim     1051

View Deleted Document     433

View Edit Prescription     753

View Item Information     753

View Lab Orders that are Late     821, 851, 862

View Local Services     151

View Past Rx     675

View Patient Info     788

View Patient Information     864

View Selected Appointment Client File     302, 504

View Selected Image     691

View tab     694

View Talksoft message Alerts and Report     409

View/Create Credit Memos     409

Viewing reports     1264, 1267

Views     302, 413, 504, 718

Virtual Machines     62

VirtualBox      62
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Virus     48, 149, 1641, 1824

Vision Plan     781

Visual Acuity     670, 1759

Visual Acuity Lists     1753

Visual Acuity Setting     1752

Visual AcuityTypes     1753

Vitals     663

VMware fusion     62

Voice     292

Voice Dictation     288, 292, 583

Voice Recognition     292, 579, 583

Void     814, 815, 825, 838

Void an Invoice     716, 732

Void e-Check     834

Void Invoice     814

Void Payment     834, 845

Void Payment After the Payment is applied to the
Patient account     834

Void Payment Before the Payment is applied to the
Patient account     834

Void Payment transaction     834

Voided Invoices     716, 1565

Voided Report     904

VOIP     194

VOIP base phones     194

vPatientNo     1503

vPay     836, 1041

VPN     71

VSP     1029

- W -
Wages     1575, 1582, 1586

Waiting List     538, 564, 565, 566

Waiting List tab     501

WAN     1824

WARNING     71, 84, 1660

Warnings     426, 1134

Warnings - HIPAA     499

Warnings - PHI     499

Warranty Document     1130

Wear Schedule     1801

WEB Appointment     576, 577, 1726

How it works in the Scheduler     577

Introduction     576

WEB Appointment - Update     1726

Web Appointment Connection Setting     1720

Web Appointment Manager     82

WEB Appointment Providers     1726

Web Appointment Request     573

WEB Appointment Requests     577

WEB Appointment Setup     1726

WEB Appointment Time Slots     1726

WEB Appointments     302, 501, 504, 573

Web Appointments in the Scheduler     577

WEB Base Claim Submission     741, 781, 933

WEB Based Claim Submissions     719

WEB based installation     58

WEB Camera     262

WEB LAB Link     862, 1776

WEB Lab Ordering     817, 853

WEB Link     862, 1776

WEB Page     8

WEb Site     1726

WEB Site Setup - Appointments     1726

WEB Sites not to Block     46, 48, 149

WEB Support     131, 132

Weekly Reports     1493

Weekly Tab     1214

Weight     663

Welcome     80

Welcome Letters     1245

WEP     1824

What are     309

The Business Items I should review?     1565

The Copyrights and trademarks of Filopto     6

The EMR Tool Bar Items     646

The Key Business Items I Should Check?     1565

The Tools available to help me Manage My
Practice?     1549

U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM)     6

What are the different types of Images that can be
stored by Filopto     441

What are the Items I should consider for a Secure
Filopto     1641

What are the Parts of an Invoice?     719

What are the report Categories?     1491

What are the System Maintenance Tools Available    
1640

What do    

the Buttons in the Scheduler Mean     504

What do the Invoice Status Mean?     732

What does the Inventory Provide?     1097

What Image Type should I use in Filopto?     234

What information is required for the Employee     1580

What Invoice was paid by what payment     473, 826

What IP Ports does Filopto Use?     1647
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What is    

A Billing Rule     1021

A Bug Report     142

A Business Rule     1017

A Data Dictionary     1201

A data Grid Navigation Bar     226

A Global Tool ?     1702

A Group NPI?     1787

A Group Practice?     1787

A Guarantor?     474

A NPI?     1787

A Patient Note Types?     1708

A Place of Service code?     1786

A Query?     1491

A Report ?     1491

A Screen Splitter     267

A Search Criteria ?     718

A Table?     1491

A Tablet PC     583

A User Tool ?     1702

An Appointment Type     1720

An Eligibility Rule     1019

An Insurance Authorization Number     493

An Insurance Rule     1017

An Inventory Packages?     1104

An Office Instructions     1725

Bar Coding     1146, 1147

EYE on Your Business?     1549

Filopto     80

Financial Alerts?     822

ICD9, ICD10 and CPT4 codes     208

My Revenue?     1567

Popup Menus     264

Quick Reports     264

Required for Bar Coding     1152

Required for Employees to logon     1579

SOAP     701

Special Information for an Appointment Type    
570

T.I.M.     288

The Alert Manager?     426

The Annual Maintenance Service     84

The Annual Subscription Service     84

The Back Office Ribbon Bar     901

The Claim Manager?     1050

The Communication Manager?     1244

The Confirmation List     542

The Database Manager     1804

The Default Values for the EMR     624

The Employee Manager     1575

The EMR     579

The EMR Manager     609

The EMR Review of Systems List     662

The Forms Manager?     1220

The Front Office Ribbon Bar?     409

The Home tab     367

The Household List?     449

The Insurance Manager     932

The Inventory Item Screen?     1115

The Inventory Manager?     1099

The Inventory Types Available     1104

The Invoice Ledger?     825

The Invoice Manager?     716

The License Agreement for Accra Backup     20

The License Agreement for Filopto     11

The meaning of the Tool Bar Icons     302

The Operational Report Tab?     1493

The Paperless Document Manager?     433

The Patient File     417

The Patient Financial Tab?     472

The Patient Insurance Company Tab?     493

The Patient Insurance Tab?     485

The Patient Journal Screen     425

The Patient Ledger Screen     472

The Patient Manager     413

The Patient Medical Tab?     450

The Patient Policy Information Tab?     497

The Patient Summary Screen?     424

The Purchase Order Manager?     1135

The Recall Manager?     869

The Relationship List     1735

The Report Manager?     1489

The Rolodex?     384

The Rx Type List     1758

The System Settings Accounting Tab     1792

The System Settings Dispensing Tab     1771

The System Settings Employee Tab     1795

The System Settings EMR Tab     1742

The System Settings General Tab     1677

The System Settings Insurance Tab     1782

The System Settings Inventory Tab     1797

The System Settings Report Tab     1780

The System Settings Scheduler Tab     1720,
1734

The System Settings Task Manager Tab     1778

The Terminology Input Manager?     1705
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What is    

The Use of the Invoice Claim Screen?     784

The User Knowledge required for Filopto     92

The Vendor Manager     1131

TIM ?     1705

User Account/Profile     1575

What is This?     364

What is a User Account/Profile?     1627

What is Picture Me?     863

What is the difference between Anti-virus and
Anti-malware?     1642

What is This?     364

What Network Ports are Used by Filopto?     1647

What the Scheduler Icons represent     302, 504

What to do when you get a Bug report     142

What Type of Invoicing can I do?     731

What's a firewall?     1647

What's a Proxy Server     1647

Whats New     32

What's New     100

When is an Exam Completed     609

Where are     309

My Claim Files Saved?     1785

The Insurance Authorization Numbers for a
Patient?     493, 495

The submitted claims files stored (Canada)    
1056

Where can    

I find the Invoice History of a Patient?     476

I save the Patient Insurance card Information    
497

Where Can I Enter the Providers Signature     1595

Where can I find an Overview of Filopto     81

Where do    

Enter a Provider Federal tax ID Number?     1593

Enter a Provider Where do I Enter a Providers
Group #?     1593

Enter a Providers Claim Information     1593

Enter a Providers Signature of Physician or
Supplier Information?     1593

I  Enter the Patient Default Provider     446

I Enter a Provider EIN?     1593

I Enter a Provider NPI?     1593

I Enter a Provider SSN ?     1593

I Enter a Provider Taxonomy Code?     1593

I Enter a Providers Insurance Information?     1593

I enter Comments for the Invoice?     812

I Enter Employee Wages     1582

I enter the Claim Information for a Patient     944

I Enter the Patient Allowed Communication     446

I enter the Patient Insurance Policy     944

I Enter the Patients Demographic Information    
446

I Find Emergency Numbers     1582

I Find Employee Information     1580

I find the Invoice Ledger?     825

I see a Patient Collection Notes     484

I see the Patient Contact Lens Service
Agreements     483

I see the Patient Purchases     484

I see the Patient Service Agreements     483

I Set the Patients Status     446

I Set the Reports or Forms Greeting for a Patient  

 
 446

Wholesale     1122

Why     309

Why are My Remote Desktop Users not Working?    
1813

Why are My Terminal Service Users not Working?    
1813

Why are some Filopto Modules not Working?     1813

Why are there no Prices showing for an Inventory
item?     1122

Why do I get a Warning Message when creating a
Claim?     782, 929

Why do I need Office Manual?     91

Why is my EMR Slow?     620

Why is my Filopto not Starting?     1813

Why is the date field showing December 29 1899    
159

Why Users cannot use Filopto     190

Why You Should Be Running The Latest Windows
Security Patches & Updates.     1655

WI-FI     1824

Windows     41, 260, 305, 393, 1655, 1813

Windows 10     28

Windows 10 32 bit     998

Windows 10 Keyboard Shortcuts     305

Windows 11     28

Windows ARM     62

Windows Automatic Repair     169

Windows Computer Name     1813

Windows Date Format     159

Windows Defender     48, 53, 149

Windows Defragmenter     153

Windows DEP     148

Windows Desktop Experience     41

Windows Disk Cleaner     153
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Windows End of Life     28

Windows Error     175

Windows Fixes     1655

Windows Force Writes     1674

Windows Free Disk Limit     1669

Windows key     305

Windows key + "-" key     305

Windows key + "+" key     305

Windows key + M     305

Windows key + PrtScn     305

Windows key + S     305

Windows Local Services     151

Windows Patches     1655

Windows Power Saving option     157

Windows Power settings     157

Windows Protected your PC     53

Windows Restart VS Shutdown     162

Windows Safe Mode     169

Windows Security     48, 149

Windows Server     1674

Windows Server 2016     28

Windows Server 2019     28

Windows Server 2022     28

Windows Service     151

Windows Services     150, 1666, 1674

Windows Settings     204

Windows SmartScreen     53

Windows Speech Recognition     292

Windows Startup Settings     169

Windows System Restore     169

Windows Task Bar     238

Windows Temp Folder     1669

Windows Updates     153, 1655

Windows Virtualization     68

Wired Network     165

Wireless     41

Wireless Network     165
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